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PREFACE

T HIS book offers a summary of what is known as to the archaeology,

ethnology and history of the region between the Carpathians and the

Caucasus. The region is of varied importance for different branches of

knowledge touching the ancient world, yet about it the scholars of Western

Europe have had a certain difficulty in obtaining recent information, because

each found it unprofitable to master Russian for the sake of pursuing his

subject into an outlying corner. The language difficulty, therefore, first

suggested this work, and my original intention was merely to supply a key

to what has been written by Russian scholars, since they have been insisting

upon the right of their language to scientific use. But such a fragmentary

account of things would have been most unsatisfactory, and, though the time

has not really come for a complete synthesis, enough advance has been made
since the last attempt to review the subject, to justify a provisional summary.

Though the geographical limits to which I have confined myself have

confessedly been dictated by considerations of language—i.e. I have, in

principle, kept to the area within the Russian Empire which has naturally

attracted the attention of scholars writing in Russian—yet the frontier of

Russia towards the Carpathians and the Danube answers nearly to a real

historico-geographical boundary, the western limit of the true steppe. The
Caucasus, again, is a world in itself, having little in common with the steppe,

nor has the time yet come to bring any sort of system into its archaeology
;

so I have reason enough for leaving it alone. On the other hand, the unity

of the Asiatic and European steppe has led me on occasion right across

to Siberia, Turkestan and China without any feeling that I was trespassing

beyond my borders.

My limits in time are, I hope, equally intelligible : an attempt to begin at

the beginning has resulted in Chapter vn, which, I trust, will not be useless:

since it was printed off, more material has accumulated than I was able

to cope with in the Addenda. The Great Migrations form a good lower

limit, as they made a radical change in the population of the steppe and

interrupted the continuous life of the Greek cities on the Euxine coast. In

the case of Chersonese alone there was no such break and I have therefore

followed its history to the end.
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Just these same limits were contemplated by K. Neumann in his

Die Hellenen im Skythenlande (Berlin, 1855), but he only lived to publish

the first volume and that is nearly sixty years ago. In the first three parts

of Kondakov and Tolstoi’s Russian Antiquities in the Monuments of Art
(St P. 1889-

)
reissued by Reinach as Antiquitds de la Russie Mdridionale

(Paris 1892, henceforward cited as KTR.) is provided a more recent

summary. This, intended as an introduction to a more or less popular

account of Christian art in Russia, leaves something to be desired in

arrangement and in bibliographical indications of the sources for the facts

presented, but I have no idea of superseding it, as its limits in time and

space are much wider than mine, and, though I have been allowed to

reproduce a great many of its illustrations, it remains the most accessible

book in which to find many more.

When the above work was compiled, the policy of publishing in Russian

had just become dominant (from about 1889, v. p. xxv) and it was difficult

for Europe to know of discoveries in Russia from then until 1904, when
Pharmacovskij began contributing year by year to the Archaologischer

Anzeiger his very full and well illustrated reports. It is just from the

period before 1904 that the main bulk of my unfamiliar matter is taken, as the

greater part of the illustrations (e.g. those borrowed from the Archaeological

Commission) had been selected by then and the earlier part of the book

drafted.

Other obligations and work having nothing in common with this have

made the writing, and also the printing, of the book a very slow business,

further delayed by the continual flow of fresh material, the incorporation of

which, especially at the later stages, has presented some difficulty : there have

also resulted certain unavoidable inconsistencies. Important facts which I

have learnt since the earlier sheets were printed off are briefly indicated in the

Addenda, to which I would ask the reader’s attention, but these supplements,

necessarily, have been kept down rather jealously.

A great cause of delay has been the miscellaneous content of the work :

its unity being merely geographical, the composition of the different chapters

has meant incursions into different branches of knowledge, in each of which

the specialist will find me wanting. He also may say that what interests

him has not received sufficient space, but there is no denying that the book

is big enough already. The notes give him chapter and verse for every

fact mentioned and indications as to where further information may be found

on any particular point : I believe that even Russians may find these con-

venient. For readers requiring less detail, I have endeavoured to make such

a representative selection of material as to supply a general account of each

subject treated and thus to make the book intelligible without the necessity of
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looking up any references. Accordingly I have shewn enough coins to give

an idea of the whole series and have even taken up space with an Appendix

of Inscriptions, though Latyshev’s Inscriptiones Orae Septentrionalis Ponti

Euxini is fairly accessible.

With regard to illustrations, I have deliberately sacrificed quality to

quantity : I could not afford to reproduce photographically the hundreds

of objects of which I have made rough and ready tracings for Chapters

vm—xn
;

the source of each being given, those who want finer detail will

know where to find it. Illustrations of objects from a tomb will be found

where the tomb is described.

Critics may point out books and articles that I have overlooked, and

such indications will always be welcome. Omissions are inevitable in view

of the wide survey necessary. I fear I have not extracted all I might have

done from Serbian, Bulgarian, Polish, Rumanian and Hungarian authorities,

but these lie somewhat on one side
;
even in Russian I have found it

impossible to hope for completeness, while in the archaeological literature

of Western Europe I must have missed endless articles which would have

enriched my work
;
but had I waited to read them all, the book would never

have been published.

I am very anxious to direct the attention of the reader to the table for

transliterating Russian on p. xxi, in order that he may have all possible

help in grasping the many unfamiliar names he will meet with in the text,

and also to the Preliminary Bibliography and List of Abbreviations (pp. xxiv

—xxxv) which explain such references in the notes as may not be clear at

first sight.

A book like this is not written without incurring many obligations which

can only be repaid by sincere thanks and a readiness to render service for

service if opportunity arise.

Most of all I am indebted to the Imperial Archaeological Commission

at St Petersburg : during my stay there, I was given a place of my own

in its library and was presented with a complete set of its more recent

publications, and these have been sent me regularly year by year ever since
;

full leave was granted me to reproduce any of its illustrations and over

130 blocks were sent to England for my use. Its individual Members have

done all that could be done for me, especially the President, Count A. A.

Bobrinskoj, who gave me his magnificent volumes on Smela and his History

of Chersonese
;

the Vice-President, Academician V. V. Latyshev, who by

a long series of letters and articles has kept me informed of epigraphic

progress; the Senior Member, Professor N. I. Veselovskij, Mr A. A. Spitsyn

and Mr B. V. Pharmacovskij who by sending me his articles has kept me
up to date in his own special studies,

M. b
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At the Imperial Hermitage, I have pleasant recollections of the courtesy

of the late Dr G. von Kieseritzky
;
Mr E. M. Priclik and Mr O. F.

Retowski have rendered me valuable help and so has Mr J. I. Smirnov,

whose most generous offer to read my proofs unfortunately came too late.

Count I. I. Tolstoi and Academician N. P. Kondakov graciously agreed

to my reproducing illustrations from KTR., and from the latter I have

received kindnesses more than I can recount. I should also like to mention

the names of Professor M. I. Rostovtsev and especially of the late Baron

Victor R. Rosen, without whose kindness my stay in Petersburg would have

been far less profitable.

In the Historical Museum at Moscow, Mr A. V. Oreshnikov made me
very much at home, and ever since by most valuable letters, articles and

casts of coins has been my chief help in numismatics
;
Mr V. A. Gorodtsov

has supplied me with unpublished material for Chapters vn and vm.

Professor Vs. Th. Miller, Director of the Lazarev Institute, has earned

my gratitude both personally and by his books.

At Kazan, the late Professor I. N. Smirnov first made me acquainted

with Volga-Kama antiquities.

From Kiev, Mr N. Th. Belashevskij of the Town Museum and especially

Mr V. V. Chvojka have sent me books, letters and photographs of which

I have made full use, and Professor J. A. Kulakovskij has been constant

in help and encouragement.

At Odessa, the Imperial Historical and Antiquarian Society did me
the honour to elect me a member : its Director, Dr E. R. von Stern, now
Professor at Halle, put its coin collection at my disposal and its Secretary,

Professor A. A. Pavlovskij, has supplied me with its Transactions. These

two scholars have besides rendered me important private services.

At Nicolaev, Mr A. Vogell entertained me and shewed me his beautiful

collection, now, alas, dispersed. At Kherson, Mr V. I. Goszkewicz has kept

me abreast of the progress of archaeology in his district.

At Chersonese, the late Director of the Excavations, Mr K. K. Kosciuszko-

Waluzynicz, shewed me round the site and sent me photographs and reports

from time to time : I am also under very definite obligations to his suc-

cessor, Dr R. Ch. Loper, and his draughtsman Mr M. I. Skubetov. From
General A. L. Bertier-de- La-Garde at Jalta, I have received books, articles,

letters and other help on many points archaeological and numismatic : my
constant references to his work are a measure of what I owe him. Dr K. E.

Duhmberg, Director at Kerch, assisted me while I was there, and his successor,

Mr V. V. Skorpil, has answered questions and sent me valuable articles,

while Dr I. A. Terlecki gave me my first real introduction to Bosporan

coins.
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Outside Russia, I have found similar assistance : from Mr A. M. Tallgren

at Helsingfors, from Professor A. von Lecoq and the authorities of the

Antiquarium at Berlin, from Professor P. Bienkowski at Cracow, Dr Vasic at

Belgrad, and Professor M. Rosenberg at Karlsruhe. In Paris, my special

gratitude is due to Professor Paul Boyer, Director of the School of Living

Oriental Languages, my first guide in Russian studies, also to Mr E. Babelon

at the Cabinet cles Mbdailles, and to Mr S. Reinach, who helped me at the

St Germain Museum, joined in allowing me to copy figures from KTR. and

encouraged me in other ways.

In the British Museum, Mr O. M. Dalton of the Medieval Department,

who has traversed much of the same ground in his Treasure of the Oxus,

has been to me a constant moral support and has besides helped me in many
ways

;
in the Coin Department, I have always been sure of assistance from

the late Mr Warwick Wroth, from Mr G. F. Hill and from Mr H. Mattingly
;

I have been also specially beholden to Sir Cecil Smith and Mr F. H. Marshall,

both formerly of the Greek and Roman Department. To Professor W. M.

Flinders Petrie I am indebted for one of my most valuable illustrations.

At Oxford, I have received help and encouragement from Sir A. J.
Evans,

Sir M. A. Stein and Professor J. L. Myres.

In Cambridge, my thanks are first due to the Managers of the Craven

Fund, who enabled me to make my original archaeological visit to Russia,

and to my College, which allowed my work upon this book to qualify me for

holding my Fellowship. I cannot say how much I owe to my masters, the

late Mr R. A. Neil who encouraged me at the beginning— I had hoped to

talk over many a point with him—and Professor Ridgeway, who has ever

been urging me forward. My thanks are also due to the Masters of

St Catharine’s and Emmanuel Colleges, to Sir Charles Waldstein, Professor

J. B. Bury, Professor H. A. Giles, Professor A. A. Bevan, Professor E. J.

Rapson, Miss Jane E. Harrison, Mr A. B. Cook, Mr S. A. Cook, Professor

C. H. Hawes, now of Dartmouth College, U.S.A., and other scholars to

whom I have had occasion to turn for information.

Much of the photographic work was done by the late Mr H. A. Chapman
of the Fitzwilliam Museum, the staff of which has aided me in the matter of

coins. The trouble that I have given to the staff of the University Library

has amounted to something that deserves special recognition from me.

My very deepest gratitude is due to Mr A. J. B. Wace, who has read

the proofs right through, successive batches coming to him at the most

widely different places, and to Mr F. W. Green, who has made assurance

more sure for the second half of the book by eliminating errors which

had crept in after Mr Wace’s reading.

If I have omitted to acknowledge either here or in the text any

b 2



obligations incurred within these thirteen years, may the lapse of time be

some excuse for me.

The Syndics of the University Press I can but thank for undertaking

a book by nature unremunerative and ask their pardon for having expanded

it beyond reasonable convenience and delayed it almost beyond endurance :

from the staff, especially from Mr Norman Mason, whom I have troubled

with an endless series of petty details, I have received invaluable help given

with unfailing patience, while the press-readers have saved me from many
slips.

The work is dedicated to my Father, who has enabled me to devote

myself to it, has very largely supplemented the liberal allowance for

illustrations made by the Syndics, and has contributed to the expenses

incidental to making the scale of the book less inadequate to its subject.

E. H. M.

24 April
, 1913.
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XXI

TRANSLITERATIONS.

Greek.

Greek names and words appear in the traditional Latin transliteration much as is recom-

mended to contributors to JHS., i.e. names that the Romans themselves did not fully Latinize,

e.g. Delos
,
and certain words which are more familiar in the Greek form, e.g. Nike

,
Boule, are

treated inconsistently. Greek words in the index mostly appear where they would if transliterated

into Latin, but if actually next each other are put in the Greek order.

Russians transcribe Greek by tradition as if it were modern Greek (no h •
i, y, v = i etc.)

;

a reform party represents the Erasmic view but has not attained to a consistent system : it is

hampered by having no h for which T i.e. g is used.

Latin is pronounced after the German fashion and transliterated accordingly.

Russian.

The use of diacritical marks has been avoided for typographical reasons, and they only

appear in Polish, Bohemian or Serbo-Croatian names of which they are an integral part. This

has involved the frequent use of two letters in English for one in Russian which is apt to make

the unfamiliar words very long and hard to grasp. To avoid this has seemed more important

than to attempt to give the pronunciation exactly and I have aimed at using as few letters as

are consistent with a fair rendering. The vowels are of course to be pronounced as in Italian

except e and y (see below)
;

the English mode of expressing consonants fits Russian better

than does the German or French, but I have had to depart from it by using j for consonantal y
as y is wanted for a special vowel : I have not ventured to use c for ts (nor of course ch for kh,

except in a few Greek words) as is done in scientific transliteration of Slavonic. To keep the

words short I have represented Russian e and i by e and e instead of je and je, the j being

nearly always present before an e sound in Russian : so when h or io (ordinarily ja or ju

)

follow

an i I have omitted the j. The j looks unfamiliar and I have sometimes yielded to temptation

and substituted i in diphthongs aj, oj, e.g. Tolstoi.

When names of Russians are really French, German or Polish, I have restored to them

their own spelling : when Greek or Latin enter into the composition of Russian words or names

I have as far as possible written them as I write Greek or Latin (e.g. Pharmacovskij but Funduklej)

so as to bring out their derivation, the terminations being transcribed normally. This has led

me into many inconsistencies (e.g. two values of ch), but anything which makes Russian names

less unfamiliar and so easier to distinguish is valuable, Westerners being inclined to confuse

them. It has also enabled me to make a difference between Cherson the Byzantine form of

Chersonese and Kherson the modern Russian town at the mouth of the Dnepr.

The accent is not written in Russian, so I have not made a practice of indicating it, but

I have occasionally (especially in the index) put it as a guide to pronunciation : unaccented

vowels are much less clear in quality, e.g. o is indistinguishable from a
;

when, as often, e has

the tonic accent I have not put an extra mark
;

e (=jo) only arises under the accent.



xxii Transliterations

Latin letters. Russian letters. Pronunciation.

a a a as in father.

ai, aj aft ai in aisle.

b 6 b as in boy.

c Not used alone except to represent k or c in Greek or Latin.

ch 'I (x) ch as church (but when representing g it is to be pronounced kh).

d A d as in debt

,

or rather Fr. dette.

e e At the beginning of all but a few modern loan-words as ye

in yet or ya in Yale : after a consonant the j (y) is less

distinct but always present except after sh, ch, zh and ts.

e 9 e as in equator-, confined to obvious modern loan-words.

e e Accented e in certain cases assumes the sound of jo, o, and

so I have sometimes written.

e ft A special letter now identical in sound with e but never

turning to e.

ej eft ey in grey.

f * Only in foreign words
;

if the origin is Greek 1 use ph.

g r Hard as in get.

gh r r sounded as a spirant, at the end of words (e.g. Bugh
)
as ch

in Loch.

h Not in Russian. Latin &c. h is represented by r or sometimes x.

Greek '
is sometimes rendered by r, more often left out.

i h, i i as in machine. (Sometimes = ft in diphthongs, e.g. Ainalov,

Tolstoi.
)

i (ia, ie, ie, iu) b (bti, se, be, bio) b + u is almost identical with i + a and I have made no

distinction, so with other vowels except bii =ji.

ij ift ee in free but after k as y in whisky.

j
ft (aft, eft, oft) y at the end of diphthongs as in ay, grey, boy.

j
(ji) b (bii) y before i after a consonant, as in Goodyear.

ja, ju (a, io) y before a, u, as in yarn, yule.

(e, e, e) (e, e, ft) I do not write the j in these cases but it is to be pronounced.

k K k except in Greek or Latin words, in which where possible

I write c.

kh X German ch in ncf) : but in Greek words I use ch for g.

1 ji l “hard” between / and w as in people, “soft” between l

and y as in Fr. ville.

m M m.

n H n.

o 0 o accented open as oa in broad : unaccented as a in ballooti.

P II P-

ph * I have written ph in words of Greek origin.

q Not in Russian.

r P r, strongly trilled : when soft between r and y but not

like ry.

s C s as in size, case, never as in cheese (I have left it in words

like Musej, numismatica

,

written with z in Russian).

sh IU sh in shut.

shch Ilf shch in Ashchurch.

t T t.



Russian
,

Chinese
,

<?/c. xxiii

Latin letters. Russian letters.

J J

Pronunciation.

th e /; I have written th
,
as e only occurs in words borrowed from

the Greek, but the pronunciation in Russian is f.

ts U, ts as in its : it, often represents a Latin c through German

influence.

u y u in rule.

V B v, at the end of words pronounced as f hence the common
spelling -off.

w Our w does not occur in Russian but Germans use the letter

to render b.

X KC £, and also i/>, have been dropped from the Russian alphabet.

y H A peculiar vowel between i and u not unlike its value in

rhythm.

y ir Representing Greek v as in Sympheropol.

z 3 English z. But Germans transliterating Russian use it for

H = is.

zh JK French j, English z in azure.

0 T> Keeps preceding consonant “hard”: I have only used it in

the middle of words.

0 I) Makes preceding consonant “ soft ”
: when a vowel follows

I write i.

Consonants before «, 0, u, y, (‘) are mostly pronounced hard, i.e. more or less as in English :

before i, e, j and (') soft, that is with a j sound, but this must not be overdone.

Russians writing their own names in Latin letters are generally quite inconsistent, mostly

using a French or German system, often a mixture of the two or alternately one and the other

:

the only thing is to disregard their individual usage and reduce all names to one system.

Chinese
,

etc.

The forms in which Chinese names appear have been revised by Professor Giles, to whom
my best thanks are due, in accordance with the Wade system. The transliteration does not

attempt to restore lost final consonants but neither does it render some of the Pekinese

innovations (e.g. Hsiung-nu, T‘u-chiii for Hiung-nu, T‘u-kiie): also zh is put for Wade’s (French)

j. A convenient table of transliterations from Chinese, including that used by Russians, is in

TRAS. Oriental Sect. xvm. i. p. 074.

Other Oriental names have been rendered rather haphazard, mostly as found in the books

from which I took them.

Russian Weights. Russian Measures.

1 dolja= -

675 gr. troy = -c>44 grin.

96 doljas=i zolotmk= 64’8 gr. troy = 4'265 grm.

3 zolotniks= 1 lot= |
194

'

4 g" f^Uiz-yS grm
l -45 oz. avdp. J

32 lots= I funt= '9 lb. avdp. =409 grm.

40 funts— 1 pud = 36'n lb. avdp.= i6'36 kgr.

(3 puds= 1 cwt.)

I have avoided using these, but many of the books to which I refer do so, others use our feet

and inches or of late years the Metric system.

1 vershok=i'75 inch= 4
-

445 cm.

16 vershoks=i arshln= 28 inches= 7i'i2 cm.

3 arshms=i sazhen = 7 feet= 2 u 34 m.

500 sazhens= 1 verst = 1 166 yds, 2 ft= I'oG’j km.

(3 versts = 2 miles : 15 versts=i6 km., cf. Scale on

Map IX.)



XXIV

PRELIMINARY BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUSSIAN
PUBLICATIONS.

In view of the mutual independence of various parts of the book sectional bibliographies

have been appended to each of Chapters n—iv, xiu—xix, although this has meant a certain

amount of repetition : the notes throughout give much bibliographical information but they

contain a certain number of abbreviations, some of these it has been thought better to expand

in § C below even though they be fairly familiar to archaeological readers, but it is only a list

of abbreviations, not a bibliography of periodical literature, and does not contain titles cited

in a form about which there can be no mistake.

Titles of works in Russian appear in the notes in English Translations (not always, I fear,

quite consistent), the Russian character has been avoided as generally unintelligible, and even

transliterations are difficult for those unfamiliar with the language to grasp. The title of every

Russian serial (A) and independent work (B) to which reference has been made, is here given

both in the original Russian language and character and in a Latin transliteration. Articles

published in serials of which the Russian title is given, can be readily identified by their

English titles, and it has not been thought necessary to give the Russian. As the place of

publication of every work or else that of the serial in which it is published has been given in

every case, a reader may be expected to infer that a work published in Russia is written in

Russian in spite of its being cited by an English title, and if he wishes to know the exact

form of the Russian title he will find it in A or B. Certain Russian works, mostly official

publications, have recognised French titles and are cited by these mostly in an abbreviated

form, v. § C. The titles of the magazines Propylaea (Ilponinieii) and Hermes (TepMecL, not

to be confused with the German Hermes
,

Berlin, 1866—)
have been distinguished by the

warning (Russian). Latyshev’s novriKa is a collection of articles in Russian, his Scythica et

Caucasica has a Russian translation and notes and so has his Christian Inscriptions from

S. Russia, which by an oversight I have cited as “ Inscr. Chr.” The titles of works in French,

German, etc. are of course left unaltered
;

to those in Slavonic languages which use Latin

letters a translation has been added. The citation of Russian authorities will enable anyone

who can command the help of an interpreter to look up any particular point with as little

difficulty as possible.

By far the greater part of work on the antiquities of S. Russia appears in the publications

of some institution or society, nearly always a serial, and these may conveniently form one

class (A) and the independent books another (B). I have not made any effort to include

books older than i860 and quite superseded, nor have I aimed at any completeness in this

practical guide to a wide literature. I have inserted one or two books which have appeared

since the printing of the section for which they would have been useful. A helpful book of

reference is

lIpoaopoB'L, II. (Prozorov, P.). CncTeMaTiiBecKift YKa3aTe.lL Khiitl ii CTaTen no rpenecKofr

‘Fujiojioriii iianenaTaHHHXL bt> Pocciu cl xvii CTOJilmn no 1892 rojtL Ha pyccKOML ir

HHOCTpannHXL H3LntaxL, cl npn6aB.ieHieML 3a 1893, 1894 it 1895 tojili. Cn6. 1898.

( Sistematicheskij Ukazdtel' Knig i Statej po Grecheskoj Philolbgu napechatannykh v Rossn

s xvii stoletia po 1892 god na russkom i inostrdnnykh jazykakh, s pnbavleniem za 1893,

1894 i 1895 gbdy = Systematic Index of Books and Articles on Greek Philology printed in

Russia from the xvi ith century to 1892 in Russian and other languages, with a Supplement

for 1893, 1894 and 1895. St P. 1898.)

See also IosPE. 11. pp. 339—344, and the half-yearly Supplement to BCA. (v. inf. p. xxvi).



Preliminary Bibliography
, § A xxv

A. Official Publications and Serials issued in Russia.

The Imperial Academy of Sciences (Hmuepatopckaii AKajteiviia Hayu't., Imperatorskaja

Academia Nauk), St P., publishes the 3anncKH (
Zaplski

,
Memoires) of the Historico-

Philological Class, also a Bulletin from which were collected articles in Alelanges Greco-

Rotnains, 1855-— (also Melanges Asiatiques), a C6opHiiK r

i>
(
Sbornik

,
Miscellany) and

H 3 B'I;cTia (/zvestia,
Bulletin

)
OiypLieiibi pyccKaro a:u,iKa 11 caoBecHOCTii (Otdelenia russkago

jazyka i slovesnosti, of the Department of Russian Language and Literature), 1900— ,

and the BH3aHTificitiH BpeueHHiiK'b
(
Vizantljskij Vremennlk

,
Bu£an-iva Xpovlko),

1894— . Also Prozorov’s book above mentioned, but I have not often had occasion

to cite its publications.

The Imperial Archaeological Commission (Hmiiepatopckaii ApxeojioniHecKaa KoiiMHCcia,

Imperatorskaja Archeologicheskaja Commissia 1

)
is the central organ of Russian archaeology.

The movement which led to its establishment produced two works which may be classed

with its publications :

Antiquites du Bosphore Cimmerien [ABC.] conservees au Mus'ee Imperial de VErmitage
,

large

folio, St P. 1854, published in Russian and French facing each other. This rare book

was reissued in large 8vo by S. Reinach in his “ Bibliotheque des Monuments Figures,”

Paris, 1892, with new introduction and descriptions to the plates, which are reduced almost

to half size. Except where fine detail or colour are important I have used this convenient

edition instead of the cumbrous original.

H3BJie iieHie ii3
rt BcenowaHEFfniiaro oraeTa o6 rt apxeoji0 r inieck 11xx po3HCKaHbixT> bi> 1853 r.

(Izvlechenie iz vsepoddannejshago Otcheta ol) Archeologicheskikh Rozyskaniakh v 1853 godii =

Extract from a ?nost humble Report o?i the Archaeological Exploratio?is in 1853), by Uvarov

and Leontiev, 4
t0

,
St P. 1855.

The Commission is constituted as a part of the Ministry of the Imperial Court, as is

also the Hermitage Museum. Its most important publication is :

—

Compte Rendu [CR] (Oi'ieri,, Otchet) de la Commission Imperiale Archeologique.

From 1859 to 1881 the text (4to) of this contained a Report (in French) of the

excavations conducted in each year, and a Supplement by L. Stephani in German (1859

is in French) dealing with various objects either yielded by recent excavations or preserved

in the Hermitage
;

there were occasional woodcuts (unnumbered) and very few plates

except in the text for 1872, which has as a second supplement V. Stasov’s French account

of a catacomb illustrated with 18 plates; each part is accompanied by an atlas of six

magnificent plates. Each part has a superficial index, and in Reinach’s ABC. there is a

short summary of the contents of this series and a meagre index to the whole.

The Reports for 1882— 1888 were alt issued at once (sm. folio) with an atlas of the

same type, a description of its six plates and an index
;

this volume appeared in a French

and a Russian edition.

CR. from 1889 to 1898, henceforward in Russian (sm. folio without an atlas but

with many cuts in the text), contained the Reports year by year, an appendix with fuller

reports of particular excavations but no index: indices to the years 1882— 189S form a

separate volume. From 1899 the fuller reports have been transferred to BCA. and each

volume has been supplied with an index. CR. comes out four or five years after date.

1 To be distinguished from the Imp. Archaeo- versions of Ps. Nestor’s Chronicle
,
and in its

graphic (ApxeorpatjuiHeCKafl) Comm., which pub- Chronicle
(
Letopis

)

articles upon such subjects.

fishes documents dealing with Russian history, e.g.

M. d
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The Imp. Archaeological Commission has also issued:

—

Antiquites de la Scythie d’Herodote [ASH.], two Parts, 1866, 1873, 4
t0

,
text (in French) and

large atlas, forming the first two numbers of

Marepia.m no Apxeojmrin Poeciu [Mat.] (Materialy po Archeologii Rossii, Materials for the

Archaeology of Russia), Nos. hi.— (ASM. being reckoned as Nos. 1. and 11.), 1888—
(sm. folio), contain monographs with excellent plates, dealing with the following particular

finds or classes of antiquities :

—

South Russia : Nos. 1., 11. (= ASH.)
;

vi., xix. Kulakovskij, Catacombs at Kerch,

v. p. 308 n. 4 ;
vii., xii. Malmberg and Oreshnikov, Bertier-de-La-Garde, Chersonese Finds,

v. pp. 363 n. 1, 553, 509 n. 1 ;
vm. Strzygowski and Pokrovskij, Shield (?) from Kerch,

v. p. 320 n. 3; ix., xvii., xxi 11. Latyshev, Inscriptions; xm. Malmberg and Lappo-

Danilevskij, Karagodeuashkh, v. p. 216; xxiv. Zhebelev, Panticapaean Niobids, v. p. 370;

xxxi. Pridik, Melgunov’s Find, v. p. 172 n. 1 ;
xxxii. Zhebelev and Malmberg, Three

Archaic Bronzes, v. p. 374 n. 4.

South-West Russia : xi. Antonovich, Excavations in the country of the Drevljane

(all dates, Sc. to Slav).

North-West Russia: iv. Avenarius, Drogichin Cemetery (Govt. Grodno); xiv. Spitsyn

and Romanov, Ljutsin Cemetery (Govt. Vitebsk)
;
xxvm. Sizbv, Gnezdovo near Smolensk

(Liv (?) and Slav graves x.—xi. cent. a.d.).

Novgorod Frescoes : xxi. Examination of Suslov’s scheme for restoring Frescoes in

S. Sophia
;
xxx. Pokryshkin, Report on restoration of S. Saviour’s, Nereditsa.

North Russia: xvm. Brandenbourg, Barrows S. of L. Ladoga (Finnish, vm.—xi. a.d.);

xx. Spitsyn and Ivanovskij, Barrows of St P. Govt.
;

xxix. Glazov, Barrows at Gdov (Slav

or Finnish, xi.—xv. a.d.).

East Russia: x. Cemeteries at Ljada and Tomnikovo (Tambov Govt.); xxv. Spitsyn,

Antt. of the Kama and Oka (Finnish, x.—xi. a.d.); xxvi. Spitsyn, Antt. of the Chud' folk

on the Kama (Finnish, 1.—xiv. a.d. v. p. 257 n. 3); xxn. Chwohlson, Pokrovskij and

Smirnov, Syrian Dish from Perm (vi.—vir. a.d.).

Siberia: 111., v., xv., xxvn. Radloff, Antiquities of Siberia, v. p. 241 n. 1.

Transcaspia : xvi. Zhukovskij, Ruins of Ancient Merv.

Herat : xxxm. N. I. Veselovskij, Cauldron dated a.h. 559.

H3B'kcTin Hmii. Apx. Romm. [BCA.] (Izvestia Imp. Arch. Comm. = Bulletin—Mitteilimgen—de

la Commissioti Imp. Archeo/ogique), large 8vo, 1901— (45 Pts in Aug. 1912, indices in

Nos. xx. and XL.), contains fuller reports of particular excavations, various articles not

important enough for Mat., reports of decisions of the Commission with regard to proposed

changes in churches and other ancient buildings (forming a special series called Voprbsy

restavratsii, Questions of Restoration). Two numbers a year are furnished with a

IIpiioaBneHie (Pribavlenie = Supplement), in which are collected reprints of newspaper articles

touching Archaeology and a list of Archaeological publications for the half-year.

Besides these the Commission has issued

AjibfioMT) piicyiiKOBij iiOM'feineniiMX'i. bt> OmeTax'b 3a 1882—1898 rojtu (Albom risunkov

pomeshchennykh v Otchetakh za 1882— 1898 gbdy = Album of Illustrations that appeared in

CR. 1882— 1898), St P. 1906.

Also Kondakov’s Russian Hoards, Smirnov’s Argenterie Orientale, Kulakovskij’s Past

of Taurida
,
Latyshev’s Hovtoca, Rostovtsev’s Decorative Painting and von Stern’s Watercolour

Vases, v. § B.
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The Imperial Russian Archaeological Society (HmiePATOPCKOE Pyccuoe Apxeo.iorii'iecKoe

06 in,ecTBo) of St P., founded in 1846, has issued several different series of publications

(v. Polenov, D. V., BiibaiorpacjmnecKoe Ooo3ppHie TpyjtOBS H. P. A. 0 ., Bibliographical

Survey of the Works of the I.R.A.S., St P. 1871, and N. I. Veselovskij, History of the

l.R.A.S. 1846— 1896, St P. 1900, pp. 97— 142). Those touching the subject of this book are :

—

Memoires de la Societe d'Archeologie et de Numismatique de St R., Yols. 1.—vi. 1847— 1852,

French or German articles, sometimes identical with those appearing in

3aniiCKir CanKTnexepbyprcKaro ApxeojioriinecKO-HyMimiaTunecKaro OoipecTBa, after Vol. in.

Hmh. A pxe 0.10 r iih ec ita r0 06m. {Zapiski = Transactions—Sandpeterburgskago Archeolo-

gichesko-Numismaticheskago Obshchestva, afterwards Imp. Archeologicheskago O.), 1.

—

xiv. 1847— 1858.

1 1 3 H he : ii: H.A.O.
(
Izvestia I.A.O. = Bulletin

),
1.—x. 1857— 1884, but little concerned with

Prehistoric or Classical Antiquities, then took their place.

SaiincKH
(
Zapiski

[
3 .0 .P.A.O. = TRAS.], new series), revived by a resolution made in 1882 and

coming out in three parallel sets, Oriental (1886— ), General (Vols. 1.— vi. 1886— 1895)

Russian and Slavonic (Vols. 111. and iv. 1882, 1887, Nos. 1. and 11. being in the old series).

This last was united with the General, so that its Vols vii.— ix. 1896— 1901 are each in

two parts, i. Russo-Slavonic, ii. Classical and West European, but restored and the old

numeration resumed with Vols. v.— 1903— ,
and the Classical, etc. started afresh

with Vols. 1.— 1904— . A Numismatic section began to publish Zapiski in 1906.

The Society also published Koehne’s Chersonese
,

Sabatier’s Sotcvenirs de Kertsch,

Latyshev’s IosPE, Inscr. Christ., and Sc. et Cauc. v. § B.

It has a small Museum, Catalogue by A. A. Spitsyn, 1908.

The Imperial Moscow Archaeological Society (Hmhepatopckoe MocitoBcitoe Apxeo.ioni'iecKoe

OoipeCTBO = Imp. Moskdvskoe Arch. Ob.) has not produced very much with which we

are concerned in ^peBHOCTii (Drevnosti — Antiquities), as its TpyqiJ
(
Trudy or Transactions,

lit. Labours) are called, Moscow, 1865—
ApxeoJioriiiecKifl H3bPct1ji 11 3aM'feTK.ii ( Arclieologicheskia Izvestia i Zametki - Arch. Bulletin

and Notes), 1893— .

MaTepiaiH no Apxeoiopin Boctothhx'B Pydepmft (.Materials for the Archaeology of the Eastern

Governments
), 1893— .

MaTepiajiH no Apxeojtorin Rasitasa {Mat. for the Arch, of the Caucasus), 1894— .

TLrmuthii kh XpiiCTiaHCKaro Xepconeca
(
Pdmjainiki Christidnskago Chersonesa = Monuments of

Christian Chersonese), Pts 1., 11., in. (1905— 1911), however, promise to form a most

important series, v. Ainalov, Lavrov, Shestakov in § B.

It has been chiefly instrumental in organizing the Archaeological Congresses (C'i>p3AT>,

S !ezd), of which the Trudy
(
Tra?is.) in 4'° are most valuable. They were held 1. Moscow,

1869; 11. St P. 1872; hi. Kiev, 1875; iv. Kazan, 1878; v. Tiflis, 1881; vi. Odessa, 1884;

vii. Jaroslav, 1887; viii. Moscow, 1890; ix. Vilna, 1893; x. Riga, 1896; xi. Kiev, 1899;
xii. Kharkov, 1902; xm. Ekaterinoslav, 1905 ;

xiv. Chernigov, 1908; xv. Novgorod, 1911.

Preliminary reports of papers are published in the Izvestia or Bulletin of the Congress.

The Moscow Numismatic Society (MocKOBCitoe HyMii3MaTiuiecitoe OomecTBO, Moskovskoe

Numismatfcheskoe Obshchestvo) publishes Tpyxn {Trudy, Transactions), 1897— ,
and a

HymiSMaTiinecKifi CoopHiiK'i, {Nu?7iismaticheskij Sbbrnik = Numismatic Miscellany), 1908— .

Moscow University published Miller’s Ossetian Studies and Oreshnikov’s Catalogue oj its Coins,

v. § B.
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I he Imperial Alexander III. Historical Museum of Russia, Moscow (Hmii. PocciiicKifi

HcTopiuieciciu My3efi IIMenu HunepaTopa AaeKcaHjtpa III.) issues Reports (Or'ieri,, Otchet),

1899— .

The Imperial Historical and Antiquarian Society of Odessa (Hmii. OjteccKoe 06 in,ecTno

Hcxopi m 11 JIjieBHOC.Teii = Imp. Odesskoe Obshchestvo Istorii i Drevnostej) published

Vol. 1. of its SaimcKH
[
3 .0 .0. = Trans. Od. Soc.] (Zapfski = Transactions) in 1844;

Vols. 1.—xv. are 4
to

;
Vols. xvi.—xxx. (1912) in 8V0 have separate paginations for:

i. Investigations

,

ii. Materials

,

iii. Miscella?iea

,

iv. Obituaries

,

v. Minutes ( IIpoTOKOJii.i) of

Meetings.

It has also issued in sm. folio, text in German and Russian :

—

Das Museum der Kaiserlich Odessaer Gesellschaft fiir Geschichte und Alterthumskunde :

—

i. (1897), ii. (1898), Terracotten [Od. Mus. Terra-cottas], by A. A. Derevitskij,

A. A. Pavlovskij and E. R. von Stern; iii. (1906), Theodosia und seine Keramik

[Theodosia], by E. R. von Stern.

KpaTivifi YKa3aTe.iL My3en Hmii. Ojt. 06m. Hc r

r. 11 JJp. [Od. Mus. Guide]
(
Krdtkij Ukazatel'

Musea Imp. Od. Obshch. = A Short Guide to the Museum of the Imp. Od. Soc.), ed. 2, 1909,

by von Stern, mentions some important objects not yet published.

The Municipality of Kherson is issuing V. I. Goszkewicz’s XepcoHCKift PopoflCKoit My3eft

(.Khersonskij Gorodskoj Musej = Kherso?i Town Museum), i. (Coins) 1910; ii. (Chronicle

1909-11) 1912.

The Tauric Record Commission (TaBpiuiecitaa YBeiiaa ApxiiBiiaa KoMMiiccia, Tavricheskaja

Uchenaja Archivnaja Commissia) publishes its H.aB'iiCTUi ( Izvestia = Bulletin) since 1887,

46 numbers, 8V0.

The Ministry of Public Instruction in St P. publishes its rEypna.ri» [HLM.H.n. = Journ.

Min. Pub. Instr.] monthly since 1834; it contains some articles concerning S. Russia in

the body of the magazine and many in a special Classical Section with separate pagination.

Kiev University (the University of S. Vladimir) publishes H3B'kcTia
(
Izvestia = Bulletin),

1861 — ,
in which Antonovich’s Description of its coins appeared.

The Russian Archaeological Institute in Constantinople (PyccidS ApxeojioriuiecKin

HucTiiTyTT B’li KoHCTanTiiHonoah) publishes II 0 nl.ciiji
(
Izvestia

)

but they are not concerned

with our region.

Private Magazines in Russian

Hpomuieii (
Propylaea ), ed. P. Leontiev, v. vols. 8™, Moscow, 1851— 1S56.

TuaoaonuiecKoe Oooap'Uiie (Philologicheskoe Obozretiie = Philological Review), Moscow, 1891— ,

now defunct.

TepMec’L, Hay m no-iioir y.TH pni.iu BIictiiiikl AHTinmaro Mipa ( Germes

,

i.e. Hermes, a Popular

Scientific Messenger of the Ancient World), St P. 1907— ,
ed. A. I. Malein and

S. O. Cybulski.

Apxeoao ni liecK.aa JITtoiiiicl 10atnoil Poccin (Archeologicheskaja Letopis fuzhnoj Rossii, Arch.

Chronicle of S. Russia), published by N. Th. Belashevskij as a supplement to Kievskaja

Starind, 1899 1901, and then independently, Kiev, 1903— 1905.
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B. Full Titles of Books published in Russia, etc.

Ainalov, U. V. (AfhiajiOBi,, B.). IlaMaxmiKii XpucxiaHcitaro XepcoHeca, i. Pa3BajiiHH

XpaMOiif,
(
Pd?njatniki Christidnskago Chersonesa, /. Razva/iny Khramov = Mo?iuments of

Christian Chersonese, /. Ruins of Churches). Moscow, 1905.

Antonovich, V. B. (Ahxohobiimb, B. E.). Onncanie MonexB 11 Me^aaefi xpanantnxca bb

Hym iiaiiax 11 a eckomb Jiyaei ymiBepciixexa cb. BjiajpiMipa ( Opisdtiie Monet i Medalej

khranjdshchikhsja v numismaticheskom Mus'ee Universiteta sv. Vladimira = Descr. of coins

and medals preserved in the Numism. Museum of the Univ. of S. Vladimir). Kiev, 1896.

Arkas, Z. (ApitacB, 3 .). Onncanie HpaKJiiitCKaro HojiyocxpoBa 11 JIjteBHOCxen ero ( Opisanie

Iraklijskago Polubstrova i Drevnostej ego = Descr. of the Heraclea?i Peninsula and its

Antiquities). Trans. Od. Soc. Vol. 11. and Nicolaev, 1879.

Ashik, A. (Abiiikb, A.). Bocnopcicoe IJapcxBO ( Vospbrskoe Tsdrstvo — The Bosporan Kingdom).

4
t0

. Odessa, 1848— 1849.

KepaeHciuii ((pcBiiocxn. 0 naHXHKaneucKoii KaxaitoiOi; yapameimofi (jipecKaMii
(
Ker-

chenskia Drev?iosti. O Pantikapejskoj Catacbmbe ukrashennoj fr'escami = A nit. of Kerch.

A Panticapaean Catacomb adorned with frescoes). Folio. Odessa, 1845.

Bertier-de-La-Garde, A. L. (BepTte-^ejiarap.n'i., A. .1 .). IIonpaBKii 06 iu,aro Kaxa.iora MoHeTx.

n. 0 . BypanitOBa (Poprdvki Obshchago Catdloga Monet P. O. Burachkova = Corrections

of P. O. Bis General Coin Cat.). 4
t0

. Moscow, 1907.

Bobrinskoj, Ct A. A. (BoopnucKoii, l'paijiij A. A.). Cirkua ( Srnela [Sm.], v. p. 175 n. 1),

111. vols. Folio. St P. 1887— 1901.

XepcoHecX) TaBpiiiecKiii (Chersonesus Taurica). 8vo
. St P. 1905.

CdopHiiKB ApxeoionniecKiixB CxaxeS iiojtHeceHHHPi Tp. A. A. B. bx. jteiit 25 jiixia

npejtcFjtaxejiBCXBa ero bb Hmii. Apx. Kom m. 1886-1911 (Sbornik Archeologicheskikh Statej

podnesennyj Gr. A. A. B. v den' 25 letia predscddte!'stva ego v Imp. Arch. Comm. = Miscellany

[Misc.] of Archaeological Articles presented to Ct A. A. B. on the 2^th anniversary of his

Presidency of the Imp. Arch. Commission, 1886.

—

1 9 11
)
[resume, Arch. Anz. 1912, pp. 147

—

T 5 3]. 8vo . St P. 1911.

Bonnell, E. Beitrage zur Alterthumskunde Russlands. 8V0
,

11. vols. St P. 1882, 1897.

Braun, Fr. (EpayHB, 0 . A.). ParuJCKanin bb oouacxn Poxo-cJiaBiiiicKiixB oiHomeuiri (Razyskania

v oblasti Goto-Slavjanskikh Otnoshenij = Investigations in the province of Gotho-S/avonic

Relations), Pt 1. Sbornik, Russian section of the Ac. of Sc. St P. Vol. lxiv. 12, 1899.

Brockhaus-Jefron (BpoKray3B-E<JipoHB). 3h u u kjio ii C4,h vrecici ft CjiOBapt. (Entsiclopedicheskij

S/ovar' = Encyclopaedia). 8™. St P. c. 1900 and Supplements.

Bruun, F. xIepnonopi>e ( Cherjwmbrje = The Black Sea Region). 2 Pts. From 3an iickii

Hjiii. HoBopocciiicitaro ymiBepcniexa
(
Zapiski Imp. Novorossijskago Universiteta ), Vols.

xxvm., xxx. Odessa, 1879, 1880.

Burachkov, P. O. [B. or Bur.] (EypanKOBB, II. 0 .). 06 mift KaxaiorB MonexB npiiHa^ae-

iKainnxB 9junmcKiiMB KojiouiiiM[>...BB npejtluiaxB HHirluuuefi iojkhoh Pocciu ( Obshchij

Catalog Monet prinadlezhdshchikh Ellinskim Coloniam...v predelakh nyneshnej fuzhnoj

Rossii = General Catalogue of Coins belonging to the Greek Colonies .. .within the bounds of

what is now S. Russia). 4
t0

,
Pt 1. (all issued). Odessa, 1884.

Funduklej, I. (<FyHjtyiaefi, I.). Onoaplnie MonurB, BajiOBi. u PopojtimtB IiicBCKoir TydepHiii

( Obozrenie Mogil, Valov i Gorodishch Kievskoj Gubernii = Survey of Barrows, Banks and

Camps in Kiev Govt). Kiev, 1848.
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Giel, Chr. [G.]. Kleine Beitrdge [Kl. B.] zur Antiken Numismatik Stidrusslands. f°.

Moscow, 1886.

Goertz, K. K. (Pepu,T>, K. K.). Apxeojtoni’iecKaH Tonorpaijiia TasiaHCKaro IIo.;iyocxpoBa

(.Archeologicheskaja Topographia Tamanskago Poluostrova = Arch. Topogr. of the Taman
Peninsula). Ed. 1. Drevnosti

,
11. (1870). Ed. 11. 8V0

,
Acad, of Sc. St. P. 1898.

HcTopiiaecKifi 063opi> ApxeoaoriiaecKiixE HsorknoBamii 11 OxKpiixiii Ha TaMaHCKOM'B

IIo-iyocTpoBf; . .
. ^0 1859 r.

(
Istoricheskij Obzor Arch. Izsledovanij i Otkrytij 11a Tamatiskom

Poluostrov'e...do 1859 g. = Hist. Conspectus of Arch. Invest, and Discoveries on Taman Pen.

up to 1859). Ed. 1. Drevnosti, iv. (1876). Ed. 11. 8™, Acad, of Sc. St P. 1898.

Golubinskij, E. E. (TojiyfiifHCKift, E. E.). Hcxopia PyccK.011 HepKBii ( Istdria Russkoj

Tserkvi = Hist. Russ. Chi). Ed. 11. Moscow, 1901— 1904.

Gorodtsov, V. A. (ropottpoBT,, B. A.). nepBOfitrruaa Apxeojioria {Pervobytnaja Archeologia =

Primitive Arch.). Moscow, 1908.

liLiTOBaa Apxeoioria (Bytovdja Arch. = Cultural Arch.). M. 1910.

These books came too late for me to make use of them in Chapters iv.—ix.

Goszkewicz, V. I. (PoiinteBiiai,, B. H.). Kaajtti h JI,peB.nocTir {Kiddy i Drevnosti = Treasure-

trove and Antiquities). Kherson, 1903.

Grigoriev, V. V. (rpiiropieBt, B. B.). Poccia h A.3ia (
Rossia i Asia). St P. 1876.

Jagic, I. (/inon,, II. B.). Te'rape Ep irr 11 ko-

I

lajieo rpaij)u aec Kia CTaTtn {Chetyre Critico-Pa/eo-

graphicheskia Statji = Four Critico-palaeogr. Articles) in No. xxxm. of the Sbornik of the

Acad, of Sc. St P. 1884.

Karamzin, N. (KapaM3iiHt, H.). Hcxopia PocyjtapcTBa Poccificitaro {Istoria Gosudarstva

Rossljskago = Hist, of the Russian State). St P. 1816— 1826.

Khanenko, B. I. and V. I. (XaHeHito, B. H. 11 B. PL). Cohpame XaHeHKO {Sobranie

Khanenko = Collection Khanenko). Folio. Kiev, 1899— .

Klementz, D. (PGcMeHii/i,,
,
1,.). Jl,peBHOCTii MimyciiHCKaro My3ea {Drevnosti Minuslnskago

Museja = Antt. of Minusinsk Museum). Tomsk, 1886.

Koehne, B. de. HsciFsoBaHia o6t Hcxopiii it J^pesHOCTaxi Popoja XepcoHeca TaBpuaecKaro

{Izs/edovania ob Istorii i Drlvnostjakh Gbroda Chersonesa Tavricheskago - Investigations

into the History and Antiquities of the city of Chersonesus Taurica). Published by the

St P. Archaeologico-Numismatic Soc. St P. 1848. The German text had appeared in

its Memoires
,

v. inf. p. 551.

Description du Musee de feu le Prince Kotschoubey [MK.]. 2 vols. f°. St P. 1857.

Kondakov, N. P. (KoHjtaKOBt, H. II.), with Ct I. I. Tolstoj (Pp. I. I. To.ictoh). Pyccuia

,I,peBHOCTii bh IlaMftTiiBKax'B HcKyccTBa {Ri'isskia Drevnosti v Pdmjatnikakh Iskusstva =

Russian A?itt. in Monuments of Art), vi. Pts, 4
to

. St P. 1888— 1899.

S. Reinach issued Pts 1.—m. as Antiquites de la Russie Meridionale [KTR.]. 4
to

.

Paris, 1891.

Kondakov, N. P. Pyccnie Kaajtii, HscjiPjtoBaHie JI,peBiiocTefi BejuiKOKHastecKaro Ilepio^a

{Rtisskie Kiddy, Izsledovanie Drevnostej Velikok?ijdzheskago Perloda — Russian Hoards, an

Investigation into the Antiquities of the Grand Ducal Period). Folio. Pt 1. (Pt 11. has

not appeared). Issued by the Arch. Comm. St P. 1896.

Kulak6vskij, J. A. (KyaaKOBCitiir, PC). A.). Eapxa EBpoiieiicKoii CapMaxiir no IProieMeio

{Kdrta Evropejskoj Sarmdtii po Ptolemlju). Folio. Kiev, 1899.
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Kulakovskij, J. A. IlpoiiiJioe TaBpnjtH (
Proshloe Tavridy = The Past of Taurida). Issued

by the Arch. Comm. 8™. Kiev, 1906.

Lamanskij, V. I. (.laMaHCKifi, B. H.). CooptiiiKB CxaTeft nocBJiinenm>ixx> ero iiokjohh ii

K

au

n

B. H. .1 . (
Sbornik Statej posvjashchennykh ego poklon7iikami V. I. L. = Miscellany of Articles

dedicated by his admirers to V. I. L). 2 vols. St P. 1908.

Lappo-Danilevskij, A. S. (.laiiiio-JJaHiuieBCK.iii, A. C.). CKiiecuia /(peBHoexn
(
Skytkskia

Drevnosti = Sc. Antt). TRAS. Slav. Sect. Vol. iv. 1887.

Latyshev, V. V. (JEaTinneBB, B. B.). H3Cjrfe,noBaida o6x> Hcxopin n rocyjtapcTBeH homx> Cxpofi

ropojta OJii.Bin (Izsledovania ob Istorii i Gosuddrstvennom Stroe goroda Ol'vii = Investigations

into the History and Constitution of the city of Olbia). Reprinted from Journ. Min. Publ.

Instr. St P. Jan.—Apr. 1887.

Inscriptiones Antiquae Orae Septentriona/is Ponti Euxini [IosPE.]. 4
to

. Vol. 1. 1885,

Vol. 11. 1890, Vol. iv. 1901. Vol. hi., which is to contain inscriptions on amphorae,

graffiti and such like, is being prepared by E. M. Pridik. Vol. v., containing inscriptions

found during this century and published in BCA., is said to be contemplated.

CoopmiKB PpenecKiixx. Hajtimcefi XpucTiaHCKiixx. BpeiieHT ii3x> IDatHoii Pocciu [Inscr.

Christ.] ( Sbornik Grecheskikh Nadpisej Christidnskikh Vremen iz fuzhnoj Rossii = Collection

of Greek Inscriptions of Christian Times fro7n S Russia). 8vo . 1896. More recent inscrip-

tions are in IosPE. iv. or BCA. Both IosPE. and Riser. Christ, are published by the Imp.

Russ. Arch. Soc. St. P.

Scythica et Caucasica [Sc. et Cauc.] e veteribus Scriptoribus Graecis et Latinis co/legit

et CU771 versione Rossica edidit B. Latyschev. Vol. 1. Greek, Vol. 11. Latin. Issued in

parts, 1890— 1906, as a Supplement to TRAS. or as Vols. xi. ii. and Vol. 11. of the

Classical Series. No index.

II ovtlko. (Russian. A selection of his scientific and critical articles on the History,

Archaeology, Geography and Epigraphy of Scythia, the Caucasus and the Greek Colonies

on the shores of the Black Sea). 8vo
. Issued by the Imp. Arch. Comm. St P. 1909.

Lavrov, P. A. (.laBpoBB, II. A.). JEnxia XepcoHCKiixx> Cbjixhxi> bx> PpeKO-CjtaBflHCKofi

IIiiCBMeHHOCTii
(
Zhitia Chersonskikh Svjatykh v Greco-SIavjdnskoj Pis'mennosti = Lives of

the Cherso7iia7i SS. m Graeco-Slav07iic literature). No. 11. of Mo/iu/ne/its of Chr.

Cherso7iese. Moscow, 19 rr.

Mansvetov, I. D. (MaHCBeTOBi., H. JI,.). HcxopmiecKoe Oiiucanie jtpeBiniro XepcoHeca 11

oxKpMTMX'f, in, H6MX, naMflXHHKOB'B (Istoricheskoe Opisdnie drdvnjago Chersontsa i otkrytykh

v nmi pa77ijat7iikov = Hist. Descr. of Anc. Chersonese a7id the 7no7iu»ients discovered in it).

Moscow, 1872 .

Miller, Vs. Th. (Miuuiepx., Be. 0 .). Ocexiiiicitie 0 xio,xr,i
(
Osetinskie Etjudy = Ossetian Studies).

3 Pts, 8™. Published by the Univ. of Moscow, i88r— 1887.

Nestor (so-called). .Llixonircs no .laBpenTieBcitOMy Ciiiicity
(
Letopis

'
po Lavre/itievsko7/iy

Spisky = Chronicle accordmg to the Laure7itia7i Version). Ed. in. issued by the Archaeo-

graphic Comm. St P. 1897. French Translation by L. Leger, Paris, rSS-p

Niederle, Dr L. Lidstvo v dobe predhistoricke (Ma/i lii Prehistoric Ti//it). Prag, 1893.

Translated into Russian as TenoBinecTBO bx> joncTopiniecidii ispeMena
(
Chelovechestvo v

doistoricheskia vreme7id) [Preh. Man] by Th. K. Volkov and ed. by D. N. Anuchin,

St P. x89 8.
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Niederle, Dr L. Staroveke Zpravy o zemepisu vjichodni' Evropy se zretelem na zeme

Slovanske (Descriptio Europae Regionum quae ad orientem spectant veteruni Scriptorum locis

illusirata
),

Cech, from “ Rozpravy ceske Akademie Ci'sare Frantiska Josefa pro vedy,

slovesnost a umeni”
(
Trans . Cech Acad, of Emp. Francis Joseph for Sc., Lit. and Art),

vii. i. i. Prag, 1899.

Slovanske Starozitnosti (Slavonic Antiquities) [Slav. Ant.]. Prag, 1902— .

Oreshnikov, A. V. (Opium 11 KOB r

f>, A. B.). Zur Miinzkunde des Cimmerischen Bosporus. 8V0
.

Moscow, 1883.

KaTaaorij Codpanin .UpeBiiocxeii Tp. A. C. YBapoBa; Bun. rn. MoHeTti Bociiopcitaro

HapciBa 11 .UpeBHerpeaecKiixB ropojtoBE HaxojtHBiiinxcn be npejtijiaxB HHirkiimefi Poccin

(Catalog Sobrania Drevnostej Gr. A. S. Uvarova, Vyp. vii. Monety Vosporskago Tsdrstva

i Drevnegrecheskikh Gorodov nakhodivshikhsja v predelakh nyneshnej Rossii = Cat. of the

Coll, of Antt. of Ct A. S. Uvarov, Ft vii. Coins of the Bosporan Kingdom and of the

ancient Greek cities within the limits of modern Russia) [Cat. Uvarov], 4
to

. Moscow, 1887.

OnucaHie ^peBne-rpeaecKiixt Mohcte npima^ieiKainiixE Hmu. Mockobcisomy YHiiBepcirrexy

( Opisanie Drevne-grecheskikh Monet prinadlezhashchikh Imp. Moskovskomy Universitetu =

Descr. of ancient Greek coins belonging to the Imp. Moscow Univ.). Published by the Cabinet

of Fine Arts, Moscow Univ., 8V0
, 1891.

Maxepia.m no JfpeBiiefi HyM insMaxiirl; RepHOMopcicaro nodepencEii (Materidly po drevnej

Nmnismatike Chernomorskago Poberezhia = Mat. touching the aticietit Numismatics of the

Black Sea Coast). [Mat. for Num.] 8™. Moscow, 1892.

Podshivalov, A. M. (lIojuuiiBaiOBB, A. M.). Beschreibung der unedirten und wenigbekatinten

Miinzen von Sarmatia Europaea
,
Cher. Taur. und Bosp. Cimm. aus der Sammlu?ig A. M. P.

Moscow, 1882.

HyMH3MaTHnecKift KadimeTE MocuoBCKaro nydannnaro 11 PyiumneBCKaro My.3eeBE, 1.

{Numism. Cabinet of Moscow Public and Rumjantsev Museums
,

1. Sarm., Cher. T., Bosporus).

Moscow, 1884.

Pomjalovskij, I. V. (FfoMMOBCKifi, H. B.). CdopHiiKE TpexecKiixE 11 .laxiiHCKiixE HaAnucefi

EaBKasa
(
Sbornik Grecheskikh i Latlnskikh Nadpisej Kavkaza = Coll, of Gr. and Lat.

Inscrr. of the Caucasus). Made for the vth (Tiflis) Arch. Congress, St P. 1881.

Rostovtsev, M. I. (PocxoBiteBE, M. H.). flcTopin rocysapcTBeiiHaro OxKyna be Piimckoh

H jiiiepiu (Istbria Gosuddrstvennogo Otkupa v Rhnskoj Imperii = History of State Contracts

in the Roman Empire). St P. 1899. Also in German, Leipzig, 1902.

AHTHiHaa ^eKopaxiiBHan JKiiboiiiice Ha TOrf. Poccin (.Antichnaja Decorativnaja Zluvopis'

na Juge Rossii — Ancient Decorative Painting in S. Russia). Folio, many coloured plates.

Issued by the Arch. Comm, too late for my use. St P. 1913.

Sabatier, P. Souvenirs de Kertsch et chronologie du royaume du Bosphore. Issued by the Arch.

Num. Soc. St P. 1849. A Russian translation appeared in 1831.

Safarik, P. Slovanske Starozitnosti ( Slavonic Antiquities). Prag, 1862-3.

Samokvasov, D. J. (CaMOKBacoBE, . PL). Hcxopin Pyccnaro IIpaBa
(
Istbria Riisskago Prava =

Hist, of Russian Law). Pt 11. Warsaw, 1884.

Shestakov, S. P. (lUecxanoBE, C. II.). Oiepiui no Hcxopin XepcoHeca be ti—

x

BiicaxE no

P. Xp. ( Ocherki po Istbrii Chersonesa v vi—x vekakh po R. Chr. = Sketches of the Hist,

of Chersonese in the vith—xth centuries a.d.). No. hi. of Monuments of Chr. Chersonese.

Moscow, 1908.
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Sibirskij, Pr. A. A. Catalogue des Medailles du Bosphore Cimmerien precede d’etudes sur

Phistoire et les antiquites de ce pays. Vol. i. all produced. f°. St P. 1859. A Russian

translation was produced next year but only three or four copies of either exist. Fragments

are published in Trans. Od. Soc. and TRAS. first series.

Skorpil, V. V. and Marti, J. J. Repawn 'lecitia Hajpnicu xpaHHiuinca bt MeieKt-TecMeHCKOMt

Kypraul; in, rop. Kep'iii
(
Keramicheskia Nddpisi khranjashchiasja v Melek- Chesmenskom

Kurgane v gor. Kerchi = Ceramic Inscrr. in the Melek-Chesme Barrow
,

Kerch). 4
to

.

Odessa, 1910.

Smirnov, J. I. (CMiiptiOBt, II. IT). Bocxo'inoe Cepedpo. Ax.iact ^peBH'fciiiueft Cepedpimoft

11 3o.toxoS IIocy;trT Bocxcninaro IIpoiicxoJKJtenia nau/teiiHofi npeiiMymecxBeiiHO bt, iipesLiaxt

Poccificitou HMnepiu
(
Vostbchnoe Serebro. Atlas Drevnejshej Serebrjanoj i Zolotoj Posudy

Vostochnago Proiskhozhdenia najdennoj preunushchestvenno v predelakh Rossljskoj Imperii

Argenterie Orientate. Recueil d'ancienne vaisselle orientate en argent et or trouvee

principalement en Russie). Short introduction in Russian, table of localities in French.

Folio, 130 plates. Issued by the Arch. Comm. St P. 1909.

Spasskij, G. A. (Cuacciuii, P. A.). Apxeojioro-HyMU3Maxu^ecKi5 Coopiiintx,
(Arch.-Num

.

Sbornik = Arch.-Num. Miscellany). 4
to

. Moscow, 1850.

Stern, E. R. von. AiiBapcai>i!r>m Baa 1,1 (Aquarel'nya Vazy - Watercolour Vases). Folio. To
be issued by the Arch. Comm. St P. 1913. See too Odessa Soc. in § A.

Sumarokov, P. (CyiviapoKOBT,, II.). Jl,ocyi'ii Kpxmcicaro Cy^Bii
(
Dosugi Krymskago Sudji = Leisure

of a Crimean Judge). 4
to

. St P. 1803-5.

Tolstoi, Ct I. I. (To.icxon, Pp. II. H.). v. Kondakov.

Uvarov, Ct A. S. (YBapoBL, Pp. A. C.
;

also transliterated Uwarow and Ouvaroff). Apxeo.ioxiii

Poccin : KaMeHHLiit Blurt (Arch. Rossii: Kdmennyj Vek — Arch, of Russia: Stone Age).

11. vols. Moscow, 1882.

Vinogradov, V. K. (BiiuorpajtoBX, B. R.). Geojtocia
(
Theodosia ). 8 V0

. Theodosia, 1884.

Zabelin, I. E.
(
3a6f,.Tiiiit, H. E.). Hcxopia Pyccitoil IK itaim (Istoria Russkoj Z/uzni = History

of Russian Life). 11. vols. Moscow, 1876.

C. Abbreviations.

Ordinary abbreviations of classical authors and their works, and titles which have not been

cut down very short, have been left unexplained.

AA.SS. Acta Sanctorum (Bollandi). Antwerp, 1643— •

ABC. Antiquites du Bosphore Cimmerien. v. § A, p. xxv.

Anon. Ano?iymi Periplus Potiti Euxini

\

in GGM. or Sc. et Cauc. v. p. 25.

Ant. Gem. A. Furtwangler, Die Antike)i Gemmen. Berlin, 1900.

Ant. Sib. W. Radloff, “Antiquities of Siberia” in Mat., Nos. m., v., xv., xxvii.

Arch. Anz. Archiio/ogischer Anzeiger, Suppl. to Jahrb. d. k. deutschen Archdologischen

Instituts. Berlin, 1886— .

Arch. Chron. of S. Russia, v. § A, p. xxviii.

Arch. Congress. Russian Archaeological Congresses held in connexion with the Imp. Moscow

Arch. Soc., q.v. in § A, p. xxvii.

ASH. Antiquites de la Scythie d’Herodote. v. § A, p. xxvi.

Ath. Mitt. Mitteilungen des k. deutschen Arch. Instituts. Athens, 1876

—

Aus Sib. VV. Radloff, Aus Sibirien. Leipzig, 1884.

A. V. E. Gerhard, Auslesene Gr. Vasenbilder. Berlin, 1840.

M. e
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B., Bur. (coins).

BCA.
BCH.
B.de-La-G. )

BG. (coins).J

Beschr.

B.M.

Bobrinskoj Misc.

BSA.

Burachkov. v. § B, p. xxix.

Bulletin de la Commission Bnpcriale Ai'cheologique. v. § A, p. xxvi.

Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique. Athens,- 1877— •

Bertier-de-La-Ga rd e.

Beschreibung, e.g. Podshivalov, § B, p. xxxii, and Berlin Com Cat.

British Museum : BMC. = Cat. of Greek Corns-. BM. Jewellery
,
v. p. 386 n. 6.

v. § B, p. xxix, s.v. Bobrinskoj.

Annual of the British School at Athens. London, 1896.

Bulletin of Kiev University, v. § A, p. xxviii, s.v. Kiev.

Bull, of xii. Arch. Congress, v. § A, p. xxvii, s.v. Imp. Moscow Arch. Soc.

Bull, of Russian Inst, in C-ple.

)

,, ,J r
\ v. js A, p. xxvm.

Bull. Taur. Rec. C. )

Bull. Imp. Ac. Sc. St P. v. § A, p. xxv.

Cat. Moscow Univ. Coins. 1 „ ..
,

..

„ TT vA B, p. xxxn, s.v. Oreshnikov.
Cat. Uvarov. J

Cher. Chersonese.

Corpus Inscriptionum Atticarum (= IG. 1, 11).

Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum (Boeckh).

Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.

Classical Review. London, 1887— .

v. § B, p. xxx, s.v. Khanenko.

Compte Rendu de la Comm. Imp. Arch. v. § A, p. xxv.

K. Miillenhoff, Deutsche Altertumsku?ide. Berlin, 1870— 1900.

Daremberg et Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquites. Paris, 1877— .

Eckhel, Doctrina Numorum Veterum. Vienna, 1792—98.

v. § A, p. xxvii, s.v. Imp. Mosc. Arch. Soc.

Sp^aioXoyLKrj. Athens, 1837—
Ephemeris Epigraphica. Rome, 1872— .

C. Muller, Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum. Paris, 1841-70.

A. Furtwangler, Vettersfelde. Berlin, 1883.

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

Giel.

C. Muller, Geographi Graeci Minores. Paris, 1855—61.

Hudson.

Hermitage.

Herodotus.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum. Oxford, 1
1 887,

2
1 9 1 1

.

Inscriptiones Graecae.

Christian Inscriptions of S. Russia.
j
v. § B, p. xxxi,

Inscriptiones Antiquae Orae Septentrionalis Ponti Euxini.) s.v. Latyshev.

Jurgiewicz, v. p. 449.

Journal of Hellenic Studies. London, 1881— .

Journ. Min. Publ. Instr. v. § A, p. xxviii.

JRAS. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. London, 1834— .

J{R)AS. Bengal. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Calcutta, 1832— .

Khanenko. v. § B, p. xxx.

Ch. Giel, Kleine Beitrage. v. § B, p. xxx.

N. P. Kondakov, I. I. Tolstoi, S. Reinach, Antiquites de la Russie Meridionale..

Paris, 1891.

CIAtt.

CIG.

CIL.

Cl. Rev.

Coll. Khanenko.

CR.

DA.
Dar. et Saglio.

D.N.V.

Drevnosti.
’

E
’

APX-

Eph. Epigr.

FHG.
Furt.

FW. (coins).

G. (coins).

GGM.
H.

H. (coins).

Her.

HN.
IG.

Inscr. Chr.

IosPE.

J. (coins).

JHS.

Khan.

Kl. B.

KTR.
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KW.

Lat.

L. -D.

M. (coins).

M.

Atat.

Mat. Arch. Cauc.

Mat. for Num.

MK.
Moa. Ined.

Mon. Piot.

Mosc. Coin Cat.

Afus. Borb.

NH.
Num. Misc.

O. (coins).

Od. Mus. Guide.

Od. Mus. Terra-cottas

Or. (coins).

Os. Studies.

P. (coins).

Per. P.E.

IIot/riKa.

Preh. Man.

Propylaea.

P.-IV.

G. von Kieseritzky, C. Watzinger, Griechische Grabreliefs aus Siidrussland.

Berlin, 1909.

V. V. Latyshev.

Lappo-Danilevskij. v. § B, p. xxxi.

Minns.

Moscow.

Materials touching the Archaeology of Russia published by the Imp. Arch.

Com. St P. 1888— . v. § A, p. xxvi.

Materials touching the Archaeology of the Caucasus published by the Imp.

Mosc. Arch. Soc. v. § A, p. xxvii.

Oreshnikov, Alaterials for the Numismatics of the Black Sea Coast. Moscow,

1892. v. § B, p. xxxii.

B. de Koehne, Musee Kotschoubey. v. § B, p. xxx.

Monumenti Inediti delI Instituto Archeologico. Paris, Rome, 1857— .

Monuments Piot. Paris, 1894— .

v. § B, p. xxxii, s.v. Oreshnikov.

Real Museo Borbonico. Naples, 1824.

Pliny, Naturalis Historia.

Numismatic Miscellany, v. § A, p. xxvii.

Odessa.

|
v. § A, p. xxviii.

B, p. xxxi.

Oreshnikov.

Vs. Th. Miller, Ossetian Studies.

Pick. v. p. 449.

Periplus Ponti Puxini, after Latyshev, .Sir. et Cauc. pp. 271—-288, cf. inf. p. 25,

v. § B, p. xxxi, s.v. Latyshev.

L. Niederle, Prehistoric Alan. v. § B, p. xxxi.

v. § A, p. xxviii.

Pauly-Wissowa, Encyclopiidie. Stuttgart, 1894— .

Rep. Hist. Mus. AIosc. Report of the Historical Museum at Moscow, v. § A, p. xxviii.

R.G. Mommsen, Roemische Geschichte.

Rh. Mus. Rheinisches Museum fiir Philo/ogie. Bonn, 1827-41
;
Frankfurt-a.-M., 1842— .

Rom. Mitt. Mitteilungen d. deutschen Archaologischen Instituis. Rome, 1886—• .

Samml. J. Boehlau, Sammlung Vogell. v. p. 339 n. 6. Cassel, 1908.

SB. Sitzungsberichte.

Sc. et Cauc. V. V. Latyshev, Scythica et Caucasica. v. § B, p. xxxi. St P. 1890— 1906.

Sc. Antt. A. S. Lappo-Danilevskij, Scythian Antiquities in TRAS. v. § B, p. xxxi.

Sib. Ant. v. Ant. Sib.

Slav. Ant. L. Niederle, Slavonic Antiquities, v. § B, p. xxxii.

Sm. Ct A. A. Bobrinskoj, Smela. v. § B, p. xxix, and p. 175 n. 1. St P. 1887— 1902.

St. Byz. Stephanus Byzantius.

St P. St Petersburg.

Syll. Sylloge, e.g. Dittenberger.

Trans. Mosc. Num. Soc. Transactiotis of the AIoscow Numismatic Society, v. § A, p. xxvii.

Trans. Od. Soc. Transactions ofthe Odessa Historical and Archaeological Society, v. § A, p. xxviii.

Trans. {Imp.) Russ. Arch. Aye.) Transactions of the Imp. Russian Archaeological Society. St P.

TRAS. j v. § A, p. xxvii.

U. (coins). Uvarov Coll. v. § B, p. xxxii, s.v. Oreshnikov.

ZAIDG. Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenldndischen Gesel/schaft. Leipzig, 1845— .
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MUSEUMS
Objects (apart from coins for which see p. 66 1) from S. Russia are well represented in the

following Museums :

—

The Hermitage at St P. receives the best things from the excavations of the Archaeological

Commission and largely from chance finds. Far the greater part of objects mentioned below are,

unless it is otherwise indicated, in the Hermitage. Objects from South Russia are also represented

in the Alexander III Museum.

The Historical Museum at Moscow has much Palaeolithic and Neolithic material and some
Scythic, from the Greek Colonies the Burachkov Collection and many new acquisitions. Attached

to the University is the Alexander III Museum of Fine Art.

The Towti Musewn at Kiev lias received the results of Chvojka’s excavations and has

incorporated with it the Khanenko Collection and that of Count Bobrinskoj as published in their

works, in fact nearly everything from the Kiev district except the Ryzhanovka find which went to

the Academy of Science, Cracow’.

The Museum of the Odessa Society is the best place for studying Petreny, Tyras, Theodosia,

Berezan and perhaps Olbia as it has most of the material from those sites except Pharmacovskij’s

finds at Olbia : it has also a good deal from Bosporus. Things published in Trans. Od. Soc. are

mostly in this Museum.

The Town Museum at Kherson is concentrating the finds from the lower Dnepr.

Chersonese has two museums, one in the Monastery containing the finds made before the

Archaeological Commission began digging, the other those made by it as far as they are not

sent to the Hermitage.

Theodosia has a small Museum supported by the Odessa Society.

At Ke?-ch there is the Museum of the Archaeological Commission and its collection of

Inscriptions in the Royal Barrow; the Odessa Society has inscriptions in the Melek Chesme
Barrow. But the best things go to the Hermitage.

At Kazan the Town Museum has objects illustrating the Volga-Kama culture.

At Minusinsk is the best collection of Siberian bronzes, etc.

The provincial Universities and the St P. and Moscow Archaeological Societies have

small museums.

Private Collections of importance are Ct Uvarov’s at Porechje (everything), Ct Stroganov’s at

St P. (Permian Plates), Teploukhov’s (Permian Culture) near Perm, Suruchan’s (Greek; at

Kishinev, Terlecki’s (Bosporus), Novikov’s (Eltegen) at Kerch, Mavrogordato’s, Konelski’s (Olbia)

at Odessa. Vogell’s at Nicolaev (Olbia) w7as mostly dispersed at Cassel in 1908 (v. p. 339 n. 6),

the things chiefly went to German museums. The first museum in S. Russia w’as established

at Nicolaev by the Scottish Admiral Greig.

On the whole things from our area have not found their way outside Russia to any great

extent, they are best represented at Berlin, there is little at the Louvre but much from the

Caucasus at St Germain.

The British Museum has MacPherson’s and Westmacott’s finds made during the Crimean
War and a few purchases : the Ashmolean, Oxford, the things published by E. A. Gardner

(
JHS. 1884, PL xlvi, xlvii) and others since given by Mr Wardrop : the Fitzwilliam,

Cambridge, three inscriptions (v. App. 67, 68, 69) and one or tw'o stelae brought back by
Dr E. D. Clarke.

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
p. 5 1. 27, nn. 6, 7, otters and watersnakes, v. p. 105 n. 5.

p. 7 1 . 32, gold from Urals and Altai, v. p 441.

p. 8 sqq. esp. p. 34 and Chapters 11.—vi. passim
,

v. How and Wells, A Commentary on

Herodotus
,
Oxford, 1912, 1. pp. 302—344, 424—434.

p. 41 n. 1. A. M. Tallgren, Zt d. Finn. Altertumsges. xxvi, thinks this stopped axe older than

those from Hallstatt and all such, even in Britain and the Urals, Mediterranean in origin.



Addenda a?id Corrigenda xxxvii

p. 44 sqq. That Greeks had met people with Mongolian blood is shewn by the caricatures

on Fig. o. The cyrbasiae shew these figures to be Scythians, probably Sacae from the

Persian forces quartered in Egypt. No. i has the sloping eyes, No. 2 the high cheek-bones,

No. 3 the round face of the Mongol, but their beards shew them no longer as Hippocrates

describes them (v. p. 46) but intermixed with other blood yet not more than the Hiung-nu

on p. 96 f. 27. Nos. 4 and 5 shew the almost Iranian type of the Kul-Oba Vase p. 201

f. 94. For a brilliant account of Nomad life in general v. J. Peisker, Camb. Mod. Hist. 1.

i ‘
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Fig. o. Caricatures of Scythians from Memphis, Vth century B.c. W. M. Flinders Petrie, Memphis, I.

(1909), p. 17, PI. XL. 42, 44 (3 and 4) ;
II. (1909), p. 17, PI. XXIX. 78, 79, 80 (1, 2, 5), cf. Mcydum and

Memphis
,
in. (1910), p. 46, PI. XLii. 136— 138. My very best thanks are due to Professor Flinders

Petrie who sent me these photographs before his Vol. II. was published.
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(Cambridge, 1911) pp. 323—359 and more fully Vierteljahrschr. f Social- u. Wirtschaflsgesch.

111. (1904), “Die alteren Beziehungen der Slawen zu Turkotataren und Germanen und ihre

sozialgeschichtliche Bedeutung,” pp. 187—360; 465—533: most of his conclusions as to

Sc. (pp. 187—240) are much the same as mine, i.e. that the true Sc. were Turkotartars

imposed upon a more or less Aryan population represented by the Georgi, etc. and themselves
strongly mixed with Aryans not only thereby but during the men’s domination in Media,
which he fully accepts, when they adopted Iranian speech from Median wives. These
women as not nomads could not ride but had to be carted and also had different bathing

customs from the men. A careful examination of the forms underlying the straight hair in

the Greek portraits (l.c. pp. 216— 224) shews them not Aryan but just like e.g. Kara-kirgiz.

Hippocrates may have seen purer Turkotartars but the Greeks even in Upper Asia mostly

came in contact only with a border of half-castes. Vegetarian Sc. in Ephorus ap. Strab. vn.

iii. 9 are Aryans raided by Sc., cf. Tadzhiks,

p. 50 n. 4. Other carts, v. inf. p. 370 n. 3 and Addenda thereto.

p. 61 1 . 43. Rostovtsev (v. Add. to p. 218) regards the “woman” on all these plaques as a

goddess.

p. 66 n. 7. For stone read bezel, v. p. 427 f. 318 top.

p. 67 1 . 16. Bow-cases. After “ p. 284” add and Addenda to p. 287.

p. 70 n. 12. For D. A. Anuchin read D. N. Anuchin,

p. 71 n. 2. Add for this and two more sheaths v. p. 567 n. 3.

p. 74 1 . 13. For Bezchastnaja read Bezschastnaja.

p. 78 n. 7. Add Ul, Arch. Anz. 1910, pp. 199—201 ff. 3, 4.

p. 80 n. 5 col. 2. For Zamazaevskoe read Zamaraevskoe, dist. of Shadrinsk.

p. 85. Mr A. B. Cook pointed out to me this sentence from the Ety?n. Mag. s.v. ttottol-

ol yap 2iKvOai
,
ayaXpara ril'd e^ovres uVoyaia rcov fleuiv, ttoVous aura KaXovcri, but there is

probably a confusion with the Dryopians who had gods called ttottol, Class. Rev. 1904, xvm.
pp. 83, 84, perhaps helped by the word Papaeus. For Argimpasa v. Add. to p. 218.

p. 100 1 . 29. v. Addenda to p. 44.

,, 11
. 31, 37, 48. For Le Coq read Lecoq.

p. 123 1 . 20. For these Getan (?) kings, v. p. 487.

p. 130 n. 1. Add V. A. Gorodtsov, Primitive Archaeology
,
Moscow, 1908: Cultural A?xhaeo-

logy, 1910.

p. 1 31 n. 4. For G. A. Skadovskij read G. L. Skadovskij.

p. 134 n. 1 col. 2. After civilization of Servia add and Glas Srpske Kraljevske Akademije
( Voice of the Serbian Royal Acad.) lxxxvi., “ Gradac,” where he finds this culture surviving

to La-Tene times.

At end add, cf. Wace and Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, pp. 231— 234, and 256—259;
Gorodtsov, Cultural AjxIl. pp. 133— 151; E. Meyer, Gesch. d. Altertr 1. 2, pp. 734, 741, 742.

p. 142 1 . 16; p. 143 n. 5. Veselovskij found on the Ul a model waggon and long-necked female

statuettes of alabaster like Aegean types, BCA. xxxv. PI. 1., n., iv., Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 195.

p. 144. Majkop. Pharmacovskij (Hist. Congr. London, 1913) shewed the bulls, etc. to belong

to a portable canopy and the cups to exhibit the earliest (b.c. 1400— 1000) East-Anatolian

or Urartu style preceding ordinary Hittite. A. M. Tallgren, Zt d. Finn. Alt. Ges. xxv. 1,

“ Die Kupfer- u. Bronzezeit in Nord- u. Ostrussland,” arrives at this date independently,

p. 148 n. 1. For vin. 2 read vm. 1.

p. 155 last line. Anuchin, Veselovskij and Pharmacovskij
(
Bobrinskoj Misc. p. 63 n. 2) agree

that Zabelin was wrong in thinking Chertomlyk barrow to have been plundered,

p. 165 1 . 21. Pharmacovskij (l.c.) shews that this pottery points to about the middle of the

und cent, b.c., e.g. a cantharos like p. 349 f. 254.

p. 168 n. 1. Add cf. silver vessels from Chmyreva, p. 383, Arch. Anz. 1910, pp. 215—226 ff.,

12— 25 and Vs. Sakhanev BCA. xlv. pp. iii— 131, who refers their ornament to the

und cent, b.c.; he thinks the horses killed as usual, cf. Lemeshova Mogila, Arch. Anz.

I 9 12 , PP- 376 , 377 -

p. 173 n. 2. Martonosha crater. For iv read vi. Cup from Vordnezh v. Add. to p. 200.

p. 175 n. 1. Ct Bobrinskoj’s excavations. After xx. p. 1 add xxxv. pp. 48—85; xl. pp. 43—
61; Arch. Anz. 1912, pp. 378, 379.

p. 192 1 . 3. For Pomashki read Romashki.
,

p. 200 f. 93. The Kul Oba vase has a close analogue in one of silver gilt found near Voronezh in 1912.

„ n. 1. For v. p. 39 f. 3 bis read v. Addenda to p. 44 f. o for physical type of Scythians,

p. 210 n. 3. For Dionysius read Dionysus.
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pp. 218, 219. Karagodeuashkh. Rostovtsev, BCA. xlix. “The Idea of Kingly Power in

Scythia and on the Bosporus” (= “ Iranism and Ionism,” Hist. Congr. London, 1913), sees

on the rhyton, f. 121, two horsemen face to face each above a pros'trate foe but one holding

a sceptre, the other adoring him, i.e. to judge by Sassanian investiture scenes, a mounted
form of Mithras conferring divine right on a king: on f. 120 R. sees at the top the king’s

Tvxv or hvareno
,
then Mithras with a quadriga and below Aphrodite-Argimpasa-Anahita-

Astarte (cf. pp. 85, 617—619 and PL vm. 12, 14) receiving in communion the sacred rhyton

and round-bottomed vase, cf. analogous scenes of communion and unveiling, pp. 158, 203
ff. 45, 98. On the Bosporus reiranized by the nnd and mrd centuries a.d. this conception

of kingship is symbolized by sceptres and crowns, v. p. 434 and f. 325, and on coins like

PI. VIII. 10.

p. 232 1 . 36. For Parthian read Parthian.

p. 232 n. 4. Kuban Barrows. Add CR. 1906, pp. 91—95; Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 148 (cf. inf.

p. 382); 1910, p. 197 (Ul)
; 1911, pp. 193, 194, ff. 1, 2 (Kasinskoe, Govt Stavropol).

p. 235. Fig. 144, the Uvarov cup, ff. 140, 141 and the Ust-Labinskaja bottle are all figured in

Smirnov, Arg. Orient, x. 25 (cf. 26), 27, xi. 29, 30 (cf. xn. 31—34), ix. 280 (cf. 281).

p. 254 n. 1. For JRAS. Bengal read JAS. Bengal.

p. 257 n. 2. For Vol. xxvi. Helsingfors, 1910 read Vol. xxv. 1, Helsingfors, 19H.

,,
n. 5. H. Appelgren-Kivalo, Zt d. Finn. Altertumsges. xxvi. “ Die Grundziige des

Skythischpermischen Ornamentstyles,” derives the eagle from a Ganymede subject by a jug

from Nagy-sz.-Mikl6s and traces the further degeneration of the deer into a row of men.

p. 266 1 . 15. Add Beak-heads are quite Greek, e.g. a girdle-mount from Olbia, Arch. Anz. 1911,

p. 223, f. 30; so is a mirror like the Romny one, ib. p. 224, f. 31. Indeed nearly all Sc.

motives are finding their source as we learn more of Ionian art with its Minoan survivals.

p. 270 f. 186. This sheath is from Elizavetovskaja, v. p. 567.

p. 271 sqq. Siberian plaques, v. G. Hirth, Formenschatz, 1909, No. 85 (cf. 40); 1910, No. 1.

p. 273 n. 3. For f. 333 read p. 507, f. 339.

p. 287 1 . 35. Pharmacovskij, “The Gold Mountings of the Bow-cases from the Iljintsy and
Chertomlyk Barrows,” Bobrinskoj Misc. pp. 45— 118, sets the whole matter on a fresh

footing. The Iljintsy grave had the usual wooden chamber, which collapsed when being

plundered: the chief object besides the sheath was a set of horse’s gear like p. 185 f. 78 but

ruder in workmanship. He says that the Iljintsy cover was made by preparing first the

wooden foundation and carving the design upon it, then beating into the carving a plate

of base gold with a pure gold face and finally touching up with a graver, whereas that from
Chertomlyk was produced by laying a slightly inferior gold plate over the Iljintsy sheath and
beating it into its lines : this is shewn by the traces of the Iljintsy engraving on the wrong
side of the Chertomlyk cover and by the design not always having come out on the latter

particularly where it is rather weak in the former. The finishing of the Iljintsy cover was
the less elaborate (much of it pointille) and pathetic, but the more intelligent. The plate

from the butt end of the bow-case was found at Iljintsy (that from Chertomlyk is figured

ASH. 11. p. 1 18): each is rounded below and has a midrib flanked by affronted griffins

rampant and acanthus-flowers above; so the thickness of the bow-case, greatest 4 cm. from

the bottom, was 6’5 cm. (z '6 in.) as against a breadth of 21— 25 cm. (8
- 25—9-8 in.) and

a length of 43 cm. (17 in.). The midrib answers to the division separating the bow (put in

string upwards) from the arrows (said to be in bundles point upwards) : at Iljintsy there were

142 bronze and 12 bone arrows.

The subject of the reliefs is the whole life of Achilles, not merely his time at Scyros,

and so does not go back to one great composition e.g. of Polygnotus, but consists in

Hellenistic wise of scenes divided by adjacent figures being set back to back : reckoning
from left to right we have, above, 1, 2, Phoenix teaching Achilles to shoot; 3— 8 Achilles (6)

seizing arms from Odysseus (5), 3 being the Seyran queen with Neoptolemus, 7 a nurse and
8 Deidamia: the next scene is cut in two, 9 is Lycomedes (his right arm is clear upon the

Iljintsy sheath) parting with Achilles (10) while the four women to the left below ought to

be looking at them
;
they are the queen between two daughters and a nurse marked off as

v
a group indoors by dotted curtains

;
in the following scene we have Agamemnon and Achilles

now reconciled by Odysseus and Diomede; Achilles is putting on a greave before going out

to avenge Patroclus
;
the last figure is Thetis bearing away her son’s ashes.

The animals, especially the lank griffins, are in the Hellenistic manner while the orna-

ment shews exactly the same elements as the base of a column at Didyma near Miletus

(Pontremoli-Haussoullier, Didymes
, p. 145) : Lesbian cyma, acanthus, twist and palmette all
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„ n. 9.

„ n. 14.

340 n. 6.

347 n. 5.

348 1. 20.

349 n. 1.

n. 3.

362 n. 4.

367 n. 14.

370 n. 3.

in a late stage not before the middle of the und century b.c. which agrees with the pottery

(v. Add. to p. 165). So Pharmacovskij refers the gold work to Miletus in that century and
the tombs themselves and with them most of the big Scythic tombs to a slightly later time,

pp. 293—435. Additions to almost every page of Chapters xi. and xii. might be made from
Pharmacovskij, Arch. Anz. 1911, pp. 192—234; 1912, pp. 323—379.

p. 295 1 . 18. For p. 566, f. 345 read p. 565.

p. 298 1 . 31. A head of Egyptian work from Kerch, B. A. Turaev, “Objets egyptiens et egyptisants

trouves dans la Russie Meridionale,” Revue Archeologique
, 1911, 11. pp. 20—35.

p. 304 1 . 7 • p. 310 1 . 30. Deified dead and chthonian divinities, v. p. 606 n. 10.

p. 320 1 . 25. After Mat. vi. add and Rom. Quartalschr. vm. pp. 47—87; 309—327, PI. n., in.

p. 338 n. 4. Egyptian Porcelain. Cf. Addenda to p. 298 1 . 31.

,, n. 5. Ionian Pottery. Cf. inf. p. 564 n. 3.

„ n. 6. Add Naucratis, BCA. xl. pp. 142— 158; xlv. p. ro8, f. 5.

p. 339 nn. 7, 8. Ionian Pottery, Arch. Anz. 1911, pp. 223, 224, ff. 29, 32; 1912, pp. 354—371,
ff. 41, 44, 46—51, 61. Early pottery inland; v. inf. p. 441 n. 1.

Add cf. Arch. Anz. 1912, p. 360, f. 51.

Add Milesian sherds from Chersonese itself, Arch. Anz. 1912, p. 349.
Substitute Mr J. D. Beazley refers it to Oltus.

Panathenaic Amphorae, Kerch, Tanais, v. p. 626; Chersonese, Add. to p. 516.

Von Stern’s Watercolour Vases (v. p. xxxiii) will deal fully with the whole class.

Add BCA. xl. p. 430, bl. f. cotyle from Cherkassk.

For Reliefkeramite read Reliefkeramik.

Polychrome glass, cf. Arch. Anz. 1911, p. 199, f. 6.

Bes, cf. BCA. xlv. pp. 71—75, PL 11.—iv. and Add. to p. 298 1
. 31.

Add For toys see von Stern “From the Children’s Life on the N. coast of the

Euxine,” Bobrinskoj Misc. pp. 13—30 = Arch. Anz. 1912, pp. 147— 148, feeding-bottles, dolls,

dolls’ sets of furniture, etc., animals, waggons, an eicositetrahedron with the alphabet, some
things Milesian ware.

379 1
. 3. Add a tortoise-shaped bronze lyre-body from Kerch deserves notice, Arch. A?iz. 1911,

p. 203, ff. 11, 12.

383 n. 9. Chmyreva vessels, v. Addenda to p. 168 n. 1.

386 1 . 11. For a large hoard of Byzantine and Sassanian plate (vi.

—

-vii. cent.) from Malaja

Pereshchepina near Poltava v. I. A. Zaretskij, Trans. (Tpyjij.i) of the Poltava Record Comm.
ix. 1 912, N. E. Makarenko, BCA. xlvi. and a future publication of the Imp. Archaeol. Comm.

390 n. 7. These crowns support Rostovtsev’s theory of Bosporan kingship, v. Add. to p. 218.

395 n. 5. Add early earrings, Olbia, Arch. Anz. 1911, p. 222, f. 27 ; 1912, p. 355, ff. 42, 43;
Bosporus, ib. pp. 333, 346, ff. 16—18, 31.

412 n. 12. Scarabs from Berezan, cf. B. A. Turaev, BCA. xl. pp. 118— i2oand Add. to p. 298.

415 below cuts. Add Burial at Olbia came in about 550 b.c. before which burnt bones were put

into amphorae in special pits among the houses, v. Arch. Anz. 1912, p. 351 : an excellent

early grave ensemble, ib. p. 354, f. 41 sqq.

458 n. 1. Add A similar house just to the S. of this is described in Arch. Anz. 1912, p. 363 sqq.

468 n. 4 1 IosPE. 1. 97
1 as supplemented in iv. p. 271, Trans. Od. Soc. xiv. p. 22, BCA.

476 1 . 26 ( xlv. p. 1 = Arch. Anz. 1912, p. 366, dedicates rovs vrjovs (i.e. three cellae) <rvv

478 1 . 20
I

rr) <TToq on behalf of Alexander Severus, the Roman Senate and the prosperity of

479 bottom J Olbia Oeoiz I-k^kool 5 Sarapis, Isis, Asclepius, Hygiea, Poseidon (and Amphitrite).

For f/jpar/pat read <f>pa.Tpiau.

Add and BCA. XLV. p. 7, No. 2, Avp. Xpvo-[i7r7ros rov Seu/osPj/MijTpi 6ewv [dvetb/Kev ?].

Bertier-de-La-Garde casts doubts upon this Pallas type in silver.

The foundation of Chersonese is put back to the vith century b.c. by Ionian

sherds and archaic terra-cottas found on its “New” site, Arch. Anz. 1912, p. 349.

After 380) add and a Panathenaic vase, Arch. Anz. 1912, p. 349.

After Dia... add and Thrasymedes, BCA. xlv. p. 40, No. 2, c. 100 a.d.

1 BCA. xlv. p. 40, No. 2 shews that there were only three vop.o<j>v\a.Ke<; and that

o C7rt tos SioLKijaeos regularly acted with them and must be restored in BCA.
}

hi. p. 21, No. 1 ;
xiv. p. 104, No. 9.

After iv. 84 add BCA. xlv. p. 65, No. 12, a dedication to the Chersonesan Maiden.

598 n. 7 1 . 8. For (31vo read (3iov.

620 n. 4. Add cf. reprint of this defixio by R. Wiinsch, Rhein. Mus. lv. pp. 232—236.

471 1. 10.

479 1 - I 5 -

486 1. 16.

497 1 - 7

515 1- 21

516 1. 9.

524 1. 28.

54 1 1 - 2 3

542 1. 27

544 n.



CHAPTER I.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY AND NATURAL PRODUCTIONS.

The scope of the present work includes the History of the Greek
Settlements on the north coast of the Euxine from the mouth of the Danube
to that of the Kuban, and the Ethnology of the country at the back of that

coastline from the slopes of the Carpathians to the lower course of the Volga
and the foothills of the Caucasus.

This tract extending through twenty degrees of longitude is quite

different from any other tract in Europe, wherein the only region at

all similar is that of the Hungarian Puszta, which is in a sense its

westerly continuation and has always been deeply influenced by the

neighbourhood of the greater plain. But this greater plain is itself but

a continuation, almost a dependency, of the still wider plains of Northern
Asia, and this continuity is the governing condition of its historical

development. It is only within the last hundred years or so that Southern
Russia has been definitely added to Europe. Before that time Asiatic

tribes have been more at home in it than European. In Europe and
Asia it is one continuous belt of steppe or prairie. The most striking

feature of this broad stretch of country is the absence of mountains
;

they only come in as forming its border on the west and on the south-

east, where the coast range of the Crimea is a continuation of the

Caucasus, just as the plain of its northern region is really one with the

mainland plain beyond the Isthmus 1

.

But though the whole region may be broadly regarded as a plain,

this must not be taken to mean that it is one dead level. Right across

from the Carpathians to the coast of the Sea of Azov near the Berda
there runs a belt of granite, which crops out wherever it is crossed by
one of the great rivers. To the north of the granite belt is a limestone

formation. Where these rocks occur the plain attains a considerable

elevation, to the west in Podolia it becomes diversified with hills, and
again further east about the Donets, where are the chief coal-mines of

Russia, there is hilly country that ends in steep cliffs about Taganrog.
Even where the rise of the plain is gradual, it attains a height of

1 Much the best survey of the Physical Geo- woodlands. Cf. also Elisee Reclus, Nouvelle Geo-

graphy of Scythia is to be found in K. Neumann’s graphie Universelle
,

Vol. v., and L. Biirchner,

Hellenen im Skythenlande
, pp. 14 to 99. He is Die Besiedelung der Kiisten des Pontos Euxeinos

,

inclined to exaggerate the former extent of the Pt 1. Introduction, pp. 5-22.

M. I
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300 feet above the sea, as in Ekaterinoslav. In general it slopes gently

towards the south-west : so that the cliffs which are a few feet high

near the Danube are not less than a hundred and fifty at the mouth
of the Dnepr. To the east of the Dnepr the coast plain is very

low. Between the Crimea and the mainland the boundaries of land and
water are so ill defined that a change of wind will make the sea encroach,

but the steppe reaches the level of the western plain about the forty-

seventh parallel, and further north it attains four hundred feet south of

the Great Meadow 1
.

In spite therefore of the general flatness the actual heights reached

by some parts of the plain are far too great to allow any talk of serious

changes in the course of the rivers during the last two thousand years.

These have not been able to do more than deepen their beds and very

slowly edge westwards. The outlines of their course have been fixed

by the geological formation which has made the remarkable correspondence

of the sudden bends from ese. to wsw. round which Dnepr, Donets
and Don have to find their way to the sea. The plain and the rivers

are the features of the country that specially struck the Greeks, they

had nothing of the sort in their own land 2
.

It is the great rivers that shew up the heights to which the plain

rises. Each has a steep or “hilly” bank to the west and a flat or

“meadow” bank to the east, and flows winding along a broad valley,

which at the lower end has been cut down to below the level of the

sea forming the liman 3 so characteristic of Russian rivers. If the river

has to cross the granite belt it has there failed to make its course easy

for itself and is broken by rapids, most important in the case of the

Dnepr. The lesser streams have made proportionate valleys and into

these leads a whole system of ravines, which carry off the melting snow
but are dry during most of the year. All these depressions make no
difference to the view of the steppe, as they are not noticeable until the

traveller comes to the edge of one of them, but they present considerable

obstacles to anyone not acquainted with the precise places where they

can be crossed conveniently. They provided much too complete a system

of drainage and the now diminished rainfall is carried off at once from the

surface of the steppe, compare the expression of Hippocrates, l^oyerevovai.

For the inhabitants of the steppe they are of the utmost importance.

In them the flocks can find shelter in the winter, and in them the first

beginnings of agriculture can be made. There is little doubt that the

agricultural tribes of which we read in Herodotus confined their attempts

to these valleys, and it was not till the other day that the open steppe

was cut up by the plough. Till then it had been merely pasture, but

some of it pasture unsurpassed in the world, at any rate during its season.

1 The marshy widening of the valley about
Nicopol.

i Her. IV. 82, Qo)vpuerui be r/ X<
’’l

,r
l
a ÎTr

l
°^ K *Xel

XOifns rj on rrorapovs re ttoWg) pey'arrovs kcu cipidpbv

nXelerrovs. to be dirodiovpao'ai a^iov leal napet; tcov

TtoTUfioiv Kin roil peydOeos rod rreblov k.t.X. So

Hippocrates, De aere
,
etc. 25, 'H be 2nv8ea>v eprjp'i-q

KaXevpev );
nebuis ecrn k <i ! XeLpa<d>brjs Ka'i \jnXrj, Kai

evvbpos perplats norapol yap ela'i peydXoi
,
01 e’^oxerev-

oven to vbotp en redv ireblatv.
3 An estuary or lagoon cut off from the sea by

a strip of sand with or without openings.
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From the time of the snow’s melting to the middle of summer the

growth of the grass in the richer regions seems by all accounts to have
been marvellous : but even so the sun would scorch it up and animals

had to come near the streams until the autumn rains : and again they

had to find shelter in the valleys for the depth of the winter, so that

the nomad life was not quite as free as is represented, for these wintering

places are quite definitely the property of particular tribes. Throughout
great areas of the steppe, especially towards the south and east, the

rich pasture gives way to barren lands offering but wormwood and silk

grass, or tussock grass that does not even cover the surface of the sand.

Worse still in the government of Astrakhan, at the eastern boundary of

our area, there is but unrelieved salt sand : here the only land of any
value is that along the lower Volga. This is why the trade route of

which Herodotus gives particulars goes so far to the north. Yet com-
mentators gaily assign such a district as the only local habitation of more
or less important tribes. A great characteristic *of the whole region is

lack of trees, but in the river valleys, besides the meadows which kept

the cattle alive in the winter, there were some woods at any rate. Especially

was this the case on the lower Dnepr where much land, since invaded

by sand-dunes, was formerly wooded. In the north also the forest belt

seems to have come further south down to the edge of the glacial

deposit, along the line shaded on the general map, and to have sent

outliers into the open plain. The retreat of the woods is due partly to

man and partly to the drying up of Eurasia 1
to which it has itself

contributed. This drying up of the interior has also had a strange effect

even upon the coastline.

The shores of such a country as we have described do not naturally

offer facilities for commerce. To begin with the gentle slope of the

plains continues in some parts under the sea : hence the shore between
the mouths of the Dnepr and the Don, if we leave out of account

the southern part of the Crimea, as ever a strong contrast to the rest

of the region, is not to be approached by ships. This initial difficulty

is increased by the deposits of the great rivers, deposits which are

heaped up with the more ease in that there is no tide to carry them
away. As soon as the stream meets the dead mass of motionless sea,

still more some current of the sea or of another river, it drops its load

of silt along gentle curves mathematically determined by the meeting
places of the opposing currents. So the Sea of Azov acts as a kind

of settling- tank for collecting the silt of the Don. The coarsest falls

to the bottom at once to add to the growth of the delta, the finer has

to pass successively the dead points produced by the opposing currents

of the various streams that fall in from each side : hence the spits

running out between the river mouths and especially the strange Arabat
spit that encloses the Putrid Sea

'2 and makes an alternative entrance to

the Crimea.

1 Cf. Prince Kropotkin in GeographicalJournal
,

2 Hairpa 'kipvri, Strabo, VII. iv. i.

London, Aug. 1904.

I—
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Hence too the fact that during certain winds vessels have to lie ten

miles from the shore off Taganrog 1

,
and the complaints of the silting up of

the Maeotis expressed by Polybius 2 who regarded the completion of the

process as not very distant, and the recent Imperial commission on the

subject 3
.

After all this the current that flows out of the Maeotis has left only

4/25 metres on the bar at Kerch.
The same process goes on at the mouth of the Dnepr. There is the

bar and delta below Kherson, another bar (6 metres) at Ochakov running

across from Kinburn spit ('AXcros 'E fcar^?), and a third, the Tendra,

Apop,o? ’A^iXXeco?, along the line where it meets a coast current from

east to west.

The Dnestr only just keeps open. Here the bar has long been dry

land, save for two small openings of which that used by ships has a depth

of only five feet.

The small rivers such as the Kujalnik and Tiligul are entirely closed.

Yet this process is quite modern. In 1823 the Tiligul was open, now
the highroad runs along its bar. Within the bar in every case is an
estuary (liman) which used once to be open. This inconvenient phenomenon
of shut river mouths is due partly to the unequal flow of rivers which
have to carry snow water

;
more however to their inability to keep a

sufficient current in a channel that they had excavated in ages of more
abundant rainfall. It is one more evidence of the drying up of the

country.

The Greek colonies of Tyras and Olbia were founded on the steep

side of a liman where the current came near the coast, the position of

Tanais was somewhat similar. All the other ports depended on the

entirely exceptional formation of the Crimea : Chersonese had the use

of the many harbours about Sevastopol, some of which are steep to.

Theodosia had a small harbour and fine roads, and the towns on the

Bosporus though troubled with shoals were not yet strangled by ac-

cumulating silt. Beyond the Bosporus Bata (Novorossijsk) and Pagrae
(Gelendzhik) had clean harbours, but the former suffers from a unique

disadvantage, the Bora, a wind which blowing from the mountains covers

ships with such a coating of ice that they have been known to sink

under the weight 4
.

Of modern towns Odessa is comparatively free from silt, but its

harbour is entirely artificial. In fact the headland that sheltered the roads

is being washed away. But both Nicolaev and Kherson suffer from the

shoals- and bars encouraged by the drying up of their respective rivers.

This drying process has tended to make the climate of Scythia more
extreme in character. Of course most of the ancients regarded only its cold,

and regarded it as cold all the year round 5

:
just as it requires an effort

1 Clarke’s Travels
,

I. p. 428. E. Reclus, op. cit. p. 789.
2 IV. 40. So too Aristotle, Meteorologica

,
1.

4 N. A. Korostelev, The Bora at Novorossijsk.

xiv. 39. Mem. de PAcad. Imp. des Sciences cie St Petersbourg,

The Don delta gains 670 metres yearly. The Classe Physico-Math'ematique
,
vm e sdr., T. xv.

gulf below is 1 ft 6 in. less deep than 200 years No. 2, St P. 1904.

ago. The sea should last another 56,500 years, 6 Her. iv. 28. Hippocrates, De aere, c. 26.
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for most of us to think of Russia and Siberia as very hot in the summer.
Strabo

1

even refuses to believe in the heat, arguing that those who found

it hot did not know real heath A curious fact is that the Greeks un-

doubtedly looked on Scythia as damp and foggy, whereas it suffers from

oft-recurring drought. Probably there was more wood and so there was
more moisture, and probably also the Greeks connected the north with

cold and wet and thought that further to the north there must be more
cold and wet. Also there certainly were marshy foggy tracts at the mouths
of the big rivers, the points where they had most commerce with Scythia,

and the readiness with which people believe the worst of foreign climates

accounts for the permanence of this idea.

One or two little points served to confirm this impression. A Greek
felt a kind of horror of a country in which the myrtle and bay did not

grow 3

,
and the attempts to make them grow at Panticapaeum were probably

not very skilled, for the vine did not do well, and that succeeds there quite

easily nowadays 4
.

So too the fact of the sea freezing struck them as evidence of an in-

tolerable climate. Actually this tends to come about chiefly in places where
the fresh water contributed by the rivers has made the sea hardly more
than brackish. But this again was just in regions where the Greeks were
most likely to see it. Also the uncertainty it introduced into commerce
at certain times of the year would bring it home to the Greeks of Hellas,

and every Greek had heard of the brazen pot split by the frost and
dedicated by Stratius in the temple of Aesculapius at Panticapaeum and the

epigram thereon

5

.

The Fauna of the steppe region is not specially striking. It is on the

whole poor. The ancients were interested in the accounts of the Tarandus,

a beast with a square face and a power of changing colour, apparently

the reindeer with its summer and winter coat": that no longer comes so

far south. So too the otter and beaver have retreated with the forests

though place-names shew the former extent of the latter
7

.

The wild white horses about the source of the Hypanis may either

have been the western extension of the grey pony of Upper Asia or they

may have merely run wild 8
.

Strabo (vn. iv. 8) mentions that in the marshes there were hunted deer

and wild boar, and on the plains wild asses and goats. He also mentions
the Colus, a kind of buffalo or bison.

On domesticated animals the climate was supposed to have such an

effect that asses (in spite of Strabo’s wild asses) and mules succumbed 9

,

and horned cattle lost their horns 1
".

1 vil. iii. 18.
2 Aristotle, Problem, xxv. 6, recognises the hot

summer.
3 Theophr. Hist. Plant, iv. v. 3. Pliny, NH.

xvi. 137.
4 Until Byzantine times the Greeks never seem

to have gained occupation of the mountains of the

Crimea and their warm southern valleys with
Mediterranean vegetation. Besides these were quite

an exception on the north coast of the Euxine.

5 Strabo, II. i. 16.
6 Arist. de Mirabilibus

,
c. 30. Theophr. Frag.

172 ;
Her. IV. 109.

7 Her. l.c.
;
Strabo, III. iv. 15; Th. P. Koppen,

On the Distribution of the Beaver in Russia,

Journ. Min. Publ. Inst. St P., June, 1902.
8 Her. iv. 52.
9 Aristotle, de Animalibus

,
viii. 25.

10 Arist. op. cit. VI 1 1. 28. This circumstance was
explained by the statement that the cold prevented
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Very characteristic of the steppe are the various rodents, susliks and
baibaks, relations of the jerboa, but regarded by the ancients as exaggerated
mice : hence the story that skins of mice were used for clothing 1

. Such
creatures with their curious watchful attitude, along with Indian ants and
Babylonish garments, may have their part in the origin of griffin legends.

We may also mention adders and snakes 2

,
bees 3 and ephemera 4

.

More important than the land animals were the fish that abounded in

the rivers and formed the main object of export 5
.

The most important species were the Pelamys, a kind of tunny, and the

dvTaKaLOL or sturgeons. Of the former Strabo (vii. vi. 2) has an idea that

they were born in the Maeotis and made their way round and began to be
worth catching when they got as tar as Trapezus, and were of full size at

Sinope. The difficulty is that I am assured by Mr Zernov, Director of

the Marine Biological Laboratory at Sevastopol, to whom I offer my best

thanks, that no sort of tunny does this
;

that a kind of herring does so
;

but that the scumbria, which answers to the general description of the

pelamys, and a mackarel now called palainida, do not go into the Sea of

Azov at all. The palamida is quite rare in the Black Sea though common
in the Mediterranean. Moreover the tendency is for the Mediterranean
fauna gradually to conquer the Black Sea, so it is not likely that this

particular species was commoner in ancient times. Yet Strabo from his

birthplace ought to have known all about it.

The avTaKaioL or sturgeons are first mentioned by Herodotus (iv. 53) at

the mouth of the Dnepr. This fishery does not seem very abundant now.
The other great locality was in the Maeotis, both along the eastern shore

at the mouths of the rivers Rhombites 6
(this is now represented by fisheries

at the same points and at Achuev which is just at the mouth of the

Anticites) and at the Cimmerian Bosporus, where the Greeks were much
struck by the fishing carried on through the ice and believed that fish as

big as dolphins were dug out of the solid
7

. As a matter of fact though
ice is collected on the shore every year the strait does not freeze over

very often : this happens more regularly in the upper part of the Maeotis

at the mouth of the Don.
There are three kinds of sturgeon. Accipenser Stellatus

(
sevrjt'tga

)
with

a sharp nose forms the bulk of the catch in the Sea of Azov. A. Huso
(Beluga

)

has whiter flesh and used to be common at Kerch and at the

delta of the Dnepr. This seems to be the one that Strabo means when
he talks of its being as big as a dolphin. Finally we have A. Sturio

(
osjotr

),

our sturgeon, which is more characteristic of the Volga. It has a blunt nose,

and so differs from the fish represented on the Greek coins (PI. v. 18, 20).

The ancients thought that the fish went into the Pontus to escape

the larger fish that preyed upon them outside and to spawn, as the

their growth. Yet we have Greek representations

of the saiga with its splendid horns, and the tarandus
or reindeer was known with its horned hind.

1 Justin 11. 2, pellibus murinis utuntur, of. Hipp.
de aere

,
c. 26.

2 Arist. de Mirabilibus
,

c. 141 ;
Her. IV. 105.

3 Her. v. 10. Arist. de Animalibus
,
V. xxii. 8.

4 lb. v. xix. 14.
6 Cf. especially M. Koehler, TAPIXOS in Me?n.

de PAccid. des Sciences de St Petej'sbourg, VI me sdr.

T. I. p. 347, St P. 1832.
6 Strabo, XI. ii. 4.

7 Strabo, VII. iii. 18.
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fresher water was more favourable to the young. That is true of the

coastline, but the middle of the sea is full of bacteria which produce

sulphuretted hydrogen, so that the fishes from the Mediterranean can only

make their way round gradually and have not yet elbowed out of existence

the archaic but excellent species proper to the Aralo-Caspian-Euxine

basin.

As to the Flora of the northern coast of the Euxine, leaving aside the

Crimean mountains, we have already spoken of the scarcity of wood, a

scarcity which seems to have increased in modern times. What trees do
grow are confined to the river valleys and include deciduous species only,

as indeed is noticed by Theophrastus

1

who speaks of figs and pomegranates
growing if earthed up, also excellent pears and apples, and among wild

trees of oaks, limes and ashes
;
but no firs or pines. There is however

a special Pinus Taurica. In the open country the ancients noticed the

luxuriance of the grass or when they wished to find fault the stretches

of wormwood 3

,
to which however they ascribed the good quality of the

meat 3
. They speak also of eatable roots and bulbs 4 and of various drugs,

also of hemp used both as a fibre and as a narcotic 5
.

A special lack in Scythia was that of good stone. About Odessa and
Kerch there is a soft local limestone easy to work but only durable if

protected from the weather by a coat of plaster : in the Crimea, especially

at Inkerman, there occurs a stone of higher quality: but in general stone

is not to be found, and this has been one reason for the absence throughout

the whole region of important architectural monuments.
Of other natural productions we need mention but amber 6

,
which is

occasionally found near Kiev, but does not seem ever to have been syste-

matically worked
;

salt
7

,
given as occurring at the mouth of the Dnepr,

and indeed spread over a whole section of the steppe (the carting of salt

into the interior was a great industry until the railways came, and followed

immemorial tracks, the Greeks must have profited by it in their time),

and gold which does not occur in Scythia itself, but has been abundant

to the west in Transylvania whence the Romans obtained much gold, and
to the north-east in the Urals where the mines of the ancient inhabitants

(Childskia kopi
)
have been worked by the Russians, and further towards

the middle of Asia, in the Altai, where also the modern miner has come
across traces of former exploitation. In ancient times there were no doubt
placer workings that yielded gold more readily than it can be attained now.
These regions also contained ancient copper mines : and the turquoise of

the east country was not without influence on the development of de-

corative art in the whole region.

So we may conclude a very hasty survey of the natural conditions

which the Greeks met on the north coast of the Euxine and which governed
the evolution and history of the native tribes they found there.

1 Hist. Plant, iv. v. 3.
6 Her. iv. 74.

2 Ovid, Epist. ex Ponto, III. 1. 23. (1 Th. P. Koppen, On the Finding of Amber in
3 Pliny, NH. xxvii. 45. Theophrastus, Hist Russia, Jo.urn. Min. Publ. Inst. St P., Aug. 1893.

Plant, ix. xvii. 4. 7 Her. IV. 53. Dio Chrys. xxxvi.
4 lb. vii. xiii. 8, IX. xiii. 2 .



CHAPTER II.

SEAS AND COASTLINE.

Before we even approach the coast of Scythia and discuss the know-
ledge of it possessed by the ancients, something must be said of their

ideas concerning the Euxine Sea and its subordinate the Palus Maeotis 1
.

Herodotus 2

,
for instance, takes the former to be ii,ioo stades in

greatest length, measured from the mouth of the Thracian Bosporus to

that of the Phasis, and in greatest breadth 3300 stades reckoned from
Themiscyra at the mouth of the Thermodon to Sindica. Moreover he
thought that the neck between the Halys and Cilicia was only five days’

journey “for a well girt man 3.” That means that he imagined the Euxine
as stretching too far to the south at the eastern end : naturally, for this part,

protected by the Caucasus, has a much warmer climate than the western 4
.

As a matter of fact the broadest part is from the mouth of the Dnepr to

Heraclea in Bithynia, but Herodotus was evidently ignorant of the great

bay along the south side of his square Scythia, whereas we may put the

Rugged Chersonese and Sindica opposite to it some way up the eastern

coast of the same. In the figure he gives for the greatest breadth

Herodotus is not very far out, it being (but in the western half) 325 geo-

graphical miles or 3250 stades
;
but between the points he mentions it

is only 235 geographical miles or 2350 stades.

His error with regard to the length is more serious. The extreme
e. and w. points are Batum and the bay south of Mesembria, but he
neglects the westerly bight of Thrace and makes a straight line from
the Thracian Bosporus to the Phasis 11,100 stades, about double the real

distance. We may take it that in reckoning 70,000 fathoms for a ship’s

journey in a day and 60,000 for a night he was taking the utmost possible,

wherein he made no allowance for contrary winds and other obstacles.

The cross measurement is more correct, as a ship could often take a straight

passage north to south. She would not go for long out of sight of land,

for a little to the west at the narrowest part of the sea the highlands

of the Crimea (Criu Metopon) and Cape Carambis may be seen at the

same time.

This exaggerated idea of the size of the Pontus present to the mind
of Herodotus must have reacted on his view of Scythia and induced him

1 E. Bunbury, History of Ancient Geography
,

3
I. 72.

I. pp. 175-636, II. 261-282. 4 H. Berger, Gesch. d. wissenschaftlichen
2 iv. 85, 86. Erdkunde der Griechen

,
Leipzig, 1903, p. 103.
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to lay it out on too large a scale, another reason for our not extending it

very far into the interior. In later times after the publication of Peripli

and the advance of geography the ancients had a very good practical

knowledge of the shape of the Euxine, comparing it justly to the

asymmetrical Scythian bow 1

.

They naturally exaggerated its size, but their methods of calculation

always produced this effect
:

yet they paid much attention to the subject.

Pliny 2 gives five different reckonings of the circumference of the Pontus,

they vary between 2000 and 2425 m.p. (= 16,000 to 19,400 stades), the real

amount is about 1914 geographical miles
(
= 2392 m.p. or 19,136 stades).

He also quotes Polybius for the distance of 500 m.p. across from one
Bosporus to the other, which is approximately correct.

One curious error persisted. Eratosthenes and Strabo 3 both regarded

Dioscurias (Sukhum Kale) as the extreme point of the whole sea, lying in

a corner (jtivyos) 600 stades east of the mouth of the Phasis, which some
old poet, Herodotus and Ptolemy make the extreme point. This should

really be at Batum, which is still further south. The error seems to rest

on a commercial superiority of Dioscurias which lasted during Hellenistic

and early Roman times. It was the last point of the navigation of the

right side of the Pontus : the mountainous coast between it and the Cim-
merian Bosporus being dangerous and unprofitable.

For all their familiarity with it the Greeks never forgot that the Euxine’s

first name was Axenos and most of them regarded a journey across it with

some trepidation. To this day it is not a favourite sea with sailors, who
dislike its fogs, its sudden storms and the scarcity of good harbours along the

greater part of its coast. These causes tended to isolate the Greeks of its

northern shore
;

in spite of the close commercial connection with the home-
land no one voyaged to Olbia or Panticapaeum except on business, and
Herodotus and the exile Dio Chrysostom are the only extant ancient authors

of whom we can say that they visited the north side of the Euxine.

Maeotis.

Wrong as was Herodotus with regard to the Euxine, his ideas of the

Palus Maeotis were even more erroneous 4
. He thought of it as not much

smaller than the Pontus, whereas its real area is about one twelfth. He
knew that it was nearly twenty days’ journey to the Tanais, elsewhere

he gives 4000 stades from the Bosporus, and this he seems to have
imagined as its width rather than the longest line that could be drawn
in a narrow triangle. Already Scylax was a little less wild and thought of

it as half the size of the Euxine 5
. The distance across to the Tanais

was usually put at 2200 stades 6

,
not so very much more than the actual

distance of 1 700 : but most authors continue to give its circumference as

9000 stades 7

,
a very strange exaggeration. Right on into mediaeval times

1 Hecataeus, Eratosthenes and Ptolemy, ap.

Amm. Marcell. XXII. viii. io. Dion. Perieg. 1 . 157,

and Eustathius ad loc., Pliny, NH IV. 76.

2 NH. iv. 77.
3 XI. ii. 16.

4 iv. 86.
5

§ 68.

0 Strabo, vii. iv. 5, Agathemerus, 18.
7 Pliny, NH. iv. 78; Strabo, l.c.

;
Agathemerus,

10 ; Schol. in Dion. Perieg. GGM. II. p. 457 ;
Peripl.

Anon., 1 18 (92), etc.

M.
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the mouths of the Tanais were supposed to be exactly on the same
meridian as the Bosporus, though Hippocrates speaks of the lake as

stretching towards the summer rising of the sun. The ancients consistently

regarded it as a lake or marsh and as the greatest lake they knew : hence

perhaps their exaggerated idea of its size. Some even went so far as to

regard the Cimmerian Bosporus as the true mouth of the Tanais 1
. On

the other hand, some authors could not disabuse themselves of the notion

that the Maeotis was connected with the Northern Ocean or at any rate

with the Caspian'2
.

Caspian.

With regard to the Caspian Herodotus and Ptolemy agree in making
it an inland sea, though the former shews a tendency to make it balance

the “Red” sea or Indian ocean 3
. But Strabo 4

,
Mela 5

,
Pliny”, and Plutarch 7

,

all going back to Eratosthenes and perhaps to the Ionian geographers 8

,
make

it connected with the northern ocean. Considering how little they knew
about it, it is remarkable that both Herodotus and Strabo had a very
fair idea of its size. The latter’s information came from Patrocles, who was
sent exploring by Seleucus. The idea of a passage from the northern

ocean was due to the Greek belief in the symmetry of the world 0

,
and

the existence of an arm of the sea running not so much north as east.

Of this Patrocles seems to have been aware, but no one ever got near

the Volga mouth, which indeed with its seventy channels is singularly

unlike a sea strait. Herodotus seems to have thought of the Caspian as

having its greatest length from north to south, but later authors put it

from east to west 10
.

Survey of Coastline.

The ancients never had a settled idea of the shape of the Scythian

coast. The inaccuracy of the outline given by Ptolemy is a measure of the

difficulty they found in getting their bearings. The requirements of their

navigation demanded no more than a rough knowledge of the distances

separating the cities, harbours and chief headlands as measured across the

openings of unimportant or unnavigable inlets. Such knowledge they pos-

sessed in a very fair degree. The accuracy of the figures given by
Ps.-Arrian and the anonymous compiler of the Periplns Ponti Euxini is

remarkable when we consider the chances of corruption arising from the

Greek methods of writing numbers. Of the inside of the country the

Greeks knew hardly anything. They knew the appearance of the steppe

and that great rivers made their way through it to disembogue in broad

1 e.g. Ps.-Arrian, Per. P. E., 29 (19 H.).
2 Plutarch, Alexander, XLIV. For the silting

up of the Maeotis, v. supra, p. 4.
3 Her. 1. 202, 203; IV. 40. Arist. Meteorologica

,

11. i. 10.
4 XI. vi. 1 ;

vii. 1.

5
I. 9.

6 NH. vi. 36.
7

1 . c.

8 Berger, op. cit., p. 57.
9 v. J. L. Myres, Geogr. Journal, VIII. (1896)

p. 605, On the maps used by Herodotus.
10 For the Araxes question and the rivers

running into the Caspian v. infra, p. 30.
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Survey of Coastline. Mouths of Danube 1

1

shallow estuaries, but of the real direction of these streams’ flow they had

no notion. They imagined a symmetrical scheme of rivers coming down
at right angles to the coast. The supposed flatness of the steppe would

of course offer no obstacle to channels running from one stream to another,

a hypothesis representing trade routes connecting the lower course of one

river with the upper part of another. Such portages have always been in

S. Russia. The granite ridge that runs from Podolia to Taganrog causes

the well-known rapids of the Dnepr and bends that stream' into such an

elbow that its upper waters are more conveniently approached either from

one of the lesser rivers that fall into the Maeotis, or from the Ingul or

Ingulets. Hence the confusion between Hypanis and Borysthenes, the

difficulties with the Panticapes and Gerrhus. But it is better to discuss

the position of rivers with that of the tribes so intimately bound up with

them in the description given by Herodotus. Till the time of Ptolemy we
have no details of the Hinterland save the schematic picture of the river

system and the names of innumerable tribes, whether assigned to localities

or indeterminate. Herodotus just mentions the point Exampaeus and the

city of the Geloni, but these would be fixed by the river and tribe scheme,

if any determination of their place could be reached. Before adventuring

ourselves in the boundless interior let us see how much the ancients knew
of the coast between the mouths of the Danube and the steep slopes of

the Caucasus where they overhang the sea 1

.

Different accounts of the Danube mouths 2 are given by different authors 3

,

and none of them agree with the present state of things, but a comparison
between the actual lie of the country and the various descriptions of its

ancient condition renders it possible to account for the apparent contradic-

tions of our authors and to trace the history of geologic change since the

time of Herodotus.

The delta begins between Isakcha and Tulcha, where the Kilia and
St George arms separate, and forms a triangle with two sides of 46 miles

and a base of 33 miles long, to which is added a four-sided piece enclosed

by lake Rasim, the Dunavets, the sea, and the St George arm. All this

space is marsh, subject to floods except for five sandbanks upon which

1 For the sake of convenience in handling, I have
reproduced the central part only of Latyshev’s

combination of Ptolemy’s maps of European and
Asiatic Sarmatia, Dacia and the Caucasus. With
the outlying parts from the Baltic shore to the

NW. round by w. and S. to Transcaucasia on the

SE. we are not concerned. To the N. are very few

names which represent living information, but

mostly they are the Herodotean tribes which ob-

viously could not be accommodated in the com-
paratively well-known central regions. I here give

some interesting points to the N. and E. as placed

by Lat.
;

Ptol. does not locate tribes exactly.

Borusci long. 63°, lat. 58°
;

Rhipaei Montes
63°, 57

0
30' ;

Alexandri Arae 63°, 57° ;
Nasci

63°) 57 °; Fontes Tanaidis 64°, 58°; Modocae
67°, 60° 30'; Zacatae 67°, 59° 30'; Caesaris Arae
68°, 56° 30'; Asaei 68° 50', 59° 40'; Perierbidi 68°

30', 58° 50'; Fontes Rha Occidentales et Finis

Montium Hyperboreorum 70°, 61°; Svardeni 71°

3°'> 59° 3°'; Chaenides 74°, 59°; Epistrophe Rha
74°, 56°; Confluentes Rha 79°, 58° 30'; Zinchi 74°,

48° 30'; Montes Hippici 74°, 54°— 81°, 52°; Finis
M. Coracis 75°, 48°

; Caucasus M. 75°, 47°—85°, 48°

;

Alexandri Columnae 77°, 51° 30'; Fontes Vardanis
78°, 48° 30'

;
Portae Sarmaticae 78°, 47° 30'

; Alterae
P. Sarm. 81°, 48° 30'; Sacani 82°, 5

1

0

; Ceraunii M.
82°, 49° 30'—84° 52'

; Epistrophe Rha 85°, 54°;
Ostium Rha 87° 30', 48° 40'

;
Fontes Rha Orientales

90°, 6i°.
2 Braun, Investigations

, pp. 182 sqq.
3 Herodotus IV. 47, Ps. -Arrian Peripl. 35 (24 H.),

Ephorus ap. Strab. VII. iii. 15, Dionysius Perieg.
1 . 301, and Anon 93 (67) give five mouths

;
Pliny,

NH. IV. 79, Ptolemy III. x. 2, who has a com-
pletely wrong idea of the Delta’s shape, six;

Strabo VII. iii. 15, Pomponius Mela 11. 8, seven.
Nowadays we have but three

;
Kilia Mouth, Sulina

Mouth, and St George’s Mouth.

2—

2
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poor villages are built. This tract cannot correspond to the ancient delta,

which included the island Peuce whereon the Triballi with their wives and
children took refuge from Alexander when he drove them from their

country 1
. For the banks of this island were steep and the current, confined

by the high banks, swift. Alexander only prevailed by crossing the main
stream and discomfiting the Getae on the left bank.

Peuce then was an island with high banks : and therefore outside the

present delta. Still most of our authorities say that it was between two
arms of the river and the sea. Some 2 put it between the St George
mouth (Ostium Peuces, 'lepov aropa) and the next to the n. (Naracu stoma,

NapaKLov <jTop.a), on what is now called St George’s Island: and Dionysius
has much the same idea

(
1

. 301). But Strabo (vii. iii. 15) says merely
that it lies near the mouths and that there are other islands above and
below it, i.e. it is not directly on the sea, but even 120 stades=i5 miles

up stream. We have no data for exactly determining the amount the

delta has grown in the last 2000 years, except that according to the

Peutinger Table Noviodunum (Isakcha) is 65 Roman miles = 520 stades

from the Sacred mouth along the course of the river
;
Ptolemy makes it

about 477 stades or 60 miles in a direct line. This brings us to just

about a line of sandbanks reaching from Vilkov by Ivancha to Teretsa,

and representing an old coastline which we may take as the coastline at

the beginning of our era. This line gives about the right amount, 47 versts

(31 miles = 279 stades), which we get as the distance between the old mouths
from n. to s. in Arrian (280 stades) and Strabo (300 stades). If now we
measure our 15 miles up stream from our ancient Sacred mouth we come
upon rising ground which takes up the rest of the Dobrudzha up to Tulcha.

Braun supposes that formerly an actual branch of the Danube cut off

this triangle from, the main land and fell into the sea somewhere opposite

the channel Portitsa, within twelve miles or so of Istropolis (? Karanasup),

having sent off an arm into a marsh, now represented by lake Babadagh,
and having formed lake Rasim. Bruun 3 anticipates Braun and says there

exist traces of such a channel. This state of things is represented by
Pliny’s confused account 4

. When this branch got silted up confusion arose

in the mind of Ptolemy, who found the southernmost mouth given variously

as the Peuce mouth and the Sacred mouth, and he identified them and so

was brought to seek the island Peuce in the modern delta and to throw out

all the measurements and distort the shape of the whole delta to try and
reconcile different accounts both founded on fact but referring to different

times.

Without detailed investigation of the actual lie of the land between
the main course of the Danube and Babadagh it is impossible to say

whether Dr Braun has really disentangled the labyrinth of the Danube
mouths. If it is at all possible, such a solution would best fit the case.

1 Arrian A nab. I. 2—4.

2 Scymnus, 1 . 787, Anon. 94 (68), Pliny and
Ptolemy. Under the name of Ptolemy we may
quote data due to Marinus of Tyre whose work
formed the basis of Ptolemy’s. For our purposes

no distinction can be made between them.

3 Chernomorfe
, 1. pp. 48— 59.

4
1 . c. Primum ostium Peuces, mox ipsa Peuce

insula in qua proximus alveus [nomen deest] ap-
pellatus xix m. p. magna palude sorbetur : ex

eodem alveo et supra Histropolin lacus gignitur

Ixiii m. p. ambitu, Halmyrin vocant.
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It is just conceivable that within historic time Peuce never was a real

island or Portitsa a real mouth of the Danube, but that the first was
defensible across a short isthmus and along the course of a minor stream
flowing into Babadagh lake, and so gained the name of island, to be a

refuge for the Triballi and later (when it almost certainly was no longer

separate) for the division of the Bastarnae hence called Peucini. So there

may have been a false mouth to the south of the delta as there was to

the n. or ships may once have gone in by Portitsa and across lake Rasim
to ascend the stream now represented by the Dunavets. We can see by
the varying accounts of authors that the real mouths of the river closed

and shifted, as has happened with all the Black Sea rivers, but that old

names and old descriptions lived on in Geography books and led compilers

astray. Only Strabo who prided himself on direct up-to-date information

and avoided padding copied from other books, gives an intelligible account

of the district as it was in his time. The question of the number of

mouths is never settled, to-day one may count anything from three to

twelve and no doubt it was the same in ancient times. We may take it

then that while it is hopeless to identify the lesser mouths (we have ten

different names preserved in various authors) Peuces ostium was originally

what is now Portitsa, Ostium Sacrum (later also called Peuce) corresponded
to St George’s mouth, Naracu stoma was half-way between that and Calon
stoma, the Sulina mouth (lately canalised and made really navigable)

;

that Pseudostoma, Boreon stoma, Spireon stoma corresponded to branches

of the Kilia mouth, and Psilon stoma was a still more northerly channel

running out through the marshes (Thiagola) at Zhebriany.

The stretch from the Ister to the Tyras is not important. Strabo
tells us of two lakes, one open and one shut, corresponding to Sasyk and
probably Alibey, two limans now communicating with the sea by narrow
channels.

Between them came the place ra
’

Avtm^I'K.ov of Peripl. Anon, and next

his Cremnisci, which Pliny also gives with Aepolium and Montes Macro-
cremni, which seems a very grand name for the low cliffs of this coast.

Near the corner of the Dnestr Liman we have Hermonactis vicus (Strabo
and Ptol.) and Turris Neoptolemi (Strabo and Anon.). Of this latter there

seem some traces left in the foundations of a tower. It is ascribed to

Neoptolemus the Admiral of Mithridates, and appears to have been a light-

house 1
.

A difficulty is in the distance given by our authorities for the space
between Danube mouth and Dnestr mouth. Strabo and Anon, make it

goo stades. Really it comes to about 600. Ps. -Arrian obviously left the coast

at Portus Isiacorum (Odessa) and cut straight across to the Danube mouth,
making it 1200 stades, probably by adding on half the distance for possible

curves of the coast. He says that there were no settlements in that space

eprjfxa. kcll avcowpa, whereby he did an injustice to Tyras, which was still

coining in Arrian’s time 2
. Anon, filled in the gap with names gleaned we

1 Becker, Trans. Odessa Soc. ill. p. 151, On 2 An argument for its not being the real Arrian,

the coast of the Euxine between the Ister and the v. p. 24, n. 3.

Borysthenes with reference to ancient settlements.
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know not whence, and made the total distance agree with Ps. -Arrian. But
why Strabo should be 300 stades out it is hard to say, unless he applied a

measurement stretching to the southern and most used Danube mouth to the

northern nearest one. Pliny gives 130 m.p., that is 1040 stades, from Tyras
to Pseudostoma. The ancients all seem to have overestimated this unattractive

piece of coast. Ptolemy on the other hand makes too little of this very
distance. From Thiagola (Zhebriany) to the Dnestr mouth he gives what
represents 390 stades, while further to the e., e.g. between Dnestr and
Dnepr, he is substantially correct. Dr Braun has well shewn that just here

comes the break in his bearings, due to his having Byzantium two degrees
too far to the n., in the same latitude as Marseilles. Harpis, the other

point he gives, is still orientated from the s., and represents Eskypolos, the

town at the end of the Roman wall that guarded the lower Danube.
Strabo says that 140 stades up the river Tyras are the towns of

Niconia on the right and Ophiussa on the left. Pliny says that the town
Tyras was formerly called Ophiussa. We need have no doubt that it is

the present Akkerman, mediaeval Moncastro or Belgorod. What we know
of its history and coinage will be found further on (ch. xiv.). Niconia

would be Otarik, where some antiquities have been found. Strabo adds
another datum, 120 stades, for the distance between Tyras town and the

mouth of the river, more close than the figure he has first given and
agreeing with Anon., who says that ra Neo7mAe/xou was 120 stades from

Tyras river, surely a mistake for Tyras town 1

.

The position of the island Leuce, now Phidonisi, is accurately defined

by Strabo, who says it lies 500 stades from the mouth of the Tyras, and
Demetrius (ap. Anon. 91 (65)), who gives 400 stades as its distance from

the mainland at the Danube mouth. This is fairly correct. Other authors

confuse it with the Apo'/xo? ’A;yA\eco?, or the nameless island near the mouth
of the Borysthenes, now called Berezan. First mentioned by Arctinus,

Leuce is spoken of by Stesichorus in his Palinode, by Pindar
(
Nem . iv.

49), Euripides
(
Androm . 1259), Lycophron (.Alexandra 186), and gradually

the romantic legend grew that we find in its fullest form in Philostratus

Junior 2
.

To the e. of the Tyras the next place mentioned is Physce in

Ptolemy, probably at the mouth of the Baraboi, and Ps.-Arrian’s Portus

Isiacorum, interesting as being the forerunner of modern Odessa, and 50
stades (Anon. 87 (61)) further on Istrianorum Portus, probably by the

mouth of the Kujalnik or Hadzhi Bey limans, once estuaries navigable

from the sea.

The cliffs gradually rise along this coast, and the name Scopuli (Anon.

87 (61)) may be justified. The next point is Ordessus (Ptol.) or Odessus

(Ps.-Arr. and Anon.), probably at the mouth of the Axiaces or Asiaces

(Mela), now the Tiligul, cut right off by a bar, but once open. Here,

near Koblevka, Uvarov found traces of ancient habitation 3
.

1 Vide E. von Stern, On the latest excavations at and a discussion of the whole question and of the

Akkerman, Trans. Od. Soc. xxm. p. 58. worship there paid to Achilles by the Olbiopolites,
2 Heroicus XIX. 16 (pp. 327—331). Latyshev, in Latyshev, Olbia, pp. 55—61 and inf. chap. XV.

Scyth. el Cane. I. p. 637. V. account of Leuce 3 C t A. S. Ouvaro\,Recherches sur lesAntiquites

in Ukert and Trans. Od. Soc. 1. p. 549, II. p. 413, de la Russie Mcridionale, PI. XXVI. and xxvn.
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Opposite the liman Berezan is the island of the same name referred

to by Strabo and Ps. -Arrian. This island was early settled by the Greeks,

as upon it have been found vases of Milesian type and archaic asses of

Olbia 1

. It is constantly confused with Leuce. From here it is just

60 stades (Anon.) on to the mouth of the great liman in which the Bugh
and Dnepr join. Altogether the distances along this coast are very much
what Ps. -Arrian and Anon, make them.

The common estuary of the Bugh and Dnepr is one of the finest in

Europe, its very size prevented casual observers understanding how the

land lies. Dio Chrysostom '{Or. xxxvi.) gives us the best description.

Herodotus and Dio alone grasped the fact that the city which its citizens

called Olbia, and strangers Borysthenes, lay upon the Hypanis, the Bugh,

not upon the Borysthenes river, the Dnepr. The confusion was natural, but

the site of Olbia could never have been determined from the texts. The
mounds, coins and inscriptions dug up at Sto Mohil (the hundred Barrows),

a mile to the south of the village of Iljinskoe or Parutino, have settled the

matter. Alector mentioned by Dio must be Ochakov opposite the long

spit of Kinburn, well known in the Crimean war. Between them is a bar

with a very narrow channel under the guns of the fort. When you have

passed the fort the great liman is spread before you and even at Olbia

the opposite side of the Bugh is so far distant that the impression produced

is that of a lake rather than a river. Hence the variations of distance

given by the authorities, Scymnus and Anon, making it 240 stades up from

the mouth of the river, Strabo (who says Borysthenes) and Dio 200 stades.

Pliny with his 1 5 m.p. must have measured from the point where a ship

leaves the Dnepr channel and begins to ascend the Bugh. On the Bory-

sthenes itself there seems to have been no important settlement. On its

left bank and on the islands of the river still survived into last century

remains of the woods which gained the district the name of Hylaea, of which

Herodotus, and after him Mela and Pliny, speak. It hardly required many
trees to attract attention in the bare steppe land. We need not suppose that

Valerius Flaccus meant anything when he wrote (Arg. vi. 76) :

Densior haud usquam nec celsior extulit ulla

Silva trabes : fessaeque prius rediere sagittae

Arboris ad summum quam pervenere cacumen.

He had read in his Mela :

Silvae deinde sunt quas maximas hae terrae ferunt 2
.

The position of the Hylaea is a favourite subject for discussion, but the

difficulty only arises if we put the Panticapes 3 (which flows into the

Hylaea) to the west of the Borysthenes and identify it with the Ingulets,

so as to give room for the Georgi

1 V. chapters xi. xii. and xv.
2 For the former extension of trees where now

there are none, see Burachkov (who spoke from
personal knowledge); On the position of Carcinitis,

Trans. Od. Soc. IX. p. 3 ;
K. Neumann, op. cit.

pp. 31 and 74 sqq., who has collected various testi-

mony to shew that trees did really exist along the

between it and the Dnepr. But if

river valleys, but is inclined to make too much of

it, and W. W. Dokoutchaiev, Les Steppes russes

autrefois et aujourd’hui, Congrh International

d'Archeologie prehistorique et d’Anthropologies n e
.

Session a Moscou
,
Vol. I. 1892.

3 Her. iv. 54. Vide infra, p. 29.
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we suppose that it was the Konka across the Dnepr valley it would flow

precisely into the wooded region to the south of the estuary 1

.

Ptolemy puts Olbia on the Borysthenes. In face of such a mistake it

seems risky to assign positions to the other cities he mentions. But near
Great Znamenka and Little Znamenka overlooking the well-watered flats

of the so-called “great meadow” we find the remains of fortified settle-

ments with Greek pottery 2

,
which may mark his Amadoca and Azagarion.

At the mouth of the Dnepr liman we have Kinburn spit, which is

probably the site of Ptolemy’s
vA\aos 'E/car^?

3

,
which Anon, puts on the

next spit, the west end of the Tendra or Apo'/xos whereupon
there seems to have been a sanctuary of the hero mentioned by Strabo.

A stone with a dedication to Achilles was dredged up off Kinburn 4

,

and others with his name were found on the Tendra 5
. The formation of

Kinburn spit and the Tendra is unstable and channels in them open and
shut so that what has been an island becomes joined to the mainland and
again becomes an island according to the caprice of the currents. The
Island of Achilles mentioned by Pliny hereabouts may well be of such

formation. Some authors, e.g. Ps. -Arrian, have hence confused the Apo/xos

with Leuce. But in the main the descriptions are accurate, telling of the

sword-like stretch of sand curving at each end and serving as the race-

course of the fleet-footed hero. Dzharylgach, the other end, seems to be
what we must understand by Tamyrace. Between it and the place where the

Tendra joins the mainland Ps.-Arrian gives e/cpo'a \9xzn7s, probably a temporary
gap in the continuity of the beach. Behind Tamyrace spit was some sort

of shelter for the few ships that came that way. Between Tamyrace and
the opposite coast of the Crimea is the gulf called the gulf of Tamyrace
or Carcinitis running up to Taphrae on the Isthmus of Perekop. How
little the ancients visited these parts is shewn by the vagueness of the

measurements given. Tendra is about So m. long or 750 stades, but

Strabo calls it 1000, Ps.-Arrian 980, Anon. 1200, Agrippa 80 m. p. =640
stades. The 60 stades given as the distance from the shore is not far out.

So with the gulf called Carcinites or Tamyrace the 300 stades is not far

out for the distance across the mouth, but the ancients had the most
exaggerated idea of its extent to the eastward. Strabo puts this at 1000
stades and says some multiplied this amount by three.

On the other hand, Pliny and Strabo both give the breadth of the

Isthmus of Perekop, Taphrae, at 40 stades (5 miles) which is very near.

Strabo adds that others reckoned it at 360 stades, which is about the

distance from the gulf of Perekop on the w. to Genichesk on the sea of

Azov 5
. Again they give a very good description of the Putrid Sea (Sivash),

but make it very much too big. This is one of the most unmistakeable

1 Cf. Niederle, Staroveke Zprdvy o zemepisu c. IX., cf. Latyshev, ‘Island of S. Aeth.’ in Journ.
vychodni Evropy (Ancient Information as to the Min. Pub. Instr. St P., May 1899, p. 73].

Geography of Eastern Europe), p. 35 sq. 4 IosPE. IV. 63. V. ch. XV.
2 CP. 1899, p. 28, and Braun, op. cit. p. 21 1 sqq., 6 IosPE. 1. 179— 183.

371-3, also Ouvarov, op. cit. PI. D. 6 This is probably the site of AsandePs wall,

Later called d\aos alone and afterwards the v. ch. XIX., no doubt on the site of a former ditch

Island of S. Aetherius, upon which the Russians that gave its name to the place,

refitted their dug-outs [Const. Porph. de adm. Imp.
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features of the whole coast line and naturally impressed those who came
near 1

. At this point Pliny 2 gets hopelessly confused. He mixes up the

Putrid Sea, the liman of the Utljuk or Molochnaja and the Hypanis
(Bugh) with one of the limans about the Peninsula of Taman at the

opposite corner of the Sea of Azov and the Hypanis (Kuban), and one can

make no sense out of his jumble of names. Lacus Buces...Coretus Maeotis
lacus sinus...amnes Biices, Gerrhus... hardly tally with regio Scythia Sindica

nominatur. One cannot help thinking that as now, so formerly, the same
geographical names were repeated along this coast. Every other salt lake

is called Sasyk, the cutting through a spit of sand is called Bugas, there

are two Kujalnik rivers, an Ingul and an Ingulets (a diminutive though it

is the bigger river), a Don and Donets, two sandspits called Dzharylgach,

two places called Ak Mechet, two Sivash lakes, two rivers Salgir, and two
Karasu, so in old days there were two rivers Hypanis, Bugh and Kuban,
perhaps two Gerrhus, more than one Panticapes and several Eiones, Insulae

Achillis and so forth. Just as the Russians have adopted Tartar words as

names, so the Greeks took native words meaning river or salt lake or

channel. Hence the confusion produced by the attempts of Ptolemy or

Pliny to distinguish these names without local knowledge.
In the Gulf of Carcinites Pliny 3 mentions the islands Cephalonnesus,

Spodusa and Macra, and Ptolemy gives position to the first of these. Mela,

Pliny and Ptolemy also mention a town, Carcine, which is merely the Carci-

nitis of Herodotus (iv. 99) and Hecataeus (fr. 153). Herodotus says that the

Hypacyris here falls into the sea and Mela (11. 4) copies him inaccurately,

sinus Carcinites
,
in eo Jirbs Carcine

,
quam duo flumina Gerrhos et Ypacares

uno ostio effluentia adtingunt. Pliny is still further removed and speaks of

the Pacyris (sic)
4

. The only stream that runs into the gulf is the Kalanchak,

now quite unimportant, but from its mouth hollows and what were once
water-courses may be traced far inland almost to the Dnepr about the land

called Gerrhus. This may have been a way of getting quickly up to that

district, but it must have been early abandoned owing to the failure in

water of which we can trace the effect all over the steppe region.

The position of Carcinitis town has been a great bone of contention

because it has been assumed that it must have been situated on the gulf

Carcinites, whereas the town Cercinitis is plainly put in the western Crimea
by Ps.-Arrian and Anon, (who adds a name Coronitis). Across the gulf 300
stades from Tamyrace we find mentioned Calos Limen, 700 stades further

on Cercinitis, and 600 stades beyond Chersonese. Reckoning back exactly

from the well-known site of the latter we get Cercinitis at the mouth
of the closed estuary Donguslav, the position approved by Bruun and
Burachkov. Another 700 stades brings us too far round the corner to give

the required 300 more to Tamyrace. If we take all the distances to

be as usual somewhat exaggerated we may put Cercinitis just to the west

of the modern Eupatoria on a spot where there are traces of a Greek
town (v. Chapter xvi.)

5

. Coins occur marked KEPKI and KAPK, similar in

1 Strabo vii. iv. i.
4 NH. iv. 84.

2 NH. iv. 84. 5 Excavations of N. Ph. Romanchenko, TRAS.
3 NH. iv. 93. VIII. pp. 219—236.

M. 3
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type to the coins of Chersonese (PI. iv. i, 2, 3, cf. iv. 17), and even an in-

scription 1 has been found
;
and we can put Calos Limen at Ak Mechet or at

the next little bay along the coast. So Cercinitis is another example of the

curiously inaccurate naming of places along this coast by which the town
Borysthenes (Olbia) was not upon the Borysthenes and Istrus not actually

upon the Ister. The gulf Carcinites was the gulf just beyond Carcinitis, up
which the men of that town traded by way of the Hypacyris until the latter

dried up, and so it was thought of as standing at the mouth of that river.

Later Ptolemy calls Carcinites itself a river. If this was the view of

Herodotus we can see why he had no idea how much the Crimea is

divided from the mainland, and a river being provided we need not trouble

about Donguslav lake.

At Chersonese we again reach a definite point. A discussion of the

topography of the district lying immediately about it will best go with the

sketch of its history and remains that will be given in Chapter xvn.

Strabo (vn. iv. 2) gives 4400 stades as the distance we have come
from the Tyras. But with moderate allowance for the curves of the coast

the distance can hardly come to more than 3000 stades. Strabo must have
reckoned in the circumference of the Carcinites gulf and made his ship

go right up to Olbia and other places of call on the way. Anonymus (83

(57)—87 (61)) adds up to 3810 but gives 4110 (89 (63)), having missed

300 stades somewhere about Tamyrace. He says that Artemidorus gives

4220, but that is going round Carcinites gulf.

Beyond Chersonese Strabo (he.) rightly mentions the three deep bays

and the headland now C. Chersonese. C. Fiolente is much more picturesque,

but not so important geographically as C. Chersonese, and is not likely

to be meant by Strabo. Portus Symbolon is clearly Balaklava, and by
it was Palacion or Placia, built by the natives as a menace to the whole

Minor Peninsula. The fancy that this narrow inlet is the harbour of the

Laestrygones has nothing for it but the names of Dubois de Montpereux,

after Pallas the first scientific explorer of these parts, and K. E. von Baer 2

who was rather a scientist than a historian.

1 DCA. x. 20. 2 Ueber die hoi7ierische Localitdten in dcr Odyssee, Brunswick, 1878, v. inf. Ch. xm.
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The southernmost cape of the Crimea was called by the ancients Criu

Metopon and was very well known. It was supposed to be just opposite

to Carambis on the coast of Asia Minor and they could both be seen

from a ship in mid sea. The high land behind the capes can really be seen.

This comparatively narrow part was reckoned to divide the Euxine into

two basins, but it is hard to settle what particular headland was the actual

Ram’s Head. Pliny 1 gives it as 165 m.p., i.e. 1320 stades from Chersonese
town, which would bring it to Theodosia; and 125 m.p. = 1000 stades on
to Theodosia, which would bring it back to C. Sarych. Anon. (81 (53))
makes it 300 stades from Symbolon Portus. That would be about Aju
Dagh. But he also makes it 220 stades from Lampas (Lambat), which
would bring it again to near Aj Todor, not in itself a very prominent
cape, chiefly interesting for a Roman station of which M. I. Rostovtsev
has given an account 2

. But above it Aj Petri rises high and can be seen

further than Aju Dagh, and the latter is considerably to the north, so that

perhaps it is best to call Aj Todor Criu Metopon. The most southerly

point is actually Kikeneis or Sarych, still further to the west.

The position given by Ptolemy also leans in favour of Aj Todor.
Ptolemy’s Charax— Pliny 3 mentions Characeni—may well have been the

settlement on Aj Todor. In the interior Strabo mentions Mount Trapezus,

Chatyr Dagh (vn. iv. 3), and it is at least as much like a table as a tent.

The modern place-name Partenit near Aju Dagh suggests that here
may have been a sanctuary of the virgin goddess to whom all the Tauric
mountains were holy. Lampat, the next village, has also preserved its Greek
name mentioned by Ps.-Arrian (30 (19 H . ))

and Anon., and Alushta is the

’AXovcttov of Procopius 4
. Beyond Lampas 600 stades further east we have

what Ps.-Arrian calls Xi^pr/p XKvOoTavpuv epr)p.o<;, 200 stades short of Theodosia.
Anon. (78 (52)) calls it also

5

AdrjvaLcov. These 200 stades bring us to Ottiz,

the most probable site, for 600 stades from Lampas makes the site too close

to Theodosia. The name of Sugdaea, Sudak, so important in mediaeval
times, does not occur before Procopius

(
1 . c.).

Theodosia is again a certain site, and has recovered its old name
(v. Ch. xviii.).

Prom near Theodosia an earthwork goes across to the beginning of
the Arabat Spit on the Maeotis. This seems to represent the boundary of

1 NH iv. 86. 3 NH_ IV g 5 _

2 Journ. Min. Pub. Instr. St P., May 1900, * De Aed. in. 7.

v. inf. Ch. xvii.

3—2
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the kingdom of Leucon as against the Scyths and Tauri of the peninsula

rather than the Wall of Asander 1
.

At 280 stades from Theodosia Ps. -Arrian (30 (19 H.)) and Anon.

(77 ( 5 1
)) £Pve Cazeca, clearly Kachik the eastern headland of the bay of

Theodosia, about 30 miles from that city following the coast round; 180

stades further east, according to Anon., was Cimmericum, evidently Opuk,
where Dubrux 2 discovered traces of a fortified town with a harbour. This
is rendered quite certain by the existence opposite here of two skerries

mentioned by Anon. (76 (50)). From the head of Lake Uzunlar, once an

arm of the sea, goes another embankment to Hadzhibey on the Sea of Azov.

At a distance of 60 stades Anon, gives Cytae, also mentioned by Pliny 3 and
called Cytaea by Scylax (68). The 60 stades would bring it to Kaz Alii.

Acra 4 or Acrae (Pliny) would come at Takil Burun, 30 stades from Cytae
on the headland marking the entrance of the Cimmerian Bosporus. The site

of Hermisium 5
is uncertain. After another 65 stades we reach Nymphaeum,

undoubtedly Eltegen, where there are evident remains of a city and harbour

(v. Chapter xviii.). Tyritace 6 seems to have been at the head of Churubash
Lake, once an arm of the sea. Dia of Pliny is uncertain, but must have been

between Tyritace and Panticapaeum. This latter was more than the 85 stades

from Nymphaeum by Tyritace, given by Anon., but there seems no reason to

question these identifications. As to Panticapaeum, there can be no doubt

that its Acropolis was the hill now called Mount Mithridates (v. Chapter xix.).

The identification of the several small settlements about the Cimmerian
Bosporus, and on the Peninsula of Taman, is rendered difficult by the

uncertainty as to changes in the one case in the position of sandbanks and

spits which would necessarily modify the distances reckoned from one place

to another, in the other to still more considerable changes in the water-courses

which intersect the peninsula, deriving from the Hypanis or Kuban, and
subject not only to ordinary silting up, but to the more unusual action

of the mud volcanoes that abound in the district.

Next to Panticapaeum, on the west side of the strait, we have Myr-
mecium, mentioned by most of the authorities as being 25 (Anon.) or 20 7

stades away. This would fairly bring us to the place called the Old
Quarantine, just the other side of the bay. Somewhere near must have

been the town which early issued coins marked APOA and AP (PI. ix. 10),

and which seems to have been absorbed in Panticapaeum, unless Apollonia

was indeed the Greek name for that city. Forty stades further on (Strabo)

we have Parthenium, while Anon, makes it 60 from Myrmecium to Porthmium.

Probably these both represent the site of Jenikale lighthouse at the narrowest

point of the channel, whose breadth is regularly given as 20 stades, which is

about right. It is really about 90 stades from Panticapaeum.

Ps. -Arrian and Anon, reckon the strait to be the mouth of the Tanais,

and this is not unreasonable according to the view that makes the Maeotis

a mere marsh and no sea.

1 Strabo VII. iv. 6, cf. supra, p. 16, n. 6.

2 Trans. Od. Soc. iv. p. 69 and PI. 1.

3 NH. iv. 86.
4 Anon, and Strabo XI. ii. 8.

1 VpKTTUKT)I UKIJ.

7 Strabo VII. iv. 5.
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On the west of the Maeotis, between the Bosporus and the Don, except

for Herodotus and his Cremni (iv. 20, 110, perhaps near Genichesk),

Ptolemy is the only authority, and the names he gives are mere names not

to be identified, for he has a wrong idea of the lie of the land, and in any
case there seems to have been no important settlement on this coast. Only
at the headland Zjuk, about 40 miles to the west of the entrance to the straits,

we have remains of a Greek village 1

,
which may have been Heracleum or

Zenonis Chersonesus. So too no purpose can be served by endeavouring to

identify the rivers of this coast.

The mouth of the Don is a more interesting point. Of Tanais town
and its inscriptions we will treat later (Ch. xix.). Its site in the second and
third centuries a.d. was clearly near Nedvfgovka on the Dead Donets, but

it is quite probable that the original Tanais town destroyed by Polemo was
on the site of Azov, or in the delta at Elizavetovskaja Stanitsa 2

. We cannot

identify the island Alopecia, mentioned by Strabo (xi. ii. 3), Pliny 3 and
Ptolemy. It has probably been joined to the delta, which is growing very

fast. In any case it is hard to see how it can have been 100 stades

below the town.

The east coast is more important because of its fisheries, which
supplied much of the Tajoryos exported from the Pontus 4

. The first,

800 stades from the Tanais, was at the Great Rhombites, probably the Jeja.

At Jeisk, at its mouth, is still a great fishery. After another 800 stades

came the Little Rhombites by Jasenskaja Kosa, where there once flowed

into the sea the Chelbasi and Beisug rivers which now reach it only

during the spring floods
;

600 stades more past the northern delta of

the Kuban brings us to Tyrambe, possibly Temrjuk or Temrjuk Settle-

ment, between which an important branch of that river (the Anticites or

Hypanis) reaches the Maeotis. At a distance of 120 stades was Cimmerice
or Cimmeris village, probably the nw. point of the island Fontan. This
was the point from which vessels reckoned their course across the Maeotis.

20 stades beyond was Achillis vicus, at the narrowest point of the strait,

opposite Parthenium. These figures all seem put too low by Strabo (xi.

ii. 4—6). Perhaps the current that flows down the Sea of Azov helped the

vessels along and led the navigators to underestimate the distance. The
natural course would be for ships to go right straight across to Tanais and
come down the east coast to take in their cargoes of fish. Ptolemy mentions
these same points as Strabo, but his authority is not to be preferred.

The topography of the Taman Peninsula is, as we have said, par-

ticularly difficult. The interweaving of land and water made it hard for

Strabo (xi. ii. 6— 10) to describe, and the changes since his time, both in his

text and in the land surface, make it still harder to apply his description 5
.

In general the very greatest caution should be used in explaining difficulties

of ancient topography by geological changes, but here three powerful

1 A. A. Dirin, Trans. Od. Soc. xix. ii. p. 121.
2 Strabo xi. ii. 3.

3 NH. iv. 87.
4 Strabo XI. ii. 4.
3 The best account is in Goertz, Archaeological

Topography of the Taman Peninsula , Moscow,

1870, and History of Archaeological Investigations

in the Taman Peninsula
,

M. 1876, both repr.

St P. 1898 ;
but cf. I. E. Zabelin, Trans. Third

Arch. Congr. (Kiev) 1874, II., Explanation of

Strabo’s Topography of Bosp. Cim.
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agencies have been at work. Something has been clone by the mud-
volcanoes found on both sides of the strait, but most active to the east of it.

Their activity is not mentioned by the ancients, they may have been
quiescent during classical times : since then there have been thrown up the

cone of Kuku Oba, which is the most striking object of the Bosporus,

and some of the cones just south of Sennaja, the site of Phanagoria. One
of these it was that cast up, in 1 8 1 8, a Greek inscription 1

,
referring

to the construction of a temple of Artemis Agrotera 2
.

Another agency in changing the face of the land is the action of

the Kuban. Whereas the northern branch, the Protoka, has formed an
ordinary delta in what was once a bay of the Maeotis, the southern branch
flowed into what must have been a group of islands and found its way
to the sea through channels and sounds which itself it has done much
towards silting up.

Lastly the sea itself has encroached on the side towards the Bosporus.

Here the shifting currents have alternately washed the shore away and
deposited new sandbanks, there is even reason to suppose that the level

of the land is sinking. Columns, the remains of a temple, are seen in

the sea along the northerly spit opposite Jenikale, and again off the site of

the ancient Phanagoria.

Along the coast from Tuzla to C. Panagia barrows are seen in

section upon the cliff. The latter cape takes its name from a church now
swallowed up by the waves. At Taman itself the cliff, with remains of

an ancient town, is being washed away. The statues from the monument
of Comosarye 3 were found in the sea, because the headland of SS. Boris

and Gleb on which it was built had been encroached upon.

In the district, then, there are three main bodies of water, the Gulf of

Taman, Akdengis (or Akhtaniz) Liman, and Kizil Tash Liman. Branches

of the Kuban flow into the two limans, but the Gulf of Taman is at

present cut off from it. But there can be little doubt that a depression

running east from the cove Shimardan by Lake Janovskij to the Akdengis
liman represents an old channel 4

.

The only certain points in the whole peninsula are Phanagoria 5

,
the

great masses of debris and rows of barrows about Sennaja leave no doubt

where we must seek the capital of the Asiatic half of the Bosporus

kingdom, and Gorgippia, long supposed to be Anapa and recently proved

to be so by inscriptions 6
.

If we take the Gulf of Taman to be Strabo’s Lake of Corocondame,

the village of that name must have stood at the base of the southern

sandspit that partly cuts the gulf off from the Bosporus 7
. But Strabo says

(xi. ii. 14) that Corocondame is the point from which begins the eastward sail

to Portus Sindicus, and marks the beginning of the Bosporus strait, corre-

sponding to Acra.

If then we suppose that C. Tuzla extended a little further west and

1 App. 29= IosPE. II. 344.
5 Suvorov’s Fort Phanagoria by Taman was

2 Goertz, Topography, p. 45. named according to the view current in his time,

3 App. 30= IosPE. II. 346. c£ Clarke’s Travels
,

II. pp. 81—83.
4 v. Map in ADC. — KTR. p. 108, f. 141, after c IosPE. iv. 434. BCA. xxm. 32.

Dubois de Montpdreux. 7 Anon. 64 (23).
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from it ran out a spit like the southern spit for a little over a mile (xi. ii. 9),

we get about 80 stades across to Acra instead of 70 (§ 8), 130 stades

bring us to Patraeus and the monument of Satyrus (Ruban’s Farm and
perhaps Kuku Oba)

; 90 stades from there would be Achillis vicus, on the

northern spit, where columns are seen in the sea, just opposite Jenikale
1

.

Cimmeris would be 20 stades further, at the base of the northern spit,

just at the point where the navigation of the Maeotis begins. Only the

distance to Tyrambe is much more than 120 stades, but this seems wrong
in any case.

The actual site of Corocondame seems to have been washed away.

It has been usually placed at Taman, inasmuch as that was the site of a

very ancient Greek settlement, and some have seen in Tmutarokan, the

mediaeval Russian name of Taman, an echo of the ancient Corocondame,
but Taman does not lie on the Bosporus itself. It is impossible to say

that from it one sails eastward to Sindicus Portus, and it is much more
than 10 stades from any possible entrance to the gulf.

“ Above Corocondame,” says Strabo (xi. ii. 9),
“ is a fair-sized lake ” (or

liman), ‘‘which is called after it, Corocondamitis. It debouches into the sea

10 stades from the village. Into this lake flows a channel of the Anticites river,

and makes an island surrounded by the lake, the Maeotis and the river
”

§
10. “When one has sailed into Lake Corocondamitis one has Phana-

goria, an important city, and Cepi, and Hermonassa, and the Apaturum, the

temple of Aphrodite. Of which Phanagoria and Cepi are built on the said

island on the left as one sails in, the rest of the cities are on the right

beyond the Hypanis”
{
— Anticites), “in the land of the Sindi. In the land

of the Sindi is also Gorgippia, the royal city of the Sindi, and Aborace.”

§ 14. “ From Corocondame you sail straight off to the east 180 stades to

Portus Sindicus” (probably at the entrance to Lake Kizil Tash (170 stades)).

“ It is 400 stades further to what is called Bata, a harbour and village” (now
Novorossijsk (500 stades)).

From this it is clear that Phanagoria being at the bottom of the Gulf

of Taman, the channel of the Kuban came just south of it, aad somewhere
on the same island was Cepi, usually put at Artjukhov’s farm. But there

is no way of identifying Hermonassa, Apaturon, or Pliny’s Stratoclia, nor

of giving names to the large number of sites of ancient settlements.

The district was very thickly populated in antiquity and is covered with

villages, forts, earthworks and barrows, from which latter some of the

most beautiful objects have been recovered.

Anon. (62 (21) sqq.) gives us more details of this part 2
. He gives

the distance from Hieros Limen (another name for Bata or Patus) to what
he calls Sindica or Sindicus Portus as 290 stades (it is rather more than

300 to Anapa), and says it is 540 on to Panticapaeum, which is about

right. Next he speaks of Corocondame and its liman, which he says is

also called Opissas : and the circumference he gives at 630 stades
;

this

is about right if we reckon in the shores of Lake Akdengis. It is hard

not to wonder whether Opissas was not the name of this liman—“ the

1 On the Euxine coast such spots were con- 2 Cf. Bruun, Chernomorje
,
n. 242— 270.

nected with the name of Achilles.
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backwater.” He adds that Hermonassa is 440 stades from the entrance
of the lake and 515 by it to the entrance of the Maeotis. It seems
as if he measured by Lakes Corocondame and Akdengis and some passage
of the Kuban into Lake Kizil Tash, so that Hermonassa would be one
of the sites on the north shore of that liman.

Of the Greek settlements in this peninsula Phanagoria (Ch. xix.)

was a colony of Teios, Cepi of Miletus, and Stephanus Byzantius calls

Hermonassa a settlement of Ionians, repeating what Dionysius
(

1
. 553)

says of all these places, evOa re vaeraovcnv ’Igjj'iSos eKyovoi a 07?.

The coast east of Anapa hardly comes into our province. The ridge

of the Caucasus leaves such a small distance between itself and the sea

that there is no space for rivers or harbours or anything but a narrow
tract of steep ground inhabited by tribes which have always been well

known for savagery. The piratical row-boats that Strabo (xi. ii. 12) calls

camarae were still in use in the last century, according to Taitbout de
Marigny 1

,
and the coast always had a bad reputation until the Russians

were forced almost to clear it of inhabitants. About 300 stades from
Gorgippia (Anapa), the last city of the Bosporan kingdom, Strabo gives

Bata, called by Scylax Patus, and later by Ps.-Arrian and Anon. Hieron,

now Novorossijsk 2

;
180 stades further they give Pagrae, Gelendzhik. This

whole coast is described in detail by Ps.-Arrian (26—28 (18 H.)), but it was
never occupied by the Romans, who left the country between the Bosporus
and Dioscurias untouched. Probably there was something of the nature of

a sphere of influence. Arrian’s jurisdiction as legate of Cappadocia only

extended as far as Dioscurias. He could not have interfered with the

Bosporus, which was in relation with Lower Moesia. The periplus that

bears his name has been unskilfully tacked on to the account of his real

expedition : a reference to the death of King Cotys does not come in

at all well. The addition seems to date from Byzantine times, and to

have used sources open to Anon., who did not, however, copy Ps.-Arrian 3
.

Strabo (xi. ii. 12— 16) gives all detail necessary for this coast.

According to Artemidorus first came the Cercetae for 850 stades after

Bata. Then the Achaei for 500 stades, the Heniochi for 1000 stades,

as far as Pityus, now Pitsunda, and 360 stades further on was Dioscurias,

Sukhum Kale. But the writers on the wars of Mithridates gave the order

Achaei, Zygi, Heniochi, Cercetae, Moschi, Colchi, with Phthirophagi and

Soanes further inland.

There seems to have been some shifting of population, for Arrian

and Anon, give also Macrones, Zydritae, Lazi, Apsilae, Abasgi and Sannigae,

and speak of an old Achaea and an old Lazice west of the later positions

of those tribes. Some of these peoples certainly still remain. Cercetae may
very well be the Circassians (Clierkes). The Lazi are the Lesghians

;
the

Soanes the inhabitants of Svanetia
;

the Abasgi, the Abkhazes. Strabo

says that at Dioscurias were kept seventy interpreters, each for a different

tribe of the interior with which business was done, and others raised the

1 For the pirates of this coast see de Peyssonel, 2 For its harbour, v. supra, p. 4.

Traitd sur le commerce de la Mer Noire
,
Vol. II.

3 v. C. G. Brandis, in Rhemisches Museum
,
LI.

p. 10. Paris, 1787. p.109. C. Patsch in Klio, Vol. IV. (1904), disagrees.
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number to three hundred. It would scarcely be impossible to come up to

the former number nowadays by taking all the dialects of the Caucasus,

and in Kerch, for instance, twenty different tongues are in quite common
employ at the present time.

For the racial affinities of the tribes East of the Sea of Azov, v. p. 127.

LOCI CLASSICI.

Hecataeus, Plianagoria
,
Apaturum

,
ap. Steph. Byz. s.vv.

Herodotus, iv. passim.

Ps.-Scylax, Periplus Maris Interni
,
68—81 (second half of ivth c. BC. GGM. I. pp. xxxiii—li,

57—61).

Aristotle, De Animalibus V. xix. 14.

Polybius, IV. 38—42.

Ps.-Scymnus, Periegesis, 11 . 767—957 (c. 90 BC. GGM. 1. pp. lxxiv—lxxx, 227—234).

Strabo, Geogr. VII. iii. 1— 19, iv. 1—7 (pp. 295—312 C.), XI. i. 5—7, ii. 1— 16, 19 (490—507 C.).

Dio Chrysostomus, xxxvi.

Dionysius Periegetes, 11 . 142— 168, 541— 553, 652—732, and Eustathius in 11 .

Ps.-Arrian, Periplus P. Euxini 1— 16 (1— 11 H.), 25—37 (19—25 H.) (v. p. 24 n. 3; GGM. I.

pp. 370—401).

Ptolemy, Geogr. ill. v. vi. x., V. viii., VIII. x., xviii.

Stephanus Byzantius, sub nominibus urbium, etc.

Anonymi Periplus Ponti Euxini
, 47 (6)

— 118 (92). (vth c. AD. GGM. I. pp. cxv—cxxii, 402—423,

also FHG. v. pp. 174— 187.)

Pomponius Mela, 1. no— 115, 11. 1— 15.

Pliny, NH. iv. §§ 75—93, vi. 15—22.

Solinus, xm. 1—3, xiv. r, 2, xv. 1—29, xix. 1— 19.

Ammianus Marcellinus, xxn. viii. 10—26.

Avienus, Descr. Orbis, 11 . 214—254, 720—733, 852—891.

Priscian, Periegesis
,

11 . 138— 158, 557—566, 644—721.

Jordanes, Getica
,
v. (30—46).

Anonymus Ravennas, I. 17, II. 12, 20, iv. 1— 5, v. 10, 11.

M. 4
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CHAPTER III.

GEOGRAPHY OF SCYTHIA ACCORDING TO HERODOTUS.

In the preceding survey of the coasts of Scythia we have had many
tangible points by which to test the accounts of the ancients and have been
able to fix the position of most important names occurring in the authorities.

But it is far otherwise with regard to the interior. A whole series of

ingenious investigators has endeavoured for instance to draw a map of

Scythia according to Herodotus, and the different results to which they

have come prove that in this it is hopeless to seek more than the

establishment of a few main facts. Well has Pliny said “ Neque in alia

parte maior atictorum inconstantia
,

credo propter innumeras ziagasque

gentes 1,” and he proceeds to give whole lists of names derived from

all kinds of authors from Hecataeus to Agrippa. Herodotus is the main
authority, and no lover of Herodotus can deny that he might have used more
system and consistency in his account without interfering with the charm of

the narrative. The mistake made by most writers is in striving to wrest the

different geographical sections of Book iv., composed at various times from

various sources and introduced in various connections, into a seeming con-

sistency with each other and with the modern map—generally to the unfair

treatment of the modern map. It is useless to attempt to give any resume of

the views which have prevailed from time to time as to the geography of

Scythia. As any particular problem is treated the views of different writers

may be quoted, but a systematic setting forth of all the theories that have been
advanced would take up a great deal of space without much helping matters.

Some idea of the variety of the solutions may be gained from the Bibliography

to this chapter
;

it does not claim to be complete, for no useful purpose

would be served by seeking out all the obscure or aberrant authors who have

dealt with the subject.

In Chapters vn. and vm. I shall enumerate the various civilisations that

have left traces or rather tombs on the soil of S. Russia, but so far no one has

succeeded in establishing any close link between the series of names or groups

of names furnished by history and the remains which archaeology has

unearthed in the steppe region. As will be pointed out there are corre-

spondences between the culture revealed by tombs of the so-called Scythic

type and the culture ascribed by Herodotus to the Scyths
;
but this culture

certainly belonged also to other tribes, particularly the Sarmatians. No one

has applied so much common sense to the examination of Herodotus as

Mr Macan, and I am deeply indebted to his masterly excursus on the

geography of Scythia.

1 NH. vi. 50.
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Most writers take the passage cc. 99— 101 as their main guide in setting

out their map. But this passage rests on the radical error that the line of the

coast from the Don mouth to Perekop is about at right angles to that from
Perekop to the Danube mouth. This latter line is one side of a square

including all Scythia, and the former is another
;
each side being reckoned at

20 days journey = 4000 st., about the actual length of the s. side, but a square
with two of its sides almost in the same straight line makes an awkward
foundation for any further construction. Indeed this square Scythia is merely
a chess-board for the game of Darius and the Scythians, on which they can

make their moves untroubled by any of the real features of the country,

notably the rivers (Map iv.).

A much more satisfactory account is furnished by cc. 16— 20, starting

characteristically from Olbia and giving an intelligible survey of the in-

habitants, the western half going from s. to N., Callippidae, Alazones,

Aroteres, the eastern half from w. to e., Georgi who may well be the

same as Aroteres, Nomades and Royal Scyths
;
above them from w. to e. the

same row of non-Scythian tribes that we get in 99 sq., Agathyrsi, Neuri,

Androphagi, Melanchlaeni, with the Sauromatae beyond the Tanais and the

Budini, etc. further to the ne. No geometrical boundaries are mentioned,

only a rather doubtful desert (Map v. p. 34).

The real boundary of Scythia was no desert but the edge of the forest
1

.

As far as the open steppe, whether cultivated or no, extended, so far were the

nomads masters, so far went the boundaries of Scythia. The same line which
bounded the dominions of the Khazars, the Pechenegs, the Cumans, and the

constant incursions of the Tartars, formed the real limit of Scythia. Time
may have pushed northwards the forest zone as he has destroyed the Hylaea
on the lower Dnepr, but a line running ene. from Podolia to the Kama
must be just about the upper limit of the steppe. If there was a desert,

it was one made by the incursions of the steppe men, like the desert belt

to the s. of Muscovy in the xvth century, kept clear of settled habitations

by the menace of the Golden Horde.
The excursus on the rivers does very little to clear up our ideas of

Scythia 2
. Of the eight main rivers, five, the Ister, Tyras, Hypanis,

Borysthenes and Tanais, can be identified with certainty as the Danube,
Dnestr, Bugh, Dnepr and Don, but one can by no means say the same of the

Panticapes, the Hypacyris and the Gerrhus nor of the numerous tributaries of

the Danube.
The whole question of the Danube has been complicated by the attempt

to take square Scythia (iv. 99— 101) as the base for the descriptions of tribes

and rivers given in chapters 17 to 20 and 47 to 57.

Since the time of Niebuhr it has been generally received that because

the tributaries Porata, Tiarantus etc. flowed into the Ister out of Scythia,

therefore the Ister formed the boundary of Scythia: which is no doubt true

if interpreted in the sense that the nomad Scyths lorded it over the Rumanian
steppes as well as over the Russian : but it does not follow that the boundary
of this Scythia ran more or less north and south, and so Herodotus conceived

2 Her. iv. 47—57.
1 Shewn by the shading on Map I.

4—2
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of the Danube as taking a great bend to the south : for he says consistently

that it flows from w. to e., and the boundary running n. and s. belongs only

to square Scythia which is erected from the coast and is not concerned with

anything more than the mouth of the Danube, there rightly regarded as

making a bend to the se. and so entering Scythia 1

. Once the idea ot

a great southern bend had been formulated it was confirmed by elaborate

theories of symmetry 2 and accepted even by Macan and Niederle who know
so well the impossibility of reconciling all the geographical data.

Given that the Ister of Herodotus flowed more or less west to east the

identification of the tributaries 3
is a mere matter of detail. The Pyretus-

Porata is evidently the Prut
;
the survival of this name justifies us in calling

the Ordessus Ardzhish : it is impossible to say which of the many left bank
tributaries correspond to the Tiarantus, Naparis and Ararus, The Maris
among the Agathyrsi is certainly the Maros which reaches the Danube by way
of the Theiss. This settles the Agathyrsi in Transylvania, and not so far

north as they are put in square Scythia.

The Tyras is quite clearly the Dnestr 4 but equally clear is it that

Herodotus did not know anything about its upper course. As soon as it

reaches the woods of Podolia it is lost sight of and a lake is invented for its

source. The Greek feeling was that a great river must rise either from
a high mountain or from a great lake. Herodotus knew that there were no
mountains to the n. of Scythia, accordingly he has provided most of the rivers

with suitable lakes. True to his wrong bearings he makes the Dnestr come
down from the n. instead of the nw.

The Hypanis or Bugh 5
is set e. of the Borysthenes by Strabo, Pliny,

Vitruvius (vm. ii. 6), and Ptolemy. This mistake is owing to the confusion of

the town Borysthenes or Olbia on the Hypanis with the river Borysthenes. Also
if the mouth of the common liman be regarded as the mouth of the Borysthenes

it actually is to the w. of the Hypanis. Further trouble is caused in Pliny by
the existence of the other Hypanis, also called Anticites, now the Kuban.
As to Exampaeus and the bitter spring supposed to spoil the river water for

four days journey seawards it must have been some stream impregnated with

salt from the steppe. Both the Sinjukha and the Mertvyavody (or dead
waters) have this quality and either would suit fairly well : but if Exampaeus
is about the point where the Tyras and Hypanis are nearest each other it

must be far inland in Podolia.

In his description of the Borysthenes (Dnepr) 6 the chief difficulty is that

Herodotus omits to mention the well-known cataracts which would have come
in so well in comparing it to the Nile. Constantine Porphyrogenitus first

mentions themfi It seems as if the old routes had left the main river before

1 Her. IV. 99 6 "I rrrpos £<8180!. is avrrjv (sc.

^kvOlkt/v) itp'os cvpov avepov to ardpa rerpappevos.
2

J. L. Myres, op. cit. p. 614.
3 In the geographical introduction to his article

on the European expedition of Darius (Cl. Rev. xi.

July 1897, p. 277), Prof. Bury makes Oarus=
Ararus= Buzeo and so keeps Darius in the west
of Scythia, v. inf. p. r 17.

4 Advaarpis, Const. Porph. De Adm. Imp. 42.

(For the bearings of these river names see inf.

P- 38-)
6 Boyov, Const. Porph. l.c.

6 Adventpis, Anon. 84 (58).
7 De Adm. Imp. c. 9 gives a lively account of

the difficulties offered by them, more than they

would seem to present nowadays : in ancient times

perhaps they were quite impassable.
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arriving at them, going perhaps up the Ingulets, and as if the water route

which followed the Dnepr was due to the Variags, who would be the first to

draw attention to the Rapids.

The land Gerrhus must have been at the bend of the stream about

Nicopol. In this district were the tombs of the Scythian kings and here the

finest barrows have been opened. The Gerrhus river was fourteen days up
stream from the Hylaea, the extent of the country of the Nomads (c. 19) on
the e. side of the Borysthenes, while on the west for 10 or 11 days stretched

the country of the Georgi and above them was a desert. Moreover the

Borysthenes was supposed to flow from the n. as far as the land of Gerrhus,

to which was forty days sail
1

. Its source like the Nile’s was unknown.
The description of the Borysthenes is true to this day. The Hylaea

indeed has almost disappeared, but the rich pastures are still there; the

fisheries and the salt trade survived till the other day. It is curious that

there has never been a great port at the mouth of the Dnepr. Olbia and
Nicolaev are both on the Bugh, and Kherson was one of Potemkin’s mistakes

both in name and in site. The channel is too shoaly for a satisfactory

harbour, whereas of late years Nicolaev has begun to rival Odessa.

The Panticapes is a puzzle. The natural meaning of the words of

Herodotus suggests a river flowing s. and running into the Dnepr towards its

lowest reaches on the e. side, but such a river does not exist. Some see in it

the Konka a kind of alternative channel of the Dnepr which it accompanies
for the last 150 miles of its course, others maintain that it is the Ingulets,

which would answer very well except that it is on the right bank of the

Dnepr. The question is bound up with the position of the Scythae
Georgi. If the Ingulets is the Panticapes, the natural meaning of c. 18 is that

they lived to the w. of it, but in that case they would hardly touch the

Borysthenes and would not have been called Borysthenitae by the Olbian
Greeks. Also Herodotus says distinctly that they lived between the

Panticapes and the Borysthenes. But between the Konka and the Dnepr
there is scarcely any space at all, certainly not three days journey. However
this small space, the valley of the Dnepr, would be singularly suited for

agriculture, and the statement does not preclude their occupying an expanse
of steppe to the west. Anyone ascending the Borysthenes might well think

on seeing its confluence that the Konka was an independent stream. On the

whole we may suppose that the informants of Herodotus knew but the mouth
of the Konka, and its course was purely hypothetical

;
if ground be sought for

its mother-lake, it might be the marshes of the Great Meadow.
The sixth river, the Hypacyris, also does not occur on the modern map.

Either there once was a considerable river represented by the Kalanchak and
the dried watercourses which formerly fed it, over one of these there used to

be a large stone bridge : or Herodotus regarded the gulf of Perekop as the

estuary of a river and deduced the river therefrom. So too with the Gerrhus
the seventh river. It separated from the Borysthenes in the land called

Gerrhus and flowed into the Hypacyris, according to c. 56 dividing the

Scythian Nomads from the Royal Scyths. This gives no space for the fourteen

1 So apparently c. 53. It would be easier to 14 for 40, iA for m : not a great change, giving just

reconcile the Greek with actuality could we read the distance up to Gerrhus.
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days journey which they are supposed to stretch from w. to e. (c. 19). These
fourteen days may perhaps be reckoned up the stream of the Dnepr and
Konka, but Herodotus would regard this as s. to n. So that either the

Gerrhus does not really flow into the gulf of Perekop and join the Hypacyris
at all, but flows into the sea of Azov as the Molochnaja, Berda or Kal'mius all

of which come close to tributaries of the Dnepr that join it above Nicopol
(e.g. the Samara), or else there is no real distinction between Nomads and
Royal Scyths, which may well be the same tribe under different names.
Perhaps the easiest solution is that the Panticapes is the Konka more or less

where Herodotus puts it. This agrees with the natural position of the

Hylaea. The Gerrhus as the Molochnaja flowed into the sea of Azov as

Pliny and Ptolemy (but not Mela) believed and formed a short cut from the

sea to the upper Dnepr and the land Gerrhus. Another such short cut was
furnished by the Hypacyris now the Ivalanchak. Such short cuts reached by
portage were actually used by the Cossacks in their raids against the Turks
and must have been still more convenient when there was a greater extent of

forest and consequently more water in the rivers.

No one but Bruun 1 has doubted that the Tanais was always the Don or

at any rate the Donets, and the Hyrgis would be the other branch now
regarded as the true Don. Or this may well be represented by the Oarus
which is almost certainly the Volga 2

in the upper part of its course : I mean
that merchants following the trade route towards the ne. might well under-

stand that the river they crossed above Tsaritsyn flowed into the Azov sea

instead of making its sudden bend s.e. to the Caspian. The Tsaritsyn

portage must have always been a place where trade was transferred from

one river to the other. As to the Lycus and the Syrgis, which may or may
not be the same as the Hyrgis, no one has given names to them so as to carry

conviction
;
the former may perhaps be the Ural. In later times there was

such confusion 3 that the Caspian was represented to Alexander as being the

same as the Maeotis

4

.

The question of the other rivers running into the Caspian is very difficult.

On the west we have the Kur and the Aras now joining at their mouths,

these are clearly the Cyrus and the Araxes properly speaking.

In the mind of Herodotus there seems some confusion because the

Armenian Araxes answers in direction (iv. 40), but neither in importance nor in

position, to another Araxes upon which he puts (1. 201) the Massagetae
;

especially does it come short in the matter of its delta in which there should

be islands the size of Lesbos (1. 202). This greater Araxes seems to be

the Oxus or a running-into-one of the Oxus aand Jaxartes 6
. The latest

1 Chernomorje II. i. 104 and Appendix to Anti-
quiUs de la Scythie d'“Herodote.

2 Cf. Ptolemy, V. viii. 12, 13. 'Par, Raw in the

language of the Finnish Mordva.
3 De Plano Carpini (ap. Rockhill, Rubruck,

p. 8, c. ix.) thinks the Volga finds its way into the

Black Sea, and even in the 16th century Mathias a

Michov, a Pole who knew most of Russia well and
has no mercy on those who believed in the Rhipaean
Mountains, repeats several times that the Volga
falls into the Euxine. (Mathiae a Michov de Sar-

matia, Lib. I. c. vii. p. 493 in Nouus Orbis of Simon

Grynaeus, Basileae, 1537.)
4 Strabo, XI. vii. 4.
5 Stein will have but one Araxes, thought of by

H. as running out of Armenia past the south coast

of the Caspian into which it sends an arm, to

marshes far to the E. The Scyths forced over

the river would be Sacae invading Persia (cf. J. L.

Myres op. cit.). Westberg (Klio,
Beitr. z. alten

Gesch. Bd IV. H. 2, pp. 182— 192, Zur Topographie
des Herodots) makes the Araxes of 1. 202 the Volga
and puts the Massagetae upon that, v. inf. pp. 1 1 1,

1 13 n- 3-
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investigations seem to shew that two thousand years ago the Caspian ran

up a valley (the Uzboi) in the direction of the Aral sea and communicated
with it by means of a lake or depression Sary Kamysh into which an arm of

the Oxus flowed. Between this arm and the main stream going into the Aral

sea there would be room for large islands
1
. Further it is a question whether

the Araxes mentioned (iv. n) as having been crossed by the Scyths may not

be the lower Volga, as it seems hard to think of them as ever having been

south of the Oxus and displaced northwards by tribes coming from the east.

If the Jaxartes were meant it would be just conceivable. They would find

no satisfactory abiding place between the Jaxartes and the Don. We can

never tell whether Herodotus be using Europe in the ordinary sense of the

nw. quadrant of the old world or in his own special sense of the whole
northern half.

Seeing there are such difficulties in identifying the rivers, which must
have remained substantially the same, we cannot hope to fix the place of the

various Scythian tribes (cc. 17— 20) with any accuracy: we can determine their

relative positions but we have no idea of the relative extent of the lands

they occupied and only one or two definite statements. We cannot even

say whether the Georgi and Aroteres may not be the same people

traversed and described by different travellers, and so too with the Nomad
and Royal Scyths. On the modern map we may put the Callippidae

quite close to Olbia : the Alazones have no boundaries that we can fix
2

,

we may place them in the central part of the Government of Kherson,

while the northern part of the same and some of Ekaterinoslav and perhaps

some of Kiev were occupied by the Aroteres. These three tribes lay on one
route from Olbia towards the north. To the west we only know of the

Greek Tyritae about the mouth of the Dnestr : whether the same native

tribes occupied the Hinterland and Rumania we cannot tell. Travellers

towards the ene. from Olbia passed the Scythae Georgi occupying the

valley of the lower Dnepr included in a belt three days journey wide and
extending ten or eleven days upstream to about the borders of Ekaterinoslav.

Hence they would seem to have been continuous with the Aroteres and
very likely identical. That is to say the two names between them represent

a congeries of tribes in the same more or less agricultural stage.

The centre of Ekaterinoslav, by the great bend of the river, is the

land Gerrhus which marches with the country of the Georgi and the

Nomad Scyths. These with the Royal Scyths from which they cannot be
clearly distinguished held the mainland part of Taurida, the western part

of the land of the Don Cossacks, and probably also Kharkov and
Voronezh.

The flat northern part of the Tauric peninsula, which Herodotus
thought continuous with the mainland, also belonged to them as far as

the slaves’ ditch, wherever that may have been. These eastern tribes lay

on the route which led into Central Asia, and information about their

1 Cf. P. Kropotkin, Geogr. Journal XII. (1898), lived where the Tyras and Hypanis come close

p. 306, The old beds of the Amu Daria
;
and W. W. together, which would be somewhere in Podolia,

Tam in JHS. XXI. (1901) p. 10, Patrocles and the with the position of Exampaeus on their northern
Oxo-Caspian trade route. boundary, as this must have been further down

2 We cannot reconcile the statement that they stream (c. 52).
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position was hardly as definite as that about the central region north of
Olbia. Indeed their position was perhaps indefinable

;
where the grass

grew for their cattle, there was the land of the Nomad Scyths
;

as the
most numerous and powerful tribe they did not need to respect their

neighbours’ boundaries.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

Our ideas of the Geography of Scythia have gradually grown clearer. Thus
we have slowly eliminated the views which brought the boundaries of Scythia well

up into central Russia far beyond the limits of the Steppe, we have given up the

attempt to bring Herodotus into agreement with the present condition of things by
allowing great changes in the courses of the rivers and a former eastern extension

of the Maeotis—our countrymen Rennell and Rawlinson were most ready for such
explanations : we have forgotten such extravagancies as Lindner’s view that the

Scyths proper were to the west of the Dnepr, or Kolster’s that Herodotus did

not clearly distinguish between the Don and the Danube 1

,
or even more pardonable

eccentricities such as Bruun’s, that the Tanais was not the Don, but the Molochnaja.

1 Both writers I judge by Neumann’s statement of their views (op. cit. pp. 96 n. 2 and 204).
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Bibliographical Sketch

Most writers now agree as to the general orientation of the Scythia of Herodotus,
but mention must be made of Krechetov’s ingenious view, which figures the

Scythian Square as washed by the sea along the halves of two adjacent sides only

:

the remaining halves of those sides running inland along the lower Ister and the

coast of the Maeotis, which he reckons a mere marsh and no sea 1 (fig. 3).

The square thus obtained with its corner at Cercinitis, placed by Krechetov at

Donguslav lake in the Crimea, would be inclined slightly so as to have the E. sides

facing ESE., so the sea along the south coast of the Crimea would be the eastern

sea of c. 100. But when translated into the terms of the correct modern map, it

works out to have much the same real meaning as the more usual interpretations

which count the Maeotis as a sea for the nonce. And after all, what is important
to us is not the shadowy idea of Scythia that floated in the mind of Herodotus,
incapable of being consistently represented on our map, but the real state of affairs

of which Herodotus and Hippocrates give so interesting but so tantalizing accounts.

Who wishes to follow the various attempts at drawing a map of Scythia ad
mentem Herodoti

,
or at disposing the ancient names about the modern map, may

consult the following books as I have done. I omit the eighteenth century attempts
as being controlled by too slight a regard for the geography of the regions

concerned.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE SCYTHIANS, THEIR CUSTOMS AND RACIAL AFFINITIES.

Perhaps no question touching the ethnography of the ancient world has

been more disputed than that of the affinities of the Scythians 1

. It would
seem at first sight that with the mass of details supplied by Herodotus

and Hippocrates and the evidence derived from archaeological investigation

of their country we ought to be able to arrive at a definite conclusion,

but so far no perfectly satisfactory reconciliation of the various views has

been reached. Perhaps the first doubt that arises is whether such a

reconciliation is to be sought for
;
whether the mistake common to almost

all writers on the subject may not be that they have rashly attempted

to find one answer to the riddle, have said that the Scythians were
Mongols or Slavs or Iranians, whereas the truth seems to be that the

word Scythian had no ethnological meaning even in the mouth of

Herodotus. With him, as I take it, it had a political meaning, whereas
with the other authors who make use of the term it is merely geo-

graphical.

For most Greeks a Scythian, ’ZKvOrjs, was any northern barbarian

from the east of Europe, just as rakar^s was any such from the west.

Herodotus wishing to give a more exact account of the peoples to

the n. of the Black Sea tried to draw a line between Scyths and non-

Scyths, but he found it hard to make his line consistent. For instance

in iv. 8

1

,
when he tries to give us some idea of the numbers of the

Scythians, he has in his mind two conceptions of the meaning of the

term, for he says that he heard that they were exceeding many and also

that they were few in number, that is to say the real Scyths (oVyovs

cos Sxudas elvat). At other times he makes careful distinctions between
the peoples he calls Scythians and those to whom he denies the name,
even when they have Scythian customs and Scythian dress

;
yet some of

these tribes are called Scythian by other authors. We may take it that

Herodotus used the word in a narrow sense to include only the Royal
Scyths, possibly together with the Nomads, for it seems hard to establish

any clear distinction between them
;

and in a wide sense to denote all

those tribes, whatever their affinities or state of civilisation, that were
under the political domination of the Royal Scyths. Each of these uses

is more definite than the ordinary Greek use against which there is an
under-current of protest in the repeated asseverations of Herodotus that

such and such a tribe is not Scythian
:
perhaps he is contradicting Heca-

taeus. After the time of Herodotus the vague use returns. Thucydides 2

1 For a short history of the Scythian question, see the Appendix at the end of this chapter,

and the chief solutions that have been proposed, 2
II. 96, 97.

5—2
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for instance must mean all the people of Scythia together when he says that,

uncivilised though the Scythians were, no single nation of Europe or Asia
could stand against them in war, if but they were all of one mind.

In late writers such as Trogus Pompeius 1 and Diodorus Siculus

(i. 55, 11. 43) we have what purports to be very early history of the Scy-

thians, who according to Trogus always claimed to be the most ancient of

races. These authors speak of conquests pushed by the Scythians to the

borders of Egypt and of an empire of Asia lasting fifteen hundred years

and ending with the rise of Ninus. Fr. Hommel (v. inf. p. 99 n. 10) thinks

that this is an echo of the Hittite rule, but it would be rash to conjecture

what may be the foundation for these stories, which come in a suspicious

company of Amazons and Hyperboreans. They look like the reflex of

the Egyptian stories in Herodotus (11. 103 and 110) who speaks of

Sesostris having conquered the Scythians and Thracians. These are mere
exaggerations of the real campaigns of Rameses pushed to the limits of

the world and slenderly supported by mysterious rock carvings and such facts

as the resemblance between the Colchians and the Egyptians. Trogus
Pompeius idealizing the Scythians has made their exploits balance and
surpass those of the nation whose claim to greater antiquity he dismisses.

The greater part of the information as to manners and customs given

by Herodotus and the physical details in Hippocrates evidently refer to

the Royal Scyths. On the other hand some statements seem quite incon-

sistent with their manner of life, and we are in our rights in supposing

that such details apply to the settled tribes in Western Scythia about

whom information would be easily available at Olbia. Less information

is given about them because they did not offer so much novelty to

interest the Greeks and also they do not play a prominent part in the

story of the expedition of Darius, wherein ex hypothesi nomads and

nomads only could be the protagonists.

Are we then to take the Scythians settled and nomad to be one

race in two states of culture, or have we to do with the subjection of

a peaceful agricultural people established in an open country and the

domination of an intrusive horde of alien nomads ?

If the wider sense of Scythian in Herodotus is taken to be political,

the sharp line drawn by Herodotus between the agricultural Scythians

and the Neuri, Agathyrsi and Getae need not have any ethnological

significance, that is that even if we suppose the Neuri to be Slavonic

and the latter two Thracian, there is no reason against taking these
“ Scythians ” to belong to either of these races. The general view is

that both agricultural and nomad Scythians were Iranian 2
. There can be

no doubt that up to the coming of the Goths and later the Huns, the

Euxine steppes were chiefly inhabited by an Iranian population, and even

in the steppes population does not change as easily as it used to be

thought. It took the long continued storms of the great migrations from

the coming of the Huns to that of the Tartars to sweep away this

Iranian population and pen its survivors into the high valleys of Ossetia.

1 ap. Justin, I. i., II. i. sqq. 2 For other possibilities v. pp. 97— 100.
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Professor Vsevolod Miller 1 has given the clearest demonstration of the

process by which this retrenchment of the Pontic Iranians came about.

He shews that the place-names about the Ossetes in countries now
peopled by Tartar-speaking tribes prove that they formerly extended over

a greater area. Next he shews their identity with the Jasy of Russian

chronicles, the Ossi of the Georgians.

Klaproth first proved in 1822 that the Ossetes are the same as the

Caucasian Alans, and this is supported by the testimony of chroniclers

Russian, Georgian, Greek and Arab’. From Ammianus Marcellinus (xxxi.

ii. 16—25) we know that at the time of the Huns’ invasion these Alans
pastured their herds over the plains to the n. of the Caucasus and made
raids upon the coast of the Maeotis and the peninsula of Taman. The
Huns passed through their land, plundering them, but afterwards made
alliance with them against Ermanrich the king of the Goths. Ammianus
means by Alans all the nomadic tribes about the Tanais and gives a

description of their habits borrowed from the account of the Scythians in

Herodotus. For the first three centuries of our era we find these Alans
mentioned 3 as neighbours of the Sarmatians on this side or the other of

the Don, living the same life and counting as one of their tribes. That
is that Ossetes, Jasy, Alans, Sarmatians, are all of one stock, once nomad
now confined to the valleys of the central chain of the Caucasus. The
Ossetes are tall, well made, and inclined to be fair, corresponding to the

description of the Alans in Ammianus (xxxr. ii. 21), and their Iranian language
answers to the accounts of the Sarmatians whom Pliny calls

“Medorum ut

ferunt sobo/es
4.”

In a large number of inscriptions from the Greek cities along the Euxine
shore we meet with several hundred barbarian names, and these give more
or less trustworthy material for investigation. The first to examine them
scientifically was K. MiillenhofF. He compared the names with the Old
Persian and arrived at satisfactory results, but Vs. Miller has been more
successful through taking Ossetian as the basis of comparison 6

. On com-
paring the number of names which offer easy derivations from the Ossetian

we may get some clue to the distribution of Iranian population along the

coast. At Tyras we have no certain Iranian name among the five barbarian

names we know : in Olbia out of about a hundred names half can be
explained (App. Nos. 1 1—

1 3 give samples): in Tanais out of 160 names a

hundred are intelligible (cf. App. 56): in Panticapaeum out of 110 only 15
give ready meanings and these are mostly also found at Tanais, so from
near Taman only two names out of thirteen, from Gorgippia only seven or

eight out of forty (v. App. 69) are demonstratively Iranian, and these

mostly occur at Tanais. Furthermore we must make a distinction between

1 Ossetian Studies III., Moscow, 1887. schen Scythen und Sarmaten,” Monatsbeticht derk.
2 Cf. Josafa Barbara, Viaggio alia Tana ap. Preuss. Akad. d. IV. 1866 p. 549 sqq., reprinted in

Ramusio, Nazdgationi
,
Venice, 1559, vol. 11. p. 92, DA. III. p. 101 sqq., 1892. Cf. Sir H. Howorth,

= f. M. iiij, “Alani li quali nella lor lingua si Journal of Anthrop. Inst. VI. 1877, p. 41 sqq.

chiamano As.” 6 First in an article in Journ. Min. Publ. Instr.
3 Pliny, NH. IV. 80, Dionysius Periegetes 305, St P. Oct. 1886, p. 232, entitled “ Epigraph ic

306, FI. Josephus, Bell. Jud. vii. vii. 4, Ptolemy etc. Traces of Iranian Population on the North Coast
4 NH. vi. 19. of the Euxine,” and again in the third volume of his
5 “ Ueber die Herkunft und Sprache der ponti- Ossetian Studies.
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names shewing Old Persian forms and those which resemble Ossetian.

The former are mostly names very familiar to the Greek world and in

common use in the Hellenised provinces of the Persian Empire, especially

Asia Minor: they are many of them royal names and testify to the
political and general influence of the Persian Empire rather than to an Iranian

population. Such would be Ariarathes, Ariaramnes, Arsaces, Achaemenes,
Orontes, Pharnaces, Mithradates, Ariobarzanes, Machares and many more.
The true native Iranian names are almost confined to Olbia and Tanais,
others in the Bosporan kingdom may well have found their way in through
Tanais. New Inscriptions (e.g. in IosPE. Vol. iv) supply more barbarian

names but do not materially alter the results attained by Vs. Miller except that

we find in them several more names certainly Thracian both at Olbia and
on the Bosporus. The unintelligible names at Gorgippia seem to recall

Caucasian languages rather than Indo-European.
All these names are late in date, mostly of the 11. and 111. centuries

a.d., the time when the Sarmatians spread from Plungary to the Caspian.

At that time no doubt there was a broad band of Iranians right across,

but it looks as if along the coast there long remained representatives of some
other population, Getae in the west about the Ister and Tyras, and perhaps
in the Olbia district, Tauri in the Crimean mountains, and tribes of the

Caucasus stock to the south-east of the sea of Azov. From the western
aboriginal tribes the Greeks may have heard the names of the rivers

Borysthenes, Hypanis, Tyras, and Ister, names for which no satisfactory

explanation has been suggested, and once sanctioned by classical usage
these names continued to be used by the Greeks as long as they were in

continuous occupation of this coast. But this tradition was broken by the

destruction of the colonies Tyras and Olbia, and when the Greeks again

had dealings with this coast they learnt other native names which only

appear in authors who preferred actuality to classical correctness—kavairpis

in Periplus anonymi (86 (60)), Boyov and AcGacrTpis in Constantine Porphy-

rogenitus (de adm. Imp. 42). Now these names seem to contain the

Ossetian Don a river, at least they have never been satisfactorily explained

from the Slavonic
;
and the occurrence of Dan in river names just coincides

with the extension of the Iranians in South Russia. The mouth of the

Tanais being already in Iranian hands the Greeks at once adopted its

Iranian name. The Iranian names for the western streams may be just

as old, but they were not current on the seaboard and only found their

way into Greek speech when the Greeks had, as it were, to rediscover the

region after considerable changes of population. Maybe by then they

learnt them not from the Iranians, but from Slavs who had borrowed them.

The name of the Bugh has its counterpart in the Northern Bugh, also a

Slavonic river, but it may be the same as Bogh = God, which is regarded

as a loan-word from the Iranian Baga. I have never seen any other

explanation of the curious fact that the present names for these rivers

being apparently Iranian are first recorded just about the time that the

Iranian population was succumbing to Slavonic and other invaders. In

later times we get a fresh set of river names of Turkish origin.

Only in the east part of the Crimea the Iranians seem to have touched the
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Black Sea coast, for
v
ApSa/3Sa = 'E7rra^eo? (Anon. 77 (51)), “Tauric” or Alan

for Theodosia, seems clearly to contain Ossetian avd= seven, and ard may be
according to Mtillenhoff eredhwa high, Lat. arduus. Vs. Miller says seven-

sided, but that does not seem a near translation. So SovySala, Sudak
is no doubt Os. suydag holy, cf. Sogdiana.

Whereas the Iranian character of the Sarmatian language and even
a numerically preponderant Iranian element in the population has been
generally accepted, the case of the Scyths is by no means as clear.

What reliance can be put on the statement of Herodotus (iv. 117) that

the Sarmatians speak the same language as the Scyths, but speak it

incorrectly ? While Herodotus is not altogether to be trusted in his

statements about language, still he occasionally notices points bearing

upon it, for instance when he mentions the seven languages required

along the trade route to the ne. up to the Arimaspians. And the fact

of the resemblance and the difference between the Scythian and Sarmatian
dialects is the only explanation for the invention of the aetiological myth
about the Sarmatians being descended from young Scyths and Amazons
(iv. 1 10-7). The other main difference between the two peoples,

the free position of women among the Sarmatians, is also accounted for

by the myth. Curiously enough the Ossetes still have legends of warlike

women, and such stories are abroad throughout the Caucasus : among the

Circassians is a literal reproduction of this tale in Herodotus.
When we come to examine the Scythian names and words in the

Greek texts it is disappointing to find how few are readily to be explained

from Iranian. Some words are quite clear, e.g. ’Er-apees = ’Av&poyvvoi,

(Hippocrates, De aere
, 29, speaks of the dvavhpe'irj of his dvapie9 )

from a
privative and Sk. Zd. nar, nara man. So ’Egapncuos = c

lpal 6801 from Zd.

asha, ashavan pure, pathi path. Arirnaspi may be connected with Zd.

airima loneliness, oneness, and spu may be from the root ppap, Lat. specio.

Mtillenhoff objects to these and wants e.g. to translate Arirnaspi “having
obedient horses,” saying that the others would be *Arimaspui, but it

seems more likely that a Greek would make a mistake in dropping a

termination and yet get the meaning right, than that he should invent

an entirely wrong meaning which should still yield a form so near to what
he reported. In ol6pTraTa = dv8poKTovoL there seems to be possibly a

misunderstanding. The first part is clearly Zd. Sk. viva man : the second
half is rather paiti lord than from pat to fell, causative of pat to fall.

Some of the Sarmatians were regularly called YvvaiK.oKpaTovp.evoL The
fact that Herodotus has in these cases furnished a translation is decisive.

Also one or two of the proper names are evidently Iranian, e.g. Ariapithes,

Spargapithes. So most of the names in the “Scythian” legend of their

own origin (iv. 5, 7) have quite an Iranian look. Targitaos (PTirgataos,

cf. Tipyarad), queen of the Maeotae) 1 may well be Tighra tava sharp

and strong: and the names of the three brothers in -^cus recall Avestic

yshaya lord
;

so Colaxais would equal Archistratus 2
.

Whereas no satisfactory Iranian explanation of the names of deities

1 Poliaenus, vill. 55.
2 Vs. Miller, op. cit. p. 126 and Miillenhofif op. cit., v. inf. p. 43.
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has been put forward, on the other hand Schiefner absolutely annihilated

K. Neumann’s attempts to derive any Scythian words from Mongolian 1

.

Making all allowances for the inaccuracy with which Herodotus
represented Scythian sounds, the corruption of the forms in our mss.

and the fact that we have to place beside these forms languages
considerably removed either in time or collaterally from what Scythian
may have been, we must allow that the comparative success attained

with Sarmatian forms suggests that there were foreign elements in

Scythian which exercised much influence on the stock of names in use

or in tradition. Founding any argument on personal names is singularly

unsatisfactory. All history tells us that easily as nations change their

language, they change their names still more easily. There are hardly

a dozen English personal names in use or a dozen Russian, we must
not therefore infer that Russians or English are descended from Greeks
and Romans and Jews. So Persian names were common all over the

East far beyond the extension of the Persian nationality, and it is hard

to say whether the Persian names that we find in Herodotus as borne

by Scythians are due to an original community of origin, or a borrowing
at a time when the Scyths had warlike dealings with Persia either in

Europe or Asia, or whether they are not merely given to personages

in the same way as figures are given names on Greek vases. The
Darius vase would be a peculiarly apt example, for on it Greek and
Persian names are given indifferently to the barbarians hunting griffins

and other monsters, just to lend them more individual interest. Such
must almost certainly be the case with Spargapithes the Agathyrse 2

.

Knowledge of the nationality of the Cimmerians whom the Scyths dis-

possessed would throw some light on the affinities if not of the Scyths
themselves at least of the steppe population they found at their coming.

The resemblance of the name Cimmerius with Cimber already made
Poseidonius 3 imagine that there was some connection between them and
the barbarians from the far north-west 4

,
and modern writers have further

compared the name of the Cymry and supposed that these were one
and the same people, Kelts 5

. There is no impossibility in a migration

from Central Europe to the steppes of the Black Sea in times before

history, just as in historic times Central Europe has sent out conquerors

to every corner of the continent, and Kelts actually did reach the

neighbourhood of Olbia in the time of Protogenes, not to speak of their

raids upon Delphi and Asia Minor. Further the bronze civilisation of

the Koban necropolis certainly offers such analogies with that of Hallstadt

that it is hard to believe that they are not connected. If only there

were any finds of Hallstadt types between Hungary and the Caucasus

offering evidence that the people who owned the Koban bronzes had
settled in the steppes, the Cimmerians might have been thought of,

but people who settled long enough to leave the earthworks of which

1 “ Sprachliche Bedenken gegen das Mongo- 3 ap. Str. vu. ii. 2.

lenthum der Skythen,” Melanges Asiatiques
,

t. II.
4 Cf. Aristophanes, Lysistrata 1 . 45 KLufiepiKa,

p. 531, St Petersburg, 1856, but see inf. pp. 85, 100. but this is an easy corruption palaeographically.
2 Her. IV. 78.

5 Ridgeway, Early Age 1. p. 387 sqq.
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Herodotus makes mention (iv. 12) must have left weapons by which

their course could be traced. And save for a single stopped axe-head

from Kerch figured by its owner Canon Greenwell 1 no Koban or Hallstadt

implements seem to have been found in South Russia. The flat-ended

hair-pins found by Count Bobrinskoj at Gulaj Gorod 2

,
and the spirals

found by him at Teklino 3

,
seem to be rather eastern outliers from

Central Europe than links between it and the Caucasus.

H. Schmidt 4 has the same difficulty to face in maintaining that the

makers of the late bronze things from Hungary were Thracians and that

these Thracians were the Koban people in the Caucasus (v. inf. p. 259)
and that the Cimmerians of the plains between were Thracians as well.

It is true that the Cimmerian raids were made in common with the

Thracians, but we have to account for the Iranians north of the Euxine.

Mullenhoff5 supposes that there never were any Cimmerians at all

north of the Euxine, that they are only known in Asia Minor, that

their name was traditionally assigned to the earthworks and settlements

about the Bosporus, just as now earthworks in eastern Europe are

assigned to Trajan far beyond the limits of the Roman Empire, and
that they were really invaders from Thrace or the parts beyond, men
of darkness who joined with Treres and other Thracian tribes in invading

Asia Minor. It is hard to think that Herodotus simply invented all the

story of the Cimmerians coming from the n. side of the Pontus, though
even so it is at first sight difficult to see precisely how things happened;
how if the Cimmerians fled se. there should have been their kings’

tomb on the Tyras; and how they should have formed their connection

with the Treres. But that invaders from the east should have cut them
into two is not inconceivable. Part went into Thrace, produced a turmoil

there and finally, with Thracian tribes they had disturbed, entered Asia
Minor by the nw.

;
part were pressed towards the Caucasus and passed

it, not as Herodotus says along the coast of the Black Sea, for no army
has ever passed that way (Mithridates in his famous flight was accom-
panied only by a small guard), but by the central pass of Darial, through
which, as the Georgian annals shew, the northern peoples have often

forced their way. Though the idea of the Cimmerians being cut in two
seems hard to accept, the analogy offered by the fate of the Alans shews
that it is not without the bounds of possibility. On the coming of the

Huns part of these was forced westward, joined the Germans against

whom they were thrown and ended as the inseparable companions of the

Vandals in North Africa. Part of them was, as we have seen, pressed
up against the Caucasus and remains there to this day : and about them
are the Tartar tribes that penned them in. So likewise the Magyars
were driven by the Pechenegs partly w. across the Dnepr, partly through
the Caucasus, where they were called Sevordik' 6

. So the Scyths drove

1 Archaeologia
,
Vol. LVIII. Pt I. p. 12. 4 Zt.f. Ethnologie, xxxvi. (1904), p. 630.

2 Govt of Kiev, Sm. 1. No. XLI. p. 102 and 115 5 DA. III., p. 19 sqq.

and pi. IX. 7, 8. 6
J. Marquart, Osteuropaische und Ostasiatische

3 Sm. III. CCCI.XVII. pp. 19 and 23 and pi. II. 4 Streifziige, p. 36.

and 9.

M. 6
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the Cimmerians through the Caucasus and followed them. Then both
peoples came within the sweep of Assyrian policy 1

.

Here we get another view of them. We find the Cimmerians,
Gimirrai, first n. of Urartu (Ararat). Hence they are driven out by
As-gu-za-ai (Asarhaddon) or Is-ku-za-ai (Sun Oracle). These names are

and of Genesis x., where the latter form is miswritten for

The first syllable is added as usual in Semitic languages to help out
such a combination as sk at the beginning of a word, so that the
identity with the Greek Ki/que/no? and %kv6t)^ is almost complete. So
too the leader of the Asguzai Bartatua is Protothyes father of Madyes
in Herodotus (i. 103) and Tugdammi the Cimmerian is AvySa/us in Strabo
(1. iii. 21) for AuySa/us. Lygdamis was a familiar name and the copyist
was misled. The Cimmerians driven s. from Urartu attacked Man a
kingdom under Assyrian suzerainty. The Assyrians supported their vassals

and found allies in the Scythians who were already enemies of the

Cimmerians. This hostility turned the Cimmerians westward against Gugu,
Gyges of Lydia (Herodotus says Ardys 1. 15), and one horde was
destroyed by Madys (Strabo) in Cilicia, whereas Lydia was under their

dominion till the time of Sadyattes, and Sinope and Antandrus were long
occupied by Cimmerians. Meanwhile the Scythians as allies of the Assyrians
tried to raise the siege of Nineveh which was being prosecuted by the

Medes
;

hence a conflict between Scythians and Medes and apparently
an overrunning of Media by the Scythians 2

. Scyths also made their

appearance further to the sw., apparently being sent by Assyria against

Egypt, but bought off by Psammetichus. Thus they are referred to by
the Hebrew Prophets 3 and engaged in the sack of Ascalon where some
contracted a disease ascribed by Herodotus (1. 105) to the hostility of

Aphrodite. A colony of them is said to have settled at Beth-shean hence
called Scythopolis 4

. Evidence of intercourse between Assyria and the

Scyths may be seen in the gold dagger sheaths from the Oxus (p. 255,
f. 173), from Melgunov’s Barrow (p. 1 7 1 ,

ff. 65—67) and from Kelermes, and
also the unique axe from the latter (p. 222

;
cf. p. 263).

It has been supposed that the Scythians that overran western Asia
were Sacae from the e. of the Caspian, and that such incursions were
always possible we learn from subsequent history, but the Assyrian evidence

goes to shew that Scythians had penetrated through the Caucasus. A
curious point is that the son of Tugdammi, Sandakhsathra 5

,
has a name

clearly Iranian, and it is hard to suppose that the Cimmerians had yet

come under Median influence. Does it mean that the Cimmerians had
Iranian affinities? It looks as if the “Royal” Scyths, whoever they may
have been, were invaders from the far North-east who found in the

steppes a population of Iranian stock whom they called men of darkness,

i.e. Westerners (cp. p. 100), partly nomad and partly settled, drove some
of this population out, and established a dominion over the remainder.

1 Winckler, H., A Itorientalisc/ie Forschungen, originally meant for the Scythians was worked over

I. p. 484 sqq., “Kimmerier, Asguzaer, Skythen.” to make it do for the Chaldaeans. Ez. xxxviii. and
2 v. N. Schmidt, s.v. Scythian in E?icyclop. xxxix. to 1 6 is even less exact.

Biblica
,
Vol. iv., Lond. 1903.

4 Josephus, Ant. Jud. XII. viii. 5.

Cf. Jer. iv. 3—vi. 20. Cf. Driver, Introd. to 6 Sa-an-dak-sat-ru, J
usti, Iranisches Namenbuch,

Lit. of O.T.
, p. 237, who suggests that a description p. 283.
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By the time of Herodotus they may have become almost blended
with their nomad underlings

;
such blending takes place far more easily

with nomads than with agricultural populations : they may have even
adopted their language, retaining the names of persons and gods which
are so difficult of interpretation in the light of Iranian vocabularies. The
conception of displacements of whole populations is being superseded by
the recognition of the fact that in most countries the mass of the people
has remained much the same as far back as we can trace its characteristics.

The general type of skull and build in any given locality does not easily

alter. From time to time conquests change the national name, the language
talked by all, the ethnological character of the upper classes or even of

all the warrior caste : to outside observers it seems as if a new race

had been substituted for a former one, but in a few generations the

aborigines again come to the top and in time the physical type of the

invaders becomes almost extinct. Only a long succession of conquests
of a country peculiarly open to attack can really sweep away a whole
population, where that has been at all thick and where the disparity

of development is not too great. We are so used to the cases of the

North American Indians, the Tasmanians, and other instances of utterly

barbarous tribes really disappearing before the invader, that we do not

realize that such conditions rarely obtained in the old world. To the

north of the Euxine it took the successive hordes of the Huns, Avars,
Khazars, Pechenegs, Polovtses and Tartars, to say nothing of less important

tribes, to sweep the Iranian folk clean off the plains over which they

had wandered
;
and they only succumbed to this fate because they were

living in perfectly open country upon a highway of nations.

Four legends as to the origin of the Scythians.

In the first, which is told by the Scythians of themselves 1

,
they say

that they are the newest of races and spring from Targitaus son of Zeus and a

daughter of the Borysthenes. Targitaus had three sons, Lipoxais, Harpoxais
and Colaxais, of whom the youngest obtained the kingdom by the ordeal

of approaching four sacred gold objects that fell burning from heaven.

These sacred gold objects were a plough and a yoke and an axe and
a cup. From these three sons three tribes, Catiari, Traspies and Paralatae,

are descended, and the whole nation is called Scoloti
;

Scythae being

the Greek name : and the gold objects are kept sacred until this day.

The next story (c. 8 sqq.) is told by the Pontic Greeks. In it Heracles
plays the part of Zeus

;
Echidna, half woman, half serpent, bears three

sons to him. The ordeal is the stringing of the bow left by the hero

and the knotting of the belt with its cup attached. The two elder sons,

Gelonus and Agathyrsus, fail and become fathers of peoples outside Scythia,

the third Scythes remaining in the land.

These two stories are substantially the same. Only the second has

been even more Hellenised than the first. The Scythians are represented

as autochthonous even though Targitaus only dates back a thousand
years before Darius. Three sons in each case submit to an ordeal in

1 Her. iv. 5 sqq.

6—

2
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which, as usual in folk tales, the youngest is successful. From the sons

tribes are descended
;

in the one case well-known neighbouring nations

whose names the Greeks knew, in the other obscure septs among the

Scythians, to whom as a whole is given the native name Scoloti. None of

these names meet us elsewhere except a bare mention in Pliny 1 taken

from Herodotus. The scene of both stories is laid in West Scythia

:

in both there comes a mention of a golden cup—now no representation

of a Scythian with a cup at his belt has been found—and more remarkable
still a golden plough is one of the holy objects. The man who keeps
them is given land for his very own, as much as he can ride round in

a day. This legend in two forms can only apply to the agricultural

West-Scythians. Hitherto writers who wished to be more than usually

exact have called the Royal Scyths Scoloti, but this legend would suggest

that just these did not call themselves Scoloti, which was really the

native name for the royal clan among some tribe of the western Scythians

about Olbia 2
. Mishchenko 3 examining these legends thinks they apply

to the reigning clan of the Royal Scyths, but that perhaps their real scene

is central Asia. He takes Pliny as a serious witness to the survival of

these clans. I cannot follow him in this, though I have come to much
the same conclusions in most things.

Another account in Herodotus (iv. 11), to which he himself chiefly

inclines, definitely names the nomad Scyths and brings them out of Asia
(that is to say Asia in the ordinary sense, not according to the Herodo-
tean definition of it), across the Araxes (apparently the Volga), into the

land of the Cimmerians
;
and then follows the story of how the latter

fled into Asia across the Caucasus and the Scythians pursued them.

This account represents the Massagetae as responsible for the first impulse,

but Aristeas says that it was the Arimaspians that fell upon the Issedones

and that these fell upon the Scyths and drove them against the

Cimmerians. At any rate it is clearly stated that the Scyths came from

the East. Diodorus Siculus has made a contamination of these accounts

and while letting the Scythians come from Western Asia has brought

in the Echidna of the Greek legend (n. 43 sqq.). His story with its

explanation of the history of Sarmatians and Amazons reads plausibly,

being eked out with details which apply to the rise of every tribe that

ever rose to power in Asia
;

compare the accounts of how Chingiz

Khan became great and spread abroad the dominion of the Mongols

;

but his anachronisms enable his reader to estimate his account at its

real worth. Of course the Asiatic origin of the nomad Scyths is no bar

to their Iranian affinity, but it makes a non-Aryan derivation conceivable.

Physical characteristics.

The supporters of the Mongol theory of the Scyths rely chiefly on the

evidence of Hippocrates in his treatise on Airs, Waters and Places 4
. The

evidence of the first of Greek physicians ought to be conclusive, but

1 Cotieri, NH. VI. 50.
3 Journ. Min. Pub. histr. St P., 1886, Jan.

2 For Iranian tales in which the ^youngest of 4 cc. 24—30. There is a translation by F. Adams
three brothers succeeds cf. Spiegel, ErA7i. Alter- in Transactions of the Sydenha77i Society

,
Vol. 1.

tumsk. 1. 544, who compares Echidna and Dahak. pp. 187-8, 207—218.
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unfortunately, in spite of much medical detail, it does not give us a clear

idea of Scythian characteristics. The fact is that he was trying to prove

a theory, emphasizing the effect of the environment upon a race, and it is

a question whether he does not rather twist his facts to meet his theory. And
inasmuch as his notion of the environment is faulty—he takes Scythia to have
a climate almost uniformly cold throughout the year—the facts that suit his

theory are rather open to doubt.

Hippocrates begins by describing the Sauromatae whom he calls a

Scythian tribe living about the Maeotis and differing from the other tribes.

He goes on to tell of their women’s taking part in war—the usual story.

He draws a very clear line between them and the rest of the Scyths of whom
he says that they are as different from all other men as are the Egyptians.

But this difference which he ascribes to their monotonous mode of life, the

men riding on horseback and the women on waggons, and to the continuous

cold and fog of their country, he hardly defines in a convincing way. It

amounts to a tendency to fatness, slackness and excess of humours, and
a singular mutual resemblance due to all living under the same conditions.

This slackness they counteract by a custom of branding themselves on various

parts of the body 1
. Further he says that the cold makes their colouring

Trvppos, which seems to mean a reddish brown, the colour that fair people get

from being much in the open. It cannot be any kind of yellow 2
. The colour

of the Tartars was not far from reddish. Kublai Khan had a white and red

complexion, yet Chingiz Khan was surprised at his being so brown, as most
of his family had blue eyes and reddish hair 3

. So too Batu is described by
Rubruck as perfusus gutta rosea which du Cange takes = rubidus in facie ;

so

Hakluyt and Bergeron, but Rockhill is probably right in translating “his face

was all covered with red spots

4

.” The Chinese describe one of the five tribes

of Hiung-nu as fair. Lastly Hippocrates observes in both men and women
a sexual indifference that amounts in some of the men to actual impotence

;

these are the Anaries of whom Herodotus also speaks, ascribing their disease

to the wrath of the goddess at Ascalon whose temple they had plundered at

the time of their invasion of Asia 6
. But Hippocrates will have none of this,

and says this is a disease just like any other disease 6 and due to excessive

1 Cf. J. G. Frazer, Golden Bough2
,

III., p. 217.

The Indians of St Juan Capistrano in California

used to be branded in certain parts of their bodies
...because they believed that the custom added
greater strength to their nerves and gave a better

pulse for the management of the bow.
2 H. Kiepert, Manual of Ancient Geography

,

Eng. ed., London, 1881, p. 196, translates “dusky
yellow.” He takes the Royal Scyths to be Turkic
in spite of the philologists.

3 Rashid-ed-Din ap. Yule3
, Marco Polo

,
I.,

p. 358 n. 1, cf. inf. p. 100.
4 Rubruck, p. 124.
5 Her. 1. 105.
6 Cf. Reineggs (Jacob), Allgemeine historisch-

topographische Beschreibung des Caucasus
,
Bd I.,

p. 270.

“Der Mann (der Nogajen) hat ein fleischiges

aufgetriebenes aber breites Gesicht, mit sehr her-

vorstehenden Backenknochen, kleine tiefliegende

Augen und keine frinfzig bis achtzig Barthaare.

Wenn nun nach Krankheiten eine unheilbare
Entkraftung folgt oder das Alter zunimmt, so wird
die Haut des ganzen Korpers auserordentlich runz-

lich und die wenigen Barthaare fallen aus und der

Mann bekommt ein ganz weibliches Ansehen. Er
wird zum Beischlaf untiichtig und seine Em-
pfindungen und Handlungen haben alien Mann-
lichen entsagt. In diesem Zustande muss er der
Manner Gesellschaft fliehen: er bleibt unter der
Weiben, kleidet sich wie ein Weib, und man konnte
tausend gegen eins wetten dass dieser Mann
wiirklich ein altes Weib und zwar ein recht

hassliches altes Weib sei.”

Neumann, p. 164, quotes curiously enough from
an English translation which I have not seen, and
translates back into German.

The disease described by Pallas ( Voyages en
plusieurs provinces

,
Paris, 11. 8°, II., p. 135 sqq.)

does not appear cognate with this, though some
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riding. But all this, he says definitely, applies only to the most noble and
rich among them. With the common folk it is entirely otherwise. This whole
description seems to suggest the condition of an Asiatic race in the last stage
of degeneration, when the descendants of a small band of conquerors have
reached a state

stock.

The chief question that is raised by this description is as to the amount
of trust that can be put in the statement that the ruling caste of Scyths is quite

unlike any other kind of man. In the representations on works of art (v. p. 57 n.)

the nomads do not appear so very unlike any other northern people, their

resemblance to modern Russian peasants has often been pointed out
;
though

this resemblance is superficial, due rather to certain similarities of costume and
to the way in which an abundant growth of hair disguises the individuality of

a type, than to a deep-seated likeness. The similarities of costume are due to

the fact that the Russians have borrowed many details of their dress from
nomad tribes through the intervention of the Cossacks, whose mode of life had
much in common with that of their hereditary foes. The words for clothes in

Russian are mostly of Tartar origin 1
. Still the bearded warriors on the vase

from Kul Oba could not possibly be described as evvovyoeihiaTaToi avdpooirojv.

If these are in any sense Scythian they must belong to a later time when the

N. Asiatic blood had become completely mixed in. The Tartars of Kazan
and the Uzbegs of Turkestan, races in which Altaic blood has been much
diluted with Finnish or Iranian, are fully bearded. The Chinese drawings of

Kara Ivitans (p. 96, f. 27) shew them with full beards. The representations of

nomads from Kul Oba seem to belong to about the middle of the fourth

century b.c. and by then the peculiar type described by Hippocrates might
well have become almost obliterated by intermarriage with earlier inhabitants.

Ammianus Marcellinus (xxxi. 11) uses a similar expression of the Huns
“ spadonibus similes,” and he is not likely to be copying Hippocrates in the

same way that he applies to the Alans the description Herodotus gives of

the Scythians. It seems as if the Huns, almost undoubted Altaic, produced

the same impression on Ammianus as the Scyths on Hippocrates 2
.

The osteological characteristics of the skeletons found in Scythic graves

throw very little light on the questions at issue. Had the skulls discovered

been uniformly short or long, such uniformity would have been a weighty

argument for assigning them to Tartars or Europeans respectively. But

the rather scanty observations made hitherto tend to shew that there was
considerable variety among individuals who used objects of defined Scythic

type. The best known case is that of the five skulls found in Chertomlyk

and discussed by K. E. von Baer in ASH. Of these two were short and two

were long and one was intermediate, and the data were not sufficiently exact

to shew that either lords or servants were one or the other. And even had

there been such data they would not have cleared up the question, as it would

symptoms are alike. My friend Dr L. Bousfield 2 For the types of variously proportioned mix-

suggests that it was very bad orchitis and that tures of Iranian and Turko-Tartar blood v. Ch. de

Hippocrates may have been right in putting it Ujfalvy, Les Aryens an Not'd et an Slid de PHindou
down to constant riding. Kouch

,
Paris, 1896. An Uzbeg with a beard is

1 V. V. Stasov in his review of Maskell’s illustrated in Keane’s Ethnology, p. 312.

Russian Art, Works
,
Vol. 11. iii., p. 823.

of effete sloth and are ready to make way for a more vigorous
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be possible to argue the greater purity of blood of either rulers or servants

;

a priori the latter might be supposed to be imported slaves, but Herodotus
distinctly says that they were native Scyths, and he tells of the marriage

of Scythian kings with various foreign women. So too some of the skulls

illustrated by Count Bobrinskoj in Smela slightly suggest Mongolian forms,

others are purely European 1
. To this same conclusion came Professor

Anatole Bogdanov 2

,
who says that in Scythic tombs the skulls are mostly

long though occasionally Mongoloid and notes a general tendency towards

brachycephaly during the Scythic period. For strangely enough although

Slavs and Finns are now short-headed they seem to have become so only

during the last few centuries 3
. In Hungary e.g. at Keszthely the cemeteries

which are referred to the Sarmatians are full of bow-legged skeletons, a

characteristic which may be accounted for either by their horsemanship or

by a mixture of Altaic blood 4
.

The process of gradual amalgamation of Central-Asian rulers with an

alien subject population under very similar circumstances may be observed in

the case of the coins of the Kushanas. Not that a change of racial type can

be followed unless Miaus represents the purer blood, but the Indian name
Vasudeva, along with the Kushana Vasushka, succeeds to Kujula and Hima
Kadphises, Kanishka and Huvishka, without a break to mark a change of

dynasty. Their successors the Ephthalite Huns answer decidedly to the

type described by Hippocrates but in their case the evolution was cut short

by the Turks 5
.

Manner of Life.

If we consider the customs which Herodotus ascribes to the Scythians it

becomes evident that they form no coherent whole. Although it is hard to

say what various usages may coexist in any given nation, what survivals from
an earlier state may continue into a high civilisation, the parts of the picture

drawn by Herodotus do not fit together. We see that he has mixed to-

gether information drawn from different sources and applying to different

tribes. When it comes to endeavouring to determine according to these

various customs the affinities of their users we are on very uncertain ground.

Analogues for every detail can be found among various nations and
as readily among Aryans as among non-Aryans. Most of the usages

mentioned are inseparable from a nomadic life and throw no light on the

affinities of the people among whom they obtain. The characteristic dress

of the Scyths which struck the Greeks so much, is almost the only possible

one for a nation of riders living in a cold climate, so too the use of various

preparations of mare’s milk, butter, kuinys and cheese, the felt tents, bows and
1 Sm. II., pi. xxvii.—xxx. Dr W. H. Duckworth,

of Jesus College, kindly examined these for me.
2 Congres International (TArckeologie Pre-

historiqne et clAnthropologie, Session a Moscou

,

T. I., Moscow, 1892, p. 5. “Quelle est la race la

plus ancienne de la Russie Centrale?”
3 Niederle, Slavonic Antiquities, 1. pp. 89 sqq.
4 G. Nagy, The Natio?iality of the Scyths

, p. 31.

Cf. L. Fligier, Archiv f. Anthropologie, xvn. (1888),

p. 302. For the Macrocephali with their artificially

elongated skulls v. D. Anuchin, Sur les cranes

a7iciens artificiellemetit deformes de la Russie

,

Moscow Congress, p. 263 ;
BCA. XX. p. 85, f. 41 ;

for a shortened skull lb. xxv. p. 126 f. 18, both from
Chersonese.

5 B. M. Coin Cat., Greek and Scythic Kings of
Bactria and India

,
by P. Gardner, xxiv. 7, xxv.

1—9, XXIX. 10. E. J. Rapson, Grundr. d. Indo-
Arischen Phil. u. Altertumsk., Bd 11. Heft 3 B,

PI. ir. 1, 8— 12, iv. 18. I am very grateful to

Professor Rapson for indicating this series to me,
but cf. O. Franke, “Zur Kenntnis d. Tiirkvolker u.

Sk. Zentral-Asiens,” p. 79 in Abhandl. d. k. pr.

Akad. Berlin 1904. The Ephthalites’ coins have
tamgi very like those that occur in the Crimea, v.

inf. ch. XI. § 4.
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arrows, curious methods of cooking owing to the absence of proper fuel, and
so on, were conditioned by their general mode of life and could be nearly

paralleled among any nomad tribe. As a matter of fact the medieval
travellers found all these things in use among the Mongols, and some of the

coincidences with facts recorded by Marco Polo, de Plano Carpini, de Rubruck
and others are striking. These agreements are not restricted to such
necessary similarities

;
the accounts of cemeteries and funeral customs, of the

religion of the Mongols, of their personal appearance, of the polyandry of the

Tibetans, of their way of disposing of the aged, suggest that though it may be
going too far to declare positively that the Scyths were Mongolian, we must
admit that the Mongols before their conversion whether to Islam or Buddhism
were their closest possible analogues. And their fate in western Asia and
eastern Europe has been analogous. Already the hordes that Batu led

against the West had very few pure Mongols save among the chief leaders,

and this strain soon merged in the mixed multitude that it ruled, so that the

later khans of the Golden Horde were just like any other west Asiatic

monarchs, a mixture of the Turk and the Circassian 1
.

This seems the place to give a summary of what our authorities tell us as to

the life of the Scythians, especially the Nomads. The main bulk of information

is contained in Herodotus (iv. 59— 75), and the reader is prayed to have him
at hand : some details are filled in from other passages and other authors

(especially Hippocrates, De Aere, etc.). In order to give as complete

a picture of nomad life as is possible within narrow limits I have anticipated

the archaeological results set forth in the later chapter which describes the

tombs found in the Scythic area. Professor Lappo-Danilevskij 2 has arranged

the accessible material under convenient headings. In preparing the following

summary I have everywhere been indebted to him, though much has been
discovered since his book was written. Count Bobrinskoj (Sm$la passim)

also gives a convenient view of what is known of various classes of objects.

In spite of the well-known existence of tribes of agricultural Scythians,

Scythian always suggested to the Greek the idea of nomadic life. The
governing condition of the nomads’ existence was the necessity of finding

natural pasture for their cattle, hence their moving from place to place, and

this necessitated everything from the form of their dwellings to the cut of their

clothes, from their tactics in warfare to their method of cookery.

Their chief occupation was looking after their many horses, and of this we
have a splendid illustration on the famous Chertomlyk vase (v. pp. 159— 162,

ff. 46—49), on which we see pourtrayed in greatest detail the process of catching

1 In the confusion of nomenclature used for the

races of northern Asia it seems impossible to

arrive at a satisfactory terminology. By Mon-
golian in the broader sense is meant belonging to

the eastern branch of the Uralo-Altaic peoples as

opposed to the Finno-Ugrian branch. This eastern

branch can be further divided into a western section

to which belonged the Hiung-nu or Huns and the

Turks, and an eastern section of whom the best

known representatives are the Mongol tribe and
the Manchus. But in dealing with western Asia
and Europe the two sections are indistinguishable,

as any movement of the eastern section produced
its chief effect upon the West through the instru-

mentality of the western section. Hence from our

point of view Hunnish or Turkish comes to the same
thing as Mongolian, though a confusing of them
may seem to Turcologues unpardonable. But the

nature of the material does not allow of greater

accuracy seeing that we have an actual case of

100,000 Huns who took the name of the Sien-pi

—

eastern Mongols—when defeated by them. For
the gradual shading of Mongols into Turks (v. p. 91

sqq.), Turks into Ugrians and Ugrians into Finns,

and the various crossings of all these races with

the “ Caucasic ” stock, see A. H. Keane, Ethnology,

p. 295 sqq., also Franke, loc. cit.

2 Scythian Antiquities
, pp. 383 sqq.
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the wild horse of the steppes or breaking him in. Others have been reminded

by it of the story in Aristotle
1 of the Scythian king’s practice of horse-breeding.

On the vase we have two breeds represented
;
the tame horse which is being

hobbled and the wild ones with hog manes. Professor Anuchin 2 thinks the

former is like the Kalmuck breed and the latter the half-wild horses of the

royal stud. Professor Ridgeway 3 compares with the former the shaggy horses

of the ancient Sigynnae and those of the modern Kirgiz, descendants of the
“ Mongolian” pony. The indocility of this race made the practice of gelding

necessary, otherwise it was unknown in the ancient world 4
. Horses were also

used for food. Scythians were supposed to like them very high. Next in

importance to their horses came the cattle used for drawing their great

waggons. Both Hippocrates and Herodotus say that they were hornless. The
latter ascribes this to the cold (iv. 29). They had sheep as well, for mutton

bones are found in cauldrons in the tombs, as for example at Kul Oba. They
made no use of pigs either in sacrifice or in any other way. So the early

Turks regarded swine as tabu 5
.

Besides looking after their cattle the Scyths of course engaged in hunting,

and we have gold plaques 6 with representations of a Scyth throwing a dart at

a hare, reminding us of the story of how the Scyths when drawn up in battle

array over against Darius set off after a hare 7
. As hunters they had a taste

for representations of animals, especially in combat, and these are very

characteristic of objects made for their use. Representations such as those

on the Xenophantus vase (ch. xr.
§ 7) are purely fantastic : more realistic is a

hunting scene that appears on the wonderful fragments of ivory with Greek
drawing found at Kul Oba (p. 204° : ABC. lxxix. 10).

Hunting supplied some of their food, more was produced by their cattle

especially by their horses. Most characteristic were the products of mare’s

milk especially kumys o^vyaXa, the cheese called 17777-0007, butter and butter-

milk 8

,
also horse-flesh and other meat. Their methods of cooking were

conditioned by the scarcity of fuel. Very characteristic are the round-

footed cauldrons in which have been found horse (e.g. Chertomlyk, p. 162,

f. 50) and mutton bones (e.g. Kul Oba). They also used some vegetable

food such as onions, garlic, and beans 9 as well as grain, and the people

about the Maeotis dug up a sweet bulb 10
just as the Siberian tribes do with

the Martagon lily
11

. Besides kumys they drank wine readily enough, and
Greek amphorae penetrated far into the country : such jars were part of the

provision put in a dead man’s tomb : few of the amphorae found far from

the coast bear stamps (ch. xi.
§ 7) : it would seem as if the commoner sorts

did for the barbarians. Their habit of drinking it neat especially excited the

contempt of the Greeks.

1 Hist. Anim. ix. 47.
2 On the question of wild white horses {Her.

iv. 52), St P. 1896.
3 Thoroughbred Horse

, p. 1 30.
4 Strabo, VII. iv. 8 ;

use of mares, Pliny, NH.
via. 165.

5 Her. IV. 63. Vambery, Die primitive Kultur
der Turko-Tataren

, p. 38, 199, but cf. inf. p. 182.
6

p. 197, f. 90, KTR. f. 162, p. 154, ABC. XX. 1,

silver ASH. xm. 10.

7 Her. IV. c. 134.
8 Cf. Hippocrates, De Alorbis, iv. c. v. § 20, and

Strabo vn. iv. 6, hence the Homeric epithets

'lmrr]fj.6\yoi and y\aKTO(j)dyoi
, II. XIII. 1

. 5 > 6. Cf.

Rubruquis c. 6, ap. Hakluyt p. 97, Rockhill p. 62.
9 Her. iv. 17.
10 Theophrastus, Hist. Plantarum vn. xiii. 8

and IX. xiii. 2.

11 For the eating of bulbs among the Turks v.

A. Vambery, op. cit., p. 220.

M. 7
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Waggons.

As everybody knows, the home of the Scyth was on his cart. Already
Hesiod 1 speaks of the waggon-dwellers. Hippocrates 2 gives the fullest

description, saying that the smaller ones had four wheels, the larger six,

that they were covered with felt and arranged like houses divided into two or

three compartments and drawn by two or three yoke of hornless oxen. In

these the women lived, whereas the men accompanied them on horseback.

Aeschylus sums up their whole life in three lines 3
:

2/ctt(9as S’ d(f)l.£r) I'O/xaSas, oi nXeKras aTeyas

Tribapaioi vaLova lit (.vkxkXols oyoi<i

iKY/fSoXoLS TO^OUTLV grjf)TVp,€VOL.

“ And thou shalt come to the Scyths, nomads who dwell in wattled huts

high in the air upon their fair-wheeled wains,

equipped with far-shooting bows.”

We have remains of waggons in various

Scythic tombs but they seem perhaps rather open

funeral cars than the wheeled dwelling (p. 75). It

is an open car also that we see on the coin

of Scilurus struck at Olbia.
Fig. 4.

Coin of 3cilurutHus.Kot6ch_p.tS.

Some light may be thrown by the toy carts found in Greek graves at

Kerch treated of by Professor P. Biehkowski of Cracow 4
. Some are clearly

Fig. 5. BCA. IX. PI. Vd
. Kerch. Toy model cart.

mere country carts, not unlike those still in use in the Crimea, a body of

wicker or skin with wooden framing set upon a pair of axles. Others

1 ap. Str. VII. iii. 9 rXciKTcxpayoiv es yaiav,

dnrivan oik " e’x<Wow. Cf. Flor. Cartn. ill. xxiv. 10
“ Scythae, Quorum plaustra vagas rite trahunt
domos.”

2 De Aere c. 25.
3 Prom. Vine. 1 . 735.

4 Wiener Studien
,
XXIV., p. 394, and BCA. IX.,

pp. 63—72 and pi. iv.—Vili. I have much pleasure

in thanking him for allowing me to copy his pictures

in the former paper and for sending me an off-print

of the latter. Of course the wooden axles have

been supplied.
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are more like our idea of waggon dwellings, being not merely tilt carts as

No. 2 in Fig. 6, but remarkable structures such as No. i b, with a kind of

tower in which were windows before and behind set upon a body which
itself had windows in the sides between the wheels and also behind. The
pyramidal tower may be a tent whether fixed or moveable like those of

modern nomads. Or this may have been an arrangement for defence
;

for

the method of making a lager of waggons has always been a resource of

Fig. 6.

the nomads. The waggons always had a hole in front for the dissel-boom,

and in one case were furnished with a pair of oxen also on wheels.

They seem rather late in date, but the types are probably old 1

.

If we may judge by the analogy of other Asiatic nomads it is at

least a question whether the Scyths were always on wheels, like the

gipsies in England. We have no artistic representation of any vehicle

quite suitable for such a life. It seems more likely that they carried their

tents all standing upon their carts and set them down upon the ground when
they came to a halt. The Sarmatian tent represented on the walls of the

catacomb of Anthesterius 2
is set upon the ground, and this is the arrangement

described by Rubruquis 3
. “Their houses wherein they sleepe they ground

upon a round foundation of wickers artificially wrought and compacted
together : the roofe whereof consisteth (in like sorte) of wickers meeting
above into one little roundell, out of which roundell ascendeth vpward a necke
like vnto a Chimney, which they couer with white felte The sayd houses

they make so large that they conteine thirtie foote in breadth. For
measuring once the breadthe betweene the wheele ruts of one of their

cartes, I found it to be twenty feete over : and when the house was upon
the carte it stretched over the wheeles at each side flue feete at the least

:

I told 22 oxen in one teame drawing an house upon a cart And a fellow

stood in the doore of the house, vpon the forestall of the carte driuing forth

the oxen When they take down their dwelling houses, they turne the doores

alwayes to the South.” Evidently everything was on a much larger scale

than with the Scyths, but probably the principle was the same. There
were also small permanently covered carts. In later times the clumsy

1 Compare Mr Hill’s cart, which is Greek or xxiii., p. 132.

Oriental, coming from Alexandria, JHS. xvn., 2 ch. XI. § 4, CR. 1878, pi. 1. 1.

p. 88. Miss Lorimer’s country carts are mostly 3 op. cit. c. 2, Hakluyt p. 95, Rockhill p. 54 sqq.

two-wheeled, not like those figured here, v. JHS.

7—2
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standing tent lifted down bodily from
the cart has given place to the folding

Jurta of the Kirgiz. The transition

is shewn in the annexed picture 1
. It

gives a view of a body of Kundure
Tartars who in Pallas’s time were just

adopting the Kirgiz dwelling such

as is shewn on the extreme left,

whereas they had used small white

tents which were put bodily on to

bullock carts and could be taken off

again and set down on the ground.

They also had Arbas or two-wheeled
waggons with wooden sides and a

rounded top, and similar ones are de-

scribed among the medieval Tartars.

The picture gives as good an

idea as may be of what must have
been the general appearance of a

body of Scyths.

1 owns.

Of the towns mentioned by Greek
authors as being in Scythia we know
neither where they were nor what.

The agricultural Scythians may well

have had settlements worthy of the

name, and even nomads have always

had some kind of capital (e.g. Kara-
korum) and places for trading. In

any case they mostly seem to have
been either on the coast as Cremni 2

,

or in the western half of Scythia 3
.

1 P. S. Pallas, Travels in the Southern Pro-
vinces of the Russian Empire in the years 1793-4,
Eng. Trans. London, 1802, vol. I. pi. 6, p. 172. Cf.

E. D. Clarke, Travels
,
London, 1817, vol. I., p. 394.

The covered carts are well described by Josafa
Barbaro in his Viaggio alia Tana

,
ff. 93 sqq., in

Ramusio, Navigationi et Viaggi, vol. II., Venice,

1559. Marco Polo, I. lii., Yule3
i. p. 252, 254, n. 2.

2 Westberg, l.c., puts Cremni at Eskykrym, the

old capital of the Crimea, to which it has given its

name. It seems better to take the name as Greek
and the place as a trading station. Besides Hero-
dotus certainly thought of it as on the coast of the

Maeotis, for the shipload of Amazons landed there

in the Sauromatae legend (iv. 110). Even so it is

hard to imagine how they should have found their

way through the Bosporus: still St Ursula sailing

from Britain to Rome was wrecked at Cologne.
3 About Smela are many gorodlshcha, entrench-

ments serving as refuge camps, and some have
yielded Sc. objects, e.g. Sm. 11. pp. 52—61. V. A.
Gorodtsov’s excavation of one at Belsk is not yet

published, but v. inf. pp. 119, 147.

i
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The ancients tell us nothing of the dress of the Scythians except that

they wore belts and trousers and pointed caps. We must therefore rely on
representations which may be more or less certainly regarded as intended

for Scythians. These fall into two classes, those presumably executed
north of the Euxine—they are mostly in repousse gold or silver and give

us genre scenes—and those, very nearly all vase-paintings, due to Greeks
in less close contact with the Scythians. The latter class is thoroughly
untrustworthy, as might be expected, and chiefly depicts battle scenes.

Among the various barbarians which appear on Greek vases of only

two can it be said on the artist’s own authority that he was thinking

of northern nomads. On the well-known Francois vase 1 we have three

archers (p. 54, fig. 8), one labelled Euthymachos, one Toxamis and
one Kimerios. Toxamis, whose name according to one authority “ klingt

echt skythisch,” perhaps on the analogy of Lucian’s very suspicious

Toxaris, wears a patterned tunic, a quiver and a high pointed headdress.

He is shooting with a bow whereon seems to be shewn the lacing which
is essential in a composite bow though in its more developed forms it is

usually concealed. Kimerios, about whose name there can be no doubt, is

similarly equipped but has a bow-case instead of a quiver. But Euthy-
machos, who may well be a Greek archer, is dressed just the same, and
in later vases archers, even though probably Greek, wear barbarian

costume 2
.

In the case of another painting of barbarians attempts have been
made to identify them as Cimmerians. Dr A. S. Murray sees them in

a horde of cavalry who are slashing down Greeks on a sarcophagus
from Clazomenae 3

.

But these people are using great swords such as were not de-

veloped in S. Russia until after the Christian era. It is true that they

have bow-cases, but these again seem not quite like the gorytus, the

combination of bow-case and quiver which is peculiar to the Scythic area.

It is hard to judge by mere silhouettes, but the swords and the caps

seem much more like those of Central Europe
;
may not we call these

folk Treres, the Thracian allies of the Cimmerians?
There is another vase (p. 55, fig. 9) which might conceivably represent

Cimmerians rather than Scythians as they have hitherto been called by
F. Dummler who published it and others like it which form his class

of “Pontic” vases 4
. It is certainly tempting to see in these wearers of

peaked hoods some East European Nomads. But all these vases are

found in Italy and it would be rash to decide where they were made 5
.

Another case of referring to our region unidentified barbarians is seen

1 Mon. Ined. iv. 54, Wiener Vorlegeblatter vi.

1888, pi. 1.—v.
2 e.g. Hartwig, Die Griecldschen Meisterschalen,

pi. Xiv., Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder ill.

264.
3 Terra-cotta Sarcophagi in Brit. Mus. pi. 1.

4 Rom. Mitth. 11. p. 171, pi. ix. I am indebted
to Mrs H. F. Stewart, of Newnham College, for

calling my attention to this and to the Agathyrsi

vase. She has even been good enough to allow me
to reproduce her drawing. Miss Jane Harrison has
also helped me very much in this question of vase-

paintings. To both I wish to offer my best thanks.
5 Prof. Furtwangler, Ant. Gemmen, in. p. 88,

would assign them to a local Italian make, and
Mr H. B. Walters, Hist, of A?ic. Pottery I. p. 359,
will not decide between Kyme and Italy.
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Fig. 9. “Pontic” Vase with Cimmerians (?).

in the case of a cylix (Fig. 8, top) figured by Hartwig 1

. He guesses that

these strange people are Agathyrsi, but he does not adduce any evidence :

in his discussion he treats Herodotus in the most cavalier fashion and
entirely ignores his distinctions between the various neighbours of the

Scythians. He thinks the knowledge of detail points to the master having been

a Scythian. That there was such an one we know 2 from a signature. One
of the supposed Agathyrsi is wearing on his chest just such a rayed

plate as was found at Nymphaeum (v. p. 213, f. 114).

We have a tangible reason for referring to a Scyth the fallen figure

labelled $kvoe$ that occurs in a black-figured vase (Fig. 8, below) with the

combat of Hector and Diomede 3
. His hood with a high point behind and

perhaps his bow-case, seem accurately remembered, but inasmuch as he

wears a sleeveless tunic adorned with crosses and no trousers but greaves,

he does not agree with more exact pictures. This freedom of treatment

shews that we are not to expect accuracy in cases defined by no in-

scription, and therefore we cannot deny that a barbarian is meant for a

Scythian just because his clothes do not exactly tally. On the other hand
figures are much too often described as Scythians. I know of no figure

upon a red-figured vase which I could be sure was meant for a Scythian.

Phrygians, Persians, Greek archers equipped in Asiatic guise, most frequent

of all, Amazons have a common dress which is not so far removed
from that of the Scythians but that a Greek might apply it to the latter.

These people all have a headdress with more or less of a point, but there

are nearly always lappets which could be tied about the chin (Fig. 8, top).

Their clothes seem made of a thin material, the trousers (or perhaps stockings)

usually fitting quite close to the legs and the jersey having sleeves often of

the same striking pattern. The close-fitting tunic over these is usually

plain and sleeveless, sometimes patterned and sleeved (Fig. 8, below).

Another form of tunic is rather flowing and then is generally sleeved

or its place is taken by a cloak with sleeves that wave empty behind

—

perhaps this is the candys. The wearers mostly have axes as well as

bows. Their bow-cases have no place for arrows (v. p. 67, f. 17) and their

1 op. cit. pi. xxxviii., xxxix. 1, p. 421. 2 Jalirb. d. k. deutscheii arch. Inst. 1887, p. 144.
3 Gerhard, A.V. in. 192.
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swords are not at all like any Scythic type. Only when they are labelled

or when they are hunting griffins or engaging in any other distinctive

occupation can we say who they may be. There is no doubting the
Persians on Hartwig’s plates lv., lvi., nor
the young Athenians on his plate xiv., so

on the well-known vase with a So/cip.a<xia

of horsemen the central figure is surely not

an outer barbarian

1

. Likewise the Amazons
are often clear enough", in other cases, e.g.

Hartwig’s n. 2 and xiil, they are only to

be distinguished by the inscriptions 3
. The

list of Scythians in Walters (p. 1 79) con-

tains the examples which I have discussed

and others which all appear to me Persian

as far as I have been able to see them;
so too with Reinach. It is much safer

to call such figures oriental archers 4
. An

Arimasp such as we find on the calathos

from the Great Bliznitsa (ch. xii.) is no
doubt an Arimasp, but his dress is purely

fantastic. The crowning example of the

decorative use of barbarian costume is on
the Xenophantus vase, and here we know
that all are Persian. Yet Clytios would
pass for an Amazon (ch. xi.

§ 7).

So likewise with engraved stones. There
is one 5 which represents a barbarian with

a long cloak and a tunic leaning on a spear,

and there is that signed by Athenades with

a man sitting on a folding stool and trying

the point of an arrow 6
. Both come from

Kerch, yet neither is specifically Scythian

but rather Persian : the latter is even closely

paralleled by a coin of Datames satrap of

Tarsus 7
. Terra-cottas found in the Crimea

give us very generalised figures wearing it

would seem the native hood and trousers

and the Greek chiton : much what we should expect from Dio Chrysostom’s

account of the Olbiopolites 8
. But again this is very like Phrygian dress

and may be merely another example of influence from Asia Minor, always

strong on the northern Euxine. The last classical representation of con-

ventional Scythic dress is on an ivory diptych of the 6th century a.d.
9

Fig. 10. Terra-cotta Barbarian or Greek
in local costume, Kerch. KTR. p.

204, f. 188; CR. 1876, vi. 8.

1 Jahrb. 1889, pi. 4.
2

v. Reinach, Repertoire de Vases, sub v.

3 So too Walters, op. cit. II. p. 176, f. 137.
* e.g. Walters, pi. XXXVil. 2; Ashmolean 310,

pi. 13; Louvre, Pottier, II. F. 126. K. Wernicke,
‘‘Die Polizeiwache auf der Burg von Athen”
(Hermes

,
XXVI. 1891, f. 51—75) points out that

the policemen in the fifth century were ever-present

models of Scythic dress.
6 ch. xi. § 13 : KTR. p. 207, f. 190=ABC.

xvii. 9.
6 KTR. p. 188, f. 178 = CR. 1861, pi. vi. 11.

7 KTR. f. 179.
8 Or. xxxvi. p. 50, v. ch. xv.
9 Mon. Piot

,
VII., p. 79, pi. X. : Dar. et Saglio

s.v. Diptychon.
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Even in the other class of monuments apparently made by Pontic

Greeks although they bear every appearance of accuracy we cannot be

sure of every detail. Also we must remember that none of the folk re-

presented need necessarily be Scyths in the narrower sense of the word,

they are most of them in all probability Sarmatians. They are almost

always shewn with beards. They wore close-fitting coats with narrow

sleeves, cut rather short behind, but in front coming down much lower to

a point. The flaps folded over so that the coat was in some sort double

breasted without coming up to the chin. It was apparently trimmed and
probably lined with fur.

It was adorned with, as it were, orphreys or bands of either em-
broidery or gold plates following the seams at the inset of the sleeves,

down the middle of the back and at the sides. At the sides were little

slits to allow free movement as in some modern coats. The round dots

on the Kul Oba coats seem rather ornaments than actual buttons in both

cases. The belts kept them to. The coat was apparently the only

upper garment, for the man facing on the Chertomlyk vase has for some
reason freed his right shoulder of his coat and this leaves it bare. The
under side of the coat is of different texture from the upper. The belt

is apparently of leather and a strap run through a slit in it carries the

bow-case. Trousers are either full enough to hang in folds and adorned
just with a stripe down the seam, or tighter and covered with stripes

round or lengthwise (Kul Oba). They were tucked into soft boots which
were tied round the ankle and sometimes the instep as well. The fuller

variety were so tucked in as to come down and partly conceal the boot 1
.

Such clothes had no need for fibulae, but we find pins with ornamental
heads in Scythic graves.

Headdress.

We find these men with long hair and considerable beards. They
either went bare headed or wore hoods more or less like the Russian
bashlyk. It is difficult to tell which forms belong to the nomads and
which to the Persians. The Asiatic nomads had very high pointed head-

gear, according to Herodotus and the Bisutun bas relief of Sakunka the Saka

(p. 59, f. 12). But in other cases the apex of the hood is allowed to hang
down, and that this is intended is shewn by the pattern on a band round
the end of the chief’s hood found at Karagodeuashkh. It contains griffins

whose heads are towards the longer side of the band 2
. A somewhat

similar band from Kul Oba goes the other way up and is adorned with

figures and foliage 3
. A very remarkable object, which seems to be a

1 These details can be best seen on the Kul
Oba Vase (pp. 200, 201, ff. 93, 94), the Chertomlyk
Vase (pp. 159— 162, ff. 46—49), and the Kul Oba
Necklet (p. 202, f. 97). Other representations are

added from Kul Oba plaques bearing a man shoot-

ing a hare (p. 197), two men shooting in opposite
directions (p. 197), man and woman with mirror

(p. 158, f. 43), man with gorytus (p. 197), two men
drinking out of one rhyton (p. 203). Also two men
one with a severed head and one with a sword from

Kurdzhips (p. 223, f. 126, CR. 1895, p. 62, f. 140), the

seated man from Axjutintsy (p. 1826 75 bis
) and

two wrestlers from Chmyrev barrow (p. 169, f. 62,

CR. 1898, p. 27, f. 24) ;
l.c. f. 26 is an obscure figure

which seems to have on a sleeved coat without
putting its arms into the sleeves

;
this seems a

Persian fashion. Cf. Persepolitan sculptures, the

“Alexander” sarcophagus, etc. Pins, p. 191, f. 83.
2

p. 219, f. i22 = Mat. XIII. viii. 1, 2.

3
p. 202, f. g(s—ABC. 11. 1.

M. 8
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headgear, is a golden truncated cone about io in. high made of four

hoops separating three bands of pierced orna-

ment, two of griffins and one between of

palmettes set with garnets. This alone shews
that its date is comparatively late. It was
found by Prof. N. I. Veselovskij at Besle-

neevskaja Stanitsa on the Kuban. Another
strange head ornament, which may be put down
to native influence, though found in a grave
near Panticapaeum, is the heavy gold pilos 1

ornamented with volutes. But these stiff me-
tallic headgears must have been rare. More
commonly the stuff head covering is adorned
with gold plaques, as we see on the Ivul Oba
vase and find in actual fact. For instance,

a man’s skull covered with gold plates of two
patterns in situ, which must have been sewn on
to a stuff cap. It was found at Sinjavka on
the Rossava (Kiev Government) 2

.

Asiatic Nomads.

Almost as instructive as the accurate

Greek representations of European Scythians

are those of Asiatic nomads
:
perhaps the best

of these is on a large gold plate from the

Oxus Treasure 3
. Although the man who made

it could draw, the style of execution is curiously

lacking in character
;
we cannot call it Persian or Scythic, though other plates

of the treasure shewing more or less similar figures, women’s as well as men’s,

do appear quite barbarous : also the distinctions of texture which would make
the dress more intelligible are not rendered. The costume is almost identical

with that we have been examining, save for a difference of cut in the

lower border of the coat and the arrangement of the bashlyk which has

bands covering the mouth 4
. The man carries a bundle of rods in his

right hand. These last details recall the regulations of the Avesta for

preventing the breath from defiling the sacred flame and the barsom
carried by the Mage. Therefore the presumption is that we have before

us a Persian : but he is wearing a nomad’s clothes, and his dagger makes
clear for us the arrangement of the typical Scythic daggers with their

side projections.

Fig. ii. Gold Tiara with Garnets.

Besleneevskaja Stanitsa. CR. 1895,

p. 28, f. 43. y

1 ch. xi. § 12; KTR. p. 49, f. 56= CR. 1876,

pi. 11. 1.

z
p. 192, f. 84; Sm. ill. p. 139, f. 71, and pi.

xviii. 2.

3
p. 255, f. 174, Dalton, No. 48.

4 Cf. the “Alexander” sarcophagus and the

Pompeii Mosaic of Issus (Mus. Borb. vm. pi.

xxxvi. sqq.).
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Fluufin at Gaite. Pilue Peris polls.

Fig. 12. Persian bas reliefs shewing Nomad Costume.
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Bisutun and Persepolis.

On the bas relief of Bisutun we have a Saka labelled as such in

the inscription of Darius : unfortunately being a prisoner he is without

his weapons and his national dress. The only thing distinctive about

him is the very tall cyrbasia upon his head. He is fully bearded 1

.

The bas reliefs of Persepolis representing court ceremonies shew rows
of figures

2 wearing flowing robes with full sleeves and skirts, high head-

dresses, daggers with curious broad guards stuck into their belts, and laced

shoes, alternating with men wearing the nomad costume, close-fitting coat

and trousers, round-topped bashlyk without lappets, the Scythic dagger with

its complicated attachment to the belt and shoes tied with a thong round
the ankle. Both have the same way of wearing their hair, the same
torques, and the same bow-cases decidedly unlike the Scythic gorytus.

They are taking the same part in guarding the king, introducing persons

to whom audience was to be granted. The difference of costume must
go back to an original difference of race, but what relation they bear to

each other we cannot say. It has been suggested that we have Medes
and Persians, or that one sort are nomads hired to be a palace guard like

the Turks at the court of the Caliphs.

At Persepolis, besides the men in nomad costume that appear to be

palace guards, we have on the same platform which supported the Great

Hall of Xerxes representations of strange peoples bringing tribute. Those
for instance on No. 105 have pointed caps, and are carrying cups such as

are used for kumys : also they have rings or bracelets quite similar to

Scythic types (cf. p. 257, f. 178, No. 140 of the Oxus Treasure) and lead

a cart with them. On No. 109 we have bowmen with metal objects, hammers
and rings and daggers of the Scythic form. They are clothed in a kind

of coat cut away in front and long behind, which irresistibly recalls Radloff’s

description of the curious garment in the big tomb on the Katanda (v. inf.,

p. 248). It just answers to his comparison of a dress-coat.

On the staircase of the Palace No. 3, or dwelling palace of Darius

or Artaxerxes, we have similar people, but this time they are leading

a sheep 3
. When the great king is represented on a throne supported by

various peoples, such figures occur again 4
, so on the king’s tomb to the

S.E. of the platform called No. io 5
.

The peoples on these monuments are unfortunately only to be dis-

tinguished by their attributes, by the animals that accompany them, and

by what we already know of Asiatic dress. The inscriptions do not help

us to put names to them, but in some of these tribes we can surely see

the Sacae, whom Herodotus puts among the subjects of the great king,

and other northern tribes who were tributary or represented as such by

the Persian court. Herodotus (vii. 60—66), in his review of the army
of Xerxes, gives most of the tribes of Iran and its northern borders

much the same clothes, that he says the Persians borrowed of the Medes;

1

P- 59 )
f- i2 = Flandin et Coste, Voyage en

Perse
,

I. pi. 18.

2 lb. = II. pi. 95 , 96, 97, 100.

3 op. cit. hi. pi. 1 19.
4 op. cit. III. pi. 155.
6 op. cit. III. pi. 164.
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1

the differences seem mainly in the headdresses, tiaras among Medes, Persians

and Hyrcanians, Cissii with mitrae, Bactrians and Arii much like the

Medes, so too Parthians, Chorasmians, Sogdi, Gandarii and Dadicae, while

Sacae had tall-pointed caps.

Another picture of Persians

represents a Persian king stabbing a

of his hood. The attitude is exactly

the familiar one of the king slaying

a lion or other beast. The barbarian

is trying to hit the king with a battle

axe. He is bearded, wears a short

sleeved coat, trousers and a gorytus
just like the men on the Kul Oba
vase. Behind each protagonist is an
archer shooting. The bows are the

typical Asiatic, sigma-shaped, asym-
metrical bow suitable for use on horse-

back. Above all the symbol of the

deity lends its countenance to the

king’s victory.

With all their differences these

costumes are essentially the same, the

costume which climate and custom
force on the nomad, and it is probable
that the Persians borrowed it from
their nomad neighbours or kept it

from the time that they were nomads
themselves.

A later form of the same costume
and especially of the headdress as

worn by the Parthians, descendants of

conquering Nomads, is shewn on the

annexed coin.

nomads is on a cylinder and
nomad whom he holds by the top

Fig. 13. Persian Cylinder. Combat between
Persians and Sacae. Rawlinson, Five Great
Monarchies

,
lv. p. 321.

FlG. 14. Coin of Tiridates 1

1

. of

Parthia B.c. 248—210, shew-
ing pointed bashlyk encircled

by diadem and with lappets
below. R. Arsaces as Apollo
on the Omphalos with hood,
trousers and asymmetrical
bow. Dalton, Treasure of the
Oxus, p. 48, f. 32 b.

Women s Dress.

Of the women’s dress we have only a vague idea. In Kul Oba
and Chertomlyk were found identical plaques with the figure of a woman
seated holding a handled mirror and a nomad standing before her and
drinking out of a horn 1

. Over her dress she wears a cloak with hanging
sleeves and her head is covered with a kerchief.

The dancers figured on a plaque from Kul Oba 2 are Greek and go
back to Scopas (compare the dancers on the tiara from Ryzhanovka 3

)

though their kerchiefs rather recall the Scythic fashion.

The best view of women’s dress is that furnished by the three-cornered

gold plaque from the headdress of the queen at Karagodeuashkh 4
. On this

we see the queen herself sitting as it were in state with a woman attendant on

1
p. 158, f. 45=ABC. XX. 11. Front view, in- 3 Sm. II. pi. xvi. 3.

distinct, lb.=ASH. xxx. 20. 4
p. 218, f. 120= Mat. XIII. iii. 1.

2
p. 197, f. 90 =ABC. XX. 5.
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each side behind her and a man on each side in front. Unluckily the plaque
has suffered much from the falling in of the tomb’s roof, but we can still make
out that the lady wore a tall conical headdress such as that to which this

very plaque belonged. From it a kind of veil fell down behind
;
the whole

effect being like that of the medieval headdress in which fairies are often

represented. Her dress can hardly be seen as she is almost shrouded in

a great mantle adorned with dots, which may well represent gold plaques.

Some such headdress belonged to the woman in Kul Oba, and about the
woman’s head at Chertomlyk could be traced a line of gold plaques (pp. 161

and 158, f. 45 = ASH. xxx. 16) forming a triangle with a rounded top and lines

going down thence to the hands, the vestiges of a kind of mitre with long
lappets 1

. She was covered with a purple veil of which traces were found.

Gold Plaques and Jewelry.

Both men and women among the Scythians adorned their clothes with

the gold plaques so often referred to. Poorer people wore bronze instead

(e.g. the grooms at Chertomlyk), but gold is the characteristic material. The
Hermitage is said to possess over 10,000 specimens. The plaques were
sewn on to the clothes chiefly along borders and seams, more rarely as it

were scattered over the field. They were of every shape and size, and bore

figures of men, animals, and conventional patterns, such as palmettes, rosettes,

and the pyramids of grains, called wolf’s teeth. Enough specimens to shew
their extraordinary variety are illustrated below (e.g. pp. 158, 178, 184, 192,

197, 208, etc., cf. p. 157). Of a special character are the strips which seem
to have chiefly adorned headgear. They seem rather of barbarian work, being
less adaptable than the plaques, and therefore made on the spot 2

. The plaques

are mostly found on the floors of tombs, not in situ but fallen from clothes

that have rotted away hanging on pegs in the walls.

Solid gold also the nomads, both men and women, wore in every

conceivable ornament. Herodotus mentions this of the Massagetae (1. 215),

and Strabo of the Aorsi (xi. v. 8). Besides the high headgear of which we
have already spoken, the women wore frontlets of gold mostly of Greek
workmanship, and these were used also to support temple ornaments which

took the place of earrings. This fashion is best illustrated by the finds at

Kul Oba 3
. So at Ryzhanovka 4 and Darievka 5

.

Earrings were also largely worn. Men it seems only wore one 6

,
women

had sometimes several pairs buried with them, at Kul Oba for instance,

where the finest pair may be either true earrings or temple ornaments 7

,

Ryzhanovka 8

,
Karagodeuashkh 9

,
Chertomlyk, Zvenigorodka 10

.

This magnificence is still more marked in the torques and necklaces.

The latter, as indeed most of the women’s adornments, are chiefly of Greek

1 Cf. ASH. 11. p. 107, KTR. p. 263.
2 e.g. p. 157, f. 44. Alexandropol, KTR. p. 252,

f. 231=ASH. xv. 3. Chertomlyk, KTR. pp. 309,

310, ff. 269—271 =CR. 1864, V. 3— 5. Darievka,

Sm. II. pi. X. XI. Axjutintsy, inf. p. 182.
3

p. 195, f. 88 =ABC. 11. 3, XIX. 1, 4, 5, includ-

ing the weli-known Athena heads.
* Sm. II. xvi. 3, xvii. 1, xviii. 14.

6 Sm. II. x. 3.
6

p. 237, f. 147= Vcttersfelde, I. 5, e.g. Chertom-
lyk, KTR. p. 264.

7
p. 195, f. 88 =ABC. xix. 5.

8
p. 178 = Sm. II. xvi. 4 and 5.

9
p. 217, f. 119= Mat. xiii. pi. in. 6 and 7,

IV. 10.
10 KTR. p. 290.
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work, or imitations of it, and present some of the most wonderful examples
of goldsmith’s skill that exist. The simplest are such plain circlets as that

from Axjutintsy 1

,
just a thick gold wire, or with nothing more than simple

grooves or other mouldings, as at Karagodeuashkh 2
: or a wire adorned

at the end with rude animals’ heads, such as one found in Stavropol

government 3

,
at Akhtanizovka on the Taman Peninsula where the wire

went round the neck several times and made a kind of collar opening
by hinges 4

,
and at Volkovtsy 5

. At Chertomlyk were gold, silver-gilt and
bronze torques, the latter for grooms and servants, the former with lions at the

ends or all along the hoop for the king and queen 6
. At Alexandropol a servant

had a bronze hoop 7
. Better work, purely Greek, we find on the Salgir in the

Crimea 8

, and at Karagodeuashkh 9

;
here the ends represent a lion fighting a

boar. The best known specimens are those from Kul Oba 10
. Of these, the

first, belonging to the king, ended in the excellent representations of nomad
horsemen, to which we have already referred. The second belonged to the

queen, and ends in lionesses. Of the third only the ends remain, adorned with

a lion’s head and bands of enamelled palmettes. So the warrior at Vettersfelde

had a gold neck-ring (111. 3). The composition of these rings ending in lions’

heads seems to be a Greek execution of the Iranian design exemplified in the

collar and bracelets found at Susa by J. de Morgan 11
. In feeling near akin to

the Iranian, are two neck-hoops from Salamatino (Saratov) 12

,
in style they are

almost identical with the Oxus Treasure.

Besides the solid gold hoops we have wonderful gold plaits and chains

and necklaces, as at Karagodeuashkh 13 and Ryzhanovka 14

,
but they do not

equal those found in purely Greek graves as the Great Bliznitsa on the

Taman Peninsula and at Theodosia 15
.

Even more varied than the neck rings are the bracelets. At Kul Oba
the king had in the sphinx bracelets on his wrists a pair of the most beautiful

personal ornaments existing 16
. But even here under the Greek execution lies

an Iranian base; they recall the armilla published by Mr Dalton 17
. More

purely Greek are his queen’s armlets with griffins and deer, and that with

Peleus and Thetis from above his right elbow 18
.

Very pleasing are those from Karagodeuashkh 19 ending in sea horses. A
pair found near the station Golubfnskaja in the country of the Cossacks of

the Don, just where it approaches the Volga, is interesting as offering a close

analogy both in design and colouring of enamel to armlets from the Oxus
Treasure. Simplest of all are mere wire circlets, such as those from
Ryzhanovka, in bronze 20 and in silver

21
. Unusual in type are the ribbon-like

1 Sm. II. xxii. 1.

2 Mat. XIII. v. 1 and viii. 3.
3 CR. 1897, p. 72, f. 167.
4

p. 215, f. n8= C7?. 1900, p. 107, f. 210.
5

p. 184, f. 77= S>n. m. p. 83, f. 23.
6

p. i58,f.45=^45/f.xxxvn.2,7; cf.pp. 157, 161.
7 KTR. p. 246.
8 CR. 1891, p. 78, f. 58.
9

p. 217, f. nq-^Mat. XIII. pi. 11. 7—9.

10
p. 202, f. 97, p. 197, f. 90=ABC. viii. 1, 2, 3.

11
p. 271, f. 187. Cf. La Delegation en Perse du

Minisfere de VInstruction Publique 1897 a 1902,

Paris, 1902, pp. 95 and 97, Memoires,
T. viii. (1905),

PL IV. v., and E. Pottier, Gazette des Beaux Arts
,

1902, p. 32.
12 CR. 1902, p. 139, ff. 246, 247.
13

p. 217, f. 119= Mat. xiii. iv. 4, 3 and 1.

14
p. 179, f. 74, ib. p. 37, f. 7— Sin. II. xvi. 9.

15 ch.xi.S i2,xii. = C7?. 1869, 1. 13; ABC.xu\3,a.
10

p. 199, f. 92=ABC. xiii. 1.

17 Archaeologia
,
vol. LVili. (Oxus Treasure, No.

1 16).
18

p. 199, f. 92 = ABC. Xiii. 2 and 3.
19

p. 217, f. 119= Mat. xiii. iii. 8 and 9.
20 Sm. 11. xvii. 5 and 6.

21 ib. xviii. 8 and 12.
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armlets found in situ at Volkovtsy and Axjutintsy 1

. The Vettersfelde warrior
had his arm ring 2

.

As well as his Greek armlets the Kul Oba king had almost plain native
ones in pale gold or electrum 3

,
one large pair worn upon his upper arm and

four as a defence below the elbow.

Finger rings were also much worn. For instance at Chertomlyk the
queen wore ten rings in all, one on each finger

;
the king seems to have

Fig. 15. CR. 1890, p. 118, f. 71. Golubinskaja Stanitsa. Golden bracelet with enamel inlay.

had two, and the servants mostly one each 4
. They occur of all materials,

gold, silver, glass, iron, copper, even stone. Good specimens were found

at Karagodeuashkh 5 and Ryzhanovka 6
. Three of these are specially

interesting as having bezels set with Greek coins whose aesthetic beauty
was appreciated in this way (PI. v. 16).

Besides these regular species of adornments, the nomads had a taste

for amulets or charms as we call them. Besides various pendants there

have occurred animals’ teeth, a natural gold nugget, a flint implement at

Vettersfelde (1. 3), an Assyrian engraved cylinder 7

,
even a rough stone

(Ryzhanovka).
Those who could not afford the precious metals used beads, either

home-made of clay or stone, or of glass imported from the Mediterranean

area; even cowrie shells found their way so far north 8
. The best coloured

plate shewing the variety of beads found in S. Russia is given by Count
Bobrinskoj 9

. As materials, he enumerates paste, rock crystal, shells, stones,

carnelians, gold, silver, amber, birds’ and beasts’ claws and teeth 10

,
and there

seems to be also Egyptian porcelain. The glass beads comprise most of

1 v. p. 184, f. 77, No. 425 = 5";;/. hi. p. 85, f. 24;
Rep. Hist. Mus. Moscow

,
1906. 1. 17.

2 Furtwangler, 1. 4.
3 v. p. 197, f. 9o=ABC. xxvi. 3.
4 Lappo-Danilevskij, Sc. Antiquities

, p. 420.
6 Mat. xiii. iii. 10 and 1 1.

6 Sm. II. xviii. 5, 9, 10, 11, 13.
7

p. 193, f. 85 = Sm. 1. p. 77.
8 Sm. 11. v. 1.

0 Sm. ill. pi. xiii.

10
p. 208, f. 106 below —CR. 1877, ii. 13, No. iv.

of VI I Brothers.
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the ordinary types. Further south corals have been found. The annexed
cuts offer as good a representation as can be given without colour.

Pnc. 44. */* Phc. 45. ’/»•

Glafs and. Beads

Phc. 46. */i. Phc. 47.‘/i. Pnc.48. 1
/.. Phc.49.*/i. Phc. 50. ‘/i. Phc. 51.»/*.

from, necor Stalaneevskaja. Sta.nAtsa.
.
(K.u.ba,n.‘)CR.l8<^£

Phc. 52Mi. Phc.53. 1/).Phc.54 ,
/i. Phc.55. 1

/), Phc. 56. 1
/). Phc. 57. Vi. Phc.58.Vi. Phc.59.Vi. Pnc.60.Vi- Phc.61. 1

/!.

Fig. 16.

Mirrors.

To admire themselves in all this finery the Scythian women had metal

mirrors. These were of three types, that of the ordinary Greek mirror

with handle in the same plane
;

that with merely a loop behind
;
and that

in which the loop has been exaggerated to make a kind of handle at right

angles to the plane of the back of the mirror 1
.

In almost every rich tomb in which a woman was buried, there has

been found a mirror. The first type is far the most frequent and corresponds

to the common Greek type (there are none like the round handleless

Greek mirrors in boxes), and many are of actual Greek work or direct

imitations of it : we even get, as in Ivul Oba, Scythian patching of Greek
objects. It is a mirror of this type that is held by the woman on the plaque

already mentioned (p. 158, f. 45). Three very simple examples are figured by
Count Bobrinskoj 2

,
one has a bone, and one a bronze 3 handle nailed on to

the bronze disk. Equally clumsy in a different material is that from Kul
Oba, on which a gold handle of native work has been added to the Greek
disk of bronze 4

.

Greek mirrors of this type early found their way into Scythia, for

some specimens (ch. xi.
§ 10) belong to the archaic period. Those of which

the execution is purely Scythic, shew a reminiscence of Greek models, not

merely in the general shape, but in the division of the handles into panels

that were filled with characteristically Scythic beast forms 5
. More often

there has been worked out an arrangement thoroughly in the spirit of

Minusinsk art, the end of the handle being adorned by an animal in the

1 Cf. Bobrinskoj, Smela
, m. p. 67, and K. Schu-

macher, Barbarische und Griechische Spiegel,

Zeitscliriftfiir Ethnologie
,
XXIII. (1891), p. 81 sqq.

;

J. Hampel, Skythische Denkmaler aus Ungarn in

Ethnologische Mittheilungen aus Ungarn
,
Bd IV.

(1895), Heft 1 ;
P. Reinecke, Die skythischen

Alterthiimer im mittleren Europa, Zeitschrift fiir
Ethnologie

,
xxvili. (1896), p. 1, and Ueber einige

Beziehungen der Alterthiimer China’s zu denen des

skythisch-sibirischen Volkerkreises, Zt. f. Ethn.
xxix. (1897), p. 1 4 1

.

2 Sin. II. xiv. 5, and 1. x. 2.

3 Sin. III. p. 95, f. 44.
4

p. 201, f. 95 =ABC. xxxi. 7.
5 Cf. Arch. Ans. 1904, p. 22, f. 1 ;

Khanenko, op.

cit. XLVI. 351 b, and those from Hungary, Poka-
falva, and Transylvania, Olach Zsakoda, Hampel,
l.c. ff. 25—29.

M. 9
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round (bear or wolf, v. p. 178, f. 73) or two beak-heads facing (p. 191, f. 83,

No. 351, cf. daggers, p. 249, ff. 169—
1 7 1 ,

v. p. 266). Thoroughly Scythic are

the mirrors with a loop at the back (v. p. 190, f. 82, No. 237). These are

mostly smaller and may have developed from the phalerae, from which it is hard

to distinguish them. In Siberia and in China, to which this type penetrated,

the loop is sometimes in the shape of an animal, and this form was exag-

gerated in the west, so that the animal is disproportionately raised 1

,
or the

loop develops into a handle at right angles to the plane of the mirror 2
.

Bows, Bow-cases and Arrows.

The most characteristic weapon of the nomads was the bow. Owing
to its material we cannot depend on actual remains for exact knowledge
of it. Two bows have been found in S. Russia 3

,
one at Michen near

Elisavetgrad, the other near Nymphaeum, but they were not in such perfect

preservation as to give us an exact idea of the shape. But we have many
representations and descriptions by ancient authors. The Scythic bow is

compared by Agathon 4
to the letter sigma, probably the four stroke one,

not the C, which is suggested by Ammianus Marcellinus (xxn. viii. 37) who
likens it to the waning moon. The shape of the Black Sea is continually

compared to that of a Scythic bow, the Crimea representing the handle

with unequal curves on each side bending round to the string represented

by Asia Minor 5
. This agrees fairly well with the bows on the Kul Oba

vase (p. 200, f. 93), especially that which the archer is stringing, and

with those on the coins of Olbia and Cercinitis (PI. 111. 4, ix. 1), and of

Leucon of Panticapaeum (PI. vi. 16). Compare the bow held by Arsaces,

who on the Parthian coins takes the place of the Seleucid Apollo on the

Omphalos 6
. The asymmetry is best seen in a bow wielded by an Amazon,

and quite possibly copied from a Scythian bow 7
. It is harder to judge of

its shape when it is represented at the moment of aim being taken, as on

the handle of the sword from Chertomlyk (p. 163, f. 51), and on the plaque

with two nomads shooting in opposite directions 6
. More often we see it

represented in the gorytus or combined bow-case and quiver as on the Kul
Oba vase, and the coins of Olbia 9

.

This complicated curve of the bow made it more convenient to use on

horseback (the Scyths are called £77770x0£otou, yet we have no view of one
;

on pp. 278, 279, ff. 201, 203 we have Siberians), and allowed it to be

carried comfortably in the gorytus. The modern Tartar bow seems the

very counterpart of the Scythic, and the bows pictured by Chinese artists

in the hands of the Hiung-nu are also similar. These latter had bow-case

and quiver separate, and the Manchu bow-cases in the British Museum are

quite unlike the Scythic ones in all details of their construction 10
.

1 v. p. 193, f. 85 top = .S7;z. ill. xii. 3.

2 Cf. p. 193, f. 85 bottom, Sin. hi. p. 113, f. 62

= Khanenko, op. cit. evil. o.

3 Lappo-Danilevskij, Sc. Antiqq., p. 434.
4 ap. Athenaeum, p. 454 d.

8 Strabo, 11. v. 22.
<’

p. 61, f. 14. BM. Cat. Parthia
,
Artabanus I.,

pi. v. 4—7; Mithradates II., pi. VI. 1, etc.

7 Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder
,

11. ccxxii.

Cf. snake drawing bow on ring stone, ch. xn.= C7?.

1861, vi. 8, and the Persian’s bow on p. 54, f. 8.

8
p. 197, f. 90. KTR. p. 135, f. 150= ABC. xx. 6.

9 Cf. a little model of a bow and bow-case,
p. 244, f. I52 = F. R. Martin, Lage du bronze au
Musde de Minoussinsk

,
xxx. 15, where the asym-

metry is well shewn.
10

p. 96, f. 27. Certainly the Scythic bow was
not a simple or “self” bow, but composite. For
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These combined quivers and bow-cases (yupvTos) were peculiar to the

Scythic culture, except in so far as they were borrowed by neighbouring

nations. They were worn on the left side. The wooden model from a

tomb at Kerch supplements the numerous representations on vases (Kul

Oba, p. 201, f. 94) and gold plates (Kul Oba, p. 19 7, f. 90, Axjutintsy, small

Fig. 17.

barrow, p. 182, f. 75 bis), on the coins of Olbia (PI. 111. 4), a Greek grave-stone

from Chersonese (ch. xvn.), and frescoes from Kerch (ch. xi.
§ 4), also on a

cylinder representing the Great King fighting Sacae (p. 61, f. 13), whereupon
the latter only have them. The Persians, as shewn on the bas reliefs (p. 59,

f. 12), seem to have had simple bow-cases, and of such we have a model in

bronze from Minusinsk (p. 244, f. 152). All these enable us to recognise as

gorytus-covers three richly repousse gold plates (from Chertomlyk p. 164,

f. 53, Karagodeuashkh p. 221, f. 125, in very bad preservation, and from
Iljintsy

1

,
district of Lipovets, government of Kiev, a replica of that from

Chertomlyk), upon which the adaptation of Greek ornament to Scythic

form is specially remarkable (v. p. 284). Less rich was the specimen from
Volkovtsy (v. p. 183) of leather with five small gold plates instead of one
complete cover. Such plates are the dots in the pictures named above. The
quivers were likewise made of leather and adorned with gold plates, but we
have none completely covered : at Axjutintsy, large barrow, the deer took up
most of the surface (p. 18 1, f. 75). The three-cornered gold plates found in

the vii. Brothers (pp. 209, 21 1, 213, ff. 108, 111, t i 4), and one of similar shape

this type see H. Balfour, Jourtial ofAnthrop. Inst.

xix. (1890), p. 220 ff., xxvi. (1896), p. 210 ff. The
Chinese character Kung (inf. l.c.)= bow suggests
the four-stroke sigma. An unsymmetrical Manchu
bullet-bow from Mukden in the Pitt- Rivers Mu-
seum at Oxford exactly resembles the pictures of

the Scythic bows.
As an indication of the range of such a bow we

have an inscription from Olbia, published and
discussed by von Stem (App. 6 = Tra?is. Od. Soc.

xxm. p. \i= IosPE. iv. 460), making a prize shot

to be 282 fathoms, about 660 yards, according to

von Luschan (ibid.) too far for a self-bow but not
unprecedented with a Turkish bow. Mr C. J.

Longman gives 360 yards as the utmost for an
English bow, and for a Turkish mentions 482 yards

attained by Mahmud Effendi in London in 1795,
and 972 yards shot by Sultan Selim in 1798 in the

presence of the British Ambassador to the Porte.

Selim could shoot farther than any of his subjects

(.Badminton Archery
, pp. 103 and 427). Major

Heathcote, a practical archer, suggests to me that

for use in war where only point blank shots could
be effective, our self-bow would not be as inferior

as appears from the above figures : also it did not
require such careful protection from damp. Cf.

also F. von Luschan, “Uberden antiken Bogen,”
in Festschrift fur Otto Benndorf 1898, pp. 189

—

197 ;
and Zusammengesetzte und verstarkte Bogen

in Verhdl. d. Berlin. A nthrop. Ges. xxxi., 1899,

p. 221, as noticed in Centralblattfiir Anthropologic
,

Ethnologie und Urgeschichte
,
V. (1900), p. 84.

The Persian bows were long (/reydXa), Her. vii.

61, probably self-bows, the Sc. having their local

(evi)(d)pia) bows, C. 64.
1 Arch. Anz. 1903, p. 83; BCA. hi. App. p. 51.

9—2
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from Karagodeuashkh (p. 219, f. 123), are usually explained as the ends of

quivers. Their number need not surprise us, seeing that a common man-at-

arms among the Mongols was required to have three quivers 1
. In each quiver

were very many arrows. At Volkovtsy there were about 300, and similar

numbers in those found in other tombs. Each Scyth could well spare an

arrow-head for the king’s monumental cauldron 2
. The arrows were made

usually of reed, sometimes of wood, and were about 30 in. long (e.g. at

Chertomlyk). The bow was about the same length. The gorytus is 49-^ cm.

and about a quarter of the bow sticks out beyond in the illustrations, so

the whole would come to 60 or 70 cm., say 2 ft. 6 in. The fragments of

the Nymphaeum bow made up about that amount. The breadth would be
about 30 cm., say a foot

3
.

The arrow-heads are of stone, bone 4

,
iron, and especially of bronze.

A few are the shape of small spear-heads with two cutting edges, but

the typical shape is of triangular section. Count Bobrinskoj discusses the

various types and illustrates a very varied series

5

. The triangular ones

seem the latest, being furthest from the stone forms. Some have a small

socket, others also a kind of barb or thorn on one side. Many a head
has a hole for a sinew to bind it to the shaft. Doubtful traces of feathers

have been found by Count Bobrinskoj 0
. In general arrow-heads are far

commoner in Scythic graves than in those of any other people. Of the

200 found in Kul Oba 7 most were gilt, and the bronze is perhaps the

hardest known 8
.

Spear-heads were found in most of the well-known tombs, copper in the

Round Barrow at Geremes, in Tsymbalka bronze, most often iron, e.g. the

Stone Tomb at Krasnokutsk, Chertomlyk and Tomakovka. So, too, many
in Count Bobrinskoj’s district about Smela. The shape is that of a leaf

with a socket running up into a kind of midrib 9
. In the frescoes of the

tomb of Anthesterius (ch. xi.
§ 4) the spears are painted of enormous length,

15 or 20 feet apparently, but at Chertomlyk was found one about 7 feet

which is much more reasonable. They also used shorter darts, which are

mentioned by the ancients, and are represented in the hand of the hare

hunter 10 and on the Kul Oba vase. Apparently the weapons grew longer

with time, for Tacitus 11 speaks of the great Sarmatian spears (conti).

Swords, Daggers and Sheaths.

At close quarters the Scythians used swords or daggers, less charac-

teristic than the bows, but in themselves interesting for their form.

Hardly any of them are worthy to be called swords. The longest

specimen of the type comes from outside the ordinary region for Scythic

finds. It is 1 13 cm. long, and its haft is 18 cm. It was found at

1 De Plano Carpini ap. Rockhill, p. 261, n. 3.
2 Her. iv. 81.
3 Lappo-Danilevskij, Sc. Anti., p. 434.
*

p. 158, f. 45; p. 190, f. H>i= Sm. II. xiv. I.

f
’ p. 190, f. 82 and Sm. ill. p. 9 sqq. and pi. XVI.

Cf E. Lem, BCA. XIV. p. 63 sqq.
c BCA. xiv. p. 31. 7 ABC. xxvii. 1 1

.

8 ib. 20 gives an arrow nock. The shaft was
of ash.

9 v. p. 190, f. 82 and Sm. 11. xxv. 6 and 7 ;
III.

ii. 8 ;
Collection IChanenko

,
vol. 11., pt 3, xxxviii.

164, 165.
10

p. 197 = ABC. XX. 9.
11 Hist. 1. 79.
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Arrows, Spears
,
Daggers

Alcloboly, in the county of Haromszek, Hungary 1

. To judge by their

sheaths those from Kul Oba, Chertomlyk and the Don had blades about

sLHjU'vip'd. Sk.^Vusck<£t>eniw.Au>Un<Jam.p.<9-£21-lronS^!^

AUUWy^Ct KaromSzek) Totail.ewgki l(3\ctn.

Fig. 18.

54 cm. long, and most specimens of daggers are shorter than this. Almost
every Scythic grave has yielded one or more such daggers. The pommels

1
J. Hampel, Ethnologische Mittlieilungen aus maler aus Ungam, f. 22 a, b, c.

Ungarn
,
Bd iv. (1895), Heft 1 ;

Skythische Denk-
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are usually plain knobs, sometimes they have a pair of beak-heads or beasts

curled round towards each other; these curls degenerating in the later and
longer specimens into a likeness of the antennae of Hallstadt swords

;
but the

make of the weapon is quite different 1

. The guard is narrow and heart-

shaped, rarely projecting enough to be any protection. The hilts are often

overlaid with gold as at Vettersfelde 2

,
Chertomlyk (both the king’s great

sword and three others, p. 163, ff. 51, 52), Kul Oba 3 and Karagodeuashkh
where the blade was rusted right away 4

. In western Scythia about Kiev
these swords have occurred very often, e.g. at Darievka5

,
Axjutintsy 6

,
several

at Volkovtsy and Prussy near Cherkassk 7

,
and one in the district of Dubno in

Volhynia 8
.

As we go west swords of this type grow steadily longer. The Siberian

dagger is the short sword of Chertomlyk and the long sword of Aldoboly,

which would almost merit the description in Tacitus of the swords of the

Sarmatae 9
. This seems to correspond to an evolutionary progress, the

Minusinsk daggers are certainly early compared with the Hungarian swords 10
:

in between come one from Ekaterinenburg (54 cm.), from Izmailovo (Samara,

63 cm.) and another from near Samara (83 cm.) 11
. Such swords also made

their way to the north to Ananjino and the basin of the Kama 12
. The above

examples all have iron blades and hilts of iron, gold or bronze : a whole
bronze dagger was found by chance at Kamenka, district of Chigirin 13

.

The all bronze dagger is rare in Europe though common in Siberia 14
.

This type of sword had a special sheath to suit it, marked in the older

examples by special adaptation to receive the heart-shaped guard, in others

by a special tip or chape made separately and often lost (it was this separate

tip (ixvKrj^) that caused the death of Cambyses, by coming off as he jumped
on his horse and allowing his dagger to run into his thigh 15

)
and a pro-

jection on one side by which it was hung to the belt
16

in the manner shewn
by the Oxus plaque (p. 255, f. 174), and the Persepolitan reliefs (p. 59,

Nos. 95, 100). The sheaths have of course perished, but they were often

covered with gold plates which enable us to judge of their shape. An early

plate of this type forms part of the Oxus Treasure (p. 255, f. 174). It is in

very bad preservation, having been snipped up into small pieces, some of which

as well as its tip are lost. It is decorated with hunting scenes in which the

king appears under the familiar winged disk, all in a rather mechanical

style, bearing the same relation to Assyrian bas reliefs that the Chertomlyk

bow-case bears to Greek marbles. The costume of the figures is rather

1
p. 189, f. 81 —Sin. I. vii. 2 and 5; but cf.

E. Lenz, BCA. xiv. p. 62.
2 Furtwangler, ill. 5.

3 ABC. xxvii. 10. Cf. ibid. 9 from the other-

wise Greek tomb of Mirza Kekuvatskij.
4 Mat. xm. v. 4.
5 Sm. 11. xv. 7.
0 Sm. 11. xxii. 4.
7 Coll. Khanenko

,
Vol. 11. Part 2, pi. II., in.

;

Part 3, pi. XXXViil. 166.
8 ib. 167.
9 firaelongos, Hist. 1. 79.
10 e.g. others from Pih'n, Bereg and Neograd.

Hampel, op. cit. ff. 16— 18.

11 Bdla Posta in Gr. Eugen Zichy, Dritte
Asiatische Forschungsreise

,
Bd in., Budapest,

1905, p. 102, f. 57.
12 v. p. 258, f. 179. D. A. Anuchin, On certain

forms of the oldest Russian swords, Trans. VI.

Russian Arch. Congress
,
Odessa, 1886, Vol. 1., p.

235 sqq.
;
very late one 3 ft long from Koshibeevo,

Tambov Government, A. A. Spitsyn, Antt. of

Kama and Oka, Mai. xxv. pp. 1 1, 59, pi. XII. 3.
13

p. 189, f. 81, Sm. III. xi. 5.
14

p. 243, f. 150= Mat. in. vii. 10; p. 249, f. 169.
15 Her. III. 64.
10 The bow-case being worn on the left side, the

sword was on the right, not a common practice.
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Scytho-Persian than Assyrian, and the patterns which mark the structure of

the sheath are distinctly queer, suggesting a barbarization of Greek models.

Doubts have been cast on its authenticity, but it shews a combination of

motives upon which a forger would hardly hit, and which may be ex-

plained by our supposing its maker to have been a craftsman trained in

the Assyrian traditions and working for a nomad.
This view is supported by the analogies presented by the Melgunov

dagger and sheath (pp. 1 7 1 , 172, ff. 65—67) which, being of the same
Scythic shape, is regarded as being a product of Assyrian work of the early

vith century B.c. The blade was 43 cm. long. The illustrations make a long

description unnecessary. At the tip were two lions rampant facing each

other, along the sheath eight monsters with fishes for wings shooting towards

the hilt. The fifth from the tip is lost on both sides, but his tail appears

on that not shewn. At the hilt end is the familiar composition of two
figures and the tree of life. The projection for hanging has a typical

Scythic deer, otherwise the workmanship seems purely Assyrian.

In 1903 a very close parallel to this hitherto unparalleled decoration

was found by Mr D. Schulz at Ivelermes near Majkop. The description of

the sheath sounds identical, but the motive of two beardless winged genii

adoring a tree at the upper end is repeated upon the guard, while the

grip is adorned with a geometrical design. The work is finer than in

Melgunov’s example 1
.

Another sheath, important for its forming a link between these and
the later Siberian style, was found in 1901 near the Don 2

.

Of Greek work we have such plates from Vettersfelcle (p. 237, f. 146),

Kul Oba (p. 203, f. 98) and Chertomlyk (p. 164, f. 53). For the same kind

of dagger quite a different sheath, without the side projection, is one from

Romny (government of Poltava, p. 186, f. 7 9, No. 461).

Another type of smaller dagger and sheath, apparently of Greek work,

occurs at Tomakovka 3 and Vettersfelde 4
.

As to the custom of setting up a sword and worshipping it
5

,
the

attendant circumstances seem rather to suggest its belonging to some
Thracian tribe in western Scythia within reach of trees. The ascription

of the same custom to the Alans by Ammianus Marcellinus (xxxi. c. ii. 23)
is of a piece with his wholesale borrowing of details from Herodotus to

adorn his account of Sarmatia. That Attila regarded the finding of a

sword as a good omen of his warlike might does not prove that the Huns
actually worshipped a sword as the incarnation of the god of war 5

. How-
ever, Geza Nagy 7

cites something of the sort among the Bolgars, the

Moguls, the Tunguz and the ancestors of the Magyars. Elsewhere (vn. 64)
Herodotus says of the Sacae, whom he identifies with the Scyths, that

they had daggers a, though in iv. c. 70 he speaks of their putting

an acinaces into the bowl from which they are to drink for the ceremony of

blood brotherhood. But even acinaces need not mean a very long sword,

it is usually applied to the Persian sword, which is represented as short

1 v. p. 222 and B. V. Pharmacovskij in Arch. 4 Furt. III. 2.

Am. 1904, p. 100. This find is not yet illustrated. 5 Her. IV. 62.
2 v. p. 270, f. 186, Kieseritsky, Arch. Anz. 1902, 6 Jordanes, Get. c. xxxv., quoting Priscus, fr. 8,

p. 45 f. Miiller, FHG. iv. p. 91.
3

p. 158, f. 45=ASH. XXVI. 16. 7 op. cit. p. 49 sqq.
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on the reliefs of Persepolis. Had he meant an ordinary sword he would
have said £q)>os. The archaeological evidence therefore exactly bears out
the natural inference that the Scyths used short swords, hardly more than
daggers, and similar to those of the Persians.

Besides swords or daggers we find knives in Scythic tombs, seemingly
knives for general use rather than weapons. The best example of the type
is that from Kul Oba 1

,
which has an ornamented gold handle and a steel

blade. The whole is not unlike a modern table-knife. Usually, as in the

country about Kiev, they have plain bone handles 2
. Two similar ones were

found at Chertomlyk. Near Zhurovka was found an iron knife, quite

recalling the Minusinsk “cash” knife 3
.

Axes.

Herodotus further speaks of the Scyths as having axes, sagaris
;
they

formed part of the equipment of the Sacae of the Persian host (vn. 64)
and were used with the sword in the ceremony of blood brotherhood. The
Greeks mostly thought of these as double axes, and it is such that we find

in the hands of Amazons and of barbarians, vaguely meant for Scythians,

on fantastic works of art. On the coins of Olbia (PI. 111. 4) we find weapons
with one cutting edge, and on the other side of the handle a curious projection

whose nature it is somewhat hard to make out. On coins of Cercinitis and on
the plate from Axjutintsy (p. 182, f. 75 bis) a seated figure holds such an axe.

Moreover, actual finds do not help us much to determine the real shape of

Scythian axes. It may be noted that most of these finds and the coins like-

wise come from western Scythia, and it is in the western legend that special

mention is made of axes 4
.

Earliest in type are axe heads from west Russia about Smela, all

unfortunately chance finds. They include a very simple one with the

beginnings of flanges

5

,
and three socketed specimens, distinguished from

the ordinary European types by a double loop”. Such an one was also

found at Olgenfeld 7 (Don Cossacks). Much the same types extend across

to Siberia (p. 243, f. 151). A single-looped axe occurred at Pavlovka in

Bessarabia 8
. Very modern looking iron axe-heads found by Mazaraki at

Popovka (Romny, government Poltava) seem to belong to late Sarmatian

times 3
. More characteristic is a bronze model axe-head from Jarmolintsy;

it is not known from what particular barrow. The wrong end is in the

form of an animal’s head. Another such model 10 has the haft preserved.

These objects seem to have been symbolic and call to mind the model

picks from Siberia 11
. The real axes most like those on the coins are an

iron specimen from near Romny 12

,
and one in bad preservation from the

banks of the Salgir 13
. It is certainly remarkable that the axe is so rare in

characteristically Scythic graves, seeing that the Greeks evidently associated

1 v. p. 197=ABC. xxx. 10.
2 v. p. 190, f. 82, Sin. 11. xv. 4 and 6. Cf. 1.

iv. 11. Lappo-Danilevskij, Sc. Antt., p. 425.
3 BCA. xiv. p. 21, f. 52. Cf. infra, p. 246.
4 Her. iv. 5.

6 Sm. 1. vi. 1.

n ib. Nos. 3, 1 7, i8= p. 190, f. 82.
7 CR. 1891, p. 80, f. 59.

8 Ib., p. 85, f. 64.
9 Sm. II. xxv. 1, 8, 14.

f. 73. A model axe to serve as check-piece of a

bit, ib. = Sm. II. iv. 12, and p. 214, f. 115 top.
11

p. 242, f. 150; Radloff, Sib. Ant. I., pi. XVI.

and XVII.
12 Khanenko, op. cit. II. Pt 3, pi. xxxvm. 170.
13 CR. 1891, p. 78, f. 56. V. A. Gorodtsov

gives a survey of all types of axes found in Russia

in Rep. Hist. Mus. Moscow
, 1906, pp. 94—135.
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the Scyths with axes. At last in 1903 a really fine axe, overlaid with

gold work in the Assyrian style, has been found at Kelermes 1
.

Besides axes the Scyths may well have used maces, for instance that

figured by Count Bobrinskoj 2

,
but as this was a chance find it cannot be

certainly referred to the Scythic period 3
. The use of lassos by the

Sauromatae is mentioned by Pausanias (1. 21. 5). Also sling stones have

been found, but to whom they belonged is not clear 4
.

To keep his weapons sharp the Scyth always carried with him a per-

forated whetstone, and no object is so characteristic of the Scythic graves.

So de Plano Carpini (c. 17 § 6) says of the Tartars that they always carry

a file in their quivers to sharpen their arrow-heads. Often the hone is set in

gold, plain as at Karagodeuashkh 5 and Vettersfelde 6

,
more usually adorned

with palmettes and other Greek patterns, as at Ivul Oba

7

,
Chertomlyk,

Salgir 3

,
and Zubov’s barrows". At Kostromskaja 10 and Grushevka (p. 177,

f. 72) were found large slabs of stone which had served as whetstones.

Shields and Armour.

On the Kul Oba vase (pp. 200, 201, ff. 93, 94) we find long-shaped

shields, oblongs with rounded corners. Hence Furtwangler has supposed

that the Kul Oba deer and the Vettersfelde fish adorned shields of this

shape. But at Kostromskaja, a deer very similar in outline to the Kul
Oba deer was found attached to a thin round iron shield, 33 cm. across 11

,

and it is quite probable that this gives the size and form of the Kul Oba
and Vettersfelde shields. Iron scales were found round the gold panther at

Kelermes. In any case the shields were quite small and suitable for use

on horseback. The oblong gold plate with a deer from Axjutintsy 12 may
have been a shield ornament or may have decorated a quiver, inasmuch as

there was a heap of arrows below it. The round gold saucer from Kul
Oba 13 was certainly a drinking cup, not a shield boss. Stephani calls it

a breast-plate. The oval shields with a lozenge boss borne by combatants

on catacomb paintings and shewn on gravestones can hardly be called

Scythic. (Ch. xi. §§ 3, 4.) Aelian 14 says that the Scythians covered their

shields with Tarandus (reindeer) skin.

The only certain breast-plate which appears to have been made for a

Scythian is that from Vettersfelde 15

. Another possible breast-piece is the

silver relief of a golden-horned hind with her fawn and an eagle below found

in the second of the Seven Brothers 10
. This seems to have belonged to a

coat of scale armour from the same tumulus and it is clear that scale

armour was characteristic of the nomads. Pausanias gives an interestingO
e

o
description of the Sarmatian armour, which seems to have struck him by
its ingenuity (1. 21. 6). He and Ammianus Marcellinus (xvn. xii. 1) say

1 Cf. p. 222 and Arch. Am. 1904, n. p. 100.
2 Sm. ill. xii. 1.

3 Cf. a statuette at Odessa. Lappo-Danilevskij,
op. cit. p. 432.

4 L.-D. loc. cit.

5 Mat. XIII. vii. 7.
6

p. 237, f. i45 = Furt. 11. 2.

7
p. 197, f. 90= ABC. xxx. 7.

8 CR. 1891, p. 78, f. 57.
9 BCA. 1902, 1. p. 103, f. 31.

10
p. 225, f. 128 = 67!?. 1897, p. 12, f. 44.

11 Ibid, and p. 226, f. 129= 67?. 1897, p. 13,

f. 46.
12

p. 1 8
1 ,

f. 75 = Sin. 11. xxi. 3 and p. 163.
13

p. 204, f. gg=ABC. xxv., KTR. p. 85, f. 114.
14 De Animal. 11. 16. Thoraces, Pliny, NH.

vin. 124.
15

p. 237, f. i45 = Furt. 11. 1.

16 v. p. 207, f. io5 = AFZ7?. p. 195, f. 183=67?.

1876, IV. 1.

M. IO
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that it was of horn or horses’ hoofs. Of this material we have no
specimens, but iron 1

,
bronze and bone are common enough. The scales

were sewn on to a leathern or stuff backing, being arranged like feathers

or “like the scales of a dragon. And if any one may not have seen a

dragon he must have seen a green fircone.” Apparently the backing was
always present, the arrangement of the holes does not permit the scales

being held in place by a system of thongs plaited and intertwined as in

Japanese and Tibetan scale armour. But in the specimens at Oxford the

scales are held so well by interlaced thongs that the backing might have
been left out.

Examples in iron and bronze have been found in almost all the tombs
of Scythic type, Kul Oba 2

,
Alexandropol 3

,
Seven Brothers 4

,
Ivrasnokutsk

and Tsymbalka 5

,
Bezchastnaja6

. From Popovka come scales of bone polished

on one side. There are other such in the Historical Museum at Moscow.
Bronze (Kul Oba) and iron (Alexandropol) scales were sometimes gilt.

Further defensive armour consisted in greaves which are always of

purely Greek form and work; such were found at Chertomlyk. Unique
are a cuirass and a pair of brassarts of vth century Greek workmanship
found near Nicopol in 1902 : at Kul Oba were sollerets for the king’s feet

7
.

A helmet of pure Greek work from Galushchino (Kiev) is figured by
Khanenko 8

,
and another Greek helmet was found at Volkovtsy.

The native helmet seems to have been covered with scales. Fenz
(l.c. p. 61) figures what may be part of one, and they are well shewn on

the frescoes of the catacombs at Kerch, whereon the people wear scale

helmets and coats of scale armour. The latter were so long and awkward
that the wearers had to sit their horses sideways. The Greeks wear shorter

mail covered with some kind of surcoat 9
. The pictures are an instructive

commentary on the remarks of Tacitus (l.c.) on the clumsy arms and mail

of the Sarmatians, which rendered them helpless against the handy weapons
of the Roman legionaries. The resemblance of this kind of mail to that

worn by the Tartars and to that ascribed by the Chinese to the Hiung-nu
need not be insisted upon.

Horse trappings.

The horse trappings of the Scythians are perhaps the most charac-

teristic of their belongings. In some cases the horse must have been

most richly caparisoned, in a style that recalls the magnificence of Oriental

equipment from the time of the Assyrians to the present clay
;
especially the

fashions of the Sassanian kings as pourtrayed on dishes and bas reliefs
10

.

When Scythian horsemen are represented by the Greeks they seem
equipped quite simply. Those on the Kul Oba torque 11 and the Hare

1 Cf. Tacitus, Hist. 1. 79.
2 ABC. xxvu. 3—6.
3

p. 158, f. 45 =ASH. xi. 13.
4 KTR. pp. 273, 276, 277.
6 ib. pp. 268, 270.
0 ib. p. 278. Illustrations shewing the con-

struction may be found in ABC., l.c., JHS. 1884,

XLVI. (from Kerch, now in the Ashmolean)
;

inf.

p. 231, f. 134 (Zubov’s Farm)
;
CR. 1897, p. 13, f. 45 ;

Khanenko, op. cit. II., Part 2, pi. VII, Part 3, pi.

XXXIX.
;
Sm. in. viii. 15—21, cf. II. p. 173 ;

v. inf.

p. 188, f. 80. The subject is discussed by E. Lenz,

publishing scales from Zhurovka, BCA. xiv. p. 54.
7 Archaeol. Chron. of S. Russia, No. 1, 1903,

p. 36, pi. V.; ABC. XXVIII. 9.
8 op. cit. II. 2, pi. IX. 218.
,J

v. ch. XI. § 4 = CR. 1872, text pi. IX.; and =
KTR. p. 211, f. 193.

18 Cf. KTR. pp. 414, 416, ff. 372, 373.
11

p. 202, f. 97 =ABC. viii. 1.
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hunter

1

seem even to be riding bareback
;

the very spirited sketch of a

Scythian being dragged by the reins shews a saddle with some kind of

saddle cloth cut into Vandykes", but is very vague about the girths and so

is no evidence as to stirrups. On the Chertomlyk vase (p. 1 6 1 ,
f. 48) we

have a man hobbling a hog-maned pony with a simple saddle, with a girth

and martingale but no crupper, and as it seems no stirrups, though a thong
hanging from the girth looks rather like a stirrup leather. So on the Kerch
frescoes there seem to be no stirrups. The bridles look much like modern
ones, except that the cheek pieces are usually longer than nowadays and
generally have three loops in them, probably for two pairs of reins and
something answering to a curb. The actual bit is made in two pieces

like a modern snaffle. They were sometimes made more effective with

ports (igivoL)
3

. The types of bits and cheek pieces
(
Psalia

)

4 are the same
right across to the upper Jenisei. Horses slain to accompany their owner
into the next world are mostly provided duly with all necessary harness,

though in some cases the front row of a number of horses is so equipped,

but not the back row, or there is a regular gradation from harness elaborately

adorned with gold, to silver, bronze and iron bits. There is said to be a

Scythian saddle in the Hermitage, but its provenance does not seem clear

5

.

When driven in carts, horses seem to have had much the same bridle, but

no saddle. There must have been some kind of collar, but our only view of

a Scythian cart, that on the coin of Scilurus
8

,
shews neither this nor shafts.

Of the carts, especially the funeral cars, we have considerable remains,

in the Alexandropol barrow a space seven feet long was covered with

fragments of the car, at Krasnokutsk and Chertomlyk the pieces were piled

in a heap about four feet long by three feet broad and two feet high. Here
were found fragments of tires, naves of wheels, nails and bolts, rivets and
various strips of metal. At Krasnokutsk there seem to have been eight

wheels, but perhaps here were two cars, or else one so great as to compare
with those described by Hippocrates or even Rubruquis, as used for carrying

the dwelling houses. In most cases the car had been broken up on the site

of the tomb, at Karagodeuashkh so effectually that hardly anything was
left

7
. Harness and cars were decorated with all imaginable metal plates of

gold or bronze. Especially important were the frontlets and cheek orna-

ments on the horses’ heads. The finest specimens of all are perhaps those

found in Chmyreva barrow 8
.

1
p. 197, f. 90=ABC. xx. 9.

2
p. 204 u, f. 103=ABC. lxxix. 9.

3 v. p. 214, f. 1
1 5
= CR. 1876, p. 133, VII. Bro-

thers, No. VI.; Voronezhskaja, CR. 1903, p. 71, f. 152.
4 Stephani calls them ^aXia

,
and this term is

usual in Russian archaeological literature. But
E. Pemice (lvi. Winckelmann’s Programm, Berlin,

1896, Griechisches Pferdegeschirr, p. 34, note 30)
shews reason to believe that the cheek pieces

(Seitenknebel) were called \vkoi, whereas yj/d\ioi>

was a vague word for a bit as a whole. From the

cheek pieces I would distinguish the cheek orna-

ments something in the shape of a lop-sided leaf,

which with the long frontlets and round phalerae
served merely for adornment (cf. the specimens

from Volkovtsy, p. 185, f. 78, and others). The
elaboration of the bit and bridle was occasioned by
the indocility of the northern horse. Hence it is

that much the same devices were needed over the

whole of his area—whereas the thoroughbred was
docile and obeyed a mere halter. (Cf. W. Ridgeway,
The Origin of the Thoroughbred Horse, passim.)

So too the Scythians alone among the ancients

rode geldings : a practice which is described as

originally Turkish. (VdmWry, op. cit. p. 195.)
6 v. Lappo-Danilevskij, op. cit. p. 456.
6

p. 50, f. \=KTR. p. 175, f. 170.
7 Mat. XIII. p. 50.
8

p. 166, ff. 54, 55 =KTR . pp. 269— 272, ff. 241—
243, from Tsymbalka

;
S/n. III. p. 83 sqq., ff. 32,

10—

2
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Harness was also adorned by phalerae f chiefly at points where strap

met strap. These may be plain or be decorated, sometimes with the most
exquisite Greek work, as in those from Chmyreva. The plain phalerae are

hardly to be distinguished from the looped mirrors, and may well have
given rise to the type. Many of the plates of bronze and gold found in

various graves seem to have decorated straps rather than garments
;
and

the whole class of so-called Siberian gold plaques seems to have adorned
horse trappings. The nomads have always loved to decorate these as well

as themselves. As Herodotus says of the Massagetae (i. 215), they adorn

their bits and bridles with gold phalerae.

Most interesting for their purely Scythic style are the cheek pieces.

Something of the sort was necessary if only to prevent the bit being

dragged sideways out of the horse’s mouth : specimens which occur without

trace of cheek pieces 2 may have had them of bone, or possibly some more
effective arrangement of straps. They can be well seen in place in the

specimens from Bobritsa near Kanev 3

,
and others from the district of

Verkhne-dneprovsk 4
. At Bobritsa there were three bits, and the bridle of

one was adorned with four big round silver plaques which came on the horse’s

neck, two smaller ones from above his mouth, two long-shaped ones for

cheek ornaments and a frontlet 24 cm. long and more or less triangular,

adorned with a gold crescent 5
. At Axjutintsy 6 the cheek pieces were still

Fig. 19. BCA. IV. p. 33, f. 7. Bronze bit from Constantinovo (Kiev Government).

attached to the bit itself, so at Constantinovo 1 and Zubov’s Farm 8
. Separate

cheek pieces of interesting style were found in most of the Seven Brothers 9

,

and at Nymphaeum in what seemed otherwise a Greek grave 10
. The silver

trappings from Krasnokutsk are specially remarkable 11
.

33 ) 35 ) 4 B or better Khanenko, 11. 2, pi. xxi.

—

XXIII. 401—403 = p. 185, f. 78 from Volkovtsy; Sm.
ill. p. 99, f. 56= Khanenko, II. Pt 3, pi. LVI. from
Berestnjagi

;
from Chmyreva, p. 169, ff. 60, 61, CR.

1898, pp. 27, 28, ff. 27, 30, 31, 37; a frontlet of the

same type, hut native style, from Alexandropol,

p. 158, f. 45=AhS77. xiii. 6.

1 Chmyreva, p. 168, ff. 58, 59. Bagaevskaja,

CR. 1904, p. 125, ff. 217, 218. Janchekrak, Rep.

Hist. Mus. Moscow, 1907, p. 13, pi. 1.

2 e.g. Sm. 1. v. 10 and 12.

3 Sm. 111. xix. 4, and p. 128.

4
p. 191, f. 83 = Khanenko, op. cit. Vol. II. Pt 3,

pi. XLI. 334.
5 Sm. in. pp. 127, 128, ff. 64—67.
0 Sm. II. xxiii. 9 and 17.
7 BCA. iv. 1902, p. 30, f. 1 and p. 33, f. 7.

8
p. 231, f. 135, BCA. 1. 1901, p. 98, f. 16.

9
p. 214, f. 1 15, KTR. p. 50, ff. 57—62, p. 517,

f. 476, p. 532, f. 478 — CR. 1876, pp. 124— 126, 132

—

137, and 1877, p. 14.
10

v. p. 215, f. 116, KTR. p. 52, ff. 63

—

6$ = CR.
1877 , PP- 230—2.

11
pp. 167, 168, ff. 56, 57.
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In the western district we find cheek pieces made of bone and various

other patterned bone ornaments. These give us specimens of the Scythic

beast style executed in a fresh material

1

. The most common pattern which
has parallels in bronze 3 has a horse’s head at one end and a hoof at the

other. Others have drawings of horses, deer, or beaky birds, the flat

shape necessitated by the weaker material giving a good space for a

repeated pattern. There are also bone plaques in the same style. The
varieties of metal cheek pieces are more numerous as the material allowed

more license. Besides the horse-head and hoof pattern we get model axes 3

,

pick-axes, various monstrous creatures, and merely ornamental shapes 4
.

For pictures of cheek pieces in use see the Issus Mosaic at Pompeii 5

,

giving a view of the general arrangement of the bridle, and the plaque

of the Hare hunter from Ivul Oba (v. p. 197, f. 90).

In the central tomb and in Chamber III. of Chertomlyk were found

what appear to have been whip handles, and in Kul Oba there was one
decorated with a gold band twisted round it spirally

6
. Herodotus speaks

of the Scyths’ whips in the legend

of the slaves’ trench (iv. 3). They
were like the nagajkas the Cossacks

have adopted from the Tartars.

“ Standards."

With the horse trappings seem
to £0 various ornaments whoseo
exact use is not clear. They all

agree in having sockets for mount-
ing them upon staves, and it has

been suggested that they are all

ornaments for elaborate funeral cars.

Others have seen in some of them
standards, in some maces or staves

of office.

For instance, at Alexandropol

there were found bronze sockets like

those of spear heads crowned two of

them with a kind of three-pronged

fork with birds on the top of each

prong and bells in the birds’ mouths 7

,
two pair with an oblong plate of

pierced work with a griffin and a row of oves 8

,
also with pendant bells;

others with simple birds 9

,
five with a kind of tree of life and little silver

roundels hanging from each branch 10

;
others had a winged female figure very

rude in style
11

. Such are winged monsters from Krasnokutsk 12

,
birds, griffins

Fig. 20. CR. 1898, p. 80, f. 143. Bronze
Standard from Belozdrka.

1
pp. 188, 189, ff. 80, 81. Sm. I. xi., ill. p. 76,

vii., viii.
;
Khanenko, op. cit. Vol. II. Pt 3, xlviii.—

Li., lxi. Bone knops from the Kuban (Kelermes)

;

CR. 1904, p. 91, ff. 145— 150, p. 94, ff. 155— 160.
2 KTR. p. 50, f. 57, from the Seven Brothers.
3

p. 178, f. 73= Sm. II. iv. 12, xxiv. 20.
4 Sm. III. x. 11— 14; Khan. II. 3, XL1I.
5 Mus. Borb. viii. pi. XLii.

0 Lappo-Danilevskij, op. cit. p. 459.
7

p. 154, f. 41=ASH. 11. 1—3 ;
KTR. p. 241,

f. 218.
8 KTR. p. 243, f. 220= ASH. ill. 1—4, iv. 1—4.
9 ASH. 11. 6-8.
10 KTR. p. 243, f. 22 1 ~ASH. v. 2.
11

p. 154, f. 40—KTR. p. 241, f. 217.
12 ASH. xxiv. 1, 2, xxvi. 1—4.
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from Slonovskaja Bliznitsa 1

. At Chertomlyk were four standards with
lions

2

,
four with very much degraded deer*, and some with birds like those

from Alexandropol 4

. Pierced figures of a deer in a like style even more
characteristically Scythic were found at Belozerka near Chmyreva barrow 5

.

Arrian 6 speaks of the dragon standards of the Scythians, but these he
describes as being of stuff, and they need bear no relation to the bronze
griffins. Still these socketed figures may have crowned the standard staves,

as we read of the T‘u-kiie, that a young wolf was upon the top of their

standard, because they traced their descent from a wolf. Conceivably deer

or griffins held the same place in the estimation of various Scythian tribes

as the wolf among the early Turks. Certainly the re-occurrence of repre-

sentations of these beasts, almost always in much the same attitude, seems
due to something more definite than mere decorative fitness. The expla-

nation that in the combats of griffins and deer it is a case of Panticapaeum
versus Chersonese cannot of course commend itself in spite of the occurrence

of these animals on the coins of the two cities (e.g. PI. v. 13).

On the other hand these ornaments were found by the heap of fragments

of the Alexandropol chariot, and with them were other pieces that could

only have been nailed on to something, possibly the sides of the chariot.

Most of them have something jingling about them, and this is a further point

of resemblance to the other class of so-called maces of office. (In Russian

Bunchuki or Buldvy, from the word for a Cossack Hetman’s mace.) The
general disposition of these is a socket merging into a kind of hollow bulb

pierced by three-cornered openings and containing a metal ball which rattles:

above all is the figure of an animal.

These Bunchuki occur chiefly in West Russia, but some come from the

Kuban, from Majkop and Ivelermes 7
. The best account of them is given

by Count Bobrinskoj

8

. They have been found in Bessarabia, Rumania and
Hungary as well as in Russia 2

.

Hampel, following J.
Smirnov, thinks that from their occurring in pairs

or in sets of four these objects cannot be signs of rank, but that they probably

adorned the tent upon the waggon. A pair found near Zhurovka shewed
no signs of staves but were apparently riveted together in the middle like

scissors
10

. Reinecke in a second paper 11 suggests a likeness to a kind of

rattle figured in Kin-shih-so (Vol. 11. ), but there seems a want of inter-

mediate links, and as no one knows what the Chinese object was for, it does

not help matters much. The characteristic animal top is also lacking. In

the Scythic examples this is always some sort of deer or bird of prey.

Here may be mentioned two bone or ivory knobs of Ionic work, both

representing lions’ heads 12
. The style is orientalising, the amber eyes being

typical, and the date about the vnth century b.c.

1 ASH. xxiv. 3—5 ;
xxvi. 1, 2.

2 ib. xxviii. 3 and 4.

3 ASH. xxviii. 1 and 2.
4

ib. 11. 6—8.
5

p. 77, f. 20= CR. 1898, p. 80, ff. 143, 144.
0 Tactica

, 35. 3. They seem really to have been

Dacian (v. Pauly-Wissowa s.v. Draco
)
and appear on

M. Antonine’s Column, Petersen, p. 7 1 ,
pi. lxiv., lxv.

7 Sin. in. p. 66, f. 20. CR. 1 900, p. 37, ff. 96,

97 : 1904, pp. 88, 89, ff. 139, 140.
8 Sm. in. p. 63. Cf. pi. ix. and xvn. 5, also

Khanenko, op. cit. II. 2, pi. xi. 224, and 3, pi. xliii.

347. v. inf. p. 186, f. 79, also p. 183, f. 76.
9 Cf. J. Hampel, Skythische Denkmaler aus

Ungarn in Ethnol. Mittheil. aus Ung., Bel IV.

1895, ff. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and P. Reinecke, Die
Skylhischen Alterthiimer im Mittleren Europa in

Zt.f. Ethn. xxviii. (1896).
10 BCA. xiv. p. 34, f. 78.
11 Ueber Einige Beziehungen 11. s. w., Zt. f.

Ethn. xxix. 1897.
12 Sm. I. and 11. frontispieces, for latter v. inf.

p. 193, f. 85. Bobrinskoj calls them staff-heads.
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Cauldrons.

Of other gear beside what we have named the Scythians possessed

but various kettles or cauldrons or

pots. Of these the bronze or copper
cauldrons are the most characteristic in

form, being with the special daggers
and horse trappings the particular marks
of Scythic culture. They are found from
Krasnojarsk to Budapest, and the type

is constant though the workmanship
is sometimes native, sometimes quite

Greek. Their distinguishing feature is

that the body of the cauldron is roughly

speaking hemispherical and is supported

upon a truncated cone which forms a foot

or stand. The handles project upwards
from the upper rim. The whole stands

from i to 3 feet high, and is 2 ft. 6 in.

across. Evidently the people who de-

vised this base had not thought either of

suspending the cauldron from a tripod

or making it stand on three legs of its own.

Fig. 21. CR. 1897, p. 82, f. 200. Raskopana
Mogila near Mikhailovo-Apostolovo. Kherson
Government. Bronze cauldron, i.

Therefore it is hard to believe

Fig. 22. CR. 1899, p. 50, f. 96. Khatazhukaevskij Aul. Bronze cauldron, j.

in Reinecke’s idea that this form is derived from that of the Chinese sacrificial
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three-footed cauldrons figured in Po-ku-t'u-lu, Kin-shih-so, and the like
1

.

True, the handles are set on in much the same way, but the difference in the

supports seems decisive. These cauldrons are regularly put in tombs and
contain mutton or horse bones, shewing that once there was in them food

for the use of the dead. An interesting specimen is that from Chertomlyk 2

,

which has six goats round its rim instead of handles
;

in the same tomb
was found a kind of open work saucepan, which may have been used for

fishing meat out of the water in which it had been boiled, or for grilling

it over the fire
3

: another curious example coming from Mikhailovo-Apos-
tolovo in Kherson government and district

4 has pure Greek palmettes

decorating its surface

5

.

"This type is also common in Siberia, and it is there only that the same
form occurs in earthenware 0

. Herodotus speaks of the Scythian cauldrons

(iv. 61) and compares them to the Lesbian ones. But this does not help us

much. And again (iv. 81) he speaks of the monumental one at Exampaeus
as containing 600 amphorae, and being six fingers thick, but such dimensions
would make it perfectly useless.

Herodotus goes on to say that when they had no cauldron the Scyths

boiled the animal in his own skin, making a kind of haggis, as is done by
sundry savage nations. He seems scarcely right when he speaks of the

bones burning excellently and taking the place of wood. Nowadays the

steppe dwellers use kirpich
,
bricks of dried cow dung, and that answers the

purpose, but is ill spared from the enrichment of the fields. But Gmelin

Fig. 23. CR. 1891, p. 85, f. 63. Cup from Pavlovka.

describes ceremonies of burning a victim’s bones and of cooking in skins

by means of heated stones as practised by the Buriats in his day 7
.

1 Zt. f. Ethnol. xxix. (1897), Ueber einige

Beziehungen u.s.w.
2

p. 162, f. 5o= /C77?. p. 262, f. 238.
3 KTR. p. 259, f. 236—ASH. xxvii. 1.

4
p. 79, f. 21 =CR. 1897, p. 82, f. 200.

5 Further examples : Kul Oba, ABC. XLiv. u,
13; Axjutintsy, Sm. II. p. 163, f. 19; Volkovtsy,

Sm. ill. p. 84, f. 30 ;
Hungary, O Szony, J. Hampel,

Ethn. Mittheil. arcs Ungarn
,
Bd iv. f. 1

1
(other

cauldrons called Scythic by Hampel do not seem
to deserve the name)

;
Alexandria (Kherson govt),

CR. 1890, p. 1
1 5, f. 64; to the east of the sea of

Azov, Jaroslavskaja Stanitsa, CR. 1896, p. 56, f.

277 ;
Khatazhukaevskij Aul, CR. 1899, p. 50, f. 96 ;

Vozdvizhenskaja, CR. 1899, p. 46, IT. 77, 78 ;

Zubov’s Farm, BCA. I., p. 96, f. 10; inf. p. 230,

f. 133; further north near Vordnezh, at Mazurka,
CR. 1899, p. 101, f. 197; even as far as Perm at

Zamazaevskoe, CR. 1889, p. 93, f. 45 ;
see also Sm.

HI. p. 72. Bdla Posta ap. Zichy, Dritte Asiatische

Forschungsrcise
,
Bd iv. p. 514 sqq. f. 287 sqq. figures

many and works out a theory of their development,
which appears to apply mostly to the later speci-

mens. Vol. ill., p. 69 he says that they occur up
to the Xth century A.D. and still survive among the

Kirgiz about Turuchansk.
0 inf. p. 246, f. 159, Klements, Atitiquities of

the Minushisk Museum, Tomsk, 1886, pi. xix. 14

and 19. There also we find an improved form
with a spout, op. cit. pi. XIII. I. Cf. Zichy, op. cit.

IV. p. 398, f. 230.
7 Reise in Sibirien, ill. pp. 22—25, 74—76,

ap. K. Neumann, p. 264 sqq. De Plano Carpini

says that the Mongols never break an animal’s

bones but burn them (§ iii. Bergeron, Hague, 1735,

p. 30, Rockhill, p. 81, n.).
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Dinnking Vessels

Most of the drinking vessels found in Scythic graves whether they be

of metal or of fine pottery are of Greek workmanship and Greek shape.

However, the Kul Oba vase (p. 200, f. 93) seems of native shape, at least it

has no counterpart in pure Greek design, save in the companion vases found

with it, in one from Katerles 1 and one from Ryzhanovka 2
. It is from such

a cup that a nomad is drinking 3
. From Volkovtsy (p. 186, f. 79, No. 451)

came two such cups of native work and from Galushchino a similar one but

shallower (ib. No. 450) ;
the form is common in clay in the Kiev district

(p. 82, f. 25). The Scyths also seem to have liked shallow bowls or cylices,

and saucers with a boss in the centre. These were all of pure Greek design 4
.

At Pavlovka in Bessarabia was found a shallow cup or saucer of bronze,

with a handle riveted on to one side 5
. This and another more or less like

it are the only cups that could be carried at the belt according to the

legend in Herodotus 6
.

Very common in Scythic tombs are the so-called rhyta or drinking

horns. They are mostly not the true Greek rhyta, which had a hole in the

pointed end from which a stream was let How into the mouth, as may be

seen represented on Greek vases, but horns from the broad ends of which
the liquor was drunk. On gold plaques we see pictures of Scythians drink-

ing from such horns, e.g. the man standing before the lady with a mirror 7

,

and the group of two Scythians apparently drinking blood brotherhood

8

.

Actual specimens were found, two at Kul Oba 8

,
three at Seven Brothers 10

and at Karagodeuashkh n
. Others have been found in a less perfect condition

or of a less characteristic form, e.g. one from Kerch shaped as a calf’s head
with scenes in relief on the neck of the vase 12

. It is remarkable for its extra-

ordinary resemblance to a small bronze vessel figured in Po-ku-t‘u-lu. This

has been noticed by P. Reinecke 13

,
but the objects are not really comparable,

as the exceedingly small size of the Chinese specimen makes it quite a different

sort of thing. Moreover that from Kerch does not seem to have occurred

in a Scythic grave (v. ch. xi.
§

1
1
).

Unique in its way is the famous Chertomlyk vase (pp. 159— 16 1, ff. 46—

-

48 and pp. 288, 9) evidently meant for kumys, as it has a sieve in its neck

and at each of the three spouts, shaped two of them as lions’ heads and one as

a winged horse. Besides these we have various ladles, colanders, pails, bowls,

and other vessels of Greek make. But the most famous Scythian drinking

vessels were not made of gold or silver, but of the skulls of their enemies.

Something of this sort has been found in Siberia in the government of Tomsk,
a human skull adapted to form part of a cup 14

.

1 inf. p. 198, f. 91 and ABC. xxxiv. and xxxv.
2 Sm. II. xvi. 7.
3

p. 97, f. 90, middle= ABC. xxxii. 1.

4 Kul Oba, p. 204, f. 99=ABC. xxv.
;
Seven

Brothers, p. 209, f. 107 = CR. 1876, p. 157, and
iv. 9 and 10; Zubov’s Farm, p. 231, f. 136= BCA. 1.

p. 99, f. 18; Karagodeuashkh, Mat. XIII. p. 153 and
vi. 4.

0 CR. 1891, p. 85, f. 63.
6 iv. 10. Cf. Congres International d’Ar-

cheologie Prehistorique et d’Anthropologie, Xlmc

Session a Moscou, M. 1892, Vol. I. p. 108
;

N. Brandenbourg, Sur la coupe des ceintures des

anciens Scythes. A saucer with a loop from near
Mariupol.

7
p. 1 58, f. 45 =ABC. XX. 1 1.

8 Kul Oba, p. 203, f. 9&=ABC. xxxii. 10.

9
p. 197, f. 90 ;

ABC. xxxvi. 4 and 5.

10
pp. 21 1, 213, ff. 1 10, 1 1 4 and CR. 1876, iv. 8,

1877, 1. 5, 6, 7 ;
KTR. p. 318 f. 286.

11
p. 219, f. 121, Mat. XIII. p. 140 sqq., ff. 16—23.

12 ABC. xxxvi. 1 and 2 =KTR. p. 87, f. 116.
13 Einige Beziehungen u. s. w. p. 161 in Zt. f.

Ethn. xxix. (1897).
14 Her. iv. 65, v. inf. p. 83, f. 26= CR. 1898,

p. 83, f. 154.

1

1

M.
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Scythic pottery has not received much attention. It is always hand-

made and mostly very rough both in fabric and material. Only in the west,

where it really belongs to the native inhabitants, not to the Scythic elements,

we find considerable variety of form, and even decoration applied by incising

a pattern and filling up the lines with white. The most interesting products

Fig. 24. BCA. iv. p. 33, f. 4.

Constantinovo. Scythic cup.
Fig. 25. BCA. iv. p. 31, f. 3. Constan-

tinovo. Scythic pottery.

are cups with high handles 1 which have analogies to the south-west 2

,
and

others of the same shape as the Kul Oba vase. They also used dishes made
of stone 3

. But the best pottery they imported from the Greeks. Besides

the amphorae which were brought merely for the sake of their contents,

we have more artistic products occurring far inland (ch. xi.
§ 7) : that they

were highly valued we can judge from their having been mended after ancient

breakages. Large vases are comparatively rare, but smaller specimens are not

uncommon. They are some help in dating the tombs in which they occur,

but not much, as it is hard to say how long they had been in use before

being buried. They are mostly of the last period of red-figured ware. Some
are evidently manufactured in the Pontic colonies, and not sent from Greece 4

.

There is, for instance, a kind of small ugly cantharos with inferior glaze that

is peculiar to the Euxine coast and its sphere of trade influence (figured in

ch. xi.
§ 7). Except in beads, glass does not occur until quite late, probably

Roman, times. Vessels were also made of wood
;
to this day the Kalmucks

value old wooden saucers, something like mediaeval mazers, extravagantly

highly, especially if they are well coloured. Herodotus mentions that milk

was kept in wooden vessels 5
.

1 BCA. iv. 1902, p. 33, ff. 4—6 ;
Sm. 1. xiii

—

xv., 11. vi. and vii., ill. p. 37, f. 6; Khanenko, op.

cit. 11. 3, liii., liv., lxii., lxiii. Bobrinskoj, BCA. IV.

p. 32 and Sm. 11. p. xvii., says that this pottery

belongs to the earlier Scythic period when iron

was still rare : same form at Ladozhskaja on the

Kuban, CR. 1902, p. 75, f. 160.
2 Niederle, Slav. Ant. 1. p. 498.
3 Sm. 11. p. 136, f. 21, and in. p. 141, f. 78.

4 Trans. Od. Soc., Vol. XXII. 1900; E. R. von
Stern, On the importance of Ceramic finds in the

South of Russia, p. 10; Sm. 11. viii. (Axjutintsy),

and xix. (Ryzhanovka), and ill. xx. (Bobritsa)
;

cf. II.

p. 126.
5 IV. 2. The particular ferment which made

kumys would be better communicated by wooden
or leather vessels than by clean metal or earthen-
ware.
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Of the ways of the Scyths in war Herodotus tells us in chapters

64 to 66. A Scyth who has slain an enemy drinks his blood, and cuts

off his head, which acts as a voucher in the allotment of booty 1

;
then

he takes the scalp, scrapes it with the rib of an ox and wears it at his

bridle, or even, when he has taken many scalps, and is hence accounted
a great warrior, makes a cloak of them. Others use the skins of their

enemies’ hands to cover their quivers, or stretch whole skins upon wooden
frames and carry them about. Furthermore, they take the skulls of their

very greatest enemies or of their own people with whom they have been
at feud and whom they have vanquished before the king, saw them off

above the eyebrows, clean them out and mount them in ox leather, or if

they are rich enough, in gold, and use

them as cups. Furthermore, once a

year, the headman of each pasture

land (may we not say ulus ?) mixes a

bowl of wine and there drink of it all

who have slain a man. But those who
have not are kept away and disgraced

accordingly. And those who have
slain very many men drink from two
cups at a time 2

.

More important information as to

how Herodotus imagined the Scyths

waging war we can gather from the

accounts of the contest with Darius,

and can supplement by the general

testimony of antiquity and Oriental

history as to the tactics of the nomads. There is no need to enlarge

upon the policy of retirement before the regular troops of the invader, of

harassing his rear, cutting his communications and enticing pursuit by

pretended flights. In defence, the strength of the nomads lies in the fact

that there is nothing for the invader to destroy and no source from which

he can get supplies, and he is helpless in the face of the superior mobility

of his opponent : for the offensive 3 the nomads are powerful because their

whole population can take part in battle, no one is left on the land, as with

settled peoples, for there is nothing to defend in detail, also the host carries

its own provision with it, and is very mobile. Still the nomads have rarely

been successful against settled states in a sound condition. Their inroads

have been irresistible only when internal division or decay laid the civilised

countries open to them. They are at a great disadvantage when it is

a question of walled towns, forests or mountains, and only by becoming
settled have they been able to keep moderately permanent dominion over

agricultural countries : though they have often exacted blackmail or tribute

from powerful states on the borders of their natural sphere of influence, the

Euro-Asiatic plain 4
. Thucydides (v. sup. p. 35) exaggerates their power.

CR.lSqtj Govern vnent c^Tomsk

,

Rad cj skull Cup witfilioUs jor leafho- lining

Fig. 26.

1 Cf. Kurdzhips, inf. p. 223, f. 1 26, also p. 1 73, n. 6.

2
(TVvSvO Kv\l<as €)(OVTeS 7tivovctlv OflUV. Look-

ing at p. 203, f. 98 inclines one to translate “drink
in twos, sharing their cups together.”

3 Arrian, Tact. 16, 6 ascribes to the Scythians
attacks in wedge-shaped (<4</3oAoei8ea-i) columns.

4 H. C. Mackinder, The Geographical Pivot

of History, Geogr. Journal,
xxm. (1904) p. 421.
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Their raids brought the Scyths slaves, employed in herding the cattle

and making kumys, but among nomads master is not far above man, and
so thought the mistress when the master was away. Upon the kings only

native Scyths attended 1

.

In Chapters 73 to 75 Herodotus seems to describe three different

customs as one : a ceremonial purification from the taint of a corpse
;

this

may not have been separate from the second, the usual vapour bath enjoyed

much as it still is in Russia, in spite of the ridicule of St Andrew 2
. Thirdly,

a custom of intoxicating themselves with the vapour of hemp. He adds

that the women whitened their skins with a paste of pounded cypress,

cedar and frankincense wood
;
something very like the Russians’ lye.

Position of Women.

Herodotus goes on to say that the Scyths were very much averse

from adopting foreign customs: and quotes the lamentable ends of Anacharsis

and Scyles. But one might take this rather as evidence of the attraction

the higher Greek civilisation exercised over some of them. Incidentally we
learn that the Scythian kings were polygamous, that a son succeeded to his

father’s wives, and that some had married Greek women.
We have already noticed that the chief difference between the Scyths

and the Sarmatians was in the position of the women. Among the former

they were apparently entirely subject to the men and were kept in the

waggons to such an extent that, as Hippocrates says, their health suffered

from want of exercise. Whereas among the Sarmatians they took part

in war, rode about freely and held a position which earned for some tribes

the epithet of women-ruled, and gave rise to the legend of the Amazons.
This is in some degree the natural position of women among nomads,

they have to take charge of the Jurtas when the men are absent rounding

up strayed cattle, and are quite capable of looking after everything at home,
entertaining a stranger and even beating off an attack by robbers 3

. It

does not argue primitive community of women or Tibetan polyandry, such

as the Greeks attributed to the Scyths and Herodotus to the Massagetae
(v. p. 111). The queens who are so prominent in Greek stories about

nomads, Tomyris, Zarinaea 4

,
Tirgatao, can hardly be quoted as historical

proofs of woman rule, though they might be paralleled in Tartar history.

We must regard the confined condition of women among the Scyths as

exceptional, due to the position of all women being assimilated to that of

those captured from conquered tribes, this being possible because the

exceptional wealth of the leading men among the Scyths enabled them as

members of a dominant aristocracy to afford the luxury of exempting their

women from work, and so to establish a kind of purdah system even in

the face of nomad conditions, which are naturally unfavourable to seclusion.

1 Her. iv. 1—3, 72.
2 Laurentian Chronicle (so-called Nestor) eel. 3,

St P., 1 897, p. 7. “ I saw wooden baths, and they heat
them exceeding hot, and gather together and are

naked and pour lye (kvas usnianyi

)

over themselves
and beat themselves... And this they do every

day, not tortured by any man, but they torture

themselves.”
: E. Huntington, The Mountains of Turkestan,

in Geographical Journal', Vol. xxv. 2, Feb. 1905,

p. 1 54 sqq.
;
de Plano Carpini ap. Bergeron (Hague),

§ iv. p. 39, Rockhill, p. 75, n. 3. The maids and
women ride and race upon horseback as skilfully as

the men. ...They drive the carts and load them. ..and

they are most active and strong. All wear trousers,

and some of them shoot with the bow like men.
4 Ctesias, fr. 25 ap. Died. Sic. II. xxxiv. v.

Muller, pp. 42, 44.
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Religion.

All that we know of the Scythian’s religion is contained in three

chapters of Herodotus (iv. 59, 60, 62). The following deities were common
to all, Tahiti— Hestia who was the principal object of their veneration, next

to her Papaeus— Zeus with Apia— Ge, husband and wife, after them
Goetosyrus—Apollo, Argimpasa—Aphrodite Urania, and Ares. Thami-
masadas— Poseidon was peculiar to the Royal Scyths. They raised no

statues, altars or temples to their gods, save to Ares alone. They sacrificed

all sorts of animals after the same manner, but horses were the most usual

victims. The beast took his stand with his fore feet tied together and the

sacrificer pulling the end of the rope from behind brought him down. Then
he called upon the name of the god to whom the sacrifice was offered, slipped

a noose over the victim’s head, twisted it up with a stick and so garrotted

him : then he turned to flaying and cooking. Sacrifices were made to Ares
after another ritual described below.

The catalogue of gods hardly tells us more than that the Scyths were
no monotheists. The forms of the names are very uncertain, being variously

read in different mss. of Herodotus and in Origen, who quotes them from

Celsus 1

. Also as Origen says, we cannot tell what meaning we are to attach

to the Greek translations; e.g. Apollo or Poseidon. For instance, the latter

may have been either the horse-god or the sea-god.

However, Zeuss and his followers find that a list including Hestia,

Zeus and Earth, Apollo and the Heavenly Aphrodite, and further Poseidon,

has an Aryan, even a distinctly Iranian look. So when Theophylactus (vn. 8)

says of the Turks “ they excessively reverence and honour fire, also the

air and the water : they sing hymns to the earth, but they adore and call

god (i.e. the heaven, tdngri
)
only him who created the heaven and the earth :

their priests are those who seem to them to have the foretelling of the future
—

”

Zeuss 2 has to explain that these Turks were really only Tadzhiks— Iranians

under Turkish rule. But this can hardly be said of the Tartars of whom
de Plano Carpini says “Les Tartares adorent done le soleil, la lumiere et le feu

comme ainsi l’eau et la terre, leur offrant les premices de leur manger et boire 3.”

G. Nagy, besides pointing out the general analogy between Scythic and
Uralo-Altaic religious conceptions, even makes an attempt to explain the

actual god-names and succeeds better than those who have sought Iranian

derivations: he suggests, for instance, as analogies for Tahiti = Hestia, the

Vogul taut
,
toat

,
fire: for Papaeus = Zeus, baba — father in most Uralo-Altaic

languages, but of course in most other tongues there is something similar
;
for

Thamimasadas or Thagimasadas (Origen) = Poseidon, the Turkish tengiz
,

Magyar tenger — sea, and Turkish ata, Magyar atya — father
;
the word for sea

also occurring in Temarincla ( = mater mavis* with Turkish ana
,
Ostjak anlea ,

mother) and Tamyrace (sup. p. 16). The phonetic change is similar to that in

cannabis
,
probably a loan word from the Scythic, and Magyar kender hemp.

Less convincing than these but more plausible than the Iranian comparisons
are Apia = Ge, cf. Mongolian A bija, fruitful, and Artimpasa = Aphrodite Urania,

1
c. Celsum

,

V. 41, 46, VI. 39, Tnyyoavpos, ’Ap- 2 op. cit. p. 285 sqq. (v. inf. p. 98, n. 8).

yipivacra, Gayipaadba, for MSS. Oirdcriipos, ’Aplmracra, 3 Bergeron (Hague), § III. p. 31.

QapipaadSas, Hesych. Toiruanpos, ’Apripr/aan. 4 Pliny, NH. VI. 20, native name for Maeotis.
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cf. Cuman erdeng= maiden, and Mordva paz — god. (G)oetosyrus = Apollo is so

uncertain in form that it is useless to propose etymologies for it. Certain it is

that the Scythic pantheon offers nothing like the complete series of analogies

which may be established between the other Aryan pantheons.

The method of sacrifice by hobbling the victim, throwing him down
and throttling him may be compared with the Buriat ritual with its precautions

against the blood falling upon the earth
3

. The favourite sacrifice was a horse,

so also it was a horse that the Massagetae offered to the sun 2
. For similar

ritual at sacrifices of reindeer, horses and cattle among the Voguls, Ostjaks,

Votjaks and Altai Turks, compare Nagy 3
.

Herodotus goes on to say that Ares was worshipped in the form of

an acinaces set up on a platform of bundles of brushwood, three furlongs

square, heaped up one in each district. Besides horses and sheep they

sacrificed to him one man out of every hundred prisoners, pouring his blood

upon the sword on the top of the mound, and below cutting off the victim’s

right arm and throwing it into the air.

This worship of Ares seems to stand apart from the other cults. The
most probable derivation for it is Thrace : it was most likely commonest
among the western Scythians who had close relations with Thrace, e.g.

Ariapithes 4 had to wife a daughter of the Thracian Teres, father of

Sitalces. In the treeless steppes of Eastern Scythia it would have been
impossible to make mounds of brushwood of anything like the size described

by Herodotus (iv. 62), whence were the 150 loads of brushwood to come
every year when the people had not even the wood for cooking-fires ?

Each mention of Ares and his worship has the appearance of a later insertion

added by Herodotus from some fresh source. He does not give the Scythian

word for Ares. Heracles also, for whom likewise no Scythian name is given,

is not so well attested as the other gods. He may well have been put in

because of the “Greek” legend which made him the ancestor of the race.

Nagy, however (p. 45), finds a similar figure in Finno-Ugrian mythology, e.g.

in the Magyar Menrot or Nimrod.

Witchcraft.

Herodotus (iv. 67—69) gives a fuller account of the witchcraft of .the

Scyths than of their religion, and the account seems to apply to the Royal

Scyths. He says that their wizards prophesied with bundles of rods which they

took apart, divined upon separately, and bound up again. It is remarkable that

the man represented on the plaque from the Oxus Treasure (p. 255, f. 174)
carries a bundle of rods: and hence Cunningham 5

calls him a mage, for he says

the mages had sacred bundles of rods
(
barsom). This would suggest that the

wizards came from the Iranian population, that the invaders left this department

in the hands of the people of the country, as so often happened. The Enarees

also claimed power of divination by plaiting strips of bast. But something

similar was practised by Nestorian priests among the Mongols 6
.

Characteristic of the low state of culture is the belief that if the king

fall sick it must be by the fault of some man of the tribe who has sworn
1 Neumann, op. cit. p. 262.

1 Her. tv. 76 sqq.
2 Her. 1. 216.

6 JRAS. Bengal, Vol. L.

; op. cit. p. 47.
6 Yule 3

,
1. pp. 241, 242, n. 2, Rubruck, p. 195.
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by the king’s hearth, and forsworn himself, bringing down on the king the

vengeance of the offended deity. A man whom the wizards definitely accused

of this according to the results of their divinations could only hope to escape

if other and yet other wizards declared their colleagues’ accusation false.

We can hardly doubt that the decision was generally upheld, and the accused

beheaded, and his property distributed among his destroyers. The horror

of the punishment meted out to wizards whom their colleagues did not

support, makes us think that it could not have been inflicted often. Bound
hand and foot and gagged they were set in a pyre of brushwood upon a cart,

and oxen dragged them until themselves set free by their traces burning.

It looks like a kind of scapegoat ceremony by which the guilt of dishonest

wizardry was purified by fire and scattered over the face of the earth.

With their witchcraft goes their rite for taking oaths, and swearing blood

brotherhood. They pour wine into great earthenware cups and mix with

it blood drawn from the parties to the oath
;
then they dip therein a sword,

arrows, an axe and a dart, and after praying long over it the contracting

parties drink it off together with the chief of their followers 1
.

Parallels for the divination ceremonies and the mode of discovering

the man responsible for any disease of the king’s, also for the oath ceremony,

may be found in almost any race from Kamchatka to the Cape of Good Hope,
and such parallels prove nothing but that the human mind works on similar

lines in different countries. We may, however, mention divination by sticks

among the early Turks 2
. So the ceremonies of blood brotherhood may be

also paralleled among the Parthians 3

,
also apparently an Uralo-Altaic tribe,

the Magyars and the Cumans or Polovtses, whose prince made such a covenant
with Philip, son of Nariot de Toucy, and Andronicus the Greek Emperor 4

.

But it is in their burials that the Scyths and the Hunnish nations most
resemble each other.

Funeral Customs.

The account of Scythic funerals given by Herodotus (iv. 71—73) agrees

so well with the archaeological data, as summarised below in the survey of

the principal Scythic tombs of South Russia (ch, vm. p. 149 sqq.), that the

two sources of information may be used to supplement one another.

As to the burials of the kings, Herodotus says that they take place

in the land of the Gerrhi (v. p. 29). Here when their king dies they
dig a great square pit. When this is ready they take up the corpse, stuff

it full of chopped cypress, frankincense, parsley-seed and anise, and put
it on a waggon. Their own ears they crop, shear their hair, cut round
their arms, slit their foreheads and noses, and run arrows through their

left hands. Thus they bring their king to the next tribe on the way to

the Gerrhi and make them mutilate themselves in the same way and follow

with them, and so with the next tribe until at last they come to the

Gerrhi. There in the place prepared they lay the body upon a mattress,

and drive in spears on each side of it in line, and rafters across and
make a roof of mats (or wicker work). They strangle and lay in the

1 For a remarkably exact parallel among the 3 Tacitus, Annals, xil. 47.
Hiung-nu, see infra, p. 93. 4 Nagy, op. cit. pp. 53, 54 ;

Rockhill, Rubruck,
2 Nagy, op. cit. p. 51. p. xxxiii, quoting from Joinville, Histoirede S. Louys.
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vacant room within the tomb one of the dead man’s concubines, and his

cupbearer, his cook, his groom, and his messenger and horses, and cups
of gold (they use none of silver or copper), and firstlings of all his other
possessions. When they have done this they make a great mound, vying
with each other to make it as great as possible.

After the lapse of a year they take fifty of the king’s best attendants

(and these are Scyths born, whomsoever he commands to serve him: no
bought slaves serve the king), and fifty of the finest horses, slay them, and
stuff them with chaff. Next they fix the felloes of wheels on posts, with the

concave side uppermost in pairs, run a stake through each horse length-

wise, and set him on each pair of felloes, so that one supports the shoulders

of the horse, the other the hind-quarters, and the legs hang down freely.

Bits are put in the horses’ mouths and the reins taken forward, and fastened

to a peg. One of the fifty strangled youths is then put astride of each
horse, a stake being run up his spine and fixed in a socket in that which
runs horizontally through the horse. So these horses are set in a circle

about the tomb.

Thus are the kings buried. Ordinary Scyths are carried about on
a waggon for forty days by their nearest kin and brought to their friends

in turn. These feast the bringers and set his share before the dead man
(who presumably has been embalmed), and so at last they bury him.

It is by the general correspondence of funeral customs that we are

enabled to say that certain of the barrows opened in South Russia belonged
most probably to the people whom Herodotus and Hippocrates describe.

Much has been made of small differences of detail and of the decidedly

later date of the works of Greek art found in the tombs of which we
have good accounts, but that substantially the very people, of whose funeral

ceremonies Herodotus gives so full an account, raised the mounds of Kul
Oba, Chertomlyk and Karagodeuashkh, is not open to reasonable doubt.

When Herodotus uses the present and speaks as if each of the details

he describes were repeated at every king’s funeral there is no need to

believe anything but that he has generalised from the current account of

the last great royal burial. If we have not yet found remains of a circle

of fifty impaled young men upon impaled horses standing on ghastly

guard about a Prince’s tomb, it does not mean that the tombs opened

so far belong to a different nation, but that we have not come on that

in which was laid Octamasades, or whoever it may have been, whose funeral

was narrated to Herodotus. Even did we find it we might well discover

that rumour had exaggerated the number of sacrifices.

Burial Customs of Mongols and Turks.

Yet even such wholesale slaughter can be paralleled from Marco Polo 1

.

“All the great Ivaans and all the descendants of Chingis their first

lord are carried to the mountain that is called Altay to be interred.

Wheresoever the Sovereign may die he is carried to his burial in that

mountain with his predecessors no matter an the place of his death were

an hundred days’ journey distant, thither must he be carried to his burial.

Let me tell you a strange thing too. When they are carrying the body
1

i. li. Yule3
,

i. p. 246.
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of any Emperor to be buried with the others, the convoy that goes

with the body doth put to the sword all whom they fall in with on the

road saying ‘Go and wait upon your Lord in the other world. ’...They

do the same too with the horses : for when the emperor dies they kill all

his best horses in order that he may have the use of them in the other

world as they believe. And I tell you as a certain truth that when
Mangou Kaan died more than 20,000 persons who chanced to meet the

body were slain in the manner I have told.” Mangu died in the heart

of China. So Rashid-ud-din (ap. Yule, l.c.) says forty beautiful girls were
slain for Chingiz.

William de Rubruck 1 says of the Comanians or Polovtses, “ They build

a great toomb ouer their dead and erect the image of the dead party

thereupon with his face towards the East, holding a drinking cup in his

hand before his nauel. They erect also vpon the monuments of rich men
Pyramides, that is to say, litle sharpe houses or pinacles. ... I saw one newly
buried on whose behalfe they hanged up 16 horse hides; vnto each quarter

of the world 4, betweene certain high posts; and they set besides his grave
Cosmos for him to drink and flesh to eat; and yet they said that he was
baptized.”

So Ibn Batuta", who travelled in China in the middle of the fourteenth

century, thus describes the funeral of a Khan slain in battle. “ The Khan
who had been killed, with about a hundred of his relations was then brought
and a large sepulcre was dug for him under the earth, in which a most
beautiful couch was spread, and the Khan was with his weapons laid upon it.

With him they placed all the gold and silver vessels he had in his house,

together with four female slaves and six of his favourite Mamluks with a

few vessels of drink. They were then all closed up, and the earth heaped
upon them to the height of a large hill. Then they brought four horses

which they pierced through at the hill until all motion ceased; they then

forced a piece of wood into the hinder part of the animal until it came out at

his neck and this they fixed in the earth leaving the horse thus impaled
upon the hill. The relatives of the Khan they buried in the same manner
putting all their vessels of gold and silver in the grave with them. At the

doors of the sepulcres of ten of these they impaled three horses in the

manner thus mentioned. At the graves of each of the rest only one horse

was impaled.” This was all at El Khansa—Shen-si.

And de Plano Carpini 3

,
of the Mongols, says in Bergeron’s words:

“ Ouand le capitaine est mort on l’enterre secretement en la cam-
pagne auec sa loge. II est assis au milieu d’icelle auec vne table deuant
luy et un bassin plein de chair et vne tasse de lait de jument. On enterre

aussi auec lui vne jument auec son poulain & vn cheual selle & bride et mangent
vn autre cheual dont ils remplissent la peau de paille puis l’esleuent en

haut sur quatre bastons.... Ils enterrent de mesme auec luy son or & son

argent. Ils rompent le chariot qui le portait et sa maison est abattue et

personne n’ose proferer son nom iusqu’a la troisieme generation.

1 Cap. 10, p. 100 in Hakluyt’s translation, 2nd 3 Paris, 1634, c. iii. The reader will lose nothing
ed., London, 1598, Rockhill,p. 81, v. inf. p. 239, f. 149. by the French translation, though 1 have learnt

2 Trans. S. Lee, London, 1829, p. 220, quoted since this was in type that it was made from Hak-
by Blakesley and Macan on Her. iv. 72. luyt’s English. Cf. Rockhill, p. 81.

M. 12
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“ I Is ont vne autre fagon d’enterrer les Grands. C’est qu’ils vont secrette-

ment en la campagne et la ostent toutes les herbes iusqu’aux racines puis

font vne grande fosse: a coste ils en font vne autre comme vne caue sous

terre: puis le seruiteur qui aura este le plus chery du mort est mis sous

le corps Pour le mort ils le mettent dans cette fosse qui est a coste auec
toutes les autres choses que nous auons dites cy dessus, puy remplissent ceste

autre fosse qui est deuant celle la et mettent de l’herbe par dessus.
“ Et en leur pays ils ont deux lieux de sepulture, Tun auquel ils enterrent

les Empereurs, Princes, Capitaines et autres de leur noblesse seulement

& en quelque lieu qu’ils viennent a mourir on les apporte la tant qu’il est

possible et on enterre auec eux force or et argent. L’autre lieu est pour l’en-

terrement de ceux qui sont morts en Hongrie. Personne n’ose s’approcher

de ces cemetieres la. Si non ceux qui en ont la charge et qui sont establis

pour les garder. Et si quelqu’autre en approche il est aussitost pris battu

fouette et fort mal traitte.”

Nearly every detail of these passages can be paralleled from Herodotus
or the excavations. Only the Mongols could do things on a more magnificent

scale than the Scyths, who could not rival the horrors of Mangu Khan’s funeral.

The mutilation of those who met the funeral car of a Scythian king is mild

compared to the wholesale slaughter we find in Asia fifteen hundred years later
1
.

Such customs we can trace 800 years earlier among the T'u-kue or

Turks as reported by the Chinese 2
.

In the second of the inscriptions of the Orkhon, the earliest monu-
ments of Turkish speech, erected by Jolygh Tigin in memory of Bilga or

Pitkia, the Khan of the Turks, brother of Kill Tigin, the Khan says “My
Father the Khan died in the year of the dog in the 10th month the 36th day.

In the year of the pig in the fifth month the 37th day I made the funeral.

Lisiin (or Li-hiong) tai sangiin (a Chinese ambassador) came to me at

the head of 500 men. They brought an infinity of perfumes, gold and
silver. They brought musk for the funeral and placed it and sandalwood.

All these peoples cut their hair and cropped their ears (and cheeks?): they

brought their own good horses, their black sables and blue squirrels without

number and put them down 3.”

This inscription is dated a.d. 732, Aug. 1st. It recalls Herodotus also

in a passage in which the Khan warns the Turks against the charm of

the Chinese and their insinuation, and blames the Turkish nobles who had

abandoned their Turkish titles and bore the Chinese titles of dignitaries

of China. That is, that the Turks had their Anacharsis and Scyles attracted

by the civilisation of the South. And the warning of the Khan was too

late, for ten years afterwards the Turkish empire was conquered by the

Uigurs, their western neighbours and former subjects 4
.

Nagy 1 supplies further parallels from among Uralo-Altaic tribes. For

1 For the stuffing and impalement of horses

among men of the Altai, cf. Witsen, Noord en Oost

Tartarye
,
and W. Radloff, A us Sibirien

,
n. p. 26

and pi. 1 ; v. inf. p. 251, bottom.
2 Cf. Vilh. Thomsen, Inscriptions d’Orkhon dd-

chiffrdes, No. v. of Memoires de la Societd Finno-
Ougricnne

,
Helsingfors, 1896; Stanislas-Julien,

Documents Historiques sur les Tou-kiue extraits

du Pien-i-tien, Journal Asiatique
,
Vi. e sdrie, T. m.

et IV., Paris, 1864.
3 Thomsen, op. cit., p. 130.
4 Cf. E. Blochet, Les inscriptions Turques de

l’Orkhon, Revue Archeologique, 1898, p. 357, 382.
6 op. cit. pp. 54—57-
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self-mutilation he instances the Huns at the death of Attila
1

,
and says that

it is still practised among the Turks of Central Asia, who also set up spears

in the grave, a custom of which traces survive in Hungary. The horse-

burial as practised among Indo-Europeans he ascribes entirely to nomads’
influence, and quotes examples among the Avars, Magyars, Old Bolgars

and Cumans in Europe. The funeral of a Cuman as described by Joinville,

a. d. 1241, very closely recalls the Scythic custom, as with the dead man
were buried eight pages and twenty-six horses

;
upon them were put planed

boards and a great mound quickly heaped up by the assembly. The horses

are still stuffed and set over the grave among the Jakuts, Voguls, Ostjaks,

and Chuvashes: while among the Kirgiz a horse is devoted to the dead at

the funeral and sacrificed on the first anniversary. The interval of forty

days before the funeral recalls the identical interval which comes between
the death and the wake among the Chuvashes, and the fact that the Voguls
believe that the soul does not go to its home in the other world until

forty days have elapsed.

Nomads of Eastern Asia.

Since it is a question of the Scyths coming out of Asia it is worth
while to see what the Chinese have to say as to their north-western

neighbours. The accounts they give resemble wonderfully the accounts of

the Scyths given by the Greeks, but inasmuch as integral parts of China,

not mere outlying colonies, were always exposed to serious inroads of the

nomads, the latter’s doings were observed and chronicled with far more
attention, so that we can watch the process by which the name of one empire
succeeds the name of another, while the characters of all are precisely similar.

If it be allowed to say so “ Plus <ja change, plus c’est la meme chose.” The
most convenient account of the series is that given by Professor E. H.
Parker in A Thousand Years of the Tartars

, 1895. The same writer has

given literal translations of the original texts in the China Review 2
.

In the earliest times we have mention of raids which plagued the

Chinese as far back as their traditions went. They say, for instance, that

in the time of Yao and Shun, and later under the dynasties T'ang and Yii,

b. c. 2356—2208, there were nomads to the north with the same customs
as the later Hiung-nu— Hien-yiin and Hun-kiih (or Hun-yok) to the west, and
Shan Zhung to the east. The Emperor Mu of the Chou dynasty, 1001—
946 b.c.., received as tribute or present from the Si Zhung or western nomads,
a sword of K'un-wu or steel, which is said to have cut jade like mud 3

. The
Hiung-nu, who are perfectly historic, were supposed to trace their descent

from Great Yii the founder of the Hia dynasty, b.c. 2205— 1766. At this

time one Duke Liu took to the nomads’ life and drove them back with their

own tactics.

They made fresh encroachments, but were once more driven out by
Silan, 827—781. Just before the ascent of the Ts'in dynasty c. 255 b.c.

1 Jordanes, Get. xlix. asiens in Abhandl. d. k. fir. Akad. d. W. Berlin, 1904.
2 Vols.xxi. sqq. The latest account is O. Franke, 3 F. Hirth, China and the Roman Orient,^. 250,

Zur Kenntnis der Turkvolker und Skythen Zentral- according to Lieh Tse, ap. Yuan-chien-lei-han.

12—

2
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the nomads were decoyed into an ambush and defeated. Several times

the Chinese have treated them just as the Medes treated the Scyths.

During the troubles arising on the fall of the short-lived dynasty of

Ts'in, T'ouman, the head or Zenghi (Shan-yii) of the Hiung-nu, raised their

power very high and was succeeded by his son Mao-tun 1

,
who extended their

empire to Kalgan and the borders of Corea.

East of the Hiung-nu were the Tung-hu (Tunguz) or eastern nomads,
who have produced the ruling tribes of the Wu-huan or Sien-pi, the Kitans
or Cathayans and the Manchus. These were reduced to subjection, and
Mao-tun also extended his dominions over the tribes represented by the

Kao-ch'e or High Carts, later called Uigurs and the Kirgiz. He also con-

quered the Yiie-chih between K'i-lien and Tun-huang (Western Kan-su) and
the Wu-sun by Lop-nor and drove them westward. So he could boast that he

was lord of all that use the bow from the horse. By the next Zenghi Ivayuk

(or Ki-yiik), now allied with the Wu-sun, the Yiie-chih were driven part into

Tibet, part yet further, out of the Tarim basin to the west of Sogdiana,

whence they extended southwards to the Oxus. From Oxiana they moved
on and established a lasting kingdom just north of the Hindu Kush.
From the chief of their five tribes they took the name of Kushanas.

In their advance to the south they drove before them the Sai (Sek, i.e.

Saka). Between them they crushed the Graeco-Bactrian state and finally

advanced their dominion to India, wherefore they were known to the west

as the Indo-Scyths 2
. In all this the settled Iranians were not displaced.

The movement is singularly like that to which Herodotus ascribes the

coming of the Scyths into Europe, only the line of least resistance led south

and not north from the Oxus. Kayuk made a cup of the skull of the Yiie-

chih king, and it became an heirloom in his dynasty. He died in b.c. 160.

The Chinese sent an ambassador Chang K'ien to the west, 136— 126 b.c.,

to try and make an alliance with the Yiie-chih against the Hiung-nu and the

Tibetans. They did not succeed but they established intercourse with the

west, and at this time various Greek products first found their way to

China 3
. About 110 b.c. the Hiung-nu were defeated, and in b.c. 90 the

eastern nomads, who had recovered their independence, invaded the

Hiung-nu territory and desecrated the tombs of former Zenghis : that being

the worst injury that could be done, as in the case of the Scyths 4
.

Forty years later it looked as if the Hiung-nu dominion was just about

to fall, as there was a quarrel between Chih-chih and Hu-han-ya, two

heirs to the throne, but Hu-han-ya established his position by a treaty

with China in 49 b.c. The Emperor Yuan-Ti’s ambassadors were Ch'ang

and Meng. They went up a hill east of the Onon and killed a white

1 Written variously Me-t'6, Mo-t'e, Bagator,

Meghder and Moduk ! Franke, op. c. p. io, n. 3.

Not knowing Chinese I cannot answer for correct

or even consistent transliteration. Thanks to Pro-

fessor Ciles I have been saved many mistakes, but
he is not responsible for such as may be left.

2 Journal Asialique, vixi.° sdrie, T. 1 1., 1883, p.

317 ;
K.Specht, “Etudes sur l’Asie Centrale d’apr&s

les historiens chinois.” His sources are Ma Tuan-

lin’s Encyclopaedia and that called Pien-i-tien. See

Skrine and Ross, The Heart of Asia, p. 14 sqq.

;

E. ]. Rapson op. cit. (v. p. 47), p. 7 ; v. inf. pp. 100,

no, 1 2 1.

3 Cf. H. A. Giles, Chiria and the Chinese, New
York, 1902, p. 130; and F. Hirth, Ueber fremde
Einjliissc in der chinesischen Kunst, Miinchen and

Leipsig, 1896, p. 2 sqq.
4 Her. iv. 127.
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horse 1

. The Zenghi took a king-lu knife, some gold and a rice spoon, made
with them a mixture of wine and blood, and drank of it with the envoys,

himself using the skull of the Yiie-chih king who was killed by Kayuk
Zenghi. Soon after this the Hiung-nu divided into a northern and a

southern state; in 87 a.d. the Sien-pi of the eastern nomads attacked the

northern horde and took the Zenghi, and skinned him to make a trophy.

About 196 a.d. the last remnants of Hiung-nu power were swept away
and the people are said to have been driven west, to reappear as the

Huns we know in eastern Europe two generations later (inf. p. 122).

In the east they were ousted by the Sien-pi
;

it is said that when these

conquered the northern Hiung-nu 100,000 of the latter submitted and called

themselves Sien-pi, though these being eastern nomads differed from them
more than any of the western tribes'

2
.

The eastern tribes were more democratic than the westerners, also dirtier,

and they disposed of their dead on platforms instead of burying them.

They held their power till about 400 a.d. when they gave way in exactly

the same manner to the Zhu-zhu or Zhuan-zhuan, a mixed multitude of

western nomads, known to Europe as Avars, but not the false Avars
who once ruled Hungary; they held under them an obscure tribe called

T'u-kiie or Turks, who did metal work for them. They were a clan of

Hiung-nu called A-she-na : and took the title Turk from a mountain near.

T'u-men, their Khagan or Khan, having defeated a neighbouring tribe, asked

the daughter of the Khan of the Zhuan-zhuan in marriage. He replied,

“You are common slaves whom we employ to work us metal, how dare

you ask to wed a princess ?” But T'u-men married a Chinese princess and
rose against the Zhuan-zhuan power and destroyed it in a.d. 546. Se-kin

his successor is described as having a very broad dark red face, and eyes

like green glass or lapis lazuli. He defeated the Yi-ta and extended Turkish

sway from the Liao Sea to within measurable distance of the Caspian.

These Yi-ta, more fully Yen-tai-i-li-to, were formerly called Hua; in the west

they are known as the Ephthalite Huns
;
a very mixed race, they probably

had something in common with the true Huns. They had supplanted the

Yiie-chih, and destroyed the kingdom of the Kushanas. We hear of their

polyandry, a primitive Malthusianism which seems to have been endemic
in their country, as it is ascribed to the Massagetae, to the Yiie-chih and
T'u-huo-lo or Tochari, and to the Yi-ta 3

.

So to the Turks succeeded the Uigurs, whose ancestors are called

Kao-ch'e, High Carts, 'Apa^o/3 ioi : after them came Kitans from the east.

They in turn gave way to the Mongols, and the Manchus have been

the last of the nomad tribes to establish an empire.

The process is always the same, the great bulk of the conquered horde
amalgamates quite readily with the victors, the ruling class and their de-

pendants, if not caught and skinned by their enemies, retire towards China

1 Cf. Her. iv. 70. in spite of the attacks made upon it by certain
2 Cf. the description of nomad life and the later critics. The modern Peking pronunciation

history' of the Huns given by Gibbon at the Hsiung-nu has no bearing on the question,

beginning of Chap. xxvi. of the Decline and Fall. 3 Franke, op. c. p. 45, n. 2, thinks the Eph-
His authority for the identification of the Hiung-nu thalites were true Huns, much mixed. In Sanskrit

is de Guignes, and it is upheld by modern writers, they were called Huna.
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or to the West, where they often retrieve their fortunes. Hence the

invasions of Huns and Avars and Turks : it was only the Mongols that

themselves extended their empire so far. To the north also this influence

reached so that most of the Jenisei tribes and most of the Finno-Ugrians
have been so much Tartarised that it is hard to reconstitute their original

mutual relations. We have only to take the series back one more term
and the movement which brought the Scyths into Europe and all the

effects of their coming fall perfectly into line.

The foregoing sketch of Central Asia from the Chinese standpoint

recalls many details in Herodotus, and the complete picture as drawn by the

Chinese agrees precisely with his. Take for instance the accounts of the

T'u-kue (c. 550 a.d.). They begin by saying that these are descended from
the Hiung-nu and have exactly the same mode of life : that is that details

which do not happen to be given as to one tribe may be inferred from their

applying to the other. The various Tung-hu or eastern nomads differ consider-

ably. The T'u-kue were then a tribe of the Hiung-nu and traced their descent

from a she-wolf, hence they had a she-wolf on their standards. (We can

imagine them to have been like the animals on sockets found at Alexanclropol.)

Their habits are thus described. They wear their hair long, and throw on
their clothes to the left : they live in felt tents and move about according

to the abundance of water and grass. They make little of old men and
only consider such as are in the prime of life. They have little honesty or

proper shame; no rites or justice, like the Hiung-nu. Perhaps this is only

one point of view
;
another passage says that they are just in their dealings,

suggesting the Greek view of nomads, SucaioraTot avdpo'muv (v. p. 109).

Their arms are bow, arrows, sounding arrows (used for signals), cuirass,

lance, dagger and sword. On their standards is a golden she-wolf. Their

belts have ornaments engraved and in relief. This reminds us of the

universal Scythic gold plates. So Zemarchus at the Turkish court remarked
on the profusion of gold 1

. They use notches in wood for counting: elsewhere

it says they have an alphabet like other Hu or barbarians.

When a man dies he is put dead in his tent. His sons, nephews and

relations kill each a sheep or horse and stretch them before the tent as an

offering. They cut their faces with a knife 3
. On a favourable day they

burn his horse and all his gear 3
. They collect the ashes and bury the

dead at particular periods. If a man die in spring or summer they wait

for the leaves to fall, if in autumn or winter they wait for leaves and flowers

to come out. Then they dig a ditch and bury him. On the day of the

funeral they cut their cheeks, and so forth as on the first day. On the tomb
they put a tablet and as many stones as the dead man has killed enemies.

They sacrifice a horse and a sheep and hang their heads over the tablet.

That day the men and women meet at the tomb clothed in their best and

feast. These feasts seem to be the occasions when the young men see

girls to fall in love with them and ask their hands of their fathers. This

whole account seems rather to describe a funeral in two parts or funeral

1 Menander, f. 20; FHG. iv. p. 227. Siberia and in Russia have the wooden erection
‘

l Cf. Menander, f. 43 ;
FUG. iv. p. 247. partly burnt, cf. A. Heikel, Antiquitds de la Sib^rie

: Radloff says this must be a mistake, as he has occidentale in Mem. Soc. Finno - Ougnenne VI.

found no traces of cremation. Some tombs both in (1894), and Radloff, Aus Sibirien, II. chap. vii.
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and after-funeral than really to imply that the dead were kept according

to the time of the year. It corresponds generally with what is found in

Scythic tombs and with the account in Herodotus. Hieh-li, the last Khan,
was buried under a mound, and an attendant willingly sacrificed himself to

serve him in the next world

1

. When a man dies his son, younger brother

or nephew takes his wives and their sisters to wife. This was the case

with the Scyths, e.g. Scyles married Opoea, wife of his father Ariapithes".

Although the T'u-kiie change places, yet they have special land for

each family. Agriculture is not unknown to them. The Khan lives at

Tu-kin Shan. They revere demons and spirits and believe in magicians. Their

food of milk and cheese and kumys is just what Herodotus describes.

A curious point of likeness already referred to is the attraction civilisation

exercised upon them, so that individuals were continually trying to imitate

Chinese ways, they married Chinese wives, and some could even talk

Chinese, and occasionally it required the good sense of Chinese deserters

to prevent the nomads giving up their ways and so rendering themselves

open to attack. On the other hand, when the Chinese tried to make them
adopt small details, Sha-poh-lioh the Khan, 581— 587, replied, “We have
had our habits for a long time and cannot change them3.” Just the same
opposition is characteristic of the Scyths, some of whom were always

hankering after Greek ways, in spite of the disapproval of their fellows.

So Marco Polo 4 speaks of the degeneracy of the Tartars, who by his time

had adopted the customs of the idolaters in Cathay and of the Saracens
in the Levant.

Geza Nagy 5 remarks on another point of resemblance between the Scyths
and the Turks, their very concrete metaphors. Just as the Scyths replied

to the Persians’ defiance by sending the Great King a bird, a mouse, a frog

and five arrows, which is rightly interpreted by Gobryas to mean that they

will fall by the arrows, unless like birds they can fly into the air, or like

mice burrow underground, or like frogs jump into the waters 6

,
so the Turks

threatened the Avars that, flee as they might, they would find them upon
the face of the ground, for they were not birds to fly up into jhe air nor

fishes to hide themselves in the sea.

In just the same way, in a.d. 1303, Toktai sends to Nogai as a

declaration of war a hoe, an arrow and a handful of earth
; which being

interpreted is, “ I dig you out, I shoot you, better choose the battlefield
7.”

So the familiar story of Scilurus and his counsel to his sons, illustrated

by a bundle of faggots, is told by Hayton the Armenian of Chingiz Khan8
.

Pictures of Hiung-nu.

Not only the verbal accounts agree but also the pictures. In the

Pien-i-tien and I-yu-kuo-chih we have pictures of Hiung-nu. They have more

1 China Review
,
xxv. p. 242. 5 op. cit. p. 58.

2 Her. iv. 79. Cf. de Plano Carpini of the 0 Her. iv. 130— 132.

Mongols, c. 6, ap. Hakluyt, Rockhill, p. 78, Yule3
,

7 Yule, Marco Polo 3
,

Vol. 11. p. 498, quoting

1. p. 253. Hammer von Purgstall.
3 China Review, xxv. p. 11. 8 Haithoni Armeni de Tartaris Liber in
4 Yule3

,
Vol. 1. c. liv. p. 263. Novus Orbis of Grynaeus, Basel, 1537, c. xvii.
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beard than we might expect. Their tunics lined with fur are not unlike

the Scythic tunics on the Kul Oba vase, their soft boots tied about the

ankle with a string are very similar, and the bow and bow-case are very

much like the western representations. Scyths are always bare-headed or

wear a hood, but the Hiung-nu have conical fur-lined caps. The Kara
Kitan in the latter book, sitting between the hoofs of his horse who is

lying down, reminds us of some of the Siberian gold plates. The bow-
case is well shewn on the Pa-li-feng, a kind of Tartar. The horns

on the head of the women of the T'u-huo-lo and their neighbours, adorned
as they were with gold and silver, resemble the headdress of the Queen at

Karagodeuashkh. But these resemblances do not go deep and many of the

coincidences in customs may be merely due to like circumstances, still the

likenesses are so great and the barriers between South Russia and Central

Asia so often traversed, that it is harder to believe that entirely separate

races developed such a similarity of culture than that a horde driven west by
some disturbance early in the last millennium b.c. finally found its way to the

Euxine steppes. And the character of the objects they had buried with them
on their way from the Altai to the Carpathians sets the matter almost beyond
doubt.

So far we have used no more evidence than was before K. Neumann,
the champion of the Mongolian theory, the strength of whose case rests

upon coincidences of custom, very close indeed but not sufficient to prove
that the Scythians had any real connection with upper Asia, for his philo-

logical comparisons have been rejected by serious students of Mongolian,

or was before Mtillenhoff, chief defender of the dominant Iranian theory, who
supported it on philological grounds, stronger indeed than Neumann’s, but

affording too narrow a basis for the weight it has to bear. Neither of these

writers has given due weight to the analogies between the remains found
in the tombs of Scythia and those that occur in southern Siberia, in the

basin of the Jenisei, far beyond the limits of Aryan population. Until

the affinities of that civilisation and of the tribes that were influenced by it

have been cleared up, the final word cannot be said on the position of the

Scythians 1
.

SCYTHIAN PROBLEM.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY.

So many different views as to the affinities of the Scythians have been propounded
that their enumeration seemed too much of a burden for the text of Chapter IV. At the

same time their succession has a certain historical interest and space had to be found

for a short account of the more important theories. The older writers are more fully

dealt with by Dr L. Niederle 2

,
but one or two useful books have escaped even his

marvellously wide reading.

The traditional view regarded the Sarmatians, and the Scythians naturally went

1 However Neumann, op. cit. p. 236, quotes 2 Slovanske Starositnosii ( Slavonic Antiquities),

Gmelin’s account of the graves on the Abakan. Prag, 1902— ,
Vol. I., Appendix p. 512.

M. 13
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with them, as the ancestors of the Slavs. For one thing the Byzantine writers applied
to the latter these classical names which had already served for the Goths : for another
there was no more obvious ancestry for the Slavs to be discerned among nations
mentioned by ancient writers, and the Scythians and Sarmatians, though great nations,

did not seem to have left any other descendants. This theory naturally appealed to

the tendency of chroniclers to push the ancestry of their own nation as far back as

possible, and accordingly it is accepted by most of the Slavonic historiographers.

Since the appearance of later hypotheses it has been almost dropped in Germany,
Cuno, with his fanciful Slavonic etymologies, being a solitary exception in later times 1

.

In Russia, however, national feeling has kept it still alive. It gained support from
the undoubted superficial resemblance of the Russian muzhik and the figures on
the Kul Oba and Chertomlyk vases. The chief exponent of it has been Zabelin 2

.

During the eighteenth century there appeared one or two dissentients, but the

first to gain general approval with a new theory was B. G. Niebuhr 3
. He made a

careful examination of Herodotean geography and referred the Scyths to a stock

akin to the Tartars and Mongols. His main arguments were based upon similarity

of customs. Grote

4

gives a good statement of this view. Boeckh, in the introduction

to Inscriptiones Sarmatiae
,

etc?, regards the Scyths as Mongolian and the Sarmatae
as Slavs with Mongolian mixture, but admits the Iranian element. Niebuhr’s line

of proof was carried further by K. Neumann 6
,
who also adduced etymologies from

the Mongolian which were promptly demolished by the great Turcologue Schiefner 7
.

Meanwhile Kaspar Zeuss 8 had advanced the view that all the steppe peoples as

far as the Argippaei were Iranian. His main argument was the similarity of Scythian
and Iranian religion, but he also proposed Iranian etymologies for a certain number
of Scythian words. This view gained general favour when supported by K. Miallenhoff,

who supplied a large number of Iranian etymologies 9
. Duncker 10 states Miillenhoff’s

view without reservation as fact. W. Tomaschek 11 accepted this theory and developed
the geography of the subject. Much the same general position was taken by A. von
Gutschmid 12

,
and Th. G. Braun 13 follows Tomaschek closely. So, too, Dr Niederle (op. cit.)

seems to have not a doubt of the broad truth of Mullenhoff’s view on this matter,

though generally inclined to disagree with him 14
. L. Wilser 15 takes the Iranian character

of the Scythian language as proven and tries to prove in his turn that it has also special

affinities with German. In fact he regards Germans, Scyths, Parthians, Persians and
Medes as a series without very considerable gaps between the neighbouring terms,

1
J. G. Cuno, Forschungen im Gebiete der alten

Volkerkunde. I. Theil, Die Skythen
,
Berlin, 1871,

described by Gutschmid in his review of it as the

worst book he had met for fifteen years (Kl. Schr.

III., p. 446—452). He had never met Scythia

Biformis das Urreich der Asen by Wajtes Prusisk,

Breslau, n. d.
2

I. E. Zabelin, History of Russian Life

,

I. 243
sqq. ;

also D. J. Samokvdsov, History of Russian
Law

,

Pt 11. 1—69, Warsaw, 1884.
3 Kl. Schriften

,

1828, I. p. 352 sqq., in English,

A Dissertation o?i the Geography of Herodotus and
Researches into the History of the Scythians

,
Getae

and Sarmatians, Oxford, 1830.
4 History of Greece, ed. 3, 1851, Vol. in. p. 216

—243 -

5 CIG. Vol. n., Pt xi. p. 81.
6 Die Hellenen im Skythenlande, Berlin, 1855.
7 “ Sprachliche Bedenken gegen das Mongolen-

thum der Skythen,” Melanges Asiatiqucs, T. 11.

p. 531, St Petersburg, 1856.
' Die Deutschen und die Nachbarstdmme

,

Miin-

chen, 1837.
9 “Ueberdie Herkunft und Sprache der Ponti-

schen Scythen und Sarmaten.” Monatsber. d. k.

Breuss. Ahad. d. IV. 1866, p. 549, reprinted in

Deutsche Altertumskunde, Berlin, 1870— 1900, in.

p. 1 01 sqq.
10 History of Antiquity, Eng. Trans. 1879, Vol.

III. pp. 228—246.
11 “Kritik der altesten Nachrichten fiber den

Skythischen Norden. I. Ueber das Arimaspische
Gedicht des Aristeas,” Sitzungsber. d. kk. Akad.
zu Wien, 1888, cxvi. pp. 715— 780. II. “Die
Nachrichten Herodot’s fiber den Skythischen
Karawanenenweg nach Innerasien.” Ib. cxvil.,

pp. 1—70.
12 “Die Skythen,” in Kl. Schriften ill., p. 421,

Leipzig, 1892, from this the article in the ninth
edition of Encyclopaedia Britannica is shortened.

13 Investigations in the provmce of Gotho-
Slavonic Relations, St Petersburg, 1899.

14 See also Sir H. Howorth, Journ. ofAnthrop.
Inst. vi. (1877), pp. 41 sqq.

;
H. d’Arbois de

Jubainville, Les premiers habitants de IEurope,
Paris, 1889, II. pp. 223—264 ;

F. W. Thomas,
“Sakastana,”/7C4 .S'. 1906, p. 204 regards “Scythic”
as an E. Iranian dialect, but he mostly means
Indo-Scythic.

16 Cf. Internationales Cetitralblatt fiir Anthro-
pologic u. s. w. vii. (1902), Heft 6, p. 353, review of
L. Wilser

;

“ Skythen und Perser,” in Asien—
Organ der Deutschen Asiatischen Gesellschaft

,

1902.
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whereas he entirely denies the close connection between the speakers of Sanskrit
and the speakers of Zend. Unfortunately, not having seen his paper, I cannot give
his arguments for this novel position. Something similar is J. Fressl’s view 1

,
and

E. Bonnell seems to waver between assigning Germans, Lithuanians, Slavs, and Kelts as

descendants of the Scythians, whom yet he calls Iranian 2
. Likewise Fr. Spiegel 3

thinks the bulk of Scythians Indo-European, but will not decide between Iranians
and Slavs

;
still he admits a possibility of Uralo-Altaic Royal Scyths. So, too, Professor

Lappo-Danilevskij, in his convenient collection of material concerning Scyths, gives
rather an uncertain sound as to their ethnological affinities 4

.

Meanwhile Niebuhr’s theory lived on in spite of the Iranian hypothesis of the
philologists 5

,
especially in Hungary, where A. Csengery referred the Scyths to the

Uralo-Altaic folk 6

,
perhaps to the Sumer-Akkadians, and Count Geza Kuun 7 to the

Turco-Tartars on the ground of the god-names, and A. Vambery on the ground of
customs 8

. This view finds its most complete expression in a monograph by Geza Nagy 9
.

A Magyar has a hereditary right to speak on any question concerning Finno-
Ugrians, but he is apt to have his racial prejudices, which act as a corrective to those
of the German or the Slav. Accordingly Mr Nagy maintains that the Scyths were
Uralo-Altaic, and thinks that an Uralo-Altaic language has always been dominant in

the Steppes, save for the comparatively short interval during which the Aryan branch
of the Indo-Europeans was making its way from its European home towards Iran

and the Panjab. This view he supports by destructive criticism of the etymologies
proposed by Mullenhoff and other advocates of the pure Iranian view, criticism that
in truth shews up their mutual disagreement and the arbitrary character of their

comparisons. But he in turn advances Uralo-Altaic etymologies equally arbitrary,

and in them has recourse to Sumer-Akkadian, a language whose existence is hardly
so strongly established as to allow it to lend support to further fabrics of theory 10

.

There follow further arguments drawn from physical type, manner of life, custom
and religion, much the same as those advanced above, with the general result that

although the author does not deny the existence among the steppe-dwellers of a

strong Iranian influence and of a certain Iranian element supplied by the leavings

of the great Aryan migration, he takes their main mass to have been Uralo-Altaic
in speech, and even distinguishes among them different layers, Finno-Ugrian and
Turco-Tartar, and different stages of social development, matriarchal and patriarchal.

1 Die Skytho-Saken die Urvdter der Germanen
,

Miinchen, 1886.
2 Beitrdge zur Alterthumskunde Ritssla?ids, St

Petersburg, 1. 1882,11. 1897: a book of useful material
used uncritically. Rawlinson Hei-odotus

,
ill. p. 158

makes Sc. a special branch of Indo-European.
3 Eratiische Alterthumskunde

,
n. p. 333 sqq.

4 Trans. Imp. Russ. Arch. Soc., Slavonic
Section, Vol. iv. (1887), p. 352 sqq.

5 e.g. E. Bunbury, Hist, of Ancient Geography
,

1. 215 ;
H. Stein, Herodotus

,
Vol. 11. p. 13 ;

Fligier,

Archiv f. Anthropologie XVII. p. 302.
6 A Szkithdk Nemzetisege (The Scyths’ Nation-

ality), Budapest, 1859.
7 Codex Cumanicus, Budapest, 1880.
8 A Magyarok Eredete (The Origin of the

Magyars) (Chap, i.), Budapest, 1882 : for these

references to Magyar books I am indebted to

G. Nagy. Cf. also Vamb^ry’s Die primitive Kultur
der Turko-Tataren

,
Leipsig, 1879.

9 Archaeologiai Ertesito for 1895, reprinted as

No. 3 of Neprajzi Fiizetek, Budapest, 1895. “A
Szkithak Nemzetisege” (The Scyths’ Nationality).

Without the aid of Mr S. Schiller-Szinessy, of

Cambridge, I could not have learnt to read this

valuable essay.
10 With regard to affinities with the early popu-

lation of SW. Asia various writers have already
pointed out resemblances between the Hittite and
the Scythian dress. Some have brought in the

Etruscans too, hoping to solve the three chief

problems of the ancient world under one. But
there is no physical impossibility about North
Asiatics in Asia Minor, as is shewn by the incur-

sions spoken of by the Hebrew prophets and sup-
posed to have changed Beth-shean to Scythopolis.

Fr. Hommel (“ Hethiter und Skythen und das erste

Auftreten der Iranier in der Geschichte,” in Sitz-

ungsber. d. k. Bohm. Ges. d. PViss. Phil.-Hist.

Classe, Prag, 1898, vi.) proposes Iranian deriva-

tions for the Hittite names on Egyptian and
Assyrian monuments, and on this basis goes on to

identify Hittites and Scythians, taking the Iranian
character of the latter for granted, arguing from
the late Greek inscriptions with barbarian names.
In support of this surprising hypothesis he quotes
the mythical accounts of combats between Sesostris

and the Scythians, Herodotus, II. 103, no; Justin,

I. 1 and II. 3 ;
Diodorus, I. 55, II. 43, 46, and says

that these Scythians were really Hittites (v. p. 36).

Karolides, Die sogenannten Assyrochaldder und
Hittite7i

,
Athen, 1898, suggests something of the

same sort, to judge by Jensen’s review in Berl.

Phil. Wochenschr. 1899, p. 1034.

13—2
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Even in etymology he makes out a very good case for the Uralo-Altaic origin

of some of the Scythic god-names (v. supra, p. 85). Other words with a likely Uralo-
Altaic origin are the Greek tvpo?, cf. Magy. turd

,

“ curd,” and Kqtquepioi, the men of the

darkness, cf. Magy. komor, “dark,” Zyrjan kimor. On the other hand some of the

etymologies proposed by the Iranian party are reasonable and G. Nagy’s substitutes

very far-fetched. As he applies all the stories of origins to the Altaic tribes and
makes even the Cimmerians and agricultural Scythians Altaic, he has to find suitable

meanings for Colaxais and his brothers, which leads him very far afield. So too with

Oiorpata, Arimaspi, Enarees, Exampaeus, all of which are either obviously or very

probably Iranian.

The upshot of all this is to prove from the other side that no one etymological

key will open all the locks that bar the way to a full understanding of the Scythian

problem. This Jurgewicz

1

saw, but endeavoured to explain too much from Mongolian,
even those names in the Greek inscriptions that most easily yield Iranian meanings.

These have been most satisfactorily interpreted from the Ossetian by Professor Vs. Th.

Miller'-. But his successful use of Iranian has not blinded him to the presence of

other elements and he takes an eclectic view, allowing a strong influence and possibly

rule exercised upon the Iranians by Uralo-Altaic folk. Professor Th. I. Mishchenko,
the Russian translator of Herodotus, sets forth a similar theory in various articles 3

,
and

with these authors’ general views I am in very close agreement. However they have
mostly regarded the Sarmatians as an Iranian tribe that has swept away the supposed
domination of the Uralo-Altaic horde: but I find it hard to draw any real line of

demarcation. Many of the archaeological finds on which I have largely relied for

evidence of Uralo-Altaic influence undoubtedly belong to the Sarmatian period. Each
people probably consisted of an Iranian-speaking mixed multitude, dominated by a

clan of “Turks” whose language died out but supplied many loan-words, particularly

special terms touching the official religion and the necessities of Nomad life. The
Iranians who took to that life had no such words of their own and had to borrow
them of the real steppe folk, together with their customs, dress and art.

New possibilities are opened by the surprising discovery made by Dr E. Sieg and
Dr W. Siegling

4

that among the MSS. brought by Dr A. von Le Coq 6 from near Turfan
in Eastern Turkestan are fragments of an Indo-European language which as a “ centum"
language, and, so far as deciphered, in vocabulary, is rather European than Asiatic, but

which in its case-formation seems to follow Altaic models. The decipherers call it

“Tocharian, the language of the Indo-Scyths,” i.e. of the Ytie-chih, on the ground of the

colophon of an Uigur MS. noting a translation made from Indian through “ To^ri 6.” In

view of the numerous languages represented in the Le Coq, Griinwedel and Stein MSS.

from E. Turkestan, there is not evidence enough for putting a name to the new language
(the more that the Uigur for Yiie-chih is Kitsi, v. p. 1 1 1, n. 2), but its existence and perhaps
also the pictures of a blonde race formerly in these parts make us ready to believe

that migrations from Europe, subsequent to those of the Indo-Iranians, penetrated the

heart of Asia. Any of the peoples of whom we know neither the physical characteri-

stics nor the languages, but only the names upon the map of Scythia in the widest

sense, may have been Indo-Europeans of this or some other new branch. One thinks

at once of the Wu-sun with red hair and blue eyes set deep in the face, who made the

same impression on the Chinese as do Europeans, and of the fair Budini among whom were
the Geloni talking something like Greek. We may hope any day for specimens of Saka
speech as Dr Le Coq tells me, but I still hold the above view of the Scyths in Europe.

1 Trans. Odessa Soc. VIII., 1872, pp. 4— 38.
2 Journ. Min. Publ. Instr., St P., Oct. 1886,

p. 232, “Epigraphic traces of Iranian population
on the North Coast of the Euxine”; and again in

his Ossetian Studies, Vol. in., Moscow, 1887.
3 Jiulletin of Kiev University

, 1882, No. 11 ;

1883, No. 9, “On the question of the Ethnography
and Geography of Herodotean Scythia”; Journ.
Min. Publ. hist., St P., Classical Section, 1888,

January, pp. 39—47, “Legends of the Royal
Scyths in Herodotus”; 1896, May, pp. 69—89,
“ Ethnography of Russia according to Herodotus,”
November, pp. 103— 124, “The Information of He-
rodotus as to the lands in Russia outside Scythia.”

4 SB. d. k. pr. Akad. d. IV. Berlin, 1908, p. 915.
5 Z/.f. Ethnoto°ie, 1907, p. 509.
« F. K. W. Midler in SB. d. k. pr. Akad. d. IV.

Berlin, 1907, p. 958.
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CHAPTER V.

TRIBES ADJOINING SCYTHIA ACCORDING TO HERODOTUS AND ARISTEAS.

On the South
,
Tauri and Getae.

Before treating in detail of the archaeological evidence as to the popula-

tion of the Euxine steppes, it seems suitable to consider the statements of

Herodotus and other ancient authors as to the different peoples that sur-

rounded those whom he called Scythian. In spite of the confusion in the

account of the rivers, they are our best guide in locating the various tribes

both within and without the ill-defined outlines of Scythia proper. (Maps
i., iv., v.)

On the mountainous south coast of the Crimea lived the Tauri, some have
called them Kelts, comparing the name of the Taurisci : but some theorists

find Kelts everywhere. We have no data whatsoever for giving relations to

the Tauri. They probably represent the earliest inhabitants of S. Russia,

perhaps akin to the aborigines of the Caucasus
;

possibly they would be
Iranians if ’ApSa/3Sa was their name for Theodosia, which lay on their

borders 1

. Then we could understand their later mixing with the Scythians,

when in the latter the Iranian element had again come to the top. Other-

wise we must take the Scytho-Tauri to be like the Celto-Scythae and the

Celtiberians, products of the Greek belief that a race of which not much
was known was best named by combining the names of its neighbours.

The Tauri were chiefly famous for their maiden goddess 2

,
to whom

they sacrificed shipwrecked sailors. They seem always to have been pirates

and wreckers. In the second century b.c. they were the dependent allies

of Scilurus, and though their name survives on the maps their nationality

seems to have merged in the surrounding tribes.

Along the lower Danube the western Scythians marched with the Getae 3

,

a tribe of whom Herodotus and Strabo have much to say. Our authorities

generally agree in making them a branch of the Thracians, though it is

doubtful how far Thracian is more than a geographical expression. There
seem to have been two races there with different customs and different

beliefs as to a future life
4
. The Getae would be akin to those whom

Professor Ridgeway regards as invaders from Central Europe, with light

complexions, and a religion shewing decided resemblances to Druidism.

But they do not come into our subject except in connection with the

history of Olbia, which they destroyed about 50 b.c. The Kelts on the

lower Danube and also the Bastarnae belong to a later distribution of races.

1 Anon. PeripL, § 77 (51), it is more probably 1893, and P. Kretschmer, Einleitung in die

Alan. Geschichte der griechischen Sfirache, Gottingen,
2 Her. iv. 103, v. inf. Chapter xvii. 1896, p. 212; Niederle, Slav. Ant. 1. p. 318, 11.

3 ForGetaev. Miillenhoff, DA. in. pp. 125— 163 ; p. 62, v. inf. p. 122, for their invasions of Scythia.

W. Tomaschek, “ Die Alten Thraker,” 1. p. 92 sqq., 4 VV. Ridgeway, Early Age, 1. p. 351 sqq.

in Sitzungsber. d. kk. Ahad. zu Wien, CXXVIII.,
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On the West
,
Agathyrsi and Sigynnae.

The Agathyrsi 1

,
the westerly neighbours of the Scythians, are said by

Herodotus (iv. 104) to resemble the Thracians in most of their customs,

and are taken by all writers to be closely connected with them in race, as

later the Getae and the Dacians, whose names we afterwards find in the

same region, the modern Transylvania, out of which flows the Maros (Mapis) 2

to join the Danube. It is just conceivable that they were Iranian, at least

the name Spargapithes has such a look 3
. The effeminacy of the nation

does not agree with the general character of the Thracians, but the weight

of opinion assigns them to that stock 4
. F. Hartwig 5 seeks to identify the

Agathyrsi with people in curious fringed gowns on a cylix from Orvieto.

The Sigynnae whom Herodotus (v. 9) mentions quite in another connection

as living beyond the Danube and stretching westward to the land of the

Enetae, would be more likely to be Iranian, for he says that they called them-

selves colonists of the Medes and that they wore Median dress. He says

he cannot tell how Median colonists should come there, but that anything

may happen, given sufficient time. This expression certainly suggests that

Herodotus had no idea that from the Carpathians to the confines of Media
there stretched a whole row of nations, more or less akin to the Medes, for,

as I take it, the Iranian character was disguised by the Scythic element

which gave the tone to the whole. Strabo (xi. x. 8) puts the Sigynni (sic)

on the Caspian, and Niederle 6 seems inclined to think him right, supposing

a confusion to have arisen through the use of the word Sigynna in Ligurian

in the sense of pedlar : but Herodotus, by mentioning this fact, makes it

unlikely that he should have been led astray by it
;
a national name may

well gain such a meaning 7
. A point about the Sigynnae which is mentioned

by both Herodotus and Strabo is their use of small shaggy ponies for driving.

The Median dress may mean no more than that they wore trousers. It

seems as if trousers were introduced to Europeans by immigrants from the

steppes to the east. The form of the word “ braccae ” suggests that they

were adopted first by the Germans and then by some of the Kelts 8
.

Northern Border.

The Neuri 9 marched with the Agathyrsi. Their position would be

about the head waters of the Dnestr and Bugh and the central basin of the

Dnepr. The Neuri are perhaps the most interesting of the Scythians’

neighbours, for we can hardly fail to see in them the forefathers of the

modern Slavs. This is just the district that satisfies the conditions for the

place from which the Slavonic race spread in various directions. The one

distinguishing trait that Herodotus gives us, that each man became a wolf

1 In treating the neighbours of the Scyths I have 4 Niederle, Slav. Ant. I. p. 263.

mostly followed Tomaschek, u Kritik” 11. v. supra, 6 Die Griechischen Meisterschalen
, p. 421, PI.

p. 98, n. 1 1. xxxviii., xxxix., v. supra, pp. 54, 55.

2 Her. IV. 48.
0 op. cit., 1. p. 238.

3 Her. IV. 78, cf- the Scythian S. IV. 76, and 7 e.g. Lithuanian Szatas, i.e. Scot= pedlar.

Spargapises, king of the Massagetae, 1. 211 : but it
8 v. d’Arbois de Jubainville, op. cit. 11. p. 264 ;

may have been supplied to give individual circum- Sophus Muller, Urgeschichte Europas, Strassburg,

stance to the story of Scyles. Their community of 1905, p. 161 sqq.

wives also recalls the Massagetae. 9 Her. iv. 105.
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for a few days every year (iv. 105), recalls the werewolf story that has always

been current among the Slavs
;
even now the word for werewolf is one of

the very few Slavonic loan-words in Modern Greek. Everything points to

this identification. Braun (op. cit. p. 79 sqq.) puts the case very well.

Valerius Flaccus
(
Argon

.

vi. 122) speaks of “ raptor amorum Neurus,” which

calls to mind the account of the Drevlians and other Slavonic tribes of this

region who carried off their wives at water 1

,
but we do not know if he had

any foundation for the expression. When Herodotus says that the Neuri

had Scythian customs, it might well describe the frontiersmen on whom
the Scythic culture had evident influence (v. p. 175). The geographical

names of the district are purely Slavonic, whereas immediately further east

the occurrence of Finnish words for rivers shews that we are no longer in

territory originally Slavonic 2
. Tomaschek suggests that the invasion of

snakes which drove the Neuri eastward to the Budini, said by Herodotus

to have happened one generation before the campaign of Darius, an invasion

usually taken to mean an attack from a hostile tribe
3

,
was really a movement

of the East Germans, and Braun 4 goes so far as to say that it was a move-
ment of the Bastarnae, forced down between them and the Carpathians by
the expansion of the Kelts at their time of greatest power for aggression.

He sees in the occupation of the Desna the first movement of Slavonic

conquest. For here we have a river bearing a Slavonic name, the Right-

hand river, clearly approached by the Slavs from the south and flowing

through a country of which the other river-names are Finnish. That the

Slavs came to know the Kelts through the Germans is clear from loan-words,

especially Russian volokh
,
O. Slav, vlakh

,
from Gothic * walhoz, our “Welsh/’

the German name for Kelts and later for Romance speakers 5
.

Eastward of the Neuri in the general description of Scythia 6 and in

the other passages where they are referred to, come the Androphagi. But

in the account of the Neuri, c. 105, it is said that the latter, when invaded

by snakes, migrated to the Budini, that is past Androphagi and Melanchlaeni.

Either then the Budini changed their abode, perhaps in consequence of this

invasion, or there were two tribes of Budini, eastward and westward. This
might help to account for the genesis of the story about the march of Darius

across Scythia. If the tale went that Darius marched to the land of the

Budini, it would be readily thought to speak of the eastern Budini, well known
because of the town Gelonus and its connection with Greek trade. We
must then allow a probability of a second tribe of Budini near the Neuri 7

.

1 Ps.-Nestor, Laurentian MS., ed. 3
, p. 12,

yaiUKHBaxy y bo^h jvkBima.
2 N. P. Barsov, Outlines of Russian Historical

Geography
,
Warsaw, 1885, p. 75.

3 Niederle, Slav. Ant. I. p. 295, vehemently
protests against this interpretation, and takes the

account literally.
4 op. cit. p. 247.
5 The identification of Neuri and Slavs,, seems

first to have been well established by P. J. Safari'k

(Slovanske Starozitnosti), Slavonic Antiquities
,

Prag, 1862—63, I. p. 224 sqq. He regards their

land as the very kernel or heart of the region

originally settled by the Wends. He takes the

Budini (ibid. p. 215) to be Slavs also, and their

name to mean Waterfolk, from vodd. Gelonus
reminds him of the typical spread-out Slav settle-

ment. His tradition is carried on by Niederle,

Slav. Ant. I. p. 266.
0 Her. IV. c. 102, 106.
7 This expedient of supposing doubled tribes is

excused by many instances of tribes with similar

names, especially in Eastern Europe, under condi-

tions which make it easy for part of a nation to

split off, e.g. Royal Scyths and colonist Scyths in

Herodotus, three or four tribes called Huns, so too

with Alans, Turks, Bolgars, Tartars, Kalmucks,
Nogai, all of which have had subdivisions living

at one time far apart from each other. This list

might be almost indefinitely extended.
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The Androphagi were probably Finns, and the most barbarous of them,
as no trade route passed through their land. Theirs would be central

Muscovy and southwards towards Chernigov. Hence, too, the most exag-
gerated stories would be told of them. But we need not believe that they

were cannibals any more than the Samoyeds, Finns also, whose name means
the same. Tomaschek ingeniously suggests that the Amadoci of Pseudo-
Hellanicus 1 and of Ptolemy are the same as the Androphagi, amadaka, cf.

Skr. amad, eater of raw meat. He would propose to identify them with

the Mordva of the present day, which is very possible, for there is no
doubt that all the Finnish tribes now found on the middle Volga and on
the Kama once lived far to the west or south. But when Tomaschek
(u. p. io) sees in Mordva another Iranian nickname meaning cannibal, he
hardly carries conviction. The necessary sound changes are as unlikely as

that a nation would take such a nickname to itself. Still Mordva is a loan-

word from the Iranian (= Mensc/i), and many other words shew that these

Finnish tribes, now so far separated from any Iranian nationality, once had
close dealings with some such. That the Mordva once marched with speakers

of the Baltic group far to the west of their present place is shewn by loans

from an early stage of Slavonic and from Lithuanian.

If the Androphagi are Finns, Mordva, the Melanchlaeni are Finns also,

Merja and Cheremis. The former were early absorbed by the advance of

the Slavs, and the latter have been so strongly subjected to Turkish influence

that all earlier traces have been wiped out. But archaeological evidence

proves that some such tribe occupied the region corresponding to that

assigned by Herodotus to the Melanchlaeni about Riazan and Tambov 2
. It

may be a coincidence that the Cheremis wore black till a hundred years ago.

Dark felt is the natural product of the coarse dark-woolled sheep of the

country. So we need not see any connection with the SauSaparcu of the

Protogenes inscription (Ossete sau black, daras garment) who were almost

certainly a Sarmatian tribe. For the kind of name compare the Caucasian

Melanchlaeni, who have tended to the confusion of later writers, and in

modern times the Kara Kalpaks, White Russians, and such like.

Next to the Melanchlaeni and now above the Sarmatians, well to the

east of Scythia, lived the Budini, fifteen days’ journey from the corner of

the Maeotis. The Oarus seems to have flowed through their country,

coming from that of the Thyssagetae. If then we measure fifteen days’

journey up the Don to the portage by Tsaritsyn and then up the Volga,

we come to the lower part of the governments of Saratov and Samara, and
not far to the north begins the forest region. The territory of the Budini

probably included the lower courses of the Belaja, Vjatka and Kama. The
inhabitants are most likely represented by the Permiaks, driven north and
east by the spread of the Slavs and the irruptions of the Tartars.

Near the junction of the Kama and Volga there has always been an

important trading post, Kazan since the coming of the Mongols, in early

mediaeval times Bolgary. Gelonus seems to have been the first of the

1 Steph. Byz. ad voc. particular barrows that U varov assigns to the
2 Count Uvarov, Les Mdriens, St P., 1875 ; how- Merja belong rather to early Russians, but he does

ever A. A. Spitsyn, JJCA. XV. 164) urges that the not deny a still earlier Finnish population.
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series. We have the name of another town among the Budini, Kaptcncos 1
.

Tomaschek compares Permian karysok
,
little fortress. The wide commercial

relations of this district are shewn by the wonderful silver plates found in the

government of Perm, splendid specimens of Graeco-Roman, Syrian, Byzantine,

Sassanian and even Indian work being dug up in these remote forests, as

well as coins of Indo-Scythian kings 2

,
evidence of connection with Central

Asia. All these precious wares must have been paid for with furs. There
may well have been a sufficiently lively trade to tempt the Greeks to establish

a factory in the interior of the country, even as far from the coast as the

land of the Budini 3
. Herodotus probably exaggerated the number of the

Greek population, as he has most clearly exaggerated the extent of the

town of Gelonus. Three miles and a half square is an impossible size,

three miles and a half about would be plenty for warehouses and temples

and gardens and space for folding the local sheep of which Aristotle speaks.

The establishment must have been like one of the forts in Canada, inhabited

by a mixed population of traders and trappers, or the Osirogi in Siberia,

round which towns like Tomsk and Tobolsk have grown 4
. The description

of the Budini themselves tallies with that of the Permiaks, grey-eyed and
reddish-haired : (fyOeiporpayeovcri—compare what I bn Fadhlan says of the

Bashkirs, “ Pediculos comedunt The otters and beavers of Herodotus
have become rarer with assiduous hunting, but they were common when the

Russians first came, and found a home by the many rivers of the country 5
.

His lake may be the marshes on the course of these, for instance about
the lower Kama.

It is barely conceivable that the Neuri should have come so far for

refuge as to the middle Volga, hence the probability of there having been
other Budini near the Dnepr. These Darius may perhaps have reached

;

Ptolemy’s Bodini seem the mere survival of an empty name.
Niederle 6

,
while admitting that the Androphagi and Melanchlaeni are

Finns, is inclined to think the Budini Slavonic. He regards them as

stretching from the Dnepr to the Don behind the Androphagi, although

Herodotus says distinctly that beyond these is a real desert and no men at

all. Budini looks certainly very like a Slavonic tribe-name with the common
suffix -in-, and there are plenty of Slavonic names from the root bud-. But
they certainly stretched further east than Niederle allows, for they lived

fifteen days up the Don above the Sauromatae. By bringing them west

he puts Gelonus on the site of Kiev.

1 Aristotle, ap. Aelian de Nat. Anim. XVI. 33.
2 e.g. Kadphises I., CR. 1896, p. 132 ;

KTR. p.

41 1—436; Arch. Am. 1908, p. 1 50 sqcj.

3
J. Abercromby, The Pre- and Proto-historic

Finns, Vol. 1. p. 124, describes the trade routes

followed by the mediaeval Arabs, both directly up
the Volga to Bolgary, and, when the Khazars
hindered, across the Kirgiz steppe from the Amu-
Daria, and so to the west of the Urals : he suggests
that the Persian plate found the same way, and in

yet earlier times the foreign imports found at

Ananjino, v. inf. p. 257. If the Geloni spoke
something like “Tocharian,” a Greek hearing the
numerals might think them bastard Greek.

4 For a view of such a wooden-walled town in

Europe in mediaeval times, v. Nuremberg Chronicle

(1493), fol. CCLiii., “ Sabatz in Hungaria.” The
gorodishche or camp at Belsk (v. p. 147) excavated
by Gorodtsov is 20 miles round, much larger than
Gelonus.

6 Her. speaks of a marsh in which are taken
ivvSpies kcu Kaaropes ku\ iiXXn Or/pta Terpaytovo-

Trpoo-cona. The last I wrongly identified with the

Tarandus or reindeer, v. sup. p. 5 and nn. 6, 7, but
the marsh and Theophrastus l.c. rule this out.

The evv8pies usually translated otters are water-
snakes, v. Pliny, N/d. XXX. § 21, XXXII. § 82, and
the square faced beasts are the otters

;
a gloss

to this effect has been misapplied.
6 op. cit. I. p. 275.

M. D
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The late Professor I. N. Smirnov 1 of Kazan, the chief authority on the

Volga P'inns, directly denies that the ancestors of the Cheremis and Mordva
were the Melanchlaeni and Androphagi. But he does not advance any
very valid objections, and admits a contact with Iranians which argues a

seat further to the south. He denies any contact with Greeks such as we
must suppose in the case of the Budini. Incidentally he describes many
customs among the Finns that recall Scythian usages : among the Cheremis
the sacrifice of a horse forty days after death and the stretching of its skin

over the tomb: the soul does not really leave the body for forty days and even
later comes back to it by a hole left for the purpose. On this fortieth day is

the wake, at which the dead man assists, and is taken back to the grave on a

cart with bells : among the Mordva again, after forty days there is a wake
and a horse sacrifice and a washing of the funeral car. In both cases many
things are put in the grave, or the dead will come and fetch away both things

and people. This is all in favour of the existence of an Uralo-Altaic element
among the Scyths, although there was a clear line of distinction drawn
between them and these Finns : for the Finns lived in the forest and the

mixed multitude of Scythians in the steppe.

South of the eastern Budini were the Sauromatae, stretching east and
north from a point three days’ journey to the east of the Tanais (which

Herodotus takes to run southwards), and the same distance north of the

corner of the Maeotis. Hippocrates says they are a special tribe of Scythian,

and Herodotus, deriving them from a marriage of Amazons and Scyths,

shews that they spoke a language akin to that spoken by the Scyths but

gave their womenfolk more freedom 2
.

North-Easterly Trade Route.

Herodotus derived his account of these nations, Agathyrsi, Neuri,

Androphagi, Melanchlaeni, Budini and Sauromatae, from two sources and
gives particulars of them in two places. In the one (cc. ioo— 109, Map iv.

p. 27) he is keeping in view the story of Darius and his expedition, but

these tribes, although set out according to the scheme of the square, are

not wrested far from their places as given by the less detailed account

which goes with the less schematic description of the lie of the land (cc.

16—26, Map v. p. 34). This he supplements with much information, partly

due to Aristeas, as to tribes living in a north-easterly direction far into

Central Asia (Map 1.). Due north of the European tribes Herodotus

imagines a continuous desert, occasionally diversified with the lakes neces-

sary for the southward-flowing rivers : this desert is a real desert as opposed

to the patches of thinly peopled land separating hostile tribes. Probably

this real desert was actually uninhabited, as the forests of the far north were

only peopled comparatively lately, when these very tribes were driven up by

new comers from Asia, or the Lapps and Samoyeds crossed from the far ne.

1 “ Les Populations Finnoises du Bassin de la me at Kazan, and especially to the translator, to

Volga et de la Kama, i
toe Partie, Les Tchdrdmisses, whom I am indebted for my knowledge of Russian

Les Mordves,” Paris, 1898, tr. by P. Boyer in Pub- and for many favours, including the loan of this very

licalions de I'Kcole des Langues 0rie7itales Vivantes, book. Abercromby, op. cit., mostly follows Smirnov.

IV ,: S(5rie,T. VIII. I should like to express my grati- 2 Her. IV. 21, no— 117, also infra, p. 119, for

tude to the author of this book for his kindness to their migration west of the Tanais.
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The land of the next tribe, Thyssagetae, is beyond a desert seven days’

journey across, lying to the n. or rather e. of the Budini 1
. From their

country run the four rivers Lycus, Oarus, Tanais and Syrgis into the

Maeotis. This last detail is not to be reconciled with geography (cf. p. 30).

We can only think that it was a country with several rivers running sw.,

down which people got to the Maeotis across the Tsaritsyn portage. This
would give us the western slope of the Ural from Ufa to Orenburg.
Herodotus says nothing of the Urals. Their incline is so gentle that they
do not strike a traveller as mountains. Here is a river, Chussovaja, which
may have the same root as Thyssagetae. The termination of this latter

form is Scythian or Sarmatian, cf. Tyragetae, Massagetae. In Ossetian, -gd-

is an adjectival affix and -td the plural termination. Tomaschek identifies

the Thyssagetae with the Voguls.

The trade route described by Herodotus passed far to the north and
crossed the Urals, avoiding the barren Caspian steppe. Herodotus knew that

hereabouts was no channel leading to the Northern Ocean, and in this he
was in advance of the more scientific geographers down to Marinus of Tyre.

To the south lived tribes of more or less Iranian affinities, Sauromatae,
later Aorsi and Alans, marching with the Finnish and Ugrian tribes above
them and with the Caucasians to the south. They carried on a profitable

trade between the mines of the Ural and Iran, and also between the

Mediterranean world and the Far East. In the Chinese annals the Yen-ts'ai

or Aorsi, afterwards called A-lan-na, held the country from the Aral sea to

the borders of Ta-Ts'in (Roman empire), and their traders even reached China.

With the next tribe, the Iyrcae (iv, 22), we get beyond the stage

for the wanderings of Darius. They are interesting for their name, which
can hardly be other than the Sarmatian form of Jugra 2

,
the word whence

we have Hungarian. The ancestors of the Magyars were a tribe be-

tween the Voguls and the Ostjaks, swept from their place by the Turkish
invasions and now a racial erratic block in the middle of the Slavs. Here
we have the first notice of them 3

. Their peculiar method of hunting, repre-

sented on a gold plaque in the Hermitage 4

,
required a country full of trees

but not a thick forest : such would be the basins of the Tobol, the I shim, and
the Irtysh, just to the e. of the southern Ural and the land of the Thyssagetae 5

.

As neighbours of the Iyrcae, Herodotus speaks of a tribe of Scyths that

had separated from the Royal Scyths of the Euxine Steppes. Considering
the ease with which a nomadic nation divides and sends off one part to a

surprising distance (e.g. the Kalmucks, the majority of whom in the reign of

Catherine II. of Russia left the lower Volga for the frontiers of China 6

), it is

impossible to say that a part of the Royal Scyths could not have migrated

1 Her. IV. 22, 123; Tomaschek, II. p. 32.
2 Such a transposition of mute and liquid is

regular in Ossete, cf. Tirgatao= Tighratava, and
Vs. Miller, Os. Studies

,
in. pi 83.

3 Cf. also Dr Bernhard Munkacsy, “ Die alteste

historische Erwahnung der Ugrier,” in Ethnol.
Mitth. aus Ungarn

,
Bd iv., Heft 4—6, p. 152, and

Bdv., Heft 1—3, p. 7.
4

p. 278, f. 201 =KTR. p. 395, f. 358.
5 The conjecture Tupicm is an anachronism.

The name Turk had not yet come into existence,

though it would be no proved anachronism to say
that races kindred to the Turks had passed this

way. “Turcae” in the MSS. of Mela, 1. 116, and
Pliny, NH. VI. 19, may well be due to intelligent

copyists.
6 De Quincey’s account is mostly fancy, but

vividly presents the possible circumstances of the

great migration. Corrections are made in vol. vii.

of Masson’s Edinburgh edition.

14—

2
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north-eastwards. That there is a connection between inhabitants of these

mutually remote regions is rendered probable by the similarity of many
objects found here on the upper waters of the Jenisei and in the Scythian

graves. Perhaps an easier way of supposing the conditions is to imagine

that here again travellers found a subject population ruled over by a tribe

with customs and language similar to those of the original royal caste of

the Scyths. It is hard to imagine Iranians so far to the north beyond the

utmost bounds of the Aryan world. If the Scyths were Ugrian rather than

Turko-Tartar, this would be just the place from which they should come. The
Scythian traders finding these Scyths far in upper Asia recalls how the

mediaeval Magyar missionaries found again their kin the Voguls and
Ostjaks.

A rgippaei.

As far as these Scyths, says Herodotus, all the land is flat and
deep-soiled

;
henceforward it is stony and rugged. That is, we are coming

to the outliers of the Altai mountains. On the upper Irtysh the steppe

ceases about Bukhtarminsk. The trade route from the Ural came down
from almost a north-westerly direction, and continuing the line we should be
brought to Dzungaria and the country about Kuldzha well described as lying

beneath lofty mountains, the Altai on one side and the T'ien Shan on the

other. Here we meet with the Argippaei (c. 23), (the exact form of the

name is uncertain: Argimpaei, Arimphaei, Orgiempaei, etc.). To the e. of

them again, or rather to the se. following the same general line,, come the

Issedones 1

. The position of the Issedones can be approximately fixed from

Ptolemy’s account which has been well interpreted by Tomaschek 2 as placing

them in the Tarim basin. That is that the northern route followed by
the informants of Herodotus, and a more direct way by which went Maes
Titianus, the Syrian merchant, bring us to the same region.

In the Argippaei we have undoubtedly pure Mongols. Herodotus says

of them that they are bald from their birth both men and women, have
flat noses and large yeWia, translated by Tomaschek cheek-bones, and speak

a language of their own, but wear the dress of the Scythians. The baldness

may well be a misunderstanding of the custom of shaving the head, or an

exaggeration of the scantiness of hair which distinguishes the Mongolian
race : the other details point clearly to Mongols and are borne out by
what is told us of their food and manner of life

3
.

They live off a tree called Ponticiim about the size of a fig tree,

bearing a fruit like a bean but with a stone. When this is ripe they

rub it through a cloth and a thick black juice runs off from it. This

juice is called Aschy. This they use as it is or mix it with milk, and of

the pulp of the fruit they make cakes and eat them. For they have not

much cattle as their pastures are not excellent. This ponticum seems to

1 Tomaschek, II. p. 54.
2

1. p. 734, see infra, pp. no and 114 n. 3.
3 Ttveia might be taken to mean chins, cf. in

the letter of Yvo of Narbonne to Giraldus, Abp

of Bordeaux, Matthew Paris, 1243, “menta promi-
nentia et acuta’’ of the Tartars (Keane, Ethnology

,

p. 350, Note 2); Hakluyt, p. 21, “long and sharpe
chinnes.” Mongol as defined sup. p. 48 n. 1.
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be an Iranian word meaning the way-tree, “travellers’ joy” as it were:
but “aschy” is Turkish and seems closest to aci, sour 1

. It appears to be the

Bird Cherry, Prttmis Padus, which is treated in exactly this way by the

Bashkirs. But many other steppe berries are similarly used by various

tribes.

The tree covered with felt in the winter is a picturesque account of the

felt tent supported by a light and portable framework now universal among
the nomads of Asia. It has entirely superseded the waggons in which the

Scyths lived, being more roomy, more adaptable and in every way superior,

except that it has to be taken up and down, and affords no shelter during

the actual journey (v. supra p. 32 and f. 7).

The most remarkable point about the Argippaei is the respect in which
they were held by their neighbours. Says Herodotus, “No man at all wrongs
these men. For they are said to be sacred. Nor have they any weapon of

war. And they both act as adjusters of differences among their neighbours,

and if any man take refuge from pursuit with them he can be touched

by no one.” Tomaschek supposes that these were the frontier officials

of a well-organised Turkish kingdom, set to prevent the interruption of

commerce by the quarrels of the various tribes upon its borders.

In general, however, the Greeks had a tendency to idealize the life

of nomads. One might almost say they found in them the noble savage.

Hence Homer speaks of the Mare-milkers as the most just of men 2

,
and

Strabo (xi. viii. 7), speaking in particular of the Massagetae, but in general

of all who live in Scythic wise, says, “ Such have a manner of life common
to them all, which I have often spoken of, and their burials are much the

same, and their customs and all their life together, independent but rude,

wild and warlike, however as to contracts they are straightforward and
honest.” So the Chinese speak alternately of the treachery and honesty

of their nomad neighbours.

Herodotus (iv. 24) says that all is perfectly clear and definite as far

as the bald people, that Scyths and Greeks from the Pontic trading towns
can tell about them

;
further that these Scyths use seven interpreters to

make their way through seven tongues. It is not quite clear how the

number seven is made up. The tribes that may come in are Scyths,

Sarmatae, Budini, Geloni, Thyssagetae, Iyrcae, other Scyths, Argippaei

and perhaps Issedones. In such a tale there is a great temptation to bring

in as many tongues as possible, and the informants may well have reckoned

in the Scyths themselves, or made Sarmatian into a separate language, or

likewise Eastern Scythian, or counted in the Geloni, whatever their jargon

may have been : in any case seven is a fair total, though five would probably

have done.

Beyond the Argippaei (c. 25) to the north as it seems are indeed

great and high mountains, the main ranges of the Altai : the goat-footed

men need not be snow-shoe men, as Tomaschek suggests, but any active

mountaineers, and the folk who sleep six months in the year always mark
the bounds of knowledge or rather inference towards the north.

1 Or aksi, Vdmb^ry, op. cit. p. 98.
2

II. xni. 6.
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Issedones.

To the East, or rather se. of the Argippaei, are the Issedones (c. 26)
1

,

apparently Tibetan tribes in the Tarim and Bulunggir basin.

The customs of these people as related by Aristeas exactly recall those

ascribed by mediaeval and modern travellers to the Tibetans. As Zenobius
sums it up (v. 25) the Issedones eat their parents except their heads: their

heads they cover with gold. Compare Rubruck translated by Hakluyt

(p. 1 16):

“Next vnto them” (i.e. the men of Tangut) “are the people of Tebet
men which were wont to eat the carkases of their deceased parents : that

for pities sake they might make no other sepulchre for them but their owne
bowels. Howbeit of late they have left off this custome, because that thereby

they became abominable and odious vnto all other nations. Notwithstanding
vnto this day they make fine cups of the skills of their parents, to the ende
that when they drink out of them they may amidst all their iollities and
delights call their dead parents to remembrance. This was told mee by
one that saw it. The sayd people of Tebet haue great plentie of golde

in their land.” In the British Museum may be seen skull cups richly

mounted such as are used in Tibet in the Lamaist ceremonies.

Further tcro/cyodrees Se o/xoia>s ai yvvouKes tolo'lv dvSpdaLv. Not so much
as it seems from their taking part in war and chase like the Sarmatian
women, as from the importance naturally gained by the one woman of a

polyandrous household. The Chinese even speak of states in this region

in which the women held all the political authority.

If the testimony of Ptolemy according to all interpreters could not be
adduced for putting the Issedones on the Tarim the positions of all the tribes

along the trade route would lose a very important confirmation. The chief

difficulty is that the Chinese describe wholesale changes of population as

occurring between the times of Aristeas and of Ptolemy : the encroachments
of the Hiung-nu (v. pp. 92 and 121) had in the second century b.c. driven

the Yiie-chih from the Bulunggir basin into that of the Tarim. The Yiie-chih

are said to have customs similar to those of the Hiung-nu, but polyandry

is ascribed to them and they appear rather to have been nomad Tibetans,

perhaps with Hunnish chiefs, at least they use the Turkish title jcibgtt. To
the west of Lop-nor they found a town-dwelling population called T'u-huo-lo

(Tochari) 2
. Later we meet with both peoples in Trans-Oxiana and Bactria

(hence the name Tokharistan) and they apparently leave the Tarim basin

to the Hiung-nu 3
. Had not the Yiie-chih been driven out of the country

long before Ptolemy’s time their identification with his Issedones would be

1 'laarjdoi ap. Tz., v. p. 1 1 2, n. 4; Aleman ap.

St. Byz. 'Ha<rr]!)6v(S.
2 Of them the Wei- and Sui-shu say, “Brothers

have one wife in common : she wears on her cap
so many horns. ..as there are brothers

;
when one

brother enters her chamber he puts his shoes before

the door as a token. The children belong to the

eldest brother.” This likewise sounds Tibetan and
we can never clearly distinguish between the Yiie-

chih and the Tu-huo-lo, but it is written of them in

Bactria when they had long ago coalesced

3 They cannot have been cleared out com-
pletely. We know that some, the Little Yiie-chih,

remained behind among the Tibetan K'iang. The
inaccessible oases of the Tarim basin have har-

boured the relics of many races. From his last

journey Dr M. A. Stein brought back MSS. in

twelve languages {Times, Mar. 8, 1909), but the

Tibetan element seems the oldest at least along
the South, having been present in Khotan before

the historic invasion (Stein, Ancient Khotan, 1.

p. 147).
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,
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1

obvious
:
perhaps the name had clung to two settlements Issedon Scythica

(Ak-su ?) and Issedon Serica (Lou-lan near Lop-nor ?), reason enough for him

to put the well known tribe on to his map. This is not on a par with

his haphazard insertion of antiquated names towards the edges of Sarmatia :

he had, as I shew below, a very good knowledge of the Tarim basin 1
.

So Ptolemy’s Issedones represent the Yiie-chih in their second position

on the Tarim, but Aristeas knew them on the Bulunggir and probably

included the Tochari under them. So his Issedones might extend to the

Pamir, where they would be opposite to the M assagetae just over the pass

into the Jaxartes basin 2
.

Massagetae.

Like tales are told of the Massagetae n. of the Oxus, of their way of eating

their parents, not even having left them to die a natural death, and of their

marriage customs 3
. They are described as living opposite the Issedones 4

,

that is, just across the mountains to the west of them, and are often coupled

or even confounded with them. In iv. 13 Herodotus says, when speaking
of the movement that drove the Scyths out of Asia, that according to

Aristeas the Arimaspi attacked their neighbours the Issedones, and these

drove out the Scyths : whereas in c. 1 1 he says that the Scyths were pressed

by the Massagetae. The Massagetae are evidently a mixed collection of

tribes without an ethnic unity, the variety of their customs and states of

culture shews this, and Herodotus does not seem to suggest that they

are all one people. They are generally reckoned to be Iranian. But it

is probable that at any rate part of them were practically identical with the

Issedones : that just as the Yiie-chih were driven by pressure from the Huns
over the mountains into Bactria, so before them another Tibetan tribe had
trodden the same path under the same pressure and gained the country of

the two rivers
:
perhaps this was the very movement of which Herodotus

and Aristeas speak. Other Massagetae may well have been Iranian, or as

some thought 4

,
much the same as the Scythians; whereas the inhabitants of

the islands of the Araxes (Oxus or Jaxartes, v. sup. p. 30) were aboriginals

connected perhaps with the tribes of the Caucasus. The picture drawn of

the nomad Massagetae seems very like that of Scythians in a rather ruder

stage of development. The tale of Tomyris may bring to mind either

the Tibetan gynaecocracy or that of the Sarmatians. Certainly it appears
more closely linked with the latter. The name Massagetae seems to mean
belonging to the great (horde), and probably just as all the tribes north of

1
p. 1 14, n. 3. In the same way the name

Tochari survived in Ptolemy’s Thaguri, Thagurus
Mons and the town Thagura (v. 1 . Goyapa, cf.

Justin’s Thogari and Tib. Thogar), and still later

attached to the ruined towns ascribed by Hiian
Tsang to the vanished T'u-huo-lo.

2 Even phonetically the identification, hinted at

by Tomaschek, is not impossible. Iranians and
Greeks might make Issedi out of Ngut-shi, the

oldest form of Yiie-chih, cf. Canton.' yiit, Jap. getsu,

Franke, op. cit. p. 23 ;
Uigur, Kitsi, Mong. Gaci,

F. K. W. Muller, “Uigurica,” p. 15, n. 1, in Abh.
d. k. pr. Ak. d. W., Berlin, 1908.

3 Compare Her. I. 215, 216, yvvdi.ua pev yapia.
€K aiTTOs, TavTTjai (TriKoiva \pia>VTaL. o yap
2<vdas (padi "EXXqyer nodeiv, ov SkvOqi eidtv oi

7ToieovTts aXXa Maacrayerai • rr/s yap eiridvppo-r]

yvvatKos MaaaayeTr/s avrjp, tov (jjaperpeaiva ano-
Kpepaaas Trpb rrjs apd^rjs playerai d8ea>s, p. IIO, n. 2

,

and Marco Polo, Yule3
,
Vol. n. Bk 11. c. xlvii. p. 54.

G. Nagy, op. cit. p. 7 sqcp, takes the Massagetae
to be essentially the same as the Scyths, but the
latter having attained to the idea of exclusive
property in women who had been seized in war, had
passed out of the stage of community of women.

4 Her. 1. 201.
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the Pontus were for the Greeks more or less Scythians, all the tribes that

were under the “great horde” were regarded by the Persians, from whom
the Greeks mostly got their ideas of the peoples on the northern border •

of Iran, as all more or less Massagetae
;
again it may have been the Scyths’

name for them.

Sacae.

For we must confess that no word like Massagetae occurs in the Old
Persian inscriptions in which as we should expect from Herodotus (vii. 64)
we find Saka. In the epitaph of Darius at Naksh-i-Rustam (a) we have
Saka Tigrakhaudct, Saka Humavarka, and Saka [f\yai\_y ta\radaraya

{transmariniy . Oppert explains Tigrakhauda as “cunning with arrows.”

It is usually taken to mean “with pointed caps,” and Humavarka has been
compared with SkvOcu ’AgvpyLOL

;
the transmarine Sacae may be beyond

either the Aral or the Caspian or even, as F. W. Thomas 2 suggests, Lake
Hamun, as well as the Euxine, so that we are not much helped.

On the rock of Bisutun 3 Darius says himself (v. 22) “ I went against

the land of the Saka...Tigris...to the sea: I crossed it on a bridge, I slew

the enemy, I seized. ..by name Sakunka... I seized also other rulers”; but

the lacunae make it impossible to know to what expedition this refers.

Saka are also mentioned as having revolted. At Persepolis (1. 18) Saka
are named as bringing tribute. But which of these may be among the

varied nations sculptured we cannot say. Those whose clothes have any
resemblance to Scythic dress have been reproduced (p. 59, f. 12). Most
interesting is the figure at Bisutun inscribed Iyam Sakunka hya Saka

;
“this

is Sakunka the Saka.” But of his national costume only the cyrbasia

is left him.

Arimaspians and Hyperboreans.

As far as the Issedones reached there was a quite practicable trade

route, and as it seems nearly allied Iranian tongues served as a medium
of intercommunication beside the native idioms. As far as the Issedones

it is quite possible that Aristeas of Proconnesus penetrated. From them he

heard of other men living yet further east, but what he tells of these shews

that we are coming to the lands where travellers’ tales flourish with most
luxuriance. In the quotation from the Arimaspea preserved by Tzetzes,

the Issedones say, “Above us 4
to the north dwell men whose borders march

with ours, many are they and mighty warriors indeed, rich in horses, wealthy

in sheep, wealthy in cattle, shaggy of hair, sturdiest of all men
;
and each

has but one eye in his fair forehead—the Arimaspi.” Whatever the word
1 Spiegel, Eranisclie Altertumskunde

,
Leipzig, and translates, putting all into nominatives which

1871, 1, p. 223 and Die allpersischen Keilinschriften, do not seem to me to scan. Latyshev (Sc. et Cauc.

Leipzig, 1881, p. 54 and Glossary, s.vv. He takes I. p. 322 = Tzetz. Chil. Vii. 686) gives them thus:

Sk’udra = 2/coXorot. ’icrapdol xalrycriv dyaXXopevoi ravapm
2 JRAS. 1906, p. 1 8 1 . He thinks that from Kai <T(j)eas av6p<x>novs eivai KaOvwepOev opovpovs

early times the Sacae reached down into Sistan. npos Bopiw, noXXovs re teal eo-OXovs ndpra pa^rjrds,

Spiegel, op. cit. p. 41. The third column at dcj)ueiovs LTnrmai
,
noXvpppvas, TroXvftovras—

Lisutun is only called Scythic on the general ’O(pOaXpov 8’ ev eVao-ro s xaPL( VTL P-*T“>n <p.

principle “ Omne iffnoturn pro Scythico.” xatTpcnv Xdo-ioi navToiv ariftapwraT01 dvSpaiv.
4 So Tornaschek, 1. p. 758, combines the lines
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,
Arimaspi

,
Hyperboreans 113

means, whether or no it be a folk-etymology, we cannot go behind the
statement of Herodotus that the Scythians took it to mean one-eyed. The

* Chinese still say of the Khalkas, these people have but one eye, one hand 1

,

thus describing their awkwardness, and some such metaphor probably lies

at the bottom of this tale. Beyond the Tarim basin to the north, we come
precisely to the cradle of the Mongolian race. In this region the Chinese
annalists of the Chou (b.c. 1155—-255) and Han dynasties put the Hien-yiin

or Hiung-nu stretching from Shan-si across the Sha-mo far to the north of the

T'ien Shan range. These are they whom we know in Europe as the Huns.
Shorn of the poetic epithets, the description of Aristeas applies to them.
They often joined into a well-organised state as often destroyed by the

dissensions of the tribes. When united they controlled the commerce between
China and the west and regulated it. The Bald-heads of Herodotus (iv. 23)
would be their outpost to the west. True, Aristeas calls the Arimaspi ;ycu-

Trjo-Lv \acnoL, but the warriors may well have been unkempt, while the custom
officials would be shaved and smooth. Also in that western part in the

gate of Dzungaria there would not be the abundance of Hocks and herds
that marked them on their native plains. Whether the Issedones received

of them gold from the eastern Altai, or whether it did not rather come from
the south from the mountains above India, and whether the griffins are not

the ants or baibaks, that according to the story threw the gold out of their

burrows, is more than can be said. Certainly the representations of

Arimaspians and griffins in art belong to Western Asia. The griffins come
from eastern stuffs ( — cherub), and their name is Semitic

;
the Arimaspians are

dressed in barbarian costume, as conceived by the Greeks, on the model of

the barbarians most familiar to them, Phrygians and Persians. Still the subject

was felt to belong to Scythia, and was used to adorn goods destined for the

Scythian market.

Beyond the griffins, says Aristeas 2

,
live the Hyperboreans, reaching

down to the other sea. Herodotus doubts this, for he says he heard nothing
about them from the Scyths 3

. The Hyperboreans are always the people
beyond knowledge towards the north. They must always figure as the last

term of any series that stretches in that direction. Still, as Tomaschek suggests,

1 Cf. the Hou-yen-kuo, lit. Back-eye-people.
2 Her. iv. 13, 32 ;

Damastes ap. St. Byz. s.v.

3 By ignoring Ptolemy (v. p. 114, n. 3) F. W.
Thomas (op. cit. p. 197) puts the Issedones in

Farghana and the Arimaspi
(
= Ariaspi) in Sistan,

which hardly suits Her. and his KarvirepOe.

F. Westberg, Klio (Bd iv., 1904, pp. 182— 192,
“ Zur Topographie des Herodots”), by giving up
the same point d'appni and restricting the area

under consideration, has to use excessive ingenuity

in fitting in the various tribes. He puts the Budini

about Saratov on the steep or right bank of the

Volga, and identifies them with the Burdas of Ibn

Rusta; further he believes that Darius reached the

Volga in this region. The desert above them is

the high ground of the Zhigulov Hills, and the

Thyssagetae are on the Samara bend of the Volga
and about the lower Kama with the Iyrcae on
the Belaja and in the southern Urals. The Bashkirs

are the Argippaei, although they would appear to

have reached their present position only in some

later migration of Turko-Tartaric peoples. The
names due to Aristeas he regards as mere alterna-
tives of other tribal names known to Herodotus, so
he identifies the Massagetae, whom he puts N. of
the Jaxartes, with the Arimaspi, and opposite them
the Issedones, whose women were so independent,
with the Sarmatians. The Araxes of Herodotus 1.

201 is for him the Jaxartes, but in c. 202, the Volga
with its delta among the islands of which the fish-

eaters live, and the Rhoxolani, whom we meet in

later times, are *Araxalani, called after the river.

Such a scheme seems to me to wrest the data
given by Aristeas and Herodotus from their natural
meaning, whereas something like Tomaschek’s
view is far less arbitrary. Most original is d’Arbois
de Jubainville (op. cit. 1. p. 241 note)

;
he supposes

that the Arimaspi migrated from upper Asia to the
Alps or Rhipaean mountains above Friuli. His
object is to identify the Kelts with the Hyper-
boreans.

M. 15
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some faint account of the civilised empire of China may have penetrated to
Aristeas or his Issedon informants.

Aristeas also mentions the Rhipaean mountains, but again Herodotus
does not believe in these. He is right in rejecting them to the north of the
Euxine, but in upper Asia the difficulty is rather that among so many ranges
we cannot tell which was intended by the name.

Always -it has been at the apogee of the dominion of some Turko-
Tartaric tribe that it has been possible for westerners to traverse central Asia.
The voyage of Aristeas (c. 650 b.c.) comes at the time of the early nomad
power which troubled the Chinese under the Chou dynasty. Those of
Zemarchus and the Nestorian Alopen coincide with the greatest extent of
the early empire of the western Turks which likewise gave Hiian Tsang
his opportunity to journey westwards 1

. De Plano Carpini, Rubruck and
Marco Polo were enabled to travel by the organization of the great Mongol
Empire 2

,
and since its fall, till the other day, no European had followed in

all their footsteps, just as for seven hundred years no Greek followed Aristeas 3
.

1 Chavannes, E., “Documents sur les Tou-kiue
(Turcs) occidentaux recueillis et comment^,” in

Results op the Orkhon Expedition

,

St P., 1903.
2 v. Heyd, Hist, du Commerce du Levant au

Moyen Age, Paris-Leipzig, 1886, Vol. 11. p. 215 sqq.
3 Ptolemy’s Serica. As it is physically pos-

sible for Aristeas to have penetrated as far as the

Tarim, the question whether Ptolemy’s Issedones
can guide us in locating his, is a question of how
much real knowledge of Central Asia Ptolemy
shews, and requires a brief examination of his map
of Serica &c. in the light of recent travel (Ptol.

Geogr. 1. xi. xii., vi. xiii.—xvi., cf. Maps I. and vi.
;

see Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, pp. xxxix.

and cxlvii.
;
Richthofen, China, I. p. 477—500 and

Map 8 ;
Bunbury, Hist. Anc. Geogr., 11. p. 529 sqq.

;

Tomaschek, op. cit. I. p. 736; Marquart, “Eran-
sahr” (Abh . d. k. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, Bd m.
No. 3, Berlin, 1901), p. 154, and lastly for one or

two new points M. A. Stein, Ancient Khotan,

1. p. 54). Richthofen seems most nearly right,

Tomaschek gets everything too far to the E.,

Marquart hopes too much for a mechanical formula
for reducing Pt.’s degrees to modern measurements.
This is a fundamental mistake. In these regions

all his knowledge is derived through Marinus of

Tyre from Maes Titianus (60—80 a.d.) a Syrian

merchant, who himself appears to have reached

the “Stone Tower” and to have sent agents on to

Sera Metropolis seven months’ journey : this dis-

tance Marinus naively reckons at 36,200 stades,

which Pt. is about right in halving, but this he
does on general grounds, not on definite informa-

tion. Hence we cannot take figures beyond the

“Stone Tower” seriously. The more important

is it that his map gives the general shape of the

Tarim basin very fairly. The Imaus is clearly the

Pamir, the only cross range in Central Asia, though
of course it does not stretch indefinitely northwards.

On it is set oppr]Tr]piov rorv es tt]v Xppav eprropevo-

plvo>v, and Irkeshtam the Russian Custom-station

commanding the passes both towards Farghana
and towards the Alai plateau (Stein, p. 55) suits

very well
;
the “Stone Tower” 5

0 W. must be on
the Alai road. The A vfrtKia opt) are the T‘ien Shan
and the 'Airpipdia to the S.E. of them the Kurruk

Tagh : the Kama opr] are not about Kashgar but
the W. K‘un-lun from which comes jade (Turk,
kash)

; Thagurus Mons to the E. is Altyn Tagh or
perhaps Nan Shan. Between the two mountain
lines flows the Oechardes or Tarim with its im-
portant source (Ak-su ?) in the T‘ien Shan, its

sudden turn S. towards Lop-nor (j) ors eir'i rd Kama
opr] Grponr], v. S. Hedin’s Map in Through Asian.),
and its tributary from the K‘un-lun, the Charchan
Darya

;
the eastern part of it with its source in

long. 1 74
0

,
lat. 47° 30', would perhaps be the

Bulunggir which Stein says once joined the Tarim
in Lop-nor {Geogr. Journ. xxx. 1907, p. 503 : Dr
Hedin tells me he doubts this). Outside the Tarim
basin the physical features are not so clear, but we
may recognise the "Awifia oprj as the Altai, Emodus
and Ottorocorrhas* as the Himalaya and North
Tibetan ranges, the Bautisus being the Upper
Brahmaputra, but information as to this Southern
side came from India, and Pt. not realising Tibet
has made this river one with the Huang-ho crossed
by the agents of Maes towards their journey’s end.
The limit between Scythia extra Imaum and Serica
represents if anything the extent of Chinese power
in the 1st cent. a.d. : Av^okca ttoXis may be Kashgar
and Issedon Scythica, Ak-su

;
Issedon Serica, Lou-

lan by Lop-nor (Tomaschek brings it within the
old western extension of the Chinese wall, Stein,

l.c.); the Issedones between, the memory of the
Yiie-chih : it is tempting to see in Xavpava, Khotan
and in 'Ax,,(Ta the Khasas, confusion being
produced by the combination of Indian and Seric

information : the Thaguri though far to the E. may
represent the Tochari (v. supr. p. 1 1 1, n. 1) : Aspa-
carae would be an Iranian term for nomads pro-

bably Tibetan; Bautae, the Indian for Tibetans,
cf. Bhotan, Sera Metropolis is more likely Ch‘ang-
’an the capital of the Elder Han near Si-’an-fu,

than Lo-yang in Ho-nan Pt.’s Sinae Metropolis

(long. 180°). The Annibi, Garinaei (? Mountaineers)
and Rhabbanae would be Huns and perhaps Sien-

pi
;
the 2l£vyes, Kao-ch‘e. It is noticeable that

fancy names like Abii and Anthropophagi are con-

fined to the N. border of the map, so Issedon is

not of that class.

* Please correct Otto(ro)corrhas, etc. on Map VI.
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CHAPTER VI.

HISTORY OF SCYTHIA, LATER MIGRATIONS.

In the preceding pages has been given a sketch of the position, and
as far as possible ethnology, of the inhabitants of the great steppes and
their neighbours, according to Herodotus and his informants, especially

Aristeas, who enables us to extend our knowledge as far as the borders of

China. Aristeas gives us the first recorded example of one of those

movements which have altered the names on the map of Asia from that day
to the day of Tamerlane. The fate of the Greek settlements on the north

coast of the Euxine is so intimately bound up with these changes of population

that a brief survey of them is indispensable.

The Chinese chronicles of the Chou dynasty speak of the restlessness

of the Hiung-nu interfering with communications with the west in the

viii. century b.c. : and Aristeas says that the incursions of the same people

whom he calls Arimaspi drove the Issedones to fall upon the Scyths and
make them enter Europe. We have supposed this in conjunction with

Herodotus (iv. 11) to mean that Issedones forced themselves into the country

to the west of the Tarim basin and joined with the Massagetae or impelled

them against the Scyths. These latter, crossing the Volga and Don, pressed

the inhabitants of the land, probably Iranians, towards the west, where they

joined Thracian tribes, Treres, and invaded Asia Minor, and towards the se.

where they passed the Caucasus and attacked vassals of the Assyrians. These
called them Gimirrai, in Greek Cimmerians. The eastern horde was followed

by Scyths, Asguzai, who appeared as allies of the Assyrians, effected a

diversion of the siege of Nineveh and made a raid over a great part of

western Asia. It seems impossible to get a more detailed view of the

movements of these various northern invaders from the accounts in Herodotus
(i. 103-6), the Assyrian monuments, and the Hebrew Prophets (v. pp. 41, 42).

In sw. Asia the Scyths, broken by the Median Vespers still commemo-
rated in Strabo’s Sacaea (xi. viii. 4, 5), disappeared without leaving any traces,

the Cimmerians finally vanished after having held their ground for many
years at various points such as Sinope and Antandrus, but to the north of

the Euxine the Scyths established themselves as the ruling caste of nomads
in the eastern part of the plain, exacting tribute from various tribes in the

western half. Above the steppe belt, the row of forest tribes, Slavonic Neuri,

Finnish Androphagi, Melanchlaeni and Budini, Ugrian Thyssagetae and
Iyrcae, take no part in the changes which swept the open steppe. In the

time of Herodotus and Hippocrates the Scyths seem on the down grade,

on their eastern frontier appear the Sarmatae, nomads from the Caspian

steppes, pressing the Maeotae and allied, probably Caucasian, tribes towards

the mountains, and threatening their neighbours across the Tanais.

15—2
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Though we have so full an account of the customs of the Pontic Scyths
we know few events in their history

;
still from Herodotus we can construct

a kind of genealogy of their reigning house. We cannot tell whether this

was in any way related to Madyes and his father Protothyes (Bartatua), whose
exploits were in Asia. But we have the succession Spargapithes, Lycus,

Gnurus, Saulius (with his brother Anacharsis), Idanthyrsus, who was probably
father to Ariapithes. This latter had three wives, the Istrian woman by
whom he had Scyles his immediate successor, the Scythian Opoea, who bore

him Oricus, and the daughter of the Thracian Teres, mother to Octomasades,
who eventually slew Scyles and reigned in his stead. We have no means
of placing Ariantas, who made the cauldron out of arrow-heads, or Scopasis

and Taxacis, who were kings under Idanthyrsus at the time of Darius 1

.

Invasion of Darius.

Except for one incident we know nothing of the reigns of these kings,

save the stories of Anacharsis and Scyles, shewing the attraction exercised

by Greek life on the more advanced Scyths and the tragic result. But to that

incident, the famous invasion of Scythia by Darius about 512 b.c.
2

,
we are in-

debted for the introduction of the Scythian episode into the history of Herodotus.

After what has been said of the geography of Scythia there is no need
to insist on the impossibility of the story as related to us. Its whole basis

is inconceivable and the tale is adorned with improbabilities of every kind.

We may take it as true that Darius crossed the Danube and disappeared

for a time into the steppes. It may well be that he was severely harassed

by his mobile enemy
;

but it cannot be believed that he went further than

the Dnestr, the crossing of which would have involved a bridge and
dangerous operations in face of an active foe. Strabo 3 indeed says (vii. iii. 14)
that the desert of the Getae was the scene of the expedition, but this

may be only the outcome of his own reasoning, not independent historical

evidence. However, he must be substantially right: Darius can hardly have
done more than make a demonstration against the northern barbarians, with

a view to securing his frontier on the Danube. It may well be that the

ruling race gathered the western tribes to oppose him, so he may have come
in contact with the western Budini (if as is suggested above there were two

1 Her. IV. 76—81.

Spargapithes

I

Lycus

Gnurus

Saulius Anacharsis

I

Idanthyrsus Teres

.
I

.
I.

Istriana= Ariapithes = Opoea= filia

That Scyles took his father’s wife Opoea (c. 78)
is in accordance with the almost universal custom
of polygamous countries. Still we may remark
that this custom shocked de Plano Carpini,

Rubruck (c. 6) and Hayton (op. cit. c. xlviii.)

among the Tartars, and is noticed by the Chinese.
2

v. Macan, Herodotus
,
Books IV.—VI. Vol. II.

App. 3.
3 Ctesias, Frag. 29, §§ 16, 17 (Muller) says

Darius advanced 15 days’ march, and returned on
finding the Scyth’s bow stronger than the Persian,

cf. the tale of the Khazar and Russian swords in

Ps.-Nestor.

Scyles Oricus Octomasades
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divisions of these), and this may have brought into the narrative a confusion

which Herodotus turned to account to enforce several of his favourite notions,

the condign punishment of the Great King’s overweening pride, the servility

of the Ionians, and the solitary merit of Miltiades. In this latter Mr Macan,
as Thirlwall before him, sees the chief motive of the whole tale. He thinks

it an echo of the defence made when he was on his trial for tyranny in 493 B.c.

Darius can never have meant to reduce all European Scythia. The
device of keeping his communications open sixty days and no more, if it

meant anything, would mean that Darius intended to return by the Caucasus,

if he found the path open. But with his experience of nomads on his north

Asiatic frontiers, to say nothing of the fate of Cyrus (the common story may
well be unhistorical), he would never have trusted himself unsupported in

an unknown country, even supposing that he was absolutely ignorant as to

the extent and character of the countries he must traverse. He reduced

Thrace, received the submission of Macedonia, and made a demonstration,

perhaps not entirely successful, against the northern neighbours of his new
territories

;
that is sufficient justification for his European expedition, and we

need not regard this as part of a scheme to gain profit from the gold of the

griffins, and round off his empire by making the Euxine a Persian lake.

A most original view is that advanced by Professor Bury 1

. According
to him the real objective was the gold of Transylvania, afterwards worked
so profitably by the Romans. Had Darius meant to go east he would never

have left his fleet at the Danube, but it could support him no further in

a north-westerly direction. His idea then would seem to have been to build

a line of forts along the Oarus = Arams = Buzeo to keep his communications
open, but upon realising the difficulty of permanently defending such a line,

he abandoned his plan and returned. Confusion of the Ararus and the Oarus
would then be the foundation of the story bringing Darius all across Scythia :

also a more definite object for his expedition would be furnished, and an
explanation of his attempted fort-building. One only wonders if the Great
King in Susa had heard of the gold mines in the land of the Agathyrsi.

Duncker 2 rationalises the story and suggests that the sixty days was
merely an arbitrary limit given out by the Ionians to prevent daily discussion

of the question whether Darius should not be abandoned. He does not think

Darius went far. It is surprising what a good defence of the traditional

account is made by Rawlinson (ad loc.) who strongly urges the independence
of commissariat shewn by an Asiatic army, and its power of crossing rivers

without difficulty. But in this case it is too much to believe.

Herodotus (vi. 40, 84) tells us that in revenge the Scyths made a raid

which reached the Thracian Chersonese and drove out Miltiades, and even
proposed to Cleomenes a joint invasion of Asia.

Decline of Scyths. Advance of Sarrnatae.

After the time of Octomasades, who may be reckoned a contemporary
of Herodotus, we can trace the Royal Scyths no farther with any certainty.

The name Scyth seems to move westward giving place to those of eastern

1 Classical Review
,

xi. (1897), July, p. 277,
2 History of Antiquity, Eng. eel., 1879, Vol. VI.

“The European Expedition of Darius.” p. 272 sqq.
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tribes, but then it spreads again over all the steppe countries, and embraces
all the nomad peoples. These changes of connotation make it hazardous
to make any statement as to the fate of the true owners of the name, save
that they moved west and were absorbed between the Getae and Sarmatians.

When exactly these latter crossed the Don is not quite clear. As Niederle 1

says, it was probably a gradual process. In
§
68 of the Periplus ascribed to Scylax,

dated by K. Muller 2 about 338 B.c.,a tribe of Syrmatae is given in Europe close to

the Tanais, but in
§ 70 Sauromatae are in Asia, just over the river. Stephanus

Byzantius cites this rare form Syrmatae from Eudoxus of Cnidus, and gives it

as the same as Sauromatae, Sarmatae. Braun 3 wishes to make these Syrmatae
Finns, and to distinguish them from the Iranian-speaking Sauromatae. But
it seems more probable to suppose the mention of “Syrmatae” west of the river

to be put in by a later hand than that of the compiler of the periplus. In the

second half of the fourth century the Sarmatae are still east of the Don or just

crossing, for the next century and a half we have very scanty knowledge
of what was happening in the steppes. Probably an era of mutual strife had
broken out which made impossible, not merely journeys into upper Asia such

as Aristeas had accomplished, but even regular communication with the

hinterland of the Euxine. The Scyths had shewn readiness to trade and
an appreciation of Hellenic culture, in spite of the statement of Herodotus
(iv. 76) that they were hostile to foreign influences, for no nation ever

thinks another sufficiently ready to adopt its customs. But now they were
fighting a losing conflict with the ruder Sarmatae 4

,
and the latter were not to

be such good neighbours to the Pontic Greeks.

The first definite mention of Sarmatae in Europe is in Polybius (xxv. ii.

(xxvi. vi.) 12). Gatalus 6 Xap/jLaTrjs is one of the rulers in Europe who
joined a great league of states in Asia Minor and on the coast of the

Euxine, b.c. i 79. This is the first occurrence of the form Sap/xa-nj? in place

of the earlier Saupo/xar^s which continues to be used as a proper name

5

.

The centre of gravity of the Scyths’ power, and it may well be the

representatives of the Royal Scyths, shifted westward for a while under the

pressure from the east. They even extended their borders in this direction,

and crossed the Danube, so that the Dobrudzha gained the name of Little

Scythia 0

,
which was also applied to all West Scythia as far as the

Borysthenes. Demetrius of Callatis early in the second century b.c. speaks

of Scythians near Tomi 7
. They may have appeared here when their king

Atheas 8

,
after successful struggles with the Triballi and with Istrus, concen-

trated his power on this side, only to be defeated by Philip of Macedon,

339 b.c. (v. p. 123). We find Scythians also mentioned in the decree in

honour of Protogenes at Olbia 9

,
in such a fashion as to shew that their

power was no longer what it was. There it is a case of their seeking

protection from other invaders. The names of tribes mentioned with them,

1 Slav. Ant. I. p. 322. 7 Quoted in DA. ill. p. 36.
2 GGM. I. p. xxxviii scj., 15 scj.

8 Justin IX. 2, Frontinus, Strateg. II. 4, cf.

2 op. cit. p. 87. He gives a good sketch of these Polyaenus, V. 44; Ateas, Str. VII. iii. 18. They
changes of population. may have crossed earlier, Scythic tombs occur in

* Diod. Sic. II. xliii. 7. Bulgaria, v. inf. p. 150, n. 1.

r' Sarmata is the Latin save in poetry. u App. y = IoslJE. 1. 16.

u Strabo, VII. iv. 5.
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Saii, Thisamatae and Saudaratae, recall the forms of Sarmatian names. From
this time forward the word Scythian becomes a purely geographical desig-

nation for any northern nation, Sarmatae, Goths, Huns, Russians all have

applied to them the name sanctioned by classical usage.

For instance, it is hard to define the Scythians ruled over by Scilurus

and his son Palacus. Strabo (vn. iv. 3) and the Diophantus inscription 1
call

them Scythians, and they are in close alliance with the Sarmatians and with

the Tauri; they may perhaps be the people loosely termed Tauroscythae

or Scythotauri
;
they were scarcely a homogeneous tribe, but more likely

a casual aggregation of the dwellers along the coast between the Dobrudzha
and the Crimean mountains. Scilurus struck coins in Olbia, and the other

barbarian kings, whose names we find on coins struck in that city, were probably

lords of the same power, but whether before or after Scilurus we cannot

say, the style is all we have to go by, and this is so barbarous that it can

be no sure guide as to date. A reasonable view is that of A. V. Oreshnikov 2

,

according to which there were kings of the Scythians about the Danube-
mouth Canites 3

,
Cau-, Sarias and Aelis

4

,
who had not full control over Olbia.

Later, about 1 10 b.c., Scilurus, who must have organised a considerable

power sufficient to give much trouble to Chersonese and Mithridates, and
appears to have had something of a capital at Kermenchik by Sympheropol ’,

became suzerain of Olbia, and put his name upon its coins. Pharzoeus and
Inismeus (Ininsimeus) also struck coins with the name Olbia, but style and
lettering appear considerably later, and these kings seem to belong to the time

when the city arose from the Getic devastation, and existed under the

tutelage of the natives who had missed its commercial services. After a

period of hostility towards the natives, as described by Dio Chrysostom,
who calls them vaguely Scythians, this tutelage was exchanged for Roman
protection. Latyshev is inclined to put Pharzoeus and Inismeus before

Scilurus. If the coins are genuine which are figured by P. Vacquier 6

,

Scilurus and his dynasty ruled at Cercinitis also, as is in itself very probable.

This disappearance of the true Herodotean Scyths does not denote any
great destruction of population, merely that the ruling caste lost its vitality

and merged in the mass of the people, and another tribe having defeated

it assumed its place and spread its power over much the same group of

tribes as had owned the sway of the Scyths. The difference cannot have
been great. Objects found in tombs which must be referred to the Sarmatian
period are often preeminently Scytho-Siberian. The leaders of the Sarmatae
were again probably Uralo-Altaic, though it is just possible that they repre-

sent an Iranian reaction. We are unable to make any distinction between
1 App. 1 8 = JosPE. 1. 185.
2 Trans. Russ. Arch. Soc., New Series, Vol. iv.

pp. 14—24.
3 Cf. fiaaiXA 2.kv6o>v TKANITA on Varna

Inscr. CIG. 2056 ;
Latyshev, Olbia

, pp. 129— 135,
v. inf. ch. XV.

4 v. ch. xv. end, Coin PI. hi. 20—25. Oreshnikov,
Materials touching the ancient Numismatics of the
Black Sea Coast

,
Moscow, 1892, p. 29.

5 Neapolis? cf. IosPE. 1. 241—244, iv. 191,

192. The two inscriptions with kings’ names are
unfortunately very imperfect. IosPE. 1. 241,

BA2IAEY2 SKIAOYPOS BAS E . . . . A . 2
|

AEAY / BA2IAI2 .A...N..P....
looks as if Scilurus were dedicating a statue of his

queen, evidently we have only just missed the name
of the king his father, iv. 191,

BacrjAfur Xa)8[ap£oi?
’Ofji]\l/-aXc'iKov

is not sufficiently certain to warrant our adding
these names to history.

6 Numismatique des Scythes et des Sarmates,
Kerkinitis et Tannais (sic), Paris, 1881.
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the various tribes of Sarmatae, two or three names occur frequently and
probably denote conglomerations of tribes upon which the name of a suc-

cessful tribe has been imposed
;

the names of the lesser tribes, of which
Pliny and Ptolemy have preserved many, can never mean anything to us.

Scythia according to Strabo.

The superficial accounts of these countries that we find from the time
of Pferodotus to that of Strabo offer compromises between the state of

things learnt from the former and the actual state of things in the author’s

own day. Strabo found this so changed that he dismissed all the infor-

mation given by Herodotus as pure invention, and has given us a fresh

description of the population to the north of the Euxine. But his infor-

mation only embraces the belt of open steppe, and he knows nothing of

the northern peoples beyond. Pie says (vn. iii. 17):

“Of all the country lying above the said interval between the Ister

and the Borysthenes the first part is the desert of the Getae, next come the

Tyregetae, after them the Iazyges-Sarmatae, and those called Royal and
Urgi, the greater part nomads, but some engaged in agriculture. They say

these also live along the Ister, often on one side and on the other. In the

back country are the Bastarnae marching with the Tyregetae and with the

Germans, and indeed themselves having something of German race about

them
;

they are divided into several tribes, some are called Atmoni and
Sidones, and those that hold the island Peuce in the Ister, Peucini. But
the Rhoxolani are furthest to the north and hold the plains between the

Tanais and the Borysthenes But we do not know if any one lives above
the Rhoxolani.”

He goes on to give the stock description of nomad arms and mode
of life, adding that the Rhoxolani winter in the marshes by the Maeotis

and spend the summer on the plains. Still further e. beyond the Tanais,

between it, the Caspian and the Caucasus, Strabo places the Aorsi and Siraci

1

,

the Sirachi of an inscription at Tanais (193 a.d.) in which Sauromates II.

claims to have conquered them 3
. These people are also rich in horses and

mostly nomadic though not quite without agriculture. They were just then

specially prosperous owing to the overland trade with India. The Aorsi seem
to be mentioned as Yen-ts‘ai by the Chinese historians and to have later

been known as A-lan-na 3
. Whereby we may identify them with the Alans

or Alanorsi in Ptolemy. Pliny 4
is the first writer in the west to speak of

Alans, and the Rhoxolani themselves are interpreted as Blond Alans. The
personal names of Aorsi and Siraci preserved by Strabo bear an Iranian

stamp. Strabo does not mention the name of the Iazamatae, the first tribe

of the Sarmatae, which we meet as their extreme western out-post towards

the Tanais; the name occurs in various forms, Hecataeus calls them Ixibatae;

Ephorus who distinctly refers them to the Sarmatae, Iazabatae 5

;
Polyaenus

1 XI. ii. 1 ;
BCA. X. no. 69, Siraces Str. XI. ii. 8,

3 Tomaschek II. 37 and Hirth, op. cit. inf. p. 122,

Siraceni, Ptol. V. viii. 17 ;
v. Introd. to losPE. II. n. 6.

p. xiv.
4 NH. IV. 80, Braun, p. 95.

2 App. 52 = IosPE. II. 423.
6 Both ap. Steph. Byz. s. vv.
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(viii. 55) makes them Ixomatae and by mistake Maeotian, he speaks of

a time when they were living to the e. of the Maeotis. But Miillenhoff

is probably right in regarding Iazyges as a later form of the same word 1
.

So the chain of Sarmatian tribes according to Strabo is Iazyges, Royal
Sarmatians, Urgi of which we know nothing more, and chief of all Rhoxolani 2

with the Aorsi and Siraci beyond the Tanais. These nations gradually pass

westwards. Ovid still knows the Iazyges in W. Sarmatia 3

,
but in Tacitus 4

they appear as allies of the Suevic king Vannius, that is they are already

on the middle Danube in a.d. 50. Ptolemy has them in two places, along

by the coast of the Maeotis and Iazyges Metanastae, between the Theiss
and the Danube, the result of combining information of different dates 5

.

In Western Sarmatia the Iazyges are succeeded by the Rhoxolani.

Tacitus 6
tells how they made an unsuccessful raid into Moesia, a.d. 70, and

clearly shews the inferiority of their long swords or spears and heavy coats of

mail to the handy equipment of the legionaries 7
. Later they fought Hadrian

on the Danube and their land extended to the borders of Dacia.

East of the Rhoxolani came the Alans who crossed the Tanais and
finally found themselves neighbours of the Goths and Vandals, with whom
the name of their western division becomes so closely linked.

Westward Movement of the Huns.

All these movements from the East, like that which brought in the

Scyths, seem to have had their origin in Mongolia. Towards the end of the

Chou dynasty (c. 1155—255 B.c.) the Hiung-nu were pressing both upon

China and south-westwards upon the Ytie-chih (Issedones? v. p. 110) and

Wu-sun. The Ts'in dynasty (255—209) resisted the Nomads and secured

China against them by building the Great Wall. Hence the Hiung-nu
turned westwards and c. 176 b.c. drove the Wu-sun into the mountains

about Ili and the Great Yiie-chih into the Tarim basin. Here the latter

seem to have amalgamated with the earlier population, the T‘u-huo-lo

(Tochari). After their defeat by Kayuk c. 160 b.c. we find the Yiie-chih

probably including the T‘u-huo-lo 2—3000 li w. of Ta-Ytian (Farghana),

N. of the Kuei (Oxus); w. of them is ’An-si(k) (Arsaces, i.e. Parthia), N. the

nomadic K‘ang-kii and again n. of these the Yen-ts‘ai (Aorsi). To the s. ol

the Kuei, 2000 li sw. of Ta-Yiian, is Ta-Hia, and se. of this again Yen-tu

(Panjab) 8

,
so Ta-Hia must be Bactria (v. inf. p. 129, n. 4). The appearance

of the Yiie-chih in Trans-Oxiana displaced the Sai (Sek = Sacae) southwards,

but may also have exercised pressure northwards, as in the following century

we find the Aorsi on the borders of Europe. Next we hear in the Han
Annals that the Yiie-chih have moved south of the Kuei and conquered

1 DA. in. 39, cf. Ukert, Skythien, p. 546.
2 Cf. Appian, Mithr. 69, 2a.vpop.aTa>>< ol re Ba-

criXetoi tent ’Ia£vyes Ka\ KopaXXot, and DiophantUS
inscr. (App. 18) 'Pev^LvaXwv.

3 Tr. 11. 1 9 1 ,
ubi codd. Zaziges : Owen pessime

Sidones.
4 Ann. XU. 29, 30.
5 For the later history of these Sarmatae on

the Theiss v. Niederle, Slav. Ant. II. 127.

6 Hist. I. 79.
7 For pictures of Sarmatians on the walls of

the vaults of Anthesterius and others near Kerch,

CR. 1872 ;
KTR. p. 203 sqq., v. inf. ch. xi. § 4.

8 Chang K‘ien, c. 126 B.C., ap. Sliih-ki c. 123.

The first character of Yen-tu (
= India) is commonly

read Shen, body, hence the identification Sindhu,

but here we are specially directed to pronounce it

Yen or Yiian (H. A. Giles).

M. 16
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Ta-Hia. This would be soon after the unsuccessful attack of Artabanus on
the Tochari (c. 124 b.c., Justin xli. 2), as it seems to be the movement Strabo
(xi. viii. 2) records, whereby the Asii, Pasiani (in these names lie hid Yiie-

chih and Wu-sun), Tochari and Sacarauli (v.l. Saracauli) from over the

Jaxartes drove the Greeks out of Bactria 1

. Of the five Yue-chih tribes the

Kushanas eventually came to the front and their power also gravitated towards

India, replacing the Greek dominion in Afghanistan. Hence in western

usage they shared the name of Indo-Scyth with the Saka states on each side.

Meanwhile we catch glimpses of the westward movement of the Hiung-nu 2

due to pressure from the Sien-pi, their eastern neighbours, who finally absorbed
part, penned part in the Altai to reappear as the Turks, and drove the main
body to the far west. About 200 b.c. the Phauni are coupled with the Seres

as the limits of Graeco-Bactrian ambition, that is the Huns were in their

original position 3
. Amometus 4 puts them to the n. of the Indians by the

Tochari: Ptolemy or rather Marinus of Tyre places them as Chuni on the

borders of Europe, and gives the Ural river its Turkish name Acu£
5

,
now

Jajyk. So from the other side the Hou-han-shu tells of the Huns spreading

westward, c. 100 a.d., and subduing the A-lan-na, c. 250 a.d., and the

Wei-shu of their taking the land of the Yen-ts‘ai 6
.

Finally, in 375 a.d., the storm of the Huns’ invasion fell upon the Alans
and afterwards on the Goths, and all the peoples of Eastern Europe were
involved in confusion. It is beyond my purpose to follow their fate.

Invasions of Scythia from the West. Getae.

But not only from the east did peoples enter the steppe land. The
force of the backwash of the Iranians and advance of Huns was not sufficient

entirely to prevent the western peoples from moving down towards their

end of the great plain.

The Getae may almost count as original inhabitants. Certainly we
have very early traces of their presence to the n. of the Danube. Whenever
their nation was strong and united they seem to have extended their sway
to the Dnestr, in times of decadence their borders would fall back to

the Danube, and as we have seen, sometimes the Scythians crossed even

this. To the Getae belonged very likely the Tyragetae, not from the simi-

larity of name which seems to be but Sarmatian for men of the Tyras, but

1 Tr. Pomp. Prol. XU. “ Saraucae et Asiani ”

attack Diodotus of Bactria; XLII. “ reges Thoga-
rorum Asiani interitusque Saraucarum.”

2 All the Chinese forms, v. sup. p. 91, including

Hua the older name for the Yi-ta or Ephthalites,

the Yue-chih’s successors, called in Sanskrit Huna
but generally regarded as no true Huns, go back
to an original Him. In western authors we have
Chuni, Phuni, Xovvo 1, <E>oOi'oi and Ovvvoi

;
the inter-

change ofph
,
kh, and h is found in Turkish dialects

and Tomaschek (1. p. 759) may be right in identify-

ing all these forms.
3 Strabo XI. xi. 1, on authority of Apollodorus.

Codd. <Pavv(ov, Muller <$pvv6>i>. H. Brunnhofer,

Iran and Turati
,
p. 204, sees in Dribhika, Cumuri

and Dhuni, beggar folk of the Veda, nomad tribes

Derbiccae and Govwoi, the form preferred (he

says) by Eust. ad v. 730 of Dion. Perieg., but this

is but to strengthen his view of the late invasion of

the Panjab by the Aryas, Eust. really rejects the 0.
4 ap. Pliny, Nil. vi. 55 ;

Detlefsen reads “Thuni
et Focari,” adding “al. Chuni, Phuni vel Phruri, et

Tochari”
;
similar var. 11 . in Dion. Perieg. v. 752 ;

so much for arguments founded on the supposed
etymology of tribal names.

5
Tcrjx in Constant. Porph. de adm. imp. 37.

0 See F. Hirth, “Ueber Wolga-Hunnen und
Hiung-nu,” in Sitzungsber. d. phil.-hist. Classe der k.

bayer. Akad. d. IViss. 1899, Bd II., Heft II., pp. 245

—

278, Munich, 1900, and review of same by Prof. K.
Inostrantsev in TEAS. Oriental Section, Vol. xiii.

p. 068, St Pb., 1900.
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from there being no other stock to whom the Tyragetae can be referred.

They seem clearly distinguished from any variety of Scythian \

In the time of Philip of Macedon we read that Atheas had spread the

power of the Scythians to the south of the Danube, but this power was, it seems,

destroyed by the defeat inflicted by Philip", b.c. 339. For in 336 Alexander 3

,

having driven the Triballi to take refuge in the island of Peuce, crossed the

Ister, defeated the Getae on the north bank to the number of 10,000 foot

and 4000 horse, and took their town. It seems hardly possible that in three

years’ space the Scythians should have thus disappeared and left in their

place another nation with a town and large forces, and that this nation should

continue the war with Macedon. The question arises, was not Atheas a

Getan, called a Scythian just because he lived n. of the Danube ? Alexander’s

attack was merely a demonstration, and later the Getae gave much trouble

to the rulers of Macedon. While Alexander was conquering the east his

lieutenant in Thrace, Zopyrion, made an expedition against the Scythians 4

and was annihilated. This again suggests that the authorities did not clearly

distinguish Scythians and Getans in this region. About 291 b.c. Lysimachus
undertook an expedition against Dromichaetes, king of the Getae, was
defeated and taken prisoner with his whole force in the space between the

Ister and the Tyras in which, according to Strabo, Darius had suffered

defeat (vii. iii. 8 and 14). Tacchella

5

refers to successors of Dromichaetes
coins bearing the names of Acrosandrus, Canites, Adraspus and Sarias, also

perhaps Scostoces. We hear little of the Getae for the next two hundred
years, for the Galatian invasions weakened all the Thracian and neighbouring

tribes. Then about the time of Sulla l! there arose a vigorous king- among-

the Getae, as Latyshev thinks, or according to others among the Daci. The
fact is that these were two closely connected peoples, and the Romans wrere

apt to apply the name Daci to both because they approached the pair of

them from the west, whereas the Greeks called both Getae, having come
in closest contact with these 7

. It is with this king Byrebista 8 that Strabo

(vii. iii. 1
1 )

begins his account of the Getae. He found his people oppressed

and weakened by continuous wars but united them and trained them till

he had subdued the greater part of their neighbours. He harried the Roman
provinces and Thrace, destroyed the Keltic Boii and Taurisci, and took

Olbia and the other Greek towns along the coast as far as Apollonia 9
.

At least the time given by Dio for this destruction, 150 years before the

delivery of his speech, between 67 b.c. and 50 b.c., agrees with the time

of Byrebista’s power which ended with his death about 44 b.c. Caesar

intended an expedition against him, but when Augustus sent one, the king

1 For a good account of the Getae see Miillen-

hoff, DA. in. pp. 125— 163 ;
also Kretschmer,

Einl. in d. Geschichte d. Gr. Spr., p. 213, and
Tomaschek, Thraker, 1. p. 93 ;

Latyshev, Olbia
,

p. 72, note 12, and p. 149 sqq.
2 Justin, IX. ii.

3 Arrian, Anab. I. iii. 1, 2 ;
Str., VII. iii. 3—8.

4 Justin, 11. iii. 4; xn. i. 4; ii. 16; cp. xxxvil.
iii. 2. Getae in Q. Curtius, X. i. 43. Thucydides,
11. 96, already classes both together as bpocrKevoi,

ndvres 'nrnoTO^OTai.
5 Revue Numismat. 1900, p. 397 ; 1903, p. 30, but

Canites is king of the Scythians in CIG. 2056, v. sup.

p. 1
1 9, n. 3.

0 Jordanes, Get. c. xi.
7 Cf. Dio Cassius, RH. LXVil. 6.

8 This form KvpeflicrTa indecl. is used in a con-

temporary inscr. from Dionysopolis, N. of Varna,
Latyshev, Journ. Min. Publ. Inst. 1896 ;

Ditt. 2
1.

342. Strabo has BoipefUicrTas, VII. iii. 11 ;
Trogus

Pomp. Prol. xxxii. 10 Burobustes, or something
like it

;
Jordanes, Get. XI., Burvista.

,J Dio Chrysostom, Or. xxxvi. p. 49. He seems
to have had a peaceful suzerainty over Dionyso-
polis, Ditt. 2

1. 342.

l6—

2
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had been murdered and the country was divided into four or five warring
states, so that the power of the Getae sank as quickly as it had risen.

To the Getae belong the Carpi, Carpiani (Ptol. iii. v. io), Harpii (zb. hi. x. 7)
between the Tyras and Ister, with the town Harpis on the coast. Niederle 1 puts

them further inland and connects their name with Carpathian, and suggests

that they were Slavs, the same as the enigmatical Khorvate or Croats. They
are not mentioned by Strabo, whereas they were known to Marinus of Tyre.

They could hardly have come in after the annexation of Bessarabia to the

Roman Empire under Nero (v. chap, xiv.), so that their appearance coincides

in time with the migration of the Iazyges into the basin of the Theiss,

and there may well have been causal connection between the two events

2

.

Geographus Ravennas (1. 12) speaks of Sarmatum Patria which may be
either the Theiss valley or Sarmatia e. of the Carpathians, and adds, gens
Carporum quae fziit ex praedicta in bello egressa est. That the Carpi were
Dacians is shewn not so much by the form KapirohaKai 3 as by the character-

istic place-names in -daua given by Ptolemy in their country. The forms
with H came through the mouths of Germans, Bastarnae 4

.

Bastaz'nae and Sciri.

These Bastarnae 5 are the next invaders from the w. who came to join

the mixed population of this part of Scythia. They were the easternmost

outpost of the Germanic world, the first Germans to come in contact with

the Greeks. These latter at first regarded them as a variety of Kelt and
the earlier authors speak of them as VaXaTcu, but the clear statements of

Strabo and others 6 who had learnt the difference between Kelt and German
have given Miillenhoff and Braun good grounds for confidently affirming

their German blood. They are also interesting as having stood between the

Keltic and Slavonic worlds in the place afterwards occupied by the Goths.

Whether or no they were the serpents who drove the Neuri from

their country (p. 103), the first position in which we can clearly, trace them
is on the e. slopes of the Carpathians, which they must have reached before

the first great sound-shift, for from them must have come the form Harfa'Sa

in which the word Carpathians occurs in Norse epics 7
. At the beginning

of the second century b.c. they moved down to the Danube and were

employed by Philip of Macedon against the Thracians. Being defeated

the greater part returned home, but a part settled in the island Peuce,

near the mouth of the Danube (p. 12), and never rejoined their fellow

tribesmen, though consciousness of their affinity continued for centuries, and

geographers, mistakenly identifying Peucini and Bastarnae, placed the former

in the interior in the places occupied by the latter. Strabo is the first to say

where the main body of the Bastarnae lived after leaving the Carpathians.

He locates them in the interior bordering on the Tyragetae and the Germans,

1 Slav. A/ll. I. p. 424 sqq., II. 107, 122.
2 Braun, p. 174 sq.
:i Zosimus, iv. xxxiv. 6.

4 Carpidae, given by Ephorus ap. Scymnum
841 in Peripl. Anonymi § 75 (49), is probably a

mistaken correction of Callippidae, for E. follows

J I erodotus, and the change might be made by Anon,
or one of his authorities who knew the late Carpi.

6 Braun, p. 99 sqq. Cf. Niederle, op. cit. 1.

p. 289 sqq.
;

Miillenhoff, DA. 11. 104 sq.
(i Str. VII. iii. 17 ;

Pliny iv. 100; Tac. Germ. 46.
7 Niederle takes the snakes literally, and will

not allow the Bastarnae on the Carpathians before

250 B.c. Trogus Pomp. XXViu. mentions them
about 240. N. will not grant any defined date to

the sound-shifting.
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that is in Galicia and upper Bessarabia. In this position, though they

retained their German speech, manner of life and houses, living a settled

life and going afoot as opposed to the Sarmatians who spent their time in

waggons or on horseback, still by mixed marriages they took on something
of the dirty ways of the Sarmatians 1

. In spite of the words mixed marriages,

we must beware of thinking of the Bastarnae as bastard Germans, as Braun
has shewn that this use of the root bast is only mediaeval. Also they are

not to be identified with the Galatae of the Protogenes inscription 2
. If

Takatoll there meant Germans, we should not have Takarai Kai X/apot, as

these latter would be included in the greater denomination 3
.

These Sciri offer no great difficulty, although they are not mentioned
again until the time of Pliny 4

,
who puts them on the Vistula to the s. of the

Goths, between them and the Bastarnae: we may suppose that they, with

their companion Kelts, were partakers in the movement which brought the

Bastarnae into Thrace, but instead of continuing as far as that more distant

objective they turned aside to plunder Olbia. Being foiled in their attempt

the Sciri probably returned to the Vistula with the chief mass of the

Bastarnae, whereas the Kelts who came from Northern Hungary remained
on the Danube together with the Peucini. It seemed as if the Sciri remained
among the most remote Germanic tribes, until these at last moved south

in the wake of their more advanced countrymen. But some Sciri are found

among the tribes subject to the Huns about 381 a.d., and again in 409, when
they were caught in a flight and destroyed or sold as slaves 5

. The Huns
could scarcely have reached the Sciri on the V istula

;
perhaps some of them

had settled further south. Ptolemy does not mention any Sciri
6
.

Kelts and Goths.

Finally, beside the Germanic Bastarnae and Sciri there were Kelts on
the lower Danube. Ptolemy puts them above the Peucini, between them and
the Harpii, calling them Britolagae, v.l. BpiToyakkoi. Their towns were
Noviodunum and Aliobrix, names whose Keltic character is evident. Various

views have been taken as to how Kelts came there, and whence and when,
and with these questions is bound up that of the date of the Protogenes
inscription

2
. The eastern movements of the Kelts had brought them to

three positions from which a detachment might have moved down to the

lower Danube. From the Eastern Alps, occupied about 400 b.c., they

spread further, and in 281 attacked Thrace along the western border, and
in 279 made their great descent upon Delphi. On their way back the

remnants occupied se. Thrace, and founded a kingdom under Comontorius
with a capital T1A77 or T1A1?, near Mount Haemus. This kingdom continued

till 213 b.c. when a rising of the Thracians utterly destroyed them 7
. These

are the Kelts who are supposed by W. A. S. Schmidt 8

,
and after him Latyshev 8

,

1 Connubiis mixtis nonnihil in Sarmatarum G Braun, p. 117 sqq.
;

Niederle, op. cit. 1. p.

habitum foedantur, Tac. Germ. 46. 302 sqq.
2 App. 7 =IosPE. I. 16, cf. ch. XV. 7 Polybius IV. xlv. 10

;
xlvi. i.

3 A. Spitsyn refers to the Bastarnae the stray 8 “ Das olbische Psephisma zu Ehren des Pro-
objects of La Tene style found in Russia, BCA. togenes,” Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie iv.,

XII. p. 78, but it is as likely that they are due to Kelts. Bonn, 1 835-6, p. 357 sqq., 571 sqq.
4 A'H. iv. 97.

9 Olbia, p. 66 sqq.
5 Zosimus, iv. xxxiv. 6 : Sozomen, ix. 5.
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to have extended their devastations as far as Olbia. Boeckh thought that the

assailants were Scordisci from Pannonia. In each of these cases the incursion

must have been pushed very far from the base of the people making it,

and they must have returned to their own place again. Moreover it is

hard to see how they should have come into combination with the Germanic
Sciri. Whereas if we suppose that there was a general southward movement
of Keltic tribes settled in northern Hungary, and Germanic tribes from over
the mountains in Galicia, Britolagae, Bastarnae and Sciri, this combination
could be well understood and the assailants would be found again in the

Britolagae on the Danube. That would put the Protogenes inscription in

the second century b.c., not in the third, and this agrees best with the

general character of the lettering which still does not preclude its belonging

to the third century according to Latyshev’s view 1
.

To Keltic influence we may attribute the presence in S. Russia of

fibulae derived from the La Tene type 2

,
but Spitsyn (be.) puts them down to

the Bastarnae. Keltic too, if we may trust the engraving, is a coin from

the Crimea figured by Waxel 3
.

Yet one more nation entered Sarmatia from the west, the nation which
brought about the fall if not the absolute annihilation of the Greek colonies

on the mainland. The Goths appear in the steppes early in the third

century a.d., and by 238 already receive a stipend from the empire 4
. This

aroused the envy of the Carpi, who claimed to be as good as they, and on
being treated by the Romans with contempt they crossed the Danube and
destroyed Istropolis, a.d. 241. Under Philip the Arabian the stipend to the

Goths was unpaid and they in their turn invaded the empire and laid siege

to Marcianopolis. After defeating the Gepidae who had tried to follow them
into the rich plain, but were forced to return to their seat in Galicia, the

Goths under Cniva again invaded the empire in 249, took Philippopolis in 250,

and the following year defeated and killed the emperor Decius. In the war
which followed the Goths, whom the historians with characteristic pedantry

call Scythians, used boats to harry the coasts not merely of the Euxine from

Pityus to Byzantium, as the Russians were to do after them, but also those of

the Aegean, sacking even such towns as Ephesus and Athens, as well as

“Trojam Iliumque vix a bello illo Agamemnoniaco quantulum se reparantes” 5
!

But a great combined invasion, rather a migration by land and sea with women
and children, was destroyed by Claudius, who well earned the title Gothicus.

Aurelian ceded Dacia to the Goths and peace was made in 270, a peace

which lasted with slight interruptions till the eve of the Hunnish invasion.

But before crossing the Danube the Goths had worked their will upon Olbia

and Tyras. Coining comes to an end with the first half of the reign of

Alexander Severus, and the latest inscription (App. 14) is of the time of

Philip the Arabian : Olbia was not quite deserted, for later coins, even

Byzantine ones, have been found on the site, but it ceased to be a Hellenic

1 v. Braun, p. 126 sqq. ;
Niederle, I. p. 303 sqcp XXI. p. 255 ;

Sm. III. i. 1 —7.
- B. Salin, Die Altgermanische Thier-Or7ia- 3 Suite du Recueil d'Antiquith, f. 57.

mentik
, p. 5 sqq. R. Hausmann, “Einige Bemer- 4 Cf. Hodgkin, Italy and her Invaders 2

,
Vol. 1.

kungen liber neuere Fibelforschung und iiber die p. 46.

Fibeln im Odessaer Museum,” Trans. Od. Soc. 6 Jord. Get. XX., cf. Zosimus, I. xxxv. sqq.
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1

. The Goths probably obtained from it, as from Panticapaeum, some of

the ships they used in their distant sea expeditions 3
. But from the time of

the coming of the Goths the history of the Pontic Greek states is at an end,

save only for Chersonese on its well-defended peninsula. For her these new
tribes mostly meant new markets for her commerce.

Crimea and Caucasus.

At the other end of the region whose history we are considering, about

the west end of the Caucasus, we find another group of tribes whose position

it is again very hard to determine. Here the causes are just the opposite

to those which produce difficulty in the great plain. The mountainous

country has cut up the inhabitants into tribes so small that the number of

names furnished by the ancient authors conveys no idea to our minds. Pliny,

for instance
(
NH

.

iv. 85), speaks of thirty tribes in the Crimea, and hardly

any of his names occur in any other author, they seem to be the designations

of the inhabitants of particular valleys and villages. This region appears

to have preserved some relics of the Scyths, possibly joined with the Tauri.

Scythotauri may mean but the Scyths living in or near the Tauric

Chersonese, or it may be just the Tauric natives, loosely called Scythians.

It is hard to see how the Scyths could have really amalgamated with the

mountain people. However, Scilurus as ruler of the western steppes in

the time of Mithridates made his power felt against Chersonese, and had
occupied Balaldava, so that he had penetrated to some extent into the

Tauric territory. The Scythae Satarchae in the Crimean steppe may be

either relics of Scyths or a Sarmatian tribe.

Our written authorities draw no clear line of distinction between
Sarmatae and Maeotae on the one hand, and on the other between the

Sindi, who were almost certainly Maeotae, and their se. neighbours. But the

barbarian names found in the inscriptions at Phanagoria and Gorgippia shew
a much smaller proportion of Iranian derivatives than those of Tanais, and
these few are either widely distributed Persian names or names of particularly

common occurrence at Tanais that seem to have spread about the Bosporan
kingdom. This would seem to point to the indigenes of the Euxine coast

being of a different stock from the Sarmatian natives surrounding Tanais,

and so presumably Caucasian. This is Mtillenhoffs view. On the

other hand, Professor Lappo-Danilevskij 3 points out the substantial identity

of customs and civilisation of the people who heaped up barrows along the

Kuban and along the Dnepr and, assigning his Ivaragodeuashkh barrow to

the Sindi, refers these to the same stock as the Sarmatians. Possibly a ruling-

tribe, nearly related to the Scyths, played the same part to the east of the

Maeotis that their cousins played to the west, and dominated many tribes of

various origin, some Iranian and some Caucasian. This would account for the

similar customs used at the burial of kings in two regions so widely separated 1
.

1 Latyshev, Olbia, p. 210. 3 Mat. XIII. St P. 1894, pp. 96 — 111, v. inf.

2 Zosimus, I. xxxi. For remains of the Crimean p. 206 sqq.

Goths v. MacPherson’s Kertch, pi. V., and BCA. xix. 4 Strabo, xi. ii. 16, says of the people above

p. 1—80, N. Repnikov’s excavations near Gurzuf. Dioscurias that the greater part are Sarmatae
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East of the Sea of Azov the tribes along the coast where the Caucasus
comes close to the Black Sea were certainly the ancestors of the people
that inhabited the district till the other day. The best account of these,

and of the Maeotae too, is in the first chapter of Latyshev’s introduction to

the Inscriptions of the Bosporus 1

. But he only takes notice of the tribes

mentioned in his inscriptions.

As we have seen, the Sarmatae really included the Iazamatae, whom
some authorities give as Maeotae : Iranian too were the Aorsi and Siraci, of

whom Strabo says that they came down from the north (xi. v. 8). They
seem to have encroached upon the Maeotae, who appear once to have
reached as far as the Tanais along the Palus that bore their name.

Earlier (xi. ii. 11) Strabo gives a list of tribes among the Maeotae,
Sindi, Dandarii, Toreatae, Agri, Arrhechi, Tarpetes, Obidiaceni, Sittaceni,

Dosci, and the people called Aspurgiani. Of these the Sindi are much the

most interesting. They first fell under Greek influence, their territory, the

Taman peninsula and a little to the e. of it by the southern mouth of the

Kuban, being full of Greek towns, hence they alone have left us coins

(PI. ix. 25—27) and they are first mentioned in the inscriptions of the

Bosporan kings apart from the other “ Maitae 2
,” that is they became so

Hellenized that they hardly counted as Maitae
(
fosPE

.

11. 6—8, 10, 11, 15,

36, 344— 347, iv. 41 8)
3

. After the Sindi the Maeotae are taken together,

e.g. %lvSojv kclL Moutojv 7TavTMv*. Next are mentioned Toretae 5

,
Dandarii",

Tarpetes 7

,
Doschi 8

,
Sirachi 0

. Strabo omits to mention the Thateis 10

,
and the

name is found in the text of no author, but Boeckh restored it for <dpa.Kcov

Diodorus xx. 22 and in Ptolemy for mss. ©ep/xcuwrcu, ©eTjuaWai put ©cuvets)

Maiwrai. The inscriptions give also the name Pses[s]i u
. Of these tribes

the Toretae seem to have lived on the coast just e. of the Sindi, the

Dandarii n. of them near the upper branch of the Kuban, the others cannot

be well located except the Aspurgiani between Gorgippia and Phanagoria,

and these appear to have been not a tribe but rather a political party or a

military colony founded by Aspurgus 12
.

Along the coast next to the Toretae (at Bata) came the Cercetae, says

Artemidorus, then the Achaei, Zygi and Heniochi; but the authors who treated

of the wars of Mithridates put the Cercetae to the east of these latter, between

them and the Moschi. Last of the coast series come the Colchi 13
. The Cercetae

may well be the Circassians. There may have been a change of population

here in spite of the natural difficulties, or Artemidorus may have confused the

Cercetae and Toretae, whom Anon. Periplus (63 (22)) makes the same. Further

up in the mountains Strabo (xi. ii. 1, 19; v. 7, 8) tells of Macropogones, Phthiro-

and all Caucasian. So even in his time some
Sarmatian tribes had taken to the mountains like

their last representatives the Ossetes. Tirgatao,

queen of the Maeotae, had an Iranian name, v.

supra p. 39.
1 IosPE. Vol. II. p. ix, as usual amplifying the

work of Boeckh, CIG. II. p. 100.
2 Her. IV. 123, Mair/rai.
3 Cf. App. 27, 29, 29“, 30, 31, 35, 42.
1 App. 2cf-= IosPE. 11. 11.

6 App. 27= IosPE. II. 6 ;
Apj). 29 = IosPE. II.

344 ;
App. 42 = IosPE. 11. 36, ib. IV. 419.

6 App. 27, 29.
7 TdpneiTes. App. 4 2 -

8 Last in IosPE. 11. 347, 11 . 4, 5, [k ]«1 ftaaiXevov-

TOS SlvS&U, MairS)!’, /[0](1T€MI/,

9 Not Maeotae, v. sup. p. 121.
10 App. 30= IosPE. 11. 346; App. 31 = IosPE. u.

8
;
App. 35, IosPE. II. 15 ;

ib. 347.
11 App. 27 and 42 ;

cf. St. Byz. s.v.

12 Latyshev, IosPE. II. introd. p. xxxix, and
Rostovtsev in BCA. X. p. 15. Ptolemy’s Asturi-

cani are very likely the same, v. ch. XIX.
13 Strabo, xi. ii. 14.
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phagi, Melanchlaeni, Soanes above Dioscurias, in what is now Svanetia,

and barbarous Troglodytes (in the Caucasus there are great cave cities of

unknown date 1

), Chamae-coetae, Polyphagi, Isadici, and to the north of the

chain Nabiani and Panxani
;
other authors add many names in their lists,

but they cannot be identified. The Melanchlaeni and Phthirophagi occurring

here have been identified with the Melanchlaeni and Budini 2
in the interior

beyond Scythia, and have accordingly added to the confusion. The descen-

dants of these tribes have not moved or have only been moved of late years

by the Russian administration, which found the Circassians too little amenable
to its rule. The survival of the names Cherkess, Svan, Abkhaz (the

Abasgi
)

3 shews that there has been no great change of population, although

most of the modern tribal names are not to be identified with those mentioned
by the ancients.

This completes a general view of the peoples of the north coast of the

Euxine and their chief movements down to the period of great migrations.

1 e.g. Uplostsikhe, Dubois de Montptireux,

Vol. iv. pi. 1. sqq., and Haxthausen, Transcaucasia
,

London, 1854, p. 424.
2 Her. IV. 109, sup. p. 105.
3 Anon. 51 (10).
4 Ta-Hia, v. p. 12 1. Marquart

(
Eransahr

,
p. 199

sqq. Exc. ill. Toxaristan) tries to shew that Ta-hia

is an attempt of the Chinese to write Tukhara, the

form T‘u-huo-lo (in Hiian Tsang, A.D. 629—645, and
Wei- and Sui-shu) belonging to a later date when
they were rather more successful in expressing

foreign sounds. The old equation Ta-hia=Dahae
(A. Remusat and others) had been disproved by
Gutschmid (

Gesch . Irans, p. 62, n. 2), for the

Dahae were far to the NW. near the Caspian (Str.

xi. vii. 1 et al.) whereas the data (supra, p. 12 1)

make it clear that geographically Ta-Hia=Bactria.
Marquart explains his own identification by sup-

posing that the Tochari left the Tarim basin in a

migration earlier than that of the Yiie-chih, and
that these caught them up and conquered them in

Bactria
;
but we have no Chinese account of such a

separate movement of the Tochari, nor does Strabo

or Justin support it (v. p. 122). I have supposed
(mainly following Franke, op. cit. p. 30) that the

Yiie-chih when driven w. by the Huns conquered
the Tochari in the Tarim basin, and the two tribes,

whatever the former differences between them,
became politically one, then together they were
forced through Farghana (rather than Dzungaria,
v. Shih-ki l.c.) to Trans-Oxiana and later moved S.

to Bactria. The Chinese went on using the name
Yiie-chih for the combination, among the Westerners
(and Southerners, Skt Tukhara) the word Tochari
was the more familiar (cf. Getae and Daci, p. 123),
so that it clung to their new country and so got
into later Chinese. As to the name Ta-Hia, we
have T‘u-huo-lo already as the Chinese transcrip-

tion of Tukhara and 71z= great was, as I understand
from Professor Giles, too familiar an ideogram
often to be used as a mere phonogram (Ta-shih =
Tadzhik used for Arabs being understood as
Polyphagi), so that Hia is all we have to deal
with, and by its tone there is no reason to suppose
any lost final consonant. It would therefore do
for the first syllable of Yavana (Gr. ’idFoves, Pers.

Yauna, cf. Ar. Ach. 104) the name by which the

Bactrian Greeks were known in India. The Ta
would distinguish these Hia from the Hia nearer
home, cf. Ta-Ts‘in= the Roman empire and Ta-
Yiian = Farghana. This latter might seem more
like Yavana, but F. Hirth, Ueber fremde Einfliisse

in der chinesischen Kunst
,
Miinchen, 1896, p. 24,

gives good reasons against this interpretation.

M. 1

7
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CHAPTER VII.

PRE-SCYTHIC REMAINS IN SOUTH RUSSIA.

I ought perhaps to ask forgiveness for mentioning remains that have
no direct connection with Greeks or even with Scythians, but these para-

graphs make accessible to English readers what it is difficult for them to

read for themselves, and give a certain completeness to this hasty survey

of Russian archaeology. Also the interest of the Tripolje culture soon to

be described is so general that exception can hardly be taken to some
account of it being given.

No satisfactory attempt can yet be made to sum up the prehistoric

antiquities of Russia. The time has not come. As compared with Western
Europe the series still has many gaps that will be filled up in due course:

we cannot yet tell whether the absence of certain stages be due to their

never having existed in Eastern Europe, or to the fact that it is only

within the last thirty years that this vast area has been seriously investi-

gated. Even now for the Stone Age we are chiefly dependent on chance

finds, and very little has been done towards examining the remains of these

early periods in situ

1

.

Palaeolithic Remains.

The first finds of palaeolithic weapons were made in 1873 near Gontsy
(district of Lubny, government of Poltava). They were followed by others

in the same part of the country. The remains were associated with the

bones of mammoths 3
. Next Count U varov 3 found others near Murom

(government of Vladimir) by the village of Karacharovo and along the

course of the Oka. Further, a station has been discovered on the Don,
near Kostenki (government of Voronezh), and another not far off at Borshev 4

.

Bone implements of the same periods have occurred in caves near Kalisz

in Poland.

1 See Archaeological Chronicle of S. Russia
,
no.

I. 1903, p. 6, N.Th. Belashevskij, “Current Problems
of S. Russian Archaeology”; also Dr Niederle,

Lidstvo v dobe predhistoricke, Prag, 1893 (“Man in

Prehistoric Time”), or better its Russian translation

by Th. K. Volkov, ed. by Prof. D. N. Anuchin,
Moscow, 1898, pp. 53 sqq. (quoted as Niederle,

Preh. Mail) and CR. da Congres Intern. d'A rchcol.

preh. el d’Authrop. XPnc Session a Moscou, Vols. 1.,

II. (1892-3). Professor Anuchin’s rdsumd made
for Brockhaus & Ephron’s Encyclopaedia has been

published in German in the Internationales Central-

blatt fiir Anthropologie u.s.w. 1903, pp. 65 sqq.,

129 sqq. For Western Russia and its connection
with Western Europe see Niederle, Slavonic An-
tiquities, Part 1. Prag, 1904, pp. 435 sqq.

2 Count A. S. U varov, Archaeology of Russia,

Stone Age, Moscow, 1881, Vol. 1. p. 104. For
similar finds made by Kan’shin at Umrikhino near

Kursk v. BCA. XXI. suppl. p. 10.

3 op. cit. Vol. 1. p. 1 12.

4 CR. 1905, p. 84.
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But by far the most trustworthy information as to the Early Stone Age
in Russia is due to the careful investigation by Mr V. V. Chvojka of a

station on the very site of Kiev, known as the Cyril Street Settlement 1
.

At a depth of 19 metres from the top of a steep slope forming the

S. side of the Dnepr valley, underneath layers of black mould, loss, clay, streaky

sand and sand with boulders and above a tertiary stiff blue clay, were
found very many mammoth tusks, bones of mammoths, and in a less quantity

of other animals contemporary with them, mostly broken and shewing traces

of fire, places where fires had been made, that is patches of mixed earth

and charcoal often several yards each way and two or three feet thick, and
finally mammoth tusks with traces of definite handiwork, even a rude attempt

at a drawing 2

,
together with flint implements of the earliest type.

The conditions under which the finds were made are best satisfied by
the supposition that here was a settlement of man living in the interglacial

age a little to the south of the great glacier that covered all N. Russia:

the original limits of steppe and forest seem to answer to the line reached

by the said glacier. Man settled in the valley of the Dnepr and hunted
the mammoth who furnished the chief means of his subsistence, The great

amount of the remains shews that he must have lived on this spot for

many years. It was probably sheltered from the cold winds and convenient

for hunting purposes. Occasional floods marked by layers of sand drove
him from his place, but he returned again and again. In the streaky sand
above the main layer of remains we find a few patches of charcoal with

bones of lesser animals, no longer the mammoth
;
no doubt a change of

climate or of physical conditions made this spot uninhabitable and drove

away the earlier fauna, so that man could no longer occupy the site per-

manently. Th. K. Volkov 3 has endeavoured to prove that these remains

belong to the period called by French archaeologists La Madeleine, the

latest palaeolithic period, but Chvojka, in an article in the same journal,

makes out a good case for an earlier date. Flint implements of a similar

type to those found in Cyril Street have been picked up in various parts

of Russia, but this is the only palaeolithic settlement that has been excavated,

at any rate in the south of Russia 4
.

Finds of the very latest palaeolithic period, possibly indicating a tran-

sition to the neolithic, have been more frequent and extend much further

north as the retreating ice-sheet allowed man to occupy more country. Such
have been made on the banks of Lake Ladoga by Prof. Inostrantsev and
about the Oka by Count U varov. Cave dwellings with chipped flints

have been investigated along the Dnepr near Kiev by Prof. V. B. Antonovich
and by K. S. Merezhkovskij in various parts of the Crimea 5

.

1 Transactions of the Xlth Russian Archaeo-
logical Congress at Kiev

,
Vol. I. Moscow, 1902,

“The Stone Age on the middle course of the

Dnepr.”
2 Trans. Od. Soc. Vol. xxiii. p. 203, and Arch.

Chron. S. Russia, I. pi. 1—4.

3 Vol. xlvi. Transactions of the Shevchenko
Scientific Society

,
Lemberg, in Little Russian, trans.

into Russian in Arch. Chron. of S. Russia, no. I.

4 TransactionsofVUIth RussianArchaeological
Congress

,

Moscow, Vol. ill. p. 88 sqq. Mr G. A.
Skadovskij’s finds of palaeolithic implements in

Kherson govt quoted by Bobrinskoj, Sni. ill. p. iii.

s Niederle, Preh. Man, pp. 53—57. The scarcity

of Palaeolithic finds in Russia is exemplified by the

fact that V. A. Gorodtsov enumerating all the types

of axes in the Moscow Hist. Mus. (
Reportfor 1906,

p. 97) gives none of this period.
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Early neolithic stations are also found in all parts of Russia from the

so-called Winter Shore (Zimnij Bereg) on the White Sea and the borders

of Lake Onega to Kazan on the Volga, and to Jurjeva Gora near Smela,
with many other points in the basin of the Dnepr about Kiev. The pottery

is very rude and shews no special points of contact with other cultures 1
.

In the far west of Russia, between the Carpathians and Kiev, we find

in the neolithic period distinct traces of connection with the coasts of the

Baltic, pottery with string patterns
(
Schnurkeramik

),
northern types of axe

and amber, but such finds are few and poor. This gives way in tran-

sitional times to banded ware, which seems to have come in from the south

and has analogies in central Europe 2
.

Close by the palaeolithic station at Cyril Street, Kiev, Chvojka investi-

gated the most important neolithic site in S. Russia. Whereas palaeolithic

man preferred the lower slopes of the valley, neolithic man chose the plateaus

above. Here were found the remains of a village which must have existed

long. The more primitive dwellings were as it were caves cut in from the

edge of the slope
;
the great majority was formed by digging out a shallow

pit oblong or round from three to five and a half yards across and about a

foot or eighteen inches deep 3
. In the middle of this they dug a hole from

2 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. deep, 6 ft. 6 in. to 8 ft. across, with a way down into

it made with steps, and at the other end a niche in the face of the

inner pit with a hearth and a hole for smoke to escape. Round the

outer shallow pit were walls of wattle and daub, and over all a roof. The
inhabitants threw all the remains of their food into the central pit, shell-

fish, bones of deer of various kinds, wild boar and beaver, and to some
extent horses and cows. But they were also acquainted with agriculture, for

we find several examples of hand-mills and lumps, which Chvojka sup-

poses to be cakes. Also they seem to have kept tortoises as pets. Spindle

whorls shew that spinning, and probably weaving in some simple form,

were known. Most weapons and tools are made of stone or horn of deer

or elk. The latter are well made, but the flint implements are very slightly

ground. There is a remarkable absence of arrow-heads. Most characteristic

is the pottery, in which is to be traced progress from very ill-baked, formless,

cracked vessels, made of the first earth that came to hand, such as are

found in the cave dwellings, to fairly graceful pots of considerable size,

adorned with dots and lines and made of a careful mixture of clayey sand

and pounded shells. Some few pieces approach to the finer kinds found

on the “ areas ” next described.

On this same site between two of the huts was found an early mould
for casting copper or bronze axes, and near it was a horn axe of exactly

the same type, but inasmuch as no metal was found in the houses them-

selves we may be allowed to class them as neolithic
4
.

1 Niederle, Preh. Man
, p. 78 ;

Slav. Ant. I. 445 ;

Bobrinskoj, Sin. 1. pi. 1, 2; III. p. 49 sqq.
;
Spitsyn,

“Stone Age Station at Bologoe,” TPAS. Russo-
Slav. Section, V. Ft 1 (1903) p. 239; at Balakhny
on the Oka, Spitsyn and Kamenskij, ib. p. 94, VII.

14 1 (1905) pp. 1—72; Abercromby, Finns
, pp.

58 sqq.

2 Niederle, Slav. Ant. 1. p. 452.
3 Inf. p. 137, f. 31= Chvojka, Stone Age

, p. 24,

f. 1 1.

4 Spitsyn gives a Map of the stations of the

earliest copper age in Central and North Russia,

TRAS. Russo-Slav. Section, vil. Pt 1, p. 73.



The next class of remains distinguished by the “ areas ” hereafter to be
described with their remarkable pottery and figurines is of very special interest

because of the wide range of its affinities, considering its rather special

character.

Fig. 28.

Tripolje Culture. Areas.

The actual “ areas ” are about Kiev but the culture occurs in Russia in the

governments of Chernigov, Kiev, Poltava and Kherson, in Podolia and in

Bessarabia. Pottery of the same type has been found long since in Galicia

at Wygnanka and ZPote Biicze, in Bukovina, in Moravia, in Transylvania
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and in northern Moldavia near Cucuteni. Something similar occurs in Serbia

and at Butmir in Herzegovina. A southern extension has been traced through
Thrace to Thessaly and across the Dardanelles to Hissarlik and Yortan on
the Caicus 1

. The first finds were made about the village of Tripolje on the

Dnepr forty miles below Kiev, whence this is called the Tripolje culture. The
remains consist of so-called “areas”

(
ploshchddka ). These are arranged in

groups of a circular form, sometimes the circle is double or triple for part of its

circumference, in any case the areas are closer together on s. and se. than on the

n. and w.
;
in the middle of the circles are usually two or three areas of larger

size than the rest. The group is always on high ground dipping down to water

on the south side. Each “area” is a space from 5 to to yards long or even,

if it be in the centre, more than 20 yards long by 6 or 8 or even 12 broad.

The distinguishing mark is found in one or more layers of clay lumps spread

over its surface and mixed therewith a surprising number of pots of various

sizes and shapes. Also there appear pedestals like inverted cones or pyramids,

sometimes shewing traces of having been coloured red or white several times,

axes of deer’s horn and of Hint, sling stones, corn-grinders, shells, bones of

animals among others of horses and tortoise shells, and little figures in clay

that distantly recall those from Hissarlik.

The construction of an area seems to have been as follows. The space

to be occupied was marked and dug out to the depth required from two feet to

about four, then walls were built of wattle and covered with clay which was
fired when dry. Sometimes we seem to have a lean-to with only one wall and
a roof

;
others had walls on two, three or four sides. In some cases the walls

were whitewashed or coloured red or bear layers of alternate colour, and there

1 Niederle, Preh. Man
, pp. 154— 167; Slav.

Ant. 1. pp. 455—466; Chvojka, Stone Age
, and

TRAS. Russian Section, Vol. V. pt 2, p. 1, St P.

1904; also Archaeol. Chron. S. Russia
, 1904, pp.

1 16, 221 ;
Khanenko, Antiquites de la Region du

Dniepre
,
Part 1. Kiev, 1899; Th. Volkov, “With

regard to our neolithic finds with pottery of pre-

Mycenaean type,” Ar.ch. Chron. S. Russia
, 1900,

131 ;
I. A. Linnichenko, “On the latest excavations

of Mr Chvojka,” Trans. Od. Soc. XXIII. Minutes,

p. 75 ;
“On a pot from Tripolje with signs upon it,”

ib. text, p. 199; E. von Stern, “Excavations in N.
Bessarabia in connection with the question of Neo-
lithic settlements with pottery of a pre-Mycenaean
type,” Bulletin ofXIIth Russian Archaeolog. Con-
gress (Kharkov, 1902), p. 87; A. A. Skrylenko,
“ On Clay statuettes from Tripolje,” ib. p. 223

;

A. Spitsyn, “Report of V. N. Domanitskij’s Ex-
cavations of Clay Areas near Kolodistoe, Govt of

Kiev,” BCA. xii. p. 87; CR. 1906, pp. 106— 108,

ff. 141— 15 1, M. K. Jakimovich, Staraja Buda near
Zvenigorodka. Von Stern has published and il-

lustrated with excellent plates the results of his

excavations at Petrdny (district of Beltsy in Bess-

arabia) and has given his general views at length
in his article “ Die pramykenische Kultur in

Stid-Russland ” (Russian and German) in Vol. I.

of Transactions of the Xllth (Kharkov )
Congress

of Russian Archaeologists
,
Moscow, 1906. His

finds are in the Society’s Museum at Odessa,
Chvojka’s in the town Museum at Kiev. The
central European finds are discussed by H. Schmidt

in Zt. f Ethnologie
,
xxxv. (1903), pp. 438—469,

“Tordos”; xxxvi. (1904), 608—656, “ Troja,

Mykene, Ungarn”; xxxvn. (1905), 91— 113,
“ Keramik der makedonischen Tumuli”

;
the Tran-

sylvanian (Priesterhiigel) by J. Teutsch, Mitth. d.

Anthrop. Ges. in Wien , 1900, pp. 193—202; the

Rumanian by M. Hoernes, Urgeschichte d. bild.

Kunst
,
p. 210

;
the Serbian by M. Vasic, Starinar, I.

ii. (1907) “Zuto Brdo,” and BSA. Xiv. pp. 319—342
“ The South-Eastern Elements in the Prehistoric

Civilization of Servia.” The whole question is well

set forth by R. M. Burrows, The Discoveries in

Crete (London, 1907), pp. 184—202, and his rdsumd
gives all that the English reader requires but wants
illustrations

;
see too D. G. Hogarth, Ionia and the

East (Oxford, 1909), p. 113 ;
and Peet, Wace and

Thompson in Classical Rev. 1908, pp. 232—238 for

further literature. For Thrace (Tell Racheff near

Jamboli, see Fr. Jerome, “L’Epoque Ndolithique

dans la ValKe du Tonsus” in Revue Archcologique

3, XXXIX. (1901), pp. 328—349, and CR. du Congres
International dArchdologie, 1905, Athens, p. 207),

also Seure-Degrand, BCH. 1906, pp. 359 sqq.

Tsountas and Stais have found neolithic stations

near Volo, At ttpoi<jTopiKa\ d<poTroXfis Aippviov icdi

Seo-xXov, Athens, 1908, esp. pi. xi
;
and Wace and

Droop at Zerelia in Thessaly
,
Annals of Archae-

ology and Anthropology (Liverpool), 1908, p. 1 1

6

sqq.
;
BSA. XIV. p. 197 sqq.

;
for imported ware at

Matera, S. Italy, see T. E. Peet, The Stone and
Bronze Ages in Italy

,
(Oxford, 1909), p. 108, f. 36.
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is every trace of the structure existing a considerable period and being restored

and beautified from time to time. Remains are also found of a kind of cornice

to the walls. Sometimes there had been a fioor of hardened clay. The layers

of clay lumps seem to be the remains of the walls and perhaps the roof, and

Fig. 29. v. p. 137.

where there are many layers it is probable that the structure has been destroyed

and reedified. Occasionally there seem to have been interior walls. Amid the

clay lumps, standing or lying or upside down on the original floor, are the

remarkable vessels which give chief interest to the discovery, as in them and
the figures some have seen an analogy to the early Aegean culture. As many as

eighty have been found together. Chvojka divides the areas into two classes
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Tripolje Culture
,
A 1 37

that he calls A and B, without wishing to prejudge the question which of
them comes first in point of time.

A (ff. 28—30) is distinguished by pottery of very various shapes, e.g. a
double jar-stand (?) like an opera-glass or twin bottomless dice-boxes, pyri-

Gwoiu. StoueKq*.p.y.ff.i3 ^7- WsaVZhukovbydSukrTfe , LoitVv Pob and. Cen.gi).ndilatcUv^!k,

Scftion.

of Pit-hoiae

Ch.vojka.fihnMj><

f3.l4.fll.

Kiev.

Floor knlN Acuumditiohi.

Fig. 31. v. p. 139: for pit-house p. 132.

fvdplacj. - Niche

lilac.h«\cd wife

Soot - CUivmnetj—
Gf cu,lav clay KeartG

with Cooking' pots.

form pots with small openings above, conical pots on little rims to support

them, rude faces made by a pinch of the fingers and three dots on a round or

heart-shaped projection of clay, stone axes bored through and even one or two
copper ones, most of all by the adornment of the pots either with graceful and

18M.
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Fig. 32.
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Tripolje Culture
,
B

free spirals or wavy patterns made by four or five parallel grooves giving a

ribbon-like effect, or with equally easy spirals painted on a yellow or reddish

ground with reddish or brownish paint and polished to a smooth and pleasant

surface. Also the idols are more like crosses than human beings.

In B (ff. 31-— 34) on the other hand the shapes of the pots are more angular,

the ornament especially when incised is less free and chiefly confined to the upper
half of the pot, the rim of which is sometimes adorned with heads of animals

and birds in relief. There are no axes with holes bored in them and no metal

whatsoever, by so much B seems inferior, but the statues of women are very

Fig. 33.

much better than the cruciform idols of A. Also B has curious pedestals of

clay which have been painted several times, or stands of clay supporting a stone

basin. In B also have been found remains of half-cooked corn hidden below
the general level of the platform. Moreover in B have been found marks,

some occurring singly upon vessels and perhaps denoting ownership as the

Tamgi of the Caucasian tribes, in one case 1
set in a row and presenting a

remarkable resemblance to an inscription. It would seem as if A were superior

to B and later than it, but the difference in the statuettes is most remarkable.

1 Figured in the Trans. Od. Soc. Vol. xxm. p. 202.

18—

2
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Chvojka thinks that the cultures A and B belonged to the same people but that

A has mostly imported from the south the elements that distinguish it. Perhaps
the occurrence of metal in A proves it to be the more modern.

As to the object of the areas, they cannot be dwellings, because about them
are none of the traces of habitation, no remains of food or pottery thrown away,

hardly any implements or signs of a perpetual hearth. Though no urns of ashes

or interments were found in the earlier diggings Chvojka came to the conclusion

that they must be tombs or chapels of the dead. It is a remarkable conception

that on the highest suitable hill near the village there should have been the

circle of little chapels dedicated to the departed of each family. Except in one
case we have not happened upon the village. The culture of the pit houses

on M. Sventoslavskij's ground near the site on Cyril Street, Kiev, of which we
first spoke, seems to occupy a half-way position between the period of the earlier

pit houses and that of the areas, having similar pottery and also arrow-heads

which are not found in the earlier houses. The pottery rather resembles A
than B. Later excavations about Rzhishchev and Ivanev 1 have shewn that

the same people lived in the more advanced pit dwellings and built the areas.

Better preserved specimens of these unspoilt by the plough have yielded urns

full of human ashes and thereby placed their purpose beyond a doubt : bodies

some scorched and some untouched by fire shew that cremation was not the

exclusive custom, but it is not clear whether it was going out or coming in
2
.

Superior especially in range of colour to anything from Tripolje is a pot

from Podolia of which Chvojka has recently sent me a

photograph. This pot which he classes with B stands

2 ft. 6 in. high and its surface is covered with light

brown slip. On the upper slope are two bands of orna-

ment in dark red, the lower curvilinear, the upper having
drawings of a he-goat, a nanny goat, a deer and a dog.

It was full of scorched wheat grains. Other vases

from Podolia have on a ground painted black, light

brown, yellow or grey, spirals and curves in three

colours, white, light or dark red, orange or brown
according to the ground 3

.

Von Stern’s finds at Petreny likewise surpass

Tripolje ware in range of colour. There is little

incised work and the figurines are few and very rude,

one of them is striped : most of the attempts at modelling

in the round come from one single area. The shapes too of the vases are not

so varied as further north. The painting however is very abundant and of a

high order. In a few cases on the natural red or yellow surface of the clay the

patterns have been painted directly in black or violet brown. More often the

natural clay is covered by a slip, polished if it be red or brown, dull if it be white

or yellowish : on this the painting is applied in black or violet brown (often with

a greenish tinge to judge by the plates), rarely yellow or red. In a few cases

Fig. 34. Pot from Podolia
from a drawing by
Chvojka.

1 TRAS. Russo-Slav. Section, Vol. v. Pt 2,

St P. 1904.
2 Chvojka, Arch. Chron. S. Russia

, 1904, p. 223.

Private letter from Mr Chvojka, Jan. 8, 1907.

I take this opportunity of thanking him most
deeply for sending me reprints of his articles,

unpublished photographs and very kind letters to

enable me to keep abreast of his researches.
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both black and red are used together. The designs are mostly of much the

same character as those here illustrated, especially those of culture B (p. 138,

f. 32). They are founded on the spiral executed with wonderful skill, simpler

curves also come in, arcs of circles and fairly straight lines. The attempts at the

human figure scarcely come up to those illustrated above, and the animals

including oxen, dogs and goats are not equal to those on the Podolian pot.

There are the same knobs and tiny handles. The potter’s wheel is strange to

the whole culture.

Chvojka, the first discoverer, thought that this was an autochthonous

civilisation developed by the Indo-Europeans before they differentiated, perhaps

more particularly by that section of the race which was to become the Slavs.

Those who studied the Western regions, where somewhat similar spirals occur,

did not at first dare to think that northerners could have been so artistic without

external influence, and ascribed the highly developed decoration to the in-

fluence of the Aegean exercised through traders and the importation of wares.

Independently M. Much, H. Schmidt and von Stern advanced the view that

the movement was the other way, that the northern finds are earlier in date

than the similar objects in the Aegean region— in fact von Stern even entitles

the Russian version of his paper “ Pre-historic Greek Culture in the S. of

Russia,” and thinks that the artistic people who made the Petreny pots moved
south and conquered even as far as Crete.

The difficulty here is that we can trace back continuous development
on such sites as Cnossus to a neolithic stratum far inferior in artistic power
to the pots at Petreny : that is, that the supposed northern immigrants

must have gone back in their art on reaching newT countries, and afterwards

raised it again to the height of Kamares ware or ware from Phylakopi

which according to von Stern recall Tripolje and Petreny. This is of course

possible
;

the wars of conquest may have caused a setback in art. But
the fact is that we do not know enough yet to talk of movements or

affinities of races. Still, having regard to the artistic gifts of the Mediter-

ranean as opposed to the Northern race, it may be that the basis of the

Tripolje population was a geographically northern outlier of the former

subjected to the strong influence of its neighbours, the varying strength of

this influence accounting for the differences presented by similar cultures to

the westward. The inconsistency of funeral customs argues the same
mixture. Cremation would seem to have come in from the north, but not

yet to have put an end to the vivid consciousness of the dead man’s con-

tinued presence and needs which goes with primitive interment. Hence the

numerous offerings. Under their less favourable conditions pottery painting

was the one art which the Tripolje folk brought to a high standard, that

and the modelling of some B figurines 1
. Before they could advance further

they seem to have come absolutely to an end. There is nothing in S. Russia

which can claim to be in any sense a successor to the Tripolje-Petreny

culture. They may have moved south or they may have been overwhelmed
by newcomers. They were agriculturists long before the date of the agri-

cultural Scythians, but the next people to dwell in their land were thorough

1 For a fuller statement of the various views of op. cit. pp. 189— 196. He regards the art as due to

Wosinsky, Schmidt, and Hoernes, see Burrows, an outlier of the Mediterranean race.
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Nomads. At Khalepje one area had been spoilt by its materials having
been used to pile a barrow for a man of the nomad race buried doubled up
according to custom with only one pot by him, but with his bones coloured

with the characteristic red 1
.

Niederle
'

2 reviewing the whole subject with very wide knowledge of the

Central European finds comes to no very certain conclusions. He is disinclined

to hold to the view at first current in Russia that the Tripolje culture evolved
entirely on the spot. He takes it to be a special development of the South
European band pottery (.Bandkeramik)

already approaching the Tripolje forms
at Butmir and other sites across to Transylvania. This development may
have been called forth by intercourse with the Aegean area and Asia Minor
going by way of Rumania and Bessarabia, but the gap in our knowledge of

these countries makes it so far impossible to trace its progress. A distant resem-

blance to forms from the Mediterranean region is undoubted, but investigators

of Aegean styles seem to see it less clearly than those who have dealt with

N. Europe 3
. The statuettes also recall Southern forms. The A culture more-

over shews analogies with the Northern style before mentioned, especially in

the wide open flower-pot shaped vases 4
. A consideration of these relationships

inclines Niederle to put the whole culture at about 2000 b . c ., which would give

time for the period of coloured skeletons to follow. But it seems premature

to attempt to assign dates, only we must allow a long period for the red skeletons.

Coloured Skeletons.

Right across South Russia from Podolia and Kiev to the slopes of the

Crimean mountains and the Caucasus, the most primitive type of grave

commonly met with is distinguished by the fact that the skeletons are

coloured bright red, mostly with ochre or some other earth containing iron.

The colour is found in a thick layer most abundant upon the upper part

of the body and head, and even occurs in lumps lying to one side. The
body usually lies with the legs doubled up in a position “making our last

bed like our first
5 .” The interment is in the untouched earth, not in the

mass of the barrow. The size of the barrows raised over them shews that

these men were great chieftains in their day, though they took so little

with them into the tomb 15

. Often later peoples have used their barrows,

putting their own dead into a shallower grave in the heap 7
. Also we find

various interments of this type in one great mound, which suggests that

within the limits of this period men had had time to forget the first owner
of the barrow. Often, but not always, above the body there are the remains

of a kind of wooden shelter, more rarely a stone cist. Few objects are found

in the tomb, at most one or two round-bottomed pots 8

,
more rarely chips

of flint, still more rarely copper or bronze arrow-heads. This gives their

1 Chvojka, Stone Age, p. 41.
6 Sir T. Browne, Hydriotaphia, chap. in.

;
shewn

2 Slav. Ant. I. p. 460. in side tomb, p. 177, f. 72, but no colour was found
3 Cf. however some of the vases from Cnossus there.

illustrated by Mackenzie, ///.S'. 1903, 157 sqq. esp. 0 e.g. Bezschastnaja Mogila 15 m. high and 230

p. 189, ff. 2 and3. round. KTR. p. 278, CR. 1883. p. xliv.

4 Cf. p. 138, f. 32 (right hand bottom corner) 7 e.g. Geremes Barrow, KTR. p. 253.

and the northern pots figured by Niederle, Slav. 8 A good example, Mastjugino (Voronezh) CR.
Ant. I. p. 444, g and r. 1905, p. 97, f. 123.
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date as belonging to the latest stone age, and the first beginnings of

metal. But much more metal is found with the colouring of the skeleton

in the south at the foot of the mountains.

There seems no doubt that the colouring matter was very thickly

smeared on the body at burial, and that after the decay of the flesh it

impregnated the bones when they had become porous with age. The colour

is almost always red, sometimes whitey yellow. The circumstances of the

finds preclude the idea that the flesh was taken off the bones and the latter

stained on purpose, or that the colouring matter is the remains of paint

on the coffin or dye in clothes or cere cloth. Probably these people

painted themselves with ochre during life, and when they died they wished

to enter the other world in full war paint, and even had a supply for

future use put with them. Professor Kulakovskij 1 compares the painting

red of the face of Jupiter Capitolinus and of the hero of a Roman triumph,

suggesting that this is an instance of Roman conservatism going back to the

most primitive times
;
the practice was common in Neolithic Italy

2
.

In the Kuban district richer tombs with the characteristic colouring

accompanied by pottery and axes and spear heads of copper were found by
N. I. Veselovskij at Kostromskaja 3

,
Kelermes 4

,
Kazanskaja, Tiflisskaja and

Armavir 5
. Many have intruded Scythic interments as that at Vozdvizhen-

skaja (inf. p. 229, f. 131). Of unexampled richness was a tomb at Majkop 6

,

so much so that one might doubt whether it have any connection with that of

the typical coloured skeletons. Here we have associated with the colouring,

in this case by means of red lead, gold vessels and other objects testifying

to remarkable artistic progress. The style in some cases, e.g. the plates

with lions and bulls 7

,
recalls the Scythic, in others rather the products of

the Caucasus. Still the wooden covering and the characteristic doubled up
position offer some resemblance to the simpler coloured burials. Archaic

objects are a vessel made of stone, but mounted in gold and with a gold

stopper, and implements of stone and copper, as well as bronze
;

also the

pottery is not unlike that found in other graves. Quite unlike anything else,

and so far unexplained, is a set of silver tubes about 40 in. long, four

with golden end-pieces : upon these were threaded, through a hole in their

backs, solid golden bulls (p. 144, f. 35). There were also fourteen silver

vessels, of which two had engraved ornament, recalling faintly the com-
positions of Western Asia. One is shewn here (p. 144, f. 36), the other 8 has

a more conventional frieze and no landscape.

It is probable that we have here relics of a people which formerly stretched

all over S. Russia, and buried its dead after daubing them with red colour.

We have seen that many tribes were pressed towards the Caucasus when
enemies entered their land, and this may have been the case with this

people. Here they would be in contact with the Caucasian tribes, and
1

J. A. Kulakovskij, “On the question of coloured
skeletons,” Trans, of the Xlth Russian Archaeologi-
cal Congress (Kiev), Vol. 1. ;

Count A. A. Bobrinskoj,
Sm. 11. pp. 24—33, and ill. p. iii. and for a very full

list, A. A. Spitsyn, TRAS. xii. (1899), pp. 53— 133.
2 Pliny, NH. xxxm. in, 112; T. E. Feet, op.

cit. pp. 120, 168, but there the bones were stripped

of flesh before the colour was applied.
3 CR. 1897, pp. 15—17, ff 53—62.

4 CR. 1904, p. 96, ff. 163, 164, one axe double
looped, the other of Koban type.

6 CR. 1900, p. 45, f. 105 ; 1901, pp. 66—86; 1902,

pp. 66—75, 86—89, ff. 193, 198; 1903, pp. 61—71 ;

1905, p. 69; the ff. noted shew the three-legged

clay incense-burners (?) peculiar to these tombs.
0 CR. 1897, pp. 2— 11.

7 ib. p. 3, ff. 1—3.

s ib. p. 8, ff. 27— 29.
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Fig. 35. Golden Bull. Majkop. CR. 1897, p- 5, f. i 4 a - x-
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through them with Western Asia, also sooner or later they would have to

do with the “ Scythic ” culture, whether the Scyths were their immediate
displacers, or whether other movements of population intervened. Hence
an intelligible mixture of original customs, Scythic dress shewn by the

many gold plates in the form of lions, and Caucasian metal work shewn
in the gold and silver bulls and the engraved vessels.

We must beware of trying to give this race any historic name. Professor

D. J. Samokvasov wishes to call it Cimmerian and date it up to the vith

century b.c., but this is going further than is safe 1
. Mr V. I. Goszkewicz

of the Kherson museum unhesitatingly applies the name Cimmerian to graves

of this class, which he enumerates fully as far as they occur in the govern-
ment of Kherson. He says 2

that in particular cases the position of the

bones makes it appear that the colour was applied after the flesh had been
removed, and suggests that there existed some arrangement like the “Towers
of Silence.” But there are too many suppositions concerned for this to be
an argument in favour of the Iranian affinities of the Cimmerians. I take

it these are the people Professor J. L. Myres calls “the Kurgan people,”

and declares to have been blonde longheads. He gives a map shewing
such burials right across from the upper waters of the Obj to the Elbe, and
as far south as Thessaly and Anatolia. As kurgan is just the Russian for

barrow, the name Kurgan people would suit any one between these early

folk and the nomads of the xmth century 3
.

In the neighbourhood of Kiev, according to Professor V. B. Antonovich 4

,

these people were dolichocephalic 5

. He mentions two other types of very

early burials that occur at any rate in his district, small barrows with the

bodies lying straight and often wrapped in elm bark, no objects there-

with
;
and graves without barrows but with stone cists, bodies burnt accom-

panied by rude pottery. Both these types are comparatively rare and do
not seem to offer any data for putting them before or after the widely

spread people with coloured skeletons. The early date of the latter is shewn
by the invariably bad preservation of the bones.

Megalithic Monuments.

The Dolmens' of Russia have not yet been duly investigated, but it

seems probable that they are to be referred to a very remote date. They
offer close analogies to those in Western Europe, but any direct connection

is hard to suppose, because there is a gap in their distribution. That
similar forms may arise independently is shewn by the occurrence of dolmens

1 History ofRussian Law,
Warsaw, 1888, p. 134

sqq., cf. Bobrinskoj, Sm. II. p. xiii.

2 Treasure TroveandAntiquities, Bk 1. Kherson,

1902, p. 137.
3 Geographical Journal

,
xxvm. (1906) p. 551,

“ The Alpine Races in Europe.” The geological

changes described in this ingenious paper come
before anything with which this book can deal.

4 Niederle, Slav. Ant. 1. p. 449.
5 Talko-Hrincewicz, J., Przyczynek do poznania

swiata Kurhanowego Ukrainy (A contribution to

the knowledge of the barrow-world of the Ukraine),
Cracow, 1899, says that the percentage of long
heads in these graves is 71, in Scythic, 43, in early

Slavonic, 96. v. Arch. Chron. S. Russia, 1900, p. 1 16.
0 KTR. pp. 446-8 ;

CR. 1 896, p. 163; 1 898, p. 33.

19M.
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in India, the Sudan, Algeria and Syria. It is with these last that O. Mon-
telius

1 would connect those in the Crimea and the Caucasus. At Tsarskaja
in the latter the further detail is found of a hole in one of the side slabs
agreeing with a disposition remarked in Western Europe and also in India.

To those who see Kelts in the Cimmerians the dolmens are a welcome
confirmation, but in both ends of Europe these monuments probably precede
any population to which we can put a name. In a barrow at Verbovka
(Kiev government) was found a circle of twenty-nine stones about four feet

high, with engravings something like those of Gavr’inis, but no objects 2
.

Diagram ofDolTnen.Tsars.kaja. CFj&)3.p6.J.53.

Fig. 37. Total length 3' 1 1 metres = 10 ft. 2b in.

Dolmens with similar holes near Tuapse, BCA. xxxui. pp. 83—86, ff. 14— 16.

Earthworks .

Sheer want of stone might prevent the erection of dolmens on the

steppes, but no country could better suit earthworks. Besides the innumer-
able funeral barrows which generally reveal their date on excavation, are

many works meant either for look-out stations or for defence. These are

of all dates, from the earliest times to the works thrown up by Charles XII
of Sweden or the Russian expeditions against the Crimea under Munnich
or Suvorov. But merely defensive considerations will not explain the

singular forms of some of these great works
;
their extent suggests that they

were the work rather of settled people than of nomads, moreover, they occur

in the wooded country beyond the steppe.

The first account of them was that by A. Podberezskij 2

. They occur

about Kharkov, Poltava 4

,
and in the south of the government of Chernigov,

but are specially common in that of Kiev 5 and so westwards into Podolia.

Some seem to have been occupied in Scythian times from the pottery picked

1 “ Orienten och Europa ” in Antiqvarisk mostly near Romny. In BCA. V. pp. 1—95,

Tidskrift for Sverige
,

XIII. 1. A. Spitsyn gives short particulars of them in many
2 BCA. XX. p. 12. governments.
3 Trans. Od. Soc. Vol. VII. 1868, p. 256, mostly 6

I. Funduklej’s Survey of Barrows, Bank’s and
reproduced by Count Bobrinskoj, .S';//. 11. p. iv. Camps in the Government of Kiev

,
Kiev, 1848, is

4 In BCA. XXII. pp. 55—88, N. E. Makarenko not quite superseded,

gives plans and descriptions of eight such forts
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up upon them, but of those that seem built for defence the lie of the land

makes it probable that they were designed by people who had very feeble

missile weapons. Matronenskij Goroch'shche, the greatest of them, goes down
into a ravine in such a way that part of the bank would be entirely com-
manded by good bowmen 1

.

At Belsk (Poltava) is a camp of another type, the largest in Russia; it

has been specially well excavated by Mr V. A. Gorodtsov 2
. It is six-sided,

like a truncated octagon, one long side running n. and s. by the river Vorskla,

which defended it from the E. whence attack was most to be feared. This
side, which is seven miles long, is broken by a fort, a stronger fort is at the

salient angle away from the river, the greatest breadth (four miles) being
measured between them; there is a smaller fort to the n.e. The whole
circumference is some 20 miles. The site had been inhabited in the Tripolje

period and yielded the typical pottery and statuettes. With these came early

Scythic things, pots with white incrustation (v. p. 82), bone and bronze psalia

and a whole hoard of arrowheads, besides Ionian vases and beads of “ Egyptian
paste”: from this we can distinguish a later Scythic period with black figured

and later Greek vases and glass beads
;
to this the earthworks belong, for the

older remains are used up as material in the banks
;
the whole comes under

the special form of Scythic culture described on pp. 175 sqq. About were
barrows of all sizes, most of them plundered. Some had the queerest resem-

blance to spiders or crabs, consisting of a small circle with one or more
openings, on either side of which stretch out claw-shaped banks, sometimes
two or three, one within the other. Such are found elsewhere and called

Majdans
,
and were long unexplained. One of the first to be carefully

excavated, that at Tsvetno (Kiev government), was quite of a spider shape
(see plan, p. 148, f. 38). Within the enclosure was found a typical grave

of a Scythian woman, and near by other Scythic remains of the iv.—11.

centuries b.c., but in connection was a barrow with a red skeleton. The
combination offered no clue to date or purpose.

But Mr Gorodtsov 3

,
after examining a considerable number of such earth-

works, came to the conclusion that they were merely barrows which had
been plundered for their contents, the peculiar form assumed by the earth

that had to be moved being due to the conditions of working with volo-

kushi, wheelless carts or sledges used by the Russians in the xvrith century.

A. A. Spitsyn has cleared up the whole mystery. In the xvith and
xvuth centuries saltpetre was regularly extracted from the grave mounds :

the earth was boiled on the spot and the liquor again boiled. The banks
are merely spoil-heaps trending away from the barrow, so as not to get in

the way of the operators. Spitsyn shews how a certain amount of system
producing fair symmetry was rendered necessary, and describes exactly how
the process was carried on. He supports his case by many extracts from

contemporary authors and documents referring to it as quite a common
1 Plan in Sm. 11. p. 52.

3 Drevnosti, — Trans. Mosc. Arch. Soc. xx. 2,
2 He is to publish an account of it in the pp- 29—39. L. V . Padalka, Archaeological Chronicle

Transactions 0/ the XIVth (1908) Russian Archaeo- of S. Russia
, 1904, pp. 128 sqq., dissents strongly, but

logical Congress (Chernigov), but he has been good by his article I have been made acquainted with
enough to give me private information, for which Gorodtsov’s view,

my best thanks are due.

19—

2
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thing, and coins of the time are found in the banks, e.g. near Belsk. The
centre of the mound was naturally the richest, and the flanks were left

I AacAouftii f.f trrO .v)', ho lldfA/O -UOUtAQ

Bobrinskoj’s Trenches. Plunderers’ Pits. Site of Grave.

Scale 128 ft. to the inch.

Fig. 38. CR. 1896, p. 213, f. 606. Majdan at Tsvetno.

as not worth boiling. Hence the ring form. Most likely the application

of the process to the Siberian barrows first shewed their richness in gold,

of which the Siberian collection at the Hermitage is almost the sole relic
1

.

1 A. A. Spitsyn, TEAS. Russo-Slavonic Section, viii. 2, pp. 1— 28. He gives plans of about fifty

majdans and a very good bibliography of the question, which can now be taken as settled.
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CHAPTER VIII.

SCYTHIC TOMBS.

If Herodotus is the main source of our information as to the population of

the north shore of the Euxine during the flourishing time of its Greek Colonies

we are hardly less indebted to the finds made in the barrows of the country,

finds which on the whole bear out what Herodotus has said and supplement it

with many details throwing much light upon the elements which went to make
up the mixed culture of the inhabitants. From about the vnth century B.c. to

a little after our era is the period to which may be referred a series of tombs
that seem to belong to peoples all closely connected with each other in funeral

customs and general mode of life. To give any ethnic name to this class of

grave is begging the question of their origin, yet it is impossible to habitually

refer to them as “graves of nomadic tribes in contact with central Asian and
Greek civilisations.” They are generally called “ Scythian ” or “ Scytho-

Sarmatian,” or those shewing Greek influence are called “Scythian,” those with

Roman manufactures or coins “Sarmatian.” This latter distinction is certainly

unsatisfactory, for the name of Sarmatian had spread over the European
steppes certainly before Roman influence had been brought to bear on these

countries. In fact as will be seen the greater part of the tombs usually called

“Scythian” appears to belong to a time when the Scyths of Herodotus had
disappeared. On the other hand the general agreement between the archae-

ological evidence and the information furnished by Herodotus argues the

substantial identity of the cultures described in these different sources. This
all points to there being but little real difference between Scyth and Sarmate.

The latter were apparently nearer the Iranians of Iran both in language and
dress, but in both there seems to have been an Altaic element.

I propose then to call the class of tombs, which I shall now describe,

“Scythic,” not wishing to assert thereby that they belonged exclusively to

Scyths, but suggesting that they are the most typical tombs of the inhabitants

of Scythia, when that was the general name for the Euxine steppes
;

still

there can be little doubt that the true royal Scyths of Herodotus were among
the tribes that buried in this fashion, although no tomb has been found which
could be referred to the particular generation observed by him.

Unfortunately in spite of the enlightened efforts made by the Russian
government to protect these remains, and in turn to explore them with

the best archaeological skill, we cannot point to any first-class normal Scythic

tomb which fate has reserved for quite satisfactory exploration. The great

majority was plundered long ago, as it seems in most cases, shortly after the

very funeral, in other cases the discovery has been made by peasants searching

for treasure, or amateurs who have neglected to keep a minute account of all

details as to the position in which everything was found
;

finally it has

happened that an excavation already almost brought to a successful conclusion

has been ruined by the insufficiency of the guard set over it. Hence our
picture of a Scythic interment must be pieced together from the best preserved
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parts of many tombs. It is impossible to take one tomb, even Kul Oba or

Karagodeuashkh, describe it fully, and make it a norm, treating all others

as varieties. Besides, enough remains to shew that each great tomb had
its own peculiar features which have their interest in filling in the general
outlines of Scythic life.

In the following enumeration of the most important tombs the older

finds, particulars of which are more accessible, will be treated as briefly as

possible
;
further particulars can be found in books so easily obtainable as

S. Reinach’s reprints of the Antiquitds du Bosphore Cimmerien (ABC.) and
of Kondakov and Tolstoj’s Antiquity de la Russie Mdridionale

(
KTR .).

Descriptions derived from the A ntiquitds de la Scythie d'Herodote (ASH.), from
the Compte Rendu de la Commission Archdologique (CR.), especially since it has

been published in Russian, from the Bulletin de la Commission Archdologique
(BCA.) and from other Russian publications will be given more fully.

The distribution of these Scythic barrows reaches from Podolia and the

Kiev government southwards to the Euxine and eastwards to the valley

of the Kuban on the northern slopes of the Caucasus. The finest of them
are about the bend of the Dnepr, near Alexandropol, near where we should put

the land of Gerrhus
;
a special character marks those in the governments of

Kiev and Poltava
;
a few occur about the Greek towns of the Bosporus on

each side of the strait, and the Kuban series is hardly second to the Dnepr
group. Isolated is the remarkable find of Vettersfelde in Lower Lusatia.

Also a burial of somewhat similar type has been found in Thrace, Dukhova
Mogila near Philippopolis 1

. Further, as has been said, objects of a type

resembling the barbarian element in Scythic tombs can be traced right across

to Krasnojarsk beyond the Altai. To the west also, in Hungary, objects

of Scythic type have been found 2
.

The question of dating and classifying these tombs is very difficult. Our
only criteria are the objects of Greek art found in them. Yet these only give

us the earliest date possible. And even as to this there is some doubt, for

various judges make more or less allowance, for barbarous influence, for

the difference between the best art and that of articles made for export, and for

the time necessary for new fashions in art to penetrate to such remote regions.

Moreover, unfortunately none of the tombs with the most archaic Greek
objects have been opened by skilled archaeologists. For instance, the tomb at

Martonosha (p. 173) may well have belonged to a contemporary of Herodotus.

The amphora handle seems to be vith century work, and the other objects are

not definitely late in date; but we shall never know, for our account of the

excavation is derived from peasants nearly twenty years after the event, and

we know yet less of the circumstances under which were discovered the

archaic “Cybele” 3 or the mirror handle with almost the earliest nude female of

archaic (rather than primitive) Greek art
4
.

In the account which follows the barrows are arranged rather geographi-

cally than chronologically, though in the first group their dates would seem to

1 BCH. XXV. (1901), p. 168, G. Seure. Mitiheilungen aus Ungarn
,
iv. 1895, pp. 1 -26.

2 Dr P. Reinecke, “Die skythischen Alter- 3 CR. 1896, p. 82, f. 337.

thiimer im mittleren Europa,” Zt. fur Ethnologie
,

4 CR. 1897, p. 78, f. 186. All these three bronzes

xxvm. 1896, pp. 1—42, and J. Hampel, “Sky- are illustrated in Chap. XI. § 10, ff. 278—281.

thische Dcnkmaler aus Ungarn,” Ethnologische
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be in the order I have given. Each barrow described has its own features

of interest, and from them all some idea of the Scythic type can be formed.

Fewer descriptions would have left out interesting points, more would have

wearied the reader without attaining completeness
;
many important excavations

have for this cause been necessarily omitted, for them the reader must be

referred to the CR., BCA., and other special publications.

Poor Class. Twins.

Professor A. Lappo-Danilevskij 1

,
in his review of the various types of

Scythic graves, divides them into four classes. His first class seems not

clearly to be distinguished from the class of coloured skeletons of which we
have already treated, except that the colouring is not predominant. The bad
preservation of the bones, the poverty of the objects found with them, the

large number of burials in one mound, rank tombs like the Pointed Tomb on
the Tomakovka, the Round Kurgan

(
= barrow) at Geremes (variously written

Gueremesov, Heremesse, Germesov), the Long Tomb near Alexandropol,

all on the right bank of the Dnepr near the great bend, with the Bezschastnaja

(unlucky) Tomb on the opposite bank, which distinctly contained coloured

bones 2
. It is remarkable that all these are near the land Gerrhus, it seems

as if the Scyths had adopted the sacred burial district of earlier inhabitants.

Lappo-Danilevskij takes these great barrows with as many as fourteen

separate interments to have been burying places of comparatively obscure

families which heaped up great mounds when enough dead had been ac-

cumulated : but more probably the distinction between these and the following

graves is one not merely of social position, but of time and race. We
may put them down as of the last pre-Scythic phase, for the skeletons are not

coloured, and are not all doubled up, and there are a few objects of copper
or bronze

;
but there are no chambers hollowed out, no horse graves, and

none of those mines by which the rich booty of the true Scythic type of

graves was carried off by men who well knew what they were doing. In

this class there was nothing to tempt them.

An isolated example recalling this type is the barrow called Perepjatikha,

in the district of Vasilkov (Kiev government), opened in 1845. It is far to the

west of the central Scythic group, but cannot be classed with the generality

of Scythic barrows in Kiev government. It contained fourteen skeletons

under a wooden roof upon which stones had been piled
;
by four of them

were lumps of paint, necklets, metal disks, one bronze arrow, two iron axes,

an earthen vessel with a stone stand, and 24 gold plaques of griffins once
sewn on to a whitey-yellow stuff. This is not a normal Scythic tomb, and
the paint suggests an early date

;
perhaps the Scythic objects belong to an

intruded interment 3
.

A fairly simple example of a Scythic grave (Lappo-Danilevskij’s second
class)

4
is the Stone Tomb (Kdrnennaja Mogtla) near Krasnokutsk, between

1 Scythian Antiquities, TRAS. Russo-Slav.
Section, Vol. iv. (1887), pp. 352— 543 ; p. 467 sqq.

2 v. ASH. passim.
3 A. Kohn and C. Mehlis, Materialien zur

Vorgescliichte Res Menschen im Ostlichen Eia-opa
,

Vol. 1. pp. 367—375, FI. in.—xi. Illustration also

in KTR. p. 289, f. 254, shewing a very steep barrow
surrounded at some distance by a bank and a

group of lesser mounds. Cf. too Lappo-Danilevskij,

op. cit. p. 487 sqq., who classes it rather with the

other west-Scythic barrows.
4 op. cit. p. 470; KIR. p. 268; ASH. plan E.
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Nicopol and Ekaterinoslav. The tomb derives its name from the fact that

all the skirts of the heap and the central portion above the actual grave
consist of stone. The main grave contained a human skeleton and those

of two horses, three spears, scales from armour, fragments of amphorae, and
of an alabastron and a jug, but all was in confusion. In a separate grave
was the skeleton of another horse with a bridle adorned with bronze plates

and with an iron bit. This would appear to be the grave of an ordinary

cavalier whose position did not allow him the elaborate funerals of greater

men. Yet the barrow is a considerable size, 19 feet high and 200 in diameter.

The third class consists of so-called twins (.Bliznitsy)\ Best known are

the Geremes, Tomakovka and Slonovskij twins, all in the same district.

In these we have two mounds close to each other, one flat-topped with

steep sides fortified with stone, containing one human grave, horse graves

and various gear including Greek wares, the other round-topped with

many poor graves. Moreover, only in the chief mound are there traces

of thieves’ mines
;
about the chief of the Geremes and Slonovskij twins is

a ditch and bank : in these chief twins also there seem to have been
one grave chamber and a side chamber for the horse grave. But as all

have been plundered in ancient times we cannot be sure of their disposition or

Fig. 39. CR. 1891, p. 1 6
1 ,

f. 195. Double barrow at Pavlovka. I. Barrow with core c of rammed
earth. Circumference 160 paces. Diameter about 36 m. Height 3'S m. II. Barrow with core c

of stones. Circumference 100 paces. Diameter 20 m. Height 2 m. III. Joining bank with

small tumulus d, 30 paces long, 15 m. broad, i'4 m. high. aaa. Extreme circumference.

b, b' pits dug. The original interments were of red skeletons, others of later nomads, but none, it

seems, Scythic.

contents. They offer close analogies to the next class, but are on a smaller

scale
;

it is suggested that in them small tribal chieftains were buried, and

that the ordinary folk of the tribe rest in the lesser twin alongside.

Big Barrows.

The fourth and chief class is that of the so-called Big Barrows

( Tolstya Moglly)-. Chief of these are that near Alexandropol, often called

the Meadow Barrow (Lugovdja Mogila ),
and the Chertomtyk or Nicopol

Barrow. Others are that at Krasnokutsk, the Tsymbalka, the Orphan’s

Grave (Sirotina Mogila ),
Chmyreva barrow, Ogiiz near Serogozy in the

1 Lappo-Danilevskij, p. 471 ;
ASH. plans E, D. Mogila for a grave, but in the language of Lit.

2 Strictly speaking Kurgdn (Turkish = OE. Russia where all the Sc. tombs are, Mo!ula =
burh) is used in Great Russian for a barrow and barrow.
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Melitopol district (Tauric govt), and Martonosha in that of Elisavetgrad

(Kherson govt). In height they vary from 30 to 70 feet, and they may
be from 400 to 1200 feet round at the base. On the top there is always a

flat space some 50 feet or more across. Hence the sides are rather steep,

especially on the north. The heap during its progress was rammed down
hard and further fortified by a basement of stones

;
about the mound would be

a ditch and bank with gaps for entrance. The grave chamber is from 9 ft.

6 in. to 15 ft. long by 7 or 7 ft. 6 in. broad and sunk into the earth itself

to the level of a layer of clay that runs under the black soil at a depth of from

9 ft. 6 in. to 42 ft. (at Chertomlyk barrow). The sides of the grave chamber
were sometimes smoothed and plastered with clay, in other cases traces may
be seen of the narrow wooden spade with which they were dug out

;
such a

spade was found near Smela 1

. Beside the main chamber there are side

chambers (“catacombs”), varying in number. In the Krasnokutsk barrow one
only beside a horse grave, in Tsymbalka two, five each at Alexandropol and
Chertomlyk. These chambers are generally on the north side of the main
chamber. Beside these chambers for the burial of the king’s servants and
the storing of his gear were horse graves, always to the w. of the central

grave, and in the Chertomlyk barrow two graves near them for the grooms.

These chambers are roofed with unsquared tree trunks.

The king was brought to his tomb on a funeral car, of which the remains

have been found, well bearing out the description of Herodotus. The car

was left for the dead man to use, being broken up and buried in the heap
or led down into the grave chamber. So too the horses, whose lives were
even more prodigally wasted at these funerals than those of human beings.

In the Ulskij barrow on the Kuban were found over four hundred horses

(v. p. 227). At Krasnokutsk and Alexandropol the remains of a second car

were found. On this probably the dead man’s favourite wife rode to her fate.

None of the Big Barrows have been left unplundered, so we cannot

know the exact disposition of the most precious objects about the principal

bodies, but in chamber No. v of Chertomlyk king’s and queen’s things seem
put apart from each other in niches. Amphorae and other vessels, mostly

of Greek workmanship, were put on the floor and clothes hung on pegs

in the wall. The body was usually laid on some kind of mattress which at

Chertomlyk was covered with a pall adorned with gold plates. In the

Alexandropol barrow there were only two servants buried with their master,

in Chertomlyk five with their feet towards him ready to stand up and face him
at his call. In the Krasnokutsk and Alexandropol tombs were also found

heaps of human and horses’ bones. When the way into the tomb had been

filled up, upon the flat space where the barrow was soon to be raised was
held the funeral feast, well marked at Chertomlyk and elsewhere by fragments

of amphorae, horses’ bones, and things lost by the revellers. After that

the barrow was heaped up; but, as it seems, before all knowledge of plan

and contents was lost, daring robbers sank mines into it from the north side,

the side on which the heap was steepest, towards which there were always

extra chambers, and braved not only the vengeance of the dead man and that

of his successors (the Mongols had guards to watch their burial places), but

1 Sm. m. p. 53, f. 12.

M. 20
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the chance of a fall of those tunnels, that the secrecy of their operations

made it impossible to support properly. Since then, Genoese on the coast

and Cossacks on the plains, and in modern times the neighbouring peasants,

have made a regular practice of seeking the dead men’s gold. It is no

wonder that the archaeologist often finds himself forestalled. His only comfort

is that the bronzes are almost as interesting as the gold work, and that the

thieves left everything but the precious metal. If only they had not thrown
everything about in seeking for that 1

,
we should be better pleased.

Alexandropol Barrow.

Of the barrows about the Dnepr, those most remarkable for the variety

of their contents are that near Alexandropol and that at Chertomlyk, twelve

miles n.w. of Nicopol.

The full report of the excavation of the former is given in ASH. with

plan and sections and many plates, and a well illustrated summary in KTR.

(pp. 238—251), but the exploration was so desultory and the sepulchre itself

and all the objects belonging to it had been so thoroughly ransacked by

thieves who, after an unsuccessful attempt, finally reached the central chamber,

that it is hard to get a clear idea of the whole, and the main interest belongs

1 For a description of Italian (in this case Barbara alia Tana,” in Ramusio, Navigations et

Venetian) enterprise in robbing a barrow near the Viaggi
,
\ ol. 11. \ enice, I559i ff- 9 1 SC

1
<:1-

mouth of the Don in 1436, see “ Viaggio di Josafa
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to the accessories, the remains of two chariots, the horse tombs, and the

bronze “standards” (ff. 40, 41), while little is left of the riches of the actual

occupant but gold plates, many very similar to those of Ivul Oba (f. 42,

others on p. 158, f. 45, also a horse frontlet, an armour scale and a bone
arrowhead). Clearly the plunderers had not time to seek trifles. For dating

Fig. 42. Gold plate from Alexandropol. KTR. p. 249, t. 228 = ASH. xii. 6.

Scythic things, certain round and oblong silver plates that formed part of

the harness are very important, as their style seems late Hellenistic 1

. Other
things in the tomb look at first sight almost archaic, but they are only degra-

dations of the Ionian strain.

Chertomlyk

.

At Chertomlyk the thieves were less fortunate, one of them was
found crushed by a fall of earth at the mouth of his mine, but here again

the central interment had been much disturbed. The objects worth carrying

away seem to have been mostly heaped up in various corners of v (see

plan), and by mere chance the king’s things were still apart from the queen’s.

1 Unfortunately the figures of them in ASH. century; F. H. Marshall, JHS. xxix. (1909) p. 157
pi. Xiv do not reproduce well; cf. KTR. p. 251, publishing some from Elis in the British Museum
f. 230 ;

TRAS. VII. pi. xin, xv, xvi. Stephani, concurs, but their sets are better in style. For
CR. 1865, p. 167 makes these and phalerae from other Sc. phalerae v. Spitsyn BCA. xxix. pp.
the Great Bliznitsa (l.c. v, vi, cf. inf. ch. xii.) ivth 18— 53.

20—

2
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In looking at the annexed plan it must be remembered that only the

central part of the tumulus is given
;

for a complete plan the reader is

referred to ASH. plate F. Round the whole must be supplied the stone

plinth, and it must be borne in mind that the plan is engraved so that the

north comes to the right instead of being at the top.

West

ffl

a

East

North

e

Fig. 43. Plan of centre of Chertomlyk barrow. KTR. p. 257, f. 235=ASH. Plan F.

The barrow was 60 feet high and 1 100 feet round, surrounded by a

stone plinth, and a kind of stone alley led up to it across the steppe.

A is the central shaft descending 35 ft. 6 in. below the original surface

of the ground, 15 ft. x 7 ft. at the top and widening downwards. At the

bottom opened out four lateral chambers, 1, 11, 111, iv, one from each corner.
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The n.w. chamber iv communicated with a large irregular chamber v into

which debouched a narrow passage ee, the mine of

ancient plunderers. To the west of all this were three

square pits in a line from s. to N., vm, ix, x, and to the

E. of vm and ix two graves, vi and vii. Later graves,

xi, xn, xiii, were sunk in the heap for persons who had
nothing to do with its original possessors.

In A everything had been thrown into disorder

by the plunderers. There were only found traces of

a coffin or bier painted red and bright blue. In i to

the s.E. were a small cauldron, at a the remains of

a skeleton converted into lime, by it remains of a quiver

with arrows and five iron knives with bone handles,

not unlike p. 190, f. 82 below, against the wall in a

corner 150 more arrows with remains of their shafts,

28 inches long, and what once was a carpet
;
about the

floor many gold plates and strips which had adorned
clothes hung from iron hooks in wall and ceiling.

In No. 11 to the n.e. were six amphorae along the

wall, in the middle a bronze mirror with an iron handle,

by the door a skeleton with a bronze torque and a gold

earring and finger ring, on his left an ivory handled

knife and a leather quiver with 67 bronze arrow-heads,

near his head ivory and gold remains of a whip handle,

also a silver spoon and the fragments of an ivory box,

besides innumerable plates and strips of thin gold for

sewing on to clothes. The enumeration of the plates

found in one side chamber of a single tomb will shew
the variety of these plates and the prodigal use made
of them. Figures of many of them are in KTR., still

more in ASH. In 11 were found 25 plates with flowers,

64 with a fantastic animal, 7 with a lion tearing a stag,

one with a calf lying down, 10 with a barbarian com-
bating a griffin, 31 with a griffin alone, 12 with a rosette,

130 with a bearded man’s head, 24 with a gorgon’s head
and 5 pendants, 27 with a plain gorgon’s head, 6 with

the heads of Athena and a lion back to back (p. 158,

f. 45, xxx. 6), 33 of Heracles strangling a lion (ib. xxx.

10), one of a lion combating a sphinx, 24 triangles made
up of grains (cf. p. 197, f. 90, ABC. xxii. 7). Besides

these a great number of hollow pendants, tubes, beads,

buttons, and other golden ornaments to be sewn on to

clothes. These plates are very characteristic of Scythian
dress, and occur in great numbers in all barrows

;
less

wide-spread was the use of strips of gold repousse or

ajoure with plant patterns or combats of animals and
monsters, sometimes as much as 14 inches long. AH
these thin gold objects have little holes near the edges
for. sewing on to textiles.

Fig.

44.

Gold

band.

Chertomlyk.

KTR.

p.

310,

f.

2ji

=

CR.

1864,
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Fig. 45. Gold: Horse’s Frontlet (cf. Greek version of same type, p. 169, f. 61): Necklets (p. 63, 161):

Plates fpp. 61, 155, 157, 161, 266): Dagger (p. 71, cf. 236). Bronze: Plate (p. 167, 282): Armour

Scale (p. 74). Bone Arrow-head (p. 68).
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Fig. 46. (v. pp. 1 6 1, 288), Chertomlyk Vase, silver, parcel gilt. Front view.
KTR. p. 297, f. 257 = C7?. 1864, pi. 1. 70 cm. (26| in.) high.
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Fig. 47. Chertomlyk Vase. Side view. KTR. p. 296, f. 2^=CR. 1864, pi. 11.
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In in, the s.w. chamber, lay a skeleton wearing a golden torque with

twelve lions upon it, shewing signs of long wear (ASH. xxxvii. 7 on p. 158).

About the head could be traced the form of a hood outlined by 25 gold plates

with griffins and fastened at a couple of smaller ones, a flower and a gorgoneion.

He wore the usual bracelets and rings, and a belt with brass plates, and
greaves (which are not so general); by his head were two vessels, a bronze cup,

and a silver ewer with a string to hang it up by, and lower down the quiver

with arrows, and a whip. By him lay another skeleton with much the same
equipment. In the n.w. chamber (iv) were found remains of a bier painted

dark and light blue, green and yellow. Upon it lay a woman’s skeleton in rich

attire. On each side of her head were heavy earrings, and upon it were 29

plates in the shape of flowers, twenty rosettes and seven buttons. The head

and upper part of the body were covered by a purple veil with 57 square

gold plates representing a seated woman with a mirror, and a Scyth standing

before her (v. p. 158 = ASH. xxx. 16). The line of these plates made a kind

of triangle reaching a foot above her head and descending to her breast, out-

lining a hood or pointed headdress with lappets falling down on each side of

the face
;
such lappets seem shewn on a plaque of inferior execution figured

on the same page (ASH. xxx. 20). Something of the same sort was worn by
the queen at Kul Oba, and by that at Karagodeuashkh where the triangular

gold plate which adorned it has a scene representing a queen wearing just

such a one (p. 218, f. 120). The Chertomlyk lady also wore bracelets and
a ring on each finger

;
by her hand was a bronze mirror with an ivory handle,

with traces of some blue material. By the woman’s skeleton was a man’s with

iron and bronze bracelets and an ivory-handled knife (the knives are always
on the left hand side), a little further were the usual arrow-heads. Along the

wall were ranged thirteen amphorae. In the west part of this chamber
(b) was made the most precious find of the tomb, the famous Chertomlyk or

Nicopol vase (ff. 46—49, cf. p. 288 sqq.). By it was a great silver dish

with an elaborate pattern engraved within, and two handles formed by a

kind of palmette of acanthus leaves with the figure of a woman wearing a

M. 21
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Fig. 50. Chertomlyk. Bronze cauldron. KTR. p. 262,

f. 238=ASH. Text, p. 1 1 2.
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calathos in the middle 1

. This chamber (iv) opened into another (v) to
the west of it

;
v had suffered so much from the falling-in of the roof and

Fig. 52. Mat. xm. p. 54, f. io=ASH.
XL. 12. Lesser sword from Cher-
tomlyk found at k on plan.

still more from the operations of the tomb-thieves, that it is impossible to

say what may have been its original plan. It can hardly be entirely due
to the thieves. The thieves’ mine (ee) opened into it and all round were

1 KTR. pp. 263-4, ff- 239-40=ASH. xxix. 5, 7.

21—2
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niches (f h, /, k) apparently due to them. If on their entrance they found
the way into iv blocked up, they probably tried the walls in various directions

and finally broke into iv and obtained access to the central tomb.

They seem to have begun to pile their booty in heaps in the corners

of v ready to take it away, when the roof, disturbed by their operations,

fell in and caught one of them, whose skeleton was found at e by the entrance

of his mine
;

at c was a six-wicked lamp he may have been using : the

plunderers at Alexandropol had only potsherds with rags in them. At d
was a cauldron of the Scythic type 3 ft. high with goats as handles on the

edge
;

the outside blackened with fire
; within the head, ribs and leg-bones

of a horse (f. 50). Near it was another, smaller, containing a foal’s bones.

At f was a niche in the wall with a heap of gold ornaments, at h another

with a woman’s things, as far as may be judged, at g and i were remains
of boards, at / another heap of gold, at k the objects taken from the tomb
of the king himself. Three swords had been stuck into the wall, where
their blades remained while the handles had rusted off and fallen down (f. 52).

Below were the great gold plate that adorned the king’s gorytus, a strip of

gold that went along the side of it, and the plate of gold which covered his

sword sheath (f. 53); two more swords with gold hafts (f. 51), a hone with

a gold mounting, and many other gold plates and a heap of arrow-heads.

About the floor were fragments of Greek pottery.

Of the horse graves, in viii were three horses saddled and bridled, one
with gold ornaments, the others with silver

;
in ix were four horses, two

saddled and bridled with gold, two only bridled and with silver. In x
were three horses saddled and bridled with gold, one without a saddle and
bridled in silver. The grooms in vi and vii had each his torque, one of

silver gilt and one of gold, and each his quiver with arrows.

In the heap itself, early in the excavations, was found an immense
number of objects pertaining to harness. At the top of the barrow was
a mass of such ornaments rusted together, silver had almost perished, bronze

was in bad condition, of gold there was little but 29 pair of horse’s cheek
ornaments. In bronze there were animals upon sockets (the so-called

standards), horse frontlets, buckles, buttons, bells, tubes, strips, crescent-

shaped pendants, and about 250 iron bits, also a curious open-work sauce-

pan, as it would appear for fishing meat out of one of the big cauldrons 1

.

This description of the finds in the Chertomlyk barrow, though far from

detailed, gives some idea of the barbarous prodigality with which the steppe

folk buried their kings.

Krasnokutsk and Tsymbalka.

In the same neighbourhood as Chertomlyk is the Krasnokutsk barrow 2
.

In its mound Zabelin found the fragments of a funeral car broken up and piled

in two heaps, and the usual remains of harness and trappings: in a special

tomb were four horses with frontlets (ff. 56, 57 and p. 158, f. 45; ASH. xxm.

1 KTR. p. 259, f. 236.
2 Cf. ASH. plan C; KTR. p. 254 (not the same as the “Stone Tomb” there).
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Figs. 54, 55. Horse’s frontlets, gold. Tsymbalka. A 'JR. p. 269, f. 241, p. 272, f. 243.
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4). These ornaments are interesting because of their remarkable resemblance

to the northern beast-style usually associated with the early middle ages.

Other two tombs had been completely stripped by plunderers who only left

enough to let us judge that the contents were of the usual Scythic type.

Fig. 56, cf. p. 267. Krasnokutsk. Horse’s cheek ornament. Silver. KTR. p. 256, f. 234= ASH. xxiii. 5.
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On the S. side of the river, in the district of Melitopol, government of

Taurida, is the barrow Tsymbalka 1 near Belozerka. As usual the main
tomb had been violated by a mine from the north, but in the side tomb
were six horses, four with bronze trappings and silver frontlets, two with

very interesting gold frontlets, one of fine late ivth century Greek work
with a Schlangenweib, the other barbaric with griffins (ff. 54, 55, cf. p. 269).

1 CR. 1867, p. xxi
; 1868, p. xix

;
KTR. p. 268.
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Fig. 57. Krasnokutsk. Silver bridle ornament. KTR. p. 255, f. 23 t
,
=ASH. XXI II. 7.

Chmyreva Mogila.

Chmyreva Mogila, two miles from Tsymbalka, was investigated in 1898
by Dr Th. G. Braun 1

. Here again the main tomb had been rifled, this time by

Fig. 58. CR. 1898, p. 28, f. 28. Chmyreva
Mogila. Gold plate from harness, cf. p. 269.

Fig. 59. CR. 1898, p. 29, f. 32. Chmyreva
Mogila. Gold plate from harness. \.

means of a shaft sunk from the top of the mound, and a later burial for which

the barrow had been used was also cleared, but the horse interment was the

best met with. An inclined plane led to an oblong pit 7'iom. x 3 m. x 2M5 m.

Ten horses had been led into the pit which was then shut up with boards and

1 CR. 1898, p. 26; BCA. XIX. p. 96.
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heaped over. They had evidently struggled towards the outlet, and their

skeletons lay one upon another. Their trappings were adorned with the

usual metallic plates, but some were of the finest Greek workmanship of about

Fig. 60. CR. 1898, p. 28, f. 30. Fig. 61. CR. 1898, p. 27, f. 27. Fig. 62. CR. 1898,

Chmyreva Mogila. Gold cheek Gold frontlet, side and front. p. 27, f. 24. Gold plate,

ornament for a horse, -f.
Chmyreva Mogila. f. Chmyreva Mogila.

300 b. c.
1

(ff. 58—60): there were also specimens of native attempts to imitate

them. Very strange is a frontlet of a type which has occurred in several

of the Gerrhus tombs 2

,
but this is the only one of skilful execution (f. 61).

In the main tomb was picked up an interesting plate with two Scythians

wrestling (f. 62).

Ogiiz, Deev and Janchekrak.

In the same district further to the south near Lower Serogozy, Ogiiz,

a very large barrow, has been investigated by Professor Veselovskij 3
. A plan

and section of the stone corbelled vault are given overleaf. The interior is

21 ft. square, surrounded and upheld by a solid mass of stone work 50 feet

square. The stones of the corbelled vault itself were bound by iron clamps

of a 1

1
shape. Unfortunately the tomb had been rifled three times. The

first time the plunderers knew what they were doing, for they approached
along the gallery from the s. instead of as usual from the N. The last

plunderers came down from above and took off the top stone of the vault.

Hence it all filled with earth. The plunderers could do their work much
more effectually in the stone vault than in unlined earthen pits and left

very little behind them, just a few gold plates, some from the same dies as

at Chertomlyk, Kul Oba and Theodosia (e.g. A Sid. xxx. 6 on p. 158 and
ABC. xxii. 28), and other ornaments, also some horses’ bones coloured green

with copper, but no bronze objects with them.

At the sides of the great stone mass were small niches; in the eastern

one nothing was found, in the northern one was a woman’s skeleton with

a mirror and one or two poor ornaments. In the niche to the west lay two

CR. 1898, figs. 28—34. 2
v. p. 158 = ASH. xili. 6 and 7.

3 CR. 1894, p. 77.



FlGS. 63, 64. CR. 1894, p. 78, ff. 110, in. Plan and section of vault in Ogiiz .barrow.

Near by was Deev barrow 2

,
500 ft. round but only 14 ft. high. The

main tomb was empty, but a woman’s (?) still untouched contained mostly

poor copies of Hellenistic work, e.g. two diadems, one with a rich leaf pattern,

the other with Neo-Attic maenads, also a frontlet with pendants and Sphinx
earrings, all to be closely paralleled at Ryzhanovka (p. 179). There was a

very fine gold and enamel necklace with alternate ducks and flowers and an

armlet like that from Kul Oba on p. 197 [ABC. xxvi. 3).

1 Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 106
;
CR. 1902, p. 63 sqq.

;

2 RCA. xix. p. 168, pi. xm. XV.

1903, p. 166, f. 323; RCA. xix. p. 157.

Scythic To?nbs. Dnepr Group

skeletons with no objects but a bronze earring. At the entrance of the main
vault lay a man’s skeleton with

a long spear, an iron knife and
bronze and bone arrow-heads.

He seems to have been as it

were a sentry outside the tomb
moved to one side by the

thieves. This would shew that

they had penetrated very soon
after the heaping of the tomb.
Veselovskij points out that such
a work as the stone vault must
have been built in the king’s

lifetime though the heap may
have been raised after his

death. In 1902 further exca-

vations by N. W. Roth led

to considerable discoveries in

this same barrow, but the

objects found are of the same
types, save for some new forms
of arrow-heads 1

.



Fig. 65. Melgunov’s barrow. Golden sheath and fragment of sword hilt. Pridik, pi. in.

They included a very interesting dagger and sheath of Scythic forms, but

Assyrian style; here is a view of one side of the sheath and a fragment of the

1 Rep. Imp. Russ. Hist. Museum
,
Moscow, for 1907, p. 13, pi. 1.

;
Arch. Anz. 1908, p. 190, ff. 21, 22.

vm] Oguz, Deev
,
Janchekrak

,
&? Melgunov s Ba?~rows 17

1

From Janchekrak in the n.e. of the district of Melitopol come phalerae

of late Roman date, one with the type of winged figure which was adopted
for the Christian angel : they were found with a hone and were probably

from a late Scythic grave 1
.

Melgunov s Barrow.

Of the barrows which have been excavated without proper account

having been kept of the disposition of their contents we can regret none more
than that called Litoj Kurgan, opened in 1763 at Kucherovy Bueraki, about

20 miles from Elisavetgrad, by order of General A. P. Melgunov, who sent

the spoil up to Petersburg for Catherine 1

1

to view. Preserved with the

Siberian antiquities in the Museum of the Academy of Science the objects

have with them found their way to the Hermitage.
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much damaged dagger hilt (ff. 65—67
1

,
cf. p. 7 1) with a restoration (f. 6,8), parcel

gilt feet and fittings of a couch, and one of 17 golden birds displayed (f. 69).
I here were also a golden diadem or necklet in the form of a triple chain

Figs. 66, 67. Details of Melgunov sheath. Natural size. From S. Kensington electrotype.
Dalton, Oxns Treasure

, p. 56, f. 38, p. 38, f. 26.

Fig. 68.

Barrow Pridlic.Pl I Geld Bird from tncAamC.

Wron^j 4idc\vitlvty<t-5> Pn&Jc PlJY

Fig. 69. Couch fittings, f ;
Bird, }.

1 In Mat. XXXI. with Pharmacovskij’s “ Keler-

mes,” E. M. Pridik will publish a complete account of

thefindwithexcellentplates. He has had the extreme
kindness to send me a preliminary copy of his part

(St P. 1906), from which the annexed illustrations

are taken. Cf. also Trans. Od. Soc. vi. p. 601 ;

TRAS. XII. Pt 1. (1901), p. 270 sqq., A. A. Spitsyn.

The sheath had previously only been published by
Masked, Russian Art

,
p. 1 12, from the S. Kensing-

ton electrotype, which lacks the side projection, a

separate piece, by its style a Scythic addition
;
for

the use of Mr Dalton’s blocks I gladly thank him
and the authorities of the British Museum.

In order to try and obtain more light, V. N.
Jastrebov undertook further explorations in 1894,
but does not seem to have lit upon the right barrow.

A copper belt with a pattern very like that on
the sworcl hilt was found at Zakim (Prov. of Kars)
CR. 1904, p. 1 3 1 ,

f. 239. For the couch foot v.

Perrot and Chipiez, Chaldaea & 11. p. 315, f. 193.
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with rosettes set with onyx
;
parts of silver disks with a pattern of roundels

(they seem to have to do with the suspension of the dagger), 40 bronze

arrow-heads of types more or less like Nos. 4, 29, 35, 36, on p. 190, f. 82,

a golden strip with figures of an ape, two ostriches (?) and a goose in rather

a naturalistic style, 23 gilt iron nails and a short gilt bronze bar ending

in rude lions’ heads 1

,
apparently like a hussar button. The style of all these

things seems to go back to early in the vith century b.c., perhaps the chain

and the repousse strip are later, but this must have been a very early

Scythic tomb.

Martonosha.

In 1870 at Martonosha in the district of Elisavetgrad on the borders

of the governments of Kherson and Kiev some peasants excavated a barrow
and found a man’s skeleton, by his thigh a hone, about him spears and
arrows, and in the heap various pots crushed by the earth, four whole
amphorae buried standing up, an enormous cauldron full of cow’s bones,

and a bronze amphora with an archaic Greek running or flying Medusa
in the pose of the Nike of Archermus. These particulars were collected

in 1889 by Mr Jastrebov, who made a further exploration of the tumulus
and found another grave plundered in antiquity. He gives the height of the

barrow as 28 feet and the circumference of a high bank round it as more
than 800 feet. It is clear that the interment was a Scythic one of the ordinary

type though not very rich. The interesting point is the amphora handle which
is Greek work of the vith cent, b.c., perhaps the most archaic piece found in

the steppes 2
.

Eastern Governments.

The governments to the east of Ekaterinoslav have been very im-

perfectly investigated. Still chance finds in those of Kharkov and Voronezh
and the land of the Don Cossacks 3

,
also beyond upon the Volga in the govern-

ments of Samara, Saratov

1

and Astrakhan 6

,
and further in Ekaterinenburg and

Orenburg 6

,
shew that there is no serious gap in the continuity of Scythic

occupation stretching to within a measurable distance of the West Siberian

area (v. p. 252). This region supplies interesting terms in the series of

swords 7 and cauldrons 8
.

1 Cf. Kelermes, Arch. Anz. 1905, p. 58.
2 Ch. xi. § 10, f. 278, Gazette Archeologique,

1 888, A. Podshivalov, p. 79, pi. 13; Trans. IVth Russ.

Arch. Congress
,
Odessa, 1886, Vol. 1. pi. 1. p. lxxi

;

CR. 1889/p. 3°' f- I 2 ; MM. xxxii. p. 37, pi. iv.
3 Fedulovo near Bagaevskaja (Cherkassk). CR.

1904, pp. 124— 126, ff. 217— 223, fine Hellenistic

phalerae, cf. RCA. pp. 23, 24, 39—41, ff. 42—49.

Taganrog, ib. pp. 27, 41, 42, ff. 51—57. Starobelsk
(Kharkov), ib. pp. 27, 28, 43—45, ff. 58—69.

* Spitsyn in TRAS. Vol. VIII. pp. 140 sqq.,

154 sqq., 162 sqq. ff. 33—41. A complete interment

of late Scythic type at Salamatino near Kamyshin,
Saratov. CR. 1902, p. 138 ff. 246—252.

5 Kishe, district of Chornyj Jar, CR. 1904,

p. 133, ff. 245, 246.
6 Krasnogorsk, CR. 1903, p. 126, ff. 256, 257.

A special point was the absence of the dead man’s
skull, suggesting Her. iv. 64 and p. 83 supra.

7 Graf Eugen Zichy, Dritte A siatische For-
schungs-Reise

,
Bd III. Budapest, 1905; Archaeo-

logische Studien auf Russischen Roden
,
by Bela

Posta, p. 102; CR. 1902, p. 142, f. 259.
8 Zichy, op. cit. Bd iv. p. 514.
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TonVba in the Southern K\rt of the Government of KitV.

Fig. 70.
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Much the same culture which we find in the tombs on the lower

Dnepr is brought to light higher up the river in the governments of Kiev
and Poltava. This country is no longer pure steppe, here we have the

beginnings of the forest and the people are not so exclusively nomadic
as further south. There is no longer such waste of horses at a funeral,

no longer indeed such richness in gold and metal work, whereas the bone
objects so characteristic of Finnish remains in N. Russia occur here also.

Moreover, this is the country of earthworks (gorodis/ic/ie), and in these earth-

works are found things of Scythian type, and great barrows are often near

them. This all points to there having long existed here a nation having
much in common with the steppe folk, but with some progress towards

agriculture, a condition like that ascribed by Herodotus to the agricultural

Scythians, whom however he seems to put further south.

This country has been investigated by Count A. A. Bobrinskoj, whose
volumes on excavations round about Smela, his estate on the Tjasmin in

the s. of Kiev government, have supplied me with particulars of the Scythic

tombs of the district
1

. Here also the greater part of the barrows has been
plundered at some time or other. A typical simple grave unplundered is

No. ccxlvi. 2

,
near the River Serebrjanka. Under a mound 2

'4 m. high and
97m. round was a rectangular pit 4'im. long by 3'35m. broad and 25 cm. deep.

The pit had been floored, lined and covered with wood
;

at each end were
as it were shelves. Upon one lay a horse’s skull, on the other an earthen

pot. In the upper part of the tomb was a rusted bit, some bones and
a broken pot, further down a horse’s lower jaw, fragments of an iron

spear, a bone-handled knife, and an iron nail. Below all lay the skeleton

and by it a bronze needle and sixty tiny yellow beads. The wooden floor

was strewn with white sand and the hole filled in with black earth.

Such was a typical poor grave not far to the west of Smela. The
same type is rather more developed in another good example in this part

of the country 3 near Guljaj Gorocl. Sufficient description is an explanation

of the plan. The mound was 7 ft. high : in the midst was a pit 9 ft. 6 in.

x 7 ft. and 7 ft. deep with the remains of a wooden erection supported

on four posts and floored with wood. Along the E. wall lay a skeleton

n. and s. ;
w. of it were bits and other remains of harness in bronze, iron

and bone, and in the middle an iron coat of mail. In the N. part of the

pit lay a small bronze brooch in the form of a boar and the remains of

a leathern quiver with over 150 bronze arrow-heads. Along the w. wall

going s. were, a long iron spear-head, a bronze mirror with a handle, and
a long oblong stone dish and by it pieces of red and yellow colour. At the

south end were the remains of another skeleton and an extra skull.

Essentially similar but more elaborate are the tombs near Zhurovka s.

of Shpola. The example No. cd at Krivorukovo, two miles from Zhurovka,

1 Count A. A. Bobrinskoj
,
Barrows and chance Anthrop. xix. (1891), p. no. B. Khanenko,

Archaeological finds about the Village of Smela
,

Antiquities of the Region of the Dnepr Basin,
1. St P. 1887, 11. 1894, ill. 1902 (cited as Sin. I Period before the great Migration

,
Vol. 11. Pt 11.

gladly take this opportunity of thanking Count Bo- and Pt ill. Kiev, 1900. Bobrinskoj’s finds are at

brinskoj for his liberality in sending me his beauti- Smela, Khanenko’s in the town Museum, Kiev,
fully illustrated volumes). Continued in BCA. iv. 2 Sm. 11. p. 2, pi. I. 7 on f. 70.

p. 24, Xiv. p. 1, xvii. p. 77, xx. p. 1 : cf. Archiv f 3 Sm. 1. p. 100, No. XXXVili. pi. xxiv. 22 on f. 70.
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was chosen because of the special interest of a Greek cylix with a vth century
inscription Ae\(f>Lv[o ijvvrj ’I^rpo. It was probably a little valued offering got
rid of by an Olbian shrine of Apollo, just as is done at the present day

;
it

is not likely to have been lost. We may allow some time for its coming
into the possession of its Scythic owner and finding its way into a grave,

so that the interment may be put in the ivth century b.c. The annexed plan

(f. 70) gives the general disposition, and the objects found are mostly figured

by Count Bobrinskoj 1

. The barrow was 4'2om. high and 164 m. round.

Just above the natural surface of the ground were found the remains of

a flat wooden roof reaching out far beyond the grave pit. The latter went
down 2 ’22 metres. It was taken up by a wooden erection with nine posts

supporting the roof. The sides of the pit were defined by ditches in which
were fixed the lower boards of a wooden lining. The floor was of oak 2

.

At the se. corner entered the approach in which were two horse skeletons

with bits (1, 2) and other trappings. To the right of the entrance stood

two big amphorae (3, 4) and a native vessel (5), beyond a gold plaque with

a crouching deer (cf. p. 214, f. 1 15 = CR. 1876, p. 136) (6), and the cylix above
mentioned (7). On the central post had hung two sets of horse trappings,

including a gold plate (8) with interesting spirals and dots 3
. By the post

was a piece of meat (9) of which the bone had survived, and from near it

there pointed a pair of spears (10) northwards towards the principal skeleton

( 1
1 ), which lay surrounded with the trappings of man and beast, including

a mirror (12) and a quiver with 463 arrows (13). A second skeleton of

a young man lay along the sw. wall (14). Close to his head was a shirt

of iron mail (15), and by him bits and ornaments. The objects found in

this tomb recall in style those from the VII Brothers (inf. p. 206), as well

as those across the Dnepr in Poltava (v. p. 180 sqq.).

Fig. 7 1. CR. 1891, p. 169, f. 200. Scythic barrow near Kalnik, government of Kiev. Original

height, 6 m. Circumference 193 paces. a. Top of barrow levelled for ploughing. b. Humus.
c. Decayed turf. D. Black earth (Chernozem) making the main mass of the heap. e. Wooden
tabernacle partly burnt, f. Wooden flooring under e. g. Mass of yellow green clay with burial.

h. Pit full of black earth and decayed oaken piles. k, k. Orange and black spots. /. Pocket

of charcoal. in'

.

Human skeletons. n, n. Wooden floor extending over almost the whole

area of barrow. o. Patch of red clay. p. Section of ditch. v. Subsoil of yellow clay.

1 BCA. XIV. pp. 8—
1 3, ff. 8—26. The cylix is

treated by Ct. I. 1 . Tolstoj, ib. p. 44, v. inf. Ch. xv.
2 On BCA. xiv. p. 14, ff. 28, 29, 30, we have

section, plan, and conjectural elevation of such an

erection, but in this case the roof is slightly sloping.
2 Spirals are not common in Scythic ornament.

BCA. XIV. p. 20, f. 51 ;
XVII. p. 98, f. 37. CR. 1904,

p. 89, ff. 142, 143.
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,
Kalnik

,
Grushevka

,
Darievka 1 77

The next two figures explain themselves. Kalnik was excavated by
Professor Antonovich. The section gives a good idea of the elaborate

wooden floors and tabernacles sometimes found in the midst of a Scythic

barrow. The objects found were not of special interest.

T*

Fig. 72. BCA. IV. p. 42, f. 16. Grushevka, dis-

trict of Chigirin, excavated by Ct. Bobrinskoj

No. CCCLXXXIII.
A, wooden posts

;
B

,
ditches.

In the older tomb, that to the SE., lay

a crouching skeleton, behind his head a

single pot and below a beef bone, but there

was no red colouring.

In the later Scythic tomb the skeleton,

which shewed signs of fire, lay extended.

Above, between two pots, a grindstone

and some bronze clamps : by the head,

mutton and horse bones and an earring

like No. 455 on p. 191, f. 83: round the

neck an electrum hoop and beads of gold,

silver and crystal. The spears had iron

heads and spikes. The iron sword was
64 cm. long, by it was a pierced hone. At
the knees, two iron psalia and bronze orna-

ments
;

at the feet, a clay pot and bronze
clasp.

Darievka.

To the sw. of Smela towards Zvenigorodka at a place called Darievka 1

,

near Shpola, Madame J. Th. Abaza excavated a large barrow and found

a typical Scythic grave, with the usual gold plates to the number of 270, with

griffins (f. 73), deer, lions, triangles with grains, palmettes, strips (ib.) etc. : the

types are very similar to those found further south though the workmanship is

not quite so fine: there was also found in bronze, a large mirror, 41 arrow-

heads (fewer than is usual in the south)
;

in iron, a long spear-head, a javelin-

head and knives in bone hafts; 38 bone arrow-heads, some glass beads and
two black-glazed Greek vases. The excavation does not seem to have
been conducted very scientifically, and it is not apparent whether there was
a woman buried as well as a man, moreover there is a strange absence of

all horse gear. At Vasilkov near by were found a dagger of the Scytho-

Siberian type with heart-shaped guard and a wonderful lion’s head in stained

ivory apparently of Greek workmanship (p. 193, f. 95, cf. p. 266): also bone
spoons and knobs with good specimens of the Scythic beast style.

Ryzhanovka.

Still richer were the results attained by the Polish archaeologist Godfryd
Ossowski in 1884 and 1887, at Ryzhanovka, to the w. of Zvenigorodka 2

(f. 70,

1 Sm. 11. p. 128 sq. dokonanych w latach 1884 i 1887” in Polish,
2 “Zbior wiadomosci do antropologii krajowej” French Abstract, Cracow, 1888 (The Great

(Collection of information touching the anthropology Ryzhanovka Kurgan according to investigations

of the country) of the Cracow Academy, Vol. XII.
;

made in 1884 and 1887). Sin. II. p. 137 sqq.,

and “Wielki Kurhan Ryzanowski wedlug badan pi. xvi.—xix.

M. 23
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below). His accounts have been summarised by Count Bobrinskoj, without

the plan and section. I have adopted the dimensions given on Ossowski’s
plan. The great kurgan (barrow) was explored in 1884 by a trench cut

through the middle of it, but only horses’ bones and amphora sherds were
found. But in 1887 the side of the trench fell in, exposing the top of a

complete amphora, a bronze vessel, a mirror, and some gold plates. The
peasant who found all this then caught sight of a human skull, was frightened,

gave up digging and handed over his finds to the lord of the manor,
Mr Grincewicz. The latter gave them to Mr Ossowski for the Cracow
Academy. Then happily a horse fell into the hole and died there, prevent-

ing any further attempts on the part of unauthorised plunderers. Ossowski
proceeded to investigate the tomb systematically, and it proved one of the

most perfect Scythic tombs known.
A passage led down to a depth of 3'i m. and then continued horizontally

for 6 m., being i
-

50 m. broad and rather more than a metre high. It led

into a rectangular chamber 3'iom. long and 2
-

65 m. broad, high enough
to stand up in. The chamber was divided into two unequal parts by a

step 40 cm. high. In the northern part into which the passage led lay a

narrow board 2 m. long with a hole to hold the bottom of the amphora
discovered by the peasant. Along it were ranged the bronze vessel, the

mirror and a bronze pin. In the w. corner of the southern division was
the skeleton of a young woman of weak build in a half-sitting position,

one leg bent under the other. She lay upon some kind of woollen stuff

under which was a layer of moss. She wore upon her head a golden
tiara, with a thrice repeated scene of maenads, well-known Neo-Attic types 1

going back to Scopas, a golden frontlet with pendants 2

,
a long ribbon of

gold with rude griffins and palmettes, three gold plates, a pair of gold
earrings or temple ornaments shaped like griffins (f. 73) hung from the cliadem,

four little gold beads, and a big bead of carnelian.

Round her neck she had an elaborate gold necklace, upon her belt

2
1

gold rosettes, on her arms two bracelets, one silver and one gold
;
she

Fig. 74. Mat. xm. p. 37, f. y = Stn. 11. xvi. 9. Part of gold necklace. Ryzhanovka.

wore eight rings, two seal rings, two set with gold staters of Panticapaeum
(rather like PI. v. 16), one set with an unworked piece of limestone, and three

1 Rather like Nos. 25 and 27 or 32 in F. Hauser, Die Nco-Allischen Reliefs. 2 Cf. ABC. pi. vi. 2.
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quite plain. The seals are a winged quadruped and a dagger, and Hercules’

club and bow, both of them suggest coins of Panticapaeum. Across between
the shoulders were three rows of the triangles of grains (called wolf’s teeth,

as on p. 197, f. 90), points downwards. Upon the rest of her clothing space was
found for three big Hat rosettes, 44 big convex ones, 21 rayed ones, 47 small

convex ones, two small flat ones, 230 large knots, three small ones, 20 silver

tubes and two bronze rings.

By the skeleton were found in bronze a pail and plate, in silver an
object that fell to pieces, a saucer and a fluted cup with three gilt rings and
a frieze of dogs round it, a clay saucer, bottle and spinning whorl, a black-

glazed cantharos (mended) and two bone bodkins. We have already men-
tioned the amphora, mirror, cup and pin found on a shelf by the entrance

of the chamber.
I have enumerated all these things because there is no rich tomb

whereof the disposition had remained untouched and was noted down with

such exactness. It is not quite normal because it is the tomb of a woman
only, but it gives a good idea of how the innumerable gold plates beloved

by the Scythians were applied.

To judge by Count Bobrinskoj’s plates the greater part of the Ryzha-
novka objects are imitations of Greek work made by native workmen or

by inferior artizans in Panticapaeum
;

there is little distinctively Scythic

about them, but it is noticeable in other tombs that the Scythic work is

best represented on horse trappings and weapons, both of which are naturally

absent in a woman’s grave. In this and in detail, the earrings, the strips with

leafwork and with griffins, and the frontlets with Maenads and with pendants,

it agrees with the Deev barrow (p. 170). The parcel gilt silver cup recalls

by its shape and decoration the series of similar vessels from Kul Oba 1

. The
form seems native, though Greeks may have imitated it to order. The ear-

rings have an archaic, almost oriental, touch about them
;
the two coins are

put between 350 and 320 b.c. (v. Ch. xix.)
;

the bronze pail, though it has

been rudely supplied with an iron handle, is a beautiful piece of Greek work,

perhaps of the nircl century. The figures on the tiara, already degraded by
repetition, and the cantharos (cf. Ch. xi.

§ 7, f. 254) might be later, so that the

whole interment may be put in the und century.

Government of Poltava. Axjutintsy.

On the left side of the Dnepr near Romny (Poltava government) at

Axjutintsy, S. A. Mazaraki dug up an interesting barrow about 1885. In

this district the course of the Sula cuts off from the steppe a district rich

in wood and water, and it seems as if any nomads that did cross the river

tended to settle down to some degree, being protected by the river from other

nomads, and henceforward finding no necessity to change their pastures at

various seasons; hence the barrows thickly grouped along the river escaped

speedy plunder and so their investigation promises well 2
.

The spoils of the chief barrow (No. 2) at Axjutintsy (10 m. high, 156 m.

1

pp. 198, 200, ff. 91, 93, cf. p. 287, ABC. xxxiv. XXXV. 2 Zavitnevich ap. Bobrinskoj, Sm. n. p. 101.
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about) 1

,
found in a central pit 8*5 m. x 4/2 m. and 1 m. deep, offer a great

contrast to those at Ryzhanovka, inasmuch as the tomb being that of a warrior,

almost all the objects are arms or trappings, and all are most purely Scythic.

There was a wooden erection over the burial place, under it lay the skeleton

much decayed with its head to the south. By its left shoulder were two
leathern quivers with 400 bronze arrow-heads, by its head on the right five

iron spear-heads and a javelin, in the se. corner of the grave three iron bits

with bronze xjjdXta (others were of bone, v. p. 189, f. 81), 18 bronze plates from

horse trappings and some ornaments with fantastic beast heads. In the nw.
corner was a bronze Scythic cauldron weighing 40 lbs., a perished bronze dish,

a terra cotta cylix, an amphora with 15 gold faces in it, a small oblong gold

plate with a deer on it, five stones for throwing and the remains of textile
;
in

the ne. corner was a small urn. The skeleton wore bronze armour and a plain

gold open neck hoop, 1 lb. in weight; by the pelvis were an iron sword of

Scytho-Siberian type and a large gold oblong plate with a crouching deer

(f. 75), the cover of a quiver or bow case, for under it lay a heap of bronze

arrow-heads. There was another grave in the barrow lower down, the skeleton

much decayed and by it only animals’ bones, and 40 bronze arrow-heads. The
only purely Greek object seems to be the cylix, which may be referred to

the vth cent. b.c. The same date may be given to

the great plate with the deer, which recalls the Kul
Oba deer (put by Furtwangler in the middle of that

century 2

)
and Minusinsk designs (p. 251, f. 172).

A barrow 3 opened in 1905 had been robbed, but

not till the wooden chamber had rotted, so only the

servants’ division suffered. The other held two skeletons

and much the same set of grave goods as the chief barrow
of Volkovtsy (v. inf.). Most noticeable were nine

plates from a belt (f. 75 bis), a diadem strip, bronze

Fig. 75, bis. Axjutintsy, greaves and the bones of swine as well as sheep (v. p. 49).
Gold Plate from Belt. A Greek cylix had vth century letters scratched upon
l
cow, 1906,' f

f

^
S

' \°S' A but as pattern on the strip goes back to ivth

century work, this smaller barrow cannot be older than

the mrcl century.

Volkovtsy.

In 1897 and 1898 Mazaraki excavated at Volkovtsy, the next village to

Axjutintsy, a rich tomb which Count Bobrinskoj has illustrated and described 4
.

The barrow was 13 m. high and some 150m. round; about it was a bank.

In the midst was an oaken chamber 5 m. x 3*5 m.
The plan (f. 76) gives a singularly complete view of the contents of a

Scythic tomb in this part of the country. The skeleton lay with its head
to the s. About its neck was a gold torque (p. 184, f. 77, No. 424), by its

collar-bone a gold tube (No. 418), about its right arm a gold ribbon

(No. 425), by its left forearm a quiver adorned with gold plates

(Nos. 406, 410, 413, 417) and containing three hundred arrows. By its left

1 Sm. 11. p. 163. Moscow for 1906, pp. 14— 17, ff. 1, 2, PI. 1. 11.

2
p. 203, f. 98 =ABC. xxvi. 1, cf. p. 266. 4 Sm. ill. p. 82 sqq. ff. 22—42. See also B.

: For description, plan, section and illustrations Khanenko, op. cit., Vol. 11. Pt 11. p. 6.

of chief objects v. Report of Imp. Russ. Hist. Mus.
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Fig. 76. Plan of tomb at Volkovtsy. N.B. The “Mace Head” is the cup f. 79, No. 451.
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Gold. Volkovfay. ^03 . KhAvtewko

FlG - 78. Horse’s frontlet, cheek and bridle ornaments (v. p. 187, 283).

24
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Fig. 79. Cups (p. 81), Bunchuki (pp. 78, 187) and Dagger (p. 71) from Poltava government.
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hand was a silver cup (f. 79, No. 451). The ne. corner of the tomb was given

up to the remains of armour, bronze and bone, and a great bronze helmet.

In the nw. corner stood an amphora, a black-glazed vessel and three other

pots between, at the dead man’s feet hung his clothes whose gold plates strewed

the ground (f. 77, Nos. 408, 415, 419, 420). To his right were a dagger and

a collection of horse trappings (No. 315), including six bits with bronze psalia,

horses’ cheek ornaments and frontlets of gold (f. 78), a large gold fish (f. 77,

No. 404) and other fragments. In the sw. corner were nine iron spear-heads,

three javelin-heads, and an iron battle-axe, and by them along the s. wall four

maces or standards 1
(f. 7 9, No. 224), and further a big Scythic cauldron and a

saucer of gilt bronze. The manner in which the Greek motives have been

degraded is well exemplified by the horse’s frontlet with a gorgoneion at the

top end and two griffins which I did not distinguish until I came to draw them.

Compare the pair of horse frontlets from Tsymbalka (p. 166, ff. 54, 55).

Popdvka. Later Tombs.

About Popovka, also on the Sula, Mazaraki likewise carried on
excavations in a large group of barrows 2

. These belong to a later period

as is shewn by the abundance of iron used for arrow-heads as well as

for swords and spears, which themselves differ somewhat in type from those

found in more ancient graves. An interesting find was one of bone scale

armour made of pieces of various sizes, sewn on much as were the common
bronze scales. That the Sarmatians used such armour we know from Pau-

sanias (1. 21. 5) who says that a Sarmatian hauberk of scales made of horses’

hoofs was preserved as a curiosity in the Temple of Aesculapius at Athens.

In one barrow there was also found a mirror with a loop in the middle of

the back such as is common in tombs of the time of the great migrations.

The figures of stone-bucks and birds of prey recall Siberian objects and
the finds in ne. Russia. There seem no Greek objects but amphorae, and
no objects of Roman manufacture. Still these graves may be probably

assigned to the first two centuries a.d. just before the great apparent

changes of population in these parts. Further Scythic finds from the Kiev
and Poltava governments are published in the catalogue of B. I. Khanenko’s
collection now in the town Museum at Kiev. The interest of these is that

they lead on to the mediaeval and northern beast style, which owes much,
may be even its origin, to influence exerted through the Scythians.

The Scythic graves are succeeded in this region* and to the north of

it by graves containing very similar objects, but occurring in cemeteries

without barrows over the interments. The imported objects become Roman
and even include coins (e.g. of Faustina and Gordian), dating these burials

as of the und and mrd centuries. Cremation is practised and skeletons are

sometimes found in the early huddled position. The native pottery improves,

but on the whole not much of value was buried with the dead
;

there is

1 Supply on p. 78 references to Greek analogues 2 Sm. II. p. 1 68 sqq.

to both bird and beast bunchuki like those on f. 79,
3 We cannot yet speak of a La T£ne period in

Olympia
,
XV. xxiii. 410—417, Delphes

,
v. xv. 4. Russia; for scattered objects in that style, v. p. 259.
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ScyHu'c. Arrowheads from, Kidd le t) iyioJ% after 5m.nl xm •

bovxe, 6c li'Qn KKAaichXo CjtduiKeVlinci,

Fio. 82. Arrow and Spear Heads (p. 68), Axe and Knife (p. 72), Mirrors (p. 66).
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Fig. 83. Mirror (pp. 65, 266), Gold Plates and Earrings (pp. 62, 177, 269), Pins (p. 57, n. 1), Harness (p. 76).
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Fig. 84. Sinjavka No. 100. Gold plates on Skull (v. p. 58). Sm. nr, p. 139, f. 71. -§.

a remarkable absence of weapons, and of horses, the bones found being
exclusively those of food animals. Thus the cemeteries of Zarubintsy,

Cherniakhovo, and Pomashki 1

,
excavated by Mr V. V. Chvojka, form a

bridge connecting the Scythic type of these regions with the Slavonic type

of later times. There is much to be said for the view well put forward

by Chvojka that the basis of the population was the same always, that

we have in fact the Slavonic Neuri for a time under strong Scythian

influence, even lordship possibly, at other times under Roman or Gothic
attraction, but always reverting to their own ways. Certainly the inland

nw. Scythic graves which occur north of the forest line are by no means
so typical as those about the Dnepr bend, and these are less characteristically

nomadic than those on the Kuban; the number of horses sacrificed increases

steadily as we go east. It seems rash to call the makers of the Neolithic

“areas” Slavs, they might be yet undifferentiated from other kindred stocks,

but there does not seem good evidence for any fundamental change of

1 Cf. “Cemeteries of the mid Dnepr,” by V. V. Slav. Section, pp. 172— 190.

Chvojka. TRAS. xii., Ft 1., St I’., 1901, Kusso-
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Fig. 85. Looped Mirrors (p. 66), Lion’s Head (pp. 78, 266), Cylinder, Kholodnyj Jar No. xix (p. 271).

population. The agricultural folk remained on the land though they had
to submit to aristocracies of warlike foreigners coming upon them alternately

from the steppes to the se. and from the forests and seas to the nw.

2 5M.
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Royal and Golden Barrows.

Tombs of the Scythic type are also found where we should least

expect them, in the immediate environs of Panticapaeum. But for the great

finds of Kul Oba we should not ascribe the vaults of the Golden Barrow
(Altyn Oba) or the Royal Barrow (Tsarskij Kurgan) to natives but they

all belong to the same class and probably once hid similar contents, though
the first alone preserved them to our day. The masonry of all is clearly

Greek, though the plan rather suggests the Mycenaean period. Are we
to see in it a survival of the old method of burial among the Milesian

descendants of the ancient race ? Are we to ascribe this way of building

tombs to the influence of Asia Minor, if this

be not saying the same thing in other words, or

should we not rather regard these as the transla-

tion into stone of the wooden roof and earthen

pit with a gallery leading down to it which formed
the typical Scythian grave ? The Tsarskij Kurgan
may be said to be the only impressive architectural

monument left by Greek builders on the north coast

of the Euxine, with the possible exception of the

town walls of Chersonese. The great barrow is

three miles to the ne. of Kerch, a little inland of

the Quarantine, the site of Myrmecium. It has a

circumference of 250 m. (820 ft.) and a height of

17 m - (55 ft-)- A curious feature in the heap is the

layer of seaweed which occurs also in barrows near Taman 1
. Into one side of

it leads a gallery 116 ft. long, 11 ft. broad and 23 ft. high, the walls being for

Enira/wce Kj Floyit Birrow .

frrnw A PWehjJffcpli

.

Fig. 86.

J?.

six courses (10 ft.) perpendicular, and then for twelve corbelled out one above

another until they meet at the top, all being of great stones hewn in the rustic

manner. At the end of the gallery is a doorway 1 3 ft. high and 7 ft. broad,

leading into a chamber 21 ft. square and 30 ft. high, roofed by a circular

Egyptian vault ingeniously adapted to the square plan. But the whole has

been plundered and has lain open from time immemorial.

1 E. D. Clarke, Travels4
, 11. p. 73.
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Altyn Oba, or the Golden Barrow to the w. of Kerch along the line

of Mount Mithridates, resembles the Tsarskij Kurgan, except that the gallery

is much shorter and the vault is round on plan. It contained two subsidiary

chambers and had a stone revetment. It also was plundered long ago and the

masonry is in no way so well preserved as that of the former tomb 1
.

Kul Oba.

Fig. 88. §.

This is also true of the famous Kul Oba from which much stone has

been taken to build an adjacent village, so that the balance of its Egyptian
vault was disturbed, and the ransacking that its riches brought upon it has

reduced it to utter ruin. For the circumstances of the opening of the tomb
in 1830 the reader is referred to the account of Dubrux 2

,
but we here re-

produce the plan and section on a larger scale.

2

1 ABC. plan Aa
,
B, 1.

2 ABC. pp. 4— 16 of Reinach’s reprint.

25 -
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a—e (not shewn here) refer to details

of the exterior of the mound on

ABC. Plan A, A, B.

f. Are four amphorae, one with the

stamp of Thasos.

g. A Scythic cauldron containing

mutton bones 1
.

h. Two silver gilt basins (lost)

containing three little round
bottomed silver vessels 2

,
two

rhyta 3 and a cup marked
EPMEI2 4

.

i. Sunk space in which were the

bones of a horse, a helmet and
greaves.

. Skeleton of groom, (?) about him
many gold plates.

/. Woman’s skeleton.

m. Electrum vase with reliefs of

Scythians 6
.

;z, n. Great coffin of cypress or

juniper wood.
0 . King’s skeleton.

p. Board dividing off the compart-

ment 5 in which were the

king’s arms.

q. Bronze hydria. Bronze amphora.

Lesser Scythic cauldron 1'.

r. Bronze dish about 9 inches

across.

s. Two iron spear-heads, 1 ft. 3 in.

long.

tt. (Not shewn here). Pegs in S.

wall from which hung clothes,

from which fell gold plates 7
.

u. Wooden ceiling.

V. Keystone of vault.

x. Places where the walls had
given.

y. Hole above the door by which

Dubrux entered.

z. Beams which held the stones

of the door and vestibule.

. Under-tomb in which the deer

was found 8
.

bb. Dry stone wall closing entrance.

cc. Rough stone exterior.

1. Walls of tomb.
’2. Vestibule.

3. Door.

4. Seven courses of vault closed

by V.

5. Compartment in which lay the

king’s arms.

1

K oul- 0 L a,.PlanandSeftionfromNorth toSouth .AE.CflanAl
Jorturuzp c/xi; 7u*ruo£zts.

mmmsm

e/ <?is. /fore?- s&V'iS'uof

JT.-t oji-s u orno /c$

1 ABC. xltv. 11.
2 ABC. xxxiv. 1, 2; 3, 4 [fig. 94 xxxv. 5 ,

6.

1 A B,C. xxxvii. 4.
6 ABC. xxxm. [figs. 93 ? 94 j-

7 ABC. xx. xxx. xxn. [fig. 90].

3 ABC. xxxv. 4 [on fig. 90], 5.

c ABC. xliv. 7, 12, 13.

8 ABC. xxvii. 1 [fig. 98].
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Gold Objects

from Kul Oba,.

Go\A Plate.KulOba.ABC.XU.

Ku.1 Oba.Queea

QcU Plate . Kul0ba.A8C.KX.9.

ABC.Vltt.l. Ends c£ Gold Necklet

ABC vm.3 .

Ku.1 Oba . 'Gold Plate

A6C.Xxxu.io

doLl^lue&greenEn^mel.tnd of Capper

Necklet from below the floor. Kul Oba

.

A5C xxx 7 & 10. Kul- Oba'

Whetstone
.

Mounted . ^k^K0/n)% Knt
f
e -

K-ul 0 ha. Gold.

Hollow figure vuith
Cup& quiver.

A&C.Xk.i.

ABC.xxvi 3,KulObt.

ICin^, GoldArmlet.

ABC. xx.is. Gold Pkte.Kul Ota.

MT, ™ _
. ,

Fl
P: ?°- 1 except xxx. 7 and i o, | ;

and xxxvi. 4)A.li. I he figure in the middle with cup and quiver should be marked ABC. xxxii. i, and the archers XX. 6.
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ABC.PL xxxiv.
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Fig. 92. Bracelets from Kul Oba. ABC. xm. 1, 3, King. 2, Queen. §.
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Kul Oba, the mound of ashes, is about 4 miles w. of Kerch beyond
Altyn Oba and with it was incorporated in ancient defences of the

peninsula. It is long shaped, contains traces of several minor interments

and at the east end had twin peaks. In one the chamber almost

vanished long ago, in the other was a vault in construction similar to

that of Altyn Oba, except that its plan was square, and it preserved its

square section up to the summit. The vault was 15 ft. x 14 ft. and 17 ft. high,

the gallery only 7 ft. long. The section (p. 196, f. 89) shews the construction

and the plan gives the distribution of the objects as they were found, and

should be compared with that of Chertomlyk (p. 156) and Karagodeuashkh.

The system of construction, sumptuous though it was, did not allow of the

1 These figures find new analogues in terra W. Flinders Petrie, Memphis
,

I. (i 9°9 )> PI- XL -

cottas of Scythians from Egypt c. 300 B.C. and p. 17 ,
v. supra p. 39 f. 3 bis.
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many side chambers or of space for horse graves and groom graves in the

true Scythic style.

Upon the woman’s head was a diadem of electrum with a pattern

of palmettes and hippocamps 1

,
and with enamelled rosettes. About her

neck was a gold necklace finely braided, and a neck ring with lion ends 2
.

Near the waist were two medallions of Athena with pendants and three

smaller such decorated with flowers 3
. These are all earrings or temple

ornaments hung from the ends of a diadem
;
why they occurred in this

position does not appear. By her side were two bracelets with a pattern

of griffins seizing deer many times repeated 4

;
between her knees the vase

with Scythians 5
. She was laid upon the floor and covered with five inches

of black mould. Between her and the groom lay six knives with long handles

of ivory, and a seventh with its haft plated with gold 6
. This is the only object

near her of distinctly Scythic type. She had also a Greek mirror with a

handle of Scythic work 7
. About her were fragments of turned wood and

painted planks, probably part of her coffin
8
.

The king and his belongings lay in a great box 9 ft. 4 in. square and
led? in. high. The side towards the woman
was open. The king wore on his head a

pointed felt cap adorned with two strips of

embossed gold [ABC. 11. 2 and f. 96). His neck
ring ended in mounted Scythians (f. 97). On his

right upper arm was a bracelet an inch broad

with alternate scenes of Peleus and Thetis and
Eos and Memnon, and blue forget-me-nots be-

tween 9
. On each fore-arm were two electrum

armlets 10

,
and on his wrists bracelets with sphinxes

at the ends 11
. To the left of the king a narrow

Fig. 96. ABC.u. i. Kul Oba. Gold board cut off a compartment for his arms be-
band round king s hood. tween him and the open side of the great box.

There was his sword of Scythic style with a blade nearly 2 ft. 6 in. long

Fig. 97. Kul Oba. Gold and enamel necklet=ABC. vm. 1.

and 3^ in. broad 12

;
his whip with gold thread plaited into the lash

;
a gold

plate from the sword sheath 13

;
a greave, the other being on the king’s

1 ABC. 11. 3.
2 ABC. vm. 2 on fig. 90.
3 ABC. xix. 1 and 4 on fig. 88.
4 ABC. xiii. 2 on fig. 92.
6 ABC. xxxiii. figs. 93, 94.
0 ABC. xxx. 9, 10 on fig. 90.
7 ABC. XXXI. 7 fig. 95.
8 ABC. Lxxxiii. lxxxiv. 1, v. inf. Ch. xi. § 4.

9 ABC. xiii. 3 on fig. 92.
10 ABC. xxvi. 3 on fig. 90, perhaps Dubrux

means one on each : ten smaller ones (ib. 4)
may have come down to the wrists.

11 ABC. Xiii. 1 on fig. 92.
12 Haft ABC. xxvii. 10.
13 ABC. xxvi. 2, fig. 98.
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right, a hone pierced and mounted in gold 1

,
and a round drinking cup with

a boss in the middle (f. 99). Under the king’s head were four gold statuettes

of a Scythian with a bow case 2

,
and one of two Scythians drinking out of

the same horn 3
. In the engravings it is hard to distinguish these from the

ordinary stamped gold plates, but they are in the round. As usual the whole
door was strewn with these stamped plates 4

,
shewing all the types we have

already met; sometimes it seems from the same dies as those found at

Chertomlyk, Ogiiz and VII Brothers 8
. Also many bronze arrow-heads were

Fig. 99. Phiale Mesomphalos. Gold. Kul Oba=ABC. XXV.

found, too hard for a file to bite on them. In sifting the earth in the vault

there were found the remains of the ivory veneer from an inner coffin with

fragments of perhaps the most beautiful Greek drawings extant, representing

the judgment of Paris (ff. 100, 101), the rape of the daughters of Leucippus

(f. 102), preparations for the race between Pelops and Oenomaus 6

, and other

pieces in a more sketchy style with a Scythian dragged by the reins
7

,
shewing

that these bits at any rate were made for the Scythian market, if not in Pantica-

paeum itself (inf. Ch. xi.
§ 5); also pieces with quasi-architectural decoration,

1 ABC. XXX. 7 on fig. 90. • 6
p. 158, f. 45, ASH. xxx. 6, 10, 16; p. 208,

2 ABC. xxxn. 1, reference omitted on fig. 90. f. 106, No. 3.

Back view, Sabatier, Souvenirs de Kertsch
,
V. 4.

0 ABC. LXXIX. 13, 14 on f. 103.
3 ABC. xxxii. 10, fig. 98, cf. p. 83, n. 2.

7 ABC. lxxix. 9 on f. 103.
4 ABC. xx. xxi. xxii. some on fig. 90.
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Fig. ioo. Kul Oba. Drawings upon ivory. Judgment of Paris. ABC. lxxix. i
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Fig. ioi. Judgment of Paris. ABC. lxxix.
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including a kind of Ionic capital (f. 104). Before the careful examination and
registration of the contents of the vault had been completed, this latter

began to fall about the head of Dubrux to whom we owe the account.

Unhappily during the third night the guards set over the chamber left

their post, and Greeks and peasants of the neighbourhood risked entering

into the danger and began to collect the remaining gold plates. This led

them to dig up the floor, and under it they found another tomb in the

Fig. 104.

earth itself and not lined in any way. The skeleton was almost decayed

away. In this tomb there was much gold and electrum. The story goes

that out of 120 lbs. of gold found the government only rescued 15 lbs.,

and that there was not a woman about Kerch but had ornaments of the

spoil. Of the treasury in the undertomb there were recovered only the

well-known deer 1

,
and two gold lions’ heads 2 which formed the ends of a

great neck ring of gilt copper. Next day the whole tomb was a wreck.

In what relation the undertomb may have stood to the upper one no
man can say. The dead man has been supposed to be an ancestor of the

king that lay above, or conceivably it was a cache and the skeleton was
a guard for it. The deer seems to have been the ornament of a shield

;

a very similar one has been found at Kostromskaja near the Kuban with

traces of a round shield about it (v. pp. 225, 226, ff. 128, 129).

The cauldrons, the queen’s mirror handle, the sword hilt and some of

the gold plates alone shew purely Scythic workmanship, but many of the

things made by Greeks were clearly intended for the Scythian market,

e.g. the deer, the sword-sheath (if indeed these be not of native work,

v. p. 265 sqq.), the adornments of the king’s pointed cap, the hone, the cups
and some of the neck-rings, for the forms of the objects are Scythic, even
though the style be Greek. Therefore we need hardly hesitate to believe

that the man buried in Kul Oba was just as much a native chief as that in

1 ABC. xxvi. 1 on fig. 98. 2 ABC. viii. 3 on fig. 90, coloured figure, Sabatier, op. cit. pi. iv.
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Chertomlyk barrow. But he must have come within the attraction of Greek
civilisation, just as Scyles did, or just as a Sultan of Johore or a Dhuleep
Singh puts on the external trappings of another civilisation and buys its

products. The house of Spartocus, the rulers of the Bosporus, though of

barbarian origin, were if anything Thracian, and certainly far more truly

Hellenized than the king of Kul Oba, with whom the veneer is very thin,

as testify the slaughtered slave and wife and the very mutton bones in the

cauldron.

Kuban Group. Seven Brothers.

To the Oast of the Bosporus the same culture prevailed and along the

course of the Kuban many tombs have been opened. These tombs seem
to have been less thoroughly ransacked in former times, so that they have
now offered many interesting objects. The first group to be explored in

this district was that called the Seven Brothers lying on the steep side

of the Kuban io m. sse. of Temrjuk. These barrows were excavated by
Baron B. G. von Tiesenhausen in 1875 and 1876 1

. Of them No. 1 was
almost a blank. No. n 2 contained a stone chamber with one corner set

apart for the man, in the remainder 13 horses. The bits, psalia and trappings

of three horses offer most remarkable forms, e.g. the fore part of a horse at

one end and a hoof at the other 3

,
others are in the shape of axes or of beak-

heads (f. 109), some of the bits themselves have cruel iylvoi upon them with

spikes to make them more effective
4

. The man’s skeleton was wearing a

hauberk with scales, some of gilt iron, some of bronze 5

,
and by him was

a spare cuirass of iron, once adorned with a splendid pectoral in silver,

a horned hind suckling a fawn with an eagle displayed beneath (f. 105).

About his neck he wore a torque of gold and two necklaces 6

;
upon his

clothes innumerable various gold plates exemplifying the Scythic love of

animal forms (f. 106). Some of these go back to the beginning of the vth

cent, b.c., for there is the turn-up nose and the long eye of the archaic period

(ib. No. 1). Some, e.g. No. 3, are identical with those at Kul Oba, but most
are earlier in style, compare the winged boar on f. 106 with that on f. 90.

By his side were the remains of a very long and heavy sword and of a

lance, a rhyton ending in a lion’s head 7

,
a pecrop^aXo? (f. 107), other

cups, spoons, colanders, vases 8 and a silver gilt cylix with Bellerophon and

the Chimaera 9

;
also a gold plate in the shape of a triangle with rounded

apex decorated in the middle with a winged panther devouring a goat, with

nail-holes all about the edge (f. 108). Plates of a similar form were found

in the other graves of the group, five in No. iv, and it seems most likely

that they adorned the ends of quivers, since no other trace of quivers has

been found though arrow-heads occur, and we have other cases of a superfluity

of some object being placed with the dead.

The third barrow had been plundered, but there were left gold plates;

the style is decidedly later than in No. 11, a sword hilt
10

,
some amber beads,

1 CR. 1875—77.
0 ib. IV. 6, 7 and III. 26 on f. 106.

- Plan, CR. 1876, p. 1
1 7 on fig. 114. 7 ib. IV. 8. 8 ib. IV. u, 12.

ib. p. 124= KTR. p. 50, f. 57.
8 CR. 1881, r. 3, this exquisite Vth cent, engrav-

4 CR. 1876, p. 123—126, cf. those from No. IV. ing came to light on subsequent cleaning,

on f. 1
1
5. 6 ib. 11. 15— 18. 10 CR. 1877, p. 9 and I. 1, 2 on f. 105.



Fig. 105. Silver, parcel gilt, pectoral. Seven Brothers, No. u. — CR. 1876, IV. 1. f.
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parts of a broken silver vessel, and to the east of the chief tomb was the

tomb of five horses with bridles adorned with bronze.

The fourth barrow had a horse tomb yielding further varieties of bits

and bronze plaques with fantastic animals contorted in the typical Scytho-

Siberian taste (f. 115). The central vault had been pillaged partly, but

not completely
;
by the head of the skeleton were found two gold rhyta,

ending, one in a sheep’s head, the other in the forepart of a dog 1

,
and a great

silver one with winged ibex of Perso-Greek style
2

: five (fif. 108 same as one
in No. 11, hi, 1 1 2, 1 14) triangular plates, a silver cylix engraved with Nike
gilt

3

,
three amulets mounted in gold and a gold bracelet

4

. In a compart-

ment boarded off lay a leather jerkin with a crescent-shaped gorget and
a gorgoneion on the breast (f. 114), and bronze scales sewn all over it, a

candelabrum 8
, a bronze cauldron containing a sponge, some fur, a cloth and

a stuff with a branching pattern upon it
fi

,
a bronze dish and a ladle handle

in the form of Hermes Criophoros 7
. This tomb and the second are the

oldest of the group and may well belong to the vth century. The fifth

barrow had untouched only the horse tomb with the usual bridles
8

.

The sixth tumulus had not been opened. The chamber was divided

into four compartments by thin stone walls (f. 1
1 4). In No. 1 lay the

dead man, in Nos. 2 and 3 his various gear, in No. 4 his seven horses.

Over his coffin was stretched a woollen stuff roughly painted (not em-
broidered) after the fashion of black-figured vases 9

. It had been in long

use, for it was patched and mended (f. 113). There was very little upon
the dead man, scale armour, remains of furs, perhaps boots and cap, some
good beads, a pair of gold “twists” (v. Ch. xi.

§ 12), the usual gold plates

and, most interesting, a crystal intaglio of a sow 10
. In the small compart-

ment (No. 2) was a bronze mirror, some gold buttons, the sherds of two
amphorae, a silver gilt cylix with a genre scene 3 and a red figured vase with

ephebi
;
No. 3 held a chest with engraved ivory panels, some vases of

bronze and pottery and pieces of a basket
;

in No. 4 the horses wore
bits adorned with bronze cheek-pieces and phalerae. The seventh tumulus

had but a horse-tomb, in it was picked up an early earring 11
. In none were

there any remains of women’s burial.

The main interest in the Seven Brothers is in their undoubtedly early

date (v. inf. p. 265) and in the beast style, which is applied to the adorn-

ment of the horse trappings. At Eltegen (Nymphaeum) about the same
year Professor Kondakov found similar pieces in two tombs, which must
be classed with the Seven Brothers owing to the surprising identity of both

gold and bronze objects yielded by them. It looks, however, as if in this

case we had rather Greeks with Scythic horse gear, than Scythians with Greek
tastes (ff. 106, 1 14— 116)

12
. The pattern on the coffin sunk for inlay (f. 115,

1 CR. 1877, 1. 6, 7 ;
ICTR. p. 318, f. 286. 6 ib. 11. 7, 8. 0 CR. 1878-9, pi. v. 1.

2 CR. 1877, I. 5 ;
one end fig. ill, the other on 7 CR. 1877, I. 9.

8 CR. 1876, pp. 136-7.

fig. 1 14: cf. Furtwangler in Arch. Anz. 1892, p. 1 15.
9 Or rather transitional red-figured of the class

3 CR. 1881, I. 12 ; cf. p. 206 n. 9: similar cylices, treated of by Six, Gaz. Arch. 1888, p. 193 ;
H. B.

I. 4 from No. VI. and I. 5 (Dionysius and Maenads) Walters, Hist. Anc. Pottery
,

I. p. 393 ;
Rhomaios,

from a group near are of unsurpassed ivth cent. work. Ath. Mitt. 1906, p. 186; JHS. xxix. (1909), p. 333.
4 CR. 1877, II. 13 (tusk on f. 106), 14, 15; ib.

10 CR. 1876,111.28—33 on f. 106. 11 ib. ill. 42.

XX. 10.
12 CR. 1876, pp. 220-40; ICTR. p. 52.
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Fig. iio. End of Great Silver Drinking Horn. Seven Brothers, No. iv. CR. 1877, 1. 5. 1.

Fig. iii. Gold Plate. Seven Brothers, No. IV.

CR. 1877, 1. 8. A.
Fig. 1 12. Gold Plate from Seven Brothers,

No. iv. CR. 1877, 11. 5. 1.
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Fig. 1 14.
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cf. Ch. xi.
§ 5), and the gold plates 1 are C

the engraved ring and the plate with

and 30 below), shew Iranian affinities.

A most remarkable mixture of

Scythic and Greek grave-goods was
that found by a peasant in 1900 at

Akhtanizovka 3

,
ne. of Phanagoria.

A brooch (f. 1
1 7) and still more a

big intaglio shew that we have to do
with the first centuries a.d. Quite

Greek are a conical helmet with a gold

wreath and cheek-pieces, phalerae and
glass vessels. But the necklets, one
of five turns, one of three, and one
of nine (f. 118), are quite Siberian in

character, and the hone is perhaps

the latest example of a Scythic hone.

So in place and in contents this tomb
came between the Bosporus and the

Kuban.
At Siverskaja 4

,
Kuban district,

Cossacks found a similar mixture, glass

vessels mounted
f
above and below in

gold and garnets—from the upper rim

carnelians and gold beads hung by
chains—a roundel in technique like

Fig. 1 17, one with a curled-up griffin,

a large phalera with rude figures and
coins of the last Paerisades.

reek. The rayed silver dish (f. 114)
2

,

a winged being on f. 106 (Nos. 8

;. 1 16. CR. 1877, p. 231. Cheekpiece.

Nymphaeum.

Figs. 117, 118. Akhtanizovka. Brooch with stone
(4), and Gold Necklet

(4 ).

CR. 1900, p. 107, ff. 210, 21 1.

1 Even the lion with serpent-headed tail, f. 106,

cf. Spartan bronze fibula, BSA. xiii. p. 1
1 4, f. 4.

2 Cf. that found at Susa by de Morgan, Mem. de

la Delegation en Perse du Min. de I’Instr. Pub.,

T. viii. (Paris, 1905), PL ill.

3 CR. 1900, pp. 104— 108, ff. 190— 219, cf.

Spitsyn, BCA. xxix. pp. 19—23, 30—36, ff. 1—35.
4 ib. pp. 24—26, 37, 38, ff. 36—41 ; KTR.

448—451, f. 394, the phalera.
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Karagodeuashkh

.

Of late years excavations have been carried on with much success on
the e. side of the Bosporus higher up the Kuban than the Seven Brothers.

The most important find is perhaps that made in the barrow Karago-
deuashkh, and it has been particularly well treated from the general point

of view by Professor A. S. Lappo-Danilevskij, and from the point of view
of art criticism by Professor W. Malmberg 1

. This is perhaps the most
important contribution to the question of Scythian ethnology for the last

fifteen years, and I am much indebted to it.

Karagodeuashkh barrow is near the post and railway station Krymskaja
about 20 miles ne . of Novorossijsk, just at the point where the Adagum, a

tributary of the Kuban, flows into the plain. The valley of the Adagum
is the pass by which the railway to Novorossijsk crosses the ridge of the

Caucasus, here not much more than 1500 feet high. The barrow was
about 33 ft. high and 672 ft. round. In 1888 a hole appeared in one
side of it disclosing stonework. E. D. Felitsyn, a local archaeologist,

informed the Archaeological Commission and proceeded to excavate the

barrow 2
. There appeared a row of four chambers leading one into the

others, built of squared stones, of varying heights. The first was 1 1 ft. 6 in.

by 9 ft. 9 in. and 6 ft. 6 in. high, the next 14 ft. long by 11 ft. broad.

Both these chambers were plastered : the next room was 2 1 ft. long

and 7 ft. broad, plastered and frescoed. The last chamber was about

10 ft. 6 in. square and 8 ft. high
;
between the chambers were doorways with

stone lintels.

In the first room by the door were the remains of a funeral car, in

the middle of the chamber were two or three horse skeletons, one with

a bit in its mouth; the bones shewed signs of fire. In the right-hand

half of the chamber were a heap of ashes and some bones of a domestic

animal, and in the corner a big amphora, 46 cm. high
;
by it a silver

vessel, a copper spoon and some pottery, also 150 various beads and
three engraved pastes set in silver

3
. Along the left-hand wall lay the

skeleton of a young woman in full array. By her head was a thin gold

plate (f. 120) roughly cut into a triangle so as to mutilate the subjects on

it, Tyche or Nike, a biga, and a queen surrounded by attendants and wearing

just such a headdress. About it 16 ajourb plates in the shape of a dove

(hi. 5 on fig. 1 19) and 50 round Medusa heads, by her temples beautiful

Greek earrings (ib. 111. 6, 7), on her neck a golden hoop and a necklace

(ib. iv. 1, 2). Upon her wrists were spiral bracelets ending in hippocamps

(ib. m. 8), and on her right hand a ring with a woman playing the lyre

engraved upon the bezel 4
. Beside her lay a golden chain ending in a lion’s

head, a second plaited gold necklace (ib. iv. 3), and the silver roundel with

Aphrodite’s head (ib. 111. 12). About her were the remains of a coffin.

The second chamber was absolutely empty.

1 No. xiii. of Materials for the Archaeology 2 CR. 1882—1888, pp. ccxvi—ccxx.

of Russia
,
published by the. Imp. Archaeological 3 Mat. XIII. iv. 6, 8, 9.

Couvnission

,

St P. 1894.
4 ib. iii. 10.
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In the third long and narrow chamber were frescoes that crumbled

away upon discovery. A pasturing deer was distinguishable. In the

further corner were the bones of a horse with iron and bronze trappings.

In the fourth or square chamber, also frescoed, were the fragments of

several big amphorae and one whole one
;
along the right wall various

broken vessels, a great copper jug, a smaller one, two copper cauldrons,

Fig. 123. Karagodeuashkh. Gold plate from quiver. Mat. XIII. PI. viii. 9, pp. 56, 134.

28—
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and a clay lamp. Near it a great copper dish with two crossed rhyta

upon it, and by them a silver cylix and scyphus 1

,
and further on a great

bronze plate (possibly a shield
;

it fell to pieces in being brought out) with

two more crossed rhyta upon it (f. 121), a silver colander and a silver ladle'
2
.

Along the left wall lay a man’s skeleton, by his head gold rosettes and
faces and a strip from his hood (f. 122), about his neck a gold hoop with

ends in the form of lions devouring boars (Fig. 119, 11. 8, 9). At his side

an iron sword with a gold haft of the Scythic type and a cylindrical hone in

a plain gold mount 3
. On the right of his head lay a bow-case adorned

with a plate of silver covered with gold and ornamented with figures in

relief of the same disposition as the Chertomlyk plate (ff. 124, 125). In the

quiver part 50 copper (?) arrow-heads. On the left side was another quiver,

adorned with little gold plates, and containing 100 arrow-heads (f. 123).

Above the head by the wall lay twelve iron spear-heads. About were
the remains of a coffin, but it cannot be said whether the arms lay within

it or without.

The stone roof of all the chambers had fallen in and filled them up
with earth and stones, severely damaging many objects. Also the objects

found were not registered as carefully as might be, so that the details

of their original disposition are no longer to be restored. For instance

there is an interesting fragment of a phiale mesomphalos with concentric

patterns round the perished boss 4
.

On comparing this with the other rich Scythic tombs we may notice

the absence of armour scales and of a gold plated dagger-sheath.

1 Mat. xin. v. 2 and p. 151, f. 24. 2 ib. vi. 2, 3.
3 ib. vii. 7.

4 ib. vi. 4.
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Kelermes.

A little further to the east about Majkop are many barrows just where
various tributaries of the Kuban enter the plain 1

. The oldest in date,

near the Kelermes, was excavated by D. Schulz in 1903 : no details or

illustrations are to hand, and the novel character of the objects makes it

hard to picture them to oneself even by the careful description 2
.

The horse grave in this case had been plundered, but the man’s
body was untouched. He wore a bronze helmet, surrounded by a broad
gold band as a diadem with rosettes, flowers and falcons soldered on to

it
;

in the middle was a stone apparently amber
;
above and below ajourb

rosettes and falcons. There was a second diadem with repousse flowers. At
the skeleton’s right hand lay a short dagger of the usual Scythic type with

a gold haft and a gold sheath with a row of monsters and genii, and on
the usual side-projection a crouching stag, the whole much like Melgunov’s
sheath (pp. 71, 172), but of a more purely Assyrian style. The haft had
similar decoration. There was also found an iron axe, which is unique,

enriched on haft and head with elaborate decoration of genii and beasts,

wrought in gold
;

into this the Scythic elements seem to have entered

more than into that of the sheath. About a yard to the left was a panther
of cast gold surrounded by iron scales, corresponding exactly to the shield

ornaments of Kul Oba and Kostromskaja. The eyes and nostrils were filled

with glass pastes which had themselves stones let into them
;
the ears had

pastes of different colours, separated by gold cloisons
,

a very important

instance of this interesting technique. Near the feet were arrow-heads of

bronze. There were also gold buttons, bronze bridles and big iron lance-

heads. The chief pieces are referred to Mesopotamian art of the vnth or

vith century, fresh evidence of direct contact between Scyth and Assyrian.

In 1904 Mr Schulz opened another barrow in which lay a man and
a woman 3

. With the former were found a gorytus cover in gold, adorned
with crouching stags in squares, and two rows of panthers, a silver

rhyton with centaurs and Artemis, the Lady of the Beasts. The woman
had a most remarkable belt with gold adornments set with amber, a diadem
with a griffin head in front, recalling very closely the griffin from the Oxus
treasure (v. p. 256)—from the diadem’s hoop hung by chains rams’ heads and
flowers enamelled blue—and a silver gilt mirror bearing various groups of

animals, monsters and centaurs, together with a similar Artemis. In neither

tomb had there been a wooden tabernacle. The two silver pieces belong

to Ionian art when it was chiefly occupied with beasts and still had much
in common with non- Hellenic art in Asia, and the diadem belongs to the

Perso-Greek style. The belt and gorytus are more like the Scythic work,

and the former strangely anticipates some details of the so-called Gothic

jewelry, although it must be several centuries older.

1 The usual modern settlement in this district is

the Cossack post or Stanitsa, mostly named either

after some Russian town, e.g. Jarosltivskaja or

Kostromskaja, or from the river upon which it lies,

as Kelermesskaja or Kurdzhipskaja (sc. Stanitsa).

In the names derived from rivers I have dropped
the Russian adjectival ending -skaja.

2 Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 100 sqq. Pharmacovskij is

to treat of these finds in Mat. XXXI.
3 Arch. Anz. 1905, p. 57 sqq. figs. 1— 4.
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In two other barrows opened by Veselovskij 1 standards and bone work
recall W. Scythia. Phalerae with cold inlay and with spirals are also interesting 2

,

but wooden tabernacles had made plunder easy and only horses were left,

24 in one, 16 in the other, arranged in
I shape. Other barrows held

coloured skeletons. At Voronezhskaja the 30 horses were set as a horse-

shoe and had trappings recalling the VII Brothers 3
.

Kurdzhips.

On the Kurdzhips, a tributary of the Belaja, another affluent of the

Kuban, in the Majkop district, again just where the river reaches the plain,

are many barrows. One was opened without authorization in 1895, but

most of the objects found were secured for the Archaeological Commission 4
.

They comprised the usual selection of gold plates, mostly of rather rude

KUR.DXHif>$K/UA ^TA.MiT5A

.

Fig. 126. Cap, f. Roundels,

work, but worthy of note are a gold nugget pierced for suspension as an
amulet, some round carnelians slung round with gold wire, and especially

a kind of cap with a rosette pierced with a hole above, and on each

side a group of two men in Scythian dress, each holding one spear set

up between them
;

in the free hand of one is a sword, of the other a

human head cut off (f. 126). It might almost illustrate what Herodotus
(iv. 64) says of Scyths bringing scalps to their king to claim their share of

the booty. This find moved the commission to send Mr V. M. Sysoev
to investigate the barrows thoroughly 5

. This one proved to be 9 ft. 6 in.

1 CR. 1904, pp. 85—95. 4 CR. 1895, pp. 62, 63, figs. 140— 153.
2 ib. pp. 88, 89, ff. 138, 142. 5 CR. 1896, pp. 60 and 149.
3 CR. 1903, pp. 73, 75, ff. 139— 153.
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high and about 84 ft. from e. to w. and 70 ft. from n. to s. A curious

feature was that the heap was half and half of stone and earth. Nothing
in the way of a definite burial was found, but many objects occurred in a

thin layer going under the greater part of the area of the tumulus. The
bronze and iron objects were in too bad a state to preserve, and the

clay vessels were all broken. The Greek objects, e.g. a little glass amphora
of variegated streaks, and bronze reliefs under the handles of a deep
bronze dish, would make the date of the deposit about the last century b.c.

No objects suggested Roman times. The most beautiful thing was an
elaborate buckle in three parts, adorned with knots and enamelled rosettes

(f. 127). There were more gold plates, and imitations of them in the shape

of Medusa heads of gilt plaster. But the most interesting detail was the

Fig. 127. Buckle from Kurdzhips. CR. 1896, p. 62, f. 295. p

occurrence of two round repousse gold plates, fixed to large bronze roundlets.

On one was a lion curled up, on the other a tiger or lioness (f. 126). In

the former were two turquoises set and holes for them in the latter. The
workmanship, and especially the manner of treating turquoise, recalls the

plates from Siberia, whose affinities with the Scythic are undoubted but

difficult to define. This was the first appearance of such work so far sw.

but it has again been found at Zubov’s Barrow, and elsewhere in the district
1
.

Kostromsk&ja

.

In the same country, at Kostromskaja, Veselovskij excavated a very

interesting barrow'1

,
see plan and section (f. 128). In the centre of the barrow

was erected a kind of tabernacle as follows. Four thickish posts were driven

into the ground. Four great beams were laid about them so as to form

a square of 3-201x1. = 10 ft. 6 in.
;

within these, along each side, were put

six vertical posts of less thickness
;
and outside, opposite to the spaces

between these last, five such sloping up so as to meet high above the

middle. In the square thus formed were found the dead man’s belongings

about 7 ft. from the original surface. In the s. part was an iron scale

hauberk with copper scales on the shoulders and along the lower margin.

v. p. 230, f. 1 32 and p. 232 n. 6.
2 CR. 1897, p. 11.
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To the w. lay four iron spear-heads; n. of these a thin round iron shield,

adorned in the centre with a cast deer, like the Kul Oba deer (f. 129). In

FlO. 129. Golden deer from Kostromskaja. CR. 1897, p. 13, f. 46.

the nw. corner two leather quivers, one worked with beads, and by them

bronze arrow-heads. In the ne. corner lay a big sharpening stone broken

into two pieces, all about pottery purposely broken, and in one place

several copper and iron bits. Outside the square were 22 horse skeletons

arranged in pairs, with the legs of one under the body of the next, except

that at the two outside angles to the north there was only one horse each.

Some of the horses had bits in their mouths. The tabernacle seems to

have been daubed over with clay and the whole structure set on fire

and then the earth heaped upon it. The square space had been dug out

to 7 ft. below the surface and then filled in with earth rolled hard. In this

earth were found 13 skeletons, but nothing with them. The pit ended in

two steps on each side going longways n. and s., so that the bottom of

all was a ditch a couple of feet wide. On each step lay a skeleton. At

the n. end of the ditch stood two small slabs of stone that closed the

way into a small chamber going down with two steps again, this time e.

and w. In the chamber there was just room for a skeleton lying at full

length. Nothing was found with it.

No doubt this burial is very unlike most of the Scythic type, but the

deer is a distinct link and the ideas expressed by this ritual are very

similar to those expressed by that we have found in Scythic graves. The
principle of breaking objects or burning them so as to despatch them to

the other world is more logically carried out than usual. The slaughter

of men and horses is greater than any we have met, though we shall
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meet a worse horse sacrifice in the next tomb dealt with. The bareness

of all the human remains and the ingenious arrangement of the dead
man’s grave-chamber almost suggest that an attempt was made to secure

a quiet resting place by withdrawing the body from the valuables which
experience had found to tempt the sacrilegious.

Ulskij Barrow.

A barrow excavated by Professor Veselovskij in the same district of

Majkop, where the U 1 runs into the Laba, yielded a yet more astonishing

Fig. 130. Diagram of Ulskij barrow. CR. 1898, p. 30.

example of sacrificing horses 1

. The barrow was 1 5 m. high and had a long

south slope, but its shape had been disfigured by a battery erected upon it

1 CR. 1898, p. 29.

29—
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during the Russian conquest. A trench 25 m. by 60 m. was cut through
it (v. f. 130). This shewed that the barrow had been partly heaped up and
then more than fifty horses laid upon its surface, and these had been
covered with another mass of earth. The barrow had been plundered, but

in the plunderers’ hole were found a gold plaque of Scythic style with

griffins and deer 1

,
fragments of copper cauldrons, Greek vases and scale

armour very similar to that found at Kostromskaja. But the plunderers

had not destroyed the general disposition of the grave
;

first two thick

stakes had been driven in 5
'3 5 m. (17 ft. 6 in.) apart, making as it were an

entrance gate, 15 m. (49 ft.) beyond were two rows of posts in one line,

each row joined by bars across, leaving the 5*35 m. avenue in the middle.

On each side of each of these fences lay 18 horses with their tails to the

bars (72 in all); 425 m. (15 ft.) further on were three posts on each side of

the central avenue, and about each post, radiating with their heads away
from the posts, again 18 horses (108 in all)

; 4^25 m. beyond was an oblong,

set crosswise (7*45 m. x 570 m. = 24 ft. 6 in. x 18 ft. 6 in.). As at Kos-
tromskaja there were perpendicular posts at the corners and four hori-

zontal beams, and along the sides holes (4 and 6 respectively) for smaller

rods. Evidently here was such a tabernacle as in the former case. But
this had been plundered. At each side of the oblong were the skeletons

of two bulls and some horse bones lying in confusion. Beyond in the

same order were the fences with horses and the posts with them radiating

therefrom. The horses near the oblong had bits in their mouths.

Thus we arrive at something over four hundred horses sacrificed at

this one burial. The plundering of the grave prevents us knowing how
many human beings shared the same fate. The distances given above
appear to have been set out on a standard of rc>7 m., a little over 43 in.

This was divided into three parts of about 1 ft. 2\ in. The measurements
are all nearly divisible by these amounts. Another barrow close by had
also been plundered, there too were horses’ skeletons arranged in rows
2’

1 5 m. apart shewing the same unit. In this tomb were found fragments

of a black figured vase giving a presumption of an early date, making it

the more regrettable that the grave had been ransacked 2
.

Vozdvtzhenskaja.

Among various other interesting barrows in this district should be
mentioned that at Vozdvizhenskaja dug up by Veselovskij in 1899 3

. Here
the original interment was that of a single skeleton doubled up and stained

dark red
;
he was buried without any objects. Above him lay four skeletons

also stained and doubled up, one of them apart, the others on a space

paved with cobbles. By these were an earthen pot and a spear, palstaff,

axe, chisel and pin, all of copper. In the upper part of the barrow was
another stained skeleton and not far from it a complete Scythic interment.

1 CR. 1898, p. 301, f. 42. CR. 1903, P . 73, f. 138.
2 CR. 1898, p. 32, ff. 47 a and b

;
another black- 3 CR. 1899, p. 44, ff. 67—72 and pi. 2.

figured vase in a plundered tomb at Voronezhskaja,
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Under a wooden tabernacle once supported by four posts at the corners,

covered by a pall with stamped gold plates, lay a man’s skeleton. By his

head was the usual iron and copper scale hauberk and iron arrow-heads,

on his breast a golden brooch with a large carnelian and other adornments
;

Fig. 131. Diagram of Vozdvizhenskaja barrow. CR. 1899, p. 44, PL 2.

under his heels two plaques with a six-headed snake attacking a wild goat,

on his right two iron swords, a hone, a mirror, an alabastron, at his belt

a dagger of the type suggesting the Siberian. By his knees were found
tinsel threads, perhaps a fringe. On his left one or two vessels of silver

and clay and glass, further down two pair of iron bits with wheel- and S-
shaped psalia adorned with gold and an iron brooch with a gold plate in
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the form of a curled up animal with settings for turquoises. Along one side

stood three copper vessels, a big cauldron upside down so that the handles

had got bent in, another such, smaller and right way up, and a large copper
basin. The glass shews their burial not to be very early. The whole barrow
is interesting as an example of the same tumulus being used several times.

Zubov s Barrows.

The last find of this type in this district that need be described is that

made in 1899 by the peasants of Zubov’s farm 1

14 m. e. of Tenginskaja
between the Kuban and the Zelenchuk. Two barrows were excavated.

A large proportion of the booty was secured for the Hermitage. In Barrow
No. 1 by the skeleton there lay seven roundels of gold with a large circle

of many coloured glass in the centre in a border set with small coloured

stones and pastes and adorned with gold wire soldered in patterns on the

surface, rather like that from Akhtanizovka (p. 215, f. 117) but better. These
were ornaments of a strap or belt as is shewn by a flat loop at the back.

They were of Greek work and would seem to belong to the time about the

FlG. 132. BCA. 1. p. 95, f. 2. Gold Roundel. Fig. 133. BCA. I. p. 96, f. 10. Zubov’s Farm.

Zubov’s Farm. Bronze cauldron.

Christian era when such many coloured jewels had become fashionable.

Five other roundels were of pure Siberian type with monsters and charac-

teristic incrustations: they too adorned a strap (f. 132). There were also

the end pieces of the strap and buttons belonging. On the arms were

two open gold bracelets, on the breast a hemispherical cup of glass, by the

1 BCA. 1. pp. 94— 103, ff. 1—31 and pi. II.
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Fig. 137. BCA. 1. p. 99, f. 18. Phiale from Zubov’s Farm.
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feet a Scythic cauldron (f. 133), by the head a copper jug (to look at it might
be English xvnth century work), along the side an iron sword with a gold

hilt, on the left a scale hauberk (f. 134), silver plaques, iron bits with curious

psalia overlaid with gold (f. 135), a large stone hone, an earthen jug and iron

Fig. 134. BCA
Bronze armour

Fig. 135. BCA. 1. p. 98, f. 16. Zubov’s Farm.
Iron bit with gold mounts. J.
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arrow-heads. The most interesting object was a silver (fnd\r) /teo-d/t<£a\o9

about 8 in. across (ff. 136, 137). Upon the boss is a coiled serpent, about
it

“ stcibornament” round the hollow thirteen deer heads facing in relief,

about the edge the inscription

APOAAnNO*HrEMONO*EIMITOM<t>A*l
’AnoWoopos 'Hye/jLovos dpi ro/x <3>dcri. “Apollo the Leader’s am I who is at

Phasis 1.” The work of the bowl is very similar to that found in the second
of the Seven Brothers (p. 209, f. 107), and referred by Stephani to the early

vth century. The inscription belongs to the end of the century or the be-

ginning ol the ivth. What was the temple of Apollo the Leader at Phasis

we know not, but how a bowl belonging to it came into this tomb is no
mystery, when we think that this Kuban district is the hinterland of that

very coast whose piratical inhabitants are described by Strabo (xi. ii. 12).

In the second barrow the tomb was covered with wood: the earrings,

pendants, bracelets, beads, mirror and especially three small jugs, two adorned
with a little animal crawling up the side by way of a handle, and containing

rouge and white paint, make it appear that it was a woman’s though she had
a miniature copper-headed spear. Besides there were glass and earthen

vessels and gold plates for sewing on to dresses.

It is a pity that the excavation was not made by an expert. For
Kieseritzky 2 wishes to use the phiale to date the roundels as of the vith

century b.c. and supposes that an early barrow and one of Roman date

have had their contents mixed, but the phiale is a chance survival and
nothing else in the find is contemporaneous with it. The cases of the

archaic lamp, tripod and stand from Ust-Labinskaja

3

and perhaps of the

black-figured vases (p. 228 n. 2) seem similar.

In this Kuban district a more or less Scythic culture seems to have
continued later than in the west of what is now South Russia. This is what
we might expect if the Alans are indeed much the same as the Sarmatians

of whom we hear in earlier times and the Ossetes of our own day. The
tombs of the first three centuries a.d.

j often introduced into the barrows

of red skeletons (p. 143) are characterised by the substitution of Hellenistic

or Roman industrial products 3
for the more artistic Greek work

;
at the

same time communication with Central Asia was kept up and we find

specimens of the Siberian style, with its beasts and turquoise or garnet

incrustations 6
also a Parthian coin c. 43 a.d.

7

,
so that the mixture of things at

Zubov’s barrows need not awake suspicion.

1 The inscription can hardly be meant for an
iambic trimeter as the writer in BCA. suggests,

the trochee in the second foot, the dactyl in the

third, and the spondee at the end make it intolerable.
2 Arch. Anz. 1901, p. 55.
3 CR. 1902, p. 79, ff. 166— 168; Arch. Anz.

1903, p. 82, ff. 1, 2.

4 N. 1 . Veselovskij, “Barrows of the Kuban
district in the time of Roman dominion in the

Northern Caucasus,” Bulletin ofthe Xllth Archaeo-
logical Congress

,
Kharkov, 1902; and the ac-

counts of his excavations at Kazanskaja, Tiflisskaja,

Ust-Labinskaja, Armavir and N ekrasovskaja in

CR. 1901, pp. 66—86; 1902, pp. 65—91 ; 1903, pp.
61—70; 1905, pp. 73—75: Arch. Anz. 1 . c.

; 1906,

p. 109 ; 1907, p. 126.
5 e.g. silver cups, CR. 1902, pp. 70, 78, ff. 143,

165; white bronze basin with copper emblema, CR.

1905, p. 74, f. 95; Arch. Anz. 1906, p. hi, f. 1;

vessel in form of ram such as is common at Olbia,

CR. 1902, p. 67, f. 136, of a duck (?), p. 72, f. 152;
Arch. Anz. 1902, p. 83, f. 3.

0 e.g. roundels, CR. 1902, pp. 6 7, 77, 78, 82,

ff. 139, 140, 1 6
1 , 164, 1 77; figures of rams, p. 87,

f. 196; 1903, p. 62, f. 96; v. inf. pp- 277, 279, f. 205.
7 BCA. xxxn. App. p. 99, Stavropol.
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Figs. 141, 142. Gold bottle from Novocherkassk, side and top.

KTR. p. 493, ff- 447, 44& I-

Fig. ldl. Gold strip encrusted with light and dark blue and green.

Treasure of Novocherkassk. KTR. p. 494, f- 45°-
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These objects were not merely imported as is shewn by the well-known
Novocherkassk treasure. The main bulk of this find is in the Siberian

style, but in the front of the principal piece, a crown (f. 138), is the bust

of a Roman empress in chalcedony of the und or mrd century a.d. and
attached to its lower rim are pendants after the fashion of those found in

Panticapaean work of about that time. Also the work cannot very well be
much later because in the following- centuries the so-called Gothic jewelry

was dominant in these regions (v. pp. 280—282).

This treasure was found in 1864 near Novocherkassk on the lower
Don and included the crown mentioned above, a collar (or diadem, f. 139)
even more Siberian in style, a spiral bracelet ending in animals, two little

boxes (f. 140) and a scent bottle (ff. 14 1, 142, of the same shape as that

found in a tomb of a Bosporan queen at Glinishche near Kerch 1

)
adorned

with beasts, another in the shape of a feline with a body of agate, a statuette

of Eros (und cent, a.d.), some little gold plates recalling typical Scythic

fashions, a slip of gold attached to a chain and encrusted with bright blue,

turquoise and pink, recalling Central Asia in colouring and the “ Gothic
”

style in make (f. 143), some gold vases, one with a handle formed of an
animal (f. 144) and an object like a spectacle-case attached to a chain and
adorned with animals’ heads 2

. The circumstances of this find render it

Fig. 144. Golden cup from Novocherkassk. KTR. p. 495, f. 452.

doubtful whether these objects were buried with a dead man or were a

cache.

Similar in shape and style to the cup here figured and found in the

same neighbourhood is a cup in the U varov Collection inscribed

HHBANOKOYTAPOYAACSrrOIEI jcMH

in dotted letters : Xebanocus is the name of the owner rather than that of

1 ABC. XXIV. 25, v. inf. Ch. XII. end, f. 326; 2 KTR. pp. 488—496, ff. 441—454 gives all

cf. a plainer example in CR. 1902, p. 83, f. 184, these except the Eros and the vases. Masked,
from Ust-Labinskaja. Russian Art

, p. 83 sqq.

30—2
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the maker’s father : MH is more probably 48 than a misspelling of /xe and
so jc would seem to stand for yjpvo-ov. It is all very obscure, but we learn

from it that a thing of this style was made for a Sarmate or Alan (cf. some
seventy Sarmatian names in -akos in JosPE.) by a man who wrote Greek.

Vettersfelde.

There is one find which belongs to the class of Scythic antiquities but

was made in a region so far distant from the localities where Scythic remains

are usually to be looked for, that it naturally comes in at the end of this

survey although in date it may be almost the earliest of the rich Scythic

equipments 1
. In October 1882 there were ploughed up near Vettersfelde

in Lower Lusatia and acquired for the Antiquarium in Berlin the fragments

of a great jar and the complete equipment of a Scythian chief. It included

the centre ornament of his shield, a fish 41 cm. x 15 cm. made of pale gold

repousse and covered with animals in relief (f. 146), a gold breastplate 17 cm.

square formed of four roundels each with a boss in the middle and animals

in relief all round it, set about a fifth smaller roundel or boss (f. 145. 1), a

gold plate to cover the sheath of a dagger of the typical Scythic shape with

a projection on one side (f. 147), the handle of the said dagger as usual

covered with a gold plate and shewing the characteristic Scytho-Siberian

heartshaped guard, a golden pendant, earring (f. 148), arm-ring, neck-ring,

chain, knife sheath with remains of the iron blade, gold ring, small stone

wedge set in gold, a hone bored through and set in gold (f. 145. 2), and
some fragments. Professor Furtwangler has treated these things in a

masterly fashion and they are all duly illustrated by him. All of them
have their analogues in the South Russian finds except the breastplate, but

such an object is quite in keeping with the tastes of people who covered

themselves with gold plates of various sizes. The earring is declared by
Hadaczek to be of an Ionian type and earlier than any found in South Russia

and the knife sheath is identical with the one from Tomakovka figured

on p. 158.

The fish is the most remarkable of these things. It corresponds in

style (v. p. 264) and destination to the Kul Oba deer, and Furtwangler’

s

decision that they are both shield ornaments has been satisfactorily borne

out by the finding of the Kostromskaja deer still in place upon remains of

the shield, only this was round instead of long shaped as had been supposed

on the evidence of the Kul Oba vase 2
.

The inventory of the find is typically that of the personal effects in

the Scythic tombs of kings except that the horse trappings are absent,

and of course the women’s things. The whole may be dated rather earlier

than the older objects from Kul Oba and put in the first decades of the vth

century.

1 XLIIItes Winckelmannsfestprogramm, A. Furt- Dalton and the authorities of the British Museum.
wangler,DerGoldfund von Vettersfelde, Berlin, 1883. 2 supra pp. 203, 226 ;

CR. 1897, p. 12. V. Gardt-
I wish I could still express to Professor Furt- hausen’s view that the fish was a Tessera Hospi-
wangler my gratitude for his kind permission to talis is an extraordinary instance of the errors of

reproduce his pictures. Fig. 147 I owe to Mr even famous scholars, Rhein. Mus. xxxix. p. 317
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Vettersfelde

How these things including the brittle whetstone found their way so

far from home without loss is unexplained. Save for some little damage by
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Fig. 145. 1. Gold breastplate (?) from Vettersfelde. 2. Hone set in gold. Furtwangler, pi. II.

hre and rust they are as good as new. Furtwangler guesses that their coming
may have to do with the Scythians’ northward retreat before Darius.



FlO. 146. Gold fish from Vettersfelde. Furtwangler, pi. I.

Rather less than half size.

Scythic Tombs
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Kdmennya Bdby.

With the tombs of the Scythic type many investigators have

been inclined to connect the mysterious stone figures known
as Kdmennya Bdby—stone women—rude figures hewn out of

blocks of stone and almost always representing women, rarely

nude, more often wearing a short skirt and jacket and a kind

of pointed hat with a veil or hood hanging from it and the hair

hanging down in a thick plait behind. The dress is sometimes
shewn in some detail and an elaborate necklace is a common
feature 1

. The face is round and rather Mongolian in aspect,

but the execution is too rude to let this be any criterion.

The men’s dress sometimes distantly recalls that of a Roman
soldier. Nearly all the figures agree in holding a cup rather

like a dicebox before them. This does not seem to be for the

receipt of the offerings of the living because often it is not

made concave on the top. A very rare form belonging ap-

parently to the same class is a statue in a lying posture as it

were swathed in a winding sheet 2
. These figures, which have

been objects of a superstitious reverence till recent times, used

to be common about the Steppes, frequently occurring upon
Scythic barrows, for instance such famous ones as those at

Alexandropol and Chertomlyk, Zubov’s, Melgunov’s and others.

Further their limit of distribution is just that of the Scytho-

Siberian culture from Galicia across South Russia to the basins

of the Obj and the Jenisei, in the Crimea and on the Kuban.

Fig. 149. CR.
1895, p. 76, f.

199. Murza
Bek, Crimea.
Kamennaja
Baba. 6 ft.

8 in. high.

1 M. Guthrie, A Tour through the Taurida
,

London, 1802, pi. II. p. 406; P. S. Pallas, Southern
Provinces, 1. p. 444.

2 Zubov’s Barrow, CR. 1900, p. 39, f. 100, cf.

N. I. Veselovskij, “A New Type of Kdmennya

Baby” in Bulletin of Xllth Russian Arch. Congr.
(Kharkov), 1902, p. 222, and “So-called Kdmennya
Bdby ” in Messenger

( Vestnik) of Archaeology ana
History

,
Pt XVII. St P. 1905.
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Professor Lappo-Danilevskij 1 shews that they cluster most thickly just

about the bend of the Dnepr, just in the land Gerrhus. This would all

suggest that there was a real connection between the Scythic tomb and the

statue upon its summit.
It is not important that Herodotus does not mention the setting up of

such figures
;
the golden statue erected to Zarinaea their queen by the Sacae 2

might be a glorified “ baba ” but is not enough to prove others having really

been set up by Sacae. However Rubruck says distinctly (v. supra p. 89)
that the Polovtsy or Cumans set up figures holding cups before them 3

,
and

cases occur of “ bdby” being found upon barrows of the mediaeval nomads,
e.g. at Torskaja Sloboda, district of Kupjansk, government of Kharkov
(Veselovskij, l.c. ). Further in the Orkhon inscriptions very similar figures are

designated as ba/ba/s, memorial statues.

It seems then clear that kamennya bdby were set up by a mediaeval

Turkic tribe, presumably the Cumans as Rubruck says so, and this is the

opinion of Tiesenhausen and Veselovskij the best authorities on the relations

of Russia with the Orient. Anyone setting up such a statue would naturally

choose a commanding position such as is afforded by a high barrow. The
coincidence in area of their distribution with that of Scythic remains is due
to the fact that, as has been already remarked, the range of the Cumans was
limited by the same physical conditions as that of the Scyths when they

were the dominant nomad power. We cannot however assert that the

Scyths set up no such figures, since a priori they might be expected to

agree in this as in other customs with the later nomads, but there is no

specimen to which we can point as probably being Scythic.

1 Scythian Antt. p. 475 sqq. where he quotes xxxiv. 5.

the literature of the subject, esp. Piskarev’s list in 3 Spitsyn, TRAS. X. (Russo-Slav. section, 1898),

TRAS. (old series), Vol. III. pp. 205—220 (I have p. 342, figures a male baba from Vernyj (Semi-

not seen this), and Burachkov’s sensible account in rechensk) bearing a cup of well-known mediaeval
Trans. Od. Soc. ix. pp. 65—70. (xmth cent.) Mongol type.

2 Ctesias, fr. 25 (Muller, p. 43) ap. Diod. Sic. 11.
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CHAPTER IX.

SIBERIA AND SURROUNDING COUNTRIES.

In the foregoing pages mention has been made of the resemblances

between the culture I have called Scythic and that of early inhabitants of

Siberia. These resemblances are so great that it is impossible to treat

the archaeology of South Russia without touching that of Siberia. This
may be called a case of explaining ignotum per ignotius

,
but in a sense

the ethnology of Siberia is less open to question than that of the Euxine
steppes, inasmuch as the north of Asia is not exposed to invasions from
so many quarters as Eastern Europe and is inhabited by peoples who,
whatever their mutual differences, have more ethnological affinity than those

we find side by side at the junction of the two continents.

The best account of the chief forms of tombs in Siberia and of the

civilisations to which they correspond is given by Dr W. Radloff 1

.

Radloff describes various types of graves in Siberia, of which the most
important division is into graves marked by barrows and graves marked
with stones mostly set in rectangles. In the basins of the Irtysh, Tobol
and Obj and again in the Kirgiz steppe and in south-west Siberia we
mostly have mounds larger or smaller. In the river valleys of the Altai, on
the banks of the Jenisei and in the Abakan steppe are found the stone

graves, as well as over the Chinese border in Mongolia. In the Altai and
on the Bukhtarma we find cairns of stone.

These graves may be referred to four epochs :

(i) All the stone graves in the vale of the Jenisei and the Altai

and many of the mounds of the Kirgiz steppe belong to the Copper or

Bronze age.

(ii) Most of the barrows and big cairns belong to the earlier Iron age.

(iii) The smaller barrows called Kirgiz graves are of the later Iron age.

(i v )
These shade into barrows which contain even xvuth century coins

and modern Russian objects.

In graves of the first period are found many weapons and tools of

cast copper and bronze, they have nearly all been plundered so that it

is very rare to come upon gold. Similar tools are found in old gold and
copper workings in the Altai mountains, and there is no doubt that these

people worked the metals themselves and had attained very considerable

1 Aus Sibirien
,

Leipzig, 1884, Vol. II. chap,

vil. pp. 68— 143 ;
trans. into Russian and re-

published by Count A. Bobrinskoj in TRAS. vn.

(
1 895 ) p. 147 sqq. Dr Radloff is now publishing

for the Archaeological Commission a fully illus-

trated work on the Antiquities of Siberia. Materials

for the Archaeology of Russia ,
Nos. ill. v. xv., form

Vol. 1., and Vol. II. begins with xxvn. See also

D. Elements,A ntiquities ofthe Minusinsk Museum,
Objects of the Metal Ages, Tomsk, 1886 : a cata-

logue with very good introduction and with illustra-

tions. These latter are rather superseded by those
in Martin, F. R., L’dge du Bronze au Musee de
Minoussinsk, Stockholm, 1S92.

M. 31
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Fig. 150. Picks, p. 244, knives, p. 246, daggers, p. 248.
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skill. The old workings consist of simple shafts not more than fifty feet

deep and indifferently propped up. Working even to such a depth was
dangerous and skeletons of miners have been found with pickaxes and sacks

to hold the ore. Miners seem to have been in high regard, for Radloff

figures a copper statuette of one 1 and also wherever these people lived we find

elegant models of pickaxes, too delicate for actual use and apparently serving

as ornaments or insignia 2
. Their tools are found in the gold washings as well

as in the shafts (called Chud mines). Smelting furnaces have also been
found in the Altai, and everywhere about the Abakan, Jenisei and upper Obj
we have fragments of copper such as are trimmed off castings. Their
bronze, when they made bronze, is of very great hardness, and their castings

hardly ever have flaws in them, although they cast cauldrons up to 75 lb.

in weight. Well finished and rough tools are found together in the same
grave. The chief objects found comprise knives and daggers but few arrow-

heads or spear-heads. Axe-heads especially the double-looped type (f. 151,

cf. p. 261) are common, and pickaxes both serviceable and ornamental. They

Fig. 152.

also made scythes and sickles and copper cauldrons. For their own adorn-

ment they had earrings of gold and copper, carnelian and metal beads, beast-

headed pins, belt pieces, and disks with loops behind serving either for

mirrors or for ornaments. The pottery is very rude and falls far below 3

the skill shewn in metal work. They were acquainted with weaving, but

1 Aus Sib. II. pi. IV. 1 and 2 on fig. 172, p. 251. 2 Sib. Ant. I. xvi. 11, xvii. 4 on fig. 150.
3 v. Klements, op. cit. pi. xix.
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Fig. 155 - Mat. \u.=Sib. Ant. Vol. n. p. 18, iii. 9.
Golden bronze plated with tin. 1.

Fig. 156. CR. 1900, p. 123, f. 275.
Bronze axe-head. Angara, i.

Fig. 157. Mat. xxvii. = Siberiati
Antiquities

,
Vol. II. p. 2, i. 3

a
.

Stone mould for axe. §. Fig. 158. Mat. XXVII.— Sib. Ant. Vol. 11. p. 33. Bronze axe-head.
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their stuffs were also coarse. They do not appear to have kept cattle, but

they do appear to have engaged in agriculture for they have left many
copper sickles about the fields, and these fields often have traces of irrigation

works. The bone arrow-heads found with their objects and their love of

beasts in their ornament suggest that they were hunters as well. They
do not seem to have been nomads in any sense. So they had few horse-

trappings, and the rock carvings ascribed to them shew the men all on foot.

But it is their metal work which makes them interesting. They appear
to have originated many types that were afterwards spread far and wide.

Their knives (v. the series on f. 150), in their simplest form mere slips of

copper, as it were long narrow triangles with a hole towards the base, were
improved into excellent instruments with a well formed ring at one end,

sometimes in the form of an animal, a firm handle separated from the blade

by a well marked fillet and projection, and a blade bent forward so that the

edge made an obtuse angle with the haft. Such a knife recalls irresistibly

the Chinese knife which afterwards shortened down into the round cash 1

;

and so P. Reinecke 2 thinks it an imitation of the Chinese, but just as possibly

it came into China by some early raid from the north (v. p. 91).

Then the bronze cauldron upon a conical base round which the fire

was built, a type characteristically

Scythic, was made by these people;

they alone made the same shape in

pottery so they were probably the

originators of it. They also seem to

have invented the disc with a loop in

the middle of the back, which grew, as

it appears, into the mirror used over

all northern Asia and in Scythia and

the Caucasus. This mirror Reinecke

(loc. cit.) also calls a Chinese invention,

but it was only introduced into China

about 140 b.c. along with other western

products. Together with this new
form of mirror the Chinese began to

use a new name for mirrors with an

ideogram suggesting metal 3
. The Chinese even followed their models in

decorating these mirrors, the loop being formed of the body of an animal

just as with the mirrors and knife handles of the Jenisei people (v. f. 152).

Furthermore these early inhabitants of the Jenisei developed a dagger

with a curious heart-shaped guard and a well defined knob at the end of

the haft, which type is found in Scythic tombs and on the monuments of

nfe. t( XlX.

CUv, fVt*

.

Fig. 159.

1 Cf. the specimen in the British Museum, on

f. 151 ;
Ridgeway, Metallic Currency

, p. 157, f. 21.

'* Zt.f. Ethnol.
,
XXIX. 1897, pp. 140 sqq., “ Ueber

einige Beziehungen der Alterthiimer Chinas zu denen
des Skytho-Siberischen Volkerkreises.” But cf. same
shape arisen independently in Iseo lake-dwelling,

T. E. Feet, Stone and Bronze Ayes in Italy
,
v. 3,

and a knife from Nordenford, Bavaria, in the

Maximilian Museum, Augsburg, kindly brought

to my notice by Mr Reginald A. Smith of the

British Museum.
3 Prof. H. A. Giles, China and the Chinese

,
New

York, 1902, p. 132; cf. Po-ku-t'u-lu
,
in which such

mirrors are figured; Hirth, Fremde Einfliisse, ff.

2— 16. I am much indebted to Professor Giles for

the information about mirrors and for help in con-

sulting Chinese archaeological works.
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Fig. 160. Mat. ~X3?n\.= Sib. Ant. Vol. n. Fig. 161. CR. 1900, p. 123, f. 276. Bronze pick from Angara, Siberia,

p. 4, i. 6a
. Copper Axe-head.
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Persepolis

1

. But the interest of these objects is not merely in the types of
their weapons but in the style of their ornament. Besides zigzags and
simple patterns of straight lines they developed a beast style remarkable
for its simplicity and naturalism. They pourtray chiefly bears (ff. 150,

152), deer (f. 165), and argali or ibex (ff. 166— 168, 172) and have no
tendency to the fantastic combinations of incongruities found in western
Asiatic and also in Scythic work.

Early Iron Age. Katanda.

In the next class of graves, the barrows, we find a different culture

belonging to the early iron age. The barrows as usual occur in groups.

In such a group on the river Katanda not far from where it falls

into the Katunja a tributary of the Obj, RadlofP came upon many tombs
with interments of men, women and horses, and one in particular yielded

very important remains.

The barrow was heaped up of stones and 7 ft. high by 100 ft. in

diameter. Attempts had been made to plunder it and in the heap were
found in disorder bones of at least six horses, human bones likewise, six

iron bits, various iron and bone arrow-heads, an iron spade, an iron and a

copper knife, an iron sabre, a mass of blue glass beads and two heart-shaped

carnelians from earrings. In the midst of the heap was found the grave pit,

14 ft. long, filled up with big stones and earth; 2 ft. 6 in. below the

original surface of the ground the excavators were stopped by coming to

earth permanently frozen : water meanwhile trickled into the excavation

from all sides and continuance of the work became very difficult : the

earth had to be melted with fires and the water and mud baled out. Two
fathoms deep they came upon bones of men and horses and also found an
iron bit with large rings. Further down were the remains of an oblong

erection of larch wood, of which the roof had been destroyed by former

plunderers. Across this building went two thick beams and upon one of

them was a big bundle of leather enclosed in a rind of ice six inches thick.

The bundle turned out to be a kind of coat of silken stuff, much like a

dress coat in shape, lined with sable and edged with leather and little

gold plates. The first plunderer had not penetrated beyond this level, at

which a layer of birch bark covered the whole tomb. In this was another

garment of ermine dyed green and red and adorned with gold buttons

and plates
;

this was likewise rolled up into a bundle and encased in ice.

It had a high collar and very narrow sleeves. In it was an ermine

gorget, a band of silk on which were fastened horses and monsters of wood,

a carved wooden saucer and fantastic deer, bears, etc. Under the birch

layer was reached the bottom of the pit whereupon were two low tables hewn
out of wood and upon each table an unadorned skeleton. Some fragments

of clothing and gold plates were picked up in the bottom of the grave.

The skeletons were absolutely decayed. Although the state of the skeletons

1
v. pp. 59, f. 12, 61, 189, f. 81 and f. 150= Sib. Ant. I. vii. io, xiv. 9 ;

a variety with an open hollow

knob (ib. xi. 9) has a close parallel in China, f. 151, and also suggests the Bunchuki on p. 186, f. 79.
2 Aus Sib. II. p. 104 sqq.
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Fig. 169. Mat. XV.=Sib. Ant. Vol. 1.

p. 68, xii. 1. Reddish bronze. \.

M.

Fig. 170, Mat. xv. = Stb. Ant. Vol. 1. p. 69,
xii. 4. Iron handle. Copper or bronze
blade.
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shewed that the grave was of early date, the frozen condition of the ground
had preserved the furs and textiles in a manner unparalleled in warmer
countries. The same cause also prevented the complete plundering of the

grave, although the thief found that which was in the upper layer and threw
some of it aside.

Another field of barrows was explored on the river Berel, near the

Bukhtarma, an affluent of the Irtysh. In the heap of stones composing
one barrow, about 20 feet high and 100 feet across, was found the skeleton

of a horse with an iron bit and two iron stirrups. In the natural earth was
a great pit 20 x 24ft., and the ground was frozen: when it was cleared there

appeared a layer of wood at the s. end and of birch bark at the n. end,

under this latter sixteen horse skeletons in four rows with their heads to

the east. The two easternmost rows had iron bits, and were covered with

wooden and birch bark ornaments mostly overlaid with gold. In the middle

of the wooden platform at the s. end was a tree trunk hollowed out, adorned

at each corner with four birds cast in copper. Under this was a grave-

pit with a horse’s and a man’s skeleton. By the latter were traces of copper

and gold. To all appearance this part of the grave had been plundered

in antiquity. Other graves about were found to be arranged like those on
the Katanda, horse skeletons above and men’s below, and objects of silver and
iron, with well-made pottery. The iron knives and daggers were made after

the exact fashion of the bronze ones, only the iron hafts were covered, each

with a thin gold plate. In one case were found scales of iron armour for

sewing on to a leathern jerkin.

The earthen barrows about Barnaul agreed mostly with these, except

that they were smaller and the horses were not always buried with the

men. They contained similar layers of birch bark and wood. Most of these

graves had been plundered.

The graves of the later iron age are much smaller than those already

described. They are called Kirgiz graves and may well belong to that

people. They shade off into quite modern interments containing e.g. Russian

xvuth century coins.

The people of the early iron age are evidently quite different from

those of the bronze age. Their burials are different and their manner of

life likewise. Evidently the horse played a great part in their existence.

Also they have many more weapons found with them. That is to say that

they were a nation of warlike nomads. Still their civilisation had much in

common with that of their predecessors. They adopted from these the cha-

racteristic dagger, the characteristic knife, the cauldron, the mirror
;
they seem

even to have continued their agriculture to some extent, and they also en-

graved representations of themselves upon cliffs; this time we find the figures

predominantly on horseback in place of going afoot. The new comers seem

to have brought a knowledge of silver and of iron, and also a distinct taste for

the monstrous. With them begins the liking for winged quadrupeds, for horns

ending in birds, for inconsequent beak-heads, for conventionalised creatures

cjuite unlike the naturalistic style of their predecessors. Yet the similarity in

technique, the imitation of bronze forms in iron (ff 169— 171)—we find even

such strange cases as bronze daggers with iron handles—the similar love
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of gold plates as adornments, make it clear that the old tradition lived on. It

seems as if this new warlike immigrant people conquered the old miners and
metal workers, and used their inherited skill in the carrying out of its own
taste and thereby formed a mongrel style which is indistinguishable from

the Scythic.

Everything points to this immigrant population having been of what
may be called Hunnic stock. Their mode of life, their burial customs, their

type as seen in statues and rock carvings, correspond with what we know
from Chinese sources of the Hiung-nu, the T'u-kiie, the Tartars, and all other

tribes of that stock (see p. 88 sqq.).

The burial customs do not correspond, inasmuch as the Chinese speak of

them as burning their dead, whereas no cases of complete cremation have been
found. Still near Tobolsk A. Heikel found in a tomb which had much in

common with these middle Siberian barrows, that the wooden erection set

over the body had been set on fire before the heap was raised 1
.

It looks as if they had already learned something from their southern

neighbours before they enslaved their northern ones. This would account

for much that is in common between Scytho-Siberian art on the one hand and
Iranian on the other, and likewise Chinese. This latter resemblance has

already been dealt with by P. Reinecke 2

,
in the article already quoted, and

by S. Reinach in the Revue Arch^ologique 3
. The former takes for granted

that the northern barbarians were only passive, receptive. This may be

true in a sense. But inasmuch as they received from all directions it is

possible that they transmitted something to the Chinese, whether it was
derived from the west or from the Altai miners to the north.

As to the affinities of these latter it is hard to give any opinion. It

would be natural to refer them to the Uralo-Altaic tribes and argue that

there is much in common between their civilisation and that of the tribes

of that race all across from Finland, central Russia and Perm to the Altai,

and that to this day most of those regions are peopled by that race where
it has not been encroached upon by intrusive Turks. But Radloff is rather

inclined to see in them the ancestors of what he calls the Jenisei tribes,

who speak a language quite distinct from Uralo-Altaic and Turkish, and who
have been mostly assimilated by one or other of the great tribes about them,

yet still in some cases have preserved a hereditary skill in metal-working,

for instance the Kuznetsy or Smith Tartars, who talk a Turkish tongue

but belong to the older race. The Uralo-Altaic peoples never reached so

high a state of civilisation. Moreover we know that the T'u-kiie in the

vith century a.d. had long since held a metal-working race under subjection.

This employment of alien craftsmen is characteristic of the nomads. For
the T'u-kiie there worked Chinese, for Chingiz Khan’s successors Chinese,

Persian, even German miners and armourers and a French jeweller
4

;
for

Timur were set up the most perfect productions of purely Persian architecture.

1 Axel Heikel, “Antiques de la Sibdrie Occi- 3 XXXVIII (1901), p. 27 sqq. La Representation

dentale” in Mtmoires de la Society Finno-Ou- du Galop dans Tart ancien et moderne.

grienne, No. vi. Helsingfors, 1894. 4 Rockhill, Rubruck
, pp. 137, 177.

2 Zt. f. EHmolog. xxix. 1897, p. 140 sq.
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Besides the few objects which have been recovered from tombs ex-

cavated by a competent archaeologist, there is a whole class of antiquities

nearly all of gold, some set with stones, whose provenance is vaguely

given as Siberia. Spitsyn refers them more particularly to the basins of

the Ishim, the Irtysh and the upper Obj. They came to the Hermitage
from the collection of the Academy of Sciences of St Petersburg, and they

represent the first attempt at an Archaeological Museum, surviving from the

Kunstkammer of Peter the Great. They were saved because the attention

of his government was at last called to the great spoils collected by the

bugrovskchiki
,
or mound-diggers, who went out in large parties and systemati-

cally robbed the ancient graves, which must have been astonishingly rich

in gold. Nowadays no one has hit on such a rich grave still unrifled so

as to describe its disposition. Radloff, in an appendix to his “ Siberian

Antiquities,” gives extracts from the works of early European travellers in

Siberia who tell of the work of spoliation

1

.

The collection includes collars, frontlets, figures of birds, animals and
men, buckles and plates of various shapes, some with loops behind for

straps. The commonest forms are oblong and a kind of qq shape which
is made to suit the favourite subject of an attack by a carnivore on a

pasturing animal very well. Plates of bronze, but exactly similar in shape
and design, have been found still nailed symmetrically on to coffins, but

they seem too solid for mere funeral furniture and had probably served

some purpose in the life of their owner, most likely they had some part

in the adornment of his horse or were nailed on to coffers in which he
kept his goods. Some idea of date was furnished by their being found
with coins of the Han dynasty which circulated from b.c. 118 to a.d. 581'.

Witsen, to whom some specimens now lost found their way, figures them
in company with coins of the Roman emperors, e.g. Gordian, and there

is no reason against their belonging together : only his plates give a

most miscellaneous lot of things, and we cannot be sure which was
found with which. In accordance with these data M. Hoernes 3 thinks that

the Siberian Iron Age came in with the Christian Era, but the South Russian
analogies point to a much earlier time.

These Siberian gold objects have never been satisfactorily published
;

Dr Kieseritzky, the late curator, who referred them to the Massagetae,

promised an illustrated Catalogue of all the Scythian and Siberian Anti-

quities : meanwhile the best pictures ol them, some of which I have repro-

duced below (pp. 272— 280), where I treat their style in detail, are in KTR2

1 Witsen, Noord en Oost Tartarye
,

3rd ed.

Amsterdam, 1785; Messerschmidt, MSS. of Acad.
Sc. St Pet. ;

P. J. von Strahlenberg, Description of
Siberia and Great Tartary

,
London, 1736, p. 364;

J. Bell of Antermony, Travelsfrom St Petersburgh
to various parts of Asia, Edinburgh, 1806, p. 154;
Archaeologia

,
11. p. 272, pi. xiv.—XVIII., “Some

account of some Tartarian Antiquities in a letter

from P. Demidofif, dated Sept. 17, 1764,’’ pi. xiv.

gives a prince buried with wife and horse quite

m Scythic style, pi. XV. the eagle figured on p. 273.

Pallas also treats of them and figures the commoner
types, Voyages dans plnsieitrs Provinces de l’Empire

de Russie, Paris, Pan II. 8vo, Vol. V. p. 13, pi. 40;
Vol. VI. p. 287, pi. 98. A. A. Spitsyn, TRAS.
Russo-Slav. Section VIII. i. (1906), p. 227, reprints
Witsen and Messerschmidt’s accounts, and also
inventories of such objects sent to the Tsar in 1716
and still to be recognised.

2 Excavations of J. D. Talko-Hryncewicz on
R. Dzhida in the Transbaikal District, as sum-
marised by A. A. Spitsyn, TRAS. XII. (1901) p. 277.

3 Natnr- und Urgeschichte des Menschen
,
Wien,

1909, 11 p. 304.
4
PP- 3 / 9

—
4°°, ff- 332—365 ;

cf. also Ch. de
Linas, Origines de I'OrJevrerie Ctoisonnde.
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Oxus Treasure.

From the southern borders of Siberia, where the steppe marches with

Iran, comes a collection of objects in the British Museum. It claims to

be one hoard discovered in 1877 near the middle Oxus either at Kabadian
or between it and Khulm 1

. It includes a few pieces in style similar to the

Siberian Plates, some objects whose artistic affinities are not yet cleared up,

several examples of Persian jewelry, and some Greek work including coins.

It is most unfortunate that this find was not made within reach of any
trustworthy authority. We cannot even be sure that all the objects really

belong to the same cache. They found their adventurous way down to India

into the hands of ingenious native dealers, who added to their number
by forgeries, and by duplicating real antiques in more precious materials.

One thing is clear, that of the vast number of objects and coins purporting

to be part of the treasure no specimen which belongs to a known art and
can be dated approximately is later than about 200 b.c. : there are no
Parthian coins and none of Eucratides, though they are common in those

parts
;
the latest coin belongs to Euthydemus, whereas some of the things

go back at least to the vth century b.c. The barbaric pieces recall the

undoubted Iranian ones closely, and it is almost inconceivable that if they

were imitations of Sassanian work and belonged to the ivth century a.d.,

chance and the caprice of dealers should have associated just these and
no others with this definable find.

Mr Dalton’s identification of the purely Persian style of the griffins

and other objects that he published in his preliminary article was after-

wards triumphantly vindicated by Mr J. de Morgan’s excavations at Susa.

There, in a tomb proved by coins to belong to the early ivth century b.c.,

were found armlets and other jewels precisely similar to some from the

Oxus, save that their preservation is incomparably better. They are adorned

with inlays of light and dark blue and red 2
.

For a catalogue of the treasure the reader is referred to Mr Dalton’s

work. Its chief glory, the pair of griffin armlets (No. 116), of exactly the

same style as the collar from Siberia (p. 272, ff. 188, 189) and the best

example of the kind of model which inspired later Siberian plates, has no

Scythic character and so no place here 3
. The sheath (No. 22) has already

been discussed (p. 70, v. inf. pp. 263, 270). It is io -

9 in. = 27-6 cm. long.

The gold plaque (No. 48) with a figure of a man probably a Persian

in a costume resembling the Scythian is very valuable as illustrating the

latter, but its purpose is not quite evident and in spite of its clearness it

lacks artistic style. The ring (No. 111), on the other hand, has very

definite Siberian analogies in the manner in which the animal is bent round,

and in the hollows left for precious inlays.

1 O. M. Dalton, The Treasure of the Oxus
,

London, 1905 (cf. also Archaeologia
,
lviii. (1902),

p. 237, “On some points in the History of Inlaid

Jewellery”), gives a full account of it with an illumin-

ating discussion and excellent plates, quite super-

seding General Cunningham’s in JRAS. Bengal
,

L. (1881) p. 1 5 1, Lii. (1883) pp. 64, 258, from which
are taken KTR.'s drawings and some of mine pre-

pared before the publication of Mr Dalton’s book.

He and the Trustees of the British Museum have
kindly allowed me to make use of the blocks of

Nos. 23 and 1 1 1.

2 inf. p. 271, f. 187, J. de Morgan, Delegation en

Perse duMmistere de t'Instruction Publique,
1 897

—

1902, p. 93 sqq. and Memoires T. VIII. pp. 29—58,

pi. IV. V.
;
E. Pottier, Gazette des Beaux Arts, 1902,

p. 1 7, “Les Fouilles de Suse.”
3

v. coloured plate XVI. in Archaeologia
,
LVIII.
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Fig. 173. Gold plate from sworcl sheath. Oxus Treasure. Dalton, no. 22. -Jr.

;
V. ; ,/

Wx.-

Fig. 174. Gold plaque from Oxus Treasure.
Dalton, no. 48. v. p. 58.

Fig. 175. Gold ring. Oxus
Treasure

,
no. in. }

.
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Fig. 176. Gold griffin (from Tiara?), front and side views. Oxus Treasure
,
no. 23.

Glj efts from the Oxus. Gold .Daltons Number.

Fig. 177. Nos. 11, 12, 140, }; No. 117, § ;
Nos. 118, 144, slightly enlarged.
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The same may be said of the griffin ornament (No. 23), though it

is nearer to its Iranian originals. The armlet (No. 144) is again more
barbaric. The beasts upon it are broken-down griffins with intertwined

tails. Other armlets (Nos. 117 and 118) are, on the other hand, purely

Persian. No. 140 has less definite style. It is singularly like those brought
as tribute on Persepolitan sculptures (p. 59, f. 12). The two figures of deer
(Nos. 11 and 12) are very like such figures from Siberia (inf. p. 272, f. 190).

They are given to shew the muscle lines in an early stage before they had
become exaggerated. Whatever doubt may be cast on the genuineness 1 of

some of the Oxus treasure these pieces appear to me certain.

Andnjino, and Perm.

Besides the Altai region and western Siberia, finds of objects of the

Scytho-Siberian type are made in the Urals and in the forest region to

the west of them. Evidently there was intercourse but no regular domi-

nation, such as is suggested by the finds in Little Russia. The best example
of a mixed Finno-Scythic culture (it may be premature to name it so, but all

likelihood points to such a name being near the mark) is the cemetery of

Ananjino, on the river Tojina near Elabuga, on the lower Kama 2
. Ananjino

belongs to the transition from bronze to iron : there are bronze axes and
pick-axes, spear and arrow-heads, and iron daggers of Siberian type (f. 1 79)
and some beast style ornaments recalling Siberian forms, for instance a twisted

up beast (f. 180) whose analogues come from the Crimea (f. 181) and from

Siberia (p. 274, f. 194). On the other hand some things recall the remains

found further to the north about Perm and everything is rudely made. The
costume on an incised tomb-stone is not unlike the Scythic (f. 178).

Further north and west the Siberian dagger penetrated among purely

Finnish people such as dwelt in the upper basin of the Kama 3
. This is the

country in which are found the wonderful pieces of Graeco- Roman, Byzantine

and Sassanian silver plate kept chiefly in the Hermitage and the Stroganov

palace at St Petersburg 4
. In this country are found bronze and copper “idols”

which have some connection with things Scythic
;

they seem rather poor

relations than imitations, but the outspread eagle with a human face upon
its breast, the emblem of the God of heaven, certainly recalls a favourite

Scythic motive, and the many-headed deer is, as it were, an exaggeration

of the type best exemplified by that from Axjutintsy 6
.

1 M. Dieulafoy

,

Journal des Savants 1906, p. 302,

condemns it, but cf. M. Rosenberg, Monatshefte d.

Kunstwissenschaftlichen Literatur
, 1906, p. 229.

2 Baron J.de Baye, “La Ndcropole d’Ananino,”

Mem. de la Societe Nationale des Antiquaires de

France
,
Serie vi. T. VI. 1897, pp. 1—26, and KTR.

p. 434 sqq. ;
also J. Aspelin, Atitiquites du

Nord Finno-Ougrien
, p. 105 sqq., Helsingfors,

1877. A. M. Tallgren promises a full account of

“ Die Bronzezeit im ostlichen u. nordlichen Russ-

land” in Finska Fornminnesforeningens Tidskrift

Vol. XXVI. Helsingfors, 1910.
3 Cf. “Antiquities of Chud folk on the Kama

from the Collection of the Teploukhovs,” published

by A. A. Spitsyn in Mat. XXVI. St P. 1902. PI.

XXVII. 8, a characteristic Scythic iron dagger

;

pi. xxxv. copper axe-heads. A. Likhachov in

Trans, of Vlth Russian Archaeological Congress
(Odessa, 1886), I. p. 135.

4 KTR. pp. 408 sqq.; Arch. Anz. 1908,

pp. 150— 162, fif. 1—6. Mr J. I. Smirnov of the

Hermitage has made a complete publication of

them in his Argenterie Orientate
,
St P. 1909.

6
J. Abercromby, Finns

,
Vol. 1. p. 11S sqq., p.

240; A. A. Spitsyn, TRAS. Russo-Slav. Section,

Vol. viii. (1906), pp. 29— 145, ff. 1—496, has given
a full repertory of such Shaman objects.

M. 33
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La Tene.

On its western border the Scytho-Siberian style met with the Hallstatt

and later with the La Tene styles. There seems to have been no inter-

action, but Scythic objects spread into Hungary

1

,
perhaps in consequence

of such movements as that of the Iazyges Metanastae (v. p. 121). The La
Tene objects found in Russia (hitherto very few) were brought by western
invaders, whether German Bastarnae or real Kelts (v. pp. 125, 127). Their
incursions were, as we have seen, less important than those from the east.

So far we can speak of the La Tene culture as having been established in

Poland and even in Galicia, but as merely sporadic in Podolia and on the

lower Dnepr, where the Protogenes inscription is the only witness to the

westerners’ raids

3

. It must have been in S. Russia that the Scythic beast-

style, applied to types developed from La Tene, produced the style of

the Migration period. Here too perhaps had arisen the fibula with its foot

bent back that gave rise to the cross-bow shape. Salin supposes that

different modifications of this form, e.g. the radiated and square-headed
types, mark different streams of culture diverging from the Crimea as a

centre, but he thinks that the Germans’ beast-style was their own and not

indebted to the Scythic 3

.

Caucasus.

Resemblances have been seen between the metal work of the Caucasus 1

and that of the Scytho-Siberian style, but they do not amount to much :

they might be expected when we consider that Assyrian influence reached

the Caucasus on one side and dominated Iran on the other, and also that

some tribes of the northern plains undoubtedly passed through the mountains
(v. supra p. 42). Most curious is a perfectly Minusinsk knife from Kortsa,

a little west of Ivoban 5
. At a comparatively late period the Caucasians seem

to have borrowed the characteristic looped mirrors 0

,
and along the northern

foot-hills finds of Scythic type are constant. Moreover Gothic jewels have

1

J. Hampel, “Skythische Denkmaler aus Un-
garn” in Ethnologische Mittheilungen aus Ungarn

,

Bd iv. (1895); P. Reinecke, “Die skythischen
Alterthiimer im mittleren Europa,” Zt. f. Eth-
nologie xxviii. (1896), v. supr. pp. 65, 68, 78.

2 A. A. Spitsyn in BCA. xii. p. 78, “ Monuments
of La T£ne Civilisation in Russia,” speaks of La
Tene finds in Poland and also at Gromovka and
Great Ternava in Podolia, Zalesje near Kiev, and
Vodjanoe near Nicopol.

3 Bernhard Salin, Die Altgermanische Thier-

ornamentik
,
iib. v. J. Mestorf, Stockholm u. Berlin,

1904, p. 12 sqq.
;

R. Hausman, “Ueber neuere
Fibelforschung,” Tra?is. Od. Soc. XXI. p. 255,
quoting O. Almgren : cf. fibulae inf. Ch. XI. f. 284,

xvii. f. 333 ;
Sm. hi. pi. i. and Baron J. de Baye,

Industrial Arts of the Anglo-Saxons
, p. 38 and

pi. hi.—VII.
4 For the earlier Archaeology of the Caucasus

see Materials touching the Archaeology of the

Caucasus
,
published by the Moscow Archaeological

Society, Part 1 with several short articles, and esp.

Part VIII, Moscow, 1900, which contains a very
full summary and many excellent plates, edited by
Countess P. S. U varov; E. Chantre, Recherches
Anthropologiques dans le Caucase, Paris, 1885-7;

J. de Morgan, Mission Scientifique au Caucase
,

Paris, 1889 ; J. Mourier, LArt au Caucase
,
Odessa,

1883 ; R. Virchow, Das Grdberfeld des Kobans
,

Berlin, 1884; “Ueber die Culturgeschichtliche Stel-

lung des Kaukasus,” Abhandl. d. koti. fr. Ahad.

der Wiss. zu Berlin
, 1895, I. ; G. Radde, Museum

Caucasicum
,
Bd v, bearbeitet von Grafin P. S.

Uwarow, in Russian and German, Tiflis, 1902 ;
see

also KTR. p. 437 sqq. There is a good repre-

sentative collection of objects from Koban and
elsewhere in the Museum at St Germain-en-Laye,
near Paris.

6 Countess P. S. Uvarov, Mat. Arch. Cauc. vm.
p. 180 and pi. LXXVI.

6 op. cit. pi. LIV., Dergavs.
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occurred in a great find at Rutkha 1 on the Urukh well in the mountains, and
typical fibulae and bird’s head ornaments have been found in several localities.

Sometimes types characteristic of the mountains are found sporadically in the
plains, for instance the singularly elegant axes of the Koban 2

recall one or two
specimens from Perm, that backwater to which all kinds of flotsam drifted 3

.

But it seems as if the Caucasus threw no light on the early population of the
northern steppes. The objects of the Koban cemetery have their analogues
in central Europe, whatever the connection may have been 4

;
later sites

shew products of Roman craftsmanship, but on the whole archaeology is even
more at fault in the mountains than in the plains.

1 op. cit. pi. Cl. CII. Vol. I. p. 240, regards these as evidence of the
2 op. cit. pi. in.

—

VIII.; KTR. p. 462, f. 407. early existence of the Permian trade route.
3 Aspelin, p. 60, f. 237 ; J. Abercromby, Finns, i H. Schmidt, Zt.f. Etlm. XXXVI. (1904), p. 620.

Fig. 182 bis. Ivory Ibex and Boar from Ephesus, v. p. 263. Constantinople Museum.

U. G. Hogarth, Excavations at Ephesus
,
London, 1908. Ch. IX. “The Ivory Statuettes,” by Sir

Cecil Smith. Ibex, p. 163, No. 23, pi. XXI. 5, xxm. 2. Boar, p. 164, No. 26, pi. XXVI. 3; cf. p. 177,
f. 33, bronze ibex and boar from the Troad. My best thanks are due to the Trustees of the British

Museum and to Sir Cecil Smith for leave to reproduce these objects, and to Mr Dalton who called them
to my notice. The pictures came too late to go into their right place in the text.

The resemblance of these animals to the Scythic is exceedingly close. In the Ibex the attitude

of the feet and the way they are conventionalised is just that of the Scythic deer. The manner in

which its head is turned round is a Mycenaean survival
;
Sir Cecil Smith compares the ibex on the

Enkomi casket in the British Museum, but in the Scythic area it can be paralleled by a plaque
from the Kuban (p. 279, f. 205), and a cheek-piece and a plaque from Zhabotin (p. 188, f. 80,

Nos. 540, 539). On this last a mare with her foal bears upon her shoulder a star applied in the same
way as the circles upon the ibex. Both star and circles may go back to a swirl of hair such as is

just visible upon the shoulders of the lions flanking the tip of the Melgunov sheath (p. 171, f. 65,
cf. a rosette in the same position, Layard, Monuments of Nineveh, 1. 31). More probably it is due
to the practice of adorning the plain surfaces of figures with various decorative motives, a practice

common to the Ionian (Sir C. Smith, p. 156) and Siythic styles, and pushed to its furthest in the

Kul Oba deer and Vettersfelde fish and in the Siberian plates (e.g. p. 273, f. 197). The boar is

also very like Scythic work especially about the feet : it has some resemblance to a gold boar from
Alexandropol {KTR. p. 244, f. 223=ASH. vi. 3). Gold work like some of that from Ephesus, particularly

the repoussd plates (Hogarth op. cit. PL vm. IX.), more especially a roundel with a griffin (vill. 3)
in which Hogarth sees a Central European look, may have served as a model for similar work in

Scythia.
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CHAPTER X.

SCYTHIC ART AND GREEK ART IN THE SERVICE OF SCYTHIANS.

Scythic art has a character of its own. When we have made all

allowance for foreign influence there remains something unlike anything

else, the basis of the whole development, that to which imported elements

had to conform or else quickly degenerate beyond recognition. This
native element is at its purest in the art of the basin of the upper Jenisei

and its centre may be reckoned Minusinsk. Until the true date and
affinities of Minusinsk art have been made clear the Scythic problem cannot

be said to be solved.

Unhappily we are not yet in a position to frame even plausible theories

on the subject. In the last chapter I have given the few data available:

but they do not take us far. The objects there figured give a fairly

representative collection of the different classes of Minusinsk work : sufficient

to judge of its character, sufficient to let the reader see for himself affinities

with the products of other lands. Mr Seebohm’s Siberia in Asia is,

I believe, the only English book in which any of them have been figured.

The few specimens he brought home are in the British Museum. Other-

wise these things are inaccessible to British archaeologists.

Almost all the types are peculiar. The knife seems to be a local

development, at least we seem able to trace it through many stages :

but this type was not spread over the Scythic area, and in China only, as

has been said, seems to have its counterpart. The dagger does not seem
to have attained its development at once. Its less perfect form also

appears in China
;

but its fully developed type spread westwards as far

as Hungary. The mirrors also spread to China and to S. Russia : like-

wise the cauldrons. The arrow-heads appear nearly all to be of the four

faceted 1 as against the later triangular shape. The axe heads seem a final

improvement of the socketed celt, having a peculiar second loop (p. 243,

f. 15 1). This also spread over the Scythic area (p. 190); later would be

that with one loop in the middle of the broad side (p. 243, p. 245, f. 158).

Finally we have the beautifully shaped head with a transverse hole for the

haft (hi. 5 on p. 251). All these types suggest that bronze casting was
developed longer and further than in most countries : that an out-of-the-way

district was left undisturbed to let its bronze craft evolve independently.

Something similar seems true of Hungary.
But the ornament has the chief claim to interest and is the greatest

puzzle. It is not quite clear which way it is going
;

whether animal

forms are being degraded into easy curves or curves have suddenly been

seen to have animal possibilities. To me this latter seems the case. The
1 More or less similar to Nos. 203 to 18 on p. 190, f. 82, but without side spurs.
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loops of a mirror (p. 244, f. 152) or the ring of a knife handle (ff. 150, 165)
suggested, perhaps at first owing to the chances of casting, the shape of an
animal with its head down, or of two heads neck to neck

;
the loop of an

axe-head (f. 151) joined to another small ring looked like a beak and eye
and was improved to bring out the resemblance. So the ends of pommel
and guard struck the imagination as being ready to make beak-heads, and
beak-heads became the regular decoration of the dagger (ff. 169—

1
7

1
).

The wrong end of an axe became a beak-head or an argali schematically

rendered (ff. 152, 150). Animals so derived from loops and knobs and
handles remained simple and geometrical in their lines. The eyes remain
ring-like

;
the beaks are always curved right round, the bodies lumpy and

the limbs thick. Sometimes pure line was sufficient, zigzags in the knife

handles (ff. 153, 155), even spirals as on the ornament and mirror from
Batteni (f. 152). The ornament from Bijsk (ib.) shews a favourite pattern

for incrusted jewelry. When this eye for chance resemblances was turned

on to representations of animals it saw them also in antlers or tails in

which it was ready to fancy a likeness to other creatures’ heads
;
but this

development seems subsequent to the introduction of iron and the conquest

of the metal workers by nomads who exploited their skill. It is the dis-

tinguishing mark of the Scythic style.

There does not seem to me to be anything in the earlier Minusinsk

art which need have come in from outside, except perhaps the socketed

celt
1

. It was the nomads who brought beasts and monsters from sw. Asia,

and perhaps from the coasts of the Euxine. M. Salomon Reinach has

seen resemblances between Siberian art and certain points of Mycenaean.
If there be such they are in the later Minusinsk, which is identical with

Scythic. But this had received Mediterranean elements into itself
;
archaic

Greek art as practised in Ionia had penetrated to it at an early period,

and before that there may have been other influences from the Aegean
region. These affected Scythic art from the first and would account for

any resemblances. So that there may be truth in M. Reinach’s fascinating

theory that the representation of a flying gallop in which the animal sticks

his legs out in all directions at once, spread from Mycenaean art to some
lost Central Asian art and hence through Siberia as far as China, to

return to the West and English sporting prints with the Chinoiseries of

the xvmth century 2
.

Influence of Western Asia and Ionia.

Whatever the ultimate origin of the Minusinsk style, whatever in-

fluences it may have felt in spite of its remoteness, upon the coming of the

iron people it became the foundation of their taste and was spread by

them over all the steppes. Thereby it emerged from its isolation and

1 Sophus Muller, Urgeschichte Europas, p. 1 6 1 ,
xxxvi. (1900), pp. 216 and 440; xxxvii. p. 244;

brings the style up from S. Russia. XXXVIII. (1901), pp. 27 (Scythic style) and 224;
2 S. Reinach, “La Representation du Galop XXXIX. p. 1, and BCH. 1897, pp. 5— 15,

“ Un
dans l’art ancien et moderne,” Revue Archtologique, Monument oublid de l’art Mycenden.”
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became exposed to the influences of the arts of south-western Asia. But it is

beyond us to disentangle these influences, because we are not yet able to

clear up the mutual relations of these arts, Assyrian, perhaps N. Syrian and
finally Iranian on the one hand, on the other Mycenaean (in survivals) and
early Greek. If, for instance, we take the Ephesus 1 and the Nimrud 2

ivories

referred to the vmth and ixth centuries, Sir Cecil Smith 3
is inclined to make

both groups Greek: Mr Hogarth 4
finds the former Greek under Assyrian

influence exerted through the N. Syrians, the latter N. Syrian. Seeing that

very similar ivories come from Sparta 5

,
perhaps rather too much has been

made of the Orientalism in the Ionian finds, though the very material suggests

the East: that Greeks should have had a hand in the Nimrud ivories seems
thereby less probable. The difference touches the Scythic question nearly, in-

asmuch as one or two of the Ephesus beasts (v. p. 260) are in a style almost

identical with the Scythic. With the Ephesus Lions 6 may be classed the

lion-head from Vasilkov (p. 193, f. 85). But it is precisely in the beasts that

Assyrian influence appears most plausible at Ephesus
;
yet the features which

recall the Scythic do not seem to extend to the basreliefs of N. Syria 7 and
Assyria, though the small figures in the round are not so very unlike 8

. It

seems therefore justifiable to distinguish two quasi-independent strains that

met in Scythic art, the Assyrian to which the Iranian succeeded and the

Ionian which never quite gave way to the Attic.

The earliest objects from Scythia that we can date, the Melgunov and
Kelermes sheaths, referred to the vnth and vith centuries b.c., are under
overwhelming Assyrian influence, yet their general forms are Scythic and
the crouching deer upon the side projection is Ionian : in the sheath from

the Don (p. 270, f. 186) the two strains are blended. In the Oxus sheath

the Scythic element is weaker. Pieces of Iranian work are few in European
Scythia, the hilt of the Chertomlyk sword is the best example 0

;
further east

we can name the better specimens from the Oxus and one piece of Siberian

treasure (p. 272, ff. 1 88, 189), but its imitation is universal in the Asiatic

steppes and is carried by tribal movements into Europe. In the vnth and
vith centuries b.c. Greek and Oriental art were still closely allied, and even
later certain classes of objects seem to stand between the two, especially

engraved cylinders and gems such as those from S. Russia illustrated in

Ch. xi.
§ 13, f. 298, and others like them from western Asia 10

,
and certain

silver work (v. p. 265).

In the Greek influence we must distinguish two periods, that of the

Ionian archaic art and that of the fully developed Attic art afterwards

practised throughout the Greek world. There is something almost barbaric

about the Ionian art that makes us barbarians think of our own mediaeval

1 Hogarth, Excavations at Ephesus
, pp. 155

—

185, pi. xxi.—XXVII.
2 Cecil Smith, ib. p. 182, pi. xxvm. XXIX.;

Perrot and Chipiez, Chaldaea
,
&c. 1. pp. 212, 301,

363, ff. 80, 129, 130; II. pp. 1 19— 122, ff. 56—59;
Dalton, Archaeologia

,
lviii. pp. 246, 247.

3
l.c. p. 184.

4 Ionia and the East, Oxford, 1909, p. 59.
5 BSA. xii. pp. 320—328, Xiii. pp. 70— 107.

0 Exc. at Eph. xxi. 1, 3, xxiii. 3, xxv. 12.
7 e.g. the deer at Sindzherli, K. Humana u. O.

Puchstein, Reisen in Kl. Asien
,
xliv. 1, xlv. 3.

8 e.g. many with the Nimrud Ivories in the
British Museum, cf. Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit.

11. p. 315, f. 193.
u Yet cf. for the hilt Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit.

1. p 334, two calves’ heads addorsed from Nineveh.
10 Furtwangler, Antike Gemmen

,
ill. p. ii6sqq.
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work, a decorative quaintness which does not demand for its appreciation

so high a level of aesthetic development as that required by the perfect

art of the vth century. Hence its easy adoption by neighbouring Asiatic

nations and the employment of Greek craftsmen by the Achaemenians.
Hence too its spreading among the Scythians. Prepared by the Minusinsk
culture and perhaps by some contact with survivals of Mycenaean art, the

Scythians made the Ionian archaic style as employed for the representation

of beasts their own, and continued to practise it with much spirit, but too

little restraint, incorporating into it Minusinsk feeling. The elements that

they thus joined were not hopelessly incongruous, but combined to make
a whole, with a distinct character of its own and no small decorative merit.

Moreover, even when the Pontic Greeks had left it behind, the Scyths having
made it their own kept to it fairly consistently : when their models were not

beyond them they were capable of assimilating them. So this descendant of

Ionian archaic art lived on until after the Christian era and spread from

Siberia to Hungary.
The story of Aristeas and the account of the trade route running north-

east from the Euxine shews us that there was every reason why products of

Ionian art of the vnth and vith centuries b.c. should quickly penetrate into

the interior of northern Asia, and their style become the property of all

the nomad tribes. Hence we can readily admit the possibility that objects

of this date found as far north as Minusinsk should recall details of ivory

carvings found at Ephesus, and that the Scythic crouching deer itself

should be originally Greek. Accordingly in the older period it is very

hard, strange as it may appear, to distinguish between Greek and Scythic.

Herodotus (iv. 79) bears witness to a Scyth’s use of Greek style by
mentioning the griffins and sphinxes in the palace of Scyles in Olbia

;
we may

picture them as like the griffins from Olympia 1

.

Archaic Greek Objects in Scythia.

Specimens of this archaic Greek art which penetrated to the Scythians

and called forth their imitation are not infrequent. They have with them

only the Assyrian work at Kelermes and Melgunov’s Barrow, in cases such as

Vettersfelde and the Seven Brothers they make up the greater part of the

find, though there are already some later things. Mostly the older pieces

are few compared to the products of the later art. Their interest for the

moment being the effect they exercised upon the native style we may leave

aside such as produced no imitations
;
such are the Greek pots, technically

as well as artistically inimitable (Ch. xi.
§ 7), and some of their bronzes

(Ch. xi.
§ 10, ff. 278— 281). Furtwangler long ago pointed out that the

Vettersfelde objects (v. p. 237) were of pure Greek work, and shewed that

the details, especially the Triton on the fish, the friezes of animals rather

quietly attacking and flying, the convention by which quadrupeds seen

from the side have only two legs, the use made of the graver to put in

surface details, the eyes on the sheath so suggestive of Augenschalen, and

1 Olympia iv. pi. XI.IX., cf. Hogarth, Excav. at Ephesus
,
pi. XVI. 4 ;

Delplies, V. pi. X.
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the whole spirit of the three chief pieces, belong to Ionian work of the late

archaic period. The earring is put down by Hadaczek to an earlier period

and is purely Ionian : the dagger sheath just like the one from Tomakovka
(p. 158 below) is perhaps later, but likewise entirely Greek. But the chief

pieces, as shewn by the shape of the sheath and perhaps by the use of

small animals to decorate the big fish, mark the interference of the Scythian

customer. The Kul Oba deer (p. 203) has only this last point to make
it Scythic, its general character is just like the Ephesus ibex down to the

details of the feet, which might strike one as barbarous. The Kostromskaja
deer (p. 226) represents a decided conventionalising of the same type, and
in spite of the grace of line and skill of execution must be native work.

The Seven Brothers also yielded much archaic Greek work. Almost all

the gold plates on p. 208 are of this class
;
such an array of animals

would delight a Scythian, and the Asiatic element in Ionian allowed

monstrous forms which were not less welcome. On two of the triangular

plates, that with the eagle and hare (a well-known design, e.g. the coins of

Agrigentum) and that with a lion and ibex, there is only just a touch of

archaism (p. 211, f. 112 and p. 209, f. 108); whereas upon a third (p. 213,

11. 6) we can see an archaic model through barbarous execution, and upon
another (p. 211, f. 111) though the execution is skilful the incongruous

monster suggests barbarism. The breastplate with a gorgoneion (p. 213,

11. 1) offers a type which is very popular on the small plates of gold: the

Scythians could attain to such a grotesque. The great silver rhyton

(p. 2 1 1, f. 1 10) with a winged ibex from the same tomb, like the lesser

golden dog 1 rhyton and those from Kul Oba (p. 197), is a fine specimen

of Graeco-Asiatic art, having decided Ionian affinities both in its main lines

and in its decoration : compare that from Erzingan in Armenia figured by
Dalton 2

. The figure of a sow engraved in rock crystal (p. 208, No. 33) is

typically Ionian, as Furtwangler points out 3
. Altogether the Seven Brothers

give us Greek things just as they best suited Scythic taste without going

out of their way to meet it. The gold saucer (p. 204, f. 99) from Kul Oba
appears to me Greek work almost as early, but calculated for a Scythian

purchaser, witness the bearded heads. The general scheme of rays or petals

recalls the dish from the tomb at Nymphaeum which agrees in so much with

the vn Brothers (p. 213, ill. 5), or a dish found with the Erzingan rhyton 4
.

The manner in which the rays are filled is ingenious : archaic Greek art

shared with the barbarians a natural abhorrence of void : but the various

elements are rather incongruous, and the leoparcl-heads upside down shew

a disregard of the fitness of things which would hardly have pleased a Greek.

Kul Oba had one or two early gold plates for sewing on to clothes, but

these are hardly archaic
:

just these patterns occur also at Alexandropol

1 KTR. p. 318 f. 286= CR. 1877, 1. 7 -

2 Oxus Treasure
,
No. 178. He calls it Perso-

Greek. Much the same technique is exemplified

by the great vessel of uncertain provenance with

two handles, each a winged ibex or antelope, one of

which is in the Berlin Antiquarium (Furtwangler,

Arch. Anz. 1892, p. 1
1 5), the other in the Louvre

(W. Froehner, La Collection Tyszkiewicz
,
Munich,

1892, pi. III.). This is referred by Furtwangler to

M,

the vth century, but a slightly inferior ibex (No. 10

in the Oxus Treasure) of the same style has a

palmette on its lower attachment which Dalton
puts in the ivth century. All these have the muscle-
markings brought out in gold (v. p. 268).

3 Vettersfelde
,
p. 23 (v. inf. p. 270).

4 Dalton, Oxus Treasure, No. 180; cf. Les Arts,

1. (1902), p. 18 ;
cf. No. 18 of the treasure itself.

34
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and the Seven Brothers; probably the dies were in use a long time. In

general the Medusa-head plates were best imitated : others produced the

poor result we see at Volkovtsy (p. 184). The Ryzhanovka earrings (p. 178)
shaped like dumpy griffins with curled-up wings are called by Hadaczek 1

masterpieces of Graeco-Scythic work of the mrd century b.c. : they look

to me earlier, and certainly go back to archaic originals. Sphinxes from
Alexandropol (p. 158, xxx. 24) and from Deev Barrow near Seragozy 2

have similar wings. In the case of one or two types we have not found

actual Greek originals in the Scythian district, though they are familiar

enough elsewhere: such is the winged goddess from Alexandropol (p. 154,

f. 40) and the animal on the mirror from Romny (p. 178, f. 73). The ivory

lion heads from near Smela 3
are, at any rate that shewn on p. 193, good

examples of the orientalising Greek style. The mounting of the mirror from

Prussy also looks quite Ionian, being identical with a mirror-mount from

Olbia, though the beak-heads are very Scythic and perhaps not original
4
.

Scythic Beast-style.

When the Scythians set to work for themselves one way of attaining

decorative effect was the reducing of organic curves to abstract ones as

we see on such mirrors as that from Romny or on the Kostromskaja deer.

Another was to imitate the practice of the makers of the Vettersfelde fish

and the Kul Oba deer and cover the beasts with secondary ornament or turn

extremities into heads of other creatures. This we see on the Axjutintsy deer

(p. 181) on which the curve of the belly has afforded space for a bird’s eye

and beak, and the antlers end in griffins’ heads. The extreme case is seen

in the gold plate of another reindeer from Verkhne-udinsk (p. 275, f. 197) which

is all over small animals fitted in to cover every space. And the addition

of incongruous extremities, especially claws (which give such a good excuse

for stone settings), has rendered it impossible for us to define the species

of some of the Siberian beasts. However for sheer incongruity nothing

can surpass the gryllus from the Seven Brothers (p. 21 1).

In the adorning of men’s things, especially in horse trappings, this older

naturalised style remained supreme. It seems as if the Greeks recognised

its suitability, for in what was apparently a purely Greek grave at Nymphaeum
there were many psalia quite similar to those from the Scythic Seven Brothers

(v. p. 214). So too the hilts of the characteristic Scythic swords and knives

are almost all worked in this style, and again are sometimes the only objects

of the kind in the tomb 5

,
or else they are Assyrian, as in Melgunov’s Barrow

and Kelermes, or Iranian as at Chertomlyk, never as it seems Greek.

Besides the absolutely bizarre and apparently meaningless combinations

which seem merely due to the desire for decorative detail or the impulse

to complete the chance resemblance which an antler or tail of one animal

may bear to the head of another, we also find the well-defined monsters

which go back to the symbolic creations of western Asia, sphinxes, griffins

1 IJer Olirschmuck der Griechen und Etruster, 4
p. 191, No. 351, cf. CR. 1905, p. 34, f. 32.

Wien, 1903, p. 41, f. 16; Sm. II. p. 143, xvi. 4.
6 e.g. Mirza Kekuvatskij, near Kerch, ABC.

2 BCA. XIX. p. 170, pi. xiii., v. p. 170. Reinach, p. 21, pi. xxvn. 9.
3 Frontispieces of Sm, I, and 11.
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and such like. The Greeks were prepared to supply these, already them-
selves sharing them with the East, and they became the stock decoration

of objects destined for the Scythian market, and were in high honour among
the colonists themselves who put the griffin on the coins of Panticapaeum.

Besides going to the extreme of making an animal more decorative

by adding to him the attributes of another, the Scyths were inclined to

insist on surface details and use them to make a pleasing pattern. There
is this element in one of the little silver gilt vessels from Kul Oba 1

,
and

on the dagger sheath from the same grave inscribed rfOPNAXO 2

;
in spite of

the Greek model, still archaic though already too far advanced in style for

satisfactory imitation, the native taste comes out in the way that the line which
indicates musculature on Ninevite sculptures is represented by a volute or

Figs. 183, 184. Gold plates. Ak-Mechet. KTR. pp. 284, 285, ff. 249, 250.

S curve. We see the same thing on a gem from the Crimea3
. This tendency

when carried further leads to designs like the plates from Karagodeuashkh

(p. 219, f. 123) or Berestnjagi 4

;
without looking into them one is not sure that

animals are really intended, so far have they degenerated into mere deco-

rative arrangements of curves. The deer from Ak-Mechet is tending this

way, but on the other plate vegetable forms are taking the likeness of a

snail. A more interesting example of this conventionalising of animal forms

is shewn by certain horse trappings from Ivrasnokutsk 5
. Here the design

most clearly foreshadows the northern European beast-style. Very similar

are designs from Siberia 6
.

1 ABC. xxxiv. 1 on p. 198. x. on p. 191 ; so Volkovtsy, p. 185, f. 78.
2 ABC. xxvi. 2 on p. 203. 5

pp. 167, 168, ff. 56, 57 and ASH. XXIII. 4 on
3 Ch. XI. § 13, f. 298, Furtwangler, Ant. p. 158.

Gemmen
,

XI. 26. 6 Radloff, A us Sibirien, II. p. 128, v. on p. 251,
4 Sm. III. xviii. 11, xix. 2 = Khanenko, II. 3, LX. XII. 1

—

6.

34—2
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On statuettes in the Oxus treasure we have the muscle markings
emphasized decoratively though without entire disregard of natural modelling

(p. 256, Nos. 11 and 12). But when the beast came to be felt as merely
part of the pattern, there was no reason why this line should not be
brought out in colour as well as in form, and on the ibex (No. 10, v. p. 265,

n. 2) gilt is used, and finally it became the custom among the Asiatic nomads
to adorn the flanks of creatures with blue stone or coral inlaid, and the

round or pearshaped forms suggested by the prominence of the muscle
were combined into one motive of a dot between two triangles, which has

suggested to some writers an eye, to others a beak-head doubled for

symmetry

1

. All these modifications and departures from naturalism were
due to horror of empty space, which also led to the creatures being twisted

about in every way so as exactly to fill the space available.

The species represented in Scythic art are many 3
. The lions and other

felidae preying upon deer are after Asiatic or Greek models. Their species

are hard to define, because the artists did not care to be accurate as to spots

and manes and tasselled tails, such details they delighted to add even to

lionesses. Chief of the true Scythic beasts is the reindeer who is constantly

occurring, mostly in a crouching position with his legs bent under his body

—

he figures upon quiver covers, breastplates, shields, standards, gold plates

for sewing on to clothes, mirrors, bridle cheek-pieces and other trappings,

and upon the one Scythic gem, and in Siberia upon a wood-carved saucer

(v. p. 251) and another wooden fragment. So too a bird of prey is a favourite

subject, sometimes with wings deployed to form a gold

plaque for sewing on to clothes, more often a mere
head and beak, upon standards, horses’ cheek-pieces, no

more than beak and eye at Nymphaeum (p. 215, f. 1 1 6),

ending the horns of the deer or the tail of a monster,

the hilt of a sword or the handle of a mirror, second but

to the deer. He even occurs double-headed (double-

headed eagles seem natural in Russia) on a bronze plaque 3

Besides these the ibex is common, especially on Siberian things, and

mostly in the round, as an adornment to edges, as it were upon the sky line,

e.g. on the Chertomlyk cauldron (p. 162, f. 50) and the Novocherkassk

crown (p. 233, f. 138) side by side with the deer. Characteristic are the

bell-like objects with an ibex perched upon them (p. 249, ff. 166, 167) ;
such

a one serves also as a mirror handle (p. 193). The horse is rare except on

his own cheek-pieces, which so often end with a hoof at one end and an

admirably conventionalised horse’s head at the other (p. 189). The hare

is not uncommon (p. 186). In the Siberian plaques the fauna is yet more

varied, for we get many different beasts of prey, serpents, eagles, oxen and the

yak, as well as horses, dogs and boars, and even human figures.

There is in the productions of this adopted style a unity in the design

and execution, an adaptation of the ornament to the form of the object to be

CR.1S72.nr?

Taman, teiv,

n* V.iaunn

duU.

Fig. 185.

1 Cf. Dalton xnArchamlogia, LVin. p. 237 ;
Oxus cloisonnce, Vol. 11. p. 158, on the Fauna of the

Treasure, p. 30 sq. countries where Scythic and Siberian art prevailed.
* Cf. Ch. de Linas, Origines de Porfcvrerie 3

p. 178, cf. BSA. XIII. p. 85, f. 21, Spartan ivory.
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decorated, which makes quite rude things satisfactory. It shews that the

style had become the natural expression of the people who had developed
the characteristic forms of the objects themselves. It is far otherwise with

the occasional attempts to apply the fully developed Greek style to these

same objects. The things begin to lose their original shape, and at the same
time violence is done to the Greek design which is being borrowed from
elsewhere and applied to a new held

;
hence the shortcomings we shall have

to notice in some of the more ambitious pieces of Greek work from S. Russia.

When an actual Greek form suited their purposes the Scythians used it

readily enough, as in the case of various pieces of armour and some decora-

tions for horses (e.g. at Tsymbalka and Chmyreva barrows, pp. 166— 169,

ff. 54, 58—61). This was always the case with women’s belongings which
served for pure decoration, so that their forms were not conditioned by
necessities of use. Hence we find plenty of later Greek work at the

women’s sides, e.g. at Kul Oba and Ryzhanovka. But at the latter we see

the miserable attempts of the natives to imitate the higher style, corruptio

optimi pessima. Other examples of the same failure are the second frontlet

from Tsymbalka (f. 55), and that from Volkovtsy (p. 185), and the plate

from Berestnjagi (p. 191, Khan. lxx. x.) in which one can just trace the

elegant ivth century griffins.

Especially in representations of the human form did the Scythians fail.

They did not do so badly with masks because these derive from the

gorgoneion which they received in the archaic phase (v. p. 208), but the

Ionian decorative art was not specially fond of the human figure, and the

attempts to imitate later models are grotesque without being spirited. Such
are plates from Geremes 1 and Kurdzhips 2

. The badness of the figures on
the Karagodeuashkh headdress (p. 218) may be due to the treatment the plate

has received. Most of the thin gold figures in the Oxus treasure, though
they are not exactly Scythic, are equally bad 3

,
but one is fairly good (p. 255,

f> I74 )'

As with the early Turks so with the Scyths, gold is the favourite

material. We know of hardly anything but their gold work. A certain

number of similar objects in bronze, a few silver cups and horns, their iron

sword blades, some bits of carved wood from Siberia, and the interesting

carved bone work from the Kiev and Kuban districts, make up all that is left

in any other material 4
. We can well believe that their tents were spread

with carpets of their own make, and their garments may have had other

decoration more suitable than the innumerable gold plates : but of this we
have no remains 5

. In the western district, where pottery had been suc-

cessfully practised before the Scythic period, some of their earthenware was
pleasing in shape, with a dark ground and incised patterns filled in with

white (p. 82, ff. 24, 25), but native work could not compete with Greek
pottery; for a nomad with close communication with the Ural and the

Altai gold was the special medium for artistic work, accessible, portable and
instantly effective.

1 KTR. p. 253, f. 232 =ASH. XXII. 9, and p. 33.
4

pp. 188, 189, ff. 80, 81, and p. 223.
2

p.
/zi2

) — CR. 1895, p. 62, f. 140. 6 Sin. 1. p. 73, No. xxvi. A woollen g'arment
3 Dalton, Nos. 49 to 100. embroidered in red, blue and yellow.
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Scythic Style in Northern Asia.

In the borders of European Russia the place of discovery makes very
little difference as to style. There may be a rather greater proportion of

pure Greek things about the Bosporus, but as pure a Greek style occurs

round Kiev or on the Dnepr bend, and some objects even at Kul Oba are

absolutely Scythic. As against the Asiatic steppes there is a difference

:

there the Iranian influence is much stronger, and objects made in Iran, so

rare in the West, can be quoted from the Oxus treasure and the Siberian finds :

whereas actual Greek work has not been found beyond the Oxus, though
we have seen that Ionian art made its influence felt far to the North East.

Still the first art, to which we can point and say that we have actual

examples which found their way into the possession of the Scyths and therefore

could attract them, was the Assyrian. This contact must have taken place

in Asia, and the Melgunov and Kelermes finds must have travelled westwards,

the Oxus sheath, which may be Iranian, eastwards. The mixture of Assyrian

and Scythic motives is much more intimate upon the sheath from the Don.
As regards form it does not seem to have possessed the characteristic pro-

jection by the hilt, but agrees with the other early specimens in its shortness

and broadness. Upon it are three beasts
;
a boar, whose muscles and ear are

rendered in a way which will soon let them degenerate into merely decorative

curls—his mane has not the gap seen upon the Vettersfelde hog— is pursued

by a lion. The lion’s mane is represented as though it were a separate cape

put on
;
his tail looks like a string of vertebrae ending in a beak-head (on

Melgunov’s sheath we have cape-like manes and scorpion tails, pp. 171, 172,

ffi. 65, 67) ;
his muscles have the S curve and similar mannerisms. The last

beast is a lion, just like the other, save that his hindquarters are twisted round

so as to bring the feet against the top margin—a most Siberian attitude—and

M. Reinach would say most Mycenaean 1

. In this sheath, which cannot be

later than the vith century b.c. because of its closeness to Assyrian models,

Fig. 186. My thanks are due to Dr A. Conze for leave to copy this.

we see the Scythic style already sufficiently independent to introduce con-

siderable modifications into the model provided by a higher art, modifications

dictated by a spirit we can trace for another eight centuries.

The Iranian art was a more permanent neighbour than the Assyrian,

just so much higher than the Scythic as to encourage imitation. In Europe

its direct contributions are limited to the Chertomlyk hilt
2 and a seal cylinder

1 Cf. inf. p. 276, f. \f)i=KTR. p. 391, f- 351; duction in Pridik, Melgunov
,
pi. V. i, and compare

Reinach Rev. Arch. XXXVIII. p. 39. the round silver plaque from the Oxus Treasure,

2
P- 163, f- 51, but see the photographic repro- No. 24.
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(p. 193, f. 85) found at Kholodnyj Jar near Smela 1

;
but to the eastwards Iran is

supreme. We can see what part it played by merely looking at the pictures

of the Oxus treasure. Here, discovered on
the borders between Iran and the steppes, we
have an ensemble of objects which includes,

on the one hand, the most considerable,

till de Morgan’s find at Susa, almost the

only collection of ancient Persian goldwork
known : on the other, barbarous imitations

of the Persian style strongly coloured by
the Scythic character, shading off into the

regular Scytho-Siberian work : the Greek
things are as it were intrusive, isolated

:

other objects are unfamiliar in style, and
cannot be referred to any known school,

though there is no reason to doubt their

genuineness. A comparison of these objects

from Susa with Nos. 117 and 118 of the

Oxus treasure shews their identity in

general composition and even in style,

allowing for the rough treatment suffered

by the latter. Everything in the Oxus
treasure has lost its stones. It almost

looks as if the things had been prepared
for melting down. The mutilated necklet

from Kul Oba (p. 197) with enamel in place of stone inlay shews the same
scheme as treated by a Greek

;
the original model was Assyrian 2

.

End a^Tar^uc> .$uSMp.g7

FlO. 187 from J. de Morgan’s preliminary
publication (Paris, 1902), belter in Minis-
tere de FInstruction publique, Delegation
cn Perse

,
Memoires

,
T. vm. (1905)^. 44,

ff. 70, 71, pi. IV.
; p. 48, f. 76, pi. V.

Siberian Goldwork.

Of purely Persian style, identical with that of the great Oxus griffin-

bracelet which Dalton puts in the vth century b.c., is one piece from Siberia
acquired in the same way as the generality of Siberian plates (v. supra,

p. 253). It is hardly needed to prove that Persian originals penetrated far

northwards, we could deduce that from the imitations, but its presence makes
quite certain. It is a necklet 3

in the shape of an overlapping ring, 19 cm.
across, made up of two hollow gold tubes, each of which ends in a winged
lion, d he picture shews the hollows prepared to receive precious stones,
turquoise or lazulite

;
they mark the lines of the face, the ridges of the horns

the shaggy mane, to which is applied a scale ornament which is so effective

in any cloisonne technique, the shorter feathers of the wings, the curves
of the ribs and, specially typical, the muscles of the hindquarters. Here
already the intelligible lines of such a figure as the Oxus deer have given
rise to a roundel representing the projection of the hip bone, flanked by
hollow triangles that only distantly recall muscle lines (v. above, p. 268).
Perhaps the true origin of this pattern is in the purely inconsequent decoration

1 Perhaps it is rash to call this or Nos. 8 and 30 Perrot and Chipiez, Sardinia, etc., II. p. 243, f. 370,
below on p. 208 specifically Iranian. N. Syrian bracelet.

2 Layard, Mon. of Nineveh, XXIV. Li. n
;

cf. 3
ff. 188, 189, cf. Oxus Treasure, p. 28, f. 18.
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Figs. 188 (£), 189 (}). Golden necklet from Siberia. Hermitage. Pridik, Melgunov
,
V. 2 a

,
c.

Fig. 190. Gold figure of a reindeer from Siberia. Hermitage. KTR. p. 381, f- 335-

Fig. 191. Ends of a torque in gold from Siberia. Hermitage. KTR. p. 383, f. 339.
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of the Zhabotin horse or the Ephesus ibex : but the deer here figured (f. 190)

has markings which might well develope into such as adorn the lion.

Another torque is not far removed from the Persian style of the first, but

in spite of their spirit the lions that form its ends are distinctly inferior to it,

especially in fineness of execution (f. 19 1).

A similar falling off is noticeable in a great figure of an eagle 1 with a

kind of reptile head devouring an ibex. Especially coarse are the cloisons

on the neck, breast and upper wings. They were once filled with red stones.

The tail feathers seem to have been supplemented by real feathers slipped in.

The ibex has the • ornament. His hindquarters are slewed round in a way
that can be better seen on other examples (e.g. p. 276, f. 198).

Fig. 192. Gold Plate from Siberia, probably a crest. Hermitage.

From an Electrotype in S. Kensington Museum.

Of unusual form is a buckle (p. 274, f. 193), of which the pierced

work distinctly recalls the late Roman pierced work figured by RiegR, and

a buckle from Chersonese 3
. This, with the Novocherkassk treasure and

the coins of Gordian and the Younger Han, confirm the belief that this

style lasted well on into the time of the Roman empire.

1 First figured in Archaeologia, n. pi. XV., also Origines
,

II. p. 196.
.

Dalton, ib. LVin. p. 255, f. 19. 1 have to thank him 2 Die Spatromische Kunstindustne nach den

and the Society of Antiquaries for an electrotype of Funden in Oesterreich-Ungarn
,
pi. XII.

his block. KTR. p. 379, flf. 332, 333 ;
De Linas, 3 Ch. XVII. f. 333= CR. 1894, p. 74,

f- 107.

35M.
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Another curious form is a strap ornament formed of a lioness, bent right

round until she has almost lost the shape of a beast. Yet exactly the same
pattern in bronze and with less complete conventionalising comes from

Sympheropol, and another example of still ruder workmanship from Anan-
jino (p. 258, ff. 180, 181), shewing how even the less important Scythic

types spread just beyond the borders of the steppes.

It has been remarked (p. 253) that the typical plates of this style are

either in a kind of oblong frame or of a co shape. As a specimen of

the former we have a combat between a boar (bear ?) and a great serpent

(f. 195). The boar has claws, but all animals in this style have claws, they

give such a good excuse for inlaying. In this case there are comparatively

few stones. The next (f. 196) is more typical
;
upon it a griffin and another

monster, as it seems a carnivore with horns ending in beak-heads, attack a

tiger whose stripes give excellent excuse for inlays.

Of the cq shape a simple instance is a figure of a deer with antlers

ending in beak-heads, a tail ending in the same and with the fore part of

its body covered by a whole bird, and its hinder parts decorated with an

entirely inconsequent head. Some sort of small carnivore is attacking it

in front. Attention has already been called to the analogies offered by this

to the Kul Oba and Axjutintsy deer. This particular example is interesting

because its provenance is known
;

it was brought from Verkhne-udinsk

A specimen much like it found its way to China and is figured in Kin-shih-so

as a coin with the type of a hind suckling her fawn 1

.

1

p. 251, f. 172, cf. S. Reinacb, “Representation “Ueber einige Beziehungen, u.s.w.,” Zt. f. Ethnol.

du galop,” Rev. Archdol. 1900— 1901, P. Rcinecke, XXIX. (1897) p. 161
;
Odobesco, Petrossa

, p. 512.
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Fig. 195. Gold plate from Siberia. Hermitage. KTR. p. 386, f. 344.

Fig. 196. Gold plate from Siberia. Hermitage. KTR. p. 387, f. 345,

Fig. 197. Gold plate from Verkhne-udinsk. Hermitage. KTR. p. 389, f. 34S.

35—2
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In the combat of griffin and horse we have a good instance of the

favourite mannerism, by which creatures’ hindquarters are decorated with

a pattern of a circle between two triangles, and of another by which an
animal is represented as having twisted its hindquarters right round in the

Fig. 198. Gold plate from Siberia. Hermitage. KTR. p. 391, f. 351.

FlC. 199. Gold plate with coloured inlay from Siberia. Hermitage. KTR. p. 393, f. 354.
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Fig. 200. Gold plate with coloured inlay from Siberia. Hermitage. KTR. p. 394, f. 357.

Interesting for its subject is the following plaque (f. 201)—a boar hunt

—

a perfect illustration to Herodotus (iv. 22, v. p. 107) and his account of

the Iyrcae. We have the man ambushed in the tree wijth his horse waiting

quietly below him and the dog in the corner, and then later we see him
pursuing his quarry at full gallop.

In the last (f. 202) we have a representation of the people for whom these

were made and of their horses. They are not much like representations of

Scyths. They had real saddles with hanging straps that might serve for

stirrups. The bow-case is still much the same
;
the figure that may well be

a woman wears a tall cap, like the Karagodeuashkh queen (p. 218, f. 120)

or the Chinese pictures of T'u-huo-lo (v. p. 110, n. 2).

There is a small statuette (ff. 203, 204) of a mounted horseman of this

race, but the only clear point about his dress is the heart-shaped panel on
his back, shewn also on the boar hunt.

The style of these Siberian plates with coloured stones does not penetrate

far into Europe. On the Kuban it occurs most generally on circular plates

or bosses with an animal twisted round upon itself
2
. On a larger scale we

1 Figured in his Noord en Oost Tartarye
,
Am- p. 230, f. 132; Kazanskaja, CR. 1901, p. 7 r, f. 137;

sterdam, 3rd ed. 1785, pp. 748 sqq., and copied by Ladozliskaja, CR. 1902, p. 77, f. 1 6 1 ,
and Ust-

Radloff, Siberian Antiquities
,
Vol. 1. App. p. 130. Labinskaja, ib. p. 78, f. 164, p. 82, f. 177 ;

v. p. 232,
2 Kurdzhips, v. p. 223, f. 126; Zubov’s Barrows, nn. 4, 6.

agony of combat. The ibex in the grasp of the eagle above exhibits both
features. The griffin’s wings are becoming rudimentary. Next we have
an eagle and another creature attacking a yak whose presence shews that

these plates must have originated in the higher parts of Asia.

Very decorative is another version of the combat between boar and serpent.

The fellow to this was brought to Holland by Witsen, but is now lost
1
.
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see it on a plate of which the exact provenance is not given. It shews
us a most typical Siberian griffin with rather ill-developed wings. To judge
from the photograph the gold lacks the extravagant solidity of the Siberian

work. The griffin is no longer upon his native gold mountains (f. 205).
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Fig. 202. Gold plate from Siberia. Hermitage. KTR. p. 397, f. 360.

Fig. 205. Gold plate from the Kuban district. KTR. p. 486, f. 440.
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Finally we have the Novocherkassk treasure (v. p. 233). In this the

great crown shews a strange mixture of elements. The animals along the

upper edge and the birds between the great stones on the hoop are typically

Siberian, even recalling early Minusinsk productions
;
the idea of the whole

is perhaps Asiatic, the beading along each edge and the pendants below
are debased Greek, and in the middle of the front is a Graeco-Roman bust

of an empress, shewing that the whole must be of about the inrd century a.d.

On the collar, shallow box (p. 234, ff. 139, 140) and bracelet 1 we have the

Siberian style, but it has not the expression of ill-regulated vigour that even
the rudest of the former plates presented. The animals are rectilinear, and
the settings for stones are nearly all of the simple pear shape. In spite of

the complications there is no more the same play of fancy. The bottle

(f. 14
1 )

is interesting because it also offers some indication of date, for a

bottle of just the same shape and of similar technique, though not covered
with animals, was found in the tomb of the queen with the gold mask. In

it was also found a dish 2 inscribed with the name of Rhescuporis, and it is

ascribed to the Rhescuporis who reigned from a.d. 212— 229. This would
agree with the date assigned to the Novocherkassk treasure, but it does not

go for much as there were so many kings called Rhescuporis (v. Chapter
xix.). Among the Novocherkassk objects some (e.g. p. 235, f. 143) presented

the usual technique of the well-known jewelry inlaid with garnets that has

been called Gothic, before which the Siberian style gave place. This is the

final stage of its development under predominant Iranian influence.

The remarkable art of which the examples have been discussed in the

preceding pages evidently flourished in the Asiatic steppes. One specimen

(p. 251), generally similar to the plate from Verkhne-udinsk, found its way
to China and is figured in the Chinese archaeological work Kin-shih-so.

There is some resemblance in character between Siberian and Chinese art

;

it may be due to some community of race, or perhaps one may have in-

fluenced the other; the connection may go back even to Minusinsk days. Or
again, the resemblance may be due to both having borrowed from Iranian

or some other central Asian art

:

in each case we seem to have an intrusion

of monsters ultimately derived from Mesopotamia, the great breeding ground

of monsters. And so they finally penetrated to the borders of China, just as

the Aramaic scripts twice traversed the same stretch in the cases of the Turkish

and Uigur alphabets. The early Chinese bronzes and jade earrings, figured

in such books as Po-ku-tu-lu and Kin-shih-so
,
are very much conventionalised

;

we have the face T'ao-t'ieh
,
or else the patterns are for the most part merely

geometrical. The Dragon, Tiger, and Phoenix only come in under the Han
Dynasty and decidedly recall Persian types, e.g. the Simurg 3

,
but the way in

which their bodies are twisted about is rather in the Siberian spirit
4

.

The westward movement of the central Asian tribes, described above,

brought the users of this style into Europe, but here there were neither the

gold nor the precious stones, nor perhaps the skill to make the things. For we

1 KTR. p. 492, f. 444. Chiiiesisclien Kunst, p. 10.

2 Bottle and Dish, ABC. xxrv. 25, XXX. 1 1, see 4 e.g. Jade roundels figured 20 pp. from the end
Ch. XII. ff. 325, 326. of Huang Hsiao-feng’s K'ao-ku-fu.

:i Hirth, F., Ueber fremde Einfliisse in der
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must suppose that the nomads employed some other race, either their original

helots from Minusinsk or, very possibly, Tadzhiks, men of Iranian blood

from the borders of Iran and Turan, if one may still speak of Turan.
Through all their history the nomads have been ready to borrow or rather

seize their neighbours’ tastes. In Europe the objects are decidedly decadent
both in material, size and style. For the evolution and decay of the art we
have to allow many centuries. The description of the panther from Kelermes

(p. 222) sounds as if it was either an early specimen or a direct model, and
that is referred to the vith century b.c. The Novocherkassk treasure belongs

to the mrd century a.d. The names of the peoples in the steppes change
many times during these eight centuries: it is clear that we cannot connect
the style with any single historical name. Ivieseritzky thought that the objects

belonged to the Massagetae, of whom Herodotus says that they wear gold

upon their belts and headdresses (r. 215): others have mentioned the gold

ornaments of the Aorsi 1

,
and the gold ornaments of the Turks as seen by

Zemarchus 2
. The latter are of course too late in date, but both the former

attributions may be right. A nomad has no other use for gold but to make
of it personal adornments. The Scyths of Herodotus presumably used the

Scythic style which shews traces of Ionian archaic art; in time they or the

earlier Sarmatians imported much made in the fully developed or Hellenistic

styles : but towards the end of the nnd century b.c. the intercourse of coast

and hinterland became less friendly, and the new tribes which arrived— Iazyges

or Alans—brought with them their own things and had less to do with the

Greeks. These Alans came into close touch with the Teutonic tribes pressing

down from the north-west: and the latter acquired from them a taste for

gold and jewels, which they could not have developed in their own country,

and some new elements of a beast-style. Hence a decided resemblance

between the art of the Great Migration period and the Scytho-Siberian.

Riegl (op. cit.) maintained that this art of the western barbarians was really

an art of the Roman provinces developed according to a new “colouristic”

principle. By this he meant that taste had shifted away from an appreciation

of the delicate gradations of light and shade, the subtle modelling and the

absolute disregard of the background which mark Classical art with its

essentially plastic basis, towards strong contrasts either of light and shade

(obtained by deep undercutting in plastic work) or of opposed colours, and
towards a care for the shape of the background as well as for the subject

or pattern, so that when the evolution is complete one cannot say which is

background and which pattern. Modern decoration has shewn a very similar

tendency. This is true of Roman art and to a much greater degree, especi-

ally as regards colour, of barbarian art of the period, so that the change of

taste in the Graeco-Roman world prepared it to receive the foreign elements

that came in from the east and north. But Riegl wanted to make out that

the character of the barbarian things was the result of the Roman change of

taste. Hence he had to make the Siberian style, in which if anywhere the

“ colouristic ” principle is predominant, late enough to be an effect of a process

which began about the Christian era. How he would have done it we cannot

1 Strabo, XI. v. 8.

M.

2 Menander, Fr. 20 in Muller, FHG. IV. p. 228.
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tell, for the volume in which he was to have treated of the barbarian arts has
never appeared : and now it never can.

This much seems clear: that the Siberian art as exemplified in the

Novocherkassk treasure would naturally lead on to the “Gothic” style, the

ornamental style of the barbarians that overran the Roman empire. Speci-

mens of this work are distributed from Stockholm to Spain and from Ireland

to the Caucasus, but there seems good reason to suppose that it arose in

southern Russia, where alone could be a meeting point for the various

influences of which it shews traces. The chief characteristics of the style are

great love for beast-forms especially those of birds of prey, whose representa-

tions, reduced to a hooky beak and an eye, persist when all the other lines

have become purely geometrical, and a way of incrusting the surface of an
object with flat plates of stones or pastes, especially garnets or their equiva-

lents, separated by cloisons of gold. The beast-style seems to derive from
the Scytho-Siberian, the bright stones from the east, probably from Persia:

but the mixing of these streams was not effected without Greek help,

probably that of the goldsmiths of Panticapaeum who under oriental influence

had long moved in the direction of a prodigal use of various coloured stones,

especially almandines. That the origin of the style is to be sought in the

east is shewn by the regular degradation of form, material and technique as

we go westward, until in Anglo-Saxon graves we have stiff rectilinear designs,

mere beak-heads, red glass and gilt bronze instead of conventional but spirited

animals and garnets or emeralds upon gold.

The beast patterns already foreshadowed by the horse trappings from
Krasnokutsk held their own longest as “Island varieties" in Ireland and
Scandinavia, where they came to be thought autochthonous and characteristi-

cally Keltic or Northern. The way in which the handle of a bell from
Llangwynodl Church, Carnarvonshire 1

,
is treated might be Scythic. It has

a head at each attachment just like the mirror from Sajansk and the

ornament from Nicolaevskaja on p. 244, whereas the ornament on the same
page from Bijsk has a pattern of right angles which is a very favourite one
on the Teutonic cloisonnd work 3

.

Scythic Copies of developed Greek Style.

Thus the Ionian style or an adaptation of it survived in Scythia for many
centuries after giving place in its own country and among its own people to

the style of the great Attic masters. The Greeks in S. Russia followed the

fashions of Hellas, so the productions of the finest period and later of the

Hellenistic found their way to the Scythians who evidently admired and
valued them. But here was something too high for them to make their own,

1
J. Romilly Allen, Celtic Art in Pagan and Budapest, 1885; O. M. Dalton, “On some points

Christian Times
,
London, 1904, p. 210. in the Histoiy of Inlaid Jewellery,” Archaeologia

,

2 Ch. de Linas, Origines de Torflvrerie cloi- LVlii. (1902), p. 237 (bibliography, p. 239, n. b.);

somite, Paris, 1877, 8; A. Odobesco, Le Trtsor Treasure of the Oxus, London, 1905, p. 24. Finds
de Petrossa, Paris, 1889-1900; N. P. Kondakov, in S. Russia; E. R. von Stern, “On the question of

Geschichte und Denkmdler des Byzantinischen the origin of the ‘ Gothic’ Style of Jewelry,’’ Trans.
Emails; Sammlung A. W. Swenigorodski, Frank- Od. Soc. XX. p. 1 ;

D. MacPherson, Kertch, pi. v.

;

furt a/M. 1892 (also in Russian and French); A. A. Spitsyn, BCA. XVII. p. 1
1 5 ;

N. I. Repnikov,

J.
Hampel, Der Goldfund von Nagy Szent Miklos

,
BCA. XIX. p. 1 : Caucasus, supra, p. 260.
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and when they tried imitation the result was, as we have observed, hopelessly

barbarous and made no approach to style, even the Kul Oba sheath 1 shews
something of this.

Fairly good specimens of the more advanced style in barbarous versions

are the quiver-cover from Prussy 2

,
the Karagodeuashkh head-piece (p. 218),

and many of the small gold plaques, e.g. the griffins from Darievka 3

,
others

from Ogiiz 4

,
also perhaps the gold band with dancers, a native interpretation

of two of the Neo-Attic types 5

,
and the necklace from Ryzhanovka (p. 179,

f. 74), and the plaques from Dort Oba near Sympheropol 6
.

The two horse frontlets from Tsymbalka (p. 166, ff. 54, 55), one of Greek
work, the other an imitation of a very similar design, let us gauge the differ-

ence precisely. The Volkovtsy frontlet is another such curious perversion of

the gorgoneion and two griffins (p. 185, f. 78). But mostly the Scythic inter-

pretations of Greek motives are beyond words barbarous. Sometimes perhaps
they were produced, like the indications from coins so common on Bosporan
gold wreaths, by laying a slip of gold upon a relief, and so taking an
impression. Such very thin leaves are peculiarly liable to crumpling in

the earth, and when they are crumpled photographs do them even less than

justice, so that they may not have looked as bad as the pictures of them do
now. Also such flimsy work may well have been done just for funeral purposes,

yet, all allowance made, the later Scythian craftsman made astonishingly

bad copies of Greek originals of the free style. Nothing could be worse
than some of the gold strips from Chertomlyk 7

,
Kul Oba 8

,
or Ryzhanovka 9

,

and some of the plates for sewing on to clothes, more especially the masks 10
.

So too nearly all other things from Volkovtsy (v. p. 183 sqq.) shew a singu-

lar miscopying of Greek originals. The wearers just wanted the sparkle of

the gold and did not much care about the design. This rudeness makes
it particularly difficult to detect forgeries of Graeco-Scythic work. The forger

and the ancient barbarian copyist were so much in the same position towards

their models that the results are much the same. All such work is infinitely

inferior to the barbarous but spirited productions of the old native art, marked
by a distinct and constant style, or its adaptation of archaic Greek work.

Greek Work for Scythian Market.

In sharp contrast with the Scythic attempts to copy Greek work come
the objects which, be they never so Scythic in shape and purpose, were
evidently executed by Greeks on purpose for the Scythian market. Though
some of them are disappointing on closer examination, yet they bear witness

to the facile skill of Greek craftsmen and the energy ot the Greek trader

who studied the necessities of his barbarian customer and secured for him
what would be a delight to his eyes, and at the same time useful and fitted

1
p. 203= ABC. xxvi. 2.

2 Khanenko, op. cit. II. 2, viii. 217.
3 Sm. II. xii. 2, on p. 178.
4 CR. 1 894, p. 80, if. 1

1

4— 1 24, v. p. 1 70.
5 Sm. 11. xvi. 3, Hauser, Nos. 26, 29, from Deev

Barrow, BCA. XIX. pi. xiii.

c CR. 1892, p. 9, fif. 4 and 5.

7
p. 157, f. 44 and KTR. p. 309, fif. 269, 270.

8 ABC. 11. 2.

9 Sm. 11. xviii. 14.
10 e.g. Sm. 11. pi. XI. and XXII.; ABC. XXII. etc.

36—2
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for the necessities of his life. Some of the finer things may well have been
presented by the Dynasts of the Bosporus or the governments of other Greek
states to important chieftains among the natives, such presents as the tiara

of Saitapharnes professed to be; some were probably executed on the spot

by craftsmen who had tried their fortune in the service of native chiefs; but

the greater part probably found their way through Bosporan middlemen from
the workshops of Asia Minor or Panticapaeum to the treasures of Scythian
chieftains. The details of such pieces as the Chertomlyk and Kul Oba vases

and the Kul Oba necklet, as well as of several minor representations of Scyths,

shew that some Greek artists must have been familiar with people and
country, and the presence of Greek workmen in the interior of Scythia is

evidenced by the existence of such tombs as Ogiiz (p. 170, ff. 63, 64) with

carefully fitted stones and characteristic Greek clamps. But that objects were
exported from Greece itself on purpose for the Scythian market, is shewn
by the occurrence far in the interior of the productions of Attic ceramics,

and the disproportionate frequency upon them of griffins and such like

subjects supposed to be specially suitable.

Chertomlyk Bow-case and Sheath.

The most famous object made by Greek workmen to a Scythic pattern

is the gold plaque from Chertomlyk that once covered the king’s Gorytus

(v. p. 164, f. 53 for the style, ff. 206, 207, for the compositions). Stephani 1

,

who first wrote about it, took it to be Attic workmanship and interpreted

the scene by the obscure Attic legend of Alope. This opinion was usually

accepted 2

,
until Furtwangler, in treating of the Vettersfelde find (op. cit. p. 47),

pointed out that its true affinities are rather with Ionian work than with Attic,

previous critics having been led astray by the evident reminiscence of the

Parthenon frieze seen on the left of the lower tier of figures. Furtwangler,

and after him F. Flauser 3

,
were unnecessarily hard upon the composition, the

first accusing the maker of having merely filled up a given space with perfectly

meaningless and unconnected figures from his sketch book
;
the latter making

out that he did not even draw the figures himself, but that both they and the

ornamental members were produced from ready made dies. A. N. Schwartz 4

quotes Furtwangler and Hauser, and agrees with the latter, and at the same
time points to the peculiar squat proportions of the figures, the prudish

arrangement of the drapery 5

,
and the luxuriance of the ornament, all of which

can be matched in later Ionian art, while the reminiscences of Attic compo-
sitions remodelled according to Ionian taste remind him of the treatment of

Attic themes on the coinage of Cyzicus 15

.

1 CR. 1864, p. 144 sqq.
2 e.g. Beule, Fouilles et DCcouvertes

,

Paris, 1873,

Vol. II. p. 378, makes all ABC. Attic, so sir C. T.

Newton, Essays
, p. 373 sqq.; cf. O. Rayet, Etudes

,

p. 230= Gaz. des Beaux Arts
,
Jan. 1882.

3 Die neo-atlischen Relief;, p. 126.
i Drevnosti (i.e. Trans, of the Moscow Archaeo-

logical Society
),

Moscow, 1894, Vol. xv. Ft 1, pp.

17—34, “On the History of ancient Greek reliefs on
gold objects found in S. Russia.”

6 Cf. B. Graef, “ Die Schamhaftigkeit der
Skythen,” in Hermes, xxxvi. (1901), pp. 86—94.

Graef is very hard on the composition and even
on the patterns, which he makes out to be very late.

0 He quotes Canon Greenwell, “Coinage of
Cyzicus,” Numismatic Chronicle, 1887, p. 1.
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More recently Prof. C. Robert 1
has, to some extent, restored the

reputation of the artist by proposing a new interpretation of the subject.

He suggests that it is the discovery of Achilles among the daughters of

Lycomedes in Scyros, only that the scene has been snipped in half so that the

figures of seated women ought to come on the right side of the girl rushing

to the right. So we have Achilles, with his hair done like a woman’s, seizing

a dagger and restrained by Diomede, while an elderly nurse holds back
Deidamia. This latter, her secret discovered, is rushing towards her mother
who sits between her other daughters attended by another maid-servant.

Further to the right we have Lycomedes in a chair and by him two other

men of Scyros examining arms brought by Ulysses, who has disguised himself

as a crutched pedlar. More arms are justifiably used to fill in vacant spaces.

The corners of the design are taken up with a scene of teaching a boy
to shoot, and with the nurse bearing away Neoptolemus. All this goes back,

according to Robert, to a picture of Achilles in Scyros painted by Polygnotus'2

,

Fig. 206. Mat. xin. p. 57, f. 35 = CR. 1864, pi. IV. Chertomlyk bow-case.

and such episodes would be just in the manner of that artist. Hence coinci-

dences with the Gjolbashi Heroum well known to reflect his school. But
the craftsman who made the relief was singularly awkward in his manner
of adapting the design to the space he had to fill. He did not use ready

made dies, traces of their edges would have shewn on the plate, and the

ornamental strips narrow towards the left side, so that no arrangement like

a bookbinder’s roll could be used. But he has cut the composition in half at

2 Pausanias, I. xxii, 6.1 ArcJiaol. Anzciger
, 1889, p. 151.
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a critical point, so that the women
are looking at nothing at all

;
and

he was quite at a loss to fill in the

right hand acute angle. The best

he could do was to repeat the re-

clining young Seyran from below
and put in a perfectly inconsequent

elderly man sitting on a camp-stool

with a staff against his right shoul-

der, but no right arm whatsoever.

So again the left end of the animal

frieze is very clumsily managed; and
yet through all the imperfections of

the copy the grace of the single

figures of the original shines clear.

Robert’s interpretation is fully

accepted by W. Malmberg 1

,
who

shews also that enough of the Kara-
godeuashkh cover (pp. 220, 221,

ff. 124, 125) is left to make us sure

that it was identical in style and
similar in disposition to the perfect

Chertomlyk specimen. He suggests

that it is derived from the Iliu Persis

of the same master, but there is not

enough left to judge by and cer-

tainly Robert’s restoration of that

picture does not endorse his view.

Malmberg takes the two as a

text for a detailed study in the

affinities of this whole class of ob-

jects and accordingly deals with the

Chertomlyk sheath which is of much
the same character. He begins

by pointing out that the subject

of the latter is not, as has been
supposed, a combat of Greeks and
Scyths, but of Greeks and Persians,

and refers it likewise to the school

of Polygnotus, to the Marathon
painted in the Sroa Trou<L\r] at

Athens by his pupils Micon and
Panaenus. Here again the crafts-

man has not arranged his material

with much skill. P'or instance the

1 Mat.y.m. Karagodeuashkh, pp. 122 sqq.; cf.

also Th. Reinach, “Le goryte de Nicopol et la

Tiare d’Olbia,” Revue ArcMologique, xxix.

1896, p. 144.

Fig.

207.

Mat.

xill.

p.

179,

f.

9
=

CR.

1864,

pi.

v.

1.

Gold

sheath

plate.

Chertomlyk.
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two first figures on the left are known elsewhere, one at Gjdlbashi, the

other in the guise of an Amazon on a vase which he figures
;

but the

Greek is calling forward his men, and his attitude has no meaning if there

be no men on that side, whereas he pays no attention to the Persian who
is about to cut him down, for he does not belong here but to a scene of

single combat with an antagonist in a corresponding position 1

. So too the

Persian horseman farther along has no lower part to his body, his shoulders

are immediately above the saddle. His horse can be paralleled from Gjol-

bashi. The horse at the end fills the space rather well but the helmet

does not come in satisfactorily. The two griffins at the hilt are not very

happy, and in the original, which must have been something like the group
on the Chertomlyk vase, the griffin upon the characteristic projection could

not have been occupied merely with the head of a deer 2
.

In a review of Malmberg’s essay

3

S. A. Zhebelev enters a protest

against his tendency to assign everything to Polygnotus and warns us not

to attribute everything to Ionia and nothing to Athens. He does not

however offer any definite valid reasons against putting these pieces down
as Asiatic.

The whole question receives fresh light from the discovery made by
General Brandenbourg of an almost exact replica of the Chertomlyk cover
in a Scythic grave near Iljintsy (government of Kiev). Kieseritzky 1 says

that the only differences are that the quality of the gold is much inferior

and that there is different application of dotted work. He maintains that

the two objects were made upon the same die, instead of being repousse

freely. This argues that the Scythian trade was important enough for it

to be worth a Greek’s while to make not merely isolated specimens of

objects for specifically Scythian use, but to prepare for producing several

replicas of one pattern. It emphasizes the distinction between the first-rate

works of art destined for the Scythians, works which may be taken to be
presents from Greek rulers, and the mere trade productions exported for

barbarians whose critical faculty was not too highly developed. It does not

touch the question whether the designer of the die had heaped together

absolutely unmeaning figures or spoilt a ready-made composition in adapting

it to fill a strange space. Kieseritzky rejects Robert’s interpretation and
regards the design as disjecta membra of various cycles of representations.

Kul Oba Vase.

Of quite another character is the work on the well-known electrum

vase from Kul Oba (p. 200, f. 93). The form of the vessel is apparently

Scythic. It can be paralleled by three others from the same tomb, two
others from near Kerch 5

,
one from Ryzhanovka 6

,
and two from Volkovtsy 7

.

It may well be developed from such round bottomed pots as are figured

1 op. cit. p. 188, f. 30 and p. 185, f. 28 = Bau-
meister, p. 2000, f. 2151.

2 Yet cf. CR. 1898, p. 69, f. 1 17, carnivore and
ram’s head on a copper plate from Jenisei.

3 TRAS. Vol. ix. (1897) p. xlvii.
;
B. V. Phar-

macovskij, “ Vase-painting just before the Persian

Wars,” ib. X. (1899), p. 1 1 4, supports Malmberg.
4 Arch. Anz. 1903, p. 83; BCA. HI. app. p. 51.
6

p. 198, f. 91, ABC. xxxiv. and xxxv.
0 Sm. 11. xvi. 7.

7 Khanenko, II. 2, XXX. 451 and 452 on p. 186.
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by Bobrinskoj 1

. An intermediate stage is furnished by a wide-mouthed silver

vessel from Galushchino (p. 1 86, No. 450), resembling the rest of the silver

ones in material, but decorated much in the same way as the clay pots. One
scheme of ornament is common to almost the whole class, a simple fluting

and a guilloche which may go back to Assyrian models : the more elaborate

examples have- a frieze with beasts, and this one specimen genre scenes
from nomad life. There can be no question but that these were executed
by a Greek in the ivth century, when the tendency to realism had suc-

ceeded to the period of ideal art. The artist must have enjoyed pourtraying

a subject so full of local colour, and he has taken pleasure in representing

every detail. Characteristic of the stage of art is the accuracy with which
the expressions of pain, care and effort are rendered on the faces. Of the

other vases of the type, one with a beast frieze is of Scythic work as has
been seen, the other Kerch examples seem rather Greek, those from
Little Russia apparently of native execution. The technique is always the

same, repousse and parcel gilt.

Cheriomlyk Vase.

Not less than the artist of the Kul Oba vase, that of the Chertomlyk
(often called Nicopol, pp. 159— 161, ff. 46—49

2

)
vase must have studied the

Scythians at first hand. But in this case there has been no native influence

upon either form or design. Only the purpose is Scythic, for there can be
little doubt that the vase was meant for kumys. It stands about 2 ft. 4 in.

(70 cm.) high with a greatest breadth of about half as much and is in the form

of an amphora with a base instead of a point below. In the neck is a fine

strainer and there are strainers in the three outlets. Of these the principal

in the midst of the main front of the vase is in the form of a horse’s head,

itself treated realistically but surrounded by a kind of frill taken from the rayed

comb
(
Strahlenkamm

)
of griffins, flanked by great wings. The side outlets

are rather conventional lion-heads. Each outlet was furnished with a plug

attached by a chain. This arrangement suggests that the vase was meant
for some liquid with scum or dregs, most probably kumys : strainers are

common in rich Scythic graves. Below the neck, which is left plain, the

shoulders of the vase are decorated by two bands of reliefs. The upper

one, slightly repousse and heightened with gilding, offers on each side a

scene of two griffins attacking a stag. The band below this goes con-

tinuously round the vase and bears the well-known scene of breaking in

a filly, or whatever it may be (v. p. 48) ;
the technique is curious. The

figures have been separately cast solid, gilded and soldered on to the

ground. Lassos and reins were in silver wire now broken away but

remaining in the grasp of some figures. It is not necessary to insist on

1
p. 82, f. 2$=BCA. iv. p. 31, f. 3; Sin. 11. vii.

1
7—20.

2 The pictures of this vase (e.g. KTR. pp. 296

—

298, ff. 256—258) all go back to the same outline

drawings in CR. 1864, pi. I.— III. and ASH. It

would be well if photographs could be reproduced,

but for this we must await the Hermitage catalogue.

This applies to most of the Scythic antiquities

found about that period. MaskelPs figure (Russian
Art

,
London, 1884, p. 44) is independent but un-

satisfactory, better in Rayet, op. cit. p. 225.
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the ethnographic importance of this scene, nor on its artistic perfection. Its

exactness is shewn by the care with which two different breeds of horses

are distinguished. These cast figures are in equally high relief on all sides,

but the repousse work is higher at the front and shades off so that behind
forms are only indicated by engraving and gilding. Below the band of

Scythians the whole surface of the vase is covered with arabesques made
up of palmettes, flowers, tendrils and leaves of acanthus with storks and
other birds about the branches. Some have found this a reminiscence of

the luxuriant vegetation of the steppe !

The whole work is perhaps the finest extant example of toreutic at

the moment of its most consummate mastery, when it was ministering to

the suddenly blown luxury of the newly founded Hellenistic kingdoms. An
artist of such skill could hardly have been under the necessity of seeking

his fortune in the perilous chances of nomad life. Shall we not rather

see in it a gift ordered of some Asiatic master by a ruler of the Bosporus
or of Olbia, who gave him opportunities for studying the natives, whom he
wished to delight with a suitable present ? This is no mere botching for

commercial purposes such as we have already discussed. This is a master-

piece produced when the very highest art was no longer flourishing,

but such decorative work as this was at its very best. Prof. Furtwangler
in an obiter dictum 1 assigns the vase to the end of the vth century,

but he gives no grounds and it is hard to think that either figures

or ornament can be anything like so early. It corresponds with the

naturalistic treatment of barbarians characteristic of the Pergamene school,

as in the statues set up by Attalus at Athens, e.g. the motive of the Scyth
with one shoulder bared which recalls the Persian at Aix 2

.

Other ornaments made for Scythians.

We may say something similar of the Kul Oba king’s necklet

(p. 202, f. 97) that ends in Scythic horsemen. The artist had probably

seen Scyths and worked in their country : also in his design he has probably

but improved upon a native model. The ordinary ending is a lion’s head

as with the broken specimen 3
. This cannot fail to recall the disposition

of the inlaid Persian necklets and bracelets above illustrated (p. 271),

and the resemblance is increased by the occurrence of colour, blue enamel
in the palmettes, in the Kul Oba example, though enamel is not unknown
in Greek work outside South Russia. The queen’s necklet with a whole

lion and the simple bead ornament also suggests native models 4
: and similar

treatment occurs on the necklet from Karagodeuashkh

5

with its particularly

spirited treatment of a lion and boar. Very like the Kul Oba lion-head

necklet is that from the Salgir 8
. Identical design and execution are seen

on the whetstone mountings, for instance one from that same tomb 7

,
from

Kul Oba 8 and others, all no doubt made for Scythian use (v. p. 73).

1 Arch. Anz. 1892, p. 115.
2 Dr C. Waldstein and Mr A. J. B. Wace con-

firm me in this view. Mr A. B. Cook compares
the patterns on Apulian vases, e.g. Furtwangler u.

Reichhold, Gr. Vasenmalerei
,
Ser. II. f. 52, pi. 88

—

90; so too Riegl, Stilfragen, p. 235. For fresh

M.

light on Chertomlyk, esp. the gorytus, v. Addenda.
3 ABC. VIII. 3 on p. 197; cf. p. 205, n. 2.

4 ABC. vni. 2 on p. 197.
6

11. 5, 8, 9 on p. 217.
6 CR. 1891, p. 78, f. 58.

7
l.c. f. 57.

8 ABC. xxx. 7 on p. 197.

37
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Another ornament which could not very well have been made for any
other than barbarian use is the curious three-storied tiara from Besle-

neevskaja (p. 58, f. 11); its work is rather mechanical and the use of

almandines suggests a late date : but only a Greek could have made it.

A Greek design, which may yet go back to underlying Scythic ideas,

is that of the silver pectoral, or whatever it may be, from No. 11 of the

VII Brothers (p. 207, f. 105). Above we have the hind with the golden
horns, which must have come into Greek mythology from the North—for

among deer only the reindeer female has horns—suckling her fawn, below
an eagle displayed with gilt wings and tail. This latter is conventionalized

in the archaic spirit which recalls the Scythic manner, and the horns are

treated much in the same way
;
but we cannot be sure that it was definitely

made for Scythians
;

the like is true of the rhyta from the same barrows

(p. 21 1, f. no, p. 210, n. 1, 2), from Kul Oba (p. 197, f. 90, p. 196 h) and
from Tanais 1

,
all archaic in feeling.

The three rhyta from Karagodeuashkh are in the free style. They
are not in very good preservation but appear to have been of excellent

work. One of them bears figures of barbarian horsemen which would
indicate special preparation for its destined owners'2

. Malmberg makes a

great point of the particular species of deer represented on one of them,

a deer with palmate antlers (vpo£) confined, he says, to Asia Minor and
unknown to the European Greeks. Hence the artist must have come from

Asia. This argument would apply to the Chertomlyk sheath and gorytus.

A curious example of Greek work made on a purely Scythic model
is the unique cauldron found by Prof. D. I. Evarnitskij in a barrow called

Raskopana Mogila (the dug-out tomb) near Mikhailovo-Apostolovo in the

district of Kherson (p. 7 9, f. 21). It is more regular in shape than any
other and has three bands of ornament produced by applying thick wire

to the surface of the vessel. The upper band has conventionalized bucrania

and roundels, the lower is a simple zigzag, between them runs a row of

palmettes. The superior workmanship of the whole proves a Greek
artificer. The palmettes and especially the bucrania suggest a comparatively

late date. As it weighs more than forty pounds this can hardly have been
an article for export. It may have been made in the country under the

direction of a Greek adventurer.

As has been already remarked the Greek style influenced horses’ gear

least of all, but one horse’s frontlet of Greek work from Tsymbalka has

already been mentioned in connexion with a very similar design of Scythic

execution from the same tomb, and it is accompanied by a cheek-piece

also apparently Greek 3
. These are quite elegant, but are far surpassed by

the set found in Chmyreva barrow in the same district by the bend of the

Dnepr 4
. Here we have a curious forehead ornament (purely Scythic exam-

ples of the same type were at Alexandropol, Krasnokutsk, Chertomlyk and
Oguz r

') that has a distinctly eastern look, and one or two pieces are barbarous

imitations of Greek originals : but we have round and oval plates embossed
1 Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 204, f. 5, BCA. xxxv. 3

p. 166, ff. 54, 55 and KTR. p. 270, f. 242.

p. 86 sqcj.
4 v. p. 168 ; CR. 1898, p. 27 sqq. ff. 27—34.

2
p. 219, f. 1 2 1 ;

Mat. XIII., Lappo-Danilevskij, 6
p. 158, f. 45=ASH. xm. 6, 7 ; ib. VII. 5 ;

XXIII.

p. 76, and Malmberg, p. 140, 2, 3; xxvm. 5, 6; BCA. xix. p. 159, Nos. 9, 10.
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and then finished with the burin, large ones representing the head of Hercules
in his lion’s skin, smaller ones with Medusa and cheek plates both of the

common wing shape (as at Tsymbalka and Volkovtsy) and of a special

singularly elegant pattern. All are executed in the manner of the best early

Hellenistic style. Interesting is the treatment of the gorgoneion. As has

been seen, the Scyths had long been accustomed to the archaic round-faced

type with the tongue out, and here we have the same type translated into

the less naive forms of later art without approaching the refined beauty of

the Rondanini type 1
. Finally one cannot but think that the great mass

of gold embossed plates was consciously intended for the Scythian market :

such a large proportion of them bear Scythian scenes (pp. 158, 197) or the

monsters connected with Scythia in the popular mind, that it is fair to say

that most of them were always destined thither. By these plates alone we
could trace Greek art from the late archaic stage, to which belong some
of the Medusa-heads 2 and others 3

recalling early vth century coin types

down to the Hellenistic times. Those found in Scythic graves are of pre-

cisely the same style as most of the others and all were probably prepared
by the same set of merchants trading with Scythia 4

.

Strips of gold 5

,

popular as they were with the natives who largely imitated

them (p. 157, f. 44), were also worn as head bands by the Greeks themselves
and occur in purely Greek graves both in Kerch and near Olbia (p. 392,
ff. 288, 289). They did not require to be made specially.

A more difficult question is raised by some pieces that have nothing

barbaric about them except that they were found in Scythic graves and
shew a certain prodigality of gold that hardly agrees with our idea of Greek
taste. But this taste for heavy ornaments, were it in its origin barbarous

or no, was certainly shared by inhabitants of the Greek coast cities.

The weight of the Kul Oba temple-ornaments with the medallions of

Athena does not far surpass those with Nereids carrying the arms of Achilles

found in the Taman Bliznitsa, the tomb of a priestess of Demeter: and this

lady’s calathos and other head-gear were heavier than anything in Kul Oba
(pp. 425, 426, ff. 315, 316). Other large ornaments have been found in un-

Greek graves at Theodosia (p. 401, f. 294) and in the tomb under the town
wall at Chersonese (pp. 397, 422). The Kul Oba Sphinx bracelet in spite of

its massiveness seems too elegant to have been made for a barbarian king

:

much more the Peleus and Thetis bracelet with its reminiscence of archaic art,

and perhaps the queen’s bracelet of griffins in spite of its subject. The same
is true of the more delicate jewelry from Karagodeuashkh and Ryzhanovka.
hi ere a curious example of Greek art work, produced with no thought of

Scythians’ taste, yet appreciated by them, is afforded by the Panticapaean

staters set in rings'
1

. In general the Greek things found in Scythic tombs are

just those which were in use among the Greek coast population and so

were on the spot to be offered in barter to the natives and to attract their

taste. Of such the next chapter treats.

1 Yet this was not unknown, v. CR. 1892, p. 20,
* The British Museum has platesfrom Kul Oba(?),

f. 9, Chersonese. Marshall, Cat. ofJewellery (v. p. 386, n . 6), XL. 2 104-7,
2 e.g. ABC. XXI. 17; CR. 1877, in. 9, 10 on and Ogiiz(P), lxix., lxx. 3073—3080, 3085.

p. 208. 5 eg. ABC. 11. 3.

3 ABC. xx. 1, 2, 3, on pp. 158, 197, 208. 6
p. 180, cf. PI. v. 16; Sm. 11. xviii. 5, 11.

37—2
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Fig. 208. Hygiea(?). Olbia. BCA. xiii. PL 11. v. p. 297. Nose restored.
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CHAPTER XI.

ART IN THE GREEK COLONIES.

§
i. General Characteristics.

Scythic art has a special interest because it is one of the most important

sources of information as to the origin of the nomads of South Russia, and its

productions are all that is left us of a great nation : accordingly its remains
have been examined in some detail. The specimens of Greek art found in

Scythia or in the coast settlements are, on the contrary, but a small part of the

total mass of Greek art-work known, this small part being selected from the

greater whole by the taste and commercial connexions of the three or four

chief colonies. Still, this comparatively small part has yielded what is

absolutely an enormous number of works of art, and it will be impossible

to treat these as fully as the Scythic objects. It might be thought safe

entirely to ignore the finds made in such obscure towns as being unlikely

to tell us anything which would not be more satisfactorily attained by
investigations at the great centres of Greek art and civilization, but it just

happens that certain crafts of the ancient world have left better specimens
in this region than in any other. Whereas we shall find hardly any archi-

tecture or sculpture worth serious attention, decorative painting in its

latest form is represented
;

almost the only Greek carpentry, inlaying and
drawing on wood and almost the only textiles preserved have been saved
for us in South Russian graves

;
the later styles of ceramics can be well

studied, and some special developments observed, and terra-cottas without

attaining to a high level shew how the Bosporan artists followed at a distance

the movements of taste and fashion in the main centres of life. In bronze

work also we have artistic specimens of mirrors and mirror cases, horse-

trappings and various vessels with relief work dating from the early vth

century onwards. But it is in the precious metals that the South Russian

discoveries are richest. In silver, besides the peerless Chertomlyk vase, we
have vessels of all kinds of shapes and very varied decoration dating from
the late archaic to Roman times. In gold work not even Etruscan tombs
have furnished such perfect specimens. In their own way the necklets from
Kul Oba, from Theodosia and the Great Bliznitsa, the earrings from Theodosia
and Chersonese, one or two of the gold wreaths, the calathi from the Bliznitsa,

the Nereid temple-ornaments from the same tomb, and those with Athena
Parthenos and the Sphinx bracelets from Kul Oba, have never been surpassed

as triumphs of the goldsmith’s art.

It is possible to guess at some of the causes that determined the character

of the finds, at least that of those made about the Cimmerian Bosporus.

Here we had Greeks living under strong barbarian inlluence, their archons

were of barbarian extraction, and ruled as kings over neighbouring barbarous
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tribes. The Milesians themselves were largely crossed with Asiatic blood :

the barbarians both of Asia and of Scythia had very strong beliefs in the

necessity of providing the dead with a permanent dwelling and with all that

they could want in the next world. Hence the Ionian colonists in Scythia
were especially likely to raise solid memorials to their dead and fill the

well-built sepulchral chambers with precious things, more likely than the

home Greeks, whose notions of the next world were more exposed to

scepticism. The Bosporans, too, were rich with the riches of a commercial
class and had a taste for ornaments of gold upon their apparel. Moreover,
their land produced little fine stone (hence the wooden sarcophagi), but easily

worked coarse stone (hence the vaults that often kept all these things in good
preservation). Further, we must not forget that the most precious things of

all come from frankly barbarian graves. The combination of circumstances

is best paralleled by the state of Etruria, where the wealthy lucumones had
a taste for Greek art, and fitted up their everlasting abodes with beautiful

things of Greek, or imitation Greek, style. But the time of Etruscan wealth,

though in all it lasted longer, came to an end sooner than Bosporan and
Scythian prosperity, and the one region yields products of stiff archaic art, the

other, mostly objects which shew the most delicate and fanciful, if rather

overblown, art of the times succeeding Alexander. In this the resemblance

is rather to Grecian Egypt, from which many parallels will be quoted.

§
2. Architecture

.

It is difficult completely to account for the lack of monumental art.

No doubt it existed to some extent, but nothing like what there must have
been in most Asiatic Greek towns. Had there been many great buildings

adorned with sculpture they could not have perished entirely, troublous

though the history of Panticapaeum and Olbia may have been. So the

general results have in this respect been disappointing throughout the whole

coast, but the new systematic excavations at Olbia give us hope. The
Hellenistic house and Prytaneum (?) (pp. 455—457) do present considerable

interest, and there is a good Hellenistic anta capital
1

: also one or two fragments,

e.g. a marble cyma 2

,
date from quite early times. The city walls too are

reported to be of impressive solidity, but city walls are rather engineering

than architecture. So too the great tombs, whether ancient as the Royal

Barrow 3 and others near Kerch, or of the Roman period like those at Olbia

(inf. pp. 417-—420, ff. 308, 309), are also rather engineering works, though

some of them have architectural embellishments, e.g. the first tomb in the

Great Bliznitsa near Taman had an elegant cornice, but painted only

(v. p. 423, ff. 312, 313).

Chersonese stands on a different footing. As a Dorian city it has

singularly little in common with the other Scythian colonies. Also the greater

part of its site having rock just under the surface, buildings were more likely

1 BCA. XXXiii. p. 127, ff. 47, 48 =^^. Anz. vivals in their disposition and the real place they

1909, p. 174, f. 36. take in the history of architecture, v. R. Durm in
2 CR. 1905, pp. 14, 15, ff. 13, 14 = Arch. Anz. Jahresheftc der k. Arch. Instituts zu Wien

,
X.

1906, p. 122, f. 7. (1907), p. 230. He seems to put them too early,
3 Supra p. 194, ff. 86, 87. On Mycenaean sur- VI.—V. B.C., but Kul Oba cannot be so old.
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to be cleared away and their materials worked up into new ones. The first

attempt at a city wall is well preserved because it was treated as a mere
retaining wall to support a road across a piece of swampy ground, and
accordingly earthed up in Roman times. Now that it is uncovered it

produces quite an imposing effect. Of strictly architectural work we have
but fragments, a few bits of cornice (one in painted terra-cotta) 1 and archi-

trave, an Ionic capital and some late poor pillars built into U varov’s basilica
2

.

The Byzantine remains are another matter, and because of their definite

interest will be treated briefly in their place (inf. p. 508). The cave churches

at Inkerman and other sites in the Crimea are beyond my scope 3
.

From Panticapaeum we have a few pieces in the Hermitage, and some
bits lying about Mount Mithridates or stored in Melek Chesme barrow 4

.

Ashik figures a few more, now lost

6

. The temple of Artemis Agrotera 6 has

left no trace
;
the building in which the inscription was found at Akhtanizovka

cannot have been a temple 5
. So too with the other temples of whose

existence we know. At Anapa a coffer with a Medusa-head from the ceiling

of a large building has been dug up 8
. Baths have been excavated at

Panticapaeum (v. inf. p. 566, f. 345) and Chersonese (v. inf. p. 506).

§ 3. Sculpture.

As with architecture so with sculpture. Not a single good life-size

statue has ever been found in South Russia. No large bronzes are known
at all, and the few marble statues are of very little value, so I have felt it

my duty to enumerate fragments that would scarcely claim attention else-

where. On the other hand, we have any quantity of funeral bas-reliefs

varying in quality from bad to a badness such that there might be some doubt

whether they represent the human form at all
9

. Yet it is but just to say that

comparatively few gravestones have survived from before the 1st century b.c.,

and hardly any of these bear figures.

We have evidence in a signature of Praxiteles 10 that at any rate the

Olbiopolites tried to secure good work, but of the work itself we have not

a fragment. We know from Pliny that an Eros by the same hand existed

as near as Parium on the Propontis 11
. We have in an inscription from

Chersonese the name of another well-known artist, Polycrates, who may well

be the Athenian famous for representing athletes 12
. We can better spare the

various statues of whose former existence we know by the whole series of

inscriptions from Panticapaeum and Phanagoria, though portraits of the

1 BCA. xx. p. 47, f. 23.
2 Dubois de Montpereux, Ser. III. PI. xxxii. bis.
3 ib. iv. vi. : Trans. Od. Soc. XI v. pp. 166

—

279, A. L. Bertier-de- La-Garde, “Remains of

ancient Erections in the neighbourhood of Sevas-
topol and the Cave-towns of the Crimea.”

4 ABC. Frontispiece; losPE. IV. 202.
6 Bospora?i Kingdom

, in. p. 56, ff. cix.—cxvii.
6 App. 29 = IosPE. II. 344.
7 Ashik, op. cit. I. f. x. Goertz, Tamati

, p. 156.
8 CR. 1903, p. 78, f. 162.

0 G. von Kieseritzky und Carl Watzinger (
KYV.)

Griechische Grabreliefs aus Sudrussland, Beilin,

1909, v. inf. p. 299.
10 IosPE. 1. 145.
11 NH. xxxvi. 22 (4); Latyshev, TEAS. IV. p.

146 ;
Loewy, Inschr. Gr. Bildhauer, p. 383, No. 76 a.

12 IosPE. iv. 82, Pliny NH. XXXiv. 91 (19)-

Cephisodotus who made the statue of Ariston,

App. 19 = IosPE. 1. 199, is thought by Loewy, op.

cit. p. 237, No. 337, to have been an Athenian but

only of the Roman period.
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Spartocid kings would have been interesting, especially as the heads are gone
from the bas-relief above the Athenian decree in honour of the sons of
Leucon \

Of the figure subjects actually preserved, the oldest is a little bit of back
hair from Olbia, Milesian work like the Croesus columns at Ephesus 2

;
second

seems to rank a piece of a sepulchral relief from Kerch with a youth’s head and
shoulders, Attic work of the early vth century 3

. Next come more fragments
from Olbia, a bit of hair and brow in the style of the Parthenon 4

,
a mutilated

head of the end of the century 5

,
and a larger piece now in the Historical

Museum at Moscow 6

,
part of a ivth century grave-relief in Pentelic marble

with a mistress like the seated figure of Demetria and Pamphile 7 and a maid
behind her chair, but the heads are gone and the stone split, after which the

back was used for IosPE. 1. 64, a dedication to Apollo Prostates, with a

figure of extraordinary barbarity
;
so that of the good work hardly anything

is left. Something similar happened to the stone of IosPE. iv. 36, also

from Olbia, and bearing reliefs of young men.
To the ivth century belonged the monument of Comosarye 8

,
with its

statue of Astara, which is figured by Ashik 9

,
but has since been lost. We

still have from Chersonese a girl’s torso at Odessa 10

,
of which Zhebelev says that

after the manner in which the zone and diploidion are arranged and the folds

treated, it would seem to go back to a good ivth century original : he suggests

as its nearest analogue a statue at Corfu 11

,
which recalls the middle period

of Praxiteles. O. Waldhauer publishes a torso of a draped woman from

Theodosia, which he dates between 470 and 460 b.c. (he means 370—360)
12

.

In the same collection we have a female head from Olbia in very poor

preservation, but also of ivth century date 13

;
and to the same period seems

to go back a sleeping Eros with a torch, similar but inferior to one at Vienna 14
.

A bearded male head from Olbia in the Historical Museum at Moscow, in

type not unlike Asclepius, is referred by O. Waldhauer 15
to Scopas himself, but

it looks later in his picture, and is in any case very fragmentary. To the

end of the ivth century belongs the most interesting statue from South Russia,

the replica of the Phidiac Athena Parthenos in Pentelic marble dug up at

Olbia in 1903. Pharmacovskij 16 judges it Attic work, though rather careless

and mechanical, placing it between the Somzee and Patras replicas
17

. Another

piece in Pentelic marble is a Hellenistic head from Kerch 18
.

From Olbia, from the Hellenistic house at ix on the plan (p. 450, f. 331),

come the most attractive of sculptures from these parts, the three heads, of

1 BCH. v. PI. v. p. 194, v. inf. App. 28.
2 CR. 1906, p. 32, f. 24.
3 ABC. Frontispiece, 15, Reinach, p. 40; KW.

441, pi. XXXI.
4 BCA. xxxiii. p. 125, f. 45.
5 ib. p. 1 26, ff. 41

—

44=A rch. Anz. 1908, p. 183,

f. 17.
8 KW. 156, pi. xi.
7 Conze, Attische Grabreliefs, 109, pi. XL.
8 App. 30= IosPE. II. 346.
9 Bosporan Kingdom, I. f. ix.

10 S. A. Zhebelev, “Monuments of Classical

Sculpture preserved in the Museum of the Odessa
Society,” Trans. Od. Soc. XXII. p. 66, f. 1 : for

Furtwangler’s account of the same collection, v.

Philologische Wochenschrift
,

1888, p. 1516.
11 Arndt-Amelung, Photogr. Einzelaufn. Ant.

Sculpt. II. 603.
12 Trans. Od. Soc. xxvi. p. 203, f. 1.

13 Zhebelev, op. cit. p. 70, f. 4.
14 ib. p. 69, f. 3, cf. Sacken u. Kenner, Die

antiken Sculpt, d. kk. Miinz- u. Antiken-Cabinets

in Wien
,
1866, PI. V.

15 BCA. xxin. pp. 76—102, PI. 1.

16 BCA. xiv. pp. 69—93, PI- I-—ni.
17 O. Waldhauer in BCA. XVII. p. 99 wishes to

refer it to the school of Philiscus c. 250 B.C., but

Pharmacovskij, ib. p. 109, successfully defends his

own view.
18 Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 210, f. 8.



Fig. 209. CR. 1899, p. 23, f. 33. Kerch. Fig. 210. Mat. vii. p. 21. Marble Head of Archaistic

Bearded Hermes. Hermes. §. Chersonese.

female head (p. 292, f. 208) has less defined characteristics, but agrees with

the first. The only reason for its being named Hygiea is that it was
found with the Asclepius. The third head is that of a child, but shews
only the beginning of that accurate study of infant forms which reached its

perfection in Boethus : one hesitates to give it a name, but it may be an Eros.

To the nnd century belongs a pair of Herms from Kerch, one headless,

representing Heracles, another with the Bearded Hermes (f. 209). Another
such Hermes (f. 210) in marble, of a more archaistic character, was found at

1 BCA. XIII. pp. 191—215, ff. 1 5
1 , 153, 155, 156, Pi. 1.— ill.

M. 38

Earlier Fragments. Hellenistic 297

about half life-size, dug up by Pharmacovskij in 1902 1
. He has no difficulty

in shewing the first to be that of Asclepius, and finally comes to the con-

clusion that it is Alexandrian work of the middle of the mrd century,

recalling as it does the style of Bryaxis, e.g. his Serapis, but shewing some
influence of Lysippus. The expression is mild and compassionate, without

the exaggerated passion of Pergamum or Rhodes. The wonderfully beautiful
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Chersonese in 1890, and is very closely related to the original from which
the artificer whose moulds were found there that same year had taken his

cast

1

. It distinctly recalls the Hermes of Alcamenes from Pergamurrr.
To the class of the late Hellenistic genre subjects belongs a statuette

from Akkerman, now at Odessa. It represents a hunter in a chlamys 3
. The

execution is rough, belonging to the last century b.c. To a model originating

in the same sort of taste goes back a statue dedicated by the Olbian strategi

to Apollo Prostates in the und century a.d.

—

a boy with a wine-skin, from
which the water of a fountain is to gush 4

.

Of the Odessa collection perhaps the most pleasing specimen is a
bas-relief from Kerch, with Artemis, Apollo Daphnephoros, Hermes and
Peitho or Aphrodite 5

. Reinach sees in it Attico-Ionian sculpture of about

470 b.c. But the figure of Peitho in its transparent dress seems to betray the

taste of a later time, and the relief would more likely belong to the archaistic

class
;

its poor preservation makes it hard to be quite sure. It recalls the lost

Corinth puteal 6

,
which was almost certainly Neo-Attic. So Hauser says, and

Kondakov would seem to agree.

Of whole statues perhaps the best are those of a man and a woman of the

1st century a.d. discovered at Glinishche, near Kerch 7
. They are rather over

life-size and of regular Roman work. The woman generally resembles the

well-known woman from Herculaneum
;

the type also occurs in terra-cotta.

At Odessa is a female head from Theodosia bearing some relation to this

group, but earlier in execution 8
. From Kerch comes an elaborate sarcophagus

on which recline the mutilated figures of a man and a woman 9

;
the position

is that so common on Etruscan sarcophagi
;
on the sides are interesting

reliefs with scenes from the life of Achilles. There is also a statue of

Cybele in poor preservation 10
. Both these are also illustrated by Ashik,

who gives some other fragments, but his drawings are so bad as to be
almost worthless 11

. A good Roman portrait head at Odessa comes from Olbia.

It belongs to the mrd century a.d., and Zhebelev 12 sees in it Paulina, and
von Stern, in a note to Zhebelev’s article, Julia Maesa.

Animals have not fared better than men. There is a very stiff lifeless

lion from Kerch in the Hermitage (f. 21 1), rather a better one from Cher-

sonese 13

,
and a pair of rather worse ones from Olbia, chiefly interesting for

the mysterious marks scratched upon them 14
. A griffin’s body at Odessa

might have once adorned the palace of Scyles 15
. In the little museum at

Theodosia is an elegant bas-relief of a griffin, but it came from Kerch
;

a

marble table-leg in the form of a lion from Chersonese is good as mere
decoration 10

. The British Museum has some specimens from Kerch, sent

home by Colonel Westmacott in 1856; they include figures of a lion and
lioness, a relief of Tritons and some typical grave stelae

17
.

1 v. p. 367, f. 267, Mat. vii. p. 20.
2 Silzber. Berlin. Akad. 1904, p. 69 : Ath. Mitt.

1904, W. Altmann, p. 179, PI. xvni.—xxi.
3 Zhebelev, op. cit. p. 68, f. 2.
4 CR. 1905, p. 15, f. 16= Arch. Anz. 1906,

p. 1 19, ff. 5, 6. Inscr. App. 11 = BCA. XVIII. p. 103,

No. 5.
6 Kondakov, Trans. Od. Soc. X. p. 16 and PI. I.

3 ; S. Reinach, Monuments Piot, II. p. 57, PI. VII.

v. Stern, Od. Mus. Guide
, p. 102, makes it ivth cent.

6 JHS. vi. (1885), p. 48, PI. LVi. lvii.

7 ABC. Frontispiece 7, 8, Reinach, p. 39.
8 O. Waldhauer, Trans. Od. Soc. XXVI. p. 191 :

Reinach, Rep. de la Statuaire
, 11. p. 613. 4, 666. 8.

8 ABC. Frontispiece 9, Reinach, p. 38. 10 ib. 12.
11 Bosp. Kingdotn in. ff. cxviii. xcix. c.—cviii.
12 op. cit. p. 71, f. 5.
13 CR. 1905, p. 46, f. 43.
14 v. p. 317, f. 227 : CR. 1872, Text, PI. xvii. 19.
15 Museum Guide

, p. 17, No. 9, cf. Her. IV. 79.
10 CR. 1890, p. 31, f. 16.
17 MacPherson, Kertch

, pp. 48— 51.
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These stelae have been comprehensively studied by Watzinger 1

. His
first class

'2
consists of those without figures. Besides the plain stelae or those

with a simple horizontal moulding along the top, referred to any century

between vi b.c. and 1 a.d.,

—

these may have the further adornment of two
rosettes or weapons,—we have in the ivth century b.c. a simplification of

a cornice with eaves, and at all periods a pedimental top. A more interesting

termination is the palmette in its varieties. Here belongs the oldest piece

of carving from Kerch, not later than the vith century b.c., an arrangement

Fig. 21 i. CR. 1894, p. 5, f. 1. Marble Lion from Kerch.

of palmettes and volutes, recalling early Ionian pottery or even Cypro-
Phoenician work 3

. More ordinary forms were at first probably painted : the

favourite variety is a palmette rising from a pair of co volutes commonly not

lying horizontally as in most Attic work, but set vertically back to back, an

East-Greek form 4
. Between the volutes there gradually grow up acanthus

leaves and flowers until the palmettes are disintegrated into sprays of volutes 5
.

About the middle of the ivth century Attic fashions come in again
; e.g. an

anthemion from Chersonese in Pentelic marble (f. 212), and imitations from

Kerch. All these types are copied unintelligently in the 1st century a.d. and
caricatured in the next 6

.

The figured stelae Watzinger 7
first classifies by their architecture : they

offer curious examples of degradation. The actual relief is usually in a

1 KW. (v. p. 295, n. 9) is mostly his work 3 K\V. 87, PL IV., cf. O. Montelius, Die dlteren

though he has used Kieseritzky’s materials. He Kulturperioden
,

I. Nos. 319, 323, 371, 381.

describes over 800 reliefs and illustrates some 350,
4 KW. PI. v.

but often older cuts, e.g. some in CR., Latyshev’s s KW. PI. vi. VII.

in losPE. iv. and BCA. X. and MacPherson’s 0 KW. PI. ix.

in Kertch are clearer.
1 KW. pp. 22—28.

2 KW. 1— 155, PI. 1.—X.

38—

2
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rectangular panel frequently flanked by pilasters
;
above is a kind of entab-

lature, often with three rosettes on the frieze. Above this, again, the

composition is in a few cases, in the ist and nnd centuries a.d., finished off

with an anthemion
;
more usually by a pediment with acroteria, occasionally

giving the top a gabled outline. Far more commonly above the pediment is

another horizontal moulding. The acroteria are sometimes left flat as it were
for painted palmettes (Figs. 214, 216), later they degenerate into shapeless

lumps : more often an attempt at a palmette is carved upon them, usually

without the base volutes (Fig. 215). Between the acroteria and in the

pediment we generally have rosettes. The most elaborate composition

(11 century b.c.)
1 has to flank the relief Ionic columns supporting an architrave

Fig. 212. Anthemion from Chersonese. KW. 128, pi. vui. (cf. ib. 129 from Olbia).

with circles incised upon it
;
above this is an Ionic portico, with rails and

large shields between the five columns, a bust of Demeter in the pediment

and large rosettes above. Instead of the rectangular field we very often

find a niche with an arched top, and the treatment of this arch in conjunction

with the pilasters and architrave shews how early the Eastern Greeks began

to try and reconcile the two principles, for these rude imitations follow more

accomplished Hellenistic models
;
but we have all the combinations which

elsewhere play a greater part, the arch rising from the pilasters themselves

as on Fig. 213, or from an inner order or else from brackets
;
in the spandrels

we have long-stemmed volutes or rosettes. Above the arch come the same

upper members as above the rectangular fields.

The reliefs themselves—sometimes there are two on one stone—offer the

ordinary types. The feminine figures, which occur singly or in all possible

combinations, are all represented on Fig. 213, the lady sitting or standing

1 KW. 407, PL xxviii.
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in an attitude of dejection and the basket-bearing maid often on a smaller

scale. The man appears as taking leave of the woman, at other times he

is standing alone, and then is usually armed. In Fig. 214 he is resting his

elbow on a pillar against which his shield leans while his gorytus hangs
behind him. At other times we see him riding out to war with his groom
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Fig. 213. IosPE. iv. 391 = 0/?. 1890, p. 29, f. 15;
KW. 201, PL xiv. Stele of Chreste. ^r . Kerch.
MeWuyapov pe Koprjv dnevoirffnaf fidaKayos"A(i)8ris

XprjcTTrjv /cat y[v(o]rd)V fils 8vo kiu yn'erov,

pr/rpos epijs (pdipevr) s os vr/ula^ov pe Koplaaas
us (pXoya /cat (nrodipv eXnldas e^(\€u>.

(1. 2 = four brothers and a father.)

Fig. 214. CA\ 1876, p. 214 — JosPE. 11. 62, K IV.

454, PI. xxxiii. Stele of Mastus. TV Kerch.
H <xvvo8os rj 7repi fjpiav Uavrdyadov /cat crvvaytaydv

Mt/caf /cat (piXdyadov Evpppoova K at TtapacpiXdyadov

'HXti' Kai Trpaypardv ^apvasrjv Maaroiv Maorov
pvrjpijs xdpiv.

(rjpeav= lepia.)

following on foot or on horseback (Fig. 215). Both these stelae have been
set up by the society to whom the deceased belonged (v. Ch. xix.). The
galloping type like Fig. 218 is rare; usually the horse is walking. When
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there are two reliefs they may represent two different

man’s life, e.g. on the stele of Gazurius (p. 507, f. 339)
arms typifying his warlike side, is a group shewing him

i ,

v mimM

g ; :>
;

v- • /..V.

[CH. XI

aspects of the dead

,
above the relief of

with his wife, a boy

Fig. 215. Kerch. Stele of Daphnus in coarse local stone. ^ . KTR. p. 217, f. 197: CA’. 1872 (Text), XVII. 3:

KW. 627, PI. XLII. = IosPE. II. 65. Aucpve 'i'v^upLCovos
\

eni rrjs avXijs
| XalPe -

I

01 o-vvodeiTcu.
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and a child. In the case of Fig. 216 the name of Dionysius and his relief

have been added after that of Diophantus. The armed horseman is often

combined on one stele with the so-called “Funeral Feast”
(
Totenmahl

),

A|0$ANTE YIE;

kOtOY XAIPE

AlONYZIE
AIO^an[.T|5Y ;,

JXAIPB ^

Fig. 216. CR. 1890, p. 26, f. 14 : JosPE.
iv. 300: KW. 624, f. 15. Stele of

Diophantus. . Kerch.

Fig. 217. Mat. XIX. p. 49 : Selections from the most
humble Report on A rchaeological Investigations made in

1853 (St P. 1855), p. 168: KW. 734, PI. liv. : Latyshev,

Inscr. Chi'ist. p. 23, No. 12. Tombstone from Chersonese

used again in Christian times. £.
tpos

tor]

Kvprjf fjorjdt]

TOV VKOV TOVTOV apT)V

i.e. <£a>y. Zg>7. Kvpie, fiorjdei tov olkov tovtov. Aprjv.

a very common subject 1

;
we have a man reclining on a couch, a woman

sitting at the end of it, a servant offering him a cup, a three-legged table

before him, and other minor figures. The scene is universal throughout the

Greek world. Besides Panticapaeum, where it also occurs painted on the

walls of “catacombs” (pp. 312—321, ff. 223, 224, 229, 231), we meet itatTyras

KW. 687—737, PL L.—Liv., cf. Kulakovskij, Mat. XIX. “Two Kerch Catacombs,” p. 44 sqq.
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(mrd century b.c.)
1

,
Olbia 2

,
and Chersonese (Fig. 217); this last in Christian

times was let into the walls of a basilica, hence the crosses and inscriptions.

Originally the type exhibited the dead man as a hero, as in the well-known
Sparta reliefs

3

;
but the specimens on the Bosporus have become purely

conventional ; if they represent anything it is rather the dead man in his

family circle. Soracus, for instance (p. 321, f. 231), holds a lyre instead of

the usual cup or the bunch of grapes that often takes its place. The idea

of the deified dead man still survives on the tombstone with elaborate

architecture, quite an aedicula
,
described above 4

;
on it the man is being

crowned by Nike, and his wife appears as a goddess (Aphrodite?).

Unusual subjects are those on the stele of Glycarion and Polysthenes 5—
two men in red in a blue and red boat upon a blue sea—and the memorial
of a poet with a lyre and book-chest 6

.

Fig. 218. Tanais. Votive Relief. 1 . KTR. p. 14, f. 12 : ABC. Vol. I. p. 278, v. inf. p. 369.

Rather like a grave relief is Tryphon’s dedication from Tanais (Fig. 218).

The type recalls the coins of Cotys II (PI. vm. 4), terra-cottas from Kerch 7

,

and a clasp in the form of a horseman from Sympheropol 8
. From this latter

site come reliefs of Tauri(?), one a trousered rider, early ivth century, the

other with two fields, in one a horseman, in the other a spearman in a doublet

with a small targe 9
.

The ordinary stelae with reliefs date from the und century b.c. to the und
century a.d. Two, clearly among the latest in style

10

,
bear the actual date

426 of the Bithynian, Pontic or Bosporan era (a.b.) = 130 a.d. Plardly one

of them has any artistic merit
;
the great majority come from Panticapaeum,

1 I<W. 687, PI. L.

2 Kulakovskij, p. 50, ff. 13, 14; Uvarov,

Recherches
,

PI. xm. takes the dead man for

Asclepius, cf. Furtwangler, Ath. Mitt. 1883, p. 368.
3 'Pod and Wace, Catalogue of Sparta Museum

,

pp. 102 1 13, cf. J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to

the Study of Greek Religion, pp. 350—360.
4

p. yx>=KW. 407, PI. xxvm.

6 losPE. iv. 238; KW. 550, PI. xxxvii.
6 ABC. 1 p. 279, Reinach, p. 96, not in KW.
7 ABC. LXI v. 2, v. p. 369, n. 3.
8 CR. 1889, p. 26, f. 1 1.

9 KW. 557, PI. xxxviii. 442, PI. xxxii.
10 KW. 272, PI. XVIII.

; 614, PL XLil . = BCA. x.

p. 81, No. 94 ;
IosPE. 11. 301.
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a few from Olbia and Chersonese. I cannot detect any local distinction of

style. The very last stage of degradation would seem to be reached in the

stones set up by Roman soldiers at Chersonese, e.g. to Aurelius Victor and
the son of Aurelius Viator 1

,
if it were not for rude plates in the shape of head

and shoulders 2 something like Muhammadan tombstones but flat. There are

a few attempts at sepulchral effigies 3

,
but they are very poor. The stelae

from Kerch not only crowd the Hermitage and the Kerch, Moscow and
Odessa Museums, but are preserved, many of them, in the Royal and Melek
Chesme Barrows

;
some twenty-five are in the British Museum.

MacPherson 4
tells us how two statues, one of an orator, the other of a

woman, both double life size and of marble and so presumably imported
work, were lost in the Volga on the way to Petersburg, and we may regret

their loss, as that of Astara mentioned above, but they were probably of

late date.

4. Painting.

Of painting we have more remains than of sculpture. It is to this rather

than to its carpentry that the coffin of the Kul Oba queen 5

,
the most elaborate

early example, owes its interest. The top plank (PI. lxxxiii. i a) is much the

most important for colour and composition
;
the ground colour is not clear,

but beginning from the left we have a mass of green for the chariot, whitey-

green horses with red straps, a man’s figure with reddish-brown flesh in a red

chiton, pursuing a girl in a green dress
;
a second girl (on 1 b

)

has a yellow

dress, then comes a man in a blue and white chiton with a red border running

after a yellow and brown swan
;
the next figure, green and brown, is rather

being attacked by a swan
;
there follow a figure in green and brown, and one

in a red chiton with a blue border; finally, on the last division (ir) a grey

female figure, pursued by a brown-fleshed man in a white and blue chiton, and

beyond him another chariot, brown, with whitish horses. The hunting scene

on the plank below (lxxxiv. i b and le) has a primrose ground, the chariot

is neutral tint, the driver green, the two horses grey
;

in front a red-fleshed

man runs after a bird with a neck outlined in red and wings of white and

green. The lowest plank ( t c, if) has a red ground; upon it are yellow

griffins with white wings, yellow lions and other yellow beasts. Below is

a plain yellow band. The end fragment (1 d, ig) is brown, with a kind of

red panel
;
upon it are a griffin and a lion, both yellow. I have given this

colouring at length as the original ABC. is very rare and Reinach’s reprint

accessible, so his plates are worth supplementing
;

for this is a richer and

more subtle range of colour than we find elsewhere in ivth century work 6
.

1 losPE. iv. 120, 122.
2 KW. LV. LVI.
3 KW. LIV. LV.
4 Kertch

, p. 85.
6 ABC. Reinach, pp. 10, 127, PI. lxxxiii.

lxxxiv. We have four planks of it left shewn in

their mutual relation in lxxxiv. i. Three of them
1 a, 1 b and 1 c came one above the other along one
side : 1 d was part of the framing of an end : 1 a is

reproduced on a larger scale at the top of PI.

lxxxiii., and on a still larger scale, so that it had

to be taken in three pieces, on the same plate

la, lb, 1 c
;

it represents the rape of the daughters

of Leucippus. The other two long planks (with

a hunting scene, 1 b and 1 c of PI. lxxxiv.) are

repeated on a fairly large scale on PI. lxxxiv. as

1 e and 1f. The end piece 1 d of PL lxxxiv. is

enlarged alongside as 1^; cf. Dubois de Mont-
pdreux, IV. xxv. xxvi.

6 For a discussion of the drawings on ivory,

pp. 204, A— D, ff. 100— 103, and the polychrome
decorations of other sarcophagi, v. p. 330 sqq.

39M.
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Simpler in every respect and there-

fore presumably earlier in date is the stele

of Apphe, wife to Athenaeus (Fig. 219),

found in January 1887 on the way from

Kerch to the Quarantine. The lines are

lightly incised on the stone, and the spaces

were filled in with colour, since vanished.

According to Gross’s drawing, here repro-

duced, we have a life-sized picture of a

woman looking down at an infant that she

holds in her arms. Her cloak which
covers her head is brown with a red

border : the child wears a red cap and a

white-sleeved shirt. In front of her stands

a Herm with a wreath painted on it, but

Kieseritzky saw therein a woman with a

pine-cone and a box. Above is the in-

scription traced in red upon a brown
band : the whole was surmounted by a

wreath of bay leaves in white, now mostly

broken away. The work cannot be later

than the first half of the ivth century :

even as interpreted by Gross it is a

charming drawing : nothing else like it

has survived on Scythian soil.

The architectural patterns on the stele

of Apaturis, wife of Thynus 1

,
are painted,

a cymation in green and blue upon red,

and a bay wreath blue and green with a

red stalk and dark berries
;
both go round

to the sides of the stele. The inscription

is in red. The stele of Xeno and Xeno-
peithes 2 has at the top a red cymation (?),

under it the inscription, incised but filled in

with red, and below this a red fillet tied in

a knot with its ends hanging right down.
Both stelae are of the ivth century.

We have no good wall painting from
houses : the Hellenistic house 3

at Olbia,

which had an interestinof desio-n in the

pebble-mosaic of its peristyle 4

,
and the

baths at PanticapaeunT only yielded archi-

tectural patterns and marbled plaster.

1 IosPE. iv. 363 ;
Mat. xvn. Coloured Plate.

2 BCA. xvm. p. 130, No. 47, KW. 34, PI. 11.

3 v. p. 457, BCA. xiii. p. 62, f. 34.
4 ib. pp. 40—43, ff. 22—25.
6 CR. 1 898, p. 14.

Fig. 219. Painted Stele of Apphe. Kerch. CR.

1882-8, p. 20; KW. 284, f. 6; IosPE. II. 217.

Height 1 m. 98 cm.
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But it was on the walls and roofs of grave chambers that the greater part

of ancient paintings—hence loosely called frescoes—in South Russia have

survived. The earliest seem to be in the Taman Peninsula. In the second

chamber of the Great Bliznitsa there were elegantly painted cornices (v. p. 423,

ff. 312, 313), and in the middle of the roof a woman’s head on a dark blue

ground. About her neck was a string of gold beads, and behind fell a light

and dark red veil. Her hair, eyes and brows were dark brown, and about

her head and in her right hand were leaves and flowers, red, yellow and
white. This is one of the very few examples of late ivth-century painting.

The head is probably that of Persephone 1
.

In the same district, about a mile and a half to the west, Tiesenhausen
found in Vasjurin hill the next term in the series of S. Russian wall paintings.

In the outer corridor (for the tomb was in two parts) a pattern representing

blocks of masonry went almost to the top of the wall, and was crowned with

a very realistic cornice shewing a row of oves and dentels, with lions’ heads

for gargoyles, and above them the line was broken alternately by swallows

and ornaments representing meagre conventionalized antefixes. Within the

chamber the masonry courses only went up to a dado, above which there was
a broad brown band below the cornice. Other colours used were red, grey,

black, blue and green 2
.

To this early class the traces of fresco at Karagodeuashkh (v. sup. p. 216)

seem to have belonged.

“ Catacombs ” at Kerch.

The sepulchral chambers of Kerch itself offer curious specimens of the

later stage of wall painting as practised far from the centres of Hellenistic art,

but yet in accordance with its traditions. Something of the same kind was
universal in the Graeco-Roman world and is most familiar to us from the wall

paintings of Pompeii. Other well-known examples have been found in Rome,
the discovery of some of them being of importance in the history of the

Renaissance. The fashion has long been supposed to originate in Alexandria,

and the earliest examples of the fully developed architectural style are two graves
lately found there 3

,
in which the architectural motives being logically worked

out produce a much more satisfactory decoration than the rather mechanical
architectural style and later baroque extravagances of the Pompeian examples.

It is, however, just as likely that the real birthplace of the style was one of the

magnificent cities of Asia Minor. There is no doubt that in each case the

tomb reflected as faithfully as convenient the local style of house decoration

and even arrangement. We must, however, never forget that these paintings

were hurriedly executed by artificial light under unfavourable conditions and
that it is hardly fair to judge them as if they were the highest of which their

makers were capable.

1 Coloured Frontispiece, CR. 1865, Text.
2 CR. 1868, p. xiii. : 1869 Text, pp. 174-5, with

illustrations : reopened in 1907, BCA. xxxv. p. 47.
3 H. Thiersch : Zwei Antike Grabaiilagen

bei Alexandria
,

Berlin, 1904 : but cf. Wiegand-
Schrader, Prie?ie

, p. 308 and M. Bulard, “ Peintures
Murales et Mosaiques de Dtilos,” Mon. Riot, XIV.
1908.

39—2
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The closest parallel to the Kerch tombs is a great sepulchral cave at

Palmyra 1

,
where the mixture of Greek and Oriental races offered some

analogies to Bosporan conditions, but the whole being on a much larger

scale than anything in Kerch gave much greater scope for the artist who
distinctly foreshadows some of the typical effects of the Byzantine style.

Another very close parallel is offered by the decoration of a tomb in the

northern necropolis of Cyrene
;
here the Hat pattern on the walls resembled

very much the carpet-like pattern of the later Kerch examples 2
.

At Kerch the sepulchral chambers, generally called “catacombs 3,’’ occur

on the north side of the ridge running west from Mount Mithridates where a

bed of calcareous rock overlies one of stiff clay. A perpendicular shaft was
sunk through the rock and the chamber dug out in the clay. From the shaft

a passage usually leads into a main room from the sides of which open out

recesses with couches on which the dead were placed. In the walls there were
generally one or two niches to hold lamps or vases. In most cases there was
no attempt at decoration and the contents of the catacombs are not often very
interesting, since all date from after the Christian era. Moreover nearly

always they have been plundered, because it was so easy to violate a whole
series of them by breaking through the partition walls. How they stand to

one another may be well seen by the section given as MacPherson’s frontis-

piece. In one or two examples of sepulchral vaults the walls which are

adorned with paintings are of real masonry
;
the usual practice was to cover

the natural clay with plaster to afford a satisfactory ground, only in a few late

cases very simple decorations or crosses and inscriptions were traced directly

upon the clay.

The decoration of the chambers may be classified into three styles accord-

ing as the walls are treated mostly to represent masonry or marble lining or

embroidered hangings respectively 4
. The styles succeeded apparently in this

order, though Rostovtsev in his last article asserts that the textile style came
between the masonry and the marble lining and overlapped both. In all there

persists a low band of plain colour or uniform marbling running along the base

of the wall and representing a plinth.

1 Bulletin of the Russian Archaeological
I?istitute in Constantinople

,
Vol. vm. Pt 3, Sophia,

1903, B. V. Pharmacovskij, “Painting in Palmyra,”
an account of the Megaret-Abu-Skheyl. J. Strzy-

gowski, Orient oder Rom
,
p. 11 sqq., Leipzig, 1901,

has less satisfactory illustrations. Both refer to

0 strup, Historisk-topografiske-Bidrag til Kend-
skabet til den syriske (prken

,
Kj^benhavn, Lunos,

1895 ;
I copy the title just as they give it.

2 Smith, R. M. and Porcher, E. A., History of
the recetit Excavations in Cyrene made during the

Expedition to the Cyrenaica in 1860-61. PL xxi.

P- 3 i-

3 This term was given them by the early

explorers and has clung to them ever since, although

they are not really like the Roman Catacombs :

there is sometimes a fortuitous resemblance, owing
to grave-robbers having broken through from
chamber to chamber, so making a kind of passage
instead of sinking a fresh shaft.

4 A. Ashik, Antiquities of Kerchj a Panti-

capaean Catacomb adorned with Frescoes
,
Odessa,

1845, was the first to publish a Kerch catacomb;
Stephani,as occasion offered, described or illustrated

in CR. those found from year to year, but V. V. Stasov

was the first to go into the subject in CR. 1872,

pp. 235—328, his XVIII plates are in the Text not

the Atlas of CR.
; J. A. Kulakovskij after publishing

“A Christian Catacomb of 491 A.D. at Kerch,” in

Mat. VI. (1891), made a fresh survey of the question

in Mat. XIX. (1896), “Two Kerch Catacombs with

Frescoes
;

also a Christian Catacomb opened in

1895,’’upon this my account has been mainly based.

M. I. Rostovtsev reviewed Kulakovskij in ERAS.
IX. (1896), Pt II. p. 291, and added much of his

own
;
he has made a new classification and given

fresh details in fourn. Min. Pub. Instr., St P. 1906,

May, pp. 21 1—231, “ Decorative Painting at Kerch,”

and it is this article that I have in mind when I

refer to him. He is preparing a comprehensive
work on the subject.
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Among the very earliest vaults are the two with a masonry lining. Of
one we did know only by MacPherson’s very untrustworthy sketch 1

,
but

Rostovtsev describes a drawing preserved in the Hermitage. The stones

below the dado were jointed in black with red rustication, one course was
sham marble, another had birds on sprays, above were horsemen with red and
blue cloaks : the figures outside the door, shewn by MacPherson as lion-

headed, were probably Hermes and Calypso, typical of parting. The other

frescoed masonry tomb was opened by Kareisha in 1832. The description is

very vague and it is hard to trust the published pictures 2

;
the date seems to be

the 1st century a.d.
;
the chief subject was the contest of Pygmies and Cranes.

In an ordinary plastered tomb of the first class, which corresponds in some
degree to Mau's first style at Pompeii, we have above the dark plinth an
imitation of four or five unequal courses of big blocks of stone treated a little

decoratively. This reaches almost to the height of the lowest spring of the

irregular roof and is finished off by a broad band representing a cornice and

1 Kertch
, p. 76. 2 Dubois de Montpereux, S£r. iv. PI. xviii. 2.
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leaves but little space above itself where the roof is low, but considerable
lunettes or spandrels where the roof rises. This space above the cornice is at

the free disposal of the artist. To this class belongs the tomb of Alcimus, son
of Hegesippus, found in 1867 1

. The free wall space opposite the entrance
was adorned with the rape of Core. Four brown horses draw a red chariot
with blue wheels : the driver above may be either Eros, who should have
wings, or Hermes, who usually leads the horses. On the car stands Pluto
in a short red chiton and flying chlamys holding the blue-draped figure of
Persephone whom he has seized from among four women. Of these one with
a blue veil falling back is probably Demeter, the others, Persephone’s usual
companions, d he cornice is adorned with swags of foliage and birds. In the

Fig. 221. CR. 1868, p. 1 1 6. Ceiling of Catacomb of Alcimus. Kerch.

middle of the roof was a woman’s head surrounded by green leaves and red,

white and blue flowers (f. 221), recalling the head in the Great Bliznitsa (p. 307).
Another catacomb (Zaitsev’s) with the rape of Core was opened in 1895. Its

frescoes have stood well and one can still see a head in the middle of the

ceiling labelled A]H MHTHP, and a side scene of Hermes and Calypso 2
.

Of much the same date as the catacomb of Alcimus is the vault opened
in 1 891

3

;
above a plinth treated as a perfunctory imitation of marble are four

courses of large stones, the joints marked with blue lines and the outline

followed in brown. The top course has the thickest stones and each of them
is treated as a panel filled with a garland hanging from two hooks. The
garlands are alternately simple brown fillets and swags of fruit with flowers,

the remainder of the oblong being filled with fluttering ribbons, the whole
having a very graceful effect. Above the broad brown cornice band, we have
peacocks and other birds on the long walls, on the entrance wall Hermes and
Fortune and a deer under a tree. The principal wall opposite the entrance is

divided into two by a niche, above which is the familiar motive of two
peacocks drinking from a standing cup. On the right of this, but not well

preserved, are the frequent scenes of a horseman and his companions and a

sacrifice with a man and woman (Rostovtsev calls them Serapis and Isis)

wearing calathi. On the left we have the familiar “funeral feast” with the

unusual addition of a cradle with children, and beyond a picture of a tent.

The whole is flanked by decorative trees and beasts. Something similar must

1
f. 220, CR. 1868, pp. 1 14 and 116. 3 Fig. 222; Kulakovskij, Mat. XIX. pp. 34—43,

3 Trans. Od. Soc. XIX. Minutes
, p. 56. PI. VIII.—XI.
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have been a catacomb opened in 1852, of which the only account is in an
article by P. Becker on “ Kerch and Taman in July 1852V’ He mentions two
horsemen and birds above, and birds painted on the stones of the wall-pattern.

Here seems to belong one opened in 1908 ;
the walls were covered with

broad stripes, yellow, dark reel and yellow again with a narrow white band
between and a white cornice : all round were painted alabastra, round vessels,

garlands, olive crowns, Hercules clubs, and embroidered cloths represented as

hanging from nails
2
.

But much the most interesting of this class, though perhaps the latest,

is that of Anthesterius, the son of Hegesippus, discovered in 1877
3
. Whether

this Hegesippus was the same as the father of Alcimus cannot be decided,

but there is sufficient resemblance in style between the tombs to make it

not unlikely. Rostovtsev makes this vault earlier than that of Alcimus.

Above the plinth we have four courses of stones separated by black lines

and outlined in brown, the whole suggesting rustication. The stones of the

top course, which are far the largest, are treated as panels, two of them bear

figures with leaves in their hair and caducei in their hands, one (Fig. 223,

No. 3) wears brown, the other (No. 4) green and red. Above the black and
brown cornice is the chief scene (No. 1) : Anthesterius in a blue and white

shirt (conceivably steel mail) and brown trousers on a black horse with white

patches is shewn receiving a blue cup from a boy in a brown shirt and red

hose. Behind this latter is a woman shrouded in red sitting upon a high

wooden chair with a blue cushion at her back : on each side stands a girl, one
with a long blue dress and white shirt over, the other with these colours

reversed. Next we have the tent, brown with reddish people within and
apparently a blue floor : against it leans an inordinately long spear, brown
with a blue head. Beyond stands a conventional tree with a gorytus hanging

on it, and round the corner on a side wall are a brown and a green horse

flanking a similar tree (No. 2). With the exception of the green horse the

objects seem coloured according to nature. Here we evidently have a con-

tamination of the funeral feast and the scene of the horseman’s departure, so

the slave and the three-legged table with vessels on it have been supplied on
one of the top stones beneath the cornice band. On the right-hand side of

a niche we have a man clothed like Anthesterius, but with a blue (steel)

cap and a long spear riding a light-brown horse and leading a black one.

Behind follows another lightish-brown horse.

In the shaft of the catacomb found in 1891 was found a coin of

Mithridates VIII
;
this goes towards dating this class any time in the second

half of the first century a.d.

A transitional stage in which we miss the imitation of a wall built with

solid stone blocks, but still have the high cornice, is exemplified by a fine

specimen discovered in 1841 and published by Ashik 4
. Unfortunately the

drawings then made were anything but exact, and it is hard to see what we
may take as authentic in them. Attempts to reopen the chamber have hitherto

1 Propylaea
,
A Russian Classical Magazine

,

3
f. 223, coloured in CR. 1878-9, PI. I. f. 1 and

HI. p. 362. Frontispiece.
2 Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 149, where for some 4 op. cit., his most important drawings have

reason it is put down to the early ivth century been reproduced in KTR., pp. 21 1, 212, ff. 193, 194
li.C. and in Stasov XVIII. 35.
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failed. In this case the wall surface below the cornice was divided up by Ionic

pillars, between which were various scenes, while there were more scenes

above the cornice. Accordingly more space was taken up with figure-work

than in any catacomb known. There were also purely decorative panels with
sprigs, peacocks, masks, and architectural adornments. The scenes represented

included a specially full version of the funeral feast and a cavalry engage-
ment wherein some combatants wear short scale-coats, sometimes partly

hidden by a surcoat, others coats of mail so long that they have to ride side-

saddle. The surface of these latter is not indicated with typical scale

pattern, but with oblongs just like masonry, perhaps they were quilted and

Fig. 224. Wall Painting from catacomb at Kerch (1841) after Ashik. KTR. p. 211, f. 193.

not covered with scales at all. Which are Bosporans and which barbarians is

not clear. Other scenes shew the funeral, the dead man carried high in

a covered litter, also various scenes from daily life and even gladiatorial

combats. All with a Roman touch which may be genuine or may be due to

the training of the copyist.

Typical specimens of the second class were those discovered in 1872 and

1875. They are characterized by the disappearance of the plain wall of

apparently solid blocks : in its place we find an imitation of as it were high

wainscoting made with panels of many-coloured marbles rendered architectural

with pilasters. A similar change of taste is observed at Pompeii. The
favourite pattern for the wainscot panels seems to be a rayed circle within a

larger circle inscribed in a lozenge in its turn inscribed in the oblong of the
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panel 1

. The wainscoting is not as high as the former wall pattern and leaves
more space for free decoration above.

Judging from the description a good early example of this style was a
tomb excavated in 1902 on the way to Katerles 2

. It is interesting for the
painting of Medusa’s head on the inner side of the door slab, and for a very
pretty and natural design of a vine with grapes that adorned the long front of
one sarcophagus. 1 hese give an idea much higher than usual of the skill of
Bosporan painters. It is a pity that the decoration of the other original
sarcophagus and of the vault itself has only left very small traces.

Another sarcophagus 3 had interesting painting on its inside: upon one end
was depicted a garland, upon the other a table with vessels and two comic
dancers

;
each side was divided by Composite pilasters into three panels,

bearing (1) a man with a horse and arms hanging behind him, (2) a painter
at work in his studio, (3) the funeral feast, (4) a lady seated and two servants,

(5) two horsemen opposed to each other, (6) musicians; the lower face of the

cover was adorned with roses. Thus the interior of this coffin presented all

that a catacomb could do
;

it is referred to the 1st century a.d.

The richest specimen of a catacomb and the best illustrated was found

in 1872 and published with very full treatment by V. V. Stasov. This author

is too much inclined to see Oriental influence in every detail : the fact is

that there is nothing but what can be paralleled from Hellenic sources, save

the actual portraits of barbarians and the barbarous costume of the Bosporans
themselves.

The greater part of the surface of the tomb above the panelling is taken

up with trees, birds and beasts, among which the peacock, boar, dog, deer,

1 Stasov, PL XII. : a photograph of something 2 BCA. IX. p. 151, PL ix.—XI., coloured,

like this pattern on an actual wall, CR. 1901, p. 58,
3 CR. 1900, pp. 27, 28 ;

Arch. Anz. 1901, p. 57.

f. 1 18.

40—

2
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lion and leopard can be distinguished, also two winged Genii or Erotes, one of

whom has an orthodox Greek chlamys, but the other is arrayed in a brown coat

and knickerbockers 1

. The background of walls and ceiling (op. cit. PI. xm.)
is seme of an ornament in the shape of a light and dark pink heart associated

with pairs of green leaves (apparently a conventionalized rose), and has besides

long yellow things like centipedes with ribbons at each end and sometimes
leaves sticking out of them : these appear to be garlands of a kind or rather

bags stuffed with flowers worn as garlands. These two motives occur in all

the late Kerch catacombs and can be paralleled from Sicily and from textiles

made in Egypt under Greek influence. For this habit of strewing a back-

ground is certainly derived from textiles, and the whole scheme of decoration

was influenced by the custom of hanging tapestries on the walls of rich rooms 2
.

To us the chief interest of Stasov’s catacomb consists in the pictures of

combats between what we may take to be Bosporans and natives. In these

the difficulty again arises that the Bosporans had so far adopted barbarian

arms that it is hard to say which side is which. First we have people with

long coats of steel mail and buff jerkins under them, with loose brown
trousers and conical caps on their heads 3

. When on horseback these ride

astride, have long spears and saddles with a kind of tail sweeping back on each

side, and resemble Anthesterius. Their footmen (f. 227) bear round shields

and two spears apiece, but not all have the coats of mail. In front of them
goes a standard-bearer with a standard which recalls both the labarum and
the standard on Parthian coins

4
. The principal personage,

probably the owner of the vault, always has a red chlamys

flying behind him. These people have round faces and no
beards. Against them fight folk on horseback who do not

wear the clumsy mail but coats and trousers. They use

short nomad bows, but so did the Bosporans to judge by
Anthesterius and the grave reliefs. Finally, we find the

principal figure in all his glory fighting a bearded fellow

in coat, knickerbockers and stockings, with a short sword

and a lozenge-shaped shield
;

he would seem to be a

rude mountaineer. That there was not much difference in

armament between Bosporans and Sarmatians or whoever their enemies may
have been is evident

;

probably they found that the best way to combat

nomads was to adopt their ways, and so they suffered the same outer assimila-

tion that has made the Terek Cossacks so like their hereditary enemies among
the mountaineers 5

.

In one place the surface layer of plaster with its painting had cracked

off and disclosed signs scratched on the wall just like those on the Olbia

lions
0 and (occasionally upside-down) on certain gravestones 7

,
all idle scribbles,

but thus proved to be ancient. Similar separate signs or modifications of

these, occurring one or two at a time on coins, slabs, buckles and strap-ends,

1 op. cit. PI. V. vil. VIII. XI., v. f. 227. “Beitrage zur Aramaischen Miinzkunde Erans.”
2 Rostovtsev, TRAS. IX. ii. pp. 296, 297, e.g. 6 Baddeley, J. F., The Russian Conquest of the

the embroidered sheet from Akhmfm in the British Caucasus
,
London, 1908, p. 11.

Museum, 2nd Egyptian room, No. 29771. 0
f. 227, cf. p. 298, Trans. Od. Soe. III. p. 247,

2 PI. \u\. =KTR. p. 210, f. 192. PI. vi.
;

IX. p. 191, PI. xiv.; XV. pp. 504, 505.
4 ZMDG. xxi. 1867, p. 460, PI. 1. 2; Levy, 7 IosPE. 11.219,232.

Fig. 226. Mat. xm.
P- 30, f- 3-

Coin with Standard
and Candy

s

i
.
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must have had some real meaning analogous to that of the tamga or brand of

possession among Caucasian tribes 1
. One particular device ft, that to the left

Xvu. 19. btone Vtcr* frov*\ Qilna. wkmjuu S^n4>. Pl.JCVuSC^nifrom un&st pltSSk*' Irn^iCaiACiiml).

Fig. 227. Paintings from Stasov’s Catacomb. Various Tamgi.

on Fig. 227, almost seems to have been the Bosporan “broad arrow,” as it heads

1 Trans. Od. Soc. XV. p. 50 sqq. : cf. the marks on Kushana and Crim-Tartar coins.
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an official inscription and appears crowned by Nike
terns sometimes used in conjunction with it look
like the marks of individuals, kings or citizens.

Very similar to Stasov’s is a catacomb en-
tered in 1875 (f. 2 2g)

2

;
it has much the same sham

wainscoting and the same rose background; the
scenes include Apollo in green with a lyre riding
upon a blue-grey griffin facing Artemis (?) also

in green and sitting on a bull, the conventional
funeral feast and the horseman’s stirrup cup.

upon bas-reliefs
1

;
other pat-

Fig. 228. CR. 1891, p. 53, f. 29.

Kerch. Part of bronze buckle
with Tamgi

, ft and another.

Fig. 229. CR. 1876, p. 218. Catacomb found in 1875.

A vault (Feldstein’s) opened in 1906 shewed both the first and second
styles : the first chamber was poor and only had the masonry pattern, the

second had sham marble incrustation, the top of the wall offering squares

with garlands and flowers or circles and rhombs, and the roof, coffers with birds

and rosettes
;
the third chamber was much spoilt, but its plinth bore columns

with purple curtains between them. Rostovtsev classes with this a vault that

Lutsenko found in i860 but did not record very clearly
3
. It was the burial

place of the Ulpii who were well known in the Bosporan kingdom, being

ini 77)9 vTjcrov and ini /3acrtA.etas (v. Ch. XIX.) about A.D. 107.

1 V. V. Skorpil, BCA. xxxvii. pp. 23—35,
collects examples of this mark (which I denote
by ft ) : it is hard to tell mere varieties from true

species
;
so many, like mediaeval merchants’ marks,

have the same top. Official inscrr. with different

marks, each except ft personal to a king : losPE. II.

423 (App. 52), Sauromates II (those on 428 seem
private); 431, Rhescuporis; 433, 434 (App. 59),
Ininthimaeus (cf. mirror, CR. 1904, p. 75, f. 115);
IV. 447 ft,Eupatorv. f. 227. Reliefs on which Nikai
flank the mark, Iuser. Chr. No. 99, PI. xi., ft with

another mark both defaced, and Skorpil, f. 1, ft,
alone; less careful carvings on stone slabs: ib.

ff. 2, 3 shew ft and another mark, the same two as

f. 228 ;
gravestones : IosPE. II. 84 ft (cf. KIV. 626,

f. 16), 219 (ft ?), 232 (ft?), iv. 237, 283, 359, BCA. x.

p. 36, No. 28 (ft?); buckles etc.: f. 228, ib. xxv.
p. 14, f. 5 ft, xxxvii. pp. 31, 32, ff. 4—12 ft, ABC.
XXIX. 4 ft (f. 227), XXXII. 19 (ft ?), 20 ft ;

the four

strap-ends have the same tip, it may be a mark:
cf. ERAS. Slav. Sect. iv. (1887) p. 519, Orient.

Sect. I. (1886) p. 304: KIV. l.c. calls these

marks “Gothic.”
2 Stephani in CR. 1875, PP- xx 'v—xxvi, 1876

pp. 218—222; KTR. p. 37, ff. 37—39.
3 CR. i860, p. vi.
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In the 1902 catacomb were coins of Cotys II (123— 131 a.d.), and in that

of 1875 coins of Rhoemetalces and Eupator (131— 153-— 170 a.d.), so as far

as our evidence goes this class of tomb went right through the und century a.d.

The third class is represented by the tomb found in 1873 and that of

Soracus. In these the architecture is reduced to a mere plinth and all the

wall space given up to fancy patterns. In the former (Fig. 230)
1 the style

of these patterns differs little from that of those in the second class. We have
the same roses and peacocks and garlands as in Stasov’s

;
new are figures of

four women dancing and three people under a tree. There is the usual

combat, but less well drawn than in Stasov’s. The enemy is represented as

Fig. 230. CR. 1874, p. 1
1
5. Combat from Catacomb found in 1873. Kerch.

almost identical with the victor. On the roof is a Hermes head with blue wings
set as a medallion within a flower-sack garland brought round to form a circle :

near by is a brown dog with a green collar. There is a kind of cornice

pattern, but that is the only concession to architectural feeling.

The tomb of Soracus son of Sora-

cus (f. 231) published by Kulakovskij 2

comes last in the series : a painted tabel-

la ansata (op.cit. Pl.vn.)bore an inscrip-

tion in lines alternately red and black,

a curious specimen of Bosporan Greek;
both writing and language point to the

mrd century a.d. and can tell us a good
deal as to the pronunciation of that

time and place
;
e.g. cu = r) and lepwiov

appears to be for ppcpov, so that Soracus
regarded himself as joining the ranks

of heroes and his sepulchral chamber as a shrine. Yet that did not prevent a

1 CR. 1874, pp. 112— 1 1 8 ;
KTR. pp. 34—36, to these, but the details can be seen on Fig. 231

.

ff. 32—36. 3 Spelling unchanged, but accents etc. supplied :

2 Mat. xix. pp. 16—33, PI. I.—vii.: references 1. 9, so Kulakovskij
;
Latyshev, losPE. IV. 342, /3aXa.

f»- A[r>e[H] tyxh

CCOpAKOC B' AlKCON npAKTeop,

oikoAomh'cac TO iepoOION

toyto ei<x 0eMeAicjON kainon

kai mhAsnan eto BaAoon ETCpON

5 OCTCON TINOC. CNOa'AC KATOIKOON-

TA Me MHAeic MOI TTApYBpicei MH-

Ae Moi tic CKYAe? ta octca • cbc an

Ae Me tic TTApYBpicei, a’I ckyAc? ta ocTe'-

A, Al eloo BAAe?, MHT€ THC KApTTON

IO AaBOITO, MHT6 ex 0aAachc, MHT6

0ANOON eic AAOY X°°PHCOIT0 3
.
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justifiable fear that the shrine might be plundered and his heroic bones cast

out, and the inscription contains the usual comprehensive curses to guard
against this. He seems to have amassed some wealth as an exactor of legal

fines.

As regards the decoration, except for the brown plinth which goes right

round there is no architecture left (PI. n.). The whole wall is covered
irregularly with the heart-shaped rose, whose leaves are not quite so much
conventionalized as usual : we also have the brown garlands sometimes pecked
at by a pair of birds; a fresh pattern is one of crossed palms (PI. iv.). On the

left of the entrance stood Hermes (PI. hi.) on a pedestal with money-bag and
caduceus painted on a kind of buttress or pier supporting the roof. To this corre-

sponds on the right an actual square pier which bears on one side the inscription

and below it two Erotes (PI. vi. b)
1

,
on another a dancing Satyr with flutes (PI. v.).

At the back of the Hermes buttress, looking towards the couch on which no
doubt was placed the body of Soracus, we have the inevitable funeral feast

with some apparent attempt at portraiture of the principal figure (PL vi. k).

This is the latest catacomb with frescoes, but that method of burial

went on for another two hundred years. To this interval belong such as have
rude drawings or patterns executed directly upon the clay 2

. In unadorned
catacombs have been found coins of a whole series of sovereigns from
Sauromates I (92— 124 a.d.) to Valentinian III (424—455) and later still

a silver shield with a splendid figure of Justinian on horseback 3
.

Sometimes in Christian tombs crosses and extracts from the Psalms and
hymns covered the walls. Such a case was published by Kulakovskij in his

first monograph
(
Mat . vi.) and was important for the definite date 788 a.b.

= 491 a.d. The names of the dead pair Sauagas and Phaeisparta are clearly

of the same Iranian or Ossetian type that we have said to be characteristic of

the earlier Bosporan citizens
4
. This and the continued use of the Bosporan

era proves that there had not been such a break-up as had been hitherto

supposed. The greater part of the walls is covered with Psalm xc., but

the writing is so inaccurate that it is of no importance for the Greek text
;
the

presence of m is so much against that form being Egyptian.

In another Christian catacomb, discovered near by in 1895, we have the

same Psalm xc. (but written much more correctly), the Trisagion and various

crosses but no names; the writing again points to the vth century a.d.
5

At Chersonese, with the exception of three Christian vaults 6

,
only one

chamber with frescoes has been discovered, and that in such bad condition that

it is hard to judge of date, style or subject. It was only possible to distinguish

the figure of a woman, half nude, turned away from the spectator, and a group

that suggests the winged figures bearing away a dead man, so common upon

white lecythi
7
. At Olbia practically no remains of painting have survived 8

.

1 The figures and inscription recall tomb
paintings near Tripoli, Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 118.

2 Cf. CR. 1873, p. xi
; 1890, pp. 28, 29; 1894,

p. 89, f. 148; 1907, p. 76, f. 63.
3

J. Strzygowski and N. V. Pokrovskij in Mat.
VIII.

4 Sauagas seems actually to occur in IosPE. II.

49
1 (inf. App. 66), 389, Phaispharta, in a Christian

amulet, Trans. Od. Soc. XXI. Minutes
,

p. 8.

5 Kulakovskij in an appendix to Mat. XIX. p. 61.

Mr N. McLean kindly informs me that the text

offers no points of interest.
0 BCA. xvi. p. 98, No. 1494, xxv. pp. 166— 169,

Nos. 2086, 2114.
7 CR. 1894, pp. 71, 72, ff. 103, 104.
8 Two rude figures BCA. xni. p. 26, f. 16.
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§ 5. Woodwork. Coffins.

The solidity with which the tombs were built about the Bosporus has
preserved for us a large number of coffins which rank as among the best

specimens of Greek woodwork extant 1
. They are mostly constructed in a

manner suited to the material, with framing and panelling : the enrichments
are like those used in stone architecture, which had itself borrowed some from
wooden construction, but are applied with due regard to the material. Only
rarely do we find an instance of a wooden coffin clearly imitating a stone
sarcophagus in its turn designed after the pattern of a small temple. The
Niobid coffin (pp. 332—334, ff. 241—244) is evidently put together on the

pattern of such a stone sarcophagus as the well-known one from Sidon 2
called

Les Pleureuses, and both reproduce the columns round a temple or mausoleum,

Fig. 232. CR. 1900, p. 103, f. 183. Wooden Coffin from Olbia in Odessa Museum.

the statues between them (e.g. the Nereid monument) and the railings put

from column to column. Simple wooden treatment we have in that from Olbia,

a little more elaborate in that from Jiiz Oba. In this already we have the

application of colour which is such an interesting feature. Panels and frames

were painted with figure subjects, enriched with elaborate marquetry, and even

had applied to them wooden, plaster or terra-cotta figures and adornments
coloured and gilt, until the more splendid coffins when fresh must have presented

a magnificent combination of colour and form.

The plain chest from Olbia (f. 232), probably made to hold clothes, is

very like an old English hutch, except that the front has such broad framing

that the single panel bordered with beading that runs along the middle of the

side is not half the breadth of the enclosing frame, being in fact not an inserted

1 C. Watzinger, “Griechische Holzsarkophage
aus der Zeit Alexander’s des Grossen,” Heft 6 der
Wissenschaftliclien Veroffentlichungen der Deut-
schen Orient- Gesellschaft, Leipzig, 1905, has treated

the whole subject thoroughly in connexion with the

coffins found in 1902-4 at Abu Sir in Lower Egypt.

He enumerates over 60 coffins, of which nearly 50
come from S. Russia. I have only noticed those

of which there are published drawings or con-

siderable remains. W. gives many illustrations

and a most interesting analysis of technical and
decorative development

;
his work has rendered

this section almost unnecessary, cf. Catalogue Gene-
rate des Antiquites Cgypliennes du Afus/e du Caire.

C. C. Edgar, “Graeco-Egyptian Coffins,” Cairo,

1905, pp. 1— 10, Nos. 33101—33123, PI- I-—V.
2 O. Hamdy Bey et Th. Reinach. UneNeeropole

Royale a Sidon
,
Paris, 1892, PI. iv.—XI. p. 238 sqq.
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panel but one with the frame. The lid had two slopes and there were bronze
handles on it

1

: the end view was very like Fig. 233.
Simple also, but very effective, is a coffin (f. 233)

2 found in a splendid
stone chamber under one of the Jiiz Oba barrows to the south of Kerch.
The sarcophagus took the form of an im-
mense chest crowned by a roof of two slopes

with a cornice along the sides and pedi-

ments at the ends. In each side and end
of the chest was a panel of bright red set in

the framework of dark brown and surrounded
a carved and gilded cymation : all the other

mouldings were equally carved and gilded, and
the whole produces an effect perhaps all the better

for the loss of decorations stuck onto the panels.

There was an inner coffin with simpler mould-
ings. Within this was found among other things

the curious ring bearing on its bezel a serpent
drawing a bow 3 and vase fragments of the end
of the vth century 4

.

Of similar general construction, with a long
narrow panel down each side, was a coffin

discovered by Ashik in the barrow of Mirza Kekuvatskij near Kerch in a

chamber with an “ Egyptian ” vault. The framing of the panel was of cypress

and the panel set in an egg-and-dart border of red and gold. On the ground
of the red panel were gilt wooden figures of griffins attacking various animals.

These have mostly come off the one panel that has been preserved, and we
have A B T A E I © incised on the places from which they came, as a guide to the

workman in fixing them on. Stephani suggests that the normal Ionic alphabet

had not yet come into use, hence the absence of H. This would argue for

an early date, but the style can hardly be much before the middle of the

ivth century 5
.

A more elaborate and better preserved example of somewhat the same
design was found by Tiesenhausen in 1868 in the stone chamber of a barrow,

about a mile and a half from Taman on the way to Tuzla 6
. The coffin was built

with three long panels in the sides one above the other, each surrounded with

beading, but only the centre one, the narrowest, was decorated with wooden
groups of griffins and panthers attacking deer. As usual the ground was red

and the animals coloured and gilt. The framing was further adorned with inlaid

arabesques and the corner posts with rosettes representing pegs. The cover

was of two slopes with cornice and at each end a pediment
;
one of the latter

is preserved
;

it has a winged figure and arabesques in marquetry, and is

surmounted by acroteria on the gable and at each angle.

1 Watzinger, p. 38, No. 15, ff. 67, 68, shews its

relation to No. 1 coffin from Abu Sir, which appears
actually to have been used as a chest

;
cf. Edgar,

op. cit. PI. I. ill.

2 Watzinger, p. 35, No. 10, f. 63.
3 CR. 1861, vi. 8 on p. 427, f. 318.
4 ib. PI. in.—v.

5 ABC. LXXXIV. 2 shews the panel and griffins,

3, a part of the cornice ;
cf. also p. 21 of Reinach’s

reprint. Watzinger, p. 38, No. 14. For I perhaps
we should read X-

0
f. 234, CR. 1868, p. x, and 1869, pp. 177 and

178 : KTR. pp. 40, 41, ff. 44, 45. Watzinger, p. 37,
No. 13, ff. 65, 66.

41—
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In 1882 the same explorer found the best specimen of this type near
Anapa towards Vitjazevo and Blahoveshchenskaja 1

. The lid is lost and
nothing is known of it. The framing and panels, of which there are two one
above the other, have been left uncoloured, but the architrave, the corner-
posts and the broad horizontal band between the panels have as it were

subsidiary panels with a dark red ground sunk into them (Fig. 235). On the

corner-posts these are filled with beautiful arabesques of acanthus leaves, tendrils

and palmettes of carved and gilt wood. Under the cornice the red band
forms a kind of frieze and bore small figures of barbarians in combat (Fig. 236).

1 CR. 1882— 1888, pp. xxi—xxvi, PI. VI. 5, p. 71 sqcj. Watzinger, p. 36, No. 12, f. 64.
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Figs. 237, 238. CR. 1882-8, pp. 50 and 61. Wooden Nereids from Coffin found near Anapa, j.
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The broad band half way up each side has a row of Nereids bearing the arms
of Achilles and riding upon sea monsters 1

. These were adjusted by letters

of the alphabet. This band is enclosed by the usual cymatia and headings,
made separately 2

. Among the lady’s belongings found within was a coin of
Lysimachus, dating the find as of the mrd century b.c. which just agrees with
the style of the Nereids ultimately derived from Scopas.

B i

Fig. 239. CR. 1882-8, pp. 74, 75, A, B, C. Mouldings from Anapa Coffin. {.

Of more complicated design, though scarcely more rich in execution, is a

great coffin found by Ashik in the Serpent Barrow (Zmefnyj Kurgan) near

Kerch in 1 839
s (Fig. 240): Stephani took the design to represent a house with a

flat roof enclosed by a kind of railing and with many windows in the side walls.

Accordingly the chief horizontal moulding, made up of a large bead moulding,

then egg-and-dart, another bead and another smaller egg-and-dart, all enriched

with red and gold, does not run along the extreme top, but some eight inches

down
;
a smaller top moulding has alternate squares of red and brown and

a cymation with reversed palmettes in red and white on a black ground.

Between is a kind of chessboard three rows deep chequered red and green,

all forming as it were an attic. The main order, so to speak, has panels filled

with varied blind trellis patterns between grooved styles almost like triglyphs.

Below is another row of egg-and-dart and a base moulding. At the ends the

trellis gives place to three panels of brown ground colour, bearing gilt figures :

Hera with a sceptre balanced by Apollo with a bay branch and between
them a panel of acanthus arabesques with palmettes. Watzinger 4

is probably

1
ff. 237, 238, CR. 1882— 1888, PI. ill.—V. 15, 17, Reinach. Coloured in Sabatier, Souvenirs de

r 8, and Text pp. 48 sqq. Kertch
,

PI. Vlii.
2

f. 239, l.c. pp. 74, 75, A, B, C, D. 4 op. cit. p. 40, No. 18.
3

f. 240. ABC. PI. LXXXI. 6, 7 and p. 22 of
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right in thinking this to be an ordinary box-coffin which has lost its end-posts
(the feet shewn are not original), has a kind of triglyph frieze instead of its

main long panel and an extra board framed above it. The main body of the

sarcophagus is of cypress-woocl, the carved parts are of yew.

Fig. 240. Mat. XXIV. p. 20, f. 26. Wooden Coffin. Serpent Barrow, Kerch. J5.

Of perfectly plain construction was the outer coffin of the Kul Oba king,

it was just a great box about nine feet square and eleven inches high (v.

p. 202), with one side left open
;
the elaborate inner coffin belongs to the

next class. The queen’s coffin
1

,
which Dubrux calls a catafalque, had turned

pillars at the angles, but otherwise seems to have been quite simply made.
Its paintings have been noticed already (sup. p. 305).

Of unusual type was the ornament of a sarcophagus found in 1876
between Churubash and Eltegen (Nymphaeum) 2

. Instead of the architectural

patterns derived from stone, the framing was ornamented with inlaid rosettes

and stars at intervals in quite an original style. So in mediaeval times orna-

ment applied to wood occasionally escaped from the tyranny of stone forms

and suddenly shewed a certain independence and designs adapted to the

material. Watzinger regards the marquetry as preceding the application of

figures in relief and this as the earliest coffin extant. He illustrates a very

elegant example of inlay from Kerch 3 with a simple olive-wreath pattern.

The coffins with more ambitious architecture being built up of a very

large number of small pieces whose forms were not dictated by the simpler

necessities of construction have on the whole suffered more than the

artistically framed boxes. The application of strictly stone forms to the

decoration of the coffins had to struggle against the important place that

construction gave to the corner-posts, and this prominence was never quite got

over. The simplest way to use stone forms was just to plaster them on

to the frames and leave the wooden panels between. We have such an

arrangement in the coffin found on Cape Pavlovskij as mentally reconstructed

by Watzinger 4
. Here the ends were left much as on the box coffins, they had

a panel with particularly rich marquetry work. The long sides had at each

1 Watzinger, p. 44, No. 24. 3
p. 39, No. 16, ff. 69, 70.

2 v. p.214, f. 1
1 5, CR. 1876, pp. xvii—xix, 1877,

4
p. 45, No. 26, ff. 81—85. CR. 1859, p. 29

p. 221; Watzinger, p. 39, No. 17. Text: inside it a coin like PI. V. 14.

M. 42
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end and in the middle an elegant Ionic column with inlaid palmettes on the

neck and glass centres to the curls of the capitals. These columns must have
stood on some sort of base and had above them some sort of entablature to

which belonged sundry pieces of moulding enriched with marquetry. In the

wide intercolumniations were panels similar to those in the end walls. The
roof has left very little but seems to have had acroteria and a sima-like

ornament along the eaves.

Watzinger (p. 56, No. 41) has shewn with some ingenuity that the

beautiful ivory veneers from Kul Oba would suit such a coffin very fairly

well. The wood seems all to have perished and the ivories were not noticed

until late in the process of collecting the finds. The unfortunate history of the

exploration (v. p. 205) prevented the possibility of seeking any more frag-

ments 1
. The discoverers thought that they had found parts of a box or of

a musical instrument, but the size of the capitals with their glass eyes 2 shews
that we have to do with a large composition, for corresponding pilasters

must be more than a metre high. We may suppose that there were two
pilasters at each corner. The subject of the Judgement of Paris (pp. 204
A, B, ff. 100, 1 o 1 )

would take the main panel on one side, and the correspond-

ing panel would have the meeting of Paris and Helen 3
. Or if there were a

pilaster in the middle as on the Pavlovskij sarcophagus, the two incidents of

the Paris story would be one on each side of it. The pieces with Herms 4

would do for the end- or back-panels. The narrow strips with the rape of the

daughters of Leucippus and the preparations for the race of Pelops and
Oenomaus (pp. 204 C, D, ff. 102, 103, lxxix. 13, 14) may have run along the

frame above a broader panel. The short thick pieces with a Scythian dragged
by his horse and a hare pursued by a dog rather like a Russian borzoi would
fit in across the breadth of the corner-posts (ib. lxxix. 9, 10).

To the posts and frames rather tfian to panels would belong such decora-

tively treated pieces as the sitting women (ib. lxxix. 7, 8), Hermes or a Boread
(lxxx. 16), the lion

5 and such mere decoration as the candelabrum (ibid. 14)

with patterns like the egg-and-dart and the quatrefoil border 6
.

The main pieces here regarded as panels are engraved with the point

upon ivory hardly more than a millimetre thick. They are delicately tinted, the

colouring, which is chiefly noticeable at the outlines, being in very subtle greys

and browns. It must have been brighter once but was probably always

restrained, as the drawing is before the time of a varied palette.

The drawing is very like that of red-figured vases of the finest style save

for one or two mannerisms (e.g. the treatment of the hands) which suggest

the ivth century 7
. Still more like these ivories because of a similarity in

technique are the engraved silver cylices from the VII Brothers 8

,
but if we

1 Thanks to the great kindness of Mr E. M.
Pridik I have reproduced on pp. 204 A—D, ff.

100— 103, photographs of the most interesting of

the fragments. They do better justice to the

originals than even Piccard’s beautiful drawings

in ABC. to which all other pictures of them go
back. References to pieces which I have not

reproduced have been enclosed in square brackets.
2

p. 205, f. 104, ABC. rxxx. [1, 5, 18,] 19.

3 ABC

.

lxxix. 1 1, 12.]
4 [ABC. lxxx. 11, 12, 15.]
6 ABC

.

LXXX. 17.]
6 [ibid. 8, 13.]

7 This was pointed out to me by Professor
Waldstein, who referred me for an example of
early archaistic treatment, such as we get in the
Hermes, to a relief at Epidaurus (Defresse et

Lechat, p. 87).
8 v. pp. 206, 210, 382, CR. 1881, I. 1—4.
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are to judge of these too, photographs are a necessity, for the drawings fall

far short, as Stephani complains.

There is considerable difference of style between the fragments, but

perhaps it is not more than is to be explained by the more ambitious role that

the panels would play in the original composition. The presence of the

Scythian looks as if the work was done either at Kerch or definitely for the

Scythian market, but he is so spirited that we cannot regard him, though
different, as inferior to the more finished panels. Watzinger (p. 91) thinks

the work Milesian because of the Asiatic look of the capitals, the fame of

Milesian furniture and the resemblance to a sarcophagus found at Gordium :

but in the ivth century Miletus had lost its commercial predominance and it

is at least as likely that we have Attic work. In any case these fragments are

unsurpassed as specimens of Greek drawing.

The coffin of the Priestess of the Great Bliznitsa by Stebleevka has left

but fragments including the capitals of two pilasters once curiously adorned
with inlaid work, one with a palmette, the other with a group of two griffins

and a deer 1 and also an Ionic fluted column, another shaft not fluted, thirteen

greenish glass roundels from the eyes of Ionic capitals and a large number of

pieces of ivory or bone for inlaying. Also various pieces of moulding, egg-

and-dart, etc. with traces of red colour. These would make up into something
not unlike the Pavlovskij coffin.

Also from the same Bliznitsa come the fragments of a man’s coffin which
was utterly destroyed by the falling in of the vault above it

2
. They include a

very large number of pieces of ivory for inlaying, having the forms of human
figures, male and female, parts of Fauns, Erotes, birds, horses, deer and three

figures of Sirens playing the drum, the cymbals and the flute, also a butterfly,

leaves, grape bunches and palmettes, and purely architectural pieces with

traces of colour, egg-and-dart mouldings, cymatia and Ionic capitals duly

garnished with glass eyes to the volutes (v. p. 424, f. 314). In spite of the large

number of fragments no attempt can be made to restore the general design.

Very similar fragments were discovered by MacPherson 3
.

The next step towards a temple form is when there are large pilasters or

piers at the corners and along the sides small pilasters, usually five, supporting

a fully-developed entablature and resting on an imposing plinth. A good
example of such a type is figured by Watzinger 4

. It was found by Kareisha

in 1842 and a drawing has been preserved, but the original has perished

entirely. The pilasters were Corinthian with Attic bases. Along the eaves

were triangles representing antefixes and on the gables strange acroteria 5
.

Under the projecting upper member of the plinth were turned balusters

supporting the corners. Of the same type is a coffin Irom Kerch in the

Antiquarium at Berlin 6
. The capitals, this time Ionic (?), were moulded in

stucco which has fallen away, the lid is lost.

1
p. 424, f. 314, CR. 1865, PL vi. 4, 5 and p. 9.

8 Compare the solid flat corner acroteria of a

Watzinger, p. 47, No. 28, ff. 87, 88. marble sarcophagus found at Kerch, CR. 1905,
2 CR. 1866, PI. 1. and II. 1—26 and pp. 5—68 of p. 58, f. 66. Probably these were painted, cf. those

the Text. Watzinger, p. 56, No. 40. of grave reliefs, supra, p. 301, f. 214.
3 Kertch, PI. 1. p. 55.

6 Watzinger, p. 48, No. 29, ff. 89—91.
4 op. cit. p. 46, No. 27, f. 86.

42—

2
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In these the corner-posts are still flat as natural construction demands,
but the straining after stone effects led to the substitution of a round pillar at

the corners. The simplest example had just a base moulding and a friezeless

architrave and seven Ionic pillars along each side. In each of the panels

between them hung a wreath of stucco, and two on each end-panel (compare
the wreaths in the catacomb on p. 31 1, f. 222). The lid had two slopes 1

.

To this class belongs a sarcophagus found near the Kerch Almshouse of

Zolotarev in 1883. It was in rather bad condition but was remarkable for

the great variety of applied figures that it once bore. At the angles there

seem to have been turned pilasters on a flat carved base, the usual cornice and
slender colonnettes along the sides. Along the frieze seem to have been

wooden figures of Centaurs, dolphins, hippocamps, pegasi, wolves attacking

bulls, dogs, a horse, a lynx and a barbarian spearing a lion, and above at the

corners wooden dolphins. In the panels were plaster appliques coloured

white, blue and brown, including winged Naiads, Medusa-masks, bucrania

and dolphins 2
. The Hermitage exhibits a model coffin set up to shew off

the plaster appliques
;
the coffin and arrangement are not to be regarded, but

the photograph gives a good idea of the variety of the appliques found

together 3
. Somewhat similar was one found by Kulakovskij in 1890 at

Glinishche near Kerch, but its preservation was not very good 4
. The same

kind of thing comes from near Cape Zjuk to the north of Kerch 6
.

The most elaborate wooden sarcophagus that we possess has been already

referred to as that of the Niobids. It was found in 1874 on Mount Mithridates.

Were it not that it lacks its cover it would be a regular little temple of the

Ionic order. Along the side (f. 241) are six intercolumniations with five

complete columns and two half ones against the angle piers. At the ends

1 Watzinger, p. 49, No. 30, f. 92, from a drawing
in the Archaeological Commission. The coffin,

found in 1864, has perished.
2 CR. 1882-8, p. xl : this seems to be Wat-

zinger’s p. 49, No. 32, ff. 94— 107, which shew very
rude work, but subjects agreeing with the above

description.
3 inf. pp. 371— 373, ffi 269—277. Another with

great variety is Watzinger’s p. 51, No. 33, ff. 108

—

hi.
4 CR. 1882-8, p. 74, Note 1 and 1890, p. 25.
5 Trans. Od. Soc. XIX. PI. iv. Materials

,
p. 127.
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(f. 242) we have two half columns and a single whole one; these end columns

stand in front of pilasters with imposts from which arches are turned across.

Above the columns run a narrow frieze and a cornice with dentels. From column
to column, about a third of the way up, go rods holding trellis work in place

below them, answering to the railings put in this position in actual temples.

The statues usual on the stylobate are represented by figures of coloured plaster

stuck on to the surface of the panel immediately above the trellis. They
belong to the series of the Niobids, and the Pedagogue (f. 243) was found
actually in place. Most were rather broken, but their places could be traced

on the panels. Within were found glass vessels and a gold wreath with an

indication of a coin of Vespasian. On the whole the sarcophagus is a fine piece

of work, although perhaps its design goes beyond what is legitimate in wood 1

.

Joinery and Ivory-work.

It just happens that by far the greater part of Greek woodwork left to

us consists of coffins. But the few fragments left of other pieces of furniture

make us regret their rarity. In 1842 Kareisha discovered a three-legged table

1 CR. 1875, p. 5 sqq. Watzinger, p. 54, No. 35. The example of the combination of arch under archi-

identification of the indication made by Mr Markov trave : Stephani had put it down to a Diadochus
has degraded the sarcophagus from being the first and dated it in the ilird century, B.c.
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in a tomb by the Kerch Public Garden. On being touched it fell to pieces,

but one leg was saved, and the whole can easily be restored from this and from
the pictures. For this is just the type of table commonly represented in the

funeral feast scene 1
. The same technique as was applied to coffins was used

in making boxes for daily use. To such a box belonged a piece of ivory

inlay representing Eros and Aphrodite. The drawing is wonderfully free,

especially considering the material (v. p. 424, f. 314).

FIG. 243. Mat. XXIV. pp. 12, 16, ff. 14, 20. Plaster Niobid and Pedagogue from the same coffin.

Some interesting ivories come from Olbia, archaic engravings of Eros

and the “ Persian” Artemis 2

,
a statuette of a seated woman about 2 in. high 3

,

1 ABC. lxxxi. 1— 5,p. 126 -Jahrb.d.k.deutschen 2 Vogel 1
,
Sammlung (v. inf. p. 339 n. 6), Nos.

Arch. Inst. 1902, pp. 125— 140, C. Ransom, “ Reste 1145, 1146, ff. 54, 55.

Gr. Holzmdbel in Berlin,” p. 127, f. 2.
3 BCA. xxxm. p. 106, f. <\

= CR. 1907, P- 57, f- 4

7
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and a box the bits of which bear Erotes playing the double flute and juggling

with balls
1

. Unexpected are the remains of another box made up of fourteen

narrow panels apparently representing a Sassanian king and his court watching

nautch girls and child acrobats dancing and tumbling to the music of winged
boys. Pharmacovskij cites Alexandrian analogues for the work, but they are

not convincing and it is as likely to have come from somewhere further east,

almost outside the classical tradition
2
. From Chersonese come some late bone

fragments carved with animals, a barbarian soldier and a statuette 3
.

We may also mention some sets of men for playing games, one with heads

of nine gods, Augustus, L. Caesar, and a lady of their house, two wreaths

and the Eleusinium, numbered on the reverse i—xv in Greek and Latin, all

found at Kerch in a box complete, another at Odessa, most of a set of eighteen,

also from Kerch 4

,
and one from Chersonese consisting of fifteen black and fifteen

white draughtsmen in glass 5
.

Very neat joinery is shewn in a toilet box found at Kerch with little com-
partments containing a round bronze mirror, a comb and spaces for putting

jewelry 6
. Still higher skill went to making the comb with the words in open

work AAEA4>H AGOPON 7
.

So much for the remains of Greek woodwork found in South Russia to

which Bliimner 8 rightly points as to perhaps the most important source for

our knowledge of Greek carpentry.

It is curious to notice how much the Greek interpretation of stone forms
in wood forestalled the ways of the Renaissance artists. For instance, the

table-leg might well have been the work of a xvith-century Italian, and the

same may be said of details such as those of the Niobid sarcophagus. Only
the Italians could not remain so long at the stage of satisfying simplicity and
degenerated much sooner into rococo. In the wall paintings resemblances are

not always mere coincidences, for discoveries of ancient frescoes in Rome had
an important effect in guiding Italian decoration: but the case of woodwork
shews that without them the development would have been very similar.

§
6. Textiles.

The special conditions that have preserved wooden objects for us in

Bosporan graves have also allowed the survival of a few specimens of

textiles : for the older time before our era little has been found elsewhere,

later on Grecian Egypt has furnished us with some examples. Stephani has

reproduced and discussed the best pieces 9
. He prefaces his description with

an account of the representation of textiles in art, especially vase-paintings.

The oldest piece (p. 212, f. 113, l.c. PI. iv.) covered the sarcophagus in

No. vi of the VII Brothers, which dates from the ivth century. The stuff

1 CR. 1904, p. 39, f. 57. 4 M. I. Rostovtsev, BCA. X. pp. 109— 124, PI.
2 Arch. Anz. 1907, pp. 149— 151, ff. 15—28; ill. IV., cf. Rev. Archiol. 1905, V. pp. 1 10— 124 -.Arch.

CR. 1906, pp. 39—44, ff. 35—48; BCA. xxxm. Anz. 1910, p. 238, f. 41.

p. 134 sqq., cf. Bull. Soc. Arch, d’Alexandrie, 6 BCA. IV. p. 109. e CR. 1899, p. 129, f. 251.

V. PI. 1. II. p. 3. 7 ABC. Reinach, p. 136.
3 CR. 1895, p. 93, f. 239; 1901, p. 39, ff. 77, 78; 1902, 8 Technologies u. p. 329.

p. 39, f.64; 1903, p. 35, ff.45—4751904, p.62,ff.94, 95. 9 CR. 1878-9, PI. in.—vi., Text, pp. hi—

1

14.
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must be much older as it has been darned in places. It is made of several

strips sewn together and then covered with the design by means of some stain.

There was a broad border of large palmettes, and six or more strips across

filled with complicated figure-subjects separated by narrow patterned bands.

The names NIKH, EPI[S, AOHNAIH, IOKASTH, IjOAEfU, * MOtOfi
IjPPOMEAAH, EVAIMENH, AKTAIH and 4>AIA[P]H shew both that many
various tales were represented and that the dialect of the maker was Ionic.

The stuff was yellow, but the ground of the design is black, and red is used
also. The whole suggests some Ionian form of red-figured vase whereon
the traditions of black-figured technique had survived more than they did

at Athens (v. p. 210, n. 9).

From the same tomb comes a piece (Fig. 244, v. 2) with a pleasing

pattern of ducks on a purple ground and a border of stags’ heads
;
something

of the same black-figured spirit survives in the manner in which the ducks are

rendered. They are yellow with streaks of black and green, and green was
used for the stags’ eyes : the trimming was of fur.

The finest piece left, from the Pavlovskij Fort Barrow, has a dark purple

ground embroidered mostly with a pattern of spirals and palmettes, but also

bearing the figure of an Amazon and edged with a green border of the

texture of rep. The tendrils and stalks are pinkish-yellow, leaves are green,

the Amazon has a green chiton with a red and yellow border. The drawing
of it all is very free, considering that the design was to be carried out in satin

stitch (Fig. 244, hi. 1, 2).

On the same plate, 111. in CR., we have specimens of golden leaves sewn
on to a bark foundation covered with stuff to make a crown, a cheaper form

than the all-gold crowns illustrated on pp. 388, 389, ff. 285, 286. In one case

the gold was itself covered with fine woollen crepe : one bore an indication

of a coin marked bAe common also on the gold crowns. Thus I would

date them about the middle of the 1st century a.d., assigning them to

Mithridates VIII, but they are more usually put down to Mithridates Eupator

(v. coin-plate vn. 14— 18 and Ch. xix.).

Other interesting pieces not reproduced on Fig. 244 may be mentioned
;

v. 3 is silk found with the three-legged table (v. p. 333) ;
v. 4 is embroidery

in gold on slate colour, making an ivy pattern. Other pieces on this and the

following plate are mostly stripes and mat-like patterns : vi. 2 is a conical

cap with a tassel at one end and stripes round the other : vi. 3 (Fig. 244)

has its stripes enriched with simple arabesques which look thoroughly in

the Empire style. In several of these pieces remarkable skill is shewn in

making the red shade into the green by delicate gradations. The texture

is mostly similar to what we call rep 1

.

Byzantine textiles, some inwoven with figures of men and animals

interesting when compared with Coptic work, have been found at

Chersonese 2
.

1 VI. 5 and 6 shews an ancient shoe adorned p. n, No. 16. Wooden soles of Roman date are

with gold sequins and not more than in. long. figured, CR. 1878-9, p. 143. All are very like our

Other shoes have been found at Pavlovskij barrow, shoes
;

cf. Watzinger, op. cit. p. 14, ff. 25, 26.

CR. 1859, p. 30, No. 15, and in the Great Bliznitsa 2 CR. 1891, p. 5, f. 2; 1904, p. 51, ff. 63, 64:

in the tomb of the Priestess of Demeter, CR. 1865, BCA. XVI. p. 38, ff. 1,2.
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§ 7. Ceramics.

For the history of the Ceramics of the Greeks the finds in South Russia

have no such superlative importance as for the study of their carpentry,

textiles or goldwork. Yet they have yielded much material towards filling

up outlines traced by investigators working in other regions, and they have

no small historical interest as determining the relations between the coasts

of Scythia and other parts of the Greek world at various periods 1

.

In view of the endless number of specimens any attempt at an enumera-

tion even of the most important is hopeless, and for finds made in Stephani’s

lifetime the reader is referred to CR. from 1859 to 1881 and to his Catalogue

of Vases in the Hermitage.

Early Vases.

One Geometric vase is said to have come from Berezan 2

;
with, as far as

I know, this single exception the earliest kind of Greek vase that occurs in

South Russia is that referred by Boehlau to Miletus. From the environs

of Kerch such vases are very rare, first published was that from Temir Gora 3
.

A Corinthian aryballus was found at Kerch in 1902, and with it one of
“ Egyptian porcelain ” with a kind of cartouche upon it, not, it seems,

Egyptian work but after the Saite type as Mr F. W. Green tells me 4

;

another Corinthian and a Milesian (?) aryballus were found there the next year

5

.

But these early finds are few on the Bosporus : the rather desultory

excavations carried out in that region in spite of their long continuance

do not seem to have happened upon the oldest cemeteries. Perhaps there

was no considerable Greek population before the vith century, or it is just

conceivable that the older diggers who were looking for productions of the

“finest” periods took no notice of earlier and less elegant objects.

Be that as it may, the careful diggings of the last few years have
produced plenty of early fragments from the Olbia district. They were
first reported in any quantity from the island Berezan, from which were
derived the collections of Father Levitskij 0

,
soon to be published in Materials

,

and of Mr Voitinas 7
. Excavations were there carried on in 1900 and 1901 by

G. L. Skadovskij and since 1902 by von Stern. The summaries of results

published yearly mention Theran, Milesian and Samian 8

,
Naucratis, “Egyptian

porcelain,” Clazomenian, Proto-Corinthian and Corinthian, Cyprian, Early

Boeotian, Attic black-figured and a few severe red-figured vases : there is

1 Professor E. R. von Stern summed up the

whole results to 1899 in a paper read before the

Xlth Russian Archaeological Congress at Kiev,

Trans. Od. Soc. xxn. pp. 1—21, “On the signifi-

cance of Ceramic Finds in South Russia for eluci-

dating the Cultural History of the Black Sea Colo-

nization,” and this with additions to bring it up to

date has been the basis of the following section

:

but he has since remodelled it with much the same
additions as mine and presented it to the Inter-

national Congress of Historical Sciences at Berlin

(1908), Klio
,
ix. (1909), pp. 139— 152, “Die Griech-

ische Kolonisation am Nordgestade des Schwarzen
Meeres im Lichte archiiologischer Forschung.”

Since Stephani’s death nearly all advance in our

knowledge of S. Russian Ceramics has been due to

von Stern and his pupil B. V. Pharmacovskij.
2 Arch. A?iz. 1910, p. 227, f. 27.
3 CR. 1870-1, PI. IV; Prinz, Klio, Beiheft VII.,

“Funde aus Naukratis,” p. 134.
4 CR. 1902, pp. 53, 58, ff. 89, 120.
6 CR. 1903, p. 47, ff. 71, 72; cf. Arch. Anz.

1908, p. 170.
8 CR. 1901, p. 133: two late Milesian sherds,

N. Radlov, BCA. xxxvii. p. 81, coloured PL
III. IV.

7 CR. 1903, pp. 152, 153, ff. 303, 304.
8 So J. Boehlau, Aus Jonisclien tend Italischen

Necropolen, Leipzig, 1898, p. 52 sqq., renames
Rhodian and Fikellura.
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also a new ware most nearly allied to Naucratis and so probably Milesian,

it consists of bowls, yellow or yellowish-grey outside, red, black, dark-brown
or chocolate within : round the outside run three red or dark rings. Attic

wares are confined to the top layers
;
among these were two signatures of

Tlesus 1
.

Olbia itself yields a not less abundant harvest of much the same sorts
2

:

the best specimens seem at first to have fallen into the hands of the predatory

diggers, as von Stern laments 3

,
but now Pharmacovskij has found very

numerous fragments and some whole vases. He has grouped them
temporarily and published some of the best pieces, recording the occurrence

of Samian 4

,
Naucratis, Corinthian, Chalcidian and the unknown Ionian fabric

with creamy ground and red decoration 0
: such already existed in Mr Vogell’s

collection at Nicolaev'

5

. More recently specimens of Milesian, Clazomenae
and Daphnae wares have turned up, and lastly vases in the shape of a man
with a hedgehog in “Egyptian porcelain” probably made at Naucratis or

Miletus 7
.

Fragments of Milesian pots even penetrated into the interior as far as

the government of Ekaterinoslav and the districts of Chigirin and Zvenigo-
rodka in Kiev 8

. A very early black-figured vase of curious shape like the

weight on a steel-yard was found in a barrow near Ulskaja (Kuban) in 1898. It

would appear to be of some Asiatic make, but is not quite like the Milesian 9
.

Black- and Red-figured Vases.

Ordinary black-figured vases come from all the sites in South Russia,

Kerch 10

,
Theodosia 11

,
Berezan and Olbia 12

,
even Eupatoria (Cercinitis)

13 and
Chersonese". These Attic vases shew that the Athenian potters had con-

quered this market in the latter part of the vith century. Von Stern

correlates this with the foreign policy of the Pisistratids. With the expulsion

of the tyrants this pre-eminence was apparently lost, for the severe red-

figured vases of about the time of the

1 References for finds at Berezan, v. inf. p. 451,
n. 1, also for the pots, von Stern, Trans. Od. Soc.

xxiii. p. 28 ;
Klio, ix. pp. 142— 144.

2 For the first example, v. G. Loeschke, Arch.
Anz. 1891, p. 18, f. b.

3 Trans. Od. Soc. XXII. Minutes
, p. 119: the

collection of which he speaks was acquired by the

Hermitage and published in CR. 1901, pp. 129

—

1 3 1, ff. 219—227 : it includes most of the kinds

mentioned above, but it is not certain that they all

really came from S. Russia.
4 BCA. xiii. pp. 217—220, ff. 157— 160.
5 ib. p. 148, f. 94 ;

cf. von Stern, l.c. p. 120.
6 This was mostly dispersed in May, 1908, but

a fully illustrated record of it exists in J. Boehlau,

Sammlung A. Vogell
,
Cassel, 1908 ;

the early pots

are Nos. 16—47, PI. 1. 11. Some now at Munich,
Jahrb. d. k. d. Arch. Inst. 1910, p. 58, ff. 10, 1 1. 1

gladly take this opportunity of thanking Mr Vogell

for his kindness to me at Nicolaev and for sending
me his catalogue.

7 BCA. xxxiii. pp. 1 18— 120, ff. 23—27, cf. CR.

1902, p. 53, f. 89; Arch. Anz. 1909, pp. 171, 175,

Persian wars are very scarce. From

ff- 33 - 34 , 39 5
I 9 IQ, PP- 234 >

f- 33 , 238, 239..
8 Von Stern, Trans. Od. Soc. XXIII. Minutes, p.

13 ;
Klio

,
IX. p. 141 ;

Bobrinskoj, BCA. xx. p. 7, f. 9.
0 CR. 1898, p. 32, f. 47.
10 ABC. xlviii. 6, 7 ;

LXliia. 1 ;
MacPherson,

PI. IX.
; CR. 1898, p. 17, f. 16 ; 1899, p. 27, ff. 38—

40; 1902, pp. 53, 54, fif. 90—93; 1903, p. 162, f. 132 ;

1905, p. 64, f. 80.
11 Von Stern, Das Museum der kais. Odessaer

Ges. d. Gesch. u. Altertumsk. in. “Theodosia und
seine Keramik,” Odessa, 1906, PI. 11. 1— 9.

12 CR. 1873, p. xxii
; 1897, p. 79, ff. 187, 188;

1902, p. 7, f. 3 : Trans. Od. Soc. XXII. Minutes
,

p. 1 19: BCA. xiii. p. 149, f. 95, pp. 155—159,
ff. 103— 108, p. 184, f. 136, p. 187, f. 143 ;

xxxiii.

p. 121, ff. 28—30; Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 173, f. 40.

Vogell, Samml. Nos. 59— 107, PI. 1. 11.

13 BCA. xxv. p. 185, f. 26.
14 A fragment, Mat. vii. p. 24 : the Milesian

sherds from Inkerman in the British Museum,
A. 1675, Prinz, l.c. and letter from Mr H. B. Walters,

were probably in native hands.
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Leuce we have part of a cantharos made by Nicosthenes and painted by
Epictetus with a symposium 1

;
from Olbia a pelice with a flute-player and

Nike 2

, an amphora a colonnette with Dionysus and Maenads 3

,
and one or

two bits
4

;
from Kerch a shallow cup with Menelaus and Helen that von

Stern 5 puts down to Amasis II”, an amphora a colonnette like that from
Olbia 7

,
and the fragments figured on CR. 1873, iil, of which Fig. 245 is

an example. A beautiful alabastron, made by Hilinus and painted by Psiax,

with a warrior on one side and an Amazon on the other, though in the

Odessa Museum was not certainly found in South Russia 8
.

Among all the fragments of red-figured pottery found by General
Bertier-de-La-Garde during the harbour works at Theodosia, not one belonged

to the severe style. It seems likely that upon the interruption of the trade

with Greece the colonies in Scythia were no longer in a position to indulge

in such luxuries as the finest painted pottery. We have no hint as to their

fate during this disturbed period which included the expedition of Darius,

an event which must have excited anxiety among the men of Olbia. Athens

did not regain the market at once, her attention was diverted to the West,

1 Pharmacovskij, Trans. Od. Soc. xvi. p. 39,

PI. 11. 3.
2 Von Stern, ib. xxii. p. 93, PI. III. 2.

:: Vogell, Samml. No. 109, PI. II. 5.

4 J1CA. XXXIII. p. 122, ff. 32, 33.

6
I.c. p. 73, PI. III. 1.

0
J. D. Beazley, JHS. XXX. (1910), p. 38 would

call him Kleophrades.
7 CR. 1903, p. 159, f. 318.
8 Von Stern, Trans. Od. Soc. XVII. p. 37, PI. II.
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to Italy and Sicily, and vases of the transitional style are also rare 1

. But
with the introduction of the free style, South Russia becomes one of the

richest sources. The ware destined for it was singularly like that exported

to Cyrene. From this time forth we can study the changes in fashion of

Greek pottery by innumerable examples drawn from Olbia 2

,
and still

Fig. 247. Lecane from Kerch, ^j. I have much pleasure in thanking Miss J. E. Harrison for

the loan of the block made from a drawing by Mrs H. F. Stewart after Trans. Od. Soc. XVIII. PI. I.

more from Kerch and its environs 3
. From Theodosia we get fragments 4

;

from Chersonese two or three late vases 5 and some fragments 6

, of importance

in their way as the first proof that the site of the “ New” Chersonese dated

from at least the ivth century b.c.

Among the various classes of free-style vases found at Kerch the lecanae

are quite a speciality. Half of those extant come from the Bosporus, and

1 Olbia, BCA. xxxm. pp. 122, 123, ff. 34, 35 ;

cf. von Stern, Theodosia
,
PI. 11. Nos. 10, 11.

2 e.g. CR. 1902, p. 7, ff. 2, 4 ; 1906, pp. 47, 48,
ff. 55

—

57 ;
BCA. XIII. p. 189, f. 145; xxxm. pp.

123, 124, ff. 36, 37 ; Vogell, Samml. Nos. no— 183,
PI. III.; Arch. Anz. 1908, p. 187, f. 20.

3 e.g. a fragment by Andron, Pharmacovskij,
Trans. Od. Soc. xvi. p. 14, PI. 11. 1 ;

a pelice,

Heracles crowned by Nike, von Stern, ib. XIX.

p. 94, PI. 1. ; CR. 1903, p. 47, f. 73, p. 157, f. 314,

&c. Pharmacovskij classifies all vases of these

styles known down to 1901 in a wonderful appendix
to his “Vase Painting and its relation to Monu-
mental Art in the period directly after the Graeco-
Persian Wars,” TRAS. xn. (1901, 2): all found in

Russia are indexed s.v. Pocciil.
4 Von Stern, Theodosia

,
PI. ill.—v.

6 CR. 1903, p. 32, f. 33, p. 39, f. 55.
0 CR. 1904, p. 68, f. 104 ;

BCA. iv. p. 78, ff. 28,

29 ;
Mat. VII. iv. 2, 3, 4.
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In Panticapaeum as in South Italy the simple contrast of black and red

at last ceased to satisfy customers, and vase-painters took to heightening

the effect of their wares by adding white details and gilt accessories. This
is almost universal upon a second type of lecane with high body and vertical

handles 2
. Lastly came the use of relief that was finally to oust the styles

which relied on mere painting. A famous example of this relief-work, with

the further addition of bright colour, is the vase that reproduces, as is

supposed, not only the subject of the west pediment of the Parthenon, the

contest of Athena and Poseidon, but also its composition 3
.

1 e.g. those published by Pharmacovskij, Trans. 2 Pharmacovskij, op. cit. App. p. 75, but Boehlau
Od. Soc. XVI. p. 29, PI. 11. 2, and von Stern, ib. Samml. Vogell, No. 181, PI. III. 4, calls them
xviii. pp. 19—63, PI. 1. (Figs. 246, 247), also CR. amphorae. The best was found at Kerch in 1906,

i860, I. ( =KTR

.

pp. 76—78, ff. 105— 107, v. Fig. Arch. Anz. 1907, pp. 131— 136, ff. 3—7; another

248; p. 5 sqq., 1861, 1. II. &c.
:
plain ones from Olbia, ABC. LII. Reinach, p. 104.

CR. 1900, p. 9, f. 18; BCA. xiii. p. 137, f. 79: list 3 CR. 1872, PI. 1. \=KTR. p. 78, f. 108 and
in Pharmacovskij’s “Vase Painting” App. p. 73. many books since.
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The same kind of work adorns the equally well-known vase 1 signed

round the neck just where it rises, below the palmettes which decorate it,

HENO^ANTO^EPOIHSE M A O H N

The last word of the sig-

nature has been usually

completed ’Affyi'cuo? not
5

A.6rjvr](TL, and it is sup-

posed that Xenophantus
was an Athenian artist

working at Panticapaeum,
but it is quite conceivable

that he worked at Athens
and exported his wares.

Round the shoulders comes
a narrow frieze in gilt re-

lief—a biga with attendant

figures thrice repeated, a

gigantomachy and a cen-

tauromachy in between.

The main subject (f. 249)
belongs to the world of

pure phantasy : the dress

and the names of the

figures are more or less

Persian, the date-palm and
silphium in the background
are Libyan—even in Libya
tripods do not grow on
silphium stems—only the

griffins suggest Scythia,

and one of these is of quite

a strange type 3
.

The less elaborate

colour effects of white lecy-

thi did not find much favour

outside Attica, but we have
one or two examples from
Kerch3

,
and one apparently

from Olbia4
.

1 ABC. xlv. xlvi., Reinach, p.

98 = CR. 1866, IV. Rayet et Colli-

gnon, Ceramique Grecque

,

pp. 264,

265, ff. 100, 101, &c.
2 For another aryballus in much

the same style, v. ABC. XLVili. 1,

2, 3 : and one just slender enough
to be called a lecythus, Arch. Anz.
1908, pp. 173, 174, ff. 10 a, b.

3 ib. p. 170; CR. 1902, p. 55,

f. 97.
4 Vogell, Samml. No. 145, PI.

ill. 13.
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Vases in the Shape of Statues
,
Animals and Heads.

Something of the same taste which rejoiced in the many-coloured vases

decorated with reliefs also approved of vases actually made in the form of

Fig 250. Phanagoria. Tinted Vase. KTR. p. 81, f. no.

human figures and beasts or monsters, and these, also beautifully coloured,

are rather a speciality of South Russia, although they do occur elsewhere.

Particularly beautiful specimens are a Sphinx and an Aphrodite Anadyomene,
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both found in a tomb near Phanagoria 1
. The former (f. 250) has preserved

its colours specially well : the handle and mouth of the vessel are the ordinary

black
;
the Sphinx herself wears a red diadem with gilt flowers, gilt also are

her hair and necklaces with touches on wings and tail : these last are white

with blue streaks : blue also are her eyes : her body is a warm white, shading

up from her breast to the delicate flush of her face : the base is red and blue,

and between the feet it is adorned with white palmettes on a red ground.

It is a pity that this vase is not published in colours before it fades, as it

must do in spite of the great care taken to shield it. The Aphrodite

(Fig. 251) is in much the same style but not so well preserved. She is

1 CR. 1870-1, 1. 1, 2 and 3, \= KTR. pp. 81, 82, indebted to the late Mr Kieseritzky for shewing me
ff. no, hi

;
Rayet et Collignon, pp. 273, 271, ff. these figures. For the types of this class of vase,

104, 103; G. Treu, XXXVUs Winckelmannsfest- v. Die Antiken Terrakotten, herausg. v. R. Kekule

programm, “GriechischeThongefasse in Statuetten- von Stradonitz
;
Bd ill. 1, 2, “Die Typen der figiir-

und Biisten-form,” Berlin, 1875, PI. 1. 5 ;
cf. W. lichen Terrakotten,” bearb. v. F. Winter, Berlin

Froehner, Collection Tyszkiewicz
,

PI. xli. I am 1903, 1, p. 228. 6; 2, p. 158. 2, p. 203. 3, 4.

M. 44
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coming out between two valves of a shell, white without and red within.

The type is common in terra-cottas 1
. The same idea of a figure made into

a vase is less well carried out in the Dancer Vase 2 from the Pavlovskij

Barrow a little to the south of Kerch. Another such vase represents a Siren,

but the mixture of woman, bird and fish is clumsily managed 3
.

A whole series of vases somewhat similar in conception and in colouring

was found in 1852, likewise by Phanagoria, but they differ in that they have
the form of upright human figures. One presents a winged dancer with

castanets standing by an altar : each of the next two, a girl without wings :

the last, a young man, perhaps Dionysus. The back in each case has the

black or brown of an ordinary vase, and the neck projects above the figure’s

head. The colouring may have faded from these, the flesh tints have not

the delicacy of the former vases

4

. Still less delicate in colour is a group of

a goddess riding upon a goat 6

,
and a charming vase from Kerch at Odessa 6

relies entirely upon modelling for its effect.

In quite a different style are vases made in the form of a Silenus

reclining on a wineskin 7 or leaning against it
8
. Another vase from Olbia

takes the shape of a female bust 9 and brings us to a whole class of vases in

the form of heads 10 from the Quarantine road at Kerch 11

,
from Chersonese 12

,
and

from Olbia heads of a Maenad, Silenus, Pan, a negro, a child and women 13
.

Another form of head-cup furnished with handles comes from Kerch 14
. Cups

shaped like a horse’s head occur at Kerch 15 and Olbia 16

,
also a boar’s head

at Olbia 17
. Whole animals are specially common there—the earliest is a black-

figured askos in the shape of a bird 18—a bull
10

,
many rams 20

,
a dog 21

,
a lion

22

and a cock 23

,
made in fine red clay. Mr Vogell 24 had replicas of pretty well

all these types and more, a crouching negro, swine, hedgehog, ape, etc.

They mostly belong to about the unci century b.c. Similar examples from

Kerch are an eagle 25

,
a wolf26

,
a nondescript animal with an old man’s head 27

,

and an elephant 28
. Some also come in Scythic graves (v. supra p. 232, n. 5).

Rhyta in the form of human or animal heads have in them something

of the same idea, and besides the well-known silver examples clay specimens

occur at Kerch 29
.

1 CR. 1870-71, pp. 5, 161, 170, 1 77, 181, 197.
2 KTR. p. 192, f. 182= CR. 1859, III. 1 : for the

costume see E. Pottier and S. Reinach, La
Necropole de Myrina

,
PI. xxvni. 3, XXXI. and

P- 393 -

3 CR. 1870-71, PI. 1. 6.

4 ABC. LXX. 1— 8; cf. Kekuld-Winter ill. 2,

p. 156. 7.

6 ABC. LXXI. 4, 4a
;

cf. Treu, op. cit. II. 5.

Kekul6-Winter III. 2, p. 197. 1.

6 Odessa Museum, Terra-cottas (v. p. 363 n. 1),

I. xii. 4.
7 ib. II. xii. 2.

8 BCA. xxxiii. p. 132, f. 56.
9 CR. 1900, p. 8, f. 16.

10 The earliest example of this idea is from
Berezan, a helmeted head of “Rhodian” ware, Arch.
A nz. 1908, p. 180, f. 14.

11 CR. 1900, p. 27, f. 64; 1905, p. 66, f. 86=
Arch. Anz. 1907, p. 141, ff. 1 1, 12, a fine head of

Heracles.
12 CR. 1891, p. 149, f. 183.

13 Arch. Anz. 1908, p. 186, f. 19; 1910, p. 235,
f. 36; CR. 1897, p. 80, f. 195; 1904, p. 40, ff. 60,

61 ; Od. Mus. 11. xii. 1,3. For glass heads v. p. 362,

n. 3.
14 ib. xiii. 2.

16 ib. x. 1.

1(i op. cit. I. xvii. 4.
17 CR. 1902, p. 27, f. 45.
18 Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 175, f. 40; Tritons, ib.

1910, p. 214, f. 14.
19 Od. Mus. 1. xvii. 2.

20 op. cit. 11. xvi. 3, 4; Arch. Anz. 1891, p. 19,

f. 4; CR. 1902, p. 11, f. 14.
21 ibid. f. 13.

22 Drev?iosti, XV. ii. p. 11, f. 10, v. p. 420.
23 BCA. viii. p. 54, f. 55.
24 Samml. early, Nos. 45, 46, PI. 1. 2, 6 ;

later,

Nos. 523— 541, PI. viii. 1— 18.
25 Od. Mus. 11. xvi. 2.

215 ABC. lxxi. 5, 5a.
27 CR. 1906, p. 86, f. 95 ;

Arch. Anz. 1907, p. 130,

ff. 1, 2.

28 Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 214, f. 13.
29 Od. Mus. 11. xiii. 1, 3.
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Late Painted and Distempered Vases.

But the plastic feeling did not suddenly destroy the taste for painting.

The red-figured technique survived longest in little aryballi with women’s
heads or palmettes hastily touched in (e.g. f. 252)

1
. or else in various vases

which seem to have been imported from South Italy. In one grave at Kerch"
we have one of the ordinary plates with fishes and a squid for decoration and
a lecane of the same style, and from Chersonese a fish plate 3

. Pieces of Italian

ware have been sold as from Olbia, but their provenance is not certain ; there

were, however, many specimens in the Vogell collection, an Apulian “ Pracht-

amphora,” pelicae, craters, jugs and fish plates 4
.

To the latter part of the ivth century belong the Panathenaic vases that

have been found at Kerch 5
: their technique is black-figured, but their style

readily betrays their date : rather an earlier one was found at Nymphaeum
and is in the possession of Mr A. V. Novikov. Another, from Olbia (?), wras

in the Vogell collection 0
. It is interesting to think that Greeks from these

distant towns won prizes at the Panathenaea. Something similar is a prize

vase with pictures of a horseman and of a quadriga in the old black-figured

technique; it was found by Pharinacovskij at Olbia 7

,
and there are other such

in the Odessa Museum. There is nothing so far to shew at what contest

they were awarded. The subsidiary decoration seems to be in the Hellenistic

manner.
When moulded ware took the place of painted in most parts of the Greek

world, the Pontic Greeks seem to have wished to continue the custom of

depositing painted vases with their dead. Accordingly, since the supply ol

Attic vases had ceased, they endeavoured to provide a substitute, and produced

a kind of vase which has never been found south of the Euxine. Such vases

are of a badly prepared clay and have thick sides so that they weigh three

times as much as good Greek vases, and their surface could never be brought

to the smoothness of the old ware. This clay was sometimes coloured black,

1 Cf. MacPherson, PI. vm. CR. 1862, 11. 1—40. 5 CR. 1876, I. pp. 5— 108 ; 1881, p. 127 sqq.
2 CR. 1902, p. 54, ff. 94, 95.

0 Samml. No. 108, f. 6 and PI. iv. 5.

3 CR. 1903, p. 32, f. 34.
7 CR. 1901, pp. 10, 11, f. 13.

4 Samml. Nos. 546—574, PI. iv. v.

44-
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sometimes left its natural dirty yellow. To this ground they applied their

painting in something of the nature of tempera, but they did not know how to

fix the colours, which accordingly brush off very easily, and it is rare to find a

well-preserved specimen. The best according to von Stern is at Berlin
;
the

examples at Odessa, one of which comes from Olbia (hitherto these have been
found at Kerch only), have but single figures left, yet the Hermitage is not

without fair pieces, reproduced by Stephani 1

. Upon another (f. 253) we
have a combat of a Greek with an Amazon. The Greek has reddish brown
flesh with high lights, a red chiton, blue scarf, whites to his eyes and black

pupils, a bluey white shield, a brown helmet and spear and a red plume: the

Fig. 253. Distemper Vase. Kerch. CR. 1878-9, PI. 1. 5.

Amazon is painted with a blue helmet, yellow flesh, brown chiton, red scarf and
a bluey white shield with a gorgoneion in the centre. Another good vase of the

kind is represented on the Frontispiece of CR. 1863 2
. It is not the drawing

or colouring that is so bad in this curious class of vase as the technical side,

the knowledge how to prepare clay, make a pot and apply colours so that they

shall stand properly. There can be no doubt that they were made on the

north coast of the Euxine, probably at Kerch, in spite of one being found at

Olbia, and this shews that the Panticapaeans had a fair share of skill in

drawing, and raises the question whether we must really put down most of the

artistic objects found in South Russia as foreign importations.

We have seen (p. 339) that even Milesian vases found their way up into

the interior of the country. The Attic vases are naturally of far more frequent

occurrence (p. 82, n. 4). Early examples are a black-figured cylix from

Gorobinets 3 and a white lecythus with black patterns from near Shpola 4
: later

a red-figured aryballus and crater from Bobritsa 5

,
a fine crater with Europa

and the Bull from Galushchino 6

,
another crater from near Kanev in Kiev

1 CR. 1874, PI. II. 5, 6, black clay, a garland; 4 Smela, II. viii. i, p. 117.

7 and 8, natural coloured clay, two Sirens and a 6 Sm. III. xx. 5, 6.

tripod, v. Text, p. 42 sqq. c Khanenko, Antiquites de la Region du
3 KTR. p. 72, f. 95. Dniepre

,
11. 2. xxxvi. No. 809.

3 RCA. xx. p. 7, f. 7.
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University Museum, a careless cylix with a dedication from Zhurovka (pp. 176
and 361), and a number of pieces of mere black-glazed pottery

;
the care with

which they are mended shews how much they were valued. All these places

are in the Government of Kiev, but there are plenty of Greek pots from
Poltava, Ekaterinoslav and the Kuban 1

.

Plastic Decoration.

While the belated distemper-vases were being put in graves by those who
regarded old customs, plastic decoration became more and more usual for vases

used by the living. After becoming hasty in order to be cheap, and gaudy in

order to be attractive, vase painting gave up the struggle and yielded to

various wares which could receive rich ornament from a mould without the

labour involved in hand-painting. A last survival of painting was a practice

of putting a wreath round a vessel’s neck or a kind of necklace in white paint,

giving almost an effect of relief. This was often done in local work, which is

betrayed by the poor quality of its glaze. There is a large amphora of such

work in the Museum at Chersonese. Better work, probably imported, recalls

the style associated with Gnathia in Apulia 2
. The main cause of the change

of fashion was that the wealthy classes in the Hellenistic states had now

Fig. 254. CR. 1901, p. 12, f. 17. Cantharos, Olbia. Such are

found in Scythic tombs (v. p. 82), e.g. Chertomlyk.

within their reach great masses of gold and silver, some of which they applied

to the making of plate, and Toreutic became a far more important art than it

had been. The common people who could not afford these precious materials

could at least copy the metal forms in clay, an imitation which at its best

produced some undeniably elegant pots, but when coarsened to suit common
clay and poor workmanship led to a loss of that adaptation of form to material

which makes quite rude work satisfactory.

Vessels which shew this imitation of metal work specially clearly are

similar to those which, when found in Italy, are called Cales ware 3
. They

are characterized by the use of medallions
(
emblemata

)
as ornaments whether

1
pp. 165, 182, 228 n. 2; von Stern, Trans. Od.

Soc. xxiii. Minutes, p. 11, “The action of Ancient
Civilization on the region outside the range of the

Colonies on the Euxine Coast,” cf. Klio
,
IX. p. 141.

2 Rayet et Collignon, p. 328; ABC. XLVil. 4, 5 ;

Vogell, No. 572, PI. v. 4; R. Pagenstecher, Arch.
Anz. 1909, p. 1.

3 Pharmacovskij, BCA. II. p. 73, “A fragment

of a cup from Olbia adorned with a relief.” A
perfect example from Olbia, BCA. xm. p. 164,

f. 1 14; Rayet et Collignon, p. 348. H. Dragendorff
in Bonner Jahrbiicher

,
xcvi. xcvn. (1895), “Terra

Sigillata,” pp. 23—26f.
;
Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 213,

ff. 11, 12, p. 235, f. 35 ;
R. Pagenstecher, Jahrb. d.

k. d. Arch. Inst. Erg. heft vm. (1909), “ Die
calenische Reliefkeramite,” pp. 12, 120, PI. iv.
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let into the bottoms of cups or into the sides of larger vessels. Exactly similar

medallions are used in the silver plate that has survived. In plate their use

began in Hellenistic and went on into Roman times, so that the Bosco Reale
and Hildesheim treasures offer perfect parallels. Such a medallion in silver

has actually been found at Olbia 1

,
and at Chersonese was found a whole series

of moulds apparently made from such metallic originals 2
. That these Olbian

clay pots were not imported from Cales is shewn by the fact that they are closer

to the metallic originals and finer in their workmanship than the Italian

examples. The fashion probably spread from Asia Minor. A curious trace

of the making of pottery at Chersonese is a kind of triangle with a pyramid
on each point, itself made of clay, and used to keep apart the different shallow

vessels in a pile while they were being baked in the kiln
3

.

The influence of metal work is further shewn in a growing tendency to flute

vessels, to make the handles very thin, often to imitate in clay the methods of

riveting a metal handle to its body, and in general to apply a style of ornament
more suited to repousse work. At the same time the varnish gets less and

less beautiful
;
instead of the hard black smooth varnish of former times, it is

brownish or greyish with metallic lights and unevenly put on. This kind of

stuff is well represented and fully illustrated in Pharmacovskij’s account of his

excavations in Olbia in 1901
4
.

The question of Hellenistic pottery and the transition from the character-

istic black varnish and painted style of classical Greek times to the red varnish

and plastic style of typical Roman ware has received much illustration from

excavations near the west end of the Athenian acropolis 5
. Evidently the

1 Pharmacovskij, BCA. II. p. 75, f. 2.

2 v. p. 365. f. 265. W. K. Malmberg, Mat. VII.

“Antiquities from Chersonese,” PL 1. 1, 2, 3, 11. 4,

5, 6, thinks that some were taken from mirror

boxes, but Pharmacovskij’s view seems more
probable. For examples of such medallions from
Egypt, rather later in date, v. LVIlI'rs Winckel-

mannsfestprogranirn
,

E. Pernice, “ Hellenistische

Silbergefasse im Antiquarium,” Berlin, 1898, PI. 11.

iv.; and C.Waldstein JHS. in. (1882), p. 96, PI. xxn.
3 BCA. I. p. 44, f. 41.
4 BCA. viii. pp. 33—40, ff. 16—38; Vogell,

Samml. Nos. 296—388, PI. vi. Some at Munich,

Jahrb. d. k. d. Arch. Inst. 1910, pp. 58, 59, f. 12.

5 Ath. Mitt. XXVI. (1901), pp. 50— 102, C. Wat-
zinger, “Vasenfunde aus Athen.”
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new-fashioned vases were made even in Athens, and they correspond fairly

closely to the various types from South Russia 1

,
but the change of fashion seems

to have come in from Asia Minor, which had led the way in the metallic originals.

Watzinger points out very clearly how a set of silver vessels such as the

cantharos, cylix, jug and standing saucer found in a tomb on the Quarantine
Road at Kerch 2

,
or those in Artjukhov’s Barrow 3

,
can be paralleled in clay.

Both these tombs contained a coin of Lysimachus, in the latter case one coined

in Byzantium shortly after his death in B.c. 281, shewing that the burials belong

to about the middle of the century. So Watzinger gets dates for the

potsherds, comparing ABC. xxxvm. 5 with the Calenian style, xxxvm. 1

with the inscribed canthari, CR. 1880, p. 19 with the cups upon which raised

decoration is just beginning, and ABC. xxxvn. 5 or xxxvm. 3 with those

wares upon which the plastic principle has triumphed. To this transitional

period, or some half century later, belong vases with a light surface and
decoration in red or brown rather carefully put on. In this style are jugs with

sketches of objects, e.g. one from Kerch with a jug like itself, an amphora, a

basket, a lyre, a harp and pan-pipes 4
. The most extraordinary example of a

metal shape in clay is a kind of stand from Olbia. It is like a candlestick

with a disproportionately large sconce, from the underside of which hang loose

rings: the whole is supported by high claw feet. A fragment of a similar one
was found at Chersonese. It is wonderful that pottery should have been

strong enough to hold together in such a shape 6
.

Megarian Bowls.

One class of ware with rather rich ornament in relief is that most
commonly represented by the small hemispherical or shallow cups called

Megarian bowls 6
. The Russian dealers call them Jermolki,

skull-caps, which
has the advantage of not begging the question of their origin. A cup of

similar shape in silver occurred in Karagodeuashkh Barrow, but it may be of

barbaric make and it lacks decoration 7
. These cups are dark grey, brown or

almost black, and have a dull surface. They were formed in moulds, them-
selves covered with patterns by means of stamps in relief, and the makers
shewed much ingenuity in adapting the same moulds to the production of

various-shaped vessels by adding bases, necks and handles to the fundamental

1 Watzinger’s pelice, op. cit. PL III., is like Olbian
pelicae, f. 255 ;

CR. 1900, p. 6, f. 5 ; 1901, p. 14, f. 23 ;

Vogell, Nos. 302—306, PI. vii. 16— 19: others, from
Kerch, Annali delP Institute>, 1840, PL C. 4 (Ashik’s

report of excavations) and from Artjukhov’s Barrow
(v. p. 430), CR. 1880, p. 14 and extra plate, 4, 5.

His cantharos (op. cit. p. 74, f. 18 n. 1) is like cylices

from Olbia, f. 256, inscribed 4>IAIAZ ;
Arch. Anz.

1891, p. 19, f. 2, A0HNAC, CR. 1896, p. 80, f. 333,
AIONYSOY, f. 334, Y n EIAS ;

Vogell, Nos. 334
—340, f. 14, PL vi. 13, 1, 3, 9, 7, 11, 15 and the

canthari Nos. 313, 314, PL vi. 31, with similar

inscriptions and also A CO PO N and A4>POAITHS;
cf. Trans. Od. Soc. XXIII. p. 23 : Watzinger’s saucer,

p. 80, No. 29, is like Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 211, ff. 9, 10.

2 v. p. 384, ABC. Reinach, p. 20, xxxvn. 5,

XXXVIII. 1, 3, 4, 5; Annali de/P Institute), 1840,

P- 13 -

3 CR. 1880, pp. 17, 22, PL 11. 19, 20, 21, iv. 8, 9;
v. p. 431, f. 321.

4 CR. 1906, p. 90, f. 108 = Arch. Anz. 1907,

p. 138, ff. 8, 9; cf. one with wreaths and pots,

Vogell, No. 389, PL v. 17, cf. p. 353 n. 6.

5 BCA. xx. p. 26, f. 9.
6 Dragendorff, op. cit. p. 28 sqq. : Bonner Jahr-

biicher
,
Cl. (1897), p. 142 : R. Zahn, Jahrb. d. kais.

deutschen Archaol. Inst. 1908, pp. 45—77, “Hel-
lenistische Reliefgefasse aus Siidrussland,” de-

scribes and illustrates some 35 examples from the

Vogell Coll., cf. Vogell, Samml. Nos. 245—295,
mostly figured on p. 28 and PL VII. 1— 12 : others

illustrated in ABC. xlvii. 1, 2, 7, 8, XLViii. 8— 10;

CR. 1876, p. 185 ; 1899, p. 124, f. 235.
7 Mat. XIII. p. 43, f. 8, cf. the gold Graeco-

Bactrian (?) bowl from Transcaucasia, Smirnov,
Argenterie Orientale

,
vii. 20 =K TR. p. 449, f. 393.
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bowl 1

. The conditions of extracting the moulded vessel determined the

shapes that this process could produce. In any case, the manufacture seems
to have been carried on somewhere in Central Greece, Dragendorff says

Chalcis, whereas von Stern points out that the attribution to Megara,
which is now universally discredited, rested for a while on much the same
evidence as that which now points to Chalcis: nothing short of the discovery

of an actual potter’s workshop with broken moulds and pots of this make can
really settle the question. In any case, the same firm sent identical bowls to

Vulci and Panticapaeum. But undoubtedly there were imitators on the spot.

Zahn makes out that only his Nos. i and 2 were made in Greece, but no
doubt the moulds for others came from abroad, as his Nos. 4 and 5 are of

native clay but identical with examples from Montefiascone and Megara.

IG. 257. CR. 1901, p. 15, f. 26, identical with Vogell, Fig. 258. CR. 1900, p. 12, f. 24. “ Megarian
No. 288, Zahn, 6. “Megarian bowl.” Olbia. §. bond.” Olbia. -§.

Demetrius 2 and Menemachus 3 are well-known names in this trade, but they may
have worked in Greece

;
Menemachus ware occurs in Italy

4
. But the stamps

for pots with the strange word KIP BEI must have been made on the Euxine,

for only in this region do we find genitives in -ei from nominatives in -eis

according to some native declension 5

,
and in one of the Pontic colonies there

must have been a potter with the barbarous name Ktp/3eis. These bowls and

1 Pelicae thus made Zahn, Nos. 28, 29; CR.

1903, P- 157, f. 3 ' 5 ;
a jug, Zahn, No. 32; handled

cups, Nos. 30, 31 ;
a deep vase on a foot with

several bands of ornament, von Stern, BCA. III.

pp. 93—113, PI. xiv. xv.
2 e.g. BCA. I. p. 31, f. 24, Chersonese.
3 Malmberg, Mat. vii. p. 27.
4 Dragendorff, XCVI. p. 27.
5 e.g. rdareit gen. rdcrrft in CosPE. II. 267,

403 and many others: v. BCA. IV. p. 141, B. B.

Latyshev, “ On the question of ancient pottery with

the inscription KIP BEI ”
: Zahn. p. 49, points out

that the letters come round the head of a bust like

that of Tyche (Demeter?) on Olbian coins (PI. in.

3 and its degradation in. 27), but his pictures,

on pp. 55, 56, 60, 61, 67 or Arch. Am. 1910, p. 234,

f. 34, do not establish an identity of tvpe : for the

grammatical form he compares Doric genitives in -a.
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their like are placed in the mrd and early und century b.c. Von Stern (l.c.)

sugges ts that they are the Vasa Sarnia, a name that has long been familiar and
used to be applied to the bright red Arretine ware. He argues that there was
an important class of what we should term Hellenistic ware called after Samos,
and that the affinities of the compositions reproduced on “Megarian” ware
are rather with Asia than Europe, so that Samos would suit as the place

of its manufacture.

Closely connected in technique is this same Arretine ware. The chief

difference is caused by the discovery that more intense baking produced a

harder substance and a uniform bright red colour much more attractive than

the dull surface of the “ Megarian ” ware. This discovery was probably made
in some Greek country 1

;
but Arretium became a great centre of the industry,

and imitations were made in France, Germany, and even Britain. That
products of the Italian factories were exported as far as South Russia is

proved by the stamps of Roman makers, both in Latin and Greek letters

(e.g. CCELLVM and TAIOT 2

),
from Olbia, and I have myself a broken

lamp from Chersonese with Latin letters upon it
3

.

This ware is the first witness of the intercourse with Italy and Rome,
which ended in the Roman protectorate over Olbia 4 and Chersonese and
suzerainty over the Bosporus.

Alexandrian l eases, Painted and Glazed.

Vases were imported not only from Greece and Italy, but also from

Alexandria, whose artistic influence we have already seen in the frescoes of

tombs. One class said to have come from there is that of vases on which

the body has been covered all over with white to receive painting in red, pink,

yellow and black 5
. Ornament consisted e.g. in a bay garland of alternate red

and black leaves about the neck, on the shoulders another of various

coloured leaves upon a black ground, and on the body a panther and a

round medallion which has lost its decoration. These vases seem mostly

amphorae, sometimes put upon most curious stands 6
.

The same white ground and bright-coloured decoration distinguishes a

unique amphora found at Olbia in 1900. But in this case there is the

addition of plastic decoration which marks the vase as belonging to the und
century. Body and base were of the ordinary late varnish, only marked
by fluting and by as it were a whorl of sepals above the base. Shoulders

and handles were covered with white, and the latter adorned with masks
with gilt diadems and brown hair, and the former with elaborate patterns of

acanthus and vine in relief, coloured pink and blue and gold. Upon the

neck were figure subjects.

1 The intermediate steps were well represented

in the Vogell Coll. Nos. 438— 518, ff. 30, 31 and on

p. 48, PI. VII. 20—33, cf. Dragendorff, XCVI. p. 96,

ff. 2—12.
2 Trans. Od. Soc. xxn. Minutes

, p. 88
,
BCA.

xvi. p. 57.
3 Cf. Zahn, op. cit. p. 73, a late cup with OYIAI 2

= Vilis
;
CR. 1896, p. 185, f. 565 a lamp with MAP-

KOY and one with two gladiators, CR. 1892, p. 25,

f. 20 ;
from Kerch a saucer with POY <t>OY, Trans.

Od. Soc. xxiii. p. 29, and C. CORV. S. on a lamp,

ABC. Inscr. lxvi. Reinach, p. 135.
4 Very good specimens from Olbia, CR. 1906,

p. 35, ff. 27—29.
0 CR. 1900, pp. 11, 12, f. 22; Vogell, Nos. 395,

396, PI. v. 8, 12.

8 Cf. Amer. Journ. of Archaeology
, 1. (1885),

p. 18, A. C. Merriam, “Inscribed Sepulchral vases
from Alexandria,” PI. I. No. 1 : ib. 1909, R. Pagen-
stecher, p. 387.

7
ff. 259—261, BCA. vili. p. 31 and PI. in. The

vase is to be published in colours in Materials.

M. 45
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From Alexandria too comes, at a still later date, a class of vases to

which much attention has been drawn of late
1
. It is distinguished from all

other ancient pottery by being covered with a metallic glaze somewhat similar

in composition to modern lead glaze 2
. The best Russian specimen, published

Figs. 259, 260. BCA. vill. PI. in. Olbia. Dark glaze below, white ground, gilt and coloured

above, v. p. 353. $

by Schwartz 3

,
was found at Olbia in 1891. It is of red clay covered with

green glaze, and is more or less the shape of an inverted bell or a brass

mortar 4

,
furnished with a handle made up of two snakes intertwined. Round

1 Drevtiosti
,

i.e. Trans, of Moscow Archaeolog.

Soc.. Vol. xv. Ft 11. 1894, p. 14, PI. 11. iv. A. N.

Schwartz “With regard to a vase with representa-

tions in relief found at Parutino (Olbia)”; Trans.

Od. Soc. Vol. xxii. p. 22, PI. 1. 11. E. von Stern,

“Ancient glazed Pottery in South Russia”; Phar-

macovskij, J1CA. VIII. p. 50; Dragendorff, Cl. p.

144, ff. 5— 13; further literature ap. Zahn, op. cit.

p. 76 n. 33.
2 Cf. Rayet et Collignon, op. cit. p. 372, f. 1 39,

Berenice vase.
3 See also von Stern, loc. cit., PI. 1. 1 and 1 a.

4 Cf. a silver original from Bosco Reale, Motiu-

ments Piot
,
V. PI. vii. vm.
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the base go three tori and a pattern of oves and lotuses very hastily

indicated. Above this is the figure subject, also roughly but cleverly

modelled—a caricature of the Judgement of Paris, in which Hermes and
Paris are in the usual attitude, but treated in the comic style, and the three

goddesses are represented by sketches of three low-class Alexandrians who
are not distinguished by any particular attributes. Hera is giving Athena
a slap in the face, and preparing the insulting gesture di'do-upp.a

;
Athena has

started back from her and is making the usual sign to ward off the effect of

bad language. Aphrodite is also giving way before Hera’s fury, and holds

what seems to be a flower before her face. The whole is a good instance

of the boldness with which the Greeks caricatured their gods. In the same
tomb was found another example of the same technique, now in the possession

of Mr Pierpont Morgan (Fig. 262)
1

,
whom I heartily thank for allowing me

to take the photograph. In form it is an oenochoe, about 7 inches high, with

the usual trefoil lip
;
round the neck is the same adaptation of oves as on

the last vase
;
at the setting on of the handle is a mask, with horns rather large

for a Silenus and rather small for a Zeus Ammon. On the body of the

jug are three skeletons wearing conical hats
;

the middle one has also a

necklace
;
they seem to be dancing some obscene dance

;
between them are

ravens
;
the whole is covered with a brownish green glaze. The skeletons

recall the Bosco Reale cups, to which reference has been made. The imitation

of metal originals is unusually clear in this ewer. Everything joins to put

1 It has been lent to S. Kensington since Dec. Tomb-find made at Olbia in 1891”) have shewn
1905 and I there recognised that it must be by the that it is from the same tomb, for an account of

same hand. The investigations of Professor von which v. inf. p. 420.

Stern {Trans. Od. Soc. xxvn. pp. 87— 100 “A
45—2
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the date of the tomb at about ioo a.d. Mr Vogell sent me a fragment which
must have come from a replica of this oenochoe. Its glaze is cream coloured.

Another example of the same ware comes from Kerch, and is in

I. K. Suruchan’s Museum at Kishinev. Its glaze is brown, but the heads

of the figures are inserted in some white material. The subject is the flight

of Iphigenia, twice repeated with slight variations 1
. It is argued from this

that the Alexandrian maker consciously designed this and all from the same

FlG. 262. Jug with Metallic Glaze. Olbia. §. v. pp. 355, 420.

mould for the Pontic market, hence that the trade between these distant

points was really worth special consideration. This may have been so, but

it is quite possible that the maker of the vase had no such idea, and that its

being found upon the Euxine is due to chance or to the choice of the

exporter.

In the Odessa Museum is another piece with figures
;

it comes from

1 von Stern, Trans. Od. Soc. xxn. PI. 1. 2.
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Metallic Glaze. Byzantine JVare

Olbia 1

. On it, repeated more than once, we have the battle of Cranes and
Pygmies. The groups were formed in plaster in a mould and applied to the

vessel after baking, but before it was covered with its yellow glaze. The
vase is too much broken to judge of its exact form. A replica of it in the

Vogell collection
2 shews it to have been like a teacup with two handles.

A porringer from Olbia, also at Odessa, has a kind of cornice and a row
of oves, from which droop four swags, two encircling the handles and two
enclosing with their arcs pairs of Erotes. All this was made in a mould, save

that the Erotes were added in plaster. The work is very rough indeed,

but the design good 3
.

Other pots made after the same fashion (f. 263)
4 have no figured

adornment but simple patterns mostly made with dabs of slip of different

colour applied before the glazing: they all have a curiously modern appearance
and do not at all suggest ancient work, but their genuineness is universally

acknowledged. Their technique seems to go back to some of the glazing

processes of ancient Egypt, and such vases from Egypt are in S. Kensington
Museum.

Fig. 263. CR. 1901, p. 16, f. 32. Olbia. Decoration en barbotine
,
Metallic Glaze. §.

It leads on by such specimens as have been found in Chersonese and
Theodosia 5

to the Byzantine glazed vessels and ceramic ornament, and so to

all the faiences ol the nearer East and the Mediaeval West. A similar glaze

applied to a different material is exemplified by the fragments of a vase of

the so-called Egyptian porcelain, so far unique in South Russia, found by
Pharmacovskij in the vault of Heuresibius at Olbia; it too comes from
Alexandria 6

.

1 von Stern, loc. cit. II. 1.

2 No. 520, Zahn, loc. cit. No. 37.
3 von Stern, loc. cit. p. 50, f. 1 ;

for a similar

design in silver, cf. ABC. xxxvn. 1.

4 von Stern, op. cit., PL II. 2 (Kerch), 3 and p. 53,
f. 2: Pharmacovskij, Olbia, BCA. viil. pp. 50, 51,

ff. 50, 51 ;
CR. 1905, p. 13, f. 12 ;

Vogell, No. 521, PI.

VII. 14.
5 CR. 1895, pp. 3, 4, 92, ff. 2—4, 237, 238 ; 1896,

p. 166, f. 532 ; p. 199, ff. 578, 579 ; 1899, p. 1 10, ff. 220,

221 : 1901, p. 49, f. 98; 1902, p. 38, ff. 39, 61 ; 1903,

PP- 33 , 34 ,
ft- 37

—
39 ; i 9°6, P- 79 ,

f- 78; cf. N. P.

Kondakov, Russian Hoards, St P. 1896, pp. 36—42,
ff. 9—17, 23; W. de Bock, “ Poteries vernissdes

du Caucase et de la Crim^e,” Memoires de la

Societe nationale des Antiquaires de France
,
LVI.

Paris, 1897, pp. 193—254; Tolstoi and Kondakov,
Russian Antiquities

,
Vol. V. St P. 1897, p. 28 ;

von
Stern, Theodosia

, p. 52 sqq. and PI. VI—VIII.
0 BCA. III. p. 12, f. 4.
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Clay Lamps.

Besides the vases of innumerable shapes clay was used to make lamps
in great variety. Illustrations of such are scattered through the pages of

reports of the excavations at Olbia, Chersonese and on the Bosporus, but very
little has been done towards examining the types prevalent at different times 1

.

Lamps with the old black glaze are comparatively infrequent. The oldest

is that with a vith century graffito from Berezan (v. p. 361) ;
commonest are

those in ware similar to the Arretine vases and their imitations. They are

made also in a kind of dull black ware. Besides the familiar type like a

double-bottomed saucer with a handle on one side and the projection for the

wick on the other, we have them ingeniously arranged for three or four

wicks. In general their forms are just alike over the whole of the ancient

world, and the decoration impressed upon the round saucer part is the last

stage in the vulgarization of familiar types.

A lamp that does call for notice is one from Olbia in the form of a

negroid Silenus sitting doubled up and leaning against an amphora. The
whole is cleverly adapted for a lamp, the neck of the amphora doing well for

pouring in the oil and the wick coming out at its shoulder 2
. Pharmacovskij

compares a figure of an old woman from Scyros
;
she is hugging an amphora,

and so forms a small vase 3

;
and likewise a little vase from Olbia with

Silenus on a wineskin 4
. The style points to the und century b.c. and recalls

the later Pergamene school with its love of barbarian types. Another unusual

lamp from Olbia is in the form of a sandalled foot
5
. But generally there is

just a rosette with a hole in the middle, or a poor reproduction of the

most commonplace ancient motives 6
.

With lamps go lampstands. The most curious of these is one from Olbia

in the British Museum 7
. It has the shape of a four-pillared shrine upon a

high base : in the front is a niche in which stands the figure of an actor in

a woman’s part. The stand supports a moveable bowl and the lamp was for

warming food in this, not for giving light.

Amphorae.

Rather apart from other ceramic remains come the large amphorae in

which wine was kept and exported 8
. A small proportion of these bear stamps,

1 A fine series from Delos, W. Deonna, BCH.
xxxii. (1908), pp. 133— 176: cf. Wiegand-Schrader,
Priene

, p. 449 sqq.
2 BCA. VIII. p. 47, PI. IV.

; CR. 1901, p. 14, f. 25.
3 R. Weisshaupl, Uapaordtreis ypalas pfOuovarjs,

’Efpripep'is ’Apx<uo\oyiKtj
,

1 89 1
, p. 1 45, PI. X.

4 Odessa Museum, Terra-cottas (v. p. 363, n. 1),

IT. xii. 2.

6 CR. 1901, p. 14, f. 24, cf. CR. 1894, p. 100,

f. 174 ;
for one in the form of a boar’s head, v. CR.

1896, p. 81, f. 335.
6 Nevertheless they have been very fully illus-

trated : cf. MacPherson, Kcrtch PI. vii. : CR. 1891,

p. 143, f. 161; 1892, pp. 23-5, ff. 16—21; 1895,

p. 106, f. 256; pp. 108-9, ff- 261 —266; p. in, f.

271; p. 1
1 5, f. 288; 1896, p 182, f. 561; p. 185,

f. 565; 1897, p. 1 14, f. 226; p. 1 17, ff. 229—231;
p. 1 19, f. 234, on a stand; p. 128, ff. 248-9; 1899,

p. 7,f. 8; 1900, p. 6, ff. 6—9 ; 1901, p. 135, f. 238 ;

1903, pp. 27, 42, ff. 23, 57 ;
BCA. IV. p. 85, f. 34;

p. 102, f. 51; KIR. pp. 103, 104, ff. 138, 139.

These are mostly from Chersonese, some from
Kerch, as also Od. Mus. 1. x. 5, II. xviii. 12 ;

from
Olbia come those figured ib. I. xvii. 1, 11. xvii. 1,

CR. 1896, pp. 204, 206, 208, ff. 586— 589, 59b; 1904,

p. 33, ff. 41—46, in BCA. VIII. p. 41, ff. 39, 40;

p. 47, f. 47; p. 55, f. 59; p. 57, ff 61, 62; Vogell,

Nos. 575—642 with 21 illustrations and Arch. Anz.

1910, p. 236, f. 37.
7 JHS. xxix. (1909) p. 164, f. 17.
8 P. Becker, Melanges Greco -Romains, St P.

(1855) 1. pp. 416—521, “Ueber die in Siidlichen
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symbols, monograms and inscriptions with proper names in full. The inter-

pretation of these stamps has not been successfully attained. Mr E. M. Pridik,

in the forthcoming Volume hi. of IosPE., is making a complete collection

of them and of other inscriptions upon pottery, and we may expect that he

will be able to offer some satisfactory explanation. Meanwhile it is not very

hopeful to go into the subject at great length.

At first sight it might be supposed that the stamps have to do with the

wine contained in the vessels, that they take the place of our labels, and that

the name of a magistrate appearing upon the vessel was a guarantee of the

authenticity of the commodity or of the vessel’s containing full measure, and
at the same time among those who knew would serve as a date mark. The
amphorae without marks would either have contained vin ordinaire or had
their distinguishing signs applied on the clay with which the opening was
stopped, or written on some part of their surface. But the fact that similar

stamps with the same names both of magistrate and of private persons occur

upon tiles makes it apparent that it was a matter for the potter and the

authorities who supervised him
;
and at the same time deprives us of any

intelligible explanation. Is it conceivable that the same potter making
amphorae and tiles, and putting the stamps on the amphorae for certain

wine producers, stamps accordingly associated with his factory, should have
transferred them also to tiles

1
?

Whatever may have been their use, the stamps do allow us to learn

something of the wine trade among the Pontic colonies. Quite clear are

those of Rhodes and Thasos, which occur in large quantities on all the Greek
sites. Clear too are those of Cnidos and Paros, which are very much less

frequent'2
. Plain amphorae maybe referred to these cities by similarity of make

or material. The difficulty arises in assigning those which bear two names or

even three, the third the patronymic of one of the other people
;
in agreement

or apposition to one of the names is the word aaTwo/xov or acrTwoixovvTos ,

very rarely ayopavopov, with or without eVf, and this comes either at the

beginning or between the names, in such a way that it is hard to distinguish

who is astynomus and who potter. One class of these with the inscription

in a peculiar narrow depression may be referred to Chersonese because of its

being found in greater proportion in the neighbourhood of that city and
because of the occurrence of Doric forms in the names. It is usually

Russland gefundenen Henkelinschriften auf Grie-

chischen Thongefassen.” Trans. Od. Soc. v. p. 18

sqq. = (Fleckeisen’s) Jahrbuch fiir klassischen

Philologie, Suppl. Bd IV. (Leipzig, 1862), pp. 45 1 sqq.,

“Ueber eine Sammlung unedierter Henkelin-
schriften aus Siidlichen Russland.” Trans. Od.
Soc. VII. p. 3 sqq. = J. f. kl. Phil. Sup. Bd v.

(1869) p. 445; “Ueber eine zvveite Sammlung
u.s.w.” J. f. kl. Phil. Sup. Bd X. (1878), p. 1;
“ Ueber eine dritte Sammlung u. s. w. Trans. Od.
Soc. XI. p. 12, “Inscriptions on handles of Greek
amphorae in the collection of I. K. Suruchan.”
L. Stephani, Mel. Greco-Romains

,
St P. (1866), 11.

pp. 7—26 and 206—216, and CR. passim. D.
MacPherson, Kertch, PL x. xi. W. N. Jurgie-
wicz, Trans. Od. Soc. XI. p. 51 sqq. : “Collections of
I. I. Kuris and Odessa Soc.”; ib. XV. p. 47, “ Handles

from near Chersonese”; ib. xvm. p. 86, “Amphorae
and Tiles from Theodosia.” E. von Stern, Trans.

Od. Soc. xxii. Minutes
, p. 84 ;

xxm. p. 30. V. V.

Skorpil, BCA. III. p. 122; XI. p. 19 “Ceramic
Inscriptions” mostly from the north slope of Mount
Mithridates at Kerch ;

with J. J. Marti, Ceramic
Inscrr. preserved in the Melek Chesme Barrow

,

Kerch
,
Odessa, 1910. See also Latyshev, Olbia,

P- 299-
1 For tile stamps v. Ch. Giel, Kleine Beitrage

znr Antiketi Nnmismatik SUdrusslands
, p. 41.

2 For the special points of the Rhodian, Thasian
and Cnidian amphorae (the latter are common at

Athens though rare on the Euxine) v. A. Dumont,
Inscriptions Ceramiques de Grece, Paris, 1872, pp.
13— 15; Rayet et Collignon, p. 360, ff. 133, 134:
for the wine trade from other cities, v. inf. p. 441.
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without any emblem 1

. On this class names appear which also mark some
coins of Chersonese. A kiln for baking amphorae was found there by
Tower B on p. 505, f. 338.

By far the greater part present no special peculiarities of dialect or have
sporadic Ionic forms, but are further distinguished by an emblem of a bird

of prey attacking a dolphin or fish. Emblems may often be the devices of

particular magistrates or potters, and particular ones go with certain names;
but those which accompany various names and are common throughout a

whole class of stamps evidently have to do with the city. Such are the

balaustium ol Rhodes and this eagle and dolphin. Unfortunately this very
mark is common to the coins of several cities round the Euxine coast : it

seems to have belonged to Sinope first and to have been adopted thence
by Istrus and Olbia, and the question arises, to which it is to be referred in

this case. P. Becker wished to call amphorae with this mark Olbian and it is

certain that some of them must have come from Olbia: Jurgiewicz the other
chief authority of the last generation put them down to Sinope : Kosciuszko-
Waluzynicz follows him when treating of certain amphorae with “astynomus”
found at Chersonese 2

.

Though we have tiles with the stamps of the Archons of Panticapaeum 3

and it is tempting to connect with some Spartocid Satyrus a handle found at

Chersonese 4

,
whereon one stamp had EPIIATYPO, the other, a good example

of the canting stamp, SATYP02 and a Satyr’s head like Pan’s on the coins of

Panticapaeum, yet there are no amphorae which we can certainly refer to that

city. This makes it look as if it were a matter of wine-making rather than

pottery. The districts devoted to vine culture in ancient times did not quite

correspond to those now noted for it
;
some change of conditions has oc-

curred. Strabo (11. i. 16) mentions the difficulty of cultivating the vine at

Panticapaeum certainly as if it were not grown in sufficient quantities to make
wine, though now there are considerable vineyards in the neighbourhood.

On the other hand, we know from the Agasicles 5
inscription and from actual

remains that the territory of Chersonese was covered with vineyards, whereas

now they grow only in one or two favourable spots, and it seems possible

that wine was an important factor in the prosperity of the colony, as it

had too small and too dry a territory to grow corn with success. Whether
the Greeks ever made use of the southern slopes of the Crimea where are

now the best vineyards is not quite clear
;

it rather seems as if they never

got firm possession till quite late times. Bessarabia produces good wine,

and may have supplied the Olbian trade : the vine district may have ex-

tended further to the n.e. than it does now. In any case the- wine ot the

country did not satisfy the inhabitants, and they did a large trade with

Rhodes and Thasos. A curious use of amphorae, not uncommon in very

early Greece, is that for roofing over grave-cists 3
.

With the amphorae and tiles go the great store-jars found in all Greek
towns

;
from Olbia some have been extracted whole, or at any rate completely

pieced together 7
.

1 BCA- 11. p. 18.
4 Mat. vii. p. 26.

2 Ibid.: CK. 1896, p. 169. BCA. xvi. p. 57,
•’ App. 1 j = IosPE. 1. 195.

cf. XXV. p. 93, tile from Sinope. 11 Olbia, CR. 1905, p. 34, f. 31.
: MacPherson, pp. 72, 75, PI. vn. xi. 7 CR. 1902, p. 21, ff. 30, 31.
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Graffiti.

In Pridik’s third volume of IosPE. we shall find besides the stamps all

the “
graffiti ” scratched on pottery : this kind of material is well dealt with by

Professor von Stern in treating a collection of such scratches in the museums
of Odessa and Chersonese. They result from the excavations on Leuce
made in the forties, from the works in connection with the harbour at

Theodosia, from the present diggings in Chersonese, and from various

sources, so that they give a satisfactory sample of what is to be found 1
.

Von Stern divides those which can be more or less deciphered into

inscriptions dedicatory, inscriptions of owners, and marks of dealers. The
first class offers most interest, including dedications to Achilles at Leuce 2

,
e.g.

rAAVKCAME ANE®HKEAAX.IA AHIAEYKHMEAEONTI PAIE?POJIAHO
explained as “ Glaucus has dedicated me to Achilles Lord of Leuce : O boy
into the Temenos of Poseidon.” It is conceivable that the writer, who com-
bines exalted style with some carelessness (e.g. AevKp for Aev /079 after peSe-

ovti, cf. App. 26 = IosPE. 11. 343, iv. 418), put in an extra E, meaning by the

final words merely “the son of Posideus 3 ”: TAAYKCAEIPAINAIAEO
= “ Glaucus take care how you sail in ” is on the reverse. Other sherds had
\_y\epa ’A^iXAecos and AITOICYN N AYT = /c]at tois (cr)wr'avr[ais : I had rather

supply 6 Selva aveOrjKe /c]at rot crvvvavr[at. Vases with dedications somehow
fell into the possession of the natives. We have a cylix of the careless red-

figured style with Ae\(fnvLo(v) £vvrj ’lr]Tpo(v
)
from Zhurovka (v. p. 176), and

the silver vase from Zubov’s farm (v. p. 232) once belonging to Apollo

in Phasis. From Theodosia we have fragments with AP, AOH, API, HP,

APT, AI, IQ, HA, which may be taken as dedications and would then give

us the names of gods worshipped in Theodosia, and HPA, CQTH, AI. AAMA,
A I A

I ,
AO A, API, APT, in Chersonese, but since there are proper names of men as

well as gods beginning with these letters we have no right to assume this.

These may all belong to the class of owners’ inscriptions, which is represented

by less doubtful examples, but does not give any very interesting results.

Then we have the marks of the dealers in pottery, denoting the price and what
numbers they had of any particular sort. Two abecedaria from Theodosia
are not of much account, one is A B T A E HlO I K A M N only, and the other

ArBEAlHOyKAMMEEuPPSTV+^VK Very early graffiti interesting

for an alphabet agreeing with that of Miletus in the vith century b.c.

come from Berezan, IMIKHI EIMI 4
,
MHAEIIMEKAETEI 5 and on a lamp

ASAV+ NOHEIMIKAI4AIM/10[EOI?I]NKAM©POPOUIN 6
. Another verse

H AYn0T02KYAIEEIMI<t> I AHEII N ONTIT ON 0

1

N ON is pleasing with a Homeric
word as befits Olbia 4

. Lastly there are the suitable mottoes painted on by
the maker such as 4HAIAI etc. (v. p. 351 n. 1). Interesting palaeographically

are the boldly dashed-in letters on two cups from Chersonese (11—in cent, a.d.),

eiAeocMoioOeoc and neiNee[y]<t>pAiNoy
7

.

1 Trans. Od. Soc. xx. p. 163: from Olbia and
Berezan, ib. XXIII. p. 18 sqq.

2 Dedications found elsewhere are given in the

account of the cults of each deity in the different

towns.
3

I find this suggestion has been anticipated by
I. T Journal of the Ministry of Public Instruction

,

St P., Dec. 1902, Classical Section, p. 291.
4 Trans. Od. Soc. XXIII. p. 26.
5 Arch. Am. 1907, p. 145, CR. 1906, p. 55.
6 Trans. Od. Soc. XXIX. Minutes

, p. 88 ;
Arch.

Am. 1910, p. 227, f. 26.
7

P- 5°7 ,
f- 339 >

CR. 1896, p. 186, fif. 566, 567.

M. 46
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§
8. Glass.

Glass in a measure took the place of the finest pottery in later times. It

did not come in till about the und century b.c., except in the form of beads

(p. 65, f. 16) and of small glass vessels of many colours usually shaped like

amphorae or alabastra, with the rods for extracting the unguents they held.

But in the early centuries of our era it was exported in enormous
quantities from Egypt and Syria, and a great deal has been preserved in the
Euxine colonies. There are some magnificent specimens of

both plain and coloured glass in the Hermitage, mostly from
Kerch, and a representative series from Olbia in the Odessa
Museum. But the best collection was Mr Vogell’s 1

,
which in-

cluded some wonderful examples of the millefiori technique and
an amphora two feet high made in two pieces and mounted
in bronze engraved and gilt

2

.

Coloured glass was worked into the most varied shapes,

from the simple tube in which unguents were sold to pieces in

the form of heads 8 or decorated with frills and laces, like those

on Venetian glass, or even elaborate vine-leaf patterns such as

that signed by Ennion. The same maker’s wares have been
found in Italy 4

. Though the capacities of the material were at

length understood, many of the shapes are reproductions of

forms already made in clay, stone (e.g. f. 264) or metal, such ^
as the common cup or porringer which answers to the silver from Olbia. §.

example from Artjukhov’s barrow 5
.

CR. 1900, p. 9,

Glass from the Euxine coast has no special features
;

f' I9 '

probably it was all imported 0
. From the colonies it found its

way to the natives, and we have had many instances of its occurring in their

graves (supra, pp. 82, 224, 229—232), even the early kinds, as at Kurdzhips 7
.

The most interesting case is that of Siverskaja (v. p. 215) where an ordinary

glass jar and a porringer of the silver type described above have been treated

as if they were made of rare stone and elaborately mounted in gold and
garnets, just as Chinese porcelain has been treated in Europe. A grave at

Mtskhet in the Caucasus furnished the piece of highest technical mastery

though of late Roman date—a silver cantharos with a pierced frieze and
decorative patterns had blown into it a lining of dark purple glass 8

.

1 Richly illustrated in his Sammlung
,
Nos. 742— 1083, PI. x.

—

XIII.
2 Polychrome glass is figured in colours in

ABC. (orig. ed.) lxxvii., cf. lxxviii. 5, 6, also

the interesting medallions from Zubov’s barrows in

BCA. 1. PI. II. and a fish-shaped bottle from Cher-
sonese, ib. xvi. p. 95, PI. vi. Beads, MacPherson,
PI. vii. viii. : Smela, in. xiii. Ordinary photographs
of coloured glass, even with full descriptions annexed,
such as we have in Vogell, loc. cit., esp. Nos. 997,
f. 51 and 1003, Frontispiece, in CR. 1900, p. 12, f. 26,

or KTR. p. 93, f. 127, are not of much use.
3 e.g. from Chersonese, Janus, CR. 1897, p. 126,

ff. 242, 243: woman’s head, CR. 1902, p. 44, f. 77.
4 ABC. lxxviii. 1—4; KTR. p. 94.

5 CR. 1880, p. c)= KTR. p. 90, f. 1 19, a plainer

form of iv. 8 on p. 431, f. 321.
0 Other pieces; Kerch, MacPherson, PI. IV. vi.

:

CR. 1874, I. 9, 10; 1896, p. 158, f. 528; 1900, p. 28,

ff 65—67 ; 1903, p. 49, ff. 80, 82 ; 1905, p. 63, f. 74;
Arch. A?iz. 1907, p. 139, f. 10: Chersonese, CR.
1891, p. 138, ff. 142, 143, p. 140, f. 1 5 1, p. 154, f. 191 ;

1895, PP- I!I
>
II2

>
^ 269

—273 ;
1 899, p. 9, ff. 12,

13: Olbia, CR. 1901, p. 18, ff. 36—38: 1902, p. 12,

ff. 16, 17; Arch. Anz. 1908, p. 187, f. 20; 1910,

p. 238, f. 38: but the best pieces seem never to have
been figured.

7 CR. 1896, p. 152, f. 505.
8 CR. 1872, 11. i=KTR. p. 225, f. 201.
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9. Terra-cottas.

In spite of the spirited defences made by the Russian archaeologists

it must be admitted that the terra-cottas

1

of the Northern Euxine, if not

worthy of the wholesale condemnation meted out to them by Pottier", and
repeated by Mr Huish 3

,
do not come up to the level attained at Athens,

Myrina or Tanagra. The few exceptions are either actual imports or copies

or even imitations made by taking casts of imported figures. That quite

good figures were produced in these northern parts, that not all the tolerable

specimens were imported, we know from the discovery of a coroplast’s

workshop with moulds at Kerch close by the cemetery 1 and at Chersonese.

But the ease with which given types could be reproduced is shewn by the

success of modern forgers. This being so, it is natural to find that by far

the greater part of South Russian terra-cottas though of native manufacture can

be paralleled in other Greek districts, particularly at Myrina, the necropolis

of which corresponds in date to that in which the best class of Kerch statuettes

occurs.

In view of this agreement there is no need to consider the debated
question of the reason why the Greeks put terra-cottas in their graves. The
various views are well summed up by Derevitskij in his article, and again in

his introduction to the Odessa Terra-cottas. This latter publication, with its

text in German as well as Russian, makes a very representative collection

accessible to Western archaeologists who wish illustrations on a larger scale

than those in Kekule-Winter. In view of the existence of these works and
the generally second-rate character of Euxine terra-cottas, I have treated this

section rather shortly.

As with other departments of Greek art, the early development of the

art of moulding clay is not to be studied in the Euxine colonies. We
cannot point to many undoubtedly early specimens. We have in plenty

types which by their disposition and rudeness go back to the first attempts

at modelling, but these we must regard as survivals preserved under the

influence of hieratic tradition. Speaking broadly, we find but few instances

of the severe style, and can merely witness a steady decline from the making
of quite satisfactory imitations of the best products of Attica or Asia Minor to

the rudest lumps in which any plastic intention can be traced.

The different towns have distinctly their several characteristics in terra-

cottas. The highest average belongs to Theodosia, because nearly all its

specimens belong to one fairly early find, hence a superiority in material, a

firm yellowish carefully washed clay, design, characteristic of the best period,

1 ABC. PL LX1V. to lxxvi. CR. passim. KTR.
p. 94 sqq. N. P. Kondakov, Tratis. Od. Soc. XI.

p. 75— 179: “Greek Terra-cotta Statuettes.” A. A.

Derevitskij, Trans. Od. Soc. xvm. p. 203—250:
“ Some Greek Statuettes from the Collections of

the Odessa Archaeological Society and of Al. Iv.

Nelidov.” (Mostly a series of actors.) A. A. Dere-
vitskij, A. A. Pavlovskij, E. von Stern, Das Museum
d. kais. Odessaer Gesellschaft fiir Geschichte u?id

Altertumskunde
,

I. 1897, II. 1898, “ Terracotten.”

W. K. Malmberg, Mat. vn. “Antiquities found in

Chersonese in 1888 and 1889.” S. A. Zhebelev, Mat.
xxiv. “The Kerch Niobids.” A. Vogell, Sammlung,
Nos. 643— 738, figs. 39—42, PI. ix. Kekuld-Winter
(v. p. 345 n. 1), ill. 1, pp. xl— xliv, gives a most
excellent review of the S. Russian terra-cotta types.

2 Les statuettes de terre cuite dans Fantiquite,

p. 147, quoted by Derevitskij, p. 212.
3 Greek Terra-cotta Statuettes

, p. 184.
4 CR. 1878, p. xxxi

;
KTR. p. 98.

46—

2
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and execution, careful and artistic. One head 1 has even a decidedly archaic

feel, and another 2
is as severe as possible. So too the interesting acro-

terium 3
. The other pieces belong to the ivth and mrd centuries, the best

time of the art.

The Olbian figures are of a reddish, rather crumbly clay, with a smooth
surface. A grotesque old woman from Berezan

4

and a mask and fragments
from Olbia 6 are earlier than anything from Theodosia; a head of a youth 6

is

still almost archaic. Some of the figures found here are clearly brought from
Athens 7

,
not being made of the local clay, and there is sometimes a certain

doubt whether the importation was made in ancient or modern times. We
have just a few specimens of the best period 8

;
perhaps the most interesting

terra-cotta from Olbia is a Hellenistic model altar with groups on each face
9

,

Poseidon and Amphitrite, Nike before a trophy, and Dionysus, a Maenad and
a Satyr. Somehow it seems as if there were less taste here for clay figures ;

perhaps their place was taken by vases shaped like figures or animals (v. p. 346).
At any rate Pharmacovskij, while speaking (l.c.) of numerous Hellenistic terra-

cottas, has published very few, though his excavations have yielded so rich

a series of vessels of just those centuries when figures were most abundant.

The Vogell collection 10 offered examples of terra-cottas of every period, but

many of them were from Kerch, some perhaps from abroad. Figures of

the Roman period, including unmistakable Roman soldiers
11

,
are fairly

common.
At Chersonese at the east end of the site {Z on Plan vn) was made

a remarkable find throwing much light on the way the ancient potter worked :

in one room was his kiln perfectly preserved, in another his stock of clay

moulds, many broken but about forty more or less whole : from these casts

have been made to let us judge better of his work 12
. These moulds he seems

to have made not by independent modelling but by taking impressions from
metal, stone or clay. The general style points to the second half of the mrd
century b.c., when medallions in high relief were much in fashion for adorning

the bottoms of silver vessels and were imitated in clay (v. pp. 350 and 385)

;

several of these moulds, made from emblemata in silver vessels, were intended

for producing such imitations.

The best of these (1. 1 on f. 265) represents Omphale teaching Heracles

to spin : it must have been taken from an earlier original than anything else in

the collection. Other roundels with Nike and Eros, Heracles and Telephus,

Satyrs’ heads and a pair with young Satyrs 13— these last perhaps not

immediately from metallic originals—are not equal to the first either in style

or preservation. The Athena head (f. 265, 1. 4) resembles closely Konelsky’s

emblema (p. 385); another piece seems to be an impression from a cheek-piece

of a helmet 14
.

1 Kekul^-Winter, III. I. 236. 8 c. : Odessa Mu-
seum

,
I. x. 6.

2 ib. I. ix. 1.

3 ib. I. vi, vii.

4 Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 161, ff. 23, 24.
6 CR. 1902, p. 22, f. 33; BCA. xxxiii. p. 1 17,

ff. 17—21.
0 CR. 1902, p. 18, f. 26.
7 Od. Mus. 11. i.

8 e.g. Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 173, f. 37.
9 ib. p. 170, ff. 31, 32 : BCA. xxxiii. pp. 128,

129, ff. 49—52-
10 Samml. Nos. 643— 738, PL IX.
11 Od. Mus. 11. xiv.
12 CR. 1882— 1 888, p. ccxvi. Malmberg, Mat.

Vii. pp. 3—26: cf. Pharmacovskij, BCA. 11. p. 73.
13 Mat. vii. 1. 3, 2, II. 3—6.
14

ib. p. 1 1.
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Another roundel with a male and female head (Fig. 266) is interesting

because it shews metallic details specially clearly and because there comes from
Olbia a very similar piece of silver work, which again has a still closer analogy
with a more recently discovered pottery fragment from Chersonese 1

. Other
moulds have been taken from marble sculpture, especially a fragment of a

Bacchic procession 2 and a head of an archaic type of Hermes (Fig. 267)
of which Kondakov and Malmberg believe that we possess the battered

original in Fig. 210 on p. 297; they point especially to similar curls in the

left moustache and beard and to the fact that, allowance being made for the

double shrinking of the clay, the sizes of the two pieces tally exactly. Most
of the moulds reproduce terra-cotta originals, not only the pretty but senti-

FiG. 266. Mat. VII. p. 12. Emblema from mould found at Chersonese. (.

mental heads on Fig. 265—in. 3 rather recalls the familiar Niobe—but various

rough heads and figures
3

,
and purely decorative pieces, attachments of handles

and lips, borders and the like
4

. In view of such a method of working we
can hardly credit this potter with a distinct style.

Other pieces of terra-cotta from Chersonese mostly have a bold free

character, rough but not barbarous, just what we should expect in a town
which, without any claims to artistic life, still kept itself much freer from

barbarous admixture than any other on the north coast of the Euxine 5

.

1 BCA. 11. p. 75, f. 2; p. 19, f. 19.
6 CR. 1896, p. 175, fif. 546—550; 1898, p. hi,

2 Mat. vii. 11. 1. f. 10; 1899, p. 8, ff. 10, 11, p. 9, f. 14; 1900, p. 18
3 ib. ill. 1, 4, 5, pp. 1 7, 18. sqcj., ff. 34—38, 42; 1905, p. 54, fif. 58, 60: Arch.
4

ib. pp. 22, 23. Anz. 1906, p. 115, ff. 2, 3.
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By far the greater part of the terra-cottas from South Russia are found
in the environs of Kerch. Here they occur in the greatest numbers and in

the greatest variety, but it is hard to characterize their style except when it

becomes barbarous and produces some types unknown in purely Greek lands.

We have of course the usual Aphrodite Anadyomene 1 with or without a

Herm, a dolphin or an Eros, she often wears a disk-shaped head-dress peculiar

to Kerch 2

;
Eros alone or with Psyche 3

;
Dionysus and his crew 4 or their masks 5

;

Fig. 267. Mat. vii. p. 21. Head of Hermes from mould found at Chersonese. |.

Demeter and Core 6

;
Muses 7

;
actors 8

;
theatrical masks 9

;
gorgoneia 10

;
Nereids

and Tritons”; Heracles 12

;
Pan 13

;
Bes 14

;
of everyday types, mother and child 15

;

1
e.g. ABC. lxv. CR. 1870-71, 11. 6, in. 1, 4—6 ;

1880, v. 6—8, vi. 10—12. Od. Mus. 1. iv.
2 ABC. lxv. 1, lxvi. 1 ;

CR. 1873, ’• 5 -

3 CR. 1864, vi. 2—4; 1874, 1. 1—5; 1878-9. n.

6, 7; 1881, IV. 1, 2, 6. KTR. p. 99, f. =ABC.
LXIV. 9.

4 ibid. 5 ; CR. 1875, 11. 27 ; 1877, VI. 1.

3 ABC. lxvi. 3, lxxiv. CR. 1878-9, 11. 1—5,
pp. 23, 24= KTR. pp. 96, 97, ff 1 31, 132.

6 CR. 1870-71, 11. 1—4.

7 CR. 1873, 1. 4; 1880, vi. 7; 1881, iv. 7.
8 Derevitskij, Trans. Od. Soc. XVIII. PI. II.

:

with dancers, CR. 1906, p. 87, ff. 96— 102.
9 ABC. lxxv. 3; CR. 1881, iv. 2, 3 ; 1882-8, vi. 1.

10 ABC. lxxv. 1, 2, 4—7.

11 Od. Mus. 1. xii. 4, xvi. 5.
12 ABC. lxiv. 8; Lxx a. 5.
13 Od. Mus. 1. xii. 5.
14 Od. Mus. I. xiii. 2.
16 CR. 1859, iv. 3.
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cloaked ladies in sentimental poses walking or talking 1

;
veiled dancers 2

;

young men too walking or talking or out with their dogs

3

;
girls at their

games (e.g. e^eSpur/xo? or Kardyovcra)*
;
scenes of children with animals and

birds

5

;
in fact all the stock subjects familiar from the books on Greek terra-

cottas (Kekule-Winter, passim) and common to the whole Greek world,

executed in styles varying from good to bad. But again we do have other

compositions of more historical interest, though it is not among them that we
get the best artistic execution.

Some of these recall us to Asia Minor and its religions, and may there-

fore be likewise spread over the Greek world, but there is reason to think

that either there was an original community of ideas between the Bosporus
and Asia or the latter exerted its influence there sooner than anywhere else.

Perhaps the general Nature goddess does not belong much more to Asia
Minor than to any other region, but her worship was much celebrated there

under various names. Phis seems to be the deity represented by a kind of

triangle of clay which serves as a background to a figure of which one can but

distinguish the face, the breasts and the knees; the arms are nearly always

broken off, but in one specimen they hold out a fruit and a dish in just the

attitude in which a goddess sits on the later Bosporan coins (e.g. Sauromates II,

v. inf. PI. viii. No. 12). A similar ruder figure bears before itself a smaller

nude female figure, and was explained as Moloch by a former writer. It

seems to represent the Mother and Daughter that are one 5
.

The same mother goddess, more definitely Asiatic, is represented 7 with

her hands upon her breasts. The execution is distinctly better, and in one
case the brilliant colouring has been to some extent preserved. An Asiatic

analogue is furnished by a terra-cotta bust that has found its way from Smyrna
to Odessa, and is exactly the same in conception 8

. Something similar is a

very barbaric bust covered with a green glaze such as we have already met on

some pottery and referred to Egypt, but this is unlike any definite school 9
.

Incontestably Asiatic is the group of a man with a conical cap, a sleeved

coat and tight hose kneeling on the back of a bull in the act of slaying it
10

.

This must be one of the earliest renderings of the Mithras group so common
in late Roman times, for its style is good and with it were found other well-

modelled figures 11
. It seems as if the first conquests of the Mithraic cult,

which for a time seemed a serious rival to Christianity, were on the Bosporus 12
.

Another Asiatic type represented in terra-cotta statuette and also in an

anthropomorphic vase is that of the dancer in a similar costume 13
. Reinach

calls him Men Atys, Stephani had no good reason to make him a Scythian.

1 ABC. lxviii. 1—3 = ^7'R. p. 102, f. 137;
CR. 1859, iv. 4; 1868, 1. 16, 17; 1874, hi. 3; 1876,
VI. 3; 1880, v. 9, VI. 8, 9; ABC. lx ix. 2: seated,

CR. i860, iv. 5.
2 CR. 1870-71, in. 2; 1876, vi. 2, 4.
3 ABC. Lxx a . 3; CR. 1870, iv. 2; 1882-8, viii.

4 ;
ABC. i.xiv. 6, 7 ;

CR. 1868, in. 8, 9.
4 Od. Mus. 11. vii. 2; CR. 1872, iv. 2 ; 1880, vi. 2.

5 ABC. lxxiii. CR. 1859, iv. 6 ; 1863, 1. 4—6;
1868,111.; 1873,11.2; 1876, vi. 9; 1878-9, v. 2— 4.

Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 153, f. 13.
fi ABC. LXXII. 5: Od. Mus, 1. xiii. 1, 3; CR.

1876, vi. 10 bearing Herm instead.
7 ABC. lxix. 4, lxx a . 4.
8 Od. Mus. 11. iii. 1. Cf. H. B. Walters, Brit.

Mils. Cat. of Terra-cottas
,
PI. XXII.

9 Od. Mus. 11. xv. 2.

10 CR. 1880, vi. 6. Od. Mus. 11. v. 1. The same
more impressionistically rendered II. v. 3.

11 ib. II. ii. 2 : iv. 2— 5.

12 A good example, a Nike slaying a bull, from
which this type was taken, on a gold ring, ABC.
xviil. 4, 7; cf. JHS. vii. (1886), Cecil Smith, p. 275
and F. Cumont, Mysteres de Mithra (Bruxelles,

1899), P- > 79 )
IL p. 1 9 1 ,

f. 17, similar Mithra group
from Kerch in the Hermitage.

13 ABC. LXX a. 7, CR. 1859, III. 1, Pottier et

Reinach, Nfcropole de Myrina
, p. 393, PI. XXVin.

3: cf. XXX. 1. Kekule-Winter, ill. 2, p. 158. 2, 8.
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Other subjects are harder to define. As has been remarked in dealing

with representations of barbarians in other materials, it is very difficult to

distinguish between studies from the life of real South Russian natives, vague
barbarians with a general outlandish style of costume chosen according to the

Greek conventional idea of barbarians, and finally faithful representations

depicting the local Greeks who had partly adopted barbarian clothing. They
had clearly taken to trousers and hoods

(
bashlyki ), and the population being

mixed the facial type does not go for much: the more that it is not readily

distinguishable in small figures hastily executed. The figure standing at ease

leaning on his oval shield, clothed in a hood, a chiton and trousers 1

,
has a

shield just like that on the gravestone of Gazurius at Chersonese, wfio certainly

counted himself a Greek to judge by his epitaph and office (inf. p. 507, f. 339,

p. 541, TrpuTapyovTevcov). A man with similar headgear and shield is repre-

sented nude, a convention a Greek would never apply to a barbarian warrior 2
.

The same question arises with regard to a type of galloping horseman
(cf. p. 304, f. 218) which occurs in stone, bronze and terra-cotta, and also on
coins. The fact that a man with a Greek name put it on his dedication seems
against its being barbarian. The terra-cotta versions are not clear enough to

help 3
. When the horse stands on four separate legs the whole becomes rather

a toy than a work of art
1

. The barbarian can, however, be recognised without

any doubt when he is caricatured. Such caricatures we have in the figures of

slaves looking after children 5
. One, for instance, wears a moustache.

These caricatures were carried to very great lengths among the Bosporans,

even further than among other Greeks. From some of the tombs have been
taken the most extraordinary figures, notably that of the second lady in the

Great Bliznitsa near Taman, explored in 1869 6

;
the lady was apparently a

close relation of the priestess of Demeter, whose grave was found in the same
barrow in 1864, and was herself initiated; she possessed also the most beautiful

jewelry, but with all this was found a whole collection of terra-cottas repre-

senting comic actors in all the obscene extravagance of their costume, athletes

and slaves and women likewise, all with every indecent detail. Stephani

explains that everything aTonov kou yeXolov served to avert the evil eye, and
that the object of these grotesques was to keep off evil influences: others think

that this was just her taste, and she wished to have with her in the grave what
she had found amusing in life, and that other caricatures were due to the same
feeling in other people, though in no one was it so exaggerated 7

.

In many tombs, especially in the later period, we find figures with mov-
able limbs. Some are made like articulated dolls, that is, like an ordinary

statuette with some of the limbs working on pieces of wire 8
.

A more typical class is made so that the trunk, in the shape of a kind cf

hollow cone, ends about the hips, and the legs and phallus are hung separately

1
p. 56, f. 10. Several replicas exist, e.g. ABC.

lxiv. 3. Od. Mus. 1. xv. 1, 3.
2 Od. Mus. 1. xv. 5.

3 ABC. LXiv. 2; CR. 1870-71, 11. 7, 8; 1873,
11. 4. Od. Mus. 11. xi. 1, 3 : but Od. Mus. II. x. 2, 3
have the horse moving slowly.

4 Od. Mus. II. xi. 2.

5 KTR. pp. 100, 101, 206, ff. 135, 136, 189 = CR.

M.

1870-71, v. 9, 1859, iv. 7, 1869, 11. 2, cf. CR. 1877,

v. 1 1 ; 1880, vi. 4.
B CR. 1869, 11. ill., v. inf. p. 428.
7 Od. Mus. I. xiv. 4, 5, 6; Kekule- Winter, in. 1,

p. 172, 1—6; CR. 1865, VI. 6, 7; 1868, 1. 15; 1874,
1. 8 j 1882-8, vi. 1, 2.

s ABC. LXXiv. 8 is quite rudely made but CR.
1868, 1. 18 is more artistic, cf. 1877, VI. 8, 12, 15, 16.

47
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on to wires and could be moved about by strings through a hole in the back.

These almost certainly served as marionettes 1

. Mostly they are very rudely

modelled, but there is an excellent caricature of a conjuror from Kerch, and
from Olbia come models of Roman soldiers made on the same principle 2

.

Some of the coarsely made ones have as it were rays coming from their heads,

and hence they have been called idols, but there is no reason to suppose that

they represent anything but some strange head-dress (f. 268). The model
waggons were also toys (v. pp. 50, 51, ff. 5, 6 3

).

It has been said that we have no clear idea what was the object of putting

terra-cottas into graves, and we do not know of any definite arrangement
according to which they were disposed. They were evidently thrown into a

heap in no sort of order: sometimes broken on purpose and with the fragments

Fig. 268.

at opposite ends of the grave: but in South Russia the object of a large class

both of terra-cottas and of plaster figures is quite clear. They served to

decorate coffins, and mention has been made of the traces left by them on the

panels. The most usual series for this purpose was that of the Niobids, and in

various Russian Museums several separate sets from Kerch are preserved in a

more or less incomplete condition (ff. 269, 270, also pp. 332— 334, ff. 241—243
4

).

Similar figures have been found at Gnathia in Apulia, and published for

comparison by Mr Zhebelev in his exhaustive treatment of the subject. The
' CR. 1873, II. 6—10; 1880, V. 5; Od. Mus. I. Ulskaja, Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 196, f. 1; BCA.

xiv. 1, 2, 3. XXXV. p. 3, associated with a red skeleton, copper
2 ib. II. xiv. 1, 2, 3. pins and “ pre-Mycenaean ” figurines, ib. PL 1, 11.

3 Veselovskij found better model waggons at 4 Cf. CR. 1861, III. IV.
; 1868, II. 1—9; 1874, 1.
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FlGS. 271 275. CR. 1891, p. 45, ff. 21— 25. Plaster Coffin Ornaments. Kerch. §
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Fig. 276. Plaster Ornament. Kerch. CR. 1891, p. 56, f. 35. §.

Fig. 277. CR. 1901, p. 59, f. 119. Model of Coffin from Kerch with plaster ornaments.
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different series vary considerably in their style, and these variations on a

familiar type throw light on the methods which workmen practising a minor
art applied in copying examples of fine statuary. Besides the N iobids there

were used for the same purpose various masks, especially those of Medusa and
models of theatrical masks; also flat figures of lions and griffins and conven-
tional ornaments such as palmettes; these have often survived when all trace

of the wooden coffin had long vanished or did vanish at the touch of fresh air
*

(ff. 271—276; f. 277 shews what the whole looked like): but these modellings,

whether in plaster or clay, though sometimes spirited and skilful, are too hasty

to be of very great interest or beauty 1

.

With these flat-backed figures may be mentioned flat lead castings from
Olbia, the commonest are bucrania

;
double axes and a biga also occur, and

the British Museum has the figure of a Scythian 3
.

The only other objects of clay that remain to be mentioned are the little

pyramids with holes in them which are picked up on the beach near Greek
sites, and apparently served as weights for nets and for the threads of the

warp in weaving. Sometimes they have stamps with emblems like those on
coins or on amphorae 3

.

§
1 o. Bronzes.

On the whole, South Russia is not distinguished for Greek bronze work.

No bronze statues have ever been found there, and but few statuettes: the

reason seems to be that few bronze things have so close a personal relation to

any individual that his relatives should wish to lay them with him in the grave,

and it is from graves that the antiquities found in South Russia are taken.

Remains of towns have yielded comparatively little, for bronze is too valuable

a materia] to find its way to the rubbish heap, and has always been melted

down to suit new needs. There is no reason to suppose that there was any
lack of beautiful bronzes in Olbia or Panticapaeum, only when those towns

ceased to flourish the bronzes were carefully taken away. At Chersonese,

which was less rich in classical times, bronzes may well have been compara-
tively rare, and the conditions of the soil make it unlikely that any finds of

bronzes will be made on that site.

The early Greek bronzes found in South Russia have all been found in

Scythic graves, and have thus been mentioned already, but as products of pure

Greek art, whose presence in barbarian hands was accidental, not designed by
their makers, they must be treated here. We have, in fact, a specimen of the

three most familiar types of Greek vith-century art
4

. There is, for instance,

the six-winged Gorgon in the posture of the Nike of Archermus, whether

running or flying it is impossible to tell: we have seen that the Medusa
head was very popular among the Scythians, but the whole monster is of rare

occurrence : the two chief examples are a gem from Jiiz Oba 5 and the handle

1 CR. 1902, p. 51, f. 80. Watzinger, Griechisclie 4 The three bronzes here illustrated have been
Holzsarkophage

,

passim, esp. pp. 60—62 and 89. newly republished with excellent photogravures in

2 Vogell, Sdmml. p. 94, f. 63: CR. 1874, 1. 1 1— Mat. XXXII. The Gorgon is treated by W. Malm-
24 and p. 32: Brit. Mus. MS. Cat. 1907. 5. 20: cf. berg, the Kore mirror by the same and S. A.

lead at Sparta, BSA. XII. p. 322, f. 3 ;
Xiv. p. 24, f. 9. Zhebelev, the other mirror by the latter alone.

MacPherson, p. 103: Malmberg, Mat. vn. p.
6 v. p.427, f. 318, cf.CR. i86o,iv.6. Furtwangler,

30: BCA. 1. p. 35, ff. 30— 36. Die Antiken Gemmen

,

vm. 52.
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of a crater from Martonosha (f. 278)
1

. The whole must have been a fine piece

of work : the rim, neck and upper part of the body, adorned with spirals and
Stcibornament

,
are in the Odessa Museum, the handle in the Hermitage. The

latter is very massive; where it rested on the vase’s shoulder the junction is

masked by the four-winged Gorgon in a characteristic vith-century chiton.

She is running along a kind of abacus as of an Ionic capital, which in its turn

Fig. 278. CR. 1889, p. 30, f. 12. Martonosha. Handle of Bronze Crater. L.

is connected with the vase by serpents. The angle between the lower part

of the handle and the vase, on a level with the Gorgon figure, is filled up by
another wing on each side so that the monster should appear winged from

every point of view. The whole style points to Ionian work of the vith century.

It is very sad that this handsome piece should have been so broken at the time

of its discovery, and that further the fragments should be separated by all the

length of Russia.

Another familiar archaic type is that represented by a statuette found in

secret diggings about two miles from the Government town, Kherson, in

1896 (Fig. 229)1 The fragment is 25 cm. high, and formed the handle of a

mirror. We have a figure standing in the accustomed attitude of the Acropolis

1 v.p. 173,11.2 (where read Trans."With Russ.A rch. Collection de Clercq
,
Tome III. “Les Bronzes,” p.

Congress ,
Odessa,): Reinach, Rep. Stat. n. p. 442. 267; cf. H. B. Walters, B.M. Cal. Bronzes

, p. 85,

11. For its nearest analogue, v. Catalogue of an No. 583, and one in the Louvre Gazette Archeolo-
Exhibition of Greek Art, Burlington Fine Arts gique, 1887, PI. 33.

Club
,
London, 1904, p. 32, No. 65, PL xxxvi.: this 2 Mat. xxxii. pp. 1— 24, PI. 1: Goszkiewicz,

is now it seems at Munich, fahrb. d. k. d. Arch. Inst. Treasure Trove
, p. 44, PI. vm. : Derevitskij, Trans.

1910, p. 50, f. 3: the handle of another, de Ridder, Od. Soc. XIX. Minutes
, p. 105 sqq., ff. 1, 2, 3.
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Korai and agreeing with them in all details. Her left hand as usual holds a

fold of her skirt, her right hand bears a human-headed bird. The manner of

attachment to the circumference of the mirror is elaborate. The artist did not

see his way to breaking with his model and lifting her arms to hold the arc

above her head, but managed the transition by interposing a whole system of

animals. Two jackals (?) with their forefeet on each side of the lady’s head
and their hind feet on her shoulders support with their heads and the lady’s a

strip of metal which is the ground for the familiar group of two lions tearing

an ox as he lies on his back. These in turn support a strip of bronze adapted

Figs. 279, 280. CR. 1896, p. 82, ff. 337
a

’
b

. Kherson. Bronze Mirror Handle. \.

to the arc of the mirror and curling round in volutes to touch the lions’ backs.

In this strip are holes for rivets; the palmette which supported the disk from

the back has become detached. The figure clearly stood on some sort of base

now lost. There is also a small antelope which was probably fixed to the

circumference of the disk as in other examples.

The general type of mirror is fairly common 1

. The treatment of the

figure, the coiffure ,
the beast group and the human-headed bird all point,

according to Messrs Malmberg and Zhebelev, to Ionian art of the latter part

1
e.g. Reinach, Rep. Slat. II. Aphrodite, p. 327 Arch. A)iz. 1904, p. 23, f. 2; Burlington Catalogue

,

-330: some of these have animals on the rim but 1904, XLV. a. 8, and one in the Hermitage, Mat.
mostly Erotes supporting the disk, cf. also H. B. xxxii. PI. II.

Walters, B.M. Iiro7izes
,

PI. III. 238, IV. 243, 241 ;
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of the vith century, being much earlier than a very similar piece occurring in

Etruria, which has been ascribed to native artists
1 and dated by de Ridder as

late as the middle of the vth century 2
. Our figure was at first called Cybele,

then Aphrodite, but it is better not to give it a name.
Much more simple in general disposition is a similar mirror found the

following year at Annovka (Fig. 28
1)

3
. Here we have a nude female figure

holding the disk with her hands raised on each side above her head, which

FIG. 281. CR. 1897, p. 78, f. i86a. Bronze Mirror. Annovka near Odessa. §.

itself bears the palmette that supported it behind. Unlike the Egyptian figure-

handles this stands on a base, and so derives from a separate statuette. In

spite of her sex, in type she resembles the so-called archaic Apollo. The
proportions of the body and the whole treatment recall that type, made female

because the object it adorned was designed for women’s use. Zhebelev

shews that while nude female statuettes of a hieratic type are general, such

very early artistic presentations are exclusively Peloponnesian. For the figure,

1 H. B. Walters, B.M. Bronzes
,
No. 493.

3 Mat. xxxii. PI. III. pp. 25—35.
2 BCH. xxii. (1898), PI. in. p. 204.

M. 48
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the closest analogy he quotes and illustrates (likewise a mirror handle) is at

Munich
; for the general scheme, a mirror at Aegina 1

.

An attempt at the same motive is found in a mirror from near Romny in

the Government of Poltava. In this case we have a relief instead of a

complete figure, and the arms seem clumsily put behind the head instead of

being stretched outwards and upwards:—also the legs are much too long in

proportion. The handle ends below in a medallion on which is a Sphinx. The
mirror disk is perfect. This does not seem so old as the former mirrors, but

it is hard to judge of its style because its surface is in an unsatisfactory state.

It hardly seems quite barbarous work, yet it is a very poor reproduction of its

prototypes'2
. For other more or less Greek mirrors, v. p. 266.

A similar case of a traditional plastic type (Apollo) being used as a mere
handle is the Hermes who served to hold a saucepan from the VII Brothers 3

.

The transition to the disk is made by two rams on each side of the god’s head,

so he may be considered a kind of Criophoros.

Another early bronze is a candelabrum from Ust Labinskaja, found in a

grave with plaques of the Siberian style such as it appears on the Kuban
(e.g. Zubov’s barrows, p. 230, f. 132). At the top of the shaft which was lost

was a human-headed bird, with long archaic locks of hair, its waves indicated

by nicks: above rose the convolvulus-shaped sconce for the lamp. The base

was bell-shaped, with fluting and oves, and stood upon three bustard feet.

The whole cannot be later than the vith century 4
.

These specimens of archaic bronzes have all occurred in native tombs.

Those worthy of notice from Greek tombs are of much later, even Hellenistic,

date. Most artistic are the examples of repousse work, especially the mirror

boxes. One of these boxes bears Bacchus and Ariadne, accompanied by Eros
and a panther: the inside is decorated with engraving, but is in poor preser-

vation

5

. From each of the two women’s graves in the Great Bliznitsa came a

mirror box with a group of Aphrodite and Eros G
. Perhaps the most decorative

is one from Artjukhov’s barrow with a magnificent figure of Scylla 7
. A later

mirror with the familiar group of the three Graces was found on the slope of

Mount Mithridates 8
. From Olbia we have one with Demeter’s head 9

.

In the first grave of the Great Bliznitsa were four sets of phalerae for horses,

making up twenty roundels and four pointed ovals, all adorned with the battles

of Amazons and Greeks 10
. This kind of work was heightened with gilding.

In the same technique were made the adornments of a couch discovered

at Phanagoria. The chief piece 11

,
in the shape of /, masked the end of the

1 de Ridder, ’E cpiy!. 'Apx-, 1895, PI. 7.
2 Khanenko, II. 3, PI. xlvi. 351/: compare a

mirror figured in Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 22, f. 1,

which has a sphinx above on a square plaque, then
a human figure lor the length of the handle, and
a spread eagle below in the medallion. The work
is much more archaic.

3 CR. 1877,1. 9. Reinach, Rep. Stat. II. p. 88. 8,

cf. 2, 5; p. 89. 1, 2, 8.

4 Arch. Anz. 1903, p. 82, ff. 1, 2: CR. 1902,

p. 79, ff. 166— 168.
6 ABC. XLin. and CR. 1881, 11. 1.

0 CR. 1865, v. 1 ; 1869, 1. 29; cf. Coll. Tyszkie-

wicz
,
PI. V. from Corinth.

7 CR. 1880, in. 13.
8 CR. 1894, p. 45, f. 68; another mirror from

Kerch with Eros tying Aphrodite’s sandals, CR.

1901, p. 60, f. 124.
9 CR. 1902, p. 13, f. 20.
10 CR. 1865, V. 2—6, cf. those from Elis in the

British Museum, JHS. XXIX. (1909), p. 157, and
supra p. 155, n. 1.

11 CR. 1880, iv. 10; C. Ransom, “ Reste gr.

Holzmobel in Berlin” inJahrb. d. k. arch. Inst.. 1902,

p. 134, f. 11; cf. a close analogy in the British

Museum, ///.S'. XXIX. (1909), p. 162 : also Wiegand-
Schrader, Priene

, p. 380, f. 481.
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pillow-rest, and bore Aphrodite in the middle and little busts at each end; the

other fragments were plain but sufficiently preserved to allow the wooden parts

to be restored and the whole to stand in the Hermitage.
It is the repousse work also which gives artistic interest to a helmet from

the Quarantine road 1

,
which bore a triangle upon the brow with a head of

Athena, a gorgoneion of the later beautiful type on each side and a well-

designed figure of Scylla with a torch and an oar filling the shape of the

cheek pieces. The work is graceful, apparently of early Hellenistic time.

Another fine helmet, a perfect specimen of its kind but quite plain, came from
the Mirza Kekuvatskij barrow 2

,
together with a plain pair of greaves 3 and a

Scythic sword, the one barbarian object 4
. A similar helmet of pure Greek

work was found up country at Galushchino near Kiev 5
. Very like is another

helmet from Nymphaeum 6
. Of quite an original type is one found in the

man’s tomb in the Great Bliznitsa and shaped as a Phrygian cap, making
permanent the soft felt bashlyks of the country 7

.

Fig. 282. Phanagoria. Couch. Restored woodwork: ancient bronze mountings. CR. 1880, p. 88.

Besides the greaves mentioned above the Hermitage has a more orna-

mental pair adorned above with a gorgoneion 8

,
not unlike a leg in the British

Museum bronze room. The gorgoneion is of an archaic type, but as such

appears rather to be a survival than a very early example. Mention has

already been made of an elegant Greek cuirass and brassart of vth-century

work found near <£>Jicopol
9
. The scale armour and arrow-heads, most of

which were certainly of Greek work, are treated on pp. 68, 74, for they have
no artistic interest and were as it were naturalized among the Scythians.

A certain number of bronze vessels has been found in various graves
;

comparatively few are extracted whole, but the rim above and the handles, on
which the decoration is concentrated, have generally been preserved.

The commonest type is that of a hydria, which was a convenient vessel

1 ABC. xxviii. 1, 2, 3. Baumeister, p. 2036,
f. 2214.

2 ABC. xxviii. 4, Reinach, p. 21.
3

ib. xxviii. 8.

4 ib. xxvii. 9.
5 Khanenko, II. 2, PI. ix. 218.
6 KTR. p. 48, f. 54= CR. 1877, p. 234.
7 KIR. p. 48, f. 55 = 67?. 1866, Frontispiece;

other interesting helmets, BCA. XXIX. pp. 30, 31,

ff. 1—3.
8 ABC. xxviii. 7.
9 v. p. 74, S. Pavlutskij, “ Objects of ancient

armour from the district of Ekatei inoslav,” in

Archaeological Chronicle of S. Russia, 1. (1903),

p. 37, and PI. v.

48—2
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for receiving the ashes of the dead. For instance, in the passage under the

wall of Chersonese by the gate 1 E stood six urns, Nos. 1—3 of clay entire,

Nos. 4—6 of bronze broken : No. 4 as a prize from the Attic festival Anacia
bore on its rim AOAOAEEEAN AhlJVN in dotted letters very like those of the

Timotheus papyrus
;

it held the best jewelry, No. 1 the next best.

Sometimes these urns were secured most carefully against any sort of

damage, for instance there is in the Kerch room at the Hermitage a kind of

stone box arranged to receive such a hydria and protect it from injury, and it is

Fig. 283. Stone box containing a clay urn. CR. 1891, p. 35, f. 16, from Hadzhi
Mushkai near Kerch.

still untouched (cf. f. 283). Fragments of a very artistic hydria, with decorated

foot and side handles and a Siren at the base of the middle handle, were found

in the Baby barrow near Mikhailovo-Apostolovo 2
. A perfect specimen is well

illustrated in MacPherson (PI. 111.) ;
this was gilt as many others were, for

instance the hydria in Kul Oba
;
by it stood a great rarity, a bronze amphora

of almost the same form as the earthen ones and also gilt
3

.

Another form that often occurs in bronze is the ewer, oenochoe : a good
specimen with a well-worked handle ending in an archaistic bearded head was
found at the Khatazhukdevskij Aul on one of the tributaries of the Kuban 4

.

Among other objects found with it was a polished stone axe, which points to a

1 v - PP- 397 sqq., 422, 499, Plan VII. inset, BCA. I.
2 CR. 1897, p. 135, flf. 264—266.

pp. 1— 9, CR. 1899, p. 4, ff. 3, 5 : cf. New Palaeo- 3 ABC. xliv. 7, 12.

graphical Soc., PI. 22, especially the O. 4 CR. 1899, p. 49, ff. 92, 93.
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strange mingling of different cultures. In the same year was found at Cherso-
nese a ewer of rather unusual form, having a very high handle embellished

with a dog above and a woman’s face below 1

. Jugs like an oenochoe but

with lids survived till the mrd century a. d., occurring in the queen’s tomb at

Glinishche near Kerch
;
in the same tomb was a handsome dish or shallow

bowl with handle formed of snakes curling out of a winged head". A similar

shallow bowl 47 cm. (i8jr in.) across was found at Majkop; it also had snakes

about the handles and below them repousse plaques representing Pylades and
Thoas (?)

3
. A basin of pale bronze 50 cm. across with a pretentious Hellenistic

emblema in copper representing a warrior, his mourning wife and a goddess
of death, comes from a plundered tomb at Nekrasovskaja Stanitsa on the

Kuban 4
. I n one of the V 1

1

Brothers an oenochoe was found with a Satyr above
the handle and a crouching figure below. Another from the same group had a

handle ending in an elegant Siren 5
. Of a similar type is a vessel from the

Kuban district with Eros and a torch at the base of the handle 5
. From the

VII Brothers also comes one of the few good statuettes found in South
Russia, a young Apollo crowning a tall columnar stand like a candelabrum 7

.

Quite isolated are some statuettes from the land of the Don Cossacks, a

pair of wrestlers, a Satyr and a young Dionysus 8
. The latter is rendered rather

curious by having a Byzantine inscription round his middle and Christian

monograms engraved upon his chest. Very few of the common statuettes that

fill museums in the West have been found even in the town excavations. We
may mention Zeus with a thunderbolt 9 and a bust of a woman from Cher-

sonese 10

,
statuettes of Athena and of Osiris from Eupatoria 11

,
and a Hermes from

Balaklava 12

,
but nothing of any merit.

It is curious that perhaps the most graceful small bronzes found in all the

extent of the North Euxine coast came long ago from Tanais (Nedvigovka),

which has yielded no other works of art, the more so that the remains of

the town then investigated date from the nnd century a.d. They include a

pretty lamp, an imperfect candelabrum, and a kind of standing vase 13
.

Another fragment from the same site is the fluted handle of some vessel : at

the end is a ram’s head, and on the plate by which it was riveted to the body
of the vessel are two figures affronted of Greek potters moulding pots : the

style seems as early as the ivth century b.c.
14 A good lamp was found in

Artjukhov’s barrow 15

,
another on a stand at Kerch 11

'. Worthy of mention as an

evidence of trade with Italy is a saucepan found near Kagarlyk (Kiev Govt)

with a Latin inscription N GRAN I PLOCAS 17
.

Of Roman date is an interesting vessel from Tyras cemetery in the form

10 CR. 1896, p. 169, f. 537.
11 CR. 1897, p. 74, f. 1 71 ;

BCA. xxv. p. 179, f. 14.
12 CR. 1891, p. 1 3 1, f. 138.
13 KTR. pp. 91, 92, ff. 120, 123, 122 = Report of

Archaeological explorations made in 1853, Nos. 40,

42 , 39 -

11 Archaeological Bulletin and Notes published

by the Moscow Archaeological Soc. VII. 1900, p.

360, note by the Countess U varov.
15 KTR. p. 55, f. 69= CR. 1880, p. 19.
10 CR. 1904, p. 75, f. 1 16.
17 CR. 1891, p. 91, f. 70.

1 CR. 1899, p. 8, f. 9.
2 ABC. xliv. 8, 2, cf. BCA. xvn. p. 69 ;

xxxvii.

p. 34, temp. Rhescuporis IV (?).
3 CR. 1896, p. 150, f. 500.
4 Arch. Anz. 1906, p. in, f. 1 ;

CR. 1905, p. 74,
f. 95 : Pagenstecher, Calen. Reliefkeramik

,
p. 1 6 1

.

5 CR. 1877, ill. 1—4.

6 Arch. Anz. 1903, p. 84, f. 4.
7 CR. 1877, ill. 17, 18.
8 CR. 1867, 1. 1—4; Reinach, Rep. Stat. II. p.

125. 4.
0 CR. 1891, p. 12, f. 9.
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ot the head and bust of a negro girl
;
the handle above is a half circle with

loops in the shape of chenisci. The whole shews Alexandrian influence 1

.

The poorer classes used bronze for their adornment : very common are

simple bracelets from Kerch, just bronze wire twisted round the wrist and then

round itself, and of no artistic interest
2

. There is little more of this in the

bronze rings with engraved bezels 3
. None in mere instruments such as strigils,

ear-picks and what not. Buckles give some field for fancy in the various

pierced patterns with which they were decorated
;
one from Chersonese is a

good example of the change of taste of which Riegl makes so much 4

;
the

tamga is sometimes ingeniously worked into the design (v. supra, p. 318, f. 228).

§11. Silver.

Silver oxidizes with time so that comparatively little has been preserved

in good condition. Small pieces have nearly always perished, with the exception

of coins which the pressure of the die makes more resistant. Special circum-

stances have rendered possible the great finds of ancient plate made in

Western Europe, and nothing comparable has been discovered in South
Russia. As in the case of bronzes, the earliest specimens come from barbarian

or semi-barbarian graves. From Majkop come pieces which are apparently

pre-Greek : the curious cup (p. 144, f. 36) and its fellows, and a “ Cypro-
Phoenician” vase with lotus pattern round the top and birds on the base 5

.

Most of the older gold and silver plate in Kul Oba and the VII Brothers,

rhyta, cups, phialae, torques, pectoral, places for various weapons and clothes,

having an Oriental or Scythic touch about it, as well as the later work from

Chertomlyk, has been discussed in Chapter x. (pp. 262—269, 283— 291).

Perhaps the oldest Greek silver is the ^udkr; p,eo-o/x</>a\o9 found in Zubov’s

barrow (p. 231, ff. 136, 137) and the similar one from No. 11 ol the VII
Brothers (p. 209, f. 107). These may be referred to the earlier part of

the vth century, although the inscription on the former may be later. A vessel

of the same type but of later style occurred at Deev barrow, but this is simply

fluted
6
.

Early cylices with the most beautiful engravings inside were found in the

VI 1 Brothers 7
: one from No. iv has Nike gilt; that from No. 11, Bellerophon,

an early representation, for both cups belong to the vth century: a scene de

famille on that from No. vi, put by Stephani early in the next century, is

ranked by him as a drawing with the Kul Oba ivories, but he explains that the

illustration in CR. does it scant justice: it is one of the cases that cry aloud

to be reproduced by photography, excellent as may be the drawings in CR .

;

we see the objects in the earlier issues through the style of Piccard, the later

drawings make us regret him. Another ivth century cylix from a barrow near

1 Von Stern, Jahreshefte d. osterr. Archdol. Kunst-Industrie, PI. XII.

Inst. vn. p. 197; again with corrections Trans. 6 Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 15 1, f. 11: Smirnov,

Od. Soc. xxvi. p. 183: an analogous piece of Mr Argenterie Orientate
,
PI. 1. Nos. 1—n ;

PI. cxxx.
Pierpont Morgan’s, lent to S. Kensington, comes, as Nos. 326—331 ;

PI. cxix. No. 303.

Mr B. Raekham kindly tells me, from Alexandria. 0 CR. 1897, p. 33, f. 103, v. sup. p. 170.
2 Cf. Sm. II. xvii. 5, 6, from Ryzhanovka. 7

p. 206, n. 9, p. 210, n. 3 where please read
; ABC. xv in. 12, 13, both of Roman date. “Dionysus”: CR. 1881, 1. 1— 5.

1
p. 507, f. 339; cf. Riegl, Die spatromische
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by bears Dionysus and Maenads. The whole series is very interesting as

furnishing examples in Greek engraving of the best time, and with the Kul
Oba ivories shews how the methods familiar to us on vases were also used

in other branches of art. Rather later is the Kul Oba cylix with the Ionic

dedication EPMEA : the cover (or bottom plate) is engraved with palmettes 1

.

The classification of later Greek plate is difficult, because not only did the

old simple shapes live on or from time to time return into favour,—even in a

rich tomb like the Great Bliznitsa 2 we find nothing more elaborate—but actual

pieces can be shewn to have survived for hundreds of years, as indeed Pliny

and Juvenal tell us 3
.

Fig. 284. Silver Canthari, Colander and Hairpin, bronze Fibula. Olbia. v. p. 420.

For instance, the cylix was always a popular shape, and the plain

specimens from Olbia 4 and Ryzhanovka

5

are on much the same lines as the

older pieces. That from Karagodeuashkh is distinguished by its high base:

from the same tomb come late examples of rhyta, a (f)La\rj /xeo-op,</>a\os and an

elegant ladle and strainer", with cheniscus handles 7
. Chmyreva Mogila has

furnished a whole set' of plate, three such (f>ux\ou, two with palmettes, one with

a Bacchic frieze round the boss, a tall cylix with a Nereid inside, a fluted two-

handled bowl with a frieze of birds and fishes, a globular fluted cup 8

,
two

bottles, a ladle, a saucer and a barbaric jug with gold lid and handles 9
.

We see reversion to type, Roman copies of good Attic models, in the two
canthari and the strainer (f. 284) found at Olbia with the glazed jug (p. 356,
f. 262) and now belonging to Mr Pierpont Morgan. The cup to the left

1 ABC. xxxvii. 4.
2 CR. 1869, pp. 8, \\=KTR. p. 90, ff. 1 1 8, 1 19.
2 NH. XXXIII. 157 (55): Sat. VIII. 104 and

Mayor in loc.
4 BCA. vm. pi. iv. 2.

5 Stnela, II. xvii. 4.
8 Mat. XIII. pp. 140 — 152. ff. 16, 18—24, vi. 2—4,

v. sup. p. 219, f. 121, p. 290: cf. ABC. xxx. 1, 2;

xxxi. 4, 5, 10 from Kerch.
7 v. CR. 1863, p. 49.
8 Like p. 198, f. 91, but without the friezes.
9 A new excavation published in Arch. Anz.

1910, pp. 215—226, ff. 15—25 since my Ch. X. was
printed off.
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shews the more graceful shape and more enrichment about the top. The
handles have come off and lie beside the cups. The other objects are a
bronze fibula and a big silver hairpin 1

.

Of more richly wrought Greek plate, besides such triumphs as the

Chertomlyk and Kul Oba vases which have already been discussed, the finest

pieces are two great dishes. One found at Chertomlyk had elaborate handles
supported by a female bust rising from a great palmette flanked by acanthus
spirals, while the inner surface is entirely covered with a rich arabesque of

acanthus. Underneath are bobbin-shaped feet
2

.

More simple and more elegant is a dish found at Glinishche near Kerch
in the tomb of the queen with the golden mask (p. 434, f. 325). Its only

adornments are in the centre a medallion with a monogram surrounded by a

bay wreath and round the rim the same wreath with the same monogram.
This latter seems made up of the letters ANTOB standing for ANTIOXOS or

ANTITONOS BA2IAETS. The latter is the more probable. The Bosporus
was out of the way of Syria and more likely to have had friendly relations with

Macedon. The Bosporan kings put the B first in their monograms upon
coins. The decoration is executed in niello and engraving. The historical

interest of the dish is much enhanced by a pointilU inscription on the back,

which, in addition to some unintelligible marks probably denoting the weight,

has the words EUCIAECOC PHCKOYITOPEI, apparently a very late Rhescuporis, for

the formation of the genitive is incorrect or incomplete as it is on the coins of

the last king of the name 3
. The queen’s jewelry (v. p. 434, ff. 326, 327) with

its barbarous use of garnets suggests the Novocherkassk treasure or the so-

called Gothic jewels, and all points to the end of the mrd century a.d., that is

to say that the great dish was in use for four or five hundred years before it

found its final resting place. Other pieces of old plate that the same queen
possessed are a flagon with a Medusa-head of late Hellenistic style below its

handle and a covered vase with Erotes, garlands and masks of rather tasteless

Roman work 4
. A rare object is a silver sceptre from the same grave 5

.

From Kerch too comes a good set of plate found in a woman’s tomb on
the way to the Quarantine 6

. She had a gold wreath, earrings (No. 12 on

p. 396, f. 290), necklaces, finger-rings, the two best with busts of Athena in gold

with the faces cut in garnet 7

,
a ladle, a spoon and a strigil, a hairpin and toilet

instruments, and a stater of Lysimachus important as giving a terminus post

quem
,
but his coins went on being struck after his death and remained in

circulation not much less than a century.

Two pieces of the plate seem early Hellenistic, one, an elegant cylix with a

gilt and engraved drawing of Helios and his four horses on a loose plate fitting

in the bottom of it, is according to Watzinger the model for a class of Cales

ware 8
: the other, a cantharos with a necklace below its rim, is just like the clay

1 von Stern, Trans. Od. Soc. xxvii. p. 88, “A
Tomb-find made at Olbia in 1891.”

2 ASH. xxix. 5—7; KTR. pp. 263, 264, ff. 239,
240.

3 Cf. TRAS. vii. p. 228
;
perhaps this is a native

genitive of the type PA2TEI KIPBEI (v. p. 352, n. 5)
with more right to exist than the usual 'Pijcnaw-

Trofudos

:

at that period -is and -eis sounded the same.
4 ABC. xxxvii. 1, 2, cf. p. 357, the glazed

porringer ap. von Stern, Trans. Od. Soc. xxii. p. 50.

6 ABC. 11. 5.

0 Ashik, Bosporan Kingdom
,
Pt III. p. 70, n. 2,

ff. xliv—xlix
;
ABC. Introdi, p. lxiii., Reinach,

p. 20, XXXVII. 5, XXXVIII. 1, 3, 4, 5 ;
Annali dell

’

Instituio
, 1840, p. 13. Watzinger, Ath. Mitt. xxvi.

(1901) p. 92, v. supra p. 351.
7 ABC. XV. 15; Ashik, ib. and f. 184, very like

p. 365 supra, f. 265, I. 4.
8 Pagenstecher, Calen. Reliefkeramik (v. p. 349,

n. 3), p/130.
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cylix from Olbia (p. 350, f. 256) except that its base is adorned with a

Lesbian cyma like the necklace gilt. Simple too is a saucer upon a square

base and fluted stem ; it has a cover but no handles. But two of the pieces

are quite baroque, one a jug with a twisted handle ending in a mask, an oak
wreath round the neck and a vine pattern on the shoulder

;
the other, even

more overloaded, has the vine pattern, fantastic handles in the shape of Satyrs,

a spout made like a comic mask, and altogether suggests bad Renaissance work.

Though found in the same grave these pieces must represent two different

periods of silver ware.

Between them come two porringers and a flask from Artjukhov’s barrow

1

,

in which the engraving technique has not entirely given way to the relief

work: indeed some pieces from there are quite plain, the saucer on a stand

just like that mentioned above, and a porringer with thumb-piece handles

whose form is so common in glass.

An Olbian find, containing a gold necklace with no special features, a ring

and a silver-gilt emblema
,
offers certain analogies to the Quarantine-road tomb.

The emblema
,
12 cm. (4-^ in.) across, a splendid bust of Athena set in a frame

of egg-and-dart so deep as to resemble Stabornament

,

corresponds to the plate

with Helios above-mentioned; the dish into which it fitted has vanished. The
ring has a similar Athena-head in gold repousse, and exactly recalls the two
biggest rings from the Kerch tomb. Von Stern'- puts these things in the first

half of the und century B.c.

To a late period belongs a rhyton in the shape of a calf’s head which has

upon its cylindrical cup extraordinarily bad figure subjects, whereas the animal’s

head is rendered excellently well, so that it is difficult to understand how the

whole could have been made at one time 3
. Really the figures almost equal

the culminating horrors of Dorohoe 4
.

Fragments of interesting work, remains of emblemata and other em-
bellishments of Hellenistic silver vessels, have been mentioned in connection

with the clay wares that copied them (p. 364), indeed, as there pointed out, the

best of the moulds found at Chersonese have really more to do with silver

work than with ceramics. Actual fragments of silver are two heart-shaped

pieces with women’s heads and a round one with two heads kissing, all from

Chersonese 5

, and two reliefs of Tritons from Jaroslavskaja on the Kuban 6
.

The latest productions of antique silver work come from two curiously

similar finds made in catacombs at Kerch in 1904 : each included a silver

dish inscribed DNCONSTANTIAVGVSTI V VOTIS * XXV (i.e. his

Vicennalia a.d. 343), a gold wreath with an indication from a coin of Sauro-

mates 1

1

(a.d. i 74— 2 10)—also in one case others of Gordian and Valentinian

—

a dagger hilt set with red glass and many other specimens of garnet jewelry

1 v. p. 431, f. 321, CR. 1880, 11. 19; iv. 8, 9.
2 Aus der Sammlung Konelsky. Ein Athena-

Medaillon aus Olbia
, Odessa, 1907, with a most

beautiful coloured plate by M. Pharmacovskij, the
best delineator of antiques in Russia : cf. the Athena
from Mahadiyya, Arch. Atiz. 1910, p. 263, f. 3.

3 ABC. xxxvi. 1, 2; KTR. p. 87, f. 1 16 ;
a

similar rhyton from Sophia but not quite as atro-

cious is figured in CR. 1880, Text, pp. 56, 73. It

is in the form of a deer’s head and bears a Bacchic

scene. A still closer analogue is seen in another

deer’s head from Tarentum now in Trieste shewing
the same inferiority of figure-work, L. de Laigue,

Rev. Archdologique
,
Ser. 3°, xxxix. (1901), p. 153,

PI. xvi.—xviil.: such western analogues dispose

of Reinecke’s Chinese comparison, v. supra, p. 81.
4 ABC. xxxix.— xlii.
5 BCA. 11. p. 17, ff. 16, 17, p. 19, f. 1, v. p. 350.
6 CR. 1896, p. 57, f. 280.

M. 49
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and a silver-gilt shield boss: one tomb had two interesting silver spoons 1

,
the

other two good ewers and a gilt bronze statuette of a priestess 2
.

There should be mentioned also, although it occurred in the district of

Baku far from the Hellenic colonies, a fine dish representing Amphitrite
riding on a hippocamp attended by Tritons and E rotes

;
its style suggests

the beginning of the decline 3
. Similar dishes of late classical

4 and Byzantine
work also form part of the strange collection of silver plate that has found
its way from all directions to the depths of the Perm forests, although they are

mostly Oriental (v. p. 257, n. 4): the Klimova find includes a round dish with

a goatherd sitting in landscape recalling Theocritus and the “ Hellenistic

relief

5

.”

12. Goldwork and Jewelry.

It is to the magnificent examples of goldwork found in them that the

excavations in South Russia owe their world-wide fame. The Hermitage
possesses by far the richest collection of such work. It is therefore impossible

to mention at all a large proportion of the specimens exhibited there or

described in the various publications, and even such very indifferent complete-

ness as has been reached in other departments is in this unattainable.

Moreover, owing to the absence of any treatise dealing generally with

Greek goldwork and jewelry, it is harder to determine exactly what relation

the style of objects found in South Russia bears to that current in the rest

of the Greek world". Eugene Fontenay’s book r

,
attractive from its style and

many illustrations and important because of its author’s technical knowledge
gained by actual practice, covers too wide a field and in the ancient part loses

by the author’s want of familiarity with archaeology. If Dr Hadaczek will

make such monographs upon other jewel-forms as he has upon earrings 8 we
may hope that he will finally write an all-embracing history of jewelry in the

ancient world. Much material for comparison is furnished by the Nelidov

Collection, which includes a small number of objects from South Russia but

was mostly formed in Constantinople and Rome 9
. Two works by Froehner

have the same kind of interest 10

,
but none of these books give any view of the

development of Greek jewelry or the geographical distribution of various types.

The classification of styles in goldwork is rendered particularly difficult

by the transportability of the objects. Identical forms occur in South Russia,

on the coasts of Asia Minor, in Cyprus, in Syria, in Egypt, in Athens, in

South Italy and in Etruria, and there is very little means of judging where we
1 Arch. Am. 1905, p. 60, f. 5 ;

CR. 1904, pp.
71— 74, ff. 106— 1 13, RCA. XXV. p. 32 sqq.

2 CR. 1904, pp. 78—83, ff. 123— 133.
3 CR. 1896, p. 1 14, f. 410.
4 e.g. Nilometer, CR. 1867, II. 1—3; Meleager,

ib. 4, ^
=KTR. p. 412, f. 371 ;

Satyr and Maenad,
CR. 1878-9, vn. 1.

5 Arch. Am. 1908, p. 156, f. 3: the back, p. 157,

f. 4 has vi—vn century Byzantine punches.
fi This want has at last been admirably met by

Mr F. H. Marshall’s Catalogue of the Jewellery
,

Greek
,
Roman and Etruscan

,
in the Department of

Antiquities
,
British Museum, 1911 ;

but though he
very kindly let me see an advance copy, I could
but put in a few references to it, as this section was

already in type
;
there is not much from S. Russia:

M. Rosenberg’s Gesch. d. Goldschmiedekunst auf
Technischer Grundlage

,
Frankfurt a/M., 1910, also

came too late for me.
7 Les Bijoux Anciens et Modernes, Paris, 1887.
8 Karl Hadaczek, “ Der Ohrschmuck der

Griechen und Etrusker,” Wien, 1903 in Abhand-
lungen des Archdologisch-Epigraphischen Seminars
der Universitdt Wien

,
Heft Xiv.

9 Klassische Aniike Goldschmiede-arbeiten im
Besitze Sr. Excellenz A. I. V07i Nelidow beschriebeti

und erliiutert von L. Poliak
,
Leipzig, 1903.

10 Collection du Chateau Gotuchbw. Eoifevreiie
decrite par W. Froehner, Paris, 1897; and La
Collection Tyszkiewicz

,
Miinchen, 1892.
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are to seek the centres of distribution. The provenance of a given object is

no evidence as to its origin unless in one place we find many specimens of

some type which occurs nowhere else: the material gives no such clue as can

be derived from marble or clay: there are no inscriptions such as we find on

statues and pots and gems: finally we seem to know least about the jewels of

those very districts in which we may suppose that the best were made. For,

speaking broadly, it is from the edges of the Greek world, where the Greek
met the barbarian, that the jewels come—from Cyprus, from Etruria and from

South Russia; few from Asia Minor, fewer still from historic Greece. Of
Mycenaean jewels there is here no question.

In spite of their richness in this department the South Russian colonies only

yield good work of a comparatively late period : as with other arts (save

pottery) we must go elsewhere for early specimens, our first examples already

belong to the time of highest mastery. No early gold has been found at

Berezan, from Olbia we have one find of the vith century B.c. (v. p. 400) and
one or two rings from the next. From Greek graves on the Bosporus there

does not seem to be any goldwork of the archaic period : there ought to be

some, for the coins of Panticapaeum begin fairly early and the pieces found in

native graves like Vettersfelde, Melgunov’s barrow, Kul Oba, Kelermes and
the VII Brothers must have come in through the Greek ports (v. Chap. x).

We have already discussed the reason for the richness of the finds in

South Russia. The Scythians carried out to its farthest logical conclusion the

principle of surrounding the dead with all they loved and needed during life,

even more so than the Etruscans, whose graves are the other great source of

Greek jewelry : and from contact with the natives there seems to have been a

strengthening of this feeling in the Greeks among whom it already existed.

The example of Kul Oba was, as it were, felt at the Great Bliznitsa.

In attempting therefore to characterize the jewels of South Russia in

general we must beware of regarding them too much as one whole and
indivisible. Some were probably made in Athens, many in Asia Minor,

others shew Egyptian influence, most were very likely made upon the spot.

Also they nearly all belong to a time when the early severity was out of

fashion. Nevertheless, taking them all round, especially the jewels found

about the Bosporus and those in the possession of natives, we are justified

in seeing in them a prevalent taste for colour and florid workmanship as

against the general Greek feeling for form and restraint. It cannot be mere
chance that in this region, with its close and friendly connexion with the

Orient, we get the best specimens of Greek enamel (used merely as a filling

in patterns of soldered wire which occur equally well without it), the first

examples of true cloisonne and the first cameo, as well as an early welcome
given to the Oriental love for many-coloured precious stones as opposed to

plain gold be it never so cunningly worked.
This taste went on flourishing, and all later jewels depend upon

colouristic effects, so that to the jewellers of Panticapaeum has been put

down the not quite unwilling elaboration of the “ Migration ” style with its

reminiscences of Persian, Scythic and Greek and the production of the

Treasures of Petrossa and Nagy Szent Miklos and the models imitated by the

Goths and other Teutonic conquerors of Europe (v. supra p. 282 n. 2).
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Crowns.

Crowns or wreaths, usually found in place upon the brows of the dead,

both men and women, form the most continuous series of gold objects yielded

by South Russia. They are surpassed in number by the earrings, but

they form a series in that so many of them bear their own approximate
date in the shape of an “indication” or impress of a coin which often formed
the centrepiece. There must be nearly fifty known, for many have been
discovered since Stephani gave a list of nineteen in the Hermitage 1

. The
earlier crowns are sometimes of quite artistic workmanship, studies of olive,

bay and oak treated both conventionally and naturalistically. Good specimens
of conventional treatment are the crowns worn by both man and woman in

the second tomb in Artjukhov’s barrow'2
. Here we have intertwined oak and

bay with what appear to be acorn-cups forming the centre. More naturalistic

is a crown of the same date—mrd century (both graves had coins of

Lysimachus)—with bay leaves. In front the stems were joined in a reef-

knot adorned with enamel 3
. The leaf-stalks were inserted into the hollow

stems and soldered. In a rather similar but even more naturalistic example

4

they were twisted round the stems. Most beautiful, only surpassed by a

wonderful example from South Italy in the Louvre 0

,
is a gold crown con-

sisting of two olive sprays tied together at the back : the rendering of

sprays, leaves and berries is well-nigh perfect
0
. Equally beautiful, and to

be referred to about the same date, is a kind of aigrette made of barley ears 7
.

Perhaps it was such crowns as these that were granted as rewards to those

who had deserved well of the state, Diophantus at Chersonese 8

,
Protogenes

and later Theocles and many others at Olbia 9 with Cocceius at Tyras 10
.

1 CR. 1875, p. r 9 sqq.
2 CR. 1880, II. 1 and III. 1: cf. BM. Jewellery

,

xxvii. 1633, xxvin. 1628.
3 ABC. IV. 3 on f. 286, cf. Nelidov, 1. 1: BM.

Jewellery
,
xxvii. 1607— 1609.

4 ABC. V. 3.

6 Cf. Daremberg et Saglio, s.v. corona f. 1976 ;

also Tyszkiewicz, I. 4.

0 ABC. IV. 2 on f. 286; Fontenay, p. 389,

cf. ib. p. 387.
7 ABC. V. 1 on f. 286; Fontenay, p. 390.
8 App. 18 = IosPE. I. 185, cf. ib. IV. 68; and the

carved crowns of Agasicles App. 1 7 = ib. 1. 195.
9 App. 7, io = ib. 1. 16, 22.
10 App. 3 = ib. 1. 2.



Fig. 286. i.
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Most of the series belongs to Roman times and is the merest funeral

furniture. The crown then consists of a strip of gold leaf, wider in the centre

than at the sides, mounted on a foundation of bark or leather, with parsley

leaves pointing towards the centre, which is decorated with an indication or

a gem or sometimes a repousse plaque. Often the only remains of the

crown lie in scattered parsley leaves once sewn on to a stuff ground. For
instance, in one case the band was of some dark red material and over the

whole there was a kind of veil of the finest crepe 1

. In the centre was an

indication of a coin with the monogram BX It, and a Herm. This indication

is particularly common on crowns (Fig. 285

)

2

,
and is sometimes imitated in

freehand drawing 3
. Another king whose coins make indications was

Sauromates II
4
. Sometimes coins of distant cities, e.g. Heraclea Pontica 5

,

very often of Roman emperors 3

,
served the same purpose. Other wreaths

of late date have a square plaque with a gem at each corner 7

,
or a

gorgoneion 8

,
a head of Helios 9

,
an engraved gem 10

,
or a plain one 11

. Some
crowns have not even the parsley leaves but only the ttpo[x€tcjttlSlov or

centre-piece.

Mask and Cap.

With the funeral crowns may be mentioned the repousse funeral mask 12

of the queen whose tomb was found at Glinishche near Kerch (v. inf. p. 433).
It is evidently a portrait executed with the least possible departure from the

original, probably from a plaster model. Its use seems to have been to

let the dead face appear at the funeral ceremony in a case where that would
have been otherwise impossible. The same device has been resorted to

independently among many nations, and the parallels of Mycenae and others

do not shed any light on the question why this almost unique mask was made
in this case. We have seen that the queen also wore a funeral wreath 7

.

Another golden mask more elaborate but not so well made has been found

at Olbia, but its date does not seem defined in the slightest
13

.

Another piece quite unlike anything else is the gold cap found near

Cape Ak-burun in 1875 (Fig. 287). It is in the shape of half an egg lined

with leather and felt and made of pierced work
;
above a narrow acanthus-

leaf, stem and tendril border, the design, which is thrice repeated, consists

of a pair of broad nautilus spirals curling outwards from an acanthus bract

:

from between them grows the flower which is usually associated with the

1 CR. 1878-79, III. 4—7, Mount Mithridates.
2 One from Olbia, BM. Jewellery

,
LXix. 3072.

3 CR. 1902, p. 51, f. 86.
4 CR. 1904, pp. 71, 79, ff. 106, 123. 6 ib. p. 79.
0 Agrippina and Nero, BM. Jewellery

,
LXX.

3081 ; Vespasian in the Niobid coffin, v. p. 333 ;
M.

Aurelius,ABC. in. 1 ;
Commodus,.4?BC. IV. 1 ;

Philip,

CR. 1875, p. 24= 7777?. p. 43, f. 48; Gallienus, CR.

1875, n - 2
i
the same with Valerian as on PL vni.

22, ib. II. 7; Salonina, BM. Jewellery
, 3082, 3083;

Maximian, CR. 1875, IK 5

1

Galerius, Trans. Od.

Soc. XX. i. 1 ;
Gordian and Valentinian in one

grave with Sauromates II, shewing how little evi-

dence ofdate they furnish, CR. 1904, p. 72, ff. 108, 107.
7 e.g. ABC. in. 3 = 77TR. p. 46, f. 52 found

with indications of Rhescuporis, A.D. 21 1—228, v.

p. 434, n. 1, or that found in the tomb of the queen
with the mask, ib. f. ABC. III. 4.

8 CR. 1875, p. 24= 7777?. p. 47, f. 53.
9 CR. 1875, p. 21 = 7777?. p. 44, f. 50.
10 Artemis with her bow, CR. 1875, p. \6=KTR.

p. 45, f. 51.
11 CR. 1875, p. 23= 7777?. p. 43, f. 47.
12 ABC. 1., KTR. p. 70, f. 94. See Benndorf,

“Antike Gesicbtshelme und Sepulcralmasken,”

Denkschr. d. Phil.-hist. Cl. d. k. Akad. d. IV. zn
Wien

,
xxvm. (1878), p. 7, No. 7, and PI. II.

13 Published by Count U varov, Recherches sur
les Antiquitds de la Russie Mcridionale

,
Paris,

1851, PI. Xiv., and Benndorf, op. cit. p. 9, No. 8,

and PI. XV. 1 ;
cf. Nelidov, VII. 40, Sidon. Some

Siberian tribes masked the faces of their dead.



Fig. 287. Gold Cap from Ak-burun. KTR. p. 49, f. 56= CR. 1876, II. r. 4.

Calathi and Frontlets.

More normal and very magnificent are the golden calathi found in both

the tombs of the Great Bliznitsa. The better of them 1

,
in the first tomb,

was covered with thirteen plates of gold nailed on to a light foundation.

Along the top was nailed a strip with oves, along the bottom one with a

maeander and blue enamelled rosettes. The main space, slightly curved
outwards, was decorated with Arimaspians and griffins each made in repousse,

cut out and nailed on separately. The whole is effective but rather

mechanical. The technique did not encourage any real unity in the pairs

of combatants
;

for instance, in the centre group, in which there are two
griffins to one Arimaspian, each of the griffins is symmetrically looking away

Crowns^ Mask
,
Cap and Calathi 39 1

acanthus flanked by curved stems. All the elements are Greek, but the

whole is most unusual. But that its owner was a Greek we may judge from

his having a Panathenaic amphora buried with him, and a coin of Alexander

gives us some idea of the date.

1 CR. 1865, 1. •3, v. p. 425, f. 315.
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from their opponent whose stroke will obviously go near neither of them.
His clothing is just that of the conventional barbarian—short cloak, chiton
and trousers

;
he is no Scythian.

The decoration of the other lady’s calathos 1

is if anything still less

original. The wooden or leather foundation was covered with stuff on which
was nailed a row of Bacchic figures, Maenads, griffins and such like. These
figures are merely stumpy versions of the usual Neo-Attic types.

The calathos, though mostly associated with deities, was evidently
commonly worn by real women. These actual specimens are perhaps unique,
but we see models of it on such figures as the dancing statuette from the
Great Bliznitsa 2 and of the nearly allied stephane on the elegant pendants
or earrings in the shape of women’s heads 3

. Both forms have survived in

the Russian kokoshnik which is derived from Byzance.

Figs. 288, 289. Gold diadems. Olbia. CR. 1897, pp. 79, 80, ff. 191, 192. F.

The calathos was certainly kept for high days and holidays. For less

important occasions was reserved the o-rXeyyts or a/xuv^. Both the ladies

in the Great Bliznitsa had such imitating the texture of the hair either with

close archaic-looking curls, these latter were prolonged downwards over the

temple 4

,
or with more artistic wavy lines

5

. Quite common were strips of thin

gold which must have been mounted on something and served as frontlets.

Usually their only decoration is some ornament stamped in the gold, for

instance two from Olbia, one with pairs of affronted Sphinxes (f. 288), the

other (f. 289) rising gracefully to a point in the middle, with a pattern of

berried ivy and palmettes 6
. In the Nelidov Collection are several of this type

from the Crimea. One of early ivth-century work has a representation of

the Lampadedromia, Nike and a youth on horseback, and is ascribed to an

Attic master
;
others have a composition of Aphrodite between two Erotes 7

.

1 CR. 1869, 1. 1—9= A"
77?. P . 54, f. 67.

2 CR. 1865, in. 27 on p. 427, f. 318.
3 ABC. VII. 10, 11, 11a on p 396, f. 290; Fon-

tenay, p. 111
;
MacPherson, Kertch

,
PI. 1. and on

the Sphinx, ABC. xn*. 2 on p. 401, f. 294.
1 CR. 1869, p. 17, PI. 1. n=p. 428, f. 319.
' CR. 1865, I. 4, 5, p. 36 with a Nike at each

end; cf. 1859, III. 2, Pavlovskij Barrow; 1882-8,

I. 1. p. 31, Anapa, with lion-masks at the ends and
pendants all along in front.

0 Cf. BM. Jewellery,
xxvui. 1610, and several

from Cyme, p. 172, Nos. 1612— 1614*, ff. 52— 54.
7 Nelidov, V. 12, 15— 19.
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Calathi
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Stephaitae
,

Temple-plaques

Sometimes the simple repousse strip is embellished with rosettes in enamel,

as on the elaborate arabesque of the Kul Oba queen 1

, or a figure and rosettes

riveted on 2
. Such a strip may also be set off with a knot of filigree

3 or stones

and even tassels in the middle
;
the pattern (e.g. Demeter looking for Core,

and the rape of Core—or a commonplace arrangement of Maenads, tripods

and dolphins or of mere arabesques) is often made by being engraved upon
a cylinder. In one case we can see where the cylinder had a flaw in it

4
.

A last type of frontlet is one with little pendants dangling whether
from the lower edge 5 or from little stalks like davits adorned with rosettes 6

.

The diadem from Artjukhov’s barrow (p. 432, f. 322), the most elaborate

of all with its big carnelians and tassels, belongs to the later style (v. p. 404).

Temple-Medallions.

To the end of calathi or heavy frontlets were hung medallions covering

the temples—these did not take the place of earrings but were worn in

addition to them
;

the lady of the first tomb of the Great Bliznitsa was
wearing both. Their great size and weight must have made these temple
plaques inconvenient, and they are comparatively rare. Far the finest are

the famous specimens from Kul Oba so often reproduced for their importance

in determining the details of the head of Athena Parthenos as made by
Phidias 7

. Dubrux says they were found on the queen’s breast, but they

must be the same as those of the Bliznitsa which were found on the pillow.

The two heads are identical save that on one Athena is seen in three-

quarter face to the right, on the other she is looking to the left. She wears
a decorated stephane and above it a helmet surmounted by three crests,

the centre one Scylla, the side ones pegasi
;

it is flanked by ear-pieces

bearing griffins, and these are not drawn symmetrically. Above the rim

of the stephane is a row of griffins’ heads 8
. Her hair falls on each side in

corkscrew curls. Her earrings are of the type with a disk and inverted

pyramid such as was found at KaragodeuashklT. She wears a necklace with

pendants. She is attended by her owl and snake.

The close similarity to the head of the Varvakion statuette and other

known reproductions of the great Parthenos make the identity of the type

beyond cavil : the only question is who is responsible for the precise

interpretation of the type. Kieseritzky saw in it the work of Attic masters,

of representatives of the school which had actually worked at the chrysele-

phantine original. But the proportions of the face are not those of Attic

work, being much rounder and plumper. This might perhaps be explained

as an accommodation to the shape of the medallion; and the same explanation

1 ABC. 11. 3.
2 Olbia, CR. 1903, p. 151, f. 301.
3 ABC. VI. 3, 4, cf. BM. Jewellery

,
xxvii

1607— 1609.
4 Fontenay, p. 507.
5 ABC. vi. 1.

6 ib. vi. 2, Ryzhanovka, Sm. 11. xvii. i, both types

Deev Barrow, v. p. 170, BCA. XIX. xiii. 4, xv. 10.

7
p. 195, f. 88 =ABC. XIX. 1, the heads alone

reproduced in the text of Reinach, p. 63 from
Kieseritzky, Ath. Mitth. VIII. (1883), PI. xv and
pp. 291—315, see Reinach for other reproductions.

8 Cf. one figured on p. 427, f. 3 1 8 = CR. 1 869, 1.28,

from the third lady’s tomb of the Great Bliznitsa.
9

v. p. 217, f. 1 19, in. 6, 7; Hadaczek, p. 28.

M. 50
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might be applied to the proportions of faces upon the Cyzicene staters whose
small area gave less freedom than the broad flat silver coins of other states.

In fact most full faces on coins are rather round except the curious topsy-
turvy types of Istrus, where a long narrow face was equally necessitated by
the design 1

. The fashionable account is that we have an imitation of Attic
types in Ionian proportions, that it is in Asia Minor that we are to seek
for the centre of export of gold-work into South Russia 2

. So much more
attention has been given to the study of style in sculpture than to that
of mere decorative jewelry, that it is to the specimens with reliefs that we
must, look for light on the question of the origin of all.

In this case the frame is worthy of the picture. About the medallion
is a border with a wavy pattern of leaves and spirals of twisted wire soldered
on, enriched with blue and green enamel. Along the lower edge of the
border are enamelled rosettes and leaves disguising loops from which hangs
a whole network of fine chains, with other rosettes at the knots serving as

points of attachment for pear-shaped vases in the meshes. Each vase has
its neck and a little knop at its pointed lower end, and is covered with patterns
of gold threads and grains soldered on.

In the first tomb of the Great Bliznitsa (p. 426, f. 316) were found
similar temple ornaments, slightly smaller but of coarser workmanship. The
medallions have Thetis or Nereids riding on sea-horses and bearing arms
to Achilles. The composition is again a craftsman’s version of great
sculpture, perhaps going back to an original by Scopas : but there is no
Scopaic character about the execution. The palmette border again has
blue enamel. The arrangement of the network below is very like the Kul
Oba work but a little inferior.

Unworthy to be mentioned with these are the rough roundels with

rough pendants found at Darievka near Shpola, but they must have served

the same purpose 3
. They seem to be rude Greek work rather than a

native imitation, but it is hard to say. They each consist simply of a large

rosette surrounded by a guilloche border to which are hung vase pendants.

Earrings.

No jewels offer so many varieties as earrings, and they have been well

classed by Hadaczek 4
. Examples of most classes occur in the Graeco-

Scythian area. The oldest piece of pure Greek goldwork, put by him
about 600 b.c., is an earring from Vettersfelde 5

,
for Vettersfelde must be

considered as an outlier of Scythia. Another archaic type well represented is

a kind of double twist such as would just go round two fingers. Each end
is adorned with spirals and patterns of gold wire soldered on and finished off

with a pyramid of grains. These occur in bronze and silver, but the greater

part are in gold. The Hermitage has seven pairs, and Stephani was never sure

whether they were earrings, or served to keep thick plaits of hair or possibly

1 Brit. Mus. Coins
,
Thrace

,
etc., p. 25, No. 8.

2 A. N. Schwartz in Drevnosti {Trans, of Mos-
cow Arch. Soc.), xv. i. p. 17.

3 Sm. 11. x. 3.
4 Cf. Marshall, BM. Jewellery, pp. xxxii—xxxvi.
5

p. 239, f. 148 ;
Hadaczek, p. 20, f. 36.
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folds of drapery in place 1

: but Hadaczek proves by coins that they hung from

the ear. MacPherson’s plate shews green enamel adorning his specimens 2
.

Another early type that Hadaczek derives from Ionia, was the “woolsack
”

or “leech,” a kind of crescent not flat but thick and hollow; from one end
rose a wire which went through the ear and caught on the other end. This
seems to have existed in the East from time immemorial 3 and to survive still

;

in the Middle Ages it developed into the Russian kolt with its enamel
decorations 4

. In Greek hands it was chiefly adorned with patterns of grains

soldered on to it
5

,
or wire spirals and plaits

6
. More ingenious was the device

of a goldsmith who saw in it the likeness of a bird and put a head on to

the hook end 7
. Allied in technique is the cone-earring from Romny 8

.

A great many ancient earrings have the hook fixed to a disk. This is

usually adorned with a rosette 9 and a border. Commonly it has something
hung to it in turn. One of the simplest motives is a kind of inverted pyramid.

Such an earring is worn by Athena on the Kul Oba plaque. An actual pair

comes from Karagodeuashkh10

,
and another without the disk from the same

grave 11
. Such a one Aphrodite wears as engraved on the inlaid box (p. 424,

f. 314). Hadaczek (p. 28) quotes similar specimens from Cyprus, which has

very often produced duplicates of South Russian jewelry. In the first Kara-
godeuashkh specimen little chains hang down on each side of the pyramid 12

.

Very common indeed is the type in which the pendant below the disk

takes the shape of a vase with little S handles of wire and grain decoration

soldered on to the body 13
. One in the Athens Museum is just like one from

Kerch (f. 290. 19)
14

. Modifications arise by which the vase is flattened into

a mere setting for a stone (f. 290. 20) or the handles are absent (ib. 17).

More ambitious forms of the disk and pendant type have the half-moon
hanging from the disk 15 and from it again a network of chains and vases

and rosettes such as hangs from the temple ornaments but very much smaller.

This development gave room for decorative figures though on the most
extraordinarily small scale. The Kul Oba queen had two pair of this type :

one has a comparatively simple rosette above and grains upon the crescent

1 CR. 1876, III. 32, supra, p. 208, f. 106; ABC.
xxxii. 14; MacPherson, Kertch

,

PI. 1 — BM.
Jewellery

,
XXX. 1649, of. p. 176; E. A. Gardner,

JHS. V. (1884), p. 69, PL xlvii. 5, “Objects from
Kerch in the Ashmolean” : cf. Nelidov, x. 210 from
Gizeh

;
Hadaczek, p. 15.

2 Such from Cyprus, JHS XI. p. 55, PI. v. 3;
Myres-Ohnefalsch-Richter, Cat. Cyprus Museum,
Nos. 4108 sqq. Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros

,
the

Bible and Homer, PI. lxvii. 8, and here statues

have shewn them used as earrings twisted into the

ears but the coils seem closer: ib. xlviii. 2, lv. 7.

They are always found near the head of the dead,

e.g. at Praesus, BSA. xii. p. 68.
3 Cat. Cyprus Museum

,
Nos. 4008 sqq. ; Kypros,

etc.. Pi. CLXXXil. 5; Munro, JHS. Xii. (1891), p.

313, PI. xv. I am indebted to Professor J. L.

Myres for the Cyprian comparisons.
4 Many examples in N. P. Kondakov’s Russian

Hoards, 1. (St P. 1896), and his Zvenigorodskij
Enamels, v. supra, p. 282, n. 2.

5 Hadaczek, p. 22, f. 40 from VII Brothers= CR.

1876, in. 42 supra, p. 208, f. 106; Hadaczek, f. 41,

Eltegen = CR. 18 77, ill. 33; Grushevka, v. p. 177,

CR. 1901, p. 105, f. 187; Romny, Khanenko, No.

455, on p. 1 91, f. 83 ;
Chmyreva, with a duck at each

point and nineteen suspended by chains, Arch.
Anz. 1910, p. 215, f. 15 ;

cf. Nelidov, X. 191, 192.
6 Olbia, CR. 1903, p. 148, f. 288.
7 Hadaczek, p. 22, f. 42 —JHS. v. (1884), XLVI.6.
8

p. 191, f. 83 = N;;z. ill. vi. 6.

9 Vogell, Samuil., No. 1231, p. 91, f. 60*?.

10
p. 217, f. 1 19, ill. 6, 7, cf. CR. 1876, v. 7.

11 Mat. XIII. iv. 10.
12 Cf. BM. Jewellery

, p. 180, ff. 58, 59, PI. XXX.
1666-7, Cyprus; 1668-9 (?) ; 1662-5, 1670-3, Cyme.
Nelidov, X. 200—202.

13 Hadaczek, p. 34, f. 56; CR. 1878, p. 35. 3, 4.
14 Cf. Fontenay, p. 1 1 4 ;

Nelidov, XI. 215 sqq.;

Gotuchow, viii. 46; Tyszkiewicz, XI. 9 = BM.
Jewellery

,

LI. 2331.
15 ib. xxx. 1653, Eretria.
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Fir,. 290. AI',C. vil. Cold Earrings from the Bosporus: from various tombs on the Quarantine
Road, 1,7,9, I2

> *3 5
Hadzhi Mushkai, 6, 8, 11, 15, 16,23; Podgornyj Post, 2, 10,20; Kherklieulidzev’s

works, 17, 24; near Kerch, 4, 5, 18, 19; Phanagoria, 3, 21, 22; Olbia, 14: 11 has blue enamel,

17 a carnelian, 19 and 23 garnets, 20 an emerald, 24 a turquoise. v. pp. 395— 398, 408, 409.
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with palmettes at its ends, from which spring winged N ike-figures 1
. The

other 2 has richer decoration throughout and hidden in the leaves of the upper
rosette are figures of Thetis and the Nereids with the arms of Achilles. It

seems to have lost similar side figures, there remain but the stalks to bear
them. The lesser rosettes are alternately dull gold and blue enamel

;
the

egg-and-dart mouldings and some details of the pendants, dark and light blue.

Even more wonderful examples of the same kind of work were found at

Theodosia. With a similar general design the tiny space above the crescent

gives room for a chariot and four horses driven by a winged Nike and con-

taining another figure and flanked by Erotes 3

;
with the earrings was a

necklace (Fig. 294. 3, 4) to match. Almost identical earrings, still unpublished,

were found under Chersonese wall in urn 4 ;
at the side of the quadriga a

Muse with a lyre sat in a high spray of foliage 4
. Earrings of this same type

also occurred in the two women’s graves of the Great Bliznitsa 5
. In the

first they were found in situ worn along with temple-plaques shewing an
extraordinary accumulation of jewelry upon one head : in the other tomb
only one earring has survived.

In these cases the figures are merely a decorative detail not an inde-

pendent element in the design, but often the pendant which hangs from
the disk takes the form of a human or animal figure. Commonest ot these are

winged human figures, especially Nike 6 or Eros. The Erotes are innu-

merable in all kinds of attitudes, dancing (f. 290. 18), playing the lyre (f. 294.

13), with a mask 7

,
with a butterfly 8

,
riding on a bird 9

,
as cupbearers (f. 290. 9,

13), with a caduceus (ib. 12), or a shepherd’s crook 10

,
gesticulating or just

quiet 11
. Less common figures are Sirens (f. 290, 14, 15, 16), Pegasus (ib. 2),

Maenads 12 and Artemis-Selene 13
.

Another favourite form shews a bird instead of the human figure sus-

pended from the disk. The figure of the bird is generally enamelled white or

blue, we have for instance a swan from Taman 14 and from Kerch (f. 291), and
a dove from Artjukhov’s barrow 15

.

Besides the comparatively light earring-figures hanging from a disk

we have whole figures or heads attached to a single hook. Among these

it is somewhat difficult to distinguish between a pendant that formed the

centre-piece of a necklace and an earring. When they occur in pairs it

is clear that they are earrings, e.g. the Ryzhanovka earrings (p. 178, f. 73)
which Hadaczek 16

calls Graeco-Scythic of the mrd century b.c. : but they

would seem to be earlier. Their closest analogues are the Sphinxes from
1 ABC. xix. 4 on p. 195, f. 88, Hadaczek, p. 36.
2 ABC. xix. $=KTR. p. 234, f. 208

;
Fontenay,

p. 112.
3

p. 401, f. 294. 5
= Fontenay, p. 112.

4 BCA. I. p. 7 ;
inf. inset of Plan VII. and p. 422 :

for all such cf. BM. Jewellery
,
xxx. 1655, Crete;

Berlin Antiquarium, No. 65, Cyme.
5 CR. 1865, II. 3; 1869, 1. 12.
6 Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 150, f. 10 Tanais

;
Hada-

czek, p. 38, f. 66 ( = CR

.

1859, hi. 3), cf. p. 39,
f. 68; Daremberg-Saglio, s. v. inaures

,
f. 4013;

Nelidov, ix. 103; Tyszkiewicz, 1. 2; BM. Jewel-
lery’, xxxii. 1845—1850.

7
f. 290. 6, cf. Abhdl. d. Phil.-hist. Cl. d. k. sacks.

Gt d. IV. XIV. (1894), Th. Schreiber, “Die alexan-

drinische Toreutik,” p. 306, f. 36.
8 CR. 1878-79, Text p. 35. 2.

9 CR. 1889, p. 8, f. 1.

10
p. 427, f. 318 = 67?. 1868, 1. [8], 9.

11 ibid. [6], 7; 1876, ill. 41; cf. Nelidov, VIII.

56 sqq.
;

Bi\l. Jewellery
,

p. xxxv., PI. XXXII.
1858— 1915.

12
f. 318 = 67?. i860, IV. 4, Hadaczek, p. 40, f. 73.

13
f. 318 = 67?. 1868, 1. 2, 3= Hadaczek, p. 40,

f. 74, Reinach, Rep. Stat. II. p. 319. 7.
14 CR. 1870, vi. 12 = Hadaczek, p. 45, f. 84.
16

p. 431, f. 321 = 67?. 1880, ill. 4, cf. Nelidov,
X. 179; BM. Jewellery, XXXI. 1677— 1682, Vulci.

16
p. 41, f. 76: Sm. 11. xvi. 4, 5.
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eey barrow and lions from the Vogell collection 2
. Something similar but

purely Greek is a Sphinx found at Theodosia (f. 294. 2) which seems to be
a necklace pendant, another similar pendant comes from Olbia (f. 292)
representing a boy.

.

In all these cases the figure is sitting on some kind of
base. A free standing figure is an Eros with a mask and a butterfly 3 larger
than most earrings and alone, but found upon the dead woman’s pillow.

\\ ith these go the many women’s heads in stephanae

4

which certainly
served as

_

earrings
: yet they cannot but recall the equally common bulls’

heads which still remain hanging to their necklaces.
Perhaps the simplest type of all is the earring that is literally a ring 6

.

Such we find perfectly plain and also decorated, whether by a twist or plait 7

or by one end of the ring being enlarged into the head of an animal : a lion
8

,

Kerch.

.

Fig. 292. CR. 1897, p. 79> f- i9°-

Gold Earring or Pendant. Olbia. 4 -

Fig. 293. CR. 1896, p. 80, f. 331.
Olbia. Gold Earring. 4.

a bull 9 or a lynx (f. 290. 3). Also we get this thickening formed into a human
figure, Eros 10 or Priapus (f. 290. 22).

Prom these rings we get various charms suspended
;
a favourite one is the

club of Hercules or a bunch of grapes, but these rather coarse additions mostly
belong to the later style when stones had come into fashion (v. p. 409) “.

Rather like some earrings are pin-heads decorated with heads or busts

of animals. Such are the half-griffin from Theodosia 12 or the negro heads
from Phanagoria (f. 294. 14) and Kerch 13

. To a later period belong some
found at Chersonese crowned with a bird, a hand and a vase 14

.

1 BCA. xix. xiii. 18, cf, p. 170.
2 Samtnl. No. 1229, p. 92, f. 61 b.

3 CR. 1897, p. 1 1 8, f. 233, Chersonese, grave

893, found with a coin like iv. 22.
4

f. 290. 10, 11, 1 1 a : MacPherson, PI. 1: Fon-
tenay, p. ill: cf. BM. Jewellery

,

XXXII. 1855.
6

f. 294. 9; CR. 1863, 1. 7, 8; 1873, m. 15;
Karagodeuashkh, p. 217, f. 119, iv. 1, 2: Olbia,

BM. Jewellery, lxviii. 2971.
6 Cf. ib. pp. xxxiv, 184, f. 60, PI. xxxi. xxxn.

1684—1824: Hadaczek, p. 46.
7

f. 290. 4 ; Vogell, Samml. p. 90, f. 59.
8 Kerch, f. 290. 1; CR. 1877, V. 14; Olbia,

f. 293 (horned)
;
BM. Jewellery, LIII. 2444, with

onyx vase; Vogell, Samml. p. 91, f. 60 ; Chersonese,

CR. 1900, p. 17, f. 31 ;
BCA. I. p. 7, urn 1 in the

wall
;

cf. Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, etc., PI.

CLXXXII. 8, CCXVII. 13— 17, p. 492 sqq.
u

f. 290. 5; CR. 1865, in. 38: from Olbia, CR.

1899, p. 124, ff. 236, 237, cf. Nelidov, IX. 139.
10

f. 290. 7, 8 ;
CR. 1876, III. 40; 1880, iv. 5, 6.

11 Other pendants from Olbia, a bird, CR. 1903,

p. 148, f. 289; a stone wedge, ib. p. 150, f. 297; a

negro’s head, ib. p. 151, f. 300; fica, BM. Jewellery,

lxviii. 2964; fica from Kerch, CR. 1866, II. 34,
III. 11; cf. Nelidov, XX. 531.

12
f. 294. 12, cf. Nelidov, VI. 33.

13 Report of Arch. Investigations for 1853, No.

74=KTR. p. 66, f. 86.
14 CR. 1892, p. 21, ff. 12—14.
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Necklets.

As wonderful as the work of the temple-ornaments and earrings is that of

the necklets, and the variety of patterns is very great. The chief classes are

the torque, the necklace of beads, the necklace of plates, the chain necklace,

the necklace with simple pendants, and that with a whole network of chains

and pendants hanging from the main string. The first hardly occurs in Greek
graves, those from native graves have been dealt with above (p. 289). There
is one in the Artjukhov barrow, an imitation of the form we meet in Ivul Oba,
but hollow and inferior (p. 431, f. 32 1 belozv). Of the necklace of beads a good
example is one from Kerch 1

. The beads are alternately plain and covered
with little spirals, while others imitate the shape of a gourd : the work is like

that of f. 294. 3. Similar in principle is the necklace from the third lady’s

tomb in Great Bliznitsa 2 with a wonderful variety of beads, some of which are

artistically worked amulets, in the shape of flies, rams’ heads, negroes’ heads,

frogs, bunches of grapes, bearded heads and others. Of simple chains the

simplest is such a one as was found at Bulganak, just a chain with a lion’s

head at each end 3
. More artistic are round plait chains like those from

Melgunov’s barrow—the earliest, perhaps a diadem (p. 172)—Karagodeuashkh

(p. 217, f. 1 19, iv. 4), Theodosia (f. 294. 1) or Chersonese wall, urn 4.

In urn 1 the necklace was made up of two flat plaits ending in lion-heads

hooking on to a centre-piece, a filigree reef-knot containing an Eros holding

a lyre 4

: the design foreshadows the Artjukhov crown (p. 432, f. 322).

Of simple pendants the best usually hang from a string of beads such

as one from Theodosia (f. 294. 3) with vase-like drops, or one from Kerch
with various charms, lions, combs, birds, shells or amulets against the evil eye:

such also hang from plain chains 5
. When we have beautiful plaited ribbons,

e.g. the Kul Oba queen’s and its twin from Kerch 6

,
and those from Kara-

godeuashkh (p. 217, f. 1 19, iv. 3) and Chersonese wall, urn q
4

,
we generally

find the place of the vase-shaped drop taken by a tiny pendant whose outline

is the same but whose section is like a three-rayed star, thus giving six surfaces

to catch the light at various angles and being more effective than the much
more elaborate hollow vase.

Necklets in which the chain is more important than the pendants we find

in the second best of the third lady in the Great Bliznitsa* which has a row of

beads of three chief types and two sizes, the larger alternately plain and
adorned with rosettes about the string hole, the smaller plain towards the end
and adorned with spirals in the middle beads—from every larger bead hangs
a rosette and from it alternately a plain and a decorated vase.

The ingenious arrangement of the best necklace at Karagodeuashkh

(p. 217, f. 1 19, iv. 1, 2) forms a transition to the necklace of plates. The
greater part of the beads are small and plain : from certain larger ribbed ones
hang large vase pendants, to the front of intermediate ones are fixed X-shaped,

1 ABC. xii. \=KTR. p. 320, f. 289.
2 v. p. 427, f. 318, CR. 1869, 1. 15.
3 ABC. xi. 7, Olbia, CR. 1903, p. 150, f. 296.
4 Unpublished, cf. BCA. 1. pp. 6—9.

5 ABC. XII. 3; XI. 1.

6 ABC. IX. 1 : the two varieties were called

op/ios dfi(pnp(<j>

v

and Xo-y^ioToy, v. BA/. Jewellery
,

p. xxxvi., cf. PI. xxxiv. 1943— 1948, two from Cyme.
7 v. p. 427, f. 31 8 = CYC. 1869, 1. 14.
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(or “double-axe”) plates each with a rosette in the middle and a palmette
above and below, from the lower edge of these plates hang lesser vases.

This device of masking the actual string with plates is carried further

in the well designed but rudely executed necklace from Ryzhanovka which
is made up alternately of round rosette-plates and X-shaped pieces fitting

into them (p. 179, f. 74). A like arrangement occurs in the necklace from
Kerch in the Ashtnolean, Oxford; this has acorns hanging from the rosettes 1

.

As usual Deev barrow supplies an analogue to Ryzhanovka, its necklace is

as it were double ; instead of the rosettes it has fourteen twin half-beads and
the plates between them an inch high are cut out on each side to fit into them,
so 83185 . These plates are of two varieties, in each at the top is a large

rosette and at the lower angles two such, but in six the middle space has a

whorl of large leaves supporting a rosette, in seven a duck with niello eyes is

as it were swimming on it. From each pair of beads and from each plate

hangs a vase-pendant : two strings half an inch apart ran through beads and
plates alike

2
. The same double effect is seen in a necklace from Kerch

:

the plates are of much the same shape with forget-me-nots at each end and a

woman’s mask in the middle but two separate rows of beads fitted into them,

each bead of dull gold representing a knot tied in a textile
3

. The ducks and
rosettes reappear at Chmyreva Mogila but on rectangular plates 4

.

A necklace from Olbia, apparently Ionian work of the vith century b.c.

and so perhaps the oldest piece of goldwork found in a Greek grave in

South Russia, has no beads or chain, but consists of eleven plates, two terminal

triangles decorated with palmettes, five squares with rosettes in wire soldered

on, and four tall narrow plates with stamped Sphinxes : to each of these hang
two barleycorn pendants and to each square three 5

. With this were found

two pendants in the shape of lion-heads.

Finally instead of a row of vase pendants, varied though they may be in

shape, we may have continued along the whole length of the chain a rich

network of chains and vases like that below the more elaborate temple-plaques

and earrings. A simple example is the second-best necklace from the first

tomb of the Great Bliznitsa. Here we have the plaited ribbon and two rows

of the vase-like pendants (cf. Karagodeuashkh), the points of attachment

being covered with the usual forget-me-nots. More elaborate is the same
lady’s best necklace with three rows of real vases, each vase being covered

with ornament of wire soldered on 6
. The most perfect specimen of this style

was found at Theodosia with the wonderful earrings (f. 294. 4, 4 a): in this

case the upper row of smallest vases gives place to a row of tiny images of

the Ephesian Artemis each hanging from a demi-horse put between the

enamelled forget-me-nots that mask the attachments of the network chains.

Quite unique as a necklet is that found in the third lady’s tomb of the

Great Bliznitsa serving her for best (p. 429, f. 320). Its affinities are

perhaps rather with the torque than with the necklace. It is in shape a

1 JHS. v. (1884), PI. xlvii. 4, so ABC. Reinach, 4 Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 216.

p. 137; BM. Jewellery, xxxv. 1951, 1952.
6 CR. 1903, pp. 149, 150, f. 295, cf. Hadaczek,

2
p. 170, BCA. XIX. p. 1

7

1
,

PI. XIII. 14— 17; p. 58, f. 106— 108 : BM. Jewellery, IX. 888, Ephesus;

CR. 1897, p. 31, f. 94: duck from Kerch, Sabatier, XI. Camiros.

IV. 7.
6 CR. 1865, II. 5, 4= Fontenay, p. 173: cf. BM.

3 ABC. xii. 1, 2. Jewellery
,
xxxv. 1947, Melos.
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crescent formed by two twists of gold that make the inner and outer

circumferences. In the space between them framed by a kind of egg-
and-dart we have figures of rams and goats ajoure with poppy plants

and rosettes in the background. At each end a dog is pursuing some
rodent. The ends of the crescent die into a flat collar, linked by a plait

pattern to the lion-heads which hold the fastening rings. These lion-

heads are also exceptional, for in general a string of beads, or a necklet

whose section is round, has lion-heads, whereas the flat necklaces or ribbon
chains end in U-shaped pieces each decorated with a palmette. In spite

of its strange form there is no doubt that this was a necklet, it recalls most
closely the metal neck ornaments

(
tsata ) put on to icons.

A rmlets. Various Goldwork.

Armlets do not shew so much variety as necklets. The general form

is either a smaller torque, a twist encircling the wrist once with animals’

heads at each end, or else a spiral of two or three turns with either a flat

section and palmettes as finials or a general representation of a snake.

To the first type belongs the magnificent bracelet from Kul Oba worn by
the king (p. 199, f. 92. 1). The bold twist wormed with small strands ends
in palmette collars which form the transition to the foreparts of Sphinxes
whose paws hold a knot between them. Their style is so restrained that they

must surely go back to originals of the vth century, although the actual work
may belong to the ivth. Somewhat similar are the bracelets from the Great
Bliznitsa ending in lionesses (p. 426, f. 317) and silver ones with gold lions’ and
rams’ heads from Kerch and Chersonese wall, urn 4, respectively 1

.

Among the flat-sectioned spiral bracelets a similar mixture of material

is found in a pair from Theodosia (f. 294. 7); each has three turns and ends

in flattened lion-heads. Examples of the same type with antelopes’ heads we
have from Kerch 2 and with a whole lion from the Great Bliznitsa 3

. At
Karagodeuashkh similar armlets end in sea horses with curled tails (p. 217,

f. 1 19, hi. 7, 8). Whole serpents appear at Artjukhov’s barrow, tombs 1 and 11
4
.

Rather special are the armlet of the queen from Kul Oba, a broad

thin plate of gold with two bands of repeated groups—griffins attacking

deer, finishing off at each end with four lion-heads in low relief, and a second

worn by the king, also a flat band but narrower with a little moulded
edge and archaic groups of Eos and Memnon alternating with Peleus and
Thetis

;
the whole studded with blue forget-me-nots (p. 199, f. 92. 2, 3).

Among other pieces of Greek goldwork may be mentioned the sheath

from Tomakovka and its replica from Vettersfelde (p. 148, f. 45, cf. p. 236).

The belt clasp from Kurdzhips seems so far unique (p. 224, f. 127). It is

made up of two strips of gold adorned with enamelled rosettes and circles,

hooking on to each other, and two side-pieces with an elaborate decoration

of intertwined spirals, palmettes and rosettes
;
one side-piece was firmly united

to one strip, the other hooked on to the free strip.

1 ABC. Text, Reinach, p. 138 =KTR. p. 65, f. 85. 2 ABC. xiv. \ =KTR. p. 317, f. 285.

Unpublished, BCA. 1. p. 9, perhaps with more than 3 CR. 1869, 1. 16.

one turn. 4 CR. 1880, 1. 9, 11. 14: 1873, in. 7, Kerch.
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Mention must also be made of the gold repousse and engraved work,
the phalerae 1

for adorning horses, mostly of Hellenistic date, found in native

graves such as Chmyreva barrow (pp. 168, 169, ff. 58— 61), Akhtanizovka
and Siverskaja (p. 215), Fedulovo, Taganrog and Starobelsk (p. 173, n. 3),

and latest, Janchekrak (p. 1 7 1 ), and of the smaller plates of greater range in

time used for sewing on to clothes 2

,
and of the innumerable buttons, studs and

other small pieces of gold found in some of the richer Greek graves as well.

This is particularly the case in the Great Bliznitsa and is one of several

points of resemblance which link it on to the Scythic graves in spite of the

pure Greek character of everything found in it except one plate from the

pyre of the second lady with a combat between a griffin and a lioness repre-

sented quite in the Scythic manner. How this piece found itself in such
company it is impossible to say 3

.

Transition from Goldwork to Stone Jewelry.

The goldwork considered hitherto has been goldwork that relied for its

effect upon the gold : contrasts of colour were only introduced by the use
of enamel which though more general than in other Greek districts was
applied in the same primitive way, being run into the spaces it was desired to

colour and allowed to keep its natural surface instead of being ground flat.

The colours used were also primitive, limited to a light and dark blue and green.

This use of gold by itself is characteristic of the Greeks in the best age.

Stones only appear in rings (v. p. 410) and occasionally separately as beads.

The difficulty of guessing the chief export centre among old Greek lands

which supplied the Euxine market with goldwork has been already mentioned.
No doubt there is great resemblance between some of the little Attic jewelry
known to us and some of the simpler specimens from South Russia. But
Athens had no special reputation for ordinary goldwork nor any natural

advantages such as she had in silver. The great chryselephantine statues

stood quite apart. There is on the other hand a remarkable identity between
the elaborate goldwork from South Russia and that found at Cyme in Aeolis 4

.

The excessive complication of detail, the insertion of figures on a scale which did

not allow of their being satisfactorily executed, the luxuriant curls of the vege-

table ornament, the actual material (electrum) of one or two of the older pieces

(e.g. f. 294. 6), such details as the Ephesian Artemis on the Theodosian
necklace, all suggest Asia Minor. The undoubted supremacy of Athens in

its own speciality—pottery—does not preclude the retention by Ionia of

its natural importance in other departments. In works which can be judged
by the canons applying to sculpture the subjects which are of Attic origin

have been reinterpreted in the Ionian manner (v. pp. 284 and 394), and we
may well believe that the greater part of the goldwork found north of the

Euxine was either imported from Asia Minor or made on the spot by artists

under the predominant influence of Asia. But this must not be taken to be

1 BCA. xxix. pp. 18— 53.
3 v. p. 427, f. 318, CR. 1865, 111. 1—32.

2 BM. Jewellery, p. xxxvii, PL XL. 2104—2107 4 v. pp. 392, n. 6; 395, n. 12; 397, n. 4; 399,
Kul Oba (?) ;

lxviii. 2886, lxix. lxx. 3072—3085, n. 6 ; 406, n. 3 : BM. Jewellery
, p. xxxviii, the great

Ogiiz(?) and Olbia. find contained an Alexander coin.

51—2
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without exceptions. Athens had special relations with the Bosporus and there
is no need to put everything down to Ionia. As time went on provincialisms

tended to disappear in the Greek world, and just as the kolvt
)
dialect spread

everywhere so a common acceptance of artistic and industrial fashions spread
the patterns which arose in one town throughout the rest. Hence we find in

the British Museum and the Louvre jewelry from Etruria and South Italy

identical with that from South Russia preserved in the Hermitage.
But as the Greeks came into closer contact with the Eastern barbarians

after the conquests of Alexander they suffered to some extent the influence of

the people they were ruling. From them they learned to rate much higher

the beauty of precious stones. At the same time, perhaps from the same
cause, they were learning to appreciate colour as well as form, at least

their love of colour took a newgdirection, gratified itself in new ways. They
came to prefer sharp contrasts to delicate gradations; as Riegl puts it the

colouristic principle with its instant appeal to the senses replaced the tectonic

with its appeal to the understanding 1
: it is curious that in ceramics they

abandoned painting and took to plastic decoration just at this very period.

The question arises as to what part of the barbarian world had most part

in this revolution. No doubt the accumulations of the Persian realm in Iran

and nearer Asia supplied material for it : for instance, the garnet, the most
characteristic jewel of the new movement, is usually referred to Syria : but

it is a question whether the impulse was not equally due to Egypt whose
artistic influence has been so ably championed by Professor Schreiber 3

.

In South Russia the new fashion may be said to make its appearance

in the splendid contents of Artjukhov’s barrow (v. p. 430). In that barrow
we have for the first time a general use of precious stones, both set and
pierced for use as beads, the first cameo, the first example of Greek cloisonne

enamel. Such a use of precious stones was common in Egypt from time

immemorial : the cloisonne process closely resembles effects produced in

Egypt from an early period, the decoration of one of the earrings though in

general design quite Greek has among its ornaments the feather and cow-horn

crown of Isis-Hathor 3
. Also there were beads of Egyptian manufacture with

Egyptian emblems such as the god Bes. At this moment too the reef-knot

came into fashion and occurs on very many objects of the second and third

centuries b.c. This very pattern occurs in Egypt and on Greek soil seems
accompanied by a fashion for tassels very characteristic of the Artjukhov finds

4
.

At first the introduction of the new element of precious stones did

not make much difference in the jewelry into which it entered. The gold-

work of the Artjukhov crown and earring is nearly as fine as that of the

pure gold technique of the Bliznitsa. But as time went on, less attention

was paid to the gold, and it became coarse and clumsy, and the forms of

objects were also changed to receive the stones better. On the whole,

however, the same forms went on.

1 Die Spdtromische Kunst-mdustrie
, p. 172 sqq. op. cit. p. 290 ancl PI. II. f. 8 b', BM. Jewellery, LI.

- In many works e.g. Alexandrinische Toreutik-. 2328 (Calymnos), 2329—2331.

see however the protest against the exaggeration 4 Cf. a necklet (?) from Ithaca, Fontenay, p. 430

:

of this point of view, in A. J. B. Wace’s “Apollo a reef-knot with a figure in it from Syria, BM.
on the Omphalos,” BSA. ix. (1902-3). Jewellery

,
XXXIV. 2001, cf xxvn. 1607—1609 : for

;

v. p. 431, f. 321 = CR. 1880, III. 4, 5. Schreiber, the whole change of taste, ib. p. xlii sqq.
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We have only one crown of the new style; those described above belong
to the late period, but except the one or two which have a square centrepiece

with stones at the corners 1

,
they shew its distinguishing features only by their

progressive decadence. This Artjukhov crown (p. 432, f. 322) consists of

a hoop formed of three parts joined by hinges, two fluted side-pieces adorned
with a wave ornament and finishing in collars with enamel, and a centrepiece

in the shape of a reef-knot made of large garnets joined by gold bands. The
middle of the knot is taken up by a group of an eagle lifting an Eros : the

eagle’s outspread wings are enamelled. From the lower margin of the crown
hang six characteristic tassels each consisting of a round or heart-shaped

garnet, from which depends a round bead set in gold, the immediate head of

the tassel which is made up of six garnets hung on gold chains and wire

stalks. It has been doubted whether this can be a diadem because the tassels

would get so much in the way of the wearer’s eyes, but it would not be worse
than some of the pearl fringes on old Russian headdresses.

For neckgear in this Tomb I, we have, beside a simple neck-ring (p. 431,
f. 321, 1. 2), a chain 2

, a row of small amulets 3

,
and three necklaces, one of

carnelians and gold beads, one of garnets held in gold rosettes (ib. 1. 5)
4 and

one of which the main part is gold chain, but each end has a garnet heart

and the centre an emerald between two garnets flanked by lion-busts with

bodies of banded stone (ib. 1. 6). The same lady had an armlet of chalcedony
balls quite in the barbaric manner 5

. She also had a pin (f. 321, 1. 17) with

a head in the form of a disk decorated with a rosette in real cloisonne

enamel offering a smooth surface : from the disk hangs down even such a

tassel as hangs from the crown. Her left hand bore a ring with the bezel

embellished by a rosette like that on the disk of the pin (ib. 1. 13) and her

right a ring with garnets 6
. This same taste runs through all the graves of

the barrow : each lady had such a pin, the lady in the second grave had
the earrings with the Egyptian motive (f. 321, in. 5), the well-known ring

with a bezel in the form of a shoe-sole bearing the inscription ECTIAIOC MAMMIAI
carried out in black enamel and gold cloisons (ib., hi. 7, 8) and the cameo
of Eros and the butterfly 7

. The Artjukhov barrow is dated at about halfway

through the mrd century by the coins of Lysimachus and Paerisades found

in it. This gives just the date for the change of style, for in it not everything

has yet conformed to the new fashion. For instance, the ordinary Kul Oba
type of neck-ring with lions’ heads at the ends is here but hollow and poor,

suggesting that though the form still existed it was no longer held in its

old esteem (f. 321 below). Quite in the old manner are the snake bracelets 8

,

the Erotes earrings 9 and the necklaces of the lady in the second tomb 10
. The

work and general type of the earring with the Isis headdress (f. 321, 11. 4, 5)

is just that of the former period but for the introduction of that one detail.

An ornament common to all the Artjukhov ladies, and occurring in other

contemporary graves, seems to have come in rather late although it does not

shew any distinct trace of the new style. It is a round plaque usually with

a border of enamel and bearing some subject such as Aphrodite and Eros.

1
p. 434, f. 325, ABC. ill. 3— 5. 7 ib. III. 9 on f. 321 ;

Furtwangler, Ant. Gem.
2 CR. 1880, 1.3. 3 ib. 1. 7. ill. p. 152, f. 106.
4 Cf. BM. Jewellery, xxxvm. 1961. 8 CR. 1880, I. 9.
5 CR. 1880, I. 8. Cl

ib. 1. 14.
9 ib. 1. 11, 12. 10 ib. II. 9, 10, 11.
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It appears to have been worn at the intersection of the cross-bands 1 over
the breast, just where the terra-cottas often indicate a large ornament 2

.

Two examples come from Egypt, and this would seem to be one more
indication of a connexion between that country and the new fashions. Still

we have in two plaques from Kerch (p. 195, f. 88)

3

roundels executed in

the old manner with wonderful filigree and quite suitable for the same
purpose as the Aphrodite reliefs. One rather similar roundel from a man’s
grave in Artjukhov’s barrow (f. 321, 11. y) is an unmistakable example of

the new style, having pastes as well as patterns in gold soldered on.

It has been noticed that a love of reef-knots is characteristic of the things

found in Artjukhov’s barrow. This same love is exemplified by other jewels

which, whether adorned with stones or not, appear to belong to about the

same time. The knot became a favourite motive for the middle of diadems 5

and necklaces 6
. In some of these the tassels also occur, and these continue

in favour in a simplified form until the barbarous ages when we cannot tell

if the dangling chains and stones derive from Greek originals or from the

general Finnish love of all kinds of jingles.

Necklaces with coloured stones.

The Artjukhov necklace (f. 321, 1. 6) is the first of an interesting series.

The distinguishing feature is that the middle or front of the necklace consists

of several large oval or lozenge-shaped stones of different colours set in gold

box-settings and joined by hinges 7
: the two ends are the ordinary plaited

chains. This fashion went on for three hundred years, for a later phase
of it is seen in three necklaces which may be dated in the 1st century a.d.

The first was found at Olbia in 1891 in the tomb with the glazed pottery

(v. p. 420)
8
. It is the most developed of the series and shews the love of

bright-coloured stones and pastes pushed very far. A necklace precisely

similar I saw recently in the possession of Messrs Spink in Piccadilly, London.
The chains on each side end in lynxes with crystal bodies and golden

heads. Between them are five blue pastes, three oval and two square, set

in broad bands of gold with lesser pastes and granular patterns. From the

middle oval paste hangs a butterfly
9 of gold with a paste body, an emerald

head, and wings each set with three blue and green pastes. On each side

from the square pastes of the main row hang first a round emerald and then

a pear-shaped drop of pink paste, each duly set in gold. From the lynx-

heads to the square pastes, and from these to the butterfly’s wings, hang
light chains of gold. In the same grave was found a pair of earrings

consisting each of a garnet body set in gold, from which hangs a crystal

amphora and several light gold chains (v. p. 408). The distinguishing

1 Cf. DM. Jewellery, xxxvm. 1984.
2 CR. 1880, 1. 16; 11. 13: Karagodeuashkh, the

first and best, p. 217, f. 1 19, III. 12 : Chersonese, as-

sociated with a polychrome necklace, f. 295 r

;

Kurdzhips, CR. 1895, p. 62, f. 141 ;
cf. Schreiber,

op. cit. p. 31 1, f. 51 ;
DM. Jewellery

,
LXVili. 2883,

Egypt.
3 Cf. ib. xxxvm. 2059, Cyme; ABC. xix. 2, 3.
4 Cf. DM. Jewellery

,
l,x. 2945.

6 e.g. ib. xxvii. 1607-9; ABC. vi. 3, 4.
0 ABC. IX. 2, 3, this latter had two knots and

is better illustrated in Fontenay, p. 174, where one
knot is shewn with the Medusa face that fills it,

and the tassels that hang from it; ABC. X. 1, 2,

cf. Nelidov, XIII. 329; Goiuchow, VII. 36.
7 Cf. BM. Jewellery, LVIII. 2747; LXI. 2749.
8 Oreshnikov, Drevnosti

,

XV. ii. (1894) PI. 1.

!
' Cf. BM. Jewellery

,

LXI. 2746, Rome.
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Garnet
Paste

Amethyst

Emerald

Garnet
Paste
Amethyst

or Sapphire

Emerald

Garnet
Topaz Garnet Topaz

I

Garnet
Garnet Emerald Garnet

Garnet

Paste

/

Fig. 295. CR. 1896, p. 76, f. 323. Chersonese, Tomb No. 630. a, Gold ring with engraved Amethyst.

6, Gold ring with Garnet. B, Gold plates, r, Gold roundel with Aphrodite and Eros. A, Gold
Necklace with coloured stones.
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feature of this chain is the elaboration of the settings of each great

paste.

In the next butterfly necklace, found at Chersonese in 1896 (f. 295), the

stones are smaller, all oval and put in simple settings. The variety is even
greater. With this necklace were found two roundels with Aphrodite to wear
upon the breast and a wristband 1 made of gold tubes soldered to each other

side by side and so building up hexagons and strips which could be threaded

together. In 1898 a very similar necklace was found in a leaden urn at Cherso-
nese'2. It consisted of seven garnets and two green pastes, with two pendants
with green pastes and a light blue paste in the head of the butterfly which had
a garnet on its wing. There had been other pendants, now lost, and more
stones in the butterfly, but the whole shewed signs of having been long used

and roughly mended. With it was found other jewelry of much the same
character as accompanied the fellow necklaces and also a coin of Domitian
and one of Chersonese 3

,
so that the objects may be referred to the 1st

century a.d. confirming the conclusions independently arrived at on the

evidence of the other similar finds. Another necklace in the same taste

was found at Hadzhi Mushkai near Kerch 4
. This has chain all the way

round save for a medallion with an engraved garnet and a fastening disguised

by the figure of a ram with its wool curiously rendered by small circles of

gold wire soldered on. From the chain hang emeralds, aquamarines and
turquoises in box-settings. The ram has been compared to a little lion found

at Kurdzhips 5 and recalls another ram on a bracelet from Armavir on the

Laba a tributary of the Kuban : but this last is frankly barbarous 0
.

Jewelled Earrings.

Whereas these many-coloured necklaces are the most extreme examples
of the new taste in jewelry, the earrings are the commonest. Inasmuch
as almost every grave yields a pair it is useless to multiply references. The
interesting point is to observe how the necessity for accommodating the

stones led to modifications in design and the weeding out of types unsuited

to the new decoration.

In the earrings and other minor pieces we meet almost exclusively with

garnets. There remained a desire for some contrasting colour, but it could

not often be gratified. The disk and amphora earring lent itself well to

garnets : one would make the centre of the disk, another perhaps adorn

the vase flattened to receive it
7

;
more often, however, it was of gold merely

and rather degraded 8
. In a more ambitious type the disk tends to become

a triangle (cf. f. 290. 20), from the base of which hangs a row of chains with

an amphora of onyx or crystal in the middle 9
. The skill to make good

figures became rare, and the Erotes had to give way. But the ring-shaped

1 CR. 1896, p. 180, f. 556. 5 CR. 1896, p. 62, f. 296.
2 CR. 1898, p. 1 2 1,

No. 1009 between F and E x 6 CR. 1902, p. 87, f. 196; cf. p. 232, n. 6.

on p. 505, f. 338. 7 ABC. xxiv. 19.
3 Laureated head right. XEP in wreath. 8 e.g. CR. 1892, p. 109, f. 67 ; 1894, p. 63, f. 89,

Burachkov, xvi. 91. both from Chersonese.
4 ABC. X. 3 = KTR. p. 3 1 6, f. 282. v. inf. p. 434,

9 Olbia, same tomb, Dreviiosti
,
XV. ii. PI. i;

n. 1 : cf. Nelidov, Xiv. 396, from Ismid. Kerch, CR. 1903, p. 45, f. 62.
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type with a lion’s head continues, a setting for the stone being put below
the lion’s mouth as at Chersonese, a double lion’s head (p. 507, f. 339), but

in general the thick end of the ring is turned merely into a setting' for a round
or pear-shaped stone 1

.

Figs. 296, 297. CR. 1891, pp. 37, 54, ff. 17, 31. Kerch. Earrings in Gold and Garnet.

To this shape a pendant is often hung, the old amphora (ff. 290. 19;

296) or a bunch of grapes (f. 290. 24, cf. f. 294. 11), a club of Hercules 2

,
and

most characteristically a bunch of chains whether forming a tassel (f. 290. 17)

or all in a line (ib. 20; f. 29 7)
3

: by a survival Eros is even left hanging
in the midst (f. 290. 18).

Garnet Style.

This garnet style becomes more and more barbaric. It is applied to

harness 4 and to buckles 5
. Some buckles are interesting for the tamga they

bear such as has been already mentioned on bronze examples 6
. Other

buckles lead on to absolutely barbaric types 7
. The harness mentioned, which

also had the same tamga, was found in the famous tomb at Glinishche

(v. p. 433) in which, alongside of the Hellenistic plate already described, was
found an armlet which retains some traces of Greek technique, but is directly

related to the little bottle found in the same grave (p. 434, ff. 326, 327), and
so all such bottles are classed as Greek by Smirnov 8 though—with the exception

of one from Olbia with a rude lion stopper 1 '—found in most barbarian company,
e.g. in the Novocherkassk treasure (p. 234, ff. 141, 142

10

)
and the late Ust

Labinskaja barrows 11
. This is in fact the end of Greek jewelry unless, as

von Stern thinks, it was the Greeks of Kerch that began to make the

jewelry of the barbarians 12
.

1 KTR. p. 66, f. 86 a\ CR. 1894, p. 64, f. 93;
Hadaczek, p. 52, f. 96.

2
f. 290. 21, 23; Vogell, Samml. p. 91, f. 60;

BM. Jewellery
,

LII. 2412, 2420*, Olbia; cf. 2417;
armlets, ABC. XXIV. 3, 4: CR. 1892, p. 119, f. 74.

3 Also CR. 1892, p. hi, f. 169.
4

p. 435, f. 328; ABC. xxix. 1— 5-

5 ABC. xxxii. ib = KTR. p. 315, f. 280. It is

an ox head.
6 ABC. xxxii. 19, 20, cf. supra p. 318, n. 1

7 ibid. 13, 1 5 : Trans. Od. Soc. XX. i. n, 13.
8 Argenterie Orientale

, p. 5, PI. XII. 32.

9 CR. 1868, I. 10= Smirnov, XII. 31.
10 Smirnov, xi. 29, gives better photographs of

this, also of the box, XI. 30, the cup, x. 25, and the
U varov cup, XI. 27, v. supra pp. 234, 235, ff. 140, 144.

11 CR. 1902, p. 83, f. 1 84= Smirnov, cx. 280;
others from Siberia, xn. and CX. 33 ; Mozara,
Kamyshin (CR. 1898, p. 78, f. 137), XII. 34; Sta-
rotitorovka, Kuban, CXIII. 242 ; Novopetrovka,
Kherson (CR. 1903, p. 154, f. 305), cxm. 279;
unknown place, Coll. Botkin, St P., cx. 281.

12 Trans. Od. Soc. xx. p. 1.

M. 52
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Finger-rings.

One more jewel must be mentioned, the finger-ring. In this the

occurrence of stones is, of course, no criterion of date. There are rings

of the ordinary shape with a bezel set with a stone whether plain or

engraved. Others have a gold bezel likewise engraved 1

. Sometimes these

engravings afford by their rubbed condition interesting evidence of the

continued use of the ring, and warn us afresh that a stone too may have been
worn a very long time before being buried with some possessor 2

. Besides
ordinary rings there should be noted the rings with a stirrup-like outline 3

.

They are usually early, before the ring and the stone had adapted themselves
to each other. Interesting are those \vhich have instead of a flat bezel 4 an
animal or insect formed in the round. Then there are double rings like that of

the masked queen (p. 434, f. 325) and one with four lions upon it
5

. Many of

the later ones have dotted inscriptions especially XAPA

6

. A special form
is that of the serpent-ring sometimes forming a pendant to a serpent-braceletk

Some rings such as that with Aphrodite and a trophy and that with a large

head of Athena 8 both found with silver vessels on the way to Kerch
Quarantine are too big to wear and were probably votive.

1 3. Gems.

The gems found on the north coast of the Euxine are not on the whole of

very great importance 9
: but the two specimens of work by Dexamenus are

sufficient to redeem the whole class from insignificance.

Of special local interest are the oriental gems. In many of them
strong Greek influence is traceable, and Furtwangler in his discussion

attributes almost all of them to Greek artists
10

. Perhaps the earliest of

them is a cylinder from Kerch 11 upon which a priest is worshipping a

sacred dragon that rises from the symbolic “sea” Apsu; behind are the symbols
v

of Marduk : the elements of the name inscribed are “ Marduk ” or “ Samas
”

and “iddin ” or “sum...” : Menant 12 assigns this to the Neo-Chaldaean Empire.

Other specimens are Achaemenian. Perhaps the most interesting is explained

by Menant 13 as a forerunner of the scene represented at Bisutun : Darius is

slaying Gaumata the Mage and behind him four figures with ropes round their

necks represent four rebels subdued
;
behind them is a palm tree with fruit.

Another notable example comes from Anapa out of the Nereid coffin
14 and bears

1 e.g. BCA. 1. pp. 6, 9, Chersonese wall, urn i,

Athena, cf. Lysimachus coins on PI. vi. 19—21 ;

urn 4, Aphrodite on silver ring, cf. p. 217, f. 119.
2 e.g. ABC. XVIII. 3.
3 e.g. p. 208, f. 106; ABC. xvi. 1, 2, 4, 7— 12,

14, 15, v. f. 298; p.427, f. 318, p.431, f. 321 ;
Vogell,

Samml. No. 1242, p. 92, f. 62, gold bezel with double
palmette.

4 ABC. xvi. 1 1. CR. 1865, ill. 23, 24, v. f. 318 ;

Fontenay, p. 28.
5 ABC. XVlii. 6. 6 ibid. 20—25.
7 Kerch, ABC. XVin. 10, 1 1 ;

Bliznitsa, CR.
1869, I. 19 on f. 318, Artjukhov’s barrow, CR. 1880,

II. 14, 16: Theodosia, in electrum, f. 294. 6.

8 ABC. XV. 9, 1 5 ;
also Konelsky’s, v. pp. 384, 385.

<J The largest publication, T. de Kibaltchitch,

Gemmes de la Russie Meridionale
,
1910.

10
v. p. 56 ;

cf. Stephani’s list in CR. 1881, pp. 81

-88, also 1882-88, pp. 62—66 sqq.
;
Furtwangler,

Die Antiken Gemmen
,
in. p. 1 16 sqq.

11 CR. 1881, V. 6, 7 on f. 298.
12 Glyptiqne Orientate, Vol. II. p. 71, PI. X. 4

and Furtwangler, loc. cit. For the interpretation

I am much indebted to Canon C. H. W. Johns,
Litt.D., Master of S. Catharine’s College.

13 op. cit. Vol. II. ix. 1 and p. 168, f. 147 = CR.
1881, V. 9 on f. 298.

14 CR. 1 882-8, v. 3, on f. 298, v. p. 324.
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1

a king with crenelated crown 1 adoring Anaitis who walks upon a lion and is

surrounded with rays. I he worship of Anaitis was first allowed by i\rtaxerxes

Mnemon 2
. In the same tomb was a very curious gem, not a cylinder, but a

four-sided prism 3
. One face bears a Persian distinguished as such by the shape

nearKkrth. /\BC XVlt-9

VA
e>

CA.iggi.v

Chalcedony . Kerch.

Anapa.

/f

A .cli
CR.i882.-8V 1 Anapc

CK.lS^l V '9 A&Mwy.KBrch. Chikedony.

Fig. 298. Oriental and Perso-Greek Gems found about the Bosporus. } . v. pp. 263, 267.

of his hood, flat on top with its tip hanging backwards 4

;
the next has a man with

a dog jumping up at him, closely recalling the composition of an Attic grave
relief, upon the next is represented a cock fight much as it occurs upon
the cylices of the lesser Attic masters, and the last shews a nude woman
dancing. The style of the latter cannot be much before the end of the fourth

1 Cf. Dalton, The Treasure of the Oxus
, p. 75.

2 Menant, op. cit. Vol. II. p. 175.

3 CR. 1882-8, V. 1, on f. 298.
4 Cf. Dalton, op. cit. p. 48 sqq.

52—
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century. The whole prism has been at some time shortened so that the feet

of the figures and the tail of one cock have been cut off.

Of other cylinders one from Kerch 1 seems purely Persian, shewing a king
struggling with two crowned human-headed winged bulls under the over-

shadowing of the Deity ; beyond is an ibex and a palm tree. Of purely

Greek workmanship but clearly made for a Persian is a cylinder bearing

a Persian King, his shoulders somewhat damaged by the fire through which
the stone has passed, fighting for the body of a slain Greek against another

Greek over whom his victory is assured by the protection of the Deity 2
.

Stephani gives several plain cylinders in his list. The Greek settings in

which these gems are found consist of little gold mouldings round each

end of the cylinder and a half hoop ring Eof twisted gold. The poor cylinder

from Kholodnyj Jar (p. 193, f. 85) is interesting mainly for its provenance.

Beside the cylinders we have scarabeoids with oriental compositions.

Very typical is a longshaped octagon bearing the traditional combat of a king

and a lion found in the third lady’s tomb of the Great Bliznitsa 3
. Very

typical too is an oval of engraved glass from Nymphaeum out of the tomb
which offers such analogies with the VII Brothers. Upon one side of this

is a cow, upon the other the emblem of the Deity 4
. To this class also belong

two specimens—one with a winged and crowned Sphinx, another with two
such affronted with an uninterpreted inscription in what is said to be Lycian 5

.

Hence they may both be referred to Asia Minor. With them may be
mentioned the chalcedony with a winged monster now at Oxford 6 and one
with a winged human-headed ox 7

. The occurrence of these Persian gems
does not really seem an evidence of any love of Persian forms due to a

community of origin between the natives of these parts and the Iranians, but

is merely due to Iran’s having exerted upon Asia Minor and its dependency
the Bosporus a general influence, which is most clearly shewn in the distri-

bution of pure Persian proper names. Figures of barbarians occur upon
gems of undoubted Greek workmanship made apparently for Greeks, but as has

been remarked they are merely generalized barbarians of the Phrygian type 8

or definitely Persian as the Athenades gold bezelled ring which is nearly

connected with the coins of the Persian Satrap Datames 9
. A head with

a Phrygian cap has the artist’s name PEP/'A Perga[mos] 10
. It is said to be

too early to have anything to do with the city Pergamum.
The work of a broken scarabeoid 11 bearing a cow seen from behind is so

rude, shewing clearly the use of a coarse drill, that it is hard to say whether it

is very early or very late. The meaningless combination of Egyptian elements

seen on a broken carnelian—above, the winged disk, on each side, a hawk
wearing the double crown, in the midst, a lotus bud instead of a scarab, and
below a boat, all within a twisted border—betrays an Asiatic workman 12

.

1 ABC. xvi. 5, 6, on f. 298.
2 ibid. 2, 3 : Perrot-Chipiez, Persia, p. 457, f. 226.
3

p. 427, f. 3i8 = C7?. 1869, 1. 18, cf. Menant,
Vol. II. p. 165, f. 143.

4 CR. 1877, III. 8 on p. 208, f. 106.
6 ABC. xvi. 14, 10, on f. 298.

JHS. v. (1884), xlvji. 8.

7 Arch. Anz. 1908, p. 170, f. 9. CR. 190 7, p. 79,

f. 68.
8 e.g. ABC. xvn. 9 on f. 298, cf. p. 56.

Furtwangler, Ant. Gem. Xiu. 5.

9 ABC. Reinach, p. 137: CR. 1861, vi. 11:

KJR. p. 66, f. 88, p. 88, ff. 178, 179: Furtwangler,

Jahrb. d. dentschen Archdol. hist. 1888, p. 198 and
PI. VIII. 3 : Ant. Gem. x. 27.

10 ABC. xvi. 4 and Reinach, p. 58. Furtwangler,

Jahrb. 1888, p. 198, PI. vni. 5 ;
Ant. Gem. xiii. 2.

11 ABC. xvi. 15.
12 ibid. 13, my authority is Mr F. W. Green:

more Egyptian is CR. 1872, ill. 16.
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Greek Gems.

The oldest undoubted example of absolutely Greek work is a large

chalcedony 1 found in the same grave, in Jiiz Oba, as the beautiful lecane

(p. 342, f. 248) ;
it bears Medusa in the archaic pose of the Nike of

Archermus and the Medusa from Martonosha, she has snakes in her hands
and four wings. The dry careful manner is typical of the archaic style, yet it

is already shewing signs of coming freedom and has been assigned to the

beginning of the vth century. Most of the things in the same grave seem
to be of the end of the century and a pair of Maenad earrings still later

(f. 318); so the gem must have been worn for a hundred years before

burial.

Another gem shewing archaic feeling is a crystal with a sow from No. iv

of the VII Brothers 2

,
noticeable is a nick in its mane seen also on the

Vettersfelde boars, this Furtwangler 3 says is a characteristic of Ionian art.

Fig. 299, Jiiz Oba, Chalcedony; Fig. 300, Taman, Agate. Gems by Dexamenus of Chios, f.

Of the severe style we know no better master than Dexamenus of Chios :

there are four known specimens of his signed work and two of them are from
South Russia : a heron flying

4

,
and a heron standing with a cicada before him 5

.

This latter has been damaged in the funeral fire, but the former is the best

study of a bird in Greek art; in some ways it rather recalls Japanese work.

Of the other Dexamenus gems one at Cambridge shews a lady Mica and
her servant, just such a group as served as a model to put on a gravestone,

the other has the portrait of an unknown Greek 6

,
one of the first portraits

known. Sir A. J.
Evans (loc. cit.) calls it Cimon without obtaining Furtwangler’s

agreement. The four gems are placed by Furtwangler (p. 137) in the

following chronological order, Mica, the standing heron, the portrait head
and the flying heron : he assigns 430 to 420 b.c. as the time when
Dexamenus flourished 7

. This gives a definite point of the utmost use in

determining the development of gem-engraving, and the two herons are

1 CR. i860, IV. 6 on p. 427, f. 318. Furtwangler, 6
f. 300 ;

CR. 1865, III. 40: Ant. Gem. III. p. 137,

Ant. Gem. vm. 52. f. 94. I am much obliged to Sir A. J. Evans for
2 CR. 1876, III. 33 on p. 208, f. 106. leave to reproduce his enlarged photographs, Revue
3 Vettersfelde

,
p. 24, v. pp. 237, 239, ff. 145, 147. Archeologique

,
XXXII. 1898, p. 337, PI. VIII.

4
f. 299; CR. 1861, VI. 10 = KTR. p. 66, f. 87 :

6 CR. 1868, 1. 12 : Ant. Gem. xiv. 1, larger Li. 8.

Ant. Gem. Xiv. 4: a smaller replica that may 7 See also his “Gemmen mit Kiinstlerinschrif-

perhaps be by the same hand, ib. Xiv. 2. ten ” Jahrb. d. k. d. Arch. Inst. 1888, pp. 199—204.
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among the most important ancient gems in existence because of the undoubted
genuineness of their inscriptions, seeing that they have never been bought or

sold. Another standing heron or stork on chalcedony from Theodosia does
not come up to that by Dexamenus (p. 401, f. 294. 8).

A very interesting early ring already mentioned as from Jiiz Oba bears

engraved upon the gold bezel the curious device of a snake twined round
a bow so as to draw an arrow

1

. Another gold bezel with Nike before a

trophy adorns the only good ring from Kerch in the British Museum’.
Rather later in style come the Asiatic gems spoken of above, that shew-

ing a Phrygian supposed to be Paris, and those with the names Athenades
and Perga[mos]. The latter was found in the same grave as a Lysimachus
stater and a large burnt chalcedony bearing Apollo Citharoedus (or perhaps a

Muse) 3
. Other specimens of Hellenistic work are a Venus accroupie mounted

on a beautiful chain 4 and the two votive rings before noticed (p. 410),

Aphrodite crowning a trophy and the ambitious Athena head in garnet which
recalls the ring and emblema in the Konelsky collection, and to a less degree two
Athena heads from Chersonese, the mould for terra-cottas (p. 365, f. 265, 1. 4)
and another garnet 5

. To this period belong two archaistic gems
;
one with

Artemis 6

,
the other a blue chalcedony with a remarkable attempt to reproduce

the ancient Apollo type 7 ascribed to Canachus
;
but all the archaic points are

ridiculously exaggerated
;
on the arm is a bird in place ol the usual stag.

A cameo from Artjukhov’s barrow—the earliest known—Eros with a

butterfly 8

,
is dated by coins of Lysimachus and Paerisades and the style of the

silver vessels (v. p. 351) to about the middle of the mrd century. A fine piece

of work from Chersonese is a Medusa head of the beautiful suffering type 9 cut

in onyx. The same site has produced a pair of ordinary cameo portrait busts 10
.

In this connexion we may mention a brooch with a magnificent portrait of

L. Verus in rock crystal though it was found at Batum : the head was sunk

from behind and then gilt and so from in front appears as it were in relief
11

.

A very large number of poor gems with commonplace heads, animals

or even whole figures, have been found about Kerch, but of recent years few

that seemed worth figuring in CR.
;
the best in ABC. have been noticed.

To stones of Roman date there is no end, but it is curious to find one with

a Roman warrior offering a wreath to Hecate, at Novgorod
Seversk north of Chernigov in Central Russia (Fig. 301).

Cutting coin-dies is an art nearly allied to gem-engraving:

what measure of success it attained north of the Euxine, Plates

1.— ix. shew : the gold staters of Panticapaeum are good, some

of the rare early types of Chersonese, especially the full-faced

ones, and one or two issues of Olbia and Phanagoria are

passable, but on the whole the interest that can be claimed

for these coins is historical and not artistic.

1 CR. 1861, VI. 8 on p. 427, f- 318. 7 CR. 1882-8, II. 13, 14 and p. 41. Furtwangler,
2 F. H. Marshall, Catalogue of Finger-rings, Ant. Gem. Vol. III. Text p. 161

,
if. 114, 1

1

5 -

Greek
,
Etruscan and Roman

,
in the B. M. , 1907,

8 v. p. 431, f. 321 ;
CR. 1880, III. 9 and p. 78:

No. 51, PI. 11., inscribed [lljappevcov fiaaiXA. furtwangler, op. cit. Vol. ill. p. 152, f. 106.

3 ABC. xv. 10.
'

4'

ib. xvii. 19.
0 CR. 1892, p. 102, f. 59.

6 CR. 1906, p. 81, f. 81. 10 CR. 1901, p. 46, ff. 87, 88; 1906, p. 81, f. 84.

« ABC. xvii. 8.
11 Arch. Anz. 1908, p. 163, f. 7.

Fig. 301. BCA.
ill. p. 1 14. Car-

nelian. Novgorod
Seversk. \.
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CHAPTER XII.

REPRESENTATIVE GREEK TOMBS.

Almost all the objects of Greek art from South Russia occur in tombs, so

it seems worth while for that alone to give some account of them and their

disposition : on the whole we cannot say that we gain therefrom any know-
ledge of the special peculiarities among the Greeks of the Scythian coast.

About Kerch graves are noticeably rich in their contents, which may point to

a specially lively sense of the duty of providing all necessary for the departed

in the next world: also the number of conspicuous barrows seems greater: but

speaking broadly such a necropolis as that excavated by Pharmacovskij

outside Olbia 1

,
or by Duhmberg near Kerch 2

,
is similar e.g. to the well-known

necropolis of Myrina 3
.

Berezan.

Everywhere, though cremation was practised, burial was the more usual

rite. The only exception is the very early cemetery on the island Berezan \

Here were found large hollows with smaller ones about them. These latter

proved to be grave-pits about i ‘40111. (4 ft. 6 in.) deep and divided by stone

walls : in them were urns with ashes, fragments of vases and Olbian asses or

fish-coins. The larger proved to be crematoria : one such pit 3*55 m. (1 1 ft.)

deep having its chimney still preserved. In it were found successive layers of

cinders and sherds of Ionian and black-figured Attic vases dating the finds as

from the vnth to the early vth centuries b.c. (v. supra, p. 338). In some
cases the sherds belong to vases of which other fragments were found by the

cinerary urns. Each body was burnt at the crematorium, and upon the

fire were cast pots, weights, fish-hooks, even a charred semi-circular cake
has been preserved

;
afterwards all was gathered up and laid in a small

pit together with arrow-heads, bits of rouge, coins, lamps and terra-cotta

figures, one of which is usually a pot-bellied grotesque 5
: in large low barrows

were several funeral pits together, each containing a number of urns with

ashes and similar offerings. Yet even at Berezan burials are not unexampled.
One was covered by a deposit datable c. 600 B.c., but it was without any offering-

save the skeleton of a bird
11

: in general the burials are rather poor and belong
to the last period of the island’s being inhabited, as with them the vases are of

1 BCA. vni. p. 1 sqq., cf. JHS. xvi. (1896), pp. Myrina
,
Paris, 1888.

345, 346 ;
and CR. 1904, p. 34 sqq. where ff. 48, 49,

4 v. inf. p. 452, n. 1, and esp. CR. 1904, pp. 41
plan and section of a late barrow, shew very well —49; Arch. Am. 1905, p. 61.

how the different types of grave are intermixed. 5 Arch. Am. 1909, p. 161, f. 24.
2 CR. 1899, p. 27; BCA. 1. p. 80. 6 Trans. Od. Soc. xxix. Mifnetes, p. 82 : Arch.
3 E. Pottier et S. Reinach, La Necropole de Atiz. 1910, p. 225.
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Attic rather than Ionian make : they are set at the feet of the dead and in his

hand is put an Olbian fish-coin. Burials are found in small flat barrows and
in the large barrow to the east of the island. The transition to burning is

exemplified by partly cremated bodies 1

,
as when only a single vertebra was

charred 2
. An interesting point about Berezan is that the interments were often

made not in the necropolis but close to or in the houses, in pits similar in form
to the rubbish pits but distinguished from them by the absence of kitchen

refuse, the completeness of the pots they contain and the presence of terra-

cotta statuettes and other offerings
1

.

Olbia.

Figs. 302, 303. Olbia. Simple Pit-grave.

BCA. viii. p. 9, f. 8.

Figs. 304, 305. Olbia. Pit-grave with plank
ceiling. BCA. VIII. p. 19, f. n.

At Olbia Pharmacovskij (l.c.) describes three main types of grave
;
the

simplest is that of graves sunk perpendicularly into the earth, the coffin lying

at the bottom and having the earth heaped directly upon it (ff. 302, 303) : by
a development of this to avoid direct contact with the earth, the pit is lined

with stones and planks laid across to make a kind of chamber (ff. 304, 305):

the place of such planks has been taken by five amphorae likewise laid

1 Tratzs. Od. Soc. xxix. Minnies
, p. 45.

2 ib. XXVin. Minutes
, p. 141.
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across 1

,
or more usually above the lining slabs was a double row of carefully

fitted slabs forming a two-pitched roof2
: such tombs vary in length from

270 metres (8 ft. ro in.) to 5-22 metres (17 ft. 3 in.).

A different constructional principle is applied by undercutting one of
the long sides of the grave-pit and making a recess for the coffin: this was
then walled up and the shaft or pit filled in with earth (ff. 306, 307).

Under special geological conditions at Kerch this form developed into

the roomy funeral chamber or catacomb approached by a shaft piercing the

particular limestone layer which conveniently held up the roof (v. p. 308).

At Olbia, where there was no special advantage in going so deep, the

undercut grave did not in its development get beyond a simple Spop.05

leading down by earthen steps to the entrance of a bare grave chamber which
never approached the size and decoration possible at Kerch : the body was
put within, the entrance blocked with a rough wall, the dromos filled up with

rammed earth and a monument placed alongside 3
.

When a more splendid resting place was desired at Olbia a stone vault

was built: a late Roman example (c. 200 a.d.) is that of Heuresibius and
Arete 4

,
which is identical in plan with the common earthen chamber, save for

the addition of a vestibule. Here, as may be seen by the plan and section

annexed (ff. 308, 309), the approach with steps cut out of the earth led down
to an elaborate erection entirely below the original surface of the ground.

A corridor, with its outer door tightly closed by a stone, led through a door
flanked by architectural pilasters into the main chamber. Both corridor and
inner chamber were covered with true barrel-vaults and adorned with simply

1 CR. 1905, p. 34, f. 31; Arch. Anz. 1909,
3 JHS. xvi. p. 346 ;

BCA. viii. p. 12, f. 10.

p. 170, f. 30. 4 At XI on the Plan of Olbia, p. 450, f. 330; v.
2 CR. 1904, pp. 34—39, ff 48—55; Arch. Anz. BCA. ill. (1902), pp. 1— 20.

1905, p. 64, ff. 11— 13 ; 1909, p. 167, ff. 28, 29.

M. 53
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moulded cornices. The tomb had been opened both by ancient and modern
robbers : the last only found fragments of a bench and a marble table inscribed

:

EYPHIIBIOSKAAAlS@ENOY2KAlAPETHnAnlOY
TOMNHMAZANTE2EAYTOI2 IZ

KATE2KEYA2AN ENHMEPAII
Von Stern, who first published the inscription

1

,
took the Iv y][iepai<; i£'

to be the addition of modern forgers, and in spite of Latyshev’s defence of

them 2 they seem to be the work of the Brothers Hochmann through whose
hands the stones had passed. Pharmacovskij when he carried out his scientific

exploration only found one or two bits of a glazed vase (v. supra, p. 357) and
of millefiori glass, also a coin of the end of the und century a.d.

3 The approach
was filled in with earth as could be seen from the unbroken edges of the

earthen steps, and the whole structure covered by a barrow enclosed by such

a solid stone plinth that some took it for the foundation of a defensive tower 4
.

In the case of another barrow 6 much the same in type just enough of the

plinth was preserved to make its restoration possible. It consisted of a rough
foundation in the form of two steps, a course of long plain stones laid on their

sides, another course of broad rusticated stones laid alternately as headers and
stretchers and a simple cornice, making a total height of i

-88 m. (6 ft. 2 in.): the

stones came from the ruins of the town-wall. The diameter of the circle was

37 m. (120 ft.) and the original height of the heap some 15 m. or 50 ft. The
chamber consisted of an outer and inner room of the same breadth roofed with a

barrel-vault. It was absolutely empty, but the resemblance to the masonry of the

former barrow argues that it belongs to the same time
;
in spite of its imminent

fall Olbia must have been flourishing to allow of its citizens having such expen-

sive monuments. The two barrows can be distinctly seen on my view of Olbia

from the river (p. 450), but since that was taken they have necessarily been
almost destroyed. In the necropolis of Olbia burials are almost universal and
cremation occurs only in isolated instances. Except in the very simplest

interments the body was put into a shell which was enclosed in a monumental
wooden coffin : but Olbia has not yielded any fine coffins in good preservation 6

.

One grave discovered at Olbia in 1891 deserves mention because of its

exceptional character and the interesting fate of its contents’7

;
unluckily it was

ransacked by peasants, so we cannot be sure of its exact arrangement. In a

chamber lined with stone lay two skeletons with gold leaves upon eyes, mouths
and ears (cf. p. 507, f. 339). Of the man we know no more : the woman, laid on

a wooden couch with bronze feet, wore also a funeral wreath, a necklace with

many-coloured stones and pastes and a butterfly pendant (cf. p. 406), another

of transparent beads, gold and garnet earrings, a silver roundel with Aphrodite

and Erotes, and two gold rings with engraved garnets : on her dress were

sewn repousse gold plates : in her mouth was a silver coin rather like

PI. hi. No. 6 with a countermark dated 1st century a.d. There were also

found a plain bronze mirror, a bone spoon, a clay lamp, a small black vase,

1 Traits. Od. Soc. XXIII. Minutes
, p. 5. PI. v.

—

IX.
;
XXXIII. pp. 107, 108.

2 losPE. iv. 461 ;
more strongly BCA. III. p. 53.

6 A simple one on p. 322, f. 232.
3 Burachkov, VII. 168 or IX. 226, cf. inf. PI. ill. 15. 7 Mostly figured by A. V. Oreshnikov, Drevnosti

,

4 e.g. Uvarov, Recherches
,
PI. Viii.A. xv. ii. pp. 1— 13, “Remarks on antiquities found at

6 IX on the plan, p. 450; cf. Arch. Anz. 1904, Parutino in 1891,” or von Stern, Trans. Od. Soc.

pp. 102, 103, ff. 1,2; BCA. XIII. pp. 7—39, ff. 4— 1 8, XXVII. p. 88, “A Tomb-find made at Olbia in 1891.”
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Olbia
,
Heuresibius

,
1891. Chersonese 4.21

a pot shaped like a seated lion (v. p. 346) and a glazed mug with the Judgement
of Paris (v. p. 354). In 1905 I saw certain objects professing to come from Olbia,

which had been lent to S. Kensington Museum by Mr Pierpont Morgan and
obtained by him from Messrs Spink. I was at once struck by their resem-

blance to the above and had photographs sent to Professor von Stern who
proved that they came from this same grave. They include two silver

canthari, a bronze hairpin with a silver head (v. p. 383, f. 284) and a glazed

oenochoe with dancing skeletons (p. 356, f. 262). The couch, mouthplates

and butterfly necklace recall Chersonesan customs so nearly that we may
believe that here we have the tomb of a Chersonesite living in Olbia.

Chersonese.

Figs. 310, 311. CR. 1897, p. 125, ff. 240, 238. Plan and Section of tomb No. 982 at Chersonese.

At Chersonese K. K. Kosciuszko-Waluzynicz has given full descriptions

of over two thousand graves
;

they include simple pit-graves, undercut

graves and sepulchral chambers, of which the most usual type is square with

a pillar in the middle and loculi in the walls 1

. Figs. 310, 31 1 which explain

1 CR. 1892—1906; BCA. 11. sqq.
;

v. p. 552, bibliography to Ch. xvn.
; KTR. p. 31, ff. 28, 29.
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themselves shew a more elaborate example adapted to accommodate a

large number of persons. Owing to the thinness of the soil most of the

excavations had to be hewn in the rock, and were often shallow so that they
have usually been plundered or at any rate their contents are in poor
preservation. Where the bedrock is not reached the cist of the grave is often

formed of tiles. At Chersonese cremation is more general than at Olbia
although far less frequent than burial, e.g. the passage under the ivth century

town-wall contained six urns with ashes and the beautiful jewelry already

mentioned (v. pp. 380, 397—399, 402, 410 n. 1, 499 and inset of Plan vii.

p. 493). Near by were two columbaria of Roman date with niches for urns.

Reference has been made to the practice at Chersonese of laying gold leaves

upon the eyes and mouth of the dead (v. p. 507, f. 339): the nearest analogues

are in Seleucid graves dug by Loftus at Warka in Mesopotamia and Mycenaean
plates from Cyprus : like the funeral masks they seem to have served to make
it less painful to look upon the face of the dead at the time of the funeral

ceremony, or to prevent the entrance of demons 1

.

Bosporus.

It is in the graves about Kerch that most interest may be felt, since

these have yielded the most precious spoil. Duhmberg 2 enumerates sundry

varieties, simple graves sunk in the earth or hewn out of the rock, covered

with boards or tiles or slabs of stone (often enough old gravestones with

inscriptions). Sometimes there are cists made of stone slabs. Beside these

are the undercut graves and subterranean chambers in which the dead were
laid either directly upon the floor as at Olbia or upon a ledge or bench
as at Chersonese. Out of 81 graves opened in 1899 only two shewed
cremation. Coffins in these lesser graves seem either to have been absent

or to have left no traces. These various classes of simple graves are well

described in the introduction to ABC. 3

,
and diagrams are added giving the

arrangement of the stock sizes of tile to make a cist (Plan B) with plans and
sections of stone cists and chambers (Plan C) and accounts of their contents.

The catacombs have been already discussed (v. supra, p. 307), they seem
to have exact analogues in other Greek sites. Most characteristic of the

environs of Kerch are the more ambitious tombs with barrows. Such occur

in other Greek lands and references to their heaping up are common enough
in the literature, but I do not know of any Greek site surrounded by the rows

and groups of barrows that occur in the neighbourhood of Panticapaeum and
Phanagoria (v. p. 435, n. 1). It seems as if native influence had some part

in producing this result. It was these conspicuous barrows that first attracted

the notice of the various grave robbers of old times and also of the archaeolo-

gists of the last century, so that very few are still untouched. Accounts of

their contents are to be sought in ABC., and in the older series of the CR.\

1 F. H. Marshall, BM. Jewellery, III. 196. 4 e.g. Pavlovskij barrow, CR. 1859, PL V. pp.
2 CR. 1899, P- 2 7 >

BCA. I. p. 80, see biblio- 6— 15, others on Jiiz Oba ridge, ib. pp. ix, x : i860,

graphy to Chap. XIX. for excavations in Bosporan pp. iii—vi, PI. vi. : Vitjazevo near Anapa, 1881,

cemeteries. p. iv. 1882-8, PI. I.—vi. pp. 31—38 ;
Little Bliznitsa,

3 Reinach’s ed. p. 17 sqq. ib. PI. VII. pp. 76—82.
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and a hasty description of many may be found in KTR .

1 Here it will be
sufficient to give some account of the contents of three important tombs

;

the Great Bliznitsa and Artjukhov’s barrow, both in the Taman peninsula,

and the grave of the Queen in the golden mask at Glinishche north of Kerch.

Great Bliznitsa.

The richest Greek barrow opened near the Bosporus is that called

the Great Bliznitsa or Twin near Vyshe-stebleevka north of Lake Tsukur
upon the Taman Peninsula 2

. Its circumference was about 350 metres and its

height 15. Operations were begun on the west side and first there was found
an empty masonry chamber with painted architectural adornments (ff. 312, 313).
Near was a plain chamber in which was the tomb of a lady whom Stephani
has called a Priestess of Demeter, as the decorations of her elaborate jewelry

FIGS. 312, 313. CR. 1865, p. 14. Great Bliznitsa. Man’s Tomb. Painting in Corridor and
Grave-chamber, v. p. 307.

all have reference to the cult of Eleusinian Goddesses. By this was the place

upon which a second lady had been burnt, and at a lower level a bricked

platform with the traces of the funeral feast. Here an interesting feature was
a funnel-shaped hole defined by a limestone plate 1 '24 m. x ’62 m. in which
was an opening '27 m. square shut by a stone fitting it exactly. This

1
pp. 22—69 and 1 1 1 sqq.

2 It is a little difficult to obtain a clear idea of

the disposition of the Great Bliznitsa as its ex-

ploration was not conducted continuously but fell

in the years 1864, 1865 and 1868. Accordingly we
have accounts of the finding of various interments

and objects in them in the formal Report for each

of these years, and in the Supplement to the
Report for the year following each of these we
have Stephani’s elaborated account of the objects
themselves. Cf. CR. 1864, p. iv sqq., 1865, p. iii

and p. s, PI. I.—VI.; 1866, p. 5 sqq., PI. 1.—in.

;

1868, p. v; 1869, p. 6, PI. I.—in. No plan has
been given.
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hole went down into the earth and must have been a fioOpo 5
1

for offering

liquids to the dead. Twenty feet to the s.w. were fragments of a dish.

On the south side of the hill were the traces of another funeral feast, and
at a higher level a number of amphorae buried, not far from the empty tomb".

In this part also were the traces of a great pyre and another
/3o 6poq. Here

belonged a late red-figured vase with Europa 3
. Near by was a stone tomb

with a prismatic vault. This had collapsed and crushed the coffin of the man
buried beneath it: but precious fragments of its ivory inlay remain (v. f. 314)
and some other objects. Finally in 1868 there was discovered the tomb
of a third lady yielding only to that of the first lady in richness.

The accounts of the exploration give such uncertain particulars as to the

relative positions and levels of these various finds that it is impossible to say

exactly in what order the different people were laid to rest in the barrow :

but it is clear that they all belonged to one family in spite of the differences of

ritual, and they must have lived at about the same time, for gold plates struck

from the same dies occur in different tombs, although they are so delicate that

they could not have stood much wear. The date is approximately indicated

by the stater of Alexander found on the burning place of the second lady, and
the style of all the objects confirms this. The most important of the works of

art have been discussed under the categories to which they belong, but the

inventories of the different tombs have an interest of their own.

The Priestess of Demeter was most completely furnished with all adorn-

ments, comprising a best and second-best set. There were in her coffin, itself

enriched with inlay 4

,
a gold calathos for state occasions (f. 315) and a simple

1 Perhaps after all ottt) would be the right 2 CR. 1865, p. iii.

word, cf. Pausanias, X. iv. 10 where we have a very 3 CR. 1866, ill.

similar case on pure Greek soil (Daulis) : v. Frazer, 4 CR. 1865, vi. 4, 5 on f. 314.
ad loc. for parallels from all parts of the world.

M. 54
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stlengis, a pair of temple-ornaments (f. 316), and two pairs of earrings, a

rich necklace and a simpler one, a pair of gold bracelets (f. 317), four

Fig. 317. Great Bliznitsa. Priestess’s Tomb.
Gold Bracelet. KTR. p 65, f. 84= CR. 1865.

II. 6. v. p. 402.

gold rings 1

,
twenty-two varieties of

gold plates making up 1875 *n all
2

,

gold beads, a pair of boots and a

mirror handle. Of other objects

found near the most important were
the remains of the harness of four

horses with bronze bits and highly

decorated phalerae 3
.

The tomb of the third lady, found
in 1868, offered remarkable analogies

to the Priestess’s in the selection of

adornments. Again we have a calathos, this time the figures only were
of gold not the ground, they comprised a row of Bacchanals going

Fig. 316. Great Bliznitsa. Priestess’s Tomb. Gold
Temple-ornament. KTR. p. 59, f. y^ = CR. 1865, II. 1.

I- v. p. 394.

1 One with a lion, CR. 1865, in. 23 on f. 318. 3 ib. V. Vi., cf. supra p. 155 n. 1.
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back to the types fixed by Scopas 1

,
a stlengis (f. 319), earrings, an even fuller

set of necklets—the remarkable collar (f. 320) and two necklaces, bracelets,

rings, one (chalcedony) with an oriental subject, and another in the shape of

a serpent 2

,
two hundred gold plates in eight varieties some of them identical

with the Priestess’s. So far the correspondence is almost complete
;
but the

differences are very curious. Some may be a matter of date, for of the two
the third lady would appear the later, a glass bottle, an Egyptian Bes and the

Persian stone might point to the orientalizing work whose inlluence becomes
stronger a very little later. Original are the golden griffin-heads which
probably adorned the coffin unless they went along the rim of a stephane 3

.

To a kind of childishness we may put down a whole series of miniature

vessels in bronze and clay, a doll and tiny cymbals. But only a most

perverted taste can have had pleasure in the extraordinary series of terra-cottas
4

-

Some are merely Bacchic, some mere genre figures, others caricatures, but

several are most obscene. They do not stand alone, but in no other Greek
tomb have so many disgusting grotesques been found. Stephani calls them
anoTpoiroua, “lucky,” but they go too far in the direction of oltottov kcll yeXolov 5

.

The lady (No. II) who was burnt has naturally left us less on the site of her

pyre than her relatives in their graves, still she had her rings and her gold

plates : of these there were 322 in eight varieties, some are interesting as being

identical with those of the Priestess, others for their technique as being cast not

stamped", and one for being unique in this whole barrow as shewing traces of

Scythic influence. It is clearly the barbarous imitation of a Greek group of a

sea-griffin devouring a lioness. This touch of the native is interesting, as it

strengthens the idea that the great richness of these graves was partly due

1 KTR. p. 54, f. 61 = CR- 1869, 1. 7, 8, 9. asserts the sovran power of grotesques and ob-
2 CR. 1869, 1. 14, 1 5, 18, 19 on f. 318. scenities against the evil eye and instances these
:: CR. 1869, I. 28 on f. 318, v. sup. p. 393, n. 8. examples among others, v. supra p. 369, n. 7.

* CR. 1869, 11. ill.
B CR. 1865, ill. 27, 31, 32 on f. 318.

5 Cf. A. J. B. Wace in BSA. X. p. 103 sqq. who
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to barbarian views of the next world, although the people’s artistic tastes were
purely Hellenic. Finally it is in this tomb that we find the stater of Alexander
which fixes the earliest date for the whole barrow. The fiodpoq associated has

always claimed the attention of students of funeral beliefs. It too may be a

reflexion of native usage : at any rate the Volga Finns still leave a channel

by which nourishment can be poured into the tomb (v. p. 106).

Fig. 320. Gold Necklet. Great Bliznitsa. Ill rd Lady’s Tomb. KTR. p. 62, f. Si = CR. 1869, I. 13.

§• v. p. 400.

The decoration of the masonry tomb has been discussed elsewhere.

The chamber was quite empty, so on what evidence it is said to have been a

man’s tomb, is not clear. The other man’s tomb was chiefly interesting for

its vault which had fallen in, and for its coffin with ivory inlay (f. 314).

Besides there was a most remarkable helmet 1

, being a translation into bronze

of a soft Phrygian cap, two gold rings, one of which had been long in use, and
the usual gold plates, over 60 in five varieties, one like that figured from the

Priestess’s tomb 2

,
and others which find their analogues in other Kerch tombs.

The vase with Europa found by the place of the funeral feast belonged

to the last red-figured style.

The whole barrow is very remarkable, and it is a pity that a more
intelligible account of its contents has never been compiled nor a plan supplied.

1 KTR. p. 48, f. 55 = CV?. 1866, frontispiece. 2 CR. 1865, hi. 5 on f. 318.
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A rtjukhov s Barrow.

Belonging to the following century, dated by coins of Lysimachus, we
have the rich Barrow of Artjukhov whose importance in the history of jewelry

has been pointed out above (p. 404). But having regard to this importance
it seems worth while to give a more systematic account of its contents

1

.

The tumulus was to the north of Sennaja, the ancient Phanagoria on the

Taman peninsula, not far from the site assigned to Cepi. It was opened by
Tiesenhausen and Lutsenko. In it were three important tombs.

In the east part of the barrow in Tomb I, which was in two com-
partments, a woman was buried alone; she possessed a gold diadem (f. 322),

six necklets 3

,
four on f. 321, a chain with lion ends and a row of amulets,

3 bracelets, 3 gold earrings; on her left hand she wore a ring with glass mosaic

(ib. 1. 13), on the right one with garnet and filigree and a plain carnelian ; she

had also a medallion with a bust of Aphrodite and a gold pin with a tassel

(ib. 1. 17), also four round gold plaques; in silver she had by her a cyathus

and two other vessels, a spindle and a saucer on a stand, also a bronze mirror.

In the outer compartment were a pot, four saucers, three small bottles, two
flutes and part of a lock 3

.

In Tomb II (plan and section, ff. 323, 324) lay a man and a woman.
In the vestibule was little but some vessels whose importance has already been
discussed (p. 351).

On the man’s body were a golden wreath, a gold ring, a medallion

with garnets (11. 3 on f. 321), four silver rings and a gold stater of Paeri-

sades. The woman by him also had a bay wreath, a neckband or frontlet,

a neck-ring, a neck-chain ending in oxen’s heads, two necklaces, a gold

medallion, a gold pin, a pair of gold earrings (f. 322, in. 5), a chal-

cedony ring (ib. 111. 6), and a ring with a shoe-shaped bezel in enamel
;
from

the inscription on the ring we may call this pair Plestiaeus and Mammia
(ib. hi. 7, 8), a cameo of Cupid and a butterfly (ib. hi. 9), four other rings one
with an engraved garnet, three round gold plates, a coin of Lysimachus, eight

silver vases including cyathi, a saucer on a stand, a box, a silver spindle, in

bronze a mirror-box, a lamp 4 and another box
;
also a pelice like the one from

Olbia (p. 350, f. 255).

In Tomb III again there lay a man and a woman. The man wore
a gold wreath with convolvulus and an iron ring, by him were a stlengis and
a few clay pots 5

. The woman also wore a convolvulus wreath, likewise a gold

neck-chain, a necklace and bracelet of rock crystal, garnet, chalcedony and
smalt, earrings with Erotes, a gold ring with Heracles, an iron finger ring, four

gold roundels, and a wrap of felt or fur. By her there were two engraved
silver vessels (f. 321, iv. 8, 9), a plain round mirror box, a shell with

rouge and white, and several clay vessels.

As has been remarked already, in all there is a love of garnets and stones,

of vessels, of reef-knots. Specimens also of certain objects occur in more than

1 For accounts of its excavation v. CR. 1879,
3 A good lock with two hasps, von Stern,

p. xliv sqq. : for discussion of the contents, CR. Trans. Od. Soc. xxi. p. 274, PI. A.

1880, p. 6, cf. KTR. p. 54 sqq. 4 KTR. p. 55, f. 6g = CR. 1880, p. 19.
2 CR. 1880, I. 2—7.

5 For one v. KTR. p. 56, f. 70= CR. 1880, p. 21.
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one grave, the gold roundels in I, II and III, the plaques with Aphrodite
and Eros (similar to that on p. 407, f. 295 T) in I and II, in the same two the

silver boxes, spindles, and saucers on stands
;
plain saucers and two-handled

silver vessels in II and III. The coins of Lysimachus and Paerisades point

to the same time, the end of the mrd century or the beginning of the und.

A tomb opened by Ashik on the way to the old Quarantine in 1839
1 must

have been very similar in its contents to any tomb of this barrow.

Figs. 323, 324. CR. 1880, p. 12. Artjukhov’s Barrow. Tomb II. Plan and Section.

Glinishche.

As a specimen of a rich tomb of the latest period we may take that

opened by Ashik at Glinishche near Kerch in 1837. It is usually known
as the tomb of the Queen with the Gold Mask. In a barrow he discovered

a great marble sarcophagus with a cover ending in pediments. The skeleton

within was that of a woman, wearing the golden mask 2

,
and wrapped in

a woollen robe with a gold pattern sprinkled with gold plates (f. 325). Her
gold wreath was of an ordinary late type with a centre piece of a horseman
drinking from a rhyton (ib.)

3
. Her belongings shewed a strange mixture of

Greek and barbarian work : the latter would appear to be her own, the other

objects heirlooms. Personal to her must have been her bracelets (f. 327) in

gold and garnets, her scent bottle recalling that of Novocherkassk (f. 326, v.

p. 409) and the harness adorned with the Bosporan tamga ft (f. 328). She wore
three rings, one plain, one double and one bearing an Eros rudely engraved
upon a garnet (f. 325) : unluckily it does not seem possible to identify a coin 4

found with her; it is in poor preservation. In strong contrast to this rude

contemporary work are the various vessels handed down from Hellenistic times.

Chief of these is the great dish in silver and niello which must have been made
for one of the Diadochi, an Antigonus or an Antiochus : it can hardly have
been less than four hundred years old when it was buried. On the back is

an inscription with the name of King Rhescuporis, and it is usually referred

1 ABC. p. Ixiii. Reinach, p. 20, v. supra p. 351. 3 ABC. ill. 4, 5=/T77?. p. 230, f. 204.
2 ib. \ = KTR. p. 70, f. 94, v. supra p. 390. 4 ABC. lxxxv. 8.

M. 55
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to Rhescuporis II (III) who reigned from 21 1—228 a.d. 1

,
but the silver cups,

ewers and vase and the bronze basin and jug, also perhaps the sceptre and
some ol the small things, spoons, rouge pot, bronze pilaster and others must
also go back long before the time of the “ Gothic ” jewels.

ABC . XXX 11
. Border Centre-piece

and Inscription from Silver Dish

foundwith gold d Glmtshche

near Kerch .Bitterns in Niello.

Double fnCJold 8/ Camdt&n

from sa.me tomb . ABC. XV. 3.

GoldfitYtcf, Sardonyx

CdLmeo. Eros. ABC .nrA .Gold Plate .CtraelianS at

Cj }A C P brCVVYv Angles.Gcntre piece ofWreaJth
'

'

v--* ryr**. .
-

Afcc. xxm. Gold Plates
10 - U 12.

from same tomb. _ _
from 5ame tomb.

Fig. 325. 1 ,
except XXX. 11 and ill. 4 which are about v. pp. 384, 390, 410.

Figs. 326, 327. Kerch, Glinishche, Tomb of Queen with the Mask. Bottle and Bracelet
in Gold and Garnets. ABC. xxiv. 25, xiv. 4. p v. pp. 235, 280, 409.

In finishing this survey of the Greek objects found in South Russia I

must ask my readers’ indulgence for not being sufficiently acquainted with the

finds in pure Greek lands to institute instructive comparisons. I have en-

deavoured to put within their reach material that is not very accessible to

them, and it is for the student of Greece and the Hellenized East to throw
light on this material from the observation of other parts of the Hellenic

world. Especially I should like to know whether there appears any substantive

1 This because in the tomb at Hadzhi Mushkai, old Greek heirlooms, among others apparently a
v. A BC. Reinach, p. 43, containing almost identical ivth century aryballus, ABC. LVIII. 6, 7, were found
diadems (v. p. 390, n. 7), jewelry (v. p. 408) and “indications” of a coin of that king: but the form
harness, BCA. xxxvn. p. 33, f. 15, together with of the genitive in -et recalls later coins, v. p. 384.
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difference in the ordering of the tombs in South Russia and in Hellas, whether
what appears to me quite a singular richness of the former is merely due to

the opulence of a commercial community or to the influence of barbarian ideas

making people more anxious that the dead should have the richest and fullest

provision for the future life : a minor point would be the question whether the

Fig. 328. Harness from Glinishche, Kerch. Leather mounted in Gold set with Carnelians.

KTR. p. 314, f. 279=ABC. xxix. 4. f. v. p. 318 n. 1.

immense number of barrows about Olbia, Panticapaeum and Phanagoria can

be paralleled in Greece or Asia Minor 1

,
and if not, whether it is merely a

question of soil or of influence exercised by the barrow-heaping tribes of

the country. It is not for me who have never been in Greece to answer such

questions, but I have supplied one term of comparison, may some one who
can supply the other bring his knowledge to bear upon the matter.

1 Mr Wace tells me of such in Thessaly e.g. and Pella, Anna/s of Archaeology and A/itkro-

Larissa, and Pherae, ’E$. ’Ap^. 1909^.27; Leake, pology
,
Liverpool, 11. (1909), p. 159; Pergamum,

Northei'ti Greece
,
HI. p. 367; npciKTiKa, 1907, p. 153 Ath. Mitt. 1907, p. 231; 1908, p. 365, and then

sqq.
;
JHS. XX. (1900), p. 20; Macedonia, Pydna Sardis which again is not Greek.

55—2
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CHAPTER XIII.

COLONIZATION AND TRADE.

The Euxine coast was the first El Dorado, the first mysterious land to

draw adventurers across broad seas in search of fame and treasure. Heroes
of old had won glory enough by voyages across the Aegean, but they would not

have lived upon the lips of men whose wonderland had broadened with their

knowledge, had not the poets set their feats ever beyond the bounds of new
discoveries. Thus Jason who but crossed from Iolcos to Lemnos 1 must
later have sought the golden fleece by sailing eis <kacru' ev6a vavcr'iv ecryaTos

Spo/ros
;
and Odysseus on his way from Troy to Ithaca must pass through

the dangers recounted by sailors returned from the Euxine. Later when the

Greeks had dared Italian and Sicilian seas a yet wider scene for adventure

was displayed. Even Jason must return by the West, faring up the Ister

and down by its other branch into the Adriatic, yet for him the great field

of his achievements remained Colchis, the city Cytais—Aea with its king

Aeetes and his daughter, Medea the sorceress, skilled in herbs. Now,
by the nature of things, Odysseus could not be brought through the Pontus

to Ithaca. The winds that blow him into the Western sea have nothing

impossible about them. But in the Western sea there was room for all the

marvels of the world : if the hero could not sail the Euxine, the wonders of

the Euxine could be put in his course through the West. Cities of Italy or

Sicily became proud that at their straits, or bays, or headlands, the hero had

met adventures which nevertheless still bore every mark of Pontic scene.

A clear case is that of the Cimmerians. Their place was on the Cim-
merian Bosporus, a land weird enough with its mud volcanoes and marshes

to supply the groundwork for a picture of the Lower World. Yet the

perpetual night in which they live, just like the long days of the Laestrygones,

points to the far North: and the general build of the poem makes us think of

them as far in the West upon Ocean stream. Clearly the poet combines the

details of his picture without caring that he takes them from three different

quarters of the compass. Poseidonius wished to identify the Cimmerii with

the Cimbri of Jutland, so would Professor Ridgeway 2 and Professor Bury 3

,

but I fear that I cannot do so (v. supra p. 40) ;
for me the Black Sea

remains the one historic place for the Cimmerii, and if they appear any-

where else they have come from the Black Sea. Dubois de Montpereux

1 Demetrius of Scepsis ap. Strab. I. ii. 38. about the fishermen ferrying souls over to Britain,
2 Early Age

,
I. p. 390. but the fishermen are not called Cimmerian and I

3 Klio VI. (1906), p. 79, adducing the splendid do not see how they come in.

story in Procopius B.G. IV. 20 (II. p. 567, Bonn)
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and K. E. von Baer 1 actually make the Black Sea coast the scene of the

Odyssey. The latter not only sees the harbour of the Laestrygones in

Balaklava Bay, but recognizes in a grove of poplars on the Sea of Azov,
near the mouth of the Protoka, the very grove of poplars and willows by
which Odysseus lands. But mere descriptions of scenery have no bearing

on the question. The Laestrygonian harbour, shut in by overlapping head-

lands, is just the port a poet would describe as ideal without any need of

Balaklava for a model. It might just as well be Dartmouth or Boscastle

which lays claim to a resemblance: such a port is difficult for a sailing ship

—

we lost a frigate off Balaklava—and its white calm throws into relief the

wildness of the inhabitants.

The attempts to set the Nekyia in Campania are very much more forced:

there is nothing to play the part of Ocean stream and the etymologies pro-

posed do not help at all. Ephorus, to whom they go back, was kind to the

patriotism of Circeii and other towns about, and moderns have developed his

hypothesis with a perverse ingenuity 2
.

Another link with the Pontus is Circe with her island Aeaea, own sister

to Aeetes with his city Aea
;
the account of the island sounds like a stray

piece of Colchis, and the lady is skilled in herbs like her niece Medea.
Strabo (i. ii. io) thinks not unreasonably that this is the ground of their

relationship.

The view that Odysseus once sailed the Euxine is well stated by von
Wilamowitz-Moellendorf, who however puts the Laestrygones on the south

coast of Asia Minor, but it is clear that the further north they are the better 3
.

When the Odyssey was coming into shape the Asiatic Greeks clearly

knew a good deal about the Euxine, and the poet could use that knowledge
to provide scenery for his poem. Even in the Iliad (xm. 5—7) we have the

Mare-milkers mentioned, that is he had some idea of the Nomad’s life, but

their acquaintance was not full and its mysteries were not yet fathomed.

When the mariners of the Aegean first sailed the Euxine and what men
they were we cannot say: with our new knowledge of ancient sea powers
we must put much further back the time of first exploration. If the pots

of the Tripolje culture really point to Aegean influence, this may have been
exerted by sea.

Certain spots are said to have once belonged to the Carians: Cios 4

,
Caria

and the Carians’ Harbour to the south of Callatis 5

,
Amastris 6

,
even the country

about the mouth of the Tanais 7

,
and this may be evidence of ancient settlements

of Aegean peoples or may be due to mere coincidence of names. Of the

presence of Phoenicians there is no real trace (pace M. Berard): if they did

penetrate into the Euxine they were not the first to sail it. Indeed it is not

quite certain that the sailing all came from the south: in the Middle Ages of

Greece immigrants from Central Europe may, on striking the Euxine, have

1 Ueber die Homerischen Lokalitaten in der Roscher’s Encycl. pp. 15— 31.

Odyssee, Brunswick, 1878, the final form of an 4 Schol. Ap. R/i. 1. 1177.

article in Reden und Aufsatze, Vol. III.
5 Arrian, Peripl. 24. 3, also in Mela 11. 2 and

2 V. Bdrard, Les Phdniciens et POdyssee, II. p. 31 1. Peripl. Anonymi
, 101 (75).

3 Homerische Untersuchungen, Berlin, 1884, 6 Schol. Ap. Rh. 11. 943.
p. 165; cf. E. H. Berger, Mythische Cosmographie 7 Pliny, NH. vi. 20 (7). For all these see
der Griechen

,
Leipzig, 1904, Supplement to Neumann, Hellenen

, p. 340: Biirchner, p. 33.
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taken as kindly to sea raiding as did the Goths in the mrd century a.d.

The old familiarity with the Euxine may have almost faded away when Troy
rose to power and could block the way thither, or when new and savage tribes

occupied the dangerous coasts on each side of the strait. Certainly the
beginning of the last millennium b.c. was a period of groping for more
knowledge of the Euxine coast. The Asiatic Greeks knew something of

it but not enough to light up every corner, and leave no room for marvels.

The hero could always escape into Ocean stream which would bear him
to all the wonders of the world.

As we have seen the ordinary man in Greece never advanced much
beyond this stage. He always had a vague feeling that the Euxine, even
though no longer called

VA £evo<s, was dark and strange, he could never disabuse
himself of the idea that the Sea of Azov joined the Caspian and the Caspian
opened into the outer Ocean.

With the Milesian sailors it was otherwise. Navigation of the Euxine
continued to be dangerous, but the dangers were known and the risks

reckoned; sudden storms, rocky coasts, hostile tribes and pirates were to be
set against the chance of carrying off valuable slaves or making a piratical

seizure oneself. With time enterprise became more regular, instead of carry-

ing off slaves men bought them from those who had taken them in war, and
peaceful gains became worth winning, the gold of Phasis, the fish of the

great northern rivers, in time the hides of the steppes, the corn of the

lowlands by the river mouths, the gold of the far interior, Transylvania or

perhaps the Altai. But this commerce depended on regular relations being
established, such as could only be secured by the founding of factories. Such
gradually sprang up round the whole coast wherever it was convenient for

Milesian ships to put in for the night, wherever a defensible rock or island

commanded a safe cove or a beach upon which the ships could be easily

drawn up. Between these settlements a struggle for existence would be
inevitable: where suitable topographical conditions occurred in a favourable

geographical situation, some spot at which land and sea roads converged,

the factory would attract the produce of a wide area and flourish: when
communications with the Hinterland were difficult the spot remained a mere
refuge for the night, and as skill in navigation increased perhaps it faded

away. It was by such a process of natural selection that the famous Greek
colonies arose at the right points, and have mostly survived to the present day
where physical or ethnological conditions have not been utterly changed,

whereas when the later Greek statesmen did more than give a town a new
name and some splendid buildings, that is when they used their wide know-
ledge of geography to choose a new site which should enjoy all possible advan-

tages, the cities mostly decayed with the short-lived states of their founders.

We need not then credit the Milesians with a profound knowledge of

the Hinterland of the Black Sea because the sites they chose have remained

the commercial cities of the coast. The permanent settlements if not hap-

hazard were dictated by the comparative success of the factories, and we
have clear cases of their missing points of world importance because of local

disadvantages. It seems to us a strange oversight that they should have

allowed the Megarians to forestall them at Chalcedon and Byzantium, and
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no one has refrained from jeering at the blindness of the Chalcedonians them-
selves

:
yet the disadvantages of Byzantium on the land side, where until

Roman times its fields were open to Thracian inroads, went far to excuse

those who preferred sites less suitable for the capital of the Eastern Mediter-

ranean, but more favourable for an agricultural colony. Byzantium, in fact,

had no value until the Milesians had called into existence a great Euxine
trade: their mistake was in not appreciating what they themselves had done 1

.

It is hard to know what meaning we can attach to the traditional dates

given by Eusebius and Jerome for the foundation of the Pontic colonies.

The case of Cyzicus which is given three times, b.c. 1267 (Anno Abrahae 747),
B.c. 757 and B.c. 679 is perhaps instructive: the first figure representing the

mythical foundation by the Argonauts, the second the real occupation, the

last some important accession of population or break with the mother city
2

;

whereas Sinope is only put down under 631 b.c. although the Armenian
version tells us that Trapezus, its daughter, was settled in 757 b.c.: Chalcedon

685 b.c., Byzantium 653 b.c., Istrus 657 b.c. and Borysthenes 647 b.c. are

quite reasonable. The movement seems to have gone on about the same
time as that which settled Magna Graecia and Sicily: the early date assigned

to Cumae is due to confusion with Cyme in Aeolis 3
.

There is no reason to doubt that during the vmth century the north

coast of Asia Minor was studded with Milesian factories, and that during the

vnth century they were spread more thinly along the Scythian coast. At the

same time the circumstances of the mother city, want of land, pressure from
Lydia and internal quarrels encouraged citizens to settle permanently in

what had been mere trading stations. Inasmuch as a considerable number of

citizens was necessary to establish a community that could stand by itself,

the Milesians sometimes allowed men of other states to join in the enterprise.

From the vith century the finds made upon the coast and in the interior

prove the existence of a great trade between the settlers and the natives, but

when hard times for the Ionians set in, the market which Miletus had made
passed to the Athenians, at any rate as regards pottery (v. supra, p. 339).
On the other hand the Milesians seem to have set the taste of the natives

in gold work so that their imitations went on recalling rather the Asia Minor
style of the vith century than the more developed products of later times.

Accounts vary as to the relations between the settlers and the natives.

Ephorus 4 says that until they fell into luxury the Milesians were victorious

over the Scythians and settled the Euxine with famous cities: but it looks

as if he were merely pointing a moral. On the whole relations after the end
of the piratical stage seem to have been friendly. The new comers are

generally represented as renting the site of their settlement from the natives.

Of course unfair dealing was always apt to bring armed reprisals and ill-

defended wealth would always be a temptation, but the choice of a site

and speedy fortification made the Greeks fairly safe from mere raids, and both

parties gained by intercourse being on a peaceful footing; the natives valued

the wares brought by the strangers, and the latter recognized that it was not

wise to provoke too far customers who were the masters of the land.

1 v. Polybius, IV. xxxviii. 1—5.
2 v. Hasluck, Cyzicus

, pp. 157, 163.

3 Beloch, Gr. Gesch. I. p. 180, n. 1.

4 ap. Athenaeum, xil. 26.
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Trade then was the origin of the Greek settlements on the north coast

of the Euxine and each flourished and attracted population according to the

commercial advantages of its position. Chersonese is a possible exception

but it was trade that kept even Chersonese alive in later times. No doubt
some of the colonists carried on agriculture and had their farms near by,

but the main part of them exploited commercially the broad lands of which
they had seized the gates.

In his accounts of the advantages and drawbacks of the site of Byzantium
Polybius (l.c.) gives us a summary of the Euxine trade. The chief exports

were cattle and slaves, less important were honey, wax and dried fish, of

corn he says that according to the harvests it was imported and exported:

to this list we must add hides (Sep/xara, v.l. dpe/x^ara), also salt, timber, some
precious stones including amber

1

,
drugs

'
3 and perhaps gold.

Of the slaves the greater part came from Asia Minor whose natives

were peculiarly fitted for servitude; the Getae also furnished a large supply.

Scythian slaves are not specially common; less adaptable than the Asiatics

they would be more suitable for outdoor labour than for personal service.

The best known instance of their employment is as policemen at Athens.

On the fish trade Koehler has written a whole disquisition called TAPIXOS.
He comes to the conclusion that preserved fish of every quality from jars

of precious pickle, which corresponded to our caviar or anchovy, to dried

lumps answering to our stockfish : sturgeon, beluga, mackerel, tunny, mullet

were all sent to Greece, and later to Rome, from the mouths of the Dnepr, the

straits of Kerch, the fisheries of the Sea of Azov and the mouths of the Don.
Of the cattle trade we do not hear so much, but it is not surprising in view
of the Nomads living all about. Herodotus (v. io) tells of the bees beyond the

Ister
;
honey and wax were among the chief products of mediaeval Russia.

The men of Olbia made salt at the mouth of the Dnepr and the Cher-

sonites later gained it from the same region; near Perekop too were great

salterns. This salt was marketable both among barbarians and Greeks.

Sadowski has described the old salt-way 3
,
leading up towards the Amber

coast, but as the salt has left no traces the way is purely hypothetical, the

coins found at Schubin may just as well have come up from the head of the

Adriatic, and Herodotus tells us of no nw. trade route though he describes

so fully that leading ne. Constantine Porphyrogenitus 4 and Pope Martin 5

tell of the exchange of salt in Cherson against the corn of Asia 6
. The process

of salt-extraction as practised in the xvmth century is described by PeyssoneP.

The Crimean timber was not reckoned as good as that of the opposite coast,

and of course in the steppes there was none to spare 8
.

These same raw materials meet us in any account of the trade at a

Scythian port, e.g. Tanais exports slaves and hides, and nomadic products 9
.

As to gold there were many stories to attract enterprise, the gold worn
by the Agathyrsi (this seems the most tangible, the Romans dug gold in

1 Pliny, NH. xxxm. 161 (57), xxxvii. 33, 40 6 Mansi, Condi, xv. pp. 64, 65, Epp. xvi. xvn.

(1 1), 64 (16), 65 (17), 1 19 (38).
8 Cf. Shestakov, Sketches of the History of

2 ib. XXVII. 2 (1), 45 (28), 128 (105); Amm. Cherson, pp. 68 sqq. (v. inf. 538).

Marc. XXII. viii. 28. 7 Comm, de la Mer Noire, 1. p. 169 ;
grain, p. 165.

3 Handelstrassen, p. 88, v. inf. p. 484 n. 6. 8 Theophrastus, de Plantis
,
IV. v. 3.

4 De Adm. Imp. c. 42 (p. 180, Bonn). 9 Strabo, XI. ii. 3 (inf. p. 567).
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Transylvania, Constantine, l.c., speaks of a “Gold Coast” between the Dnestr
and Dnepr), the sacred gold of the Scythians, the gold trappings of the

Massagetae and later of the Aorsi, the gold of the griffins and Arimaspi.

These added to the rich finds made in tombs—no proof that the gold was
abundant, but only that the royal families hoarded it for generations—had
made us all believe too easily in a naturally auriferous Scythian area. Now
Bertier-de-La-Garde has shewn that there is no real evidence for this, but

that gold flowed into Scythia from oversea to pay for exports (v. inf. p. 631).

As to the imports Polybius (he.) mentions wine and oil as the chief, but

Strabo gives a better account when he says that Tanais received clothing

and wine, and everything that belongs to civilized life. That this was just

so is shewn abundantly in our earlier chapters.

Products of early Greek industry penetrated the interior (Ionian pots

to the Middle Dnepr, p. 339
1

,
gold work even to Vettersfelde in Lusatia,

p. 236), how far the Greeks themselves voyaged is another matter. I feel

less and less inclined to doubt that there was some foundation for the

circumstantial story that the Geloni were of Greek blood, and quite believe

that Aristeas had wandered up into Asia to the land of the Issedones (v.

p. 105 sqq.). He no doubt had heard tell of the gold in the Altai, and they

had probably made themselves intermediaries in the fur trade between
Permia and Iran, which brought into the far north so many Sassanian

dishes. I can find no authority for the use of furs among the Greeks except

perhaps those on the coast of the Euxine 2
. Speck (1. p. 1

1 7 )
seems to think

that the furs were the object of the ne. caravan route.

We have already seen (supra, p. 359) that the wine trade has left evidence

of itself in the amphorae found all along the coast and even in the interior.

Beside those of local manufacture we have the stamps of Rhodes and Thasos
that occur in large numbers and those of Cnidos and Paros, which are com-
paratively rare. It is clear that the custom of affixing stamps was not

universal, for we know that other wines came into the Pontus. The speech

of Demosthenes against Lacritus gives us an idea of the ways of Greek
tramps in the second class wine trade, especially as it preserves the agree-

ment made between Artemon of Phaselis, who wished to speculate in the

Pontic trade, and Androcles of Athens who advanced him three thousand

drachmae for the purpose. Artemon was to sail in the twenty-oared ship

commanded by Hyblesius his fellow-citizen, and to take in three thousand jars

of Mende wine at Mende or Scione, dispose of it on the Bosporus, or if he liked

go on to Borysthenes, take in cargo from the Euxine and bring it all back

to Athens on the same ship. Androcles could claim his money twenty days

after the return of the ship. He was to have 22^5 per cent interest if the

ship left the Pontus by midsummer, 30 if she were later. This high rate

gives some idea of the profits Artemon might reasonably make, and inci-

dentally of the risk run. As a matter of fact Artemon did not propose to run

any risks. He raised a further loan on the same security, only took in

450 jars of Mende wine, carried it over to Bosporus and there sold it and

1 Cf. Arch. Anz. 1911, p. 230, Pasterskoe Goro- Miscellany
,
St P., 1911, pp. 155— 168.

dishche (Kiev); p. 235, f. 42, Nemirov, Podolia, 2 Stele of Greek yowapios (furrier), Kerch, vith

cf. Spitsyn, “Scythians and Hallstatt,” Bobrinskoj cent. A.D., Trans. Od. Soc. XXIX. Minutes
, p. 8.

56M.
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took on board eighty casks of sour Coan wine, ten or eleven pots of salt fish,

a little wool, and two or three bales of goatskins: the wine and fish were
lor a farmer at Theodosia to give to his labourers. Lacritus, the defendant,

who took the place of Artemon deceased in the meanwhile, represented that

this consignment was destined for Athens, but that the ship had been wrecked
between Panticapaeum and Theodosia, and all the goods lost. “As if,”

said the speaker, “any one ever heard of wine being brought from Pontus
to Athens: whereas it is sent there from these parts, from Peparethus and
Cos and Thasos and Mende.” As a matter of fact the captain had met
a Chian in Pontus, and had borrowed money from him under promise to

bring the ship and everything it contained to Chios, strictly against the

Athenian Navigation law—it was not even lawful to lend money for a voyage
which should not bring corn to Athens. So now the ship was hidden in

a thieves’ harbour, waiting to get safely to Chios, and Lacritus was trying

to avoid paying his debts because she had been wrecked off Theodosia.

Whether this complicated story be true or no it cannot have been contrary

to possibility and gives us a vivid idea of what the Pontus trade was like.

We have the same tale of rascality in the speech against Phormion, but the

documents are not supplied so it is not so instructive. Here the defendant

contends that he paid certain monies to the agent of the prosecutor, but that

they were lost in a shipwreck. An interesting point is that the goods ex-

ported from Athens did not always find an instant sale on the Bosporus.

It is a pity that we are not told what they were. The shipwreck was caused

by an extra consignment of hides on the deck.

Yet in spite of the high rate of interest charged by the moneylenders we
must not imagine that the risk was as great as would appear from these

private orations. Cases naturally arose out of shady transactions or unfortu-

nate ventures and we do not hear of the normal and successful voyages. In

the preliminaries there is no difficulty found in obtaining money for the Pontic

trade and nobody thought much of its dangers until something went wrong.

Most interesting was the trade in corn which Polybius says that the

Pontus exported or imported according to the yield of each harvest. Another
important factor which varied more gradually was the degree of civilization

in which at any given time the coast tribes might happen to be. When
a fresh tribe had lately come to the front with a fresh reinforcement of

savagery or when intertribal wars were specially disastrous, the coast strip

from which the corn supply was drawn was rendered unavailable, and the

limited area of land in the actual possession of the Greek states might be

insufficient to supply their needs in a bad year. For a hundred years before

the time of Herodotus the tribes of Scythia seem to have been in fairly stable

equilibrium, and the Aroteres to the north of Olbia had, as he says (iv. 17),

taken to growing wheat for export, and no doubt the same sort of thing arose

in the Eastern Crimea. So the Euxine for the first time had surplus corn,

and the Pisistratids found it worth while to secure this trade by their estab-

lishment at Sigeum. It was this corn which paid for the black-figured vases

and archaic gold and bronze work imported into Scythia. As far as Athens
was concerned the Persian wars put a stop to this exchange, but the conditions

in Scythia remained the same, and when Athens again obtained access to the
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Scythian markets her population was increased and her demand still more 1
.

The coming of the Sarmatians seems to have upset the equilibrium. New
tribes succeeded to the half-civilized ones, and the state of things shewn by
the Protogenes decree (App. 7) would not encourage agriculture in the interior

of the country
;
so too in the Crimea the relations of Greeks and natives were

interrupted : even the cornlands of the Bosporan kingdom can hardly have
given so full a return as before. Accordingly the time just before Polybius

was unfavourable to corn production in Scythia, whereas in other parts of the

Greek world it had spread and flourished. Hence the necessity of importing
corn into what used to be the granary of Greece. Mithridates again secured

peace : his opponents, Scilurus and Palacus, were also almost civilized, and
the area under corn in the Crimea no doubt spread. About Olbia the Getae
probably prevented much progress unless Scilurus was strong enough to give

efficient protection. But Crimean agriculture, although burdened with heavy
taxation, could provide in kind 180,000 medimni of corn as tribute and
200 talents in silver, the result of prosperous trading.

The Greek tombs dating from the early centuries of our era shew a

fair prosperity all along the Scythian coast; even in a little town like Gorgippia
the guild of shipowners could, under royal patronage, set up a temple and
statues to Poseidon 2

;
but with the approach of fresh tribes things again

changed for the worse. We know most of Chersonese, once an agricultural

state, self-sufficient but not apparently exporting much
;

with the loss of

territory on the main peninsula and the impoverishment of its own stony soil it

became absolutely dependent for all the necessities of life upon supplies drawn
from the opposite coast 3

;
for these it paid with salt and the products of trade

with the interior—a state of things just the reverse of what had been.

Little evidence is left that the Euxine coast traded with the far interior :

amber mostly came to the Adriatic ; Greek and Roman things may have
reached Siberia through Iran

;
perhaps some of the China trade, interrupted

in south-western Asia and travelling by the Oxus from which even if there

were no direct water communication it could easily get to the Caspian, de-

bouched at Tanais, though the more usual way was across the Transcaucasian

isthmus to Dioscurias or Phasis. This was the trade on which Genoese Caffa

and Venetian Tana flourished in the Middle Ages : they relied on very precious

goods which could stand the very expensive land transit, not on the bulky

raw materials that Bosporus and Olbia had exported : the slave trade was
common to both periods

;
but the Genoese had sometimes to send provisions

to Caffa because the Tartars were not yet agricultural, or at any rate were not

disposed to sell their corn to strangers with whom they were not on the best

of terms. In the xvmth century the Crimea exported some sixty shiploads

of barley a year to Constantinople. Though on a smaller scale, the trade

described by Peyssonel is essentially similar to that of ancient times. The
same would be true of modern times but for the influence of protected

1 For details of the Bosporan corn trade, v. inf. 159 sqq. shews that it was vital not only to Athens

p. 574. L. Gernet, Bibliotheque de la Facultd de but to almost all states of Hellas : Pericles tried to

Lettres de Paris
,
XXV. (1909), p. 269, esp. 315— make a corner in it and thereby exercise influence

316, “ L’Approvisionnement d’Ath&nes en Ble au over cities Athens could not reach by arms, this was
Ve et ive siecles” minimizes the importance of the what they found most intolerable, p. 187.

Pontic corn trade, but Dr Grundy, Thucydides and 2 App. 51 —BCA. xxxvn. p. 38, No. 2.

the History of his Age
,
London, 1911, pp. 74 sqq., 3 Cf. Pope Martin l.c., Const. Porph. cc. 42, 53.

56—

2
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industries which lessen the import of manufactured articles. Also the export

of wheat is drawn from a larger area instead of a narrow fringe along the

Dnepr and Bugh, upon which Olbia had to draw; in 1903 Odessa sent out

2,200,000 tons of grain (in 1908 only 655,000), coming from the governments
of Bessarabia, Kherson and Ekaterinoslav, besides what went from Nicolaev

and Kherson : the central provinces feed Russia itself, the south-eastern use

Taganrog—this had no counterpart in ancient times, as there was no agri-

culture so far east and Strabo does not give corn as an export of Tanais.

Intercourse with other Mediterranean countries besides Greece and Asia
Minor does not seem to have been frequent. In early days we have engraved
gems from Western Asia; from the 1st century b.c. we find Italian pots and
bronzes with glazed pots, beads and charms from Egypt and Phoenician glass.

The epitaphs of foreigners dying in Scythia and the foreign coins which have
strayed there all tend to shew that the opposite coast was the land with which
the people had most to do : other communications were merely fortuitous.

Coins of the Scythian coast hardly occur outside their own region : men of

the Euxine, though they did travel for business or pleasure or instruction, and
in particular journeyed to Rome on state affairs, have not left many traces

of their presence in foreign lands; one or two epitaphs, some dedications made
by Bosporan kings and some names in lists of Delphic proxenies, make up
the number. The dislocated grammar of the later inscriptions at Olbia and
on the Bosporus, the pedantic adherence to Dorism of the Chersonesites,

suggest that there was not much going to and fro. It was their place in

the scheme of things to stay at home and export corn to feed the great centres

of civilization or later to defend them against roving barbarians.
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CHAPTER XIV.

TYRAS.

North of the Danube the first Greek colony was Tyras. It has already

been shewn (p. 14) that Tyras was at Akkerman, on the right side of the

Dnestr liman, about ten miles from its mouth, and that the statements of Strabo

(vn. iii. 16) agree thereto. Ptolemy (111. x. 8) is troubled by conflicting data,

the other authorities
1 are perfectly vague. Some confusion was caused by the

existence of a second name for the city : Ophiussa. This was probably the

real name superseded by that derived from the river and current in the mouths
of strangers. Herodotus (iv. 51) mentions the Tyritae, but not the city, yet

it was probably founded about the same time as Istrus and Olbia, in the

middle of the vnth century b.c. Its position at the mouth of a great river

corresponds to that of the other Milesian colonies. But it never seems to

have attained any distinction. It is mentioned rather as a geographical point

than as a political entity. It must have had a certain amount of trade
;
what

inscriptions we have deal with trade rather than politics, but that is all.

Under certain conditions its position might have strategical importance, but

those conditions were not present in ancient or in modern times
;
formerly

it was overshadowed by Olbia, now by Odessa. The Romans may have had
some regard for it during the period when it was under their sway, while

Olbia still maintained a precarious independence. For that interval it was the

last outpost of the power holding the upper Balkan peninsula. This was
again its position in its time of greatness in the later Middle Ages, when there

1 Ps.-Scylax, 68; Ps.-Scymnus, 1 . 803; Steph. Pliny, NH. iv. 82(26). Amm. Marc. XXII. viii. 41
Byz. s.v.

;
Anon. Peripl.\ 88 (62); Mela II. i. 7; derives Tyras from Tyros and talks of Phoenicians.
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was no Olbia, and it was on the north-eastern frontier of Moldavia, fortified

to resist Russians and nomads alike. At that time it was the great port

and fortress of the north-western Euxine, and its buildings were worthy of its

greatness. It is still one of the most complete of mediaeval fortresses with
its keep, inner and outer bailey standing deserted but intact, and now
transferred to the care of the Odessa Archaeological Society. It remains
a monument to Genoese, Wallachs and Turks, who strengthened it in turn.

The present name due to the latter means White Fortress, in old Russian
Belgorod

;
the Genoese called it Moncastro. General Bertier-de- La-Garde

says that it never was Genoese, that the inner and outer baileys were built

by Moldavians under Greek direction, and the keep constructed by the

Turks when they took the place in 1484
1

.

This great fortress has been the destruction of the Greek town, most
of whose site it must cover. In von Stern’s excavations Greek potsherds were
found mixed up with Chinese porcelain and Venetian glass in a way which
shewed that the area had been dug over again and again. Hence the two
most important Tyras inscriptions were found far from the town at Korotnoe
and Chobruchi, sixty and seventy miles up the river

;
and this led to doubt as

to the true site of the city.

The earlier of these 2
is the end of a decree conferring public honours

on one Cocceius, who had approached the Emperor on behalf of the town.

It is “sealed” by the Chief Archon (7rpwro? apx&v), four others, the proposer

(elapyprps) and the leading citizens, passed by the Senate and People, executed

and enrolled by the Secretary in the third consulship of Commodus and
that of Antistius Burrus (181 a.d.), year 125 by the Era of Tyras, giving

56 a.d. as the starting-point for the latter. The later inscription
3 gives a

letter from Ovinius Tertullus, legate of Lower Moesia, covering a letter to

him from the Emperors Severus and Caracalla and another to Heraclitus,

probably the procurator of the province. The tenor of the correspondence

is that the citizens of Tyras have confirmed to them an immunity from

customs of which they could not prove the origin, but which was supported

by letters of M. Aurelius and Antonius Hiberus, a predecessor of Tertullus.

But before future citizens whom they may elect can enjoy the privilege their

names must be submitted to the legate
;
that is a distinct encroachment on the

freedom of the city. The inscription is dated in the consulship of Mucianus
and Fabianus (a.d. 201), in the 145th year of the Era of Tyras, in the

archonship of P. Aelius Calpurnius. A very fragmentary inscription
4 mentions

freights, and stamps, and bankers (?), so it also deals with trade. Fragments
of dedications we have, one in Latin for the preservation of Septimius Se-

verus, Caracalla and Geta (his name erased as usual) 5

,
and one 6 giving the

name of Priscus the archjon. Another, ...5 KpaTivov ’ZapamSi, TcriSt,/

... 6kot5 aw(v)aoL<; -^apta-Tppiop 7

,
nnd or 1st century B.C., is the only inscription

1 My sketch is very unsatisfactory but it is all 4 Trans. Od. Soc. XXIII. p. 3, No. 2=IosPE.
that I had time to make, and I have never been IV. 452.
able to obtain a photograph of the fortress as seen 6 losPE. iv. 2.

from the river. There are some poor views in 6 losPE. IV. 453= Trans. Od. Soc. XXIII. p. 2,

U varov, Recherchcs
,

PI. xxxn. to XXXV. No. 1.

1 App. 2=IosPE. 1. 2. 7 losPE. IV. 1 ;
cf. a dedication to Sarapis at

3 App. 4= IosPE. 1. 3. Istrus, Mommsen R.G.V.p. 284= Prov. R.E. 1. p. 310.
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that witnesses to the cults of Tyras. If only we had a faithful copy of

it, another fragment, MEIYTHEOI HIAQHII 1

,
might be of interest as it

apparently belongs to an early stage in the development of the alphabet

almost unrepresented to the north of the Euxine.

Such with the coins is the sum of our materials for the history of Tyras :

the lost work of Poseidonius the Olbiopolite (v. p. 465) would have been
welcome. Founded presumably in the vnth century b.c., it was a colony of

Miletus, as Scymnus
(
1 . 803) tells us, and the names of the months Artemision

and Leneon agree 2
. It has been suggested 3 that Pericles on his expedition to

the Pontus in 444 b.c. made Tyras a member of the confederacy of Delos.

Some town beginning with T paid a talent after 424 b.c., but there is not

evidence enough to justify a restoration (cf. p. 561).

The city probably flourished until the coming of the Sarmatians, when
it must have shared the harassments to which Olbia was exposed, falling

under the power of native kings (v. p. 1 19). With Olbia on one side and the

towns to the south on the other, it probably submitted to Mithridates (cf. the

coin, PI. 1. 6), whose commander Neoptolemus may have founded Turris

Neoptolemi at the mouth of the river. Like Olbia, no doubt it suffered from
the Getae about 50 b.c., for Dio Chrysostom

4

says they took all the Greek
cities on the left of the Pontus as far as Apollonia. During all this period

it owed its existence to fishing in the liman, to corn growing on the lowlands

by the river and to cattle raising on the steppes
;
perhaps also to viticulture

such as now produces the excellent Bessarabian wine. Accordingly the most
common head upon the autonomous coins is that of Demeter (PI. 1. 1—4),

crowned with ears of corn, with a bull or a horse on the reverse. Other
deities are Apollo (8—10) with a lyre, Athena (11) helmed with the bull,

a river god with a fish (13, 14), Dionysus with cornucopia and a bunch of

grapes (5— 7), Asclepius with the snake upon an altar (12), and Hermes with

his petasus and caduceus (Burachkov x. 25).

After the destruction by the Getae we cannot say what came to Tyras.

It is tempting to think that it lay waste until 56 a.d., the year of its new
era, and that then Ti. Plautius Silvanus, legate of Moesia, who later (about

62) extended his province and made Roman influence reach beyond the

Borysthenes, raised the city from its ashes as a frontier defence to Moesia 6
.

The retention of its old kalendar argues autonomy. Mommsen quotes

many examples of town eras dating back to the year in which a city

came definitely under the Roman suzerainty and was at once granted

autonomy 6
. But there is a coin ascribed to Augustus (No. 15), and if the

ascription be right the town must have been under Roman sway long before.

Yet the account of Tomi given by Ovid would make us think that Tyras must
have been untenable during the first decades of our era.

In any case we find the town under Roman protection, governed by its

1 IosPE. 1. 7; after L. Waxel, Recueil d’Anti- 1869, pp. 74 and 164 sqq. V. App. 2 = CIAtt. 1. 37,
quite's, No. 6. fr. z"'"*y. He has also supplied NiKpowa],

2 Latyshev' in IosPE. I. 2, 3 and “Kalendars” 4 Or. xxxvi. p. 49.

in HovTina, p. 37.
6 App. 1 =CIL. xiv. No. 3608; cf. A. v. Domas-

3 Latyshev, Olbia
, p. 46 n. citing U. Kohler, zewski, “ Die Dislocation des romischen Heeres ini

“Urkunden u. Untersuch. z. Gesch. d. Delisch- J. 66 n. Chr Rhein. Mus. 1892^.207.
Attischen Bundes,” Abh. d. k. Ak. d. W. zu Berlin, 6 R. Staatsrecht

,
III. 1. p. 707.
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five archons, a senate and a popular assembly. Probably 'its constitution was
much like that of Olbia. From the time of Domitian we have a regular series

of Roman coins (PL i. 16—-27) as far as Alexander Severus (d. 235). It can
hardly be a coincidence that in his reign the Goths drew near to the Danube,
which they crossed in 238 a.d., and began to cut short the coasts of the
Roman Empire. The Tyrani enjoyed the confirmation of their free port
not much more than thirty years. Zosimus (1. xlii. 1) expressly names their

river as the base of a Gothic raid under Gallienus.

Coins. Plate I.

Tyras did not begin to coin until the latter part of the ivth century b.c.,

the earliest coin known seems to be No. 1 (86 grn. = 5*57 grm. Aeginetic
drachma HN.

2

p. 273), later silver coins are lighter, No. 2 weighs 8o'i grn. =
5’2 grm., and the didrachm, always rudely restruck, 144 grn. = 9-34 grm.

yR. Head of Demeter r., wheatears in hair.
|

Horse-protome r. TYPA.
Giel, Kl.B., No. 3, B. X. 27 ;

Oreshnikov, Cat. Uvarov
,
No. 1.

Later it even essayed a gold issue, a stater on the Lysimachean pattern.

N. I29‘5 grn. = 8'4 grm. Head of deified Alex- Pallas Nicephoros throned 1 . with spear and shield

:

ander, somewhat degraded r. in exergue trident flanked by dolphins 1. ;
in field

BASIAEni AYXIAAAXOY
;
under throne TY.

Fig. 329 bis. British Museum, unpublished, cf. HN.
2

p. 273. My special thanks are due to

Mr G. F. Hill who shewed me the coin, discussed its date and gave me leave to publish it.

The southern neighbours of Tyras did the same and their issues fall into

two groups according as the head on the obverse still remains that of

Alexander, idealized or degraded, or has been assimilated to the features of

Mithridates or Pharnaces 1
: this coin belongs to the ideal group

;
it may be

put down to the late mrd or the und century b.c.

Most Tyras types are here represented as the series at Odessa is specially

rich, but it lacks two coins recalling types of native princes

y£. Head of Hermes in petasus r.
|

Caduceus. TYPA.
B. X. 25, HN.

1
p. 234, cf. PI. III. 23 KAY, 24 Scilurus, Pick XIII. 11 Sarias, and inf. p. 487.

JE. Head of Demeter under kerchief r. I Fish (?) vertical between two wheatstalks making

|

a square with ground line. TYPA.
Hermitage, B. X. 23 (after von Grimm No. 2); Pick, XII. 16, cf. PI. HI. 20, Canites.

The general question of native kings and their coins touches Olbia more
nearly than Tyras (v. p. 487, PI. 111. 20—27). Dionysus and the spread

eagle (No. 6) looks Mithridatic (cf. PI. vi. 8, 9, ix. 16, 17, 23). Of the

imperial coppers specimens enough are given to represent each Emperor

1 Pick, op. cit. pp. 64 n. 2, 91, 154, 170, Regling, Istrus; Nos. 2474—2486, PL XXI. 6, Tomi : cf. Panti-

ib. pp. 591, 606: to the first group belong No. 255, capaean staters on this model inf. p. 583, PI. VI.

Callatis; Nos. 2471—2473, PI. v. 6, Tomi : to the 19— 21. The cities are distinguished by letters

latter, Nos. 256—266, Callatis; No. 482, PI. 11. 27, under the throne: KAA, IX, TO.
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whose coins are known, the series extending from Domitian to Alexander
Severus, and to shew that the types are thoroughly imperial. The coin

assigned to Augustus (No. 15) might very well belong to some other town;
Pick does not seem to recognize it. Of the coins put down to Trajan by
Jurgiewicz, J. 39 seems to be a poor specimen of No. 17, Hadrian; J. 40 one
of the later ones with Heracles reverse.
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VLk

of olbis. . <=>to Mohit
Pb.ru.tiV*>

'XivASA* BvtgK .

Fig. 330. View of Olbia looking West.

oei 190 a, eR7h A

AB. Hare’s Ravine.

BC, DE. Cross Ravines.

ABC. Extent of earlier town.
ADE. Extent of Acropolis and of

Roman town.
VIII, BC. Line dividing Ct Musin-

Pushkin’s land from the common of

Parutino.

D. Here six layers of remains going
back to VI—VII cent. B.C.

E. Quay, Spring and Prytaneum (?)

;

north of it River-wall and Tower.
{Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 227; 1911, p.

212.)

I—VI, VII—VII, XI, XVIII. Hel-
lenistic and Roman Cemeteries.

VIII. Most ancient graves of VII—VI

cent. B.C.

IX. Great Barrow with vault (v. p.

420): beneath it (1902-3), Hellenistic

House: below all Polygonal wall

(BCA

.

XIII.).

X. Corner of Roman City Wall
;
CR.

1902, p. 25.

XI. Barrow of Heuresibius (1900), v.

p. 417 sqq., ff. 308, 309.

XII, XIII. Hellenistic Buildings: be-

tween them ancient gate and paved
way (1907-8); BCA. xxxm. p. 105,

f. 2.

XIV. Ancient Town-walls and Roman
Tower; CR. 1904, PI. 1.

XV, XVI. Town-walls and place of

gate; CR. 1905, PI. 1.

XVII. Traces of Town-walls; CR.
1904, p. 3.

XIX, XX. Graves of Vth and ivth

cent. B.C. More such north of the

boundary.
XXI. Large building on the Acro-

polis, perhaps a Temple.

Fig. 331.
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CHAPTER XV.

OLBIA.

In the following sketch of Olbia its history and constitution I have been
well content to follow Latyshev’s “Olbia,” of which von Stern says that it is the

best of modern books dealing with our region. Therefore I have not given
references every time I am indebted to him, but have rather indicated the few
cases in which I have presumed to differ. I have accordingly paid less attention

to older writers whose views were strangely fanciful, founded upon few inscrip-

tions and very subjective judgements of coins. These vagaries have led our

author to undervalue the style of coins as an evidence of date, and in the

question of Scythian kings I have preferred to be guided by an experienced

numismatist, A. V. Oreshnikov. New inscriptions found since the publication

of Latyshev’s work have thrown comparatively little fresh light on the history

and constitution of Olbia, epigraphic material has been more important on the

other sites, but it has added to our knowledge of the cults of Olbia even since

the appearance of Miss G. M. Hirst’s excellent papers. It is especially upon
the purely archaeological side that most progress has been made, and our ideas

of the first stages of the city’s existence are decidedly more definite.

Olbia 1
is the clearest example of a Milesian colony which seems to have

come into being gradually, having developed out of a trading factory.

Berezan.

At least there is a presumption that the early Greek settlement on the

island Berezan was the factory surviving on its original site down to the

vth century. Not that anything has been found there that can be definitely

placed before the earliest finds on the mainland 2

,
for on both sites Ionian

pottery (v. supra, p. 338), archaic terra-cottas and examples of the early Olbian

aes grave have occurred. Nor indeed are we quite justified in calling Berezan

an island, there is every probability that when first settled by the Greeks it was

1 ’OX/3Zt? or ’OX/3ta was the name the inhabitants

gave to their city. They called themselves Olbio-

politae (Latyshev, Olbia
, p. 33). Foreigners spoke

of them as Borysthenitae, a name that they them-
selves kept for the natives dwelling along the river

Borysthenes. This river-name was applied to the

whole region and by strangers to the city, which is

called by Herodotus BopwOtveirioov ipnopiov or

7roXiy. They themselves in a decree (App. 5
=

IosPE. I. 11, early ivth cent. B.C.) apparently

erected at the entrance of the Thracian Bosporus
and directly concerning strangers and foreign

currency in Olbia begin “ These are the conditions

of free entrance [Ety Bo]pvaadevp
” which Latyshev

says must mean the town, but it might well apply
to the whole liman—to the port of Borysthenes
in the wider sense.

Pliny,NH iv. 82 (26) gives the forms Olbiopolis
and Miletopolis which occur nowhere else (for the
real Miletopolis near Cyzicus v. Hasluck, Cyzicus,

p. 74), the former must have existed to account
for Olbiopolitae : of the latter we can say nothing.
In Anon. Periplus (86 (60)) we find

’0\(3ia 2afiia.

but this is mere dittography, OABIACABIA-
2 Except perhaps a Geometric pot, Arch. A ns.

1910, p. 227, f. 27.

57—2
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joined to the mainland 1

:
geologically it is a piece of the South Russian steppe

with cliffs all round and only one or two inconvenient landing places: it is about

1000 yards by 350 (900 x 320 m.), and some mile and a half (2^ km.) from the

land: the sea in between is mostly only three feet deep and nowhere more than
six: the island lost 28 yards (25 m.) in breadth in the last century and antiquities

have been dredged up from the sea between it and the land, so the question

merely seems one of the time when the separation took place. Strabo is the

first to mention it as an island but says it had a harbour, which is certainly not

the case now: he clearly distinguishes it from Leuce and so does Ptolemy, who
calls it Borysthenis though he gives it a wrong position : but later writers hope-
lessly confuse the two. The suggestion of Papadhimitriu that the settlement

upon it was the ipnopLov tojv Bopvadepeirecov of Herodotus (iv. 17), which ought
to be right on the coast, would be attractive if it could be reconciled with the

archaeological evidence, but von Stern will have it that continuous occupation

ceased in the first decades of the vth century b.c. and the natural inference is

that shortly before this the site had become detached from the mainland and
consequently was no longer a convenient place for trading or living, so that

it was finally deserted even by the fishing population :—perhaps the name
survived for Herodotus as the traditional centre of the Scythian coast.

The early remains on Berezan fall into two classes, the necropolis and burial

pits (v. supra, p. 415) and the houses: in both we can distinguish two periods,

the first comprising the end of the vnth and the first half of the vith centuries b.c.,

the second the latter part of the vith and the first decade or so of the vth.

We have many house walls of both periods, the former distinguished by being

set upon virgin soil or upon a specially prepared foundation of clay and ashes

in layers, such as we also find at Olbia, the latter being built upon made ground,

even over older refuse pits, but naturally more perfect; we have for instance the

plan of a one-roomed dwelling with a verandah 2
, and another with two rooms

has walls standing 9 ft. 6 in. high, with door and window complete

3

. The
earlier houses are built of larger stones than the later, and in connection with

them we have the round foundations or 66\ol(?)\ One or two pits von Stern

puts at the beginning of the early period as being pit-houses such as the first

settlers occupied temporarily, roofing them with sails. In both settlements we
find rubbish -pits about 5 ft. deep widening as they go down, store-pits with

wider entrances and steps down to them and burial-pits close to or in the houses,

as well as in the necropolis, and wells, round in the older, square in the newer

1 Maps. Trans. Vith Russian Arch. Congress
,

Odessa, 1884, 1. p. 216, R. A. Prendel, “Archaeo-
logical Investigations on the Island Berezan.” CR.

1907, p. 71, f. 60. History. Bruun, Chernomorje
,

I. p. 14 identified it with the Island of S. Aetherius :

this is denied by Latyshev, tlovriKa, p. 285, v.

supra, p. 16, n. 3. Ph. Kovalevskij, Tratis. Od. Soc.

XXVI. Minutes
,
No. 361, p. 48 relates its modern

military history : S. D. Papadhimitriu, ib. XXIX.

p. 97, re-examines the ancient accounts of it. For
its connexion with the cult of Achilles Pontarches,

v. inf. p. 480. For the pots therefrom bought of Fr.

Levitskij and M. Voitinas v. CR. 1901, p. 133 ; 1903,

pp. 152, 153, fif. 303, 304 ;
BCA. xxxvii. p. 81 ;

for

a Naucratis cylix, BCA. XL. pp. 142— 158; scarabs

and beads, ib. pp. 1 18— 120. The first excavations

after Prendefs were G. L. Skadovskij’s, in 1900
and 1901, to be published with Levitskij’s pots in a

number of Mat. but meanwhile summarized by
Pharmacovskij in Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 105 and
E. von Stern in Trans. Od. Soc. XXIII. Minutes

,

p. 88. In these same Minutes
,
xxv. p. 97; xxvii.

p. 68 ;
xxviii. pp. 46, 137 ;

xxix. pp. 39, 80, von Stern
publishes his own excavations from 1902 on; and
his reports in good time come out in CR. from 1904
on : meanwhile Pharmacovskij summarizes them in

Arch. Anz. 1905, p. 61 ; 1906, p. 1 1 7 ; 1907, p. 144;
1908, p. 177; 1909, p. 161 ; 1910, p. 223; 1911, pp.

228—234, ff. 38—41.
2 Trans. Od. Soc. xxix. Minutes

, p. 39.
3 ib. p. 89, Plan B8

.

4 CR. 1906, p. 51, f. 64.
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period. Further points of distinction are that arrow-heads are mostly flat

(four-sided, v. p. 190, f. 82) in the older, triangular in the newer stratum, and
most important of all the presence of Milesian and other Ionian pottery in the

older layer and of Attic down to the “severe” style in the later (v. p. 338).

These enable the various strata to be dated so confidently. There is a period

before fish-coins or triangular arrow-heads and with very few black-figured

Attic sherds 1

. The occurrence of the coins when they appear is interesting:

the fish, scattered, in lumps or held in the hand of the dead, among them two of

a new flat-fish type, begin in what is still the first period
;
the aes grave

,
archaic

Medusa and Pallas, only comes in the later and with it occasionally smaller

pieces of the same type (v. PI. 11.).

From early in the vth century Berezan has ceased to be a place of

permanent habitation. In spite of considerable excavations hardly anything
of later date has been found upon it, a few amphora necks, a few Roman lamps,

a piece of glass of the und century b.c. and several inscriptions to Achilles

Pontarches (e.g. App. 13), but other such were found at Bejkush on the coast

opposite, as well as at Olbia: there can hardly have been three temples to him,

though if there were one on Berezan it would help the confusion with Leuce
in the later authors and might be regarded as the oldest shrine of the community,
unless indeed it was a mere substitute for the temple on Leuce of which the

Olbiopolites may have lost the patronage after the ivth century b.c. In more
recent times we have to note but a Swedish Runic inscription to the memory
of a Variag 2

,
a few Cossack pipes, the Turkish fortifications and the monument

to a French lieutenant dating from the Crimean War.
But the island or peninsula is a priori the point on which foreign traders

who were not sure of their ground would fix : whereas the inconvenience of the

site once they had established satisfactory relations with the natives would soon

lead them to open an agency on the mainland and this would gradually supersede

the first site, especially if its harbour was spoilt and its communication with the

land cut off.

Olbia. Site and Excavations.

The site of Olbia itself is perfectly clear. The city stood on the right bank
of the Bugh liman, there about three miles broad, at a point about a mile south

of the village of Parutino. About four miles below the city the liman opens
into that of the Dnepr or rather into a common estuary some nine miles across.

If we follow this common estuary eastwards about nine miles from the mouth of

the Bugh it is narrowed by a sharp promontory Cape Stanislav, and beyond
begins the Dnepr liman proper. This Cape Stanislav must be the Cape of

Hippolaus mentioned by Herodotus (iv. 53) and Dio as running out between
the Hypanis and Borysthenes rivers. From the mouth of the Bugh to the

narrow entrance by Ochakov is about twenty miles (32 km.), but as was said

before the wide estuaries with shifting channels make it hard to give exact

distances from point to point in any less summary way than measuring them
upon the map (v. supra, p. 15).

Upon the Cape of Hippolaus Herodotus says there was a temple of

1 Trans. Od. Soc. xxix. Minutes
, p. 88. 2 BCA. xxm. p. 66.
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Demeter (v.l. MrjTpos), and Bruun thought that he had found its site a mile to

the north of the actual headland 1

,
but no certain remains have been investigated.

At other points in the environs (e.g. Hadzhi Gol, Kisljakovka and Kotseruba
and at Bejkush on the Berezan liman) coins and traces of habitation have been
reported but no such site has been thoroughly explored; at Nicolaevka a little

below Berislav on the Dnepr was a town of Roman date 2
.

The ground covered by the city itself is triangular in shape, the apex
pointing to the south. On the west side is a considerable ravine (Hare’s Dell,

Zajachia Balka, BDA on the plan). To the east was the Bugh liman. The
northern boundary varied according to the prosperity of the city.

The triangle ADE always remained populated. In Greek times it may
have formed an acropolis, but only one of its surrounding walls (at xrv on f. 331)
can be certainly referred to an early date : in Roman times it contained the

whole city and was duly fortified with massive walls (xiv, xv, xvn), in places

reaching the enormous thickness of 13 ft. 5 in. (470 m.); at xiv they were
strengthened by a great tower, 82 x 33 ft. (25 x 10 m.), in the und or mrd cen-

tury a.d.
;
near xvi was a gate of which nothing is left. The work was of

three periods; good masonry with a face of massive headers and stretchers

having been repaired with poorer work and again patched up very roughly 3
.

In Greek times the city stretched as far as the line BC. Along the

Hare’s Dell north of D so far no walls have been found, but to the north of

E are foundations of a piece of river-wall with a tower 4 and along the south

side of the ravine BC the early settlers seem to have dug a trench which no
doubt had a palisade on its inside. Later on a splendid wall was built on the

very edge of the ravine north of the trench and the latter was filled up and its

site built over. This wall has lost all its facing and almost all its material but

has been traced by its foundations 16 ft. (5 m.) thick, built in layers of clay

and of charcoal with cinders alternately, a combination which hardens into rock-

like consistency. Such foundations were found in the oldest deposits of Berezan

and continued in use in Hellenistic Olbia, inasmuch as its natural soil the loess

is very friable. For this technique Pharmacovskij quotes the accounts of

charcoal under the foundations of the temple at Ephesus 5
. Between xii and

xiii were the traces of an early tower and the remains of another with great

facing stones: between them was the site of the main gates and a patch of

pavement. Cut into the foundations of one tower was a tomb with Attic pots

of the ivth century b.c. shewing that the tower must be yet older. In its position

the tomb is just comparable to that in the wall at Chersonese (v. inf.,

p. 499). Another interesting thing about it is that it is covered with a true

vault 0
. Here then were the walls and towers that Protogenes repaired (v. inf.,

p. 461) and of which Dio Chrysostom saw the remains far out in the country.

The upper part of the walls was of sun-dried brick and nearly all the solid

material went to build the Roman Olbia, and so they lay hid till quite lately.

1 Trans. Od. Soc. v. p. 991.
2 BCA. xxxiv. Suppl. p. 140.
3 CR. 1904, pp. 11, 12, ff. 6, 7, 9, PI. I. (plan of

Tower xiv); Arch. Anz. 1905, p. 63; 1906, p. 118;

1907, p. 146 ; Hermes (Russian), 1907, p. 19.
4 Arch. Anz. 1911, pp. 21 1—220 ff. 24, 25.
5 Diog. Laert. Ii.ix. 19; Pliny, TV//. XXXVI. 95(21).

0 Pharmacovskij has only given a general ac-

count of the trench and walls found in 1907 in

Hermes
, 1907, pp. 45-49, 68-70; CR 1907, p. 7 sqq.

;

Arch. Anz. 1908, p. 180; 1909, p. 162; plan,

BCA. XXXIII. p. 105, f. 2. In the trench was a

terra-cotta mould for a woman’s face perhaps taken

from a work of Calamis, BCA. XL. pp. 121— 129.
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Near E is a spring and a considerable space of low ground suitable for

beaching ancient ships : under water are the remains of a mole : round about
most of the coins are picked up and this was presumably the site of the

commercial district. Here two streets met, one along the back of the river-

wall, the other running inland. Six layers of debris have been distinguished :

the sixth or lowest only goes back to the und century b.c. and stands in

marshy soil. To the fifth layer belong buildings round a peristyle court

(p. 457): on the analogy of the Prytaneum at Priene 1 Pharmacovskij has sug-

gested that they served the same purpose, but he prefers to speak of them as

a house : the big supporting wall to the south might be the boundary of the

Ecclesiasterium 2
.

The city was thickly inhabited right up to the Greek wall. Excavations on
the spots marked ix, xn and xm shewed foundations of Hellenistic buildings

and under those at ix (p. 456) Pharmacovskij unearthed a wall of polygonal

masonry that he refers to the archaic period 3
. In Roman times on this very

spot was reared a great barrow (v. p. 420), proof positive that by then this area

was without the city boundary. At that time it seems to have been waste land.

Some idea of the changes the city’s area underwent may be gleaned from

the positions of the burying places of different ages. It is remarkable that the

older the graves the farther they are from the town. This points to the greatest

period of the town having been in the vnth and vith centuries b.c. when people

went as far afield as vm to bury and even across to the next ravine parallel to

Hare’s Dell. Less remote are the graves of the vth and ivth centuries about

xix and xx and to the north on the site of Parutino. Still closer in were the

Hellenistic graves 1—vi, vii, and xvm, whereas Roman interments trespassed

on the Hellenistic city. The time of greatest expansion in Olbia would
accordingly coincide with the time of close and often very friendly relations

with the Scythic power to which Herodotus and the spoils of Scythic graves

with their strong Ionian influence alike bear witness. This supposes an
extremely rapid growth at the very first, which is just what we do see in

successful colonies. U varov was not wrong in the main, BC really was the line

of the old walls although the towers that he found along it have proved to be

but barrows ix and xi with retaining walls of masonry. The many other

barrows all about have given the place its name of the Hundred Barrows.

The advantages of the site do not seem very obvious; the chief attraction

seems to have been the low-lying space of shore upon which ships could be

drawn up, commanded as it was by higher ground itself defended by the ravine

on the further side. Probably too the channel of the Bugh was in ancient

times favourable to Olbia : of the alternative sites which suggest themselves,

Nicolaev was too far up country, Kherson channel has never been good and
there must have been some special reason against Ochakov, which when in

hostile hands was undoubtedly a thorn in the side of Olbia. Dio Chrysostom 4

says that in his time it belonged to the queen of the Sauromatae. Be this as

it may it was Olbia that the Milesians chose as the point which could control

the trade routes of the Hypanis and Borysthenes and become the chief

emporium of the North Western Euxine.

1 Wiegand-Schrader, p. 231 sqq. 3 CR. 1903, p. 17, f. 15.
2 Arch. Anz. 1910, pp. 227—234, ff. 28, 29, 32. 4 Or. xxxvi. p. 49.
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Until this century the site of Olbia, though ascertained in the time of

Pallas, has not been fortunate archaeologically. The northern necropolis was
part of the communal property of the village of Parutino, and was exposed to

every kind of predatory digging. To the south of the line vm BC the main
area belongs to Count Musin-Pushkin whose predecessors refused to allow

scientific digging while taking insufficient steps to prevent the raids of the

Parutino peasants. Hence the bulk of the inscriptions and objects discovered

have lost half their value through their exact place of finding not being known.
Even the occasional attempts of archaeologists were unsystematic and ill

recorded. But a new era opened with the advent of Mr Pharmacovskij in

1901 and the conclusion of an agreement between the Archaeological Com-
mission and the owners of the soil. The opening up of the walls described

above gives us the position of the acropolis and the limits of the Roman
town. In the middle of the triangle have been found the remains of a

considerable building apparently a temple, and further work may tell us

where were the temples of Zeus Olbios and the chapel of Achilles Pontarches.

Several inscriptions found to the north of the inner walls indicate the probable

position of the temple of Apollo Prostates.

The point whose exploration has been of most interest is that marked ix.

This was rendered conspicuous by the great barrow with its chamber and
plinth of masonry described above. Below three layers which had to do with

the barrow and so were dated in the und century a.d., Pharmacovskij found

four others. The lowest is only represented by a fragment of polygonal

masonry referred to the archaic period. The two layers above this were
Hellenistic but the buildings in them were too fragmentary to tell us much
except that they were dwelling houses 1

.

From the fourth layer, though much disturbed by the heaping up of the

barrow, still could be made out the plan of a Hellenistic house. A comparison

of its arrangements with those of other Greek houses shews that it comes
between the earlier houses at Priene of the mrd century b.c. and that described

by Vitruvius which seems to lead on to the Delian type of the 1st century b.c.

It is specially close to that called by Vitruvius (vi. 7 (10)) Rhodian. This as

well as the details of style point to the middle of the und century b.c.
2

The house consisted of two systems of chambers each surrounding its

court. Of one not very much is left but of the other a most attractive restora-

tion has been made. It is just the moment in evolution of the Greek house

before the peristyle becomes the same on all four sides. In our example

whereas three sides of the square have each four ordinary Ionic columns,

making five spaces, the west has a facade of two stories
;
the upper is Corin-

thian having antae with two columns between, while below are two Ionic

columns flanked by antae forming what Vitruvius calls the prostas, and again

antae at the corners of the court. The court was paved with cobbles, the

centre having a square panel of primitive mosaic made of unshaped pebbles.

The design consisted of a circle whose content has perished inscribed in a

square, the spandrels being filled with palmettes, the frame outside has a frieze

1 BCA. XIII. PI. IV. and pp. 98— no. storations PI. XI, xii, and CR. 1903, pp. 8 sqq.
2 For a most detailed account of this house, Cf. Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 103 with pictures of the

v. BCA. xiii. pp. 37—98. Plans, PI. vi, vn, X; re- mosaic.
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of animals arranged in pairs each looking towards a palmette, on each side

two winged lions, a lion and a boar and two panthers. The outermost member
of the frame is a wave-pattern, broken in the middle of the north and south

sides by paths leading out of the centre across the plain pavement to the

colonnade. East of the court was a long chamber with a fine view over the

Bugh, perhaps a spring and autumn dining room. To the south were large

spaces which have not been fully explored owing to the desirability of leaving

some part of the barrow untouched. One of them, however, yielded the three

precious heads of Asclepius, Hygiea (p. 292, f. 208) and Eros (?). Beyond
the north wall of the court was apparently a blank wall.

The entrance was from the ne. An alley ended in a vestibule which led

by a narrow passage into the north walk of the peristyle. The narrowing of

the passage gave space for a porter’s niche between the corner pier and the

north anta of the prostas or east face of the house which made the west side of

the court. This prostas led into two considerable rooms which with those

above them made the chief part of this division of the house. These reception

rooms were plastered and painted in the first Pompeian style to imitate marble

panelling. To the south were three rooms of one story only
;
one of them,

which came at the se. corner of the court, had a great cistern beneath it,

fed from the converging roofs of the whole complex of buildings. Further

to the west was a store room with seven great pithoi.

The orientation of the house is interesting. In Greece the prostas would
have looked south as Vitruvius recommends. But in Olbia that would have
made it unbearably hot in summer without there being much gain ot warmth
in winter. A western aspect is exposed to bad winds off the steppe whereas
the breezes from the Bugh are pleasant. Hence the eastern aspect of the

prostas. Vitruvius mentions that special arrangements were necessary in the

Pontus. What appliances they had for artificial heat does not appear. The
winter snow determined the steep pitch of the roof, about 20 , as we know
from a ridge tile

1
.

This house was built upon banded foundations of clay and ashes carried

rioTt down to virgin earth : hence its erection meant great disturbance of all

lower layers. The duration of its existence, about a century, is marked by
the lettering of the astynomus stamps on its tiles. It perished by fire towards

50 b.c.
;
evidently it succumbed to the Getic storm.

The heaping up of the barrow again disturbed the soil, hence in its mass
and in the layers below it are found pottery fragments of all possible periods,

beginning with Ionian, through black- and red-figured Attic of various styles to

Hellenistic and Roman products, also terra-cottas of corresponding dates. This

confusion makes it hard to place particular strata but gives us the right to infer

that the site was continuously inhabited from the vnth century B.c.
2

The house at E, the prytaneum (?), is a little later in date, the peristyle,

an' irregular oblong with five and four columns a side, being without a prostas;

in the middle was an altar once surmounted by a tripod. The entrance was
through a vestibule from the street behind the river-wall, and into this the

peristyle drained. Between the street and the court was a handsome room

M.

1 BCA. XIII. p. 65, f. 36. 2 ib. pp. 185—231, v. supra, p. 339.
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partly paved with pebble-mosaic like the former in technique, but with simpler

patterns—wave, maeander and guilloche : on it was another little altar and
terra-cottas of Cybele and a priestess 1

. Destroyed in the Getan sack this

house was patched up immediately and again burnt.

History.

The date assigned by Eusebius to the foundation of Olbia (Ol. 33. 2,

b.c. 647-6) thus quite agrees with the archaeological evidence 2
. But regard

being had to what has been said above about the gradual growth of the factory

definite dates are clearly out of place (v. supra, p. 453).
The history of Olbia is divided into two parts at the destruction of the

city by the Getae in the middle of the 1st century b.c. During the first part it

is that of a typical Greek town, at first prosperous, later on hard pressed by
the surrounding tribes, probably more or less tributary to barbarian chieftains,

but essentially Greek. During the later period its population had accepted

a strong barbarian element and the town existed at first on sufferance, later by
the support of Rome, but there was some connexion with the former inhabitants,

it was not an entirely new community upon the old site, for the old personal

names lived on though mixed with foreign ones, the Greek language survived

in some form, and the institutions (e.g. the names of the months) still shew
a resemblance to those of Miletus and her colonies.

During the vith and vth centuries b c. we cannot say that we know any
definite events of Olbian history. Herodotus gives us stories of the relations

between the Scythian kings and the Olbiopolites from which we may gather

that the princes were attracted by the higher civilization, its conveniences and its

pleasures, and established friendly and even intimate relations with the Greeks,

whereas the mass of the nation having less chance of enjoying all this was less

well-disposed. But to make the most of every detail of these stories and argue

as to the state of architecture in Olbia because the house of Scyles was adorned

with sphinxes and griffins, as to its fortifications and sallyports because from

a tower a citizen shewed the Scyths their king making one of a Bacchic thiasus,

or judge of the size of the town because Scyles could leave his “army ” in the

vpoao-Teiov, is to take too literally the stories of Tymnes. But we can conclude

that the Borysthenites had friendly dealings with a fairly powerful nation

which proved a very good customer for all their Greek wares.

How the expedition of Darius affected Olbia we do not hear. Presumably
it was a source of anxiety and nothing more. More serious was the expedition

of Pericles into the Pontus. Its main effects were probably to strengthen

Athenian commerce in this region, from the middle of the vth century the

Attic pots come in again (v. p. 339), whether Olbia were enrolled in the

Delian confederation we cannot say. In the new list set out in 424 b.c.

there is a town beginning with O (App. 2, cf. pp. 447, 561) but it only paid a

talent which is no more than Nymphaeum and perhaps Tyras paid. From this

period we have three epitaphs, the earliest was found beyond the Hares’ Dell 3

,

and also the coins EMIAAt O (v. p. 487) who may have been a foreign ruler.

1 Arch. Anz. 1910, pp. 228—234, ff. 28—30; against it
;
perhaps 33. 3 of F is right : Scaliger gave

1911, pp. 207—220, ff. 18—23. Ol. 31. 3, B.c. 654 ;
cf. Latyshev, Olbia

, p. 38, n. 2.

2 Schocne following B gives Ol. 33. 4 but the 3 App. y=IosPE. 1. 1 20 (facs. iv. p. 275 = Roehl,
Oxford MS. seems with A and P to turn the scale /. Gr. Antiquissimae 3

, No. 48, perhaps the oldest
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Zopyrion 459

From the ivth century a few inscriptions have survived, mostly epitaphs

and grants of proxeny 1
to foreigners, Chaerigenes of Mesembria, Hellanicus of

Rhodes (?), Nautimus of Callatis and a Dionysius whose city cannot be read.

This last stone was found at Chersonese. All this points to lively intercourse

with other trading cities.

A decree found at the temple of Zeus Uriusat the entrance of the Thracian
Bosporus gives regulations for the treatment of foreign money at Olbia 2

,

directing that all copper and silver and gold other than that of Cyzicus should

be exchanged against Olbian currency according to the market and that such

transactions should take place “upon the stone in the ecclesiasterium ” upon
pain of confiscation of the amount in question : but Cyzicene gold (or rather

electrum) staters were fixed at iojr staters (Olbian silver like PI. iii. 2)
3
.

Cyzicene staters have been found in Olbia and in later times their place

was taken by those of the Macedonian kings. So far only one autonomous
Olbian gold stater (just like PI. in. 2) has been discovered 4

. It seems clear

that the Olbiopolites mostly used foreign gold such as the Alexanders and
Lysimachi, at least a thousand of which were found at Anadol in Bessarabia 5

,

and that this is meant by the gold pieces mentioned in the decrees thanking
Callinicus and later Protogenes (v. inf. pp. 460—462 and 485).

This decree in honour of Callinicus son of Euxenus 3
in the ivth century

records the bestowal by the grateful people of praise and a wreath worth
a thousand gold pieces to be presented in the theatre at the Dionysia and
the setting up of a statue. But what Callinicus had done to deserve this

is lost.

The one event in this century for which we have a literary source is

a siege of Olbia by Zopyrion recorded by Macrobius 7

,
for the sake of the

extreme measures taken by the citizens to rally to themselves all possible

defenders. They set slaves free, gave foreigners the citizenship and cancelled

all debts. This means that they must have been reduced to great straits,

either that the city was not in a position to resist an attack or that the forces

of the invader were overwhelming
;

in any case the shock to the city’s pros-

perity must have been serious. Almost certainly this Zopyrion was the

governor left by Alexander in Thrace after his reduction of that country and
his demonstration against the Getae across the Danube. Zopyrion wishing to

distinguish himself went farther whether against Getae or Scythians (v. p. 123)
and was destroyed with 30,000 men. But what the mutual relations of Olbia,

the Scythians, the Getae and Zopyrion may have been we cannot make clear.

Also the date of the occurrence is doubtful, Justin says Alexander heard the

news just after Arbela, Q. Curtius, when he had returned from India to Persia:

and Curtius says that Zopyrion perished in a storm, presumably on shipboard :

N. of the Euxine, cf. pp. 447, 560, 618), IosPE. iv.

28 and Trans. Od. Soc. XXI v. Minutes, p. 39.
1 IosPE. 1. 8—10, 14, 15. BCA. X. p. 1, No. 1.

2 App. 5= IosPE. I. 11.
3 Latyshev, Olbia

,

p. 48 n. quotes Dittenberger,
Hermes, XVI. p. 189, cf. Sylloge 2

, 11. 546. Bertier-de-

La-Garde, “ Comparative Values,” p. 54 sqq. after

considering the amount of gold in a Cyzicene and
of silver in an Olbian stater declares that this decree
put a premium of about 25 per cent on Cyzicenes

in order to attract gold in its then most general

form to the Olbian market.
4 Burachkov, p. 64, No. 167, PI. vm. 201, Pick,

IX. 1, now at Brussels : a dozen 3- staters are known,
v. p. 485, PI. ill. 1.

6 BCA. in. p. 58.
6 IosPE. 1. 12.

7 Saturnalia

,

I. xi. 33. Borysthenitae, obpug-

nante Zopyrione, servis liberatis dataque civitate

peregrinis et factis tabulis novis hostem sustinere

potuerunt.

58—
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but a governor of Thrace would not want ships to attack the Getae, whereas
they would be invaluable against Olbia of which the river side was not fully

defended until the time of Protogenes. Bertier-de- La-Garde 1 refuses to believe

in the siege of Zopyrion saying that you cannot besiege an unwalled town, but

part of the circuit had been completed in stone and the rest was no doubt
defended by walls of crude brick or a palisade and ditch for which very likely

Protogenes substituted stone. Grote (xn. p. 299) regards Zopyrion as an

unknown person and declines to fix any date for his attack upon Olbia.

To the end of the ivth century belongs a tantalizing inscription
2

, in praise

of a man who appears to have brought the citizens to one mind by arranging

an impartial compromise. Presumably there had been a faction fight. Perhaps
when the danger from Zopyrion had passed there were difficulties between the

old and the newly enfranchised citizens. But this discord may have to do with

the subsequent decadence.

Protogenes.

After the attack by Zopyrion, Olbia appears to have begun to decay.

Circumstances were no longer favourable. Her customers in European and
Asiatic Greece had mostly fallen on evil times, mixed up in the rivalries of

various dynasts, or had diverted their attention to the richer regions of Asia
laid open to them by the conquests of Alexander. For instance the steady

corn production of Egypt must have competed fatally with the fluctuating

exports of South Russia. Worse than this, changes in the population of the

interior interrupted the trade routes, ruined the Scyth power with which

Olbia had established tolerable relations, so that the remnants were driven to

encroach upon Olbian territory, and brought new foes from East and West.

This decadence is fully illustrated by the decree in honour of Protogenes

to which reference has already been made. It is perhaps the most important

epigraphic document from the Scythian region 3
.

Its interest may be grouped under two heads, the information it affords

as to the tribes surrounding Olbia and her relations with them and the internal

economic questions of providing money to buy off these tribes, to fortify the

town against them, and to relieve the distress of the citizens due to these

exactions and to bad harvests.

The tribes mentioned in the inscription have been already dealt with

(p. 1 18 sqq. 4

). Towards them Olbia stands in no pleasant relation. We hear

most of a King Saitapharnes to whom one year the Olbiopolites give four

hundred gold pieces (for the question as to what coins are meant, v. p. 459),
provided by Protogenes, another year he paid other four hundred pieces to

the Saii, perhaps the tribe of which Saitapharnes was king, soon after some
part of 1500 gold pieces was spent on “douceurs” (ZOepaTrevOrjcrav) to lesser

chiefs
(
aK-rjiTTovyoi

)
and the advantageous preparation of gifts for the king.

1 Comparative Values
, p. 86, n. 2.

4 Braun, Investigations
, 1. pp. 89, 102 sqq., 1 17,

2 losPE. IV. 456= Od. Soc. XXiil. p. 9, 129, v. supra, pp. 125, 126, puts the inscription in

No. 6. the lind cent, to suit his theory that the Galatae
3 App. 7. For a full commentary see Boeckh, were the Kelts afterwards known as the Britolagae

CIG. II. 2058; IosPE. I. 16; Schmidt, Rh. Mus. on the Danube, but originally from further north.

IV. (1836), pp. 357 sqq., 571 sqq., and Dittenberger, Niederle, Slav. Ant. I. pp. 303—311, after stating

Sylll1 1. 226. all views comes to no conclusion.
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1

xv] Protogenes

This phrase suggests that the gifts were not merely money (as was said by
some in discussing the famous tiara) but money’s worth which could be got

cheap or dear according to circumstances. Saitapharnes would have been
much pleased with Rachumowski’s work had it been executed in time. Fitting

out an embassy to the king cost 300 gold pieces and could hardly be done for

that. Later Protogenes himself went on an embassy to the king and offered

him 900 gold pieces— Latyshev suggests that this was two years’ tribute with

an extra hundred to make up— but he was not satisfied, found fault with the

gifts and prepared for war : here the narrative breaks off ;
but Protogenes had

spent 2000 gold pieces on embassies and gifts, besides the 1 500 for general

purposes most of which went the same way.
On the other side of the stone we find that worse foes have appeared,

Galatae and Sciri, and that in fear of them the Thisamatae, Scythae and
Saudaratae try to take shelter in the city walls, driving its inhabitants to

despair and to the desertion of the city. Also their allies the Mixhellenes to

the number of 1500 and all their slaves turn against them. We do not quite

see where Saitapharnes and the Saii come in. It is likely that they were on
the eastern side of the Hypanis and even of the Borysthenes and so more or

less safe. We have no means of saying where Cancytus may have been and to

nepav might conceivably be the Hylaeaand the parts beyond, where Herodotus
puts the Scythae Nomades, whereas the other tribes were probably to the

west and north exposed to the new comers. In any case the danger seems to

have passed away after rousing the town to complete its fortifications along

the river bank.

The most pressing need was the want of two stretches of wall along the

river, that by the harbour and that by the old fish-market. All this Protogenes
had to undertake at a cost of 1500 gold pieces; next we are told of five towers

restored by him, two by the great gate (v. p. 454), Cathegetor Tower,
Waggon-way Tower and Epidaurius Tower, he also built up the three curtain

walls (cryomicua
)
between them and he completed another piece of wall Irom

the Tower of Posis to the upper place (this cost a hundred gold pieces), besides

building the grain store and the bazaar gateway 1

. All this in the face ot

difficulties with the contractors so that he had to take the work over himself

and repair at a cost of 200 gold pieces the barges kept by the city for the

transport of stone. That makes a total of 1800 gold pieces spent upon
buildings.

Still larger amounts went to the meeting of other calls on the treasury

mostly in times of famine. To begin with Protogenes redeemed for 100 gold

pieces the sacred plate of the city which the foreign creditor was just taking to

be melted down : next year he paid 300 for a cheap lot of wine bought by the

archons under Democon : the following year he sacrificed 200 by selling

2000 medimni of corn at half price. When elected one of the N ine he

offered 1500, much of which went in gifts to chiefs. The following harvest

was again bad, Protogenes advanced 1000, 300 without interest for a year: he

was repaid at the rate of 400 coppers evidently at a loss (v. p. 483). The
same year he sold 2500 medimni of corn making an abatement of about

1 See Bertier-de-La-Garde on these walls, Comparative Values
, p. 86, n. 2 .
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2270 gold pieces 3

. That amounts to about 4400 making no allowance for loss

of interest or on copper repayments. In some of these transactions it is

not clear whether the town intended repayment or took as a gift the

sum provided. But this does not make much difference as the inscription

represents Protogenes as cancelling the debts due to himself from the city by
the singular process of crediting it with non-existent surpluses and applying
these to the extinction of its debts to himself. All this he did during three

years as “ financial director of the city’s affairs,” in the course of which time he
used no harsh measures against the tax-farmers, but let them pay at their own
convenience, while he submitted to the people at due seasons accounts falsified

for the city’s benefit. Yet the city proceeds to ask him to sacrifice private

debts due to him and to his father amounting to 6000 gold pieces and to remit

interest due upon them. In all, then, he spent about 9200 gold pieces on the

town of which we seem to hear of 2500 being paid back, though with loss of

interest and at a lower rate of exchange : that makes 6700 in public bene-

factions and the 6000 of private debts brings the total up to 12,700 gold pieces,

a colossal sum. The question that rouses most wonder is how Protogenes and
his forbears amassed a fortune from which they could make such sacrifices

;

whereas no one else in the town is represented as ready or able to help at all
2

.

Yet we have another inscription of about the same date, the peculiar lettering

is almost identical, saying 3 “ Cleombrotus son of Pantacles saw to the building

of the Gate and Curtainwall,” and the same Cleombrotus 4 dedicates a tower

to Heracles with six bombastic elegiac couplets. This man, his converse

Pantacles son of Cleombrotus (if this is his father we have the base of his statue

dedicated by the people to Heracles, the lettering is a good deal older)
5

,
Heroson

son of Protogenes converse to the hero of the great inscription, two Aristocrates

(the name of Protogenes’s colleague as envoy to Saitapharnes) and several sons

of Aristocrates, several sons of Herodorus, the name of an eponymous priest

during his activity, further Heuresibius son of Demetrius, who on IosPE. 1.

105 made a dedication to Zeus the King, and Agrotas who with his brother

Posideus set up a statue to their father Dionysius priest of Apollo Delphinius 6

,

are all mentioned on a list of citizens
7

. Further Posideus son of Dionysius

an Olbiopolite receives proxeny in an inscription at Delos dated about 180 a. d.
8

This means that unless we have been misled by the customary repetition

of ancestral names all these men belong to the first half of the und century b.c.

Latyshev, who believes that the Galatae mentioned are the forces of the

1 The first dearth runs up the price of corn to

} of a gold piece for a medimnus
;
P. sells for T\y.

Next time it goes up to § and even to if, P. sells

for t/V and If we take the gold piece to be an
Attic stater of Lysimachus or Alexander, i§ would
be about 136 shillings a quarter. Bertier-de-La-

Garde (
Comparative Values

,
&c. p. 65) says this is

an impossible price and supposes the gold pieces

to be such as PI. III. 1 or rather electrum hects of

Cyzicus reducing the sums to a filth of the above,

but failure of crops can be absolute in S. Russia
and if the exchange of which Polybius speaks
(iv. 38, v. p. 440) were prevented siege prices would
naturally rule, much higher than anything at Athens,
to which all the corn of the Greek world gravitated.

3 If 1 were inclined to wild hypotheses I should

suggest that Protogenes was really a tyrant who
had come into power on the shoulders of the de-

mocracy after a rising against an oligarchy devoted
to Heracles, dedications to whom by Cleombrotus
and Nicodromus, IosPE. IV. 459, had been defaced

by the people : if not a political tyrant P. must have
been a commercial monopolist for he had evidently

concentrated into his hands all the money in the

town. No doubt he ruled through democratic forms.
3 IosPE. I. 100. 4

ib. I. 99.
5 BCA. XXXIII. p. 41, No. 1.

6 IosPE. I. 106.
7 IosPE. 1. 1 14, cf. IV. p. 273.
8 Latyshev in Journal of Min. Public Instr.

St P. Feb. 1 890= IIoi'Tfk a, p. 55; also IosPE. iv.

p. 264 quoting Foug&res, BCH. xm. (1889), p. 236.
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kingdom of Tyle which fell in 213 b.c., prefers to see grandsons where it is just

as possible to see grandfathers. Thereby he puts back Protogenes into the

mrd century. Protogenes himself is represented in the decree as comparatively

young, at least the debts due to his father are remembered apart from those

due to him : that is in the list he is maybe a survival from the mrd century and
Cleombrotus too

;
but the lettering of the decree is placed by Mommsen at

the end of the und century, by Boeckh in the 1st or nnd, by Dittenberger in

the nnd century, Latyshev shews that it might be mrd, but he is driven

thereto by the date of the fall of Tyle. The list of citizens looks if anything

later still

1

. Braun’s arguments in favour of bringing the Galatae from the

Carpathians rather than from Thrace agree with the prima facie date of the

writing and a fair view of its relation to the document at Delos as dated by
Fougeres. Altogether I should put the decree in the first half of the nnd
century B.c. Some other points in it will be touched on in the review of the

institutions of Olbia (p. 474).
A further illustration of financial affairs in the nnd century B.c. is afforded

by an inscription’ giving the fees for sacrificing various beasts. They are

fixed by the Seven, apparently the commission that managed the finances of

the Gods, twelve hundred coppers, that would be three gold pieces, for a bull,

three hundred for a sheep or goat, sixty for some other animal or according to

Jernstedt’s conjecture for the skin. The fees went to the sacred treasury but

that was no doubt used as a reserve for the public needs.

Soon after this we would put the period of vassalclom to Scythian kings

(v. p. 1 19) ;
the danger from that quarter had become more and more threatening

and it is conceivable that the suzerainty of a strong ruler like Scilurus was
rather a relief, if he protected the city against other barbarians and allowed

her merchants to trade in his extensive territories. That this was probably so

we judge from the occurrence in his capital Ivermenchik (Neapolis?), besides a

stone bearing the king’s name 3

,
of three inscriptions recording dedications made

by Posideus the son of Posideus to Zeus Atabyrius, Athena Lindia and
Achilles, lord of the island (of Leuce) 4

,
the last in celebration of a victory over

the Satarchaei pirates. The same name occurs on a dedication to Aphrodite
Euploea found at Olbia 5

,
and there is good reason to supply it in No. 49, a

decree of the men of Cos, and perhaps in No. 48, a decree of the men of

Tenedos in honour of an Olbiopolite. There is no call to make Posideus

a Rhodian as is usually done because of his dedications to Rhodian deities; he

was evidently a seaman by the victory over the pirates, with close connexions

with the islands of Asia Minor, and there was special reason for his having to do
with Rhodes, just then the chief commercial state of the Aegean and carrying

on a great wine trade with Olbia, as we know by the amphora stamps.

Whether the Olbiopolites liked their connexion with Scilurus or not, it

came to an end at the defeat of his son Palacus by Diophantus with the forces

of Mithridates and Chersonese 6
. That Olbia submitted to Mithridates seems

1 See the forms of 17, C, O on facsimile

TosPE. I. 16, PI. II. (as against X) and in the list

A€ZCO); O is placed in the lind century

losPE. iv. 101 at Chersonese. For the dates of

lettering in Scythia v. K-W. Grabreliefs
,

p. vii, but
Watzinger accepts Latyshev’s dating.

2 App. 8 *=IosPE. 1. 46.
3

p. 1 19, n. 5
= IosPE. 1. 241.

4 /osPE . 1. 242—244.
8 losPE. 1. 94.
0 App. 1 8 = losPE, 1. 185, iv. 67, Strabo, vii. iv.

3, v. inf. p. 520.
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implied in the fragmentary decree 1

in honour of. ..son of Philocrates a master
mariner of Amisus thanking him for services in transporting supplies to certain

Armenians in Sinope, also in facing a storm to bring home an embassy of the

city’s and reinforcements granted to it by the king. Rostovtsev 2
refers the

former service to a running of the blockade of Sinope in 70 b.c., when
Machares had deserted his lather

;
the Armenians being the Cilician troops

borrowed from Tigranes, who were holding the city for Mithridates. The
second transaction he assigns to the king’s last moment of power in 64 b.c.

when Olbia wanted support against the threatening Getae and he himself would
be glad to secure a pied-a-terre with a view to his intended Western campaign.
After his death it again became a prey to the indiscriminate attacks of the

surrounding tribes. Of this time we have a glimpse in the decree in honour
of Niceratus son of Papias 3

. He is praised as a peacemaker among the

citizens and a defender of the city against the attacks of outside foes, whose
name is not given, but they were probably not the Getae as the scene of his

death is laid in the Hylaea. The honours he receives are interesting, a public

funeral, on the day of which the workshops were to be closed and the citizens

to wear black and attend in order, a gold wreath, an equestrian statue, a yearly

rehearsing of his merits at the ecclesia for electing magistrates and at the horse-

races in honour of Achilles established by oracle, and the setting forth of the

complimentary decree upon a fair white stone to rouse the emulation of others.

Sack by the Getae.

The next event in the history of Olbia is its sack by the Getae. Our
authority for it is Dio Chrysostom, who says that the Getae took this and the other

Greek cities on the west of the Pontus as far as Apollonia, which happened a

hundred and fifty years before. The speech was delivered about 100 a.d.
;

but we may have to reckon back from the time of Dio’s stay at Olbia, which
may have been about 83 a.d. So the sack must be put between 67 and 50 b.c.

This corresponds exactly with the time when Byrebista had raised the Getae
or Daci to greater power (v. p. 123) and no doubt the destruction may be laid

at his door. It is borne out by the burnt layer found by Pharmacovskij

(v. p. 457), by such expressions as that of the decree in honour of Callisthenes 4

c. 200 a.d. which speaks of his descent from the founders of the city, hardly

the first founders of eight hundred years before, and by hints from the other

towns affected
5
. Indeed the inscriptions of such towns as Istropolis and

Odessus, and the description, maybe exaggerated, of Ovid’s life at Tomi
present close parallels to the state of things we have found at Olbia.

Dio speaks of this sack as the last and greatest capture, and says that the

city had often been taken before: that it had been on the verge we know from

several inscriptions, after a capture there would be no decree set up, so we
cannot say whether it were actually taken : but there is so far no trace of any
such break; when he says “often” Dio is almost certainly exaggerating.

Scilurus may well have entered the city and done comparatively little harm.

1 App. 9= BCA. xvm. p. 97, No. 2. 4 IosPE. 1. 24.
2 “Mithridates of Pontus and Olbia,” PCA. 5 Latyshev, Olbia, p. 147, quotes an article of

XXIII. p. 21. his own in Ath. Mitt. XI. (1886), p. 200, citing in-
3 IosPE. I. 17. Latyshev, Olbia

,
p. 139. scriptions from Odessus and Istropolis.
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Olbian Life.

Reviewing the history of Olbia as far as we have gone we must confess

that it is a sufficiently depressing record. The citizens’ main occupation was
commerce with the natives, a commerce in which the civilized man usually

makes unrighteous profits, and one branch of which was no doubt the slave

trade
;
this was varied by internal disputes of which we have hints from time

to time, constant petty wars with ever fresh tribes of barbarians, struggles

against bad harvests once exhaustion came to the lands which had at first been

so fertile, and ever growing financial difficulties. Yet in spite of these disad-

vantages, in spite of their severe winter, the Olbiopolites strove to live the

life of Hellenes. They must have concentrated into the summer the activities

of the whole year, for they endeavoured to keep up the due festivals and
games. We read of Dionysia held in the theatre 1 and horseraces in honour
of Achilles. Dionysius son of Nicodromus the gymnasiarch seems to have
gained some prize abroad perhaps in Athens 2 from which Panathenaic vases

were brought back in triumph (supra, p. 347). A special point is the archery

contest in which Anaxagoras son of Demagoras made the record shot of 282

fathoms 3

,
a contest most natural in Scythia. To anticipate, the very archons

and strategi in the later period record their victories in running, leaping and
throwing the lance and discus (v. p. 473).

Of special interest is an inscription recording a statue by Praxiteles 4

,
so

that the statues of which we hear so often were not all specimens of mere
municipal art, and the Hellenistic houses are better than we might expect.

Some of the earlier coins also attest a fairly high standard of taste and
execution though degeneracy soon sets in.

As regards literature Olbia gave birth to a well-known philosopher Bion 5

,

but the stories we hear of him suggest not so much a serious thinker as a

sophist with keen mother-wit and unstable intellectual interests—he first

attended the Academy, then joined the Cynics, passed on to the Cyrenaic

school and finally became a pupil of the Peripatetic Theophrastus before

setting up for himself at Rhodes. When rivals hinted at his lowly origin,

he turned on them and said that his father was a freedman dealing in salt

fish and was sold up for cheating the customs, his mother no better than she

should be, and he himself, having been the favourite slave of a rhetor who left

him all his possessions, began his free life by burning his old master’s writings:

this was merely inverted boasting, we cannot learn from it anything about lite

in Olbia: Bion flourished in the mrd century b.c. Sphaerus, his younger
contemporary, though called a Borysthenite by Plutarch, is more usually stated

to have been a Bosporan 6
. Lastly Suidas 7 speaks of a historian Poseidonius

the Olbiopolite who wrote about the phenomena of the ocean and the land

of Tyras, also, if it be the same man, Attic and Libyan histories, and

a Scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius (11. 660) says that Dionysius Olbianus (v.l.

’AX/3 iavo<;) LUTopei ta? eupeta? tjlovas Xeyeoffiou ’A^iWecos Spop.ov
s

.

1 IosPE. 1. 12. 2 ib. iv. 459.
3

p. 66, n. 10 and App. 6= IosPE. iv. 460.
4 v. p. 295, nn. 10, 1 1.

5 Cf. Diog. Laert. iv. vii.

6 Plutarch, Cleo7/ie7ies, 11. Diog. Laert. VII. vi.

7 Lexicon ap. Latyshev, Olbia
, p. 144. Bekker,

p. 877. Miiller, FHG. III. p. 172.
8 This is not a confusion with Dionysius Perie-

getes as he emphasizes the narrowness of the

Tendra.

M. 59
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We have one relic of private life at Olbia, an early ivth century letter.

A. ’ApTLKOJV t[o]Is iv ouc6j[i]

ipeiv rjv iy/3dXei ck rfjs

oiKLrjs up.[as] MvWCcjv
rrapa ’Ara/rous, [e]s to OLKrjpa

B. rjv [7r]apStSdjr et Se prj,

rrapa ’AydOapKov eis ra...

rrapa KepSa>[z;]os ipiiov

to p,epos KopLudaOcv^L).

So Latyshev reads: Articon to the housefolk greeting
;

if Myllion from Ataces
turn you out of the house (go) into the chamber if he offer it

;
if not to

Agatharcus into the [other ?] : let him take the share of the wool from Cerdon 1
.

Fig. 332. Letter on lead. Olbia. BCA. x. p. 11, No. 7.

V. V. SkorpiP has published three more lead tablets from Olbia, two are

merely dejixioiies
,

lists of names of people cursed, one ol about the same date

as Articon’s letter, the other of about the und century b.c., the date also of the

third, apparently an anonymous letter to a judge (?) offering him a bribe (ere

reip-rjerto /ecu crot dpiarov 8copov rrapaa-Kevdcrco
)

it he will deny access to his

court to certain dangerous persons enumerated.

Olbia restored.

Poor as was the life of Olbia in the last centuries b.c., it was magnificent

compared to that of the resurrected Olbia. Dio tells us about it and his picture

is probably true in outline though no doubt the light and shade are exaggerated.

We must not forget that we are dealing with a professional rhetorician who
wishes to lay stress on the desolation of Olbia, the calamities it had suffered

in the past, the hourly dangers from foes outside, the meagreness of the

intellectual fare within the citizens’ reach, in order to throw up the survival

among them of the true Hellenic spirit, of martial courage, proud independence,

love of the old national poet and eagerness for any chance of culture.

1 Cf. G. S[chmidt], BCA. XIV. p. 138, Artikon Agatharkos in die (Kammern) die er von Kerdon
sagt denen im Hause xadelv - Wenn euch Mylaion hat, die Partie Wolle tragen

;
Wilhelm, Jahresh. d.

aus der Wohnung hinauswirft, so soil er (der oesterr. Arch. Inst. xil. p. 1 1 8 with a better fac-

Sklave) m Atakes’ (Sohn) in die Vorratskammer— simile thinks nothing lost after rd, B. 1 . 2.

denn gibt er sie her (gut): wo nicht, soli er zu 2 BCA. XXVII. p. 68.
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His account is that after the capture by the Getae the survivors came
together again 1 by the consent of the Scythians themselves, who missed the

convenience of Greek trade which had ceased with the disappearance of Greek
speakers. It is to this period we would assign the coins of Pharzoeus (one

a gold stater PI. 111. 26) and Ininsimeus (Inismeus) which witness to settled

relations between Olbia and the natives (v. p. 119). At the time of his visit

Dio describes quite another state of things, as one of his main points is the

perpetual danger from hostile natives, the greater because the town had not

been able to fortify itself properly. He gives a graphic picture of the poor
buildings huddled up against a few towers that remained of the old circuit,

whereas other towers stood out in the country not looking as if they belonged
to the city at all

;
the sun-baked brick walls had naturally collapsed as soon

as they were breached and neglected. He next pourtrays the eighteen year

old Callistratus as he rides back from the war girt with a great cavalry sword
and dressed after the Scythian fashion in trousers and all, with a little black

cloak over his shoulders. The general wearing of black is a curious point as

it cannot have been universal in the older Olbia for it is decreed as a sign of

mourning (p. 464), Dio derives it from the Melanchlaeni who were never any-
where near Olbia. Yet this barbarous figure (very much like the Bosporans
on the walls of catacombs, p. 313 sqq.) is well known for his good looks as

well as for his courage, and his features recall the Ionian type, moreover he
takes an interest in philosophy and even wishes to follow Dio for the sake of

opportunities of study.

Dio then enters into a conversation in which he banters them for their

excessive devotion to Homer (even now they only had blind poets to encourage
them Tyrtaeus-like) and quotes a couplet of Phocylicles :

koI roSe <t>cokvXISov 770A.19 er' cr/co 7re\oj Kara Kocrpov

OLKevora (TfJUKpr] Kpeacrojv Nlvov ch^pait'Otlcr^s

suggesting that there is more sense in it than in the shoutings and leapings of

Achilles. For this he is interrupted by a bystander who asks him not to

speak against Homer and Achilles, and goes on to explain that the day before

the natives had made an attack and killed some sentries and they did not

know when they would have peace to listen. And indeed, says Dio, the gates

were shut and a flag Hying as a signal that hostilities were going on. In spite

of this trouble Dio is pleased to find them so anxious to hear and so truly

Greek that nearly all had collected round him. So they adjourn to the temple

of Zeus where was their place of council and plenty of space and there they

rang-e themselves in order about him. Dio is deliohted at their old-fashioned0 #
o

look with their long hair and beards. Two citizens had shaved but this was
regarded as disgraceful imitation of the Romans. Yet these old-time Greeks
could no longer speak Greek clearly (erased?). Dio goes on with his speech about

the well-administered city, but is interrupted by one Hieroson (one would like

to read Heroson a name so typical of earlier Olbia) and asked to speak in the

Platonic style about the government of the universe, inasmuch as Plato is the

favourite author next to Homer : and so with great applause he discourses of

the government of the universe.

1 The excavations shew a very short interruption, Arch. Anz. 1911, p. 217; BCA. XXXIII. p. 113.

59—2
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The whole picture is quite unique, it reminds one of a French litterateur

giving his experiences of Canadian habitants
,
but actuality underlies its idyllic

surface and much is borne out by the inscriptions: Ovid supplies the other side

of the picture.

The truth lies among the three. The stage and main situation are the

same in all, but Ovid insists on the barbarism and discomfort, whereas Dio
makes us have a kindly feeling for the Borysthenites, he shews them simple,

brave, independent yet courteous, keeping in all their barbarism touches of

true Hellenism that had died out elsewhere, and feeling in all their ignorance

and narrowness aspirations after higher things. But this is not borne out by
the inscriptions, a whole series of which consists of complimentary decrees

couched in a turgid style equally full of showy bombast and inextricable

anacolutha. We might yet think that they represented the inarticulate

strivings of real gratitude had not chance preserved us one precious document 1

,

telling us that the Senate and People crown Dadus the son of Tumbagus
in recognition of the services he might have rendered had he lived, seeing

that he was a well-educated young man of great promise. That the people

should sympathize with a bereaved father is all very well, but such an
example shews what a farce the complimentary decrees had become. It was
only necessary to belong to the inner ring of the leading families and you
might have any number of lines of ungrammatical rhetoric dedicated to your

memory.
From the restored Olbia we have a very considerable number of

inscriptions, naturally far more than from the ancient time. They tell us

much of the organization of the city and give us the names of many magis-

trates and citizens, but very few refer to anything which can be called an
event

;
and very few can be dated. The chief criterion of date is the

assumption of Roman praenomina and nomina in accordance with a fashion

which changed with each change of Emperor.
It would seem that for some two hundred and fifty years there was no

alteration in the internal economy of Olbia. All that happened was that the

magistrates succeeded each other duly, performed their duties, made some
dedication or restoration in their own honour and handed on their offices to

other members of the aristocratic families.

Magistrates and citizens alike strove to adorn their city, but rather in

a spirit of ostentatious emulation than of civic virtue, and the place must have

been full of bad statues and fulsome eulogies. Dio says the good statues of former

times had all been mutilated by the Getae. Now we read of the building of a

gymnasium 2

,
a portico in the time of Tiberius 3 and another in the time of Severus

Alexander 4

,
a tower 5

,
an exedra 6 and baths 7 under Septimius Severus, also of

restorations, of the theatre 8

,
a praetorium (o-rparTyym^) 9

,
the temple of Apollo

Prostates 10 and the chapel (-npocrevyr)

)

of Achilles Pontarches 11

;
evidently the

look of the city was improved during the hundred years following Dio’s visit,

1 IosPE. I. 26.
2 App. \o=IosPE. 1. 22.
3 JosPE. 1. 102.
4 ib. I. add. 9

7

1
.

6 ib. 1. 101.
6 ib. 1. 103.

7 IosPE. I. 97.
8 ib. 1. 104.
9 ib. IV. 26.
10 ib. I. 58, 61.
11 ib. I. 98, at least

who mostly made the:

was roofed by the archons,

offerings to him.
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and it is hard to believe that in the preceding century the statues had been

left without any attempt to make good the damage 1

.

Externally the restored Olbia had dealings with the natives, with the other

Pontic cities and with Rome. Refounded by the permission of the Scythians

after the Getan power had collapsed, her relations with the natives soon

became uncertain. We may believe that Rome helped her to throw off the

yoke of Pharzoeus and Inismeus, for in the early years of Tiberius Ababus
the son of Callisthenes had already dedicated a portico to Augustus, Tiberius

and the People. Such a dedication means gratitude or expectation on the

part of Olbia. He is very likely the father of Orontes, son of an Ababus
described by the Byzantines as having attained the honour of being presented

at the Imperial court 2
. Again in 62 a.d. Ti. Plautius Silvanus 3

,
legate of

Moesia, boasts of having made a Scythian king raise the siege of “ Cherro-

nensus which is beyond the Borustenes.” To this display of Roman activity

is usually ascribed the annexation of Tyras, but this was probably in 56 a.d.

However, it must have meant something for Olbia. When Dio says that two
citizens were held in contempt for having shaved in imitation of the Romans,
we must remember that he had been exiled by the Roman government. The
steady attraction of Rome is shewn by the increasing frequency of Roman
names, such as Ulpius and Aelius : it must have been much increased by the

conquests of Trajan. Antoninus Pius granted help against the Tauroscythae
and made them give hostages to the Olbiopolites, so from his time there can

have been left but the shadow of independence 4
.

However the Olbiopolites themselves did their best in their own way, we
hear of generals gaining triumphant victories and making dedications accord-

ingly 5

,
and of citizens thanked for going out to meet barbarian chiefs, and we

may be sure they did not meet them empty handed 6
.

Finally the inevitable happened. We find Olbian coins with the image and
superscription of Septimius Severus, baths dedicated to Severus and Caracalla

while Cosconius Gentianus was legate of Moesia 7

,
statues of Caracalla and Geta

set up by Senate and People and all signs of full Roman sovranty. Possibly the

difficulty experienced in the reduction of Byzantium moved Septimius Severus

to get all the Pontic towns more in hand. We have coins of Severus, Caracalla

and Geta, then an interval and then again those of Severus Alexander.

Meanwhile the Olbiopolites kept up a lively intercourse with other Greek
cities, especially those on the Pontus and Propontis. Reference has already

been made to a decree of the Byzantines in honour of Orontes son of Ababus
'
2
.

It is written in elaborate Doric and praises Orontes for hospitality to strangers

at Olbia and dignity when himself staying at Byzantium.

1 Cf. the decree in honour of Theocles son of

Satyrus App. IO, 1. 21
,
epyav re eVipfAe 'tens KCt'i kcitci-

<TKev(a)Is €V€Konlaaev as Si avrov TrepiKaWearepav
Kdi ev8o^orepav rr\v tto\iv ppav yeviuOai. It seems
hard that after this Dio should have spoken of the

city as ov npbs Tip Tralcuav bo^av, and of 17 <j)av\oTr]S

tcov olisoSopripaTav.
2 IosPE. I. 102 (cf. iv. p. 271), Ababus Callis-

thenis, and IosPE. I. 4 7> Opovras . .
.'Kfidjiov . ..ptypt

ras rav 'S.efiavTav yvaatas ttpoKo^avros
;

cf. Deiss-

mann, Licht vom Osten, p. 277, n. 6 ;
so Carzoazus

son of Attalus in the lind century Kivdvvovs AxP 1

‘S.eficiOTun’ avppa^ia napa^o\(virdpevos whatever that

may mean, IosPE. I. 21 : Deissmann, p. 55, n. 7

renders “exposing himself to dangers by the help

he gave in the struggle,”—comparing Philippians,

ii. 30, TrapcifioXfvcrapevos (NABD) 17/

3 App. i = CIL. xiv. 3608.
4 Julius Capitolinus, Antonitius Pius, c. 9.
5 IosPE. 1. 58.
G IosPE. 1. 21, 22, 25.
7 IosPE. 1. 97, v. TEAS. VII. p. 74.
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More general was the praise offered to Theocles son of Satyrus who died

in his year of office as chief archon. Not only did Olbia give him the usual

honours decreeing that he should wear a gold wreath at his funeral, his virtues

be rehearsed by a herald and a medallion with his bust put upon the gymnasium
in whose building he had been concerned, but the foreigners resident in the

town had the names of their cities added as joining in the honour paid him \

Regular hospitality to foreigners is one of the virtues credited in complimentary
decrees. On the other hand one of Dio’s hosts draws a most unfavourable

picture of the Greeks that came to Olbia, saying that they are mere merchants
and bagmen bringing poor rags and bad wine, more barbarous than the

Olbiopolites themselves. Let us hope that the architect from Nicomedia and
Tomi 3 who built their baths was a little better than this. Further evidence of

such intercourse may be seen in the foreign coins that found their way to

Olbia, from Amisus, Callatis, Odessus, Tomi, Istrus, Tyras, Cercinitis, Cher-

sonese, Panticapaeum, Phaselis, Thasos, Athens, Locri, Panormus and others,

besides the staters of Cyzicus and later of various dynasts, which supplied the

lack of local gold, and the Imperial currency. Three gravestones 3 witness to

Bosporans living and dying at Olbia and the grave described on p. 420 seems
to be that of a woman of Chersonese.

Finally to these citizens of many states was added an entirely fresh

element in the Roman soldier and his Thracian auxiliaries 4
. Perhaps from

the time of Antoninus Pius there must have been a cohort or ala of such

regularly stationed for the defence of Olbia and of Bosporus and Chersonese :

from the time of Trajan or Hadrian a detachment was supplied by Legio XI
Claudia

,
part of the garrison of Lower Moesia. This continued till at any rate

248 a.d. when two of the soldiers dedicated an altar to Mercury in honour of

the consulship of Philip Augustus and Philip the Emperor 5
.

Coins give the latest dates, one of Otacilia Philip’s wife was found long

ago, more recently one of Valerian 6 and even one of Constantius 7
. After

this date we can say no more. Only Ammianus Marcellinus (xxn. vii. 40)
speaks of Olbia as existing in his time: but that is little to go by. Subsequently

someone must have lived on the site, for this very altar was found built into a

wall and a few Byzantine coins have been picked up 8
. But of this which may

be called the third Olbia we know nothing. Presumably the Goths destroyed

the second but it may have been the Carpi or some Sarmatian tribe. The
date must have been about the year in which Decius was defeated, rather

later than Mommsen puts it
9

. No author found the event worth mentioning,

not even Jordanes 10

,
who knew of the city’s existence and even speaks of

Borysthenis and Olbia separately
;
he might well have attributed this exploit

to the Goths had they performed it, but they were not very successful against

walled cities such as Tomi, Marcianopolis and Cyzicus 11

,
and the end may not

have been an instantaneous catastrophe.

1 For the list see App. 10= IosPE. 1. 22, of. a

similar list I. 23 with IV. p. 267.
2 IosPE. I. 97, NftKO/x[r;Se'a)s-] rov Ka't To/xeir[ou.

3 IosPE. 1. 1 15— 1 17.
4 IosPE. IV. 32, 34, 35 ;

PCA. X. pp. 5, 13, Nos.

4, 8 ;
xxvii. p. 64, No. 4 and Professor Rostovtsev’s

observations thereon.

5 App. 14 = BCA. x. p. 5, No. 4.

0 BCA. xxvii. p. 65 ;
CR. 1907, p. 24.

7 Arch. Anz. 1911, p. 221.
8 ibid.; Uvarov, Recherches

,
1. p. 103, Justin II.

0 R.G. v. pp. 216, 2%$=Prov. 1. pp. 237, 310—312.
10 Getica

,
v. 32.

11 Zosimus, I. xlii. xliii. 1.
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Institutions.

In the following review of Olbian institutions no attempt is made to trace

any development. For the earlier Olbia hints in the Protogenes decree borne
out by one or two other inscriptions are all we have to go upon. Probably
the forms of the old order survived into the new city though impregnated with

an aristocratic spirit. The Nine and Seven do not occur in the later Olbia.

The population of Olbia consisted of citizens, free aliens, and slaves. We
hear nothing of metoeci. Only the citizens formed the body politic.

Apparently the constitution was at any rate in theory a pure democracy :

we do not know of any class of citizens having any special rights, nor of any
division into tribes or (^paripcu. But at any rate in the restored Olbia this

democracy had become something very like an oligarchy. For one reason or

another the responsible offices of the state are concentrated in the hands of

a small number of families and the same names occur again and again shewing-

that these families held their own for generations. This was in a manner
recognized in the formula for complimentary decrees. The rehearsal of

a man’s merits usually begins by mentioning that his ancestors had benefited

the city and held high office
1

. It is interesting that barbarian names are as

common as Greek among these Olbian nobiles. Olbia never adopted election

by lot, the Attic remedy against unclue influence, also unlimited reelection

was apparently allowed, so the inner ring had the means to maintain its

supremacy 2
.

The legislative bodies were the Boule and the Ecclesia or Demos. The
former seems merely to have had probouleutic functions, propositions being-

first considered by it and then brought before the ecclesia. The formula for

decrees generally mentions both. This formula when fully expressed gives

the name of the proposer (6 dcrpypo-dpLevos) and says that the proposal was
stated (ehrav) by the archons or in some cases by the archons and the Seven,

this was probably because finance, the province of the Seven, was nearly

touched by the activity of the citizens honoured
In one complimentary decree the proposal comes from the Synhedri 4

,

whom Latyshev regards as a permanent committee of the boule like the

prytaneis in many cities.

Latyshev analyses the full preambles of the later decrees to extract

therefrom some account of the procedure 5
. Apparently the proposer laid his

scheme before the boule, and if the boule approved it it was brought before

the ecclesia by the archons who probably presided over it. II the proposal

is made by several men, e.g. by the synhedri, the statement stands in one
name alone unqualified by any magistrate’s title. Occasionally instead of the

archons we only find the chief or eponymous archon 6
.

Quite exceptional is a preamble 7
in which it appears that a resolution

1 losPE. 1. 17, 22 (
= App. 10), 24, 26. store the word in losPE. I. 28 and 1. 42, cf. IV.

2 losPE. 1. 16, 22 (
= App. 7, 10), 24, 77 (

= App. p. 268.

14).
3 losPE. I. 21, 22 (

= App. 10), 24, 27—31, 42.
3 ib. I. 13, 16 (

= App. 7), iv. 456.
6 ib. 1. 24.

4 BCA. Xiv. p. 94, No. 1. He proposes to re- 7 App. 9=BCA. XVin. p. 96, No. 2.
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(yvcofxy7) voted by the demos on the proposal of the archons was the following
year ratified by demos and boule.

The preamble sometimes 1 adds that the ecclesia was crowded or universal

(e/cKX^crfas crvvrjOpoicr/xeV^s 7TavSyj[xov). This gave its decisions no more legal

force but added lustre to a complimentary decree.

A decree was then inscribed upon a fair white stone and set up in

a conspicuous place. This was probably done under the direction of a
secretary, such a ypaiip,aTev<s as is mentioned at Tyras, but there is no direct

evidence for this. There was further a town-crier or herald who proclaimed
the virtues of deceased benefactors or contracts for which the city asked tenders.

The boule met in Dio’s time at the temple of Zeus (Olbios ?), the demos
had its iKKXrjcnacrTrjpiov which also served as an exchange 2

.

The Ecclesia seems to have had the ultimate decision in all possible

matters, foreign affairs, the despatching of envoys and gifts to foreign

potentates, war and preparations for it, elections of magistrates (at a special

meeting, rj apyaiperi/b) eV/cX^crta), finance including the regulation of the price

of corn, of the currency and of customs, the requisition of necessary sums from
rich men and the invitation of tenders for various contracts, and finally that

which has left most trace to our day the voting of complimentary decrees,

privileges and rewards to magistrates, citizens and foreigners. The latter

were given citizenship, proxeny, and immunity from import duties. To
citizens were given such a title as father of the city 3

,
wreaths of gold, the setting

up of a medallion or a statue, plain or gilded, afoot or equestrian, and lastly

the honour of a funeral at the public expense, the shops being closed and the

citizens clothed in black.

In case of sudden necessity the archons had the power to summon the

ecclesia
4

,
but in the face of such miscellaneous responsibilities it must have

had regular days for meeting, but we know nothing of them.

The dates are sometimes given in the preambles of decrees, but we can

deduce nothing from them except that the names of the months, Panaemos,

[Metageitjnion, Boedromion, Cyanepsion, [Apajtureon, Leneon, Anthester[ion],

Tha[rgelion], Calamae[on], were such as we meet at Cyzicus and other Milesian

colonies 6

. Olbia seems never to have had an era and a simple manner of

reckoning dates such as we find in Roman times at Tyras, Chersonese and in

the Bosporan kingdom. Years were denoted in earlier times by the name of

some priest, probably that of Achilles, in later times by that of the chief archon.

Magistrates.

Executive power in Olbia belonged to colleges of magistrates. The only

solitary officials were the king and the director of finances, which office Proto-

genes, probably appointed for the special need of the time, held for three years:

1 losPE. 1. 22 (
= App. 10), 24, 27, 28; BCA. 4 App. y = IosPE. 1. 16.

XIV. p. 94, No. 1.
5 Latyshev, “On the Kalendars of Olbia, Tyras,

2 App. 5
= IosPE. 1. 1 1. and Chersonesus Taurica” in Trans, of Vlth (1884)

3 Maybe not a mere title but the expression of Russian Arch. Congr. Odessa, 1888, Vol. 11. p. 56

that power concentrated in one magistrate’s hands =noimK<l, p. 25, v. losPE. 1. 18, 21, 22, 28, 30, 31,

which had become common in the illrd century. 42 (IV. p. 268); BCA. XIV. p. 94, No. 1; XVIII.

Rostovtsev, BCA. xxm. p. 18. p. 96, No. 2.
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“ iravra SunLKyjaev" in an uncontrolled fashion not like a regular magistrate,

but he may correspond to the normal Athenian official 6 eVt rfj Siouojcrei as

Latyshev supposes. There were five archons, six strategi, five agoranomi,

a college of Nine and a college of Seven : we do not know the number of the

astynomi. Each college had a head as it were eponymous, for in official

documents the others are grouped round him as oi irepl tov Selva. Each college

had its patron deity to which it made a dedication after its year of office—the

archons to Achilles Pontarches, the strategi to Apollo Prostates and sometimes
to Achilles Pontarches

;
the agoranomi to Hermes Agoraeus. The dedication

took the form of a Nike, a vase or other ornament, or of an improvement or

restoration of a sacred fabric. These dedications are recorded in inscriptions

of which many have come down to us especially those of the strategi. The
college makes them on behalf of the city, or the prosperity or the full water

supply
(
einrocrla

)
of the city, and of the health and in the case of strategi the

valour of its members.
As the same man could hold an office more than once we find the same

name occurring in different positions in the lists. This was governed either

as Latyshev says by seniority or by the number of votes obtained by each in

the election which was open by ^ eiporovla

.

Archons and Strategi.

The Archons, a college of five devoted to Achilles Pontarches \ were the

principal magistrates. Their chief, the npcoTos apxcjv, in later times gave his

name to the year. They seem mostly to have acted as a college and not to

have specialized as at Athens. But as a college they seem to have had general

supervision over the business of the state. They were the main executants of

the will of the ecclesia which they summoned and before which they laid

proposals. There is reason to think that they became something in the way
of masters of the ecclesia when the government took an aristocratic turn.

They certainly had some part in the finances, both as making provision for

extraordinary expenditure on presents for Saitaphernes or bargains in wine tor

the poorer citizens and also as having some responsibility for the coinage.

The later coins often bear names and a monogram which probably stands

for
v
Apx(ovTO '?). Latyshev would also explain another monogram common

along the whole North Euxine coast as IIpa>To? 'Apguv. In two cases we
have names and patronymics on coins which we can match on inscriptions.

Compare A]AOOY A6A4>oY on PI. hi. 15 with AAOHI AEA<!>OY a and

AAAOC CAT[YPOY] on PI. 111 . 16 with IAAA0N2ATY, i.e. oi nepi AaSov Saropov

apypvTes or orTpaTrjyoi on a fragment of a stone disk 3

,
but Niceratus on the

coin of Ininsimeus (v. p. 487) is too common a name to identify
3 and the coin

T7ICICTPAT0Y AAAAKOY 5 has so far no corresponding stone.

Mention has been made of archons competing in games and winning

prizes, e.g. this Adoes in wrestling and jumping, his (?) son Heuresibius 6

1 IosPE. 1. 77 (= App. 13), 78, iv. 17; BCA. x.

p. 2, No. 2; xviii. p. 109, No. 14.
2 Archon, Trans. Od. Soc. xxvm. Minutes

,

p. 32 a, cf. IosPE. I. 1
1 5, 1. 4; BCA. xxxvil. p. 78.

3 IosPE. 1. 144.
4 Archons, IosPE. I. 78, 81, cf. 21, 101, 122.
5 Pick, XI. 7; Burachkov, vm. 173.
6 App. \i= IosPE. 1. 77.

M. 60
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in jumping and running, and a colleague in spear and discus throwing
;
others

in other years in running alone, or in throwing the spear and discus 1

. It

suggests that their family ties enabled men to attain to be archons com-
paratively young. So too the strategi (v. n. 4).

Of the Strategi we can only say that they formed a college of six (in one
inscription five are mentioned but that may be an accident) with a vttrjperrjs

whose good service is often recorded 2

,
were the military leaders for they

had victorious triumphs, and made dedications to Apollo Prostates 3

,
offering

Nikai in gold or silver, gold torques, a gold and jewelled belt, silver vases,

a tripod, a gold wreath, a statue, a little couch, also xaPL(TTVPLa to Achilles

Pontarches 4
: they generally set up their inscriptions upon very second-hand

stones. Of the organization of the Olbian forces we know nothing : a signal

was run up on the walls in case of attack from the natives.

Finance Magistrates.

The college of Nine had something to do with the finances of Olbia, at

least so we gather from a passage in the Protogenes decree : Protogenes on
being elected into their body immediately supplies 1500 gold pieces for current

expenses, which looks as if his election brought him into direct contact with

the financial needs of the state.

We hardly know more of the college of Seven. They support the archons

in speaking for the decrees in honour of Protogenes and of two other bene-

factors whose names are imperfect 5

,
and they are responsible for the tariff of

taxes on sacrifices
6

. Probably they administered the sacred treasury and its

interests were advanced by Protogenes and the other two men, so the Seven
lent their support to their being honoured. A few coins bear the legend
OIEPTA but we cannot tell why they should have taken part in the issue of

this money 7
. Neither the Nine nor the Seven are mentioned in the later Olbia.

Latyshev takes Protogenes to have been occupying a normal post when
he was restoring the public finances for three years, and sees in eVt/A^i'ieucrcu a

hint that he was made an eVi/x^Vios or special monthly magistrate to help the

citizens’ private money matters and straighten the relations of debtor and
creditor chiefly by sacrificing 6000 gold pieces due to himself. But in such

work monthliness does not come in, and eVijU/i’jr'io? does not seem to be used

anywhere in this sense. It is better to keep to Boeckh’s dilationem per menses

dare debitoribns by in some way pacifying the creditors.

Before we leave the question of finances we may remark that our

authorities give us the usual sources for the revenue, duties on imports,

direct taxes on places of business 8

,
fines and confiscations and contributions

from rich men, whether forced or voluntary
;
the only rather unusual source is

1 IosPE. iv. 19, 25 (?).

2 IosPE. 1. 53, 57, 68, 69; BCA. xxin. p. 31,

No. 6.

3 IosPE. I. 50—74, the last to Phoebus; IV. 15,

16; BCA. x. p. 4, No. 3; xviii. p. 102, Nos. 4, 5

(=App. 1 1),
6— 12; xxm. p.30, Nos. 5

—

7; xxxvii.
p. 65, Nos. 1, 2.

4 IosPE. 1. 79, 80 (the chief strategus wins the

spear throwing); BCA. XXVII. p. 35, No. 32;
Trans. Od. Soc. XXIX. Minutes, p. 61.

5 oi apxovTts Kal oi iirra einav, IosPE. I. 1 3, 16,

iv. 456.
6 App. 8 = IosPE. 1. 46.
7 PI. III. 7 ;

Burachkov, v. 88, 91 ; Pick, IX.

32 (?), x. 5, 6.

8 IosPE. I. 20 (pynaT^piwv plada>[(ns].
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the tax on sacrifices, but this dicl not go strictly speaking to the state
1

. The
expenses too were the usual ones, the cost of war, or presents and embassies to

stave off war, the keeping up of the fortifications and public buildings and ships,

the helping of poor citizens in time of scarcity and the support of dramatic

representations, athletic contests and religious ceremony in general. These
objects were mostly undertaken by contractors unless, as we have seen, some
patriotic citizen came forward

;
the taxes and even judicial fines were collected

by companies of contractors 2
.

Minor Magistrates.

The internal order and decency of the town and the conduct of trades

and manufactures were the care of a college of five Agoranomi : they suitably

made dedications to Hermes Aooraeus

3

: but their choice of a Nike was
rather bombastic unless they had very serious disorders to contend with. Their
names sometimes occur on amphorae and we have a bronze label off a vessel

marked ArOPANO MOYNTOC
|

ATA0O, KA€OYC B AGITPA ‘.

The Astynomi cannot be shewn to belong to Olbia but certain amphorae
and tiles marked with the name of the maker and of an astynomus designated

as such have been generally referred to Olbia (v. supra, p. 360).

Of the GymnasiarclT we know no more than his existence which implies

that of Ephebi : it is curious to notice that it was his son that won the race.

The survival of the title King 6

,
a rex sacrificulus,

is interesting, but so

common in various Greek states that we might expect it. Certain sacrifices

could not be offered but by a man clothed in the dignity and name if not the

power of the ancient king whose duties as priest were hardly less important to

his people than his duties as ruler.

Cnlts.

The Cults of Olbia have been very fully treated by Miss Hirst and her

articles are easily accessible to English readers 7
. There will be therefore no

need for me to quote parallels from the other cities of the Euxine coast

;

perhaps their mutual resemblance has been exaggerated by investigators who
have approached them from the standpoint of Greece. I should certainly

agree with the conclusion that at Olbia no native deity such as the Tauric

Virgin at Chersonese has penetrated into the Greek city.

In making the following summary, though I am much indebted to Miss

Hirst by whom the material has been so clearly marshalled, I have been

compelled to differ from her conclusions in details. Also I have been enabled

to add one or two facts from the latest excavations.

1 App. 8 = IosPE. 1. 46.
2 v. E. Ziebarth, “ Das gr. Vereinswesen,” xxxiv.

Preisschr. d. Jablonowskischen Gesellschaft, Leipzig,

1896, p. 23.
3 IosPE. I. 75 (

= App. 12), 76.
4 Arch. Anz. 1909, p. 172, f. 35.
6 IosPE. IV. 459 ;

F. Poland, “ Gesch. d. gr.

Vereinwesens,” xxxvui. Preisschr. d. Jablon. Ges.

Leipzig, 1909, p. 538, 92, A*.
8 IosPE. 1. 53. Its bearer is one of the strategi,

so it can hardly have been a real office.
7 JHS. xxii. (1902), p. 245; xxiii. (1903),

p. 24 : Russian translation by P. V. Latyshev,
brought up to date by V. V. Latyshev in BCA.
xxvii. (1908), p. 75.

60—

2
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Evidence as to cults of Olbia is derived from the statements of Herodotus
and Dio Chrysostom, inscriptions, one or two works of art and coins. These
last must be used with caution as often other than religious considerations

dictated the choice of types even when these are actually heads or emblems of

gods. Achilles Pontarches had perhaps the most interesting and important
cult but as in duty bound let us begin with Zeus.

Zeus and Poseidon.

Zeus is mentioned in the inscriptions with various epithets. As Soter he
receives the dedication of the decree in honour of Callinicus son of Euxenus 1

and another made by some private citizen on behalf of the peace and safety of

the city
2

. With the name Zeus Eleutherius there is a ivth century fragment 3
.

In the next century we have Zeus Basileus 4
. As was fitting to Zeus Poliarches

was dedicated a tower built by Anaximenes and his brethren, sons of Posideus

in the und century a.d.
5 Most interesting is the title Zeus Olbios. Callisthenes

son of Callisthenes is praised for “ having been priest of the god who defends

our city Zeus Olbios and having [vac.] the god in holy fashion and making
petition for good blending of the airs and so obtaining a favourable season 0.”

Evidently Zeus Olbios was the god of Olbia and the giver of Olbos :

especially in the form of a good harvest. The two ideas were inextricable.

Surely it was in the temple of this Zeus that the council met and before it the

open space into which Dio’s hearers crowded. A priest of his in Roman times

made a dedication to Achilles Pontarchesk There is a certain number of

coins 8 with a head of Zeus and a sceptre or an eagle on the reverse.

The Rhodian Zeus Atabyrius like Athena Lindia has nothing but the

personal reverence of Posideus an Olbiopolite living at Neapolis 9
.

Considering that it was an Ionian town depending upon maritime com-
merce it seems strange that there should be no trace of Poseidon, but his office

was taken by Achilles Pontarches and he had no jurisdiction in the Western
Euxine. Some writers call the well known head of the River god on the

coins (PI. in. 4, 5) Poseidon without sufficient reason. The only doubt could

be when the head looks right instead of left
10 or the reverse bears a dolphin,

but this is a usual type on the smaller coins of Olbia (B. in. 24) and not a

special symbol of the god on the obverse.

Apollo and Helios.

If Zeus appears with most names, by the number of inscriptions Apollo

received most honour. As Apollo Prostates 11 the defender he was as we have

seen the object of special devotion on the part of the strategi. Their dedications

1 IosPE. I. 12.
3

ib. 1. 91, cf. 92.
3

ib. IV. 458.
4

ib. I. 105.
6 ib. I. 101,
8 ib. I. 24. iepevs 8c yevi>pevo[s to0

]
npo/earioTos

TTjf noXetos r/poiv deoii Aiiis ’OXfSiov [koi...] ov/aas top

6ei>v iiyvoos, rr/i toov aepoov evKpa[aUis beopevos]j

eireTv^ev eveTrjplas k.t.X. Could the missing verb

be a compound of Xoiico, a natural rain charm ?

7 Trans. Od. Soc. XXVil. Minutes
, p. u.

8 PI. ill. 12, 13; Burachkov, p. 61, Nos. 147

—

159, PI. VI. 105— 1 15.
9 IosPE. 1. 242.
10 B. ill. 23 ; Pick, IX. 32 inscribed 01 EPTA(?).
11 Called Phoebus, IosPE. 1. 58 (in verse), 74.
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,
Hermes

have been found just to the north of the Roman walls and this probably was
the site of the temple 1

. Miss Hirst would see on a coin (PI. in. 1 6) a late copy
of his cult image apparently wearing a calathos as town deity and thinks that

this image, archaic as it is, was preceded by a mere pillar which survives as an
accessory on another coin (PI. hi. 17) but was originally the representation of

Apollo Hiatros. But for this latter epithet actually at Olbia the only authority

is a conjecture 2
. However the epithet occurs at Panticapaeum and Phanagoria

and at Apollonia and Istropolis
;
moreover there is the cylix of the careless

red-figured style that Count Bobrinskoj found at Zhurovka near Chigirin,

inscribed A e\<f)LVLo(v) gvvr}(i) Ir)Tpo(v), and this may have come from Olbia 3
.

This is rendered probable by the occurrence of the epithet Delphinius which
spread from Athens and Miletus 4

to most Ionian cities. In a fuller discussion

of the cylix 5 Tolstoi maintains that the Healer and Delphinius are originally

independent deities merged in Apollo. Delphinius he derives from Se\(/>iR

matrix. Granted that the myth in the Homeric hymn is aetiological should

not the explanation be sought in the resemblance of Ae\^>oi and Se\</us ?

Apollo’s head occurs on a great number of coins both early and late
6

.

The IX] monogram might conceivably stand for AttoaAconoc TTpoc-nvroY or perhaps

AxiAAecoc noNTApxoy just as at Chersonese it is for TJAPeeNOY (v. p. 549).
On the ground of certain coins it has been suggested that Helios was

worshipped at Olbia
;
one might say that it would be the last place in the

Greek world where he would be worshipped : a big double countermark with

a rayed head on one side and oA with two horses' heads on the other stamps
them as a temporary issue referred to about the 1st century b.c. The rayed

head recalls some Asiatic types, Rhodes, Sinope or Amisus. Pick (p. 150, n. 1)

thinks the horses emblems of a wind-god (PI. 111. 11)
7
.

Hermes, Dionysus, Ares and Asclepius.

Hermes Agoraeus was patron of the agoranomi 8
. To Hermes too in

conjunction with Heracles did Nicodromus the gymnasiarch dedicate a statue

of his son Dionysius 9
. To Hermes v

Ap/cio5 “the reliable” Apaturius 10 inscribed

a Panathenaic scyphus, the addition ’Aodeo-Tr/ptos suggests the Attic rite

1 losPE. 1. 50—74; iv. 15, 16; BCA. x. p. 4,

No. 5; xvm. p. 101, Nos. 4, 5 (
= App. 1

1 ), 6— 12;
xxiii. p. 30, Nos. 5—7; xxxvii. p. 65, Nos. 1, 2.

See also Ct I. I. Tolstoi, “ Cult of Apollo on the

Bosporus and at Olbia,” Journ. Min. Pub. Instr.,

St P., 1904, Jan. Farnell, Cults of the Greek States,

iv. p. 372, quotes Soph. Track. 209 for npouTaTns.

2 KH1020/
T , rIosPE. 1. 93. Tj0AAfiNII
Latyshev supplies

...Kolos o\\BiOTro\iTns ? , . •
. . , ,

vv, >r ~ but one is tempted to suggest
AttJoAAcOVI L\T)TpU>L{ 1 °°

l(pr)(rap.€vov, cf. IV. 27, V. p. 478, n. 12 ;
BCA. X. p.

8, Nos. 5, 6, v. p. 479, n. 8.

3 Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 102; BCA. XIV. p. 10,

v. supra, pp. 176, 361.
4 Diog. Laert. Thales, 1. i. 7, so Tolstoi reads

;

Farnell, Cults, iv. p. 147 would bring it from Crete.

6 BCA. XIV. p. 44.
G PL III. 6, 7, 15—17, cf. B. p. 45, Nos. 39—50,

PI. hi. 25—31, p. 70, Nos. 204—228, PI. vii. 164

—

viii. 178 ;
Pick, ix. 30, x. 6, 25—30, xi. 7—20.

7 Oresbnikov, Matei'ials touching the ancient

Numismatics of the Black Sea coast, p. 29, PI. 11.

25—27, published a coin of a King Aelis to whom
he shews good reason for attributing the suzerainty

of Tomi and suggests that he is responsible for the

same rayed head on the coins of Olbia, if for a

short time he had gained power there, v. PI. ill. 22.
8 IosPE. 1. 75 (

= App. 12), 76.
9 IosPE. IV. 459.
10 Trans. Od. Soc. XXIII. p. 19: so ib. p. 21

(Berezan), I E P H E IMITO PMEfl ;
ib. p. 23

(Olbia), CPMHC, dotted letters en ba?-botine

,

Vogell, Samml. No. 441, PI. VII. 8.
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yvrpoi on the third day of the Anthesteria. To Mercury is inscribed the last

epigraphic monument of Olbia, the altar set up by Pyrrus and Bithus for the

safety of the Emperor Philip a.d. 248

1

. Hermes also occurs on a few coins".

Of Dionysus Herodotus (iv. 78) tells us in the story of Scyles
;

also

there was a theatre and Dionysia 3
. A cylix (p. 351, n. 1) marked AIONYZOY

hardly counts. Recently a vith or vth century graffito from Berezan 4 and part of

a stone table with the inscription in ivth century letters M-^r[POBIOAIOH YSI-n-l

have given clear material evidence 5 and another fragment of the latter date

was set up by his priest Thrasybulus 6
.

Ares may have been worshipped at Olbia by the Thracian element perhaps,

but there is no evidence. There are coins of Geta (PI. 111. 18) with a standing

warrior on the reverse but even if it is Ares it is quite Roman: about as likely

to be a real object of a Greek cult as the abstractions on Roman coins.

Asclepius may have had something to do with the tower restored by
Protogenes that they called tov ’E7r[i]Savplov. A relief regarded by U varov 7

(v. supra, p. 304) as a sacrifice to him seems nothing more than an ordinary

funeral feast but these do run into reliefs in honour of Asclepius 6
. There

do not seem to be any coins with the head of Asclepius. The marble
head found by Pharmacovskij in 1902 9 though undoubtedly Asclepius is no
evidence for a real cult of the god.

Dioscuri, Cabiri
,
Rider God, Good Genius, River God.

The Dioscuri were mentioned in an inscription which has lost their names
but the stone shews their caps and stars on a bas-relief above 10

. Also these

appear on coins 11
in a way usual throughout the Northern Euxine (e.g. PI. vi. 1,

ix. 28) but differentiated by a dolphin
;

the other side with a tripod also

much resembles Panticapaean coins (PI. vi. 3, 4). It looks as if the dolphin

were the only Olbian element
;

the issue may be Mithridatic.

For the worship of the Cabiri we have only one piece of evidence: Epicrates

son of Niceratus dedicates a statue of his uncle Eubiotus son of Ariston who
had served as priest to “the gods in Samothrace 12 ”.

To \Aya0os Aai[xa)v is inscribed a black-glazed cylix of the early

ivth century b.c. and what may be a boundary-stone of the uird 13
.

Votive reliefs to their own “Rider-god” were set up by Thracian

auxiliaries in Roman service 14
.

The commonest coins of Olbia, coins which were issued for many genera-

tions to judge by the varieties of style, bore on their obverse a horned head

with long rough hair and sometimes ox ears (PI. in. 4, 5). There has been

some doubt whom this might represent : the Russian peasants recognise the

1 App. 14=BCA. x. p. 5, No. 4.
2 PI. III. 24, 25 : B. vil. 1 50; VIII. 179 ;

Pick, X.

32, 33 -

3 IosPE. 1. 12.
4 Trans. Od. Soc. xxvn. Minutes

, p. 60.
6 BCA. xvili. p. 109, No. 13.
0 BCA. xxiii. p. 30, No. 4.

7 Kecherches, PI. xm.
8

J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena, p. 360.
0 BCA. xm. PI. ill., v. supra p. 297.

10 IosPE. I. 18, description of the stone.
11 B. vi. 100, 101 ;

Pick, X. 31.
12 IosPE. IV. 27 corrected according to BCA.

X. p. 7, No. 5 in the discussion of the latter, see p.

479, n. 8 : EvfiloTos’Apiaroovos. / EniKpaTrjs TSiKrjpdTov /

tov OCiov / Oeols Tols iv SapodpaKrj^i]/ leprjaapevov.
13 BCA. xlii. pp. 134— 140, ff. 1—5: IosPE. 1. 10.
14 Now in Historical Museum, Moscow, Ros-

tovtsev, BCA. XL. PI. vi. 17—19, 21, 22, Arch. Anz.
1911, p. 237, cf. 1904, pp. 11— 17, v. inf. p. 546.
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Devil and call the place where they are mostly picked up the Devil’s Dell

;

others find him, as they put it, like a Scythian or a Russian peasant
;

to

others he is Poseidon. But no doubt he is really a river god Hypanis or

Borysthenes 1

. It is a less crude version of such an idea as the god Gelas

on the coins of that city. We can assume some cult of the bountiful river.

Goddesses.

Demeter ranks almost as the city-goddess, wearing as she does on some
coins (PI. hi. 3) a mural crown adorned with ears of wheat and on others

(PI. hi. 2, 8) wheat-ears alone and so more directly reminding us of the corn

trade. Curiously enough her name has not yet appeared upon inscriptions
2

,

and unluckily an uncertainty of reading in Herodotus (iv. 53, v. p. 454) makes
us unable to determine whether she or Cybele had the temple by Cape
Hippolaus. It is a question whether she do not appear on the latest As
from Olbia as Burachkov supposes (v. p. 484).

For Cybele and her cult we have the evidence of an inscription of Roman
date recording the erection of a statue to her priestess

3
. Her head appears

on a rare coin (PI. 111. 14). Terra-cottas of goddess and priestess were found

on the mosaic in the Prytaneum (?).

Aphrodite does not occur on the coins, and the inscription which names
her

4

was set up by the Posicleus whose taste for exotic deities has been
mentioned already (v. p. 463) ;

in any case the epithet EinrXoLa is interesting:

but there is a graffito 'Io-tuuos ’A^poSnoyi olvov

\

On Berezan G. L. Skadovskij
dug up a cylix with the word APATOPH^ 6

.

Artemis occurs on several coins 7 and on one inscription 8
,
also round the

neck of a vase in the shape of a woman’s head stands APTEMlS OTI 9
.

There was probably some cult of Hecate at her grove on K inburn Spit

(v. p. 16), though the only inscription from by there is a dedication to Achilles 10
.

Thetis is naturally associated with Achilles 11

.

A statue of Athena Parthenos was found in 1903
12

. The dedication to

Athena Lindia at Neapolis was made by Posideus an Olbiopolite, but that

does not prove that this Rhodian cult was established in his own city
13

. It is

on the coins that we have most evidence of Athena. Even here it is a question

whether Pallas were a native type or had some Athenian connexion. However
the Aes grave at Olbia seems thoroughly native and some of the earliest

examples of it bear Athena helmeted and a fish
14

. Other coppers have
a gorgoneion, perhaps still keeping some connexion with Athena, others a

beautiful head in which Burachkov may not be wrong in seeing Demeter, though

the type also recalls nymphs like Arethusa. Athena may also occur on
ordinary coins and is quite common as a countermark (PI. ill. 6, io)

15
.

1 Two rivers on a late relief, BCA. XL. PI. vi. 19.
2 Very riskily restored in BCA. xiv. p. 98, No. 4.
3 IosPE. I. 107.
4 IosPE. 1. 94.
8 Trans. Od. Soc. xxm. p. 18.
6 ib. p. 21 : Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 105.
7 B. p. 60, Nos. 137— 146, PI. v. 86, vi. 122— 128 ;

Pick, X. 14.
8 BCA. X. p. 8, No. 5 b. Tipio 'Y\jn<peovros / 6vyd-

rr)p,l Emupdrov yvvr/.
/
En ikpdrr)s N tier]parov / AprepiSt

leprjaapevrjv, v. p. 482.
9 Trans. Od. Soc. xxm. p. 19.
10 IosPE. IV. 63, v. p. 481 n. 6.

11 v. p. 481, IosPE. 1. 82.
12 Arch. Anz. 1904, p. 106; BCA. xiv. p. 69,

v. supra, p. 296.
13 IosPE. 1. 243.
14 PI. 11. 2 ;

B. 11. 9, 10, 12 ;
CR. 1902, p. 24, f. 37.

15 B. vi. 1 16— 121, 125 is not very clear; Pick X.

15— 4 7 , 36, 37 ,
v- inf- PP- 485, 486.
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Heracles and Achilles.

Among heroes Heracles who had left a footprint on the Tyras and sons
in the Hylaea 1

,
undoubtedly received honour at Olbia. A statue of Pantacles

son of Cleombrotus was dedicated to him by the people 2

, and his son Cleombrotus,
a contemporary of Protogenes, dedicated to him a tower glorifying himself in

an epigram set out on what seems to have been a ready-shaped Attic grave
stele

3
. He is coupled with Hermes on another inscription also poetical, that

beneath the statue set up by Nicodromus the gymnasiarch after his son’s

victory 4
.

Latyshev has drawn attention to the curious fact that these last two
inscriptions have been purposely effaced: this may be a coincidence or may
point to a definite destruction of monuments dedicated to Heracles: which
could best be explained by his being regarded as the symbol of some party,

presumably aristocratic, and that party and all its works having been overturned
by opponents. The coins with the head of Heracles are rather rude but are

assigned to the same period, the und century b.c. They look however like

poor imitations of Asiatic types rather than the independent expression of

Olbiopolitan worship 5
.

The case of Achilles Pontarches allows us to judge for how little in the

matter of worship the coin-types go. Dio says expressly that the Olbiopolites

honour him extraordinarily, and shews them very jealous of his honour when
he ventured to speak lightly of him. Further he says that they had built him
a temple in the city and another in the island called Achilles’ Isle. And yet

we cannot point to any coin with his image 6
. On the other hand the inscriptions

bear Dio out fully and are just enough to shew that this was not merely a

matter of the later Olbia.

Mention has already been made of his cult at Leuce and we know that

in the ivth century b.c. Olbiopolites took part in it
7

. But the complimentary

decree 8 expressing thanks for benefits conferred upon citizens visiting the

island suggests that at some time early in the mrd century b.c. someone was
living there, presumably a priest, and that he was not under the direct control

of the Olbiopolites : that would not prevent their setting up a decree in honour
of a man who had driven pirates from the island and afterwards came to Olbia

and was useful to the city. That other Greeks made dedications we know
from the graffiti; kcu toI avuvavrau is surely not Ionic 9

. In later times the

authors all agree that the island was really deserted.

Although Leuce is the most famous Isle of Achilles it is not quite clear

that Dio means it, as in his time the Olbian power could hardly have gone so

far afield. It has therefore been suggested that by this time Berezan had taken

its place, in as much as two dedications 10 have lately been found upon it and

1 Herodotus IV. 82, 8— 10. from the reign of Caracalla.
2 BCA. xxxin. p. 41, No. 1. 7 losPE. 1. 171, 172.
3 IosPE. I. 99, cf. Kieseritzky-Watzinger, 129. 8 ib. I. 13.
4 IosPE. IV. 459.

9 See supra, p. 361 and Tratis. Od. Soc. XX.
5 PI. III. 9, 10; B. p. 47, Nos. 51—67, PI. iv. p. 169, PI. 1., for that and two other dedications to

32—44; Pick, X. 18—23. Achilles.
n Of those ascribed by Koehne AIK. 1. pp. 84,

10 BCA. xvill. p. 109, No. 14, xxvil. p. 35,

85, 88, only the first is possible ; and even that dates No. 32.
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1

two of the first discovered are said to have come thence 1

. But it is clear that

these dedications have nothing to do with any temple, for they are scattered

along the coast from Ivoblevka and the TiliguP past Bejkush 3
to Ochakov 4 and

again several upon the Tendra or Cursus Achillis 5

,
one set up by a sailor from

Bosporus. Achilles seems even to have invaded the “Grove of Hecate,” for

an altar to him was dredged up off Kinburn Spit 6
. It is not unlikely that with

the changes of these uncertain sandbanks islands may be formed, and afterwards

washed away by a new set of the currents or extended to join some existing

spit
7

. Such an island in these parts would naturally be sacred to Achilles: but

the only permanent ones are Berezan and Leuce, being of such stuff as the

mainland is made of.

But though most of the dedications to Achilles are scattered, enough
fragments have been found at Olbia to bear out Dio’s statement that he had a

sanctuary there 8
. We cannot locate the actual site of the temple or as it seems

to have been called the chapel (7Tpoaev^q)
9

' of course it may have been near

the shore and handy for people to take the stones away as ballast or building

material, but except in the case of a stone found at Odessa 10
this is not a likely

explanation of their dispersion in spite of the analogies of the two Tyras
inscriptions and the wonderful case at Chersonese 11

.

The dedications wherever set up were mostly made by the archons 12

,
some

by the strategi 13

,
several, as was natural, by priests of Achilles 14

,
one strangely

enough by a priest of Zeus Olbios 16
. It is curious that we do not have Helen,

Medea or Iphigenia mentioned though literature always gives Achilles a

companion on Leuce 16
. The oldest mention of Achilles 17 except that from

Kinburn Spit tells us that there were horse-races in his honour apparently

instituted by order of the Pythian prophetess. Achilles is a very common
name at Olbia and we also get Brisais 18 from the same associations.

Of the hero Sosias we know but that his place was by the old fish-market 19
.

Priests.

Such being the cults of Olbia a word must be said as to the Priests that

served them. A priesthood seems to have been an honourable position involving

expense and accepted as one of the services to the state expected of an Olbio-

polite politician. In the praises of Theocles the son of Satyrus 20
it is mentioned

that besides being strategus and archon he had served as priest. So too

1 losPE. 1. 77, 78.
2 IosPE. 1. 80, 82, 83.
3 IosPE. IV. 17; Trans. Od. Soc. xxvn. Minutes

,

pp. 7, cf. 63; 11.
4 IosPE. I. 79.

0 IosPE. 1. 179— 183.
6 IosPE. IV. 63. ’A^iXXa Tofu jiapbv <al to

< e 8pov : this latter perhaps the model of a pine-cone

serving as a sea mark ; lettering ivth century B.c.

7 v. p. 16 and Latyshev, “The Island of St

Aetherius,” Journ. Min. Pub. Instr., St P., May,
i899= noi'T!Ka, p. 284.

8 IosPE. IV. 18; BCA. X. p. 2, No. 2 and some
fragments.

9 IosPE. 1. 98, v. p. 468, n. 11.

10 Trans. Od. Soc. xxix. Minutes
, p. 59.

11 IosPE. IV. 72, v. inf. p. 524, n. 7.

M.

12 IosPE. 1. 77 (App. 13), 78, 98 (?) ;
IV. 17, 19(F);

BCA. x. p. 2, No. 2; xvm. p. no, No. 14.
13 IosPE. 1. 79, 80; BCA. XXVII. p. 35, No. 32

;

Trans. Od. Soc. XXIX. Minutes
,
p. 60.

14 IosPE. 1. 81, 82, wherein Thetis is associated

with her son, 83; iv. 18, 19(F); Trans. Od. Soc.

XXIX. Minutes, p. 59.
16 Trans. Od. Soc. xxvn. Minutes, p. 12.
16 v. p. 14. Ct I. I. Tolstoi, Journ. Min. Pub.

Instr. St P., june, 1908, pp. 245—259, “The Myth of

the Marriage of Achilles on Leuce,” thinks Helen
the original mate supplanted by the local heroines.

17 IosPE. I. 1 7, 1st century B.C.
18 BCA. X. p. 13, No. 8.

19 App. 7 = IosPE. i. 16.
20 App. 10= IosPE. 1. 22.

6l
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Callisthenes son of Callisthenes had been priest of Zeus Olbios 1
. Tryphon

son of Tryphon the strategus 2 may not be the same person as the priest of

Zeus Olbios 3
. In the time of Protogenes some priest was eponymous but

whether that of Apollo Prostates, Achilles Pontarches or possibly Zeus Olbios

we cannot say 4
.

We have the names of six priests of Achilles Pontarches of whom one
served four times and two twice. * Hence the office was probably annual.

Four of the names are barbarous. This suggests that the priesthood was
open to all; not, as might be, closed to the descendants of some priestly house
surviving from the old city

5
. Besides these priesthoods of the great patrons

of the city we have mention of less important priesthoods probably held for

some time. These afford a good excuse for ostentatious folk to set up statues

to their relations and glorify themselves. A clear case of this kind of thing is

seen in the three statues set up by Epicrates son of Niceratus, one to his uncle

Eubiotus son of Ariston priest of the Cabiri 6

,
one to his wife Timo daughter

of Hypsicreon priestess of Artemis and one to his daughter whose name is

lost and who does not seem to have held any sacred position 7
. Something

the same is the setting up by Agrotas and Posideus of a statue to their father

Dionysius priest of Apollo Delphinius 8 and by Socratides son of Philinus to

his wife the priestess of Cybele 9
.

Of the cult of the Roman Emperors we can only say that it is hard to

distinguish evidence for it from the expression of extravagant loyalty. No
doubt it existed for the last half century of the city’s being 10

.

Although religious societies similar to those in the Bosporan kingdom (v.

p. 620) existed at Odessus, they have not left any memorials at Olbia.

Coins. Plate II.

The most original Olbian pieces are those of cast bronze: Plate II gives

nearly all the types and its letterpress the varieties. Coins they were no
doubt, at any rate the round ones, but quite unlike any others in the Greek
world: the large pieces must have had intrinsic value like the early Italian aes

grave, taking the place of silver which was probably too scarce for coinage.

Coins with intrinsic value ought to shew their mutual relations by their weights,

but their extraordinary variability prevents our arriving at an evident conclusion.

General Bertier-de- La-Garde
(
Comparative Values

, p. 72) gives the weights

of 186 specimens and I use his figures founded upon the rejection of pieces in

really bad condition. Clearly Nos. 3 and 4, the most modern in style, are on
a reduced standard. Taking the A which sometimes occurs on No. 4, average

weight 112 grm., to mean that it contains 10 units, I have been inclined to

take No. 3, average weight 22 grm., to contain 2 units. If we divide the

biggest of the old issues into 10, the smaller denominations fall fairly into place.

1 IosPE. 1. 24. 0 losPE. IV. 27, v. supra, p. 478 n. 12.

2 ib. I. 57. 7 BCA. X. p. 7, No. 5, v. supra, p. 479 n. 8.

3 Trans. Od. Soc. XXVII. Minutes
,
p. 12. 8 IosPE. I. 106.

1 App. 7 = IosPE. I. 16. 9 ib. I. 107.
6 ib. 1. 78, 81, 82; IV. 18, 19; Trans. Od. Soc. 10 IosPE. I. 97, 97

1
,
102, 109 ;

BCA. X. p. 6, No. 4
XXIX. Minutes

, p. 59; other fragments mentioning (
= App. 14).

priests, IosPE. I. 83, 86, 91 ;
IV. 40.
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Early Issue. Late Issue.

Units I 2 3 (4) 5 (6) 7 (8) (9) 10 2 10

Types, Nos. i b 1 a 2 2 b and 6 a 6 2 a and 1 3 4
Weight (Average 12 28 38 7 i 1

1 7 1 16 22 1 12

in grams, f Maximum 16 34 43 76 71
103

127 138 27 120

Bertier-de-La-Garde takes the A to be a magistrate’s name and thinks that

the big coins were bronze obols and the units chalci, eight to the obol Attic

fashion in place of Aeginetic twelve. His table would be :

Early Issue. Late Issue.

Chalci i

Types, Nos. i b
Average weight (grm.) 12

2

1 a
28

3 (4)

2

38

5 (6) (7 )

2 b

7

1

2 a and 1

1 1 7 1 16

2 8

3 4
22 1 12

The absence from this of 4 the half-obol is remarkable, though of course it

can be made up with two dichalci. He regards the big dolphins as weights

not coins, but did not know of No. 6 here published for the first time by the

kindness of the British Museum authorities.

Any number of different tables could be drawn up according to different

ways of looking at these variable coins but none yet carry conviction. However
Bertier-de- La-Garde’s further hypotheses deserve stating. He supposes his

chalci to have weighed 2\ Aeginetic drachmae of 6 '064 grams, and the obol

20 drachmae, so that silver was worth 120 times bronze. Next, just as in the

Italian copper we find the as reduced to ^ in the mrd century b.c., he takes

the “ Devil” coins (111. 4, 5) to be a token currency of the old weight; tran-

sitional is one stamped APIX in a wheel like the reverse of No. 1 b 1

. Olbia

asses circulated in the mrd century, for 108 of them were found in piles

upon a dish of that date. Copper being then t-|q- of silver and silver from

Alexander’s time ^ of gold, gold would be worth 1200 times as much as

copper or 400 times as much as the new copper at par. This is just the

value at which Protogenes (v. p. 461) accepted the latter, and we can scarcely

doubt that it had fallen below par especially if he belonged to the nnd century

when the “ Devils” are inferior, that is where his service to the city came in,

Sovg 'xpvcr'iov nav, Xkov eKopicraTO ii< TerpaKOcrLcov. It seems however simpler

to believe that by his time copper was counted not weighed and that four

hundred copper pieces were taken by him for one of gold: this may have been

an Attic stater which would be equal to 480 dichalci: the whole drift of the

decree is that he was taking less than his due.

The smaller dolphins, mostly so much perished that we cannot establish

their true weight, may very likely have been mere tokens: Bertier-de-La-Garde

will not see in them coins at all, but from the way that they are held in the

hands of the dead on Berezan they seem to correspond to the coins for Charon

found elsewhere. On this site two were found shaped like flat-fish instead of

dolphins. According to von Sallet 2 the middle sized dolphins with APIXO such

as Nos. 7 and 8 betokened appiyos a basket of fish, a single fish being reckoned

1 op. c. p. 92 after D. Sestini, Lett, e Diss. Num. 2 Zt.f. Numismatik, X. p. 144, accepted by Pro-

iv. Florence, 1818, p. 40, No. 4 ;
his PI. iv. 7 rather fessor Ridgeway, Origin of Cmrency , p. 317.

recalls my PI. III. 9.

6l—
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equal to a smaller dolphin marked ©YfVi'os] No. 9. But against this it must
be urged that the letters FAYE which alternate with APIX on the coins are

almost certainly short for Pausies or Pausanies 1

;
that is that we here have magis-

trates’ names. Considering the large number of Iranian names beginning with

API and the known fact that Scyles had a commanding position in the city the

question arises whether even at this early period we have not to do with a

native name. But this does not explain the : which divides up the word on
No. 8. With its 0Y No. 9 tempts us to see in it a tunny, but why is it in the

shape of a dolphin, which is a natural improvement of a SeA.<£ts ingot, as if one

should put eyes and a snout to a pig of lead ? Further the fishy wealth of

Olbia was not in tunnies but in sturgeon. Lastly how should Nos. 1 and 7

bear the same word for a basket ? Mr J. R. McClean has given ten large

coppers Nos. 1 and 4 and four smaller Nos. 2 and 3 to the Fitzwilliam Museum.
The APIXO fish make his reading XAPI[S impossible—besides four ounces of

bronze make a weighty symbol for a favour. So APIX on the round coins

disposes of Koehler’s T]APIX[OS
;
he vainly seeks to distinguish between

tunnies and dolphins, but the back fin of the latter is always characteristic'
2
.

As to the types, the Pallas is copied from the early coins of Athens.

The Medusa is a current archaic motive, the sea-eagle and dolphin present

the first example of a type which rings the Euxine and is better represented

at Istrus and Sinope 3 than at Olbia. Nos. 1 and 2 must belong to the

vith century b.c. The full face Medusa has nothing to do with the fashion

for full faces that prevailed in the ivth century following the wonderful models

from Sicily. Coins of these types are found not only at Olbia especially on

the edge of the Liman but also on the island Berezan which ceased to be

inhabited soon after the beginning of the vth century, and are associated with

vith century potsherds. The full face on No. 4 with the more artistic present-

ment of the eagle and dolphin would appear to belong to the ivth century.

It has a reminiscence of Arethusa, but the way was prepared by the Medusa,

and it has been doubted whether we have not the beautiful Medusa, on the

way to the Rondanini type, others have seen in her a local nymph, but she is

certainly the same head as is seen in profile on the large silver coins PI. 111. 2

and there the evident ears of corn point to Demeter. No. 3 presents a less

archaic Medusa and the sea-eagle shews that it is not much older than No. 4.

The little coins with 1ST are a puzzle—the casting technique and place of

finding point to Olbia— v. Sallet (he.) thought 1ST meant ISTION, Pick (p. 180)

takes it to be KSTPIHNLN comparing a coin found by Murzakiewicz on Leuce 4

bearing a wheel and IXTPI but struck not cast. He would refer them to

Istrianorum Portus. No satisfactory explanation has yet been suggested.

Pharmacovskij 5 puts them down to Istrus itself: Bertier-cle- La-Garde (p. 77)

thinks them Olbian small-change tokens 6
.

It is hard to distinguish coins of such strange size and shape from the

weights for use in scales. Bertier-de- La-Garde (p. 78) thinks the large dolphins

1 Cf. Burachkov, Text, p. 37, No. 3, a large 6 BCA. XIII. p. 232, n. 1.

copper, obverse as No. 1 ;
reverse, wheel with e The Schubin coins (Sadowski, op. c., p. 7 2 >

pellets between four spokes, on the rim EIIIK. PI. ill. 1, 2, Wheel ; 3, Gorgoneion. |

Incuse square),
2 TAPIX02, p. 424 . though rather like some of these, are probably not

BMC. Thrace p. 25; Pontus
,
XXI—XXII. Olbian, v. supra, p. 440.

4 Tratis. Od. Soc. III. p. 238, No. 4.
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like No. 6 and also square blocks with dolphins in relief and magistrates’ names
(Burachkov in. 16 KPIT0B0Y, vi. 136 APIZToZ) all equally weights, deducing
therefrom the use at Olbia of a light Phoenician mina of 360 grm. = 5550 grns.

divided into 60 Aeginetic drachmae.

Plate III. 1— 19.

As for its aes grave so for its silver, but not for gold, Olbia at first used
the Aeginetic standard

;
later on it took to the Attic. Aeginetic are the

EMINAKO coins (v. p. 487), and the fairly common silver staters, No. 2

weighing about 190 grn. = 12
’3 grm. Gold is very rare, the Olbiopolites having

evidently used the Cyzicene staters = 10^ local drachmae (v. p. 459) ;
but there

are a few small gold pieces, No. 1 weighing 3
2
'8 grn. = 2^13 grm., taken

as Attic hemidrachms by G. F. Hill
(.
Num . Chron. iv. xii. (1912) PI. vi. 3) and

by Bertier-de- La-Garde who thinks these the gold pieces so freely spoken of in

the inscriptions in honour of Callinicus and of Protogenes (v. pp. 459—462), but

these are more likely to have been Attic staters, e.g. those of Lysimachus and
the unique Olbian gold stater at Brussels (Pick, ix. 1), in type exactly like

No. 2 ;
this weighs 132 grn. = 8

'51 grm.
The ivth and mrd century silver coins mostly bear the head of Demeter,

with flowing locks and ears of corn above her forehead
;
the reverse has on

the larger coins the group of the sea-eagle and dolphin, on smaller ones the

dolphin with a wheatear or a leaf or alone, like the gold No. 1 ;
these types

are not uncommon also upon copper. An interesting type among the earlier

coins is No. 3, on which Demeter, still wearing her wheatears, appears in

a mural crown as Tyche of the city
;
the reverse has a magistrate’s name and

a Scythic archer. On the other coins Demeter is veiled (Pick, x. 9, B. vi. 134).

The commonest type of copper bears a horned river-god with shaggy locks,

called by the Russian peasants “Devils”; reverse, a Scythic gorytus and a

strange-shaped axe. The series went on for many years : the extremes of

style are shewn in Nos. 4 and 5. Each coin bears a monogram or a few

letters of a magistrate’s name. This series was contemporaneous with the

former, as e.g. the EK monogram of No. 2 appears on a “ Devil” figured by
Pick, ix. 27; a specimen countermarked APIX has been noted above. The
magistrates’ names are tabulated in MK. 1. p. 42, B. p. 45, Berlin Beschreib. 1.

p. 24, BMC. Thrace
, p. 11. We sometimes find the Demeter head with the

bowcase and axe on the reverse
;
such was No. 1 1 before being countermarked.

A curious class of coppers is marked by great concavity of the reverse,

the edges being bevelled. Hence the small surface of the obverse was more
than usually exposed to wear

;
the head upon it is variously regarded as

Demeter or Apollo, but No. 9 is very like No. 10, which is certainly Heracles,

cf. Pick, x. 19, 20. The reverse has the eagle and dolphin and the letters B?E.

Of similar make are coins with EIPHBA (or BAEIPH, Pick, x. 26), which look

like BASlAEnS EIPHNAIOT, presumably the merely eponymous king. They
mostly have Heracles types, and, just as the Heracles inscriptions have been
erased (v. supra p. 462), his coins have been stamped with a head of Pallas, cf.

AL. Head of Pallas helmeted rt.
|

Owl, XBE, oABIo.
Pick, x. 15 ;

B. vi. 1 19.
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The only remaining important type is that of Apollo. With the eagle

and dolphin reverse he is somewhat uncertain (cf. Pick, ix. 9, but x. 13) ;
on

No. 6, the lyre makes him quite clear; two coins with his head are inscribed

OIEPTA (cf. p. 474, 476), No. 7 with the archer and

AL. Head of Apollo laur. r. I Bowcase as No. 8 (perhaps the same coin).

o A B I o, above, olEPTA below.
Pick, X. 6 ;

B. V. 88.

Miscellaneous types of interest are,

Ht. 25
-

8 grn. = 1 '67 grm. (Medusa (prob. Demeter I Dolphin, above 0 A B 1 o, below K P I.

yR. 943 grn. =6’I2 grm.
(

as PI. II. 4) full face.
|

As No. 2.

The first, Pick, X. 10 ;
B. in. 21 ;

the second, Brit. Mus., Num. Chro?i. 1912, PI. VI. 4.

AL. Head of Hermes in petasus r.
|

Winged caduceus, 0 A B I 0 .

Pick, X. 32 ;
B. VII. 150.

This is like coins of Tyras (v. p. 448), KAY- and Scilurus, Nos. 23, 24; a
similar coin (Pick, x. 33) substitutes OABIOnOAEITflN as on No. 14 and

HI. 944 grn. =6- 1
1
grm. Head of Pallas in

|

Spear and shield, 0 A B I 0 n 0 A E I T fi N.
helmet r. cf. p. 485.

Brit. Mus. cf. AL. Pick, X. 36 ;
B. VI. 116.

All these coins have the same countermark, a leaf, as on Nos. 13, 14; on
No. 12 this has been surcharged with a caduceus suggesting the Hermes
coins. Very Mithridatic (cf. Panticapaeum, PI. vi. 1—4) is

AL. Winged tripod, above o A.
|

Dolphin, star and caps of Dioscuri.

Pick, x. 31 ;
B. vi. 101.

The reverse of No. 13 and the eagle of No. 12 recall coins of Mithridates,

and may be traces of his power in Olbia. But the reverse of No. 12 is in

the BM. specimen practically identical with that of Pharzoeus’s gold coin

No. 26
;
on the Odessa specimen the eagle looks the other way.

The various types seem to have succeeded more or less in the order

named from the ivth to the 1st century b.c. In the nnd century a.d. we have
more coins of Olbia, all of them with the heads or types of Apollo Prostates,

to whom so many inscriptions were set up. Probably the ^ monogram
stands here for his name just as at Chersonese it stands for Yiapdevoq.

As Miss Hirst says, No. 16 preserves for us the pose of one cult statue and
No. 17 another. But the barbarism of the execution prevents our taking

any pleasure in the composition. These coins have the further interest of

bearing the names of two archons whom we find mentioned in inscriptions,

Adoes Delphi and Dadus Satyri (v. supra p. 473), clearly = ‘'Apyovroq.

Pick figures some very rude coins with the name of Olbia and types derived

from provincial Roman models, but we will hope that they were the productions

of the surrounding savages. One type is interesting, as it shews an ox
(Pick, xi. 23), which appears also upon Olbian coins of Severus Alexander.

I have reproduced only two in the series of imperial coins of Olbia—they are

generally very similar to those of Tyras and other neighbouring cities; they

extend from the reign of Septimius Severus to that of Severus Alexander.

The coin of Geta, No. 1 8, has for its reverse a curious representation of Mars,

rather a copy of some Roman type than the town statue of Ares; No. 19,

Severus Alexander, is presumably the last Olbian coin, though some of later

date (v. p. 470), struck elsewhere, have been found on the site.
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Plate III. 20— 27.

The historical conclusions that can be drawn from the coins of native

kings found about the N.W. Euxine have already been stated (supra p. 1 19).

In a class by themselves are the silver coins with the name EMINAKo :

three finds of them have been made at Olbia, in one case sixteen together in

one pot, and they have occurred nowhere else
1
.

HL 181 grn.= ii73 grm. Heracles nude but for A four-spoked wheel as PL II. 2, 5 within an incuse
the lion-scalp, shooting r., within a border of square, dolphins in the spandrels,

dots. EMI /V A Ko.

The finding place, the reverse and the weight, apparently an Aeginetic stater,

suggest Olbia, but the make, with a shallow square, and the obverse (cf.

Thasos, Head, Hist. Num .

2

, p. 265), recall Thrace : the name looks as likely

to be Irano-Scythic as Thracian : the style is late vth century.

Pick divided the later coins, from the ivth century on, according as the

rulers whose names they bear may have been lords of Tyras and Olbia

respectively. The type, obverse Hermes, reverse caduceus, is common to

Odessus (Pick, iv. 19), Tomi (ib. v. 19), which shews other resemblances to

native types, Tyras (B. x. 25, cf. Hist. Num .

1

p. 234) and Olbia (Pick, x. 32,

33), also to Canites (ib. xm. 7, perhaps 8), Sarias (ib. xm. 11), Mostis 2

, KAY,
No. 23 and Scilurus, No. 24; cf. the caduceus countermark on No. 12: special

links are those joining No. 20 to Pick, xn. 16 at Tyras, the monogram which
seems to read TOMI on No. 22, whereupon is a head such as appears on the

countermark of No. 11, which has the cross-link of Tomitan horse-protomae

as though Aelis had spread these over the whole of his dominions. Sarias has

divinities on his other coins, Demeter and Apollo, but the head on No. 21

may yet be a portrait; I cannot see the suggested resemblance to No. 5
3
.

Tacchella 4 puts down Canites and Sarias as Getan
;

others of the dynasty

would be Adraspus and Acrosandrus (or rather Charaspes and Acrosas) 5
.

Two kings named Scostoces would seem to have dwelt in Thrace proper.

Besides Nos. 24 and 25 Scilurus has Pick, xn. 5, which I give on p. 50, f. 4,

after Koehne’s drawing, so as to shew the chariot : on Pick, xn. 4 (reverse like

No. 25) he wears a flat headdress, but both that and No. 25 may be portraits 6
.

The coin of Pharzoeus shewn, No. 26, is of fair workmanship, but Pick

gives two others thoroughly barbarous and of baser gold, which makes
Oreshnikov’s 7 dating in the 1st century a.d. the more probable. The royal

sign on which the eagle stands recurs on the coin of Inismeus, No. 27, and
is like the Tamgi on Bosporan coins, it just might be conventionalized

lightning (supra p. 317 and PI. vm. 26). Since my plate was prepared
Mr Oreshnikov writes that the Hermitage has acquired a tetradrachm with

the magistrate’s name Niceratus and the king’s spelt Ininsimeus, so it must
equal that of the Bosporan Ininthimeus, cf. the two forms Spargapises and
Spargapithes in Herodotus : in style the coin is clearly of the 1st century a.d.

1 Hist. Num

S

p. 283; Zt. f. Numismatik, ill.
4 Rev. Num. 1900, p.397 , PL xii.

; 1903^.31, Pl.V.

PL 11. 4 ;
Oreshnikov, Cat. Moscow University 6 So Regling in Head’s Corolla Numismatica,

Coins
, p. 15, PL 1. 9 ;

Bertier-de- La-Garde, op. cit. p. 259 ;
Pick, p. 520, cf. 601 n. 2; HNS p. 289.

p. 58, n. 2; Trans. Od. Soc. XXV. Minutes
, p. 54.

6
I cannot agree in assigning to Olbia the coins

2 G. F. Hill, Num. Chron. 1912, PL vi. 6. with KOZLl N, HNS l.c., cf. Berlin Beschr. p. 23.
3 For both Nos. 21 and 22, cf. W. Wroth, Num. 7 TRAS. IV. p. 14, cf. Trans. Mosc. Num. Soc.

Chron. 1899, p. 88 : he kindly sent me the casts. II. p. 239.
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CHAPTER XVI.

CERCINITIS.

Few little towns have had devoted to them so disproportionate an amount
of discussion as Cercinitis

1
. Various views about it have been already

mentioned as the question had to be taken in connexion with the general

topography (p. 17). The evidence for putting it near Eupatoria is the fair

agreement with the distance given by the source common to the late Ps.-

Arrian and Anon., the fact that this does not contradict the words of the

Diophantus inscription, the occurrence of many coins of Cercinitis on this site

(they also occur at Chersonese and at other points in the west Crimea) and
finally the discovery of remains of a Greek settlement more important than

any other in that part of the peninsula.

Between Chersonese and Tarkhankut, the western promontory of the

Crimea, the coast forms a kind of quadrant; the only shelter for ships is

furnished by a projection southwards breaking the regular curve, and pro-

tecting the open roadstead of Eupatoria, so that the modern town faces se.

Two miles to the west is the salt lake of Majnak now, as usual, cut off from
the sea. This seems to have been the old harbour, and the old town was
on its eastern side. There remain of it a few foundations, among them a

grand staircase, some barrows and the site of a cemetery. This last extends

as far as the Quarantine on the outskirts of the modern town.

The whole space is defended by a bank across from the lake to the

Bay of Eupatoria. The objects yielded by the cemetery date from the vith

century b.c. on and include a silver twist (like that figured on p. 208, f. 106, 32),

a black-figured lecythus, two red-figured craters, a bronze statuette of Egyptian
work and some terra-cottas of all dates, and coins of Cercinitis and Cher-

sonese (of the earlier periods), also of Panticapaeum, Amisus and more rarely

Olbia. The middle part of the site has been less dug over. The western part

which was the town has the characteristically uneven surface, but the founda-

tions do not present any clear features, though Burachkov claims to have
distinguished streets and towers. Eumps of slag, runnings from moulds and
imperfect bronze objects make it probable that there was a bronze foundry on

1 The name first occurs in Hecataeus, Fr. 153,

ap. Steph. Byz. KapKivlm naXn IhvOlkt). Herodotus
IV. 55 ) 99 mentions a town KapKivlm. On him
depends Pomponius Mela II. 4 who mentions the

gulf Carcinites and from its name forms that of the

town as Carcine; in this he is followed by Pliny,

NH. IV. 84, 85 (26), and Ptolemy makes KapKivlrrjs a
river as well as a gulf and speaks of KapKiva rroXu

fieo-oytws by misunderstood Herodotean tradition.

As his text now stands Strabo (vii. iii. 19; iv. 5)
only mentions KapKivtTrjs gulf but v. p. 496 infra.

The coins give KAPK and KEPKI. The Inscrr.

App. 16, 18 (IosPE . IV. 79; I. 185) have KepKivIrtr.

Ps.-Arrian (30 (19)) and Anon. (83 (57)) in their

peripli make KepKivIm 600 stades from Chersonese,

Anon, adds the form Kopovlm and speaks of the

gulf as KapK.ivl.Trii. There is another Cercina and
an island Cercinitis in the lesser Syrtis, cf. n3"0

fortress, and some might use this name as an
argument for the presence of the Phoenicians in

the Euxine. The Italian maps give Crichiniri and
such in the W. Crimea (Bruun, Chemomorje

,
II. p. 8).
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the site. Besides the inscribed stele, others have been found, one with part

of a very rude Totenmahl, also a bit of pediment with dentels. All these are

illustrated in Romanchenko’s two papers. The amphora handles recall those

found at Chersonese. The barrows occur, some within the defensive bank
(which may be more recent), and some in the open plain.

Mention by Hecataeus proves that the town existed about 500 b.c.

(cf. Jakunchikov’s coins). The one inscription of the ivth century 1 shews
the town to be Dorian, and therefore racially related to Chersonese. It may
have been an earlier attempt on the part of the founders of the better known
town, more probably it was a sister factory whose development was hindered

by the badness of the Hypacyris route and the indefensibility of its territory.

What degree of autonomy it enjoyed we cannot tell. Of the three chief

types of coins one would pass as Chersonesan but for the legend; the other

two offer great similarities, but the right of issuing any coins at all argues

formal independence. Many Chersonesan coins occur on the site, especially

those like PI. iv. 6, 10.

Probably Cercinitis was at first an independent settlement which was
compelled to lean for help upon Chersonese, whose situation laid it less open
to the attacks of the natives. On the other hand the open plain about

Cercinitis offered space for a development of agriculture impossible upon
the Lesser Peninsula. So mutual interest linked the towns very closely

and Chersonese naturally became predominant. During the ivth and uird

centuries Chersonese could protect her dependency, but with the organization

of Scythian power under Scilurus, or even before his time, she had to

relinquish it. By the help of Diophantus it was recovered, but the remains

so far as we know do not shew anything much after the und century a.d.

Coins. Plate IX. 1— 3.

Jakunchikov 2 has two coins found on the site but without inscription :

7ft. 17a grn. =m grm. Horse galloping r.
|

Rude incuse square.

The later coins are both in make and types very similar to those of Chersonese

(see PI. iv.). The head on No. 1 had some resemblance to that on PI. iv. 17,

especially in the peculiar embattled crown, but it is still more like the Tyche
of Amisus and Heraclea Pontica 3

. This coin also occurs with the magistrate’s

name nOAY (Oreshnikov 2). The axe on No. 2 is rather like that repre-

sented on Olbian coins, PI. ill. 4. Oreshnikov thinks the head is a dolphin.

This type has several other names EPMA, TEAX2, IPPOKPA, KAAAIA,
KAAAIP (Or. 3—9), IZTI (cf. iv. 14) : the first two of these occur also on

No. 3 (Or. 10, 1
1 ),

presumably it is of the same date: its types are quite

Chersonesan. Romanchenko 4 publishes an entirely new type :

JE. Head of Heracles r. as at Chersonese, PL IV. I Eagle 1 . upon thunderbolt above H PflN, below

9 or 20.
I

K A P K I N I.

1 RCA. x. p. 1 8, No. 13. AMBATIAITAI 3 BMC. Pontus 11. 10—12; xxix. 19—20.

HP0A0T0. 4 RCA. xxv. p. 187, f. 31.

2 TRAS. Num. Sect. I. ii. p. 25, PI. in. 43, 44.

62—

2
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P. Vacquier (op. cit.) gives several coins of which some are demonstrably
strange to Cercinitis, others quite unique, e.g. No. 8:

IE. Alexander- Heracles r. I Bow and club, between them XE PX above

[
BAXIAEOX XXIAOYPOY

Burachkov
(
Trans. Od. Soc. ix. p. 98) also describes a coin

IE. Scilurus with sagaris behind him, K E P.
|

Bow and club, B A X I A E 0 X XKIAOIPIOY.

There is nothing improbable in Scilurus having coined at Cercinitis, but no
certain examples exist, and it would be a very likely idea for a forger.

Head, HNi2

p. 279 would distinguish Carcine from Cercinitis following

Imhoof-Blumer, “ Kleinasiatische Miinzen,” 11. p. 527, PI. xix. 25, 26

(
Sonderschr. d. Osterr. Arch. Inst. Wien 1902), who puts down to Tamyrace
two coins

IE. Young Head in helmet 1
.

|

Lion not very unlike inf. PI. V. 10, 11, T AAA.

but these have never been found north of the Euxine, and probably belong
to some obscure town in Asia Minor.
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PLAN VII.

CK.«04-,p,S4,C.U

PLAN OF CHERSONESE.
(Founded on that in Brockhaus-Jefron and incorporating additions due to Mr M. I. Skubetov.)

Fig. 333 a.

Explanation of Plan VII and Fig. 338.

A 1

,
Greek (not on Fig. 338), A 2

,
Roman, Water-

tower. a, Junction of Secondary Wall.

A 1— V 1
,
Greek, A 2— V 2

,
Roman, Sea-wall with

Postern a2
. CR. 1897, pp. 91, 92, ff. 203, 204.

B, South Corner Tower: Greek core, Roman and
Byzantine additions: b, Postern, CR. 1898,

. 100, f. 1 ;
BCA. XXI. p. 142, ff. 28 a

,
b.

B—C, Wall, CR. 1900, PI. I.

C, Greek Corner Tower, first and second periods

:

, Posterns, lower late Greek, upper Roman :

a Greek wall of the second period ran from C
to a round tower V 1

,
CR. 1905, PI. III. Access

to ABCV was by a street running SW. from
the centre of the town passing through a gate

c2 in the middle of CV 1
.

D
,

Late Greek round Tower made square in

Roman times when d was built opposite and a

gate made between, Fig. 337, CR. 1898, p. 107,

f 7 ; 1899, p. 4, PI. I
;
BCA. XXL p. 138, f. 25.

D—E—F—J,
Wall, Fig. 335 ;

CR. 1898, p. 107,

f. 7 ; 1906, PI. III.
;
BCA. XVI. PI. III.

E
,
First, unfinished, Greek Gate. Inset; Fig. 334.
West of it Greek round Tower E l

,
made square

in Roman times: CR. 1904, p. 64, f. 96; 1906,

PI. Ill : e
,
Postern in Secondary Wall.

F, Greek round Tower; BCA. XVI. PI. III.

G, G, Greek Foundations, with IV cent, masons’
marks, CR. 1903, PI. III. plan ii.

H, Greek (?) Foundations, CR. 1895, p. 101, f. 250.

//, Gate commanded by Tower B leading in be-

tween walls.

/, Main Gate, CR. 1903, PI. III. plan i; with street

leading N\v., CR. 1905, PI. II.

i, Junction of Secondary Wall
;
probably no gate.

/, Tower at Junction.
/V, Thermae, CR. 1898, p. 1

1 3, f. 13; others south
of V, CR. 1906, PI. II.

y

—

L, Wall, Greek near L : three small square
Towers, BCA. XXI. p. 135; this sw. part of

the circuit was destroyed by the War Office.

L—N— O, Roman Wall on Greek Foundations.
A, CR. 1893, p. 57, f. 35, BCA. xxi. p. 133, f. 22,

and N were projecting round Towers : between

them two small square Towers, ib. p. 134, f. 23.
At L began another Secondary Wall.

M, Gate leading SW. commanded by L and N.
N, Projecting round Tower, CR. 1895, p. 107, f. 258,

with Postern n
;
north of it was a Greek look-

out Tower.
O

,
Small Gate and rhomboidal Tower; here the
Greek Wall went straight on NNW. to a round
Tower at P\ in between were probably three
Towers. The Roman Wall turned WNW., then
N., then NE., with a tower at each angle, and
finally NW., crossing a tomb by an arch 0 (CR.
1901, p. 24, f. 48) to reach the sea and probably
rejoin the Secondary Wall at B2

, a Tower com-
manding Postern p, Fig. 336; CR. 1895, p. 102,
f. 253; 1901, p. 23, f. 46; BCA. XXI. p. 130, f. 18.

QQ,
Late Roman Sea-wall with Tower, CR. 1895,
p. 97, f. 244 ;

other fragments qq.
R

,
Here the wall was thickened and curved to
the NE., it was defended by a square Roman
or Byzantine Tower like V3

,
CR. 1905, PI. IV.

A—T—T 2— V2
,
Roman shore-wall with square

Towers; S, CR. 1894, p. 53, f. 71; 7) 1895,
p. 87, f. 224 ; T 2

,
hypothetical

; V2
, 1906, PI. 11.

V 1
,
Foundations of Greek Tower, ib. p. 59, f. 66.

V3
,
Byzantine Tower, ib. p. 62, f. 70, from which

runs the Byzantine shore-wall with three small
square Towers like vx

,
and two Posterns v2 v2

giving access to the harbour, ib. PI. II.

U, Space open in Greek, built over in Byzantine
times, CR. 1890, p. 33.

W, Byzantine Houses mostly over earlier founda-
tions: IV 1

,
CR. 1895, p. 87, f. 224 ; IV 2

, 1896,
p. 168, f. 536; PV 3

, 1903, p. 21, f. 17; 1904,
p. 50, f. 62; 1905, PI. IV.

;
IV\ 1903, PI. ill. i,

ii
; 1904, p. 55, f. 76; PV\ 1906, PI. in.; PVe

,

Ainalov, f. 1 and pp. 22, 24, 45, ff. 20, 22, 36.
X, Large Greek Building and Mint(?), CR. 1903,

PI. Ill, plan i.

V, House with Hypocaust, ib. plan ii
; y, Greek

houses of rusticated ashlar, BCA
, xlii n. lot

f. 5.

Z, Site of Terra-cotta Kiln, CR. 1882-8, p. ccxi.
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Fig. 333 b.

CHAPTER XVII.

CHERSONESE.

Chersonese 1
differs from all the other Greek colonies on the north shore

of the Euxine except Cercinitis in being Dorian. It can hardly be a coin-

cidence that like the other Dorian colonies it was founded on a site which
however accessible from the sea did not offer special advantages for trade

with the interior. Just as Heraclea Pontica, its mother city, had its own
territory from which it drew supplies, so for the greater part of its existence

Chersonese had mainly to rely on the produce of the Lesser Peninsula which
soon became its very own, and in flourishing periods on possessions in the

west part of the Crimea. But when the other colonies because of their

intimate connexion with the natives whose hostility might bring ruin fell

into decay through the change of population, then rose to importance the

1 The official title of the city was Xepauvaaos a

ttot'i ra Tavpi<a
(
IosPE . IV. 7 U 7 2 )i other Greeks

spoke of XepaovaalTai ot e< tov IIovtov (Ditt. SylLP1

268, 281, 588) ;
so it was distinguished from Cher-

sonesus in Crete and the various peninsulas
Thracian, Cnidian etc. There is always to be
feared possible confusion with Chersonesus Taurica,

the Crimea (Chersonesus Taurica= the city seems
modern Latin), also with the Lesser Peninsula,

Strabo’s pucpa, which constituted the homeland of the

city. The general name was Xepaovrjaos or Xtppovt]-

cros, there seems no ancient authority for the fashion

of doubling the n. Pliny, NH. iv. 85 (26), speaks of

Heraclea Cherronesus, but that name seems due to

his mixing it up with Heraclea Pontica its mother
city: many modem writers use it as the full de-

signation. About the mrd century A.D. came in

the forms Xepow, Xepo-cov'iTai first found in a frag-

ment of Phlegon of Tralles in the time of Hadrian,
but the quotation occurs in late authors who may
have substituted the more modern form (e.g. Const.
Porph. de Them. II. 12, p. 63). Dionysius Exiguus
(ap. Mansi, Concil. III. p. 366, but cf. p. 383) translates

the signature of Bp Aetherius II at the second
council of Constantinople A.D. 381 as <T>ersoni-
tanus, whereas his successor at the council of 448
was styled (TrlaKonos Xeppovpo-ov (ib. viii. p. 239, cf.

p. 243) : that is the long form did not at once give way
to the short. The latter appears in Latin as Chersona
in Jordanes (Get. v. 32, 37). The Russian chronicle

makes it Kopcym>, Korsun. The Tartar name was
Sary Kermen, the yellow fortress, cf. Selivanov,

p. 10, n. 3: Brandes, s.v. Chersonesos (20), P.-W.
hi. p. 2261. I shall call it Chersonese as the angli-

cized form of the word is familiar though not in its

application to this city.
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modest commerce of the Chersonesites, safe in their remote corner of a
secondary peninsula. So the time when Chersonese was of moment in the
world was when it was handing on to the untouched tribes of Russia the

religion and culture of Eastern Rome. That is my excuse for continuing
my sketch of its history to the time when cut off from the interior by the

Mongols it died at the coming of the Turk.
Since then it has lain desolate. In 1578 Martinus Broniovius de Biezdz-

fedea 1

,
ambassador from Bathory to the Crim Tartars, visited the site of

which he left a high-flown account more indebted to Strabo than to his

own eyes. So it remained until the coming of the Russians in 1783, and
the speedy foundation of Sevastopol. Chersonese then became accessible to

travellers and the first learned folk to see it were Pallas 2

,
Mrs Guthrie 3

,
and

Dr E. D. Clarke 4
. All these had preconceived ideas of what ought to be

found on a classical site, and when nothing of the sort was to be seen,

they ascribed the desolation to a Russian passion for destruction. General

A. L. Bertier-de-La-Garde 5 has shewn that Pallas and Clarke much exagge-
rated the damage done. Clarke, more especially after the treatment he had
suffered at the hands of the insane Emperor Paul, was no doubt excessively

prejudiced against the Russians, and everywhere speaks of the antiquities that

he saw as doomed to destruction. As a matter of fact everything he mentions

has been preserved unto this day; but the explanation is probably that he

visited the country just as real order was being established, and the pioneers

of conquest were giving place to a more settled administration which could

see to the preservation of antiquities. But during the first twenty years it

was small blame to the Russians if they used Chersonese as a quarry for

Sevastopol and stripped the town of the ready squared stone that lay on the

surface. General Bertier-de-La-Garde argues that during its long decay

the city’s fine buildings had been dilapidated by its own inhabitants, and
that there was nothing but small rough stone left by the time the Russians

appeared, but the amount of squared stone walling discovered in recent

excavations offers a presumption that much had remained aboveground and
was greedily carried off to Sevastopol. It can hardly be held that it was
more trouble to cart stone a couple of miles than to quarry it at Inkerman

five miles off. Some destruction had already been done by the Turks who
are said to have shipped columns across to Constantinople, by the Genoese,

and by the Tartars; but at the time of the Russian occupation the remains

of the poor Byzantine town stood almost intact surrounded by its walls, and

with its gates in situ
6

: much in the same way Chufut Kale stands on its hill

deserted by all but a Rabbi in charge of the Karaite synagogue, the people

having gradually moved to Baghchi Saraj. To charges of reckless destructive-

ness Russians can reply that the Allies did their share of damage during the

siege of Sevastopol.

1 Tartariae Description Col. Agrip. 1595 re-

printed in the Elzevir Russia seu Muscovia
,
Lugd.

Bat. 1630, p. 258.
2 Tour in Southern Provinces

,
Vol. 11. p. 55.

3 Tour in Taurida made in 1795, London,

1802, p. 95.

4 Travels, Vol. 11. pp. 206, 273, London, 1817, 8vo.
6 Mat. XII. p. 1 sqq.
0 A view shewing it like this is reproduced in

Ainalov, Monuments of Christian Chersonese
,

I.

p. 1, f. 2 after Sumarokov, Leisure of a Crimean
fudge,

St Petersburg, 1803, but it is mostly fancy.
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The Lesser Peninsula.

The home domain of Chersonese consisted of what Strabo calls the Lesser

Peninsula, a triangle of which the base is the line from Inkerman to Balaklava

(7L miles = 1 2 km.) and the south side the inhospitable coast from the latter

to Cape Chersonese about 14 miles (23 km.) following the slight curves. The
general line of the north side is fairly straight and extends some 12 miles

(20 km.) from the Cape to the head of the North Bay at Inkerman, but the

coast is deeply indented and presents a wonderful series of harbours.

This triangle is a plateau which has a general slope towards the north

and especially the west (on Map viii. the heights are marked in feet), from

the cliffs at the extreme south, where they reach 1000 feet (304 m.) to the lower

cliffs opposite Inkerman, and to the flat Cape Chersonese. The edge of the

plateau forms an escarpment overlooking a depression which coincides with

the base of the triangle. Further to the east were the mountains of the

Tauri, a region that the Chersonesites never seem to have subdued until

after the Christian era. This triangle is precisely the limit of the ground
occupied by the Allies besieging Sevastopol

;
they could hold the Sapun

and Karagach escarpment against the Russian armies that attempted to relieve

the town. It is drained by many ravines which make the inlets of the

northern coast. General Bertier-de- La-Garde 1
still further reduces the space

owned by the citizens saying that traces of their occupation scarcely extend

east of the South Bay of Sevastopol.

This exposed limestone plateau is now mostly barren: it lacks moisture

and the soil is very thin : only in the ravines are there attempts at gardening

and a few vineyards on the south-eastern slopes above Kadikoj. Yet in

ancient times its whole surface was undoubtedly cultivated. Dubois de Mont-
pereux traced all over it the lines of regular boundary walls and in many
places the foundations of the ancient homesteads 2

. Inscriptions give us

fragments of a decree concerning the apportionment of land 3 and Agasicles

is praised for his services in a redistribution of the vineyards 4
. The produce

of the vineyards was exported in amphorae referred to Chersonese on account

of Doric names which coincide with those of known Chersonesan magis-

trates
5

. I have no explanation of the enigma to offer unless it were a

great diminution of rainfall
;

perhaps if sufficient labour and intelligence

were applied to the peninsula it could support a considerable population.

Nowadays this is not worth while as the valleys along the south coast of

the great peninsula are far more attractive
;

debarred from these by the

Tauri the Chersonesites did their best with difficult soil. In later times

when decay set in Chersonese had to rely on imported wine and grain paid

for with hides and wax from the Pecheneg country 6
.

Let us now apply Strabo’s description to this country.

1 BCA. xxi. p. 192 note. 3 losPE. iv. 80.
2 Dubois de M. I. PL XX., XXI. not trustworthy, 4 IosPE. I. i95=App. 17. This may refer to

cf. Pallas, II. p. 66 and Neumann, Hellenen
, pp. 403 land in the west of the Crimea, v. p. 518.

sqq. ;
Arkas, PI. iv.

;
Pechonkin, BCA. XLii. pp. 5 Collected and well annotated by I. I. Makhov,

108— 126, PI. in. gives a careful plan of such near Bull. Taur. Rec. Comm. XLVin. 1912.

C. Chersonese : he figures an ancient stone wine- 6 Const. Porph. de Adm. Imp. c. 53, v. inf.

vat, p. hi, f. 1. p. 538.
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“As you sail out (of the Gulf of Carcinites) you have on your left
1 a

townlet and another harbour of the Chersonesites. For as you continue your
sail there stretches out towards the south a great promontory being part of

the main Chersonese and upon it is built the city of the Heracleotes, itself

called Chersonese. In this is the Sanctuary of the Maiden (a deity after

which also is named the cape that runs out in front of the city at a distance

of ioo stades and is called Parthenium 2

)
with a temple of the deity and an

image. But between the city and the cape are three harbours. Then comes
Old Chersonese all pulled down and after it a harbour with a narrow mouth,
at which point the Tauri did most of their piracies attacking those that took
refuge in it: it is called the harbour Symbolon. And this harbour makes with

another called Ctenus an isthmus forty stades broad, this is that which shuts

in the lesser Chersonese which we said was a part of the great Chersonese and
has in it the town with the same name of Chersonese.”

In the next section Strabo remarks that Ctenus is the same distance

from the town Chersonese as from the harbour Symbolon.
Again (l.c.

§ 7) he speaks of “a place called Eupatorium founded by
Diophantus general of Mithridates. It is a cape distant about 15 stades

from the wall (ret^ous) of the Chersonesites making a fine large bay turned

towards the city. Above it is a sea-mere with salt-works. This was where
Ctenus was.” He next describes how Diophantus fortified the cape and made
a mole across to the city (/ecu to crro/xa tov koXttov to ^XP l Wjs 77oA.ea>s Sieycocrai',

surely this must be a mistake, a bridge or boom would give the easy com-
munication sought) and how when the Scythians tried to pass the ditch across

the isthmus towards Ctenus, by filling it up each day with reeds, the king’s

men burnt them each night and so repelled their attacks (v. p. 519).

With New Chersonese fixed the promontory Parthenium must be that

now called Cape Chersonese, the distance of 100 stades agrees fairly well with

the actual 85, by land it would agree almost exactly. The three harbours

would be Strelets, Reedy and Cossack Bays. The narrow-mouthed harbour

Symbolon is clearly Balaklava. Old Chersonese should be somewhere east of

Cape Parthenium. Clarke and Pallas say that the isthmus between Cossack

Bay and the south-western sea was covered with the remains of a town, and
on this the only conceivable site, Ivosciuszko-Waluzynicz’s excavations exposed

two cross-walls with towers and gates, also remains of houses and small

antiquities going back to the Greek period of Chersonese. The end of one of

1 VII. iv. 2. The first words ’Ek 7tX('ovti 8 ' iv

dpurrepa Tro\l)(vr] kcu «AAoy Xipijv XeppovrjeriTcov have
something wrong with them. Casaubon long ago
conjectured KaXos Atpr)v, C. Muller in a note to Ptol.,

Geog. III. V. 2 (p. 414), suggests Ka\ KaXos A ipr/v elra

be tlAAoy Xip-rjv, but Latyshev in his comment on the

Citizens’ oath in Mat. IX. p. 8 and in Journ. Min.
J’ub. Instr. St P., 1892, April = Uovtiko, p. 129,

thinks that the lacuna was still greater including

a description of all the SW. coast of the Crimea.

The loss was in any case due to the homoeoteleuta
KAAOCAIMHN and AAAOCAI AAH N, that is the

Fair Haven was mentioned and its name misunder-
stood. The towns along the west coast of the

Crimea would be accounted for and the copyist’s

mistake easily explained if only we dare put back

the text in some such form as this

—

eKTrAeoNTiAeN&piCTe
p&iecTt kaAocAimhn
K'TCIXHXeppONHClTGO-
eiTAAeKApKINITIC
ttoAixnhk'aAAocAimhn

XeppONHClTWN
The lines are hardly shorter than usual, e.g. Kenyon,
Palaeography of (Greek Papyri

, pp. 21, 66, PI. xi.

or Schubart, Pap. Gr. Berol. 31, Theaetetus.
2 Latyshev, l.c. first proposed taking this as a

parenthesis and so doing away with the idea of two
sanctuaries, one in the town, another on the cape.

Hence the buildings identified as this temple by
Pallas and later travellers are probably but home-
steads with well-built refuge towers.
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the walls projected into Cossack Bay and formed an island upon which the

Byzantines built a monastery answering- to the account of the first resting place

of S. Clement of Rome. If this fortress was not Old Chersonese it may have
been a place of refuge to which cattle might be driven away from inroads of

the Tauri, perhaps one of the referred to in the citizens’ oath (v. p. 516)
1

.

In 1910 N. M. Pechonkin 2 found pots and other objects beginning like

the oldest things from New Chersonese with the end of the ivth century b.c.

and going down to the early Roman period, when Strabo speaks of the place

as ruined. They do not tell us whether this was the original settlement made
in a corner remote from the natives because the Heracleotes were not yet sure

of their ground, nor, if so, when the bulk of the population migrated, leaving

a mere remnant behind. Pliny (l.c.), who does not seem dependent on Strabo,

implies the existence of Old Chersonese by speaking of Cherronesus Nea.
Ctenus is clearly the great bay now called North Bay, the subsidiary

Quarantine, Artillery, South, Dock and Careening Bays make it not unlike a

comb. Balaklava to Inkerman is nearer sixty than forty stades 3 but this

distance just answers to the five miles from Chersonese to Inkerman. Eupa-
torium fifteen stades from Chersonese must have been a fort made by walling

off the end of the North Cape and this is the isthmus towards Ctenus of which
Strabo speaks in

§ 7 ;
not the isthmus Balaklava- Inkerman. Pallas and Clarke

misunderstanding this passage saw remains of a wall along the latter line
;
but

General Bertier-de- La-Garde declares that there are no traces of it now and well

shews that the population of Chersonese could not have manned so long a wall.

No doubt they had observation-posts along the Sapun ridge and relied on
the lie of the land for protection. Even so the massive foundations of the

scattered homesteads suggest that they were built to offer refuge against sudden
raids

;
there were no open villages.

The value of a tete-de-pont like Eupatorium to Diophantus who carried

war into the country of the Scyths is evident, saving him from the long march
round the North Bay and the dangerous passage of the Chernaja. The
batteries on North Cape remained in Russian possession and the defenders of

Sevastopol retired to them by a bridge thrown across from the city and so

withdrew.

No attempt has been made to state the many conflicting views as to these

various localities, e.g. Burachkov put Eupatorium at Eupatoria regardless of

distances. Eupatoria is another instance of singularly unfortunate application

of ancient names. Bertier-de- La-Garde 4 denies that Eupatorium was the

name of the fortress built by the besieged across the bay
;
yet this is the

natural deduction from Strabo’s words
;
so the Allies had their Fort Victoria.

He maintains that the whole story about Scythian siege applies exactly to

Cossack Bay and the site of Old Chersonese : the points deciding him are the

sea-mere with salterns and the shallowness of the bay which allowed of throw-

ing the mole across it. Von Stern 5
will have none of Old Chersonese but

allows the scene of this siege to have been in Cossack Bay, saying that it is a

1 CR. 1890, p. 37, and Clarke’s plan, n. p. 273.
2 Arch. Anz. 1911, p. 206; RCA. xlii. pp.

108— 126.
3 Pallas says that the distance does not look

more than 40, op. cit. n. p. 62.

M.

4 RCA. XXL p. 177 sqq.
5 Tratis. Od. Soc. xix. Minutes, p. 99 ;

Hettler’s

Zt. f. Alte Gesch. 1. 2, pp. 63—71, and again Trans.

Od. Soc. xxviii. Minutes, p. 89.

63
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matter of the rel^r) or forts of the Chersonesites (v. p. 516) not of the city

wall, but this again is straining Strabo’s words as he mostly speaks of 770X15.

The view in the text has to give up hiiyuo-av : 1 5 stades of mole is too much
to ask, however shallow the bay: a bridge is no mean feat. The saltern cannot

be reckoned a permanent geographical feature, but there is a lake just inside

North Cape 1
.

Site and Remains.

The final settlement of the Heracleotes was on a low peninsula between
the lesser Round Bay and the Quarantine Bay'2

. Among all the harbours

offering this seems to have been chosen because it was well commanded by an
easily fortified site yet itself had gently sloping shores suitable for the Greek
method ol beaching ships. The western harbours provided no kind of

acropolis, the eastern such as South Bay were enclosed by steep cliffs, and
North Bay was on too large a scale and too much exposed to enemies.

The space finally enclosed by the walls of New Chersonese is some five

eighths of a mile (about 1 km.) long from west to east and 600 yards (550 m.)

Irom north to south occupying the whole of the blunt headland between the

two bays. This gives a circumference of two English miles (3 km.) which
can in no way tally with Pliny’s five Roman miles 3

. This considerable extent

was naturally not built with one effort, but the capricious progress of the work
shews less perseverance than might have been expected. The explanation is

1 Ptolemy, Geog. ill. vi. 2, may in the light of

this view receive a rather better interpretation than
Latyshev’s on Map II. (supra, p. 11): long. 6o°: lat.

47
0

16' (Symbolon Portus) can be at the head of an
inlet running up from the SE. and 6i° 15': 47

0
10'

(Ctenus) on a deeper inlet coming from the nw.
by “Eupatoria” (6o° 45': 47

0
40'). Thus an outline

not unlike the actual, though not to be deduced
from Ptolemy’s data, can be made to fit them.
Chersonese so appears between C. Parthenium and
Symbolon Portus, i.e. on the site of the old city.

Dandace seems to occupy about the place of the

new town and perhaps it was the name of one of

Strabo’s three harbours. Amm. Marc, who men-
tions it only copies Ptolemy.

2 The following account of the fortifications of

New Chersonese with the deductions which can be
drawn from them with regard to the history of that

settlement presents, except as regards the open state

of the town, the views of General Bertier-de-La-

Garde (BCA

.

XXI.), who has brought to the solution

of the problems a most wonderful combination of

qualities, for he is at once a soldier who understands
the strategy and tactics of attack and defence, an
engineer trained to notice technical points, an
archaeologist and so to speak an “oldest in-

habitant.” Nothing less than this was required to

answer the riddles presented and produce a con-
sistent explanation of all the phenomena. Plan
VII may not be quite exact, but Fig. 338 supple-
ments it in the interesting area. The difficulty was
that no large-scale plan had been published and
the small-scale ones differed surprisingly from each

other. I took as my main basis that given in

Brockhaus-Jefron’s Russian Encyclopaedia, s.v.

Chersonese
,
and on it endeavoured to combine the

sectional plans drawn to various scales which have
accompanied the yearly reports of the excavations

published in CR. from 1888— 1906 and in BCA.
(v. Bibliography p. 551). Finally I corrected the

fortifications by Bertier-de-La-Garde’s PI. Ii.&c.,and

the churches and earlier excavations by Ainalov,

Monuments of Christian Chersonese
,

I.
“ Ruins of

Churches, ”f. 1, and Mr M. I.Skubetov, draughtsman
to the excavations, made some important additions

on the rough copy. The death ofMr K. K. Kosciuszko-

Waluzynicz in December 1907 made it impossible

to bring out the full results of his last two years’

work. To him we owe almost all our knowledge of

what has been actually found at Chersonese and I

am specially indebted to him for his courtesy in

giving me information on the spot and in supplying

me with the latest results of his researches. The
present Director of the excavations, Dr R. Loper,

has continued his predecessor’s kindness to me.

A great hindrance to the work is the presence

of the monastery, which takes up the best part of

the site. Its great church, the chief landmark of

Chersonese, is built over the remains of a basilica

hastily assumed to be the scene of Vladimir’s

baptism. Further the operations of military engi-

neers are destructive but unavoidable as the site

is of such strategic importance to Sevastopol.
3 NH. IV. 85. This distance must refer to the

isthmus of Perekop, cf. Pomp. Mela II. 3, 4, whom
Pliny seems to have misunderstood.
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that until the ist century b.c. a wall of crude brick or a palisade was in places

defence enough. During the ivth century when danger was to be feared

from the aggressive policy of the Spartocids, Greek poliorcetics were rather

elementary, later on it was only a question of barbarian raids almost powerless

against any sort of fortification
1

.

One exposed point of the position was clearly the lowest part of the site

towards its se. corner (Fig. 338) commanded as it is by a considerable hill to

the sw. of it : moreover it was vital to protect the port. Here accordingly

was made the first attempt at fortification, or probably, as von Stern points out 2

,

the beginning was made here for physical rather than tactical reasons.

Between E and B the wall goes down into a deep valley the middle of which
about DC is nothing but the old bed of an arm of the harbour. The
foundations actually stand in water and for that reason have not been exposed.

In this water crude brick would simply have melted 3

;
so from the tower F to

the tower C were built the lower courses of a wall, and towers and gates were
laid out : the towers had rather shallow projection and the gates were not well

commanded by cross fire, but it was early for these improvements.
This whole piece of work is admirable, even extravagant in execution.

The stones are large and “rusticated,” i.e. carefully smoothed round the edges,

the face being left rough
;
they are laid as headers and stretchers alternately,

without mortar but held by swallow-tailed wooden clamps. The facing is

backed with rubble and stones set in clay, total thickness 12 ft. 8 in. (3 "8 5 m.).

Upon some stones are masons’ marks, notably an N with the archaic slope,

later forms point to the ivth century 4
. Deep in the heart of the wall 5 by

the gate and dating from its construction is a sepulchral passage, a kind of

T-shaped tunnel containing urns within which were ashes and jewelry, the

earliest of which is of the ivth century, the latest about a hundred years more
recent (v. pp. 380, 39 7—399, 402, 410 n. 1, 422): members of a distinguished

family were successively buried here : having regard to the singular position,

may it not be supposed that we have here the family tomb ol the builder of

the wall? He may have deserved the honour by his munificent intentions, but

he did not execute them. The curtain walls were nowhere carried up more
than nine courses 6

: some of the towers were left even lower (v. elevation on
Fig. 338): also the gate E by its position involved a most inconveniently steep

approach. Perhaps because these weak points were observed the work was
left incomplete as is shewn by the regularly stepped line of its top courses, quite

unlike the look of a wall which has been partly knocked down after having
once been finished

;
further no similar stones have been found used as

material in any later building.

A second attempt was made after a short interval which did not give the

projecting corners time to weather : the work was more cheaply executed, the

stones smaller and far less regailar, thouoh still rusticated
;
there are no masons’o ’ o 1

1 How elementary they were in the vth century
is well shewn by Grundy, Thucydides and the

History of his Age
,
Ch. XIII. p. 282 sqq. Bertier-

de-La-Garde thinks that Old Chersonese remained
as a refuge until the ist century a.d. and so the

Chersonesites were in no hurry to complete their

defence on the new site.

2 Trans. Od. Soc. XXVin. Minutes
, p. 113.

3 Cf. Xenophon, Hellen. V. ii. i— 8.

i BCA. XXI. p. 93, f. 14; similar marks along
L-N-0 and on the house-walls G-G.

8 v. inset Plan VII
;
BCA. I. pp. 3— 5, ff. 2—4.

6 Mr Wace suggests a mud-brick top to the wall.

63—2
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marks. In this style the stepped upper line of the first attempt was brought
to a level, but in other respects the former plans were departed from. The
unfinished gate E was walled up and the towers were rebuilt with more projection,

thus the depth of this stratum varies from eleven courses at the tower D which
had not been intended by the first building, and seven in the curtain wall by
C to one course on the wall about the gate E (v. elevation on Fig. 338).

Fig. 334. Gates (

E

on Plan vii. v. inset) in the Greek Wall of Cher-
sonese. Eight courses of ist period, one of 2nd

;
above, Roman with

threshold of postern. The gate was 3'87 m. broad, the passage way
8’39 m. long. Just within the entrance are portcullis-grooves and
5'33 m. from the face of the wall are projections reducing the opening
to 2'i2 m. To the east of the gate inside was a stair to go up on the

wall. Three water runnels meeting give the directions of streets, two
“back of the walls,” one towards the Acropolis and one towards the

harbour (Fig. 338). At a lower level than all this was a sepulchral

monument 2'4om. square as it were a pyramid with three steps
(
CR

.

1900, p. 21, f. 43). The jambs of the gate shewed no signs of any
traffic having passed through it.

From a photograph furnished by Mr Kosciuszko-Waluzynicz, who stands
in the gateway.

The plans were changed even during the execution of this small piece of

work. In the second style the foundations were laid of a wall running east of
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tower C to a round tower of the same size (V 1 on Fig. 338)
1

. Then they

seem to have decided to include a greater space for the harbour district and
the towers A 1 and B were built, but nothing remains to connect B up with a

curtain wall. So far they had got by the mrd century b.c. Towards the end
of the und century they began to join up towers C and B by means of a wall

jutting out to the west of C and having in it a postern c with a skilfully turned

arch : this wall only reached half-way to B 2
.

After the middle of the last century b.c., perhaps as a result of experiences

in the wars with Scilurus, they tried to make Chersonese more defensible on
this side and also more convenient. With the latter intention the existing

masonry wall was sacrificed. We have seen that between E and B the wall

Fig. 335- BCA. 1. p. 29, f. 23. Greek walls at Chersonese looking SE. from near e towards Dd.
Seven courses of first period, four of second with round tower D. Upper work and square
towers Dd

,
Roman.

descended into a deep valley. The road to the main part of the city followed

it down into this marshy depression and then climbed a very steep slope to

the gate at about /. To remedy this the beginnings of the defensive walls

were used as a retaining wall and earth to the depth of about 20 It. was piled

against their outer face to make a causeway.

Another weak point was at the sw. corner L-N, where an enemy might

come along a hog’s back leading gently down to the town : here again we
have ivth century work forming a foundation for the walling of irregularly

squared but not rusticated stones characteristic of the Roman period, when
the circuit was finally completed in masonry.

1 CR. 1905, PL hi.
2 CR. 1900, PI. 1. pp. 13, 14, ff. 27—29; RCA. xxi. p. 109, f. 16.
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From the successive towers A 1
,
A 2 on the shore of the harbour 1 a wall five

times rebuilt runs sw. to B, the most exposed point in the circuit. Hence
the original narrow tower of the second Greek period was treated as a mere
nucleus thickened at three successive rebuildings. Just by it was a postern b.

The piece of wall from B to C rested for its northern half on the Greek wall of

the second period, but the latter had been completely earthed over, for there

are courses of rough foundation masonry between it and the lowest course of

Roman finished walling 2
. A new postern c was built just above the former

one. Its object was to allow sallies from b to return to the town without
exposing their right flank to an enemy. In the straight piece from C to

E (Fig. 335) the three periods of masonry are best seen. At D the second
period had designed a weak semicircular tower. The gate at E had long
been walled up. It had no proper cross fire to defend it, and was altogether

badly placed. The round Greek tower E1 to the west of it was not a

powerful work, in Roman times it was rebuilt in rectangular form 3
. E was

a stronger circular tower 4
. No Greek work remains along the slope from F

almost to L. At / was the main town gate for traffic approaching from the east

and a street led up from it to the Acropolis 5

. J was a tower whose importance
came later

6—between it and the se. corner tower L 7 there were only three

ordinary towers as here the ground falls steeply from the foot of the wall.

Some way along this space were the main Thermae 8 from which successive

lines of water-courses ran between the walls to c, here re-entered the town over
the postern and so gained the harbour 2

. The next section L-N ran across a

ridge giving easy access to the great gates M
,
the chief entrance to the town

from the plateau, Balaklava and Old Chersonese : the gates were renewed in

Byzantine times, and the actual doors stood until the xvmth century. The
aqueduct from Jukharin’s Ravine entered the town at this point: but the levels

were equally favourable for bringing siege engines up to this piece of wall,

therefore it was built as early as the ivth century b.c. and in Roman times

rebuilt, doubled and strengthened by four towers: in 1894-5 it was mostly

cleared away by the War Office 10
. The same applies to the stretch N-0 .

From O the foundations of the Greek wall go straight on nnw. to El
,
the

remains of a round tower
;
there must have been three towers in between.

The Romans turned the wall westwards at a small gate and a tower: their wall

makes two more projecting bends with towers, a re-entrant angle by 0 where
a retaining arch carries it over a burial chamber 11

,
and finally at P2 reaches

the sea at a tower half of which has fallen
12

. This tower commanded the

postern p (v. Fig. 336). This western section of the wall is remarkably well

designed to secure cross-fire and is further strengthened with an outer wall.

The system of an outer wall was applied also to the other part of the

wralls resting on Greek foundations. The reports in BCA. give it as early

Byzantine but one stretch seems according to the graves it disturbs to be rather

of the Antonine age 13
. It reaches from the tower J past the gates / to the

1 CR. 1897, pp. 91, 92, ff. 203, 204.
2 BCA. xxi. PI. vii.
3 CR. 1904, pp. 64—67, ff. 96— 102.
4 CR. 1903, PI. in. i., p. 30, f. 28.
5 CR. 1905, PI. 11.

e BCA. xvi. PI. ill.

7 CR. 1893, p. 57, f. 35.
8 Plan CR. 1 898, p. 1

1 3, f. 1 3.

9 ib. p. 107, f. 7 ; 1899, p. 4, PL I
; 1900, PI. I.

10 My plan follows Garaburda as very kindly
amended for me by M. I. Skubetov, Bull. Taur.
Rec. Comm. XLlii. PI. 1., cf. Bertier-de-La-Garde,

BCA. xxi. PL 11. pp. 133, 134, ff. 22, 23.
11 CR. 1901, p. 23, f. 46.
12 CR. 1895, p. 102, ff. 253, 254.
13 IosPE. iv. 94, of the time of Commodus.
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Fig. 336. CR. 1895, p. 103, f. 254. Chersonese. NW. postei'n p with foundation of tower P2
.

tower D which was rebuilt on a square plan without regard to the round
foundations of the second period

;
opposite was built the tower d to make the

Fig. 337. Chersonese. View between walls looking nw. On left Roman tower d: on right

late Greek round tower about which has been built Roman square tower D\ beyond, Greek
wall with two Roman columbaria butting against it : these hide the Gate E and the Tower
E l is in the bank beyond.
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other side of a gateway. The foundations of D rested on an arrangement
of beams now rotted away : that is the ground was marshy but not permanently
submerged. Attention was next turned to the Southern Extension and this was
made into a military quarter by building a tower at V2 and joining it to A 2 and
to C with a small gate A half way. The curtain CB was elaborately strengthened

and the tower B once more reinforced. Control of access into the town was
secured to the garrison by extending the double wall as far as B where gates

li were made just under the great tower
;
the wall B—A 2 was also doubled.

As long as the Black Sea was duly policed, there was no great need for

sea walls, though some fragments of such are assigned to the Greek period,

e.g. A 1 - V 1-T 2 (probably Roman) and at “ 1894” west of R
;
but after the

middle of the mrd century pirates’ raids had to be taken into account
;
hence

the coast-line of the city was then guarded with walls, pieces are still found

at qq, at H, at Q Q 1

,
where we have the inner side of a tower, and near Z.

From a point where a line drawn ne. from R cuts the coast, past a square

tower and then a convex bend at R
,
they can be traced fairly continuously

round the harbour 2

,
with big towers at S, T, V 2 and A 2

,
perhaps another

about T2 between T and V 2 C 3 and the wall running north from it with

small towers like v1 and several little gates v2 v2
is of still later date. Nearer

to the present water’s edge is the line of a quay wall, the flat space between
being insufficient for an enemy to form on, and thoroughly well commanded
by the defenders.

The parapet and battlements of the walls are nowhere preserved : but

a view of a fortified town on the wall of a tomb south of the city shewed
battlements, simple on the curtain-walls and overhanging on the towers 3

.

The builders of the walls have not left themselves without witnesses.

The possible founder has his tomb
;
the second attempt agrees in date with

Agasicles'4

,
whose wall building is not put down as his highest achievement.

Somewhere in the unci century a .d . we have the imfjieXrjTrj*; Namuchus

5

directing such work
;

of another inscription on some tower but the date

270 = a .d . 245/6 is left
3

. The names of Theodosius and Arcadius may be

attached to the building of the military quarter

7

,
as also that of Domitius

Modestus under Valens, Valentinian and Gratian
(
a . d . 370—375)®. Zeno’s

inscription
(
a .d

. 488) seems to have come from the tower B\ and to com-

memorate the last strengthening of it. That of Isaac Comnenus 10 came from

near the quay and records the rebuilding of the gates of the Praetorium,

1 CR. 1895, p. 97, f. 244.
2 R, CR. 1905, PL IV

; 1904, p. 50, f. 92 ;
S,

1894, p. 53, f. 71 ;
T, 1895, p. 87, f. 224; V, 1906,

p. 62, f. 70, PL II.
;
A, 1897, p. 91, f. 203.

3 BCA. XXI. p. 1 6
1 ,

f. 29. The writers of the

reports in BCA. thought that the original area of

the city was only half what is contained by the

circuit of walls above described: they believed

that walls at G G G were parts of an old Greek
circuit connecting F and //, and so all the space

west of this line and also that south of E— 6" would
have been additional : in each case they based their

conclusions upon burials found within these areas,

but the southern extension must have been made
in the ivth century B.C. and the Greek walls

L-N-0 discovered in 1907—9 shew that the

western was quite small only including the space

beyond OP 1
. As shewn on the plans the walls G, G,

and H never seemed suitable for town-walls either

in thickness or direction : walls of rusticated ashlar

aty are just as solid and certainly belonged to Greek
houses, BCA. xlii. pp. 102— 107, fif. 5—7.

4 App. 1 7 = IosPE. I. 195.
5 losPE. I. 202.
8 ib. 1. 21 1.

7 App. 22 = IosPE. iv. 464.
8 BCA. XXIII. p. 5, No. 2, where Rostovtsev

suggests that it was called ra Qeava, v. inf. p. 531.
9 App. 23 = Iuser. Christ. 7.
10 A.D. 1059, App. 24= Inscr. Christ. 8.
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perhaps the military quarter. Justinian I also is said by Procopius to have
rebuilt the walls ot Cherson 1

,
but the expressions are vague. The greatest

recorded trial the wall had to face was the attack ordered by Justinian II

(v. inf. p. 532). Bertier-de- La-Garde points out that the topography agrees

with the account of the siege given by Theophanes (6203, 581 Bonn), if we
take A to have been Centenaresius, the tower on the water’s edge first taken,

B Syagrus, and the inner wall which foiled the attack, that from C to V. The
siege which Vladimir laid to the town was not such a test of its fortifications,

being ended by treachery. The destruction of the walls was due to the

Genoese, especially along the sea-front : all along the land side they could

until quite recently be traced, and in some places stood up as much as thirty

feet, but of course the ashlar facing of the above-ground walls had gone

2

.

Civil Buildings and Necropolis.

Of the buildings of the city there is not much to be said here. From
Greek times we have nothing but fragments mostly mutilated by being used

in later erections. We can point to worked stones from an Ionic temple about

35 feet high built into Uvarov’s basilica (1), but this cannot go back before the

und or mrd century a.d. (v. p. 525) : other fragments are still later. Of some
interest are the potter’s kilns, in one near Z were found the clay moulds
(v. p. 364), another near B seems mainly to have produced amphorae, two are

very well preserved west of R\ From Roman times we have the Thermae
(K) mentioned above, in connexion with them seems to have been a curious

building with elaborate drainage just north of /
4

,
other baths near V 1

,
some

ordinary dwelling houses, one Y with a hypocaust such as is found so commonly
in Britain 5

,
and a large building X in a commanding situation in the western

part of the town, possibly the residence of the governors—the palace of which

Broniovius speaks 6—unless the governor lived in the military extension to the

se. Perhaps some interesting building is concealed by the monastery, but it is

not very likely. Excavations on this central site might with more probability

give us fresh inscriptions. A deep cellar, found in 1904, contained 43 blanks

of bronze
;

it has been supposed that it was the mint 7
. Near by was found

a Greek altar with a sculptured snake curled round it, suggesting Asclepius 8
.

To the north at U, rather towards the sea, there seems in ancient times to

have been an open space, later covered with Byzantine houses.

Besides the city of the living the city of the dead yields much to the

excavator. At Chersonese it has given up many interesting objects, of which

the most important have been noticed in their place in Chapter xi.
9 The

1 De Aedificiis ill. 7.

2 This still has to be guarded against. An
attempt was made in 1894 to take away the marble
sill of postern p. Chersonese stones got as far as

Saraj on the Volga, cf. IosPE. IV. 72, infra p. 524^.7.
3 CR. 1905, pp. 48, 49, PI. iv.

4 ib. pp. 40, 41, PI. II., it was perhaps a fullonica.
8 CR. 1903, p. 28, PI. III., plan ii.

8 CR. 1903, pp. 26—27, PI. ill., plan i.

7 CR. 1904, pp. 54—57, ff- 76—81.
8 ib. p. 58, f. 82.
8 Of the miscellaneous objects on Fig. 339 the

stele of Gazurius is interesting for his title (v. inf.

p. 541), for the arms, the looped javelin, the shield

(cf. p. 56, f. 10), the typical sword, the mediaeval

looking helmet (cf. Boeheim, Waffenkunde, p. 39

;

Ant. Pergamon
,

11. PI. 45. 2, 47. 2, Text p. 102;

Baumeister, p. 2037, f. 2215), the greaves and the

gorytus. Kieseritzky-Watzinger (No. 409, PL
xxviii.) say there was an upper field with figures

of a boy, woman, man and child. For the cups v.

p. 361 ;
the earring, p. 409 ;

the leaves for eyes and
mouth, p. 422. The fibula indicates connexions

with the barbarians and the buckles exemplify just

that view of pattern and background on which Riegl

laid such stress (v. p. 273).
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different methods of burial have also been discussed in connexion with the

usages of the other cities along the same shores (v. p. 421). But the actual

position of the tombs gives us information. Mention has already been made
of the vth century Greek tomb found just inside the Greek gateway E. The
idea of the western extension of the city in Roman times, since confirmed by
the excavation of the actual town walls, was first arrived at on the discovery

of Greek tombs within the present walls. So too the secondary walls are

dated by the fact that they destroy in their course typical tombs of the earlier

Roman time. It is a little hard to make out where each type of tomb
prevails, chiefly owing to the somewhat desultory character of the excavations

of the necropolis due to the necessity of anticipating the destructive activity

of the military engineers. In general we find, as might be expected, the

earlier and richer tombs near the city, the later or poorer ones at some
distance, just the opposite to Olbia: the “catacombs 1 ” are naturally restricted

to places where knolls of rock cropped out. Most of the necropolis is to the

south of the city, for on all other sides it was surrounded by sea. It extended
almost half a mile in this direction well beyond the cross-church. Whether
there were buildings or tombs to the east of the Quarantine Bay is not clear.

Clarke on his map and Koehne" actually put the city there, but that may be

mere carelessness. In any case Sevastopol has destroyed all traces.

Byzantine Cherson. Churches.

It is for its Byzantine remains that Chersonese is of interest in the

history of Architecture. These belong to two main periods. There was
an earlier one in which most of the streets follow the old lines, so that the

houses are rather irregularly placed, but they are fairly well built, and the

churches adorned with marble (mere trade-work from the Proconnesian

quarries), some mosaic floors and a little wall-mosaic. This city seems to

have perished by fire and the whole site was laid out afresh. If there is any
truth in the story of the revenge of Justinian II (v. inf. p. 532), his may
be the destruction indicated. The new streets were regular, cutting at right

angles the old main street, which went from sw. to ne., but they were narrow
and the houses mean and badly built of rough stone with clay for mortar.

Byzantine houses are marked W. The churches were in some cases allowed to

go to decay, in others restored with the old materials, often on a smaller scale

and within the old foundations (Fig. 340, Plans 4, 13). In everything is seen

the increasing poverty of the city. This rebuilding and the partial recon-

structions that preceded it changed the level of the city and caused constant

modifications in the various arrangements for water-supply and drainage.

Not much is left of the oldest system of which we can only trace the gutters

down the middle of each street, in Roman times earthen pipes were more in

use, but the late Byzantines reverted to open channels at least for the drains

of the Thermae. Though the aqueduct from Jukharin’s ravine was no doubt

the chief source of supply, rain-water was collected from roofs, for instance that

from tower B was stored in a cistern to the west of it
3
. As the surface rose,

1 A large one very well described by Skubetov, 2
p. 8; his map, PI. IX., is correct.

Bull. Taur. Rec. Comm. xlv. 3 CR. igoo, p. 20, f. 40.
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the later inhabitants constantly adapted the lower parts of earlier buildings for

the storage of food, fish has left most traces, and for middens or cess-pools.

I have been tempted to add a bare enumeration of the chief churches,

which, with the subjoined page of ground plans, may be of value to students

of Byzantine architecture. The subject was excellently treated by General
Bertier-de- La-Garde in 1893

1

,
but several interesting buildings have been

found since he wrote, and perhaps his verdict that Chersonian architecture

was extremely poor stands in need of some revision. I received Ainalov’s

work too late to do more than add references to it. I cannot deal with

the innumerable chapels (by 1891 twenty-seven churches and chapels had
been found and since then another twenty at least), but will add a list of

illustrations shewing the best among the icons and objects of ritual use.

The churches of Cherson were mostly basilicas roofed in wood
;
only six

have a plan founded upon the Greek cross, and even of these all do not seem
to have had domes

;
apparently the skill of the local builder was not equal to

such difficult construction. All point about ne. towards the summer sunrise.

Of the basilicas the finest, probably the cathedral, was that discovered

by Count U varov (1, the numbers refer both to Plan vn. and to Fig. 340) in

1 85

3

2
. It measured about 158 ft. long by about 88 broad (48 x27 m.),

including a side chapel. It seems, both on the evidence of coins and of style,

to have been built in the vnth century and restored in the xth. From
the older church survived many remains of pagan buildings : it was paved
with excellent mosaic, part of which, much rearranged, is now in the

Hermitage. Its walls were also covered with mosaic, at any rate in the apse,

for many cubes of coloured glass, especially of the blue ground, have been
picked up on the site and on the shore below, as the sea has washed away the

ne. corner of the building. Remains of frescoes also occurred, shewing in

places three separate layers.

To the south of this is a building in the form of an ace of clubs (2)
3
. A

basin in the middle, a system of water-pipes and a big cistern to the se. shew
it to have been a baptistery. The three apses seem to have been vaulted and
adorned with mosaic, in which again blue predominated

;
even the central

space was very likely domed. The lower part of the walls was lined with

marble. The walls themselves are carefully constructed of stone, with binding

layers of brick so as to sustain a vault. The evidence of coins points to

about 600 a.d., which would fit both basilica and baptistery. If Vladimir was
christened at Cherson (inf. p. 535) it was most probably in this building.

Latyshev, discussing the life of S. Capito (inf. p. 531, n. 4), suggests that this

represented the baptistery and church of S. Peter that he built. Almost
under the baptistery are the remains of a small apse

;
this might go back

to S. Capito’s time. East of the baptistery was another early church in plan

very like No. io 4
. There were two smaller basilicas

5 sw. of U varov’s.

1 Mat. xii. p. 21 sqq.; Plans, PI. III. ff. 14—24. Ainalov, pp. 1— 14, ff. 3— 16.
2 Report of Archaeological Explorations made 3 First excavated by the Odessa Society in

in 1853, St P. 1855; Tolstoi and Kondakov, 1876— 7, and finished in 1901, v. RCA. IV. p. 89,
Russian Antiquities

,
Pt IV. (St P. 1891), p. 1, f. 1, cf. Bertier-de-La-Garde in BCA. xxi. p. 70, PI. 1.

p. 17, f. 10; CR. 1901, p. 33, f. 63: 1 904, p. 60, f. 86, Ainalov, pp. 15—24, ff. 17a—21.

is a plan of the whole group shewing an outer 4 CR. 1904, p. 59, 60, f. 86: not in Ainalov.
narthex and the streets to the west as well

;

5 Ainalov, pp. 24—29 ;
ff. 22—24.
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A building near the sw. gate M being a quatrefoil on plan with a central

dome and four apses resembles the baptistery but shewed no trace of a basin

in its mosaic floor
1

: it may have been secular, but the way it seems to occupy
the site of an older kiln recalls the story of S. Capito (p. 531).

Of the same date as U varov’s basilica and identical with it in plan was
one which was found just inside the postern at the nw. corner of the city (3)

2
.

It was 122 ft. long and 70 broad (37x21 m.)

:

the aisles were paved with

mosaic, but the nave with plain marble blocks
;
the sanctuary also was paved

with marble, but in it a darker variety made the pattern of a cross within a

circle, the altar being at the centre and below it a cross-shaped excavation for

relics. This basilica seems to have been deserted in the xth century and its

marbles used up in other buildings

3

.

In the western part of the town not far from the monks’ garden was
discovered in 1889 the best instance of a large church being destroyed and
another built on its site, so much smaller that nave and aisles came within the

old nave (4)*. The older church had marble work identical in style with that

of the churches at Ravenna, the presumption being that all was made at

Proconnesus. The floor was of rather good mosaic, and the whole has been
preserved by the erection of sheds to cover it. The newer church is put

together in the rudest way out of fragments of the former, unnecessary

columns being built into the walls and the capitals used to pave the sanctuary.

There was no pavement in the nave and clay was used for mortar, but the

miserable building is interesting as a very late example of an aisled basilica

built in the Eastern Church and for its altar being against the wall of the

apse instead of on the chord (so too No. 13). It may be assigned to the

xmth century. The very last of these belated Chersonian basilicas was
the church of S. George’s Monastery, near Cape Fiolente, built after the

abandonment of the city about the xvth century 5
.

In the centre of the town, about where we should put the Acropolis,

stood a considerable group of churches and chapels, including a cross-

church (5), a basilica (6) and a church of intermediate type (7). The first (5)

being, according to the knowledge of the middle of the last century, the

church nearest to the centre of the town was taken as the scene of Vladimir’s

baptism, and over it has been built the great new church of the Monastery.

The remains of the old churches have been quite spoilt
6

.

Small-scale plans of eleven churches are given by Bertier-de- La-Garde,

but I have mostly used plans on a larger scale than his. Basilicas 10 and 11

are remarkable for their proportionate breadth : 1 2 is given as an example of

the heaping together of sepulchral chapels 7
.

1 BCA. xlii. pp. 92— 102, ff. 1—4.

2 CR. 1901, pp. 25—30, ff. 49— 58.
3 The whole group, Ainalov, pp. 29—43, ff. 25

—

34, with the cruciform chapel (8) closely recalls that

near Q, A. 36, ib. pp. 42—46, ff. 35—37, excavated

by the Odessa Society in 1877-8.
4 CR. 1889, p. 14. Mat. XII. p. 22 and PL I.,

v.—VII; Ainalov, pp. 81—94, ff. 59—68. No. 13

on a hill to the S. outside the town, CR. 1902, p. 46,

f. 79; Ainalov, pp. 119— 121, ff. 84, 85, is another
case of one basilica inside another.

6 Bertier-de-La-Garde, Trans. Od. Soc. XXVin.
“On the History of Christianity in the Crimea: a

false Millenary” (a history of the Monastery), p. 60,

cf. Museum Worsleyanum, London, 1794, PL CXI.,

for a view of the church now destroyed.
8 Tolstoi and Kondakov, op. cit. iv. p. 16, f. 9;

Trans. Od. Soc. V. PL VI.
;
Ainalov, pp. 46—66,

ff. 38-47-
7 On these Ainalov, pp. 92—98, ff. 69—7 1,

mostly repeats Bertier-de-La-Garde.
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Of the cross-churches beside the baptistery (2) and a small one (8)
attached to the nw. basilica (3)

1 there may be mentioned one (9) found in

1897, north of the Greek tower F
;
round it ran a complete penbolos wall 2

.

This church was 2zp65 m. (80 ft. 9 in.) long, 19-50 m. (63 ft. 8 in.) broad.

Between the arms were various subsidiary chambers, and that to the ne. had
a kind of little apse in which was a basin, generally taken to be a font, but

it is probably nothing more than a large piscina. In the main apse under
the site of the altar was found in situ a silver coffer (i3'4 x 8-5 x 11*5 cm.
= 5i x x 4-i hi.) much the same in form as the two pitched shrines of our
mediaeval times 3

,
adorned with three nimbed heads on each side and one at

each end, and crosses on the slopes of the roof. Within was still the relic

of an unknown martyr wrapped up in a cloth. Professor Pokrovskij refers

the reliquary to the vith century a.d. In later times the church was divided

into separate ossuaries and finally destroyed by fire. The roof was of timber,

the walls not being of a character to support vaults.

Remains of a still more remarkable cross-church (14) were explored in

1902
4

. The earlier observers had noticed ruins on a little mound about 450
yards (410m.) due south of the great south tower B. On excavation they proved
to consist of a massive wall, including a space 44 x 36 m. (144 x 1 18 ft.). In the

midst was a cruciform church 20 x 21 m. (65 ft. 8 in. x 69 ft.), and to the ne.

two chambers filling up the space between it and a hall later turned into

a chapel whose apse projected beyond the peribolos. Between the east and
north arms of the cross was a chamber early pulled down, and corresponding

to it on the south another better preserved
;
this was used as the diaconicum and

had a basin like that described in the ne. addition of the last church (9) set in

similar fashion in a kind of apse, but the eastern arm of the main church is

rectangular. At one stage this was lined with seats like a round apse, but

originally there was a door at the end of each arm. Finally the whole was
walled up and made into an ossuary.

The chief feature of the building besides its remarkable plan is a splendid

mosaic floor, better than that removed from Uvarov’s basilica. In the square

central panel is a high vase flanked by peacocks, and something similar is

in the south transept. In the north transept is a design of intersecting

squares. The border of the whole is vine-pattern and the greater part of

the area is taken up with intertwined straps enclosing medallions with

various fruits and vases 5
. The eastern arm had a brick floor. The walls

of the church were decorated with frescoes
;

on them were painted or

scratched inscriptions in Greek and Armenian 6
. Only the se. addition,

the diaconicum
,
was vaulted

;
the rest of the roof was of timber : this

arrangement agrees with No. 5. The date seems to be c. 525— 550.

The whole building is constructed over six large sepulchral chambers.

Below these is a passage hewn out of the rock roughly in the shape of a y
stretching from the ne. corner of the enclosure, where it is reached by a

1 CR. 1901, p. 23, f. 46 ;
cf. p. 510, n. 3.

4 CR. 1902, PI. 1. pp. 28—38, ff. 46—57 ;
Bertier-

2 CR. 1897, pp. 97— 1 1 2, ff. 209, 215—218; 1903, de-La-Garde, BCA. xxi. pp. 1—70; Ainalov,

PI. III. plan i. Ainalov, pp. 70—80, ff. 54— 58. pp. 100— 118, ff. 75—83a.
3 CR. 1897, p. 103, f. 213, 214; cf. Dalton, Byz. 6 BCA. IX. PL in.

Art, pp. 563, f. 347, 565, n. 1.
6 ib. pp. 37—41, ff. 15—19.
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square shaft, to the nw., where it ends by a drain-hole through the outer wall,

the whole distance being 45'36 m. (148 ft. 6 in.). At two points are dry wells

made to help in the excavation or to supply air, and at the end of the short

arm just south of the nave of the church is a well with water. This has been
regarded as a catacomb in the Roman sense. But Bertier-de-La-Garde

shews that it is merely a passage giving protected access to water from a

refuge-tower built in the se. corner of the enclosure, and continued beyond the

actual well in hopes of securing a more abundant supply. His other idea that

the continuation was the beginning of an underground way to the city cannot

vanquish a certain prejudice against admitting the existence of such long

secret passages. By an analysis of the coins found in the graves about the

church he gives strong reason to suppose that this was never a pagan burying
place, but the original Christian cemetery, dating from times before the

triumph of the faith, and therefore rich in martyrs’ tombs and a suitable

place for a fine church though the exposed site needed massive defences.

The church of most complex plan, discovered in 1906 too late for

Ainalov or my Fig. 340, stood just to the west oi K. In essence it was a cross

church, but between each of the four arms of the cross was a chapel with an
apse, those east of the transepts serving as prothesis and diaconicum. The
end of each transept formed the side of another apsiclal chapel, so that the

east elevation of the church presented five apses
;
these apses were covered

with half domes and the crossing was domed
;

the rest of the church was
roofed in wood. A square baptistery was added on the north side, and at the

west end was an inner and an outer narthex, the latter afterwards turned into

chambers: the total length was 25 metres and the breadth 19 (81 x 62 ft.). Most
of the coins were of Romanus I, so the church may date from the xth century 1

.

One more ecclesiastical antiquity of Cherson the probable site of the tomb
of S. Clement of Rome deserves mention because a reasonable hypothesis has

endowed it with such an association (v. inf., p. 530). Mention has been made
of the islet in Cossack Bay formed about the extreme wall-tower of Old
Chersonese 2

. On it we now find the remains of a little monastery. Placed

amid the water and connected with the land by a causeway which may have

been submerged from time to time it occupies just such a position as might

give rise to the tradition of a church built by angels in the sea and approachable

but once a year. In fact the earlier legends have nothing miraculous about

them, but may be taken to mean that once a year priests and people went by

boat six miles (precisely the distance) to celebrate the saint’s day. This agrees

with the account of how in 862 a.d. Constantine the Philosopher better known
as Cyril the apostle of the Slavs found the Saint’s relics neglected and carried

them off to Rome. He seems to have brought the site into notice again as

the buildings, restored shortly after his time, were still seen by Rubruck (c. 1).

1 CR. 1906, pp. 66—78, ff. 73—75, Plan iv.
2 v. Bertier-de-La-Garde Mat. xii. PI. HI. fig.

10 and p. 57 sqq.; Ainalov, pp. 137— 143, f. 103.

Here I should like to give some account of the

remarkable Cave-Churches of Inkerman but that

would be making too much of a digression, v. Trans.
Od. Soc. XIV. pp. 166—279, Arkas, PI. VIII

;
D.

Strukov, Ancient Monuments of Christianity in

Taurida
,
Moscow, 1876; Arsenij I. Markevich,

“ Monuments of Christianity near Baghchi Sarai

and Karasubazar,” Bulletin of the Taunc Record

Comm. Sympheropol, 1899: there are considerable

remains of a basilica, vn—xvi centuries, at Partenit

on Aju Dagh, Repnikov, BCA. xxxii. pp. 91— 140,

If. 1—64 : and a fairly complete church at Senty,

Kuban district, with frescoes, BCA. iv. pp. 1— 14,

ff. 1—9, PI. 1—9: another on the R. Amhata near

by, BCA. 1. p. 104, and at Demerdzhi near Alushta.

65M.
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,
Byzantine Remains

Lesser Byzantine Antiquities.

Students of Byzantine art may be glad to have indicated to them the chief

illustrations of smaller objects found at Cherson in that they shew a style as

distinct from that of Byzance as that of the architectural monuments 1

. Moreover
objects of this style were exported to Russia and served as models at Kiev.

Closely connected in material with the architecture are certain fragments
of carved marble used in the adornment of churches'2 referred by Bertier-de-La-

Garde to the Proconnesian marble works.

Of painting we cannot judge by the fragments of frescoes and wall-mosaics,

but small icons in low relief in various materials shew characteristic Byzantine
drawing. Perhaps the earliest is an incised marble plate with the subject of

Our Lord and S. Peter walking on the Sea of Galilee 3
.

True reliefs in gilt slate are one of SS. George and Demetrius and a
fragment with Our Lord in glory 4

. Certain marble reliefs are excessively

rude 5

,
one of a saint inscribed o]v 6 ©eos to oVo/x[a olSei']

6
. In bone after

much the same style we have S. Luke 7
: in cast bronze an Evangelist 8 and an

icon of Our Lady Hodegetria 9
. In clay there is a dish with a very archaic

presentment of the Saviour (?)
10 and a roundel or pilgrim’s badge with S. Phocas

who was a great patron of sailors on the Euxine and had a hospital at Cherson 11

.

A mould for producing such a roundel with an inscription in honour of S. George
was found in 1898 12

,
also moulds for crosses and other sacred objects 13

. Crosses

themselves are common : one 14 has a Slavonic inscription shewing that it was
made for the Russian market, and examples of precisely similar style are found

at Kiev 15
. An enamel crucifixion of the xith century is set in the mitre of the

Hegumen of the monastery. Interesting for its dumpy archaic style is a bronze

censer with several scenes from Gospel history 16
.

Of other sacred objects in metal we have many candlesticks both small

standing ones 17

,
and large ones either to hang in church 18 or to stand, such the

Russians call panikadilo—one of these was made out of a marble club of

Heracles set on a base 19

,
others of old capitals of columns 20—a bronze discos 21

1 Ainalov promises future parts of his Monu-
ments dealing with marbles, mosaics and frescoes,

with smaller ecclesiastical objects and with the

glazed pottery. It is curious how few of the things

figured in O. M. Dalton’s Byzantine Art and
Archaeology have analogues at Cherson.

2 Mat. xn. p. 25, PI. iv. 1: CR. 1897, p. 109,

fif. 217—219; 1901, p. 32, ff. 60—62; 1904, p. 57,

f. 81, p. 61, f. 87.
3 Mat. XXIII. p. 26, f. 40. This and the other

objects described by Latyshev in Mat. xxm. are

also published by him in the Byzantine Chronicle

( Vremennik), 1899, No. 3 ;
cf. TIovtikci, p. 303, and

E. Mi chon, Bulletin de la Soc. des Antiquaires de

France
, 1900, pp. 332—337.

4 CR. 1894, pp. ss, 56, f. 74; 1893, p. 51, f. 32.
0 CR. 1904, p. 58, f. 83, p. 62, f. 91.
G CR. 1906, p. 80, f. 79.
7 CR. 1902, p. 40, f. 65.
8 BCA. 1. p. 55, f. 51.
0 CR. 1895, p. 94, f. 240; Mat. xxm. 41, f. 44,

where the inscription is discussed.

10 CR. 1904, p. 53, f. 74.
11 CR. 1896, p. 166, f. 531. He is fully discussed

in Mat. xxm. p. 30, No. 42.
12 CR. 1898, p. 1 16, f. 16 ;

cf. Mat. xxm. p. 35,
No. 43. Another, CR. 1905, p. 47, f. 46.

13 CR. 1898, p. 1 17, f. 17 : Mat. xxm. p. 27, No. 41.
14 CR. 1902, p. 40, f. 166.
16 Fora discussion of their peculiarities v. Tolstoi

and Kondakov, Russian Antiquities, V. p. 32, fif. 21,

22 ;
Kondakov, Russian Hoards

,
I. p. 43—45, ff. 24

—27. More specimens are figured in CR. 1897^.99,
f. 210, p. 101, fif. 21 1, 212; 1899, p. 13, f. 20; 1900,

p. 24, f. 58 ; 1903, p. 25, fif. 18—20; 1905, p. 46, f. 45 ;

BCA. XVI. p. 57, f. 14, p. 79, f. 36.
10 Tolstoi and Kondakov, iv. pp. 34, 35, fif. 27, 28,

cf. Dalton, p. 620, f. 393 ;
Kondakov l.c. describes

the enamel
;
better, Samml. Swenigorodski, p. 180.

17 CR. 1896, p. 167, f. 535 ; 1897, p. hi, f. 224 ;

1900, p. 24, f. 59 ; 1904, p. 68, f. 103.
18 BCA. xvi. p. 80, f. 37 ;

Bull. Taur. Rec. C. XLiv.
lu CR. 1902, p. 34, f. 54.
20

ib. p. 30, f. 47.
21 BCA. 1. p. 46, f. 43.
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or paten, a hand-censer 1

,
the end of a crozier

2

and the silver reliquary (p. 512):
of secular use were many locks (of a type still made at Tula) and keys 2

,

weights inlaid with silver
4

,
a decorated bronze mortar and a cymbal 5

.

Rather a different interest attaches to a series of carvings of beasts in bone
or ivory (v. p. 335, n. 3). Even better examples of the beast-style, forming
a transition between the Oriental and the Mediaeval beast-styles and not

without Scythic influence, are to be found in the remains of shallow bowls or

dishes of glazed pottery (v. p. 357, n. 5). Very good specimens of the

same pottery have occurred at Theodosia. The same kind of monster appears

on a gilt bronze buckle from Chersonese 6
. One piece of mediaeval glass is

interesting as it bears a shield with a pale and above the date 00°cccxxu 7
.

History.

Chersonese was a colony of Heraclea Pontica upon the coast of Bithynia.

The mother city was founded by the Megarians (with the help of the men of

Tanagra) 8
at the time that Cyrus conquered Media (c. 559 b.c.)

9
. At first

a democracy it soon fell under the power of its aristocrats 10
.

The foundation of Chersonese itself may possibly have been due to the

expelled democrats who here found the freedom they had sought in vain in

the former colony. Conceivably, if we do not press the word “ soon ” too far,

the democrats sought refuge in a Heraclean factory already in existence and
this accession of strength allowed the transfer of the settlement to a new site

11
.

As to the date of the foundation of Chersonese we have no information.

Ps.-Scymnus
(

1 . 824) says that in obedience to an oracle the Heracleotes joined

with the Delians to colonize a Chersonese. Here Delians is probably a mistake

for Delphians and there may well be a confusion with the tradition as to the

foundation of Heraclea Pontica recorded by Justin. There is no trace of any
Ionic influence in the language or institutions of Chersonese. Pliny 13 says that

the towns at this end of the Crimea were called Megarian. No doubt this

was in opposition to the Milesian colonies along the rest of the Scythian coast.

Friendly relations between mother and daughter city were always kept up
so that even in the time of Hadrian the Heracleotes supported the Chersonesites

in their petition for liberty
13

. These relations helped the Chersonesites to

remain purely Greek.

Herodotus makes no mention of Chersonese, not much can be deduced
from his silence but it was probably later than his time. The first attempt at

wall building on the new site belongs to the succeeding century. Bertier-de-

La-Garde 14 thinks the most natural point of time for the Heracleotes to found

1 CR. 1894, p. 56, f. 75.
2 CR. 1893, p. 74, f. 44.
3 BCA. xvi. pp. 1 14, 1 15; xlii. pp. 127— 133,

PI. iv—x.
4 CR. 1904, p. 52, ff. 68—71, cf. Dalton, p. 619,

f. 392.
h CR. 1903, p. 36, ff. 49, 50.
0 CR. 1901, p. 31, f. 59.
7 CR. 1895, p. 92, f. 236.
8 Nymphis, f. 2, FHG. ill. p. 13, Pausanias, v.

xxvi. 6, on the advice of Delphi, Justin, xvi. iii. 4.

0 Ps.-Scymnus, 1. 975.
10 Aristotle, Pol. VIII. (v.) vi. 2.

11 Ps.-Scylax, § 68, the first author (v. supr. p. 25)
to mention Chersonese, calls it ipnofnov. But
Herodotus applies the same term to Olbia.

12 NH. IV. 85, reading Megaricae...vocabantur

according to good MSS.
;

cf. Brandis, s.v. Chersone-
sus, P.- IV. in. p. 2265. The ordinary text gives

Megarice. . .vocabatur.
13 App. 20= IosPE. IV. 71.
14 BCA. xxi. p. 196, n. 1.

65—
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a colony in the Crimea would be just after the fall of Theodosia which they

had helped against the dynasts of the Bosporus: but von Stern 1 argues that

this help was probably rendered because of the Heracleotes already having
a colony to protect in the Western Crimea and that the wall is older than the

date mentioned. The fact is that we know too little of the history of any of

the states concerned. The only hope lies in a complete excavation of the site

of Old Chersonese and a determination of the time when it was first inhabited.

Evidence of communication with Athens we have in the vase found in

the wall marked as a prize from the Anacia (v. supra, p. 380). Later in the

century we have the dedication to Athena Soteira made by a citizen whose
name is lost. The statue above was the work of a Polycrates who has been
identified with the one mentioned by Pliny 3

. But Chersonese never seems to

have been so closely connected with Athens as were the Bosporus and Olbia.

Perhaps its Doric sympathies drew it aside and through Heraclea Pontica it

had with Asia Minor special ties which strengthened as Athens sank. In the

nird century we have evidence of such ties in a decree granting proxeny to

Timagoras of Rhodes 3 and in many coins of states such as Heraclea, Amisus,
Sinope, Galatia, Amastris, Magnesia, Teos, and Byzantium and amphorae
of Thasos and Rhodes as well as their coins 4

.

To the mrd century belongs the well-known citizens’ oath 5

,
certainly one

of the three or four most interesting epigraphic finds of South Russia. It is

the formula which every Chersonesite had to rehearse before becoming a full

citizen and accordingly it enumerates at length the duties of a citizen
6
. But

the full detail into which it enters suggests that special dangers had injured

or threatened the state and were still to be guarded against. We may compare
the party oaths mentioned by Aristotle 7

. The citizen swears by Zeus, the

Earth, the Sun, the Maiden, the gods and goddesses of Olympus and the

heroes of the land to defend Chersonese, its land, Cercinitis, the Fair Haven
and the other Forts against Greek and barbarian alike, to be faithful to

the democracy and protect the “saster 8 ” and reveal to the damiorgi any plots

against it; in case of election to the offices of damiorgus or senator to exercise

them faithfully and not to divulge any state secrets; to deal fairly by every

other citizen except a renegade: to take no part in any plots
9 internal or

external, private or public, but to give information of such, any oaths to the

1 Trans. Od. Soc. xxvm. Minutes
, p. 102.

2
v. p. 295, IosPE. iv. 82 : NH. xxxiv. 91 (19),

the Attic form errorjo-e is some confirmation.
3 IosPE. IV. 64. 4 Bobrin skoj, p. 26.
5 App. 16, v. p. 645, f. 348 : first published in

Mat. IX. No. 1= IosPE. iv. 79, cf. Revue des

Etudes Grecques, v. p. 403; Ditt. SyllS 461, and
Latyshev, Iloim/cd, p. 142, for further literature.

c For the shorter formula of the Athenian Oath
cf. Lycurgus, in Leocrateni § 77 and Stobaeus,
Florileg. XLIII. 48. For the Gods invoked and the

penalties cf. the treaty between Smyrna and
Magnesia ad Sipylum B.c. 244. To this the citizens

of each state swore obedience thus “’Opvvu> Ala rip
HXtov Apr] Adrjvav Apeluv K<ii Tt]v TavponiiXov Kal

Trip. M T)repaTr]v ’2nrv\rpit]v Kal AttoXXw tov ip ndi'Soir

( Ka\ ’ArjipobtTriv rr/v 2rpuToviKl8a) Kal tovs aXXovs Oeoi/s

iravTas Kal naaas. . .evopKovvTi pep pol ev dr], icpiop-

kovvti de ifjalXeia Kal ovtco Kal yevei ra> i£ ipov."

Ditt. Inscrr. Or. 229, cf. 'Syll.

2 837 : the oath of

Pharnaces I, App. 1 p=BCA. XLV. p. 23, No. 1,

cf. p. 518 n. 2, is almost identical in its terms.
7 Pol. IX. (v.) 7 (9), 1310 a, and Thuc. VIII. 75.
8 The word owr^p is new. It seems most

probably derived from the root of o-cofa). Th.

Sokolov ( Journ. of Ministry of Pub. Instruction,

St P. Nov. 1902) compares the form dpt]Tt]p: and
suggests that it means a kind of civil dictator

appointed to compose the differences which the

document presupposes. He cites Ditt. Syll.

2 108,

a promise of the Athenians to support tov tlp^ovra

ov elXovTo 0eTTaXol. Latyshev seems to think it

means the established constitution.
9 E. Ziebarth, Das gr. Vereinswesen, p. 94,

regards these avvwpocrlai as more or less permanent
political clubs.
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contrary notwithstanding, and to give his vote according to justice: finally not

to export corn from the plain but to bring it to Chersonese. If he keep the

oath may it be well with him and his, if he break it may neither sea nor land

bear him fruit nor his women have offspring.

This document shews us the city governed by a democracy with damiorgi

and a senate for which every citizen was apparently eligible. The administra-

tion of justice was also in the hands of the citizens. The city was predominant
ally or mistress of Cercinitis, the Fair Haven and other Forts, and to it belonged
a “plain” on which corn was grown. This plain must have been in the western

part of the Crimea because legislation was required to ensure that its produce
of wheat should be brought to Chersonese. If the plain were merely the plateau

of the Lesser Peninsula Chersonese would have been the only conceivable port.

This legislation recalls the Athenian regulation of the corn trade.

About the end of the uird century we have several documents that point

to the prosperity of the Chersonesites, probably the highest point that the city

reached in its earlier history. To it belong the works of Syriscus narrating

ra? e7rn£aveux9 ras HapOevov . . ./cal ra nor! tovs Hoanopov /3acri,\el$. . .tcl O' xmdp-

%avTa (fudavOpcona 7totl ras TroXeis
1
. In the list of Proxenies conferred by

the Delphians we find under the year 195/4 b.c. the name Hymnus, son of

Scythas of Chersonese, and under 192/1 those of Phormion son of Pythion
and Heraclidas son of Rhisthas, and in another inscription the occasion upon
which this privilege was granted to these latter

2
. The Delphians had sent

envoys to announce the approaching Pythian games and these envoys reported

that the Chersonesites had entertained them sumptuously at the public expense
and had passed a decree expressing their general and several regard for

the Delphians and sent envoys, Phormion and Heraclidas, to make sacrifices

of a hundred beasts to Apollo and twelve to Athena Pronaos (each sacrifice

being headed by an ox) and to distribute the meat among the Delphians.

Other gifts are recorded as well. Accordingly a decree of thanks was passed

in honour of the Chersonesites and they were granted promantia ,
while their

envoys were given the proxeny and suitable presents. That they were in a

position to make such handsome sacrifices argues a certain prosperity.

This prosperity was probably due to their having gained dominion over

the plain and divided it among the citizens. We have a fragmentary list of

citizens who bought plots of land and among them the name of Hymnus son

of Scythas 3
. The lettering points to a date a few years earlier than the

occurrence of his name at Delphi. The same name also occurs upon an
amphora, but the lettering seems later

4
. The area of a plot was 100 fathoms

square 5

,
the prices given varied according to the quality or position of the

land. The apportionment was carried out by eVi/t-eL^rat elected for the pur-

pose. An eV 1/1.6X77 777'5 in such an operation, very likely this one, was Agasicles

son of Ctesias 6

,
who besides holding the regular offices is praised for having-

made a proposal about a garrison and organized it, set out the boundaries

of the vineyards upon the plain, and made walls.

1 IosPE. 1. 184, cf. BCA. xlv. p. 44, inf. p. 544.
6 40,000 sq. yds., 8|- acres, 3-35 hectares : exrmi-

2 Dittenberger, Syll.

2 268, 281. pvyos, sc. xX^poy, Keil, Hermes
, 1903, pp. 140-144.

3 JosPE. iv. 80, cf. 1. 226. 6 App. \’] = IosPE. I. 195 : the name also occurs
4 BCA. 11. p. 23, with C for 2. A grandson’s on coins, Giel, Kl.B. p. 2 : Bertier-de-La-Garde,

name perhaps. Trans. Od. Soc. xxvi. p. 220, n. 3, pp. 248, 249.
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Although we cannot declare that the plateau of the Lesser Peninsula was
not called the “ Plain,” the expression in the oath makes it probable that this

word was reserved for the territory in the west part of the Crimea, and this is

rendered almost certain by the small area on the plateau suitable for vineyards.
It looks then as if the activity of Agasicles was devoted to organizing and
defending new possessions on the mainland (he may have built the so

often referred to) and the decree regulated the allotment of them among the

citizens. The rectangular division of the plateau probably dates back earlier

and formed a model for the allotment of new acquisitions, though the transfer

of properties in succeeding ages has introduced certain irregularities now
noticeable. Probably most of the wine exported in Chersonesan amphorae
was raised on the mainland.

To this prosperous period belong the pieces of frieze from a temple
dedicated by Pasiadas son of Artemidorus to Dionysus, to judge by the

bucrania and swags of ivy leaves with which they are adorned 1

.

d he city was of sufficient power to be included in an alliance made in

179 b.c. between the kings Pharnaces I of Pontus, Eumenes II of Pergamum,
Prusias of Bithynia, Ariarathes V of Cappadocia, Artaxias of Armenia and
Acusilochus, and Gatalus the Sarmatian, and the cities Mesembria, Cyzicus
and Heraclea Pontica 2

: but each ally was under express obligations to Rome.
As the second century wore on the position of Chersonese changed for

the worse. For one thing Greece was declining, for another she was receiving

raw products from Syria and Egypt, now thoroughly opened up
;
moreover

the oath of Pharnaces hints at attempts to destroy the democracy and finally

we now hear of Scythians making attacks upon the city or at any rate its

possessions : no doubt the coast tribes were being pressed on by Sarmatians

behind them. With these Sarmatians accordingly the Chersonesites established

friendly relations, so foreshadowing the Byzantine expedient of using distant

tribes to make diversions against nearer ones (p. 539) ;
this seems the founda-

tion of the story of Amage queen of the Sarmatians, said with a force of 120

horsemen to have defeated and slain a Scythian king hostile to Chersonese 3
.

But this policy was not permanently successful. Our one clear view of

Chersonesan history, the story of the campaigns of Diophantus in the last

decade of the second century, shews us the Scythians and Tauri united under
King Scilurus, and the Rhoxolans, a tribe of Sarmatians, ready to assist them.

Scilurus, who has taken the Fair Haven, Cercinitis and the Forts, has built

Neapolis, Chabum and Palacium and is at any rate suzerain of Olbia, about this

time leaves to his son Palacus a united sovranty and the prospect of adding

Chersonese to his dominions 4

.

1 losPE. IV. 87 : Mat. xil. PL IV. v. p. 545, n. 8.

2 Polybius, XXV. 2 (xxvi. 6). This alliance

put an end to a long war in which Pharnaces had
seized Sinope and tried to extend his kingdom. It

is not clear which side Heraclea took in this,

whether she supported Pharnaces against Bithynia
that had lately seized most of her territory or
joined with her late enemies to resist the encroach-
ments of a new one, whatever her policy she was
probably supported by Chersonese; v. Th. Reinach,
Mithridate

, p. 41: Schneiderwirth, Das Pontische

Heraklea
,

II. p. 17. App. \p= BCA. XLV. p. 23,

No. 1 gives the oaths interchanged by Pharnaces
and the city : I am specially grateful to Professor

Latyshev and Dr Loper for sending me this new
find before publication.

3 Polyaenus, vm. 56, it seems to fit in here.
4 See the inscr. of Diophantus, Appendix 18 =

IosPE. 1. 185, cf. IV. p. 278, Ditt. Syll.
2
326, also

IosPE. iv. 67, further Strabo VII. iii. 17, 18, iv. 3, 7

;

Justin XXXVII. iii. 1, xxxvili. vii. 3: the clearest

account is in Th. Reinach, Mithridate
,
p. 61 sqq.
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The Bosporan kingdom was in equal danger. Help was to be had only

from beyond the sea. The Chersonesites called in Mithridates VI, who had
lately assumed the government of Northern Cappadocia (Pontus). On their

entreaty he sent Diophantus of Sinope the son of Asclepiodorus, giving just

the help his ancestor Pharnaces I had promised in his oath. This commander,
who seems to have urged the expedition, appears to have spent four years

almost continuously in the Crimea, probably from 110 to 106 B.c. We know
that the conquest of some Scythians was the first exploit performed by or

rather for Mithridates, and Diophantus is understood to have written an

account of the country and of his campaigns (Uovtiko) which is quoted in a

work on the Red Sea by Agatharchides used by Artemidorus, who wrote in

104 B.c.
1 Now Mithridates only returned from his wild life and succeeded to

power in 111 b.c.
2

,
so he could scarcely send help before the following year 3

.

Diophantus then crossed the Euxine with a fleet in the summer of 1 10.

H is first measure was to make a passage with his whole army over to the other

side (Inscr. 1 . 6). This I take to be the making of the mole across the

harbour 4
-—that is rather a bridge across to the North Cape—and the building

of a fort (which he called Eupatorium) to secure the harbour against the

pirates of Palacium and to gain free access to the main peninsula so as to turn

the enemy’s position. When he got into the enemy’s country he was attacked

by Palacus before he was ready (Inscr. 1 . 7), but that merely gave him the

occasion to set up in honour of Mithridates the first trophy celebrating a

victory over the Scythians. This put the neighbouring Tauri into his power
and he founded them a city on the spot and settled them together in it. As
it was filled with Tauri and naturally in their country, probably it occupied

the same site as Palacium on the harbour Symbolon and had nothing to do
with Eupatorium : by giving it into the possession of the Chersonesites he

could secure to them command of the harbour and people that had so long-

plagued them, and indeed the Tauri seem to have given them little more
trouble, though they were still hostile 150 years later (v. p. 523, n. 2). No
accurate writer speaks of Tauri north of the North Bay 5

.

Diophantus would naturally leave a garrison in his tete-du-pont
,
and it

seems as if it was in his absence that an attack was made on it by the Scythians,

who filled the ditch up with reeds which the defenders burnt every night, until

they were relieved by the success of the general campaign
;
the incident may

have occurred at any moment in the war 6
.

Diophantus, after settling the Tauric question, went off to the Bosporus

and reduced it (v. p. 582). Next (probably the following year 109) he returned

to Chersonese, took the pick of the citizens and marched into the midst of

Scythia (i.e. the Central Crimea) and received the surrender of the royal towns

of Chabum and Neapolis and the submission of all the tribes to Mithridates.

For this success he received the thanks of the city and afterwards went back to

Sinope (Inscr. 11
.
9— 15).

The pacification, however, was not permanent. The Scythians rebelled

1 Niese, Rhein. Mus. XLi. (1887), p. 559. non de regendo, sed de augendo regno cogitavit.
2 Th. Reinach, op. cit. p. 55.

4 v. supra, pp. 496, 497. Strabo, vii. iv. 7.
3 Justin puts it well, xxxvil. iii. 1, ad regni 5 This is Selivanov’s view, op. cit. p. 22, note 3.

deinde administrationem cum accessisset, statim 6 Strabo, I.c., for other views v. supra, p. 497.
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and in the latter part of the following year (108) Mithridates sent Diophantus
back to restore his authority. Diophantus with his own force and the best of

the Chersonesites, undeterred by the approach of winter, set out to recapture
the same royal towns of the Scythians, but the season made the valleys impass-
able and he turned aside to the plains along the coast of the Western Crimea,
took Cercinitis and the Forts, and laid siege to the Fair Flaven. But Palacus,

believing the season to be in his favour, had collected all his own forces and
further brought up the “ Rheuxinali ” (Inscr. 11 . 15—23). So Diophantus was
obliged to leave to the citizens of Chersonese the capture of the town com-
memorated in another inscription 1

. In the battle which followed Strabo (vn.

iii. 17) pits fifty thousand Rhoxolans under their king Tasius against six

thousand hoplites : either Diophantus prevented the junction of the barbarians

or the forces of Palacus were reckoned in with the Rhoxolans. The event of

the battle had been foreshewn by the Maiden of Chersonese and rendered
certain by the superiority of the Greek arms and tactics. According to the

accounts none of the barbarian infantry escaped and but few of the cavalry

(Inscr. 11 . 23—28).

Diophantus lost no time in following up his victory. Early in the

following spring (107) he marched to Chabum and Neapolis and compelled

the Scythians to flee or to make terms (Inscr. 11 . 28— 32). His next task was
to restore the authority of Mithridates on the Bosporus. This he seemed at

first to have done without apparently any display of force : but the Scythian

party of Saumacus the foster-son of Paerisades rose in insurrection, slew the

old king and nearly caught Diophantus, who escaped upon a ship sent by
Chersonese. However Mithridates seems to have sent help to his general,

and Chersonese, exhorted by him, contributed three ships full of chosen

citizens, so that in the early spring (106 ?) he set out thence and captured

Theodosia and Panticapaeum, punished the ringleaders, sent Saumacus off to

Mithridates, and reduced the country to obedience (Inscr. 11 . 32—44).

The net result was that Chersonese became tributary to Mithridates in

return for effective protection against the Scythians. So far as we know the

city was never again in such danger from the surrounding tribes, but its fate

was now intimately linked with that of the Bosporan kingdom.

At first the terms granted it seem to have been easy. Diophantus is

thanked for supporting the envoys of the city, and it is natural that he should do

all he could for a city which had furnished him with such a valuable pied-a-terre

and contributed men to the reduction of the Bosporus. In return for these

services the senate and people decreed that Diophantus should be crowned
with a gold wreath at the festival of the Maiden, and that the symmnamones
(v. inf. p. 542) should call aloud this honour

;
that a bronze statue of him in

full armour should be set up in the Acropolis between the altars of the Maiden
and of Chersonese, and most effectual of all that the decree should be cut upon

the base of the statue.

Still indebted as they might be to Diophantus, the Chersonesites probably

had to contribute their share of the 180,000 medimni of wheat and the 200

talents of silver yearly sent across the Euxine to Mithridates, and according to

1 fosPE. IV. 67, very fragmentary, but mention- inscription set up in the year when Agelas son of

ing the Fair Haven and like the Diophantus Lagorinus was king.
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Strabo Chersonese remained “from that time until now” under the rulers

of the Bosporus.

It was perhaps rather as a subject of Mithridates than as a daughter
state and ancient ally that Chersonese sent help to Heraclea Pontica when it

was being besieged by Cotta in 72 B.c.
1

: though in the disorganization of the

Pontic empire which the wars with Rome had brought about, it would have
been possible to escape complying with the commands of the king. What
part Chersonese played in the final break up it is impossible to say. The
darkness settles down again and all efforts to reconstruct the history of the

succeeding period have failed.

It is however difficult to believe that Chersonese had an uneventful

history at this time, or that its submission to foreign kings was continuous.

We cannot tell exactly what Strabo or his sources meant by “until now,” we
are certainly not obliged to take it to mean the last year of his life, c. a.d. 19.

Pliny (d. 79), whose information as to these parts mostly goes back to the

time of Augustus, says of Chersonese libertate a Romanis donatum (sc.

oppidum ), but this may refer to Flavian times 2
. That something remarkable

happened at Chersonese in 25/24 b.c. we can deduce from the fact that

the Era of the city is reckoned from that date. This we may calculate from
an inscription relating the restoring of the town walls by the command of

the Emperor Zeno. It is dated “in the year 512 in the 11th of the

Indiction.” Zeno reigned from a.d. 474 to 491, and the only 1 ith year of an
indiction is 488 a.d.

3

Considering the disturbed state of these regions and the various uprisings

and revolutions which even our scanty knowledge of Bosporan history shews
(v. inf. p. 589) it is very probable that some fresh start was made by Cher-
sonese in 25 b.c. and even if it were not politically successful, and the Bosporans
maintained their hold until after the date of Strabo’s death, the new reckoning

may have become customary to supplement the clumsy method of eponymous
kings or archons 4

.

1 Memnon,c. XLIX. 4. FHG. in. p. 551. Bosporus
and Theodosia also helped, though Machares after-

wards turned against his father. 2 NH. iv. 85.
3 App. 23: the inscr. has been published about

twenty times, v. Bertier-de-La-Garde, Trans. Od.
Soc. xvi. p. 45 ;

first by Pallas, Travels in Southern
Prov. Eng. Ed. Vol. 11. p. 74, PI. 5, cf. among
others L. de Waxel, Recueil de quelques antiquitds

,

Berlin, 1803, No. 5 ;
E. D. Clarke, Travels

,
8vo,

Vol. II. p. 213 ;
Boeckh, CIG. 8621 ;

Latyshev, Inscr.

Christ. No. 7, with photographic reproduction.
Two questions have been specially debated ;

whether

the number of the Indiction is 1 1 or 14, IA or IA.
The latter would give the date as a.d. 490/1 or

475/6. This last was adopted by Boeckh, who
accordingly fixed the era at 36 B.C., and thought
that to be the date of the Liberation of Chersonese,
mentioned by Pliny. The other question was
whether the inscr. belonged to Chersonese at all.

One Cousinery
(
Voyage dans la Macedoine

,
Paris,

1831, 1. pp. 268—269, according to B.-de-La-G.)
gives it as from Thessalonica. General Bertier-de-

La-Garde (l.c.) discusses the whole subject, shews

pretty clearly that the reading is /A and for ever

disposes of Cousinery by the following arguments.
1. Pallas saw the stone in Hablitz’s possession at

Sympheropol probably in 1794, and Waxel certainly

in 1797, so Cousinery cannot have seen it at

Thessalonica less than forty years before he wrote
his book. Hablitz said it came from Chersonese.
2. There is no way by which it could have been
brought from Thessalonica to the Crimea. 3. Cou-
sinly is trying to prove an absurd theory. 4. He
says it was kept in Esky Dzhuma in Thessalonica in

the cellars : there are no cellars in that mosque and
never have been. 5. Cousinery made corrections

of the Byzantine spelling: if allowance be made for

these, his errors can be traced to his having used
Clarke and Waxel. The evidence of a man of 84
writing about what he could not have seen for 40
years cannot be set against that of intelligent

observers like Pallas, Waxel and Clarke.
4 It is just to this period that Dr Richard

Garnett {Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 1897, Essays of an
Ex-Librarian, p. 129) would refer the story of

Gycia, v. inf. p. 528, assigned by Const. Porph. to

the reign of some successor of Constantine I, late

in the IVth century A.D.

M. 66
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Roman Period.

At least from the time of their rendering assistance to Heraclea Pontica

the Chersonesites had to reckon seriously with the power of Rome. Their
policy, whenever they were sufficiently free to have a policy, was to use Rome
to free them from Bosporan sovrantyor protect them from Bosporan ambition,

but to snatch any opportunity when Rome was occupied to recover inde-

pendence, sometimes by the risky method of alliance with Bosporus. Even if

we had the history of Chersonese we should scarcely follow all the turns of

such delicate steering, and it is hopeless to reconstruct the course of events

from two or three fragmentary inscriptions and some enigmatic coins. One
stone 1 bears part of the name of King Aspurgus of the Bosporus (8 b.c.

—

38 a.d.), but we do not know in what connexion he was mentioned. So
a citizen is praised for having headed a successful embassy to King Polemo,
but whether the first (14 b.c.—

)
or the second (38—41 a.d.) we cannot tell

2
.

Nor can we say what services Cornelius Pudens rendered to the city to earn

him proxeny 3
.

Most tantalizing of all is an inscription about a kind of Chersonesan
Protogenes 4

. The hero of it comes back from abroad, encourages the citizens,

drives out a tyrant without loss of life, is elected director of the finances,

restores the fortifications, collects supplies through his own correspondents,

goes on a mission to the Emperor and Senate, and it would seem recovers

the city’s hereditary liberty
;

finally, on his return wards off an attack

threatened by the tyrant and his picked men, apparently by catching his

children and working on his paternal feelings. His reward is like that of

Diophantus. The lettering shews that the Emperor mentioned is one of the

earliest. It does not seem as if the word tyrant could be applied to one of the

Bosporans, so that quite a new element appears on the scene. It certainly

looks as if the Romans gave help against the tyrant.

Nor do the coins give us enough to construct any definite history,

although a series bearing dates offers more to go upon than usual. Hitherto

the coins had mostly borne the names of magistrates. All the dates have
been collected by Bertier-de-La-Garde 5

,
the result is they fall into two

divisions, in the former every year from 70 to 78, i.e. a.d. 46 to 54, is repre-

sented. Then there is a gap, and the next division has the numbers 103, 104,

109, 111, 120, 1 31 and 158, so stretching from a.d. 7 9 to 134. One of the

former division and four of the latter are of gold, including the last (PI. iv.

25). The coins have most of them a monogram (UapOevov, v. p. 549), and
further, there occur upon some the legends BACIAEYOYCAC and EIPHNHC
CEBACTHC 6

. Finally, we have a last series with the word EAEY0EPAC,
evidently later than the date-marks.

Bertier-de-La-Garde argues that the first division from a.d. 46 to 54 runs

from the accession of Cotys I to the death of Claudius, and represents a time

during which Chersonese was practically independent. This free position

1 losPE. IV. 147. 2 losPE. IV. 91. and App. i8a= IIoiim/ca, p. 314, and agrees with
3 losPE. IV. 69. 4 losPE. IV. 68 . Hapdevov

;
perhaps it is the same on the coins, for

6 Trans. Od. Soc. xvi. p. 65. on them the Maiden’s figure appears. Oreshnikov,
6 BacrtXfucwas occurs in Inscriptions, e.g. IV. 70; Num. Misc. II., comes to this view independently.
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was probably gained during the struggles of Mithridates VIII and Cotys for

the throne of the Bosporus. It may have been convenient to the Romans to

acknowledge it, and if Pliny was up to date this may be the freedom he means 1
.

The interruption in the series of dated coins goes from a.d. 54 to 78,

beginning with the accession of Nero, whose vigorous foreign policy finally

insisted on his head appearing on the coins of Cotys, and ending with

Vespasian’s reign. In the early part of this period we know that Rome,
through Ti. Plautius Silvanus, helped Chersonese against the Scythians 2

.

In 66 a.d. the Jewish King Agrippa speaks of the Crimea as being held by
a Roman garrison

3

,
and Chersonese was no doubt one of its stations : the

detachment there being under a centurion according to a tile from Aj Todor 1

.

In the latter part of this time the Chersonesites set up a statue to S. Vettulenus

Cerialis, legate of Moesia 0
.

But we cannot say that Chersonese was quite free of Rome during the

second period of dated coins : though some relaxation may tally with the

Dacian wars and the preoccupation of the central government therewith

during the reigns of Domitian and Trajan, it was still advisable for the city

to honour the legate of Moesia with an inscription
6

: also the heads of Apollo
on the coins have a curiously imperial look, and the phrase EIPHNHC
CEBACTHC (PL iv. 23) seems the Roman PAX AVGVSTA : finally, we
have the evidence of the coins and bricks found at Aj Todor, the ancient

Charax, a station on the south coast of the Crimea west of Jalta
7

.

Here everything points to a vexillatio of the Ravenna fleet, some 500 men,
as in occupation through the reigns of Vespasian and Domitian, and later the

establishment of a vexillatio of the Moesian fleet from Trajan’s time to

Gordian’s. We may suppose that when the Dacian trouble was over the

Romans in due course again turned their attention to Chersonese, just as it

1 For the significance of a gold coinage cf.

Mommsen, R. Staatsrecht. III. i. p. 712.
2 App. 1 = CIL. xiv. 3608 1 . 23, Scytharum quoque

rege(m) a Cherronensi
|

quae est ultra Borustenen,
opsidione summoto. This is dated after 62 A.D.

when the Vth legion was sent from Moesia to

Armenia. Rostovtsev, RCA. xxvii. p. 55, No. 1,

thinks the physician Vedius Threptus, perhaps the

freedman of some distinguished Roman serving in

this campaign, was slain by the Tauri at this time

;

the lettering seems early enough.
3

J osephus, B.J. 11. xvi. 4, v. A. von Domaszewski,
Rhein. Mus. 1892, p. 207, “Die Dislocation des
romischen Heeres im Jahre 66 n. Chr.”

4 v. n. 7, Rostovtsev, Klio
,

11. p. 93, Per L.A.C.
centurionem leg. I. Italicae praepositum Vexillati-

onis Moesiae inf.
5 IosPE. I. 197.
6 S. Octavius Fronto, c. 92 A.D. IosPE. iv.

93 -

7 M. I. Rostovtsev, Journ. Min. Publ. Instr.

St P. March, 1900, p. 140, “Roman Garrisons on
the Tauric Peninsula” = Klio, 11. pp. 80—95, gives a

particular account of this settlement. It consisted

of a high steep promontory cut off by a brick wall

with the outer defence of a ditch some distance

beyond, l.c. p. 88 ;
one of the buildings was a hypo-

caust: to his account R. prefixes a review of the

whole history of the Roman occupation and this

he has corrected and supplemented in RCA. xxiil.

p. 1, xxvii. p. 55, XXXiii. p. 20. I have been
content to reproduce his account. Newer excava-

tions published by him, RCA. XL. pp. 1—42, with

a good plan have revealed a gate in the outer wall

flanked by towers, a cistern or “Nymphaeum” with

a mosaic bottom, baths and halls, also outside a

temple with votive reliefs to various gods (v. p. 546)
and inscriptions set up by beneficiarii at their post

commanding important cross-roads
;

cf. Arch. Anz.

191 1, pp. 234—238 ;
Vinogradov, Hermes (Russian),

VI. (1910), pp. 248 sqq., 278 sqq.

A find made in 1904 two miles inland of Jalta

consisting of many hundred coins and a few other

things offered to the goddess of some barbarous

tribe in the hills, shews that a little east of Aj

Todor Bosporan influences as measured by the

predominance of Bosporan coins over Chersonesan,

were in the ascendant, and Bertier-de-La-Garde in

treating of it [Trans. Od. Soc. xxvii. Mifiutes
,

pp. 19—27) suggests that Aj Todor, placed at the

point where a transverse ridge reached the sea, was
a natural Chersonesan frontier post and occupied as

such by Roman troops; they would hardly have
chosen it of themselves as a post from which to

command the sea, since for this it offered no
advantages. Rostovtsev thinks it a Tauric oppidum.

66—2
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was about this time that Arrian was sent on his reconnoitring expedition round
the east coast of the Euxine. They were very likely dissatisfied with the use

the city had made of its liberty
1

There probably followed a period of complete subjection, during which
the Chersonesites made every effort to obtain a tolerable position, and finally

they were given their liberty, that is liberty in the Roman sense, and renewed
their issue of coins, this time with the inscription EAEY 0 EPAC (PI. iv. 26—29).
The late date of these coins is shewn by their style, and this is confirmed by
their occurrence at Aj Todor associated with Roman coins of the late und and
early mrd centuries

2

.

Nor are we left quite in the dark as to what the Chersonesites may have
been doing when the Roman vigilance was relaxed. Whatever their actual

freedom they were no doubt allies of Rome, and Rome allowed none of her

allies to treat with other states
;
whereas we have two inscriptions in

honour of men who have had to do with the Bosporus : on one the hero

besides having held the usual offices is praised for something done, Kara

Boanopov. His last duty seems to have been an embassy to the legate of

Moesia 8
.

Better preserved and more explicit is an inscription in honour of Ariston,

son of Attinas 4
. Besides filling the ordinary offices with singular merit and

rendering special services in putting the finances in order, Ariston twice went
as ambassador to Rhoemetalces 5

(131-— 154 a.d.), each time with success, and
finally spent six years petitioning the Emperor about the city’s freedom. On
this service he died apparently without being successful. The petition was
afterwards backed up by the mother state, Heraclea Pontica, and Roman
resentment was appeased. The Chersonesites duly express their gratitude in

more severe Doric than usual 6
. Meanwhile their relations with other towns

are shewn by various fragments of proxenies granted among others to Dia...

of Heraclea, Pharnaces of Amastris, a ship-master Satyrus probably a

Bosporan, and another ship-master, C. Caius Eutychianus of Sinope 7
.

1 Phlegon of Tralles, Olympiades Lib. XV.,

fr. 20, as quoted by Const. Porph. de Them. II. 12,

says that Caesar put Cherson (sic) under his

nominee Cotys. As Lib. XV. seems to deal with

Hadrian this would be Cotys II (123— 131 A.D.)

and the experiment would be a possible one on the

part of Rome. But we have no reason to reckon
Cotys II a special nominee of Hadrian’s, whereas
Cotys I was put on the throne by Claudius (v. inf.

p. 597), and perhaps it refers to his time. Or it

may be a case of the old confusion between the

Crimea and the town Chersonese, made this time

by Constantine who certainly had “Chersonese”
before him, “ Cherson” was not literary in the Ilnd

century. Rostovtsev in Brockhaus-Jefron thinks

that Rome put Chersonese under the Bosporus in

order to strengthen the latter for its work of resist-

ing barbarians.
2 For ciuitates liberae see Mommsen, R. Staats-

recht
,
III. i. p. 655 sqq.

3 IosPE. 1. 196. Latyshev puts this at 60

—

70 u.c. and thinks that this man implored the help
of Ti. Plautius Silvanus. But for Chersonese Lower
Moesia was the only Moesia, so that even after the

division under Domitian, the nearer province would
be understood without “ Lower,” and the inscription

can quite well be put later.
4 App. 19— IosPE. I. 199.
5 The name occurs among the Thracian kings

of the time of Augustus. Loewy {Inschr. Gr.

Bildh. p. 237, No. 337) assigns the inscr. to this

date because of the title of Augustus, norl tov

Qcov SefiavTov, but Latyshev {IosPE. iv. 280)

rightly quotes App. 20= IV. 71, ttotl tov
[
de]ov

a^cov Ka'i becrnoTav used of Antonine : cf. Deiss-

mann, p. 264, n. 8.

G App. 20= IosPE. IV. 71. There are mistakes
in it and it is obviously a dead dialect, cf. Mommsen,
Provinces, I. p. 282 note.

7 App. i8a = noi>rtKa, p. 314; IosPE. IV. 70;
BCA. Xiv. p. 104, No. 12; IosPE. iv. 72. The fate

of this last inscription is a real curiosity of Epi-
graphy : its right half has been known since 1822, it

was found in the ruins of Saraj on the Volga, the

capital of the Golden Horde, and copied by the

Pastor of the German colony Sarepta. So it found
its way into CIG. (21341$), and Boeckh thought it

might come from Exopolis, a town mentioned by
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In the latter half of the second century we have plentiful evidence of the

presence of a Roman garrison at Chersonese. Besides the Greek tombstones
with Roman names which always mark date we have many epitaphs of Roman
soldiers and auxiliaries belonging to regiments known to have been stationed

in Moesia during this period 1

. In an African inscription
2 we have the epitaph

of a praepositus vexillationibus Ponticis apud Scythiaini) et Tauricam

,

and
in one from Vaison 3 perhaps another is mentioned. The head of the detach-

ment at Chersonese appears to have been a centurion (p. 523 n. 4).

Two important documents, both belonging to 185 a.d., throw much light

on the Roman forces at Chersonese and their relations with the townsfolk.

One is a dedication made in honour of Commodus and of Flavius Sergianus

Sosibius trib. mil. leg. I. Itcilicae, no doubt commander of the whole garrison,

naval and military, by T. Aur. Secundus Ravenna, trierarch of the Moesian fleet
4
.

In the other, the well-known inscription dealing with the re\o$ -rropviKov
5

,
we have

mentioned the tribune Atilius Primianus in chief command, a predecessor of

his Arrius Alcibiades and a centurion Valerius Maximus, who seems to have
exacted the tax and taken too great a proportion of the proceeds for the

benefit of the garrison, leaving the town less than the share which had been
defined by the Emperors. Hence a correspondence between the central

government, the legate of Moesia, the town of Chersonese and the commanders
of the Roman soldiers stationed there 6

. Interference with the private concerns

of Chersonese could hardly go further.

However, the city must have prospered, as the remains of a fair sized

temple, dedicated to Aphrodite and used up in U varov’s basilica, seem to

belong to the beginning of the third century 7

,
so far as we can judge from the

type of name written on the columns. The usual contribution to the cost of

a column was five hundred denarii. On the architrave is chronicled a gift of

three thousand, the balance left in the hands of [Aur.] Hermocrates after a year

of office as agoranomus..

Ptolemy on the Don. The left half was found at

Chersonese and published in Mat. xvii. No. 2.

Latyshev had not recognised its relation to the

other fragment, but his restoration has been well

borne out upon the whole. On noticing .the name
in CIG. he put the parts together in Journ. Min.
Pub. Instr. St P. Nov. 1895. The story is of some
importance for the causes of the destruction of

Chersonese. It is wonderful that a stone should
have been carried 800 miles and more.

1 e.g. IosPE. IV. 120, Aur. Victor, leg. I. Italicae

(in Moesia from 69 A.D.
,
B. Filow, “Die Legionen

der Provinz Moesien,” Klio
,

Beih. VI. (1906),

. 27, and united with XI. Claudia before 21 1);

IosPE. I. 222, Aur. Saluianus, tubicen leg. XI.
Claudiae (v. Filow, p. 66) ; the names of these

legions occur at Aj Todor
;
we have no clue to the

date of Iulius Valens, IosPE. iv. 121, as his leg. V.

Macedonica was in Moesia from 71 to 200 a.d. and
again under Aurelian (Filow, p. 64); IosPE. iv.

1 19, Aur. Valens and Ael. Iulius, coh. I. Cilicum in

Moesia from 134 a.d.
;
BCA. XXVil. p. 58, No. 2, M.

Antonius Valens, coh. II. Lucensium
,

in Moesia
. 105 A.D.

;
ib. XXXiii. p. 20, No. 2, M. Maecilius,

cho. I. Bracaraugustanorum in Moesia A.D. 99 to

134, both these cohorts were from Spain. Greeks

bearing names such as, BCA. X. p. 22, No. 16, Aur.
Tyche or IosPE. IV. 108, M. Aur. Jason must
belong to the same period; Aur. Viator (ib. iv. 122)

seems of the mrd century.
2 CIL. viii. 619, cf. Suppl. 11780 from Makter

quoted by Rostovstev, Klio
,

II. p. 83.
3 CIL. xii. 1358, Rostovtsev BCA. xxxiii. p.

21.
4 IosPE. IV. 94, and ap. Rostovtsev, Klio

,
II. p.

85.
6 App. 21 = IosPE. iv. 81, and Domaszewski,

CIL. III. Suppl. p. 2243-5, No. 13750 cf. Rostovt-
sev, l.c. p. 86, and Latyshev, Mat. IX. p. 39. For
the precise impost see Journal Asiatique

,
VIII. ii.

(1883), p. 170, inscr. of the octroi exacted at Palmyra
a.d. 137, Hermes XIX., H. Dessau, “Der Steuertarif

von Palmyra,” p. 517, Suetonius, Gains, 40. On the

collection of this impost by soldiers in Rome v.

Rostovtsev, History ofState-contracts in the Roman
Empire

,
St P. 1899, p. 73; at Palmyra, p. 96; in

Egypt, pp. 210, 212 (there is a German Ed.).
e Cf. a similar correspondence in the case of

Tyras, App. 4= IosPE. 1. 3, supra p. 446.
7 IosPE. 1. 203—210; Tolstoi and Kondakov,

Russ. Ant. iv. p. 20, f. 16. BCA. ill. p. 27,

No. 9.
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The privileges of the city though boasted upon the series of coins issued

at this time did not satisfy the inhabitants and Democrates, the son of Aris-

togenes, earned praise by paying his own expenses at Rome when going as an
envoy for the benefit of the city

1

. At this period the Doric dialect is no
longer kept up. Now also comes in the title Protarchonteuon, forming a

transition to the 7Tpcjrevojv used by Constantine Porphyrogenitus 2
. About the

middle of the century Chersonese ceases to coin money 3
.

Legendary Wars with Bosporus.

We hear no more of Chersonese, henceforth called Cherson, until the

time of Diocletian. In the last chapter (53) of his work on the government
of the Empire, Constantine Porphyrogenitus 4 losing sight of any practical

purpose goes off into a digression on the history of Cherson 5
. He says that

in the time of Diocletian (284 to 303 a.d.) Sauromatus
(
sic

)

of the Bosporans,

son of Crisconorus (Rhescuporis ?), marched through Lazice as far as the

Halys, where he was met by a force under Constans (this must be for

Constantius Chlorus, and gives a date before 292), who being in a weak
position urged the Chersonites to make a diversion. Accordingly the

President Chrestus, son of Papias, collected a large force of men and artillery

in waggons, defeated the Bosporans by a pretended flight, captured their

city with their wives and families and compelled the latter to send to Sauro-

matus to make peace. Sauromatus, who had meanwhile won more advantages

over the Romans, was after some negotiations forced to forgo an indemnity,

give up his prisoners and retire to Bosporus, whereupon the womenfolk
were duly handed back to him unhurt, and the victorious Chersonites

returned home. For this the city received true freedom and immunity and
rich gifts.

Constantine the Great when troubled by an invasion of the Scythians

(Goths) upon the Danube, remembering the help given to his father, called in

the Chersonites 6

,
who under their President Diogenes, son of Diogenes, went

with their artillery (xebpofioXicrTpaL) and waggons and defeated the enemy.

1 losPE. 1. 200.
2 IosPE. IV. 105, cf. 86, epitaph of Gazurius, v.

P- 5° 5 >
f- 339 -

3 For guesses as to the presence of a Roman
garrison at this period v. Rostovtsev in BCA. XXIII.

p. 1, No. 1, publishing a Latin Inscription of about
this date mentioning eq(iies) Rom\anus d\ux per
qua\driennium leg.\ XI. Cl(aiediae). In A.D. 245
the Chersonites were restoring their walls, IosPE.
I. 21 1 : just the time when the barbarians had
subdued Olbiaand Bosporus. A witness to Roman
commerce is a square lead weight inscribed rpiovv-

klv ’lra\iK(>v
,
CP. 1906, p. 80, f. 80.

1 For the author v. Krumbacher, Gesch. d. Byz.
Litteralur2

, p. 252 sqq.
;
for the book, J. B. Bury in

Byz. Zt. xv. pp. 517—577.
° LtTTOp'ia 7Tfpi Toil KUfTTpOV XepCTOlVOS, V. R.

Garnett, l.c.
;
Finlay, Hist, of Greece

,
II. p. 350 sqq.

;

Gibbon, ed. Bury, II. p. 218. Brandis in P.-W.
p. 2269 says this is all unhistorical and blames those

who have repeated it, but it is probably drawn from
some Chersonian chronicle (each incident is dated
by the name of an annual president, e.g. aT^avrp
(pnpouvTOS icat Trpiorevoi'Tos Gepurrov too Gepiarov),

and represents what the Chersonites believed about
their past. Also the story of Gycia is very pleasing,

quite worthy of Herodotus. The genesis of the

whole is very likely an attempt to explain certain

statues existing in Cherson, certain privileges and
perhaps the existence of the remains of a great

house, ruined and made into a rubbish heap, left in

the west part of the town near a postern— this is

Mommsen’s view, Provinces
,

II. p. 316, note—the

whole being combined with traditions of ancient

wars against the rulers of the Bosporus and stock

stories like David and Goliath and Ali Baba.
0 Koehne, Chersonese, p. 108, puts this at

A.D. 318; Stritter, Mem. Populorum
,

IV. p. 537,

at 327 ;
Gibbon, l.c. at 332.
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Accordingly the Emperor summoned the leaders to Byzance, confirmed

the former privileges, and presented them with a golden statue (of himself) in

royal crown and robes, a charter of liberties for them and their ships, and a ring

with his portrait with which petitions to the Emperor were to be sealed. Also
he granted them a yearly allowance of cord, hemp, iron and oil for the

artillery and a thousand rations to those who served it, “paid until this day”
to their descendants who make up a fixed number in the corps.

Years passed and Sauromatus, grandson of the former Sauromatus son

of Crisconorus, sought to avenge his grandfather but was defeated at Capha
(Theodosia

;
this is the first occurrence of the mediaeval name) by the

president of Cherson, Byscus 1

,
son of Supolichus, and the boundary fixed at

Capha at the old frontier of the Spartocids (v. inf. p. 557).
After a time another Sauromatus arose and crossed the boundary with

a great force collected from the tribes about the Maeotis. The president of

Cherson at this time was Pharnacus, son of Pharnacus, who led his army out

to meet the enemy and proposed a single combat with the Bosporan king,

although he himself was a small man. Sauromatus readily agreed, trusting

like Goliath in his height and heavy armour, but Pharnacus had arranged that

when he should have manoeuvred his opponent round so that each had his

back to his enemy’s host, the Chersonites should cry out, “aha.” Sauromatus
turned his head round at the cry and the scales of his armour opened so that

Pharnacus could pierce him with his spear. On seeing their leader slain the

host of Sauromatus fled, but the victorious Pharnacus contented himself with

drawing the boundary at a line forty miles from Bosporus town, doing

no harm to the citizens. In memory of this clemency the Bosporans set up his

statue in their city. This was an end to the kingship of the Sauromati in

Bosporus.

So far the story is not such as to make it impossible that it should have
some foundation. Of course we must make allowance for the patriotism of the

Chersonites, who glorify the prowess, cunning and mercy of their leaders,

and extend the boundaries of the city’s dominion. We can understand too

that a confusion should arise between the ethnic name Sauromates and the

proper name derived from it
2
. Some of the expressions suggest that the

enemy of Cherson was not exactly the rightful ruler of Bosporus, lie appears

rather as the chief of the barbarians about the Maeotis. The state of things

may correspond to a time of confusion in Bosporan affairs, when at once there

were two kings, one as it seems the representative of the old reigning house,

the other of more recent barbarian origin. At the time indicated for the

beginning of these events Thothorses, and after him Rhadampsadius, seem to

have been rivals of the last Rhescuporis, and after this we know nothing of

the Bosporus. The barbarian element seems to have got out of hand because

the Romans were busy with internal affairs and the Danubian difficulties. In

earlier times they would not have allowed real wars between their vassals
;

we may compare the state of things under Pharsanzes, another extra king

of Bosporus, who put its fleet at the disposal of the barbarians (v. inf.

p. 608).

1 Cf. Boio-ko?, IosPE. iv. 103; 1OCA. xviii. p.
2 The forms in -os are presumably to be referred

1 18, No. 29. to the later date of Constantine or his authority.
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Gycm.

Next, Constantine goes on to tell the story of the plot made by a
Bosporan king Asander to avenge his kingdom upon Cherson. Hearing that

Lamachus the president of Cherson had a fair daughter named Gycia, the

king proposed that his eldest son should marry her and so put an end to

the hostility between the two states. The Chersonites agreed but only on
condition that the prince should come and live at Cherson and never go back
to see his father at Bosporus, and the condition was accepted. Now at

Cherson, Lamachus, who was very rich in gold and silver, menservants and
maidservants, flocks and herds and goods, had a house taking up four wards

(;regiones

)

of the city in length and breadth : it had its own postern in the

city wall and four towered gates with fair wickets through which each kind of

beast went in and out to its own stable. Lamachus gave his consent to the

marriage and after a space of two years died, and Gycia was left alone with

Asander’s son, for her mother had died long before. A year after the death

of Lamachus, in the presidency of Zethus son of Zethon 1

,
Gycia, not desirous

of making a display but wishing to keep bright the memory of her father,

asked grace of the elders of the city that she might yearly all her life long on
the anniversary of his death make a great feast to all the townsmen, their

wives, children and households, so that abstaining from work for that day they

should dance and make merry in public each in his own ward. In this

proposal she was encouraged by her husband who saw in it an opportunity of

carrying out his treasonable designs against the liberties of Cherson. After

the feast he sent a trusty slave to Bosporus saying “ From time to time upon
the pretext of bringing me presents send me ships and ten or twelve stout

young men over and above the rowers. Let them wait at Symbolon and

I will send and bring the young men and the presents into the city. Then
in the daytime in the sight of all I will send away the young men and they

shall hide till dark in the meadow (perhaps the marshes of the Chernaja

by Inkerman) and then I will bring them by sea round to the harbour Susa
and let them in by my own postern.” So they did and in time there were

assembled in the cellar of the house two hundred Bosporans, only waiting for

the annual feast to burn and slay, the lady knowing nothing of the matter.

Now a slave-girl, trusted by Gycia, had committed some fault and chanced to

have been shut up in a chamber just above the Bosporans
;

in spinning she

dropped her spindle-whorl and it rolled into a hole in the pavement. To
reach it she pulled up a brick and through the hole she saw armed men in the

cellar beneath, so she put the brick back carefully and sent for her mistress

and shewed her the sight. Then Gycia, saying that her offence was fore-

ordained of Heaven (6 ©eos) that this treachery might be revealed, took her

back into yet closer confidence and commanded her to keep silence : but she

herself opened the matter to two trusty kinsmen and bade them summon
the chiefs of the city in a secret place and let them choose out three men
furnished with ability, able to keep a secret, who should promise under oath

to do what Gycia should ask them, for she must trust them with a matter

1 Cf. IosPE. iv. 86, 96.
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most weighty and of great moment to the state. When the three men came
she made them swear that when she died she should be buried in the midst of

the city. Then she told them of the two hundred Bosporans hidden in her

house. Further she said that they were not to forgo the approaching feast

but to celebrate it with moderation. So she would first seem tired of it and
they likewise would go early as though to bed : but really as soon as the

prince was put off his guard they should all join and pile wood about the

house of Lamachus and prepare covered torches and then stand ready to slay

all that should break out thence
;

last of all that she herself should lock the

doors and come out to them, whereupon they should put fire to the whole.

To this they agreed, and on the appointed day the feast was celebrated with

the utmost eagerness, so that they tired early of the dancing and went home.
In her own house Gycia vied with her husband in pressing wine upon all,

only she bade her chambermaids be sober and herself drank watered wine
from a purple goblet but plied her husband withal. So when the citizens

appeared weary she made her husband go to rest before the former time

:

this he did gladly but had not dared say so of himself. So all the doors were
locked and the keys brought to Gycia who commanded her maids to take her

jewels and any precious things they could hide in the folds of their garments.

Then she stole from her husband as he slept overcome with wine, locked the

bedroom door, went quietly out with her maids from the great gate and gave
the citizens the sign to compass the house with fire. So it was burnt with all

and everything within it.

When the citizens wished to rebuild it for her, Gycia would not allow

it but bade them rather make a dunghill of the place where such treachery

had been plotted. And the place is called the look out place of Lamachus
until this day.

When the citizens saw the infinite mercy of heaven towards their city

wrought through Gycia, and that she had spared nothing of her own, in the

street of the city they set up two images of brass pourtraying her in her

youth and beauty as she was at the time when she saved the city : one
shewed her modestly adorned, revealing to the citizens her own husband’s

plot
;

the other in warlike array attacking the plotters. Below these the

tale was written and whoever among the citizens wished for the fame of

loving fair things would clean the letters and make clear the writing.

Now when a certain season had passed and Stratophilus son of Philo-

musus was chief ruler of Cherson, Gycia in her great wisdom wished to make
trial of the Chersonites whether they would keep their oath and bury her

in the midst of the city. So she took counsel with her maids and feigned to

be dead
;
and her maids mourned her and gave word to the citizens that

she was dead and asked in what place she should be buried. Whereupon the

Chersonites took no account of their oath, but carried her without the city to

bury her. And when the bier was set down at the tomb, Gycia sat up and
looked round on the citizens :

“ Is this,” said she, “your promise under oath ?

Is this how you keep your word ?” Then the Chersonites, shamed by the

issue of their own ill faith, prayed her to pardon their fault and to cease from

reproaching them. So they swore a second oath to bury her in the midst

of the city and this indeed they kept
;
for during her lifetime they set up her

67M.
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altar-tomb and raised to her yet another brazen statue and overlaid it with
gold setting it by her tomb for a yet more sure memorial.

This pleasing piece of Chersonian legend does not inspire confidence
in its truth. Sir Lewis Morris was not violating history when he turned
it into a tragedy and made a few changes to suit his purpose 1

;
only he need

not have made the period 970 a.d. after the death of the author who relates it.

As we have seen, Dr Richard Garnett (op. cit.) is dissatisfied with the date to

which Constantine refers it and rightly points out that neither the names nor
the customs still less the general atmosphere suit a presumably Christian town
in the latter part of the ivth century. But when he comes to putting it

in the 1st century b.c. because at that time there was a real Asander
reigning in Bosporus he is doing more than is possible. As well fix the date
of Arthur or Vladimir from the contents of the ballads without the help of
external history. It looks, as I have said, as if the legend had gathered
about some dismantled house (perhaps the Monte Testaccio in the west part
of the city is Aapayov o-Konyj) and several statues of women, perhaps a
flapdevos irpofxaxos and a Victory. As to religion the tone is vaguely
monotheistic unlike the century in which the Maiden gave definite promises
of victory to Diophantus 3

.

Christianity . Byzantine Period.

As to the introduction of Christianity into Chersonese, legend has it that

S. Andrew first preached the gospel here 3
. At the end of the first century we

find it already a place of banishment for Christians, Flavia Domitilla in 92k
S. Clement of Rome in 94. Whatever its foundation, in its final form the story

of S. Clement is full of absurdities, he arrives with many companions and
finds two thousand Christians working in marble quarries and forced to go

45 stades for a drink of water, the Saint at once reveals a clear spring, and
next his preaching daily gains many converts among the townsmen up to

five hundred, and seventy-five churches are built. This rouses a persecution
;

as nothing touches the Saint he is tied to an iron anchor and thrown into the

sea. His disciples pray for the sight of his relics and the waters stand up to

leave a path to where the Saint lies in a shrine and the anchor by him within

a church (v. supra, p. 513). It is revealed to the disciples not to remove the

body, and each year on the day of the martyrdom the miracle is repeated and
this keeps the Chersonites constant in the faith. But the greatest wonder
is that once the only son of pious parents who had taken him to the shrine

was (for the shewing forth of the Saint’s glory) left behind in it, and when the

1 Gycia: a Tragedy
,
London, 1886.

2 S. P. Shestakov, “Sketches of the History of

Chersonese in the vi—x centuries a.d.”
;
Pt III. of

Ainalov’s Monuments of Christian Chersonese
,

Moscow, 1908, takes the same view of Gycia as I

do. I find that his very full (140 pp.) treatment of

Chersonian history brings him to much the same
conclusions as I had embodied in my bare outline.

His first chapter, “The Beginnings of Christianity

at Cherson,” was contributed to Serta Borysthenica
in honour of Professor Kulakovskij, Kiev, 1911.

3 Ps.-Nestor, p. 7; cf. S. V. Petrovskij, “Apo-
cryphal Tales of Apostolic Teaching on the Black
Sea Shore,” Trans. Od. Soc. XX. p. 29, xxi. p. 1 ;

Golubinskij, Hist. Russian Chinch-2
,

I. i. p. 23.
4 Bruttius, Fr. 3 ap. Hieron. Chron. Schoene,

p. 163, says in insulam Pontianam\ H. Peter,

Hist. Rom. Rell. II. p. 160.
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parents returned next year to recover his body they found him alive and
leaping, the Saint having fed and guarded him the while 1

.

In the time of Diocletian, about 300 a.d., was made a real effort to

evangelize Cherson, apparently initiated by Hermon, Bishop of Jerusalem,
who is represented as sending out bishops wholesale. It roused violent

opposition, the first martyr was S. Basileus and with him his companion
S. Ephraim destined for “Turkey,” i.e. the steppes. Next suffered SS. Eugene,
Agathodorus and Elpidius together. Later Hermon sent S. Aetherius but

he was cast ashore off the Dnepr, on the island Alsos since called by his name
(v. pp. 16, 481, n. 7), and died before reaching his see. S. Capito his successor

was sent out by Constantine, accompanied by 500 soldiers under the command
of Theonas. He passed unscathed through a furnace, which was counted
to him for martyrdom, built a church and baptistery and converted the

unbelievers. M. I. Rostovtsev suggests 2 that the compiler of the legend
brought into connexion the arrival of the bishop, the establishment of the

corps of ballistarii which Constantine Porphyrogenitus also assigns to the

time of Constantine the Great and the existence of the quarter ret ®ecova,

presumably the military quarter, i.e. the south-eastern extension ABCV.
The Chersonites are represented as obstinate Pagans, but Christianity seems
to have prevailed by the middle of the ivth century 3

.

Capito, although he does not seem to have attended the Nicene council,

marks the regular establishment of the see of Cherson. His successor,

Aetherius the Second, signed the minutes of the second council of Con-
stantinople in 381 as “ Tersonitanus,” and Longinus those of the council of

448 (v. p. 493, n. 1). At Chalcedon in 451 it was finally decided that the

Bishop of Cherson was subject to the Patriarch of Constantinople. Franko
(loc. cit.) has suggested rather plausibly that the Chersonites affiliated their

church to Jerusalem in order to support its claim to autocephaly, as in the

time of Hermon, whose date is not far out, the church of Jerusalem was of no
great importance. Later on Cherson was advanced to be the seat of an

archbishop and finally of a metropolitan.

During the latter part of the ivth century Cherson became a regular place

of banishment for persons regarded by the Court with disfavour or suspicion,

even pretenders to the throne such as Procopius 4
. This proves that it was

not exempt from the observation of the central government. But there is

reason to believe that on the whole it was more independent than any other

1 For the history of S. Clement and the miracles
at his shrine v. Menologium Graecum

,
Urbino,

1727, Pt I. p. 210 ;
Trans. Od. Soc. ix. p. 134; x.

p. 139; and P. Lavrov, Mon. of Chersonese
,

II.

Moscow, 1 9 1
1 ,
“Lives of Chersonian SS. in Graeco-

Slavonic Literature,” pp. 1— 153, 174— 180. I have
not seen Dr Ivan Franko, “S. Clement at Korsun,”
Trans. Shevchenko Soc. Lemberg, 1902— 1906
(Little Russian), cf. his resumd in Archiv f.
Slavische Phil. xxvm. (1906), p. 229, “ Cyrillo-

Methodiana,” in which he expresses disbelief in

Clement’s ever having been at Cherson and
ascribes the legends concerning him to Chersonite
hagiographers

; Gregory of Tours is the first

authority for the story, v. Shestakov, op. cit. p. 14

and 54sqq. Bede knew it in much the same form.
2 BCA. XXIII. p. 5 sqq.
3 For the seven martyrs of Cherson v. Acta SS.

(Bollandi) Martii
, 1. p. 639, Mar. 7, and Metiologium

Graecum
,
Pt ill. Mar. 8; also Trans. Od. Soc. vn.

p. 1 20. Latyshev gives a full discussion and all texts

in Mem. de VAcad, des Sciences de St P. Cl. Hist.-

Phil. Ser. VIII. T. viu. 3 (1906) and a Russian
rendering in BCA. XXIII. p. 108 sqq., see too

Lavrov, op. cit. pp. 154— 170, 180— 184. The whole
question is well dealt with by Shestakov, p. 17 sqq.,

who is inclined to allow some foundation of truth

in the stories : they have a certain interest as being
almost certainly the work of Chersonite authors.

4 Zosimus, iv. 5.

67—

2
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town in the Empire. For instance it is not included in the Synecdemus of

Hierocles (c. 500). Not but what in case of need it received help. Proof
of this is seen in the fact of repairs done to towers and gates by officers of the

Emperor. Such works were carried out by a Praetorian Prefect Domitius
Modestus under Valens (370—3 7 5 )

a

Tribune FI. Vitus under Theodosius
and Arcadius (383— 398)

2

,
by Count Diogenes under Zeno (48s) 3

,
by

Justinian I
4

;
at Bosporus under Maurice in 590 by Eupaterius General

(
crTf)aTr)\dTr] 9) and Duke of Cherson 5

,—a few years previously the Turkish
danger had been serious 6

,—and finally by Leo Aliatus Patrician and Praetor

(crTpaT^yo?) of Cherson and Sugdaea under Isaac Comnenus in 1059
7

. In re-

turn the city made contributions in kind to the upkeep of the Imperial navy 8
.

There was a special coinage for Cherson under Justinian I, under
Maurice and from Michael III and Basil I to Basil II and Constantine IX (XI),

i.e. 866— 1025 ;
in all these periods we have other evidence of close de-

pendence, but the types and monetary system are peculiar to Cherson 9
.

An interesting exile was Pope Martin (c. 653)

;

he gives a most dismal

account of things, complaining that the town was dependent upon what ships

brought for the very necessaries of life, but there is probably a good deal of

exaggeration in what he says

10

.

But much the most important exile was Justinian II, banished in 695,

on whom after his mutilation by the usurper Leontius, as Gibbon puts it,

“the happy flexibility of the Greek language could impose the name
Rhinotmetus.” The story goes that Justinian hearing that some of the

townsmen had hostile designs upon him escaped by the help of others to

the Khan of the Khazars, married his sister and settled at Phanagoria.

However, the Khan was finally bribed by Tiberius III to give him up but

Justinian broke loose and took refuge with the Bulgars and by their help

regained his throne (705). So he was in a position to avenge upon the

citizens the insults and hostility they had directed against him. The accounts

of his vengeance are just a string of legends which leave us quite in the dark

as to his real motives. When he was an exile the governors seem to have

been sent out from Constantinople, but at the time of his vengeance the

Khazars had a representative
(
tudun

)
in the city and the expeditions seem to

have been as much against the Khazars as against the Chersonites though

the citizens are exterminated once or twice in the course of events. Finally

it is Bardanes a nominee of Cherson that wins over the soldiers and returns

to Byzance to murder Justinian (71 i)
n

. The whole story is severely criticized

by Bertier-de-La-Garde 12

,
he admits however that it agrees remarkably well

with the disposition of the fortifications, and Cherson seems rather more

1 BCA. xxiii. p. s, No. 2.

2 App. 22 =IosPE. IV. 464.
3 App. 2

2,
— Inscr. Chr. 7.

4 Procopius, de Aedif. III. 7.
6 App. 70= Inscr. Chr. 99.
'• a.d. 581, Menander, fr. 64, FHG. iv. p. 266.
7 App. = Inscr. Chr. 8 — CR. 1895, p. 88, f. 225.
8 Corp. jur. Civ. III. Novella 163, c. ii.

9 OrSshnikov, “ Chersono-Byzantine Coins,”

Trans. Moscow Numism. Soc. III. (1905), supple-

ments in Numismatic Miscellany, Sabatier, De-

scription Generate des Monnaies Byzantines, 1.

p. 71. Mr Wroth, Imperial Byz. Coins in the Brit.
Mus. 1. p. xviii, hardly seems to recognize the
Justinian coinage; no specimens are in the B.M.,
cf. pp. ciii and 43 n. He correlates the end of
coinage with the capture by Vladimir, p. liii.

10 Mansi, Coll. Concil. XV. pp. 64, 65, Ep. xvi.,

xvii. Shestakov, p. 31, takes him literally.
11 Gibbon, ed. Bury, V. p. 180; Bury, Later

Roman Empire, II. p. 362.
12 Trans. Od. Soc. xvi. p. 78.
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independent than he will allow. Shestakov (pp. 31—35) is less sceptical.

The fullest accounts are in Theophanes 1

,
and Nicephorus Constantinopolitanus

(p. 44 sqq.), who used the same source less accurately 2
. The later writers

(v. bibliography) merely abbreviate except Constantine Manasses
(
11

. 3988

—

4100) whose poetical treatment is quite in place.

During the reigns of the Isaurian dynasty Cherson was a refuge for the

Orthodox banished by the Iconoclasts; as such it appears to have made itself

more or less independent of the Empire. Several of the letters of Theodore
of Studium are addressed to, or speak of, such refugees 3

. At the same time it

cultivated friendly relations with the Khazars, perhaps it had only changed
a distant overlord for a near one.

Certainly it is represented as a new idea when Petronas Camaterus, a

spatharocandidate, who was sent to help the Khan of the Khazars to build

himself a capital at Sarkel on the lower Don, and on his way had occasion to

call at Cherson, suggests to Theophilus (c. 834) that he should make himself

direct master of the city instead of leaving its government to the president

(
npcurevcov

)
with the so-called Fathers of the city. So Theophilus sent this

very Petronas as praetor (o-rpar^yos) and from that day the praetors were
sent from Byzance 4

. This is probably the time when Cherson was made
a Theme, the xuth 5

. About this time the late life of S. Stephen of Surozh
(Sudak) tells of a Russian Bravlin making a successful raid on Cherson : how
he got there is a mystery 6

,
perhaps he is a reflection of Vladimir’s attack.

Towards 861 there came to Cherson, Cyril (Constantine) and Methodius,

afterwards the apostles of the Slavs, at this time sent by the Patriarch

Photius on a mission to the Khazars, or perhaps to the Slavs under the

Khazar rule; they also preached to the Goths in the region called Phulla 7
.

In Cherson Cyril is said to have learned many languages eastern and northern

and some have supposed that it was from their alphabets that he supplied

the signs for Slavonic sounds which are wanting in Greek, but Taylor 8 and

Jagic
9 have made it probable that these signs are ligatures from the Greek

cursive and that their alphabet was already invented 10
. Cyril visited the

tomb of Clement and took his relics away to Rome, and “ Cersona ” appears

1
p. 566 sqq., Bonn = p. 369, de Boor.

2 v. Krumbacher, Gesch. d. Byz. Lit. 2
, p. 350.

3 Shestakov, pp. 38—42 ;
Theodore Stud. Epp. I.

31, 48, II. 92.
4 Const. Porph. de adm. Imp. c. 42 ;

v. p. 542,
n. 12 ;

cf. Bury, Hist. E. Roman Empire
, p. 415 sqq.

3 Id. de Them. lib. II. ad fin.

6 Shestakov, p. 47, cites Vasilievskij, Russo-
Byzantine Investigations, II. p. 74.

7 A pun on this word is a clear proof, which has
hitherto escaped notice, of a knowledge of Hebrew
on the part of Cyril or his biographer; he applies

Isaiah lxvi. 19, “I will send. ..unto the nations, to

Tarshish, Pul and Lud,” where LXX has 3>ouS and

the Hebrew is a mistake for 10 -12
,
cf. Gen. x. 6,

Vulg. has Africam.
8 Alphabet, 11. p. 195.
9 Four Palaeographical Articles, St P. 1884.
10 This is not the place to go into the complicated

questions touching Cyril and Methodius or the vast

literature of the subject. The original authorities

which mention the visit to Cherson are “ Ein Brief

des Anastasius Bibliothecarius an den Bischof

Gaudericus” published by J. Friederich in SB. d.

k. Bai. Ak. Phil.-Hist. Cl. 1892, p. 393; “Trans-
late S. dementis,” AA. SS. Mart. II. p.*i9; “Vita

Constantini” (O. Slav.), ed. Miklosich and Diimmler,

Denkschr. d. k. Ak. d. IV. zu Wien, Phil.-Hist. Cl.

xix. 1870; the “Vita Methodii ” (O. Slav.), Arch,

f. Kunde Oesterr. Geschichtsquellen

,

xm. 1854,

passes this episode over
;

P. Lavrov intends an

edition of them all : cf. Hilferding, Works, St

P. 1868, 1. p. 306, “Cyril and Methodius”; L. K.

Goetz, Gesch. der Slavenapostel, Gotha, 1897, re-

printing Latin translations; V. Jagic, “Zur Enste-

hungsgeschichte d. kirchenslav. Spr.” in Denkschr.

d. k. Akad. zu Wien, Phil.-Hist. Cl. XLVil. (1902)

and Arch./. Slav. Phil. xxv. p. 544, xxvm. pp. 161,

186, 229; “ Cyrillo-Methodiana ” by V. Lamanskij,

A. Bruckner, I. Franko
;
also as touching Cherson,

Shestakov, op. cit. p. 48 : v. Encycl. Brit. 11
s.v.

“Slavs”; Bury, op. c. pp. 392—401, 485—488, 500.
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in the frescoes of San Clemente 1

. The state of Cherson is described as pitiable,

surrounded on all sides by new hordes of barbarians, its immediate environs
desert, its own population much mixed and decadent.

In 891, under Leo VI the Chersonites rebelled and killed the governor
Symeon, but they do not seem to have established their independence 2

. The
importance of Cherson in dealing with the Bulgars and the Khazars and for

missionary effort is brought out in this reign by the letters of the Patriarch

Nicolaus Mysticus to Symeon of Bulgaria, to an unknown, perhaps Bogas,
governor of Cherson, mentioned in them, and to the Archbishop of

Cherson 3
.

Intercourse with Russians. Vladimir.

In the following century the power of the Khazars had declined through
the attacks of the Pechenegs, and the Eastern Slavs had been united under
their Russian (Varangian) leaders, so that they could throw off the Khazar
yoke. The Russians descended to the mouth of the Dnepr in spite of the

attacks of the nomads on their flanks and even made expeditions for trade

and war across the Euxine. Of all the Greeks the Chersonites came into

closest contact with them and their city became a main channel of Greek
influence flowing into Russia. Accordingly their interests are carefully

guarded in the treaties made by Byzance with Igor (944) and Svjatoslav

(97 2

)

4

,
providing that the Chersonites should be allowed to fish unmolested at

the mouth of the Dnepr (near which they had salt-works), and that their land

should be left in peace and even protected from the raids of the Black

Bolgars : however the Russians were to support the Emperor in case of

Cherson’s revolting. It was through the help of Svjatoslav that a Chersonite

Calocyrus hoped to become Emperor but failed
5
.

The “ Notes of the Gothic Toparch” have been fixed astronomically at

961 a.d. in the reign of Svjatoslav by FT. Westberg who puts the scene of

action to the north of the Crimea, but the author’s avoidance of all non-

classical names makes identification of what he is trying to say hopeless 6
.

The conversion of the Russian people to Orthodox Christianity is one of

the most important events in European history, and though it was coming
about by the direct intercourse of Byzantines and Russians,—Christian tombs

dating back a hundred years before Vladimir have been found at Kiev 7
,

—

1 The relics are usually said to have been long
lost and discovered by Cyril, but Franko, l.c.,

prints a form of the legend which ascribes the

discovery to a priest Philip some fifty years before

Cyril. Vladimir in 988 also took Clement’s relics

to Kiev, but then he had force on his side. If we
take Bruckner’s view of Cyril’s character, we might
think that Photius suggested to Cyril how to make
his mission to the West acceptable by using his

stay at Cherson to authenticate relics which were
sure to be most welcome at Rome.

2 Theophanes Contin. vi. c. 10, ed. Bekker,

p. 360.
3 Shestakov, pp. 57 sqq. ;

Migne, P. G. CXI.

epp. ix., lxviii., cvi.
4 Ps.-Nestor’s chronicle under those years.

Longinov, “Treaties of Peace between Russians

and Greeks,” Trans. Od. Soc. XXV. p. 395.
5 Stritter, Mem. Pop. II. p. 988 from Zonaras

xvi. 27, cf. G. Schlumberger, Un Empereur
Byzantin an Xe siecle

, p. 560 sqq.
0 Publ. by Hase, Leo Diaconus, p. 496 sqq. ;

the

whole question is summed up by Westberg, Mem.
de l’Acad. Imp. des Sc. de St P. Cl. Phil.-Hist.

S£r. vin. T. V. 2 (1901), “Die Fragmente des

Toparcha Goticus.” I have not seen Kunik, ib.

XXIV. (1874), p. 61, Vasilievskij, Journ. Min.
Publ. Instr. No. 185, who spoke of Moesia, nor

P. Miljukov, Trails. VIII. Russ. Arch. Cong.

(Moscow), 1897, who suggests of Akkerman, Shes-

takov, op. cit. p. 79.
7 BCA. xxxiv. Suppl. p. 169.
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Cherson certainly played its part in the process, being generally regarded as

the scene of its most dramatic incident, the baptism of Vladimir, hence the

building of the great church shewn in the view (Fig. 333) and the necessity of

discussing the question 1

. In the Russian Chronicle the story goes that in

986 a. d. missionaries from the Muhammadan Bolgars on the Volga, the

Germans, the Jews (Ivhazars) and the Greeks came to Vladimir one after

another to set forth their faiths, and that next year he in turn sent envoys to

see how the faiths were practised in the various countries 2
. In 988 as though

to take Christianity by force he suddenly descended upon Cherson, encamped
upon the further side of the town in the harbour, and set about starving

it into submission, declaring that he could wait three years : as he did not

succeed he threw up a bank against the wall (to bring his men on a level with

the defenders) but these stole away the earth by a hole in the wall and carried

it into the town. Finally a Chersonite named Anastasius sent Vladimir a

message upon an arrow to say that pipes brought water into the town from

wells to the east of him and bade him cut them off. Vladimir cried out, “ If

this prove true, I will be baptized.” So the defenders were reduced by thirst.

Then Vladimir sent to the Emperors Basil and Constantine demanding their

sister Anne in marriage and threatening to do the like to Constantinople.

They agreed on condition of his accepting Christianity, and upon this it is

clear that he had already resolved. Thus Anne set out with much weeping
as into slavery, and with her officers and priests, and the Chersonites met her

with reverence. Then Anne’s priests baptized Vladimir, naming him Basil in

the church of S. Basil (v.l. Our Lady, in the “Life,” S. James), in the midst of

the town where the Chersonites buy and sell
;
many of his warriors were also

baptized. So Vladimir took Anne to wife and by the church his palace and
hers are to be seen unto this day. After building a church on the heap of

earth stolen from his bank, Vladimir went back to Kiev with his bride,

1 The principal original authorities for the

baptism of Vladimir and the taking of Cherson are :

Ps.-Nestor, Russian Chronicle sub a.m. 6496=
A.D. 988, Laurentian MS. St P. 1897.

This is reprinted by E. Golubinskij, Hist.
Rttssian Ch .

2
,
Moscow, 1901, 1. i. pp. 225—238, in

columns parallel with a '‘'Life of Vladimir'" which
agrees with it very closely.

Iacobus Monachus, Panegyric (.Memory and
Praise) of Vladimir

,
ib. pp. 238— 245.

The “ Special ” Life of Vladimir published by
A. A. Shakhmatov at pp. 1072— 1074 in “The
Korsun Legend of Vladimir’s Baptism,” his contri-

bution to the Miscellatiy
(
Sbornik

) of Articles

dedicated by his Admirers to V. I. Lamanskij', St P.

1908, Vol. 11. pp. 1029— 1153; besides secondary
Lives of Vladimir discussed by Shakhmatov, pp.
1044— 1072.

Leo Diaconus, X. 10 (p. 175).

Anonymus Bandurii, imperfect at the beginning,
reprinted in the Bonn Constant. Porphyrog. ill. p.

357, translated with the newly recovered beginning
(after Regel, Aiialecta Byzantino-Russica

,
St P.

1891) by Golubinskij, op. cit. pp. 248—252.
Cedrenus, It. pp. 443, 444, Bonn.
Zonaras, ill. pp. 552, 553, Bonn.
Yahya of Antioch ap. Baron V. R. Rosen,

“ Basil Bolgaroctonus,” p. 23, Miscellany
(Sbornik

)

of the Imp. Acad, of Sc. St P. Vol. XLiv. 1883.

The discovery of this last has rendered earlier

treatment of the questions concerned out of date,

cf. Rosen, op. cit. pp. 194, 198, 215; G. Schlum-
berger, LIEpopee Byzanti?ie, Paris, 1 896, 1 900, V ol. I.

702—end, Vol. II. 1 sqq.
;

Golubinskij, op. cit.

pp. 105— 164; S. Srkulj, “ Drei Fragen aus der

Taufe des heiligen Vladimir,” in Arch.f. Slav. Phil.

xxix. (1907), pp. 246—281 ;
Shakhmatov, op. cit.

and in “ Investigations into the most ancient Com-
pilations of the Russian Chronicle,” pp. 133— 161

;

Chronicle of the Progress of the Archaeographic
Commission

,
XX. St P. 1908 ;

S. P. Shestakov, op. c.

pp. 82—93, 125— 137; A. L. Bertier-de-La-Garde,
“How Vladimir besieged Korsun,” Btilletin

(
Izvestia ) of the Imp. Acad, of Sc. St P., Russian
Language Section, Vol. xiv. 1909. I have not seen
Sobolevskij, fourn. Min. Pub. Instr. 1888, June,
“ In what year was S. Vladimir Christened?”

2 Stories of such disputations were in the air,

e.g. the conversion of the Bulgarian Boris in 864,
the preaching of Cyril among the Khazars and the

accounts of how they were Judaized, but the stories

are hard to date, v. J. Marquart, Ost-Eur. u. Ost.-As.

Streifzuge
, pp. 5—27.
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carrying off thither Anastasius and other priests of Cherson, the relics of

S. Clement, holy vessels and icons, also two brazen statues and four brazen
horses afterwards set up in Kiev, but the town he gave back to the Emperors
as a marriage-gift

(
veno ). The Chronicle adds that some said mistakenly that

Vladimir was baptized at Kiev, Vasiliev or elsewhere.

Shakhmatov’s “Special” Life agrees with this tale in making the fall of

Cherson due to treachery and in putting Vladimir’s baptism there, but in

other respects it differs entirely. Vladimir sends to demand the daughter
of the prince of Cherson in marriage, on his being refused with scorn he
collects his forces, takes up his position and makes his threat as before

;
but

“Vladimir waited six months and the men of Korsun were not starved out:

now in the town was a Variag named Zhidibern (Norse Sigbjorn) : he shot an
arrow into the company of Variags and said ‘take the arrow to Vladimir.’”

He had written on the arrow that he was friendly to Vladimir and that in two
or three years he could not starve Korsun out, “for shipmen come with drink

and food into the town and their road is to the east of thine array.” So
Vladimir cut this road and in three months the men in the town surrendered

through hunger and thirst. Thereupon Vladimir violates the daughter of the

prince and princess before their very eyes, slays them and gives her in

marriage to Zhidibern whom he sends to Constantinople to demand for him
the hand of Anne

;
and the end is as in the former version.

Bertier-de-La-Garde shews that both these stories are fairly consistent

with the strategical topography of the place, supposing Vladimir had boldly

penetrated to the head of the harbour, and the shipmen landing somewhere
in North Bay brought provisions to the point opposite the town and
across the mouth of the harbour out of sight of Vladimir who could not keep
the sea in winter, the water pipes are of course well known (v. supra, p. 502):
he also shews that both the episodes with arrows are reasonable and supposes

a separate cutting off of the provisions and of the water, as is implied by either

story separately, e.g. shipmen could not bring water for a beleagured town : in

fact that the authors of these two accounts knew a common source in which
appeared all and more than all the incidents that now fill up two stories, the

source being a tale or ballad made up in Vladimir’s camp, incorporating

the motive of the vengeance of the rejected suitor. The Chronicle certainly

implies that the siege took a long time and the “ Special ” life gives it at not

less than nine months, this would enable us to reconcile the date given by the

Chronicle, 988, which we may take as that of the beginning of the siege with

the date of the capture deducible from Leo Diaconus and defined as between
April and June 989. A difficulty has arisen because Yahya of Antioch

confirms the vaguer accounts of Cedrenus and Zonaras telling of a force of

Russians, the origin of the Varangian guard, who were lent to Basil and
Constantine and enabled them to defeat Bardas Phocas at Chrysopolis in the

summer of 988 and at Abydos, April 13, 989. Yahya says that (apparently

in 987) the Emperors had to apply for help to an enemy, the prince of the

Russians, and he demanded their sister in marriage, to which they consented

on condition of his being baptized : and afterwards (giving time for the affair

of Cherson), Basil sent bishops who baptized the prince...and they sent him
their sister :.. .and when the matter of the marriage was decided (not
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necessarily after the promised bride had been received), the host of the

Russians came and joined the host of the Greeks who were on the side

of Basil : the Russians must have arrived between April 4, 988, when Basil

published a very despairing preamble to a Novel, and the battle of Chrysopolis
in the summer. Bertier-de- La-Garde argues that Vladimir would not have
let his men go without getting a hostage for them in the shape of Anne, this

being the main object of his marriage, and that Cherson must have been
captured before then, in fact the hostilities against Cherson were the hostilities

of which Yahya speaks : besides it would be inconceivable that Vladimir
should be besieging the Emperors’ town just when he was helping them with
picked forces. Srkulj (p. 269) has hit on the explanation without making
very much of it, when he suggests that perhaps at the moment the town did

not belong to the Emperors. There is no direct evidence for this, but its

dependence on Asia Minor is the most constant fact in its history and all

Asia was under Bardas Phocas. Elence it appears to me an excellent stroke

of policy for Vladimir, when the Emperors delayed his imperial bride, to do
them a service, and yet remind them of his power by taking a Greek town
belonging to the rebel side : this would palliate the treachery of Anastasius

but would not much lessen the disaster in the eyes of Leo Diaconus.

The hostility of which Yahya speaks was the longstanding hostility of the

Russians dating from Askold and Dir, now turned to permanent friendship.

The Emperors were then constrained by the pressure of the Bulgarian war and
the revolt of Bardas Phocas, to promise a Porphyrogenita in marriage to

a barbarian, and brought up to execute their promise by the alarming service

of the reduction of Cherson 1
. Vladimir had no need of a hostage for his

Variags, who as a matter of fact, never came home as a body, but were quite

able to take care of themselves, being for the next hundred years the main
support of the Empire, always recruited from fresh Norsemen and later on
from Englishmen. He was anxious for the matrimonial project because,

though he knew the political weakness of the Empire, its prestige attracted

him, and he really thought the time had come to adopt the faith and civilization

of the Greeks.

The latest authorities have come to believe that however much truth

there may be in the details of the siege the legend of Vladimir’s baptism at

Cherson was inserted in the chronicle at one of its early remodellings.

Shakhmatov supposes that an account of his baptism at Kiev came immediately

after the triumph of the Greek missionary which ought to lead up to it (the

sending of his own envoys being part of the Cherson story), and it is

suggested that the mission was also political to ask tor his help against

Bardas or the Bulgarians. This would be in 986 and could be brought into

agreement with the statement of the Panegyric that he took Korsun in the

third year after his baptism
;

with it independent sources assert that he

survived his baptism 28 years in all, and his death in 1015 is well known.

It looks therefore as if Vladimir had been baptized at home, at Kiev or

Vasiliev in 986, but like Meczisfaw of Poland, and Stephen of Hungary 2

1 For their unwillingness v. Luitprandi Leg. de adm. Imp. c. 13, p. 86 sqq.

p. 350 of the Bonn Leo Diac., and Const. Porph. 2 Golubinskij, 1. p. 132 n.

M. 68
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in similar circumstances, he kept it quiet for a while until the taking of

Cherson and the marriage with an imperial princess gave him a grand
opportunity to make the announcement : foundation for the story that he was
christened at Cherson may be sought in the baptism of part of his host or in

a misunderstanding of the marriage ceremony : the object of it was a desire

to exaggerate the part played by Cherson in the Christianization of Russia.

For it was the priests of Cherson that baptized the Russian people in the

Dnepr: Joachim first bishop of Novgorod was from Cherson; the holy and
other objects made at Cherson for the Russian market went far and wide, so

that many of the oldest pieces are still traditionally called Korsunian, but this

attribution does not rest on a very sound basis except as regards crosses

of a certain type which do occur at Chersonese, even with Slavonic in-

scriptions. At Novgorod are two pairs of bronze gates, one pair made at

Magdeburg in the xnth century and called Korsunian, the other of Byzantine

design said to have been brought from Sigtuna in Sweden. It is possible

that the names have been exchanged, but even so we cannot be sure that

the Byzantine gates came from Cherson 1

. The Icon called Our Lady
of Korsun belongs to a type which derives from Italian painting of the

xivth century 2
.

Commerce and Diplomacy . Decay

.

A certain amount of prosperity seems to have come to the Chersonites

from this commerce with the Russians, for whom were destined a hoard

of Novgorod grivnas (bars of silver) found at Cherson 3

,
and with the

Pechenegs to whom they exported silk and other stuffs and ribbons dyed
to various shades of purple 4

. In return they received hides and wax which
they sold at Constantinople. Their ships then went along the coast of

Asia Minor and brought cargoes of corn and wine and other such products.

Without these the Chersonites could not live. Accordingly if the Chersonites

were insubordinate, as perhaps in the reign of Leo, all that need be done was
to seize any of their ships and cargoes that might be at Byzance, and shut up
the crews and passengers in workhouses, to send and do the same by their

ships along the coasts of the themes of the Bucellarii (Bithynia), Paphlagonia

and the Armeniac theme (Pontus), meanwhile preventing the native ships

from sailing across, and for the praetor to stop the allowance of ten pounds
sent to Cherson from the treasury and the other two pounds allowed by
treaty and retire to another town. For the Chersonites were equally

dependent on selling the produce of the Pechenegs and buying the provisions

of Asia 5
.

1 Tolstoi and Kondakov, Russian Antiquities
,

v., crosses, pp. 32, 33, ff. 21—23, gates, pp. 33—36,
ff. 24, 25 ;

Kondakov, Russian Hoards
,

I. p. 33 sqq.,

where a distinction is insisted upon between the

elegance of Constantinople work and the heavy
oriental style of Cherson. Golubinskij, Hist. Russ.

Ch. I. ii. p. 48 strongly emphasizes the Korsun
influence on Russian architecture, but in plan the
early Russian churches are not like the Chersonian.

2 Kondakov, Iconography of the B. V.M. : the

connexion of Greek and Russian Icon-painting with
Italian painting of the early Renaissance

,
St P.

1911, pp. 163—-165, ff. 1 1
2— 1 14.

3 CR. 1889, p. 14.
4 Const. Porph. de adm. Imp. c. 6.

6 ib. c. 53 fin.
;
cf. for earlier times the commerce

of the Altziagiri Huns with Chersona
,
quo Asiae

bona auidus niercator importat
,
Jordanes Get. V. 37.
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Besides the commerce there passed through Cherson most of the

diplomatic communications between Byzance and the Pechenegs 1
: and these

latter were most important as by keeping on friendly terms with them the

Empire could have the advantage of the Russians, Magyars
(
TovpKou

)
and

Khazars, and dearly too did they make the Greeks pay for their services.

However the Uzi could be employed against the Pechenegs and also against

the Khazars, and these latter could be kept from interfering with Cherson by
the help of the chief of the Alans or the Black Bolgars. So the system
of playing off barbarian against barbarian is expounded by Constantine 2

.

In 1066 we have a curious story shewing how the barbarians regarded
the Greeks. A captain from Cherson made friends with Rostislav Vladimiro-

vich, who was making the Russian principality of Tmutorokan on the east

side of the Bosporus too strong, and gave him at a banquet slow poison from
under his nail, then he returned and prophesied the prince’s death. But the

Chersonites stoned him for his pains 3
.

With the arrival of fresh hordes of Turkish tribes and the weakening of

the Russian power the profitable connexion of the latter with Cherson became
difficult and from the time of the Tartar invasion ceased completely. At the

same time the declining authority of the Empire (during the Latin usurpation

Cherson was Trapezuntine) could no longer afford assistance, indeed, with the

growth of Genoese influence in the xivth century, it became hostile to

the interests of Cherson. The Italians while feeling their way, dwelt at

Cherson and had a consul and even an archbishop there 4

,
but after establishing

themselves firmly at Sudak, Caffa and Cembalo (Balaklava) they boycotted

the city and even forbade the Greeks to trade there 5
.

It is generally said 6 that the final blow was struck in 1363 by Olgerd the

Lithuanian, who having defeated the Tartars and pursued them into their

country, took the opportunity of plundering the poorly defended city 7

,
but

I cannot help thinking that the Korsun meant is the Russian town of that

name not very far from Kiev, and I find that Bertier-de-La-Garde regards this

incursion as mythical. Be that as it may, the inhabitants gradually withdrew

to Cembalo and Inkerman, but the episcopal see still bore its old name being

even raised to the rank of a metropolis, perhaps to resist the pretensions of

the Latin archbishop, and the only events recorded are petty quarrels with

other sees as to small border villages : finally it was united with that of Gothia

still called after the few Ostrogoths who had remained behind in the Crimea.

Some few people must have remained in 1449 as the Genoese then had

a consul at Cherson, but in 1470 there was no one to prevent the Bank of

S. George pulling down the walls. We may take 1475 the year of the

Turkish conquest to be the end of Cherson as a habitation of men.

1 As of old with the Turks v. Menander, de

Legat. f. 43, FHG. IV. 245.
2 op. cit. cc. 1— 13.
3 Ps.-Nestor, a. 1066.
4 In 1303 he was Richard an Englishman,

Trans. Od. Soc. v. p. 980, Baronii et al. Ann. Eccl.

Lucca, 1750, xxv. p. 565, a.d. 1333, No. xxxvii.

For Italian glass dated 1322, v. p. 515.
5 a.d. 1350, Niceph. Gregoras xvm. 2.

c Bobrinskoj, p. 162.
7 Karamzin, Hist, ofthe Russian Empire,

Vol. V.

c. i., quoting in note 12 Stryjkowski, Chron. Lith.

xii. ii., but the former dates Olgerd’s raid in 1332,
and Kojalowicz, Hist. Lituana

,
Danzig, 1650,

p. 28 7, who claims to put Stryjkowski (whom I

have not seen) into classical dress, says nothing
of Cherson

;
Solovjev, History of Russia, says

nothing either.

68—2
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Institutions.

The political constitution of Chersonese can only be divined by putting

together the scanty hints afforded by the inscriptions and eking them out

with analogies drawn from Megara and its other colonies. The authors tell

us nothing. Yet even so we can see that the names and duties of the

magistrates and most likely the whole spirit of the constitution underwent
a complete change in the latter part of the ist century b.c., perhaps under
Roman influence. Hence we must be very chary of applying to one period

data derived from another 1

.

Chersonese was essentially a democracy, and it preserved the forms and
something of the spirit of a democracy to a very late period. Indeed it has

been claimed for it that it was the only ancient city state which kept essential

autonomy well into the Middle Ages. Yet no doubt it became rather

oligarchical after its final submission to Rome under the Antonines.

Sovranty resided in the People (6 Sa/xos): but measures brought before it

had first been considered by the Senate (a fiovXa). Every citizen
2 might

aspire to the senate. Proposals might be made either by private individuals 3

or by officials, occasionally vopo^v\aKe<; i

,
more often the 7rpoeSpot 5

, who seem to

have presided over the senate in Roman times. In earlier times we find the

date of the decree in honour of Diophantus 6 expressed by the name of the

king, which gave the year, of the irpoaLo-vpvcov and of the ypapp-arevs. It

would appear that the Trpoaujvpvinv was the chief of a college of alcrvpvaraL

corresponding to the prytaneis at Athens with their eVicT-rcm??, and probably

holding office for a month. The exact relations of alcrvpvaTai and Trpoehpcn

are not clear. The latter may have taken the place of the former whose
name was part of the Megarian heritage : or they may have co-existed, it

being mere chance that the words occur in distinct periods : at Athens the

npoeSpou in some degree superseded the prytaneis. Further in connexion with

the senate and people there was a Secretary, ypappaTevf

.

Magistrates.

Until quite a late period the heads of the executive seem to have been

the haptopyoL It is to them that the citizens are to reveal all plots against

the city. Every citizen was eligible, probably there was some limit of age.

How many there may have been we do not know. The chief of them
appears to have been said 8apiopyeiv rav [irpojT^av apyav*. The word seems

1 The whole matter was excellently treated by
Latyshev in Jourti. of Min. Publ. Instr. St P. June,

1884, Classical Sect. pp. 35—77: “ Epigraphic
Data as to the Constitution of Chersonesus
Taurica”=AC7/. ix. (1885), pp. 265—300, 524,

525, and I have followed him closely, but the data
supplied by the inscriptions in IosPE. IV., especially

the Oath, throw considerable fresh light; and also

App. i8a,
from Journ. Min. Publ. Instr. 1907,

March = no^rixa, pp. 314—331, where Latyshev
discusses the recent additions to our knowledge, cf.

PCA. XXIII. p. 49 sqq.
2 App. 16 —IosPE. iv. 79.

3 IosPE. 1. 184, cf. BCA. xlv. p. 44; iv. 64,

65.
4 BCA. hi. p. 21, No. 1 ;

xiv. p. 101, No. 9.
6 App. 18% IosPE. 1. 188; iv. 71, 72; BCA.

XIV. p. 103, Nos. (n), 12; also IosPE. 1. 200.
0 App. 18 = IosPE. 1. 185, cf. App. ip=BCA.

xlv. p. 23, No. 1.

7 App. 17% 18, i8a
,
IosPE. 1. (190), iv. (97).

8 IosPE. 1. 196 ;
the word occurs in another

inscription which gives the cursus honorum
,
IosPE.

1. 199 (
= App. 19); and I have ventured to suggest

it for the damaged wreath of App. 17 instead of

Latyshev’s o-TpaTayr]<ravTi.
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to have gone out about the middle of the und century a.d. as it last appears in

App. 19 dated by the mention of Rhoemetalces (13 1— 154), whereas in

App. i 8 a dated a.d. 129— 130 we find the first mention of Archons 1 a 77/30)709

apycov and four common ones. About this time came the abandonment of the

Doric forms in decrees. No doubt they had perished in common speech long

before, as even the legal speech was impure. In decrees of the later period,

e.g. App. i 8a
,
the best preserved, we find the chief archon sealing next after

the Maiden Queen, the rest of the first two columns (o-tIxol) are taken up
with thirteen names of prominent citizens, perhaps ex-magistrates, several of

them belonging to the same families
;
in the last column we have four other

archons, three nomophylaces, prodicus and secretary. The chief archonship

could be held more than once 2
. Gazurius (p. 507, f. 339) is described as

77pcDTapyovTevuv, and from that, as I have said, it is but a step to the Trpa>Teva>v

kcli crTe(f)avr)(j)opajv of Constantine Porphyrogenitus.

The Byzantine Governors were called aTparpyoi, Praetors (v. p. 543),
and irpcoTevoiv has the wider meaning of “ being a leading citizen

3.” On
a seal (p. 543), it seems a real title. There must have been Strategi in

ancient times, but the sixth wreath of Agasicles (App. 17) is doubtful.

The administration of justice was in the hands of the citizens who swore
to judge according to the laws. There were magistrates called npohiKoc who
must have had to do with the course of justice, perhaps as at Corcyra they

were representatives of the senate in legal affairs
4

.

The vop.o(f>v\cu<e<;, five or six in number, were police magistrates 5
. They

occasionally proposed measures as a college.

The ayopavopoi looked after the markets. Perhaps it was while he filled

this office that Agasicles laid one out. Hermocrates spent the proceeds of his

tenure, three thousand pence, on the temple of Aphrodite 6
.

VVe can deduce the existence of aarwopoi from the amphora-handles
with Doric names found at Chersonese

;
we find the same names upon coins,

their bearers having ascended to be 8apuopyoL 7
(v. supra, p. 359).

The office of Gymnasiar.ch, also filled by Agasicles, was rather a liturgy

than a magistracy 8

;
so too with that of Thiasarch which is coupled with other

liturgies, although most probably it was semi-private 9
.

The Priesthood was a post of honour and expense: it was not unusual

for statues to be put up to those who had held one, to women as well as men.
A priest, no doubt that of the Maiden, is named in dating decrees 10

.

There were also ra/Aai to>v lepcov who were to defray the expenses of

erecting a statue to Diophantus and the inscription to Syriscus 11
.

With the priests are coupled in several inscriptions the Kings whose
office was no doubt purely religious

12
. That they were eponymous we know

1 In losPE. iv. 65 the word is only conjectural poses that the astynomi were responsible for the

and not convincing. coinage as well as the amphorae.
2 e.g. IosPE. 1. 196. 8

cf. also novritcd, p. 311.
3 TTpeo-fivrepos 7r6\ca>s was probably a purely 9 IosPE. 1. 200, Democrates, son of Aristo-

complimentary title, IosPE. 1. 202. genes; Ziebarth, p. 170, and Poland, p. 28, (v. inf.
4 App. 18% 20, and IosPE. 1. 196. p. 620, n. 5) think him a public overseer of societies.
3 App. i8a

, 19; BCA. ill. p. 21, No. 1 ;
XIV. p.

10 App. i8a
,
IosPE. 1. 190, iv. 70; cf. also App.

101, No. 9; xviii. p. 1 14, No. 23. 15, 17, 19, IosPE. IV. 86, 87, 92.
6 IosPE. 1. 203. 11 IosPE. 1. 184, cf. RCA. XLV. p. 44.
7 Makhov, Bull. Taur. Rec. Com. XLVIII., sup- 12 App. 15, IosPE. iv. 87, 88.
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from two inscriptions of the same year 1

. After a reorganization in the last

half-century b.c., the fruits of which we can trace in the coinage also, human
kings no longer appear and we find the Maiden named as Queen in decrees

(e.g. App. i8a

)
and on coins. This change it is hard not to bring into

connexion with the establishment of the Chersonesan Era 24 b.c. both on
coins and decrees, as the date according to that era is associated with the

words ySacriXeuovcra? ITapdevov, or the monogram JJJ4 As Queen the goddess

was the first to seal decrees 2
.

The o-vixfjLvdfjioves only appear as crowning Diophantus and others whom
the city honoured, proclaiming their deeds at a festival and writing them in

stone. Latyshev takes them to be like lepop.vdpove<i and thinks that they

came into the matter because of the religious character of the festival,

whereas Th. Reinach calls them greffiers publics
,
which would seem rather

to correspond to ypa/xpareus, and indeed pvap, air' seems to be the old Doric

equivalent for ypappareu? surviving from before the time of writing 3

,
at least

those at Iasus 4

,
Halicarnassus and Salmacis 5

,
and Gortyn seem to have been

“living archives” especially as regards land : such a function would be closely

allied to the proclamation and registering of decrees 6
. We may infer that the

college as a whole was called the crp/x/xpa/xopes and each individual member
a fxvafjuov

7
.

There is no need to do more than mention the i7np.e\r)Tai who allotted

the fields
8

;
or who saw to the building of walls 9

: the same word probably

occurs in the tantalizing inscription which also mentions a tyrant, and the

citizen who was elected (yeipoTovqOeG) to take charge against him 10
. Nor

need we make a special office of Si for Ariston (App. 19), who brought

the finances into order. Such a reorganizer was necessary from time to time,

another of them was Heraclidas, son of Parmenon ini ras Sioi/ajcreljo?
|

ejbjv
11

.

In the same inscription is named a rapias, the regular treasurer.

Byzantine Government.

The organization of Cherson under the Byzantines is nowhere clearly

described. Until the time of Theophilus it was under its own 7rpatrevaiv /cat

crTecpavpcIiopcbv, assisted by the City Fathers 12
. I he crTpaTrjXdTps /cai Sov£

Xepo-aTo? of Maurice’s inscription at Bosporus 13 may be regarded as a military

commander sent to help against some special attack of barbarians. The
expeditions of Justinian II were probably much like that of Theophilus,

reasoned attempts to subject Cherson more directly, and officials were
nominated for its government. Its freedom was saved by the ensuing

1 App. 18, IosPE. iv. 67 ; cf. App. 17% iv. 77, 80.
2 Oreshnikov, “Coins of Chersonese &c.’’ Num.

Misc. 11. pp. 13, 14, instances coins of Byzantium
whereon goddesses appear holding magistracies, cf.

Zt f. Num. ix. (1882), p. 147; Numismatische Zt.

(Wien), xxvii. (1896), p. 27.
3 IosPE. 1. 184, 185 (App. 18), iv. 65—67.
4 Mithridate

, p. 70, cf. Daremberg-Saglio, s.v.

Mnamones.
6 Ditt. SyllS 96, 1 . 32 ;

10.
11 Perhaps at Megara, ’E ej>. ’Ap%. 1 886, pp. 226, 23 1.

7 v. Ct I. I. Tolstoi, Jour11. Mm. Pub. Instr.

St P. Feb. 1905, Cl. Sect. p. 73.
8 IosPE. iv. 80.
9 IosPE. 1. 202. 10

ib. iv. 68.
11 BCA. xvin. p. 1 14, No. 23, ilird century B.c.
12 Const. Porph. de Adm. Imp. c. 42, ovk rjv

irrparrjyos dvo rwv evrevdev (Constantinople) <171-0-

areWupevos, «AA rjv o ra rvdvra oiokcov 6 Xeyopeuos

npuirevcov peril rail> enovopa£opevuiv irarepiov rl]S

nuXecos.
13 App. 70= laser. Christ. 99.
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anarchy. It was under a npaiTono'XLTrp; and npoirevovres, but the Khazar
ttidtin was perhaps the real ruler 1

. The Dux is again mentioned in a

fragment which has been referred to the time of Justin II
2
. Theophilus

sent Petronas to be the first Praetor raising him two steps from the rank

of a anaOapoKavhibaTos to that of a nponocrnaOdpios

3

. d his is the regular rank

of a praetor of Cherson
;
the seals or leaden bullae of eight at least have come

down to us, all of this highest order save one spatharius, but they ranked
last of the errpaTr/yol* : one is <TTpaTr)(yo 9) Xepcrovos kou Kara Hap(paras) 0

.

We find the names of one or two other magistrates on seals: of

Commerciarii or inspectors of customs, five seals have survived, all of

spatharocandidati except one spatharius. One man, a spatharius, is

described as ini tcov olK{eiaKcHv) npcinevo{vTi) Xepcrorjos). The former title

designates the manager of the property of the Emperor’s privy purse.

Whether the office of npairevcov continued after the institution of praetors

it is hard to say, on this seal it looks like an office, whereas when Calocyrus

is described as the son of a npcoTtvaiv it would seem to mean merely a leading-

man 6
. Two of Jurgiewicz’s seals are not definitely Chersonian, but appear to

come from there, upon one of them we have a spatharocandidate ini tcov

olKetaKcov, on the other a protospatharius as a yevixos Xoyoderrjs or treasurer-

general. These seals belong to the x-xnth centuries. The different

hierarchical ranks are some measure of the relative importance of the offices.

Cults.

In Chersonese one cult predominated almost to the exclusion of every

other—the cult of the Maiden. She was no doubt in the first place a local

deity—the same to whom the Tauri offered their human sacrifices
7

. Further

she was identified with Artemis, apparently by a series of false etymologies

and analogies 8
. The name Taurica suggested ravponoXos and Tavpd>

:

her

dwelling in the mountainous belt may have brought to mind, Oriloche 9
: the

bloody rites of her sacrifice recalled those of Artemis Orthia at Sparta.

Herodotus (iv. 103) identified the Tauric goddess with Iphigenia, who was
and was not Artemis Brauronia. Hence a confusion in which mythologists

1 Theophanes, p. 570, Bonn = 372 de Boor;
Nicephorus C—politanus, p. 46.

2 BCA. xviii. p. 121, No. 37.
3 For a table of these orders v. J. B. Bury, “The

Imp. Administration System in the ixth Century,”

p. 22, Brit. Acad. Suppl. Papers
,
1. 191 1 ;

cf. Hirsch-
feld, “Die Rangtitel d. rom. Kaiserzeit,” SB. Berlin
Akad. 1901, p. 579 sqq.

4 Philotheos, KXrjropoXoyiov, ap. Bury, op. cit.

pp. 137, 138, 147.
5 Schlumberger, G., Sigillographie de PEmpire

Byzantin
, p. 235 sqq., repeated with additions by

Ct I. I. Tolstoi, TRAS. St P. 11. (1887), p. 28 sqq.,

PI. ill. : cf. Jurgiewicz, Trans. Od. Soc. xiv. p. 1, PI. 1.

;

xv.p.41; XXl.Minutes, p. 39: Tolstoi and Kondakov,
Russian Antiquities

,
IV. pp. 4—7, fif. 4—6; K. M.

Konstantopoulo, Bv£. MoXu/3So/3oOXXa in Svoronos,
Journal Intel-national d’Arch. et de Numism. V.

Nos. 120, 121 ; ix. No. Ii8a
: BCA. xx. p. 25.

6 cf. Const. Porph. op. cit. c. 53, p. 251, Bonn,
Toils §£ TOVTOIV TTpCOTeVOVTaS.

7 The native goddess referred to on p. 523, n. 7
was milder, seeming only to have received the jaw-
bones of domestic animals as meat-offerings.

8 For Artemis and the Tauric Maiden v.

Roscher, s.v. Artemis § 15,1. p. 585, and Parthenos
,

ill. p. 1661 ; also Wernicke in P.-W. s.v. Artemis
,

Bpavpcovla, ’I(piyiveict, Op6ia, 0peikoyrj, Hapdevos,
TavpoiroXos, pp. 1 37

5— 1409; Harrison and Verrall,

Myths and Monuments ofAncient Athens. pp. 394—
404; Farnell, Cults, n. p. 452. Oreshnikov, op. cit.,

p. 9, vehemently objects to the Maiden being called

Artemis
;

I should have done better to avoid the

name.
9 v.l. Orsiloche in Amm. Marc. xxn. viii. 34;

cf. Ant. Lib. 27, citing Nicander, who gives

Iphigenia the name ’Opo-iXo'^^ia.
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rejoice. The whole story was brought into artistic shape and popularized by
Euripides. But in Chersonese, without troubling about origins, they acquiesced
in their Maiden being Artemis : on coins she is the huntress with bow and
spear, short chiton and hunting boots. Three attitudes may go back to

artistic statues—though the coins are early for such dependence—standing over
a deer and driving a spear into its neck from behind (PI. iv. 1 6, 27), sitting

and looking at the point of an arrow, perhaps with her deer beside her
(PI. iv. 8, 9), and kneeling on one knee with her spear laid down by her and
holding a bow in her left hand (PI. iv. 14) ;

lastly we have what appears to

be her cult image, perhaps the tjoavov of which Strabo speaks (vn. iv. 2) ;
she

stands as though casting her spear with her right hand, while the left is out-

stretched with the bow

1

. On her head can be distinguished a mural crown
which re-appears on coins bearing her head alone (PI. iv. 17): that is she

also did duty as city-goddess, as Demeter may have done at Olbia 3
: it is in

this aspect that she encouraged Diophantus and his army (App. 18, 1 . 23).

Mela (11. i. 3) calls Diana the foundress of the city and the chief festival in

the religious year was that of the RapOeveia. Her altar was on the acropolis

and no doubt her temple too with its npovaov in which decrees of honour
could be set up 3

. Near it was an altar ras Xepcrovaaov, who must have
been rather the local nymph than the Tyche of the city

;
the gender seems to

rule out a Hero Chersonesus whom Oreshnikov 4
sees on certain coins and

a bas-relief
:

perhaps the Nymphs’ cave mentioned by Mela
(
1 . c.) belonged to

a nymph Chersonesus. A cave called Parthenon is mentioned as the refuge

of S. Basileus 5
.

On coins besides the heads with mural crowns we have other heads that

may be considered to exhibit Artemis (e.g. PI. iv. 1—5, perhaps 2 and 4
might just conceivably be Apollo). Also the figure of a deer must be referred

to her 6
. Lastly the Victory which appears driving a quadriga (PI. iv. 6) or

a biga 7

,
perhaps even that standing with a wreath 8

,
must be thought of as an

emanation of the Maiden. Even without these nearly two thirds of the coins

figured by Burachkov bear the Maiden’s image.

A very curious case of the citizens’ devotion is furnished by an inscription

which thanks Syriscus son of Heraclidas for having laboriously written an

account (inter alia) of the manifestations of the Maiden and read it aloud 9
.

There can be no doubt that if any priesthood was eponymous it was that

of the Maiden. A dedication gives the name of a priest who had also been

king 10

,
and another, probably that of the same Gazurius who was chief archon 11

.

Upon the coins Apollo occurs most frequently after the Maiden.

Sometimes it is hard to tell which is meant, but in the later series upon

1 PI. IV. 25, 26, 28, side view : front view Burach-
kov, XVI. 1 10. The reliefs from Aj Todor, BCA. XL.

p. 16, PI. V. 12

—

14 only faintly recall these attitudes.
2 Cf. "AprefiLs 'I'vxV fepd cra>i',v. Roscher. I. p. 1628.
3 IosPE. iv. 67.
4 Num. Misc. ir. “ Coins of Cher.” pp. 8, 32.
6 Cap. 4 of his life, ap, Latyshev, v. p. 531, n. 4.

6 PI. iv. 17,22, the latter looks rather Mithridatic.
7 Bur. xv. 69. 8 PL iv. 12; B. xvi. 90, 94, 95.
u IosPE. I. 184 cf. IV. p. 277, giving Wilhelm’s

restoration from A rch. Epigr. Mitth. cius Oesterreich,

xx. p. 87, mostly upheld by new pieces, BCA. xlv.

p. 44, v. supra p. 517.
10 App. 15 = IosPE. iv. 83, also probably 87, 88.
11 IosPE. iv. 86. Other interesting dedications :

ib. IV. 84, ivth cent.; 85, lind cent., AipKios 'AnoWa
Hapdevau <ar' evinrviov, the nomenclature suggests

Apollo. 2 corr]pi)(os deas Uapdevov, BCA. XXVII.

p. 16, No. 2, may have been a priest or perhaps

a lepofiovXos.
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which his bust appears distinguished by the lyre there can, pace Bertier-

de-La-Garde (v. inf. p. 549), be little doubt 1
. No inscription mentions him.

Athena Sotira receives one dedication, made by a man for his wife (both

names are lost). The statue above was the work of Polycrates 2
. In date

this was as early as any dedication to the Maiden and in itself one which we
should value specially highly for the name of the artist. Athena’s helmeted head,

in type like that used by Alexander, occurs on a few coins (PI. iv. 1 1, 12).

In the Oath of the Citizens the Maiden comes just where the patron of

the city should come (cf. inscription cited on p. 516, n. 6). Zeus, Earth, and
Sun are invoked without our deducing thence that they had any special cult

at Chersonese, their very natures and offices made them the guardians of all

oaths, still less has the mention of all the gods and goddesses of Olympus any
definite significance, even the heroes of the land need not have had direct

worship paid to them. The only other inscription mentioning Zeus is a

dedication of a piece of wall to Zeus Soter not earlier than the nnd century a.d .

3

Zeus is represented on one coin which bears his head on the obverse and
a thunderbolt on the reverse 4

. Coins like PI. iv. 24 are thought by Koehne
and Burachkov to bear Zeus but the head is more probably that of Asclepius 5

.

I(oui) O(ptimo) M(aximo) which instead of D.M. heads the gravestone of M.
Antonius Valens, Rostovtsev explains by a combination of the Roman worship

of Jove and the Spanish habit of dedicating gravestones to upper deities
6
.

To Aphrodite was dedicated the temple which dating from the end of

the und century a.d. furnished many fragments to U varov’s basilica
7

. One
coin (PI. iv. 10) bears a type which resembles rather her head than the

Maiden’s, but it does not seem to have been repeated.

In the same basilica that yielded the fragments of Aphrodite’s temple

were found pieces of frieze with skulls of oxen and goats (?), and swags of ivy 8

,

suggesting that it was to Dionysus that Pasiadas son of Artemi[dorus] king

and priest dedicated it
9

. One type of coin (PI. iv. 7) with its Janiform head
suggests the Indian Dionysus and Ariadne or some one else of Dionysus’ train,

but it is not less like a bearded Hermes.
To Hermes Demoteles son of Theophilus (nnd century a.d.) dedicates as

gymnasiarch epinicia which take the form of five elegiac couplets inscribed

upon a base and containing several new epithets applied to the god, who
is prayed to be gracious to all, ocro l kXvtov acttv to Aa>pov vaiovcnv. an

interesting example of the Chersonesites’ long-lived pride in their Doric

descent 10
. He has but few coins which honour his deity: his head appears on

some (PI. iv. 19, B. xv. 67, 82, 83, 86, xvi. 119) and on others the caduceus,

this is scarcely evidence of an actual cult.

Asclepius with or without Hygiea also appears but rarely upon coins

1 PI. iv. 23, 25, 26, 28; B. xv. 43—45, xvi. 99—
101, 106— 1 1

4.

2 losPE. iv. 82, v. supra p. 295, n. 12.

3 IosPE. 1. 202, cf. BCA. xxvii. p. 39.
4 Giel in ERAS. vn. PI. XIX. No. 35, a thunder-

bolt occurs as a countermark on a few other coins,

e.g. PI. IV. 13.

5 Of the coin described in BCA. xvi. p. 59, B.
/
3

,

I cannot judge; it is said to bear busts of Zeus and
Artemis and EIPHNHC CEBACTHC effaced.

M.

0 BCA. xxvii. p. 58, No. 2.

7 IosPE. 1. 203, v. supra pp. 295 and 525.
8 Von Stern, Od. Mus. Guide

, p. 79, No. 1 ;

Mat. xii. PL iv. 2, p. 19 ;
IosPE. iv. 87.

9 Dionys[us restored in BCA. xvi 11. p. 1 14, No.

23, and on an altar (?) at Old Cher., Mat. XII. p. 5 7,

and Dionyjsia, IosPE. 1. 184, are very risky

:

AIONYCOY scratched on a cup, BCA. 11. p. 24.
10 Latyshev, Journ. Min. Publ. Instr. St P.

1907, Class. Section
, pp. 261—265 = noi'mcd, p. 31 1.

69
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(PI. iv. 29, probably 24; B. xvi. 1
1
5— 118). According to Latyshev’s

restoration of one inscription 1

,
he had a temple in which complimentary

decrees were set up perhaps in return for physicians’ services. But there is

a bare possibility that we have to do with a name like Asclapiodorus.

Many coins exhibit Heracles or his symbols, the lion’s head or the

club. Inasmuch as the mother city was Heraclea, and Chersonese may itself

have been a Heraclea, it is no wonder if there was a cult of Heracles. But
his appearance on coins does not go for much. It may have but suggested

the name of the city or it may have been mere reproduction of types

specially common about the Pontus. The most usual head is Alexandroid 2
.

The Dioscuri appear on a bas-relief and on coins 3
. The altar ras Xepcro-

vacrov (App. 18, 1
. 5 2) and Mela’s Nymphs’ Cave have already been mentioned.

I cannot admit as evidence of any cult at Chersonese the sherds with two
or three letters or a monogram scratched upon them such as HP or HPA, Al,

AAMA, Al A I, A0A, API, APT, for these are the first letters of men’s names as

well as gods’ : even CGOTH begins some human names. It may be no mere
chance that ten in von Stern’s collection bear HP or HPA but these are

common enough initial combinations (v. p. 361).

At Aj Todor (v. p. 523, n. 7) were inscriptions and reliefs dedicated to

Jove, the “ Thracian Riders,” Dionysus, Mithras, Hermes, triple Hecate and

(on another site) Artemis, also a cistern inscribed N]ymph[aeum
;
the temple

being outside the wall was accessible to others beside the Roman garrison 4
.

Kalendar
,
Literature and Athletics.

We know four months of the Chersonesan Kalendar, Dionysius,

Heracleius, Lyceius and Eu[cleius]. Save for Heracleius, perhaps derived

from Heraclea Pontica, they bear out Latyshev’s guess that Chersonese used

a Kalendar like that of Megara and its colonies, Byzantium and Chalcedon 5
.

Of literary activity in Chersonese our only specimens are one or two
metrical epitaphs of which perhaps the less said the better 6

,
and the hymn to

Hermes. We do just know the name of one Chersonesite writer Syriscus

crowned for celebrating the Maiden’s wonders but it seems they had to go to

a stranger for any statue which should be an ornament to the city. Still

their Doric traditions saved them from falling into the inflated style of the

Olbian decrees 7
. The tale of Gycia must reproduce Chersonian tradition, and

a good deal of the hagiographical literature to which reference has been made
was doubtless written in the city.

As at Olbia, so here we have evidence of the survival of athletic contests 8

,

in lists of victors in running both long and short distances, throwing the

1 IosPE. 1. 189.
2 PI. IV. 9, 20; B. XV. 46— 53; also a beardless

type that may be Heracles, PL IV. 18; B. 54—57;
lion’s head, PI. IV. 10, 21. The club is very common.

3 CR. 1903, p. 28, f. 25 ;
Oreshnikov, Num.

Misc. II. “Coins of Chersonese &c.’’ p. 31.
4 Arch. Anz. 1911, pp. 234—238 citing M. I.

Rostovtsev BCA. XL. p. 1 sqq. PI. 1

—

v, “The
Sanctuary of the Thracian Gods and the Inscrip-

tions of the Beneficiarii at Aj Todor.”

5 App. 18, 1

7

a and i8a
,
IosPE. iv. 70, 95

cf. BCA. XXIII. p. 61 : Trans. Vlth Russ. Arch.
Congress

,
Odessa, 1886, Vol. II. p. 7o= UovTiKa

,

pp. 40, 319.
6 IosPE. IV. 108, 1 10, 136, 149 ;

BCA. XIV. p. 107,

No. 17 ; p. ill, No. 25 ;
XXXIII. p. 48.

7 IosPE. 1. 200 alone approaches them.
8 IosPE. 1. 228, better iv. p. 282 ;

BCA. x. p. 20,

No. 14; Journ. Min. Publ. Instr. 1907, Cl. Sect.

p. 261 =IIoj'TtKd, p. 31 1.
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javelin, boxing, wrestling and ay/ciAo/xocyia which one would like to translate

ju-jitsu. In honour of the victors we have the beginning words of each line of
an elegiac epigram which we need not regret. More interesting is a fragment 1

which seems to tell of contests of trumpeters and heralds and of an epigram
written by one Marcus. All these inscriptions are shewn by the. names and
the grammatical forms (olkovtlv) to belong to late Roman times, at least the
third century. They justify Pliny’s praise when he says that in the whole
region the Chersonesites kept their Greek civilization specially bright 2

.

Coins. Plate IV.

Koehne in his book on Chersonese and later in MK. and recently

General A. L. Bertier-de- La-Garde have done most to bring the coinage of

Chersonese into order. The latter divides its numismatic history into three

periods, which he has tabulated as follows 3
:

I. Independence,
(

Types : chief, Artemis, Heracles
;

rarer, Pallas, Hermes, Aphrodite,
from middle of IVth century J and Zeus : many secondary, bull, griffin, lion, deer, Nike, etc.

to middle of ist century B.c. 1 XEP ;
once at beginning XEPX

;
once at end XEPCONHCOY.

ZR and ZE. Nos. i—22. 1 Names of magistrates except upon the earliest.

II. Autonomy,
(
Types: Apollo, Artemis; rarer, Zeus, Heracles, Pallas and Nike:

from middle of 1st century B.C.
j

secondary, deer, eagle, caduceus.
to latter part of und century A. D.

j

XEP.
N and ZE. Nos. 23—25. 1 No magistrates. Dates. TAP or its varieties.

III. Roman Liberty, ( Artemis (Apollo not allowed by Bertier-de-La-Garde), Asclepius and
to middle of Iilrd century A.D. Hygiea; bull.

ZE only. Nos. 26

—

29. {. XEPCONHCOY EAEYOEPAC: no dates, no names, no m
One or two transitional pieces do not come into this grouping.

The silver coins in the first group are rare. Up to the Mithridatic period

Bertier-de-La-Garde 4 makes of them two main divisions according as Heracles

appears upon them or not. Upon the greater part the Maiden is unrivalled and
these are coined on a standard of about 55 grn. or 3*55 grm. to the drachma,
this he identifies with the Phoenician standard. So No. 1 would be half

a drachma, No. 3 a lightish drachma, No. 4 a didrachm, No. 5 a tridrachin,

No. 13 a tetradrachm: we seem to have the obol of this series in

ZR. 8’5 grn. = '55 grm. Artemis head 1 .
|

Fish over club, below XEP.
Oreshnikov, Mat. VII. p. 38, No. 35 : weight corrected by B.-de-La-G.

The bull upon club seems to be derived from the coins of Heraclea Pontica 5

,

but it is such a common type as not to go for much. It is hard to think

that it was not regarded as the armes parlantes of the Tauric Peninsula.

But No. 9 (141*6 grn. = 9*17 grm.) does not fit in with such a system nor

its congeners of half (reverse as Nos. 9 or 8) and quarter (reverse as No. 8)

weight. This Heracles class has didrachm, drachma and hemidrachm of the

Persian standard, lightened from its 86 grn. drachma, as used in Asia Minor and
especially in the mother city Heraclea Pontica with whose types it agrees.

1 BCA. Xiv. p. hi, No. 24. op. c., generally agrees but separates a group from
2 Praecipui nitoris in toto eo tractu custoditis c. 1 10 to 24 B.C. which he calls “ Bosporan Influence,”

Graecis moribus, NH. iv. 85. and the next he terms “ Reign of the Maiden.”
3 “Signification of Monograms TXp etc.,” 4 Trans. Od. Soc. xxvi. pp. 236—248.

"H* 5
cf. BMC. Pontus, PI. xxix., XXX.

7PAS. Num. Sect. I. (1900), p. 56 : Oreshnikov,

69—

2
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The first attempt to issue coins on this standard approached more nearly

to the original weight and the series comes out :

—

Didrachm, 16473 grn. = 10-56 grm. Heracles as No. 9.
|

Artemis as No. 9.

Drachma, 80-34 grn.= 5 'i 5 grm. do.
|

Artemis slaying deer as No. 16.

Hemidrachma, 39-156 grn. = 2-51 grm. Peculiar hd of Artemis r.
|

Bull as No. 8 (B. XIV. 18, 19).

but these are all very rare and of specially good workmanship. Evidently
Chersonese struck silver upon one standard, the Persian, for external, on
another, the Phoenician, for internal circulation. The two series run parallel

as we see both from their style and from the magistrates’ names common to

both: to make a bridge between the systems was the object of the tridrachm
No. 5 equivalent to a Persian didrachm. Oreshnikov 1 does not accept this.

The coins in the top row on the plate belong in style to the second half

of the ivth century. The coppers Nos. 6 and 7 are as good in execution

as the silver. The spearman on No. 6 would appear to be a local hero,

on the defensive like Chabrias 2

;
both the types of No. 7 are interesting, the

Janiform head on the obverse is quite unexplained, Oreshnikov supposes it

to be the bearded Dionysus and a Maenad
;
Head makes the beardless head

Dionysus and the other Zeus 3
: the reverse is a favourite motive among the

Scythians. The second row represents the following two hundred years

:

the tetradrachm No. 13 is the largest of a series with a similar head on the

obverse, didrachm (B. xiv. 3—5), drachma (B. 1— 2) have reverse like No. 16,

the half drachma has bow and quiver as on PI. vi. 5 (B. 22— 24). The first

trial of Heracles-coin came early in the mrd century, the main issue such as

No. 9, later, even half-way down the und. That coins like Nos. 9 or 13 were
circulating at the end of that century is shewn by the countermarks, e.g. the

dolphin is Mithridatic, and just traceable on No. 13 under the thunderbolt

is j^f, the first form of ]$jP which marks all the next period at Chersonese.

At the very beginning of the 1st century there was a rough and ready

reform of the currency. Under four magistrates, Demetrius, Moeris,

Apollonius and Diotimus, any coins of anything like the right weight,

e.g. drachmae both of the Artemis and the Heracles series, like Nos. 9 and 13

but smaller, were re-struck to bring them into relation with the tetradrachms

of Mithridates and the Roman denarii now the chief currency of the Levant.

No. 1 7 comes from a hoard found in 1853 near Sevastopol and now spread all

over Europe, No. 18 (there are coppers very like it, B. xv. 54) is the chief

constituent of a hoard found in 1903
4 near Karan, between S. George’s

Monastery and Balaklava, just north of 979 on Map vm., apparently in a house

or small fort burnt in the Scythian wars. In this hoard were found copper as

well as silver coins and not merely new-struck ones as in the former hoard,

but coins that had been in circulation previous to the reform, so we may put

magistrates’ names such as Choreius, Menestratus, Pythion, Promathion,

Diagoras, Istron, &c., fairly late. The earliest in style found in the hoard

was No. 11, but examples of it occur with 1st century stamps, so its good
execution must be due to exact copying of the Alexander type. The head on

1 Num. Misc. II. “Coins of Chersonese &c.” occur, also the same magistrates as on No. 7.

2 Bertier-de- La-Garde, Trans. Od. Soc. XXX. 3 Cat. Uvarov, p. 42, No. 287: HNS p. 279.

“Monetary Novelties” No. 2: issue numbers A—2 4 Trans. Od. Soc. XXVI. p. 250.
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No. 17 recalls the type of Sinope 1 and the deer is perhaps Mithridatic (cf.

PL vi. 7). On the smaller denomination, No. 18, the memory of the Heracles

series was preserved. No. 19 was found in the Karan hoard and belongs

to this date. No. 20 also bears the head of Heracles in a lionskin which has

hitherto been restricted to silver but the whole type is very similar to

Panticapaean coins (PI. vi. 12, 14, 16, 24). The 1st century b.c. was the

time of chief naval activity on the Euxine, and during it prows commonly
occur on coins. This one may have to do with the exploits of Diophantus.

The coin has been re-struck, the die seems hardly big enough for the blank,

but what it may have been originally cannot be distinguished. Thoroughly
Panticapaean is No. 21 with its lion’s head (cf. PI. v. 9) and the star which

appears to be Mithridatic (cf. PI. vi. 3). Certainly the grazing deer on No. 22

is Mithridatic (cf. his later tetradrachms and PI. vi. 7) : so too B. xvi. 97,

AL. Artemis like No. 13.
|

Eagle on thunderbolt (cf. PI. VI. 11), XE P, countermark UP

It has already been said that great changes took place at Chersonese
in the second half of the last century b.c. What they were exactly we cannot

tell (v. p. 521), but on monetary affairs we find their influence fundamental.

Coins already in circulation were countermarked or later JJJ
3
*, new ones

bear the latter on the die and date-letters appear, the era (v. p. 521) being
calculated from 24 b.c. A find in the valley above Jalta, the site of a

local sanctuary (v. supra, p. 523, n. 7), has provided a coin of the type

common to the second and third period, e.g. No. 26, with an inscription

forming a transition between them, obverse XEPCONH EAEY 0
,

reverse

T7APOENOC 2
. This confirms the guesses of Becker and other writers that

the monograms indicate the Maiden goddess
;
Bertier-de- La-Garde suggests

that the mint came under the direction of the temple authorities instead

of the town magistrates, and therefore the goddess’s monogram was put on
the coins. A difficulty arises as to the interpretation of the obverse type,

a bust with a lyre before it (Nos. 23, 25, 26, 28). Bertier-de- La-Garde sees

in it Artemis YMNIA and certainly it looks very feminine on e.g. No. 28, and

he thinks that the more elaborate monogram j^f
3 stands for TTAPOeVo? ‘Yfivia:

but it might do just as well for TTAPGeVoY and on No. 25 the head is certainly

masculine, it might be said to be a reminiscence of a Roman Emperor.
But after the history of the interpretation of a colossal statue such as

“ Winckelmann’s Muse,” certainty in regard to badly executed coins cannot

be attained.

In this second period there is a change of metal, no more silver is coined,

but we have a small number of gold pieces, corresponding in weight to the

Roman or Bosporan aurei (v. p. 632). Their political signification and the

dates they bear have been treated in the history of Chersonese 4

. No. 25
with the letters PNH= 158, i.e. 134 a.d., is the last of them.

1 BMC. Pontus, xxn. 11— 13. 7rapdtvos and the bust a personification.
2 Bertier-de-La-Garde, On monograms Kr etc., 4 For these see pp. 522, 523, Bertier-de-La-

p. 60, PL VI. 5. Garde in Tratis. Od. Soc. XVI. and von Sallet in
3 Oreshnikov, Num. Misc. II., thinks this not Ztf. Num. and Bad. Beschr. I. p. 7.
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The third period is marked by the word EAEY0EPAC. Probably in

between had been a time of direct subjection to Rome. There is no more
question of gold or silver, only of copper. With the archaism of decadence
the coins, like No. 27, bear reproductions of types of the first period, xArtemis

slaying a deer like No. 16 and the bull which appeared already on No. 4,

but mostly we have Apollo with the lyre and Artemis standing. It has been
suggested that this is a reproduction of a group set up in the city—Artemis in

a mural crown, with dart and bow, a stag by her side, not so very unlike

Diane de la Biche—-but shewing late date by the accumulation of attributes.

Asclepius and Hygiea are purely Roman. The tolerable style of Nos. 28

and 29 is due to a raising of craftsmanship accounted for by close communica-
tion with more civilized centres. The lettering with clumsy serifs is enough
to shew the late date.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THEODOSIA AND NYMPHAEUM.

Theodosia.

Although Theodosia and Nymphaeum were soon to become part of

the Bosporan kingdom they have not left themselves without witness to

their free existence, and the former at any rate always remained a separate

title in the rulers’ style and a special division of the kingdom. The
anonymous Periplus P. E. (77 (51)) says that Theudosia, a deserted city

with a harbour, lay 280 stades, 37-^ miles, from Cazeca, that it was an ancient

Greek city, a colony of the Milesians and often mentioned in literature. So far

he agrees with Ps. -Arrian (30 (19 H.)), but he adds from some unknown
source, “now Theudosia is called in the Alan or Tauric tongue

v
ApSa/3Sa,

= i-rTTaOeos : it is said that exiles from the Bosporus once inhabited it.” As
an inscription proves it not deserted till after Arrian’s time, this is so much
against the authenticity of the second half of the Periplus ascribed to him
(v. p. 24, n. 3). Ulpian, the scholiast to Demosthenes in Leptinem, says that

Satyrus died while besieging it and that it had its name from the sister, or

according to other authority wife, of Leucon who on capturing the city

made it more of a port than before and renamed it
1

.

This question of its name is interesting
;
some authors (v. p. 560) and

inscriptions give it as ©euSocria which in itself is a Doric form 2

,
others and

even inscriptions of the same ruler, ©eoSocrux. On the later coins we have
OEY (PI. ix. 7), OEYA0 3

,
on most early ones probably autonomous, OEoAE-^

(PL ix. 4 and Jakunchikov’s, v. p. 559), OE0AE0 4

,
but OE0A0 (PI. ix. 6

)
is almost

as early. Koehne 5 has suggested with great probability that these are £6vu<d

from some ungreek name ^©EOAEIA and that Leucon made a kind of pun in

changing this to the name of his sister which somewhat resembled it and was
also a good augury for the newly won city. As to Ardavda Miillenhoff gets

the right meaning out of it (v. p. 39) but it has been suggested 15 that this was
a mistaken interpretation and that the second half is cognate with dare making
an equivalent for the Greek name. It is almost certainly Iranian, but we
cannot take this as throwing light on the Tauri for it is more probably Alan.

The site has never been systematically excavated, but in the harbour-

works carried out in 1894 by that distinguished engineer and archaeologist

General Bertier-de-La-Garde there were found inscriptions
7

,
sculpture

1 Von Stern, Theodosia
, p. 12, thinks this a

mere scholiast’s invention deduced from the text

of Demosthenes : a Bosporan Theodosius, v. App. 28.
2 v. Sandys in Dem. Lept. 33. In all but the

latest inscriptions both forms end in -07.

3 Bertier-de-La-Garde, “Monetary Novelties,”

Trans. Od. Soc. XXX. No. 10.

4 Giel, TEAS. v. PL iv. 14.
6 MK. 1. p. 276.
6 Jurgiewicz, Trans. Od. Soc. VIII. p. 9.
7 IosPE. IV. 195, 196 (ivth cent. B.C., cf. v. Stern,

Theodosia
,
PL X. 2, 1), 197 (inrd cent. A.D.), 198.

/O—

2
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(v. pp. 296, 298), terra-cottas
1

,
sherds of pottery-, some with graffiti,

e.g. BO^nGPI-fOEIMITOTI^nPlOSKVAIS with its early lettering and
curious names 3 and the two abecedaria (v. p. 361), also amphora-handles
(v. P- 358, n. 8), all proving that the hill whereon stand the remains of

the Genoese citadel at the east end of the circuit of mediaeval walls was
the site also of the Greek city. Other excavations made in 1852 by Prince

Sibirskij and in 1853 by the great sea-painter Aivazovskij on the initiative of

Count Perovskij 4 produced most beautiful gold work which may be referred

to the ivth century and terra-cottas decidedly above the average of the Pontic

coasts. But the terra-cottas found in the harbour-works are of quite a

distinct class shewing a genuine archaic style of which one or two specimens
(v. p. 364) must go back to the vith century recalling the xopai of the

Athenian Acropolis, and black-figured vases tell of Athenian commerce 5
.

That makes the history of Theodosia begin over a century before the first

event recorded, the siege laid to it by Satyrus c. 389 b.c. (v. inf. p. 574).
We have an incident of this siege preserved by Polyaenus who says that the

Heracleotes supported the Theodosians and sent across Tynnichus with

the few soldiers they could raise and several buglers to be put into separate

boats distant from one another. So when they sounded the besiegers thought
in the darkness that they were so many full complements, and retired before

the superior force. Certain it is that Satyrus died without having taken the

city, but Leucon was more successful, although it is probable that he too had
to contend with the Heracleotes 6

. It looks as if there was a prolonged
struggle on the part of Heraclea Pontica, helped no doubt by her colony

Chersonese, to extend her power over Theodosia or at any rate to prevent its

falling under that of the Bosporan rulers. Memnon of Rhodes may have
taken the side of Heraclea in this struggle, at least we do not know in what
other war he should have opposed Leucon 7

: if so the Heracleotes remained
hostile through all Leucon’s reign, as Memnon's career only just overlapped his.

H owever, when at length successful, Leucon took no vengeance on
Theodosia but made good use of its natural advantages. Strabo (vii. iv. 4)
says that the harbour was sufficient for as many as a hundred ships, whereas
the harbour, and docks of Panticapaeum could only accommodate thirty : as a

matter of fact the natural harbour has never been very good and the roads

though spacious are absolutely open to the se.
;

however, that is not a

dangerous quarter and the gently shelving beach would allow Greeks to draw
their ships ashore. The piles found in the recent harbour-works may be the

remains of a Greek mole or may only go back to Genoese times, they shew
that the need of a real harbour had been met before the present final solution

of the difficulty. For Leucon Theodosia had two great advantages over

Panticapaeum, it was always free from ice, and it was close to the rich corn-

lands instead of being upon the “ rugged peninsula.” Accordingly it was
here that he made the staple of his corn-trade as we find in the speech of

1 v. p.363, Od. Mus. Terra-cottas
,

I. p. 21. I. p. 274; ABC. PI. Xiirz, = supra p. 401, f. 294,
2 Von Stern, Theodosia, PI. II—v. : everything is Reinach, pp. 52—54; LXXa. 1, 4, 6, 10, p. 117

kept together in the Odessa Mus., v. Guide
, p. (Terra-cottas); KTR.'p. 13 sqq.

50 sqq. 6 Von Stern, Theodosia
,
PL n.

3 Trans. Od. Soc. XX. p. 181, Pi. II. No. 49.
6 Polyaenus, v. xxiii. : VI. ix. 3.

4 Ref. of Arch. Exflor. for 1853 ;
Koehne, MK. 7 ib. V. xliv. 1, v. inf. pp. 576, 626.
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Demosthenes against Leptines, and Strabo speaks of his sending 2,100,000
medimni across to Athens. Further, its possession made it easy to defend
the whole eastern projection of the Crimea by a ditch running across to the

sea of Azov.

Leucon and his successors without denying themselves supreme authority

were considerate enough to call themselves archons merely and let the name
of the city be part of their official style (v. p. 576).

It is likely that Theodosia suffered in the wars between Paerisades I and
the Scythians 1

,
certainly compared with the many ivth century things objects

1 Demosthenes in Phormionem
, § 8.
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of the Hellenistic period are decidedly few : it probably fell into the same
straits as Chersonese in the und century b.c. It was taken by Diophantus 1

and probably regained some prosperity under Mithridates
: yet, perhaps under

pressure of his taxation, it was one of the cities which followed the example
of Phanagoria and revolted against him 2

. This is the last historical notice of

it—the mentions in Mela, Pliny, Ptolemy and later Ammianus are merely
geographical—and we might believe the Peripli that it lay desert in Roman
times but for pieces of terra sigillata

3

,
the fairly complete series of Bosporan

coins found on the site
4

,
and one or two inscriptions

;
the most important,

referred by von Stern 5
to the mrd century a.d., shewed that there existed at

Theodosia just such a religious society as at Tanais and elsewhere in the

Bosporan kingdom. A presumption that it continued to have some importance
as a frontier port is offered by the existence of a dignitary of the kingdom
called the prefect of Theodosia 6

.

Von Stern 7 expands two- or three-letter monograms upon sherds into

the names of Apollo, Athena, Ares, Hera or Heracles, Artemis, Asclepius

and perhaps Demeter : he wishes to regard them as deol crvvvaoi, but men
write the name of a god to whom they are making a dedication, even when
there is only one in the temple, besides we have no right to make them names
of deities at all.

In the very unhistorical wars between Chersonese and Bosporus re-

counted by Constantine Porphyrogenitus 8

,
Capha is named as the spot where

the Chersonites defeat their enemies and set the frontier against them. That
it was inhabited in the succeeding centuries is shewn by Byzantine pottery 9

and by a pillar with epitaphs dated a.m. 6327 =a.d. 819 10
.

This name of Caffa is that under which the site of Theodosia became
famous. As the chief Genoese mart on the Black Sea it destroyed by its

competition the trade of Cherson and ruined its Venetian rival Soldaia

(Sudak) which finally came under its authority together with Cembalo
(Balaklava). It was far more important than Vospro (Kerch) and even

Tana (Azov) in which were quarters for the merchants of each rival city.

The Genoese appear to have established themselves at Caffa shortly after

1266 and the settlement, being the objective of a trade-route reaching to

China, flourished exceedingly in spite of the occasional hostility of the Tartar

Khans, until the Turks gained control of the Thracian Bosporus. Then
the tenure of the Italians became very precarious, it is wonderful that they

could hold it at all at such a distance from their base, and the Turks had

no difficulty in seizing it in 1475. At that time it seems to have contained

a population of about a hundred thousand made up of many creeds and races.

When the Genoese were turned out the rest remained and it was quite

prosperous under the rule of the Turks who called it Little Stambul. The
Sultan kept it directly under himself and did not give it to the Crim Tartars.

1 App. 18 = IosPE. 1. 185, l. 41. p. 26, No. 21.
7 v. p. 588, Appian, Hist. Rom. XII. (Miitip.) 108. 7 Trans. Od. Soc. xx. p. 173, PI. 1. 4—21, cf.

e.g. Von Stern, Theodosia
,
PI. IX. ioo. supra p. 361.

4 Bertier-de-La-Garde ap. Stern, p. 90. 8 v. supra p. 526, de Adm. Imp. c. 53, pp. 252,
6 Trans. Od. Soc. XX IV. Minutes

, p. 29= IosPE. 255 Bonn,
iv. 468. 0 Von Stern, Theodosia

,
PL vi—vm.

v. p. 612, App. 61, 63 = losPE. 11. 29, BCA. X. 10 CIG. IV. 9286 ;
Latyshev, Inscr. Christ. 75.
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At the time of the Russian conquest in 1783 it had some 80,000 inhabitants

but most of these deserted it, wishing to remain under the Sultan’s rule.

It was then adorned not only with the churches and walls of the Genoese but

with minarets, baths and fountains of Turkish building and surrounded with

orchards and gardens. The shortsighted destruction of all these amenities

and the wavering commercial policy of its new owners reduced it to a ruin

from which it has taken long to recover 1

: but its prosperity is rapidly

increasing since Sevastopol has been closed to merchant vessels. Its new
harbour is deeper than the roads of Taganrog and Kerch, thus ships which
have taken in half their cargo further east here complete their lading

2

.

Coins. Plate IX. Nos. 4— 7.

The coins go back to the vth century, e.g. No. 4 inscribed OE oA E-n. and

/R. 3'9 gm. = ‘25 grm. Head of Pallas, r. I as No. 4.

B. xviil. 2 1

/R. i 6'2 grn. = i'05 grm. Female head in ampyx r. i Ox-head in profile r. (cf. No. 29) ©EOAEO all as

it seems in incuse square.

Giel, TRAS.'v. PI. IV. 14.

Almost as early is a coin in the Jakunchikov collection at St Petersburg 2
:

JE. Ox-head, three quarters r.
|

Star, between the six short thick rays ©EOAE-1^-.

The star has been compared to that on coins of Chersonese (PI. iv. 21)

and Panticapaeum (PI. vi. 3) and the general similarity of design regarded as

evidence for a monetary league, but the Theodosian coin seems very much
earlier than the other two. Found at Theodosia all these coins no doubt

belong there in spite of the unexpected form of the inscriptions. The charging-

ox upon the reverse of Nos. 5 and 6 appears on coins of Heraclea Pontica

and Chersonese (PI. iv. 4, 5, 8, 16) and would seem to point to an alliance.

The largest silver coin, recently acquired by Bertier-de-La-Garde 4

,

4R. 72-8 grn. = 472 grm. Head of Heracles I Club, beneath ©EYAO
bearded r.

also recalls Heraclea, but almost certainly belongs to a time when autonomy
had been lost, as does No. 7 with a similar inscription, though the resemblance

between the latter and the commonplace types of Leucon II (PI. vi. 16, 17)

does not amount to very much, and cannot be adduced as proof that it belongs

to a time of subjection. Burachkov’s xviii. 4— 7 belong to other cities. The
standard seems to be Aeginetic as the coins fit into the Panticapaean series®.

1 For the present state of the walls, v. BCA.
xxviii. pp. 45, 91.

2 For a convenient account of Caffa in Genoese
times, fuller than von Stern, Theodosia

, pp. 25—31,

v. W. Heyd, Hisioire du Commerce du Levant an

Moyen Age, Paris and Leipzig, 1886, 11. pp. 156

—

215, 365—407, cf. G. L. Oderico, Lettere Ligustiche
,

Bassano, 1792 ; M. G. Canale, Nnova Istoria della

Repiibblica di Genova
,
Florence, 1858-60, 11. pp.

399—457, III. pp. 234—241. Many documents and
inscriptions are in various numbers of Trans. Od.
Soc. (v. von Stern, op. c. p. 25, n. 1) and Atti della

Societa Ligure di Storia Patria, vi—vii. 2, 1867-79,
P. A. Vigna, “Codice Diplomatico delle Colonie
Tauro-Liguri, a.d. 1453-75.” Peyssonel, Commerce,

witnesses to its prosperity under Turkish rule and
E. D. Clarke, Travels, II. p. 144 sqq. and Pallas,

Travels, 11. p. 265, to its subsequent ruin. Vino-
gradov, Lagorio and K. Neumann criticize the

methods of the government.
3 TRAS. Num. Sect. 1. iii. (1909), p. 171 : 1

am very grateful to the owner for sending me a

cast.
4 “Monetary novelties,” PL 1. 10, Trans. Od.

Soc. xxx.
5 v. p.631: B. xviii. 2 would be obol, Terlecki’s

coin just similar but '5 grm. 5 obol, Giel’s, i-L, ix. 4,

three and Bertier-de-La-Garde’s, 5 or 6 obols, see

his “ Materials for Stathmological Investigations,”

Num. Misc. 11. p. 26, Nos. 49—53-
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Sources and Inscriptions mentioning Theodosia.

©toSocrtWn), App. 18, 26, 27, 42, 61, 63 ( =IosPE

.

1. 185, ii- 343, 6, 36, 29; BCA. x. p. 26,

No. 21) and IosPE. 11. 345.
Strabo, VII. iv. 4, 6.

Mela, II. 1. 3.

Pliny, NH. IV. 86 (26).

Ptolemy, Geogr. III. vi. 2 ;
VIII. x. 4.

Ammianus Marcellinus, XXII. viii. 36.

Qev8oaia(ri), App. 29, 29% 30, 35 (
= IosPE.

11. 344, II, 346, 15) and IosPE. II. 10, 347,
IV. 400 (Qevdocnevs), 418, 419.

Demosthenes in Lacritum 31—34 (MSS. with o):

in Leptinein, 33, Schol.

Ps.-Scylax, 68.

Ps.-Arrian, 30 (19 H.).

Appian, Hist. Rom. XII. 108.

Polyaenus, v. xxiii.

Stephanus Byz. s. v.
;

idvi<d, 0evdocnavos Kai

QevSooievs (some MSS. with o,also s. v.

Harpocration, s. v.

Anonymi Periplus P. E., 77 (51), 78 (52).

Ancient History and Antiquities.

Inscriptions found there, IosPE. IV. 195— 198, 468= Trans. Od. Soc. XXIV. Minutes
,
p. 29.

Neumann, K., Helleneji
, pp. 464—469.

Koehne, B. de, Musee Kotschoubey
, 1. p. 271—320.

Vinogradov, V. K., Theodosia. Theodosia, 1884.

Lagorio, F., “ Four Periods in the Life of Theodosia,” Trans. Od. Soc. XV. (1887), p. 404.
Kulakovskij, J. A., The Past of Tauris

,
Kiev, 1906.

von Stern, E. R., “Theodosia unci seine Keramik” (Russian and German), Pt ill. of Das Museum
d. kais. Odessaer Gesellschaft fiir Geschichte und AlterUunskunde

,
Odessa, 1906.

This last sums up all there is to be known of Theodosia
;

unfortunately I had not received it

when I compiled the above outline: however I found that on the whole the author confirmed my
conclusions and I had very little to add, and I have been allowed to take from it the plan : details

of the latter and of his discoveries while carrying out the harbour works are added by Bertier-de-

La-Garde, p. 85 sqq.

Nymphaeum.

At Nymphaeum 1 (Eltegen, v. p. 20) we can clearly trace the old harbour
(cf. Strabo, 1 . c. 770X15 evXipevo^), an acropolis, (ppovpiov (Appian 1 . c.), set upon
the cliffs and defended by a bank, a lower town and a necropolis. The
excavations carried out by Kondakov (who found the interesting tombs with

things in the Scythic style and an early coffin, v. pp. 208, f. 106, 210, 214,

f. 1 15 and 329) and Verebrjusov 2 and of late years by Mr Novikov its owner,

whose collection has been acquired by the Hermitage, have mainly yielded

minor antiquities including a fine Panathenaic vase, but there is a fair number
of inscriptions, mostly epitaphs 3

. Most interesting of these is the first, Ilvppos

Eopvvopo 'HpaicXemras with its suitable mixture of dialects
4
. We gain more

A/A/
APM[c

Attic associations, from the agonistic (?) list of citizens published by Skorpil

1 . c.°, which shews that early in the mrd century b.c. there was an Ionic

population with many Attic names and a small barbarous element, and from

the inscription on Glycaria’s fountain (see below).

from the dedication
,
'Ap/xoStaP, with its early vth century writing and

1 Nvpcfoaiov, usual form, Aeschines in Ctesi-

phontem

,

171 ;
Strabo vil. iv. 4; Appian, Mithri-

clates
,
108 : Ptolemy, III. vi. 2 ;

Steph. Byz. s. v.

who prefers the eOvLubv Nv/xcfxuevs to ^vpcpatr^s

which seems supported by the NYM<f>ATOS of the

ill-recorded IosPE. II. 201 taken by V. V. Skorpil,

BCA. xlv. p. 14 as a genitive; Anon. Peripl. P. E.
76 (50) ;

Harpocration s. v. : Ps.-Scylax 68 has
Sviicjodia, its coins NYN and NYM; Pliny, NH.
iv. 86, Nymphaeum. Skorpil gives an exhaustive

account, Trans. Od. Soc. XX. p. 16, cf. also Brandis,

s. v. Bosporos (2) in P.-IV. ill. p. 769.
2 CR. 1876, pp. x—xxv

; 1878, p. xxxvii; 1879,

pp. lxii—lxvii
; 1880, pp. xiv—xvi.

3 IosPE. 11. 288, IV. 287, 325, 361, BCA. ill.

p. 44, No. 10 of the ivth cent. B.C., IosPE. iv.

274 of the inrd, II. 102, 204, iv. 226, 276, 375,
BCA. XIV. p. 121, No. 43 of Roman date.

4 Collitz-Bechtel, ill. i. 3083.
6 BCA. X. p. 25, No. 20.
0 IosPE. iv. 205, cf. ib. 432.
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We cannot tell whether Nymphaeum was originally founded by the

Athenians in order to secure a share of the Bosporan corn-trade or acquired

by them subsequently. It is generally thought to have been one of the gains

of the Euxine expedition which Pericles made in 444 b.c. shortly before the

Spartocids seized the power at Panticapaeum which was probably not strong

enough at the moment to raise any objection. The archaic writing of the

dedication to Harmodius suggests that the Athenians were honouring their

hero at an earlier date than this. We know from Craterus (ap. Harpocrat.)

that Nymphaeum was a member of the Delian league and paid a talent, hence
Kohler has been able to restore its name from NY. He has also restored KIN
to Kqx/xe/HKw, Opuk, and P1AT to HaTpaevs the village near the monument of

Satyrus (v. pp. 20, 23, 573) but this is all very doubtful 1

. If right it tends to

shew that Athens made a serious attempt to establish herself on the Bosporus.

In any case these possessions became untenable when she lost

command of the sea after Aegospotami b.c. 405. The Athenian commander
Gylon handed the place over to Satyrus and received Cepi in exchange.

No doubt he was fined for this by the Athenians and Aeschines calls it

treachery, some have thought that the fine was merely the formal disapproval

of an act which must not be allowed to set a precedent. Aeschines discredits

his statement by calling the Bosporan rulers enemies whereas we know that

very shortly after they were on excellent terms with Athens. Probably
Gylon was in a difficult position and contrived to extract from an inevitable

loss to his country a personal advantage to himself.
v

SkorpiP has published an inscription found in the sea off Eltegen : in it

the praise of Asjander’s wife Glycaria is put into the mouth of a wayfarer

who has drunk his wine with water from a fountain by her tomb : the

stone is in shape suitable for the keystone of a rustic arch and has a hole for

a water pipe. There is quite a good case for the restoration of the husband’s

name and for identifying him with King Asander who married his known
wife Dynamis rather late in life : the lettering is very like their inscriptions (v.

PP- 59 59 2 n
- 7 > 593 nn - 4-6), Skorpil goes on to suggest that Nymphaeum

was Asander’s home or appanage and would thereby explain the next fact about

it recorded in history, its rebellion against Mithridates (Appian, l.c., v. p. 588).

Pliny speaks of the town as a thing of the past (l.c. fuere oppida...

Nymphaeum Dia)
;

it may have suffered in the troublous times about the

beginning of our era, but there are three or four gravestones of Roman date

and the name survives in Periplus Anonymi and the Peutinger Tables.

However, the harbour probably began to silt up in the early centuries ol our

era and there seems no evidence of the town’s existence in Christian times.

The coins of Nymphaeum (PI. ix. 8, 9 Aeginetic ^ ,
2 and 5 obols 3

)

are of silver and go back to the vth century : all bear on one side the head of

a Nymph, on the other NYM, NYN or NY, a vine-leaf and grape-cluster.

1 App. 2 = IG. ( CIAtt.) 1. 37; “Urkunden z.

Gesch. d. Attischen-Delisohen Bundes,” Abh. d. k.

Akad. d. W. zu Berlin
, 1869, Nos. 24, 25, pp. 74,

75, 165, 167, cf. supra pp. 447, 458.
2 BCA. xxxvii. pp. 14— 22, with Rostovtsev,

who disclaims responsibility for any theorizing:

[’Ao"]a!/§pov rAuKiipaa 8dpa[p],
|

napa 7rvpapt8os <rev

ay^iKpr)vov v8ap
\

u\<vaa avv Bpopiai-

Sh/for S apnavaas
\

tovt icfopcura' Kali p!>[ov(ra]
I

Kal <j)0LpivT] <Ta>f[etS']
|

tovs e7ri8€i>[o/xeVoi;y].

3 Bertier-de-La-Garde, “Mat. for Stathmological
Investigations,” p. 45, No. 159, 76 grn. = 4-93 grm.

7

1

M.
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CHAPTER XIX.

BOSPORUS.

The Bosporan kingdom was the agelong rival of Chersonese and in

every way opposed to it. As the latter was the last Greek city to remain
an autonomous democracy, so the Bosporus offers the first example of the

type of state in which a monarch made a Greek city his capital and from it

ruled a barbarous population. So the rule of the earlier Spartocids fore-

shadowed the Hellenistic states that arose after Alexander’s death, because
on the Bosporus Hellenistic conditions appeared independently. As else-

where, the rulers treated the Hellenic cities with great favour and spared

their susceptibilities, but they could not allow them real autonomy. The
commercial Ionians of Panticapaeum were probably very well suited with

their rulers, who on the whole allowed their trade to prosper, defending them
against the natives of the interior and the pirates of the coast with more
consistent success than democracy could have secured. We only hear of

revolts when the dynasty had become effete or a foreign conqueror had
imposed intolerable burdens to provide material for his ambitious schemes.

Full light upon the actual development of this original form of state would be

very welcome, but save for an inaccurate list of rulers in Diodorus, very

scanty references in other authors and a few fragmentary inscriptions, we
are left in the dark. We have a little more information about the last

century b.c. when the Bosporus was brought into close connexion with the

kingdom of Pontus and the general course of history. Again the darkness

closes down and of the Bosporan kingdom for three hundred and fifty years

after Christ we know but the names and dates of its kings and their faithful

defence of an outpost of civilization against a weight of barbarism to which at

last they had to give way.

Site of Panticapaeum.

The position of the various towns that made up the kingdom of Bosporus

has been already discussed in the general survey of the coast (pp. 20—23 and

Map hi.). The actual site of Panticapaeum should present a certain amount
of interest : but there is nothing above ground to attract the archaeologist.

71— 2
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The mighty masonry of some of the tombs has been described (pp. 194, 294).

Upon the sketch plan prefixed to this chapter have been marked the lines of

the walls surrounding the acropolis (Mount Mithridates) and the lower city as

seen by Dubrux and Ashik in the early part of last century. They differ

much from those shewn by Dubois de Montpereux and may be almost as

fanciful. But the general lie of the land necessitates something similar well

agreeing with Strabo’s description (vn. iv. 4): “ Panticapaeum is a hill

encircled all about by dwellings in a circuit of 20 stades. To the east is

a harbour and docks for about 30 ships : it has also an acropolis,” The
latter is evidently Mount Mithridates surmounted by a chapel to the memory
of Stempkovskij the archaeologist, mayor of Kerch during the twenties, and
by the curiously cut mass of rocks called the throne of Mithridates. This
must have formed the basement of a considerable building.

Half way down the hill there runs round it a kind of terrace approached
by a fine flight of steps. On its widest part stands the old Museum, built on

the model of the “ Theseum ” at Athens
;

it was destroyed during the war by
the carelessness of the allies, who let the Turks amuse themselves by smashing
all its contents, and since then it has been left as a memorial of Western
civilization

1

. Happily the practice of forwarding the more valuable finds

to the Hermitage was already long established and Lutsenko the director

had sent away everything of great importance. The present Museum is in

the town. To the east of Mount Mithridates are traces of the ancient mole
jutting out from the oldest part of the modern town—the site of the former

Turkish fortress and the ixth century church of S. John 2
.

The modern town is mostly on the north of the hill on very low ground
which was probably harbour in ancient days. The present bay is silting up
with the accumulations of the brooks Melek-Chesme and Bulganak and the

deposit left by the strait current. The houses only climb up the lower slopes

of the hill. All the sides of the latter are of made earth full of debris of

antiquity, but it has been turned over and over by all kinds of excavators, so

that finds made there are not very instructive. In general about the Bosporus

the excavations have yielded many beautiful objects, but very little information

as to the history and topography of the various sites
3
. Diggings to the nw.

of Mount Mithridates (Fig. 344, e
)
shew that spot to have been inhabited in

the vth century b.c. but to have been the extreme limit of the town in that

direction, as a little further on were found tombs of that date and a kind 4 of

Monte Testaccio. Further to the east about
(
d

)

discoveries were rather more
interesting. Here Duhmberg found the cellars of considerable houses 5 with

fragments of painted wall plaster, flooring and pillars. Near here have also

occurred a few pieces of mediocre sculpture. This district must have been

covered with fairly rich houses in the 1st century b.c. The only public

building yet explored is the Bath-establishment of the same date uncovered

in 1898 (see plan and explanation p. 565, f. 345). This part of the town

perished by fire and sword
;
skeletons were found head downwards in a well.

1 W. H. Russell ap. McPherson, p. 41. 20, 21, p. 346, ff. 31, 32; cf. BCA. xlv. pp. 92— no,
2 BCA. xxxii. pp. 69—74, ff. 39—44. PI- vii—xiii.
:: Older things seem now appearing (as against 4 CR. 1891, p. 25, 1899, p. 17, f. 26. For the

P- 33^h Ionian pots and archaic jewelry, Arch. A?iz. types of tombs about Kerch, v. p. 422.

I 9 ' 1
, P- 205, ff. 14, 15; 1912, pp. 333—337, ff. 16—18, 5 CR. 1899, p. 19, f. 28.
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Although the baths were supplied by a well, and there was a fountain

at the foot of Mount Mithridates near the sea, water was probably a difficulty

with the men of Panticapaeum : hence the numerous large cisterns that have
been found on the slopes of the hill. At this day there is no water in Kerch
fit to make tea with, except what is fetched from Taman on the other side of

the strait.

Phanagoria and Gorgippia.

Phanagoria was certainly near Sennhja, but the topography of the town
has never been explored. It seems to have covered a considerable area, but

the sea has encroached upon the northern part of it. The actual site of the

town was what is now a more or less level space about three quarters of a mile

long and half a mile broad between the farms of Borovik and Semenjaka.
From the middle of the sea-board a mole ran out about 350 yards (320 metres).

The town-site is surrounded by mounds of rubbish containing tombs
;
and

barrows line for a mile and a half in every direction the roads leading to the

other towns of the Taman peninsula. To the south ran the old branch of the

Kuban now filled up.

No Greek buildings have been excavated but architectural fragments,

bases of statues and inscriptions have been found built into the ruins of

Byzantine date. The site of the acropolis cannot be pointed out 1

. Dubois
de Montpereux as usual saw walls and gates and streets, but the oldest

inhabitant knew nothing of them. The ruins seen by De La Motraye 2 were
probably mediaeval. In Tartar times the peninsula of Taman was more
thickly inhabited than now

3

.

Inscriptions mention several buildings which are likely to have had some
architectural importance, a gymnasium 1

,
a Caesareum 5

,
colonnades round the

temple of Aphrodite Apaturias 6 and outside the town the temple of Artemis
Agrotera 7

.

At Gorgippia (Anapa) nothing seems visible, but inscriptions are con-

tinually being discovered
;
these mention temples of Aphrodite Nauarchis 8 and

of Poseidon

9

,
a np6[vaoi>w,

a re/xei'os tov peydXov deov and an ipyacrT'rjpiov
n

.

Tanais.

It is generally thought that there were two settlements called Tanais, a

later, of which we have the remains at Nedvigovka, and an earlier, which is

that mentioned by the ancient authors 12
. It is curious that it is not noticed by

1 Appian, xil. 108.
2 Travels

,
n. p. 48.

3 K. K. Gortz, Archaeological Topography of
the Taman Peninsula

, pp. 87— 126, Plan 3, and
Historical Review ofArchaeological Investigations

and Discoveries on the Taman Peninsulafrom the

end of the XVIIIth Century to 1859, pp. 7— 10,

71, 105 and Plan. It is well to renew the caution

against confusing Suvorov’s Fort Phanagoria just

E. of Taman, with the ancient city : e.g. Clarke’s

marbles “from the ruins of Phanagoria” came
from Taman, Travels

,
ji. p. 82. The old name of

Taman is unknown, in Const. Porph. it is Tapdrnpxa
and in old Russian Tmutarokan.

4 losPE. 11. 360, cf. BCA. hi. p. 50, No. 17.
5 App. 68 = IosPE. 11. 362.
0 aroai Trepivdioi IosPE. II. 352.
7 App. iC) = IosPE. 11. 344.
8 App. 47 = BCA. xxili. p. 46, No. 32.
0 App. 51 = BCA. xxxvii. p. 38, No. 2.
10 IosPE. iv. 430.
11 BCA. xxxvii. pp. 61, 63, Nos. 43, 46.
12 Strabo, XI. ii. 3 ;

Alexander Polyhistor ap.

St. Byz. s. v. calls it 'Vpirdpiov a term used of it

by Strabo and occurring in inscriptions on the

new site; Eustath. in Dion. Per. 1 . 663; Ptolemy,
in. v. 12, perhaps means the new town : see also

Pliny, NH. vi. 20 (7).
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Ps.-Scymnus who speaks at length of the river and mentions the small settle-

ments on the Taman peninsula. Pliny says that this region was held first by
Carians, then by Clazomenians and Maeonians, lastly by men of Panticapaeum,

while Strabo directly states that it was a colony of Bosporans : it seems to

have enjoyed a certain amount of independence as he speaks of some Maeotae
obeying the Bosporan rulers and some the holders of the trading station on
the Tanais. Polemo I found this freedom not to his liking and utterly

destroyed the settlement (c. 15— 7 b.c.). It had a great trade with both

European and Asiatic nomads taking their slaves and hides and other nomadic
products and giving in exchange clothing and wine and articles of civilized

life. In front of it at a distance of a hundred stades lay the island of Alopecia
with a mixed population.

Leontiev, who has done more than anyone else for Tanais 1

,
was inclined

to seek the older Tanais at Elisavetovskaja in the delta: P. Butkov 3 wished
to put it, as well as the mediaeval Venetian colony Tana, at Azov, explaining

the lack of remains by the wholesale blowing up of the Turkish fortress after

the Treaty of Belgrade in 1739. Mr A. A. Miller’s excavations at Elisa-

vetovskaja, 1908— 1910, have not been sufficient to settle the question 3
.

He shews by a map of the mouths of the Don (l.c. p. 86) that the upper
section of the delta (v. Map ix.) was once divided by a considerable channel

into two halves, to the north a marsh, to the south a long stretch of sandy
ground even now mostly raised above the spring floods : this stretch is

covered with barrows for four miles, and half way along the old channel

which bounded it to the north, is the site of a town with an outer bank, an

inner enclosure and a “hard” or jetty (Plan l.c. p. 120). The barrows are

Scythic in type save for an absence of horse-gear, but are full of Greek
amphorae and other pots : the town-site yields similar ware giving the date as

the mrd century b.c., but some things from the barrows are much older, the

sheath (p. 270, f. 186) came from here and another almost as early 3
. But so

far there are no inscriptions or other evidences of a real Greek settlement 4

and I am much more inclined to think that we have here Alopecia and the

KaroLKia fjuyd

S

cjv dvOponrcov. It happens that coming up the east coast, along

which the traffic went, you would get to it just a hundred stades before

reaching the spot where the town seems to have started anew about 100 a.d.

That this place has a right to the name Tanais the inscriptions prove
;

but as nothing on the site goes back b.c. the presumption is that the old

town was elsewhere. Probably some change in the river channels made
it advisable to re-establish the settlement between the villages of Nedvigovka
and Sinjavka upon the north side of the northernmost arm of the Don now
called the Dead Donets. Above a high cliff sloping steeply down to the

river, a space about 700 feet square was surrounded by a bank
;
outside this

was a ditch omitted on the side next the river. To the east and west were
ravines which helped to isolate the site. At the corners of the square and in

1 Propylaea (Russian), IV. p. 387: Extractfrom 3 BCA. XXXV. pp. 86— 130, PL v. ff. 23, 24 late

Rep. of Arch. Explor. in 1853 (St. P. 1855) pp. 65 Sc. sheath and rhyton =-Arch. Anz. 1910, pp. 202

—

—121, cited in Latyshev, IosPE. II. pp. 225, 226. 206, ff. 5,6; also ib. 191 1, p. 197, f. 5, vith cent, sheath.
2 Drevnosti, i.e. Trans. Mosc. Archaeol. Soc. 4 A Panathenaic Amphora, Arch. Anz. 1912,

ill. (1873) pp. 155— 168. Epitaph of a Consul at p. 374, ff. 66, 67, late Vth cent. B.c. looks more like

Tana, A.D. 1362, CR. 1890, p. 41, f. 20. it, cf. BCA. xlv. p. 83, PI. Vi.
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the middle of the north and west sides were towers. There was a gate at the

ne. angle and another in the middle of the south side from which a way led

down to the river. By the sw. angle below the cliff was a Monte Testaccio.

The barrows of the necropolis had mostly been rifled in ancient times but

Professor Veselovskij had some success in 1908 1

,
finding evidence of both

interment and cremation with interesting cinerary urns of slip ware and

und century jewelry of some pretensions, especially an earring with a large

Nike pendant'. In the middle of the town was the market-place as shewn

1 Hermes (Russian), 1909, p. 246 scjq. ;
Arch. 2

l.c. p. 150, f. 10.

Anz. 1909, pp. 140— 145, ff. 1— 6.
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by remains of its paving
;
there were also two wells. All the masonry was

exceedingly poor except one wall which may have belonged to a temple.

The town was destroyed suddenly so that stores of wheat in the cellars were
not removed : in cellars, too, were found candelabra and a lamp of bronze,

the most elegant bronzes found in South Russia (v. p. 381, n. 13). The
earliest inscriptions belong to the time of Sauromates I about the beginning

of the und century a.d.,

1

the latest to that of Ininthimeus in a.d. 237
s
.

Beside those set up by the religious societies and one or two private

dedications, one of which seems to mention the docks (v. p. 619), no doubt
to be placed on the sandy belt of beach where coins are still found, we have
a whole series commemorating the erection of various buildings : walls 3

,

towers 4

,
gates 5

,
a market-place 6 and a spring beautified so as to be a tower 7

.

Soon after the date of the last the town must have been destroyed probably

by the Goths and Borani who were threatening the Bosporus about that time.

Barbarous wallings and coins which go down to Rhescuporis the Last a.d. 338
and Valens shew that it was not entirely deserted. The cause of its brief

prosperity is referred by Leontiev to the disturbance of the trade routes in

Western Asia due to the decay of the Parthian power and its wars with

Rome. So Tana which later flourished in the same neiofhbourhood was
indebted to the decay of the Caliphate and to the Crusades. Tanais had no

coins of its own. Those referred to it by Burachkov (xxm. 1 a) and
P. Vacquier

8

do not belong to it.

History.

We have no data telling us just when Panticapaeum 0 was founded by the

Milesians 10
. Eusebius puts the foundation of Trapezus, a colony of Sinope, at

756 b.c., but the Greeks do not seem originally to have approached the

Cimmerian Bosporus from that side, the Caucasus coast discouraged them.

On the left side of the Euxine Istrus and Olbia are given as founded in

the middle of the vnth century and Panticapaeum was probably rather later.

It was reckoned the mother of the cities on the Bosporus and was most likely

the first of them 11
.

1 iosPE. iv. 446, 449, a.d. 123.
2 App. 59= IosPE. 11. 434.
3 IosPE. iv. 447, a.d. 163; II. 431, [431 bis], c.

A.D. 220.
4 IosPE. II. 427, a.d. 188 ; 428, a.d. 192.
5 IosPE. II. 432, C. A.D, 230, 435.
6 App. 55 =IosPE. II. 430, A.D. 220.
7 App. 59=IosPE. 11. 434, a.d. 236.
8 Numismatique des Scythes etc. Tannais (sic),

p. 103, PI. 1. 9.
0 The true name of the European capital was

Panticapaeum (Ptolemy, HavTiKcnraia, Eustochius
ap. St. Byz. s. v., HavriKanri

),
but Greeks living at a

distance sometimes said Bosporus without precising

further that they meant the town Panticapaeum.
To the people of the country Bosporus meant the

land on each side of the strait with all the Greek
cities except Theodosia which lay rather apart.

The name Bosporus for the city prevailed in

Byzantine times, e.g. Procopius de Aedif. ill. 7,

and Vospro as a synonym for Kerch survived into

the middle ages. Bosphorus is the usual Latin

and English form but Pliny and Tacitus use the

more correct Bosporus—in inscriptions, e.g. IosPE.
II. 36 (

= App. 42), 42, 355, 358 (v. inf. p. 598, n. 7,

p. 613, n. 12), we have Bodo-7ropos by mistaken
pedantry. The word is probably not Greek but
Thracian. (Brandis, P.-W. p. 741.)

10 No importance need be attached to Steph.

Byz. S. v. oiKicrdr) napa Al^rov trai86s, \ci(3ovtos

tov tottov 7rapa AyarjTOv tov 'SkvOosv ftaaiXeass kcu

naKecravTos Tt)v ttoXlv ano tov napappiovTos troTapov

IlavTiKcnrov. At the traditional period of Aeetes
there were yet no Scythians in the country. The
name is not Greek and may have something in

common with that of the river Panticapes. The
coins with AIIOA may point to a Greek name
Apollonia, v. p. 628.

11 Ammianus Marcell. xxn. viii. 26.

M. 72
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Phanagoria

1

,
the capital of the Asiatic shore, was the only town not

Milesian. Arrian (ap. Eustath. l.c.) names as its founder Pha(e)nagoras of

Teos fleeing from the violence of the Persians. It always seems to have kept

a character of its own perhaps due to this different origin.

Hermonassa is said by Eustathius (l.c.) to have been Ionian and founded
by one Hermon, but he quotes Arrian as saying that it was an Aeolian colony

named after Hermonassa, wife of Semandrus of Mytilene. KXa^o/tei'tW

a-Konar ,
on the coast of the Maeotis between Tyrambe and Cimmerice, kept

alive the name of non- Milesian adventurers.

Cimmeris is definitely called a foundation of the Bosporan tyrants 3
.

So by its name was Gorgippia, and perhaps Stratoclia 4

;
Portus Sindicus was

also a secondary foundation. To judge by the agonistic catalogue 5

,
Gorgippia

contained a considerable Dorian element. Eumelus brought Dorians over

from Callatis
5
. Cepi we know to have been Ionian 7

.

Whenever Panticapaeum and the Greek towns about it may have been
founded, we get no ray of light upon their history until the vth century.

Then Diodorus Siculus gives us what purports to be a list of Bosporan rulers

for two centuries. Unfortunately his information is not even consistent with

itself and one of the two dated inscriptions shews that his chronology is purely

artificial—that he has fitted the regnal years of Bosporan kings to the list

of Athenian archons by a secondary calculation, not by using direct evidence

that they answered each to each. Further his text is in a bad state, the

numbers being as usual specially liable to error
;
but when his light fails we

realize how hard it is to supply any sort of continuous list.

The first entry in the history of the Bosporan kingdom runs 8
: “In the

archonship of Theodore at Athens (438/7 b.c.)... those who had held the

kingship of the Cimmerian Bosporus, they bore the name of Archaeanactids, had
ruled forty-two years. And Spartacus took over the rule and ruled seven years.”

Who were the Archaeanactids 9 we do not know and it does not seem
much use bringing them into connexion with Archaenax of Mytilene. Their

name would seem to point to their being a privileged family from whom
magistrates were chosen, such as were the Codridae at Athens. Their

ancestor had a very suitable name for the founder of such a house, so

suitable as to make one doubt his existence. Diodorus uses the title king

very vaguely, probably they were not really kings, if only their rule had

gone back to time immemorial we might have thought of the title as

surviving from primitive usage
;

but if we are to believe Diodorus—and

he is our only informant—their rule came into being but forty-two years

1 <bavayopia, passim
;

<&avayopeca, Ps.-Scymn.
1 . 886 ;

Qavayopeiov, Strabo, XI. li. 10 ; 4?avayopri,

Dion. Per. 1 . 549, $cuvay6pa
,
Eustath. in eundem

;

fyavayopov nSkis Ps.-Scylax, 72, Anon. 73 (46)

;

Phanagorea, Pomp. Mela, 1. 112. It took the

name of Agrippias Caesarea in honour of Agrippa’s

settlement of Bosporan affairs under Augustus
Caesar: v. Latyshev, IosPE. II. Introd. p. xxxviii.

2 Strabo, XI. ii. 4, cf. Pliny, NH vi. 20 (7).
“ Clazomenian” pots from Taman are probably only
late Milesian, Pharmacovskij,A rch.Anz. 1912^.337.

3 Ps.-Scymn. 1 . 898.
4 Pliny, NH. vi. 18 (6): Stratocles in App. 27 =

IosPE. 11. 6 was probably a Spartocid.
5 IosPE. iv. 432, cf. Mat. xxiii. p. 64.
s Diod. Sic. XX. xxv.
7 K^ 7rny x’ cnvoi<ia6A<ja Sid MiAi?iWa)i', Ps.-Scymn.

1 . 899; Ki)7roi, Aeschines in Ctes. 171 ; Strabo,

XI. ii. 10; Cepoe, Mela, I. 112, Pliny, NH.
VI. 18 (6). The inhabitants used the idvwov K777rlrrjs,

BCA. XXIII. p. 42, No. 26, ivth cent, inscr. at

Panticapaeum.
8 Diod. Sic. XII. xxxi. 1.

9 v. S. A. Zhebelev, “ The Bosporan Archaean-
actids,” Journal Min. Pub. Instr. St P. 1902,

March, p. 130.
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before in 480 b.c. If they were a clan with a hereditary claim to government
they must have gone much further back

;
Zhebelev remarks that Diodorus

does not generally go back before that date, so his first year for their power
seems quite meaningless. If they had held power only for forty years they

must have been parvenu tyrants.

How Spartacus or rather Spartocus (so his descendants always wrote
the name on their inscriptions) took over the power we know not : the usual

idea that he was a Thracian mercenary leader who made a coup dPtat has

everything in its favour 1

. Spartocus reigned for seven years. So Diodorus
says in two places (xn. xxxi. 1 and xii. xxxvi. 1), but he is made to die

in b.c. 433/2, which gives him only five years of reign. In the latter passage
his successor is called Seleucus and reigns forty years (so the best ms.

P[atmius], vulg. four). In the next passage touching Bosporus (xiv. xciii. 1)

we hear nothing of Seleucus, but are told that in B.c. 393/2 died Satyrus

son of Spartocus king of Bosporus having ruled forty-four years (so P., vulg.

SeKarecrcrapa, edd. TerrapaKovTa to make it agree with the archon-date and
xii. xxxvi. 1). Before P. was discovered it was usually assumed that

between Seleucus with his four years and Satyrus with his fourteen a

^Spartocus II had dropped out. Now it is generally thought that Latyshev'2

is right in supposing that Seleucus—a name neither Greek nor Thracian and
never heard of before the time of Seleucus Nicator though so familiar after-

wards—is a mistake for Satyrus whose single reign took up the time

formerly assigned to Seleucus, * Spartocus II and Satyrus. Diodorus goes
on to say that Satyrus dying in 393/2 b.c. was succeeded by Leucon his son

who reigned for forty years and in the next passage (xvi. xxxi. 6) that Leucon
having ruled forty years died in 354/3 b.c., and was succeeded by his son

“Spartacus” (II), who reigned five years till his death in 349/8 when “ Parysades”

his brother began his reign of thirty-eight years (xvi. lii. 10), and after his

death a civil war followed in 310/9 b.c .

3 There was no reason to doubt this

series until an inscription found in the Piraeus in 18 77 shewed that in

347/6 B.c .

4 the Athenians had received from the joint rulers of the Bosporus,

Spartocus and Paerisades (so always in inscriptions) envoys to announce the

death of their father Leucon and were setting up a decree complimentary to

them and their brother Apollonius who remained in a private station. This

means that Leucon did not die till about the preceding year or perhaps the

one before that 5

,
just the date given by Diodorus for the death of Spartocus II

himself. Schaefer’s explanation is no doubt right that Diodorus, calculating

back from 310/9 when he had definite information about the Bosporus, knew
that Paerisades had reigned thirty-eight years but did not know that five of

1 On the Thracian names of Spartocus,

Paerisades = (rtaTpoxX^s) and Camasary e, v. W.
Tomaschek “Die Alten Thraker,” ill. in Sitzber.

d. kk. Akad. zu Wien, cxxxi. pp. 44, 18, and 49.

- Jonrn. Min. Pub. Instr. St P., June, 1894,
“ On the History of the Bosporan Kingdom,” 1.

= UovTi«i, p. 174.
3 XX. xxii., being the beginning of an extract

which goes into details of Bosporan history and
augurs a firstrate source.

4 App. 28= Kumanudis, ’Adrjvmou, vi. p. i52sqq.;

A. Schaefer, Rhein. Mus. xxxm. p. 418 sqq., cf.

xxxviii. p. 310; CIAtt. iv. ii. 109b
;
Ditt. 2

I. 129;
BCH. V. pi. 5 ;

Hicks2 Hill, 140.
5 In App. 34= CIAtt. II. i. 31 1; Ditt. 2

I. 194,

a year and a half had passed after the liberation

of Athens from Demetrius Poliorcetes before the

Athenians set up a decree to Spartocus III, who
had sent corn and congratulations upon that event,

v. infra p. 580.

72—2
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these ran concurrently with the reign of Spartocus 1

1

whom he regards as

reigning before Paerisades from 354/3 to 349/8.
Hence, instead of letting Leucon’s forty years begin in 388/7, Diodorus

had to push back his accession to 393/2. But I believe that he left the

discrepant forty-four years to Satyrus and that the readings of the mss. in both

places where the latter was mentioned (xn. xxxvi. 1 (mss. ^eXevKop, P.

TecraapoiKovTa vulg. Tecraapa and XIV. xciii. I
,

P. TerrapaKovTa rerrapa vulg.

SeKarecrcrapa) go back to this number. Diodorus is almost as much out about

Spartocus I to whom he gives seven years although the dates are but five

years apart. The whole confusion shews that Diodorus took some fixed date

and calculated back from it adjusting the result to the tables of Athenian
archonships.

Paerisades was succeeded in 310/9 by Satyrus II who only reigned nine

months being slain in battle with a younger brother Eumelus who also slew

another brother Prytanis 1

. Eumelus reigned five years and five months
(b.c. 309—304/3) and was killed in a carriage accident leaving the throne to

his son Spartocus who reigned for twenty years (303—283 b.c.)
2

. So far,

thanks to Diodorus, we can establish the chronology more or less (see table

inf. p. 583) and it remains to fill in this outline by the testimony of other

authors and of inscriptions.

Of Spartocus I we know nothing more. His short reign must have been

fully taken up with establishing the authority of the new dynasty. How far

that authority stretched we cannot tell.

Satyrus I devoted himself to rounding off the kingdom. We find him
holding Cepi before the collapse of the Athenian sea power (405 b.c.)

when Gylon the Athenian governor handed him over Nymphaeum and
received Cepi in exchange (v. supra p. 561). This acquisition of Nymphaeum
was the first enlargement of the kingdom of which we hear. Henceforward
there was no more need for the dyke just to the west of Kerch on the

boundary of strictly Panticapaean territory. It was probably Satyrus that

secured the whole eastern end of the “ rugged ” peninsula by the dyke which

runs across from Opuk-Cimmericum to the Maeotis. Nymphaeum gave
Satyrus a harbour less liable to be ice-bound than Panticapaeum, but in

pursuance of the same policy he set before himself the task of adding the

port of Theodosia to his dominions. The harbouring of Bosporan exiles
3 was

probably a mere pretext. In this he was not successful but he left things

so far advanced that his son Leucon could fulfil his desires. It is extremely

improbable that a ruler who held Cepi and went as far afield as Theodosia

should have allowed Phanagoria to continue perfectly free
;
we may assume

that if he did not receive it from Spartocus, it was his first objective 4
.

That Satyrus had yet extended his power over barbarians to the east

and like his successors called himself king of certain native tribes is unlikely,

but we cannot be sure, inasmuch as from his time we have no inscriptions,

1 Diod. Sic. xx. xxii.—xxvi.
2 Diod. Sic. xx. c. 7.

Anon. Peripl. 77 (51).
4 Brandis P.-W. in. p. 767, holds that Phana-

goria was independent until the time of Mithridates.

It is hard to reconcile this with the inscriptions

either from its immediate neighbourhood
(
IosPE

.

11. 343 Leucon) or its actual site {IosPE. IV. 418

Paerisades) and the general situation required its

early annexation.
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but he is mentioned by Lysias and by Isocrates 1

,
who represents him as well

disposed to Athens and allowing Athenian grain vessels special facilities for

which he received the thanks of the city. On the other hand he seems
liable to suspicion and capriciously condemns to confiscation and death the

speaker and his father Sopaeus or Sinopeus one of his chief ministers, though
afterwards repenting and marrying his son to the speaker’s sister. We hear
of exiles and plots, so all Bosporans were not satisfied with his rule. Strabo
(xi. ii. 7) mentions on the Asiatic shore near Patraeus 2

,
a tumulus raised to the

memory of King Satyrus. It is likely to have been the first of the name who
best deserved such a monument after his long reign and great services.

The tale of Tirgatao 3 does not fit any known Satyrus, but Latyshev is

inclined to refer it to Satyrus I. The story goes that Hecataeus king of

the Sindi, having been driven from his kingdom, was reinstated by Satyrus
who gave him his daughter in marriage and bade him slay his former wife

Tirgatao, a Maeotian princess of the tribe of the Ixomatae; Hecataeus out of

love to her spared her life, but put her in prison. She, however, escaped to

her own people, married her father’s successor, roused her tribe against the

Sindi, overran the kingdom of Hecataeus and did harm to that of Satyrus.

The two kings sued for peace and handed over Metrodorus son of Satyrus as

a hostage : but meanwhile tried to get Tirgatao assassinated. She foiled the

plot, slew the hostage and renewed the war with such success that Satyrus
died of chagrin and his son and successor Gorgippus had to buy peace with

rich gifts.

The main reason for supposing that the story applies to Satyrus I, is that

all the rulers of Bosporus subsequent to his time claimed to be kings of the

Sindi : a good reason against is that Satyrus died at the siege of Theodosia
and was succeeded by Leucon : also that we do not hear again of the

Ixomatae until much later and that Metrodorus is a late type of name 4
.

However, in the same generation as Leucon I there was a Gorgippus,

the father of Comosarye wife of Paerisades I
5

,
and Latyshev suggests that

he at first divided the kingdom with Leucon ruling the Asiatic side and
founding Gorgippia. The inscription 6 on which Leucon is called Archon
of Bosporus and Theodosia does not help to prove that his authority was
limited to the part west of the strait inasmuch as it was found near

Lake Tsukur. But that sometime in the ivth century a Gorgippus had quasi-

sovran rights in Gorgippia we know from tile-stamps with rOP|riPjPO!Y 7
.

But these would suit another Gorgippus mentioned with another Satyrus by
Dinarchus 8 about fifty years later, and the repetition of the same names in

the family makes identification impossible. It is quite likely that in the

1 Pro Mantitlieo
, § 4, 393 B.C. speaking of

405 B.C. Trapeziticus
, 3—5, 11, 20, 35, 51, 52, 57,

B.c. 394 ;
the speaker is a young Bosporan, name

unknown.
2 This may or may not be the narpao-ii? (MSS.

Uarpao-is) of Hecataeus ap. St. Byz. s.v.
3 Polyaenus, vm. lv. For the name v. supra,

P- 39 -

4 It seems to occur upon tiles as MHTPOC
where the C does not= 2 but is a sign of abbrevia-

tion by suspension, cf. XATYC for SaTvpov, A P OC

for ’AttoWcovIov, KPATIPC, TIAAOC, &c. : v. CP.
1861, p. 176 ; Giel, Kl. B., p. 41 ;

BCA. XI. p. 155 ;

HI. p. 162 ;
Skorpil in Bobrinskoj Miscellany, p. 33,

nn. 4, 8, 9.
5 App. 30= IosPE. II. 346.
6 App. 26= IosPE. 11. 343.
7 Mat. xvii. p. 71, No. 7; Skorpil l.c. n. 5;

cf. ib. n. 11 and ABC. Reinach, p. 135, No. lxviii.

a gold cylinder inscribed ’Opyapo rov ropylmro.
8 In Demosthenem

, 43.
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unknown times after b.c. 250 the decadent Bosporan kingdom may have
acquiesced in the independence of the Sindi and been incapable of resisting

the spirited Tirgatao. That Strabo (xi. ii. 10) seems to call Gorgippia
ftacriXeiov tojv 1,iv8cov points to their somewhat recent independence.

Satyrus died while besieging Theodosia 1

. His operations had been
rendered null by the aid of the Heracleotes who sent across the ingenious

Tynnichus 2
. Leucon I, his son, is always regarded as one of the most

enlightened of Greek rulers. He was successful in reducing Theodosia and
made it the great port for the shipment of corn. He is said to have named
the town anew after his sister or wife—what may have been its precise

state previously we do not know. Master of Theodosia he developed the

agriculture of the flat district between that town and the Bosporus. The
open country had been subject to the steppe Scyths who even pushed their

raids across the strait on the ice to the country of the Sindi 3
. No doubt

fear of such inroads led the minor cities more readily to acquiesce in the

spread of a strong central power. The agricultural inhabitants of the plain

were reduced to serfdom and the Bosporan kingdom was ready to become the

granary of Greece.

Naturally the closest ties sprang up between such a country and the chief

commercial and manufacturing state of Hellas, Athens, and it is in this

connexion that we hear most of Leucon and his successors. In this, too, he
completed the policy of Satyrus 4

.

Of these friendly relations we hear in Demosthenes. In order to equalize

the burdens of the Social War, b.c. 356, Leptines proposed that all immunities

decreed to individual citizens, except descendants of Harmodius and Aristo-

geiton, should be revoked. This was bad policy in the case of foreigners who
had merely complimentary citizenship and Demosthenes opposed it

;
the case

of Leucon and his sons was a very good one for his purpose. Moreover
Demosthenes had family relations with the Bosporan rulers, for Gylon his

maternal uncle had been under their protection since he had handed
Nymphaeum over to them, and either now or subsequently the orator received

from them a yearly allowance of a thousand medimni of corn 5

.

So Demosthenes sets forth at length the advantages reaped by
Athens from the good will of Leucon 6

. In a normal year Athens imported

800.000 medimni of corn of which half came from Bosporus. On these

400.000 medimni Leucon remitted the export duty of 3^ per cent amounting

to 13,000 medimni and further, both at Panticapaeum and at his new staple

of Theodosia, gave the ships bound for Athens facilities to load first. More-

over, three years before, in time of famine, he sent enough corn (presumably

1 Harpocration, s. v., cf. supra p. 556.
2 Polyaenus, V. xxiii. For Heraclea’s policy in

this matter see supra, p. 516, but Chersonese had
long been existing, witness Ionian pots found there,

v. Add. We cannot say to what date should be
referred the war between Heraclea and Bosporus
mentioned by Aristotle, Oeconomica

,
II. ii. 8.

3 Herodotus, IV. 28.
4 For variations in Athenian commerce as

measured by the ceramic finds v. supra pp. 338
n. 1, 339, 442 : for the Pontic corn-trade besides

Gernet and Grundy whose opinions are noticed on

p. 443 n. 1, see G. Perrot, “ Le Commerce des

Cdrdales en Attique au ive Si£cle avant notre Ere.”

Revue Historique,
IV. (18 77), pp. 1—73; Th. G.

Mishchenko “ Commercial Relations of the

Athenian Republic with the Kings of Bosporus,”

Kiev University Bulletin
,
No. 7 (1878), p. 477:

H. Francotte, “ Le pain h bon marchd et le pain

gratuit dans les citds grecques,” Melanges Nicole
,

p. 135 ;
A. E. Zimmern, The Greek Commonwealth,

Oxford, 191 1, p. 356.
5 Dinarchus in Deni. § 43.
0 Dem. in Lept. 29—40.
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at the normal rate) to let the Athenians make fifteen talents profit on the

surplus. Strabo (vii. iv. 6) may mean this same consignment when he speaks

of 2,100,000 medimni sent by Leucon from Theodosia. Such an amount
would about represent the Attic wheat deficit in a thoroughly bad year : or it

may be the total of several consignments. There is no reason to suppose that

there was any question of a gift in either case. The I5.000 1 medimni sent by
Spartocus III (v. infra) is quite a different thing if only for the small amount
of corn involved.

The ordinary price for corn was 5 drachmae a medimnus. No doubt
the Bosporan rulers were themselves large sellers : no doubt, too, they did

a profitable business with other states and the fisheries provided another

source of revenue. No wonder that Bosporus could afford the wine and oil,

the pottery and manufactures of Greece, even if money had to be spent on
tribute to threatening Scythian tribes, on the support of Greek, Thracian and
native mercenaries and on a fleet to keep down the neighbouring pirates.

Perhaps it was for this purpose that later Spartocus 1

1

and Paerisades

wanted the crews granted them in the inscription
2

set up to them in the

Piraeus.

But from Athens the Spartocids received also less material recognition.

From the same inscription we know that Satyrus had been honoured in

some way, from Demosthenes and the same source we know that Leucon
was publicly praised by the Athenian state, granted the citizenship and
immunity from civil burdens and crowned at the Panathanaea with a golden
wreath worth 1000 drachmae : which wreath according to custom was duly

inscribed and dedicated to Athena Polias : further that the decree conferring

these honours was set up, as Demosthenes tells us, in triplicate, in the

Piraeus, at Bosporus and in the temple of Zeus Urius at the entrance of

the Euxine. The decree of immunity was necessary because there was
always money belonging to the Spartocids lying at Athens and some
ingenious citizen might have proposed an antidosis. That is why the

proposal of Leptines had a material importance. But it was the insult of

withdrawing a privilege granted as a courtesy which would have done the

harm. No doubt the Spartocids’ vanity was flattered by these compliments.

As Perrot remarks they never seem to have sought the glory of success at

the great Hellenic games, at which Sicilian princes loved to display their

magnificence. Probably the descendants of a Thracian condottiere could

not gain admittance. But it was some consolation that the “ eye of Hellas
”

enrolled them among her citizens and allowed the distant Bosporans to enter

for the Panathenaic games and bring home prize amphorae (v. pp. 347, 626).

In later times the compliments paid went even farther. Dinarchus (l.c.)

accuses Demosthenes of corrupt motives in proposing that Birisades \su~\ and
Satyrus and Gorgippus should have bronze statues in the Agora. The
inscription from the Acropolis in honour of Spartocus III (b.c. 2S7/6) 3

,
speaks

of such statues set up to his ancestors in the Agora and in the Emporium and
of an offensive and defensive alliance concluded with them, and proposes to

1 So Perrot p. 64. Edd. restore TrevraKorriovs.
2 App. 28= Ditt. 2

1. 129.

3 App. 34= Ditt. 2
I. 194.
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set up to him two statues, one in the Agora by his ancestors and one upon
the Acropolis, as well as the usual inscriptions and wreaths.

Leucon had to do not merely with Athens. We have the first few words
of a decree in his honour passed by the common assembly of the Arcadians
soon after 369 b.c.

1 Perhaps he employed Arcadian mercenaries or granted

them such a favour as the Mytilenians a few years later. These he let off

with I-!- per cent export duty on 100,000 medimni of corn a year : above that

figure they had to pay the usual if per cent3
.

He left behind him as good a reputation as was possible for a man who
was regarded as a Tvpawo^. To have looked after his soldiers’ morals by
stopping their pay when they got into debt through vice or gambling 4

,
is

counted to him for righteousness by Latyshev, who reckons among minus
laudabilia his saying that a tyranny has need of bad men 5 and the devices

for foiling conspiracies of which Polyaenus (vi. ix. 2, 3) tells us, though one
of these, enlisting the support of the trading class by borrowing its money, is

not indefensible and the other not more treacherous than necessary : both

shew that the Bosporan Greeks had the spirit not to submit quite tamely :

the financial operation (ibid.
§ 1) of calling in all the coinage and reissuing it

at double its face value seems to have been regarded as doing no harm to

anyone : it may have begun a practice which disfigured Bosporan coin with

countermarks but the style of extant coins subjected to the process points to

a later ruler of the name. Polyaenus (v. xliv. 1, see inf. p. 626) also relates

the trick played upon Leucon towards the end of his life by Memnon of

Rhodes who was in the employ of the Heracleotes, the consistent foes of

the Bosporan kings.

Besides the decree of the Arcadians three other inscriptions on the

Bosporus record his name. In one from the Taman peninsula 6 he is only

styled archon of Bosporus and Theodosia. In another from Kerch he bears

the titles of archon of Bosporus and Theodosia and king of the Sindi, Toretae,

Dandarii and PsessP. The natural inference is that the former inscription

belongs to a time when he had not yet conquered the native peoples.

Latyshev argues from this and from the story of Tirgatao (v. supra p. 573)
that at first he was not ruler of the Asiatic side of the strait, but the stone

comes from there and the document would not have been dated in his

archonship had he not at the time borne rule in that district. Hence we may
infer that Satyrus set the reduction of the neighbouring Greek communities

as the limit of his policy and that Leucon raised the dynasty from being

archons of a few coast towns to being also kings of wide stretches of country

and populous if barbarian tribes in the interior—and he it was who left the

greatest name to posterity. Towards the end of his reign he seems to have

admitted his sons to power, as they are thanked with him by the Mytilenians.

1 IosPE. n. 4, Kerch.
tols ’ApKCimv Acvkwvci

[rov 2arv]po(y) XlavTiKaTvatrav ...

.

2 Ditt. 2 9i4= /6:
. XII.

(
IGins

)
ii. p. 2 No. 3 :

already in 428 n.C. the Mytilenians had been getting

corn from the Pontus, Thuc. III. ii. 2.

3 Cf. Chrysippus ap. Plut. de Stoicorum
Repugn. 20; Strabo, VII. iv. 4; Dio Chrys. de

Regia Pot. II. 77.
4 Aeneas, Com. Poliorc. v. 2.

5 Athenaeus, vi. 71 (p. 257 e).

0 App. 26 = IosPE. 11. 343.
7 App. 2j=IosPE. II. 6; in App. 29 — IosPE.

11. 344 he only appears as the father of Paerisades.

For the tribes see supra pp. 24, 127, 128.
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From the joint reign of Spartocus II and Paerisades I (349/8—344/3)
the only monument is the Piraeus inscription from which we learn the true

chronology of these rulers, the precise honours paid them by Athens and the

existence of a third brother Apollonius, who though a private person received

compliments by way of afterthought 1

. The inscription is headed with a bas-

relief shewing three figures, but unfortunately the heads have been mutilated

so we cannot judge whether any barbarous traces were left in the family type'
1
.

Paerisades when reigning alone (344/3—310/9) continued the policy of

Leucon 3 and is classed with him as a mild and capable ruler. He may even
claim to surpass him

;
Strabo (vn. iv 4) says he was reckoned a god, whether

before or after death we cannot tell : here again we find the Bosporus
anticipating Hellenistic custom. However, he had his difficulties as about

330 B.c. commerce in Bosporus was utterly disorganized by a war with the

Scythian king

4

. Probably the nomads had made a raid into the country

about Theodosia, but war with the eastern tribes may be referred to. In

this direction Paerisades enlarged his authority or at any rate his pretensions.

It is hard to believe that we can trace the fluctuations of his power in the

changes of his title
;
kings do not give up titles when they no longer represent

facts, George III called himself king of France : the leaving out of tribes may
be due to mere questions of space 6

,
but the addition of new tribes no doubt

indicated fresh conquests.

Paerisades at first adopted Leucon’s style as in App. 29 which is just

like App. 27 except that there was no room for Psessi or their name has

perished 6
. Next instead of enumerating the last tribes separately, he summed

them up as Mcht&T iravToiv
7

,
further he added ©areW 8 and dropped the 7ravTcov",

and made the final addition of Aocrycdi/0
. No doubt these last two tribes stood

apart from the Maeotae. The Sindi also are counted separately being the

first Maeotian tribe to form part of the Bosporan state and being apparently

less barbarous than the others.

One inscription 9
is abnormal in that Bosporus is left out, also its whole

form is unusual : still it falls into place as coming before Paerisades conquered

the eastern tribes, a more satisfactory criterion than the absence of Bosporus,

which must surely be a slip. Schaefer 11 has based upon this the view that it

belongs to a time when Spartocus ruled Bosporus and Paerisades Theodosia
and the Maeotian tribes—a most unnatural combination. The stone was found

at Kerch so in such a case it must have been dated by Spartocus.

The whole dominion of Paerisades is well summed up in the epigram

:

Elkovol ^>ol/3cdl (TTrjcre, ’A^rtcroracr/,, ^avopayo 1; cro[v],

dOavarov OvrjTun narpl yepas reXecra?,

IIcuptcraSeo? apyovToq ocrrjv yOova repp-oves a/qo[oi]

Tavpojv KavKacrio? re etro? eyovcriv opoi u.

1 His name occurs on tiles Giel, Kl. B. p. 41 ;

BCA. ill. p. 162.
2 App. 28=Ditt. 2 129: BCH. v. pi. 5.
3 cf. Dem. in Phorm. § 36. 4 ibid. § 8.

5 e.g. App. 2()=IosPE. 11. 344.
6 In IosPE. IV. 419 we seem to have fragments

of the same formula.
7 IosPE. 11. 10, 11 (

= App. 29
a
), 345, IV. 418.

8 App. 30= IosPE. II. 346.
9 App. 31 = IosPE. 11. 8.

10 IosPE. 11. 347, v. p. 128, n. 8.

11 op. c. also Latyshev IosPE. II. p. xxiii.

12 IosPE. II. 9 : the genitive in -eos is most used
by Paerisades I, IosPE. II. 9, 10, 345, 347, iv. 418

:

-ovs comes in II. 1 1, 344, 346=App. 29% 29, 30.

Later kings of the name use -ov.

M. 73
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These were the natural boundaries which could only be easily passed

towards the ne. where the frontier was no doubt very variable. Polyaenus
(vii. xxxvii.) has his anecdote about a Paerisades, probably the first of the name,
how that he had one change of raiment for setting the battle in array, another
for the fighting and a third for purposes of flight. The device seems to have
stood him in better stead than it did Ahab.

Paerisades married Comosarye daughter of Gorgippus 1

. This Gorgippus
may have been Leucon’s brother if the story of Tirgatao applies to Satyrus I

:

in any case he was probably a member of the ruling family as his daughter’s

name is, like Spartocus and Paerisades, Thracian, and his own name recurs in

the history and geography of Bosporus.

Paerisades had three sons at least, Satyrus II, who succeeded him,

Eumelus and Prytanis 2
. Most probably he had another, Gorgippus, and

towards the latter part of his reign had associated Satyrus and Gorgippus
with him in the power. That would account for Demosthenes having carried

the proposal to set up the statues of all three Pontic tyrants as Dinarchus
(l.c.) puts it, and would agree with the phrasing of inscriptions 3 which begin

IloupnxaS^s koX 7TGuSe9 give proxeny to so and so. These inscriptions testify

that they treated not merely Athenians but also Piraeans (i.e. Athenian
colonists at Amisus) and Chalcedonians well.

Probably the reign of Paerisades represents the highest prosperity of

the Bosporus kingdom under its own ruling house. The native tribes were
weak or well kept in check by its vigorous ruler. As the granary of Greece
it was sure of a constant income flowing in from a certain market. Athens
its best customer was indeed declining but was not yet utterly fallen. But

with the opening up of Asia to Greek enterprise new corn supplies were
made accessible and new competitors appeared in markets whose purchasing

power was lessened owing to the draining of Greece by wars and emigration.

The country was made the less ready to bear this adverse change by the

exhaustion produced by a year’s civil war, 309/8 b.c. When Paerisades died

Satyrus his eldest son was his natural successor. We hear nothing of

Gorgippus. However, Eumelus a younger son disputed his claim and
Diodorus (xx. xxii.—xxvi.) gives us a detailed account of the struggle.

Eumelus allied himself with Aripharnes king of the Thateis who lived

beyond a river Thates. Satyrus invaded their country with two thousand

Greek and two thousand Thracian mercenaries and Scythian allies numbering

twenty thousand and more foot and ten thousand horse. He made a laager

with his provision waggons and joined battle against the enemy who had

twenty thousand horse and twenty-two thousand foot. Neither side seems

to have used any Bosporan Greeks. After a doubtful struggle Satyrus was
victorious and Eumelus and Aripharnes retired to the latter’s royal fastness,

obscurely described as a kind of pile village surrounded by the river and

rendered unapproachable by great cliffs and a thick forest. Two ways only

led to it, one well guarded by the high towers of the royal castle, the

other leading through marshes and only secured by wooden fortifications.

Satyrus, after preliminary plundering of the open country, made his

1 App. 2,0= losPE. II. 346. lettering, his daughter.

- Acis, v. p. 585, n. 4, was, to judge by the 3 IosPE. II. I (
= App. 32) and 2.
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approaches in form, took the wooden fortifications and began to cut a way
through the forest, though his men were much harassed by the enemy’s
sharpshooters. Ultimately when by the fourth day the attack was approaching
the castle, Meniscus the captain of the mercenaries had to give way to the

defenders and Satyrus coming to his support was wounded and died that

same evening. Meniscus raised the siege retiring to Gargaza and brought
the king’s body back across the strait

(
tov ttotclixov regarded as mouth of the

Tanais) to Prytanis at Panticapaeum.
Prytanis laid Satyrus in the royal tomb and hasted to Gargaza where he

assumed the power. Eumelus proposed a partition, but Prytanis refused it

and hurried back to Panticapaeum to establish his authority. Thereupon
Eumelus and his barbarian allies advanced and took Gargaza and other

places, forced Prytanis to a combat, defeated him and shut him in a headland
by the Maeotis : Prytanis capitulated and promised to leave the country, but

when he came to the capital Panticapaeum, made a last attempt to seize the

power, failed, Heel to Cepi and there was slain. This last attempt seems to

have exasperated Eumelus who proceeded to exterminate the house of

Spartocus and the adherents of Satyrus, and only Paerisades the young son

of Satyrus escaped. He took refuge with Agarus king of the Scythians.

These massacres roused the indignation of the citizens : but Eumelus
called a mass-meeting, defended his actions, restored the ancestral govern-
ment (jrjv 776.Tpiov TToXiTeiav aTTOKaTecrTrjo-e), conceded again the immunity
which the dwellers in Panticapaeum had enjoyed in the time of their forbears

and promised to exempt everyone from the direct taxation, doing all this to

gain the affection of the masses. So he ruled his subjects according to law

and aroused much admiration by his merits : moreover he was a benefactor

to the other Greeks about the Pontus, to the men of Byzantium and Sinope

and especially to the citizens of Callatis. For when Lysimachus besieged

them and there was lack of corn in the city, he received a thousand of them
and granted them lands upon the Psoas. Further, he earned universal

praise by restraining the piracies of the Heniochi, Tauri and Achaei and
conquered for his kingdom much land of barbarous tribes. Indeed he formed

the project of uniting all the tribes about the Pontus and might have

succeeded but for his strange death. Jumping from a runaway waggon
(it had four horses, four wheels and a tilt (v. p. 51, f. 6)) he got his sword

caught in a wheel and was whirled round and round and killed after a reign

of five years and five months (309/8—304/3).
I have given rather a full summary of the story of Eumelus lound in

Diodorus because it seems evidently to go back to an extract from some
history of, or panegyric written for Bosporus. It gives us an insight into

the relations between the Bosporan state and the surrounding tribes indi-

cating what a part they played in its internal affairs. The river Thates

with the fastness of Aripharnes and the town of Gargaza are quite unknown 1

,

but everything points to the country between the lower Kuban and the

1 Unless Thates (v.l. Qa-^iv) and Gargaza be St P. Apr. i894= novTiKd, p. 171, conj. Qtavvlrw

Ptolemy’s 'i'adis and Gerusa as Wesseling and ^topav for 'f'oav xai rr/v comparing iv Qiaweois

Ortelius suggest. 'keia? too is unknown and not in App. 49— IosPE. II. 353.

unlike 'kadi?, but Latyshev, Journ. Min. Pub. Instr.

73—2
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outliers of the Caucasus. What may have been the rights and immunities
restored by Eumelus to the citizens of Panticapaeum we cannot tell. They
were probably rather shadowy. At least the citizens take singularly little

part in their rulers’ struggle. Eumelus may represent a reaction of the

barbarian element against the Hellenic. In other things besides his scheme
of general conquest he appears as a forerunner of Mithridates the Great.

There are no lapidary inscriptions in honour of Satyrus II, Prytanis or

Eumelus, but the names occur upon tiles
1

.

Spartocus III, son of Eumelus, reigned from 304/3 to 284/3 B - c - He is

the last king of whom Diodorus (xx. c. 7) speaks. As we have seen the

Athenian inscription 2
tells us that in 287/6 b.c., a year and a half after

expelling the garrison of Demetrius Poliorcetes, in return for a present of

15,000 medimni of wheat Athens decreed Spartocus the usual honours: she

could offer no other reward.

In his own country several inscriptions date from his reign, but do not

tell us much about him 3
: the first calls him archon alone, the next (and 11. 35)

king alone, the last two give him both titles (e.g. 348 ap^ovros kou fiacnXevovTos).

His son Paerisades II reigned from 284/3 till after 252 b.c., for in the

latter year he presented a vase to Apollo at Delphi 4
.

In one inscription he is spoken of as archon of Bosporus and Theodosia
and king of the Sindi, Maeotae and Thateis 5

. In the others he is only king 6
.

The tiles
7 with the names Spartocus and Paerisades seem to belong to

these kings to judge by the lettering (P, O, Z.) and grammatical forms

(genitive UcupLcrdhov) but there is very little to go upon as also in the question

of the coins (v. inf. p. 584 sqq.).

As Boeckh and after him Latyshev have well explained, the Spartocids

at any rate from the time of Leucon when they had extended their power
over neighbouring barbarian tribes, had borne a double title. In the Greek
cities of the Bosporus and in Theodosia they professed to fill the more or

less constitutional office of Archon, though their authority was such that

other Greeks thought of them as Tvpawoi and called them as much when they

did not wish to be polite 8
. Otherwise they spoke of them as SiWcttgu or

rjyepLOpes. Demosthenes speaks of Leucon as archon, the official decrees of

the Athenian people give no title at all : no one could tell but that Paerisades

and Spartocus II and Spartocus III were private individuals. So thanks

are given for acts which were obviously political without any mention of the

state which performed them. That the Spartocids were really the whole

state we see from decrees of proxeny being made out in their name 9
.

Naturally there was no need of such careful regard for the feelings of

barbarous tribes and the Spartocids could proclaim their power for what it

1 CR. 1861, p. 176; Giel, Kl. B. p. 41 ;
BCA.

in. p. 162; XI. p. 156. Skorpil, Bobrinskoj Mis-
cellany', p. 33, nn. g— 1 1.

2 App. 34= CIAtt. II. 31 1, Ditt. 2
I. 194.

3 IosPE. II. 13 (
= App. 33), 14, 348, 349: cf. 35.

4 Latyshev, Journ. Min. Publ. Instr. St P.

1899, Nov. p. 55 (
= IToi’tikci

, p. 301) n. 3 quoting
Homolle BCH. vi. p. 164, n. 4.

• App. 35 = IosPE. II. 15.

0 IosPE. 11. 16, 17 (
= App. 36), 35, [350],

7 CR. 1861, p. 176; Giel, Kl. B. p. 41 ;
BCA.

hi. p. 162 (PAIPI^A
PPYTANh, ib. p. 163, cannot be

fitted in); XI. p. 156; Skorpil, Bobrinskoj Misc.,

p. 33, nn. 6, 7.
8 e.g. Dinarchus in Dem. 43.
9 IosPE. II. 1 (=App. 32), 2.
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was and call themselves kings. Whatever may have been the concessions

made by Eumelus to gain the acquiescence of the mob they probably did

not amount to much more than words. The constitution of their fathers and
their forbears’ immunity were sounding phrases, and if the ruler could remit

the taxes paid by the citizens of the chief town it shews that he was entirely

independent of them. So his successor Spartocus becomes rather careless

of a distinction which was becoming an anachronism in the world of the

Diadochi—and Paerisades 1

1

after the last regular appearance of the ancient

formula called himself simply king. Later historians not unnaturally tended

to call all members of the house kings in whatever connexion they may have
been mentioning them.

We have an inscription 1 which mentions a king Spartocus (IV), son

of Paerisades. The lettering suggests the middle of the mrd century.

Latyshev makes him son to Paerisades II. Another son of his was Leucom
who during his father’s lifetime made a dedication to Apollo Hietros. The
combination of names recalls to Latyshev the story referred to by Ovid in

the Ibis
(

1
. 309) :

Aut pia te caeso dicatur adultera, sicut

Qua cecidit Leucon vindice dicta piast".

Neither king would seem to have reigned long: hence we have but one
coin and one inscription from the time of Spartocus and only coins from that

of Leucon II, if indeed all the coins are not still later. The tile with the

name of Leucon is still unpublished. Skorpil seems to refer it to Leucon I ‘.

Then follows a break of about seventy years into the earlier part of which
there probably come the King Aces and the Archon Hygiaenon, but as we
know their names from tiles and coins only, they are better discussed in

connexion with the coins of the Spartocids (p. 583). The friendly relations

with Chersonese chronicled by Syriscus (p. 517) came just at this time.

We next have a glimpse of the Bosporan kings in the middle of the

und century in an inscription honouring as King and Archon Paerisades

Philometor, son of King Paerisades and of Queen Camasarye Philotecnos,

daughter of Spartocus, and now married to Argotes son of I... thus 5
.

Latyshev 6 has identified these persons with pious donors recorded in in-

scriptions in the temples of Branchidae and Delphi. At the former place

under the year 156/5 we have the name of Queen Camasarye 7 and under

the following year Haussoullier restores that of Paerisjades 8
.

Purther Homolle 9 has published a decree of the Delphians in honour of

1 App. 3j= IosPE. II. 18.
2 App. 35 =IosPE. 11. 15.
3 Cf. Schol. Ask. ap. R. Ellis; Latyshev, Sc. et

Cane. II. p. 106 : Leucon unus ex Ponticis regibus
Spartacon fratrem suum interfecit qui cum
uxore sua solebat adulterari. Postea idem Leucon
interfectus est ab uxore sua: unde Arion

:

“ Leucon occidit fratrem pro coniuge eumque
Coniux et causa mortis utrique fuit.”

C. von Mure, ibid., preserves the name Alcathoe
but makes her wife to Spartacus.

4 Bobrmskoj Misc. p. 33.
5 App. 38 = IosPE. 11. 19. Tomaschek, “Alten

Thraker,” p. 49 suggests ’l[<rav]0ov, cf. ib. p. 9.
0 Jom'n. Min. Pub. Instr. Nov. 1899, p. 52 =

UnvTi<d, p. 298.
7 CIG. 2855.
8 Revue de Philologie

,
n. s. XXII. (1898) p. 1 13

—

131 quoted by Latyshev, op. c. p. 53, n. 3. Ditt.

2

133 still follows Boeckh in making C. wife to

Prusias II.
9 BCH. xxiii. (1899), 1

—

vi. p. 96.
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fiacn [Xev? ncupt]craS[<x9] Kal /3acr0u/[(xcra Kap,ao'ap]ua. /SacriXecu? Zira/pTOKOV.

It seems rather earlier in date than the Branchidae entries. We learn from it

that Camasarye’s father, who cannot be the Spartocus IV of whom we have
already treated, bore the title of king. As Latyshev says, both Paerisades

and Camasarye belonged to the royal house and were probably cousins, or

uncle and niece
:
perhaps Paerisades was the son of Prytanis (v. p. 580, n. 7);

he certainly seems not to have been in as direct succession as his wife and to

have ranked rather as king-consort. She survived him and from the form
of the Bosporan inscription was regent in the time of her son Paerisades

Philometor, even associating in her power her second husband Argotes. In

view of this we cannot be sure that the Paerisades mentioned at Branchidae
was her husband rather than her son and accordingly lose the terminus post

quem for the accession of Philometor that Latyshev wishes to fix. Still

considering the natural longevity of the Spartocids it is possible that

Philometor whose reign began with a minority may be the Paerisades whom
we find reigning in the last decade of the century, we can at least be sure

that he too belonged to the royal house.

Paerisades the Last ruled a kingdom no longer strong enough to make
head against the barbarians, who increased their demands for tribute, and
who seem to have had the sympathy of a large party of the population.

Accordingly Paerisades put himself under the protection of Mithridates VI
Eupator king of Pontus, and thereby brought his kingdom into the main
stream of history.

Mithridates employed as his agent in the Crimea Diophantus, whose
exploits are related in the great Chersonesan inscription 1

. After defeating

Palacus, Diophantus went to the Bosporus and there was most successful

(presumably in the winter of b.c. iio, inscr. 1. 10), apparently relieving

Paerisades from his enemies, but leaving him the semblance of authority. So
things remained for about three years, during which Diophantus was breaking

the power of the western Scythians. However, in the autumn of 107, when
Diophantus was actually at Bosporus seeing after the interests of Mithridates,

the Scythians under Saumacus 2

,
who had been brought up by Paerisades,

rose and killed the old king and nearly caught Diophantus, who escaped on a

ship sent by Chersonese. Diophantus raised a force among the men of that

city, received support from Mithridates, and in the following spring crushed

the revolt and took Saumacus prisoner. It is quite possible that Saumacus
was the legitimate representative of the Spartocids naturally opposed to the

intervention of Mithridates and like Eumelus relying on native support, but

after his failure Diophantus could establish his master’s unlimited authority

over the kingdom.
Neither among the Spartocids nor still less among the later kings can

we find a place for Leucanor and Eubiotus of whom Lucian 3 speaks, though

the older investigators even assigned coins to the latter.

1 App. 18 = IosPE. I. 185: for the question of “Konig Saumakos,”.ZAy. Numismatik, VIII. p. 329
the dates and general account of Diophantus, v. B. XXV. 37, 1775 grn.= ri 5 grin,

p. 519. Rayed ltd r.
|

ox-hd r. BAZ ZAYAA.
3 Besides PI. VI. 22, he coined silver, v. R. Keil, 3 Toxaris, §§ 44 and 54.
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Table of the Spartocids.

Spartocus 1 (438/7—433/2 B.C.)

I

Satyrus I (433/2—389/8)

Leucon 1 Gorgippus(P) Metrodorus(P)

(389/8-349/8) |

m. Theodosia(P) Comosarye Orchamus (?)

m. Paerisades I

Spartocus II Paerisades I Apollonius

(349 /8
— 344/3 ) (344/3—310/9)

s. p. (
with {alone)

Paerisades I) m. Comosarye

Satyrus II 310/9 Gorgippus(P) Eumelus (309/8—304/3) Prytanis (309/8) Acis?

I I

Paerisades Spartocus III (304/3—284/3)
I

Paerisades II (284/3 till after 252)

Spartocus IV (after 252) Leucon II=Alcathoe

Aces(?)

Hygiaenon(P)

Prytanis(P) Spartocus V (?) Isanthes

I I I

Paerisades III(?)= 1 Camasarye 2 = Argotes
Philotecnos

(fl. c. 160—154)

Paerisades IV(?) Philometor

Paerisades the Last
(d. c. 107).

Spartocid Coins.

Numismatists 1 have made so much history out of the Bosporan coins

that it is impossible to treat the coins and the history apart, but as regards

the Spartocid period they have thrown on it very little real light. Even did

we know the names and dates of all the kings we could scarcely assign them
their coins, for in dealing with remote cities, using imitative types, style

becomes a most untrustworthy criterion, we cannot even be sure that there

was steady decadence, at any time a good engraver might come across from

Asia and raise the level.

1 Since Koehne’s day attention to publishing

Spartocid coins has been given by Prince Sibirskij

(quite fantastic), Chabouillet, von Sallet, Oreshnikov
{Zur Miinzkunde d. Cim. Bosp., the most valuable),

Burachkov, Podshivalov ( Trans. Od. Soc. xv. p. 13,

the best photographs), Imhoof-Blumer (who puts

them all into the lind century B.C. ), Latyshev (from

the historical side, losPE. II. p. xxix.), Giel, Skorpil
(Hygiaenon) and Bertier-de-La-Garde, Num. Misc.
II. “Mat. for Stathmological Investigations,” p. 58,

who alone gives all the weights, see Bibliography.
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Coins bear three names known in Bosporan history, Spartocus, Leucon
and Paerisades, and one, Hygiaenon, that occurs on Bosporan tiles with the

title of Archon
;

a fifth name, Aces, otherwise unknown but not without

analogues, appears on a coin assigned to the Bosporus on the ground of its

close resemblance to the staters of Paerisades and Hygiaenon.
One thing is clear, that we have no coins of the older Spartocids who

refrained from the title of king except in connexion with the barbarous
tribes. There is no coin older than Spartocus IV, or at most Paerisades II.

Coinage was the only sovran act that we can attribute to the cities of

Panticapaeum and Phanagoria.

Spartocus only coined silver, Leucon only copper, and Aces only gold
;

Hygiaenon certainly coined gold and silver, perhaps copper as well.

Electrum and gold staters and a silver tetradrachm bear the name Paerisades.

The gold coins go together being all modelled on the staters of Lysimachus
and shewing on the reverse his Pallas Nicephoros (cf. p. 448, f. 329 bis).

The eleven surviving staters with the name Paerisades all come under
the description applied to PI. vi. 20, 21, but they seem to fall into four groups

as they differ among themselves in execution and the cast of features upon
the obverse and also in the monograms upon the reverse and in weight.

These particulars, the history and the chief publications of each coin, may be

tabulated as follows :

I. EL. 1307 grn. = 8’47 grm. E'P in field; nothing under seat. Once Pr. Sibirskij’s, now Giel Coll.

MK. II. p. 33, No. 2 ; Chabouillet, I. 5 ;
Oreshnikov, Title-page

;
Burachkov, xxiv. 6 ;

Podshivalov, 1. 3 ;
Giel, TRAS. V. 52.

II. N. 130-3 grn. = 8-44 grm. infield; ^ under seat. Artjukhov’s Barrow, Grave II: Hermitage.

CR. 1880, 11. 4, 5 ;
Or. 1. 1 ;

B. p. 215 ;
Pod. I. 1.

N. 130-9 grn. =8-48 grm. in field and A : nothing under seat. Acad. Sciences, St P.

CR. 1880, 11. 6, 7 ;
Or. I. 2 ;

B. p. 216 ;
Pod. 1. 2.

III. N. 130-9 grn. = 8-48 grm. H under seat. Paris.

MK. II. p. 33, No. 1 ;
Chab. I. 3 ;

Or. I. 3 ;
Pod. p. 21.

N. 130-3 grn. = 8-44 grm. under seat. Glasgow, Hunter Coll.

PI. VI. 20 : Chab. 1. 4 ; Pod. p. 21 ;
Macdonald, II. p. 229, XLV. 5.

N. 130U grn. = 8'43 grm. under seat. St Florian, Austria.

AT
. 130 grn. = 8-42 grm. JSJ under seat. . Giel Coll.

Giel, TRAS. v. 53.

AC 127-6 grn. = 8'27 grm. No monograms. Kerch: 1 Terlecki Coll, now

N. 129-3 grn. = 878 grm. A I in field
;

(?) under seat. Temrjuk:J Prowe.

Both in letters from V. V. Skorpil and I. Terlecki : Oreshnikov, Num. Misc. II. (1912).

“Coins of Chersonese &c.” p. 37, PI. I. Nos. 2, 3, puts the first in Group II, the second in a

group by itself, but to my eye the Hunter specimen links them together.

IV. N. 125-8 grn. = 8-15 grm. 1

^ in field ; ffiT under seat. Siverskaja : Hist. Mus. Moscow.
N. 1 27-3 grn. = 8-25 grm. )

PI. VI. 21. Or. 1. 4, 5 ;
Pod. II. 14, 15.

Burachkov’s XXIV. 5 is a forgery
;
Mr Alexeev’s reputed specimen no one seems to have seen.

With the staters goes the tetradrachm lately acquired by H.I.H. Alexej

Michailovich :

At. 2i7'6grn. = 14-1 grm. Hd of Paerisades r., I
Pallas Nicephoros as before

; 4> in field
;
nothing

bearded and filleted.
I

under seat.

Photograph and letter from Oreshnikov : v. Num. Misc. 11. p. 39, f. 13 ;
Bertier-de-La-Garde, l.c.
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I cannot feel that there is much essential difference between the first

three groups. The head in all is decidedly idealized though the Ammon
horn of the Alexander model is not reproduced, it is a kind of compromise ;

the work on Sibirskij’s example is finer than on the others, and the hair is

rather stiff in group hi, none come near a good Lysimachus
;
so too the average

weight is decidedly inferior to the general run of the Lysimachi in the Anadol
hoard buried somewhere circa B.c. 270

1

. The time of Paerisades II is possible,

and the style of the things in Artjukhov’s barrow (v. p.430) agrees, unless our

judgment of it is founded on this very coin, but if we knew of a Paerisades

about 200 b.c.—perhaps the father of Philometor might do— he would suit the

coins better. The head on the tetradrachm is certainly a portrait, for it has

a slight beard not unlike those worn by Prusias I and II (b.c. 220— 149)
2

,
ancl

this makes for about the same date
;
the features to my eye resemble those on

Sibirskij’s stater. Group iv shews the light weight and rude workmanship of the

Pseudo- Lysimachian staters issued in the western Euxine towards the end of

the und century B.c. and first half of the 1st : on such appear the features of

Mithridates and Pharnaces, and no doubt we have here those of Paerisades,

probably Philometor or a later king if such there were : they shew a decided

resemblance to Spartocus. The monogram under the seat is no doubt ITA for

Panticapaeum, cf. the BY of Byzantium and the TY of Tyras (v. supra p. 448).

The trident and dolphins in the exergue also appear in the western Euxine.

There is therefore no proof that the unique stater at Paris inscribed

BAIIAE-'xI AKoY (1 3 1
-

1 7 grn. = 8‘5 grm.
;
the head has the horn of Ammon, and

so is not a portrait
3

)
belongs to a king of Bosporus

;
accordingly Chabouillet

(p. 3) assigns it to a Thracian or Scythian clynast : I mhoof- Blunter (op. c.

p. 35) was first to prefer Bosporus on account of the general likeness

:

judging by weight and style it ought to come rather earlier than the better

Paerisades coins though the A (also found on the tetradrachm) and the

absence of Athena’s spear suggest lateness
;
the name would be the masculine

counterpart of ’Akls which has occurred in the Spartocid house 4
.

As to Hygiaenon the tiles with APX0NT0I
/
YriAlNoNTol 5

settle the

matter, and so Aces is probably Bosporan also : Hygiaenon’s silver coin 0

At. 5 5*6 grn. = 3‘6grm. Head of Archon r. much
as on PI. vi. 19.

Horseman charging r. with raised spear, chlamys

flying behind. In front,
;
below,

;

between, APXoNToS j
YTIA INoNToS.

was first found and next the gold stater (PI. vi. 19)', lastly Skorpil has

announced a copper (l.c. PI. 1. 3),

JE. Head r. with long back hair.
Starry caps of Dioscuri, between them cornucopiae,

below YTIA.

but he tells me that Bertier-de-La-Garde doubts its belonging to Hygiaenon.

1 BCA. hi. p. 58.
2 Imhoof-Blumer, Portratk. p. 33, iv. 17, 18.

3 Pace Oreshnikov, Num. Misc. II. p. 41, f. 14.
4 ’Ak.\s Ilatptpr^Seoy avidrjKev

'A]<ppo[SiTT]i...BCA

.

xviii. p. 125, No. 40.
5 First published by McPherson, Kertch

, p. 72 ;

cf. CR. 1861, p. 176; another stamp with A, 1868,

p. 125 : full list Skorpil, “The date of the Archon
Hygiaenon’s rule,” Bob7'inskoj Misc. pp. 34, 35,

ff. 1, 2.

0 E. Muret, BCH. vi. p. 21 1 ;
Skorpil, l.c. p. 37,

PI. I. 2, figures a better specimen.
7 Oreshnikov, Trans. Moscow Num. Soc. II.

1899; Num. Misc. 11. PI. 1. 1 ;
Skorpil, l.c. PI. 1. 1.

74M.
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The silver coin looks of the nnd century, the lettering of the tiles mrd, the

stater in weight i2g'^2 grn. comes between the better and the worse Paeri-

sades, but the style is better than any, the hair rather recalls the Panticapaean

“macaroni” (v. inf. p. 628). The head is certainly a portrait though slightly

idealized, it is without the divine horn or the regal diadem. The sum of

all this points to Aces in the latter part of the mrd century followed by
Hygiaenon and a Paerisades early in the nnd 1

.

Leucon’s coins, being copper, are naturally much the commonest. They
are rough in style and rather worn. The lettering on all three varieties

(PI. vi. 16, 17, 18) is very similar, and there is no reason to give them to

more than one king. The heads of Heracles (PI. vi. 16, occasionally the

reverse has the bow the other way up and above the club

2

)
and of Athena are

derived from types of Alexander, but that is the only guide to the date.

Against putting them down to Leucon II, of whom Ovid speaks, is the

presumption that he had a short reign, but we are hardly justified in inventing

for them a Leucon III in the nnd century b.c.

Spartocus has only left one single coin (PI. vi. 15, in the Rumjantsev
Museum at Moscow) in poor preservation

;
von Sallet thought the E was G,

and put it accordingly into the nnd century, assigning it to Spartocus, the

father of Camasarye. On the whole the general style points that way rather

than to the mrd, and further the head bears a distinct resemblance to the

Paerisades on the worst variety (PI. vi. 21), i.e. probably to his grandson
Philometor.

Mithridates and Pharnaces.

Mithridates, by defending Chersonese and driving the Scythians out of

the Bosporus, gained throughout the Greek world the reputation of a

champion of Hellenism. Also he added to his ancestral dominions a district

from which in the future he could draw men, money and supplies. The
Crimea and Sindica paid him a tribute of 180,000 medimni of wheat and 200

talents of silver*, and we find troops from these parts enumerated among his

forces 4
. Not less valuable was the access he thereby gained to recruiting

grounds which supplied levies more martial if not more trustworthy than the

commercial Greeks. It was because he had profited by continuous relations

with the barbarians of the interior and had long been used to enrol under his

banners Scythians, Tauri and Sarmatae, as well as Bastarnae, Thracians and

Kelts further west, that he formed his great scheme of marching on Italy

from the north and rolling up all these nations to overwhelm it
5
. It is

probably at this time that Mithridates received the allegiance of Olbia

formerly subject to Scilurus (v. p. 463). Neoptolemus was his most likely

agent, as we find his name attached to a tower at the mouth of the Tyras, and

probably Tyras town also joined him.

1 Th. Reinach, Mithridate
,

p. 190, n. 4, p. 301,
2 Burachkov, XXIV. 1.

makes Hygiaenon rebel against Mithridates in :i Strabo, vn. iv. 6.

86 B.C. ;
but he did not know the stater and cannot 4 Appian, XII. 15,41; Bosporans even captured

have paid enough attention to the lettering of the Roman standards, Orosius, vi. xxi. 28.

tiles,
5 Appian, XII. 15, 41, 57, 69, 109.
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At first Mithridates seems to have ruled by deputy the provinces that his

deputy had won for him 1
. The first war with Rome forced him to subject

them to a heavy tribute and probably interfered with their trade, also the

Scythian danger may have appeared less serious now that it had been
diverted

;
similar causes acted in Colchis and both dependencies revolted 2

.

Colchis was quickly reduced and Mithridates put in as viceroy his son of the

same name.
Against Bosporus a large expedition was being prepared when Murena,

wishing for a cheap triumph, alleged that the Roman power was the real

objective of so powerful a force and claimed to be merely anticipating

Mithridates in declaring war. So for two years the attention of the king was
occupied by the “second” war with Rome. After the defeat of Murena and
the conclusion of peace (81 b.c.) Mithridates was free to deal with Bosporus,

which he speedily reconquered. About this period come the exploits of

Neoptolemus, who defeated the natives both on the ice and on the water of

the Bosporus 3
,
but an expedition against the wild tribes of the Caucasus coast

was destroyed. Meanwhile Machares was installed as viceroy of Bosporus
(b.c. 79

)

4
. What his title may have been we do not know, as no coins bearing

his name have come down to us. At' first during the course of the ensuing

war with Rome he continued faithful and forwarded to his father reinforce-

ments and provisions, so that he was allowed to add to his dominions the

satrapy of Colchis5
. Accordingly he refused supplies to Cotta during the siege of

Heraclea (72 b.c.)
,!

. But when Fortune had definitely declared herself upon the

side of Rome and Mithridates in great straits after the disastrous retreat from

Cyzicus sent across for help, Diodes, his envoy to the Scythians, deserted to

Lucullus, taking with him the money entrusted to him, and Machares withheld

his support. During the flight of Mithridates into Armenia, Machares was
practically independent, still he had the grace to send grain to besieged

Sinope. Finally he gave in to Lucullus and made a treaty with him, offering

him a gold wreath and supplying with corn the besiegers of Sinope instead ol

the beleaguered city 7
. At this juncture Olbia appears to have sent help to the

besieged 8
.

After his final defeat in 67 b.c. and the desertion of Tigranes, when the

West, the South and the East were closed to him, Mithridates put his hopes

in the North. Colchis had not followed its ruler Machares in his desertion,

but seems to have reverted to a kind of neutral independence. Fie found

there no opposition to his flight, and wintered in Dioscurias (66/5 b.c.)
9
.

From here he stirred up the Iberians and Albanians and gave Pompey some
trouble in his pursuit. When the latter arrived in the basin of the Phasis

Mithridates had fled
;
his last hope was to win back the kingdom of Machares.

He could not go by sea, for a Roman squadron was watching the coast. He
had to make his way along the steep southern slope of the Caucasus, through

1 So he did in Colchis, Strabo XI. ii. 1 8,

inifiirero 8' del ns rcov <p t’Xcor vttap%os <al 8ioi.Kr]Tris

rfjs %d>pas.
2 B.C. 83, Appian, XII. 64 : Reinach, Ahthridate,

p. 301.
3 Strabo, vn. iii. 18.

4 Appian, XII. 67.
5 Meinnon, f. 53.
6 Memnon, f. 49.
7 B.C. 70, Appian, XII. 83 ;

Memnon, f. 54.
8 BCA. XXIII. p. 21 sqq., v. supra, p. 464.
9 Appian, xil. 101 sqq.

74
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tribes whose reputation for savagery was unsurpassed in the ancient world.

The Heniochi were friendly, but the Zygi were so hostile that he had to take

to boats and so get round to the Achaei, who were also well disposed 1

.

When Machares learned that his father had come through this unexampled
journey he did not dare to measure his strength against even such a small

force as he had brought, but sent envoys to try and turn away his wrath, and
knowing him too well to have faith in their efficacy, burned all the ships he
could and put the strait between his father and himself. When other ships

were found and sent after him, he slew himself after having been ruler of Bos-
porus fourteen years and almost independent for the last seven (71—65 b.c.)'

2
.

Although the last acts of Mithridates and his death are the most dramatic
events in the history of Bosporus (well is the hill of Kerch called Mount
Mithridates), they are too familiar to make it necessary that I should describe

them in detail
1

. Filled with his great scheme of invading Italy from the

north, Mithridates relaxed no efforts to collect and equip an army
;
for this he

disdained neither bond nor free, spared no wood, not even the oxen for the

plough, laid the heaviest taxes upon even the smallest property and allowed

his agents to make these exactions insolently, being unable to look after them
himself because of some disfiguring disease which kept him in his castle.

Further, the Roman fleet was blockading the whole peninsula 4 and an earth-

quake (64 b.c.) added to the economic ruin
5
. Moreover, in spite of his energy

and the fact that the aged king had created a new army and a new fleet, all

felt that the star of Rome was in the ascendant and had lost their former
confidence and loyalty. Finally the Roman deserters who formed a corps

whose very position made them trustworthy, were disturbed at the prospect of

attacking their motherland of Italy.

The spark to make the explosion came from Phanagoria. Castor the

governor, illtreated by one of the king’s eunuchs, slew him and roused the

people. The acropolis held out. In it were five children of Mithridates,

who gave themselves up. One, Cleopatra, would not yield and was rescued

by her father. Following Phanagoria’s example, Chersonese, Theodosia,

Nymphaeum, and the other places of which Mithridates had lately got

possession, revolted. Then he began to have doubts of his own troops. In

a last hope of strengthening himself he sent two of his daughters as brides to

Scythian kings asking for speedy help
;

but their military escort slew the

eunuchs in charge and handed the girls over to Pompey. Yet even so

Mithridates did not despair of his Italian campaign. Then his favourite son

Pharnaces, whom he had designated as his heir, fearing that on the failure of

this great emprise the forces of the kingdom would be utterly exhausted and
the Romans embittered beyond hope of appeasement, determined to seize the

kingdom while there was yet a kingdom to seize. His plot was discovered

and his confederates tortured, but he was spared. The very next night he

went and tampered with the Roman deserters and easily won them over and

1 Strabo, XI. ii. 13; Appian, XII. 102, says the 2 Appian, XII. 102
;
Dio Cassius, XXXVI. 1. 2,

Achaei were put to flight. The tribes do not seem says he was slain by his own friends,

to have been as hostile as they might have been. 3 Reinach, pp. 402 sqq.
;

cf. Appian, XII. 107 ;

Perhaps Machares, to ensure his convoys on their Dio Cassius, xxxvn. x. 4 sqq.
;
Orosius, VI. iv., v.

way across to Sinope, had been putting down their 4 Plutarch, Pompey
,
XXXIX.

piracies. 6 Dio Cassius, xxxvn. xi. 4 ;
Orosius, VI. v. 1 .
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the fleet too. In the confusion many corps came over because they thought
the matter already decided.

Mithridates went out to speak to the rebels, but it was too late, he barely

escaped from them alive. Returning to the castle he watched from the

terrace while Pharnaces was crowned king with a strip of papyrus from a

temple near. When there came again none of his messengers whom he sent

asking to be allowed to depart safely, he thanked his faithful friends and
guards and sent them over to the new king.

So he prepared to die. The poison which he carried with him failed to

act, though it sufficed for his two daughters Mithridatis and Nyssa. Too
weak to slay himself, he had to ask this last service of Bituitus, a Gaulish

chieftain who had long followed him faithfully 1

. So he died at the age of

sixty-nine, having been overlord of the Bosporus for more than forty years.

Pharnaces sent the body over to Sinope, where it was buried by Pompey in

the royal tomb.

Pharnaces asked either for all his ancestral dominions, or at least for the

Bosporus as ruled over by Machares. Pompey, while admitting him as a

friend and ally of the Roman People in return for the service he had done
in ridding it of its great enemy, granted him the Bosporus only, and exempted
from his rule the city of Phanagoria, because it gave the signal for revolt 2

.

With this arrangement Pharnaces had to be content, and he occupied

himself in extending his power over the tribes to the east of the Maeotis, so

that his frontiers reached to the Tanais. One of these tribes, the Dandarii,

he conquered by flooding their country from an arm of the Hypanis, so they

must have dwelt in its northern delta 3
. About 48 b.c. he thought that the

Romans being preoccupied with the civil war, he had an opportunity of

regaining his father’s kingdom. First he seems to have retaken Phanagoria
(if indeed he could keep his hands oft it so long), but treated it with

clemency 4
. Next he overran Colchis and the former kingdom of Pontus,

defeating Cn. Domitius Calvinus and fancying himself as great as his father.

However, he received the news that Asander, whom he had left as governor
of Bosporus, had revolted, so he turned back and on his way encountered

Caesar at Zela, to be utterly defeated (b.c. 47)
15

.

He made his peace with Rome as best he could, and fled back to

Bosporus, for he did not despair of regaining his authority there. So he
raised a force of natives and recovered Theodosia and Panticapaeum, but was
hemmed in and slain by Asander.

Now Asander had risen in the hope that the Romans would be favourable

and give him the dominion of the country : but Caesar, disgusted by his

treachery, named as king one Mithridates, said to be son of the great

Mithridates by a Gaulish mistress, Adobogionis, wife of Menodotus of

Pergamum. However, this Mithridates of Pergamum was defeated and slain

by the native claimant, and for the next few years the Romans were much too

taken up with their own affairs to disturb Asander 11

.

1 B.c. 63, Dio Cassius, xxxvii. x. 4.
2 Appian, xii. 1 13.
3 Strabo, xi. ii. 1 1.

4 Appian, xii. 120 ;
cf. Dio Cassius, xlii.

IX. 2.

5 Dio Cassius, XLII. xlv.—xlvii.
0 Strabo, XIII. iv. 3 ;

Dio Cassius, XLii. xlviii,

3, 4 ;
A. Hirtius, Bel. Alex. 78.
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Little light is thrown by coins upon the history of Bosporus under
Mithridates or Pharnaces. The former struck his large silver in Asia Minor
and left the cities their small change : certain copper coins with the monogram

have been referred to him coining for some reason under the name of

Eupator, but their style seems later (v. p. 603). Pharnaces issued gold

staters as Great King of Kings from a.b. (see below) 243 to 247 =b.c. 55 to

51, when, as far as we know, his rule was confined to Bosporus (PI. vi. 23).

Genealogy of Kings of Pontus and Bosporus : b.c. ioo to a.d. ioo.

Rulers claiming Bosporus in capitals. Pretenders’ names in brackets.

Mithridates Eupator Dionysus ^Adobogionis = Menodotus
(VI of Pontic Cappadocia,

I of Bosporus.
Overlord c. no—63 B.C.)

Antonia= 2M. Antonius
nivir.

Machares Pharnaces (Mithridates
(79—65 b.c.) (63—476.01 VII [II]

Pergamenus)

(47 B.C.)

Zeno
Laodicenus

Pythodorus = Antonia
Trallianus

Glycaria= 1AsANDER 2= 1 Dynamis 2= (Scribonius) 1 POLEMOl 2= 1(PYTHODORIS)2= ArchelaUS
(47—i7/i6

B.C.)

(reigning in 3 _ (d. 14 B.C.)
||

—
(14B.C.—?)

17/16 B.C.)
”

'

hi
I

Aspurgus =Gepaepyris(?)

(K. of Cappadocia
d. 17A.D.)

1 1.

Rhoemetalces I Rhescuporis 1 1

1

(K. of Thrace) (K. of Thrace)

(Antonia =Cotys V Sapaeus
Tryphaena)

[Rhescuporis I]

(8 B.C. ?—38 A.D. ?)

(38/39 A.D. ?)

Mithridates VIII CoTYSl = Eun[ice]
[VII or III] (45-62 a.d.

(39—49 a.d.) and later)

Rhescuporis I [II]

(68/9 — 91/2 A.D.)

!

Rhoemetalces 1

1

(K. of Thrace,
mediatized

43 A.D.)

(K. of Thrace)

Cotys (POLEMO II)

(K. of (Titular K. of Bosporus
Lesser 38—41 a.d.

Armenia) K. of Pontus and
Cilicia till 63 A.D.)

Sauromates

I

(93/4—123/4 A.D.)

Mithridates Eupator, besides being the most picturesque figure in

Bosporan history, did it a very definite service, being held responsible for the

introduction into it of the era by which subsequent kings dated their coins

and inscriptions 1

. This Bosporan era, as we shall call it, inasmuch as it was
used on the Bosporus much longer than anywhere else, originated in Bithynia,

] Pharnaces I in App. ly^-BCA. XLV. p. 23, his successors Mithr. II, Ariobarzanes, Mithr. Ill,

n. 1 (v. p. 518), seems to make B.C. 179 the 157th Pharnaces I, Mithr. IV Philopator Philadelphus,

year of an era otherwise unknown, perhaps reckoned Mithr. V Euergetes and Mithr. Eupator, to whom
from B.c. 336, the accession of Mithridates, son of as against E. Meyer and Reinach he restores the

Ariobarzanes, whom Loper calls Ctistes, giving as traditional VI.
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where it probably commemorated the year in which Zipoetes raised that

principality to the rank of a kingdom. The point from which it is reckoned
is the autumnal equinox of b.c. 297 = a.u.c. 457k The months are those of

the Macedonian Kalendar
;
we have no names of Bosporan months before

its introduction, probably they were after the Milesian pattern as at Olbia and
Tyras (p. 472). The era first appears upon the coins of Nicomedes II in

b.c. 148/7 and continues till the death of Nicomedes III in b.c. 74/3.
Mithridates, during a close political and commercial alliance with Bithynia,

issued his famous tetradrachms bearing date a.b. (Anno Bithyniae seu

Bospori) 202 = B.c. 96/5 and subsequent years, and staters from a.b. 205 =
B.c. 93/2. They probably circulated in Bosporus, and were in themselves

sufficient to familiarize his subjects with the era. Pharnaces II also put these

dates on his coins, which were no doubt issued in Bosporus. The first coin

distinctively Bosporan on which the era is used bears date a.b. 281 =B.c. 17/6

(Fig. 347) and belongs to Dynamis, wife of Asander, ruling alone after her

husband’s death. The first dated inscription bears the name of Aspurgus and
the year ~ |jjT usually read Tl T, but quite possibly EKT, giving the dates

a.b. 313 or 325 = a. d. 17 or 29
s

;
the last date known is a.b. 794 = a.d. 497/8

3
.

Asander and Dynamis.

The first mention of Asander seems to be in the Nymphaean inscription

quoted on p. 561, according to which he had a first wife Glycaria. It would
also be a witness to his importance at Nymphaeum, and this may have been
the reason why that city revolted before any other. The literary references

do not tell us who he was, but speak of his personal antagonism to Pharnaces :

this makes it hard to understand why the latter, during his time of power, did

not make away with him and how his daughter Dynamis came to be Asander’s

wife. The most natural explanation is that he had his own following in the

country, due, it is suggested, to his representing the Spartocid tradition, and
was too strong to be attacked

;
so Pharnaces early in his reign, when Asander

would be about fifty, thought that he would attach him to himself by giving

him his daughter to wife, and afterwards trusted him to the extent of leaving

him in charge of the kingdom during his expedition to Asia. The common
idea that Asander at the age of 63 married Dynamis just after he had killed

her father is almost too much even for the 1st century B.c.
4

;
it is founded on

the gratuitous assumption that Pharnaces only had one daughter, the one
whom he offered in marriage to Caesar before Zela 5

. The account of Asander
in Dio Cassius (liv. xxiv.) is that he married Dynamis, daughter to Pharnaces

1 Cary, Histoire des Rois de Thrace et de ceux
dn Bospliore Cimmerien Iclaircie par les mldailles

,

Paris, 1752, and Froelich, Regum Veterum nuviis-

niata anecdota autperrara notis illustrata
,
Vienna,

1752, as summarized by Eckhel, D.N.V. Pars 1.

vol. II. p. 381, ap. Latyshev, IosPE. II. Introd.

p. xxxiii, fixed the first year of the era at 297 B.C.

All have agreed, and Th. Reinach, Trois Royaunies
,

p. 130, has traced it to its Bithynian source.

Loper (loc. cit. and Bull. Russ. Arch. Inst, at

Constantinople
,
vm. p. 160) thinks an inscription of

Mithridates Euergetes at Ineboli is dated by A.B.,

cf. Num. Citron. Ser. iv. Vol. v. (1905), p. 1
1
3.

3 BCA. X. p. 90, No. 107. 2 IosPE. 11. 364.

4 Skorpil, BCA. xxxvn. p. 21 ;
Prince Sibirskij,

Trans. Od. Soc. x. p. 56 ;
Bertier-de- La-Garde,

ib. XXIX. (191 1), “Coins of Rulers of the Cimmerian
Bosporus determined by Monograms,” p. 18 1. To
this last article, though I have not been able to

accept all its positions, I have been most indebted
throughout the next fifteen pages.

5 Appian, XIII. 91.
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and so granddaughter to Mithridates 1

,
and that by 14 b.c. he was dead and

his wife, after taking over the power, had married first an adventurer
Scribonius and afterwards the Roman nominee Polemo. Lucian 2 says that

Asander was raised by Augustus from edvdpynqs to king, was a first-rate

soldier at the age of ninety and starved himself to death at the age of ninety-

three when he saw his men deserting to Scribonius 3
. This would place his

birth about 108 b.c. Strabo adds (vn. iv. 6) that he defended the isthmus across

to the Maeotis with a wall 360 stades long with ten towers to the stade, trusting

thereby to keep off the Scythians without paying them tribute 4
.

On the east side of the Maeotis he established his rule as far as the

Tanais 5

,
and probably repressed the pirates unlike the Bosporan rulers who

gave them a refuge and market for their spoils 6
: sea-power is suggested by

his coins and his admiral’s dedication 7
. This inscription proves that his

royalty was recognized by Rome (in it first occurs the epithet (fnXopcopcuos)

and mentions his wife Dynamis. The evidence of coins bears out the other

information, but just fails to tell us anything fresh. We have his gold coins

for 29 years. For the first ten or so they weigh the same as those of

Pharnaces, i25 -6grn. =8‘i4 grm., afterwards coming down to the weight of a

Roman aureus, 1 23'9 grn. = 8'03 grm. 8 For the first three years he bore the

title of archon and put on his coins the heads of Octavian (1 and 2) and
Antoni us (3

9

). In the fourth he also figures as king and lets his own head
appear, and so henceforth, e.g. PI. vi. 26 with date KH = 28: unluckily he

did not use the Bosporan era, and we do not know from what date to reckon.

FI is wife Dynamis represented the Mithridatic tradition and put the date

a.b. 281 ( = b.c. 17/16, a.u.c. 737/8) on her solitary stater, which shews us that

in that year she was reigning alone as queen and had
not yet married Scribonius. Reckoning back 28

complete years we have b.c. 44 = a.u.c. 709/10 as the

latest date when Asander can have begun to coin as

archon. That would just allow us to suppose that as

long as Caesar, the friend of Mithridates Pergamenus,
was alive he kept quiet, but on the news of his death

took the title of archon, received the acquiescence of

Octavian, then fully occupied in avenging his uncle’s

murder, and put his effigy upon his coins. For this

he substituted that of Antony upon the latter’s coming
east in a.u.c. 712, and next year was allowed by the concurrence of Octavian

Fig. 347 -

Gold Stater of Dynamis,
I23'9 grn. = 8

-o3 grm.
An2 = A.B. 28i=a.d. 17/16.

Oreshnikov, Cat. Uvarov Coll.

PI. II. 471.

1 Cf. App. A
t
\=IosPE. 11. 356.

2 If Macrobii be Lucian’s, c. 17.
3 Dio Cassius, Liv. xxiv. 4, implies some interval

between the death of Asander and the appearance
of Scribonius.

4 Because of the length mentioned this wall is

generally supposed to be across the isthmus of

Theodosia, and the remains of a bank there still

exist: but even this has only half the breadth
required, and at this time the kings of Bosporus
ruled as far as Chersonese and did not want pro-

tection on this line. Strabo (vu. iv. 1), speaking
of the isthmus of Perekop, says that it is forty

stades broad, but that other authors give it as 360.

This 360 may be due to his authority reckoning

right across from the bay of Carcinites to the open
Maeotis at Genichesk, then it is not far out. A
wall 360 stades long, with ten towers to the stade,

would take up a most enormous force to defend it

;

one of 40 stades would naturally be very closely

fortified. The mention of the number of the towers
suggests that Strabo meant the isthmus of Perekop
and merely adopted the wrong reckoning of the

distance across, v. supra, p. 16, n. 6.

5 Strabo, XI. ii. n. 0 ib. xi. ii. 12.

7 App. 39 = IosPE. 11. 25.
8 Bertier-de-La-Garde, Trans. Od. Soc. xxix.

p. 207. BMC. Pontus etc. PI. X. 10 shews 0 K = 29.
u

(1) Giel, Kl. B. PI. Ii. 22; (2) B. xxv. 41 after

Sibirskij
; (3) Oreshnikov, Cat. Uvarov

, p. 62.
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and Antony to assume the style of king, a licence attributed by Lucian to

Augustus. This is essentially Oreshnikov’s explanation and does account for

the facts—only it requires us to assume that Asander died early in his year 29
and that Dynamis issued her coin very soon after. As archon, Asander
hastily coined a great deal of bronze bearing a ship’s prow all restruck on
already existing coins either of Panticapaeum and Phanagoria or of Sinope
and Amisus (v. inf. p. 630 and PI. vi, 24, 25), but as king he seems to have
confined himself to gold. Perhaps he had supplied the demand by his hasty

reminting. Apparently he feared that to assume the title of archon, strike

coins and reckon his rule from the date of his rebellion against Pharnaces, a

rebellion so definitely disapproved by Caesar, would have been to flout the

suzerain claims of the Romans and might lead to their sending fresh nominees
like Mithridates of Pergamum, or at any rate make them unready to allow

him the full title of king, the unauthorized assumption of which they could not

have overlooked. In any case we may reckon the extreme years of his rule

b . c
. 47/46 = a.u.c 7c>7/8= a . b . 251 and b.c. 17/16, a.u.c. 737/8 =a.b. 28 i

1
.

Dynamis then was queen in this latter year, but on the appearance of an

adventurer Scribonius

2

, who claimed to be a grandson of Mithridates named
by Augustus to succeed upon Asander’s death, she took him for her husband.

Upon this Agrippa, who was at Sinope settling the affairs of Asia, sent across

Polemo, king of Asiatic Pontus, to slay Scribonius and take possession of the

kingdom. He found that the Bosporans had already unmasked and slain the

impostor, but were by no means ready to accept as king the member of an

upstart dynasty, and they did not yield to Agrippa’s decision until he came
himself to support it. This is all put down to the year a.u.c. 740 = b.c. 14 =
a.b. 283

s
.

Dynamis professed special gratitude to Augustus. Accordingly she set up
statues to him at Panticapaeum 4 and Phanagoria 5

. At the latter town she also

set up one to Livia 6
. In these, no more than upon her stater or the compli-

mentary inscription of the Agrippeans 7

,
is there any mention ot her husband.

It has been supposed that they were the expression of her gratitude lor the

alliance with Polemo, but rather she was still hoping for the favour of being

left alone as queen-regent to bring up her son, or more probably grandson,

1 For Asander, v. p. 591 n. 4 and the following:

von Sallet, whose Doctor’s dissertation was De
Asandro et Polemone . . .quaestiones chronological et

numismaticae
,
Berlin, 1865, amplified into Beitr.z.

Gesch. u. Num. d. Kon. d. Cim. Bosp. u. d. Pontus

,

ib. 1866, thinks Julius Caesar recognized A. so

that his coins begin in A.U.C. 7o8/9= B.C. 46/5 :

Waddington, Rev. Num. n.s. XI. (1866) p. 417,
dates his archonship from the death of Pharnaces,

B.C. 47 : Burachkov, General Catalogue
, pp. 190,

230, PI. xxv. 41— 50, begins with 45 B.c., and Giel,

KL. B. pp. 10— 12, PI. 11. 22, agrees with von
Sallet : these are all well summarized by Latyshev,

IosPE. II. pp. xxxv—xxxvii, but he comes to no
conclusion. Giel, TRAS. vii. p. 225, PI. xix. 60

goes over to Oreshnikov’s view as put forth in

Catal. of Ct Uvarozls Coins, Pt vii. pp. 62—68,

v. esp. No. 471, the stater of Dynamis, supra

Fig- 347 - Brandis, s.v. Bosporus, P.-IV. ill.

PP- 777—77

9

,
makes Asander date from his first

rising against Pharnaces in 48/7, and so gives

Dynamis some years of solitary reign. But he

sees the head of Asander on all his coins alike,

which is absurd : Asander certainly did not put

his own head upon the coins of years 1 and 2,

though Wroth, BMC. Pontus
, p. xxxi, and Regling

with Hennig (
Berliner Miinzbldtter

,
XXIX. 1908,

p. 86) think that he did in year 3. These latter

take the head on years 1 and 2 to be Antony
;

I am
very much inclined to find Antony on all three

years. 1 regret not having seen V. Voigtius, De
Asandro Bospori Rege, Kiev, 1894.

2 Dio Cassius, Liv. xxiv-4—6.

3 Eutropius, vii. 9, (Augustus) omnes Ponti

maritimas ciuitates R. adjecit imperio; Dio
Cassius, l.c.

;
Eusebius, Ol. 191. 3.

4 App. 40= IosPE. iv. 201.
5 ib. 11. 354 -

0 ib. IV. 420.
7 App. 41 = IosPE. 11. 356.

i\I. 75
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Aspurgus. But the success of Scribonius shewed that this could not be
allowed by Rome, though it was probably for this that the Bosporans fought
against Polemo. Dynamis, as a daughter of Pharnaces, must have been an
elderly bride and probably did not long trouble Polemo, as within a few years

we find him married to Pythodoris 1

.

Polemo I and Pythodoris.

Polemo had no possible right to the Bosporus. The princes, vassals of

the Empire, formed at this time a special class whose members from Mauretania
to Bosporus and from Judaea to Thrace intermarried and were regarded as

interchangeable 2
. Polemo was raised into this class by Antony. His father

Zeno, a rhetor of Laodicea, had bravely defended his native city against the

Parthians, the son was made king, first of Lycaonia, next of Pontus and finally

of Little Armenia. Although he supported Antony at Actium he did not lose

the favour of Augustus, and Agrippa thought him a suitable instrument for

securing the obedience of the Bosporus 3
.

H is second wife Pythodoris belonged to a similar family. Her father

Pythodorus was a great man at Tralles, as rich as a king and a close friend of

Pompey’s. This brought upon him confiscations, but his wealth carried him
through 4

. He married Antonia, eldest daughter of the triumvir by his second

wife Antonia 5
.

So Polemo and his wife belonged to the Antonians, but this did not

prevent their being highly favoured by Augustus. Towards the end of his

life he reigned over most of the countries that formed the kingdom of

Mithridates. He subdued Colchis 6

,
continued the conquest of the eastern

coast of the Maeotis, and on a lack of obedience on the part of the colony

of Tanais utterly ravaged it'.

Polemo met his death while making a treacherous attack upon the

Aspurgians, whom Strabo (xi. ii. 11 ;
xii. iii. 29) regards as a tribe of

barbarians living in a space of five hundred stades between Phanagoria and
Gorgippia. This is the first we hear of the Aspurgians, and it can hardly be

a coincidence that Aspurgus is the name of the next king of whom we know,
the rightful heir of Asander. It would be natural to suppose them to be a

political party of his adherents having its chief strength in that part of the

country but that the name occurs in inscriptions 8

,
6 ini tojv "AanovpyLavatu

being one of the officers of the Bosporan monarchy in the latter part of the

mrd century a.d. : Rostovtsev 6 suggests that Aspurgus founded a military

1
I cannot but think that she was only divorced

and regained power, so that the ^ coins (PL VII. i)

were struck by her from a.B. 289 = B.C. 9/8 to

A.B. 304= A.D. 7/8 perhaps as regent for Aspurgus.
2 P. C. Sands, The Client Princes of the

Roman Empire under the Republic
,

just stops

short of this period.
3 Strabo, XII. iii. 29; viii. 16.
4 Strabo, xiv. i. 42.
5 Mommsen, Eph. Epigr. I. p. 272.
6 Strabo, xi, ii. 18,

7 Strabo (xi. ii. 3) speaks of this having taken
place veaxTTi

:

and from this it has been argued
that Polemo lived to within a few years of 19 A.D.,

when Strabo was still writing : but as we do not

know his method of composition or to how much
revision he subjected his notes, this is no criterion.

The sack of Tanais may have happened thirty

years before.
8 JosPE. 11. 29 (=App. 61), 431, 431 bis.

9 BCA. x. p. 15.
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settlement, perhaps made up of mercenaries whom he had used against Polemo
and established on the land side of the Taman Peninsula. This region would,

as Brandis (p. 7 80) says, be called ra
’

AcnrovpyLou'd and count as a local

division of the kingdom beside 17 vijcros and the others (v. p. 613). That
Strabo was so little clear about them would argue that Polemo’s death was
not very fresh in his mind, but we have no information as to when it

happened. It seems likely that the Bosporan coins, which begin in a.b. 289 =
b.c. 9/8, imply that he was no longer king

;
in any case Pythodoris married

Archelaus, king of Cappadocia, about 8 a.d. Polemo struck a few pieces, but

they are not connected with Bosporus (PI. vi. 27): as he did not represent the

Mithridatic tradition he did not use the Bosporan era.

Pythodoris succeeded to Polemo’s kingdom, but we do not know whether
Bosporus was included : Strabo (xii. iii. 29) says nothing of it in his account

of her dominions, but that may refer to after 1 7 a . d ., when she had been left a

widow by Archelaus. She seems to have retained her rule in Asia Minor
until succeeded by her grandson Polemo II, and also directed affairs in Thrace,

where her eldest daughter Antonia Tryphaena was married to King Cotys V
Sapaeus. She has left coins with the dates 60 and 63 of the Actian era, both

with heads of Augustus and one dated 60 with that of Tiberius. The reverse

types, Capricorn (PI. vi. 28) and Scales, refer to the horoscope of Augustus,

his conception and birth
1

.

Aspurgus to Rhescuporis /.

The assertion of Roman power by the forced marriage of Dynamis to

Polemo, almost coinciding with the assumption by Augustus of the sole right

to coin gold and the limitation of all other coining rights, is the starting point

of a period in Bosporan history beset with curious difficulty due to the jealousy

with which the Romans controlled the issues of the Bosporan mint. For the

first few years it was absolutely closed : then in a.b. 289 = b.c. 9/8 there begins

the series of dated aurei which continues almost uninterrupted until the

ivth century a.d.; this would furnish a satisfactory chronological framework

but for the fact that not until a.b. 377 =a.d. 80/1, save for two significant

exceptions, do we find a full name and a king’s portrait upon a gold coin 2

.

Instead we have but monograms: ^ (PI. vn. 1), a.b. 289—304 = b.c. 9/8 to

a.d. 7/8
; W£ (ib. 2), a.b. 305, 306 = a.d. 8/9, 9/10; and the like (ib. 3),

a.b. 307—3io = a.d. io/ii— 13/14; EXP
and the bke

(
ib - 4 ). A -B

- 3 1 1
—334 —

a.d. 14/15—37/8; ^ (ib. 6), A.B. 334, 335 = a.d. 37/S—38/9; then two aurei

with the name Mithridates, a.b. 336 (ib. 10), 338 = a.d. 39/40, 41/2 ;
afterwards

(cf. ib. 19), a.b. 342—357= a.d. 45/6—60/1
;

(ib - 22 )> A - B - 359 =

1 Oreshnikov, ap. Giel, Kl. B. p. 12, and p. 175 does not agree, and refers the scales to

Bulletin of the Tanric Record Commission
,

Tiberius, cf. Manilius, 1. 507, IV. 548, and Housman
XXXiv. Sympheropol, 1902,

“ Pythodoris and her ad loc.

house in the Pontic Kingdom”; he is largely 2 The table on p. 611 gives every year of the

indebted to Mommsen, Ephenu Epigr. I. p. 270, Bosporan era that appears on a coin during this

11. p. 250. W. v. Voigt, Phi/o/ogus, lviii. (1899) period.

75—2
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a.d. 62/3 and (PI. vii. 23), a. b. 365—374 = a. d. 68/9—77/8; the heads too

rarely present recognizable features, though after Bertier-de- La-Garde’s ex-

position (v. inf. p. 601) we may take it that they all represent Romans and not

Bosporan rulers, and are certainly for Cotys and Rhescuporis, as

dated inscriptions attest, unfortunately they do not exactly determine the

accession of either, but when was appearing upon coins an inscription

mentions Aspurgus and uncertainties rise. The coppers have not even dates,

those with and BA'Y' are quite puzzling, they do not bear portraits

either : those with and are not all certainly contemporaneous with the

gold that bears those marks. Mithridates and Gepaepyris appear in full upon
coppers, but they are certainly as exceptional as that king’s gold: Cotys and
Rhescuporis use names as well as monograms, one gets round the law by an

artifice, the other at last attains freedom to put his image and superscription on
both gold and copper. The heads on the coppers with monograms are some
help in checking the dates on the gold, being mostly inscribed Roman portraits.

In one case (ib. 21) Nero allows not even a Bosporan monogram, just as he
has his own on gold in a.b. 359 (ib. 22) : occasionally we have heads of

Bosporan rulers apparently defined by the monograms ]& & and

This is all that the coins yield readily and certainly.

Before embarking upon conjectures it seems best to see what is definitely

known from authors and from inscriptions, both sources of knowledge being

very scanty just when the monograms are most enigmatic. The first name
we meet is that of Aspurgus mentioned in no author

;
but a servi manumissio

from Phanagoria tells us that he was reigning in a.b. 313 = a.d. 17, or else

perhaps a.b. 325
1

. We have no certain knowledge of the limits of his reign,

though the coins allow us to make a guess at any rate at the closing date.

On the base of his statue 2 were set out his titles, from which we
know that he ruled over the whole Bosporan kingdom and right up to

Tanais
;
but Chersonese is not mentioned, for it had now regained its freedom,

though somehow his name occurs in an inscription there 3
. We learn also that

he was acknowledged by Rome (cfnXoKcucrap as well as (frcXopcopcuos) and was
called the son of Asander (’Aaav8p(6x)ov). Coins (e.g. PI. vn. 20) and
inscriptions 4 shew that he was father to Cotys

;
Tacitus and Petrus

Patricius call Cotys brother to Mithridates VIII (III), so we have the names
of two sons. It is at least possible that Gepaepyris was his wife (v. p. 601).

Dio Cassius
(
lix . xii. 2) says that in 39 a .d . Gaius granted to Polemo the

son (or rather grandson) of Polemo all his father’s dominions. Later on

(lx. viii. 2) he says that in 41 a .d . Claudius granted Bosporus to Mithridates,

a descendant of the great Mithridates, and ceded to Polemo part of Cilicia in

exchange. But we have the aureus (PI. vii. 10) with an Emperor’s head

on one side and on the other Nike, the name of Mithridates in full and the

date a.b. 336 = a.d. 39/40, and another with the date a.b. 338 = a.d. 41/2

1 IosPE. II. 364, v. supra p. 591.
2 App. 42 =IosPE. 11. 36.

3 IosPE. IV. 147.
4 App. 44, 45= IosPE. n. 32, 37.
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to shew that he was exercising sovran rights long before the grant to Polemo
was revoked 1

. We do not know the reasons for the Roman policy: perhaps
Gaius, who had his intuitions, distrusted Mithridates, and the highly con-

nected Zenonids took the opportunity of a change at Bosporus to urge a

claim, which, though Polemo 1

1

does not seem to have gone to the country,

brought him compensation nearer home. The coins of Polemo and his mother
Antonia Tryphaena have nothing to do with Bosporus (PI. vii. 8, 9

)

2

.

Besides the gold coins Mithridates issued coppers with his own head and
name, and the club, lion-skin and quiver of Heracles and the trident of

Poseidon on the reverse (PI. vii. 11). Others have the head and the name
of Queen Gepaepyris :i

,
which also appear on the obverse of coins like PI. vii. 7

with a goddess in a calathos and veil on the other side.

These were numismatic audacities, no one else dared to put his full name
directly on to a coin until leave was given forty years later, and they symbolized
a revolt on the part of Mithridates against his position as a vassal of Rome,
a position he felt unworthy of his great ancestry. The emblems of Heracles

and Poseidon refer to a descent from them to which the later Bosporan kings

laid claim 4

,
we do not know how it was traced. But it was of Mithridates the

Great that his namesake was most proud and this pride became the inspiration

of his life. If, as Latyshev supposes, what Petrus Patricius 5 says of Mithridates

Iberus really applies to Bosporanus, and in giving him a brother and successor

Cotys he seems to shew his own mistake, Mithridates disregarding his mother’s

advice really made preparations for war against the Romans and when their

suspicions were aroused sent his brother Cotys to Rome to allay them. He
however revealed the whole scheme and received the kingdom for himself,

being conducted back by a force under Didius Gallus. Tacitus gave an
account of all this in a lost book of the Annals

;
the end of the story which is

preserved 4
recalls that of Satyrus and Eumelus.

Didius Gallus withdrew with the main part of his army and left Cotys,

quite a young man, under the protection of Julius Aquila and a few cohorts.

Mithridates was regarded as crushed, but he began to win over deserters and
rouse the native tribes till he had sufficient force to drive the king of the

Dandaridae (or Dandarii) out of his kingdom, also he made Zorsines, king of

the Siraci, resume hostilities. So Cotys and Aquila made friends with

Eunones, king of the Aorsi, who supplied them with cavalry. Aquila and his

allies routed their enemy who could not make a stand at Soza in the country

of the Dandaridae, because that tribe was not well disposed, but Zorsines

attempted to defend Uspe in the country of the Siraci, a place set in a strong-

position beyond the river Panda and defended by wooden walls and earth-

works. This was stormed and quarter was refused. The fate of Uspe struck

terror into the Siraci and Zorsines made his peace with Rome, prostrating

1 Giel, TRAS. VII. p. 225, PI. vii. 62 ;
V.

p. 354, PL vi. 67 ;
Bertier-de-La-Garde, Trans. Od.

Soc. xxix. p. 177, Nos. 70, 71.
2 In App. 43= IosP£. 11. 400, from Anapa,

dated a.b. 338, the king’s name has been erased.

On the whole the scratches are more like

Mithridates than Polemo, and so Stephani restored

it. The erasure may have been due to the hatred
of Cotys : Latyshev restores Polemo’s name and

suggests on the strength of it that Polemo ruled on
the Asiatic side and Mithridates on the European,

but there is no real evidence for this
;
however the

epithet (piSoyeppaviKos would suit Polemo better.
3 Burachkov, XXVI. 93.
4 App. 54— IosPE. 11. 41.
5 FHG. IV. p. 184, fr. 3.

6 Ann. XII. 15—21.
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himself to the Emperor’s statue. So the Roman force returned after coming
within three days’ journey of the Tanais. On its way back some of the troops
were wrecked on the Tauric coast and slain by the natives.

Mithridates could not trust Cotys (proditor olim, deinde hostis, cf. Pet.

Patricius), and did not regard the guarantee of Aquila as sufficient. He
dressed the part of the suppliant king, prepared a suitable speech 1 and threw
himself at the feet of Eunones. Eunones raised the suppliant and sent

envoys to Rome asking that Mithridates be spared the indignity of a triumph
and the punishment of death. Claudius having decided that the trouble and
risk of so distant an expedition were too great 2

,
said that he was quite prepared

to exact the due penalty of Mithridates, but that he preferred to spare the

conquered. So Mithridates was brought to Rome where he was thought to

have borne himself too insolently for his position, crying aloud so as to be
heard by all, “ I was not brought back to you, but came back : if you do not

believe me, let me go and then see if you can bring me back.” He lived at

Rome until the time of Galba who had him executed for taking part in the

conspiracy of Nymphidius 3
. All this is related by Tacitus under the year

49 a.d., no doubt the year that Mithridates appeared in Rome after his long
struggle. Cotys had been on the throne for more than four years, as we have

a coin of his (with the monogram g^) dated a.b. 342 = a.d. 45.

Ancient authors tell us no more about Cotys, but we have several

inscriptions with his name. Two are servorum missiones (cf. App. 43) and
merely give us the dates 57 and 59 a.d. and tell us that like all his successors

he bore the names Tiberius Julius
4

. On the base of a statue of his preserver

Nero he is the first Bosporan king to proclaim himself “ pious and high priest

of the Augusti 5,” while an inscription on a fountain 6 claims that he has raised

again the glory of his land and house, and holds all the sceptres of the Inachii

(=Achaei). In two mutilated inscriptions of Rhescuporis I (II), Latyshev
has been able to restore the name of Cotys (which alone can fit) with all but

absolute certainty, so shewing that his wife’s name was Eun[ice] and that

Rhescuporis was his son 7
.

We do not know in what year Rhescuporis came to the throne and no
author mentions him. All we hear of the Bosporus at this time is that in

a.d. 66 Herod Agrippa says that the Heniochi, Colchi, Tauri, Bosporans and
peoples round the Maeotis are now kept in order by 3000 hoplites and forty

1 /l 7in. XII. 18 : Mithridates terra marique
Romanis per tot annos quaesitus sponte adsurn :

utere, ut voles, prole magni Achaemenis, quod mihi
solum hostes non abstulerunt.

3
c. 20 : sed disserebatur contra suscipi bellum

avio itinere, inportuoso mari : ad hoc reges feroces,

vagos populos, solum frugum egenum, taedium ex

mora, pericula ex properantia, modicam victoribus

laudem ac multum infamiae si pellerentur. A good
summary of the disadvantage of punitive expedi-

tions.
3 Plutarch, Galba

, 13, 15.
4 JosPE , iv. 204, Kerch : BCA. xxvii. p. 38,

No. 34 from Duzu Kale near Novo-Mikhailovka
on the coast E. of Anapa, from which the stone
was probably brought. It contains the first mention

of Jews in these parts, no doubt from the biaaiYopd

in Asia Minor bearing out Kulakovskij in his

review of IosPE. II. in Journ. Min. Pub/. I?7str.

St P., May, 1891, p. 180 n.
;

v. inf. p. 622, n. 1.

5 App. 44= IosPE. 11. 32.
0 App. 45= IosPE. 11. 37.
7 IosPE. II. 355, Phanagoria, dated A.D. 71, on

the base of a statue of Vespasian, k [vpio)v tov

(TvpnavTOS Booairopov, BCA. XXXVII. p. 70, No. 7 :

[rop e k 7rpoyoviov fiaaiXea peyav]

'I'lftepwv 'louKiov ' l‘r]a\_Kovrri>piv, ftatriX/us Kdru-j

os Kai (iaaiXiaaqs Kvv^eiKrjs (?) viov, (fnXoKalo-a
-

J

pa Kai (j)i\opd>paiov, ([iicreftrj, ap^iep/a tcov 2 e-]

liaaraiv did fiivo Kai ([vcpyerrjv rfjs 7rarpiSos]

6 Srjpos ropyi7nrew[v ]

pov tov idiov ei/epyepqi'].
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warships (cf. p. 5 2 3) \ but these two inscriptions and two manumissions, one
dated a.d. 79, the other, a.d. 8

1

2

,
belong to his time

;
several more mention

him as the father of Sauromates his successor 3
.

In a.b. 377 = a.d. 80/1 the Bosporan rulers in the person of Rhescuporis
obtained what they had been striving after for three generations, the right to

put their names and portraits upon their coins. But we cannot exactly fix the

year of his death, for a.b. 388= a.d. 91/2 is the last year in which he coined,

whereas we have no aureus of his successor Sauromates until a.b. 390 =
a.d. 93/4.

Coins with monograms.

If we now turn back to correlate these few facts just outlined with the

contemporary coins it appears that for the last half of the period we are not

entirely at a loss and it is best to see what we can make of it before attempting

the first half. The coinage with the name of Mithridates is the definite ex-

pression of his bid for more freedom if not for independence, of his pride in

his divine ancestors and his regard for Gepaepyris, of whom more later : the

dates shew that he exercised sovran rights during some three years a.d. 39/40

to 41/2 before his first defeat, but as no coin of (obviously Cotys) bears

date before 45/6 it looks as if it took four years before Cotys was well on his

throne: the next bears 48/9, leaving an interval which it is tempting to connect

with the second resistance of Mithridates ending in a.d. 49.

Cotys, as might be expected, shewed great subservience to Rome. On
coppers with his monogram we have mostly Roman portraits, Claudius and
Agrippina (PI. vn. 19), Britannicus, Nero and Poppaea 4

, the latter with the

epithet SefiacrTrj granted in a.d. 62 and so the latest coin of Cotys, as no
aureus is known after 60/1

5
. Still Bosporan likenesses do occur, his own, one

marked with and one, a woman’s, with apparently a posthumous

honour paid to those rulers'
5

. Also he found an excuse to put his whole name
and his father’s on to a coin by displaying his pride in the honours accorded

him by the Romans, on the obverse the sella curulis, wreath and sceptre 7

labelled TEIMAI BACIAElilC KOTYOQ and on the reverse various arms and TOY
ACnOVPrOV (PI. VII. 20). But Nero put an end to this and we have a solitary

aureus with his monogram dated a.d. 62/3 (PI. vii. 22) and answering to

it a copper with nothing Bosporan at all (ib. 21): this we can correlate with

the presence of the Roman troops of which Herod Agrippa spoke. Buffer

states were out of fashion : Claudius had annexed Thrace, in the following

year (63) Nero annexed Pontus, reducing Polemo 1

1

to a small part of Cilicia:

so he seems to have mediatized Cotys.

We cannot be sure that all this does not belong to the next reign which

1 Josephus, Bell. Jud. n. xvi. 4 ;
A. von = a.d. 65/6, but Bertier-de-La-Garde, Trans. Od.

Domaszewski, Rh. Mus. xlvii. (1892), p. 207. Soc. xxix. p. 163, rejects it.

2 BCA. xlv. p. 10, N0.2; App. <\6= losPE. n. 52.
6

l.c. p. 162, PI. n. 34, 30, 31 ;
Bur. xxvir. 105

3 IosPE. It. 38, 39, 358 ;
iv. 446. (=BMC. Pontus,

xi. 13), 113, 106.
i Burachkov, xxvii. 105, 111 : BMC. Pontus

,

7 Cf. coins of Juba II and Ptolemy of Maure-
XI. 14; 9, 13; 10— 12; XU. 1. tania, L. Muller, Num. de Pane. Afrique

,
ill.

5 Koehne, MK. 11. p. 226, claims one for a.b. 362 pp. 106, 129.
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may have begun any time between a.d. 62 and 68/9. Rhescuporis seems to

have decided at once for Vespasian, an aureus of the latter year with

bears that emperor’s portrait and to him he probably owed his recognition as

king, hence the laudatory inscription cited above (p. 598 n. 7) : we have three

more aurei with the monogram of Rhescuporis dated a.b. 369, 370, 374 =
a.d. 72/4, 77/8, but none from the time of Titus. Domitian must have
regarded Rhescuporis with special favour, as instantly upon his accession his

head appears on the reverse of an aureus and on the obverse he allowed the

king to put his own bust and the inscription BACIAELUC PHCKOVriOPI ACC.
As the year a.b. 377 expired a fortnight after Domitian’s accession (Sep. 13

a.d. 81), this is a remarkable example of the swiftness of the Roman posts,

and the quickness with which coin-dies were sunk 1
. In a.b. 383 and 384

(PI. vii. 24) appears the full name Tiberius Julius Rhescuporis but he soon

reverted to the shorter style in which he was followed by his successors.

In copper he at first continued the types of Cotys with the arms and the

TEIMAI (cf. PI. vii. 20) and Nero’s reverse (cf. ib. 21): later he launched out

into portraits, his own bust flanked by the club and trident on one side of a

coin and his queen’s on the other or both facing each other on the obverse, or

else a full length shewing him seated on the curule chair and holding his

sceptre (ib. 25) a new version of the TEIMAI, putting his foot on the neck of

one of two crouching captives or again riding swiftly with uplifted spear

(cf. PI. viii. 4) : further we have a view of a town gate with an equestrian

statue over the arch (cf. ib. 2), and a reverse with Nike. All these point to

successful wars with barbarians 2
. Two more of his coppers are used by

Bertier-de- La-Garde 3

,
to support his view that this Rhescuporis was the son of

Aspurgus and that the latter also bore the name Rhescuporis as well : on

the obverse of each is the head of a lono-haired kinor and BACIAELUCo o

PHCKOVriOPI AOC, on the reverse and a female head wearing in one case

a calathos (as inf. PI. vii. 7) in the other a stlengis
4

;
either of them would be

a goddess or a Roman lady, perhaps Livia, in a goddess’s attributes. He
regards it as a coin rendering posthumous honour to the king’s father, like

those of Cotys mentioned above, arguing that you would not have a king’s

monogram on the same coin on which he had been allowed to display his full

name and that we know from e.g. PI. vii. 20 that a king could put his father’s

name in full : but there is nothing surprising in the use of an old die for the

reverse after the whole name had been allowed 5 and we have good reason for

thinking that Cotys not Aspurgus was father to this Rhescuporis 15

,
finally we

have no real evidence that Aspurgus was called Rhescuporis at all.

This idea had originally been suggested by Burachkov to account for the

monogram known to belong to the time of Aspurgus : but if we are

to guess at monograms I am inclined to see in the same name as in

1 General Bertier-de- La-Garde tells me Turkish s A stranger thing is a coin with BAE on the

ships cross from Constantinople in three days. reverse and the same monogram countermarked on
- Burachkov, xxvu. 12 1— 131 ;

BMC. Pontus, the obverse. Giel, TRAS. V. PI. vi. 60.

XII. 5— 1 1.
c This disposes of an interpretation of the mono-

' Trans. Od. Soc. XXIX. p. 164, PI. II. 32, 33. gram on PI. vii. 25 as tov 'A/nroCpyov : it might be
4 BMC. Pontus, xii. 4. the date AOT = a.b. 371= a.d. 74/5.
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^ with the insertion of B for /SacriXeu? : and it can hardly be chance that in

J^>
we can see AriP three important letters of ’Xcnrovpyos : the addition of the

S would introduce too great complications. So too it can hardly be a coinci-

dence that the B comes just when there was a new emperor whose names
Tiberius Julius were borne by all the successors of Aspurgus and most likely

were adopted by him in connexion with the conferment upon him of the kingly

title
1
. On the reverse of coppers, except on PI. vn. 5, accompanies a

portrait which is probably Aspurgus: on the obverse appear first Tiberius and
then Gaius with their superscriptions 2

.

Again it can hardly be chance that in a woman’s monogram as we
know from coins struck in her honour by Cotys (v. p. 599 ), we can see the

characteristic letters of Bao-iOucrcrA rHnouVuPis 3

,
a name that we read upon

the coins of Mithridates VIII, and only their mother could appear upon the

coins of both brothers—the </x,A.opai/t.aios mother of whom Petrus Patricius

speaks. It looks therefore as if Aspurgus began by putting his simple monogram

on his coins in a.b. 307 and 310 = a.d. io/ii, 13/14, received the title of

king from Tiberius in a.b. 3ii=a.d. 14/15 and died in a.b. 334 = a.d. 37/8
leaving his wife Gepaepyris as regent until Mithridates came of age in

a.b. 336=a.d. 39/40. This minority raised the hopes of the Zenonids and

led to Polemo II’s empty claim. The monograms and kept the A as

part of BAcrAeu?, perhaps the top line is a survival from the n in .

I have hazarded the suggestion that Dynamis lurks in ^ indicating that

she was the head of the Anti-Polemonian or Aspurgian party though she must
have been very aged : but her rival Pythodoris also ruled at the age of sixty.

Of m 1 have no interpretation
:
perhaps it belonged to an elder brother of

Aspurgus
;
there may be a T in it accounting for the top line.

As to the portraits on these gold coins from a.b. 289 to 374 there can be

scarcely any doubt but that they are meant to represent Romans and that

very little attempt was made to secure a resemblance, though fathers and sons

or very near relations are made somewhat alike : Roman officials would have
demanded closer portraiture 4

. Until a.b. 3IO = a.d. 13/14 we have the same
face on the obverse : its disappearance after that year points to Augustus.

Its companion on the reverse goes on one more year and has been called

Agrippa. The next face on the obverse as it takes the place of Augustus is

clearly Tiberius and persists not merely to a.b. 333 = a. d. 36/ 7, as we might
expect, but to 335. The reason suggested is that on the reverse they took to

putting the next heir to the Empire, first perhaps the younger Drusus, then

from a.b. 321 = a.d. 24/5 a son of Germanicus, finally to be defined as Gaius.

When the latter came to the throne, there being no obvious heir, they left the

two heads as before, a precedent for the Emperor’s predecessor or parent

taking the obverse and himself the reverse. The two staters ol Mithridates VIII

1 So IosPE. iv. 203 mentioning Cotys, son of 2 B. xxvi. 84—88 ;
BMC. Pontus

,
xi. 5, 6.

Ti. Julius, may as well be Cotys I as II or III : but it
3 Bertier-de-La-Garde, op. cit. p. 159, reads

does not tell us anything. The style Ti. Julius is HP... or HPA....

established for all kings except those known only 4 There are numberless views: I give Bertier-

by coins or imperfect inscriptions. de- La-Garde’s, op. cit. pp. 166— 179.

M. 76
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have not been explained as on the first Gaius ought to appear, but both have
the same head and it persists as that of Claudius on the regular obverses until

a.b. 359 = a. d. 62/3, except that Agrippina appears for the one year a.b. 352,

the first of Nero’s reign. On the reverses we have Britannicus till 346 and

then Nero. The |{/^f coins all have Vespasian on the obverse and on the

reverse a purely conventional Titus, but Domitian appears on the first gold

coin with a king’s name, a.b. 377 ;
from that year the Bosporan king occupies

the obverse and the Emperor the reverse.

If we are at a loss with regard to the gold coins which do bear dates,

even worse is the case of the coppers with the monograms

occurs on not less than twenty varieties : the monogram (as almost

always on Bosporan coins) is on the reverse and so in many cases is a numeral

letter. The same applies to coins with BAA', save that there are only three

varieties and all have numerals 1

: one has A, another, PI. vn. 13, like the

identical coin (ib. 5), 1a, the third, PI. vn. 12, unlike similar

coin (ib. 18), I. Roughly speaking the size of the coin increases with the

numeral it bears, so the numbers do not give dates but values presumably in

chalci or lepta. Bertier-de- La-Garde’s inference is that came first,

produced several issues and then introduced the novelty of value-marks kept

up by his successor and by under whom the reckoning by chalci

soon gave way to that by asses practised in later times (v. p. 633). According to

this and gA must have been contemporaneous with and

and consequently, as two kings cannot fill the same state at the same time,

these latter monograms must be those of officials regulating the coinage, and
having in view the close relations between Bosporan and Roman gold we
must pronounce these officials to have been Roman : but it is not clear that

once value-marks were introduced they were never dropped, but were used

1 Cf. PI. vii. 12— 18, BMC. Pontus
, pp. 44, 45;

Podsbivalov, Trails. Od. Soc. XV. pp. 28—36;

Burachkov (B.) XXIV. 11—26 and p. 226, No. 32;
Giel(G.), Kl.B. II. 20; TRAS. v. vi. 59 ;

Oreshnikov

(Or.) Mat.for Num. Bl. Sea Coast
, pp. 15—20; Ber-

tier-de- La-Garde (BG.) Trans. Od. Soc. XXIX.

Publ. Obv.
Diam.

Rev. in mm.

Coins with BAE :

B. 11. Sarapis. Cornucopia, A. 14

B. 18. Athena. Dog. 15

B. 25. Dionysus. Cista mystica, B. 17

B. 22. Ammon. Uraeus. 18

B. 20. Dolphin. Monogram only. '9

PI. vii. 14. Athena. Horse-head. 20

B. 13. Lion, star. Wreath, palm, 1

". 20

B. 14. >>
Monogram only. 20

G. Kl. B. Perseus. 20

G. TRAS. Youth’s hd. 20

PI. vii. 15. Apollo. Tripod, myrtle, A- 21

B. 16. Demeter. Ox-head. 21

PI. vii. 16. Poseidon. Dolphin, E.

Eagle, 13 .

25

B. 21. Zeus. 28

PI. vii. 17. Perseus. Herm, palm, Z. 21

Publ. Obv. Rev. Diam.

B. 24. Hermes. Caduceus, Z. 21

B. p. 226. Athena. Twined snakes. 25
B. 26. Hermes. Caduceus, Z- 27
PI. vii. 18. Helios. Crescent, star. 3°
Or. Heracles. Lionskin, club, 32

bow-case, 1, in

myrtle - wreath

,

cf. PI. VII. II.

BG. 1. 12. „ without 1. 32

Coins similar in style
,
no monogram; cf. B. 1 1

.

.24:

BG. 11. 20. Sarapis. Cornucopia, A. 14
BG. 11. 22. Hermes. Caduceus, B. 15

BG. 11. 21. „ z. 20

Coins with BAM

:

BG. I. 18; Heracles. Snake, apple-tree 20

Or. Cat. of Hesperides, A.
JJvarov

, p. 76.

PI. vii. 13. Ares. Trophy, |a • 20

PI. VII. 12. Helios. Crescent, star, I. 24

For “indications” of PI. vii. 17 worn on crowns

v. pp. 388, f. 285, 390.
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continuously, and on this depends the comparative chronology suggested : also

the monograms <&• TO Up are similar to Egk E& in application

and execution, nor is there any change in the coinage as though with the

appearance of the latter group a new authority had assumed control, so that it is

unlikely that the persons represented by the former group stood in an entirely

different relation to the coinage from that in which the kings ]^\p etc. stood.

The extraordinary variety of types on the coins of makes it hard to say

that they point in any particular direction unless perhaps to Asia Minor, but

we cannot see in this the influence of Pythodoris under whose tutelage

Bertier-de- La-Garde would put both these mysterious kings. It appears to

me that in these miscellaneous types a king who was limited in real authority

even as regards the coinage of gold, tried to symbolize his pretensions and
ancestry: Bertier-de- La-Garde 1

cites a parallel in Juba II of Mauretania,

husband of Cleopatra Selene, whose position was very like that of a Bosporan
king. He seems to have taken a pleasure in varying his coins, some with

Latin, some with Greek, some with Punic inscriptions, and types recalling

different divinities and the glories and cults of Africa and Egypt". So

hints at a descent from Poseidon (PI. vn. 16) and Heracles (the coin with

a reverse like PI. vn. 11), ancestors of the later Bosporan kings, and also at

a connexion with Mithridates VI, by putting Helios = Mithras with a Mithri-

datic profile and the star and crescent, the old badge of his house (PI. vii. 18),

Perseus, the eponymous ancestor of the Persians (PI. vn. 17), Sarapis, the god
of Sinope, Dionysus, whose name was adopted by Mithridates, though he has

not dared repeat the most characteristic types used by the great king.

These Mithridatic reminiscences made Oreshnikov (l.c.) read as Ba-

o-iXeto? Evnaropos and assign the coins to Mithridates the Great 3

;
while those

with he put down to Mithridates VIII imitating his great ancestor,

pointing out that numbers 4 and 6 taken as regnal years would suit the part of

his reign before he was dethroned and 10 his last bid for royalty 4
. The

attribution to Mithridates VI is impossible on the ground of style (e.g. PI. vii.

16 is nearer akin to vii. 1 1 than to the splendid issues of the great king) and

the numerals 1—7, 10 on coins led me to attribute both series to

Mithridates VIII, hence the position in which they appear on PI. vii. This

ground fails me, and though I do not consider it inconceivable that a poseur

like Mithridates VIII may have used two monograms besides his whole name,

adopting the surname Eupator but just lacking courage to put it at lull length

because that would be open defiance to Rome before he was ready, and may
have chosen the many types setting forth the ancestry of which we know that

he was proud, I fear that until inscriptions are discovered throwing light on

the period between b.c. 16 and a.d. 14 we must give up hope of reading

the riddle of these monoarams.O

1 Trans. Od. Soc. XXIX. p. 150.
2 L. Muller, Nnmismatique de VAfrique An-

cie7ine
,

III. p. 103 sqq.
3 Imhoof-Blumer, Portrdtk. p. 36 and Wroth,

BMC. Pontus etc., p. xxx. n. 1 agree.

76—

2

4 He cites from Chaudoir, Corrections. ..cl Sestini

,

p. 70 a lost coin like vii. 12 but with KAAYAIOY
round the head which would settle the matter:

Bertier-de-La-Garde explains the inscription as a
fake.
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During this dark period some close connexion was formed between the

Bosporan house and the royal house of Thrace. The Thracian names of

Spartocus and Paerisades indicate too remote a link to account for the

appearance on the Bosporus of the names Cotys, Rhescuporis and a century
later Rhoemetalces \ which go back generations in the Thracian dynasty.

We do know of a link in that Pythodoris, second wife of Polemo I, married
her daughter Antonia Tryphaena to Cotys V Sapaeus of Thrace and became
regent of the country, but the Zenonids were only interlopers on the Bosporus
and Antonia’s son, Polemo II, never established his claim to it, so it would
scarcely be through them that the Bosporan dynasty (pace Bertier-de- La-Garde
l.c.) adopted Thracian names. If Gepaepyris was Thracian 2 she would be
a more likely person. The descent claimed from Eumolpus (App. 54) shews
pride in the Thracian connexion. I have referred to the probability that

Aspurgus took the names Tiberius Julius on being granted the kingly title at

the accession of the Emperor Tiberius.

Sauromates I and Cotys II.

Ti. Julius Sauromates I, son of Rhescuporis, reigned according to his coins

(PI. viii. 1) from a.b. 390 to 420 = a.d. 93/4 to 123/4. His coppers are similar

to his father’s (v. p. 600 and PI. vii. 19, 20, 25) only that upon some
appears the head of the Emperor 3 or that of an Empress or goddess (cf. vn. 7

reverse). The superscriptions are sometimes extraordinarily ill written testi-

fying to Bosporan ignorance of Greek 4
. A new variety of the gateway coin

shews two towers, a kneeling captive and a tree or flames behind the arch

(PI. viii. 2). The portraits of the king upon his large bronzes are very

characteristic with his mild expression, long hair and prominent nose 5
. His

inscriptions

6

give us his full title—he revives the style
/3acrAeus fiacriXecov used

by Pharnaces and perhaps by Asander—tell us of buildings undertaken for or

by him, and shew that in his time Tanais was already re-established, but on

the new site. The Latin inscription is a compliment from the colony of

Sinope. He is the first to express upon inscriptions the claims to descent

from Poseidon and Heracles that his father indicated upon his coins and
Rhescuporis 1

1

T stated most elaborately. To this king’s reign we must refer

a revolt quelled by Trajan of which Jordanes speaks 8

,
if we are to believe in it at

all. Pliny the Younger 9
tells us of envoys sent by Sauromates to Trajan.

Ti. Julius Cotys II, son of Sauromates, reigned from a.b. 420 to 429 =
a.d. 123/4 to 1 3 2

/3 * his first year his admiral defeated the Scythians 10
.

1 Bertier-de-La-Garde, op. cit. p. 186-8, well

explains him as the representative of a younger
branch whose founder received this name before

the Thracians were mediatized in 43 A.D.
2 So Tomaschek, Die alten Thraker

, p. 51.
3 Burachkov, xxvill. 151-4.
4 Oreshnikov, Mat. for Num. p. 21.

Sauromates, son of Rhescuporis, must be the
original of Sauromatus, son of Crisconorus, the
enemy of Cherson in Const. Porph. de Adm. Imp.
c. 53: the legend has no value as Bosporan history

though some as Chersonian literature, v. p. 526.

0 IosPE. 11. [26, 38], 39, 40 (Latin), 352, 358,

401, iv. 202 (?), 446, BCA. xxin. p. 46, No. 32

(
= App. 47), xxvil. p. 37, No. 33 (?) from Partemt,

probably brought there as building material.
7 IosPE. 11. 4i( = App. 54) and 358.
8 Romana

, 267, Traianus...Bosforanos Colchos

edomuit postquam ad feritatem prorupissent
;
per-

haps a mere exaggeration of Eutropius viii. 3,

regem.. .Bosporanorum... in (idem accepit.
9 Epp. LXIII, LXIV, LXVII.
10 IosPE. 11. 27, his only other inscription is IV.

421 = App. 48.
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Phlegon of Tralles says that the Emperor gave him the crown and put

Cherson under him 1

. Arrian in his Periplus (26 (17 H.)) is made to tell the

Emperor that he extended his information to include the north coast of the

Euxine in case he should wish to interfere in Bosporan affairs on the occasion

of the death of Cotys which had recently occurred. Brandis 2 has suggested

that the forger who added the second half of the Periplus introduced this local

name in order to make a transition to his own work. But there is nothing

unlikely in disturbances on the Bosporus at the time of Cotys’s death as

Rhoemetalces his successor does not seem to have been his son, but the

representative of a younger branch, yet the dated aurei overlap by a full year

3

.

The bronze coins of Cotys are much like his father’s : new types present

the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus with KA ITE and the king’s monogram B§Z
within a wreath (PI. vm. 5). His gold coins and those of Rhoemetalces and
Eupator are a good deal alloyed and the British Museum Catalogue even
reckons them electrum.

Rhoemetalces and Eupator.

Ti. Julius Rhoemetalces, as his coins shew, reigned from a.b. 428 to

450 = a. d. 131/2 to 153/4; they are fairly continuous, but there is a curious gap
between a.b. 434 and 439 (PI. vm. 6). In his second year he set up an
inscription to Hadrian as roV lSlov KTLcrTrjv\ Later on he may have had some
idea of making himself more independent, for twice the Chersonesans sent

Ariston to him to discuss an alliance

5

and some cause of trouble arose between
him and the Roman provincial authorities. However the Emperor Antoninus
Pius sent him back to his kingdom 5

. His coppers present much the same
types as those of his predecessors, without the new ones added by Cotys 1

1

r

.

O. Rossbach 8 supposes that a bust in the National Museum at Athens is

a portrait of Rhoemetalces, but there are other possibilities.

The name of Ti. Julius Eupator shews that in spite of their Thracian
names the Bosporan kings had not forgotten the Mithridatic tradition. His
coins extend from a.b. 451 to 467 =a.d. 154/5 to 1 7°l 1 (cf- Ph vm. 7). Then
follow three years without any issue

;
these may be assigned either to Eupator

or to his successor Sauromates or to an interregnum or struggle. Lucian

makes one of his characters in “Alexander or the False Prophet” meet at Aegiali

the envoys of Eupator journeying into Bithynia to fetch the yearly subsidy 8

and fare in their ship to Amastris. His inscriptions are all from Tanais 10 where
there was much building activity in his time.

1 <advTT(Tai;cv, ap. Const. Porph. de Them. II.

12; Steph. Byz. s.v. Blxrnopos

;

v. sup. p. 524 n. 1.

2 P.-IV. III. p. 783, more at length, Rh. Mus. Li.

p. 1. C. Patsch defends its genuineness in Klio,

iv. pp. 68—75 : v. supra p. 24.
:i BMC. Pontus

,
p. 61, Cotys, 0KY = 429 A.B.

4 losPE. 11. 33, other inscriptions II. 353
(
= App. 49), 437. BCA. xlv. p. 9, No. 1 is a

private dedication to Hadrian (?).

5 App. 19= IosPE. 11. 199, v. sup. p. 524.
0 Iulius Capitolinus in Script. Hist. Aug. “Vita

Antonini,” c. 9, Rhoemetalcen in regnum Bospo-
ranum audito inter ipsum et curatorem negotio

remisit. Brandis, P.-W. ill. p. 784, translates

curator by Vormund suggesting that Rhoemetalces
was a minor under a guardian.

7 B. XXIX. 179— 190.
8 Svoronos, Journal Intermit, d’Archcologic

Numismatique
,
IV. (1901), pp. 77— 82, PI. iv.

IJ

C. 57» aniovras (irl Kopi.8fj Tr/i IniTeiov (rvi’Tti-

so Brandis translates, P.-W. in. p. 787, not
paying tribute as P. C. Sands, op. cit. p. 135, says.

Cf. infr. p. 608 n. 2.

>o IosPE. II. 422 (
= App. 50), 438, 439 ;

IV. 447;
the latter has a fine example of the Bosporan state

mark, v. p. 317, f. 227, p. 318, n. 1.
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The coins of Eupator are very uneven in workmanship, so much so that

some rude specimens have been assigned to an unnecessary *Eupator II
1

.

Eupator uses the coin types brought in by Cotys II (substituting his own

monogram EBy) as well as the ordinary ones 2
.

Whether this points to his being more directly linked to him or no we
cannot say: the mutual relations of Cotys II, Rhoemetalces and Eupator are

unknown 3
. The next king Ti. Julius Sauromates II was son of Rhoemetalces.

Sauromates //, Rhescuporis II, Cotys III', Sauromates III.

After the three years’ gap mentioned above the coins of Sauromates II

run without any decided break from a.b. 471 to 5<07=a.d. 174/5 to 210/11

(cf. PI. viii. 9). He is not mentioned by any author but appears in a good
many inscriptions

4

. In the first he thanks Caracalla as a benefactor of himself

and his kingdom : another (App. 52) speaks of him as having gained victories

over Scythians and Siraci, received the submission of the Tauric land and
made the sea safe for ships to go to Bithynia. Indeed the reign of Sauromates
marks the end of a peaceful stretch in Bosporan history and the beginning of

long wars with the natives
;

to this corresponds the way the quiet scenes

depicted in the earlier catacombs (e.g. p. 313, f. 223) give place to combats
in the later (pp. 314—319, ff. 224— 230'"). His coinage is interesting:

besides continuing the types of Rhoemetalces 6 he issued a series of large

coppers 7 of unusually good workmanship with the labours of his ancestor

Heracles (e.g. PI. viii. 11). Other new types are those of the captive and
trophy 8

,
the eagle displayed holding a wreath 9 and a figure of a goddess

(Aphrodite Urania?) sitting on a throne crowned with a mural crown, holding

the apple in one hand and a long sceptre in the other (PI. viii. 12, 14). Before

her sometimes stands Eros 10
. This type survived in utter degradation upon

the coins of later kings. A more important innovation was the substitution in

some of his staters of very decided electrum for gold, an important step in

a degradation which ended in the miserable coins of the later kings 11
.

Ti. Julius Rhescuporis II son of Sauromates, king from a.b. 507 to 525
= a.d. 210/1 to 228/9, ^ usually considered to be the husband of the queen with

the gold mask (v. p. 433). From his time we have many inscriptions mostly

1 Koehne, MK. II. p. 313, cf. v. Sallet, Zl. f
Num ., IV. p. 309.

2 PL VIII. 8; B. XXIX. 191—202.
3 BCA. X. p. 29, No. 22 mentions a son of

Rhoemetalces, Tib. Julius. ..Eupator or Sauromates
we cannot say.

4 IosPE. II. 34, 57, 357, 427, 428, 445 (
= App.

53), BCA. XXXVII. p. 38, No. 2 ( = App. 51), on the

analogy of the last his name is probably to be

supplied in IosPE. 11. 402 (
= App. 69) and certainly

in II. 423 (
= App. 52): n.47 is doubtful, much more

so BCA. x. p. 29, No. 22. In IosPE. 11. 41, 43,

430—431 bis, iv. 194 he appears only as father to

Rhescuporis 1

1

. His tamga (cf. p. 318, n. 1) adorns
App. 52 and BCA. XL. p. 1 13, No. 1 12, v. p. 614, n. 2.

BCA. XLV. p. 51, No. 5 at Chersonese seems to

mention this king’s warlike operations.
5 Rostovtsev, Bobrinskoj Miscellany “Painting

of the 1891 Catacomb,” p. 127, n. 2.

0 B. xxx. 218—227, xxxi. 250, 251.
7 B. xxx. 230—238, marking a real reform of

the copper currency, v. p. 633.
8 B. xxxi. 252—254.
9 PI. viii. 13: B. xxxi. 246—249.
10 Rostovtsev, op. c. p. 150, n. 1, arguing that

the figures, formerly described as Sarapis and Isis

(v. supra p. 310), are really chthonian deities into

whom the deceased is to be merged, suggests that

on these coins we have the queen merged in a

similar goddess and on those (B. XXX. 228, 229)
which shew Heracles with club and trident crowned
by Nike, the king merged in his divine ancestors:

he compares the stele described on p. 304, n. 4.
11 Taraktash hoard, A. Ch. Steven, Bulletin of

Tauric Record Comm. XLiii. 1909, p. 99, as quoted
by Latyshev, TIovTiKa, p. 123, n. 1.
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from Tanais where much was doing in his reign

1

. Two stones' witness to the

gratitude of the citizens of Prusias ad Hypium : another 3
set up by the city

of Amastris calls the king Philhellene, proof positive that he was a barbarian.

His “aurei ’’are some of gold and some of electrum (PI. vm. 15, 16) ;
the

coppers mostly shew the king on horseback with a spear (type of PI. vm. 10)

and the seated Aphrodite : a new and elaborate type 4 shews a trophy with

supporters and a crouching captive below. The abundant coinage of Rhes-
cuporis gives place in a.b. 524 to an issue of his son Ti. Julius Cotys III : in

525 both coined aurei reduced by 5 grn. probably thus raising funds for a civil

war 5
. Cotys Ill’s coins go on till a.b. 53o = a.d. 233/4 (e.g. Ph vm. 17).

After his father’s death Cotys did not reign alone for we have coins (e.g. PI.

vm. 18) bearing the name Sauromates (HI) and dates from a.b. 526 to 529 =
a.d. 229/30 to 232/3. Their names appeared together in an inscription of

a society at Gorgippia 6

,
so presumably their relations were friendly. To

Sauromates III is referred a hopelessly corrupt manumission 7

,
otherwise he is

unknown
;
Cotys is mentioned in several inscriptions from Tanais 8

. The
degradation of the coinage now proceeded rapidly. Cotys 1 1 1 has “ aurei ” of

gold, electrum and silver, Sauromates 1 1 1 of electrum and silver and perhaps
even potin. Their coppers shew few types and poor design.

Later Kings.

However, worse was speedily to come. The coinage shews that the

kingdom was fast declining and that divided rule produced its natural effect.

Whether the division was effected peacefully we cannot tell
;
but it is probable

that, as in the Empire itself, mutually hostile claimants to the crown held

different parts and tried to dethrone each other. Further the execution of the

portraits is so poor that it is impossible to be sure to how many persons belong

the various heads marked Rhescuporis. The regnal years are as follows.

Coins with the name Rhescuporis appeared during the year a.b. 530 = a.d. 233/4
(PI. vm. 19), the last year of Cotys, and a.b. 531 =a.d. 234/5 the first of

Ininthimeus whose coins (PI. vm. 20) go on till a.b. 536 = a.d. 239/40
9

. Then
begin other coins marked Rhescuporis which go on without any considerable

break until a.b. 572 = a.d. 275/6. There is a good deal of variety among the

portraits on these coins but different writers put the change at different times :

Mionnet and Sabatier take a.b. 550 — a.d. 253/4, for which year there seem
no Rhescuporis coins, and just at that moment Pharsanzes strikes coins with

the dates a.b. 550 (PI. vm. 21), 55i=a.d. 253/4, 254/

5

10
: Oreshnikov 11

finds

at a.b. 560 = a.d. 263/4 a new head and a better style (v. PI. vm. 22 and 23),

leading off with a real gold aureus: whereas Koehne (l.c.) refuses to make any

1 IosPE. 11. 41 (
= App. 54), 42, 43, 48, 429, 430

(
= App. 55), 431, 431 bis, 446—451, iv. 194, BCA.
xxxvii. p. 1, No. 1 : not all of them, e.g. II. 447
(=App. 56), mention him, the year number being

sufficient dating: in 11. 432, 453, iv. 433 he is given

as the father of Cotys.
2 IosPE. II. 43 and iv. 194 (from Esky-Krym, a

new place for Bosporan inscriptions).
3 ib. II. 42.

4 B. xxxii. 284.
5 Bertier-de-La-Garde, “Materials for...Stath-

tnological Investigations,” p. 87, n. 46.
6 App. 5 -7 = IosPE. iv. 433.
7 IosPE. II. 54.
8 IosPE. 11. 432, 452 (

= App. 58), 453, [455J.
a B. XXXII. 316 : Giel, TEAS. V. p. 360, says 535.
10 Koehne, MK. 11. p. 332.
11 Cat. Uvarov

,
p. 1 1

3.
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distinction; certainly the variation in style of Eupator or Sauromates II is

just as great. This evidence may be interpreted according to taste. One
and the same king may have been enthroned in a.b. 233, deposed the following

year in favour of Ininthimeus, restored in 239, again driven out by Pharsanzes
during the year 254, and re-established under more favourable conditions so

that in a few years he could make improvements in the coinage and rule

undisturbed till his death in a.b. 572 = a.d. 275/6

1

,
or again there may have been

a whole series of shortlived princes bearing or adopting the same royal name
and struggling with various rivals or rebellious subjects. This is what we
usually find towards the end of an oriental dynasty. Certainly the appearance
of Pharsanzes, as has been already remarked, coincides with the time when
on the extinction (or rather effacement) of the old loyal dynasty, the Borani

and Goths were allowed by upstart kings to use against Roman Asia the

harbour and ships of Bosporus 3
. It is clearly useless to number these later

Rhescuporids.

Ininthimeus (a.d. 234—239) apparently belonged to the old house, at

least he used the names Tiberius Julius, but a different tamga (v. p. 318,

n. 1), on inscriptions at Tanais 3

,
the latest found on the site. Shortly after

the town must have succumbed probably to the very movement of the

barbarians that brought the Borani to the Bosporus. A Ti. Julius Rhescuporis

has left us inscriptions from Panticapaeum itself

4

,
dated a.b. 546, 547 = a.d. 249,

250, and these tell us that he claimed the kingdom by hereditary right.

Evidently a.b. 572 = a.d. 275/6 must have been a critical year on the

Bosporus. The date is borne by the last coin of the Rhescuporis series, by
the whole issue of Sauromates IV (PI. vm. 24) of whom we know no more,

and by the first coin struck by Tiberius Julius Teiranes whose series (PI. vm.

25) breaks off at a.b. 576 = a.d. 279/80, the latest from Taraktash (v. p. 606,

n. 1
1
). In his honour and that of his queen Aelia all the great men of the

kingdom from Theodosia to ra ’AcnrovpyLavd joined to set up a dedication to

Zeus and Hera the Saviours"', so he must have ruled on both sides of the strait.

Thothorses succeeded to Teiranes and we find his coins for most years

from a.b. 575 to 6o5=a.d. 278/9 to 308/9 (e.g. PI. vm. 26)
6
. In time he

corresponds to the legendary Sauromatus son of Crisconorus in Constantine

Porphyrogenitus. No inscription names Thothorses, but one dated a.b. 603 =
a.d. 306 throws an interesting light on the career of a Bosporan in his reign 7

.

One Sogus son of Olympus after spending sixteen years in Roman territory

where he bore the name of Aurelius Valerius Olympianus and rose to be

1 Oreshnikov, p. 1 1 6.

2 Zosimus, I. 31 : Bopavo'i 8e k«m Tps eIs rrjv Acriav

81aftacrecos eneipwvTO, kcu paov ye Karerrpa^avro ravrrjv

8id to>v oIkovvtwv tov BdaTropov, 8eei paAAo V f]

yvcopp irXoiu re 8e8o)<(')T(ov k«< pyperapevwv Trjs 81a-

ftdrrecos. eeos pev yap (iaeriKeis avrals paav rrais rrapa

ntiTpds (i<8()(dpev(HTr)v upxrjv, 8u'i Terpv npds'Bwpawvs
(piXtav Kai rd Ton/ ipnopiwv evavpfioAov ical rd Trapd

To)V jiaerCKewv avrols erovs eKaurov nepiropeva 801pa,

biereXovv e'ipyovres eni rip ’Acriav 8cajirjvai
/
3ovXopevovs

tovs SKvOas, CTrei 06 tov (iaaiKeiov yevovs 8ia(f)0apivTos

dvd^LOi rives Kai uncppippivoi tt/s ijyepoinas xar-

errTrjrTav Kvpioi, SeSwTes i(j) eavrols rrp’ 81a tov

13otriropov Tois SkvOois enl rr/v ’Acriav 8e86)Kaai

ndpobov, nXoiois aiiToiis oIk€lois 8ta/3i.pdaavTes, a

ttciXiv ai'aXaftbvTes ai'e^Mpr/irav etr oikov.
3 IosPE. II. 433, 434 ( = App. 59), [435].
4 IosPE. 11. 44, 45, 46 ( = App. 60).
5 App. 61— IosPE. 11. 29, v. p. 612: App. 62 —

IosPE. IV. 21
1
probably belongs to this reign.

6 Giel, PRAS. V. p. 360, makes him begin at

A.B. 583 = a.d. 286/7 but there seems no reason

to doubt the earlier years quoted by Koehne
MK. 11. p. 357: Oreshnikov, Cat. Uvarov

, p. 1 1

8

raises no objection : Giel is sole authority for the

year 605. Note the special tamga on his coin.
7 App. 63=BCA. X. p. 26, No. 21 : cf. the aeftaa-

TayvcoiTTos Roman knight in App. 60.



Ininthimeus to Rhescuporis the Last 609

personally honoured by Diocletian and Maximian, and after passing through
much tribulation returns to be governor of Theodosia and builds a 7rpoa-ev^rj

in fulfilment of a vow.
Rhadamsadius (Rhadamsades, Rhadampsaclius) coined from a.b. 605 to

6
1 9 — a. d. 308/9 to 322/3 (e.g. PI. vin. 2 7)

1 thus overlapping with Rhescuporis
the Last. Rhadamsadius is mentioned in two inscriptions 2

,
but both are

imperfect beyond satisfactory restoration. One mentions Rhescuporis as

well and Latyshev restores it as if it belonged to the time when the two kings

reigned together, but the stone is lost and the reading unintelligible. Koehne
gives coins of Rhescuporis the Last for most years between a.b. 608 = a.d. 31 1 /2

and a.b. 631 = a. D. 334/5: Podshivalov 3 instances some with the date a.b. 600 =
a.d. 303/4 at the beginning and a.b. 638 = a.d. 341/2 at the end and Imhoof-
Blumer follows him in this

4
,
but the coins (e.g. PI. vm. 28) are so miserably

executed that Oreshnikov 5
is quite right in doubting these figures. Giel (he.)

after a new examination declares that his earliest coin is a.b. 615= a.d. 318/9.

The name is written in either nominative or genitive in endless ways; GieL
gives thirteen varieties. One of these misunderstood gave birth to a mythical

king CVrrHC who has been finally disposed of by Giel 7
.

Koehne has been followed by many other investigators in his endeavour
to make out two dynasties during the latter part of the Bosporan kingdom.
He makes Rhescuporis, Sauromates IV and Rhescuporis the Last the represen-

tatives of the old line and Pharsanzes, Teiranes, Thothorses and Rhadamsadius
members of a foreign dynasty. But we cannot establish two lines of kings ;

each set is fairly complementary to the other and the overlappings, about

a.d. 253/4, 272 and 318—321, are quite intelligible without such a sup-

position : the words of Zosimus do not necessarily imply it.

The series of coins which gives us each king’s name and date fails us in

342 a.d. and the general idea used to be that the Bosporan kingdom soon

came to an end and Panticapaeum was destroyed by the Huns 8
.

In a.d. 362 envoys from the Bosporans approached Julian asking leave to

pay tribute (annua complentes sollemnia) and live peaceably in their own
territories

9
. Perhaps what they really wanted was help against the barbarians.

Certain it is that there were movements of Goths and Huns passing from the

Crimea to the Caucasian mainland in close neighbourhood to the Greek
cities, but what destruction they wreaked was not fatal, for it is certain that the

old population went on digging catacombs and using the Bosporan era and
bearing Iranian names until the end of the vth century (v. p. 320), and
probable that kings bearing the names of Tiberius Julius and more or less

representative of the ancient line may have survived in the town until the

centralizing policy of Justinian undertook their duties of government and
defence.

1 As to the first date Giel, TRAS. v. p. 359, says

that what Koehne read as 6X should be [3 X making
606. As to the later limit there exist several pieces

with 0 IX but on one of them Giel has seen clear

traces of an attempt to alter the die to BIX and
so thinks the 0 in all cases a mistake, but Koehne,
MK. 11. p. 365, quotes at any rate 616 and 617.

2 App. 64, 65 = InsPE. II. 49, 312 1
(p. 309).

3 Beschr. p. 24, Nos. 75, 79.

4 Portrdtkdpfe
,
PI. v. 16 and p. 38.

6 Cat. Uvarov
, p. 1 19, but in “Coins of Cher. T.,

Kings of Bosp. Cimm. &c.,” Num. Misc. 11. PI. 1.

13, p. 47, he publishes with reservations one dated

0AX = a.d. 342/3.
6 TRAS. vii. p. 228.
7 TRAS. v. p. 359.
8 Mommsen, Provinces

, 1. p. 315.
8 Aram, Marc. XXII. vii. 10.

M. 77



6io Bosporus. History

The main evidence for' this is the inscription of Ti. Julius Doeptunes 1

in which the old Bosporan formulae are preserved untouched, except that the

old invocation ’Aya6rj Tu^i7
is flanked with a cross, the epithet everefiijs comes

before the rest, and the titles eVa/xyos and xo/rrjs applied to two officials

concerned shew the influence of Christian Constantinople. Of the date only

the unit G remains, but the ten looks like O and as in its general disposition

the inscription is so like those of the earlier kings that in a time of change it

cannot be separated from them by a very great interval, I should be inclined

to supply X for the hundred and make the whole GOX, a.b. 679 = a.d. 383.

The earliest dated Christian inscription has the year a.b. 601 =a.d. 304/5
3

.

In 325 Cadmus Bishop of Bosporus signed the decisions of the council of

Nicaea
;
later in the century no doubt Christianity became dominant. We

have a cross 3
set up to a Deacon in the year a.b. 733 = a.d. 436/7 and there is

the whole catacomb with its walls covered with psalms, prayers and responses

dated a.b. 788 = a. d. 491 and others similar but undated 4
. Christian burials

are concentrated in two regions, one spot in the Glinishche and one on the

north slope of Mount Mithriclates near the catacombs.

At the same time we must admit the presence of Goths even in the

towns
;
for as Skorpil points out 5

,
we find them buried with their characteristic

jewelry in these same Christian cemeteries and in catacombs hard by 6
.

In the time of Justin (a.d. 518—527) says Procopius 7 the Bosporites who
had been independent found it necessary to add themselves to the Empire.
The Huns had lately utterly destroyed Cepi and Phanagoria 8 and they feared

the same fate for Bosporus. Justinian tried to assure the peace of the

Bosporus by supporting Grod or Gordas, a converted Hun, as prince of the

neighbouring barbarians, but he infuriated his compatriots by melting down
their idols and selling the metal in the city. Under his brother Mugel or

Moagerius they rose up against him, slew him and attacked Bosporus where
they slew the imperial officers. So Justinian had to send considerable forces

and re-establish the imperial authority 9
. Presumably it was at this time that

he rebuilt the fortifications that had fallen into decay 10
. From henceforward

Bosporus has no independent existence. Sometimes it is subject to the

Empire, sometimes to the Huns, later to the Khazars, but it does not keep the

same individuality that Chersonese kept and there is not the same temptation

to follow its history through the dark ages 11
.

1 App. 66 = IosPE. 11. 49
1

,
p. 292.

“ Trans. Od. Soc. XXII., Minutes, p. 59: + eVdd§e

KCLTCLKljT € JZuTpOTTlS \a
3 Latyshev, Inscr. Christ. 86.
4 Kulakovskij in Mat. VI.; Rom. Quartalschrift,

viii. pp. 49—87, 309—327, PI. 11, ill; cf. supra, p. 320.
5 BCA. XXIII. p. 31.
6

e.g. MacPherson, PI. V : von Stem Trans. Od.
Soc. XX. p. 1 ;

Pharmacovskij A rcli. Anz. 190543. 60=
CR. 1904, pp. 71,78, v. supra p. 385, where dishes with

figures of Constantius afford some idea of the date.
7 de Bello Persico

,
1. 12.

8 Procopius, de B. Goth. IV. 5 :
yet we find

Phanagoria mentioned in the time of Justinian II

;

'J'heophanes (de Boor), p. 373; Niceph. C-politanus
(Bonn), p. 46.

Malalas(Bonn), p. 431 : Theophanes (de Boor),

p. 175, v. supra, p. 532.

10 Procopius de Aedif. in. 7, cf. Latyshev, Inscr.

Ch?'ist. No. 98. This obligation fell on later em-
perors, e.g. Maurice App. 70= Inscr. Christ. No. 99,
and was carried out through imperial officials—no
doubt the Bosporan dynasty was extinct.

11 The history of Bosporus between the last

Rhescuporis and Justinian is gradually brought
out by a controversy between Latyshev and Kula-
kovskij : cf. Latyshev, IosPE. II. 49

1

, p. 292;
CR. 1 882-8, p. 22 ;

Kulakovskij, “ Review of IosPE.
11.,” Journ. Min. Pub. Instr. May 1891, p. 181 ;

Mat. VI. p. 24 : Rom. Quartalschrift
,
VIII. pp. 49,

309 sqq. Latyshev, TEAS. v. p. 373; Mat. xvn.

p. 59; Inscr. Christ. No. 98; Kulakovskij, Vizan-

tijskij Vremennik, 11. (1895), p. 198, in. (1896) p. 1 ;

The Past of Taurida (Kiev, 1906), p. 5 5 sqq. See
also Bertier-de-La-Garde, Trans. Od. Soc. XVI.

p. 82. Brandis, P.-IV. II. p. 786.



xix] 77. yulius Doeptunes. Later Limes 61

1

LATER KINGS OF BOSPORUS AND THEIR DATED COINS.

A.B. B.C.

Mithridates VI (I of Bosporus) Eupator Dionysus, coined BX— A AX, a.b. 202-231, B.C. 96—67. no?—63
(Machares) 79—65
Pharnaces, coined ["AAX—ZAAX, a.b. 243—7, B.C. 55—51. A.U.C. 63—47
Asander, unrecognised. (Mithridates VII Pergamenus) 707/8—709/10 47—44

Archon, years of rule, 1—4 709/10—712/3 44—41

King, years of rule, 4, 6— 10, 12, 14, 16— 18, 20—25, 27—29 712/3—737/8 41— 17/16

Dynamis (alone) 737/8 ATTX 281 17/16

(Scribonius) 15/?)

Polemo I 740— 14—9/8 (?)

Dynamis or) . ,

Aspurgus (?) [

Coms wlth $ 0TTX-A'IX,nZ,A'IX, IZS X, 0 'll, T, BT, AT 289—304 b.c. 9/8-A.D. 7/8

Aspurgus (?) „ » W ET > 305, 306 00 1 0

Aspurgus ,, ^ and the like, ZT, IT 307 , 3 i° 10/1 1— 13/14

Aspurgus „ V) ]$j> A IT, T IT, EIT— H IT, KT, AKT, l~KT—AAT 3 1

1

—334 •4/15—37/8

Gepaepyris (?) ,, ^ AAT, EAT 334 ; 335 37/8—38/9

(Polemo II) (38—41)

Mithridates VIII. Full Name IZAT, HAT 336 , 338 39/40—41/2

? Coins with

? „ „

® 1

BAAPJ
39 (?)—49 (?)

Cotys I „ BAAT,6A/\T, IZ A^,OA\T, NT, BNT—ZNT 342—357
45/6— /CopperN

60/1 V till 62 )

(Nero) „ ©NT 359 62/3

Rhescuporis I „ Y>

|
7£k EET, GET, OT, AOT 365—374 68/9—77/8

„ Full Name ZOT, GOT—ATTT, C\ nT, HTTT 377—388 80/1—91/2 (93)

Sauromates I ST (?), rST— HST, Y— HT, IY KY 390—420 93/4—123/4

Cotys 11 KY— TKY, E KY—OKY 420—429 123/4— 132/3

Rhoemetalces HKY—AAY, GAY— BMY, AMY-NY 428—450 131/2— 153/4

Eupator ANY—AEY, IaEY, ZEY 451—467 154/ 5
— 170/1 ( 173 )

Sauromates II AOY- HOY, TTY, A TTY, ["TTY— HS Y, — T4>, E 4>- Z 4> 471— 507 174/5—210/1

Rhescuporis II Z 4>— rK<t>, G K 4> 507—525 2 10/ 1—228/9

Cotys 1 1

1

AK«t>— A<t> 524—530 227/8—233/4

Sauromates III IZK<t>—0K4> 526—529 229/30—232/3

Rhescuporis 1 1

1

A4>, AA<t> 53°; 531 233/4, 234/5

Ininthimeus AA4>, BA<b, AA4>- IZA<t> 531—536 234/5—239/40

Rhescuporis iZA4>, HA<t>-0AA4> 536—549 239/40—252/3

Pharsanzes N4>, AN<t> 55°; 55 1 253/4, 254/5

Rhescuporis AN<t>— BN4>, ZN4>— AE<t>, BO<b 551, 552, 557—-564,572 2 54/5—267/8,275/6

Sauromates IV BO<t> 572 275/6

Teiranes B04>— IZO<t> 572—576 275/6—279/80

Thothorses GO<t>, !Z04>, HO<b, ATT<t>— X, AX, 6X 575—605 278/9—308/9

Rhadamsadius GX—ZIX, OIX(?) 605—619 (?) 308/9—322/3

Rhescuporis HX—GKX, AAX, H AX, OAX(?) 608—639/?) 31 1/2—342/3

Every known gold or silver coin of these Bosporan rulers from Pharnaces to Ininthimeus is

noted with its weight in Bertier-de-La-Garde’s “Materials for Stathmological Investigations,” Num.
Misc. 11., and this table is in close agreement with his : he adds one to the numbers of the Rhes-

cuporids (v. p. 600).



6l2 Bosporus. Organization [ch.

Officials of the Bosporan Kingdom.

We have already seen how the Spartocids at first ruled as archons in the

Greek cities, then assumed the title of kings over various barbarian tribes and
finally imitated the other rulers of their time and called themselves, at any rate

in ordinary usage, kings of the whole Bosporus. Considering their preponde-
rance as evidenced by the absence of all mention of senate or people they can

hardly be said to have had a constitutional position. Mithridates introduced

the purest orientalism and this probably characterized all his successors.

The growth of the king’s title has been followed as it developed into the

sonorous formula used by Rhescuporis IT. Even this did not express enough
tor subjects who address Sauromates II as 6 i'Sio? [#eos] kol (Seo-iroTps or

(TGJTnjp
2

,
and Teiranes and his queen as oi lSlol 0eol kol evepyerad.

The king was surrounded by his court and some of the administrators of

the government bore titles derived from his household, having as usual de-

veloped out of his personal attendants. After the time of Mithridates VIII
the Bosporans seem to have dropped out of the social class of client kings, we
hear no more of the ruling queens who are characteristic of the period of

transition and probably a harem system was established 4
. Others of the

official hierarchy bore territorial titles. Latyshev 5 has given the general

outlines of this organization pieced together from indications centuries apart

in date. But there is every reason to believe that the Bosporan kingdom was
thoroughly conservative and the picture is probably right, it remains but to

fill in the details which have come to light since Latyshev wrote. The chief

interest in the matter is that the Bosporan kingdom as a survival of Hellenistic

states throws light on the manner in which such personal officers of the ruler,

always the main officials of an Eastern state, passed into the organization of

the later Roman Empire.

We have a list of the chief grandees in an inscription at Panticapaeum set

up by them in honour of Teiranes and his queen Aelia 3
. They call themselves

apLcrTowXecTaL “officers of the Sublime Porte ”, and include Menestratus prefect

of the Kingdom (6 eVi rf

;

/3acriXeias)
6 and of Theodosia 7

,
Phannes commander

of the Thousand 8 and prefect of the Aspurgiana 9

,
Phanes the chief secretary

of state (dp^iypa/qaareik), Chariton the captain (Xo^ayos)
10

,
Phidanus formerly

governor of the city ( rrplv TroXeiTdpgiqq), Leimanus actual governor of the city,

Euius and Eros former finance ministers (eVt tcov Xoyojp), Psycharion actual

finance minister, Alexander formerly private secretary (eVi mvciKihof,

Menestratus under secretary of state (ypapparevs), and perhaps Bardanes irrl

r(wv ?) UcupLcrdSov u
. These state officials

12 with many private persons seem

1 App. 54= IosPE. ii. 41.
2 IosPE. 11. 357, 358.
3 App. 61 = IosPE. II. 29.
4 A eunuch is commemorated in IosPE. ii. 121.
6 IosPE. 11. Introd. p. liv.

0 Cf. IosPE. II. 46 (
= App. 60), 187, 363, 423

(
= App. 52, 193 a.d.), 433, and BCA. xxxvn. p. 38,

No. 2 (
= App. 51), 7t[)6>tos Ini ttjs

ft.

7 Cf. App. 63=BCA. X. p. 26, No. 21.
8 xeiKiupx 7)*, c f- IosPE. II. 41 (a.d. 193), 46

(
= App. 54, 60), 357.

9 Cf. IosPE. 11. 431 (c. A.D. 220), 431 bis.

10 Cf. at Phanagoria, IosPE. 11. 363 and at Gor-

gippia, 402 (
= App. 69), iv. 436 a, BCA. xxxvn.

p. 44, No. 3.
11 Reading 1 . 35, ’ld>8as [/3'] • Bap8av(rjs) Ov-

... 7T ...0 £ 7ri t{C>)v naipiabdov S[r]o<r-

«(p)[«Kos] k.t.X. : for Latyshev’s text, v. p. 657.
12 The inippvlcravTes may have served as officers

of the society, so too the ypnppnTfvs.
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1

3

Officials

to have formed a religious society with Julius Chopharnes as priest. Other
inscriptions mention 6 ini rrjs vrjcrov

1

, 6 ini rrj s Topyinnias'2

,
6 ini tcov iepojv

3
.

Clearly the country was divided into districts and their rulers were
apparently little satraps. The west side of the strait was called the kingdom
par excellence

,
the peninsula of Taman or perhaps its northern part about

Fontan formed the island
4

,
the country between Phanagoria and Gorgippia

was called to. ’AamovpyLavd
,

perhaps 6 ini tcjv A. was a later name for 6 in

l

ttJs vrjo-ov. Gorgippia as a frontier port at one extremity and Theodosia in a
similar position at the other each had its own governor. Pluralism was allowed,

for instance Menestratus has two adjoining prefectures. The officials went
into retirement after holding office, none of them were appointed for life.

Prominent families might have more than their share of office, e.g. Ulpius
Parthenocles and Ulpius Antimachus were prefects of the kingdom and the

island and very likely brothers

5

. As to the time when these offices came into

being, 6 ini Ajs vrjcrov is mentioned in the time of Aspurgus and the others

probably go back to the same period.

The court officers (ot fiacnkiKol ?)“ were as follows: 6 ini Trjs avXrjs

7

,
the

ap-^iKOLTojp€LT7]<s
a

,
the Kpaf3dTpLOs

i>

,
maybe the same or his underling, 6 ini rrjs

mvaKihop" apparently the king’s private secretary, and 6 nepl av\pv ya[£o(/>iAa£],

if rightly restored, the court treasurer 11

.

The no\dTapyaL of Panticapaeum were presumably presidents of the

municipality nominated by the crown like the gradonachalnik of certain

Russian towns. Phanagoria or rather Agrippias Caesarea may have preserved

special privileges even after its reduction by Pharnaces, it seems to have
treated directly with Rome in a surprising manner 12

. Its magistrates are called

Archons in 307 a.d.
13

: its Demos is mentioned in the time of Dynamis 14 and in

the und century a.d. a Demos and perhaps a Boule too 15
: we also meet with

the titles ot Xo^ayos 10 and 6 ini toju iepatv
3
.

So too we learn that the Demos survived at Gorgippia in the time of

Cotys I
17

;
here besides the governor, who was no doubt nominated by the

king, were ivKVKXuov 0iK.0v6p.0L and lepcov oiKovopoi lb
. I he op(j)avo(f)vXat;

1
'3 was

also probably in the service of the state rather than an officer in a society

(v. pp. 624, 625) and the same applies to the Gymnasiarch 20

,
who may have

been fulfilling a liturgy rather than practising a profession.

However 6 ini tov ncuSayioyLov at Panticapaeum was surely head of a

state school 21
. Minor officials were Soracus who collected fines (8lkcov npaKTcop )'

22

,

1 IosPE. 11. 36 (
= App. 42), 254 (130 a.d.), 359.

2 IosPE. iv. 434; BCA. xxiii. p. 46, No. 32;
xxxvii. p. 38, No. 2 (

= App. 47, 51).
3 At Phanagoria, IosPE. n. 352, 353 (

= App. 49),

A.D. 15 1 : at Gorgippia, IV. 434.
4 Cf. Ps.-Scymnus, 1. 891. Denys Perieg. 1. 549.
3 v. p. 318, IosPE. II. 26. 0 IosPE. IV. 359.
7 v. p. 302, f. 215 ;

IosPE. II. 48, 65, 342 ;
BCA.

X. p. 32, No. 24, A.D. 214.
8 IosPE. II. 428, A.D. 192.
9 IosPE. II. 297, Kpaftarapios, BCA. X. p. 65,

No. 68, 140 a.d.
10 IosPE. II. 29, 49

1

(
= App. 61, 66), 1 31.

11 IosPE. iv. 202, c. 100 a.d. As uncertain is

jnmA lk iv Tap[Uiv at Taman, Trans. Od. Soc.

xxviii. Minutes
, p. 24.

42 CIL. VI. 5207 found at Rome : "HiWoy Evodovl
ttpeajievTrjs ’bava/yopeirS)v t£>v tca/rii Boo<T7ropoi'.

’

A<jirovpyos Btop/acrov vtos eppr/ve/iis SappaTosv

Ba/aTTOpavbs.
13 IosPE. II. 363.
14 App. 41 =IosPE. 11. 356.
15 IosPE. 11. 359, 360. 10 IosPE. 11. 363.
17 BCA. xxxvii. p. 70, No. 7 ;

v. p. 598, n. 7.
18 Both in App. 5 1 =BCA. xxxvii. p. 38, No. 2 ;

cf. IosPE. IV. 434, for the latter and 6 eVi ribv l.

19 IosPE. iv. 434; cf. BCA. xxxvii. p. 46, No. 7.
20 IosPE. II. 403.
21 BCA. XIV. p. 1 1 7, No. 39.
22 v. p. 319; IosPE. IV. 342.
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and the interpreters ipprjvels
1 under a chief mentioned on a building at

Taman'2

. The eVipeX^rai 3 often mentioned as carrying out particular tasks

were chosen ad hoc and were not as such regular magistrates: eVapyos an<^

KOfirjs (App. 66) were probably Roman titles not Bosporan offices.

Army and Fleet.

The military forces of the kingdom had always to be kept efficient.

Many are the epitaphs of Bosporans who fell in the continuous struggle against

the surrounding tribes. Their ordinary equipment is shewn on frescoes and
grave reliefs (v. pp. 301—304, 313—319, ff. 214—216, 218, 223— 225, 227, 230)
but there was a body of Bosporans armed in Roman fashion

4

. We cannot

discern their organization: there were chiliarchs

5

, \oyayoi
a

,
occurring in all three

towns, they may be commanders of local forces. At Gorgippia there was also

a TaypajTapyrfs, if that is right 7

,
and arpaTrjyoi*

.

At Panticapaeum a special

part of the cemetery was set apart and marked <TTpaTr]yojv\ and near by was
buried a crrparpyds Tvkou>$€lt(ov 10

. The native army was stiffened with Roman
troops at any rate during the und century a.d.

u Apparently they consisted not

of legionaries but of auxiliaries. We have the gravestones of privates in

the Cyprian cohort 13 and the princeps and centurion of the Thracian cohort 13
.

There was also a cnreipr) Bocrnopiavr) vpd>Tr)
u

.

The fleet was almost as important as the army. We hear of Spartocus II

and Paerisades asking for Athenian crews (supra, p. 575), the services rendered

by Eumelus in putting down piracy have been duly chronicled and the later

kings boast of similar exploits. The northern dominion of Mithridates was
founded on sea-power and his admiral Neoptolemus won a battle in the strait

itself. Asander’s success would seem to have been due to a naval victory, at

least a ship’s prow occurs on all his coins (PI. vi. 24— 26), and we find his

vavapyos setting up a monument to Poseidon Sosineos and Aphrodite

Nauarchis, deities singularly nautical 15
. So in the time of Cotys II the admiral

Tryphon celebrates a victory over the Scythians 10
.

Magistrates of Tanais.

We do not know what may have been the exact relations between Tanais

and the Bosporan kingdom or its internal constitution before its destruction by

1 IosPE. ix. 862
,
p. 296 ;

Aspurgus in CIL. VI.

5207, v. p. 613, n. 12, was probably in Roman service.
2 BCA. XL. p. 1 12, No. 28, Tamga of Sauro-

mates II (v. p. 655), At’ eVt/j-fAeias 'Hpa/zca IIovtikov

dpX(p/pr)vea>s ’A\ava>v/e[v ra>]
((f)' (

= A.D. 208).
3 IosPE. 11. [33], 48, 49, 49

1

(
= App. 65, 66), 50,

312, 353 (
= App. 49), cf. n. 2.

4 Tacitus, Ann. XII. 16, cf. Arrian, ’'Etcra^ty tear
’

A\(ivo>v
, 3 where they come after the Italians and

Cyrenaeans. Gattion (Tnupapxps, IosPE. iv. 293,
was probably officer in such a corps not as Poland,

Gesch. d.gr. Vereinswesen (v. p. 620, n. 5),pp- 1 53,359
says, the head of a band of mystics : so too the men
with native names and the title priticeps, IosPE. II.

28, 278, 1822
, p. 303.

6 IosPE. II. 29, 41, 46 (
= App. 61, 54, 60), Phana-

goria, 357.

0 Panticapaeum, IosPE. II. 29, Phanagoria, 363 ;

Gorgippia, II. 402 (
= App. 69), IV. 436 a\ BCA.

xxxvii. p. 44, No. 3.
7 IosPE. IV. 431, perhaps 7ToXet]rdp^t;s.
8 IosPE. 11. 404; BCA. xxxvii. p. 38, No. 2=

App. 51.
9 BCA. in. p. 33, No. 1.

10 IosPE. IV. 297.
11 v. Rostovtsev, Journ. Min. Pub. Instr., St. P.,

March, 1900, p. 144; cf. BCA. x. p. 14.
12 IosPE. 11. 293 ;

BCA. ill. p. 39, No. 5 ;
cf.

Cichorius in P.-W. iv. s.v. cohors
, p. 277.

13 IosPE. 11. 290; cf. Cichorius, l.c. p. 341
14 Ditt. Inscr. Orieutis, 489 ;

Olympia
,
V. p. 538

No. 447; cf. Cichorius, l.c. p. 255. A second cohort

is mentioned CIL. X. 270* but seems doubtful.
16 IosPE. 11. 25 (

= App. 39).
10 IosPE. 11. 27.
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Polemo 1

, but the town was rising again under Sauromates 2

,
and from the time

of Eupator and his successors we have several inscriptions recording how
various officials made restorations of towers, walls, a gate, a fountain and an
agora. The settlement consisted of two communities distinguished as ''EWrjves

/cat Tat'aetrai
3

,
each with its head, the Hellenarch

4

and the Archon of Tanais
(App. 52) or Tavaencov 6

. This last office appears in commission in App. 55
which mentions four or five men. This double character is also indicated by
the custom of speaking of benefits conferred rfj noXet /cat rot? iixnopois

(e.g. App. 55), but it is not clear which corresponds to which, nor whether as

places 17 7roXt? and to ipnopiov were distinct or no.

Supreme over both communities and their magistrates was the royal

Legate 3
: he was often one of the great officers of the kingdom, the grand

chamberlain (App. 52), the prefect of the Aspurgiana 7

,
the prefect of the

kingdom 8

,
but sometimes he was chosen from the Tanaites, e.g. Chophrasmus

son of Phorgabacus, Legate in a.d. 236 {App. 59), appears in several lists of

private citizens.

In App. 52 we have apparently four o-TpaTrjyol tcjv noXeiTcov as well as the

archon of Tanais and the Hellenarch. Minor officers were the SiaSo^o?

(App. 59) and the revenue officer, but he may have been employed in the

kingdom rather than in the town as he is called Hellenarch late revenue
officer

9
.

The architects and impeXprai 10 hardly count as public officials. They were
probably chosen for each separate job, though the architect Aurelius Antoninus 11

evidently got most of the town’s work.

Cults.

The religious history of the Bosporan kingdom is especially interesting in

its later stages. A Graeco- Iranian population in the presence of a Jewish
ferment developed a syncretistic popular religion organized in private societies

which seem more completely than in the Empire to have superseded the

hierarchies of the old Hellenic gods. The names of these survive in official

documents of the latest period but their personalities seem faded and the com-
binations of deities which occur and the epithets applied to them shew a

pantheistic tendency. Somehow it seems quite natural that the Hellenic

religion should not have flourished in a country in which the bay and myrtle,

so interwoven with their cult, could not be made to grow in spite of efforts

made by Mithridates and others definitely for the sake of ritual needs 12
.

Of the old Hellenic gods Zeus did not apparently attract the worship of

the Bosporans. There is a dedication to Zeus yevdpyrj<i made by one of the

1 v. p. 504; Strabo, XI. ii. 3, II.
2 IosPE. IV. 446.
3 IosPE. 11. 428.
4 IosPE. II. 423 (

= App. 52), 427, 428, 430

(
= App. 55)—432, 434 (

= App. 59).
0 IosPE. 11. 427.
6 6 np£afievTT)s, IosPE. II. 422, 43° (

= App. 55),

431,431 bis, 433, 434 (
= App. 59), 435, iv- 447, called

6 npetrlSeviTas II. 428 and 6 eKTrep.cf)d(ls vno toi

fiaaiXeas els to epnopiov, App. 52.
7 IosPE. 11. 431, 431 bis.

8 IosPE. 11. 433.
9 IosPE. II. 432 Trp\v TrpoaodiKos.
10 IosPE. II. 427, 428, 430 (

= App. 55), 431,

43 1 bis, 434 (
= App. 59).

11 IosPE. 11. 429, 430, 433, 434.
12 Theophrastus, de Planlis

,
IV. v. 3; Pliny, NH.

xvi. 137 (59)-
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kings about the Christian era 1 and a few coins bear his head 2
. The great

inscription in honour of Teiranes 3
is addressed by a religious society under

a priest to Zeus Sai-njp
4 and Hera Scoreipa but this is hardly the personal Zeus.

In this rather general sense he is joined with Aphrodite and Ares at Tanais 5
,

and in the pagan formula for the manumission of slaves 6 he is called as a

witness together with Ge and Helios. The head of this latter appears on

a coin of Gorgippia (PI. ix. 22) and on two of and BA/YV p i- vii. 12, 18) :

this seems merely personal to these rulers.

Poseidon was the patron of the gild of shipowners at Gorgippia where he
had a temple 7

,
otherwise he was regarded less as a god than as an ancestor of

the royal house : as such his name appears in the genealogical boasts of the

later kings 8

,
and Sauromates II put on his coins a figure combining his

attributes with those of Heracles 9
. As Sojo-meo? he obtains with Aphrodite

Nauarchis a dedication from Asander’s admiral 10

,
and appears on coins which

may be referred to that king (PI. v. 28, vi. 12, 13; also vn. 16).

The chief deity of ancient Panticapaeum was Apollo especially with the

epithet Hietros 11

,
his priest is the only one regularly mentioned in inscriptions.

The supposition has already been mentioned that the Greek name of Pantica-

paeum was Apollonia because of the coins marked APOA (v. p. 628, and
PI. ix. 10) : these early coins also sometimes bear the head of Apollo 12

. He
was also called Phoebus 13

. Apollo was worshipped at Phanagoria where he

may have been patron of the games, at least Mestor makes his dedication

to him 14
ayiDvoOeTTj era?. Here too he bears the epithet Hiatros 15

. In later

times there was an Apollo dreA/ijs, the infinite, at Dioclea perhaps a suburb

of Phanagoria 16

,
and at Tanais Apollo received a dedication 17

. His head is

common upon coins of the 1st century b.c. Apparently he and his tripod

were Mithridatic types 18
.

Hermes is not directly mentioned in inscriptions but the great games at

Gorgippia were Hermaea 19
, His head only occurs on coins 20

: his figure

is common on the walls of “ catacombs ’’

in company with Calypso (v. pp. 309

—

311,319—321).

Dionysus has one dedication made to him simply 21

,
and another 22 under the

1 IosPE. iv. 200.
2 Burachkov, XXII. 161— 167; XXIV. 21, 22

B&E.
3 App. 61 -IosPE. 11. 29.
4 There are a few graffiti'. dp]<pioTis Aids hcrr/p^iis

from Kerch, Arch. Anz. 1910, p. 209; icpjor Aioy

<I>iXtov, ib. 1908, p. 17 1, and Ti/3rjs Ail Xlarpww Kai

’Irijy, ib. 1907, p. 139.
6 App. 52 = IosPE. 11. 423.
0 IosPE. II. 54, 400= App. 43.
7 App. 51 = BCA. XXXVII. p. 38, No. 2; perhaps

App. 69= IosPE. II. 402.
8 IosPE. II. 41 (

= App. 54), 358, 361.
!’ B. XXX. 228, 229, v. p. 606: his trident appears

on many royal coins, e.g. PI. Vii. n, VIII. 6.

10 App. 39= IosPE. II. 25; the combination of

god and goddess finds a close parallel at Mylasa,
U. ’AircjjdXcios and ’A. EvnXoia, P.- IV. s.v. Aphrodite,

I. p. 2755.
11 IosPE. II. 6 (

= App. 27), 10, 15 ( = App. 35),

supra, p. 477 and p. 581 ;
Ct I. I Tolstoi, Journ. Min.

Publ. Instr. St P., Jan. 1904, Class. Sect. pp. 1— 15,

“The Cult of Apollo on the Bosporus and at Olbia”

;

Roscher, 1. p. 433; Farnell, Cults
,
IV. pp. 233, 409.

12 B. XIX. 25 and 48.
13 In verse, v. supra, p. 577 ;

'AttoWwv KuAidvioy,

IosPE. IV. 407, v
is probably a man’s name and

patronymic, so Skorpil, BCA. XL. p. 115 quoting

an amphora-stamp with the same genitive.
14 IosPE. 11.345. 15 IosPE. 11. 348.
16 IosPE. 11. 351.
17 App. 50= IosPE. II. 422.
18 Panticapaeum, PI. v. 24—27, vi. 2—6, 9, 1

1 ;

B. XX. 98- 100, XXI. 1 o 1— 1 43, XXII. 144— 1 5

1

;

Phanagoria, PI. IX. 16— 18; B. xxm. 12— 18^; Gor-

gippia, PI. IX. 23, 24 ;
B. XXIII. 5 c : BAE, PI. VII. 15.

lu IosPE. iv. 432.
20 B. xxiv. 23, 24, 26.
21 App. 3 7 = IosPE. II. 18.

22 IosPE. iv. 199, iv c. B.c.
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strange epithet apeia>
;
no cloubt he was honoured in the theatre mentioned

by Polyaenus (v. xliv. 1). Mithridates called himself Dionysus, so no wonder
the god’s head appears on many coins which may be referred to his time 1

.

Ares had a temple and statue at Panticapaeum restored by a Sauromates 2

,

he is also mentioned in a Tanais inscription 3
. He occurs upon coins of

and BAA' (
P1 - VIL 5. ! 3)-

Asclepius appears upon one inscription 4
. It was in his temple at Panti-

capaeum that his priest Stratius dedicated the bronze vessel that had been burst

by the frost to the standing wonder of the Greeks 5

;
he figures on no coin 6

.

Heracles received a dedication on each side of the strait
7
. His head

appears on coins of Leucon after an Alexander model (PI. vi. 16) and in

another type on later coins of Panticapaeum 8
: his club and lion-skin adorn those

of and Mithridates VII I and his club alone issues of many subsequent kings

(v. p. 633 and PI. vii. 11, vm. 7). He is claimed as an ancestor by Sauro-

mates Hand Rhescuporis II
10

. Sauromates II put all his labours on his coins 11
.

Quite unexplained so far are the deities to whom Comosarye makes her

dedication 12
icryupan deion %avipyei Kal ’Acrrapat,. Mr S. A. Cook, late Fellow

of Gonville and Caius College 13

,
to whom I applied for help under the im-

pression that at any rate ’Acrrapa was clearly Semitic and a form of 'Ishtar,

Astarte, would not allow even so much
;
the Phoenician form always has the

second t, the Aramaic changes away the .?, e.g. Atargatis, and there is no
possibility of the Ethiopic form which would agree occurring here : but he

hardly allows enough for the Greek distortion of loan-words 14

,
and I still dare

suppose Astara a form of Astarte: so she becomes almost indistinguishable

from Aphrodite Apature herself
;
and if we remember that in Strabo’s story 15

Heracles had his part in the deceit which she used towards the giants, we
might see in the strong god Sanerges such a deity as the East loved to join

with Astarte and the West usually identified with Heracles. In Sanerges may
lurk the names of the Babylonian deities San or Nergal or even both combined 16

.

From Asia Minor came Men 17 who appears in the 1st century b.c. upon
coins of Panticapaeum, Phanagoria and Gorgippia. Probably 18

his presence here

is in connexion with the star and crescent badge of Mithridates. Reinach

1 Panticapaeum, PI. vi. 8 and a full length figure

with lioness and thyrsus on the large Men coins

vi. 10: Phanagoria, B. xxm. 24b and the uncertain
coins, PL ix. 21, cf. Giel, Kl. B. PL iv.

2 IosPE. II. 47.
3 App. 52= IosPE. 11. 423.
4 IosPE. II. 30, dedicating a table.
3 Strabo, II. i. 16.
6 B. xxiv. 22 is Ammon, BMC. Ponlus

, p. 44.
7 IosPE. II. 24, 350.
8 B. xxii. 1 81, 182 ; also Theodosia, v. p. 559.
9 IosPE. 11. 358.
10 App. 54= IosPE. 11. 41.
11 e.g. PL VIII. 1 1 ; B. XXX. 230 sqq.

;
Giel,

TEAS. v. PL vii. 74—77.
12 App. 30=IosPE. 11. 346.
13

I offer him my best thanks.
14 The loss of the t in Greek may be paralleled

by its loss in Hamilcar, cf. mp^D : and there does

occur a later Babylonian form XIHDX Estra with an
Aramaic termination, as used by Syrians and Man-
daites, Noldeke, Eitcycl. Bibl. 11. p. 1404 s.v. Esther.

15 Strabo, XI. ii. 10: 'JiTvpioXoyovcn 8c to iiridcrov

rrjs 8eov fxvOov TLva 7rpo<TTrjadfji.€voL, <bs, CTridepevaiv

evravda rf/ 6ca> tcov Tiyavraiv, eTTLKaXcaapcvr] tov

‘HpanXea Kpvxjseicv ev nevOpcovL tlvi. Bra tcov Tiyavrcov

enaorov 8e-)(op.cvr) na6 cva too HpaxXei jrapa8i8olri

8o\o(povelv efj cnraTrjs.
16 The combination ofthetwonames Sanerges and

Astara is curiously like the names of two otherwise

unknown deities fO'CNl NPJJ&’I in an Aramaic in-

scription at Teima in N. Arabia, C. I. Semit., Pt. II.

Tom. 1. No. 1 13, 1 . 16 kindly pointed out to me by
Professor Bevan. We have learnt nothing certain

since Koehler published his Dissertation in 1805.
17 HNS p. 281 he is called Mithras.
18 PL vi. 10, B. xxii. 179, Giel, Kl. B. PL iv. 6,

B. xxm. 6 c.

M. 78
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calls by his name the dancing terra-cotta figures in Phrygian costume (v. pp.

346, 368).

Another Asiatic deity who occurs in terra-cottas is Mithras (ib.). Mithridates

does not seem to have sought to spread his ancestral cult outside Cappadocia.
We cannot put a name to the “ Great God” at Gorgippia (v. p. 566).

As to other gods who only occur on coins there is no reason to take this

as evidence of special cult. Pan whose head appears on most of the autonomous
coins of Panticapaeum (and through imitation on some of Phanagoria, PI. ix. 15)
does not seem to have been held in any particular honour there, he served but

as the armes parlantes of the city
1
. The caps of the Dioscuri are similarly

represented on the coins of the Euxine cities either as patrons of sailors or

because of some monetary agreement, but they were not worshipped specially

so far as we can tell (PI. vi. 1, ix. 22, 28). Sarapis comes on the coins of

among many exotic types (p. 602, n. 1), figures with Isis and Harpocrates upon
a ring 2 which argues at any rate private devotion and with Hermes on a stele

3

;

allied divinities occur in burial vaults (v. pp. 310 and 606, n. 10): E& also

put the head of his ancestor Perseus with his harpe upon a coin (PI. vn. 16).

The chief deity of the whole kingdom was no doubt Aphrodite Urania

4

:

the centre of her worship was on the east side of the strait where she had a

temple in Phanagoria and one called to
5

AnaTovpov on the south side of Lake
Corocondamitis 6

: after this sanctuary she is described in inscriptions as
’

AnaTovpia^ or more often ’Anarovpov peBeovcra
7

. Strabo (he.) calls the

goddess 17 ’AndTovpos but the Berezan graffito (p. 479) 'AnaTopri^ does not

support this form, nor does the inscription found by De La Motraye 8 on an

unidentified site near the Upper Kuban . . APATOPOIII.MA+IIIAPUllUN, as it

is to be restored #e[cu] ’Awaropo p^eSeova'fjL 6 Seim] with Ct I. I. Tolstoi 9

rather than #e[ou]
5

ATraTopa^i k.t.\. with Boeckh and Latyshev 10
.

The word Apaturos must be an importation of the Teians. It is connected

with the Apaturia the celebration of which Herodotus (1. 147) regards as the

true mark of the Ionians: this was a festival of the clan 11
. The aetiological

myth repeated by Strabo about Aphrodite deceiving the giants and handing
them over to Heracles, like other myths explaining the name from 0.7701x17, are

founded on a false etymology 12
.

Without any epithet we find Aphrodite even at Phanagoria where she

1 In HNl1
p. 281 it is called a bearded Satyr.

2 ABC. xviii. 7.
3 Arch. Anz. 1912, p. 347: for Sarapis and Isis

at Olbia, v. ib. p. 366 and supra Addenda to p. 478.
i IosPE. 11. 34 7.

5 Strabo, XI. ii. 10; Pliny, NH. vi. 18 (6): oppi-

dum paene desertum Apaturos : Hecataeus ap. Steph.

Byz. s.v. seems to call the lake
’

AnaTovpos.
6 IosPE. 11. 352.
7 IosPE. II. 343 (

= App. 26), IV. 418 Phana-
goria: 11. 19 (

= App. 38), 28 Kerch. This last

(243 A.D.) has ’Acpp. Ovpavia ’Atrarovpp peHeovar],

probably a mistake for ’Anarovpov or perhaps
’ATraTovprjs, cf. Apatura, the late form of the place-
name, Menander Prot. FHG. IV. p. 245, fr. 43

;

Geog. Rav. 11. 12; cf. Jessen in P.-W. 1. p. 2671, s.v.

Apature; Tomaschek, ib. p. 2681, s.v. Apaturos.

8 Travels
,
London, 1723, II. pp. 48— 51,

XXVII.
9 Journ. Min. Pnbl. Instr. St P., May 1909,

pp. 216—221.
10 IosPE. II. 469 : the spacing cannot be relied

on and though the alphabet must go back to the

vith or early vth century it cannot be before the

differentiation of 12
;
the bas-relief figured above it

shewing Poseidon, Aphrodite, Eros, Ares and
Hephaestus can hardly belong : an archaic original

could not possibly have assumed such a form even

under the hand of an XVlilth century engraver.
11 atraropia : bp.cnTarpca Schol. in Ar. Acham.

1. 146.
12

p. 617, n. 15, cf. Toepffer, P.-W. 1. p. 2679,

s.v. Apaturia, and Farnell, Cults
,

II. p. 657.
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must be Apature 1 and at Panticapaeum 2 where she is also called Nauarchis 3

and at Tanais 4
. As Nauarchis she had a temple built to her at Gorgippia

a.b. 407 = a.d. i io 5
. Aphrodite does not occur on the coins of the cities upon

the Bosporus. It is only from the days of Sauromates II
6 that she suddenly

becomes the most important type. She is seated on a throne with a staff in

one hand and an apple or patera in the other 7

,
wearing a high headdress, and

before her stands Eros. This aspect is clearly far removed from the ordinary

Aphrodite such as we see in many terra-cottas (v. p. 367, nn. 1, 2) which have
no cult significance, whereas this throned type probably represents the cult

image. As such she has affinity with chthonian goddesses, as Rostovtsev
suggests (v. supra, p. 606, n. 10) or with the Asiatic goddesses whose names
are so variously represented by the Greeks; he sees her head upon such coins

as PI. vn. 7 or ix. 19. Astara 8
is probably another name for her.

Other nature goddesses appear on the Bosporus. We have dedications

to the Mother 9

,
the Phrygian Mother 1

" from her priestess, and even to the

mysterious '

K

yyio-ns 11
. To this Mother may be referred many terra-cottas

(v. supr. p. 368). Here seems to belong a late graffito deas /xeyd[M?';]
12

.

Artemis of Ephesus 13 was the same kind of deity. More Hellenic was
the hunting goddess Artemis Agrotera 14

,
whose temple on the Taman peninsula

has all vanished, perhaps owing to the same volcanic agency that threw up the

inscription which records its existence 1 '5

. Artemis seems to have protected the

docks at Tanais 16
. A few coins bear her head (PI. ix. 13), but the browsing

deer that mostly goes with it is a Mithridatic emblem (PI. vi. 7, ix. 18).

A dedication to Demeter dating from Leucon I
17

,
another set up by a

priestess of the goddess 18

,
yet another with the epithet Thesmophoros 19 and

the tomb called the Great Bliznitsa wherein was buried a family specially

devoted to Demeter (v. supr. p. 423), all point to her worship having flourished

in the ivth and mrd centuries B.c., while a fragmentary inscription with ritual

directions as to certain mysteries which may be those of Eleusis 20 marks a

revival in Roman times 21
. The rape of Core or her head alone often adorns

the walls of catacombs.

Quite isolated is a little altar inscribed BadiAA.09 Aepxto?
|

'E/ca^r^i

STTapTrjs /j.eSeova[r)i]
22

. Since Hecate does not seem to have had any special

connexion with Sparta, perhaps Bathyllus came from there.

1 losPE. II. 349.
2 IosPE. 11. 21, 22 ;

BCA. xvm. p. 125, No. 40,
v. supra, p. 585, n. 4.

3 App. 39 = IosPE. II. 25 ;
cf. EvTrXoia at Olbia,

IosPE. 1. 94 and supra p. 479.
4 App. 52 = IosPE. 11. 423.
3 App. 47 =BCA. xxiii. p. 46, No. 32.
6 B. XXXI. 239 sqq. inf. PI. vin. 12, 14.
7 For a similar composition in terra-cotta v.

ABC. lxix. 9, cf. supra, p. 368.
8 App. 30= IosPE. 11. 346.
9 IosPE. 11. 16.
10 App. 36= IosPE. 11. 17.
11 IosPE. 11. 31, cf. Roscher s.v. Agdistis in his

Mythol. Encycl. I. p. 100.
12 BCA. ill. p. 163.
13 IosPE. II. 11 (

= App. 29
s
), Kerch. BCA.

xxxvii. p. 37, No. 1, Gorgippia.

14 App. iq= IosPE. II. 344, cf. Roscher, 1.

p. 581; P.-IV. 11. p. 1378; Farnell, II. pp. 450,

562.
13 In ancient times there were earthquakes on

the Bosporus, and one split' a hill and revealed

gigantic bones. Theopompus Sinop. ap. Phleg.

Trail, de Mirab. XIX. (48).
16 IosPE. II. 421, 06a ’Apr6

-

p[(|St /x]6§6ou
|

NenOYQI
i

K.T.X. wherein NESIPIflN or NEfiPIOY
seems to lurk.

17 IosPE. 11. 7.
18 IosPE. II. 20.
19 App. 33=IosPE. 11. 13.
20 IosPE. II. 342, Taman : L. Ziehen, Leges Gr.

sacr. e tit. coll. p. 250, No. 86, thinks it dealt with

mysteries of Isis or Bendis.
21 Rostovtsev, Bobrinskoj Misc. p. 121.
22 IosPE. 11. 23, ivth or mrd cent. B.C.

78—
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It is rather surprising that we have no documentary evidence of any cult

of Athena upon the Bosporus. Her head occurs on a few coins (Panticapaeum,

PI. vi. 14 ;
Leucon, vi. 17 ;

vii. 14), but these are merely reproductions

of Alexander’s types.

Phanagoras appears upon the coins of the city that he founded (PI. ix. 12),

and he was no doubt the object of a heroic cult
1
.

Finally there was the cult of the Augusti 2 of whom the kings proclaimed

themselves perpetual high priests. In accordance with this the ladies of the

imperial house appear on coins with the attributes of goddesses (Agrippias

Caesarea, PI. ix. 19, 20; Gepaepyris, vn. 7). In spite of their addressing

their kings as gods (v. p. 61 2

)

3

,
it is not likely that the Bosporans actually

worshipped them as such.

A document which illustrates religious beliefs at Panticapaeum, but can

scarcely be regarded as evidence for a definite cult, is a defixio, as usual a

tablet of lead rolled up and pierced with two nails
4

;
it bears two curses, in one

Hermas, Hecata, Pluto, Leucothea and Phersephona, each and all called

Chthonian, Artemis Strophaea and Demeter Chthonia and the Chthonian
heroes are invoked

;
in the other the Chthonian Hermas, Hermas

(
1 . Hecata),

Plutodotas, Praxidica, Phersephona, the heroes and Demeter. The chthonian

side of gods appears in the catacombs but again this does not imply that the

living paid it so much regard as Rostovtsev
(
1 . cit.) argues.

Religious Societies.

More interesting than the official religion in the Bosporan kingdom were
the semi-private societies

5
(diacroi, cnToSoi) 6

. These seem to have had three

distinguishable objects, the worship of certain deities, the due burial of the

members, and the education of the young
;

this last would appear to have

been a subsequent development, but we cannot say whether the other two
were original or whether one grew out of the other.

The societies, introduced from Asia Minor 7

,
spread equally in all the

cities of the Bosporan kingdom, but it is only lately that we have ascertained

that everywhere existed certain features which the inscriptions of Tanais

(Nedvigovka), preserved by the conditions of the site, have made most
intelligible to us. It is only at Tanais that we have complete catalogues 8 of

1 In HN.2
p. 494, he is called a Cabiros.

2 From the time of Dynamis, IosPE. iv. 201

(
= App. 40); then II. 32 (

= App. 44), 39, 41

(
= App. 54), 352 , 355 , 360; BCA. xxxvii. p. 70,

No. 7, v. p. 598, n. 7.
3 App. 61 = IosPE. 11. 29.
4 Arch. Anz. 1907, p. 127: another, CR. 1868,

p. 122, v. E. M. Pridik, Journ. Min. Publ. Instr.

St P. Dec. 1899, Cl. Sect. pp. 1
1
5— 124.

5 Treated in the accounts of Tanais given by
Stempkovskij its discoverer, Leontiev its first

excavator, Propylaea (Russian), IV. p. 387 sqq. and
Extractfrom the Report of Arch. Explor.for 1853,

pp. 65— 1 21, in the remarks of Stephani on pub-

lishing newly discovered inscriptions, CR. 1869,

p. xxii
; 1870/71, p. xxiii, p. 228 sqq., more broadly

by Pomjalovskij, Trans. Vlth Russ. Arch. Congress

(Odessa), IT. (1888) pp. 24—28, and by Latyshev,

IosPE. 11. p. 246 ;
their organization has been well

studied by E. Ziebarth, “Das griechische Ver-
einswesen,” esp. pp. 58—60, 207—21 1, No. XXXIV
of Preisschriften derfablonowski’schen Gesellschaft

,

Leipzig, 1896, and again by F. Poland, “Gesch. des
gr. Vereinswesens,” No. xxxvm. ib. 1909, and the

character of their religion by E. Schiirer, Sitzber.

d. k. Pr. Akad. d. IViss. zu Berlin
, 1897, 1

—

XXXII.

pp. 200—225, “Die Juden im bosporanischen
Reiche und die Genossenschaften der a-f/So/nrvoi 0ebv

vxjnaTov ebendaselbst,” cf. his Gesch. d. jiidischen

Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu ChristP, III. pp. 53—63
(references are to his article in SB.), but some
important material has appeared since they wrote.

0 For the words v. Poland, pp. 16 sqq., 158 sqq.
7 Poland, p. 23.
8 App. 53, 56, 58 ;

IosPE. II. 437—467, iv. 449;
Ziebarth, p. 59, Poland, p. 284.
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1

societies with their officers and members; from Gorgippia come many
fragments of such documents, enough to shew a general correspondence
together with considerable divergence in detail and names of officers unknown
elsewhere 1

;
from Theodosia we have a list of names of members, but the

heading and the titles of the officers are lost
2

;
still smaller are fragments

from Zjuk (Heracleum or Zenonis Chersonesus) 3 and Opuk (Cimmericum) 4
.

At Panticapaeum have been found no fragments that can be held exactly

to correspond to the general catalogues, but we have many gravestones erected

to the memory of one or more officers or members of a society and bearing

the list of officers whereby we see that the terminology was practically the

same as at Tanais, and so presumably the objects of the societies'

5

. The two
or three inscriptions from near Phanagoria shew rather a different terminology
and offer one more indication that Phanagoria was not quite as the other towns'5

.

The earliest of the Oiacroi in the Bosporan kingdom is that which in the

middle of the nnd century b.c. set up a stele to Aphrodite Urania, Lady of

Apaturon, on behalf of Paerisades Philometor, Camasarye and Argotes 7
.

The head was called a crvvaya>y6<;, the members diacrlTai, and their names are

appended. This organization seems to have been devoted to one deity in the

ancient Pantheon—it was not in any sense monotheistic. Another catalogue

from Panticapaeum, of which we have part of the heading, seems to have been
dedicated 6ea cr[ft»retpa]

8

,
in which the personality of the goddess may or may

not be fading, as we should expect at so late a date. The courtiers of Teiranes

(App. 6

1

)
appear to have formed a society with a priest, a ypapparev<; (?) and

vedrepoi under a novice-master Coties.

The catalogues from Tanais are headed by a dedication Oea> vxpio-TO)
9

,
or

have the phrase eio-rroLrjTo'i. aSe\(f)ol crefiop-evoi Oeov m/ficrroC
0

. At Gorgippia
we have 6ea> St/catco as well as 0ed vxJjlo-tm

11
. To inpLcrTO) was often added the

further epithet eV^/cow 12
at Tanais 13

,
and at Panticapaeum 14

. We have also

manumissions of slaves made 6eu> TravTOKparopi evXoypra) 15
. I he whole

form of these documents and the epithets of the deity are clearly due to

Jewish influence, although they end with the pagan formula vtto Ata, Trji’,

°'H\tof
16

. The purely Jewish manumission also occurs 17

,
so we are justified in

supposing that it was in the presence of Jews that the pagan gave place to

1 IosPE. ii. 402 (
= App. 69)—418, iv. 433

(
= App. 57)—443; BCA. hi. p. 52, xxxvii. p. 38,

No. 2 (fairly complete= App. 51)— p. 60, No. 41.
2 Trans. Od. Soc. xxiv. Minutes

,
p. 29, E. von

Stern = IosPE. iv. 468.
3 IosPE. iv. 206.
4 BCA'. XL. p. 92, No. 1.

5 IosPE. 11. 19 (
= App. 38), 57—65 (cf. supra

pp. 301, 302, ff. 214, 215), iv. 207—21
1 (
= App. 62),

212, 469 ;
BCA. x. p. 31, Nos. 23—27 ;

xxvii. p. 42,

No. 1 ;
xxxiii. p. 22, No. 1 ;

xxxvii. p. 1, Nos. 1, 2 ;

XL. p. 104, No. 18; Trans. Od. Soc. xxvi. Minutes
,

p. 61; XXVII. Minutes
, p. 18. BCA. XL. No. 18,

and IosPE. iv. 207, belong to the same society.

App. 62, BCA. X. Nos. 23—25 and xxxvii. No. 1

are painted, not incised.
6 IosPE. 11. 365 (four members together), iv.

421 (
= App. 48);- BCA. xiv. p. 1 16, No. 38.

7 App. 38= IosPE. 11. 19.
8 IosPE. 11. 57 (late nnd century A. D.) : Latyshev

supplies thaofen-at] (iv. p. 286), but the analogies

he quotes, IV. 433 (
= App. 57), 434, are not exact.

IosPE. II. 437, 439, 445 ( = App. 53), cf. 451.
10 IosPE. 11. 449, 450, 452 (y App. 58), 456.
11 IosPE. IV. 430 ; 436^, vx/stara).

12 6eo\ eV^Koot, v. O. Weinreich, Atli. Mitt. 1912,

pp. 1-^68 : at Olbia, v. Add. to p. 468.
13 IosPE. 11. 438, 446, 447 (

= App. 56), 448,454,

455 > 457 )
and probably BCA. xiv. p. 134, No. 55,

a private dedication found at Rostov.
14 App. 63 = BCA. X. p. 26, No. 21.
15 IosPE. II. 400 (

= App. 43), 401 ; 54, made 6ai>

THCMAC Kol nap#e|vov, is hopelessly corrupt : and
BCA. xlv. p. 10, No. 2, Phanagoria, imperfect.

16 Cf. the oaths, App. 16, 17
s

.

17 IosPE. II. 52 (
= App. 46), 53, Kerch; 364,

Phanagoria; BCA. xxvii. p. 38, No. 34, Duzu
Kale near Novo-Mikhailovka, probably brought
from Bosporus ; perhaps BCA. xxxvii. p. 74, No. 8,

Gorgippia
;
IosPE. IV. 204, Kerch.
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monotheistic societies whose cult was, as it were, unsectarian, as Schiirer says,

neither Judaism, nor Paganism, but a Neutralisirung of both l

.

All these epithets are practically confined to Greek as spoken by Jews
and have their equivalents in Hebrew or Aramaic, as pointed out by Schiirer.

In the manumission flew vipicrrco iravTOKpaTopi evXoyrjTcn recalls LXX. Kvpio s

o fleos o TravTOKpaTwp — J"TlR3¥
- '

,nSi,S Pli/T, e.g. Amos iii. 13, and eukoy^ros = *^n3 .

Zev? 5 is fairly common in Roman times, but points to similar eastern

influences. Deissmann (op. cit.) is inclined to minimize these, but the Jewish
element cannot be ignored. In Palmyra we get several examples of Au vxfjLo-TO)

iTTV KO(o }
once translated OO&lm'l “ He whose name be

ever blessed, the good, the merciful,” where ui/ztcrro? seems to equal evXoyr)Tos.

(Beds vipLo-Tos, though occurring in heathen inscriptions, is comparatively
rare, whereas it is a common combination in Jewish Greek

2

,
LXX., and

Apocrypha, answering to the Hebrew jV'pS? Gen. xiv. 18, etc.

The word o-efiopevoi. had the technical sense of Gentiles who had adopted
some of the Jewish faith without submitting to all the requirements of the

Mosaic law, e.g. often in the Acts, as of Lydia crefiopivr) tov deov (xvi. 14)
:i

.

It is true that this phrase only comes in a small class of the Tanais inscriptions:

but we cannot thence argue that this worship was confined to that class.

Among the semi-pagan sects of the ivth and vth centuries was that of the

vipLcrrapLOL to which once belonged the father of Gregory Nazianzen

4

. That
the god of the Tanaites was originally Zeus is rendered probable by the

frequent survival of an eagle upon the pediments above the inscriptions, though
it is reduced to a mere decoration and as such is even doubled. Until Schiirer

had shewn the true connexions of this {tyioros #eo? analogies pointed in the

direction of Sabazius, as a close parallel had been found at Pirot (Serdica) 6
in

1 The Jews in the Bosporan kingdom are fully

discussed by Schiirer, op. cit. who shews that they
had suffered Gentile influence, as is proved by
App. 46= IosPE

.

11. 52, which is modelled on a
legal form of manumission by which a slave was
Actively sold to a heathen deity without becoming
a temple-slave or owing other duty to the god
than reverence. (See also Deissmann, Licht vom
Osten

, p. 233.) This in the Jewish form is ex-

panded to “ worship and regular attendance at the

synagogue,” whose members took the responsibility

of the transaction. The slave seems to have been
a Gentile; in all cases he bears a name unknown
among any Jews. For TTpooKapTeppais cf. the use
of npoo-Kciprepelv in the Acts i. 14, ii. 42, vi. 4, and
especially ii. 46 and elsewhere in the New
Testament (Deissmann, op. cit. p. 66). In later

times we have many Jewish epitaphs often adorned
with the seven-branched candlestick, Levites’

trumpet, Aaron’s rod, etc. : IosPE. II. 304—306,

IV. 404, 405, 426, cf. E. Lutsenko, “Ancient Jewish
Funeral Monuments discovered in the mounds
of Phanagoria,” Travaux de la irP Session du
Congrbs Internat. des Orientalistes

,
St P. 1876,

Vol. 1. pp. 575—580, PI. I—Vili. In the Byzan-
tine period we know of the presence of Jews at

Phanagoria from Theophanes (p. 357 de Boor),

v. Kulakovskij’s review of Schiirer, Journ. Min.

Pub. Instr. St P. 1898, April. No doubt these

Crimean Jews converted the Khazars. For the

whole question of the Jews in the Crimea and the

Karaim besides the authorities referred to by
Schurer, v. “Alt-Jiidische Denkmaler aus der

Krim mitgetheilt von Abr. Firkowitsch, gepriift von
A. Harkavy,” Mem. de VAcad. Imp. des Sc. de

St P., vi

i

e serie, T. XXIV. No. 1, 1876.
2

e.g. inscription from Athribis BCH. xm.
(1889) p. 178.

3 So Josephus Antt. Jud. XX. viii. 11 calls

Poppaea deowprjs.
4 Orat. XVIII. 5 : Migne P.G. xxxv. p. 989 sqq.

’EkAvos to'ivvv ...pi^rjs iyevero fi\aaTripa ovk €Traiverr]s

...ck 8volv rolv fvavTLWTaToiv avyKt Kpapevrjs, EAX17-

viKTjS re TrXcivrjs <al vopiK.r]S Ttpareicis' d>v apcj)oT€p(ov

ra pepp cpvyiov Ik pepcov awtriOtp Trjs pev ra

etfiaiAa kcu ras dvolas anoTrepTrbpevoi Tipaxri to Tvvp

Kai ra \i>Xva
' Trp fie to <rdfil3aTov ai8ovpevoi udi ttjv

7rep! ra /3pdipara i'orcv a piK.po\oyiciv trjv TrepLToprjV

aTipd(ovcnv. YxfniTTdpioi toIs Taireivois ovopa k<u 6

IlavTOKpdTWp fii) povos avTols creftdapios.
5 Latyshev, IosPE. II. p. 246, quoting Doma-

szewski, Arch.-epigr. Mitth. aus Oest. X. (1886)

p. 238, No. 2, also Ziebarth, p. 57 ;
Schurer, p. 212

;

von Stern, Trans. Od. Soc. XXIV. Minutes
, p. 35 ;

Poland, p. 216.
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Serbia, a dedication made 9ea> eV^/coco vxjjlo-rcp by a 0ta[cro?] Se/3a£tai'oV

Perhaps the personality of Sabazius, in whose honour the thiasus had been
named, had faded with time. Certainly there is no reason to call the

Bosporan deity Sabazius, though they both had come to be much the same
kind of divinity.

The lists of OiaareiTa l or avvoSelrai at Tanais are arranged according to

three formulae. The most usual 1
after the invocations to the deity and to

good luck and after naming the reigning king begins 17 crvvoSo<; 17 nepl

lepea tov Selva and gives the list of officers and then that of the members.
The next 2 begins the enumeration thus 17 crwoSos 7repl 6ebv vxJjicttov Kal lepea

k.t.X. Finally we have lists which appear to contain names of new members
or mere associates

;
they run elo-noirjTol aSe\(f)ol crefiopevoi 6eov vxpccrTov

i'yypdxjjavTe 'j eavratv ra ovopara nepl npeafivTepov tov Selva

\

In the second variety the deity is reckoned as if he were the chief officer

of the society
;

in the development of mystic doctrine either the deity has

descended among his worshippers or they have raised themselves almost to

his level. This then would seem an innovation appearing in a.d. 220—228,

but two inscriptions which do not shew it are assigned to the reign of Cotys
a.d. 227—233

4

,
so perhaps not all societies adopted it. The examples of

affiliated associations seem to belong to the same decade.

As to numbers, Poland (pp. 284, 285) remarks that societies in the earlier

days were rather small, ranging from some 15 to 30 ;
inscriptions of the second

variety, with which 11. 445 and 454 must be included, shew 40 as the norm
plus additions which can be seen to be such

;
the affiliated associations are

naturally quite small, about 20, 11. 452 enumerates only eleven members.
The officers of a society at Tanais usually appear more or less in this order

(iepeus), (naTrjp crvvoSov), crvvaycoy6 <;, cfnXdya9o<;, napacj)i\dya9o<;, yvp,vaeridpyr)<;,

veaviarKapyiqs, and (ypapparev^) : I have bracketed those which are not always
present. The presence of a lepevs

8 argues that there was a sacrificial ritual, the

Trarrjp crvvoSov seems rather to have held the position of a patron or an honorary
senior than a real office

6

,
while the crvvaycoybs was the working president 7

;
the

yvpvao-Lapyrjq and veavio-Kapyrjs shew that the society concerned itself with

the education of the young
;
perhaps if we had complete lists we should find

that the npecr/3vTepo<; of an affiliated association was the veavajKapyr of the

parent society. The ypapparevs only appears in one or two of the earlier

societies. What were the duties of the <fnXdya9o<; and Trapa<fn\dya6os we
cannot divine 8

. Ziebarth (p. 146) is inclined to believe in a kind of cursus

honorum
,
a regular promotion from office to office, but Poland (p. 338) does

not concur. The heading of the Theodosian list has unfortunately perished.

At Gorgippia we learn most from the inscription set up to Poseidon" by the

IosPE. II. 437—445 (
= App. 53), 454: 453 and

455 cannot be restored to fit into any regular
formula

: 453 seems to call full members dSeA^ot.
2 IosPE. 11. 446, 447 ( = App. 56), 448, 451;

the first two name the same priest and are taken to

belong to the same society, although there is but
five years between them, and yet only two names
are common to the two lists.

3 IosPE. 11. 449, 450, 452 (
= App. 58), 456, [459].

4 IosPE. 11. 454, 455.
5 Poland, p. 339.
6 So Poland, p. 371, against Ziebarth, p. 154.
7 Ziebarth, p. 149.
8 In Chalcedon societies the </>. had ritual

functions, Ziebarth, p. 155; in Egypt the word
seems a mere honorific title, Poland, p. 413.

9 App. 51 =BCA. XXXVII. p. 38, No. 2 : App. 69

(
= IosPE. 11. 402) had, I think, the same dedication.
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gild of ship-owners (Merchant Venturers) in the time of Sauromates II. It

looks as if the gild was open to others besides ship-owners, seeing that all the
chief men of the state were members (v. p. 625), even the king, who had paid
an entrance-fee towards restoring the temple 1

. Probably too the deity had,
like his worshippers, lost touch with the sea and become very like the 0ebs
vx/jlo-tos. The gild is called a #eWo ?, feminine on the analogy of crvpoSos used
in IosPE. iv. 434. The officers besides the usual Priest

2

and crwaycoyo^
included ^povTicrraP, elsewhere unknown, but the lepcbv olKovopos, like the
obviously secular officials and probably even the yvpvaa-lapyo^ and bpcf>avo-

(f)v\aij* of other inscriptions (to judge by their places in the list), were not, as
such, officers of the society (v. p. 613). The number of members at Gorgippia
was particularly large : one list

7 has not less than 150 names.
At Panticapaeum there is direct evidence mostly of the burial-club side of

the societies
;
we have no lists of members but epitaphs beginning 17 crwoSos

rj Trepl lepea or crwaycoyov (the absence of the priest may indicate a society of
less distinctively religious character), followed by the names of the officers

given more or less fully and that of the dead man. We have two inscriptions

of one society with the same officers
8

;
in one the members call the dead man

top lSlop aSeX(f)6 v, an expression Poland (p. 54) had sought in vain to

exemplify. Unusual is the case in which a society honours its 7rapa(jnXdya0ov

Sid fiiov with an engraved- gold wreath-strip 9
. Failing full lists an epitaph 10

giving all the identical officers that we had at Tanais proves the existence of a

precisely similar organization with the same purposes including the care of the

young. Only the ypappaTevs is absent, and he occurs in some cases 11

,
and in

others we find a npaypaTas occupying the same place 12
. In view of this

terminological identity and of the fact that the 0eo<; vi/juttos evrjKoos was
worshipped at Panticapaeum we may take it that the burial societies at the

latter place worshipped him, and that had we yet any gravestones from Tanais
we should find that the religious societies there were also burial-clubs.

It may be by chance that the two or three inscriptions from Phanagoria
bear a character of their own, but it might be urged that though the Jews were
in special force there, still paganism made of the great shrine a stronghold.

There is a hieratic stamp about the owoSos whose officers are a m/copos, a

iepevs and a lepopdaroop as well as the ypapp.arcus and (fnXayados ™ ; the

lepopda-Tcop comes again in an inscription from Akhtanizovka 14
. He seems to

correspond to the Uponoiop, an assistant to the priest in other societies. No
doubt the spirit of their worship changed, but it looks as if the Phanagorites

remained in a sense faithful to Aphrodite Apature 16
. A very late list from Taman 17

1 Latyshev quotes this meaning of eltraywyiov

from Ditt. 2
734, 1. 52, but prefers “remission of

customs duty.”
2 Cf. BCA. xxxvii. p. 44, No. 3, v. inf. p. 625,

n. 15.
3 Cf. IosPE. iv. 434; BCA. hi. p. 52; xxxvii.

pp. 45, 46, Nos. 5, 6.

4 IosPE. iv. 434 ;
BCA. xxxvii. pp. 44, 46,

Nos. 3, 6.
5 IosPE. 11. 403.

IosPE. iv. 434.
7 App. 69—IosPE. 11. 402.
' IosPE. iv. 207; BCA. XL . p. 104, No. 18.

9 IosPE. IV. p. 125, n. 2 ;
BCA. XXVII. p. 43.

10 App. 62 = IosPE. IV . 21 1, cf. ib. 209, 210,

212.
11 IosPE. iv. 209, 212

;
perhaps App. 61 =11. 29.

12 IosPE. 11. 61, 62 (v. supra p. 301, f. 214), 63 ;

Poland, p. 378, thinks him a finance officer.
13 App. 48= IosPE. iv. 421.
14 BCA. xiv. p. 1 16, No. 38.
15 Ziebarth, p. 1 5 1 ;

Poland, p. 390.
10 Poland, p. 1 9 1 ,

remarks that the worship of

A. Urania flourished just in the same regions as

that Of 0€OS VXp’lCTTOS.

17 IosPE. 11. 389.
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has only the words vvvOeiaa-elTai and tuv aylwv, both peculiar, distinguishable

among the names.
Besides their direct religious and educational objects the societies had

much social importance. Evidently they included among their members the

most distinguished citizens. At Tanais, for instance, Chophrasmus, son of

Phorgabacus, appears as priest of a society 1
in the years 220 and 225 a.d., and

in the former year he was apparently Hellenarch 2

;
in 236 a.d. he becomes

legate 3
. So Zrjvtov <J>dweai9, who comes first among the private members of

his society 4

,
is prefect of the Aspurgiana and legate. The names of various

imfjLe\r)Tal who carried out public works for the town, sometimes at their own
expense, reappear among the #tacm-ai and so too those of the architects

5
.

At Bosporus the Teiranes stele seems to shew all the court enrolled in

a society
;
no wonder Julius Sambion was narpp crvvoSov when 6 ini Trj<; av\r)s s

,

Daphnus who held the same post was a crwoSm/s (v. p. 302, f. 215), and
Sogus, whose distinctions are set forth in App. 63

7

,
probably set up the npocr-

evyrj for the benefit of a crA-oSos. At Gorgippia we have as members of the

Oeacros vavK\ppo)v s

,
apparently the king himself 9

,
the npcoros ini Trjs /3acr<.\eta9,

6 ini rrjs Topyinniaq 10

, a lepcov olxov6p.o^, who is probably the same as 6 ini tcov

lepcov
11

,
several ivKvxXlcov olxovopoi and errpaTrjyoi

1'

,
and other lists shew Xo^ayot 14

.

The op(f)avo4>v\a^
u was also a state-official, and tepet? when they stand low on

the list are probably not the society’s priests
15

. Membership was confined to men
and apparently to soldiers, at least at Panticapaeum, where the reliefs set up by
the dvvohoi always represent the deceased as such : either he is leaning on a

pillar with his bow-case hung up behind him (p. 301, f. 214) or he is riding out

in full equipment with or without an attendant (p. 302, f. 215). I cannot agree

with Poland (p. 72) that they were no true societies but rather lists of the

chance participants in an annual celebration, who had their names cut on a

stone just as nowadays they might be photographed in a group.

It is quite possible that this organization may have helped the Greeks in

their resistance to barbarization, though the names in the lists shew that by

the mrd century a.d. the members were mostly of native blood, and the

grammar makes one feel that Greek was hardly a living tongue, or rather was

not being treated with due respect as a dead language. The use of the cases

and the construction of the sentences are so bad that it is sometimes hard to

establish the exact sense 16

,
while other mistakes seem due to phonetic decay 17

.

In any case the religious societies in the Bosporan kingdom offer an

interesting example of that trend towards monotheism which prepared the

triumph of Christianity.

1 IosPE. 11. 446, 447 (
= App. 56).

2 IosPE. 11. 430 ( = App. 55), 431, 431 bis.

3 App. 59= IosPE. 11. 434.
4 IosPE. II. 446.
3 v. p. 615, nn. 10, 1 1 : Ziebarth, p. 209.
6 BCA. x. p. 32, No. 24.
7 BCA. X. p. 26, No. 21.
8 App. 51 =BCA. xxxvii. p. 38, No. 2.

9 Cf. App. 57 = IosPE. iv. 433.
10 Cf. IosPE. IV. 434.
11 ibid., Poland, p. 391, takes him to be an

assistant to the society’s priest.

M.

12 Cf. IosPE. 11. 404; in 402 (
= App. 69) 1 . 32

I cannot allow myself to see the word.
13 App. 69, IosPE. iv. 436a ;

BCA. xxxvii. p. 44,
No. 3.

14 ib. p. 46, No. 7 (?) ;
IosPE. IV. 434 ;

Poland,

p. 405.
13 IosPE. 11. 402 (

= App. 69), 404, 410; Poland,

p. 340.
16 e.g. in App. 58 = IosPE. n. 452, the doubt

whether there were one TrpeofivTepos or four, and
the confusion of cases in App. 51.

17 e.g. <0 for ov, App. 52, 1 . 17, cf. App. 47, 1 . 1 1.

79
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,
Music

,
Literature [ch.

The Bosporans kept up the gymnastic exercises of Hellas, but we have
not so much evidence of it as in Chersonese and Olbia. Only at Gorgippia
have we a considerable inscription 1

,
which tells us that early in the mrd century

b.c. that city held a festival of the Hermaea at which was a long race (SoXtyo?).

There was also a kind of all-round contest in e[ve]£xa, into which, strength,

beauty, agility and skill in arms all probably entered. Other early lists of

citizens from Panticapaeum 2 and Nymphaeum 3 were also probably agonistic.

Phanagoria can shew its Agonothetes in the time of Paerisades I
4

. The
Panathenaic vases which I have mentioned several times (p. 347) are also a

proof that the Bosporans were not unsuccessful in their cultivation of athletics,

though we do not know of their having distinguished themselves in the great

games of the mother country. The occurrence of the title gymnasiarch among
the officers of religious societies proves that to the end bodily exercises were
practised. Professors of gymnastics were imported from Sinope

5

.

The Bosporans’ taste and practice in art has been sufficiently treated

(p. 294). Memnon made use of their taste in music by sending with his envoy
to Leucon the famous citharoedus Aristonicus of Olynthus. The latter was
instructed to begin his performance as he approached the shore, so that to hear

him the whole population should assemble in the theatre, and accordingly its

full numbers might be ascertained 5
. We have the stele of an avXrjrpU from

MyrmeciunV. A vith century “ Pseudo-Panathenaic ” vase from Kerch with

a contest of flute players matched by a genuine inscribed one of the vith century

from Elizavetovskaja (Tanais, v. p. 567) with lyrists argues some success in

music 8
.

In literature they have nothing to boast of. Sphaerus, a rather obscure

philosopher, a pupil of Zeno and Cleanthes, lived at the court of Ptolemy
Philopator 9

. He also helped Cleomenes in his schemes for regenerating

Sparta. Yet the Bosporan kings tried to patronize letters. One of them who
had received a full Greek education came to Smyrna while seeing the sights

of Ionia. Polemo of Smyrna, the chief sophist of the town, so far from

politely waiting upon him, would not even go to see him when invited, and
made the king come to him with a present of ten talents

10
. The king must

have been Sauromates I, Cotys 1

1

or Rhoemetalces, during whose reigns Polemo
flourished. The long extract in Diodorus (v. p. 578) presumably comes from

the works of some native author : but the historians of Mithridates and his

deeds seem to have been from Asia Minor.

We can only judge of Bosporan literature by one or two metrical

inscriptions 11 and epitaphs, of which there are about thirty. The earliest of

these, one of the very earliest inscriptions from the north of the Euxine, being

written boustrophedon, is a failure
12

.

1 IosPE. iv. 432 = Mat. XXIII. p. 64.
2 IosPE. 11. 55, 56. 3 IosPE. iv. 205.
4 IosPE. 11. 345.
6 IosPE. 11. 299.
6 Polyaenus v. xliv. i.

7 BCA. xxin. p. 44, No. 29.
8 Arch. Anz. 1912, pp. 339, 374, ff. 23, 24, 66,

67 : Radlov in BCA. xi.v. pp. 76—-91, PI. v, vi.
9 FHG. ill. p. 20 ;

Diog. Laert. vn. vi. 177,

178 enumerates his very miscellaneous works: but

Plutarch, Cleomenes II., calls him a Borysthenite.

10 Philostrat., Vitae Sophistarum
,
1. iv. 25, p. 229.

11 IosPE. 11. 9, v. p. 577, and 37 = App. 45.
12 App. 25 (s. slope of Mt Mithridates)= i?(A4 .

X. p. 63, No. 66, cf. XXIII. p. 63 ;
Melanges Nicole

,

p. 301, No. 1 ;
Cronert, IVochenschr. f. Kl. Phil.

Oct. 24, 1906; A. Tv^Ja)v| os. B. 2ripa\ri ra>i§’
|

VTroKei\Tai dvr/p
j [

77
-JoXXo[t]crt nodei

|

vos. C. Tavpois

eivi (?) Tv^tov
| [ | |

T(Hvo\p\\a 8' ear'i Tv)([co]v eot. In

C are evidently attempts at a pentameter. Cronert’s

Taivopa 8’ Iitt'i Tv^cnv k(u rrurpos 8 earl Tv^covos
makes too free with the lettering.
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Other early verses are better 1

, and the epitaphs of Lysimachus 2 and
Glycaria (v. p. 561) are still simple. Those of Roman date are either

monotonous 3 or artificial, full of phrases which recur in the Anthology 4 or

Kaibel’s collection. This is particularly true of a series from a spot in the

Glinishche, which must have been an aristocratic cemetery

5

.

A very literary composition is the epitaph of Sabbion, whose special

delight was in the Muses 0
. By the irony of fate Vergilius Aephnidius has the

worst of probably unintentional hexameters 7

,
but some Bosporan knew enough

Homer to scratch half a line on a stone and make but two mistakes 8
. An

epitaph in verse was often earned by death in battle with the natives.

Ordinary gravestones tell us of strangers sojourning in Bosporus, besides

Romans and Jews (v. pp. 614, 622, n. 1). We have near neighbours whose
idvikol point to city patriotism within the kingdom, men of Nymphaeum,
Theodosia, Hermonassa and Cepi 9

,
and several Chersonesites 10 and an

Odessite 11

,
but no Olbians. Most foreigners came from the opposite coast

Amastris and Amisus 12

,
Heraclea Pontica 13

,
and especially Sinope 14

,
also

Tium and Paphlagonia 15
. Of more distant cities that sent men to die in

Bosporus may be mentioned Mantinea, Mytilene, Chios, Colophon, and even
far off Cyprus and Syracuse 16

. The foreign coins found come from the same
Asiatic cities (among them in the early period from Cyzicus 17

), and offer

further evidence of the close communication between the opposite coasts of

the Euxine, which found its full expression in the Empire of Mithridates.

Bosporus Coinage, City Issues. Plates V, VI. 1— 14, IX. 10—29.

To the exceptional constitution of the Bosporan kingdom correspond its

monetary issues, so much can be discerned, but the want of data forbids us

from tracing this correspondence into any great detail. Just as the rulers of

the country long refrained from assuming any higher title than king with

respect to the cities, so they refrained from the royal prerogative of coining.

It is clear that they kept to this rule until the latter half of the mrd century at

least, and the comparative rarity of Spartocicl coins in the precious metals as

compared with the abundant city issues argues that their interference in the

matter was exceptional. The common coins with Leucon’s name may have

been called out by some emergency and do not represent a great addition to

1 Hedeie, IosPE. 11. 370 cf. BCA. xxm. p. 56;
Hecataeus a foreigner, BCA. ill. p. 36, No. 3;
Sanon, xiv. p. 123, No. 46.

2 IosPE. II. 17 1.

3 e.g. Chreste, p. 301, f. 213, Timotheus, App.
6j = IosPE. 11. 383.

4 IosPE. iv. 221, cf. Antli. Pal. VII. 516.
5 Cf. Mdlanges Nicole

,
l.c.

;
IosPE. 11. 86, in

which the youth is called Xoy<ov cf)l\os ;
iv. 256, 317,

set up by a thiasus
;
BCA. x. p. 71, No. 77; xiv.

p. 120, No. 42: others of the group, IosPE. iv.

218, BCA. x. p. 49, No. 46, p. 66, No. 69, and part

of xiv. p. 124, No. 47, the most elaborate of all, are

in Iambics: this and two similar ones, IosPE. II.

298, 299 commemorate people of Sinope, as 286 a

woman of Amisus.
6 IosPE. II. 197.

7 IosPE. IV. 330. Not so bad as Zeilas of

Tarsus, BCA. XLV. p. 16, No. 7, set up in his life-

time to his wife “one of the Pierian Muses”: above
is a funeral feast.

8 IosPE. iv. 409— II. X. 242.
9 IosPE. II. 201, cf. supra p. 560, n. 1 ;

IV. 400,

334 ;
BCA. xxiii. p. 43, No. 26.

10 IosPE. 11. 302, 302 1

, 303, iv. 402.
11 IosPE. 11. 295.
12 IosPE. 11. 285, 286, 286 1

, 287.
13 IosPE. 11. 289, cf. supra p. 560.
14

v. n. 5 and BCA. X. p. 67, No. 71 ;
xvni.

p. 132, No. 49; xxvii. p. 50, No. 8.

15 IosPE. 11. 301, 296.
16 BCA. ill. p. 51, No. 17; IosPE. 11. 294, 11.

468 and IV. 403, 401, 11. 292, 300.
17 e.g. ABC. Reinach, p. 130.
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the currency. There are points of resemblance between certain royal coins

and others issued by the cities, but in the uncertainty of historical and stylistic

criteria we do not gain from these much help in dating either.

With the entrance of Mithridates the coinage becomes quite different and
types which ultimately go back to his inspiration become dominant : but he
did not deprive the cities of the right of coining, not even of the right of

coining silver. He allowed them to issue the small silver change and copper
required to supplement the splendid tetradrachms which he made the chief

currency of his dominions. To his time belong Dionysiac types. During the

unsettled half-century that succeeded, naval power was all-important on the

Euxine, and naval types are very general upon the coins, especially during

the time of Asander. From this time the mints become royal mints, only, as

it seems, Phanagoria, which had been granted exceptional privileges and had
taken the name of Agrippias Caesarea, continued to issue copper after the other

cities had given up coining. The coinages of Nymphaeum and Theodosia, even
the latter’s last (ix. 7) so-called Leuconian type, have no affinity but their Aeginetic

weight with that of the Bosporan towns and have been treated separately.

The first group of coins is common to Panticapaeum, Apollonia and
Phanagoria. The metal is silver and the reverse has almost always an incuse

square. The type is a lion-scalp (v. 3—6. ix. 10, 11) treated in some cases in

quite an archaic manner. The smaller coins of the class are very small indeed,

some of these have an ant instead (v. 1,2). The incuse square is sometimes plain,

quadripartite or with pellets, sometimes of the swastika or mill-sail pattern : a few

members of the group have a ram’s head with a fish below it
;

it is remarkable

that an example at Berlin 1 has this more developed type overstruck with a

quadripartite square inscribed PANT. The legends are- AP or PA (reading

either way), APoA, PANT, PANTI and 4>A. The ant has been supposed to

refer to Myrmecium, the little town to the ne. of Kerch: and Apollonia has

been thought to be the true Greek name of Panticapaeum. These coins

have been referred to Apollonia in Thrace 2

,
but they are found on the

Bosporus. Their issue must have continued for most of the vth century 3
.

This name of Apollonia may account for a severe head of Apollo on the

obverse of a late coin of this early series
4 and upon the reverse of one 5 of

the next group, which belongs to the time of greatest prosperity under the

established Spartocids. This group is marked at Panticapaeum by heads of

Pan, whose presence merely expresses the first three letters of the city’s name.

His head appears in wonderful variety, bearded and beardless, at first with

straight fine hair (v. 7, 9— 13), then it becomes more bold and curly (v. 8, 15),

and finally is conventionalized in a way which recalls Mucha’s posters of fifteen

years ago with their decorative “macaroni” (v. 16—23). The later straight

and rough treatments which shade into one another correspond to the time

when full, or nearly full faces were in vogue on coins; the last style returns to

profile. In this style the use of the drill has been allowed to produce round

blobs (there is no other word) in the features and a monotonous quality of

1 Beschr. 1. p. 9, PI. IX. 13.
2 BMC. Thrace

,
&“c. p. 87.

3 Giel, Kl. B. PI. hi., shews 43 of them.
4 Burachkov, XIX. 25, reverse, ram’s head and

PANTI in square, 1 5-7 grn. = 1 ’02grm., i^obols(?).
6 B. XIX. 48=MK. 1. p. 345 ;

obverse, Pan
bearded 1 ., 195-4 grn. = I2'66 grm., stater.
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treatment (see the folds in the neck of the ox on v. 17). Often the presence
of the ivy wreath goes with the later style. This Pan class of coin seems to

have gone right through the ivth century and survived into the iurd. In the

nnd and perhaps even in the 1st it appears to have been occasionally revived in

inferior specimens (vi. 1, ix. 15).

The finest examples are furnished by the magnificent gold staters which
are the glory of the Panticapaean mint

;
these are in three varieties, according

as the head of Pan, or, as some call him, a bearded Satyr, is in full face (v. 8),

or turned to the left (v. 7) or in profile, but wreathed with ivy (v. 16). The
reverse always bears a horned griffin. The types of the silver are more varied.

Mostly we find lions (e.g. v. 1 1— 13, the latter has been taken to be a complete
allegory of Bosporus conquering Chersonese!), demi-lions (v. 10) or lion-

faces (v. 9, 14); further, we have ox-heads (v. 15, 1 7), supposed by Oreshnikov
to be in allusion to Bosporus. On copper the types of this period include

demi-griffins (v. 18), lion-heads (v. 20), each with the sturgeon below, ox-heads
similar to v. 15, and, most important of all, the bow and arrow (v. 19, ix. 15)
which connects on with Leucon’s reverse (vi. 16). To the ivth century belong
some good coins of Phanagoria with quite distinctive types, Phanagoras, ox
or demi-ox and w'heatear (ix. 12 and B. xxm. 2, 4 b).

The issues of the late mrd and nnd centuries are marked by a pre-

dominance of Apolline types. The earliest of these (v. 25) still has macaroni
treatment of the hair. The change seems to be about the time of Spartocus,

on whose coin we have the bow in case, which we also find on some of the

later Pan coins (v. 23), on a great countermark over a Pan coin (v. 21) and
on the Theodosian coins which recall those of Leucon by their obverse

(ix. 7 ;
cf. vi. 17). But one copper issue (v. 24) almost exactly reproduces the

coin of Spartocus (vi. 15) and the monogram might read ITT. Similar coins

occur in silver (B. xxi. 107, 112), and v. 26 is a degenerate variety. With Apollo

go such types as the dolphin (vi. 2), the eagle (B. xxi. 102), and the horse

(v. 25, 27), also Poseidon (v. 28). We now find fuller legends such as

TTANTI and TTANTIKArfAITQN. It is hard to know whether degraded Pans such

as vi. 1 or ix. 1 5 should be classed with these or referred to a later assertion

of coining rights
;

vi. 1 has Mithridatic affinities. To the nnd century would
seem to belong the first issue of Gorgippia, which may be even earlier to judge
by the lettering (ix. 22).

During the Mithridatic period Dionysus (who was incarnate in the great

king) appears on most of the coins, the three cities of Panticapaeum,

Phanagoria and Gorgippia striking identical types 1 on blanks of a new fabric.

To shew their identity in type and monogram 1 have given vi. 9, ix. 17 and
ix. 24, so vi. 8, 10 recur at the other two towns, and ix. 16, 18, 23 have
analogues at Panticapaeum. The balaustion is peculiar to Phanagoria, but the

head of Artemis on ix. 13 is like that on vi. 7, which is clearly shewn to be

Mithridatic by the characteristic pasturing deer, the mark of Mithridates’ later

tetradrachms (cf. PI. iv. 22 at Chersonese) 2

,
and the star and crescent of ix. 14 is

the well-known sign of the Achaemenid house. The last coin has no legend

;

ix. 2 1 is also distinguished by no legend to shew its minting place, but its

1 Giel, KI. B. PI. iv., shews them well. 2 Rather than the goddess’s attribute.
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monogram is Mithridatic, and it is commonly found on the Bosporus and
undoubtedly belongs there 1

.

No one has unravelled the confusion of issues which reigned on the

Bosporus in the time following Mithridates. There was such a restriking and
countermarking of coins as has hardly ever been known. The various short-

lived governments seem to have wished to make political capital by making
their emblems appear on the coinage as soon as possible; but to determine the

order of these restrikings is difficult.

Such a coining contest seems to have gone on between Asander and his

opponents. The copper coins that are certainly his are marked by prows,

emblems apparently of a naval victory, and we have an inscription dedicated

by his admiral to naval deities
2

. On the other side we have the Mithridatic

tradition of which Pharnaces was the embodiment. To this belong the deer,

eagle, tripod, stars, cornucopia and pilei, Apolline and Dionysiac emblems 3

;

this side, too, made a bid for naval victory with a prow. Further, there is an
occasional reversion to autonomous types, such as we see in the Pan of vi. i,

the griffin wing of vi. 4 or the balaustion of ix. 14
4

. A very clear case of the

Mithridatic tradition is seen in vi. 5 and 6, where Apollo’s head recalls the

king’s features, and the types on the other side come from him, and yet vr. 6 is

struck upon a coin of Asander as archon. So vi. 1 1 ,
a city coin, is struck

over the unassigned coin ix. 21. The eagle does not seem to be the Roman'
type, as it occurs on Mithridatic coins, e.g. of Sinope

5

,
and Asander has struck

vi. 25 on vi. 11, itself already restruck. All Asander’s large bronzes are

struck upon coins of Panticapaeum or Phanagoria. The smaller ones, as

PI. vi. 24, are struck upon those of Amisus and Sinope”.

So the big countermark put upon the Poseiclon-prow coins (vi. 12) as

on vi. 13 is exceedingly like the Pallas on vi. 14, which has a prow on its

reverse. To which side these stamps belonged we cannot distinguish. With
this interchange of monetary courtesies the city issues of the Bosporus come to

an end. Save only Phanagoria, granted an exceptional position by Agrippa
and accordingly renamed Agrippias Caesarea, issued ix. 19 and 20

;
the head

on the obverse seems decidedly like that of Livia, whether she were represented

as a mortal or a goddess. A similar head appears on coins of Gepaepyris

(vii. 7), Cotys I, Rhescuporis I and Sauromates I, but local coining can hardly

have survived into these latter reigns; the reverse types are quite common-place.

As to the standards upon which the minting ol the precious metals in

Panticapaeum and Phanagoria proceeded, it is, as usual, an article of Bertier-

de- La-Garde’s which gives most help 7
. With the archaic vth century silver

coins he does not deal directly, but though remarking on their likeness to the

Samian 8

,
many specimens of which have been found on the Bosporus, thinks

1 For the coins with BAE, vii. 14—18, B.

XXIV. 11— 26, V. p. 602.
2 App. 39— IosPE. 11. 25.
3 BMC. Pontus

,
Introduction, p. xv sq.

4 For this coin v. Zt.f Numismatik
,
XX. p. 254,

PI. IX. 1, 2, where Imhoof-Blumer assigns this and
a similar coin bearing a leather helmet on the

obverse to Phanagoria. Sinope had a very similar

issue, cf. also Kl. B. PI. v. 1, 2.

s BMC. Pontus
,

Introduction, p. xv, No. 1,

PI. XXIII. 2; Oreshnikov, Cat. Uvarov
,
p. 62.

0 Asander’s VI. 24 and BMC. Pontus

,

X. 8 on
ib. HI. 6 (Amisus) and XXIII. 2 (Sinope).

7 Numismatic Miscellany, 1. Moscow, 1909, “ The
Comparative Value of Monetary Metals on the

Bosporus and Borysthenes in the middle of the ivth

century B.C.”
8 BMC. Ionia, p. 350, PI. xxxiv. 4—7.
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that the Aeginetic system suits them best 1

. Head 2
refers them to the

Phoenician or Asiatic. No electrum was coined at Panticapaeum at any time.

In the ivth century Panticapaeum coined in gold and copper, but no
doubt the silver, still Aeginetic, was the real basis 3

. We have the stater

(v. 17), the tetrobol (v. 15), the triobol (v. 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, and other varieties

with Pan and lion), the diobol with a ram on the reverse, perhaps to be

referred to the older series
4

,
the obol (v. 10, other varieties with young Pan and

demi-lion or griffin)
5

,
similar types served for the half- and quarter-obol 6

.

Stirred by the success of Philip’s gold staters Panticapaeum attempted its

issue of gold
;

of the two earlier varieties (v. 7, 8) 14 and 16 specimens are

known, all extremely close to I40'4 grn. = 9'i grm., and 46 of the later rather

broader sort (v. 1 6) are nearly as exact. This unique weight has been generally

supposed to be an Attic stater raised because gold was cheap at Panticapaeum
owing to the produce of the Ural or Altai mines. But Bertier-de-La-Garde

shews that this abundance of gold was mythical (v. supra p. 441), and that

electrum was there a little dearer than elsewhere, 7 ’41 times silver, citing

Demosthenes 7

,
who says that there a Cyzicene= 28 Attic drachmae. Assuming

therefore that the unusual weight is due to a desire to make the gold coin

commensurate in value with the silver unit he finds that to take the gold coin

as equal to nine silver staters (v. 17) brings out the monetary ratio of gold to

silver as 1 1 '6
: 1, and the commercial as 12:1, again a little more than in Greece,

but much the same as he had reached at Olbia, allowance being made for more
alloy in the Olbian silver, and he thinks that we have in the gold piece, which
weighs exactly an Egyptian Kat, \\ drachmae or 9 obols Aeginetic, the very
rare hects 8 (young Pan: demi-griffin 1 .,

22'8 grn. = i
-

5 grm.) being half-

drachmae : so a silver stater would be exactly worth a gold obol. Unfortunately

for Panticapaeum this ingenious adjustment was spoilt by the drop in gold

down to ten times silver after Philip’s coining and Alexander’s conquests: also

the 6°/
o
extra was just enough to make its gold sought after but not enough

to give it an independent position in the market, and it suffered the fate of

good coin, going straight out of the country, to the great loss of the town
which had bought its gold rather dear. This last consideration brought
ill success to a final attempt to coin gold, this time Attic staters; five are known
just like v. 16 but, though perfectly preserved, weighing only 132 grn. =
8 -

55 grm. (one is 8*34), and a solitary half-stater, 66‘4 grn. = 4^3 grm. 9 The

1 His last article, kindly sent to me in slip-proof,

“Materials for Stathmological Investigation into

the coinages... of Tauris and Sarmatia,” Num. Misc.
II. 1912, gives (pp. 26—36) weights of 585 coins

of this early silver, dividing them into seven groups
(one transitional) and sixty sorts denominated ac-

cording to the average of each sort : sometimes two
sorts make a continuous series and any division

between them must be arbitrary (e.g. coins like V. 2

range from -o7 to ‘25 grm., is ’14 grm. to be de-
nominated an | or a j obol?)

;
I give his denomina-

tions for those I figure and for one or two larger

ones, but these again are too rare for us to be sure
of their proper weight: v. 1 is i obol; v. 2, ix. n,

I obols; v. 4, 5, 6, IX. 10, diobols
;

v. 3, triobol;

IX. 12 (cf. Panticapaeum, Cat. Uvarov, 366, 67-2

grn. = 475 grm.), pentobol; Giel, Kl.B. III. 18 (91 grn.

= 5 '89 grm.), a drachma; Brussels (131-8 grn. =
8-54 grm.), 9 obols. I had put down V. 5, 6 as obols

but they are clearly very light terms of series

averaging 1-39 and 1
'44 grm. He allows several

issues of obols (e.g. B. xix. 9, like my V. 5, 4-6 grn.
= '3 grm.) and more doubtfully of 1, i-| and 4 obols.

2 HNS p. 280; cf. BMC. Thrace
,
p. 87.

3 Bertier-de-La-Garde, op. cit. pp. 36—40, enu-
merates 24 sorts and 213 coins, cf. Comp. Values

,

p. 34, n. 2.

4 B. xix. 26 (27 grn. = 174 grm.).
6 B. XX. 65, 66, 87.
6 Giel, TRAS. V. PI. v. 29 (5-55 grn. = ’36 grm.),

30 (3-24 grn. = '2i grm.).
7 In Phormionem

, § 23.
8 B. XX. 61, BMC. Thrace

, p. 4, No. 4.

9 Bertier-de-La-Garde, Comp. Values
, p. 51.
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example of Philip and Alexander had been irresistible, but subservience to it

was also useless and the city issued no more gold : for the mrd century

Panticapaeum, like most cities, left coining to foreign kings. A fresh start

with silver was made early in the nnd century by Panticapaeum, Phanagoria,

and now also Gorgippia : it was on the reduced Attic standard, not the

cistophoric 1

. There is nothing to guide us in classifying the denominations of

the copper token currency.

The coinage of the Sindi belongs to the vth century before they came under
the power of the Spartocids. Hecataeus, the name of their king at this period,

if genuine, shews that the Greeks had already established a footing among
them, and the coins are quite Greek imitated from familiar types: ix. 25 points

to Heraclea Pontica, 26 to Teos, from which Phanagoria was colonized, and
the owl suggests Athens or Sinope; the standard is Aeginetic 2

.

The one coin of Dioscurias (ix. 28) appears to be Mithridatic. The
Colchian coins (ix. 29)

3 are quite archaic, but no definite meaning can be
attached to their types, which rather recall Samos.

One thing is clear throughout the Bosporus, that the coin types had not

the slightest religious significance. The types of the main series were either

canting heraldry or commercial, the imported types were purely political.

Bosporus Royal Issues. Plates VI. 15— 28, VII, VIII.

The royal issues have been discussed in the course of the history so far

as they bore upon it, and the chief types of each king have been passed in

review. As to their weights and denominations, the solitary silver coin of

Spartocus appears to be a didrachm, that of Hygiaenon a drachma, and that

of Paerisades a tetradrachm, all of the lightish Attic standard current in their

day, and the gold staters correspond (v. p. 584). Later on those of

Mithridates weigh about i28'86grn.
(
= 875 grm. ), those of Pharnaces and

of Asander down to about b.c. 33, 125A grn.
(
= 8’i4grm.), the later issues of

Asancler and Dynamis (v. p. 592, f. 347), 1 23^9 grn.
(
= 8*03 grm.), just a

trifle more than the Roman aureus with which they competed. The earlier

gold coins with monograms average 122 grn. ( = 791 grm.)
;
Mithridates VIII

i2ngrn.
( = 7’85grm.), Cotys I and Rhescuporis t2i -

6 grn. (=7'88grm.),
thus declining much less quickly than the Roman gold. When Rhescuporis

was allowed to put his full name on coins he came down to i20'8grn.

(
= 7‘83grm.), Sauromates I to i20 -2grn.

(
= 779 grm.) and Cotys II to

1 1975 grn.
(
= 77b grm.) 4

. At this weight the coins remained fairly constant,

but under this king the gold begins to be much alloyed, so that it passes into

electrum, which is almost white under Sauromates II, after whose time the

weight also becomes very uncertain. Under Cotys III the electrum was
debased to mere silver, Sauromates III was satisfied with potin

;
Ininthimeus

returned to electrum, but the following Rhescuporis and Pharsanzes mostly

1 v. 25 is a tetradrachm
;
vi. 8, a didrachm, cf. 3, \ and obols.

VI. 15; V. 26, vi. 7, IX. 16, 22, 23, drachmae; V. 27,
3 P. A. Pakhomov, “Coins of Georgia,” Pt 1.

IX. 13, tetrobols and v. 28 a diobol, or perhaps all TRAS. Num. Sect. I. iv. (1909), p. 6.

three half-drachmae. 4 Bertier-de-La-Garde, Trans. Od. Soc. XXIX.
2 IX. 25, 26, 27, all diobols. The other coins, pp. 207—213, cf. BMC. Pontus, p. xxxiii.

B. XXIII. id— 7, fit into the series, p. 631, n. 1, as
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coined potin, though there is a momentary reversion to gold of light weight
39’4grn.

(
= 2*55 grm.) 1

. Soon after this the series passes into bronze with no
definite weight and hardly any shape, but the king’s name and the date

distinguish the degenerate aureus.

The subsidiary signs of these royal coins have been specially studied by
Bertier-de- La-Garde 3

. The coins of the gold series in certain years between
a. b. 299 and 359 bear unexplained dots (vn. 4). Then between a.b. 418 and
the time of utter degradation we have various marks, some, e.g. the club (vm.

7, 20, 27) and the trident (vm. 6), doubtless refer to the king’s ancestry
;

others, the star (vm. 9)—which is a star and not a *= sesterce 3—crescent,

bird, wreath, rosette (vm. 15), dots (vm, 17, 18, 21), and letters (vm. 23),

seem to mark the different issues in any given year when more than one issue

was called for
;
they are commonest under Eupator and Sauromates II.

The numbers upon the coins of and
(
VIL T 5—^ I2

’

13, 5) have already been shewn to be marks of value, the unit perhaps being

some fraction of the chalcus, but they are rather surprising, as 1— 7, 10 do not

fit into any familiar system; probably because they did not go with the Roman
coinage to which the Bosporan was subordinated they gave way to a new

series of numbers; J^p’s ordinary coins have 6 and 12, Mithridates VI Iks 12,

Cotys I’s 4, 6, 8, 12, 24, those of later kings till Sauromates II some 24 and

all 48. At its heaviest the 48 weighs about the same as a Roman dupondius

and the smaller denominations correspond roughly to Roman coins on the

assumption that the unit is the half-ounce: probably this was an adaptation of

the old local fraction of the chalcus to the Roman system.

By the earlier part of the reign of Sauromates 1

1

the copper coinage was

a good deal debased and a new issue restoring the size of the principal coppers

was made, perhaps at the command of Septimius Severus, whose head appears

as a subsidiary mark (vm. 14) or countermark upon the new coins. To
prevent confusion with the former reduced copper there was introduced the

new set of types mentioned above (p. 606) and new marks of value indicating

at first a very small unit— Bertier-de-La-Garde suggests a scruple—as the

smaller coins bear such large numbers as 96 and 144 (vm. 13) ;
but the main

bulk have either a star (vm. 12) or a star and B (vm. 10, 1 1, 14) as being more

convenient than the larger numbers, and indicating one and two asses

respectively. But the reform was short-lived, and soon after Rhescuporis II

the coppers lose all regularity of weight and become debased even before the

gold, which had kept a good standard for nearly two centuries, followed its

example.

1 MK. 11. p. 332. Pontus
,
p. xxxiv.

2 Bertier-de-La-Garde, u Dijferents on Bosporan 3 pace Mommsen-Blacas, Hist, de la Mon.
Coins,” 'Numism. Misc. I. Moscow, 1911, cf. BMC. Rom., III. pp. 19, n. 3, 294.

M. 80
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APPENDIX

I have followed Latyshev (or in the case of Nos. i, 2, 17^, 28, 34 other editors) in his supplements, punctuation,

accentuation, etc., except where I have noted divergent readings and in some inscriptions of which I have kept the

precise spelling. I have not given more than one or two references to the literature of each inscription, the rest can

be found under these or in the notes on the pages cited. Conventions as in JHS. except that
{ }

enclose letters

omitted by the engraver’s carelessness. I have not always expanded obvious abbreviations. Names and facts

occurring in these Inscriptions but not mentioned in the Text have not been indexed.

1. C1L. xiv. 3608. Near Tibur, cf. pp. 447

469* 5 2 3 -

TI. PLAUTIO M.F. (ANI)

SILVANO AELIAN(O)
PONTIF. SODALI AUG.
Ill vir. A.A.A.F.F., Q(uaestori) Ti. Caesaris

5 Legat. leg. V. in Germania

Pr. Vrb., Legat. et ComitI Claud.

Caesaris in Brittannia, Consull,

Procos. Asiae, Legat. pro praet. Moesiae

In qua plura quam centum mill.

10 ex numero Transdanuvianor.

ad praestanda tributa cum coniugib.

ac llberls et principibus aut regibus suls

transduxit. Motum orientem Sannatar.

compressit quamuls parte} m} inagna{m} exercitus

15 ad expedltionem in Armenian! mlsisset.

Ignotos ante aut infensos P.R. reges signa

Romana adoraturos in rlpam quam tuebatur

perduxit. Regibus Bastarnarum et

Rhoxolanorum fllios, Dacorum fratr(u)m

20 captos aut hostibus ereptos remlsit
;
ab

aliquls eorum opsides accepit
;

per quern pacem

provinciae et confirmauit et protulit,

Scytharum quoque rege(m) a Cherrone(n)si,

quae est ultra Borustenen, opsidione summoto.

25 Primus ex ea provincia magno trltici modo

annonam P. R. adlevavit. Hunc legatum in

(in) Hispaniam ad praefectur. Vrbis remissum

Senatus in praefectura triumphalibus

ornamentls honoravit, auctore Imp.

30 Caesare Augusto Vespasiano verbis ex

oratione eius q{uae) i(nfra) s(cripta) s(unt) :

Moesiae ita praefuit ut non debuerit in

me differri honor triumphalium eius

ornamentorum
;

nisi quod latior el

35 contigit mora titulus Praefecto Vrbis.

Hunc in eadem praefectura Vrbis Imp. Caesar

Aug. Vespasianus iterum cos. fecit.

2. IG. ( CIAtt.) 1. 37 (after G. F. Hill, Sources

for Greek History
, p. 156, No. 308).

Athens (424 b.c.), cf. pp. 447, 458, 561.

fr. z""*2 : TT Nuft^atoi/?]

TT [EpaxXeta ?]

fr. z""'*7 : T ’0[\/3i'a]

TT T[epas]

T Tapa/paxe]

.XX Ka[pxiVe]

.XX Ktyu-f/tzep. . .]

.XX Ni/c[oWa]

. . X ttaT[pa<Tijs]

Kep[a<xos]

AapSaxe]

3. IosPE. 1. 2. Tyras, Chobruchi. 181 a.d.

cf. pp. 446, 541.

5 6eioT[aTos Piopalojp adroKparw]-

p riii^T]a[e rpv tt6\iv TjpCiv ?

10 irapa rolls riyo[vptpovs ? — tuv rip 5ppp\

<rvp.(t>epbvrw\y — — — — — 1o<pe\lpov av~\-

Spos yeyovbr[os 5e]-

Sox^ai rrj f3ov\r} Kal rip 5t]U(p Ko^kktiiov ]

vov TereipijaOai XPvaV areipapip /c[ai rt/7r]ip eiri[xpv<TpT],

15 to re ifrjfiur/ia reXeioidbv bird rod ypa/xu[areojs]

rijs wbXeois Oi’ia\eplov "Poixpov doffyuai rip !r[arpi]

avrou KoKKriUp OvaXevTi Kal to avrlypacpov a[7rore]-

Pijrai els ra Sripbma.
—

"Styevero ev Tilpp wpb e' ko\. Mo-

iwv abroKparopi KoptoSip to y' Kal Avtkjt'kp JSovp-

20 pip virdrois, us be Tvpavol Ayovaiv, 2tovs eKp', dpxbv-

tup 8b tup irepl QebSupop Boldov, p-qvbs ’Aprepe101 -

upos ’EacppaylcauTO' QebSupos Borjffov irpu-

tos Hpx

w

E[a]«rap Z ovpri tipxup ’ AaiaOtvps Mo/c/ca

apxuv • AtXios Aoijkios Hpxup" OuaXepiavbs Hop-

25 tlkov elinjyyjTTjs * Ti/3. KAadSios ’AvT[iaffiirr]~\s' Xewrob-

pios 'lepoaupros' IRSaj'os T\.iT<pap[yaK]o[v Oua]A[Vp](os

Baomapov 4 'lepuipvpos' Aprepi8upo[v} 4 0eoS[ds’Apre]|Ui-

SApou 4 Xpvonrwos Xpoalirirov ‘ Xlyep’AprepiSApov Ma-

Kapios ’AprepiSupov 4 AioPV<r&8upos ’AxiA\alov

30 A01ikios XaroprelXov 4 4>iA6/caAos 4>iAoKdAoo • A10-

vutnos IUaKa. HpaKXtup Xupd' AeXipos AeXcpov.

OvaXepios 'Povtpos ypapparevs ireXeluoa to

1prjipiopa.
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4.

IosPE. 1. 3, PI. 1. Tyras, Korotnoe, a.d.

201, cf. pp. 446, 525.

[Exemplum epistulae ad Tertullum].

[Misimus tibi epistulam ad Heraclitum, unde]

[intelleges, quid statuerimus de immunitate],

[quam Tyrani sibi concessam esse contendunt].

[Quam licet admittere non soleatnus nisi pri]-

1 [vile]gii auct[oritate perpensa et origine iramu]-

nitatis inspecta, quod us[urpatum esse diu qua]-

qua ratione videbatur, cum iusta [moderati]-

one servavimus, ut neque ipsi consfuetudi]-

5 ne diuturna pellerentur et in poste[rum]

decreta civium adsumendorum consi[liis]

praesidis provinciae c(larissimi) v(iri) perpend erentu[r].

Exemplum epistulae ad Heraclitum.

Quamquam Tyranorum civitas or(i)ginem

to dati beneficii non ostendat nec facile, quae

per errorem aut licentiam usurpata sunt, prae-

scriptione temporis confirmentur, tamen,

quoniam divi Antonini parentis nostri litte-

ras, sed et fratrum imperatorum cogitamus, item

1 5 Antonii Hiberi gravissimi praesidis, quod attinet

ad ipsos Tyranos quique ab iis secundum leges

eorum in numerum civium adsumpti sunt, ex pri-

stino more nihil mutari volumus. Retineant

igitur quaqua ratione quaesitam sive possessam

20 privilegii causam in promercalibus quoque re-

bus, quas tamen pristino more professionibus

ad discernenda munifica mercimoniorum eden-

das esse meminerint. Sed cum Illyrici fructum

per ambitionem deminui non oporteat, sciant

25 eos, qui posthac fuerint adsumpti, fructum

immunitatis ita demum habituros, si eos legatus

et amicus noster v. c. iure civitatis dignos esse de-

creto pronuntiaverit. Quos credimus satis a-

bundequ(a)e sibi consultum, si grati fuerint, exi-

30 stimaturos, quod origine beneficii non quaesi-

ta dignos honore cives fieri praeceperimus.

’OovIvlos TepruXXos ap%ov<n,
/5
lovXy

,
Sr/-

p.u) 'Ivpavuv \a.ipeLv.

’Avrlypatpov tuv Belwv ypapparoiv
,
nep-

35 <f>8ivT(i>v poe vwb tCiv Kvpluv rfpuv avei-

KTfTuv Kai evTVXwr&Twv AvTOKparbpwv,

toStols pov rots ypdppaaiv Trpoira^a, 6-

ttws yvbvres tt]v delay els vpas peyaXo-

ooiplav Trj fj.ey6.\p uutujv t^xV evxapeaTTf-

40 a-qre. ’Eppuadac vpas Kal evTvxeiv 7roX-

Xots ireaiv eilxopai. ’AireSbdrf wpb

iy‘ Ka\o.vou)v Maprluv, ArfveCivos 77'.

’Aveardd-q iwi MovKiavou Kal 'I’a/Jicu'oD

inrdTOjy, iv rip epp' irei,

45 'VX'P5 IT(onXlov) AlXlov Ko.XTrovpviov.

4
a

- IosPE. 1. 120 (iv. p. 275). Olbia, cf. p. 458,
n. 3.

+ APM[lo£T
O A I 4> [I A o

E I M I M
A/ H M A

5. IosPE. 1. 11. Anadolu Kavak (Temple of

Zeus Urius), cf. pp. 459, 472, 485.

1 [Ecs ]\o]pv<Ta0ev7f eia"rrXelv Toy fiou-

\Xbpe]vov Kara raSe • iSo^e fdovXrji

[/cai 8rf\pwi, Kayufios BpaavSapavTo[s

ebre m
~\ elvai rravTos XP V<T10V eiriarfpo(v)

5 [xa]i dpyvpio(v) iirwrfpov eia<raywyri[v

K]ai e^aywyrfv b Se deXojv wuXeiv [7)

wv]eiadai XP V<TI-0V iirlarfpov i) dpyd-

\pi.o]y iwla-ppov 7ruXetrw Kai wvela0[oj

C7rc] tov Xldov tov iv tui iKK\Tf<reao[Trf-

10 pluL '] 6[s] 5 ’ dv dXXodi airoduTai 7) wplrf-

[tcu, OTe^prfcreiTai. 6 pev drroSbpevos to[v

rruXovpev]ov dpyvpiov, b Se rrpcapevos ttj[s

Teprj\s
,

6aov iirplaTO 7roiXeiv Se Kai uv[e-

cerpac] 7ravra 7rpbs to vopurpa to Trjs

1 5 [7r6Xe]ws, irpbs tov xuX/cdv Kai to dpydpio[v

to] ’OX/9io7roXiTur6v • Ss 5’ dv irpos aXXo [tc

cc7roS]<oTac 7) wpirfTai., aTeprfaeTae o pev [a-

TroS^bpevos o(ii) dv dwodurac, b Se rrpidp\je-

v]os ocrov dv wpl-pTai’ irpa^ovrae Si to[(c/)s

20 7ra]pa to \frrf(pL<rpd ti irapavopo(v)vTas

ot dv TTfv (bvTjy wpiuvTai twv 7rapavo-

prfadvTuv attjc /earaXa/Joyrefs"]

ro Se XPV<T
'

L0V TuXeiv Kai 6bveT<rd[ai to]-

v pev (STaTTfpa tov K v^Krfvbv efvSeKd]-

25 to(v). 7fpi.aTaTT)po(v) Kai pr/Te d£iuTepo[v prf\-

re Tipuorepov
,
to S’ 6.XX0 xPva

'

i0v to [e-

Triai)]pov airav Kae apydpiov to eTrlari[pov

TiJuXeTy Kai djve(i)cr6ai cos dv aXX[^Xous]

weiOwen' tcXos Si prfSev [irpaTTeci' prfTe

3° XPloocoo ewiarfpov p^t' dpyv[plov e-rrurr)-

,u,]ou prire rru\o(v)vTa pr/T’ \uvoiipevov. .

6. IosPE. iv. 460. Olbia, cf. pp. 67, 465.

<t>7j|ui SiaKoalas re

Kal oySorfKovTa opyveas

Kai Svo To^evaai

KXeevbv ’Ava^aybpav

vibv Arfpaybpeu,

^IXreoj Se ira...
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7. IosPE. 1. 16, PI. n. Olbia, cf. pp. 104, 118,

125-6, 259, 388, 443, 459-463, 47 1_

474 , 481-485, 488.

A.

"E 5oj;e fiovXqi Kal STjpfwt] eUdSi, oi dpxo[r-

r]es Kal oi eirra elirap' ’E^etSr; 'HpocrtDi' re 6 ITp[a>]-

royepovs iraTqp iroXXas Kal peydXas

Xpelas irapelaxqrai TVl iroXei Kal els XPV~

5 pdrup Kal els irpaypdrup Xbyop
,

Ilpajro-

yepqs re SiaSe^dpepos rqp irapd rod ira-

rpos evvoiav irpbs top brjp.ov Sid fi'iov Sia-

rereXeKeP Xeyup Kal irpdrrup rd
/
3A-

ritrra ' Kal irpurop pep irapayepopi-

io pov 2 ai'Ta<fiapPov too fiaaiXius els KdyKV-

top Kal awaiTOVPTOs ra Supa rqs wapoSov,

tup Se koipup e^qiropqpepup, eiriKXqOels

vito too Sqpov ehtoKe xpvaovs rerpaKO<rlov[s]

'

tup te dpxbPTWP BIptup ra iepa irorqpi-

15 a els rqp r9js irbXeus xPeiav irpos IloXSxafp]-

pop irpos XPvcr°bs ekotop Kal ovk exSptup

Xvaaodai, rod Si £eVot cpepovros eirl top

XapaKTrjpa, airos birepairoSovs rods eKa-

top xP v&°bs eXvaaro ' tup Te irepi AqpoKUP-

20 ra apxoPTiop dyopaadprup XvmreXu s oIpop

Xpvcrup rpiaKoalup, ovk exoptup Se rqp npqp

SiaXvtrai, eiriKXqBels into roO Sqpov SSuke tovs

TpiaKOolovs xPvcro ^s ‘ brrl re HpoSupov lepeu oito-

Selas ovaqs Kal iruXovpepov rov alrov els ttep-

25 re, Kal 81a top kIpSvpop tSp eiritpepopepop olo-

pepov Seip tov Sqpov irapadeadai crdrop iKa-

pop Kal els ravra irapaKaXovpros tovs

exoPTas, irpuros irapeXBup eirqyyelXa-

to peSlpvovs SiaxiXlovs els SeKa, Kal

30 tup Xonrup irapaxpqpa Kopioape-

pup rqp Tipqp, adros epiavrop avpir[e\-

piepeyxBels tokop ovOeva eirpa^aro" e-

7rl Te tov avTOV lepeu dffpoup irapayepo-

peoup 2a'tup eirl rqp tup Supup Kopi-

35 Sqp, ov Svpapepov Si tov Sqpov Sov-

pai adrods, d&uaaoTOS Si Hpuroyepqp

jioqdqoai rods Kaipois, irapeXBup ewqyye[l]-

Xaro xPv,70 vs rerpaKoalovs • alpedels re

rqs tup ippea apxqs ovk eXarroPup

40 pip q x^Xlup Kal irepraKotrlup xPvff&v

irpoBemP eiroiqaaro eirl Tads peXXovoais

7rpoaoSois, e£ up iroXXol pep OKqirrovxoi

edepairevdqoap evKalpus
,
ovk dXlya Si

Supa wapecTKevdodq tui fiacriXed XwrireXu)[s]

'

45 irpadePTos re tov orbXov els fiaclXeia

Kara to ipqipicrpa, ep ul SSei tovs dyopd-

A (contd).

aaPTas Xafiedp irapa Tqs ttoXeus xpvao[vs]

TpiaKoalovs, Kal dyopdaapros Kopupos, 81-

a to 5e ra xpVPLaTa M’) SvpacrBai

50 Sovpai tov s dpxopras, aXX’ ehai wa-

pa Tods TeXuoais, Sia\X\v<rapipup rqp a>-

pqp irpbs Tqp irbXip, Kal Sid ravra rpi[s]

dpairpaBelaqs Tqs upqs Kal to rplrop

ayopdoapTos iopplupos, avpiSlop

55 IIpfc;ro'y6'7;s Sibri peydXois Siawru-

paoi wepiirecreiTai q iroXis, avrbs irapeX-

Bup els rrjp eKXqtrlap SSuKe rods Tpia-

Knolovs xpv<T°vs ’ TraXip t eirl IIXeiirrapxo(i;)

lipeu aiToSelas yepopepqs iaxvpds Kal ttu-

fio Xovpepov tov cItov els piSippop Kal Svo Tpi-

reds, 7tpoSqXov Se optos ioeoBai TipovaTe-

pov, uairep Se Kal eyepero irapavriKa b peSi-

ppos xPva°b Kal Svo TpiTUP, Kal Sia ravra

SiayupidaaPTos tov Sqpov Kal olopipov

65 Sedp aiTUPrjoai, els Se ravra XP( ia* 7rapa-

oxeaBai rods eviropovpipovs, irpuros ovp-

eXBovaqs eKXqalas iirqyyelXaro els rqp

airuplap xPv(TOvs xXiovs, ods irapavriKa e-

piyKas SSuke, up tovs rpiaKoolovs arbKovs

70 els iviavrbv, Kal Sods xp v<T
'

iov 7r“!' XaX/cor

iKoplaaro eK rerpaKoalup irpuros S’ eirqy-

yelXaro irvpup peSlppovs SktxiXIovs irep-

raKoalovs, up rods TrepraKoalovs piip SSukep

els rirrapas Kal eKria, rods Se SiaxiXlovs ei’[s]

75 5^o Kal eirra qpiiKrea , Kal tup Xoittup tup

ep rovrui rui Kaipui eirayyeiXapepup ira-

paxpqpa rds ripas Kopioapepup and tup

iropiadePTUP xpv/adrup, avrbs avpirepie-

peyxBels ipiavrbv rqp ripqp iKoplaaro rb-

80 kop ovSipa irpa^apepos, Kal 81a rqp Ilpcoro-

7eroes irpoBvplap iroXXa piy XPB!10-T°v »v-

K oXlyos Si adros eiroploBq rui Sqpui • rod re

/BaoiXius 2aira</>dppov irapayepopi-(pope)

pov els rb iripap eirl Bepairelav, tup Se dpxbp-

85 tup crvpayaybprup eKXqalap Kal rqp re ira-

povcrlap eprpapiadprup rov
/
3amXius Kal 816-

n ep rads irpoaoSois earIp ovSep, irapeXBup

llpuroyepqs iSuKe xp^aous epaKoalovs ' tu[v'}

Se irpeofievrup Xa/Boprup ra xPVpara Kal a-

(jo iraprqadpruv paoiXed, llpuroyepovs Kal

[’A]purroKpdrovs, rov Si SaoiXews ra pip 5 c3p[a

pep\f/]apipov, els opyi)P Se Karaarapros Ka[l

rfy] apdjbev!;ip iroiqoap£p[ov, pera.p

...] Se Kal rods dpxopras apa^lus, up eveKep (?)

95 <rvp\eX6up 6 Srjpos irepl<p[of3os eyivero Kal

7rpe<r]|8etras eirl r

au

1. 58 perhaps nXei<rrdpx°[ 1']-

M. 8 l
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7. IosPE. 1. 16 (contd).

B.

in Se tov leXeierov pbpovs tov irpos Top, 7ror[a]-

pov rijs iroXeojs dreexlerrov ovtos, tov re /ca[ra]

tov Xipeva iravros /cat tov Kara to irpbrep[ov]

birapxov 1x8 voir ojXeov, iojs od 6 ypojs o Zcom'as,

5 tojv Se abropbXojv birayyeXXbvrojy TaXa-

ras Kal ISiKlpovs ireiroiijerdai avppax'eav Kal Sv-

vapiv ervvijxdae peydXyv Kal ravryv tov %ei-

pdivos y£eiv eirayyeXXbvrojv
,

irpos Se rob-

tols Qiaaparas Kal 2/cdPas Kal 2ai/5aparas eni-

10 dvpebv tov dxvpdjparos, SeSioras ojcravTojs Kal

abrobs ryv Tu>y TaXarCov wpoTyra, Kal Ota

radra iro\X&v exbvrojv ddvpojs Kal irapeeKe-

acrpbvojv eyXeiirew ryp irbXiv, dpa Se tor Kal

aXXa yeyevyerdae eXarrcoptara iroXXa

15 /card ryy x^Jpev, bepddpdae pbv ryv olKerei-

av airaaav Kal robs Tipa irapojpeeav ol-

Kovvras Mil-iWyvas od/c eXarrovs ov-

ras tov dpi.dp.bv x^Xloiv Kal 7revraKoalojv,

Tobs ev Ton irporbpojL iroXepon avppaxyeavras

20 ev rije irbXei, byXeXonrbvae Sb iroXXovs pbv

rojy ^bvojv, ovk oXlyovs Se rojp ttoXitCjv, ojv e-

veKev ervveXdwv 0 Srjpos SeyyojveaKojs Kal Toy

k'lvSvvov rbp pbXXovra Kai ra Seiva irpo 0-

(pdaXpdv iroiovpevos irapeKaXei iravras

25 rods iaxbovras [Soydyerai Kal py irepuSebv ryv ok

TToXXCjV eTU)V T€T7jp'f]peV7]p. irO.TfjlOO. VTTOXei-

peov yevopbvyv robs iroXeplois, ovSevos S' eireSe-

Sovtos eavrov oilr ’ els airavra otIt’ els pbpy ojv

yijlov 6 Sypos, biryyyelXaTO adros /caraa/cevdv

30 dp.epbrepa to, relxy Kal irpoOyaeip irderav ryv

els avTC1 Sairdvyv , Kalirep adrcDt irpoKeepevojv

obK eXaoerbvojy xPvffSjv y xtXtW /cat irevTaKoerl-

ujv, Kal evdbs eveyvas els Tyv bKXyaiav xpveovs

irevraKoerlovs els rods appafiCbvas dirbSoro irav-

35 to. to. epya biro K-ypvKa, Kal 7rapa to ttjv dplOp.y-

aiv Koi'qaaadai eb erolpov rods epy&vas ovk 6X 1 -

ya xp’PP-aTa Trepieirolricre TTji iroXer '6tl Se woX-

Xuv epyojvuv iyKaTaXnrovToiv to. ’ipya Tlpw-

Toyivijs ttjl woXei ra pev ipya avrbs ertivereXe-

40 craro, SedirTOipa oe run o-ppon obSev dvr)-

veyvev, dvaXdnras re els dpef/brepa to. Telxv

Xpvaovs x^Xlovs TrevraKoalovs Kal to TrXeiarov

oiaXbaas XPvcrl0v ivoplcraTO xa^K°v 6k rerpa-

Koerloiv]’ KareaKebaae ob Kal rods vbpyovs /ca/cd/s 81-

B (contd).

aveipevovs, robs irpos Tabs peydXais nbXais dp-

epoTbpovs Kal Toy Itadrjyr/Topos Kal Toy Kara ttjv

dpa^irby Kal tov ’E7r[t]5ai/ptoi/ eireoKevaae Se

Kal to aiTofioXov • KaTecKebaae Se Kal Top irvXQ-

va tov eirl tov Selyparos" in Se Trjs iroXeois

vavXov TeXovcnis toIs ayovcri robs XlSovs ISloj-

rats 5ta to ra 7rXota ra S-ppoaia /ca/ctis SeaKela-

6ai Kal prjdev exeev tojv dppevoiv, eirijyyeiXaTO

Kal Tavra KaraaKevdv, avaXonras r’ els ravra

irdvra xpotrods SiaKocrlo vs Xbyov ijveyKe napa-

Xpypa, dv eveKev 6 Sijpos iroXXaKis avroy Kal

wporepov earecpavuiKoos /cat tot’ eoreepavoioev

eirl ttjl tov Xoyov airoSel^ei • in Se XoLirrjs obeys

acrvvTeXeoTov rijs Kara rop Homos nvpyov ex01 '

vialas els tov eirdvoi tottov, emKaXeadpevos 6

Sijpos yljLoxre Kal Tavryv avvTeXheaodai. re-

Tapryv oberav exoivcalav, npoiToyivys Se od-

Sep (SovXopevos axapioreiv bnbpeive Kal rad-

ryv T7)v reixoSopiav , els ijp upobdyKe XPveovs e-

Karbv eirl re rijs Koivijs oUovoplas Kal rapcel-

as yevbpevos Kal xeL
P'-

,Tai 7'“ s peyler(a)s rijs 7r6X[e]-

ws wpoabSovs ovSbva pev toiv reXoivoiv e’/c tojv

virapxbvTojv HjbfSaXe, ovSevos 8’airriXXoTpl-

ojae obSev tojv virapxbvTojv
,
evpnepieveyxdels

Se robs Kaipobs abrCop ndm, robs pev drpbaet s e-

iroirj<iaTO roiy xPVP-Stojv, robs Se avpwepeevey-

Xdeis xpSvov o<rov y^ovXovro tokov ovSbva e-

irpaijaTO ' nXebara Se xeiP‘<ras kolvojv, rpla Se

iry avvexbbs irdvra SiditKyerev 6p6ojs Kal SeKal-

0.is, robs pbv Xoyovs ev robs oipurpevois xpSvois d-

troefjbpojv, to. S’ dirb ruip irpoabSojp irlirrovTa

ev robs tt)S troXirelas xpSvois irapaSe^dpevos

els KopiSi)\v eJat/nSi, od yeyevypbvov toStov etr’ a-

Xydelas, e£ ojv aireXvae pbv ryp iroXiv oejjeiXii-

pdroiv, wapbXvcre Se tokojv tojv S’ ev rye iroXei

KaKOJS SeaKeipbvojv iravrojv Sea re rods iroXb-

[^a]oi/s /cat ras depoplas, Kal tojv virapxbvTojv els to

[
py\6ev yKovnov

, fyrycraVTOs birep tovtojv tov

[617 ]pov eiripyvieverai Kal irpovoyeai xP 7
?
<ri"/uws

[rot]s re Saveeorabs Kal robs XP1?^™15 ’ oepeiXophvojv

[a]drt2t Kal run irarpl xpoow e^aKiaxiXlojv irponos

\e]irbTpei/je tor Sypon Sv dp povXyrai rpbiroy XPV-

[aacrPat] adredt, dtjidxravTOS Se aepecnp iroiyaaa-

[Pat rods xp]v<TTals SepijKe irdai irdvra • /cat obSev a-

[XXo irodeev^oTepov avroji vopleras elvai

[tov irapa tov Sypov adrtDt] birapxeev ebvoiav tov 15-

[lov rJePpai/cr/adt/os robs bira

[ ] avrobs ovk eXaaaovs

[77 xp ycr]0 ^ s °® s 8-iracn robs

— irpos ov]8bva b-

[ : ] reix
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Olbia 6+3Appendix Nos. 8— 1

3

.

8. losPE. 1. 46. Olbia, cf. pp. 463, 474.

1 'EirTaSeioavres

eirepeXyByaav tov

Byaavpov

'

Hp65oros Ilar'raKXdoos,

5 Eirixdpys Aiovvaoipdvovs,

HocreiduivLos EvKpdrovs,

’Adetpavros ’A7ra[r]oopioo,

I<rm-[io]o MrjTpoSwpov,

AiovTop\_e\vT]s ' Hporr(Soros,

10 HpaK'XeZS’js EdjSioo.

Tods BvovTas dirdpxeaBai

[e]is tov Byoavp&v •

/
3ods pbv x^L°vs SiaKocrtovs,

iepetov 8b k[o.]i ai’70S TpiaKoato os,

1 5 [r]^[p0]ous Sb efijKoora.

g. BCA. xviii. p. 96, No. 2. Olbia, cf.

PP- 463, 472 -

1 [’E7ri apxovros ]s tov perd nocriSeoo ’Avaija-

[y&pov, pyvos MeTayeiT]viuiVT0S S~k, yv 6 Sijpos e\py-

[ip'uraTO yv&pyv Kvpucra] i bSo^e (SovArj Kai Tip Sypip. "Ap-

[xoore s oi wept Ho<rt8eo]v ’Ava^ayopov ehrav eireiSy

5 [ 6 SeZoa] 4iXo/cparo[o] 'Apiayvbs Kvftep-

[vyTys oov irporepov re x°\pV7la [/3]acri[Xi/fd ?] to?s peBySpao-

[pevois iiiro tov fiamXbios MJidpaSdroo Ed 7raropos 'Appe-

[oiois Kopiocu irXeoiv ? /c]ard i£ivo)irys ecpCKoTeipyBy

[fcai vvv rods re yperepovs jrpe(r]/3eords Kai [r]po irrrb tov f3am-

io [Xews irepiropevyv fioyBeiavb] Tip 8-qpio[i] dvaAafieiv dira-

[aav viroaxbpevosb xPVal-I\ov eavrov irapeaxeTO roZs

[ 7roXtrats irpoBvptas od5e]puas Xiirbpevos, Kai dva-

[X$eis fis BdXaaoav lravToS^airdv irvevpaTwv Kai evav-

\tlov irveovTwv e<pi\oTeipyB]y evweXaytfav Kparyaai

1

5

[/cat baipoe tov s irXbovTas edoojos virdpxoiv, tCjv 8b np&Te-

[pov ]up roZs yperepots tottols

peBeSpaifopevovs

rovSe ro[o

rodjrun

1. 8. lrXeuiv Rostovtsev for Latyshev irXbovcn?

io. losPE. i. 22, see next page.

11. BCA. xviii. p. 104, No. 5.

Olbia, cf. pp. 37, 474, 477.

i ’Ayadrji tvxvl -

' AttoWcoul HpoaT&Trji

oi irepi ’Apxi8i)p.ov Aa-

8&kov (jTpctTTjyoi • ’A%^X-

5 \t)tos NeLKTjpaTOV, ’Aairovp-

yos TlapcnravaKov
,
Zou-

pSfas reropLovcrov, Alovv-

(tios 'JZppioyfrovs, Ba£a-

70 s ’A/4copopidpov ira'ida

ro KariaTijaav bCopov inrep .

ttjs 7r6\eos Kai ttjs eav-

rCiv vyeLas.

12. IosPE. 1. 75. Olbia, cf. pp. 37,

475 ’ 477 -

1 ’Ayady riixv-

’Eiri dpxbvToiv

two irepi IIooTiKdo

Rei/cZo v oi irepi Aioyb-

5 vys MaKeSbvos ayopa-

vbpoi • KiXZxas Mopdron,

26ero'ios Kdpirov,

2d)paxos havdyov,

'HXZras 'HXZoo 'E{p}(ii{')?}t ’Ayopaton

ro avbd
{ y }

Kav TSeUyv apyvpbav

virep rys 7rdXeajs evooTadl-

as Kai tjjs eavroiv vyelas.

13. IosPE. 1. 77. Probably Berezan,

cf- pp- 37 , 453 > 473 >
481.

1 [’Ay]adyi tijxIv 1 -

’Ax]‘XXeZ noi'rfdpx'pi

oi] irepi ’Ava^Spb-

v]yv 2wKpdr[ovs']

’ 5 t8 S' dpxor'fres
-

]

IIoDpdaZos [IIoop]-

Oatov, Ayp'riTplios

]

’AxrXXdos, Eopf-po-i-

/
3]ios ’A56oo, ’A[p<o-

10 pjdpapos Evpy(r[L^t]-

ov dire[p] eipyvys K[ai]

7roXuKap7r[ia]s Ka[i dr]-

opayafftas rps 7r[dXe]-

ws Kai Tys eavrluv 1170!]-

15 as -

IIoi;pd[aZ]os no[vp0 ai]-

ou apxovr[e]vo}V bv[etKa

X]6oxal >
8t<TK[on. E]vpycr[t^ios

’A]5ooo dpxov[T]eboiv efootKa]

8p6p[on], 7r[a]i5-pp[ar(].

8l—

2

-20



6++ Appendix Nos. io, 14. Olbia

10. IosPE. 1. 22. Olbia, cf. pp. 388, 468-470, 472, 481.

I 0<ra; ttoXels E<rTE<j>dv\oi\<Tav [0]eo/cXda Xarvpov ijpua XP VIrdois <TTE<f>dvot
s'

’OX/3ioiroXeiYai, 'Hpa/cXeu>rai, T tavo't,

Neirco[/it]7
;5e?s, B v^avrtot, Ilpoweis,

Nemaieis, ’ApaoT[p]iavoi, ’OSqacrEiTai,

5 ’Eiri apxbvTwv tuv Trepl 0eoxXda 2aTvpov to 5',

pqvbs Yloqopopiuvos el, EKKXqtrias yEVopbvqs

iravbqpov, Eitrqyqtrapbvov ’Autl[(P]u>vtos ’AvaijtpE-

vovs, oi &pxovtes ehrav ’E 7r{e}i QooKXqs 2ardpou, a-

viip ysvopEvos etc irpoybvuv Xaptrpuv K(a)i iroXXa

IO Trj iraTplSt qpuv naravvoapbvuv ’iv re irpEtr^Etats Kai (a)p-

X<us iraaats Kai evepyeaiais tuv Kad’ eva itoXeltuv re

Kai tuv EirtbqpobvTuv trap’ qpds ^evuv, KaTqKoXovdqcrEv

6 dvqp rip tuv irpoybvuv aijiupan Kai rb Xapirpov Kai eii-

vovv irpos Trjv iraTpiSa 5ie[5]eiJaro, ujs Kai oi irp&yovoi avrov,

15 bv re ijdei xpr
l
<rrV Ka ‘ Tpbirtp aya6u Kai evvoia. Trj Kotvrj tte-

pi 7ravra iramv 61atpEpobay, us 5ia rb pirptov avrov Kai irEpi Tqv ira-

TpiSa <pt\&<jTopyov Kai wepi rods “EXX^pas tpiXo^Evov veikt)-

[<ra]i pbv tovs irpoyovovs tov

s

iavTov, l<r6p{p}oirov 5e KaracrTTj-

vai Tots to. pEyaXa T-qv irarptSa qpuv EVEpyETqKbtnv, ei's te irpEtr-

20 fiEtas avTos bavrbv EKOvrqv irapbxuv clokvov, bpyuv te EinpE-

Xeiau Kai KaTaaKEv(a)ts ivEKOirtaaEV tbs 81 avrov irEptKaWe-

tTTbpav Kai ivSoljoTbpav tt/v irbXtv qpuv yEvbtrSat, apxais te

ais qp^Ev Kai UparEig Kai araTqyt(a)ts Kai \EiTovpyiats airdcrats eaerojV]

atpEXus rrj iraTptSt eis diravTa etteSlSo v, ijpEpbv te bavrov irapbxuv

25 Kai taov iraotv
, Kadapus airavra Kai StKatus Slolkuv &pxuv

te tqv ptytOTqv apx'qv rb tetp&kis—

K

adbrt tolovtuv

dvSpuv xpeta qv dpXEtv Kai 7rXeicrrd/as— ,
iracrav opbvotav

TToXElTEVOpEVOS, TOLS pbv qXlKtUTatS TTpOtTtpEpb-

Pevos ws aSEXtjrbs
,
Tots 8e TTpEcrfivT^pots us vi&s,

30 rots 5e rrattriv us iraTqp, iraar} apETrj kekoogqplvos,

virb too fiatTKavov Satpovos atpqpbdq pq SiaTEXtoas

Tqv apx'qv, utjTE Etri Tovrots tovs TroXeiTas Kai tovs £bvov

s

ota to atpypqoffat tov irpoEtTTUTOs Trjs tt6Xeus ctvSpos XeXv-

Trqadat ai-tutrai te tt/v te (bovX’qv Kai tov brjpov Kai Tas 7t6Xeis, uv

35 b tte8qpovv oi (£) (vot, (TTEtpavudrjvat tov 0eo/cX^a XPV<TV TTEtpct-

vu Kai avayopEvdrjvat Vwo tov KqpvKOS, oti -q (3ovXr) Kai 6 Sqpos

Kai at tt6Xeis tuv napETnSqpovvTuv tjtvuv aTEtpavovtrtv 0eo-

KXba XaTvpov VEtKqrqv yEvbpEvov tuv air’ aiuvos irEpi tuv KOtvy

Tvaatv otatpEpbvTuv Kai tuv Trj nbXy avptpEpbvruv
,
Kai avaTEdrjvat ad-

40 tov eUbva bvotrXov Sqpotrtg iv Tip yvpvaattp, ov rrjs KaraoKEV-

rjs T-qv impEXEiav avros nEtrotqTO' to 8e \\rq<f>tapa tovto avaypatpij-

vat e’is tjT-qXXqv Xevk6Xl6ov Kai avaTE0rjvai ev tu birttrqpoTctTtp t^[s]

ttoXeus Tbwip eIs to padEtv rr&vTas tov avSpa irpos av8pE(La)v pbv

EpiToXpov Kai irpos aperqv ob Aokvov Kai irpo(s) iroXEtTas auTq-

45 ptov Kai irpos Ijbvovs tpiX&vdpuirov, r) Is irporpoiryv tuv ttjv tt&-

Xtv tfnXEtv Kai EUEpyETEtv Svvapbvuv.

Topeirai,

ItTTpiavoi,

KaXXaTtavoi,

MeiX^tos, 'KEpabvqoiTos,

K v^ikos, Bocnropos,

’AirdpEta, Tvpa, 'SUvuirq.

11. BCA. xviii. p. 104, No. 5 ;

12. IosPE. 1. 75 ;

13. IosPE. 1. 77 ;

see p. 643.

14. BCA. x. p. 6, No. 4. Olbia,

A.D. 248, Cf. pp. 470, 478,

482.

Pro salutem

Imp. D. NN.
Philippo Aug.

Ill et Philip-

5 po Imp. II Cos.

ara Merc-

urio posu[e(runt)]

Py(y)rrus Bi-

tlius Mil(ites).

So Latyshev, but he admits

the possibility of

1. 7 posui-

t Py(y)rus Bi-

thus Mil(es).



Appendix Nos. 15, 16. Chersonese 645

15. IosPE. iv. 83 . Chersonese, cf. pp. 541 ,

544 -

B Iojp 2 Lfxla.

’Aptl^llop "Bibjpos rod ^Lpla (3aaCKehaas

virep rod irarpos TLapOivtai iepev s £vjp.

16. IosPE. iv. 79. Chersonese, v. Fig. 348,

cf. pp. 490, 516, 517, 540, 621.

I ’Oppijco Ala
,
Tap, "AXlop, HapObpop,

[#]eoi)s 'OXvpirlovs Kal ’OXvpirlas

[/c]at ripuas 6gol itoXlp Kal %ct)pav

Kal T6LXV £x0UTL T& XepaopaGL-

5 rav * 6/j.oPorjau) virep Gtorrjplas

Kal £Xev0eplas irbXeos Kal ttoXl-

rap Kal ov irpodcoGu) Xepadpacop
ovdb KepKLPLTLP ovdb KaXdp
pa ovde raXXa relxv ovde ras aX-

10 Xas x^Pas w Xepaopaairai p£pop-

rcu ?) £p£/j.opto ovOepl ovObp oxjte
f,

EX-
Xavi odre /3ap(3apui, dXXa 6ta0i/Xa-

£u) tCjl dapiOL tCh 'S.epGOPaGLTap, ov-

di KaraXvGu) rap dapoKparlap ov

-

15 5e tujl irpodiddpTL Kal KaraXvoPTL e-

irLTpexpC) ovde GvyKpvxpCo, aXXa e-

£ayyeXu) rols dapiopyols rols Ka-

ra 7roX^ * Kal iroX£fuos iaaodpaL tw[i]

eiri(3ovXevoPTL Kal irpodidhpri. r) a<pL-

20 araPTi X.epabpaaop rj K epKiPinp rj

K aXbp XLfi£pa rj ra relxv Kal x^Pav
rap X epcropaatrap * Kal dapLopyrjau)

Kal fHovXevGu) ra tipiara Kal diKaibra-

ra iroXeL Kal iroXirais Kal top 2A2TH-
25 PA tQl dapajL SiacpvXa^u) Kal ovk e-

XfpepopLvOrjaQ tlop airopprjTLOP ov-

dep otire irorl "EXXapa oiire irorl (3a[p]-

(3apop, 6 fieXXei rap 7t6Xlp fiXairreiP’

ovdb dcopeap dojaCb ovde 6e£o0//a[t]

30 eirl fiXafiat. iroXeos Kal iroXirap * ovdb

eirL^ovXevau) ddinop irpaypa ovOe-

pl ovOep rCbpL iroXtrap reop fir] d(pe-

araKorvjp, ovde toil ein.f3ovXevo[pTL

[emrpe\pCj ovde GvyKpv\pCj ovObp ovOe]-

35 pl, aXX’ e^a776X[a)] Kal KpLpQ \pa[(pon]

Kara rods Popovs' ovdb avpcopo[al]-

ap avpopodpaL otire Kara rod kolp[ov
]

tov ’K.epGOPaGiraP ovre Kara reop [7to]-

Xirap ovdepos, 6s prj dirodedeLKr[aL

40 ir]oXepLOS tool dap.on ' el 8e tlpl gvp[w-

po\aa Kal el tlpl KaraXeXappaL 6'p[/cwt

e\ir ei>x&i, dL[a]Xv[(r]ap£pcvL pep a[peL-

p]op ell] Kal epol Kal tols epols, £pp[£-

p^optl de ra £paprla * Kal el TLPa K[a

45 <r]vpojpoaiap aX<j[0]ojpaL eovcrap [rj yiy]-

popepap
,
e[J]a77eXa; tols dap[Lop-

7]°?s * ovde Atop airo tov iredlov a[ira-

y^JjyLpop airodw<jovpa l ovdb

Ja; aXXaL a7rb tov iredlov, aXX’ [7) els

50 X’jepaopacrop. Zed Kal Ta Kal "AXie [/cat]

II apOepe Kal Oeol ’ OXvpirLOL, eppepo[p]-

tl ptp poL ev elrj ep toutols Kal ad[rwt]

Kal ykpeL Kal tols epols
,

pr) epp£p[op]-

tl db KaKLos Kal avrCjL Kal 7£pcl Kal [rots]

55 epols , Kal prjre yd poL p.rjre ^a[Xacr]-

ga Kapirop (pepoL prjre yvp[alKes evre-

/cjt'otei' prjre Oapa...

r ,- • |

NYJAA tArANAAIonrA P©£ Non
Li E6Y3COAYM rloY-C^A - " \Y^.r!A?
I ; A1 HPAA s; o co?P OAINKa ;XAPAN
fKAlTEiXHVXoNTtTAXEPSoM \SL\

TANomonoHSnYPE P ^atH P 1A £
[KA'!EAEYoEF!A£PoAEo£HA!PoaI

,

|TANKA 1oYpPoati.£AXEP£''N'\£oi^
ioYATKEPiCiPnTiNoYAEKA AoN AlPAE
NAoYAETA-AAATEIXHoYAETAEA/\
jAASXAPASANXEPEoNAEITAINEPoS'
iTAlHENEnoYTooYeENloY^ENoYTEEA
KA'nIoYTE BAPSAPAIAAAA AlA4>YAA
Le .arniAa ,xa.it.o.ixepeonasitanoy
AETATAAY£ ATANAApoKPAT 1ANOY
AEYAlPPoAlAONTIKAIKATAAYopJTlF
PIT PEY-AoYAE E YPKPYY-AAAAAE

|

IAr PE A.O.TY£AA-PloPr ol.ETolEKA
TAPoAlNKAlroAEPloEE £ EoYn AiTA
EPIPPYAE YonTIYaIPPoaIAonTIHA'M
TTANTIXEPEoNAEopHhEPkrNlTlNFl
KAAoNAIMENAHTATElxHKAlXnfAM
rANXEPCoNAEITANKAlAAMloPpHEA
hAiSoYAEYE.aTAAPlETAFAlAIKAloT^
TA>oAETAlPoAlTAl AITonEAETH
PATAlAAP.o.IAIAAYAATAPAIoYKE
;X <t> EPomYoH EATAPAPOPPHTANoY
oENOYT EPoT IEAAAnAoYtEPoTiBA

!

BAPoNoMEAAE1TAPP°A InBAAPTEf
(O'YAEAAPEANA .o. iA o'YAEAET o'YA/

iEPIBAABAIPoAEoEkrAlPOAlTANoYAE
iEPIBoYAEYS AAAiKonPPATP AoYoE
tNloYoENTAMPoA1TANTAMpH A'J'E

STA ft oTANoYAETA-1EP 1 RoYAE Yew- cl

N!AA AEIE APPE/OTAIKPIPaYA\
jcATAToYENopioYEoYAEPYNAY05

AN EYNO/yoYA AloYTEKATAToYKolr

QYXEPEonA ElTANoYTEKATATAr
PANoYAE No£o £.pHAPoAEAEIKT

*oaEAl°Z TA. 1AAAAIEtAET INI £ YN
!>EAKA lElTlr

•
:XATAAEAAMM Alop r

“ ’EYXAJAi YJAAENAIPENA/
SNEiHKAIEPc PAlTol?EPol£EPP|
SonTIAETAEN/ KAIEITINAK,
LY £ lANAl ^ ’ AiEoyeanU
jopenAP ~ AATolE AA r\F
/olEoYAE PITonAPojoYPEAloYAj
fATlnoNAP AAEoY/AAloYAEE:
IAAAAIAPoToyPEAloYAA Al J

CEPEoNAEoNTEYkAirA^AlAAlE
''APoENEkAlsEojOAYnPlolEppENt
’InEn/PolEYEIHENToYTolSiKAIAYl
tAJPENElKAlTolEEnolSlPHE/PPVENl
riAEkAFACKAlAYTAlKAiPENElK/

'IXKAlnHTEFAnolpHTEo/
(AkAPPoN<i>EPoiPHTEr

plEN/PHTi

Fig. 348. The Chersonesan Oath.
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17. IosPE. 1. 195. Chersonese, cf. pp. 388, 495, 517, 540, 541. 1—8 are in wreaths.

A.

6 Sa/xo? ’AyacrttcX^ Ktt^ cria].

€i(Tayr)(Ta-

fl&COL TCLV

(ppov[pa]v

KCLL KCLTCLCTKCV-

a^avTi .

o{o)pi[^]avTL

TCLV 67ri TOV

irediov

ap.TeXeiav.

3
reixoTTO-

rjaavTi.

[TTOTjCrCLVTL (?)]

Tav ayop-
[av]

B.

5
, ,

6
7

,

8
[8apLopy]y- [!epar]ed- •yvn.va.cn- ayopavo-
\_a~\avTi.

[a]avri. . apxyaavTi pr^tralvTi

No. 5 . Latyshev supplies [<TTpaTay]y\[<r'\avTu

I 7
a

- BCA. xlv. p. 23, No. 1. Chersonese, cf.

pp. 516, 518, 540, 590. Ed. R. Loper.

[ d\Aa]

1 \<Tvv8La<pvkai;ovpev Tav avTov /3atr]iAet[a!']

[/card to Swarov, e/.cpbvovT]os ev rai irod' afpie]-

[s <pi.kiac T7)v re ttot! 'Pwpijai'ous <pikiav Siacpvkdcr-

[itovtos Kai py8b]v bvavrlov adrots wpaa-

5 [sovtos • ev^opKovcn pbv apbv eC eft;, bwiopKov-

[cri 5e ra b]vavria. o 8b bpKos odros avvere-

[A^]uBy pyvbs Hpa/cAetoo Trerre/caiSe/cdrafi],

(Saaikevovros ’AwokkoSupov tov lipoyei-

tov, ypapparevovTos HpoSdrou rod Hpo-

lo Sotov.—"Op/tos, 8v aipoae paoikevs ^apvdwys

wpea^evadvToiv wap' avrbv Mdrpios Kai 'Hpa/cAe[t']-

ou • 'Opvvoi At'a, Tip/, "HXioj/, deods 'Okvpwiovs wdvTas

Kai wairas • <pikos boopac XepaovyaiTais 5ta wav-

tos, /cat at/ oi wapaKeipevoi (Sdpfiapoi OTpaTeuiopw

1 5 ewi Xepobvyoov f) Tyv Kparovpbvyv vwo Xepao-

vyanCjv xwpav 7) aScK&cnv XepaovyaiTas, Kai bwi-

KakCovTai pe, fSoyByaw avrots, KaBios 'dv y pot /cat-

pos, Kai ovk bwipovkebcra} XepoovyaiTais /car’ ovSbva

rpowiv, ovSb tTTpaTevov) bwi Xepabvyaov, ov8b

20 8wka bvavrla Byeopai XepaovyaiTais, obSe wpdtoj

Kara XepcrovyiTLTQv 8 pbkke1 fikdwTetv

tov 5ypov tov XepcrovyoLTuiv, dAAd avv-

Stacpvkd^w ryv bypoKpariav /card to

Svvarbv
,
bppevbvTwv ev tt)i wp'os b-

7 5 pb cpikiai Kai tov avTbv opwov opoadvTWV,

T-qv re wpbi 'Fupaiovs tpckLav 8ca<pvkaacr&v-

TOiv Kai p.yocv avnov avrobs wpacrobv-

tuv. ebopKovvTi pbv ed e'ly, bmopKovvTi 8b ra-

vavTia. ’0 8b 8pKos ouros ovveTekbaBy bv

30 ran bpSbpun Kai wevTyKOUTCn Kai e/earoartDt

brei, pyvbs Aaiaiov, Kadais (3acn.\eus $apt/d/c[ps]

dyei.

18. IosPE. 1. 185, see next page.

i8\ Journ . Min . Publ. Instr. Mar. 1907, p. 140

= Uovtckol
, p. 314. Chersonese, Anno

154 = a.d. 179, cf. pp. 522, 540—542,546.

1 [’Ayadac Ti>xai].

[IlpdeSpot XepaovaaiTa]v Ta(v) wori rat Taopt/ca[t

etwav ’EweiSy Ata AJypyrpiov ' ApaKkecoTas

[ wpbTepbv re aepvon Kex]papbvos affet Tav Kako-

5 [Kayadiav ]as edxpaoTov wb<pave[v

/cat vvv won wavras rods 7roXet'r]as ayawa\y\ yvacriav

iv8eiKv[v-

Tai 0t\]t/cat Kai i<ra8bk<f>ujL evvoiai ra[..

7]e7ej't'apt^(/[o]s wokefras apLJTa tre-

[ wpdaaoiv Ta <rvp<p]bpovTa apetv SiaTekeb. At’ 8

8e58-

10 r? (
3ovka Kai r]w Sdpip bwaivbcrat pbv bwi toutois

Ata-

[ Aypy\rpiov ’Apa/cXetorav
,
S&pev 8b adrtp 7rpo|e-

\yiav, 7roXetreta//], bawkovv re /cat bKwkovv bv eipdvai

Kai wokb-

fuajt daoXei aa]wov8el avTw re Kai eKyovois adroo /cat

Xpapa-

[crt, peTOx]dv re wdvTuv tGiv bv Ta wokei, wv Kai tois

ev(f>v\T-

1 5 ots r]Civ d<ST8i[v] pbTeOTiv. To 8b \pdcpuTpa tovto avaypa-

\ipd\pev kevKokiffov ordkaL /cat Bbpev bv Til bwicrapoTaTip

[r]as aKpowokios towoj. Taur’ ?5o|e
/
3ooXat, Sapip

/SacrtXei/-

odtras llapBbvov, ’breo s pvS', iepbws 8b Xpyariwvos tov Bo-

cctkov, pavos 'ApaKkeiov y'

,

7papparevovTos ’AptVrut/ofs]

70 ’AttIvov. ’EmppayicravTO a' trrt'xtof Bed jSacrikicriTa

TlapBbvos, T. <t>\dot/<os ’ApioTwv uids <t>Xaoi/too ’Apt-

<ttuvos tov ’Ayewbkecos wpCjTos dpxoiv, ZyBos
’

AphjTiovos, T. /i>Xdoi/tos Ht/doSoros vios <t’kaovL

-

ov ’Ayewbkeus, EvpuSapos AiotTKOvpibov, T. <t>Xdoi<to[s]

25 ’Aybwokts i/ios <t>Xaot/toi/ ’Apttrrtoros, T. <t>Xdo otos TlapBe-

voKky s t/ids ‘PXaooloo [n]a[pde]t/o[/cX^oo]s
/
3 ' tm'xioi- ’A-

Byvaio's Aioybvovs, EppoKkys ’Awokkuivtov, $ikbpov-

<ros ’AwokkuvlSov, AypovpaTys B oictkov, Hpb^evos

BottJKOv, ’AptoTiov ’AvTik&xov, Iloi/rt/cds I[X]apoo, ZyBos

30 tliidofidroo -

7 ’ arixoir Qeaybvys Awybvovs apxoiv,’Apia-

twv ’Awokkwvibov apxwv,"'EpaiOS Xyparivov apxoiv, ITa-

Te[p~\wv ’AoKkywidBov &pxuv, Zpd(o)os ’Awokkuviov vo-

pwv cpvkat;, I [odd8(co)pos Xpptrrttoi/os vbpwv tpvka!;, Aa-

poKkys Aayopeivov vbpoiv <piikai;, MprpdSwpos Atocr/coo-

35 pl8ov wpbSiKos KaioypapparevsTys (8ovk[ys] Apiaroiv At-

tIvov.

1 . 16. Latyshev <rrd\a[s] but cf. BCA. XLV. p. 52, No. 6.
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18. IosPE. 1. 185. Chersonese, cf. pp. 119, 121, 388, 463, 490, 491, 496—498, 518-

540—542, 546, 582.

I.

I <707

6 5elva ]tdo[i/ eJiVa/'' ’E7r[et5i; AtbrpavTos ’AaKXairijodupov Xivoiirevs cplXos [pev Kai

evepyeras apuv e\iiiv, Tnarefi/Joptei/os Sb [/cat ripdopevos ov]9evbs yaaov inro pamXeos Mt0pa§a[ra] Bvird-

[ropos, 5t]a iravTos dyadov irapalnos ylverai [e/caarcot a]pGiv, eir[i r]a /caXXtara Kai epSo^oTara top

j [SaaJtXea irpoTpeirbpevos' irapaKXpdeis S’vir’avTo[v Kai t]ov irori 2[/c]t/0as iroXepov dvaSe^dpevos

[/cat ir]apayevbpevos els tom iroXiv dpuv, eirdvSpus iravri Tool aTparoireSip rdv els to irepav Sid/Ha-

[/rt]f Sir orjfjo.ro * IlaXa/coit 5 e tov AkvOom paaiXeios al<pvi8Uos eirij3aX6vTos perd oyXov 7roXXoO, irapa-

[ra\^dpevo s ev xp[e]tat, tovs dwiroardrovs boKOVVras etpev A/codas rpe\pdpevos irponov dirav-

[rtDp eiropje fiaaiXea bl16po.06.TOM Biiirdropa rpoiraiov avaordoai • tovs Se irapoiKovvras Tavpovs v-

10 [^’ejai/rdt' iropaapevos Kai iroXiv eiri rod tSirov awot/ctfas, els tovs /card Boairopov tSirovs exw[p]t-

[c7077] Kai 7roXXas /cat peyaXas ev oXlwi xp°’,0}L irpd^eis einreXecras irdXip els tovs Kad'apb t&itovs [e] 7re-

[trrjpei^e /cat irapaXafiuv tovs ev aKpcii tup iroXirav els pbcrav tclv XKvdlav irporjXffe • irapaSovruv 5e

[at/rJcOt hKvdav ra fiaalXeia Xafialovs Kai Neat' irSXiv, ayeSov irdvTas vwaKbovs avve^a yev[e[a6at.

[/3air]tXet MtdpaSarat Bviraropi' befools 6 Sapos evxapUTUV brlpaae rais KadijKodoais avrov ripais,

15 [As] airoXeXvpevos pop ras tuv fiapfidpiov iiriKparelas. TiTiv be iLKvOav top bpepvrov

[at/]rots ddealav eKepavrj KaraarajavTUv Kai tov pev fiamXelos airooTavTuv, ra Sb irpd-

[7p]ara els perafloXdv ayaybvTUv, 81’a.s ahias fiajiXeios MtdpaSara BviraTopos Aioepavrov

[7rd]Xtt' eKirb[p]\l/avTos perd OTparoireSov, Kalirep tov Kaipov ovyKXelovros els xetpiwt/a, Ato-

[tpajvros dvaXapiuv tovs ISlovs /cat tup iroXirav tovs SwaTwrarovs uippaoe pev bir'avra

20 [to (DJaolXeia tup XKvffav, koiX vdeis Sb 81a xetp.aii'as, biri<TTpe\pas biri ra irapadaXaeraia KepKivlnv

[pt&/] eXafSero Kai ra Tetxt;, tovs Sb rbv KaXbv Xipeva /carot/cot/t/ras iroXiopKelv eire/SaXeTO • llaXa-

[/cou] Se ovv[e]pyeiv top Kaipov eavTui vopl^ovros /cat avvayayovTos tovs ISlovs irdvTas, en Sb

[/cat r]o tu)p Pev^ivaXQv e6ros (rvvemmraaapevov, a Sta wavTos XepaopacriTap irpoaTaTOvaa

[IIap]0et'os, /cat r6re avpirapovrxa AioejodvTUi, irpoeoapave pev to.v peXXovaav ylveaSai irpoMiv

25 [5ta r] C>v ev r£t iepoji yevopevwv aapelwv, ddprros Sb Kai ToXpav eveirolpae iravTi rtDt (7r[pa]ro7re-

[out A\iocpdpTOV Sb bio.To.po.jj.evov aoxppbvois, ovvefia to viKapu yeveadai /3acnXei Mt0[p]ada-

[rat Et/7r]dropt KaXbv Kai pvdpas d^iov els iravra tov XP°V0V ' to>p pey yap ire^Civ ijroi rts [/)] ov-

[5ets eau)6\q. tup Sb iirireoiv ov ttoXXo t bteipvyov ' ovbeva Se XP°V0V dpybv irapels, TrapaXafilov

[to (TTpaTotreSov, a/c]poo tov bapos eiri Xaflaiovs /c[a]t Ne[a</ ir\oXiv eXOiov iravri [ruit
(
3a]p[et

II.

30 ]cr . co . . t[ ccare tovs pev

j^iryett', [r]ous Sb Xoiirovs XKudas irepi tuv /cad’ eauro

toil (HovXeSiraodai. Ets re tovs Kara Boairopov tottovs xwptiTfdetJs /cat [/caraara]-

adpevos Kai ra ev(6)ipo. /caXcDs /cat crvprpepovTOjs /SamXei MtdpaSarat Ei/7r[aropt],

tup irepi XabpaKov AkvOom veWTepi^dvTUv Kai top pev e/cdpei/'at'ra avrov [/Sa]-

35 trtXea Boairopov IlaipiaaSav dveXovroiv
,
avrui 8 eiufiovXevodvTuv, 5ta0[i/7ti)t' top]

kIvSvvov eirejia pev biri to diroaTaXbv bir’ avrov biro tuv iroXirdv irXotov, 7rapa[7et'o]-

p.evos [5e] Kai irapaKaXecras tovs iroXiras, avvepybv irpoffvpov ixwv tov e^[a7ro]-

areXXovra [/3]acrtXea M[t]0pa5arat' Eu7raropa, irapqv bxwv d-Kpov tov bapos [trrpa]-

ToireSov ire[<b]i[Kb]v re Kai vavriKov, irapaXaftuv Sb Kai tuv iroXirdv eiriXe-

40 ktovs ep irX-qpupam rpial, bppadeis e/c ras irbXeos dpuiv 7rapA(t/3[e]

5 2 °)
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18. IosPE. 1. 185 (contd).

pev QeoSoaiav ko.i navriKairaLOv, robs Se anions ras iirava<TTa<reo[s]

Tipoipqaapevos Kal XabpaKov top avrbxeLpa yeyovora fiaoiXbos Ilaipt-

<raSa Xa/Swv viroxeipLov eis tclv jiaatkeiav efaWcrretXe, to. Se irpaypara [a]-

veKT[a]aaro
(
3a<n\ei MiPpaOarai JOnrixTopi. Tais re irpetrfieiaLS rats airoaTeX-

45 XopbvaLS virb tov Sapou trvvepyibv eis irdv to <yvpcf>e[p]ov XepaovaoiTaLS eii-

vow eavrov /cal (piXbTipov irapexeraL. "Oirois ovv Kal 6 Sdpos rots evepyhaLS

eavrou r[as] KaOqKobcras tpaivrjTai xdpLTas awodiSobs, Sedbx^aL toll fiov-

XSU Kai toil Sapoii are<pavu>aai Xoepavrov ’ AoKXairLoSoipov xpwr^an aretpd-

voii Uapdeveiois ev toll iropiraL, to avayyeXpa iroi.ovp.hoiv toiv avppvapovoiv •

50 “'0 Sdpos OTeipavoi XorpavTov ’AouXairioddipov Sivioirba aperas eveKa Kai evvo[i]-

as ra[s] eis avrov”- aradqpev Se avrov Kai eiKova x&XKtav hoirXov ev toll aKpoiro-

Xe[i] irapa tov tcls Ilapdevov fioipov Kai tSv tcls Xepaovatrov, irepi Se rovroiv iirLpe-

X[es] yeveadaL rdis eiriyeypapphoLS dpxovOL, oirois otl raxLCrra Kai KaXXLcrra

y[e~\vr)Tai • avaypa\paL St Kai to \/idrpL(rpa eis tclv fdacrLv tov dvSpiavros, to Se eis

55 raura yevopevov dvaXoipa Sbpev robs Tapias toiv iepCov. TaOr SSoi-e
/
3ouX[dtJ

Kai [5]a/xui pqvbs A lovvtriov evveaKaiSeKarai, fiaoCKevovTos ’AytXa tov A[a]-

yopivov, irpoaurvpvuvros AItjvlos tov 'HpaKXeiov, ypapparevovro s Aa\pa<y l-

KX]e?os tov
’

Adavaiov.

18 1
. YIovtlko., p. 314, see p. 646.

IosPE. 1 . 199 . Chersonese, cf. pp. 2 95 > 5 2 4 , 540 -—542 , 605 .

’ApLCTTOJVa ’ATTLPa TOP (f)ikoTTCnpbV

.

I

7rpea-

5

irperr-

fievovra fievoavTa

virep ras e- 2 3 4 TTOTL
/3a<TL

-

\evdepias tto- TTpodlKT]- vopotpv- dapLLop- Xea 'Poip.rjTa[X]

tl tov Oeov Se- aavTa. XaKr/crav- yrjtravTa Kav irepi avp-

pacTTov e%a- ra. koXujs. pax'ias ko[i]

erLav Kal a- eirLTeTev-

iroKap.ov- Xora

ra.

8

6 7
irpeo-

iepa- dioLKrjaav- jiebaavra 9 10

reuaau- ra Kai (JxjJtl- irori fdacnXh- bapuop- iroXeLTev-

ra /caXws aavra XPV' a 'YoLpqraX- yrjaavra o]pevov Ka-

Kai Ikovl p.ara rai Kav to Sevre- Kai eiKOvi Xtb s.

Xa\K^a pov Kal eirL- reX^fat].

l. rerevxb-

t a.

Ki)(pLabSoTos [t]irbq<re.

1— 10 are in wreaths.

20. IosPE. iv. 71, see p. 650.
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21. IosPE. iv. 81. Chersonese (cf. Mat. ix. p. 39). 185 a.d., cf. p. 525

I.

I ... oi/A . .

. . . ots cvS . . .

. . \rasura] EBrr>x • • • •

. . . <jw<t>po ?]<rdvys Kal Koa[puoT-qTO% ? . . .

5 ... AretXiJy Ilpeepiavip xeiAidpx?7 <c[ai OvaXepiqi f . .

ottus py irpotpaaei rodruv ei

ttjs av]TOKparopiKy s dvriypatfiys Kal rys tui[v

irporedyvai Sypoaiq., oirus lrdmv </>a.vepal offey

ypa]ppdToiv Kal e’/c tovtojv i'are oVt ovSbv veoiTepLady<Te[rai

II.

10 x//]ri<t>c<Tp.a irpos pe a 7rerreiXare, ofi rb avrlypaipou virOTayyvai e/c[e-

Aeutra ’ArJttAitf) Hpecpiavip ^etAtdpxv *<a l 0 vaXepUp Ma£lpip £ • Kal vdv db

[ raera r]a ypdppara opoiws irpoTeSyvai cppovriaare. ’Eppbocrdae Spas edyopai.

III.

-ee
ypdppam /3a<n\iK]oU Kal viropvypamv maredovrei uiraTiKiSv Kal dirorpdaemv ^et-

[Xiapyuv ]v rod rtXovs rod iropviKov rroXXyv ap.epip.viav effappodpev byeiv

i j rys iro'JXeiTiKys eirereipias bxoptvwv V fiaaikevbvrwv bKdpuaev
Kal y ril>v dirotyyvapbvoiv y<r<pa\l<raTO yviipy pera rod pydbv iiriKOi-

[vodcrdai. ? ]i ri yperepa Bi/cata" eirel 8b wapaKeivelv ra ovrws aacpaX aSs opiadbvra ol vdv

b<p‘ oh KwXdovrai dSiKios Kal fSiaiws nva irparrovres, aXXd Kal 8i ev-

ry]v d^iuxnv (pavepdv croi iroiycrai btrl ab ireiroiypeda rbv evepybryv

20 ypeiv ryv d<x<f>dXeeav ryv ra?v SeSuipypbvwv Kal ruv KeKpipbvwv

a[s] " virtpdeacv Se rrjs pyvdcreus ruv /3iatdopbvwv ypas oSSepi-

[av ]ecr0at Kar’apxSs vwb rrjs ays <f>i\av6ponrlas rods eirl rods Kaivois

Tr]epl rod irpayparos rodrov dpyyOev eTri^rjTyiajLS yevoptvy Kal 8e-

ryv 7rp]6s robs fiaoiXtas ypOv Sbyaiv (pavepdv col ireiroLyKapev Kal ryv

25 ... rdv avp<p]ep6vnov ypeiv ypappdrwv wpoera^apev Kal ra vwopvypara ra
[raw iiwariKuiv Kal ryv airo<paai\v ryv rod xeiAidpxou >

tireiSy Kal rat;cv radryv tXafiev awo rcov dcoprjcra-

\pevuv yvu)pr)]v trepl rodrov aTro<f>T)vaotiai KeXevoOtvra x^tXiapyov TrepiopioOev-

[r ] KT]5ep6va ere yevbpevov tpvXa^eiv pbv ra pera roaadrris Kal <TKt\f/ews

[Kal ]at iirl rbttois rots eh rouro to rtXos dvr\Kovmv, edXoylcrTus Se wpoariijeadai

30 Strjoiv, rjs ovdev avayKaibrepov avOpibirocs Kal [}iov atjxppovos yvoipi^ovm

[ro XPV0’^01’ Ka ? r]deov\ edxoptvoui epvXaaaeaOai. aepvbT-pra. 66

IV.
TtVa i-rreoreiXa ’AreiXUp Tlpeipi-

[avtS Kal dXXots irepl rod iropviKod WX]oos vTroTayrjvat, eKbXevaa wpovo aSy pyre vpas irapa to. SeSoypbva evoxXl-

[£e<rdai pyre rods ypeXv irrryp]erodvTa^ inrep/Halveiv rbv wepiyeypapptvov opov. 66

V.

[Ut scias quae sint officia militum a]gentium in vexillatione Chersonessitana d(e)capitulo lenocini quod su[b-

35 misi tibi exemjplum sententiae Arri Alcibiadis tunc trib(uni) praepositi eiusdem vexill[a-

tionis ]us tam intentionem eius quam manifeste determinatam partem ad ius p[er

tinentem ] et quoniam idem Alcibiades videri non (po)potest su(b) tempus v(e)ntu[rum ?

recupejrandae vectigalis quantitatis sponte suscepisse, cum sententiam su[b] iu[di-

cii forma Jpridem et dixerit et proposuerit et omnibus annis fisco pariaverit, dubium n[on

40 est, eandem? vectigalis] quan(tita)tem et circa discipulina(e) ratione(m) et observare et obtin[ere

eius sententiae?] exemplum aperta manu scriptum unde de piano recte legi possit iuxta

pro]positum esse cura.

VI.

E(xemplum) e(pistulae). Quid scripserim Atilio Primiano tr[ib.

]rio commilitonum, quod ad me (e)idem tribunus propter capituium le[no-

cini s]ecundum forman sententiae Arri Alcibiadis tunc trib(uni) dictae otn . .

45 us discipulinam vel cum iniuria aut contumelia paganorum commit . . .

VII.

E(xemplum) e(pistulae). Quid ad decretum Chersonessitanorum rescripserim c[o-

gnoscetis ex iis quae ]es subici praecepi et rursum admoneo caveatis, ne sub obtentu h[uius

modi inquisitionis milites ordinata]m iam pridem placitam ac cust(o)ditam cum dispendio vestrae exsist[ima-

tionis i]nquietent vel innovare quid temptent.

50 [npoeredy siue dvearoMy ?] eirl apxbvTiov tuv irepl M (d.pKov) Aup(yXcov) BaaiXeeSiavov AXe^avSpov.

[’Eirpeoftevov? T.] ^X(doueoi) ’ApUrroiv Kal ObaXtpeos Teppavbs.

M. 82
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22 .

19. losPE. 199, see p. 648.

20. IosPE. iv. 71. Chersonese, cf. pp. 524,

541. Fragment b, BCA. xxm. p. 57.

1 ’AyaOcli Tvxai.

II[p6]e5poi Xepaovaaeirdv Tar 7totI rq Tau-

pi/cat elwav' ’E7ret5p toI euaefieoTaTOi wa-

repes 'HpaKXewrai ohelwi waffei ran vwep

5 ras dperepas ffWTTjplas iwo6.to.pto ejspov-

riSa wdaai owovSai Kal wdaq tpiXooTopyiq.

Kexpaptvoi yvaolwi wpeofielav re wotI top [6*e]-

bv dpwv nal Seawbrav AvroKpdropa Titov AtXifoi']

'ASpiavbv ’AVTWveivov iKeredaovaav efe-

io wev\[/av vwep apis iv ovSevl oXiywpr)-

aavres, was re delas awoKpiaeis Kal ras

ebpevadeioas evepyeoias -q^lwaav

Si op bp oiv iwiaap.0Ta.TWV II poeXelbov

Meveadeos Kal IIpS/cXou M.tpvovos Siawe[r]-

15 paper01 Sa(X)Xovs wodoaodai els to tpave-

pav avrwv war KaXoKayaSiav yereadai, a/refs]

waaavSl rats wpewodaais apoifbais dpelpa-

o6ai KadaKov epapiaapeda' 81' a SeS&xdai rq.

[^ouXci /c]at twi Sdpw 1 iwaiveoai pip iwl roSroi[s

10 rap wpd]yovov d\_pwv . . . 7ro]Xi>' Kal wpar\_av

iv tw IIovtw ? . . .

IosPE. iv.

532 .

464. Chersonese, cf. pp. 504,

1 [’Ejirei 1 twv Aeaworwv r)pwv, twv ewvv

.

2

A{v}yo\5{a}Tov twv dveiK-f)

twv Ke (p<piX\ 3 0eo5 [o ]

laov Ke ’Apradlov Kal i

5 wel rrjs wpd^ews rod wwXa

Kapovros <t>X. Bi'roa Tpifiov(vov) Kal

top prixavi(Kwv) o'iK[o\dopridr) to rtx(os) [rps] 4

X[ep](roj
' o[ s

6 St ’] E vdr)pi..ov toC
[p.]f7aXo -

[wpeweardrov Kop-pros 1’?]

So Shestakov, op. c. p. 7, n. 3,

1 Lat. vwep.

4 om. Lat. 3 Lat eov[ros.

3 ‘TXafUwv.

6 om. Lat.

23. Inscr. Christ. 7. Chersonese, a.d. 487-8,

cf. pp. 504, 521, 532.

t t

b.

1 [ T. thXaovios Dtos $X]aow'ou ’EipvSA-

[p.ov ’A]woXXwvios Ztjdov

[ 6 Selva ~K.]pr)aTiwvos T. 4>Xd-

[owos vibs T>Xaoviov]’AwoXXwvloV Aiookov-

5 [plSas ’ A7roXX]iiyios
’

Aplarwvos ’ ’Attivas

[’Aplarwvos? T.] $Xdowos Ilapdei'O/fX'ps

[aids QXaovlov nap^ei/o/cX^ous? cm'xo]s
y’ ’ Echos ’IoSXios

Alpi(\)tavos

[ 6 Sei^ci] 'IouXtou dpxwv Mapicos OifXwios

[ ’Hpafc]Xei5i7S Qeayeviwvos dpxwv Bota-

10 [tcos ]‘ Nch'&M' KaXXicrrpdToi> • PoO^os N
[ 6 oelva] "Awwa‘ 'lovXiavbs ’AkSXov dpxwv

4>iX[o

Kal 6 ypap.p,]aTevs rrjs fbovXfjs T. <t>X.
’Ayi-

woX[is].

21. IosPE. iv. 81, see p. 649.

1 "hASroKpartop Kecrap Zpvwv evoe[f3]ris i' nc [?;r77s ]
i
"

rpoweovxos piyiaros deiae/iaaTos’

<pCXoTipr)oapevri i] avrwv eboepha, ws e[v]

waaais Tabs woXeaiv, Kal iv ravT-q rij avrov

g 7roXi, eSwppaaTo xPVfsdrwr Soaiv, ra avva-

ybpeva eK tov wpaKTiov <j>r\pl tov evravda

fiiKaparov twv Kadoaiwpivwv fiaXXia-

Tpaplwv Si’ wv dvaveovvTe[s] ra tixv rpbs

awTt]plav Trjs avTrjs woXews Kal evxapia-

IO Tovvres dved-pKapev ToSe to tltXov

els pvppbavvov deibiov rps avrwv

T/3aaiXlas’l'

~t'’Avere'w0T) Se o wvpyos oinos wpd-

ttovtos tov peyaXowp(ewearaTov) Kbp{-qTos)

15 1
’

AioYei'Oi' • troys: <pi[3' |
iv IpS(iktiwvi) ta'"f

24. Inscr. Christ. 8. Chersonese, a.d. 1059

cf. pp. 504, 532.

i i" ’ Eiyevcovruj at ttoprai tov irpcuTopLOV

aiSripai, iveKewpodpaav Kal

a l Xoiwal tS Kdarpss iwl laaKiov

ueydXov fSatnXi(ws) Kal auTWKpdrwpo(s) Bwpe(wv)

5 r« Kopvfivu % AiKarepivips rrjs evoefSeoTarris

AvysaTr)s Sia Aiovr(os) w(ar)piKlov if STpaT-qyov Xep-

awvo(s) //
XovyS(aias) r« ’AXiar(oi/), p-r)(vos) ’A7rpi[XXtoii]

’IvS(iktiwvos) if3 '

, tr(ovs) ,S

I have only put the accents that are present on the

stone.



Appendix Nos. 2

25. BCA. x. p. 63, No. 66. Kerch, cf. p. 626.

A front of slab. B back.

£H/V\A
TYX TIT^IA

VPOKEI
A/V T A I A/VHP

Break. -O-A-A-O-
OS £IPOOII

/v O£
C round edge.

TAVI 0121 EIITVX^N T^NO
lo 3 H--j.AHJ.23AA

26. IosPE. 11. 343. Taman Peninsula near

L. Tsukur. Leucon I, cf. pp. 573, 576,

618.

I Arjfjiapxos 2/cT0e

w

avedrjKev ’Appobir^rn]

OvpavLTji 'A.TraTovpo(y)

pLedeouffTji
,

5 apxovros

Aeijkcopos Bo(77r6p[o](u)

Kai Qeodocriris.

27. IosPE. 11. 6. Bosporus. Leucon I, cf.

pp. 128, 570 n. 4, 576, 577, 616.

I ’ZrparoKXrjs virep irarpos rod eavrou

AeivoaTpdro(v) iep-rjaa/ievov ’AtoWcovl ’I^rpcDt

avedrjKev AevKwvos apxovros Bo0"7r6po(i/)

Kai QeodoaLrjs Kai
(
3aaCKevovros Hivdwi',

5 Toperewv, Aavdap'uov, <$'r\<j<jG)v.

28. IG. 11. ( CIAtt. iv. ii.) 109 /d; Ditt. Syllr

1. 129. Piraeus. 01 . 108. 2 = b.c. 347/6,

cf. pp. 571, 575, 577..

’EnapTOKan, UaipLcrdSrjL,

’AtToWwVLCiiH, AeVKGJVOS TTOLLCTL.

’E 7ri QepuiTOKXeovs dp[x]ovro[s]

iwl T?js Alyrjtoos 6yd6[rj]s irpv\r-

5 a~\vei’.as, rji Awri/ita[x]os 2 axridT][iA-

ov ’Axa]p[v]eds eypappareve 9 e[6]-

0iXos ['AXt]juod<rios e7re<rrdre[V],

’ApSporlup “ApSpupos TapyriT[Ti]os [e]Z7r[e]v • 7r[e]-

pl up eweoTeiXe ’ZirapTOKos /c[ai] IIa(p[icrd 57)]-

10 s Kai 01 wpecfieis oi 7?/covr[e]s 7r[a]p’ avrup a?r[a]-

yybWovaiv, air0Kpl[p\a<rdai ad[r]ot[s], on 6
\_
8rf\-

—2 8. Bosporus 6 5 i

28 (contd).

pos 6 ’Adrjpalup eiraiveb 27rdpr[o]/cov Kai Tlai-

piadS’pp on. elcrip dv8pes \a]ya[6~\oi Kai eTrpry]-

yiWoprai tui 8r\pui [r]c2t 'A6r\palup e7r(p[eX]-

paeaDai rrjs d/c[7r]o,u7r77S rod [<r]t[r]oi/, Kadawep 6

irariip abrup d7re/UeXed[r]o [/ca]i v[Tr~\ppeTT]<jeiv 7r-

podvpus otov u.p 0 Srjp[os] 5[ei)]ra[i], Kai a7ra77[e]-

XXav avTo\Z}s ro[d]s n[pbaj3]eis, on radra 7rot-.

ovpres od5ev6[s] droxAl0]"0"^ rod Sr/pov To-

il ’ Adr/palup’ p7r]e[t]57; Se [ra]s 5w[pe(d]s SiSbaai-

v ’Adr)paloi\s a<r\irep 2[ar]o[p]os Kai AcSkup bSo-

<rar, etpai [27r]a[pr]d[/c]wi pc]a2 IlaipicrdSeo ras 5-

upeias as [6 St/juJos bduKe Sarbpui Kai Aed/cw-

vi Kai <rre0[avow] xpradn arecpApui ITavadt}-

palois ro[is pteyJdXoos airb xiXi'wv Spaxpup

e/cdrep[o]v • [7roie]tcr#ai Sb rods arerpapovs ro-

ll s a0Xodd[ras] two wporbpui Srei IlavaSTjva-

tuv rcDv p.e7[a\]ojv /card to if/rjipiapa too Sr/pov

t6 wpbrepop eifrr)<pi<Tp£vov Aed/ctovi Kai dva-

yopeveiv, on oreipavoi 0 dppos 6 ’AOrjvaioiu

UtrapTOKOv Kai naipiaaSrjp rods Aed/cuvos

iraiSas apeTrjs Kai evvolas tveKa tt)s els r-

bv Sijpov rbv 'Adpvalwv eweiSp 3e robs arerp-

6-vovs avandeacn Trp ’Adrjvai Tip IloXidSt,

rods adbodbras els top peiii dvandivai ro-

bs areefidvovs, enypaxpapras' “27rdpro/cos

Kai TlaipuraS-ps Aeb koip os waiSes avideaa-

v rrji ’Adppalai, aretpapoidhpres btrb top S-pp-

ov to v ’A0 rip a[l]u p
' ” rb Se apyvpiop SiSbpai ro-

ds dd\odirais els robs areipavovs top too

Sripov raplap iK toiv els ra Kara \//ri<pl<TpaTa

tSi Sppon pe[pijl]op3p(op ' rb Sb vd[v] ehai 7rap-

adovpai tovs airoSUras to els [r]ods <TTe<p[6.\-

povs eK tup ar[p\aTiwtikQiv xp[v\parup • a.pay[p]-

a\J/ai 8b to xlrfi<piapa rbSe roy ypapparba rrjs

piovXfjs ep OTqKrp \idlprp Kai arpaai 7rX?;[<r]-

Iop rrjs Harbpov Kai Aed/caivos, es Se rpp av[a]-

ypa<j>T]p Sovpai rbv raplap rod Sppov rpid[/c]-

opra Spaxpds ‘ eiraipbaai 8b rods 7rpdcr/3ei[s]

2aiaip Kai QeoSbcriop, on impeXodpTai [riS]-

v a0i/c[v]oopeva)v ' AO'pp'pQev els Bbawopop pa]-

i KaXbaai adrods eirl £bpia els rb 7rpora[ve]-

iov els aiipiop • irepl 8b tup xp^arwv tup \_bep-

ei]X[o],udvwv rods iraial robs AebKUPOs t>[irus

d]v airo\al3uaip
,
xpWftrlcrat rods irpob8\_povs

of] clp Xdxwffi 7rpoeSpebeiP ep run drjpui \rrp

dy]d6'f]i eirl de/;a irpuTov peril rb. iepd, o[ttus d-

p] a7roXa[/3]6vres ra xPVPaTa PV eyK(i\uo\i rah]

Sr/pui tui ’Adijpalup • Sovpai o[f ra]s uirr/lpeal-

a]s as alrovcn HwbproKos Kai natpio-[d57/s, r-

od]s Sb irp[b]a^eis anoypa\pai ra bvbpa\ra tup

UTr]7jpe[ai\uP up clp \a.(iuaip tui ypappa[rei rrj]-

s f3ov\ijs' oils S’ dv airoypdif/uaip, elpa[i ep rcot]

r[eT~\aypipui noioOpras dyaObp 8 rt [dv ovpu]-

prai robs iralSas rods AebKUPOs. II[oXdei//cr-

o]s TipoKpdrovs Kpiuebs elire • ra pdv aXXa k-

a}0direp ’ApSporlup, areipapuaali 8e Kai ’AttoX]-

Xupiop top AevKUPOs vop eK tu[p adrtdv].

5-

x 5

-20

2 5

30

35

40

45

5°

55

60

65



652 Appe?iclix Nos. 29— 34 . Bosporus

29. IosPE. 11. 344. Akhtanizovka. Paerisades I,

cf. pp. 22, 128, 295, 566, 576, 577, 619.

I 3evoKXelSrjs Ilbaios dvi6r)Ke

rbv vaov ’ApreptSi ’AypoTipai

apxovTos IIaipio"dooi/s rod

AevKiovos Boanbpov Kal 0et/5o-

5 ai-qs Kal fiaaiXeGoiv HivSdrv

Kal ToperSrv Kal AavSaploiv.

29
1

. IosPE. 11. 11. Kerch. Paerisades I,

cf. pp. 128, 577, 619.

1 ['0 sive t] Seiva] Koip[av~\ov at’idr)KCv

[t/7rep r]p[s dv\yaTpbs ’Inijs ’AprSyUtSp]

’Erpeaeiqi &p[xovto]s IIaipi<rd5oi/s Boa-rrbpov

Kal 0et/5[o(Ti7/s] Kal fiaaiXevovTos

5 2ti'5[ioj' Kal Matr]<ot/ ndvToiv.

30. IosPE. 11. 346. Taman Peninsula. Paeri-

sades I, cf. pp. 22, 128, 296, 573, 577,

578, 617, 619.

Koptoaapbq Topylnnov dvyarqp, TlaipiaaSovs [yv]vq,

ev^apivq

aviffqKe iax<-’po>i deion Eavipyei Kal ’ Aardpai, Spxovros

IlaipiadSovs

Boa-rrbpov /ca{i} QevSoalqs Kal (3aaiXevovTos 3\ivS]&v

Kal Mainot/ na[vTiov]

Kal Barievv.

31. IosPE. 11. 8. Kerch. Paerisades I, cf.

pp. 128, 577.

I Qaivlnrrov a[va6qpa vnep tov
]

adeXipov ’ApTe[piSiirpov? tov ]-

. . ]o( l>), ti.pxot'Tos IIaip[i](rd 6[eos 0eo5o]-

rrlqs Kal /3acnXeGovTos HivS[urv

5 Kal Mat'r£?]» Kal Bariiov.

32. IosPE. 11. 1. Kerch. Paerisades I, cf

pp. 578, 580.

1 [ to]t Aiov[v<rlov] IIeipa[ei -rrpo^evla].

Uaipiadoqs Kal 7ratSe[s .... cot]

Aiovvaiov Yleipael Kal [iKybv ots]

’iooaav npo^evlav K[al driXe 1]-

5 av -trdvTWV xp-pP'drcop tv nav]-

rl Botrnbpioi, avrois Ka[l depdnov.-

ai]

v

rots toGtiov, Kal e['lanXovv

Kal i]KnXovv Kal noXt[pov Kal el-

p-fjvqs] davXel Ka[l dtrnovSel].

33. IosPE. 11. 13. Kerch. Spartocus III,

cf. pp. 580, 619.

['H Selva . . . ,]<r6ivovs yvvrj

[avidqKe Arf\pqTpi Beaporpbpon

apxovros "2,-rrapTbKOv

tov EvpqXov.

34. IG. 11. (
CIA tt. 11. i.) 31 1 ;

Ditt. Sy/l.

2
194.

Athens. 01 . 123. 3 = B.c. 286/5, cf- PP-

57 i, 575 ’ 5 8°-

I [’Er-i A]iotIpov apxovToi enl tt}

s

At/npyonSos (?) e-

/35b]pqs npvraveias, fji Ai/<rI<rrpar[os 'Apiatopd-

Xou] Blaiavievs iypappaTevev ‘

raptpXiioi/os evqi

kat] viai, ivdrqi Kal ei[/cocr]r7/i Tq[ s npvravelas "

5 e/c/c]X?jcn'a not/ npoe8p[oiv iire\\p\r]<f>i£e ....

. . .]oadevov SD 7r£r[atd)i' Kal avp-rrpbeSpoi" ’ibo-

£e]o Toil Sqparr ’Ayvp[pios Js.aXXiptSovTos KoXXt/]-

reus elirev • ineiSq [ nporepov re oi -rrpoyovoi oi]

.’SjirapTbKov xp£<as {napioxVVTai Toil Srjpon /cat]

10 vvv S-iraproKos na[paXafl}iov tt)v et’s t6v Sqpov oi]-

KeioTTjTa Koivqi [re toil Sypioi XP£ ‘a s srapexe]-

rat Kal iSlai ’A6r)[vala)v tois depiKvovpivois]

-rrpbs avTOV ‘ dvd [too Kal 6 Sijpos 6 ' AS-pvaioiv aitrods]

7roXtras etroiT)[aaTO Kal ert'pijtj-Jev [eUbaiv xa^]-

15 /cats ev re rpt [ayopdi /cat] tv rail ip-rropion [/cat]

aXXats 5a/pea[ts, ah -rrpoari]Kei TipaaOai roi)[s]

ayadobs avS[pa s, /cat 5t?5e]ro edv tis |8a5t'fe[t]

i-rrl TT)V dpxvv t[t]V twv -rrpoybvo)\v avTOv rj tt)v 2ira[p]-

tSkov /3or)de[lv iravTl adeve^i /c[a]i /card yrjv Kal

20 Kara dd\ar[Tav •

’£ti 5e 27rapr]o/co? d<pi(K)optvri%

irpeafielas [7rap’
’

A0r)vaLwv a/c]oi/tras on 6 Sijpos

KeKopiaT[at to darv avvrja]6r] roh evTVXyP-aa[i\

tov S-r)\_po v Kal SeSwKev atr]ov Sorpeav pvplov[s]

Kal -rre[vTaKiax<Alovs pe]8lpvovi, errayyt\\e[T-

25 at 5e Kal es t 6 \oirrbv xp\el-av rrape^eaPai tui

[S rjpon Kal (ioi-pdelv Ka6o]Ti av Svvr)Tai Kal Tav-

[ra irparTei -rrpoaipovpev^os SiacpvXaTTeiv tt)v [e-

iivoiav tt)v ets tov Srjp]ov ttjv TrapaSeSopevrjv

[ai/niii Trapa toiv -rrpoybvo3\v • onus 'dv ovv cpaivriTai

30 [6 Srjpos x°LPlT0S pepv-r)\ptvos (?) -rrpbs robs eilvovs

[5ta tov ip-rrpoadtv xp]bvov Siap(e)pevr]KbTas av-

[rt3i, tvxv ‘ ayadiji 6e]56x^at not Sr)pui e7r[ait'?-

aai ptv tov (iaatX^]a SwdpTOKOv Evpr/Xov [Boir-

irbpiov Kal OTe<pavC)\aai xpva,JJl arerpdvon [ct/ro - - -

35 Spaxpdrv aperies] iveKa Kal evvolas rjv ^X^t" & 1'

areXet -rrpbs rov] Sijpov Kal dvenrelv tov crre[0a-

vov AiovvoLuv] tu>v peyaXiov rpayonSols ev not

[dywvi ,
Trjs Se -rr^oi-qaeois tov orecpavov Kal tt]s a-

[t'a7oped(7eto]s empeX-qd-rjvai tovs eirl rrji Stop-

40 Kqaei ‘ OTrjaai ]
5’ avTOv Kal e'lKova xo-Xkt](v) ev tt)l

[dyopai 7rapa] rods -rrpoybvovs Kal ertpav e[v aKp-

ow&Xei • Struts civ Si Kal elSrji 6 fSaaiXevs 27rapr[o-

kos to. erjrr\<p\iaptva toil Sr/pon, xeLPOTOV V°'ai- Trpi-

[<r/3ets Tpejis avdpas it; ’Ad-r/vahov andvroiv, otnp-I. 6 Ditt.
(
SyllA 134) avpna\at]v-



Appendix Nos. 34—43 . Bosporus 653

34. IG. 11. 31 1
(contd).

45 es atpeSdpres dwapovcrip Kai t6 re \pTj<purpa a[ir-

oSuaov^aip Kai dwayyeXoucrL ttjp eOvoiav rjp

[exet 7rpo]s avrop 6 Sypo s /cat TrapaKaXovaiP ad[r-

op
/
3o))0]eti' rail 5 tjp.uk ko.86ti olp Svptjtcu, 5ov[p-

at 5e e^>6
]
5ta tup wpUfteiup eKaoTui to reraj/y-

50 ptd/'ot']' dhrws clp 5 d /cat virbppTjpa fjt ttjs oUeib-

[TTJTOi /c]at TUP SupeLUP TUP TTpOCTTidepbPUP CLV-

Tui srpjos rats inrapxovaais, rbp ypa.ppa.Tba rdf

[/card Tr]pvTa.pdap dvaypdif/ai toOc to \I/Tj<f>L<rpa

ep crr]^\i;t Xcdipup Kai ar^aat ep a/cpo7rdXet, rd

55 [5d aitJaXa/jaa rd yepbpepop pepicraL rods eiri ttjl

[8io]iKrj<rei.

*0 Srj/xos.

1. 24, Ditt. Trc[pTaK0<TL0vs.

1. 26 supplevi poL-rjdeip, cf. Ditt. ad 1. 48.

35. IosPE. 11. 15. Kerch. Paerisades II,

cf. pp. 128, 580, 581, 616.

Acvkup UaipLadSov dpidtjKe top avbpiaPTa ’AirbWuPi

[ I]i;rptd[t t]e/)?/crd|Ueyos, dpxoPTOs Ilatpicrddou too 2wap-
rbKov Bojiropov Kai Gei/doan/s Kal fiatjLKevopTos

2lp5up xat MaiTUP iraprup Kai Qarbup.

36. losPE. 11. 17. Kerch. Paerisades II,

cf. pp. 580, 619.

BaatXedot'ros HaLparaSov rod 2iraprbKOV EtTTiaia

Mypodupov dvyaTtjp iepupbpy dvbdrjKep MijTpi <t>pvyiai.

39.

losPE. 11. 25. Kerch. Asander and

Dynamis, cf. pp. 561, 592, 614, 616,

619, 630.

I BaprtXet/ot'ros fiaaCKbus /SaatXdwt']

peyaXov ’AadvSpov [<piXjopupaiov aurij-

pos Kai [SaoCKiaays Avpapeus Hap-

TaXbup pabapxos TIoolSupi "ZutTLPb-

5 [co]t Kai ’ Acppodfryi Nauapxtdt.

40. JosPE. iv. 201. Kerch. Dynamis, cf.

PP- 561, 593 >
62 °-

[.N]vTOKpdropa Kalaapa deov

[0]eoO vlbv 'Lepaarov tov iavrrjs

[fT]wT7}pa Kal evepy^rrjv

[/3]a<W\i0'cra A[vva]fjus (pLXopwp.aio[ s].

41.

IosPE. 11. 356. Phanagoria, Semenjaka’s

Farm. Dynamis, cf. pp. 592, 593, 613.

1 [B]aji\iaaap Abpapiv <f>L\opup[aiop,

rr;]// e/c
/
3acrtXdw[s pt]e7aXot/ thafpra/coi/

ro]0 e/c pacriKbus fiaaikbuv Mt0[paSa-

ro]u Et>7rdropos [Ato]t-dcr[o]u,

5 [rr)]it eavTup <r[tdretpai' /c]at ede[p7d-

tl]p [6 d]ipu[os d ’A7pnr]7rdt«>[t'].

37. IosPE. 11. 18. Kerch.

Spartocus IV, cf. pp.

581, 616.

[BacrtX]e(t/)ot'ros 'ZwapTbKov

rod HaipLcraBov [’A]7Xa[o]s

'Hpa/cXetdoi; Alovvctul.

42.

IosPE. 11. 36. Kerch. Aspurgus, cf. pp. 128, 569, 596,

613.

i BacrfX^a pdyav ’Acnrovpyov (piXopwp.ai.oVj rbv iK fiaaiXtojs ’Aaavdpbxov,

(piXoKalaapa Kal (piXopwpaiov
,
fiaGiXeuovTa iravros Boocnrbpov

,
QeodoaLr)

s

Kal Zivdwv Kal Xlairwv Kal Tapirelrcov Kal Toperwv, 'I'rjawv re Kal Tava[€]iTwv,

vnora^avra 2KuOas Kal Taupovs, M evtarparos
[
3 ’ o eirl t rjs vrjaaov tov iavrov <no-

5 Tijpa Kal euepytrrjv.

38. IosPE. 11. 19, cf. CR. 1877, p. 246=KTR.
p. 29, f. 26. Kerch. Paerisades IV (?),

cf. pp. 581, 618, 621.

1 IlaiptadSoi/. Kapacrapvris. ’ApyoTov.

’Twep [ajpxoi'ros Kai fiatnXbus

Haip[i<r]a5ov tov ^aatXdus Ilat-

pitraSov <pL\o[p]rjTopos /cat
/
3aat-

5 Xicrcnjs Kapaaapbris ttjs 27rapr[o-

/c]ou dvyaTpbs 0 tX[o]rd/cro[i/ /cat]

’Apybrov tov I . . . do

v

/
3a<x[tXIcr]-

cnjs Kapacrap[i/7;]s dpSpos [o avpa]-

yuyos 8eo/cpt[ro]s ATjpTj\rpiov /cai]

10 oi dtaatrap] dpedpK^av ttjp <jttj\-

Xt;^] A(ppo 5[e]tTg Od[parta, ’AiraTov-

p]ou peSeovLTy

0 ed/cptros Arjp[rjTplov\, k.t.\.

43. IosPE. 11. 400. Anapa, a.b. 338 = a.d. 41.

[Mithridates VIII?], cf. pp. 597, 616, 621.

1 Getdt v \pi<TTUL iraPTO-

KpaTopL evXoyrjTu. j3a-

trtXedorros /SaaiXd-

us [ ] c/>l\o-

5 yeppa[pi]Kov Kai (piKoiraT-

ptdos, cto vs tj\t', p.rj-

ros Adov, Ilddos 2r-

[pa]rupos dpbBrjKep

r[^]t [Trpotr^evxyL /car’ edxi''/]-

10 p 0[p]eirT7iP eavTOv, y 5po-

pa X[p]dtra, i<p’ (p rj dptira-

cpos Kal dpemjpea0To[s]

divb Travrbs K\rjpop[bp]-

ov vtto Ala, Trjp, HXto[>'].

1. 4, Lat. suppl.

[IloXdp.u/t'os]

Stephani

[Mtdpa]5d[ro]i/,

which seems to

suit the traces

on the stone

better.
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44. IosPE. 11. 32. Kerch. Cotys I,

cf. pp. 596, 598, 620.

1 [AvroKparopa Xipwva KXauSIou] viov K[a]i'cr[apa

2e/3aarbv, ytrarov to rpi'r]op, SqpapxiKrjs e£oo[ai'as

to irepirTov, iraTipa 7ra]rpI5os, rbv e[a]oroO awT[qpa

Kal evepyirqv, Kotos] 6 ’A<nrotip[y]ov [/3]a[<r]i[Xeis <fn-

5 \6Kcuoap Kal 0iXopa>]paios, eiae/357 s, apxie[pevs tQv

Xe^aaTuv Sia filov Kadjiipuaev.

45. IosPE. 11. 37. Hadzhi Mushkaj. Cotys I,

cf. pp. 596, 598, 626.

Tpy5’ dper-p Kpqvqs woXXqv
[

Xi/3a5’ i^aviSei^ev

Wos
|

’Acrrovpyov, euaepios
\

Koruos,

yalqs Kal wpoybvwv
\

waTpui'Cov apapivoio

Kudos
|

Ketvaxluv oKyirrp’ iwixovros 8Xa.

46. IosPE. 11. 52. Kerch, a.b. 377 =a.d. 8i.

Rhescuporis I, cf. pp. 599, 621, 622.

1 BaaiXeioPTOS paaiXiws Ti/3e-

plov louXioo 'BqoKovirbpiSos <pi\o-

Kalaapos Kal (piXopwpalov, eiiae-

/3o0s, 8rovs for' pqvbs IIepei[Ti]-

5 ov i/3', XprjcTTT] yvvq irpbre-

pov Apobaov aipelqpL iirl t?) s [?rpo]-

aevxys OpoiTTov pov 'Hpa«Xap

iXevdepov KaParraf Kara eix^M
pov dveiriXqwTov Kal d7ra[p]ep6-

10 yXqTOV airo iravros KXqpovbp[ov

'

T]piwea(d)ai airov onrou olv fiov-

X[-pr]ai dvemKioXiiTivs Kadus e[i]-

^dpqv, xupk is rfifp 7rpo[<r]eu-

Xqv 6ioirelas re Kal 7rpooKa[pTe-

15 p\qaeu>[i\, avvemvevadvTuv

Kal to>v KXqp(o)vbptvv pov Hpa-

/cXei[5o]o Kal 'EXi/camaSos,

avve[mT]poTreovaqs 8b Kal r??[s]

avvayuyq[s] tojv ’lovSaiwv.

47. BCA. xxiii. p. 47, No. 32. Anapa. a.b.

4c>7 = a.d. hi. Sauromates I, cf. pp.

566, 604, 613, 619, 625.

1 BaaiXeiopros j3aacAiuis

Tifieplou ’lovXlou Xavpopd-

tov (fnXoKalaapos Kal <piXo-

poip.aiou evaef-ious

5 Oep ’Aippooelry Xavapxloi

ebfcdpevos t8v vabv d-

vqyeipev <\>apvaK'uj)i> 1 16

-

Oou 6 iirl Topryunrelas i/c

toiv loloiv dvaXoipdroiv

10 Iv Tip fa' 8th

Kal p/qvl Aucialov.

48.

IosPE. iv. 421. Taman. Cotys

cf. pp. 604, 621, 624.

[BacriXeioi'ros /3an]-

1 Aim [Tifieplov ’IouXi'oo]

Koroos, vl[ov /3aaiXia>s]

Xavpopdrov, [<pi.\oKaiiTa\-

pos Kal ipiXopwpalov,

5 evaefSous, -q avvo-

Sos, 7j Trepl vanbpov

Bdyqv XuiauraTpov

Kal I[p]ea Srpartopa

Ov ... . pov Kal lepopd-

10 OTopa ’AwoAAwvtov Xpu-

oaXioKov Kal ypappa-

ria ’Ayaffovv IIoXep.oKpd-

tov Kal (fnXdyadov Mvpei-

vov /3' Kal ol Xonrol diaaeirai

15 KaXoOs Mppeipou

Mbyqs Mqva
AqpoKpaTqs AaSa
ApiGTaybpas ’Ayadov

Addas ’ATroXXoiVifoo]

20 ’HXt'rra

49. IosPE. 11. 353. Phanagoria.

a.b. 448 = a. d. 15 1. Rhoemetalces,

cf. pp. 579, 605, 613.

r Ti/3ipios ’IoiXios /3amXevs

BoipqTaXKqs, cpiX&Kaiaap Kal <pi-

Xopdipaios, euae^qs, Tas vtto

AqToSupov avaTeOelcras ybas

5 iv 0tavviois Kal rods TreXaras

/card tov TrapaKelpevov TeXapui-

va xpbvioi peucffivTa ovvadpol -

aas diravra Kal irXeovdaas aire-

KaTiaTqae tt)i 0[e]wi at3a, 5t’ im-

io pieXf/[a]s ’A[X]efai'5poo Mopeivoo

tov iirl Tu>v iepbov. qpv', pqvl

’ AireXXolwi K .

50. IosPE. 11. 422. Tanais. Eupator,

cf. pp. 605, 616.

1 ’A[7]a0i? TiiXy.

BaaiXedovros /3a-

aiXiuis Ti/3epIoi<

’lovXlou Ei7raro-

5 pos tpiXoKaloapos

Kal (piXopo)[p]alov

evoefiovs deip ’Att6X-

Xiovi eii[£]dpevos ’Av-

Tlpaxos Xaplroi-

10 [pos 7rp6(T/3e]ur[')7]s . . .
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51. BCA. xxxvn. p. 38, No. 2, PL n. Anapa.

Sauromates II, cf. pp. 566, 606, 612-616,

621, 623, 625.

1 [’Ayady tvxvI-

BamXevovTos fiaaiXeois Tifiepiov Ioi;A]ioo Xav-

pogdrov tpiXoKaiaapos Kai ipiXopiopalov,] ebae-

/3ovs tov . . . Irous . . pyv^os Aaiaiov. 0 eip llo-

5 creiSyyos [e 7rt] /3aaiXbois Xavpop.dTOv, viov pieyd-

Aou (3a<TiXbois 'PoipyraXKOv, Pianos vavKXrjpoiv,

oi Kai iroir/aavTes ra ayaXpara Kai tov vadv Ik

depeXioiv SvaOTyaavTes, eis a Kai [eJrefuT/crey 6 /3a -

<riXeils tov deov Kai ttjv deaaov \ei\aayibyiov dpra-

io pdiv x^Xioiv. QeacreiTai wepi iepe[a]p ’AdyvoSoipov

XeXeVKOv irpoiTov eiri Tijs /3a[ai]Aeias Kai avvayoi-

yov MoipoSiopov NeoKXtovs 6 eiri tt)s Yopyiireias

Kai (fopovTiaras Koooovv"Atto Konaov Kai QapvaKyv Nod-

p-qviov iepoiv o'lKovbpos. 0e[a]cren-ai IlayraAdwy

15 ’Yapva.Kov <TTpaTT)ybv, Moip65a)[pos ’Arapja^ov mpar-

Lvyos]

XpyaTioiv IIa7ra, MaKapios ’Adtj[vo8ibpov
]

IvkvkXIoiv o’iKo\ybp\os, PTyayofs dy]-

kvkXIoiv oiKo\_vbp.o\ s,
’Acrirovp[yos evKVKXiuv]

o'lKOvbpo[s .... K.T.X.

At least 16 lines of names similar to those in No. 69.

53. losPE. 11. 445. Tanais. Sauromates II,

cf. pp. 606, 620, 621, 623.

1 0ecp fnp[i]<TTip. Two Eagles. ’Aya&r/i Tvxpi.

Bao-iAedoyfros
/
3]acri[Aeu>]s Ti/3(epiov) ’IovX(iov) Xavpo

-

pdrov

<t>iXoKai<Taplos Ka]i <piXo[p]oipaiov edire/3o 0s, y crvvooos

y wepi i[epea ’Iod?]Aioy 2a . Kai Tarepa a[v~\vb 5ov

5 Xopoba[ffov ] xai nvvayoiyov ’ ApSa[piaK~\ov

[X]vvey8r)[p.ov Kai c/>iXdyad]ov Aiay[opav ? . . ]/3Aioyd-

k[oo] Kai

[7r]apa0iXa7a<i[oi' Xb<ppa<rp.?]ov lYopya^d[Kov] Kai

[veav]icr-

[k]dpxyv Ayp-q[rpiov ’AwoX]Xoiviov Kai yvp.[va]<Tia[px r]‘']

Ba-

[aijAeiSi/y Qeov[eiK]o[v Kai ’'Ar]r[a]y HpaKAeiSou

[7p]a[^/ia]r[ei)]s

10 [<rvv]bdov oi X[oi7roi dia]a[tr]ai' ’Ap5 ap[icrK]os Z[?7-

i'oS6r]oa, Ay[p.r\T\pios 011, Aeipavos $t[oa],

[Mt]5ax[os Snip ?]a.yo[o,
’

AnK^X-pwidSys OdaA[ep]ioo,

K.T.X.

20 more lines of names and a mutilated date.

52. IosPE. 11. 423. Tanais.

a.b. 490 = a.d. 194.

Sauromates II, cf. pp.

120, 318, 606, 612,

6i5—617, 619.

54. IosPE. 11. 41. Kerch.

a.b. 512 = a.d. 216.

Rbescuporis II, cf. pp.

597, 604, 607,612,614,

616, 617, 620.

55. IosPE. 11. 430. Tanais.

a.b. 5 i 7 =a.d. 220. Rhes-

cuporis II, cf. pp. 569,

607, 615, 625.

I ’AyaByi Tiixv 1-

'Eiri [lacnXeZ ' YyoKovwbpiSi ,
viip

peySXov fiaoiXeais Xavpoparov, Ka[i]

Zyvoiv 4>avveit)s wpeapevrij /3a-

5 cnXews YyoKovirbpiSos, Kai Xo-

<pdpvov XavSap^iov, Ba/3os Bato-

pdnwov, Ni/3A6/3wpos Aoavpo^dp-

6ov, XopbaOos Xavdap^iov apxov-

res SavaeiTobv
, Xb<f>patZpos ‘f’opya-

10 fiaKov, BacnXeidris 0eovdKov 'EX-

Xrivapxvs e£apri<ra s tt/v ayopav

Ik tu>v iSioiv avaXupdrwv aireKa-

Tlcrr-qaa Trj Tr&Xei Kai rots epirb-

pois 5(d eTnpeXrjTtbv ’Zirjvwva 4’d[v-

15 y]ea)s, <t'apvb^apdos Tavpbov,

QaXddpavos ’AttoXXiovIov Kai

[dp]xlTeKT >̂,' ul/ ALo<pdvrov Ne-

oirbXov Ka[i] Abpt]Xiov ’AvTiovd-

vov, XabaKOs MevaKov.

20 ’Ey Tip fr<t> .

1 xel^‘-ovs
>

’roA[e]/z?j<ras

Se Kai Xipaxovs Kai Xkv-

6as Kai tt]v TavpiKr/v b-

irb<nrovSov Xa[^]iiy, (e)Xed-

5 de[p]ov a 7re5a[l]e [tv] U.ov-

Tlvlt Beidvvia Tots [7r]Xeoi/-

(7i to irtXayos i\iri ajrpa-

t-iiyu> TroXeiTu[v .... Z 57]-

vuivos [A]a5a E[a]io[a, Kai]

10 ’IouX(iou) A. . ovov Ka(i) ’Ioa[Xiou

P]65i»)[yo]s riSy irpiv eiri [r^]s

/SatriXep a]s, Z t\vuiv (S' tov [A]a-

8[a] eK7r[e^i0]5eis biro tov

/SacnXe[ais] eis to epirbpiov

1 5 Ka0iepw[(r]a Ati, "Apy Kai

’AippoSiTi] eiri Bopd-

airoj [B]d/3ou &pxovt(os) Ta-

vdeois Kai E[XX]tjvapx[ov)

Poouvos XapiT[oj]vos

20 iv Tip qp, AdfaRpoi/ a'.

I [’Ayadrj ti>xy]-

Tot] a0 ’ HpaKXeous Kai EoyaoX-

iro]v tov HooeibQvos Kai airo

irpoybviov (SaaiXewv ^amXb-

5 a Tiflepiov TodX[i]oy VyCKOviro-

piv, viov peyaXov fiamXeivs

XavpopaTov, </>[i]XoKaiaapa

Kai (piXopwp.a[i]ov, ebaejiri
,
dp-

X^pba. tojv Xe^aarCiv Sid

10 /3iov, OiiXirios ’AvTicrObvys

’AvTip.dxov xeiXiapxps

rbv eavTov aojTrjpa Kai

SeeTKOTyv Teip.rjs x^-piv

ev Toil fSiiji' irei

15 Kai p.t\vi Avion K .

§
Tamga

of Sauro-

mates II.
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56. IosPE. 11. 447. Tanais. a.b. 522 = a. d.

225. Rhescuporis II, cf. pp. 37, 607,

620, 621, 623, 625.

I ’Ayadrj TVXV-

Oeifi t'n/'iVry emjKOku if avvoSos ire-

pi deov Kai iepea Xbeppaapov

‘i’opyafiaKov Kai avvaywyov Evirpeirriv

5 Sop0opoa Kai ipCKayaSov ’Avripaxov Ila-

aiwvos Kai iraparpiXdyadoi> Edpipopov Ar/prf-

Tpiov Kai yvfj.vacridpxvi' B[aX]<i 5 iii Arj/xifTpiov

Kai VLavLtTKapx’pv Xavdvwv Xoippdapov Kai oi

Xonroi diaaQrai' MrjvbefjiXos Mdax“> Afipofcos

10 Apioriovos, ~ZeoT7)piKos IloirXi'ou, <t’a[a]xos rio 7rXi'ou,

Mia . . . r/5os Avripaxov, 'PaxoiaaKos Evvoikov, Aoi-

ayas BaXioSioa, Mexis /S', Evtvxv* ’Avnpdxov, Avvd-

twv Ar/pifTpiov, 'IpavaSis AifpifTpiov, Sdp0opos KaX-

Xiadevov, 'Aairavdavos Aeipavov, ’ApbaybaKos IIo-

15 irXiov, Mddaii's Xapfiariuivos, Na/Safos Kipfipov, MicSa-

Xos 'ApSapov, <Yopiavos ’ Avtl<j6{vov, 'Paxoicr[aKos]

'Pacrer[6]-

701 ', . avapffaKos ZeaaKoa, HpaKXeiSifS MapKeavov,

. . kos Siaaatroa, ’OxuSi'a/cos AovXa, Taos, Ilavavxos 'Ap-

[
5ap]oa, OapdpaKos Afj.ai.aKov, \Puxapiaw Tpd0io[ii(os),

’Apjicrrioi'

20 [Menecrjrpdrou, ’OdiapSos [A]rfpifTpiov, Xvfjcpopos Xo-

K]ai eiafie a ’OKfdpaKo[s . . .

. . ]odai[ A]io0ai'roo, Evr[)jxys

],
’ ApapSiaKos Mev[e~\<TTp[a]Tov,

[ . . . .

. . . ’AXJefdadpoa, VdxraKos ’A<nrd[K]ov, ’ Apaour)[l3]os

25 . . 61tXXo(a), AaXoaaKos Sap.<f>6po[v, ’ A]p86va<TTos

Xu<f>p(o)vos, BaxSoxos Svpcpbpov, Sa . . . o-[k]os ’A p-

aeiaKov, YcoSiyaaos Sap06poa, X . kios ’A[fb/n]o5d>-

pou, ‘S'-ap.cpbjKavos 'Avn.fj.dxov, A vfia-

5ay vaeiarov.

30 Ea rip /3k0' ^Tei n(a)i prfvi [Ilepjem'oa k.

57. IosPE. iv. 433. Anapa (?). Cotys III

and Sauromates III, cf. pp. 607, 621, 625.

I ... 'AXb]^av8pos Noapijn Lov

,

S[r]a . . .

\'AyaO'lff tvxw-

[BaaiXevovros /Sa<7iXd]MS Ti/Sepioa ToaXtou [Kdraos]

[aioa p.eydXo a /3aai]Xdios Pi7irKOU7r6pi[5os, 0iXo-]

5 [Kaitrapos Kai 0iXopa>]pafoa ebaefiovs, ^[roas? . . .

pifvbs llaary]poa f'. OeaaeiTai o[i

/3atriXdios] Xavpoparov k[

] fiaaiXbios Ko[tuos ....

Noapjijaioii "Arra, S[

. . . NeoKXjToas . . .

. . . 7r]oXeira)[y . . .

. . Mvp]eivo[v ? . . .

58 . IosPE. 11.452. Tanais. a.b. 525 =a.d.

229. Cotys III, cf. pp. 607, 620, 621,

623, 625.

1 [’AyaOrf\i tvxV-

0c[ip v]\f/i<TTip e[axi?].

Ba[<r]iXedoi/T[os] fiatnXb[us Tifiepiov

IJoaXioa [K 6]raos 0iXoKa[iaapos] Kai 0 i-

5 [Xopwpai'o]a ebaefiovs, eltriroiijToi

a5[eX0oi a^efiopevoi. 6eov v\J/i<ttov,

evyp[a\f/aVT]es eavruv [r]a oubp-ara

[
7r]ept wpe<T[f3]uTepov M pKavtoaa 'H-

pa/c[XeiS]oa Kai ' Apiaroiva [M]eveaTpaTov Kai KaXXt-

10 y[tvrf]v MiS[pw]ao 5
,

AXe^iojva IlarpoKXov, Edraxiaaos

M[ . . . oa, Edr]dx’?s GfaxAoa, Siofopeaos Srapaaoa,

Mat/s SaXa, [>i>a] 5i'o[as 'PtXRpoaos, [AJioiidirios S670 a,

Ed-

rvxtavbs Yopyiov, AaXotraKos Sa[p]0opoa, Kap5[io?]as

Aa-

oa, <t>6craKOi /S', [Ai]60aiiTo[s] Aiofajatn'oa, Edrdx»/s

15 ’Avripaxov, Addas Xo5ia/«'[o]a, SapiSiua ’EX-

mbiwvos, MopeIVo[s] Macrr[o]a, AaicXas Hpa/cXei-

[5]oo. Tda 8b reXaptofaja edioppaaro rois adeX-

[0]ois Sapf/Si'toja 'EXiriSiojvos. <t'ovpras 'Ayaffov, ’Ayadrf-

pepos IIoTrXIoa.

20 Ea rip €K(p' 8rei, Yopiriaiov a .

1 . 8 ,
MapKeavou (?), cf. IosPE. 11 . 447 ,

1 . 17 .

The names of the last two members have been subse-

quently added in small letters.

59. IosPE. 11. 434. Tanais. a.b. 533 = a.d.

237. Ininthimeus, cf. pp. 318, 569, 608,

615, 625.

’AyaOrj

BauiXedoaTos

ptoa ToaXioa

XoKaioapos Kai

aefiovs,

Xrfdeirrav
V

^ TVXV-

fiaoiXiois Ti/3e-

Tanidipaioa 0i-

0iXopcopai'oa, ed-

Xpbv ip i/pe

tt/v Kprj-
V

yr/a (d)vowo8 ofj.T]8 ii die 0epe-

Xi'ioji Kai ybyove irbpyos eiri 7r[p]e[cr]-

pevrrf Xd0paapoa <Pop7a[/3]dKoa

10 «(a)i ' EXXtjiidpxi; SPaxapioKia <f>i 5 diioi

Kai diaddxy 'HpaKXa'dijii "Arra Kai 8 l-

d bmpeXifTiHv [Iljatra Xpiforo a Kai
’

Avri-

paxov Kipfipov Kai ”Epwros Maaroi, Sap-

fiaTLtova Xi[p]dvov, M evboTparov <Ya8iva-

15 poa, 'YiSavovs Kipfipov, ’ AtfiOaipaKos

’Atpdxov, Koairoas 'HpaKXeidoa, Mdpi 7T 7ros

HdaKioaos, Sia apxiTdKToaos Adptf-

Xiov ' AvToiveivov. 'Ev rip yX<f> ,
Yopircaiui

X'.
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60. IosPE. 11. 46. Kerch, a.b.

546 = a.d. 250. Rhescu-

poris III, cf. pp. 608, 612,

614.

1
’A7adrjt rdxyt.

BaatXevovTos flaaiXtus

Ttfieplov ’lovXlov 'PpoKovripidos

</>t\oKalaapos Kal i/>t\opwpaiov,

5 eiVe/3oO s, tov crepaaToyvaxrTov

AvpriXtov 'PoSuwa AoWatov, tov

eiri Trjs paaiXelas Kal %et\lapxov

Kal iirirea "Bwpaiosv, Ai’jp. KPXcros fi'

veuirepos 'HpaK\etoTr)S tov

10 evepydrr] v ev Tip S~p<f>' #re[i]

Kal ppvl Toptriahp I.

61. IosPE. 11. 29. Kerch. Tei-

ranes, cf. pp. 558, 594, 608,

612—616, 620, 621, 625.

On A, the face of the pedestal.

’AyaBrjt

Bacn\eb-
Two
Busts

Tvxvi.

BacriXe'u>[s]

Tifiepiov

lovXlov Tetpdvov (pCKoKalaapos Kal 0t[Xo]-

5 poiptalov evaefiovs, Beois 8wovpav[l]-

ots Ad 2o/t%h Kal "Hpa Swreip(1 1'nrep

/
3aat\8o]S Tetpavov vetKrjs Kal aiuvl[ov]

Stapovrjs Kal AiXtas ^aatXlaaris

dveaTpirav tov TeXapCiva [ot api\-

10 cTTOTrvXeiTai rots idiots deots Kal ev-

epyPats,iepaTevovTos Toi/X(ioi/) Xo<//a[p]-

vov ’Acppohetalov Trplv Xoxapyo]!/,

Kal ol Xotrrol aptOTOTrvAeiTat

'

Mevearparos r[o](r[e],ui/>Ai[oi/] ? eirl Trjs

1 5 /3amXelas Kal irrl rrjs Geo<5[ocrias],

i>dvvr)S 2a/cXews x^tXtapxys /cal tir[l]

tuv ’Aairovpytavuiv, Qdvrjs 'Aya/Jo u

dpxtypap-p.aTevs, Asaplruv Net/a;-

ipopov Xoxayos, <3?iSai/oi>s Geaxfxe]-

20 Aov irplv TroXetTapxys, Aei7uaj/[os]

415a TroXeiTapxys, [E]£(ios Mevea-

rpaTOv, ’"Epois BaSapdaeus irplv 8 -

irl tCjv Xbyiov,

On sides B and C are 50 11. of names

including

24 'Stvxa.ploiv 26701/ 8 irl toiv Xoyoiv,

28 ’AXeijavSpos
/
3 ' Trplv t7r[i]

Trjs TrtvaK[l8osl),

34 MeverrrpaTos [/3
']

ypappareus' IiASas BapSavov

... it .. 0 eirl t(. .) XlatpiodSovs • . ocr-

42 Kal oi eirtpr)-

[v~\t<ravTes’ Map/aaj/tosjnaTeppoi/h/c.T.X.

76 Biuv /S'. Necirepoi oi [7repl roO]

Korlovs . . Xeco[u], Atoviitnos . . .

62. IosPE. iv. 2 11. Bos-

porus. (Teiranes?),

cf. pp. 608, 621, 624.

1 H avvoSo

s

17 irepl t[e]-

p8a ndmrov [’Ap] 5apa/co[u]

Kal irarepa <Pi8av Kal av-

vayuybv 'EKaTa{v\ Kal $tXd[7a]-

5 6ov AaSav [/cal] iraparptXdya-

Bov cRXciray, 71ipvamap-

Xyv AdSav ’Av[T^t[p]dxov

[/ca]i veavurKapxyv V ... ov

Kal [ol Xoi]7r[ol] owoSeZVap]

10 dvtaTr}a[a\v H rjv

Edap8arov <i[ vvo8cIt7)V ? pvrf]-

ptrjs X^P1 *' tv [riSc . . . fret],

prjvbs llep[etTlov . . ].

Painted not incised.

64. IosPE. 11. 49. Kerch.

Rhadamsadius,

cf. p. 609.

[AyaBrj] t 6xv
[To ]ov ' Fadafiaadtov ro[ 0]

[jSafrtX^cjs Karev/cjeuao'drj eiTL/JbeXias

s Kal 0eo5o[a‘/o]o nar[p]^[ws].

63. BCA. x. p. 26, No. 21.

Kerch, a.b. 603 = a.d. 306.

(Thothorses), cf. pp. 558,

608, 612, 621.

1 Geij? vipltTTip

eTnpKotp ei-

XW. AbpdKtos) OOaXe-

ptos 26701/5 ’0-

5 X6/X7T00, 6 crri

Trjs QeoSotrlas,

tjefSaaToyvu)-

<xto[s), reiptriBels 6-

iro AioKXpTta-

.10 vov Kal Maijipiai'ov,

6 Kal ’OAvpLmavbs

KXpdels ev Tip e-

irapx^hp, 6 7roXXa

dirobpptriaas Kal

15 dtroaTaTpoa s erp

SdKa £i- Kal ev woA-

Xocs 6\l\[/ets (s/tr) yevo-

pevos, ev^aptevos

8k BepeXlov oIko-

20 Sopr/aas tt)v irpoo-

evxyv iv Tip 7X •

65. IosPE. 11. 31

2

1

(p. 309). Kerch. Rhadam-

sadius and Rhescuporis, cf. p. 609.

' 1 ATAOH [rt/xr?]

AnoArem [^x^,?]

PAAAULH' [aSi'oo Kal Prj]-

CKOYnOP [i5os, avea]-

5 TA0HOH [
6p7os? 67Tip.eX]-

€IA0
The stone is lost and all the readings doubtful.

66 . IosPE. 11. 49' (p. 292). Kerch, a.b. 679

= a.d. 383 (?). Doiptunes, cf. pp. 320,

610, 613, 614.

1 + ’A7[aBy T\jx\y-

^’EttI Ttpeplov lovXlou AonrTobvo[ip

f3aat\(8o)s) €ucre/3o[0]s <pt\oKe<rapos Kal

[<p]t\opujp8ov [dv~\8<TTT] 6 irbpyos ou-

5 [tos] Kal 8wl eirdpxo[v]
Ei'^oi/Slou

[/cal e']7rl roO Kbp(r)TOs) ’OiraSlvov rod [e]-

irl Trjs 7ri]i/a[/c]15os Kal iirl tov irpoi-

[Tedovrost . . . ]ra 2ai/d7on /cal eirl tov

[eirtpeX-qroYi ? tov iwl tov ilpyov

xo [ p-qvbs ro]p7rialoi/ ko . .

eb-(ous) 6o[x ?] .

M. 83
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67. UsPE. II. 383, Fig. 349 1

68. IosPE. 11. 362, Fig. 350 /
’
see P - °'

69. IosPE. 11. 402. Anapa. Fitzwilliam Museum. E. D. Clarke’s copy made when the stone

was less broken and corrected in Porson’s hand is in the University Library, Cambridge.

Sauromates II (?). The first three lines restored by comparing the stone and No. 51,

and various corrections introduced in the names, cf. Fig. 351 and pp. 37, 606, 612, 614,

616, 621, 623—625.

I BacnAetWros j3a<n.Aeios Ti/3ep[iov ’lovAiov Xavpopdrov cpiKo]-

Kaiaapos Kcd (piAoptopaiov eiVe[/3oCs
- tov . . . Ztovs . . pr)vos ’Apre~\-

piaiov. 06<p II
[
0

j
crtSuros e’[

Then only stray names: 1 . 4, Ilddoi/; 1
. 9, Ilddoi; XpptTTiowos

;
1 . 10, Novp.ivi.os-,

1 . rr, ropyjoira ZaffoDs ; 1 . 12, . . . Kparovs

;

1 . 16, ’AAejjavdpos; 1 . 17, . . ov Ko<rcro[0 s

1 . 18, . on Ko<roov[s; 1 . 19,
’AAeljavSpov

20 MvpiiTKov Neo/cAys 0 —
aiv j3

' iapvaKov ‘ Teip6[8eos

rAijkoiv Xoiaia" ropyi'a[s —
. aaras Yirirapelvov

. . . QapvaKov Aox[ayos

25 <t’a[p]i'a«:[la)v Ta M01]-

poSwpov Aetpaoqa '
’Apitrrqjii TI[—- — — •—

•

owo[s] Za.j3a.yiov
' ’Adr)v65o}pos II 60 ot>

Tj"ps lla7ra XioAov XpT)OT0vs SivpioKov Xlvpeivqv

[KJdvom Neo/cAijs QapvaKiaivos XapSei" 2 (?)dpeis QavSapdijov i[e-

30 p]et/s
-

ITa7T7ros QapvaKiwvos' Vaareis ’Ayadov Kbipdov" ’

A

8-qvo8[u>\-

pos $apvaKio)vos 'Aria' Neo/cAys nddou Qeoreipov Ilodos Maptoe

v(?)T]yos ’ Tetyuo^eos 'i'LvlBa
" ria7ras Xpijarioivos" Bppfjs Kai ’Ayadovs [vl-

ol] XppctTioivos 'Eppov" Avaipaxos
j
3

'
• IIa7nas Xp-qurov" ”Aypwv rd<7[r]e[t

M]a/capios Qapvaidwvos’ ’Apiarwv Bayiov" Xa<pacras Xp^aTiuvos"

35 [
<J>a]p('d/o?s /?' ”Epuiros" d?tAo5d<77roros $apva,Kov "Epwros' II6#os

[/S'] Xpvaoxbov" Ilddos IId7ra - "Epcos Qapvaidwvos ’Epwros IIpa£[(]-

as Xpvadirov" Hodeivos Tepyoviov ’A0T]v68ojpos Mvpitricov ’A[pi']-

q Tali' Xprjarioivos" ZaffoOs TeLpodiov" ’AdrjvdSupos Neo/cA[d-

ou]s ' Yi.yovp.evov • IId7ras Mvipay&pa Koacrov" ’ATrapdtja[s IIdTrov(?)"

40 K ojaaovs sai ’Ad-pvbSwpos viol Bdyrjros

"

A[apd<r]rpa[ros] Ayiov Myt'o-

[
5wp]os BoipaKoV d'apvaKiwv EppaSiuvoi " ’ATaqovas Hcbr7rou Kbvov
Koaaovs 'Ayadov Topyiov lla/3as QapvaKov Tpdyov" d'‘apvaKiwv 'Aya-

\0ov rojpyiou - lloBeivos
j
3 ' VvatpiaKov" ’Arapdijas Kapcra.' IlpoaooKiwv

a" Ilodos IldwiroV Xovprjvios llodeivov" Xdyas Eopyocra

45 II ... 0 ... . iraw Kvpadaii'os" Xp"qaTLO)v QeKa" A rjpr]Tpi.-

[o]s 'Eppi[oC] d> IIdyvvxos fyapvaKLwvos" H70D-

\p\f.vos K\ai Xovprivios vi-

ol Xqvpr)\viov] NeJo/cAys 'Ayadov

. aijy . . . IIo . [’Ara«:]odas ’ Ayadov 4>ap-

5° [1’]qKiio[vos ] IIu5c6poi; • P6Suv

4>apya[/cia)]vo[s] . ... pyj . . [KocnroD - N ]ovprjvios "Epwros -

[Xp]4<m'u^ IlarraAdovros .... os <fcapvaKia>vos' 'lirwapeivos XapSei'

• XpTjo-Tos XpT)aTov ‘ nd7T7ros 0d/ca • Kardfcas AaSoo

n . . . nd-Tnros "Epprj ' TAvkwu
’

Ayadov ' XprjrrTovs lldw-

55 [7too M]o{i}pdowpos AipvaKoV Macrrovs Kodiva' Ild^os ’Ar-

[i'a?] 0 — os ’Ayadov" IIa7ras ’Aj't'a • Xiayovs Xpiparluvos thap-

[va]— ... k .... qo . . s [KJrycri'a' lId7T7ros Eoijivov" Xvptpaybpas Xapj3iw-

[vo\s ’Ep <I>a[p]t,dK?)S <bapvaKiiovos "Hyovpevov

'

Hpa/cA[d-

u]v Neo«Ad[oo]s ' Xp[r/]a[Ti]oiv 'Eppov " K 68is ’Apieroivos" IIodioKos ’Aya0[oC]‘

60 A[i"t]as ’AA</>[oK]paTov SeoyoOs 2appara" ' Eppaoiwv Novprjviov Xpricrrov.

Nos. 67, 68, 69 are given as examples of Bosporan lettering, cf. pp. 301—306, ff. 213—216, 218, 219, see

facsimiles published by Latyshev and the preface to Kieseritzky-Watzinger, pp. vii—viii.
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Fig. 351. BCA. x. PI. 1,

83—2



66o Appendix Nos. 67, 68, 70. Bosporus

67.

IosPE. 11. 383.

Taman. Fitzwilliam

Museum, Cambridge.

Cf. p. 627.

Fig. 349. BCA. x. p. 95.

f TeipA&eos A&creios %at/>e.

Teip-bdeos 6 irdrpas oaios cpuis, 7rats Si Adtretos,

Tpis 5e/ca(5)as AtAwv repp-ariaas tdaves.

A TaXa.y, ot/cretpw ire 7ro\vK\av<Trun eiri Tvp.jSou
'

5 o’i)y Tjpcbuiv x&Pov ^X°is <f>6ip.evos.

68.

IosPE. 11. 362. Taman. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Cf. p. 566.

Fig. 350. i?CT. x. p. 93.

&]-

I a ras a 7ro airCov eis a[t}]TO!' yevop.iva's ret/rafs

ais re /cai avei.<r(popiais dirdaai.s rah Kara tt]k (A[acn\eiav . . . iepea a7ro]-

8eixOevra tou Kaiaapeiov 5ta /3ioo eis -yAvos

ras dvA/TTijaev Tapp s X“P°' <7l^y TV ^ai ««[ r-^v ^]"

5 pipav aArCov inrA re e,aoO /cai r£(' e/c76/'w[/' /too ....

69.

IosPE. 11. 402, Fig. 351, see pp. 658, 659.

70.

Piscr. Christ. 99, p. 105, PI. xi.

Taman, a.d. 590. Maurice, cf. pp.

318, 532, 542, 610. On each side of

the text stands a Nike with a wreath

and below it two Tanigi, °pp and ft

,

v. p. 318, n. r.

r + IIpos rots XonroTs

peydXois ip davpaarois

Ka.T0pd6p.am if rode to(8)

AapirpAv ev Boo<r7r6/3to

5 Keadpiou dvevAwaev
V

M[avp]ii<Ls 6 6u[(r]e(3(£<7TaTos) />' Oeopv\aK(L)r(os) rjpLw

becnrhTrjs bid tou yvrjaiov aurov

8ou\h KuTrarepln, th ^udo^ordrov

9 aTpaT7]\dT(u)ov Kal 8ovk6s Xepaun/os. ’ Iu8(lktlu)uos
)

r)'.



COIN PLATES
I. Tyras.

II. Olbia, Aes grave.

III. Olbia, ordinary coins. Native Kings.

IV. Chersonese.

V. Panticapaeum.

VI. Panticapaeum. Kings of Bosporus b.c.

VII. Kings of Bosporus ist century a.d.

VIII. Later Kings of Bosporus.

IX. Cercinitis. Theodosia. Nymphaeum. Apollonia. Phanagoria. Agrippias Caesarea.

Bosporus uncertain. Gorgippia. Sindi. Dioscurias. Colchi.

The following Persons and Institutions possess important collections of Greek coins from

South Russia and to most of them as indicated below I am indebted for casts :

H.I.H. the Grand Duke Alexander Michailovich
;

his is perhaps the richest of all. It

includes the coins collected by A. M. Podshivalov and by Chr. Giel (G.) and described in

their writings (v. supra pp. xxx, xxxii, 638).

The Hermitage (H.); no Catalogue published, but Koehne in MK. (v. p. xxx) often indicates

what coins were there even in his time : it receives the results of excavations.

The Historical Museum at Moscow contains Burachkov’s coins (B. p. xxix) and others (Mosc.).

The Rumjantsev Museum at Moscow, Catalogue by Podshivalov (p. xxxii).

The University of Moscow, Catalogue by Oreshnikov (p. xxxii).

The University of S. Vladimir, Kiev, Catalogue by Antonovich (p. xxix).

The Museum of the Odessa Historical and Archaeological Society (O.), specially rich in

Olbia and Tyras.

The University of New Russia, Odessa, also has some coins.

The Museums at Kherson (Catalogue by Goszkewicz, p. xxviii), Chersonese, Theodosia and

Kerch.

Mr B. M. Jakunchikov at St Petersburg collects Greek coins in general (v. TRAS. Num.

Sect. 1. ii. pp. 7— 59 )-

Mr Th. I. Prowe at Moscow.

The Countess Uvarov at Porechje (U.), Catalogue by Oreshnikov (p. xxxii).

Mrs L. I. Kuris and Mr P. A. Mavrogordato at Odessa : the latter has recently sold in

western Europe many coins which were not required for the Odessa Society’s Museum.

General A. L. Bertier-de-La-Garde at Jalta, especially rich in Chersonese (BG.). This

collection is destined to join that at Odessa.

Dr I. A. Terlecki at Kerch (to whom my best thanks are due for making me practically

acquainted with Bosporan coins and letting me have a selection (M.) which has conveniently

filled up certain gaps) : some of his best coins have passed to Mr Prowe.

The K. Miinzkabinet, Berlin, Catalogue by von Sallet (v. p. 489).

The Cabinet des Me'dailles, Paris.

The British Museum (BM.), which has much increased its series especially from Mr Mavro-

gordato since the publication of its Catalogues (BMC.) Thrace
,
Tauric Chersonese and Sarmatia,

by P. Gardner, 1877; Pontus and Bosporus
,
by W. Wroth, 1889.

The Imperial Cabinet at Vienna, the Royal Cabinets at Brussels and Copenhagen, the

Hunterian Museum at Glasgow, the St Florian Collection at Enns, have important pieces. The

Fitzwilliam Museum (FW.) at Cambridge possesses a fine series of Olbian Asses and about

a hundred ordinary coins.



662 Coin Plates

A Corpus of these coins has been undertaken by the Grand Duke in conjunction with the

staff of the Hermitage, but meanwhile the numismatic literature of our region (v. the various Biblio-

graphies) is unsatisfactory. Koehne’s Musee Kotschoubey
(
MK.), the first real attempt to deal with

it as a whole, quite superseded all that went before but is now out of date and withal very rare.

Burachkov’s General Catalogue (B.) is also a rare book and both text and plates are very untrust-

worthy, but Bertier-de-La-Garde’s Corrections have to a great extent made up for this and since, as

figuring over a thousand coins, it is still the means by which specimens are identified, I have given

many references to it.

Pick’s plates (P.) of Olbian and Tyran coins are just what was wanted, but there is no text,

only a note on p. 918 to state in what collections the specimens he figures are preserved: the

materials for his text have been handed over by the Berlin Academy to the Russian compilers

of the Corpus. Articles by Jurgiewicz (J.) (on Tyras), by Podshivalov (on the Bosporus), and by

Giel in his Kleine Beitrdge (Kl. B.) and “ Accessions to his Collection ”
(
TRAS . v and vn), have

been of real value, and more recently Oreshnikov’s (Or.) and Bertier-de-La-Garde’s (BG.) work-

How much I am indebted to these my text has shewn : copies of several of these more recent

articles I have furnished with a running analysis in English and placed in the Medal Room of the

British Museum where they are generally accessible.

These plates have been something of an afterthought, and I have been able neither to

choose the very best specimens nor to reproduce the coins quite as I should wish, but pending

the publication of the Corpus it seemed necessary to bring the more important coins before my
readers : these nine plates, though they fall short of the spacious collotypes now customary,

offer a fairly representative selection giving a sufficient idea of the city issues and an example

of very nearly every ruler
;
the descriptions make up for some deficiencies with data from better

specimens : that is enough to render intelligible the short account of the coinage in connexion

with history and religion appended to the chapter devoted to each state. I have mostly chosen

the commoner coins just because they are common and therefore truly typical. These I found

ready to hand in the Odessa collection to which half the coins belong
;

it was put at my entire

disposal by the Director, Professor E. R. von Stern, to whom my best thanks are due. But

a desire to add rarer specimens because they illustrated some particular point has involved my
giving much trouble to those who have the keeping of the originals. Most of all are my thanks

due to Mr A. V. Oreshnikov, keeper of the Historical Museum at Moscow : to him I sent an

unconscionable list of desiderata from among Burachkov’s coins. The courtesy of Mr O. F.

Retovski of the Hermitage was the more to be appreciated in that it was as a complete stranger

that I applied to him for casts from that collection and the Grand Duke’s, including Giel’s.

General Bertier-de-La-Garde kindly sent me most delicate impressions from certain of his

important coins of Chersonese. Nearer home I am glad to acknowledge the help given me in

the B. M. by the late Mr Warwick Wroth, Mr G. F. Hill and Mr H. Mattingly. The Hunterian

Paerisades was cast for me by the late Professor J. Young of Glasgow. Recognition is also

due to the technical skill of Mr Ready at the B. M. and of the late Mr H. A. Chapman at the

Fitzwilliam. The latter made the casts from my sealing-wax impressions and took the photographs

from which the blocks were prepared as well as many other photographs needed for this book.

With regard to the weights given for the gold and silver coins I must explain that I had not

the time to weigh those from which I took impressions in the Odessa Museum : but the weights

of nearly all these specimens have been published by Bertier-de-La-Garde in his Materials for

Stathmological Investigation
,
and so I have been able to supply them : but in some few cases,

which did not come within his purview, the weight is given in brackets and is that of the

specimen of the same coin given in the publication cited in the last column of the description.



PLATE I. TYRAS



Plate I. TYRAS.

No.
Me-
tal

Wt. srn -

grm. Obverse Reverse Coll. Publication

I. JR.
[86

1 5'57
[
Demeter three-quarters 1 ., ears of corn

\ on forehead.
(Bull butting 1 .: above, TYPANflN ;

} in field, A.
BM. P. XII. IO.

2. JR.
(8o

-

2

i
5*2

( Demeter facing, ears of corn on fore-

) head.
Bull butting 1 . : above, TJYPAN. 0.

[B. x. 1, 2.

IJ- i-

3 - JE.
( Demeter front, ears of corn on fore-

/ head.
CistaMystica: TY PA; monogram TTY. O.

TB. 18.

J
P. xii. 15.

IJ. 2.

4 - JE. Demeter r., under kerchief. TYPA in wreath. O. J. 9.

[B. 16.

5 - JE. Dionysus (?) r., laur. Cornucopia: TYPA- O. - P. XII. 21.

U- 12.

(B. 19.

(J- 13 -

6. JE. Dionysus r., laur.
( Eagle standing on thunderbolt : below,

( TYPAN. 0.

7 - JE. Dionysus (?) r., laur. Bunch of grapes: TYPA- 0.
(B. 28.

(J- 14 -

8. JE. Apollo 1 ., laur. Horse’s head and neck r. : TYPA. B.
B. 6.

(P. XII. 1 1.

9 - JE. Apollo 1 ., laur. Similar. O.
(B. 11.

/P. XII. 12.

IO. JE. Apollo 1 ., laur. Lyre: TYPA- O.
(B. 22.

(P. XII. 17.

IX. JE. Athena r., helmed. Bull butting 1 . : above, TYPA. 0. B. 26.

12. JE. Asclepius r. Altar with snake : TYPA- 0.
;

(B. 24.

(P. xii. 19.

13 - JE. Rivergod r. Fish 1.: TYPA. 0. •

(B. 13.

(P. XII. 22.

14. JE. Rivergod (?) 1 . Fish: TYPANHN. 0. J. 6.

i 5 - JE.
(Augustus (?) 1 .

:

\ KAI[CAP] CGBACTO[C. Spread eagle r. : TYPAJNWN (?). 0. J. 1 10.

[Domitian r., laur.

:

) AOJAA6TIANOC [KAICAP.
|

(Tyche (?) in calathos, seated 1 ., on
1
*B. xi. 31.

16. JE. throne, holding out patera : TY PA
{ in exergue.

0 . [
P. xii. 23

lj.32.

17 - JE. j
Hadrian r., laur. :

} AAP 1ANOC KAI AY.
Club of Heracles vertical : TYPA. O. J.41.

18. JE.
(Antoninus Pius r., laur., dot-border:

|

\
AY]TANTflN6INONC6B.

(Heracles standing with lion-skin and
club, hd to r.

;
clot-border

:

[ TYPA[N]flN.
°'{

'B. 35 -

P. xii. 25.

J- 49 -

19. JE.
[M. Aurelius r., laur. :

'(Pallas standing with spear, shield and
°.

{

'B. 36.

P. xii. 26.

-J- 59 -
)

BHPjlCCIMOC KAICAP.
]
i helmet, hd to 1 . : TYPA NI2 N.

20. JE.
[Commodus, bust r., laur.

: (

(Eagle standing 1 ., looking r., with
°.

j

B. 49.

) AYK AI KOMOAOC.
J
1 wreath in beak : TYPANI2N

;
B. J- 74 (76)

21. JE. [Sep. Severus r., cf. 22.]
j

(Winged Victory r., with palm and
1 wreath : TY PANI2N ; A.

O. B. 57 -

22. JE.
[Sep. Severus, bust r., laur : (

l
AYTKAicenceBHPoc nep.

|

(Heracles with club, lion-skin and
1 apples, hd to r. : TYPA NfiN

;
A.

BM.
|

B. 55.

Cf. P. xiii. i

J- 79 -

23 - JE.
[Julia Domna, bust r.

:

)
IOYAAO MNAC6. Tyche (as 16) : TYPANflN

;
A. °.

j

B. 59.

J. 81.

24. JE. [
Caracalla, bust r., laur.

:

As 22. °.
j

B. xii. 66.

l
AYTKMAYPC6Y HPOC ANTONI J. 94.

25. JE. Geta, bust r. : ACGnreT KAICAP.
(
"As 20.] 0. J. 104.

26. JE. 5
Al. Severus, bust r.

: J

|
AYTKM]AYP C€B [AA€ 3ANA. 1

Winged Victory 1 ., with palm and
wreath : TYPAjNflN, crescent in

field.

°*
1

B. 74.

J. 108.

27. JE. [J. Mammaea, bust r.
: J

River-god seated r. by urn from which
stream flows: TYPANflN, A and O. J. 109.

[
IOYAIA MAMMAIA C6B.

|„ crescent.
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Plate II. OLBIA. AES GRAVE AND CAST PIECES, ALL BRONZE.

No.
Weight ^rn '

° gnn.
High. Low. Aver.

Obverse Reverse Coll. Publication

i.
2130
138

1605 1790)

104 n6|
j
Archaic Medusa facing, tongue

|
hanging out.

J
Sea-eagle, wings extended, upon

|
dolphin: AP 1 X.

BM. JB. I. 3.

|P. VIII. 3.

[i a.
525

34

324 43 i

1

21 281
Same smaller. Four-spoked wheel : A P 1 X- B. 1. 1.]

[ib. 247
16

154 185I
10 12C

Same smaller. Same smaller. )
B. 1. 2, 4 .

1

|
P. VIII. 2. J

[2 a.
i960

127
1574 1806I
102 1 17)

Pallas helmed 1 ., before her dolphin. Four-spoked wheel : PAYS!- B. 11. 9.]

[2 b.
1173

76
1033 1 096I
67 7 1 j

Same smaller. Same smaller
: pellets in quarters. B. 11. 12.]

2.
663

43

509 586I

33 381
Same smaller. Same smaller: PAYS!. BM.

IB. 11. 10.

|
P. VIII. 1.

3 -

417
27

278 340

|

18 22 (

Medusa facing. Eagle upon dolphin : OABIH. BM. B. 1. 5, 6, 8.

4 -

1852
120

1605 1 728I
104 1 1 2 f

)
Demeter (?) facing: necklace, ears

1
of corn in hair.

(Eagle upon dolphin: OABIH, be-

j
neath sometimes A.

BM. IB.1.7, 11. 11,13

) P. VIII. 4.

[5 a.

[5 b-

4i-8|

27 f

20-8
|

1 ’35
(

\ZT.

1 ST.

Four-spoked wheel.

Same smaller.

BG. Comp.
i Values, p. 77.

5 -

I2’6 I

•82
f

I£T. Same smaller. O. J
B. p. 42.

|
P. VIII. 7.

6.
15921

103

1

Dolphin. (Flat.) BM. Unpublished.

[6 a.
I I I I

72 (

Dolphin. (Flat.) B. p. 41.]

7 - [Dolphin.] APIXO. O. |
B. III. 18.

|P. VIII. 5.

8 . [Dolphin.] A P 1 X : 0 . O. B. III. 17.

9 - Smaller dolphin. GY. O. J
B. ill. 18a.

|P. viil. 6.

[10. Flat fish. v-pp-453’483-]
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Plate III OLBIA. ORDINARY COINS. NATIVE KINGS.

No. King
Me-
tal

wt. srn -

grm. Obverse

1. N. ( 32-8

( 2-13 Head of Demeter 1.

2, JR.
O89
(

12-25
Demeter 1., crowned with corn.

3* JE.
( Demeter 1., mural crown adorned

( with ears of corn.

4- JE. Horned river-god 1.

5-

6.

JE.

JR. i 52

l 3'37

Same, later style.

(Apollo r., laur. : countermark,

(
helmeted Pallas.

7- JE. Apollo (?) r., laur.

8. JE. Demeter r.

9-

10.

JE.

JE.

(Heracles in lion-scalp r. (perhaps

)
Apollo or Demeter).

( Heracles in lion-scalp r. : counter-

(
mark, Pallas.

1 1. JE.
(Same or Demeter 1. : large coun-

(
termark, Helios rayed, cf. 22.

12. JE. Zeus r. : countermark, caduceus.

13-

14-

15-

JE.

JE.

JE.

(Zeus r. : countermark, myrtle-

(
branch.

(Cybele in calatlios and veil: coun-

)
termark, myrtle-branch.

I Apollo bust r., before himb‘ow-case

:

j
[OABIOTTO AEITCjON];

16. JE. Apollo r. : OABIOnO.

17- JE.
(Apollo leaning on a pillar:

) OAB[IOTTOAE ITOO]N.

18. JE. Bust ofGeta r. : KACETTTI TETA.

19. JE. (
Bust of A. Severus r., laur.

:

(
AYTKMAYPC6YAA6SANAP0C.

NATIVE KINGS.

20. Canites JE.
(Two heads r. (Demeter and Cora?)

1
nearer wearing kerchief.

21. Sarias JE. Bearded head r., wreathed (?).

22. Aelis JE. Rayed head facing.

23- Kav- JE. Hermes r., in petasus.

24. SCILURUS JE. Similar.

25. JE.
(Bearded head in pointed cap r.

1
countermark, saltire.

26. Pl-IARZOEUS A/.
(130-8

(
8-48

Hd of Pharzoeus r., filleted.

27. Ininsimeus JR .
(
6o-2

1 3‘9

(ITd of Ininsimeus r.
;
royal sign:

( BACiAenc iNic^enc.

Reverse Coll. Publication

Dolphin 1. : below, OA.

( Sea-eagle upon dolphin; in field,

]
trident : OAB I O : above, mono-

1, gram.
("Kneeling shooting 1. a Scythic

archer with bow-case : above,
1 £fT5TPA;in exergue, [OAB 1 0].

(
Bow-case and quiver, axe : below,

/ OABIO
;
above, I4>.

Same : other letters above.
(Three-stringed lyre: above,

/ OABIO; on each side, monogram.

Archer as 3 : 01 E P TA.

Bow-case: below, OABIO.

(
Eagle upon dolphin: above,

I OABIO; below, BSE.
(Club horizontal : above, OABIO;
|

below, El PH BA.

(
Like 5 : large countermark, two

! demi-horses springing apart

:

{ OA.
(Eagle standing 1. : OABIO pr-*

l
mOAITEfflN; JaAJ .

(Sceptre vertical: OAB I OTTO
(

AITEO[N.
(Tympanum: OABI; monogram.

|
OHOAIT[EnN

( Eagle 1. looking back with wreath :

|
AAOO[Y AEAJTOY.

(Apollo standing with bow and pa-

\
tera (?) : AAAOCCATY[POY].

Lyre: A]AA[OCC]ATY[POY (?).

(Mars in full armour standing r.

:

) OABIOnO AEITCjON A.

(Spread-eagle with wreath:

)
OABIO IIOAITON.

(B. iv. 45
(P. ix. 18

(B. vi. 135
(P. IX.

Q (B. vii. 152.

(P. x. 1.

O.

O.

O.

B.

O.

O.

B.

Cf. B. ix. 214

Cf. P. ix. 27.

(B. v. 83.

/P. x. 25.

(B- 91-

IP- x- 5-

(B. 87.

|P. x. 6.

B. iv. 64.

(B. 42.

(P. x. 20.

B.

O.

O.

B.

O.

(B. vi. 102.

IP- ix. 31.

(B. in.
)P. xi. 4.

(B. 105.

/P. xi. 3.

(B. vii. 1 5 1.

(P. x. 35.

(B. 170.

(Cf. P. xi. 9.

H.

H.

H.

O.

(B. viii. 178.

(P. xi. 19.

(B. 180.

(P. xi. 20.

(B. 190.

(P. XII. 1.

B. 193.

(
Two stalks of wheat : BAS I AEHS

KANITOY;
1 in exergue, BAK.

(Bow in case: BAS I

(
SAPI.

(Two B]ASI[AEflS ;
monogram

(stars : AIAIOS TOAM (?).

(Winged caduceus : BAS I

(
KAY.

(Caduceus: BA]SIA[EflS
(

SKI AOYPO[Y.
("Bow-case between ear of corn

|
and club: B]ASIAEH[S

|

SK]IAOY[ POY

;

(,
to 1. vertically 0ABI0.

("Eagle r., standing on royal sign :

BASIAEflS
TAPZOIOY ; OA

;

(
Tyche in mural crown r.

:

OABIOnOACITenN :

( monograms N^? ; CAT.

H.
(P. xiii. 6.

\MK. 1. p. 24.

BM.I
"P. XIII. 10.

Num. Citron.

1

BM.

71. s. XIX. p. 88

lb. p. 89.

G. TEAS. V. 4.

O. B. ix. 203.

B. B. 207.

G. (
TRA S. v. 3.

jP. xii. 6.

0.
(B. 212.

|P. XII. 9.
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Plate IV. CHERSONESE.

I. JR. <
\ 27H7
1 178

2. JE.

3. JR. <
i 53

1

1 3'43

4 - JR. <
1 98
1 6-35

5 - JR.
|

1151-7

!

9-83

6. JE.

7 - JE.

8. JE.

9 - JR I'
41

'6^
1 9 'iB

10. JE.

1 1. JE.

1 2. JE.

i 3 - JR.
\

212*3

1376

14. JE.

i 5 - JE.

16. JE.

17 - JR. \
57

-

9
^

( 375

18. HI.
j

28*2

1-83

19. JE.

20. JE.

21. JE.

22. JE.

23 - JE.

24. JE.

25 - N. (107-4

\ 6-96

26. JE.

27. JE.

28. JE.

29. JE.

Obverse

Artemis 1 . in coif.

Artemis (?) r. laur.

Artemis almost full face, filleted.

Same.

Artemis 1 . filleted.

( Artemis as Nike with torch driving

( quadriga, r.

(Janiform head: Artemis 1 ., bearded

(
Dionysus (?) r. : above, H P.

(Artemis seated r. looking at arrow-

( point : by her deer.

Heracles r. in lion-scalp.

Artemis (Aphrodite ?) r. in coif.

Athena r. helmed.

Athena as above.

Artemis r., quiver behind : three coun-

termarks: i, in a circle of dots;

2, dolphin
; 3, thunderbolt.

Artemis kneeling r. on r. knee, holding
bow in r. hand and picking up arrow
in 1.

Artemis r. laur.

{

Artemis 1 . slaying deer with spear in

r. hand : she wears short chiton and
endromides, has a quiver on her
shoulder and strung bow in 1. hand.
XEP.

(Artemis r. in earrings and mural

(
crown as Tyche

;
behind, quiver.

Young Heracles, fillet, r.

(
Hermes in petasus r.,caduceusbehind;

(
dot-border.

Heracles r. in lion-scalp.

Lion’s head r.

Artemis r.
;
behind, quiver.

|

Apollo r. hair done effeminately

:

J before him lyre
;
behind, branch

:

I El PH N HE EEBACTHC: dot -

I border.

Zeus (Asclepius?) r. filleted : XEP.

(Apollo 1 . laur.: before him snake:

/ XEP: dot-border.

(Apollo filleted r. : before him lyre:

I XEP: dot-border.

(Artemis as on 16: below, XEPIE
(

clot-border.

(Apollo r. very effeminate, lyre : EAEY-
I 0EPA: dot-border.

(Asclepius as on Roman coins: EAEY-
I 0EPAC : dot-border.

Reverse

Fish and club : XEP.

Club and XEP in wreath.

Half bull butting 1 ., bow : XEP.

(Bull butting 1 .: below, dub and fish:

( XEP.

Bull butting r., club: XEP, K.

(Naked spearman in pileus with shield

(
kneeling 1 . : I, XEP below.

Lion attacking deer r. : XEP.

Bull butting 1 . over club: XEP.

(Artemis seated 1 . looking at arrow

(
point: AnOAAiTN IOY, XEP.

Lion’s face full and club: XEP.
(Griffin r. : above, XEP:
( below, HPAKAEIOY.
(Nike moving 1 . with wreath: in front

(
XE P, behind wing A T OAA.

(Bull butting 1 . : above, club and XEP ;

(
below, ISTPflNOI(?).

(Griffin 1.: above I ST IE 10
;

below,

(
XEP.

(Deer kneeling 1 . : XEP above, below

( EENOKAE.

( Bull butting), over club : below, quiver

;

l
between, A I ATOP A.

(Deer standing r. : below, AAOIPIOS;
( on r. side XEP: restruck.

Club between XEP and AIOTI AAOY.

(Cornucopia between XEP and

| HYOinNO[S.

i

Prow 1 .: above, XEP; below,

SIAANOY : countermark, UP
(Six-rayed star, between rays XEP
(

and three pellets.

( Deer grazing r. : below, XG P : between

(
its feet reversed.

Artemis r. in mural crown holding out

bow in 1. hand, poising dart in r.

:

ETOYIJ PK; cf. 25 : counter-

mark, erect Artemis.
[As 25, no date.]

j

Artemis as on 23 : P N H in field and

1 M : dot-border.

(Artemis as on 23 but by her r. side

( stag: 6 A6 Y 0EPAC: dot-border.

(Bull butting 1 . : below EAEY0 EPAC :

(
dot-border.

(Artemis r. with stag as 26, side view:

|
XEPCONHCOY: dot-border.

Hygieia: XEPGONHCOY: dot-border.

Coll. Publication

0. B. XIV. 25.

0.

BG.

BG.

H.

B. 28.

(BG. Tr. Od.

(
Noe. xxvi. 3.

(BG. 1.

(B. 41.

(BG. 4.

(B. 17.

0. B. xv. 68.

B. B. 61.

B. B. xiv. 36.

BM. B. xv. 50.

O.

BG.

B. 66.

( BG. 22.

t
B. 64.

G. TRAS. V. 10.

B. B. xiv. 15.

O. B. 34.

0. B. 14.

0. B. 38.

0.
(B. 10.

(BG. 12.

BG. BG. 9.

BG.
(BG. 18 1

.

(B. xv. 67.

BG. BG. 28.

O. B. 70.

G. (
TRAS. v. 11.

(B. xiv. 8.

O.
(B. xvi. 100.

(TRAS.vu.37.

O. B. 1
1
5.

O. Cf. B. xv. 45.

O. B. xvi. 1 14.

0. B. 102.

O. B. 106.

O. B. 1 18.
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Plate V. PANTICAPAEUM.

No.
Me- wt .

§m -

tal gnn.

1. JR. J 1 '54

1
'I

1
0

2. JR.

j

-13

3. JR.
1 274

4 - JR.
1 25-6

1 1 '66

5 - JR. J i6'4

1 ro6

6. JR. J
i6'o8

1
1 '04

7 - N.
(140-1

1
9'oS

8. N. J I 4°‘43

1 9
'

1

9 - JR. J
23-15

1
r5

10. JR. J
io -

6

1
'69

1 1. JR. J 33’64

1
2-18

12. JR. J 4o-i

|
2-6

13 - JR. J
40-1

)
2-6

14. JR. J 37 '

6

i 2-44

i 5 - JR.
1
44-8

1
2-9

16. N. Ji 4o -5

1 9 "i

17- JR. J182-3

j
1
1
-8

1

18. JE.

19. JE.

20. JE.

21. JE.

22. JE.

23 - JE.

24. JE.

25.

26.

JR.

Al.

J245
'8

1 < 5 '93

J
54'3

1 3
'

5 2

27. JR. J 337
I

2-18

28. M. J
20*2

1 L3 1

Obverse

Ant.

Ant.

Lion-scalp facing.

Same.

Same, less rude.

Same.

(Pan 1., straight hair and beard, pointed

j
ears.

Pan | 1., curly hair and beard.

Pan r., straight hair and beard.

Pan 1., straight hair and beard.

Pan | r., straight hair and beard.

Pan | 1., beardless, straight hair.

(Pan 1. almost facing, bearded, ivy-

|
crowned.

Pan f 1., beardless, ivy-crowned.

Pan as 8 .

jPan 1 ., ivy-crowned, macaroni hair

)
and beard.

JPan 1., ivy-crowned, beardless, maca-
) roni hair.

Pan r., macaroni hair and beard.

Pan 1., as 16 .

Pan 1., as 17 .

Same with countermark of star.

Pan r., beardless, macaroni hair.

Similar.

Male head r., beardless.

Apollo (?) 1., laur.

Apollo r., laur.

Apollo r., laur.

Poseidon r., filleted.

Reverse Coll. Publication

j
Mill-sail incuse square with star centre :

I
P-A-N-TI.

Incuse square cut into four.

Rude incuse square.

Mill-sail square, two quatrefoils on sails.

Same, not so clear : P A on sails (?).

J
Ram’s head 1. ;

below, sturgeon
;
above,

)
[nANTI]: all in incuse square (?).

(Horned griffin with lion’s hd passant

< gardant 1 ., a spear in his mouth, ear

( of bearded wheat below : PAN.

Same.

Lion’s head r.
:

[PANTI].

JFore-part of lion galloping L, crescent

|
1. : below, PANTI.

Lion walking r. : below, PANTI.

(Lion passant regardant 1., holding

|
spear in mouth: below, PANTI.

Lion tearing deer r. : above, PANTI.

Lion head facing: below, PAN.

Ox head 1.
: PAN.

As 7 .

As 15 .

Demi-griffin 1., sturgeon below: PAN.

Bow and arrow : below, PANTI.

Lion’s head 1., sturgeon below : PAN.

Same, countermark bow-in-case.

Demi-griffin r. : PAN.

Bow in case: PANTI-

JGorytus. Monogram. TTANTIKA
|

TTAITflN.

Horse grazing 1. : below, PANTI-

J
Strung bow in case : TT]ANTIK[A

] spear-head 1. : TT]AIT[flN-
(Fore-part of horse galloping r.

:

)
TTANTIKA TTAITflN.

|Trident 1. : TTA N
|

TIKA.

G.
\Kl.B. hi. 13.

|B. xix. 21.

G. Kl.B. hi. 1 .

0.
1 Kl.B. hi. 20.

IB. 1.

0.
jKl.B. ill. 31.

)B. 7.

BM. B. 8.

BM. B. 16.

O. B. 28.

O. B. 40.

FW. B. 30.

BM. B. 32.

O. B. 44.

BM. B. xx. 86.

H. JB. xix. 46.

|
AIK. 1. p. 346.

0. B. xx. 67.

FW. B. xix. 41.

BM. B. 47.

BM. B. xx. 59.

BM. B. xix. 39.

M. B. 49-

0. B. xx. 71.

M. B. 72.

M. B. 88.

M. B. 92.

FW. B. xxi. 1 13.

0. B. 103.

0. B. hi.

BM. B. 104.

G. TEAS. v. 35.
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Plate VI. PANTICAPAEUM (contd). BOSPORUS. Kings B.C.

No. King Wt. §rn '

tal grm.

JE.

JE.

JE.

JE.

JE.

JE.

JR. f 55

l 3S6

Obverse

Pan L, ivy-crowned, bearded.

Apollo r., laur.

Eight-rayed star: TTANTIKATT.
Griffin’s wing.

[Young head r., (Apollo) wearing

( wreath with pendent tie.

( Same, struck on coin of Asander,

l cf. 24.

( Bust of Artemis r., bow and

\ quiver.

Reverse

|
Cornucopia between two starred

\ pilei: TTANTI.
Dolphin 1 . : TTAN.
Tripod-lebes.

Tripod-lebes: TTAN.
[Quiver with strap TTANTI KA
\ and bow. TTAITUN

8. 7R. 1
104-9

\ 6-8
Dionysus r., wreathed.

9 - JE. Same head.

(Bust of Men or Mithras r., in laur.

10. JE. Phrygian cap with crescent and

{ star on forehead.

1 1. JE.
(Apollo r., laur.: struck upon

\ B. xxiii. 25, cf. inf. IX. 21.

12. JE. Poseidon filleted r.

13 - JE. Same.

14. JE.
(Pallas helmed r., as countermark

\ of 13.

BOSPORUS.

15 - Spartocus JR.
(119-9

l 777
Filleted hd of Spartocus r.

16. Leucon JE.
(Alexandroid Heracles in lion-

\ skin r.

17 - JE. Pallas helmed r.

18.
5 ?

JE. Oval shield, spear behind diagonally.

19 - Hygiaenon A/.
/ 129-3

1 8-38
Hd of Hygiaenon (?) r., no fillet.

20. Paerisades V. f 130-3 Head r., filleted.
{ 8-44

21. N. / 125-8

I
8-15

Head r., filleted.

22. Saumacus JE. Rayed head facing.

23 - Pharnaces AT.
( 126-4

l 8-19
Filleted head of Pharnaces r.

Pegasus pasturing 1 .

Deer pasturing r.

[

Ivy-wreath encircling

|

above.

(Thyrsus leaning

j
against tripod-

I lebes. TAP

do.

do.

TTANTI
KATTAI
TUN

TTANTI KA
TTAITUN

[Dionysus standing 1 ., do.

I
in 1. hand thyrsus, in

I r. grape-cluster, at i*p
f his feet panther 1. fJ/T
[Eagle displayed upon TTANT
i thunderbolt. Monogram.
Prow 1 . : TTANT.

( Same : countermark, Pallas

|
helmed r.

Prow r., TTAN.

(Bowcase: BAXIAEUX
I [XTTAPJTOKOY:
|
Club and bow: BAXIAEfTl

I AEYKUNOX.
Thunderbolt : do.

Dagger (?) quiver(.? ) : do.

(Athena seated L, Nike on r. hand,
spear against r. shoulder, 1. arm
on shield with gorgoneion : in

exergue trident 1., flanked by
dolphins. APXONTOX
YTIAI NONTOX. UnderNike

w> under seat R-
[Same, worse style. BAXIAEUX

TTAI PIXAA[OY.
! Under Nike (?), under seat

(Same, worse, under Nike K, __
\

under seat

(Thunderbolt. BAXI[AEflX]
\ XAY[AAAKOY]
/Throned Apollo 1 ., BAXIAEflX

r. hand holds BAXIAEflN
bay-wreath out METAAOY
towards lebes- <t>APNAKOY
tripod, left arm rests on lyre

:

in field 1 . ivy-leaf (?) : to r. ZAAX
= 247, B.C. 51.

Coll.

O.

BM.
M.
M.

M.

B.

G.

B.

O.

O.

B.

BM.

B.

BM.

Publication

B. XIX. 55.

B. XXI. 1
1
7.

B. 1 30.

B. 131.

B. 132.

B. xxii. 148.

[TRAS.
I vii. 49.

B. 180.

B. xxi. 122.

B. xxii. 179.

B. 144.

B. 153.

B. 157.

B. 176.

Rumjan- B . XXIV . 4 .

tsev.

B.

O.
H.

B. 2.

B. 9.

B. 10.

[
Oreshnikov

Prowe. -| (v. p. 585
I n. 7).

(Macdonald
Hunter. - II. p. 229,

I PL xlv. 5.

Moscow (v. p. 584).

BM.

G.

\Zt.f. Num.

\ xvi. p. 3.

( TRAS.
\ v. 62.

24.
Asander
Archon

JE.

(Beardless hd r., Asander)?): re-

l struck on coin of Amisus.
I BMC. Potitus in. 6.

(Prow, 1 . APXONTOI
[ AIANAPOY O. B. xxv. 47.

25. n JE.
( Same hd but wreathed r. : re-

1
struck on vi. 1 1 ,

itself on IX. 21.
Similar. O. B. 45 -

26. King N. f 124

1 8-03
Asander filleted r.

(Nike 1 . with wreath BAXIAEUX
|
and palm. HK = 28. AIANAPOY BM. BMC. x. 9.

27. POLEMO I. JR.
[ TsG Bust of Polemo r., filleted.

(Eight-pointed star. BAIIAEfil
\ TTOAEAAflNOI EYIEBOYI 0. B. 51.

28. Pythodokis JR. 1 53'9

1 3’35
Hd of Augustus r., filleted. j Capricorn r. BAXIAIXXA

1 TTYOOAnPIX ETOYI E
BM. B. 55.
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PLATE VII. BOSPORUS KINGS 1st CENTURY A.D.



Plate VII. BOSPORUS. KINGS, 1st CENTURY A.D.

No. Ring
Me- w grn.

tal grm.

1. & AL
j

1
1 2 1 -9

L 7 "9

2. m N. J
1
12175

l 7-89

3 - k N. - |
120-3

l 7'83

4 - & V. -
|

122-8

l 7'96

5 - JE.

6. & N. (1167
1 7'56

7 - Gepaepyris JE.

8. POLEMO II
" 5°'6

S
1

L 3
'28J

9 -

POLEMO AND
Tryphaena JR. I 5 i 7

l 3'35

10.
Mithridates

N. f 1 2 1
• 1

VIII [III]
1 7-85

1 1. „ JE.

12. BAAP JE.

13 - JE.

id- JE.

15-
5 ? JE.

16. JE.

17 -
5 ) JE.

18. JE.

19. COTYS I JE.

20. JE.

21. Nero JE.

22.
55 N. / 1 22'8

1
7-96

23 - Rhescuporis N. f I22'2

l 7V2

24. 55 N. / 1 2 r

l 7'84

Obverse Reverse

Hd of Augustus 1., bare ;
circle.

As above.

As above.

Hd of Tiberius, r., bare
;

circle.

Bearded hd. r., helmed (Ares ?)
.

'.

/Head of Tiberius, r., new type;

[ circle.

[Bust of G. draped and diademed
r.: [BACI AICCHC

{ rHTTAITTYPenC].
fHd of P. r., diademed ; dot-border:

\ BAEIAEnC TTOAEAAflNOE-

Similar.

/Head of Gaius (?) r., laur.
;
dot-

[
border.

|
Hd of M. r., diadem : dot-border:

I BACIAenC AAI 0 PAAATOY.
(
Beardless male bust r., wearing

/ rayed crown
;

dot-border.

(
Bearded hd r., helmed (cf. 5 ):

[ BA AA.

Similar head.

/Hd of Apollo r., laur. within bay-

[ wreath
;
dot-border.

("Hd r., long hair, beard, diadem,
trident : king as Poseidon (?)

:

[ dot-border.

/Hd of Perseus 1., winged, in front

[ harpe, dot-border.

Male head rayed r.

[Head of Claudius r., laur.:

Tl KAAYAIOV EEBAETOV
[ KAIEAPOE-

[Curule chair, on it crown, on r.

sceptre surmounted by human
I hd 1 . : TEIAAAI BAEIAECOE
l KOTVOE-

[
Hd of Nero r., laur.

:

NEPHNOE KAAVAIOV
l kaiEapoE eebaetov.

/ Beardless male head ka

( (Agrippa ?), bare, r.
;

circle. A
Same head. m
Same head.

f Beardless male head

( (Drusus?)r.
;

circle.

Trophy
;
dot-border.

Gaius (?) r.
;
circle.

|

Female bust draped, in calathos

and veil r. (Livia as Aphrodite?).

I IB.

j
Nero r., laur.

;
dot-border:

encircled by diadenta.

ETOYC IH.

[ BASI
|
AIIIHI
|TPY4>AI
l NHS
(Nike 1., with wreath and palm:

I BAEIAEHE AAI0PIAATOY.
( Bow-in-case, lion-skin on club,

|
trident

;
dot-border : I B.

j
Star and crescent ;

dot-border

:

I BAAA ; I.

(
Trophy, helmet below; clot-

|
border.

Hd and neck of horse r.

/'Tripod with cover to r., bay-

branch ; dot-border : to 1.

f to r. A.

/ Dolphin r.
;
dot-border :

[ below, E, above,

|

Bearded Herm looking r., at base
palm-branch

$P-I and wreath

:

/ Star and crescent,

( dot-border.

/ Head of Agrippina Junior 1 .

:

- IOVAIAN ArPITT-

1 HINAN EEBAETHN.
Round shield, behind it spear,

above to 1. horse-hd 1., to r.

rayed hd 1. ;
below to 1., helmet

r., to r., sheathed sword: TOY
AEjlTOYPrOV. KA.

AAH in wreath.

Hd of Claudius r., laur. : circle. Hd of Nero r., laur. : circle.

Hd of Vespasian r., laur. : circle. Hd of Titus r., bare : circle.

'Bust of Rhescuporis r., draped
and diademed

;
dot-border :

TIBEPIOE IOVAI0E
BAEIAEVE PHEKOVnOPlE

R. seated r. on curule chair holds

man-headed sceptre: TIBEPIOE
IOVAI0E BAEIAEVE ~r
PHEKOVnOPlE @

( Hd of Domitian r., laur. : dot-

( border.

.Round shield, behind it spear,

above, to 1. horse-hd, to r.

|

plumed helmet
;
below axe 1.,

|

sheathed sword r.

:

TEIAAAI BAEIAEWE
V PHEKOYTTOPI AOE- AAH.

Date
A.B. A.D.

Coll. Publication

BT, 302= 5 B. / B. XXVI.

1 67.

ET, 305= 8 G.
(Kl.B. v.

1
i 3 -

/BMC. x.

1 13, B. 71.
ZT, 307 = 1 0 BM.

[a IT, 316=19 B. B. 73 -

G. / TRAS.
t v- 65-

EAT, 335 = 38 O. B. 82.

/

O. B. 94 -

0. / B. xxv.

1 59 -

BM. {BMC. x.

1 7 -

Ia AT, 336= 39 G.
[TRAS.
( VII. 62.

O.
f B. xxvi.

1 9 i-

G. |
Kl.B. v.

1
11.

G. (
TRAS.

\ v. 68.

f B. xxiv.
M.

1
12.

M. B. 15.

G.
[TRAS.
t vii. 59.

M. B. 23.

G. / Kl.B. v.

1 9 -

O.
/B. xxvii.

\ 108.

O. B. 1 12.

O. B. 1 14.

0NT, 359 = 62 H.
[MK. 11.

\ p. 226.

EET, 365 = 68 G. (
TRAS.

1 v. 69.

ATTT, 384= 87 BM (BMC.
' \ xii. 3.

O. B. 121. .
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Plate VIII. BOSPORUS. LATER KINGS.

No. King Metal

I. Sauromatf.s I N.

2. » JE.

3 - 55
JE.

4 - COTYS II JE.

5 - „ JE.

6. Rhoemetalces N.

7. Eupator N.

8. 55
JE.

9 - Sauromates II EL.

10. JE.

1 1. ” JE.

12.
55

JE.

13 -
55

JE.

14. JE.

U- Rhescuporis N.

16. Rhescuporis EL.

1 7 - COTYS III JR.

18. Sauromates III JR.

19. Rhescuporis JR.

20. ININTHIMEUS JR.

21. Pharsanzes POT.

22. Rhescuporis POT.

23 - Rhescuporis POT.

24. Sauromates IV POT.

25. Teiranks JE.

26. Thothorses JE.

27. Rhadamsauius JE.

28. Rhescuporis JE.

wt. :

gnn.
Obverse

Bust of S. r., diademed and
draped; dots: BACIACOOC
CAYPOMATOY.

Bust of S. 1 ., diademed and draped :

Tl.] IOYAIOY BACIACOOC
{ C]AY POAAATOY.

( Bust of S. r., facing queen (?) 1 .

;

I below AA H

.

I 776 I

( Bust ofC. r., diademedanddraped :

1 BACIACOOC kotvoc.

/Temple of Capitoline Jove :

t KA HE.
fug-6

I
Bust of R. r: BACIACOOC

I 775 I POIAAHTAAKOY.
|

1 19 4 [ Bust of E. r., club

:

\ 774 t BACIACOOC EYTTATOPOC.

As 5.

/ 1 20' i (
Bust of S. r: BACIAEOOC

[ 778 1 CAVPOAAATOV.

As above.

[As above.]

[As above.]

[As above.]

[As above.]

[118-5 /Bust of R. BACIACOOC
l 768 | PHCKOVTTOPIAOC.
(117-7

(
Bust of R. BACIACOOC

I 763 \ PHCKOVn[OPIAOC].
(118-36 [Bust of C. BACIACOOC
I 7-67 I KOTVOC.
[114-9 [Bust of S. BACIACOOC
I 745 l CAVPOAAATOV.
/ 123-5 /Bust of R. BACIACOOC
I 8 [ PHCKOVHOPIAO.
|
103-6 ( Bust of I. BACIACOOC

I 671 I I N I NOIAAC[OV].
[T157 1 / Bust of Ph. BACIACOOC
L 7'5 J \ <t>APCANZOV.
Tiio-3 1 [Bust of R. BACIACOOC
L 7-15J I PHCKOVnOPIAOC.
[-113 1 [Bust of R. BACIACOOC
L 7-32J I PHCKOVnOPIAOC.
/ 1 13-4 [Bust of S. BACIACOOC
I 7-35 ( CAVPOAAATOV.

(
Bust of T. BACIACOOC

I TCI PA NOV.
/Bust of Th. BACIACOOC
( 0OOOOPCOY.
(Bust of R. BACIACOOC
(

PAAAAA[CAAIOV ?].

/Bust of R. BAC]I ACOOC
I PICKOVnOfPIAOC].

Reverse
Date

A.B. A.D.
Coll. Publication

/ Head of Trajan r., laur.
;

dot-

( border.

/City-gate, tree behind on r.,

\ captive crouching r.
; AAH.

(King as on vii. 25. TIBEPIOEJ
IOYAIOC BACIAEYC

I CAYPOAA[ATHC.
(Horseman (king ?), wearing cuirass,

|
chlamys and bow-case, galloping

j

r. and hurling spear : below

l AAH.
( Wreath surrounding and

( KA. KAfc

Antoninus Pius r.

M. Aurelius r., facing L. Verus 1 .

(Wreath surrounding rfjpT'x, and

[ KA. DaEl
Sep. Severus r., star.

(King wearing cuirass and cloak

I
on horse r., r. hand raised,

I 1. holds spear : in field star

[ and B.

/ Heracles r., shooting Stymphalian

[ birds : star and B.

{

Aphrodite (?) in calathos, chiton

and peplos sits 1. on ornamented
throne : in outstretched r. hand
patera (?), in 1. long sceptre

:

star and B.

/ Eagle 1 ., wings open, beak turned

( back, holds wreath : PAAA.
|
As 12, degraded: in field bust of

[ Sep. Severus, star and B.

I BMC.
AIY, 411 = 114 BM. \ p. 57,

l No. 3.

„ /B. xxviii.

l i 57 .

/Cf.B.165,u
-

[ 166.

n / B. Xxix.

t 173-

O. B. 177.

AAY, 440= 143 bm.(^; il

/BMC.A - Y, 461 = 164 BM

O.

...... , r, /B. XXX.
mv, 493=196 o.

j 2II

O. B. 224.

O. B. 234.

[ xv. 8.

O. B. 201.

1

O.

o.

o.

(Cf. B.

j
XXXI.

I 239.

B. 246.

B. 240.

Head of Caracalla: star. Al<t>, 51 1 =214 0. B. 258.

Bust of Emperor r. BK 4>, 522 = 225

EK 4>, 525 = 228

0.

0.

(Cf. MK.
\ 11. p. 308.

(
B. xxxii.

1 289.Bust of Emperor.

Bust of Emperor. ZK<t>, 527 = 230 O. B. 297.

Bust of Emperor. AT’, 530=233 0. B. 304.

Bust of Emperor : club. CAT*, 535 = 238 O. B. 315.

Bust of Emperor : two dots. N 4>, 55 0=253 0. U. 754-

Valerian and Gallienus facing. ONT>, 559=262 O. U. 755-

Bust of Emperor r. : K. rZ4>, 563 = 266 O. U. 75 s -

Bust of Emperor. B04>, 572 = 275

ro<t>, 573=276

BM.

O.

fBMC.
1 xviii. 7-

f
MK. 11.

Bust of Emperor. \ P-357-

Bust of Emperor, 4>TTH, 588 = 291 0. U. 767-

Bust of Emperor : club. EIX, 615 = 318 0. u. 786.

Bust of Emperor. AKX, 621 =324 0. U. 809.
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Plate IX. SMALLER STATES.

No.
Me-
tal

1. JE.

2. JE.

3- JE.

4- JR.

5- JE.

6. JE.

7- JE.

8. JR.

9- JR.

10. JR.

1 1. JR.

12. JR.

13- JR.

14. JE.

i5- JE.

16. JR.

1 7- JE.

18. JE.

19. JE.

20. JE.

21. JE.

22. JR.

23- JR.

24. JE.

25. JR.

26. JR.

27. Ai.

28. JE.

29. JR.

CERCINITIS.

Wt. §rn -

Obverse Reverse

/
Horseman galloping r., with spear and
bowcase: below, KAPKI ;

above
horse’s croup HPAK sideways.

(Hd of Tyche (Artemis?) 1 ., wearing
mural crown bearing Q between

( two palmettes : dot-border.

[Bearded figure 1 ., seated on rock,
fHorse walking 1, off fore-leg raised

:

{ KEpM.
aXe : t0 left Sldeways

’ | below, KAAAIA.

[Artemis 1 ., in earrings and necklace

:

\ above KEP.

4°'4

2 "62

f 5 ’39

i '35

J 2 5'9

\ 1-68

22
‘4

i '45

f 278
\ -i8

f 687

i 4'45

/ 24s
l 1-58

56

3 '63

Hd of Pallas r., helmed.

Beardless head 1 .

Similar.

Pallas helmed r.

Hd of Nymph 1 ., in ampyx.

Similar.

Lion-scalp.

Similar.

Hd of Phanagoras 1 ., in pileus.

Hd of Artemis r., quiver behind.

Rose.

/Pan bearded r., restruck on coin of

(
Panticapaeum, countermark star(?).

Dionysus r., laur.

Dionysus r., laur.

Artemis r., quiver behind.

Deer in same pose: above, TE.

THEODOSIA.
/Bucranium with hanging garland.

\ OE-OA-EH.
Bull butting r. : above, OE.
Similar: OEOAO[£].
Bow-case and club: below, OEY.

NYMPHAEUM.
fVine-spray and bunch of grapes

:

\ above, NY.

Similar: NYN in incuse square.

APOLLONIA.
( Incuse square in four compartments:

\ APOA.

PHANAGORIA.
( Incuse square: in compartments <4>A

1 and pellets.

(Bull butting r. : above, 4>ANA: in

1
exergue grain of corn.

Rose: cpANA rO-PITHN.

Star with small crescent.

Bow and arrow : 4>A.

[Filleted thyrsus : (fiANArO
I PITHN.
[Tripod, thyrsus 4>ANAI~0P .

[ against it: ITfl N tol. NP, tor. jm[
[Kneeling deer <t>ANArO

\ 1 ., below, PITflN.

AGRIPPIAS CAESAREA.
/Female bust r., in veil and calathos

:
[Sceptre: KAI-ZA; below, H;

I
Livia as Aphrodite (?) : dot-border. [ PE-flN dot-border.

Bust of Livia veiled, stephane. Prowl., ATPITT TTEflN, H; dots.

UNKNOWN.
Dionysus r., in ivy-wreath. $

(
5G

I 3'63

J 617
I 4

/ 20-4

I I‘32

/ I4'2

I
'92

/ I9'I4

l
1 '24

Helios r., in rayed crown.

As 16.

As 1 7.

Heracles hd r., in lion-skin.

PHANAGORIA (?).

Bow-case and quiver.

GORGIPPIA.

Cornucopia bet w. two stars : rOPTIP-

/ Stag running r.
;
behind, a filleted

\ thyrsus: rOPriTT-TTEnN.
As 17 but rop-nn-HE-nN.

SINDI.

[Horse-head in incuse square: above,

\ SINAHN.

[

]

Griffin seated r., before him ear of corn. As 25.

.. . , .. [Owl displayed in incuse square : above,
Heracles kneeling r. stringing bow (?).

j XINAflN

DIOSCURIAS.

Two star-crowned caps of Dioscuri.

COLCHI.

Male head r.
;
dotted border. Bull’s head r.

;
line-border.

[Thyrsus vertical

:

I AI-OS KOY-PIA A-OS.

Coll. Publication

B.

[B. XIII. 1.

- Or. Mat for

[ Num. 1. 1.

O. / B. 2.

1 Or. 7.

BM. /B. 10.

(Or. 10.

B.

B.

[B. xviii. 1.

\ TEAS. v. 13.

|b. 3.

\TRAS. v. 15.

B. 8.

BM. B. 11.

B. B. 10.

FW. Kl.B. in. 15.

M. Cf. B. xix. 4.

BM. B. xxiii. 5 b.

BM. B. 6 b.

BM. /Zt.f. Num.
X XX. ix. 2.

0. B. 10 b.

O. B. 1 b.

0. B. 12 b.

0. B. 2 1 b.

0. B. 1 e.

0. B. 1 f.

0. B. 25-30 A

G. TEAS. v. 51.

BM. B. 2 c.

0. B. 5 c.

0. B. Td.

B. B. 1 d.

B. B. 5 d.

0. [BMC. p. 5.

\P 1 . 1. 11.

O.
(BMC. p. 4-

\P 1 - I- 9 -
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INDEX

Arabic and Small Roman Numbers refer to the pages. Italics distinguish those upon which a subject is mainly
treated from the many casual mentions of it.

A Large Roman Number following a geographical name indicates the Map upon which it may most conveniently

be found. If this indication is absent, it means that I have not succeeded in exactly locating the place, but its

Government and District will be found in the Text.
Greek words are inserted where they would come if transliterated into Latin, save that at, ot appear as if ai, oi,

k as if k. Greek words next each other are put in the right Greek order.

Inscriptions in the Appendix are not directly indexed, as references to them are given for names and facts of

importance where these occur in the Text.

The Coin-plates are also not indexed as direct inspection of them is quicker than the use of an index.

Add. = Addenda (v. p. xxxvi) : e.g. “287 Add." means that a subject not mentioned on p. 287 appears in the

Addenda thereto
;
“ 516 and Add.”, that something is mentioned both on p. 516 and in the Addenda thereto.

Modern Names are furnished with accents when I know the pronunciation, but this is very difficult to arrive at,

geographical names being mostly non-Russian and surnames very irregular.

Ababus Callisthenis, 469
Abakan Steppe, I. 241
Abasgi, I. 24, 129
Abaza, Mme J. Th., 177
ABC. xxx
Abercromby, J. on Finns, 105 n. 3, 106 n. 1, 257 n. 5
Abicht, K. 33
Abii, 1 14 n. 3
Abkhazes, 24, 129
Aborace, 23
Abu Sir (Egypt), coffins from, 322 n. 1, 323 n. 1

Abydos (Hellespont), 536
Academy of Sciences of St P., Publications of, xxv
Acanthus, 287 Add., 289, 299, 300 f. 212, 324—326 ff.

234—236, 328, 353—355 ff- 259—261, 384 , 390 ,

391 f. 287
Accipenser stellatus

, Huso
,
Sturio, 6

Aces, 581, 583—586
Achaei (Caucasian tribe), IX. 24, 128, 579, 588, 598
Achasa regio, VI. 114 n. 3
Achilles, cult and legend of at Leuce, .14 n. 2, 361, 463:

at Olbia, 467; horse-races, 464; Pontarches, 452 n.

1, 453, 456, 468, 473, 474, 476—482, priest of, 472,

482
arms of, v. Nereids; sarcophagus, 298; at Scyros, 285
—287 Add.

Achillis Cursus (Tendra), 4, 14— 16, 465, 481
Achillis Vicus, III. 21; columns at, 23
Achuev, IX. ; fishing, 6

Acinaces, 71, 86
Acis Paerisadis, 578 n. 2, 583, 585 n. 4
Acorn, 388, 400
Acra (Acrae), III. 20, 22, 23
Acropolis, Athens, 350; Chersonese, 500, 502, 510, 520;

Nymphaeum, 560; Olbia, 454, 456; Panticapaeum,

564; Phanagoria, 566, 588
Acrosandrus (Acrosas), 123, 487
Acroterium, painted, 300, 331; plaster, 373 f. 277;

terra-cotta, 364; wooden, 323, 324!. 234
Actors, 358, 367, 369
Adagum, R., IX. 216
Addenda, xxxvi—xl

Adders, 6
ade\<j)bs eitnrofrjTos, 621, 623; l'5tos, 624
Admiral, 586, 587, 592, 604, 614, 616

Adobogionis, 589, 590
Adoes Delphi, 473, 486
Adraspus (Charasp'es), coins of, 123, 487
Aea, 436, 437
Aeaea, 437
Aeetes, 436, 437, 569 n. 10

Aegean, 436, 437; coasts harried by Goths, 126

culture, its analogies with Tripolje, 134, 135, 141,

142
„

Aeginetic standard, 448, 483—487, 559, 561, 630—632
Aelia, Queen, 608
Aelis, coins of, 119, 477 n. 7, 487
Aelius Iulius, 525 n. 1

Aeolians, 570
Aepolium, 13
Aes grave

,
v. Asses

Aeschines, 561
Aeschylus on Scyths, 50
Aesculapius, v. Asclepius

Aetherius I, Bp of Chersonese, 531 ;
his island, 16 n. 3,

53 1

Aetherius II, Bp of Chersonese, 493 n. 1, 531
Africa, officer from, 525
Agaetes, 569 n. 10

Agarus, 579
Agasicles Ctesiae, (App. 17), 360, 495, 504, 517, 518,

540 n. 8, 5 4 r ;
crowned, 388

Agate, bottle, 235; engraved, 411—413 ff. 298, 300;

lion, 405
Agathocles Agathoclis, 475
Agathodorus, S., 531
Agathon, on Scythic bow, 66

’Ayadbs Aai/Xtou, 478
Agathyrsi, I. 27, 28, 36, 43, 102, 440; vase, 54 f. 8, 55
Agathyrsus, eponymous hero, 43
Agelas Lagorini, 520 n. 1

Aggistis, 619
Agonistic lists, 626
Agonothetes, 616, 626
Agoranomus, 473, 475, 477, 525, 541 ;

on amphorae, 359
Agri, 128
Agriculture, Siberian, 246
Agricultural Scythians, 27—31, 175 ;

opposed to Nomads,

36 sqq. ;
legends apply to, 44

Agrigentum, coin-type of, 265

M. 86
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Agrippa, Herod, 523, 598
Agrippa, M., 570, 593, 601
Agrippias Caesarea, 570, 593, 613, 628
Agrippina, coins, 599, 602 ;

and Nero, indication,

390 n. 6

Agrotas Dionysi, 462, 482
Aigrette, 388 f. 286
Ainalov, on Cherson, xxix, 494 n. 6, 509—515
altrv/j.v7]TT]s, 540
Aivazovskij, 556
Aix, Persian at, 289
Aj Petri, IX. 19
Aj Todor, IX. 19, 523, 524, 546
Aju Dagh, C., IX. 19
Ak-burun, C., III.; cap from, 390, 391 f. 287
Akdengis Liman, III. 22, 23, 24
Aklimim, sheet from, 316 n. 2

Akhtanlz Liman, III. 22

Akhtanizovka, III. 215 ff. rt7, 118, 230, 295, 403, 624;
neck-ring from, 63, 215 f. 118

Akkerman, IX. 14, 445 f. 329—449, 534 n. 6. See
Tyras (town)

Ak Mechet, IX. 17, 18; plates from, 267 ff. 183, 184
Ak-su, I. 11 r, 1 14 n. 3
Alabastron, 152, 229, 340, 362
Alai, Mt, I. 1 14 n. 3
A-lan-na, IX. 107, 120, 122
Alanorsi, VI. 120
Alans, IX. 37, 103 n. 7, 107, 120— 122, 232, 236, 281,

539 ; 5551 cut in two by Huns, 41; interpreter for,

614 n. 2

Alazones, IX. 27, 31
Albanians (Caucasian), 587
Alcamenes, Hermes of, 298
Alcathoe, 581, 583
Alcimus, “Catacomb of,” 309, 310, fif. 220, 221

Aldoboly, sword from, 69 f. 18

Alector, IX. (Ochakov), 15, 455
Alexander the Great, coins of, 391, 429, 459, 462 n. 1,

631, 632; head on coins, 448, 584—586
conquests, effects on taste, 404 ;

on commerce, 460

;

on gold, 631
Triballi and Getae defeated by, 12, 123, 459; Zopyrion

his governor, 459
“ Alexander” Sarcophagus, 57 n. 1, 58 n. 4
Alexander v. Severus
Alexandria (Egypt), artwork from, 297, 382; influence of

in frescoes, 307 ;
ivories, 335 ;

pots, 353—357
Alexandria (Kherson), IX. cauldron, 80 n. 5
Alexandropol Barrow, IX.

(
Lugovdja Mogila ) 131—133,

ff. 40—42, 158 f. 45, 239
armour-scales, 74, 158 f. 45; boar, 260; bronze neck-

hoop, 63; car, 75; gold plaques, 62 n. 2, 266; horse’s

frontlet, 75 n. 8, 158 f. 45, 290; “standards,” 77,

154 ff. 40, 41
Alexandropol, Long Tomb (Dolgaja Mogila ), 15

1

Alexej Michailovich, II. I. H., 584, 661

Ali Baba, 526 n. 5

Alibey lake, IX. 13

Aliobrix, 125
Allowance to Bosporus, 605, 608 n. 2 ;

Cherson, 527, 538
Almandines (cf. garnet) 282, 290
Alope, 284
Alopecia, IX. 21, 567
Alopen, 1

1

4

Alphabet, 323, 328, 336,36/, 370 Add., 380, 420, 466,

556, 560, App. 4% 25
Alps, 1 r3 n. 3
"AXcros 'E/cdrys, IX. 4, 16, 479, 481, 531
Altai, I. 108, io<), 114 n. 3, 150; burial place of

Mongols, 88; home of Turks, may be home of

Scyths, 97, 1 13:
civilizations in, 241—253; gold of, 7, 113, 241, im-

portance exaggerated, 441, 631; mines in, 241

Altaic race, 46, 48 n. t, 99; funeral ceremonies among,

9°, 9 1

Altar, 481, 506, 619; Hellenistic, 364, 457, 458; Roman,
470

Altyn Oba, 194, 195, 200, 562 ff. 343 b, 345
Altyn Tagh, I. 114 m 3
Altziagiri, 538 n. 5
Alushta (’A\ov<ttov), IX. 19
Amadoca, II. 16

Amadoci, II. 104
A mage, 518
Amasis II. (should be Oltus), 340 v. Add.
Amastris, 437, 516, 524, 605, 607, 627
Amazons, 36, 39, 52 n. 2, 84, 378; dress, on Greek vases,

55> 56, 287, 340, 343 f. 249, 348 f. 253 ; myth in

Caucasus, 39; on textile, 336, 337, f. 244, ill. 1

Ambatia Ilerodoti, 491 n. 1

Amber, 78, 132, 193 f. 85, 206, 222, 440; found near
Kiev, 7

Amethyst, 233 f. 138, 407 f. 295
Amhata R. church on, 5130. 2

Amisus, I. 464, 470, 477, 490, 516, 627; coins

restruck, 593, 630
Ammianus Marcellinus, on the Alans, 37, their sword-

worship, 71, armour, 73; on Scythic bow, 66
Ammon, 602; horn, 585
Amometus, 122

Amphitrite, 364, 386, 479 Add.
Amphora, wine jar, 338—360, 453, 475, 491, 495;

kiln for, 506: found in Sc. tombs, 49, 82, 152,

153, 161, 173, 176, 179, 182, 187, 196 f, 210,

216, 219; in Greek tombs, 425, as roof, 360, 417
decorative, a colonnette, 340; bronze, 173, 380; glass,

362 ;
polychrome, 353—355, ff. 259—261 ;

pendants,

395, 396 f. 290, 408, 409 f. 296
ap-tpopluv opfxo s, 399 n. 6

Ampyx, 392
Amulets, Christian, 320 n. 4 ; Greek, 399, 405, 430

;

Scythic, 64, 179, 208 f. 106, 210, 223, 236
Anacharsis, 116; attracted by Greece, 84, 90; death

of, 84
Anacia, 380, 516
Anadol hoard, 585
Anaitis, 218 Add., 41 1 f. 298
Ananjino, 105 n. 3, 257, 258 ff. 178— 180; beast from,

258 f. 180, 274; swords from, 70, 258 f. 179
Anapa, IX. 22—24, 295, 566; v. Gorgippia:

coffin from tomb near, 422 n. 4, 324— 328, ff. 235

—

239; cylinder and prism in, 410, 411 f. 298; stlengis

in, 393 n. 5
’

kvdpits, 39, 45
Anastasius Bibliothecarius, 532 n. 10

Anastasius Chersonita, 535—537
Ancestry of Bosporan kings, 597, 603, 604, 616, 617,

633
Andrew, S. 530; on vapour baths, 84 n. 2

Andron, vase-painter, 341 n. 3
Andronicus, oath of, 87
Androphagi, I. 27, 103
Angara, R. I. 245 f. 156, 247 f. 161

Anglo-Saxon fibulae, 282

Animals, v. beasts

Anise, 87
ayKv\op.axta, 547
Anna, Princess, 535—537
Annexations by Rome, 599
Annibi Mtes, VI. 1

1 4 n. 3
Annovka, 377 f. 281

’An-si(k) (Parthia), I. 121

Ant, coins, 628; gold-giving, 113

dotAkcuol, 6

Antandrus under Cimmerii, 42, 115

Antelope, 376, 402
Anthemion, 299, 300 f. 212
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Anthesteria, 477, 478
Anthesterius, catacomb of, 312, 313 f. 223; Sarmatae,

1 21 n. 7, 316; tent in, 51 ; spear, 68
Anthropophagi, VI. 11411.3
Anticites (Kuban), R., IX. fishing, 6

Antigonus, 384, 433
Antiochus, 384, 433
’AvriipiXov, ra, IX. 13

Antisstasis, 577
ANTOB, 384
Antonia f. Antoni, 590, 594
Antonia Tryphaena, 590, 595, 597, 604
Antoninus Pius, 469, 605
Antonius, M. Ill vir, 590, 592—594
Antonius Valens, M., 525 n. 1, 545
Antonovich, V. B., xxvi, xxix, excavates, cist-graves,

145; palaeolithic finds, 131; Scythic, 177
Anuchin, D. N., on Sc. horses, 49; swords, 70 n. 12;

on Stone Age, 130 n. 1

Aorsi, I. 707, 120, 1 2 1 , 128, 281, 441, 597, 598

+73> 47 7> 486

a-rraTT), 617, 618
Apature, 479, 618, 619
Apaturia, 6r8
Apaturis, stele of, 306
Apaturum, II. 23, 618
Ape, 173
Aphrodite, cult, 479, 545, 616—619; temple of, 506,

525, 541 ; Apature, 479, 617—619, 621, 624; temple
of, 566; Euploea, 463, 479, 619; Nauarchis, 566,

614, 619; Stratonicis, 516 n. 6; Urania, 606, 607,

618, 619, 621, 624; = Argimpasa, 85; vengeance of

on Scyths, 42
representations, 195 f. 88, 204 b f. 101 ; 217 f. 119,

218 Add., 298, 334, 345 f. 251, 351 n. t, 355, 367,

376—379- 39 2
- 395- 4°5- 4°7 2 95, 41°. 414. 4 2°,

424 f. 314, 430, 433
coins, 547, 606, 607

Apia (Ge), 85
Apollo, cult, dreXijs, 616; Delphinius, 176, 361, 462,

477; Goetosyrus, 85; Hegemon, 232; Hietros, 176,

361, 477, 581, 6/6 ;
in Pandis, 516 n. 6; in Phasi,

232, 361; Phoebus, 474 n. 3, 476 n. ri, 577, 616;
Prostates, 296, 298, 456, 468, 473, 474, 476,

477, 482 ;
Pythius, 5 1

7

representations, 318 f. 229, 328, 381; archaic, 377;
archaistic, 414; Citharoedus, 414 ;

Daphnephoros, 298
coins, 485—487, 544, 547—549, 602, 628—630

’AvoWuiv KvXcayios, 616 n. 13
Apollonia Thraciae, I. 123, 447, 464, 477
Apollonia= Panticapaeum, 20, 569 n. 10, 616, 628
Apollonius, 548
Apollonius Leuconis, 571, 573 n. 4, 577, 583
aTroTpoTroua, 428
Apphe, stele of 306 f. 219

595, 601—603, 61

1

Apsilae, 24
Apsu, 4 10

Apulian vases, 347, 349
Aquamarine, 408 ,

Arabat spit, IX. 3, 19
Arabesques, 289
Aramaic script, 280
Ararat, 42
Ararus, V. 28= Buzeo= Oarus, 28 n. 3, 117
Aras (Araxes), I. 30
Araxes (Aras, Volga, Oxus?), 30, 44, in, 113 n. 3
Arcadians, 576
Arch and Architrave, 300, 333
Archaeanactids, 570, 571
Archaeological Commission, St P., Publications of, xxv,

xxvi

Archaic Greek work, 150, 173, 206, 208 f. 106, 232,236,
260, 263, 264—267 and Add., 290, 291, 296, 364, 374
—378, 382—383, 394, 395, 400, 413, 427 k 318, 452,

455, 556; inscriptions, 361, 447, 458, 556, 560, 618
Archaistic work, 204 D, f. 103, 297 f. 210, 298, 330 n. 7,

334, 366, 367 < 297, 380, 414
Archbishop, 531, 539
Archelaus Cappad. 590, 595
Archermus, 173, 374, 413
Archers, contest of, 66 n. 10, 465; Greek, 53, 56;

Oriental, 56; Persian, 54 f. 8, 59 f. 12, 61 f. 13;
Scythian, 53, 54 f. 8, 56, 6t f. 13, 197 f. 90

612
dpxncoiTwi'eiTijs, 613
Architect, 470, 615, 625
Architecture, 294—2Q$\ on stelae, 299, 300; coffins,

322, 329—333
- 473, 486

Archon, Athens, 570; Bosporus, 573, 576, 580, 581,

612; Asander, 592, 593; Chersonese, 507, 526,

541; Olbia, 461, 465, 470—474, 481, names on
coins, 473, 486; Phanagoria, 613; Tanais, 615;
Tyras, 446

Arctinus, 14
"Api5a/53a = Theodosia, 39, lot, 555
Ardys, 42
Ardzhish (Ordessus), I. 28

“Areas” (Tripolje), 133— 142, ff. 28, 31
Ares, 478, 486, 516 n. 6, 602, 616, 617 ;

worshipped
among Scythians, 85, 86

Arete, 417, 420
Arethusa, 479
Argali, 248, 249 ff. 166— 168, v. ibex

Argimpasa (Aphrodite Urania) 85, 218 Add.
Argippaei, I. 98, 108, iog, 113
Argonauts, 436—439
Argotes, 581—583, 621

Ariadne, 378, 545
Ariantas, Sc. king, 116; his cauldron, 80
Ariapithes, 86, 116; name, 39; his wife Opoea, 95
Ariarathes V, 518
Ariaspi, 113 n. 3

APIXO, 483-485
Arii, dress of, 61

Arimaspi, I. 44, 111—775", 441; name, 39, 100; in art,

56, 392, 425 f. 315
Aripharnes, 578, 579
Aristagoras Demagorae, 465, cf. 66 n. 10

Aristeas, 106, no—775', 264, 441
Aristocracy, 470, 471, 480
Ariston Attinae, App. 19, 295 n. 12, 524, 542, 605
Aristonicus Olynthius, 626
api0TOTrv\eiTcu, 612
Arkas, Z. xxix

Armavir, IX. 2320.4, 408; red skeletons, 143
Armenia, 518, 587
Armenia, Little, 590, 594
Armeniac Theme, 538
Armenian, inscription, 512; troops, 464
Armlets, 63, 64, 402 ; v. bracelets

Armour, 73, 74 , 152, 155, 158 f. 45, 174 f. 70, 175, 176,

182, 187, 206, 210, 213 f. 114, 224, 228, 229, 231 f.

134, 250, 269, 304 f. 218, 312, 313 f. 223, 314k 224,

316, 317 f. 227, 379; bone, 187, 188 f. 80
Army, Bosporan, 614
Aroteres, Scythae, IX. 27—31 ;

raise corn for export,

44 2

Arretine ware, 353, 358
Arrhechi, II. 128

Arrian legate of Cappadocia, 24, 524 ;
probably not

author of latter part of Periplus, 24, 555, 605; its

accuracy, 10; on dragon standards, 78; on Sc.

tactics, 83 n. 3

86—

2
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Arrows, 68\ heads, 68, 142, 147, 158 f. 45, 161, 165,

170, 173, 175, 176, 177, 182, igof 82, 204, 221,

222, 226, 257, 261, 415, 453; bone, 158 f. 45, 246,

248; iron, 187, 229, 232, 248, 287 Add.; Siberia,

242 f. 150, 246; shafts, 157
Arsaces, 61 f. 14, 66, 12

1

Art, Aegean, 134— 142 ;
Asia Minor, 56, 284— 287 and

Add.,. 386, 387, 394, 403, 477, 480, 587, 603;
Assyrian, 263, 270; Babylonian, 410, 4iif. 298;
Chinese, 280; “Gothic,” 280—282; Greek (v. sub
Attic, Archaic, Hellenistic, Ionian), in the Scythian

colonies, 281, 282, 292—435, in Scythian service,

264—266, 283—291 and 287 Add.; Hittite, 263;
Iranian, 263, 270,271, 280; Keltic, 282; Minusinsk,

248, 261—264', Roman, q. v.
;

Sassanian, 257;
Scythic, 252, 261—283, subjects of, 268, materials,

269; Siberian, 261,268—282 ff. 188—204; Syrian,

North, 263; Urartu, 144 Add.
Artabanus, 122
Artaxerxes Mnemon, 41

1

Artaxias, 518
Artemidorus, 24, 128
Artemis, cults, 479, 619; Agrotera, 22, 295, 566, 619;

Chersonesia, 541—550, v. Maiden; Ephesia, 619;
Hymnia, 549; Strophaea, 620; Taurica, 101, 543

representations, 298, 318 f. 229, 39011. 10; archaistic,

414; with beasts, 222, 334; Ephesia, 400, 401 f.

294 ;
Selene, 397, 427 f. 318

coins (547—550), 629
Articon, 466
Articulated dolls, 369, 370 f. 268 and Add.
Artillery, 526, 527, 531
Artimpasa (Aphrodite Urania), 85
Artjukhov’s Barrow, III. 423, 430—433 ff. 321 — 324;

general style of contents, 404—40b ; bracelet, 402 ;

cameo, 404, 405, 414, 431 f. 321 ;
coins in, 430, 433,

584, 585 ; diadem, 393, 399, 432 f. 322 ; earrings,

397, 431 f. 321; lamp, 381 ;
mirror-box, 378; neck-

ring, 399, 431 f. 321 ;
necklaces, 405, 431 f. 321

;

oak-crown, 388; pin, 405, 431 f. 321; plate from,

35U 38S» 43 1 f- 321 !
porringer, 351, 362 ;

pots, 35

r

n. 1 ;
ring, 431 f. 32 r

;
roundel, 406, 431 f. 321 ;

snake-ring, 410 n. 7
Aryballus, 338, 343 f. 249, 347 f. 252, 434 n. 1

As name for Alans, 37 n. 2

Asander, 561, 589, 591—594, 596, 604, 611, 614, 6r6 ;

wall of, 16 n. 6, 592 n. 4; coins, 628, 630, 632
Asander (Gycia), 528—530
’Aaapdpdxov, 596
Ascalon, Scyths at, 42, 45
Aschy, 108, 109
Asclepius, 447, 478, 478 Add., 545

—

547 » 55 °. 617;
altar to, 506; statues of, 296, 297, [304 n. 2,] 457 ;

temple of at Panticapaeum, 5, 617
As-gu-za-ai (Scyths), 42, 115
A-she-na, 93
Ashik, A., xxix, 295, 308 n. 4, 323, 328, 433, 564 ;

catacomb, 314 f. 224
Asia, Central, r, 30, 43, 44, 46, 52, 58—61, 78— 100,

107— 1 15, 1 2
1 , 122, 129 n. 4, 145, 149, 443; art of,

232, 235, 262, 268, 271, 277, 280— 282

Asia Minor, invaded by Cimmerians and Scyths, 41, 115 ;

by Goths, 608

:

Art of, 144 Add., 284—290; coin types, 477, 480,

583, 603 ;
jewelry, 386, 387, 394, 403, cf. Cyme

:

connexions with N. coast of Euxine, 56, 194, 307, 350,

351, 363, 368, 537, 538, 582, 585—608, 620, 626,

627 :

religions of, 218 Add., 368, 619
Asiani, 122

Asiatic Nomads, representations of, 58—61 ff. r2— 14,

255 ff. 173, 174, 278, 279 ff. 201—203
Asiatic origin of Scyths, 44
Asiatic coin-standard, 631

Asiatics on Greek Vases, 5s, 56, v. Barbarian
Asii, 122

Askenaz (Scyths), 42
Askold, 537
Asmiraei Mtes, VI. 114 m 3
Aspacarae, VI. 114 n. 3
Aspelin, J. 257 n. 2, 258 f. 179, 260 n. 3
Aspurgiani, 128, 594, 595 ;

6 itr l tuv ’A. 594, 595, 608,

613, 615, 625
Aspurgus, 128, 522, 590, 591, 594—596, 599—6or, 604,

61 r, 613
Aspurgus Biomasi, 613 n. 12, 614 n. 1

Asses , Olbian, 15, 415, 451, 453, 479, 482—483, PI. II.

Asses, 5
Assimilation of Bosporans and Barbarians, 316
Asshur, &c., symbol of, 61 f. 13, 193 f. 85, 208 f. 106,

411 f. 298
Assyrians, contact with Scyths, 36, 42, 115, 270; style,

7°, 71, 17 r, 172, 222, 259, 263, 270
Astara, 296, 617, 619
Astarte, 617
Astrakhan, govt, barrenness of, 3; Sc. finds in, 173
Asturicani, II. 12811. 12

Astynomus, 457, 473, 475, 541 ;
on amphorae, 359, 360

Atheas (A teas), 118, 123
Athena, cults, 35 r n. 1, 479, 558; Areia, 516 n. 6;

Lindia, 463, 476, 479 ; Parthenos, 195 f. 88, 296,

393, 394, 479; Pronaos, 517; Soteira, 516, 545 :

representations, 157, 158 f. 45, 195 f. 88, 202, 204 B f.

1 o 1 ,
208 f. 106, 212 f. 1 13, 296, 336, 342, 355, 364,

365 f. 265 I. 4, 379, 384, 385, 410, 414, 479:
coins, 447, 448 f. 329 Ins, 453, 479, 484—486 and Add.,

547- 559- 584. 602, 620, 630
Athenades, 56, 412, 414
A0 H NAI H- 212 f- 113- 336
’ Adyjvalwv A ifiriv, IX. 19
Athens, archon-dates, 570 :

art of, 286, 386, 403, v. Attic

on Bosporus Cim., 560, 561, 572; Bosporan rulers

complimented &c., 571, 573—577, 580, App. 28, 34;
coins, 470; coin-types, 479, 484:
Delphinius at, 477:
jewelry, 386, 387, 395, 403:
at Nymphaeum, 560, 561:
prize-vases from, 347, 380, 465, 516, and Add., 567,

626

:

sacked by Goths, 126:

terra-cottas, 363

:

trade, in vases, variations in, 339—341, 442, 556;
Hellenistic vases, 351; in corn &c., 44 1, 442,

573
—

577 - 580
Athletes, figures of, 369
Athletics, 465, 473, 474, 546, 626
Atilius Primianus, 525
Atmoni, 120

Attalus, 289
Attic, cf. Athens

artistic and industrial products in Scythia, 284, 295

—

300, 556; gold-work, 387, 393, 403; grave-relief,

296, 41 1 ;
stele, 480; silver, 383; vases, 338—343,

347
—

349 - 4 i 5 . 4 i 6:

names, 560:
standard for coins, 448, 631, 632

Attila, his sword, 71; mourning for, 91

Angenschalen, 264
Augusti, v. Emperor
Augustus, 123, 335, 447, 449, 521, 592—595, 601 ;

horoscope of, 595
auXijs, 6 eirl rrjs, 302 f. 215, 613, 625
Aurelia Tyche, 525 11. 1

Aurelian, 126

Aurelius, M. Imp., 446; indication, 39011. 6

Aurelius Hermocrates, 525, 541
Aurelius Jason, M., 525 n. 1
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Aurelius Saluianus, 525 n. 1

Aurelius Secundus Ravenna, T.
, 525

Aurelius Valens, 525 n. 1

Aurelius Viator, 305, 525 n. 1

Aurelius Victor, 305, 525 n. 1

Aureus, 549; Bosporan, 592, 595—611, 632, 633;
Chersonesan, 523, 549 ; Roman, 592, 632

Auxiliaries, Roman, 470, 525, 614
Auzacia, Auzacii Mtes, VI. 11411. 3
Avars, 93—95 ;

horse-burial, 91
Axe, 187, 222; Ananjino, 257; Barbarians’ on Greek

vases, 55, 425 f. 315; copper, 136 f. 30; double,

374; horn, 134 ;
Koban, 41 and Add., 143 n. 4, 260;

models, 1 78 f. 73, 206, 210, 214 b 115, 244; moulds,

132, 245 f. [57 ; Scythian, 42, 61 f. 13, 72; double-

looped, 143 n. 4, 190 f. 82, 243—245 ff. 151, 156, 261 ;

Siberian, 243—245 ff. 151, 152, 158, 247 f. 160,

251 f. 172; stone, 134, 380
Axenos, 438
Axiaces, IX. 14
Axjutintsy, IX. large barrow, 180— 182; bits, 76; bone

psalia, 189, f. 81 ; cauldron, 8011. 5; Greek pottery,

S2 n. 4 ; neck-ring, 63; quiver with deer, 66, (not

shield, 73), 187 f. 75, 257, 266; sword, 70:
Small barrow, 182 ; armlet, 64 ;

belt-plate, 182 f.

75 bis, 57 n. 1, 67, 72 ; strips, 62 n. 2

Awning, 144 Add.
Azagarion, II. 16

Azov, IX. 21, 567
Azov, Sea of, v. Maeotis

Baba Kamennaja
, 239 f. 149, 240

Babadagh lake, IX. 12, 13
Baby barrow, 380
Babylonian cylinder, 410, 41 1 f. 298
Bacchus, v. Dionysus
Bactria, I. no, in, 121, 122, 129 11. 4
Bactrians, 92; native dress of, 61

-On, 596, 602, 603, 611 ;
coins, 590, 600, 602 n. 1,616

ry\p —620, 633; indications, 336, 388 f. 285, 390

Baer, K. E. von, places Odyssey in Crimea, 18, 437:
on skulls from Chertomlyk, 46

606

Baga= God, Iranian loan word in Slavonic, 38
Bagaevskaja, phalerae from,

Bagator (Maotun), 92 n. 1

595- 596- 599- 601, 611

Bagbclii Sarai, Church near, IX.
Baibak, 6, 1

1

3

595 . 59 *5
- 59 s—6°3 > 605,

ESc
5i

• 1. 173 n - 3

513 n. 2

61

1

Baku, 386
Balaklava, IX. 18 f. 1, 127, 381, 437, 496—498, 539, 558
Balakhny, neolithic station, 132 n. 1

Balaustion, 629, 630
Balbal, 240
Balfour, H., on bows, 66 n. to

Ballistarii, 531
Baltic, pottery, 132

BAOfV 596 > 602, 603, 61 r, 616, 617, 633

Bandkeramik, 132, 142
Bandurii, Anon. 535 n. 1

Banishment to Cherson, 530—533
Bank round barrow, 151 n. 3, 153, x 7 3 ,

182

Baptism of Chersonites, 530, 531; Russians, 537, 538;
Vladimir, 535—538

Baptistery, 509—5ri f. 340. 2

595. 596 . 599—603, 61 1, 617, 633

Bar at Kerch 4; at mouths of rivers, 4
Baraboi, R., IX. 14

Barbarians in Greek art, v. Scythians, xxxvii f. o, 53

—

56 ff. 8— 10, 284—288, 162 f. 49, 312—319 ff. 223

—

227, 230, 326 f. 236, 369, 392, 4n f. 298, 412, 414,

425 f
- 3 r 5

Barbaro, Josafa calls Alans As, 37 n. 2

Barbotine, 357 f. 263
Bardanes, 532
Bardas Phocas, 536, 537

596, 599—603, 61

1

Bark, figures in, 248, 250; layer of, 248, 250; wrappings,
1 45

Barley, 388, 389 f. 286
Baroque, 385
Barrows, Greek, 415, 435, 435, 490, 491 ;

abundance of,

435, 566, 567 :

raised by Scyths, 88; Mongols, 89; Curnans, 89, 91:

red skeletons, 142— 145:
Scythic, 149—240; distribution of, 150; classes of,

1 5 1 ; twins, 151, 152; Big, 152 sqq.; size of, 153;
plundered, 153, 154, 155 and Add.

:

Siberian, 240—253
Barsom

, 58, 86, 255 f. 174
Barsov, N. P., place names, 103 n. 2

Bartatua, 42, 116

Bashlyk
,

v. hood, 57—61 ff. 12— 14
Bashkirs, I. 105, 109, 113 n. 3
Basil, S., Ch. of, 535
Basil II, 532, 535—537
/
3a<rtAefar, 0 eirl rrjs, 318, 612, 613, 625
Basileus, S., 531, 544

/
3a<riAeuo3(ras, 522, 541, 542
Basilica, 509—51 1 f. 340. 1

Bas-reliefs, 296, 298, 304!. 218; funeral, 295, 299—305
ff 213—217

Bastarnae, IX. 13, 101, 103, 120, 124 , 125, 259, 586
Bata, II. (Novorossijsk), 23, 128 ; harbour of, bora at, 4
Bath, Thermae, 295, 306, 468, 502, 505 f. 338, 506,

523 n. 7, 564, 565 f. 345 ;
vapour among Scythians

and Russians, 84
Bathyllus Dercidis, 619
Batteni, I. 244 f. 152, 262
Battlements, 504
.Batu, colouring of, 45
Batum, E. point of Euxine, 8; intaglio, L. Verus, from,

414
Bautae, VI. 114 n. 3
Bautisus R-, VI. 114 n. 3

Bay, 5, 615; leaves, 388
Baye, Baron J. de, 257 n. 2, 259 n. 3
BCA. xxvi

Beads, glass, 64, 362 ;
gold, necklace, 399, 405, 426

—

428 b 318, 430, 431 f. 321 ;
precious stone, 404, 405,

420, 431 f. 321

:

in Scythic tombs, 64, 65 b 16, 147, 157, 175, 177, 179,
188 f. 80, 206, 208 f. 106, 210, 216, 226, 232;
Siberian, 244, 248 •

Beak-heads, Scythic motive (Greek v. Add. 266), 66,

70, 178 f. 73, 181 f. 75, 186 f. 79, 188-f. 80, ipr

f.83, 206, 208—2i5ff. 106, 109, in, 1 r 5, 116; Siberia,

242—245 ff. 150— 152, 155, 249—252 ff 169—172,
262, 266

—

268 f. 183, 274, 275 ff. 193, 196, 197;
“ Gothic,” 260, 282

Beans, 49
Bear, 242 b 150, 244 b 152, 247 b 165, 248
Beard, absent among Scyths of Hippocrates, and Huns

of Ammianus, 46; present, in modern mixed races,

ib., n. 2, cf. 44 Add.
;
in representations of nomads,

46, 57, 59 f- 12, 60, 61; worn by Olbians, 467
Beast, curled round, 214 f. 1

1 5, 223 f. 126, 224, 230,

234 ff. 140, 142, 255 b 175, 257, 258 ff 180, 181,

277 n. 2 :

frieze, 157 f. 44, 164 f. 53, 198 f. 91, 201 f. 95, 203 f. 98,

237—239 ff. 145—147, 284, 285 f. 206, 288:
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Beast (contd) :

handles and loops, 232, 235 f. 144, 242 f. 150, 244
f. 152, 246, 262, 265 n. 2:

sculptures, 298 :

style, Byzantine, 335, 357, 515; Keltic, 282; Scandi-
navian, 282; Scythic, 167, 187, 206, 208 f. 106,

210, 214 f. 1 rj, 223 f. 126, 233—235, 259— 282
;

Siberian, 242 f. 150, 244 f. 152, 246—253 IT. 165

—

172, 261, 262, 267, 268—282; Teutonic, 259, 267,
280—282; Tripolje, 138 f. 32, 140^34, 141:

upon beasts, 181 f. 75, 203 f. 98, 238 f. 146, 260, 264,

266, 275 f. 197 :

vases, 346
Beaver, 5, ros
Becker, P., 13 n. 1

Bees, 6

Bejkush (2 m. nw. of Ochakov, Map IX.), 453, 454,
481

Bejsug R., IX. 21

Belaja R., I. 104, 113 n. 3
Belashevskij

,
N. Th., 130 n. 1

Belgorod, 14, 446
Bell, J., of Antermony, 253 n. r

Bellerophon, 206, 382
Bells, 77, 134 f. 41, 163, 186 f. 79, 282
Belozerka, IX., “standards” from, 77 f. 20, 78
Belsk, IX., gorodishche at, 52 n. 3, J03 n. 4, 147
Belts, 43, 53, 57, 161, 179, 182 f. 75 bis, 222, 230, 244;

cups on, 43, 81 n. 6

Bendis, 619 n. 20
Beneficiarii, 523 n. 7

Berard, V. 437
Berda R., IX. 1, 30
Berel R., I. 250
Berestnjagi, IX.; horses’ cheek ornament, 75 n. 8, 19

1

f. 83, 267, 269
Berezan Island, IX. 14, 15, 387, 457

—

433, 480, 481,

483:
pots from, 338, 339, 346 m ro; graffiti, 361, 477—479,

618; lamp, 361; necropolis, 415, 416; terra-cotta,

364
Berezan Liman, IX. 15, 454
Bergeron, P., Voyages, Paris, 1634, la Haye, 1733. Text

of Rubruck and de Plano Carpini translated from
Hakluyt, 89 n. 3

Berlin, coffin at, 331 ;
distemper vase at, 348

Bessarabia, IX.; corn, 444, 447; wine, 360, 447:
Tripolje areas, 133, 134 n. 1, 140, 142

Beth-Shean (Scythopolis), 42, 99 n. 10

Bevan, A. A., 617 n. 16

Bertier-de-la-Garde, A. L., xxix.
;
on Akkerman, 446,

449; Bosporan monograms, 591—604; Cave-towns,

295 n. 3 ; on Che.rsonese, 494— 515, 521—522, 532,

535—537 , 545 , 547
—

55°, 55 *, 553 ;
Jaffa find, 523

n. 7 ;
Olbian coins, 459, 462, 482—485, 486 Add.

;

walls, 461 ;
Bosporan coins, 630—633; Theodosia,

34°, 555—559
Bes, 367 and Add., 404, 428
Besleneevskaja Stanitsa, tiara from, 58 f. 11, 290; beads

from? 63 f. 16

Bezschdstnaja Mogila, IX. 142 n. 6, 151; armour-scales,

/ 4
Bhotan, 114 n. 3
Bibliographies : Bosporus, 634—638 ;

Cercinitis, 492 ;

Chersonese, 350—553 ; Colonization and Trade,

444; Ethnology of Scythians, 97— 100; Olbia, 488,

489; Russian Publications, xxiv—xxxiii; Scythia of

Herodotus, Geography, 33—34; Survey of Coast, 25;
Theodosia, 559, 560; Tyras, 449

Biehkowski, P., on carts, 30
Bier, 157, 161

Biga, 216, 218 f. 120, 343, 374
Bijsk, I. 244 f. 152, 262, 282

Bilga Khan, 90

Bion, 465
Birds (cf. beak-heads, eagle, &c.), skeleton, 415:

represented on frescoes, 309, 310, 312, 314, 315 ff. 224,

225, 318—321; in plaster, 372 f. 271; gold, &c.,

222, 233 f. 138, 234 f. 139, 230, 233, 268 f. 185, 275
f. 197, 280, 289, 382, 397, 398 f. 291, 431 f. 32 r ; vase,

346; human-headed, 238 f. 182 and Add., 376, 378
Birisades (Paerisades), 57

5

Bishop, of Bosporus, 610; of Chersonese, 493 n. 1, 531,

539
Bison (Colus), 3
Bisutun, reliefs at, 57, 59 f. 12, 60, 1 1 2 ,

410
Bithynia, 518, 590, 591, 605—607
Bits, 75—77, 88, 165, 174 b 70, 173, 176, 182, 191 f. 83,

206, 209 f. 109, 210, 214 f. 115, 216, 222, 226, 228,

229, 231 f. 135, 247 f. 163, 248, 230
Bituitus, 589
Black Sea, fish, 6 ;

v. Euxine
Blahoveshchenskaja, III. 324
Blakesley, J. W., 33
Bliznitsa (twin), Great, III. barrow, 423—429 ff. 312

—

320, 619:
bracelet, 402, 426 b 317; calathi, 391, 392, 425 f. 315,

Arimasp upon, 56 ;
chamber in, 294, paintings of,

307, 423 ff. 312, 313; coffins, 331, 424 f. 314; ear-

rings, 397; gem, 412, 427 f. 318; griffin-heads, 393
n. 8, 427 b 318; grotesques, 369; helmet, 379, 429;
mirror boxes, 378 ;

necklaces, 399, 400, 427 f. 318;
necklet, 400, 402, 429 f. 320; phalerae, 378 ;

plates,

403, 427 f. 318; shoe, 336 n. 1 ;
snake-ring, 410 n. 7,

427 f. 318; statuette, 392; stlengis, 392, 428 f. 319
Bliznitsa, Little, III. 422 n. 4

Bliznitsy, twin class of barrows, 152
Blochet, E., Orkhon Inscr., 90 n. 4
Boar (sow, swine, hog), 5, 49, 182 :

representations, 198 f. 91, 214 f. 1
1 5, 217 f. 119, 237

f. 145, 239 f. 147, 260 f. 182 bis, 268, 270 f. 186,

274, 275, f. 195, 277 f. 200, 278 f. 201; brooch,

r 75 ;
gap in mane, 208 f. 106, 239 f. 137, 265, 270;

winged, 197 f. 90, 206, 208 f. 106

Boat on stele, 304
Bobrik, H., 33
Bobrinskoj (Ct A. A.), xxix. 48, 175 n. 1

;
on Bunchuki,

78 n. 8: Miscellany, xxix

Bobritsa, IX., bits from, 76; Greek pot, 82 n. 4, 348;
looped mirror, 193 f. 85

Bodini, II., 105

Boeckh, A., 98 n. 5

Boehlau, J., 338, 339 n. 6, 342 n. 2

Boeotian vases, 338
Boethus, 297
Bogas, 534
Bogdanov, A., on Scythic Skulls, 47
Bogh, God, from Baga, 38
Boii, 123
Bolgars (Volga), 534, 535, 539; horse-burial, 91 ; sword-

worship, 71 ;
split, 103 n. 7: cf. Bulgarians

Bolgary, town, I. 104, 105, n. 3

Bologoe, neolithic station, 132 11. 1

Bone, from food, 49, 132, 165, 176, 177, 182, 192, 196^,

216; as fuel, 80 :

objects of, mostly from about Smela, 175 sqq.; armour-

scales, 74, 188 f. 80; arrow-heads, 158 f. 45, 190
f. 82, 287 Add.

;
bodkins, 180; carved, 269, 335;

knobs, 177; neolithic, 132 ;
palaeolithic, 131; psalia,

77, 182, 188, 189 ff. 80, 81, from Kuban, 77 n. 1,

223; spoons, 177
Bonnell, E., xxix. 34; on Scyths, 99 n. 2

Book-chest on stele, 304
Bobcnropos, 569 n. 9, 598 n. 7, 613 n. 12

Boots, 57, 210, 426
Borani, 569, 608
Boread, 330
Boreon stoma, IX. 13
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Boris of Bulgaria, 535 n. 2

Boris and Gleb, C. III. 22

Borshev, palaeolithic finds, 130
Borysthenes (river), IX. 11,13, 479 ; ancestor of Scythians,

43 ;
v. Dnepr

Borysthenes (town), IX. 15, 28, 451 n. r, 470; v. Olbia
Borysthenis Island, IX. 452 ; v. Berezan
Borysthenitae, 451 n. 1

Borzoi, 204 d. f. 103, 330
Bosco Reale, 350, 354 n. 4, 355
Bosporan era, 304, 320, 590, 391
Bosporans, abroad, 444; acquire Tanais, 567; capture

Roman standards, 586 n. 4 ;
character of, 293, 294,

563; dress of, 56 f. 10, 301—3041!. 213—218, 313

—

3x9 ff. 223, 224, 227, 230, 369; exiles, 572, 573; at

Olbia, 470, 481
Bosporichus, 556
Bosporus, Cimmerian (kingdom), 362—638-, Athenian

connexion, 441, 516, 571 sqq.; Bishop of, 610;
coins, 627—633; connexion with Chersonese, 516,

517, 521—524, 526— 530, 582; Diophantus in, 519,
520, 582 ;

divisions of, 595, 613 ;
fleet, 614; language,

319, 604, 625; name, 569; officials, 612—614; par-

tition of, 573, 576, 577, 579, 597, 607—609; polity,

579—581; religious societies in, 620—625; rulers,

218 Add., 293, 570—611, their ancestors, 597, 603,

604, 616, 617, 633; taxes, 579, 581 ;
trade of, 441—

444, 574—576; troops, 614; writing in, 319, 320
Bosporus, Cimmerian (strait), III. 4, 20—24; fishing, 6,

21, 440; tombs about, Greek, 422—435, Scythic,

150, 194—206
Bosporus, Thracian, 8, 451 n. 1, 459
060pos, 423, 425, 429
Botkin Coll., 409 n. 1

1

Bottle, 430; scent, 234 fif. 141, 142 and Add., 235, 280,

4°9> 433. 434 f- 326
Boule, v. Senate
Bousfield, L., on symptoms of sacred disease, 45 n. 6
Bow, 43, 66—68 ; asymmetrical, 54 f. 8, 61 ff. 13, 14,

244 f. 152, 427 f. 318 ;
range of, 66 n. 10, App. 6

;

Scythic, composite, 53, 54 f. 8 ; Persian, Chinese,
Tartar, Manchu, 66 n. to; on coins, 629

Bow-case, 53—6t ff. 8, 12, 13, 66—68, 244 k 152, 277,

279 f. 202, 284—287 and Add.; v. Gorytus
Box, 157, 234 f. 140, 235, 280, 334, 335, 409 n. to, 424

f- 3 r4> 43°. 433
Box-setting, 406—408 f. 295, 431 f. 321
Boy-earring, 398 f. 292
Boyer, P., 106 n. 1

Bracaraugustanorum Coh., 525 n. r

Braccae, 102

Bracelets, 59 f. 12, 60, 63, 64 k 15, 161, 170, 179, 197
f. 90, 199 f. 92, 202, 208 f. 106, 210, 230, 232, 235,
236, 254, 256 f. 177, 257, 271 f. 187, 280, 291, 293,

382, 401 f. 294, 402 , 408, 409, 426 f. 317, 430, 433,

434 f- 327
Brahmaputra R., 114 n. 3
Branchidae, 581
Brandenbourg, Gen., 287 and Add.
Branding as a tonic, 45
Brassarts, 74
Braun, F. (Th. A.), xxix. 11—14, 34, 98 n. 13, 103, 124— 126, 168, 460—463
Brauronia, 543, 544
Bravlin, 533
Breaking on purpose, 226
Breast-bands, 406
Bribe, 466
Brick, crude, 454, 460, 499
Bridles, 75—77 ; v. bits, psalia

Brisais, 481
Britannicus, 599, 602
Britolagae, IX. 125, 460 n. 4
Brockhaus-Tefron, xxix

Bpolios, 561
Broniovius, 494
Bronze Age, Russian, 257; Siberian, 241— 248
Bronze, for servants’ jewels, 62, 63, 382 ; not put in

tombs of Scyths (Her.), 88, but universally found,

149 sqq.; Scythic work in, 269
Bronzes, Greek, -374—382, 569, from Scythic tombs,

150, 173, 210, 265, 374—378 ff 278—281

Brooch, 215 f. 117, 229; v. fibula

Brtickner, A., 533 n. to, 534 n. 1

Brunnhofer, H., on Thunni, 122 n. 3
Bruun, xxix, 33; makes Tanais= Molochnaja, 30, 32
Bryaxis, 297
Bucellarii, 538
Buces, lake and river, 17

Buckles, 165, 184 k 77, 191 f. 83, 224 f. 127, 253, 273,

274 f- i93> 382, 4°i f- 294, 4°9> 435 f- 328, 506 n. 9,

5°7 f- 339> 5 1 5 ; with lamgi, 318 f. 228 n. 1

Bucrania, 79 f. 21, 290, 332, 374, 518, 545
Budini, I. 27, too, 103, 104—106, 113 m 3, 116
Bugas, III. 17

Bugh, R., I., name, 38; v. Hypanis
Biigrovshell iki, 253
Bukhtarma, R., I.; graves on, 241, 250
Bukhtarminsk, 108

Bukovina, I. ;
neolithic pottery, 133

Bulctvy, 78; v. Bunchuki
Bulbs eaten, 49
Bulganak, III. 399
Bulgaria, Scythic tombs in, 1x8 n. 8, 150; neolithic,

134 n. 1

Bulgarians, 532, 534, 535 n. 2, 537 : cf. Bolgars

Bull, 228, cf. ox; coins, 547, 548; golden, 143, 144k 35
and Add.; head, 208 f. xo6, 217 f. 119, 398, 401
f. 294; vase, 346; winged, 411 f. 298, 412

Bulunggir, R., I. in, 114 n. 3; basin, no
Bunbury, E. H., 34, 99 n. 5

Bunchuki (Maces), 78, 186 f. 79, 187, 248 n. 1 ; v.

standards

Burachkov, P. O., xxix. 15 n. 2, 33, 240, 490—492,

497
Biirchner, L., r, 444
Burdas, 1 13 n. 3
Burials, Scythian, according to Plerodotus, 87, 88, of

Mongols, 88— 90, Turks, 90, Ugrians, 91:
burial-places, 87, 90;
neolithic, 140

;

Greek, 415—435 (and Add.);
burial-clubs, 620— 625

Buriats, I., cooking, 80; sacrifices, 86

Burrows, R. M., neolithic culture, 134 n. 1, 141 n. 1

Bury, J. B., 526, 532, 533, 543 ; on Cimmerians, 436

;

on invasion of Darius, 28 n. 3, 117

Butmir, I. 134, 142
Butter, 49
Butterfly, 331, 397, 398, 405—408 f. 295, 420, 424 f. 314,

43°' 43i f- 321
Buttons, 157, i6r, 165, 173
Buzeo, R., I. = Ararus? 28 n. 3, 117

Byrebista (Burvista), 123, 464
Byscus Supolichi, 527
Byzance, 527, v. Constantinople; relations with Vladimir,

534—537, with Barbarians, 539; treaties with Rus-
sians, 534

Byzantine, antiquities, 514, 515; buildings, 295, 508

—

513; coins, 470, of Cherson, 532 ;
decoration antici-

pated, 308 ; dishes, 386 and Add. ; fleet, 532 ; head-

dresses, 392 ;
inscriptions, 303 f. 217, 38] ; magistrates

of Chersonese, 541—543; pots, 357, 515; seals, 542,

543; textiles, 336
Byzantium (ancient), 579; coins, 516, goddesses on, 542

n. 2, of Lysimachus, 351, 585; decree of, 469;
founding of, 438, 439; kalendar, 546; latitude of,

14
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Cabiri, 478, 620 n. 1

Cadmus, Bp of Bosporus, 610
Caesar (C. Julius), 123, 589—593; arae, n n. 1

Caesarium, 566
Caffa, name, 527; trade, 443, 539 , 558, 559; v. Theodosia
Caius Eutychianus, 524
Cake, funeral, 415
Calamis, 454 n. 6
Calathos, from Gr. Bliznitsa, 56, 291, 425 f. 315, 426,

427 f. 318:
Goddess wearing, on coins, 597, 600, 604, 606, 619,

620, 630
Cales ware, 349, 350, 384
Calf’s head, vase in form of, 81, 385
Caligula, 596 sqq. ;

v. Gaius
Callatis, II. 437, 448 n. 1, 459, 470, 570, 579
Callinicus, 459, 485
Callippidae, IX. 27, 31, 124 n. 4
Calocyrus, 534
Calon stoma, IX. 13

Calos Limen, IX. 17, 18, 496, 516—520
Calypso, 309—310, 616
Camarae, 24
Camasarye Philotecnos, 581—583, 621
Cambridge, gem at, 413 ; coins, 484, 662 ; inscriptions,

App. 67—69
Cambyses, death of, 70
Cameo, 387, 404, 405, 414, 430, 431 f. 32 r

Campania, 437
Canachus, 414
Cancytus, 461
Candelabrum, 210, 232, 330, 378, 381, 569; church, 514
Candys, 55, 316 f. 226
Canites, 119, 123, 448, 487
Cannabis , Scythic word, 85
Canopy, 144 Add.
Cantharos, 82, 165 Add., 180, 349 f. 254, 351 ; in glass

and silver, 362, 383 f. 284, 421
Capha, 527, 558; v. Theodosia
Capito, S., 509, 510, 531
Caps, pointed, 53, 59 f. 12, 60, 61 ff. 13, 14, 210, 223

f. 126, 277, 279 f. 202; flat, 411 f. 298; gold, 390,

391 f. 287
Caracalla, 446, 469, 606
Carambis, C., I. 8, 19
Carcine, 17, 490 n. 1, 492
Carcinites gulf, IX. 16, 17, 18, 490 n. 1, 496, 592 n. 4
Carcinitis, 17, 490; v. Cercinitis

Carians, 437, 567
Caricature, 44 Add. f. o, 355, 369, 370, 428
Cariscus, 105
Carnelian, 179, 215, 223, 229, 244, 248, 393, 396

f. 290, 405, 41 1—414 ff. 298, 301, 430—432 ff. 321,

322
Carnivore, 268, 274, 275 ff. 196, 197, 276 f. 198, 277
Carpathian Mts, 1, 103, 124— 126

Carpentry, 322—335; v. woodwork
Carpet, 157, 269
Carpi, IX. 124, 126, 470
Carpidae, 124 n. 4
Carpodacae, 124

Cars, Carts, 50—52 ff. 5, 6 and Add., 75, 153, 165, 216;

v. Waggons, ro6

Cary on Bosporan era, 591 n. 1

“ Cash ’’-knife, 246, v. knife; Zhurovka, 72
Casii Mtes, VI. 114 n. 3

Caspian, ancient knowledge of, 10 ;
confused with

Maeotis, 30; rivers running into, 30, 31; steppe

N. of, 107
Casting technique, 222, 226 f. 129, 241, 244, 288
“ Catacombs,” at Chersonese, 320, 421 ff. 310, 31 1, 508;

Olbia, 320;
Panticapaeum (v. 562 f. 344), xxxii, 303, 307—321

ff. 220— 231, 417, 422, 606, 609, 610;

“Catacombs” (contd)

Alcimus ( r 868)
, 309, 310 ff. 220, 221 ;

Anthesterius (1877), 3 I2
> 3*3 f- 223;

Ashik’s (1841), 312, 314 f. 224;
Christian, 320, 61 a;

Feldstein’s (1906), 318;
MacPherson’s, 309

;

Pygmies, 309;
Soracus, 319—321 f. 231;
Stasov’s (1872), 314—317 ff. 223—227;
unpainted, 320;
Zaitsev’s (1895), 310; -

•852. 312

;

i860, 318;
‘ 8 73 > 3W f- 230;
1875, 318 f. 229, 319;
1891, 310, 311 f 222, 606 n. lo;

W02
- 3 i 5 . 3 W;

1908, 312;
coins in, 312, 319, 320

Catiari, 43, 44
Cattle, lose their horns through cold, 5, 49; draw

waggons, 49 ;
trade in, 440

Can— ,
coins of, 119, 448, 486, 487

Caucasus, 1, 8:

archaeology of, 259 n. 4; cave-cities, 129; dolmens,

146; “Gothic” things, 260, 282; mirrors, 246;
red skeletons, 142, 143; Scythic objects, 259, 260;

coast tribes of, 24, 25, 127— 129, 577, 587, 588;
dress of, 316; taingi among, 316; languages, 25,

38, 127;
impassable along Black Sea, 41, 569;
Pass of Darial, 41, crossed by Scyths and Cimmerians,

42, 115
Cauldron, of Ariantas, 68; Scythic, 49, 79, 80 ff. 21, 22,

1.57, 162 f. 50, 165, 173, 187, 197 g, 210, 219, 228,

230 f. 133, 231, 290; Siberia, 244, 246, 250, 261

Cave-cluirches, 295; cities, 129; houses, 132
Cazeca, IX. 20, 555
Ceiling-coffer, 295
Celsus, mentions Scythian gods, 85
Celt, socketed, 261, 262 ; stopped, 41 ana Add. ; axe
Cembalo, 539, 558 ;

v. Balaklava

Cemetery, Tartar, &c., 88—90; Christian, Bos arus,

610; Chersonese, 513; Greek, v. necropol

Censer, 514, 515
Centaur, 222, 332
Centenaresius Tower, 506
Centurion, 523 n. 4, 614
Cephalonnesus Isl.

,
II. 17

Cephisodotus, 295 n. 12

Cepi, III. 23, 24, 430, 561, 570, 572, 574, 579, 610,

627
Ceramics, 338—361 ;

v. Pots

Cercelae, IX. 24, 128, 129
Cercinitis, IX. 17, 33, 119, 381, 470, 4Q0—492, 496,

516—520; coins of, 491, 492, PI. IX. 1—3, shew
bow-case, 66, axes, 72 ;

vases from, 339
Cersona, 533
Chabrias, 548
Chaburn, 518—520
Chain, 172, 217 f. 1 19, 399—402 f. 294, 405—408 k 295,

41 1 f. 298, 414, 427 ^318, 430, 431 f. 321 ; net-work,

195 f. 88, 394—397, 400, 401 f. 294, 426 f. 316
Chalcedon, 438, 531, 546, 578, 623 n. 8

Chalcedony, 233, 401 f. 294, 405, 410—414 ff. 298, 299,

427 f. 318, 428, 430, 431 f. 321 ;
cylinders, 193 f. 83,

41 1 f. 298
Chalcidian vases, 339
Chalcis, 352
Chamaecoetae, 129
Chamberlain, 613, 615
Chambers, grave, Greek, 294, 323, 417—425 ff. 308—

•

313, 433 ff. 323, 324; v. “catacombs,” vault
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Ch‘ang, 92
Ch‘ang-’an, 114 n. 3
Chang K'ien, 92, 121 n. 8

Chantre, E., 239 n. 4
Chapels, 509—513
XAPA, 410
Charaspes (Adraspus, 123), 487
Charax, IX. 19, 523
Charchan Darya, I. 114 n. 3
Charcoal foundations, 454
Charon’s coin, 453, 483
Chatyr Dagh, IX. 19 f. 2

Chaurana, VI. 114 n. 3
Chavannes, E., on W. Turks, 114 n. 1

Cheek-ornaments (horses), 75, 76, 169 f. 60, 185 f. 78,

287 Add., 291
Cheek-pieces, 75—77; v. Psalia

Cheese, 49
X«Xittpx 7

? 5 ) 612, 614
Xeipo/3oXtVrpai, 526
Chelbasi river, IX. 21

Chenisci, 382, 383
XEPX., 492
Cheremis, I. 104
Cherkes (Cercetae, Circassian), IX. 24, 39, 48, 129
Chernaja, R., 497, 528
Chernigov, I., govt of, 104; earthworks in, 146; gem

from, 414 f. 301 ;
Tripolje areas in, 133

Chernjakhovo, IX. 192
Cherronesus, 493 n. 1 ;

Nea, 497, v. Chersonese
Cherson, 493 n. 1, v. Chersonese
Xeptro vatrov, (3(0//,6s ras, 544, 546
Chersonese, 493—-_yyj> ;

plan and view, p. 493, Plan VII.

f. 333; environs, Map VIII. p. 495:
amphorae, 359, 360, Panathenaic, 516 Add.; art

products, 294

—

414, 514, 515, 538; Bosporus, 516,

517, 521—532, 556, 592, 596, 604, 608; buckle,

273, 507 f. 339 ; Byzantine, buildings, 295, 508

—

5 1 3, 538, small antiquities, 514, 5(5, 538, coins,

5 -,, officials, 542, 543 : Cercinitis, 490, 491 ;
coins,

541—550 lated, 522, 523, Byz. 532: deities, 361,

5 t3—546, destruction, 494, 539; Dorism, 444, 493,
=4.4; emblemata, 385; foundation, 515 and Add.;

3 tffiii, .361; graves, 421, 422, 506, 507 f. 339,
c nber, 421 fif. 310, 311, 508, painting, 320; stele,

t*7, 5°7 f- 339 : history, 515—539; institutions, 540

—543; jewelry, 291, 397—399- 4°2 - 406—408 f. 295 ;

magistrates, 540—543; Maiden, 475, 516—518, 520,

541—550; Medusa, 291 n. 1; Mithridates, revolt

from, 588, tribute to, 520 : name, 493 n. 2 ;
Olbia,

459, 470; “Old,” 496—499, 513; pots, 339, 341,

Milesian, 339 Add., glazed, 357 : Rome, 522—526 ;

safety from Goths, &c., 127, 494; see of, 493 n. 1,

53 V 539; site
- 4- r 7> 18, 495 sqq. ; trade, 440, 538;

wall, 295, 498—506 ff. 334—338; tomb in, 422,

499, Plan VII. inset, jewelry from, 291, 397—399,

402, 410 n. 1, urns, 380: war with Scilurus, 119,

518—520, with later Sc., 469, 523
Chersonese, Cape, IX. 18, 495, 496
Chersonesite at Olbia, 421 ; on Bosporus, 627
Chersonesus in Crete, 493 n. 1

Chersonesus Minor, VIII. 18, 493, 495, 517, 518
Chersonesus Taurica, 493 n. r

Chersonesus Thracia, 117, 493 n. 1

Chersonesus Trachea, 8

Chertomlyk Barrow, IX. 88, 152, 153, /yy

—

163 ff. 43

—

53 :

amphorae, i6r
;
arrows, 157, 161 ; bits, 165 ;

cantharos,

165 Add., 349; car, 75, 165; cauldrons, 80, 157,

162 f. 50, 165, 268; date, 287 Add.; dish, 161, 384;
earrings, 62, 161; fingerrings, 64, 161 ;

gorytus, 67,

164 f. 53, 284—286 f 206, 287 Add.; greaves, 74,

161
;

grooms, 153; horses’ trappings, 165, 290;
knives, 72, 157, 161 ;

mirrors, 157, 161 ;
plan, 156

Chertomlyk Barrow (contd)

f. 43; plates, 157, 258 f. 45; pottery, 165 Add.;
plundering a mistake, 155 Add.; quivers, 262, 165;
sheath, 71, 164 f. 53, 286—287 f. 207 ;

silver, 382,

384; skulls, 46 ;
standards, 78, 165 ; strips, 157 f. 44,

283; swords, 70, r63 ff. 5 1 , 5.2, 263, 270; torques,

^3- r 57> 158 f- 45, 161, 165; whetstone, 73, 165;
whips, 77, r6i ; women’s dress, 6r, 62, 258 f. 45,
r 6 1 :

vase, 159— 162 ff. 46—49, 288, 289, dress on, 57; har-

ness on, 75; horses on, 48 ; for kumys, 8r
Cherub= griffin, 1 r 3
Chigirin, dist. of (Kiev govt), IX., Sc. tombs in, 277;

early Greek pots from, 339 ;
pins from, 191 f. 83

Chih-chih, 92
Children, 368
China, 124, 121 ; v. Chinese:

attraction for Turks, 90, 95 ;

Mongol funerals in, 89 ; offerings at Khan’s tomb,

90;
monsters not indigenous, 280

;

relations between nomads and, 91—93, 246

;

trade with, 443, 558; visited by Yen-ts‘ai, 107
Chinese, account of nomads, 90—94 ;

art, 262, 280;
cauldrons, 79, 246; name for Greeks, 129 n. 4; on
Khalkas, 113; knives (cash), 243 f. 151, 246, 261;
mirror types, 66, 246, 261

;
perhaps Hyperboreans,

114; rattle, 78, 243 f. 152, 248 n. 2; roundel, 280
n. 4; wall, 214 n. 3, 122, v. China

Chingiz Khan, advice to his sons, 95; burial of, 88, 89;
complexion of, 45 ; employs foreigners, 252 ;

rise of,

44
Chios, 442, 627
Chisel, 228
Chmyreva Barrow, IX. 152, 168, 169 ff. 58—62:

earring, 395 n. 5; lioi'se trappings, 75, 76, 168, 169

ff. 58—62, 269, 290, 403 ;
necklace, 400 ;

plate,

268 Add., 383 ; wrestler plaque, 57 n. 2, 269 f. 62

Chobruchi, IX. 446
XtiSfapfos?], King, 219 n. 5
Chophrasmus Phorgabaci, 625, 625
Chorasmians, di'ess of, 62

Chornyj Jar, I. 273 n. 5

Chou Dynasty, 92, 224, 222; annals, 113, 225

^=XpccroO, 236: =eKaTOVTapx^, App. 22

Chreste, stele of, 302 f. 223, 627 n. 3

Chrestus Papiae, 526
Christ, representations of, 524
Christian, amulet, 320 n. 4; burials, 620; “catacombs,”

320, 620; inscriptions, 303 f. 217, 382, 620

Christianity, on Bosporus, 620; at Cherson, 530—532;
and Russia, 534 sqq.

Chrysopolis, 536, 537
Chtlionian deities, 606 n. 20, 629, 620

Child, 257 n. 3; mines, 7, 244
Chufut Kale, 494
Chuni (Huns), 222 n. 2

Churches, basilican, 509—522 f. 340; Caucasus and

Crimea, 523 n. 2 ;
cave, 295, 523 n. 2 ; Chersonese,

509—515 b 340; cruciform, 522 b 340—525; Kerch,

564; objects from,, 5
1 4, 525

Churubash lake, III. 20, 329
Chussovaja R., I. 207

Chuvash, I. ;
soul waits forty days, 91 ;

stuff horses,

91
Chvojka, V. V., on early stone age, 231 ;

on neolithic

station, 232; on Tripolje culture, 234—242; on

later graves, 292

Cilicia, 8, 590, 596, 599
Cilicum Coh., 525 n. r

Cimbri, 40, 436
Cimmerians, 40 sqq. ;

Assyrian conflict, 42, 225; cut in

two by Scyths, 42; earthworks, &c., 40; Homeric,

87M.
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Cimmerians (contd)

436, 437; kings’ tomb on Tyras, 41; Lydia, 42;
meaning of, 100; nationality of, 40 sqq., not Kelts,

436, not red skeleton folk, 145 ; not on sarcophagus
from Clazomenae, 53; not Thracian, 41 ;

pass Cau-
casus, 42 ;

raids made together with Thracian
Treres, 41, 1

1

5

Cimmerice, III. 21, 570
Cimmericum (Opuk), III. 20, 561, 572, 621
Cimmeris, III. 21, 570
Cios, 437
Circassians, 24, 128
Circe, 437
Circeii, 437
Cissii, dress of, 61

Cistern, 457, 508
Cists, 142, 145, 422
Civil war, 578, 579
Clamps in masonry, 169, 499
Clarke, Dr E. D., 194, 494, 497, 508, 521 n. 3, 566
Clasp, 224 f. 127, 402
Claudius Imp., 522, 524 n. 1, 596, 598, 599, 602
Claudius Gothicus, 126
Clazomenae, sarcophagus from, 53; men of, 567, 570;

vases, 338, 570
Clement, S. of Rome, 497, 513, 530—534, 536
Cleombrotus Pantaclis, 462, 463
Cleomenes, 1

1 7 , 626
Cleopatra Selene, 603
Client Princes, 594, 595, 603, 604, 612
Cliffs at Taganrog, 1 ; west of Dnepr, 2 ; Chersonese,

495
Climate, 4 sqq.

Cloisonne, enamel, 387, 404, 405, 430—431 f. 321 ; inlay,

222, 271, 273, 282 ; mosaic, 430, 431 f. 321
Club, v. Heracles
Cnidos, amphorae, 359, 441
Cniva, 126

Cnossus, pots, 141, 142 n. 3
Coastline, general shape of compared to bow, 9 ; fairly

well known to ancients, 1 1 ; detailed survey of,

1 1 sqq.
; shoals, 3

Coat, Scythic, 37—61 ff. 12, 13; tail-coat, 59 f. 12, 60,

248
Cocceius, 446 ;

crowned, 388
Cock, 208 f. 106 ; fight, 41 1 f. 298
Coffins, stone, v. sarcophagi

:

wooden, 202, 210, 214 b 115, 322—333, ff. 232— 242,

422, 424 f. 314, 429; inner, 202, 323, 329; Kul
Oba, King, 196, 202, 329, Queen, 202—205 ff. 100

—

104, 305, 329: Nymphaeum, 2ro, 214 b 115, 329;
plaster and terra-cotta decorations, 332—334 ff.

241—243, 370—374 ff. 269—277; Olbia, 322 f. 232,

420; other Scythic tombs, 157, 216
Coliors, I. Cilicum, II. Lucensium, I. Bracaraugusta-

norum, 525 n. 1 ;
IV. Cypria, 614; Thracum,

470, 614; I. Bosporiana, 614
Coins, (v. 661 sqq.), artistic merit of, 414:

Bosporan, 581—611, 627—633; Pis. V.—VIII., IX.
10—24

;

Cercinitis, 491, 492; PI. IX. 1—-3;
Chersonesan, 547—550; PI. IV.; Byzantine at

Chersonese, 532:
collections of, 661 :

dating graves &c., 187, 253, 312, 319, 320, 329 n. 4,

408 n. 3, 420, 429, 430, 433, 434, 470, 502, 585 ;

cf. Lysimachus :

foreign at Chersonese, 516; Olbia, 470:
Han in Siberia, 253:
Nymphaeum, 561; PI. IX. 8, 9:
Olbia, 482—487; PI. II., III.:

Roman, 187, 253:
Ryzhanovka, set in rings, 64, 180, 291 :

Sindi, 632; PI. IX. 25— 27:

Coins (contd)

Spartocid, 581—586:
tamgi on, 47 n. 5, 317 f. 227 :

Theodosian, 559; PI. IX. 4— 7:

types no evidence for cults, 476, 480;
Tyras, 447, 448 f. 329 bis, PI. I.

Colander, 206, 221, 288
Colaxais, 43; name, 39, 100

Colchi, Colchis, II. 24, 128, 436, 437, 587—589, 594,
598, 604; coins, 632, PI. IX. 29

Cold, effects of. 5, 45
Collar, 215, 234 f. 139, 235, 253, 280, 402, 429 f. 320
Colleges of magistrates, 471—475, 540—542 and Add.
Colonization, 438, 439
Colophon, 627
Colour with skeletons, 13.2—14.3 and Add., 1 5 1 , 175,

223, 228, 229 f. 1 3 1, 370 n. 3
“ Colouristic ” fashion, 281, 387, 404
Columbaria, 422, 503 f. 337
Colus, 5

Comb, 335, 399
Combat represented, of animals, 155 f. 42, 157 f. 44,

159 f. 46, 164 f. 53, 198, 199 ff. 91, 92, 203 f. 98,
209—214 ff. 108, 112, 1

1 4, 1 15, 270 b 186, 275

—

277 ff. 195— 200, 424, 425 ff 314, 315, v. beasts

archers, 54, 55 ff. 8, 9, 61 f. 13, 255 f. 173; cavalry,

314 f. 224, 315 f. 225, 316, 319 f. 230; infantry,

3 i6 > 3i7 f- «7 :

king and beast, 41 1 f. 298, 412, 427 f. 318
Comma and point pattern, 255, 256 ff 175— 177, 272

—

279 ff. 188— 192, 196, 198— 200
Commerce, 439—444, v. trade

Commerciarii, 343
Commodus, 446, 523 ;

indication, 390 n. 6
Communications in Asia, 1 [4

Communion, 218 Add. cf. 138 f. 45, 203 f. 98
Comontorius, 125
Comosarye Gorgippi f., 571 n. 1, 573, 578, 617; monu-

ment of, 22, 296
Complimentary decrees, 468—471, 524, 571, 574—577,

580
Composite order, 3 1

5

Concubine, buried with king, 88, 89
Cone-earring, 191 f. 83, 395
Constans (526)

Constantine I., 526, 327, 531
Constantine Manasses, 533
Constantine the Philosopher, 313, 333, 334, =Cyril
Constantine IX., Porphyrogenitus, 532, 535—537; on

Dnepr rapids, 28; river names, 28, 38, 122 n. 5 ; on
Capha, 558; Cherson, 440, 441, 493 n. 1, 526— 538

Constantinople, 527 ;
commerce with Cherson, 538

;

councils of, 493 n. 1, 531; cf. Byzance
Constantinovo, bit, 76 f. 19 ;

pots, 82 ff 24, 25
Constantius, 385, 470, 526, 610
Constitution, v. Institutions

Contests, gymnastic, 66 n. 10, 463, 473, 474, 346, 547,
626 ;

lyre-players and flautists, 626 ; trumpeters and
heralds, 547

Conti, long spears, 68
Contracted burials, 142, 177 f. 72, 187, 228, 229

f. 131

Contractors, 461, 472, 475
Convolvulus, 430
Cook, A. B., 85 Add., 289 n. 2

Cook, S. A., 617
Cook buried with king, 88
Cooking, 49, 80
Copper: in Altai, 7; workings, 241:

age, 132 n. 4, 228, 37011.3; in Siberia, 241—248;
arrow-heads, 142; axe, 1361.30, 143, 228, 247 b

160, 237 n. 3; coins (i.e. bronze) exchange of, 461;
emblenta, 232 n. 5, 381 ; knife, 242 b 150, 245 f. 154,

247 f. 164, 248; scales mixed with iron, 224, 229;
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Copper (contd)

scythes or sickles, 242 f. 150, 246, 247 f. 162; tools,

242 f. 150; v. bronze
Coptic textiles, 316 n. 2, 336
Coral, in Sc. tombs, 65 ;

inlay, 268, 278 f. 201

Coralli, 12 1 n. 2

Coretus sinus, 17
Core, v. Persephone
Corinthian order, 331, 456
Corinthian vases, 338, 339
Corn, gift of, 575, 580; price of, 460—462 ;

trade, 440

—

444, 517, 556, 574—578; tribute, 520, 586
Cornelius Pudens, 522
Cornucopiae, 630
Corocondame, III. 22—24
Corocondamitis, L., III. 22—24
Coronitis, r 7, 490 n. r

Coroplast’s shop, 363, 364
Cos, 463 ;

wine of, 442
Cosmetics, Scythic, 84, 232
Cossack Bay, VIII. 496—498, 513
Cossacks, dress of, borrowed from Tartars, &c.

, 46, 316;
waterways used by, 30; whips, 77

Cotieri, 44 n. 1

Cotta, 52 r, 587
Cotys I. (Bosporus), 522—524, 590,595

—

604, 61 1, 613,

632, 633
Cotys II., 24, 304, 524, 604— bob

,
6 r 1 , 614, 632; coin of,

type, 304; coin in “catacomb,” 319
Cotys III., 607, 61 r, 632
Cotys V. Sapaeus of Thrace, 590, 595, 604
Cotys of Lesser Armenia, 590, 604
Couch, bronze mounting, 378, 379 f. 282 ; foot, 172 f. 69,

420
Council, v. Senate
Count, 532, 610, 614
Countermarks, 485—487, 548, 549, 576, 629, 630, 633
Court, Bosporan, 612, 613; Imperial, 46911. 2, 608
Cousinery, 52 1 n. 3
Cowrieshells, 64
CR., account of, xxv
Crater, bronze, 375
Craterus, 561
Cremation, among Greeks, 415 and Add., 420, 422—425,

428

:

traces among Scyths, 177, 226; in later graves, 187;
in Siberia, 252 ;

at Tripolje, 140, 141

Crematoria, 415
Cremni, IX. 21, 52
Cremnisci, 13

Crepe, 336, 390
Crescent and star, 592 f. 347, 602, 603, 617, 629, 633
Crichiniri, 490 n. 1

Crim Tartars, 317 n. 1, 494, 558, 559
Crimea, coast range, 1 ;

steep to, 3, 4 ;
vegetation of,

5 n. 4 ; long unoccupied by Greeks, 5 n. 4, 495

:

dolmens, 146:
tribes of, ior, 127:

coins of its Khans, 317 n. 1 :

palaeolithic finds, 13 1 n. 5:

S.W. part, 495—498
Crisconorus, 526, 527, 604 n. 5

Criu Metopon, IX. 8, 19

Croats, 124
Cross, 303 f. 217, 308, 320, 514, 538, 610; chuiches,

51 1 f. 340-513^
Crown, 233—235 f. 138, 280, 283, 333, 336, 384,

590 ff. 285, 286, 404, 405, 420, 430, 432 f. 322, 433,

434 f. 325, 624; as reward, 388, 459, 464, 468, 470,

472, 520, 575; kingly, 218 Add., 586, 589
Crozier, 515
Crystal, 177, 208 f. 106, 265, 406, 408, 413, 414, 430
Csengery, A. on Scyths, 99 n. 6

Ctenus, VIII. 496—498

Ctesias, on Sc. invasion of Darius, tt6 n. 3
Cucutem, IX. 134
Cuirass, 74, v. armour
Cults, Bosporus, 615—620; Chersonese, 543—546;

Olbia, 475—481 and Add.
; Scythic, 85, 86 and

Add.
;

Tyras, 446
Cumae, 439
Cumans (Polovtses), burials, 89—91, 240; natural

boundaries, 27, 240 ; oaths, 87
Cunningham, Sir A., 254 n. 1

Cuno, J. C.
,
98 n. 1

Cup, 43, 59 f. 12, 60, Si, 82 ff. 24, 25, 180, 186 f. 79,
187, 200 f. 93 and Add., 218 Add., 235 f. 144, 287,
288 and Add.

:

inscribed, 235, 361, 507 f. 339 ; from Pavlovka, 80 f.

23, 81
;
buried with kings, 88 ; drunk from in pairs,

83; silver from Majkop, 144 f. 36 and Add.; skull
cup, 8r, 83 f. 26; Uvarov, 235 and Add., 409 n. 10;
worn at belt, 43, 8t n. 6; v. cylix, scyphus, cantharos

Cup-bearer, buried with king, 88
Currency, 459, 461, 472, 473, 576, 632, 633
Curses, 466, 516, 620 and Add.

; to protect grave, 319
Customs of Scythians, 47—88; foreign, among Sc., 84
Customs-duty, 473, 576, 624 n. 1

Cyathus, 430
Cybele, 298, 377, 458, 479 and Add., (619)
Cylinder, engraved, Oriental, 410—412 f. 298; in

Scythic tomb, 64, 193 f. 85, 270, 412; Persian,

with nomads, 61 f. 13 ; Perso-Greek, 263, 265,
410—412 f. 298; as a die, 393

Cylix, 350 f. 256, 351 n. 1, 361, 382— 384, 452 n. 1,

477, 47§> 479; in Scythic use, 81, 176, 182, 196,

206, 210, 221, 348, 383
Cyma, Cymation, 287 Add

, 294, 306, 328 f. 239, 331,
424 f. 314

Cymbals, 331, 428, 515
Cyme, jewelry from, 392 n. 6, 395 n. 12, 397 n. 4,

399 n. 6, 403, 406 n. 3 ;
foundation of, 439

Cymry not= Cimmerii, 40
Cypress, 84, 87
Cyprian, citizen, 627; cohort, 614; jewelry, 386, 387,

395; mouth-plates, 422; vases, 338
Cypro- Phoenician style, 299, 382
Cyrbasia, 44 Add. f. o, 59 f. 12, 60, 112

Cyrene, frescoes at, 308 ; vases exported to, 341
Cyril, S. (Constantinus Philosophus), 513, 533, 534
Cyril Street, Kiev, neolithic station, 132, 137 f. 31, 140;

palaeolithic station, 13

1

Cyrus river, I. 30
Cytae (Cytaea), III. 20
Cytais, 436
Cyzicus, I. 518, 587 :

coins, 459, 462 n. 1, 470, 485, 627, 631 ; types of, 284,

394 :

.

foundation, 439 ;
months, 472

Daci, 102, 123, 126, 464; Roman wars with, 523;
standards, 78 n. 6

Dadicae, dress of, 61

Dado, 307, 309
Dadus Satyri, 473, 486
Dadus Tumbagi, 468
Dagger, 385 ; Scythic, 58, 59 f. 12, 60, b8—72, 158 f. 45,

171 f. 65, 172 f. 66, 229, 236, 261, 262; Siberian,

242—250 ff. 150, 151, 169— 171, 257, 258 b 179
Dahae, I. not = Ta-hia, 129 n. 4
Daix (Ural R.), I. 122

Dalton, O. M., 63, 172, 236, 234, 260, 265, 268, 271,

273, 282 n. 2, 411, 512 n. 3, 514 n. 1, 515 n. 4
Damiorgus, 516, 517, 540, 541
Dancers, 197 f. 90, 320, 335, 367, 427 f. 318; vases,

346, 368
Dandace, IX. 498 n. 1

Dandarii, IX. 128, 576, 589, 597, 598

87—
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Danube, I. 1, 27, 120; mouths, 11— 13, 27; tributaries,

27, 28; Darius crosses, 116; Scyths cross, 118;
tribes about, 120—126

Daphnus, stele of, 302 f. 215, 625
Darial pass, I. 41
Darievka, IX. 777, 178 f. 73:

frontlets with temple-ornaments, 62, 394 ;
griffins,

1 78 f. 73, 283; sword, 70
Darius, desecrates Scyths’ tombs, 92; epitaph, 112;

invades Scythia, 27, 116, 7/7, 237, 340, 458 ;
and

Gaumata, 410, 41 1 f. 298 :

vase, v. Xenophantus
Darts, 68, 197 f. 90 top

Datames, 56, 412
Dated coins, Bosporus, 590—61 1 ; Chersonese, 522, 523,

549
Date-palm 343 f. 249
Daulis, 425 n. 1—dava, Dacian termination, 124
Debt, 459, 461, 462, 474
Decius, defeat of, 126, 470
Decoration, surface, 18 1 f. 75, 203 f. 98, 238 f. 146,

260 f. 182 bis, 275 f. 197
Decrees, procedure for, 446, 471, 472, 540, 580
Dedications, 176, 232, 304 f. 218, 361, 446, 462, 468,

469, 473—482 and Add., 544—546 and Add., 581,

615—619
Deer, 5; Scythic, 77 f. 20, 78, 260, 264—268:

representations, 157b 44, 1 7 1 f. 65, 181 f. 75, 186 f. 79,
188 f. 80, 191—193 ff. 83—85, 198, 199 ff. 9 r

,
92,

203 b 98, 205, 207 b 105, 208 f. 106, 213 b 114,

214 ff. 1 1 5, 219, 222, 226 f. 129, 228, 233 f. 138,

234, 236, 238, 239 ff. 146, 147, 247 f. 165, 248,

251 f. 172, 256 f. 177, 257, 258 f. 182, 267 f. 183,

272 f. 190, 275 f. 197, 285 f. 206, 286 b 207, 288,

290 ; on gem, 411b 298 ; heads, 232 ; at Sindzherli,

263 n. 7 :

coins, 544, 547—549, 629, 630
Deev Barrow, IX. 770, 180, 266, 283 n. 5, 382, 393,

397- 4°o
Dejixiones, 466, 620 and Add.
Degradation, decorative, 77 b 20, 150, 155 f. 42, 1571.44,

158 b 45, 166— 168 ff. 54—57, 180, 184— 186 ff. 77
—

79, 191 f. 83, 201 f. 95, 219 f. 123, 256 f. 177, 257
and Add., 258 ff. 180— 182, 263 ff. 183, 184, 283, 299

Deidamia, 285
Deified, dead, 304, 606 n. to; kings, 577, 606, 620
Deissmann, 469 n. 2, 622
Delius Apollae, 544 n. 1

1

Delos, confederation of, 447, 458, 561 ; houses at,

30711.3, 456; joins in founding Chersonese, 515;
proxeny, 462

Delphi, 477; attacked by Kelts, 125; dedications by
Paerisades II, 580, III (?) 581, 582; griffins,

264 n. 1 ;
inscriptions mentioning Pontic Greeks,

444; joins in founding Chersonese, 515 ;
proxenies,

&c., 517; standards, 187 n. 1

AeXrplvtos, 176, 361, 477
oeXtpvs, 477
Delta of Danube, IX. 11— 13; of Don, IX. 21, 567
Demerdzhi, Church at, 513 n. 2

Demeter, 393, 454, 479, 619; Chthonia, 620; Thesmo-
phoros, 619; priestess of, 619, tomb of, v. Bliznitsa,

Gt, 423

:

bust of, 300; head of, bronze, 378, painted, 3ro;

terra-cottas, 367 :

coins, 352 n. 5, 447, 448, 484, 486, 487, 602
Demetria and Pamphile, 296
Demetrius, S., 514
Demetrius Callatianus, 118

Demetrius (coin), 548
Demetrius Poliorcetes, 580
Demetrius, potter, 352
Demidov, P., 253 n. ;

Democrates Aristogenis, 526
Demons averted, 422
Demos, v. People
Demosthenes, on Pontic trade, 441-—442, 555, 557 ,574,

575> 57§> 580. 631
Demoteles Theophili, 545
Denarii, 525, 548
Derevitskij, A. A., 363 n. 1, 375 n. 2

Dergavs, 259 n. 6

Desiccation of steppe, 3
Deserts in Herodotus, 27, 105, 106

Desna, R., I. 103

Dexamenus, 4 10, 413 ff. 299, 300, 414
Dhimini, 134 n. 1 and Add.
Dia, III. 20, 561

Dia... Heracleota, App. 18a, 524
Diaconicum, 512, 513
Diadems, 170, 172, 179, 182, 202, 222, 233—235 ff. 138,

J 39> 39 2 ff- *88, 289, 393, 404, 430, 432 f. 322
'

Diadochus, 615
Dialect, 319, 336, 359—361, 383, 466, 469, 480, 491,

493- 54G 560
Diana, 544
Didius Gallus, 597
Didyma, style of temple at, 287 Add.
Dies, survival of 2 66, v. plates, use of, 284, 287 but v.

Add.
;
coin-dies, 600

Dieulafoy, M., 257 11. 1

Difftrents on coins, 633
5ik(j}v irpaKTcop, 319, 613
Dinarchus, 573—575, 578
Dio Chrysostom, visited Olbia, 9, 15, 123, 447, 453, 454,

464, 466—4J0, 472, 476, 480
Dioclea, 616
Diocletian, 526, 531, 609
Diodorus Siculus, on Bosporus, 563, 570— 572, 578— 580,

626 :

early history of Scythians, 36 ; contaminated account
of their origin, 44

Diodotus of Bactria, 122 n. 1

Diogenes, Count, 532
Diogenes Diogenis, 526
Siolkcik, &c., 473, 542 and Add.
Diomede, 285
Dionysia, 459, 465, 478
Dionysius (month), 546
Dionysius Diophanti, stele of, 303 f. 216
Dionysius Nicodromi, 465
Dionysius Olbianus, 465
Dionysius Periegetes, 25, 465 n. 8

Dionysopolis, 123 n. 9
Dionysus, cults, 458, 478, 518, 545, 616; ’Apelos, 616:

represented, 210 n. 3, 340—341 f. 247, 346, 351 n. 1,

364, 366, 367:
coins, 447, 602, 603, 616, 628—630

Diophantus Asclepiodori, inscr. in honour of, (App. 18),

119, 121 n. 2,463, 490, 491, 496—498, 518—520, 540—542, 558 ;
receives crown, 388 ; subdues Bosporus,

582
Diophantus Cosi, stele of, 303 f. 216
Dioscuri, 478, 486, 546, 585, 618, 630
Dioscurias (Sukhum Kale), I. 587 ; regarded as E. point

of Euxine, 9; trade of, 443; tribes about, 24, 127
n. 4, 587 ;

coin, 632
Diotimus, 548
Discos, 465, 473, 474; (paten) 514
Disease, Sacred,” among Scyths, 45
Dish, bronze, 196, 381; silver, 161, 384—386; Rliescu-

poris, 280, 384, 434 f. 325 ;
stone, 82, 175

Disk, in earring, 195 f. 88, 217 f. 119, 395—398 ff. 290,

291, 408, 427 f. 318, 431 f. 321:
winged, 61 f. 13, 208 b 106, 411 f. 298, 412

Distemper vases, xxxiii, 347, 348 f. 253
Ditch, v. vallum, slaves’, 31
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Divination among Scythians, 86, 87
Dnepi, R. (Borysthenes), IX. 11, 15, 27, 28, 29, 120, 441,

534; bend of, 2; rapids, n, 28; fishing, 6, 440;
mouth of N. point of Euxine, 8, position, 14— 16;
name, 38 ; salt at mouth of, 7, 534 ;

liman, 15, 440
Dnestr, R. (Tyras), IX. 27, 28

, 441, 445, 447; bar of, 4;
mouth, 13, 14; name, 38; not crossed by Darius,

1 16; tombs of Cimmerian kings upon, 41; tribes

about, 120, 122

Dobrudzha, IX. 12; Little Scythia, 118

Docks, 556, 564, 569, 619
Doeptunes, Ti. Jul., 6ro
Dog, 204 D. f. 103, 268, 278 f. 201, 330, 368, 402;

rhyton, 210; vase, 346
Dolls, 369, 370 and Add., 428
Dolmens, 145, 146 f. 37
Dolphins, 332, 373; coins, 483—485; cf- fish-coins;

coin-type, 476, 478, 484—487, 548, 602, 629
Dolzhok (2 m. S.E. of Veremje IX.), figurine, 139 f. 33
Dome, 509
Domitian, 523, 600, 602 ;

coins of, 408, 448
Domitius Calvinus, 589
Domitius Modestus, 504, 532
Don, R. (Tanais), 17, 27, 30, 32, 107, 120 :

bend of, 2 ;
delta of, 21, 27, 567 ;

mouth reckoned at

Bosporus, 10, 20; name = river in Ossetian, 38;
Sarmatae cross, 118; v. Tanais (river)

Don Cossacks, Land of, IX. 31 ;
Sc. finds in, 173 ;

sheath from (Tanais), 71, 263, 270 f. 186; statuettes,

38'
Donets, R., IX. r, 17, 30; bend of, 2

Donets, R. Dead, IX. 21, 567
Donguslav Liman, IX. 17, 18, 33
Doric, dialect, 359, 361, 469, 491, 493, 495, 324 n. 6,

526, 541 :

race,, 491, 493, 545, 570
Dorohoe, 385
Dort Oba, 283
Doschi, 128, 577
Doublets, place names, 17 ; tribe-names, 103
Dove, 397, 431 f. 321
Dracones, 78 n. 6
Dragendorff, H., 349 n. 3
Dragon introduced to China, 280
Drainage, Chersonese, 502, 308
Draughts, 335
Dress, 33—62

:

Bosporan, 56 f. 10, 301—304 ff. 213—218, pp. 313—319
ff. 223, 224, 227, 230; Olbian, 467:

Barbarian in Greek art, 53—57 ff. 8—9 ; Persian, etc.,

59 f- 12 :

Scythic, 53—62; in ordinary Greek art, 53— 56 f. 10;

in local art, 57, 158— 161 ff. 45—49, 169 f. 62,

182 f. 75 bis, 197 f. 90, 223 f. 126, 255 f. 174,

258 f. 178; women’s, 61, 62, 158 f. 45, 216, 218
f. 120 and Add.

Dress coat, 59 f. r2, 248
Drevlians, 103
Dromichaetes, 123
Dromos of vault, 417—420 ff. 308, 309
Apofj.o s ’AxiXXeus, IX. v. Tendra
Diugs, 7, 440
Drusus, 601
Dryopians, 85 Add.
Dubno, IX., sword from, 70
Dubois de Montpereux, F., 22 n. 4, 33, 129, 436, 495,

56+. 566
Dubrux, P., 195—205, 393, 564
Duck, on crown, 233 f. 138; earring, 395 n. 5; neck-

laces, 170, 400; textile, 336, 337 f. 244, v. 2;
vessel, 232 n. 5

Duckworth, W. PL, on skulls from Smela, 47 n. 1

Duhmberg, K. E.
, 415, 422, 636

Dukhova Mogila, 150

Diimmler, F., on “Pontic” vases, 53
Dumshin, O., 33
Dunavets, IX. 11— 13
Duncker on Darius, 1 1 7 ; on Scyths, 98 n. 10
Durm, R., on masonry graves, 294 11. 3
Dux, 526 11. 3, 532, 542, 543
Duzu Kale, 598 n. 4, 621 n. 17

> 594) 595> 601, 602, 6n

Dynamis, 561, 590—595, 601,611, 613; coin, 5921.347,
632

Dzharylgach, IX. 16, 17 ; v. Tamyrace
Dzhida, R. I., 253 n. 2

Dzieduszycki, W.
, 34

Dzungaria, I. 108, 113, 12911.4

Eagle, 207 f. 105, 21 1 f. 1 12, 238 f. 146, 253 n. 1, 257,
258 f. 182, 265, 268 f. 185, 273 f. 192, 276 f. 199,

290, 346, 405, 432 f. 322, 622; double-headed, 178
f. 73, 268; and dolphin, 360, 484, 485 : coins, 484

—

487, 629, 630
Earrings, in Scythic tombs, 62, 157, 161, 170, 177—180

f. 73, 191 f. 83, 195 f. 88, 202, 208 f. xo6, 2io, 216,

217 f. 119, 232, 236, 239 f. 148; Siberian, 244,
248

:

Greek, 384, 393, 394—398 ff. 290—293, 395 Add.,
404—409 ff. 296, 297, 420, 426—428 f. 318, 430,
431 f. 321, 507 f. 339, 568

Earth-goddess, v. Ge
Earthquake, 588, 619
Earthworks (v. vallum), 14b—148
Eastern taste in jewelry, 404 ; cf. Iranian

Ecclesia, 464, 471—473; cf. People
Ecclesiasterium, 455, 459, 472
Echidna, 43, 44 n. 2

tylvoi., on bits, 75, 206, 210, 214 f. 115
Edgar, C. C.

,
322 n. 1

Education, 613, 620, 623, 626
Effigies, sepulchral, 298, 305
Egg-and-dart, 328 f. 239
Egypt, Sacae in, Add. to 44 :

Grecian, its art (cf. Alexandria), compared with

Bosporan, 294, influence on, 404 ; bronze, 382 ;

coffins 322 n. 1, 323 n. 1
;

glass, 362 ;
glaze, 354,

357, 368, +44 i jewelry, 386, 387, 395 n. 1, 397 n. 7,

404—406; plate, 386 n. 4; pots, 353; textiles,

335, rose-pattern on, 316; toreutic, 35011. 2:

corn, 460
Egyptian, deities, Bes, 367, Add., 404, 428; Ilarpocrates,

618; ITathor, 404, 431 f. 321; Isis, 310, 404, 446,

468 Add., 606 n. 10, 618
;

Osiris, 381, 490; Sarapis,

310, 446, 468 Add., 602, 603, 606 n. to, 618 :

gems, 412 and Add., 452 n. 1; “porcelain,” 147, 338,

339; sculpture, 298 Add., 377:
vault, 170 f. 64, 194—200 ff. 86, 87, 89, 323

Eiones, IX. 17; v. Tendra
FjIPHBA, 485
elpiivys aefiaaT rjs, 522, 523, 545 n. 5

elaay&yiov, 624
ehruiyelcrOcu, 446, 471
ei<nron)TO s, 621, 623
Ekaterinenburg Dist.

,
I. 173; sword from, 70

Ekaterinoslav, IX. 31 ; Scythic tombs in government of,

152— 167 ;
Greek pots in, 339, 349

Elabuga, I. 257
Elections, 472, 473
Electrum, 196, 197 f. 90, 200 f. 93, 202, 203 f. 98, 205,

401 f. 294, 403, 410 n. 7:

coins, 584, 606, 607, 631, 632
Elephant, 346
Eleusis, 335, 423, 619
i\ev6lpas, 522, 524, 547—550
Elis, harness from, 155 n. x, 378
Elisavetgrad, IX. 153, 17 1, 173
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Elizavetovskaja Stanitsa, IX. 21, 270 f. 186 Add., 567,
626

Elpidius, S., 531
Eltegen, III. 20, 560; v. Nymphaeum:
tomb at, 208 f. 106, 213—215 ft. 1 r

4— 116, 329
Embalming, 87, 88
Emblema, 232 n. 5, 349, 350, 364—366 ft. 265, 266,

381, 384, 385
Embroidery, 336, 337 f. 244
Emeralds, 282, 396 f. 290, 405—408 f. 295, 431 f. 321
EMINAKO, 458', 485, 487
Emodus M., VI. 114 n. 3
Emperors, Roman, 335, 446, 522, 524, 525, 549:

coins of, 187, 253, 408, 470 ;
cult of, 482, 620; dedications

to or for, 446, 469, 593, 598, 605, 606; indications,

333, 385 ,
390 n. 6; priesthood of, 598, 620

heads of, on Bosporan coins, 595—61 r; presentations

to, 469, -609 ;
prostration to, 598

ip.ir6pi.ov, 451 n. 1, 452, 515 n. n
;

Tanais, 566 n. 12,

615
Empress, Roman, bust of, 233 f. [38, 280, 298
Enamel, 63, 158 f. 45, 170, 195 f. 88, 197 f. 90,

202, 205, 208 f. 106, 222, 224 f. 127, 271, 282 n. 2,

289, 387, 388, 391, 393—397. 4°o—4°5> 425—43 3

ff. 315, 316, 318, 320—322; Byzantine, 514
’Evdpees, v. ’Avapi.es, name, 39, 86, 100

iyxeipiSia. of Sacae, 7

1

Enetae, 102
English, 537, 539 n. 4
Engraving, bone, 188 f. 80; bronze, 1581.45, 378; gems,

q.v.
;
gold, 168 ff. 58—61, 195 f. 88 sqq., 287 Add.,

291 ;
ivory, 131, 204 A—D ff. too— 103, 330, 334;

silver, 144 f. 36 and Add., 159 f. 46 sqq., 167 ff. 56,

57, 206, 210, 211 f. no, 219 f. 121, 383— 385, 430,

43 1 f- 3 21

Enkomi casket, 260
ivtcvKhra, 613, 625
Ennion, glass maker, 362
ivvdpi.es = watersnakes, 105 n. 5

Eos and Memnon, 199 f. 92, 202, 402
iwapyos, 610, 6 rq
iirqKoos, 468 Add., 621— 623
Ephebi, 475
iipeSpiapds, 368
Ephemera, 6

Ephesus, foundations, 454; gold work, 260; griffins,

264 n. 1 ;
ivories, 260 f. 182 bis, 263, 273 ;

jewelry,

400 n. 5; sacked by Goths, 126

Ephorus, 44 Add., 120, 124 n. 4, 437, 439
Ephraim, S., 531
Ephthalite Huns, 93, 12211. 2; type of, 47
Epicrates Nicerati, 478, 479 n. 8, 482
Epictetus, vase-painter, 340
Epidaurius Tower, 461, 478
imp.e\'t)T'i)S

,

504, 517, 542, 614, 615, 625
iirtp/puievacu, 474, 612

Eponymous, magistrates, 472, 473, 541 ;
priests, 472,

54 1

Era, Actian, 595; Bosporan, 390—592, 609—61 1;
Chersonesan, 521, 542; none at Olbia, 472; used

by I’harnaces I., 590 n. 1 ;
Tyras, 446

ifyya<TT7j(j£ov, 566
Eris, 336
Eros, 235, 295— 297, 316, 317 f. 227, 320, 321 f. 231,

33 h .334) 335) 34* f- 247, 357. 364. 367. 378, 381,

384, 386, 392, 396—401 ff. 290, 294, 405, 408, 409,

414, 420, 424 f. 3
r 4, 427—434 ff. 318, 321, 322,

325, 457, 618, 619
Krzingan, dish and rhyton from, 265
Eskykrym, IX. 607 n. 2 ; not Cremni, 52 n. 2

Eskypolos, IX. 14

Etruria, its art compared with Bosporan, 293, 294, 377 ;

jewelry, 386, 387, 397 n. 15, 404
Eubiotus, 582

Eucleius, 546
Eucratides, 254
Eudoxus Cnidius, 1 1

8

eve^ia, 626
Eugene, S., 531
Eulimene, 336
eeXoyj/ros, 621, 622
Eumeius, 570, 572, 578—580, 583, 597
Eumenes II., 518
Eumolpus, 604
Eun[ice] Cotyis, 590, 598
Eunones, 597, 598
Eupaterius, 532
Eupator (?), 603
Eupator, 605, 606, 608, 61 1, 633 ;

coin of in “catacomb,”

319 ; inscr. of ftith tamga, 317 f. 227, 318 n. 1

Eupatoria, IX. 17, 490, 497 ;
v. Cercinitis

Eupatoria (Ptol.) = Eupatorium, II.

Eupatorium, 496—498, 519
euTrocria, 473
Euripides, 14, 544
Europa, 348, 425, 429
Europe, as defined by Herodotus, 31 ; Central, 260
Eusebius, dates in, 439, 458, 569
Euthydemus, 254
Euthymachos, 53
Eutropis, 6ro n. 2

Euxine, early knowledge of, 436—439 ; size and shape,

8 ; compared to a bow,' 9 ;
coasts harried by Goths

and Russians, 126
Evans, Sir A. J., 41

3

Evarnitskij, D. I., 290
Ewer, 380, 381, 386, 434
Exampaeus, IX. 28, 31 n. 2 ; cauldron at, 80 ; name, 39,

lOO
Exedra, 468
Exopolis, II. 524 n. 7

Exploration of Euxine, 436—438
Eyes, covered with gold leaves, 420—422, 507 f. 339

Factories, 438, 439, 451, 515
Fair Haven, v. Calos Limen
Falcons, 222
Farghana, I. 11311. 3, 11411. 3, 121, 12911. 4
Father of the city, Cherson, 533, 542 ;

Olbia, 472
Fauna of Steppe, 5, 6, 105 ; of Scythic and Siberian

art, 268
Fauns, 331
Faustina, coins of, 187
Fedulovo, 173 n. 3, 403
Feldstein’s “Catacomb,” 318
Felitsyn, E. D., 216
Fibula, 126, 215 n. 1, 259, 260, 383 f. 284, 507 f. 339
Fica, 398 11. 1

1

Figurines, Greek v. terra-cotta; Tripolje, 134— 142 ff.

3°, 33, 134 Add.
; cf. 370 n. 3

Fikellura, 338 n. 8

Files, carried by Tartars, 73
Filow, B., 525 n. 1

Finance, Bosporan, 612, 613; Chersonesan, 541, 542
and Add.; Olbiati, 471—475, director, 462, 472,

474
Finno-Ugrians, 4811. 1, 99, 252; tartarized, 94, 252
Finns, 46, 47, 103—106

, 175, 252, 257, 258, 406, 429;
river names, 103

Fiolente, Cape, IX. 18

Fish, 6, 7, 21 ; eaters of, 111 ;
trade in, 440, 575 :

coins shaped like, 415, 416, 453, 483—485; flat-

type, 453 ;
coloured glass, 362 n. 2 ;

gold plates,

184 f. 77, 236, 238 f. 146, 264 :

hooks, 415; plates for, 347
Flagon, 384
Flavia Domitilla, 530
Flavius Sergianus Sosibius, 525
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Flavius Vitus, 532
Fleet, Bosporan, 575, 392, 593, 6o_|, 606, 608, 614;

Byzantine, 532 ; Roman, 523, 525, 587, 588, 598
Fligier, L., on Altaic element in Sarmatae, 47, 99 n. 5
Flint implements, 130— 134, 137, 142; as amulet, 64,

236, 398 n. 11

Flora, 7

Flute, 430; -players, 320, 331, 335, 396 f. 290, 424 f.

314, 626
Fly-bead, 399, 427 f. 318
Fontan Island, III. 21, 613
Fontenay, E., 386 n. 7 sqq.

Food of Scythians, 49; l urks, 95
Foreigners, in Scythia, 444 ; in Bosporus, 627 ;

in

Chersonese, 524; in Olbia, 470
Forest, boundary of, 3, 27, Map I. shading
Forgery, 254, 257 n. 1, 283, 420, 486 Add., 603 n. 4
Forts (reixv), 49§> 516—520
Fortune, 3 ro, 311 f. 222; cf. Tyche
Forty days before wake, 88, 91, 106
Foundations, banded, 452, 454, 457
Founders, 464
Founding of Colonies, 439, 453, 458, 515 and Add., 569,

570
Fountain, 435, 561, 566, 569, 598
Francois Vase, 53, 54 f. 8

Franke, O., on Central Asian nomads, 47 n. 5, 91—94
Frankincense, 84, 87
Franko, Dr I., 531, 533 n. 10, 534 n. 1

Freezing of sea, 4, 6, v. ice

French work for Mongols, 252
Frescoes, Byzantine, 509, 512, 514; Karagodeuashkh,

216, 219; at Kerch, xxxii, 307—321 ff. 220—231;
Bliznitsa, 423 ff. 312, 313

Fressl, J., on Scyths, 99 n. 1

Fringe, 229
Friedlander, G., 492
Froehner, W.

,
386 n. 10 sqq.

Frog-beads, 399, 427 f. 318
Frontlets, 62, 392, v. diadems; horses (q. v.), 75, 76,

2 53i 287 Add., 290
Fullonica, 506 n. 4
Funduklej, I., on earthworks, xxix, 146 n. 5
Funeral customs, Scythian according to Herodotus, 87—

88, 153 sqq.; Altaic, 88—91 (v. burial, tombs):
feast, 153, 423, scene of (Totenmahl), 303 f. 217, 304,

310, 312, 313 f. 223, 314 f. 224, 315, 318 f. 229,

321 f- 231, 334, 478, 491, 627 n. 7:

furniture, 283
Fur, 105, 210, 248, 250, 336, 430, 44 1 ;

furrier, 441 n. 2

Furnaces, smelting, 244, v. kilns

Furniture, 334
Furtwangler, A., on Chertomlyk, bow-case, 284, vase,

289; gems, 410—414 ;
ibex-rhyton, 210 n. 2, 265;

sculptures at Odessa, 296 n. 10; Scythic style,

264—266; Vettersfelde, 236, 264, 413

FAIOT, 353
Gaius Imp. 596, 597, 601, 602
Galatae, 35, 123— 126, 460—463
Galatia, 516
Galba Imp., 598
Galerius Imp., indication, 390 n. 6
Galicia, IX. 125, 126, 239, 259 ; neolithic pottery, 133
Gallienus, 448 ;

indication, 390 n. 6
Gallop, representation of, 262, 304 f. 218
Galushchino, bone bead, 188 f. 80; cup, 81, 186 f. 79,

288; helmet, 74, 379 ; knife, 190 f. 82 ;
vase, 348

Games, 465, 546, 575, 626, cf. athletics; “men” for,

335
Gandarii, I., dress of, 61

Gardner, E. A., 395 nn. 1, 7
Gargaza, 579
Garinaei, VI. 114 m 3

Garlands, painted, 310, 311 f. 222, 312, 315—321 ff.

227, 231
Garlic, 49
Garnet, 58 f. n, 215, 232—235, 280—282, 384, 385,

396 f. 290, 404—409, 420, 430—435 ff. 321, 322,

325—328
Garnett, Dr R., 521 n. 4, 530
Garrison, 517 ;

Roman, 470, 523, 525, 598, 614
Gasteis, 352 n. 5, 384 n. 3
Gatalus, 1 18, 518
Gate, Aj Todor, 523 n. 7 ;

Chersonese, Plan VII. inset,

493>. 5°o f- 334. 502—50 5 f- 338 5 Novgorod, 538 ;

Olbia, 454
Gaumata, 410, 41 1 f. 298
Gavr'inis, 146
ya[fo0i/Aa£], 6 irepl av\-qi’, 613
Gazurius, stele of, 302, 369, 506 n. 9, 507 f. 339, 526 n. 2,

54 1 d44
Ge, 516, 545, 616, 621 ;

(Apia), 85
Gelas, 479
Gelding, peculiar to Scythians, 49, 75 n. 4
Gelendzhik, IX. 24, v. Pagrae

Geloni, 100, 441
Gelonus, eponymous hero, 43 ; town, 103 n. 5, 705
Gems, engraved, 410—414 ff. 298— 301 ;

in crowns, 390;
barbarian figures upon, 56, 41 1 f. 298 :

Babylonian, 410, 41 1 f. 298; Egyptian, 412 and
Add.:

Greek, 208 k 106, 210, 215, 216, 233 f. 138, 263,

401 f. 294, 410—414 ff. 298—301, 427 f. 318, 431
f- 321. 434 f- 325:

Perso-Greek, 193 f. 85, 208 f. 106, 263, 270, 410—412 ,

427 f. 318, 428; Scythic, 267, 41 1 f. 298
Genealogy of Scythian kings, 1 1 6 ; Spartocids, 583 ;

later

Bosporans, 590
yeveia, 108
yevucbs \oyo0eT7]S, 543
Genfchesk, IX. 16, 20, 592 n. 4
Genitive in -et, 352, 384, 434 n. 1 ;

in -eos, -ov or -01/s,

577 n. 12, 580; in -u, 625 n. 17

Genoese, 443, 446, 494, 539, 556—559
Gentiles, 622

Geography, 1—34
Geometric vase, 338, 451 n. 2

George, S., Icon of, 514; Monastery of, 510

Georgi Scythae, IX. (cf. Agricultural) 15, 27—31

Georgian annals, 41
Gepaepyris, 590, 596, 597, 601, 604, 611, 630
Gepidae, 126

Geremes, Round Barrow (Heremesse), IX. 142, 15 1,

269 ;
copper spear head, 68

Twin, 152
Germans, 120, 124— 127; akin to Scyths, 98; beast-

style, 259; relations with Kelts and Slavs, 103, 124;

work for Mongols, 252

Gernet, L., corn-trade, 443 n. 1

Gerrhi (tribe), 87
Gerrhus (land), IX. 17, 29, 31; Barrows in, 29, 150

—

J 73 „
Gerrhus (river), IX. 11, 17, 27, 29, 31; flows into

Maeotis, 30
Gerusa, II. 579 n. 1

Geta, 446, 469, 478, 486
Getae, 36, 38, 101 , 118, 120, 122—124, 447, 457—459,

464, 487; as slaves, 440; desert of, 116, 120

Gibbon on nomads, 93 n. 2

Gilding, on vases, 342 sqq.

Giel, Ch. xxx., 449, 593 n. 1, 608, 609, 628, 629, 638
Giles, Prof. H. A., 92 n. 1, 3, 121 n. 8, 129 n, 4,

246 n. 3
Gimirrai (Cimmerii), 42
Girl bathing, 340 f. 245 ;

playing, 368
Gjolbashi, 285, 287
Gladiators, 314, 353 n. 3
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TXanrotpayoi, 49, 50 n. 1

Glass, 362 f. 264 and Add.
,
428 :

draughts, 335; engraved, 208 f. 106; eyes to Ionic
capitals, 205 f. ro4, 330, 331 ;

in Scythic tombs, 82,

2rj, 224, 229—232; mounted in gold, 215; ifalian,

446, 515 ;
millefiori, 420 ; red, sham garnets, 282

Glaucus, 361
Glaze, metallic, 354—357, 368, 420
Glinishche, near Kerch, III., v. 562 f. 344 ; Christian

tombs at, 610 ; coffin from, 332 ; metrical epitaphs,

627; sculptures, 298:
Queen’s tomb at, 423, 433—433 ff. 325—328 ; bottle

from, 235, 280, 409, 433, 434 f. 326 ; bracelet, 409,

433, 434 f. 327 ;
bronzes, 434; crown, 390 and Add.;

harness, 409, 435 f. 328 ; mask, 390, 433 ;
plate,

384, 434; ring, 410, 434 b 325; silver dish, 280,

384. 433- 434 f- 32 5
Glycaria Asandri, 560, 361, 590, 591, 627
Glycarion and Polysthenes, stele of, 304
Gmelin, J., Buriat cooking, 80 11. 7 ; Siberian graves,

97 n. 1

Gnathia, 349, 370
Gnurus, Sc. king, 116

Goat, v. ibex, 5 ;
represented, 162 f. 50, 163 f. 51,

17 1, 172 ff. 65, 68, 229, 429 f. 320; goddess upon,

346
Goat-footed men, 109 ;

-herd, 386
Gobryas, 95
Goddess* in calathos, v. calathos : Great, 619; Scythic,

83, 218 Add.; winged, 154^40, r 7 1 , 266
Gods, Scythian, 83 and Add., 86
Goertz, K. K. on Taman peninsula, xxx, 21 n. 5,

566
Goetosyrus (Apollo), 85, 86
Gold, not found in Scythia, 7 ;

but perhaps in Tran-
sylvania, the Urals and Altai, 7, 113; most of it

imported, 440, 441, 631 :

characteristic material of Sc. and Turkish art, 269 ;

cups put in graves, 88, 89; frontlets (q.v.), 62;
plaques, 57, 62, v. plates ; sacred objects of, 43 ;

stories of, 441; strips (q.v.), 62 ;
worn by nomads,

62, 94, 281 ;
temple-ornaments (q.v.), 62 ;

work in,

Greek, 283—287, 386 sqq.

coinage, 448, 459—463, 485, 522, 549, 584, 629, 631,

632
“Gold Coast,” 44

1

Golden Barrow (Kerch), IX. 194, 195
Goldvvork, Greek, 386—410
Golubinskaja Stanitsa (Don Cossacks), armlets, 63,

64 f- 1

5

Golubinskij, E. E. ,
xxx, 535 n. 1, 538 n. 1

Goluchow Jewelry, 38611. 10 sqq.

Corner (Cimmerii), 42
Gontsy (Poltava) palaeolithic finds, 130
Goose, 1 73
Gordas, 610
Gordian, 523 ;

coins of, 187, 253 ;
indication, 385,

390 n. 6

Gorget, 210, 213 b 1 14
Gorgippia (Anapa), IX. 22, 24, 128, 295, 443, 566,

57°. 573- 574. 594. 598 nn. 4, 7, 607, 614, 616,

617, 619, 626 :

coins, 629, 632; Demos of, 598 n. 7, 613; names
from, not Iranian, 37, 127; Prefect of, 613, 625;
religious societies, 621, 623—625

Gorgippus Paerisadis, 573, 575, 578, 583
Gorgippus Satyri, 573, 578, 583
Gorgon, 173, 374, 375 b 278, 413, 427 f. 318:

-mask, 157, 161, 168 f. 59, 184 f. 77, 187, 197 f. 90,

204 b 99, 208 f. 106, 210, 213 f. 114, 216, 224,

265, 266, 269, 283, 29/, 295, 315, 332, 348 b 253,

367, 372 f. 274, 379, 384, 390, 401 f. 294, 406 n. 6,

4'4> 453 . 479- 484. 486
Gorobinets (near Darievka IX.), 348

Gorodishche
,
refuge camps not towns, 52 n. 3, 105 n. 4,

1 47>
i

J 75
Gorodtsov, V. A., xxx ; account of Belsk, 147 ;

on axes,

72 n. 13, 131 n. 5
Gorytus (Scythic bow-case and quiver in one), 53, 60,

61 f. 13, 66, 67 f. 17, 164 f. 53, 165, 197 f. 90,
201 f. 94, 220, 221 ff. 124, 125, 222, 284—287 Add.,

301 f. 213, 313 f. 223, 485, 506 n. 9, 507 f. 339
Goszkewicz, V. I., xxviii, xxx; on red skeletons, 145
Gothia, see of, 539
“Gothic” style in jewels, 222, 235, 259, 260, 280—

282, 384, 387 ; marks, 318 n. 1

Goths, 126—127
, 448, 569, 608—610 >

called Scythians, 119, 526, 608; conquered by Huns,
122; Crimean, 12711.2, 533, 539; destroy Olbia,

47°
Gouge, 242 f. 150
Gourd, beads, 399
Graces, 378
Graeco-Bactrians, 92, 122, 129 n. 4; bowl, 351 11. 7

Graeco-Roman art, 235, 237, 280—282; v. Rome
Graef, F.

,
on Scythian prudery, 284 n. 5

Graffiti, on pots, 361, 477 n. 10, 480, 543, 546, 556,

558, 616—619
ypanfj.ci.Te us, 446, 472, 340—342,612, 621, 623, 624, v.

Secretary

Granulated triangles, 186 f. 79, 191 f. 83, 208 f. 160 ;

cf. wolf’s teeth

Grapes, bunch, 331, 398—401 f. 294, 409, 424 f. 314,

427 f. 318, 561
Grass, 3, 7

Graves, v. tombs, without barrows, 143, 187, 192 ;

Siberian with stones, 241—247 ;
richness of in S.

Russia, 294, 387 ;
-stones, v. stelae

;
varieties at

Olbia, 416, 417 ft. 302—307; Chersonese, 421;
Bosporus, 422—’435 ;

vaults, v. “catacombs”
Great. Yii, 91
Greaves, 74, 161, 182, 196, 202, 379, 306 n. 9, 507

f- 339
Greece, little jewelry from, 387
Greek :

exploration, 436—438:
influence on China, 92 ; on Scyths, 84

:

Chinese, Indian and Persian for, 1290.4:
language on the Bosporus, 319, 625:
merchants, 283, 284

:

work for Scythian market, 283—291 and Add. to 287

Greeks, in the interior of Scythia, 105, 169, 284, 289,

290, 441 ;
against Persians, 286

Green, F. W., 338, 412
Green well, Canon, his axe from Kerch, 41 and Add.

;

Cyzicus staters, 284
Gregory Nazianzen, 622

Griffins, 40, 58 b 11, 77, 78, 113, 1 5 1 , 155 f. 42, 157

—

161 ff. 44—47, 1661.55, 167, 168 f. 57, 177, 178

f. 73, 179, 18 1 f. 75, 184, 18511.77,78, 187, 191

f. 83, 197 f. 90—199 f. 92, 201 f. 95, 203 f. 98, 208

f. 106, 211 f. 111, 215, 218 f. 120, 219 b 122, 228,

254—258 ff. 175— 177, 180, 1 8 1 ,
260, 264, 268, 269,

275 f. 196, 276 f. 198, 279 f. 205, 283, 284, 285 f. 206

—288, 291, 298, 343 f. 249, 374, 391—393. 398 -

401 f. 294. 403, 411 f. 298, 424, 425 ff. 314, 315,

458; head, 208 b 106, 222, 393, 427 f. 318, 428:

symbolic meaning of, 78

:

sea-griffin, 427 f. 318, 428 :

coins, 547, 629—631
Grivna, 538
Grod, 610
Gromovka, IX. 259 n. 2

Groom, buried with King, 88, 153, 165, 196, 202 ;
wears

neck-rings, 63, 165

Gross, F. I., 306, 636
Grote on Scyths, 98 n. 4
Grotesques, 369, 415, 428
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Grundy, Dr, 443 n. r, 499 n. 1

Grushevka, IX. 177 f. 72; earring, 395 n. 5; whet-
stone, 73

Guilloche, 288, 458
Guljaj Gorod, IX. 174!. 70, 775; hairpins from, 41
yovvapios, 441 n. 2

Gurzuf, IX. Gothic cemetery, 127 n. 2, 282 n. 2

Guthrie, M., 239 n. 1, 494
Gutschmid, A. von, 98 nn. r, 12

Gycia, 521 n. 4, 526 n. 5, 527—530, 546
Gyges (Gugu), 42
Gylon, 561, 572, 574
Gymnasiarch, 465, 541, 545, 613, 626; society, 623, 624
Gymnasium, 468, 566

Hadaczek, F., 236, 265, 266 n. 1, 386 n. 8 sqq.

Hadra vases, 351, 353
Hadrian, 449, 470, 524 m 1, 605
Hadzhibey on Sea of Azov (long. 36' 30°), 20
Hadzhibey Liman, IX. 14

Hadzhi Gol (5 m. sw. of Olbia), 454
Hadzhi Mushlcai, III. 434 n. 1 ;

earrings, 396 f. 290 ;

hydria, 380 f. 283 ;
necklace, 408

Haggis, 80
ayioi, 625
Hair-pin, 383 f. 284, 421
Halicarnassus, 542
Halmyris, IX. 12 n. 4, 13
Hallstatt, 259, 441 n. 1; culture recalls Koban, 40;

unrepresented in Steppes, 40, 41 ;
swords not like

Scythic, 70
Halys, R., I. 8

Hampel, J., 25911. 1, 28211.2; on mirrors, 6511. 1;

swords, 69, 70 n. 10; bunchuki

,

78; cauldrons,

80 n. 5
Harnun, L., 112

Han Dynasty, 280; annals, 113, 121, 122; capitals,

114 n. 3; coins, 253, 273
Hare, 186 f. 79, 2031.98, 21 1 f. 112, 268; hunt, 49,

197 f. 90, 204 d f. 103
Harfatha, 124
Harmodius, 560, 561
Harness, 74—77, 409, v. horse-trappings ; with tamgi

,

317 f. 227, 318 n. 1, 433—435 f- 3 2 §

Harpii, II. 124
Harpis, II. 14, 124
Harpocrates, 618
Harpoxais, 43
Harrison, Miss J. E., 304 n. 3, 34

1

Hartwig, F., 53—55 ;
on Agathyrsi, 55, 102

Hathor, head-dress, 404, 405, 431 f. 321
Hauser, F., 179, 283, 284
Hausmann, R., fibulae, 126 n. 2, 259 n. 3

Hayton, 95
Headdress, Egyptian, 404, 431 f. 321 ;

Scythic, 57, 58,

61 ; Besleneevskaja tiara, 58 f. ti
;
Karagodeuashkh,

216—219 ff. 120, 122 ;
Kul Oba, king’s, 202 f. 96;

queen’s, 62 ; Pantacapaeum pilos, 58, 391 f. 287 ;

Sinjavka, 58, 192 k 84; women’s, 61, 62

Head-shaped vases, 346
Hearth, veneration of, among Scyths, 85, 87
Heat in summer, mostly not recognised, 5

Heathcote, Major, on bows, 66 n. 10

Heavy ornaments used by Scythians and colonists, 291

Hecataeus, 120, 490, 491, 634 ; ill defined conception of

Scyths, 35
Hecataeus Sindus, 573, 632
Hecate, 16, 414 f. 3or, 479, 546, 619 ; Chthonia, 620

eKardjpvyos, 517
Hedgehog, 339, 346
Hedin, S., 1 14 n. 3
HATnOTOS, 361
Heikel, A., West Siberia, 94 n. 3, 252
Helen, 481

Helios, 384, 390, 477, 516, 545, 602, 603, 616, 621

Hellenes, Hellenarch, 615, 625
Hellenistic, bronzes, 378—381 ;

buildings, 454—458 ;

gems, 414; jewelry, 403—409; kingdoms, 289, 563;
plate, 383—385, 430—434 flf. 321, 325; pots,

349—353; “relief,” 386; terracottas, 364—368;
work, in Scythic tombs, 155, 224, 232, 287 Add.,

289, 290 ;
badly copied by Scythians, 269, 282

Helmet, 74, 187, 196, 215, 222, 364, 379, 429, 50611.9,

507 f. 339 ;
on coin, 630 n. 4

Hemp, 7 ;
fumes as narcotic, 84

Heniochi, II. 24, 128, 579, 588, 598
Hera, 204 A f. 100, 328, 355, 361; Soteira, 608, 616
Heraclea Cherronesus, 493 11. 1

Heraclea Pontica, I. 8, 493, 496, 515, 516, 518, 521,

524, 546, 547, 556, 574, 576, 587, 627 ;
man of,

560 :

coins, 491, 547, 559, 632 ;
indications, 390

Pleracles (Hercules), 168 f. 58, 341, 364, 367, 430, 462,

477, 480, 485, 546, 617:
ancestor of Scythians, 43 ;

= Menrot, 86 ; of Bosporan
kings, 597, 600, 604, 606, 617, 633 :

club, 396 f. 290, 398, 409, 514; head, 168 f. 58, 290,

586 ; herm, 297 ;
and Omphale, 365 f. 265 ; strangling

lion, 157, 158 f. 45 ; club and bow, 180 ;

on coins, 480, 485, 491, 492, 546—549, 559, 586, 597,
600, 602, 603, 606, 6r6, 617, 633

Heracleum (C. Zjuk (?) IX.), 21, 621

I-Ieracleus (month), 546
Heraclidas, Rhisthae, 517; Parmenontis, 542
yptai', 301 (lepeijs), v. priest

Herm, 297 f. 209, 330, 367, 388 f. 285, 390, 602 n. 1

1 lermaea, 626
Hermes, cults and dedications, 196, 477, 478, 545, 546,

616 ;
Agoraeus, 473, 475, 477 ;

Anthesterius, 477 ;

Arcius, 477 ; Chthonius, 620

:

representations, 204 D f. 103, 297 ff. 209, 210, 298,

310, 311, 319— 321 f. 231, 330, 355, 566, 367 f. 267,

381, 383; with Calypso, 309, 310; Criophoros, 210,

378: s r
coins, 447, 448, 486, 487, 602

Hermisium, III. 20

Hermitage, xxxvi : coins, 661 ; Siberian collection, 253,

271—282
Hermon, 570
Plermon, Bp of Jerusalem, 531
Hermonactis vicus, IX. 13

Hermonassa, III. 23, 24, 570, 627

Hero, 516; Chthonian, 620; cult of, 319, 480, 48T, 544,

620
Herod Agrippa, 523, 598
Flerodotus, on Euxine, 8 ;

visited Olbia, 9 ; his geo-

graphy of Scythia, its inconsistency, 2b sqq.,

Map IV. p. 27, Map V. p. 34 ;
brings Scyths out

of Asia, 44 ;
account of Scythian customs, 48—88

;

his account of burials agrees generally with remains,

88 ;
on tribes around Scythia, 101—106 ; trade

route to NE., 106— 114; his description of Scythia

rejected by Strabo, 120 ;
on Scyles, 264, 458 ;

Iyrcae,

277; Sindi, 573; Commentaries on, 33, 34 and Add.

Heron, 401 f. 294, 4x3 ff. 299, 300, 414
Heroson Protogenis, 462, 467
Flesiod, 50
Hestia (Tahiti), 85
Hestiaeus, 405, 430, 431 f. 321

Heuresibius Adoae, 473
Heuresibius Callisthenis, vault of, 357, 417—420 ff.

308, 309, 450
Heuresibius Demetri, 462
Heyd, W., on communications in Mongol Empire,

1 14 m 2; mediaeval commerce, 444, 559
Flia Dynasty, 91
Hia=Yavana, 129 n. 4
Hieh-li Khan, 95

M, 88
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Hien-yiin, 91, 1
1

3

Hides, 440, 442
kpevs in a Society, 301 f. 214: v. priest

Hierocles, 532
IfpopAariop, 624
UpoiroL&s, 624
iepwLov, 319, 320
UpHv, 6 ^7ri twv, 613, 625; olKovipioi, 613, 624, 625
Hieros Limen, IX. 23, 24, v. Bata
Hildesheim, 350
Hilinus, potter, 340
Hill, G. F., 448
Himalaya, 1 14 n. 3
Hind, v. deer, horned, 207 f. 105, 290
Hindu-Kush, I. 92
imraKt), 49
"lirirr]p.o\y01, 49 n. 8, 109
Hippocamps, 1551.42, 203!. 98, 216, 217 f. 119, 332,

386, 402, 426 f. 316
Hippocrates, his account of Scythia, 2 n. 2 ;

of the Scyths,
their physical type, 44—46 ;

customs, 48 sqq.
;
makes

Sauromatae Scythians, 45; waggons, 50
Hippolaus, C., IX. 453, 479
Hippomedon, 336
(7T7rorof6ra(, 92, 123 n. 4; Scythians not shewn as such

in art, 66-; Siberian, 277—279 fif. 201— 204
Hirst, Miss G. M., 451, 475
Hirth, F., 91 n. 3, 92 n. 3, 122 n. 6, 129 n. 4, 280 n. 3
Hissarlik, 134
Hittites = Scythians of Trogus, 36, 9911. 10; art of,

144 Add., 263
Hiung-nu (Huns q.v.), I. 1 ro— 1

1 5 ;
assimilated by

Sien-pi, 93, 122; bows, 66; complexion, 44 Add.,

45 ; dress, etc., 97 ; relations with China, 91—93 ;

pictures of, 95, 96 f. 27 ;
drive out Yiie-chih, 92,

no, 121, 129 n. 4; Siberia, 252
Hochmann, dealers, 420
Hodegetria, Our Lady, 514
Hoernes, M., on neolithic culture, 134 n. 1, 141 n. 1;

Siberian Iron Age, 253
Hogarth, D. G., on Ephesus Ivories, &c., 260 f. 182 bis,

263 ;
on neolithic culture, 134 n. 1

Homer, honoured at Olbia, 361, 467 ; Bosporus, 627 ;

localities, 436, 437; praises Mare-milkers, 490.8,
I09> 437

Homesteads, Chersonesan, 495, VIII.
Hommel, Fr., identifies Scythians and Hittites, 36,

99 n. 10

Homonyms, confusion due to, 17
Ho-nan, 1140. 3
Hone, 73, v. whetstone
Honey, 440
Hood, 54 f. 8, 55, 56 f. 10, 57, 58, 59 f. 12, 158 f. 45,

i6r, 196, 202 f. 96, 216, 218 f. 120, 219 f. 122,

221, 369
Horn, cattle lose, 5

drinking, 81, 158 f. 45, 203 f. 98, v. rhyton
ending in heads, 181 f. 75, 203 f. 98, 250, 251 f. 172,

258 f. 182, 262, 266, 274, 275 fif. 196, 197
Horse, breaking in, 49, 1 6 1 f. 48, 289; breeds, Scythian,

49 ;
gelding, 49 ; mares’ milk, 49 ; wild, 5 :

buried, 88—91, 152, 153, 165— 169, 174 f. 70— 176,

196, 206, 210, 213 f. 114, 216, 219, 222—228 fif.

128, 130, 248, 250, 253 n. 1 ; fewer about Kiev,

175, 192; eaten, 49, 165; sacrificed, 85, 86, 93,
106; stuffed, 88—91, 251 f. 172:

representations, 161 f. 48, 168 f. 56, 186 f. 79, 188,

189 ff. 80, 81, 191 f. 83, 193 f. 85, 197 f. 90, 202
f. 97, 214 f. 115, 251 f. 172, 268, 276—-279 ff. 198,
201—204, 288, 313 f. 223, 369; toy, 369; vase, 346;
coins, 629

:

trappings, 7^—77, 155, 165— 171, 182, 184, 185 ff.

77, 78, 188, 189 ff. 80, 8 1 , 191 f. 83, 206—216 fif.

109, 1 15, 1 1 6, 223, 226, 228—231 f. 135, 246,

Horse (contd)

247 b 163, 266—269, 290, 426; frontlets, etc., 158
f- 45, 165—167 ff. 54—61, 185 f. 78, 187, 269, 283,

287 Add., 2Q0
Horsemen, 47—57 b 9, 66, 74

—

77, 161 f. 48, 163 f. 51,

164 f. 53, 197 f. 90, 202 f. 97, 204 D f. 103, 219
f. 12 1 and Add., 250, 255 f. 173, 278, 279 ff. 201—
204, 286, 343 f. 249, 347; combats, 314 b 224, 315
f. 225, 316, 3191.230; funeral group, 301—303
ff. 2

1 s, 216, 310, 312, 313 b 223, 31?, 318 b 229,

434 f- 3 2 5> 625; galloping, 304 b 218, 369
Horse-races, 464, 465, 481
Blouses, early, 452 ;

Hellenistic, 01bia< 294, 296, 297,

306, 456—458 ; Chersonese, 506 ;
Panticapaeum,

564 ;
Byzantine, 506, 508 ;

painting, 306, 307
Hou-yen-kuo, 113 n. 1

Iloworth, Sir H., 98 11. 14
Hsiung-nu (Hiung-nu q.v.), 93 n. 2

Hu, barbarians, 94
Hua (Ephthalites q.v.), 93, 122 n. 2

Huang-ho, I. 1 14 n. 3
Huang Hsiao-feng, 280 n. 4
Hiian Tsang, 114; on T‘u-huo-lo, in n. 1, 12911. 4
Hu-han-ya, 92
Huna (Ephthalites q.v.), 93 n. 3, 122 n. 2

Hungary, Kelts in, 125; Puszta, 1; Scythic things

from, 150, 259, 261 ; mirrors, 65 ;
swords, 69,

70 n. 10; word, 107

Hun-kiih, 91
Huns (v. Hiung-nu), name, 122 n. 2 :

conquer the Alans, 37 ; described by Ammianus, 46 ;

Turks, 48 n. 1 ; mutilate themselves for Attila, 91 ;

appear in Europe, 93, 122, 125, 126 ; Arimaspi, 112,

1 13; western movement of, 121, 122; in Siberia,

252 ;
commerce with Cherson, 538 n. 5 ;

on the

Bosporus, 609, 610
Hunting, 49; scenes, 1631.51, 197 f. 90, 255 b 173,

278 f. 201, 343 f. 249
Huntington, E., on freedom of women among nomads,

84
Hun-yok, 91
Hvareno, 218 Add.
Hydria, 379, 380 f. 283
Hygiaenon, 581, 583—586, 632
Hygiea, 35111. 1, 479 Add., 545, 547, 550:
head of (?), Olbia, 292 f. 208, 297, 457

Plylaea, IX. 15, 16, 27, 461, 464
Hymnia, 549
Hymnus Scythae, 517
Hypacyris, IX. 17, 27, 29, 491
Hypanis, R. (Bugh), IX. 5, n, 27, 28, 479; liman, 15,

453; confused with Hypanis (Kuban), 17, 28; set

e. of Borysthenes, 28

Hypanis, R. (Kuban q.v.), IX.
Hyperborean, 36, 113, 1 14
inrripiTi)S aTparriyQv, 474
Hypocaust, 506, 523 n. 7

Hypsistarii, 622
uipiuTos (deds), 621—623
Hyrcanians, dress of, 61

Hyrgis, V. 30

’lafoves, 129 n. 4
Iambics, 627 n. 5
Iasus, 542
Iazamatae, IX. 120, 128

Iazyges, IX. 120, 121, 124, 259, 281

Iberians, 587
Ibex (stone-buck), 187, 193 f. 85, 208 f. 106, 209 b 108,

210, 21 1 f. 110, 233—-235 f. 138, 248, 249 fif. 1 66
— 168, 260 f. 182 bis, 265, 268, 273 f. 192, 41 1 f. 298,

412
Ibn-Batuta, funeral of Khan, 89
Ibn-Fadhlan, 105
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Ibn-Rusta, 113 n. 3
Ice, 4, 6, 556, 572, 574, 587, 617
Iconoclasts, 533
Icons, 514, 538
Idanthyrsus, Sc. king, 116
Igor, 534
Hi, R., I. 121

Iliti Persis, 126, 286
Iljinskoe= Parutino, IX. 15, v. Olbia
Iljintsy, Gorytus from, 67, 287 and Add.
Imaus Mons, VI. 114 n. 3
Imhoof-Blumer, F., 492, 583—585, 603, 609, 630 n. 4
Impotence of Scyths and Nogais, 45
Inachii, 598
Incense-burners (?), 143 n. 5
Incrusted jewelry, v. inlay

Incuse-square, 487, 559, 628, 630, 631
India, I. 92, 121 n. 8

Indications, 283, 333, 336, 385, 388!. 285, 390, 434 n. 1,

602 n. 1

Indiction, 521
Indo-Scyths, 92, 100, 105, 122

Ingul, R. IX., ri, 17
Ingulets, R., IX. n, 15, 17, 29
Ininsimeus (Inismeus), king over Olbia, 119, 467, 469,

473, 487
Ininthimeus, 487, 569, 608, 61 r, 632 ; inscr. with tamga,

318 n. 1, 608
Inkerman, VIII. 494—497, 539 ;

cave churches at, 295,

513 n. 2; Milesian sherds from, 339 n. 14
Inlay, jewelry, 222, 223, 234 f. 143, 235, 254, 255—

257 ff. 175— 177, 271—282 ff. 187— 189, 191— 196,

198—205 ;
wood, p. 214 f. 1 15, 322—324, 329—331,

334, 424 f. 314
Inostrantsev, K.

,
122 n. 6, 131

Inscriptions, early, 447, 458, 556, 560, 626 ; wandering,

446, 481, 524 n. 7

Institutions, Bosporus, 612—615; Chersonese, 540—543;
Olbia, 471—475 ;

Tyras, 446
Interpreters, 109, 613 n. 12, 614
Intruded interments, 142, 243, 151, 157, 168, 177 f. 72,

228—230 f. 131

Inviolability of Argippaei, 109

IOKASTH, 212 f. 113, 336

l]oAEA 5I, 212 f. 1 13, 336

Ionian style, early, 222, 236, 260—270, 266 Add., 281,

282, 296, 299, 336, 375 f. 278, 376 ff. 279, 280, 378,

394, 395, 4°°, 4 1

1

I- 298, 4C3, 4 2 7 f- 318, 490:
lion-heads, 78, 177, 193 f. 85, 263, 266:

vases, 147, 338, 33Q and Add., 415, 441, 451—453,
5x5 Add., 564 n. 3 :

later, 283—291, 287 Add., 394, 403, 427 f. 318
Ionians, colonies, 24, 569, 570 (v. Miletus)

; conduct

on Danube, 117; type of survived at Olbia, 467
Ionic, dialect, 336, 360, 361, 383, 466; order, 205 f. 104,

295, 3°°> 3 r 4> 330—333 ff- 24 1
,

2 42, 375, 456, 506
Iphigenia, 481, 543 ; flight of, 356
Iranian, art, 263, 270, 271 ,

280—282, 387, 404 ;
influ-

enced China, 280

:

design, in neck and arm-rings, 63, 254, 256, 271 f. 187,

272 f. 188, 289; in gems, &c., 193 f. 85, 208 f. 106,

410—412 f. 298; in dishes, 213 f. 114, 215; work
in hilt, 163 f. 51 ; sheath, 255 f. 173 :

ideas of kingship, 218 Add. :

loan words in Slavonic, 38; in Finnish, 104

Iranians, in Scythia, 36—39, 102, 115; akin to Scyths,

98 n. 8; names in Greek Inscrr., 37, 38, 320, 471,

482, 484, 555, 609 ;
disappearance of, 43 ;

pantheon,

85 ;
under Kusbanas, &c., 92 ;

N. of Caspian, 107 ;

Massagetae, nr, 1 1 2 ;
type of, 44 Add. f. o

Ireland, beast style, 282

Irkeshtam, I. 114 n. 3

Iron Age, in Siberia, 241, 248—253

Iron finger-ring, 430
Irtysh, R., I. 107, 108, 241, 253
Isaac Comnenus, inscr. App. 24, p. 504, 532
Isadici, 129
Isakcha, IX. 11, 12
Isaurian Dynasty, 533
Iseo lake dwelling, 246 n. 2

Ishim, R., I. 107, 253
‘Ishtar, 617
Isiacorum Portus, IX. 13, 14
Isis, 310, 404, 405, 446, 468 Add.

,
606 n. 10, 618

Is-ku-za-ai (Scyths), 42
“Island,” prefect of the, 318, 6x3
Isocrates, 573
Issedon, Scythica, Serica, I. VI. 111, 1x4 n. 3
Issedones, I. 44, 108

—

no, in— 115, 121, 44c

l£T, 484

Ister, v. Danube
Istrianorum Portus, IX. 14, 484
Istropolis (Istrus), 12, 118, 126, 446 n. 7, 448 n. 1,

464, 470, 477 ; foundation of, 439, 569 :

coin type, 360, 394, 484
Italian tomb robbing, 154 n. r

Italy, exports from, 444 : bronze, 381 ;
crown, 388

;

glass, 362; jewelry, 386, 387, 400 n.-x, 404; vases,

347- 349. 353
vases exported to, 341, 352

Ivancha, IX. 12

Ivory, carved, engraved and inlaid, 330, 331, 333, 424
f. 314 ; statuette, 334:

in Scythic tombs, 78, 157, 16 1 , 193 f. 85, 202, 204

—

205 ff. 100— 104, 210, 330:
Ephesus, 260 f. 182 bis, 263; Nimrud, 263; Spartan,

263
Ivy-pattern, 392 f. 289
Ixibatae (Ixomatae), 120, 12 1, 573
Iyrcae, I. 107, 113 n. 3, 277
I-yii-kno-chih

,
descr. and pictures of nomads, 95, 96,

f. 27, 97
Izmailovo, sword, 70

Jabgn, 1 to

Jackal, 376 f. 279
Jade, 114 n. 3, 280

Jajyk (Ural R.), 122

Jakimovich, M. K., 134 n. 1

Jakunchikov, B. M., 491, 492, 559, 661

Jakuts, horses stuffed, 91

Jalta, IX., find near, 523 n. 7, 549
James, S., church of, 535
Janchekrak, IX. 171 ;

phalerae from, 76 n. 1, 403
Janiform head, 545, 548
Janovskij Lake, III. 22

Janus, 362 n. 4
Japanese work compared to Greek, 413
Jarmolintsy, IX., model axe, 72, 178 f. 73
Jaroslavskaja Stanitsa, IX. 80 n. 5, 385
Jasenskaja Kosa, IX. 21

Jason, 436, 437
Jasy, 37
Jaxartes (Araxes?), I. 30, ill, 113 n. 3, 122

Tefsk, IX. 21

jeja, R., IX. 21

Jelabuga, I. 257
Jenikale, III. 20, 22, 23

Jenisei, R. I., 239, 244; bits from, 75; civilization,

97, xo8, 241—253, 261; plate, 287 n. 2; tribes,

94
Jerusalem, 531
Jeremiah describes Scyths, 42 n. 3

Jewelry, 386—410

Jewels (precious stones), 387; fashion for, 404—409;
modifications to suit, 395

88-2
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Jews, 494, 535, 598 n. 4, 615, 620—622, 627
Joachim of Novgorod, 538
Johns, C. H. W., 410 n. 12

Joinery, 333—335
Joinville, on oath of P. de Toucy, 87 ; funeral of a

Cuman, 91
Jolygh Tigin, 90
Juba, II. 599 n. 7, 603
Jubainville, H. d’Arbois de, 98 n. 14, 113 n. 3
Judina, 244 f. 152

Jug, 152; bronze, 380, 381 ; copper, 219, 231; earthen
glazed, 356 f. 262 ; silver, 383—385

Jugra, I. ro7

Jukharin’s Ravine, VIII. 502, 508
Julia Maesa, 298
Julian Imp., 609
Julius Aquila, 597, 598
Julius Sambion, 625
Julius Valens, 525 n. 1

Jupiter, 545, 546; Capitolinus, 605, painted red, 143
Jurgiewic-z, W., 100, 449, 543 n. 5
Jiirjeva Gora, IX., neolithic finds, 132
Jurta, 52
Justice at Chersonese, 517; of nomads, 94, 109
Justin I., 610
Justin II., 470 n. 8, 543
Justinian I. builds walls at Chersonese, 506, 532 ;

and
Bosporus, 609, 610 ;

shield with figure of, 320
Justinian II., 306, 508, 532, 533, 542, 610 n. 8

Juz Oba III., 422 n. 4, 562 f. 343 ;
coffin, 322, 323 f. 233

;

earrings and gems, 374, 41 1 f. 298, 413 f. 299, 427
f. 318; lecane, 342 f. 248; serpent-ring, 66 n. 7,

323, 414, 427 f. 318

Kabadian (near Khulm I.), 254
Kachik, IX. 20
Kadikoj, VIII. 495
Kadphises, 47; coin of found near Perm, 105

Kagarljk, IX. 381
Kalanchak, R., IX. 17, 29
Kalendar, 447, 472, 546, 591
Kalgan, 92
Kalisz, bone implements, 130
Kal'mius, R., IX. 30
Kalmucks, horses, 49; migration of, 103 n. 7, 107

;

wooden saucers, 82

Kalnik, IX. 176 f. 71
Kama, R. I., 27, 104, 11311. 3, 257; basin of, swords

from, 70, 258 f. 179
Kamares ware, 141

K£menka, IX., dagger from, 70, 189 f. 81

Kdmennya Bdby, 239 f. 149, 240
Kanev, IX., “areas” near, 140; crater, 348; psalia,

76 ;
standard, 186 f. 79

K‘ang-ku (nomads N. of Sogdiana), I. 121

Kanishka, 47
Kan-su, I. 92
Kao-ch‘e (Uigurs, q-v.), I. 92, 93, 114 n. 3Klao-ku-f'u, 280 n. 4
Karacharovo (Murom I.), palaeolithic finds, 130
Karagodeuashkh Barrow, IX. 88, 21b—221 ff. 119— 125,

Sindic, 127; chambers, 216; frescoes, 216, 307 :

man’s, bowl, 351; car, 75, 216; cylix, 81 n. 4, 221,

383; gorytus, 67, 220, 221 ff. 124, 125, 286; plate,

383; quiver tip, 68, 219 f. 123, 267; rhyta, 219
f. 121 and Add., 221, 290, 383; sword, 70, 221;

torques, 217 f. 119, 221, 289; whetstone, 73, 221 :

woman’s, bracelets, 63, 217 f. 119, 291 ;
earrings, 62,

217 f. 1 19, 393, 395 ;
headdress, 61, 218 f. 120 and

Add., 269, 277, 283; necklaces, 63, 217 f. 119, 291,

399, 400; torques, 63, 216 ;
rings, 64, 216; roundel,

217 f. 1 19, 400
Karaim, 494, 622 n. 1

Kara Kalpaks, name, 104

Kara lvitans, type of, 46, 96 f. 27
Karakorum, capital of Mongols, I. 52
Karan, coin find, VIII. 548
Karasu, 17

Karasubazar, IX., Church at, 513 n. 2

Kareisha, D. V., 309, 331, 333, 636
Kash

,
jade, 114 n. 3

Kashgar, I. 114 n. 3
Kardyovaa., 368
Ivatanda R.

,
I. tomb upon, 60, 248, 230

Katerles, III. v. 562 f. 344; cup from, 81; tomb at,

315
Katunja R., I. 248 »

KAY, v. Cau-
Kayuk, 92, 12

1

Kazan, I., site of, 104; neolithic finds, 132
Kazanskaja, 232 n. 4, 277 n. 2 ;

red skeletons, 143
Kaz Aul, III. 20
KiSfiov, 481 n. 6

Kekule von Stradonitz, R., 345 n. 1

Kelermes, IX., Barrow, red skeleton, 143 :

Scythic, 172 n. 1, 222, 223-, horse grave, 222;
axe, 73, 222 ; bone knops from, 77 n. 1, 223; bunchuki

,

78, 223 ; diadems, 222 ; shield, 73, 222, 281 :

Assyrian style of axe, dagger and sheath, 42, 71, 222,

263, 270
Kelts, 40, 123—12b, 259, 460—463 ; mercenaries, 586,

589 ;
near Carpathians, 103 ; not Cimmerians, 40,

146 ;
not Tauri, 101 ;

raids upon Greece, 40 ;
coin

of, from Crimea, 126; art of, 282
Kerch (v. Panticapaeum), III. 20, 562—566 ff. 343—345:

axe from, 41 ; bar at, 4, 559; bow-case, 67 f. 17 ;

“catacombs,” 307—321; church, 564; cups, round-
bottomed, 287 ; museum, destroyed, 564, directors

of, 636 ;
roundlet from, 195 f. 88 ; Scythic tombs

near, 194—206; sword from, 7011.3; terra-cotta,

56 f. 10; vase from, 81; waggons from, 50 f. 5,

51 f. 6, 370 and Add.
Kermenchik, 119, 463
Keszthely, 47
Khalepje, IX., areas, 142; pottery, 1381.32
Khalkas, I. 113
Khan (Khagan), 90, 93, 95, 532, 533
Khanenko, B. I., xxx, 175 n. 1 sqq., 187
Khar'kov, IX. government of 31 ;

earthworks, 146

;

Sc. finds in, 173
Khasas, 114 11. 3
Khatazhukaevskij Aiil (Kuban), cauldron, 79 f. 22, 80

n. 5 ; ewer, 380
Khazars, 105 n. 3, 532—535- 539- 543. 610, 622 n. 1 ;

natural boundaries, 27; swords, 116 11. 3
Kherkheulidzev’s works, 396 f. 290, 562 f. 344
Kherson, IX., bar at, 4; bad name and bad situation,

29, 455 ;
trade of, 444 ;

mirror found near, 375

—

377 f. 279 ;
museum, xxviii, xxxvi, 661 :

government of, 31 ;
palaeolithic finds in, 13 1 ;

red
skeletons in, 145 ; Tripolje areas in, 133

Kholodnyj Jar, cylinder from, 64, 193 f. 85, 270, 412
Khorvate, 124
Khotan, I. 1 10 n. 3, 114 n. 3
Khulm, I. 254
K‘iang (Tibetans), I. no n. 3
Kibaltchitch, T. de, 410
Kiepert, PI., 34, 45 n. 2

Kieseritzky, G. von, 232, 253, 281, 287, 345 n. 1, 393,
636 ;

on grave stelae, 295 n. 9, 299
Kiev, IX. 105 ;

amber found near, 7 ; neolithic finds at,

132, 140; palaeolithic, 131 ;
Chersonian influence

upon, 514, Christianity at, Vladimir and, 534

—

S38 :

government of, 31 ; cist-graves, 145; coloured
skeletons, 142, 145; earthworks, 146; Scythic

tombs, 150, 174— 193 ;
Greek things found in, 270,

339- 349- 44 1
i
Tripolje areas, 133—142
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Kikenefs C., IX. 19
Kilia, mouth of Danube, IX. 11— 13
K‘i-lien, 92
Kiln, 360, 364, 506; S. Capito’s, 510
Kitifiepucd, 40 n. 4, v. Cimmerians
KIMEPI02, 53, 54 f. 8

Kinburn spit, IX.
, bar at, 4 ;

&\ctos 'E/cdrjys, 16, 479,
481

“Kingdom,” prefect of the, 318, 612, 613, 625
Kings, Bosporus, 572 sqq.

; Chersonese, 520 n. 1,

540—542, 544; Olbian, 472, 475; of Scyths, list

of, 1 16; divine right, 218 Add. ; title, 580, 593
Kin-shih-so, rattle from, 78 ;

cauldrons, 80
;

plaque
from, 251 f. 172, 274, 280

KIP BEI, 352, 384
Kirgiz, I., 92 ; cauldrons, 80 n. 5 ;

graves, 241, 250 ;

horses, 49 ; devoted to the dead, 91 ;
jurtas or

tents, 52 ; steppes, 105 n. 3, 24

1

Kishe, 173 n. 5
Kisljakovka (just opposite Olbia, IX.), 454
Kitans, 92, 93, 96 f. 27
Kitsi, Uigur for Yue-chih, 100, in n. 2

Ki-ytik, 92
Kizil Tash Liman, III. 22, 23
Klementz, D., Minusinsk Museum, 80 n. 6, 241 n. 1,

246
Kleophrades (should be Oltus), 340 n. 6
Klimova, 386m • 595, 601, 602, 611

Knickerbockers, 316, 317 f. 227, v. trousers

Knives, Scythic, 72, 157, 161, 170, 175, 177, jgo f. 82,
202 :

Siberian (cash), 242—247 ff. 150, 151, 153— 155, 164,

165, p. 261; from Caucasus, 259; Italy, 246 n. 2

Koban, I., 259 n. 4, 260; finds recall HalRtatt, 40,

259 ; axe from Kerch, 41 and Add.
; from Kelermes,

1+3
Koblevka, IX. 14, 481
Koehler, H. K. E., on fish, 6, 440, 444, 484; Sanerges,

617 n. 16

Koehne, B. de, xxx
Koiv^, 404
Kokdshnik, 392, 405
Kolodistoe, IX. 134 n. 1

KolsteCs Scythia, 32, 33
Kolt, 395
Kondakov, N. P., xxx, 150, 210, 282 n. 2, 509, 510,

514. 538. 560
Konelsky, 364, 385, 410 n. 8, 414
*651775, v. Count
Ivonka, R., IX. 16, 29
Kore-type, 376 ff. 279, 280
Korotnoe, IX. 446
Korsun, 493 n. 1, 535—539
Kortsa, knife from, 259
Kosciuszko-Waluzynicz, K. K., 360, 421, 496, 498 n. 1,

500 f. 334
Koshibeevo, sword from, 70 n. 12

K02QX, 487 n. 6
Kostenki, paleolithic finds, IX. 130
Kostromskaja Barrows, IX. red skeleton, 143 :

Scythic, 224.—228 ff. 128 (plan), 129:
deer, 226 f. 129, 265, 266

;
grindstone, 73 ;

shield,

73, 205, 225 f. 128, 226 f. 129, 236; tabernacle,

226
Kotseruba (7 m. E. of Ochakov, IX.), 454
KpafiaTpios, 613
Krashenfnnikov, M. 34
Krasnogorsk, I., 173 n. 6
Krasnojarsk, I., 150
Krasnokutsk Barrow, IX. 152, 153, 163—168 ff. 56, 57:

armour-scales, 74; car, 75; horse trappings, 76, 158
f. 45, 287, 290; spears, 68; “standards,” 77 :

Krasnokutsk, Stone tomb, 151

Krechetov’s Scythia, 32 f. 3—34
Kretschmer, P., on Thracians, 10 1 n. 3
Krivorukovo (near Zhurovka, IX. q. v.), 175
Krymskaja, IX. 216
Kuban, R. (Anticites, Hypanis, Vardanes), IX. 1, 20
—24, 127, 128, 239, 566, 579, 589; confused with

Hypanis (Bugh), 17; silting up action of, 22 :

district, bronzes from, 380, 381 ; red skeletons in,

143 and Add.
; Scythic tombs in, 150, 206—232

and Add.
;
plaque from, 260, 279 f. 205 ;

pots from,

339, 349 > Siberian style in, 277—278, 409
Kublai Khan, complexion of, 45
Kucherovy Bueraki, 171
Kuei R. (Oxus), I. 12

1

Kujalnfk, IX., bar of, 4, 14, 17
Kuku Oba, III. 22, 23
Kulakovskij, J. A., xxx, on Bosporus history, 610;

“catacombs,” 308 sqq. ; red skeletons, 143 ;
Toten-

inahl
, 303

Kuldzha, I. 108

Kiil Tigin, 90
Kul Oba, III. 88, 150, 193—206 ff. 88— 104, 269; plan

and section, 196 f. 89 :

king’s nationality, 205, 206 ;
Scythic style of objects,

205 ; Sc. dress and type represented, 44 Add., 46,

57 n. 1, 74, 197 f. 90, 200—204 ff. 93, 94, 97, 98,

204 D f. 103 :

amphora, bronze, 380, earth, 196 f\
arms : scale-armour, 74 ; arrows, 68, 204 ;

knife, 72,

197 f. 90, 202 ; shield, 73 ;
sollerets, 74 ;

sword and
sheath, 70, 71, 202, 203 f. 98, 267, 283; whetstone,

73, 197 f. 90, 204, 289 ;
whip, 77, 202 :

bronze: amphora, hydria, 380; cauldrons, 80 n. 5,

196^:
coffins and ivory veneer, 49, 75, 196, 204—205

ff. 100— 104, 329—331, 382, painted, 305, 329:
gold adornments: armlets, 63, 64, 170, 197 f. 90, 199

f. 92, 291, 402 ; deer, 182, 203 f. 98, 205, 222, 226,

260, 265 ; earrings or temple-ornaments, 62, 195 f. 88,

202, 291, 393—397 ; diadems or frontlets, 62, 202,

393; hood or cap, 57, 202 f. 96; necklace, 399:
plates, 158 f. 45, 197 f. 90, 206, 208 f. 106, 265, in

Brit. Mus., 291 n. 4, 403 n. 2, shewing women’s
dress, 61, 158 f. 45, 197 f. 90 ; torques, 63, 197 f. 90,

202 f. 97, 271, 289

:

gold statuettes, 197 k 90, 203 f. 98, 204 :

gold and silver vessels, cylix, 383 ;
phiale mesomphalos,

73, 81 n. 4, 204 f. 99, 265 ;
rhyta, 81, 196, 197 f. 90,

265, 290; vase or cup, 81, 196 m, 200—202 ff. 93,

94, 287 , 288, dress on, 46, 57, 73, analogous shapes,

82 f. 25, 180, 197 f. 90, 200 Add., 287; lesser vases,

196 n, 1981.91, 267, 288:
mirror, 65, 201 f. 95, 202 :

mutton-bones, 49, 196^
Kumys, 49, 81, 82 n. 5, 95, 288; offered to dead

Curnan, 89
Kundure Tartars, 52 f. 7

Kung,
Chinese for bow, 66 n. 10, 96 f. 27

K‘un-lun Shan, I., 114 n. 3
Kunstkammer,' 253
K‘un-wu (steel?), 91
Kur, R. (Cyrus), I. 30
Kurdzhips Barrow, IX. 223 , 224. , 269

:

clasp, 224 k 127, 402; glass, 362:
Gold Cap, 223 f. 126, figures on, 57 n. 1, illustrate

Her. IV. c. 64, 83

:

lion, 408 ;
roundel, 223 f. 126, 277 n. 2, 406 n. 2

Kurgan= barrow, 145, 152
Kurruk Tagh, I. 114 n. 3
Kushana, I. 47, 92, 93, 122; coins, marks on, 317

n. 1

Kuun, Geza, on Scyths, 99 n. 7

Kuznetsy Tartars, I. 252
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Laager, 51, 578
Lacritus, 441, 442
Ladies, 368
Ladle, 383, 384
Ladoga, L., palaeolithic finds near, 13

1

Ladozhskaja, IX., high-handled cup, 82 n. 1 ; roundel,

277 n. 2

Laestrygones, 18, 436, 437
Lakes, provided as river-sources, 28
Lamachus, 528—530
La Madeleine period, 13

1

Lamp, 221, 232, 353 n. 3, 33S, 361, 378, 381, 415,

430, 453, 569 ;
plunderers’, 163 and Add.

Lampadedromia, 392
Lampas (Lampat), IX. 19
Lance, v. spear

Land-distribution, 5:7
Language, of Scyths and Sarmatae, 39, ioo; many spoken

in Caucasus and at Kerch, 25
Lapis Lazuli, 271, 278
Lappo-Danilevskij, A., xxxi, 34 ;

summary of Scythian
customs, 48, 99 n. 4; refers Sindi to Scythians, 127;
classification of Sc. tombs, 151 ;

on Karagodeuashkh,
216 ;

on Kamennya Baby
, 240

Lapps, 106
Larissa, barrows near, 435 n. 1

Lasso,' among Sarmatae, 73, 288
La Tene objects in Russia, 125 n. 3, 126, 187, 259
Latyshev, V. V., xxxi, 449, 488, 552, 580—582, 636 ;

Bosporus, late, 610 n. 1 r
;
Cherson SS. 531 n. 3;

Chersonese constitution, 540 n. 1 ; Heuresibius inscr.,

420; Maeotian tribes, 128; on kings of Olbia, 119;
Olbia, 451

Lavrov, P.
,
xxxi, 531, nn. 1, 3, 533 n. 10

Lazi, I. 24, 526
Lead-castings, 374
Leather, 390
Lecane, 340—342 ff. 246—248, 347
Lecythi, 343, 348
Lecoq, Dr A. von, 100
Leech earring, 1 9 r f. 83, 208 f. 106, 395 and Add.
Legate, of Moesia, 446, 447, 469, 523—525; of Tanais,

615, 625
Legends of Scythians’ origin, 43, 44
Legio, I. Italica, 523 n. 1, 525; V. Macedonica, 523 n. 2;

XI. Claudia, 470, 525 n. 1, 526 n. 3, cf. 614
Lemeshova Mogila, 168 Add.
Lenz, E., on armour, 74 n. 6

Leo Aliatus, 532
Leo Diaconus, 535 n. 1, 536
Leo VI. Imp., 534, 538
Leontiev, P., 567, 620 n. 5

Leopard-heads, 204 f. 99, 265
Leptines, 557, 574, 575
Lesbian cauldrons, 80 ;

cymation, 287 Add., 383 f. 284,

385, 424 f. 314
Lesgians, 24
Letter, 466 f. 332
Lettering, 447, 463 n. 1, 561, App. 67, 68, 69
Leucanor, 582
Leuce Ins. 14, 15, 452, 453; Achilles at, 361, 463,

480, 481 ; graffiti, 361 ;
pots from, 340

Leucippides, rape of, 204, 204 c f. 102, 305 n. 5,

330
Leucon I., 20, 555—557 > 571—578 , 583, 626; his sons,

296
Leucon II., 581, 583; coin, 66, 559, 584, 586, 617, 620,

627—629
Leucothea Chthonia, 620
Levitskij Collection, 338 n. 6 and Add., 452 n. 1

Liberty, Roman, granted to Chersonese, 521—524, 547 >

55o
Libya, 343
Lieh Tse, 91 n. 3

Liman, 2, 4 ;
common liman of Dnepr and Bugh, 1 5, 453

Linas, Ch. de, 253 n. 4, 282 n. 2

Lindner, F. L.
; 32, 33

Lion, 164 b 53, 198, 199 ff. 91, 92, 203 f. 98, 212—214
ff. 113— 1 15, 2.14 ^ 139 ’ I 4°, 235, 237—239 ff. 145
•—147, 255 f. 173 (hunt), 263 (Ephesus), 265, 268,
270 f. 186, 271, 272 ff. 188, 189, 191 :

curled round, 214 f. 1 15, 223 f. 126, 224, 230 f. 132,

234 ff. 140— 142, 255 f. 175, 274 f. 194, 277 n. 2:
on bottle, 409; gems, 411 f. 318; in plaster, 372

f. 275; on gold plates, 157, 158 f. 45, 177, 184
f. 77, 191 f. 83, 197 f. 90, 208 f. 106; ring, 410,

427 f. 318; in stone, 298, 299 f. »n, 317 f. 227;
as vase, 346, 421 :

on coins, 547, 629, 631 :

lion-head, 173, 216, 288, 396—402 ff. 290, 293, 294,

405, 409, 430; in bone, 251 f. 172; in gold, on
bracelets, 256 f. 177, 271 f. 187, 402; collar, 429
f. 320; earring, 398 f. 293, 409, 507 f. 339; frontlet,

169 f. 61; rhyton, 206; torques, 157, 158 f. 45, 161,

197 f. 90, 217 f. 1 19, 271 f. 187, 289, 405, 431 f. 321;
in ivory, 78, 177, 193 f. 85, 263, 266:

head or scalp on coins, 549, 628—631, cf. Heracles:
lion-mane like cape, 1 7 1 ff. 65, 67, 270 f. 186, 272

ff. 188, 189:
lion-tail ending in head of scorpion, 17 1 ff. 65, 67,

270 f. 186; of serpent, 208 f. 106, 215 n. 1 :

lion, winged, v. griffin

Lioness, bracelets, 402, 426 f. 317 ; combat, 403, 427
f. 318, 428

Lipoxais, 43
Lisiin tai Sangun, 90
Literature, Bosporan, 626, 627 ; Chersonesan, 546

;

Olbian, 447, 465
Litoj Kirgan, 1 7

1

Litra, 47'$

Liu, Duke, 91
Livia, 593, 600, 630
Llangwynodl Bell, 282

hoxayds, 6x2—6x4, 625
Lock, 430, 515
Locri, 470
Loftus, 422
\6yojv, 6 iirl twv, 612
XoyxwTos op,uos, 399 n. 6
Longinus, Bp of Chersonese, 531
Longman, C. J., on bows, 66 n. 10

Loper, Dr R., 498 n. 2, 590 n. 1

Lop-nor, I., 92, 111, 114 n. 3
Lotus-pattern, 382
Lou-lan, I., ill, 114 n. 3
Lo-yang, 114 n. 3
Lucensium Coh., 525 n. 1

Lucian, 582, 592, 593, 605
Lucullus, 587
Lugovaja Mogila (v. Alexandropol), IX. 152
Luitprand, 537 n. 1

Luke, S., 514
Luschan, F. von, on bows, 66 n. 10

Lutsenko, E., 318, 430, 636
Lycanthropy of Neuri, 103
Lyceius (Month), 546
Lycian, 412
\ijkoi, part of bit, 75 n. 4
\vx»ov, 361
Lycomedes, 285—287 and Add.
Lycophron, 14

Lycus, Sc. king, 116

Lycus, R., 30, 107

Lydia under Cimmerii, 42
Lygdamis, Cimmerian leader, 42
Lynx, 332, 396 f. 290, 398, 406, 431 f. 321
Lyre, 304, 318, 351, 379 Add., 397, 399, 401, 626
Lysias 573
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Lysimachus attacks Getae, 123, Callatis, 579 :

coin of, 328, 351, 384, 388, 405, 410 n. 1, 414, 430,

433> 459' 485;. type of, 448 f. 329 bis, 584, 585
Lysimachus Psycharionis, 627
Lysippus, 297

Macan, R. W., on geogr. of Scythia, 26, 34 ;
invasion

of Darius, 116, 117

Macedonia, 384; barrows in, 435 n. 1; submits to

Darius, 1
1 7 ;

policy N. of Danube, 12, 118, 123;
Ivalendar, 591

Maces, of office
(
bunchuki), 78 ; war, 73

Machares, 464, 521 n. 1, 587—590, 61 r

Mackinder, H. C., on nomad strategy, 83
McLean, N., on Ps. xc., 320
MacPherson, D., 282 n. 2, 298 sqq., 635
Macra, 17

Macrobius, 459
Macrocephali, 47 n. 4
Macrocremni Mts, 23
Macrones, 24
Macropogones, 128

Madyes (Madys), 42, ri6

Maecilius, M., 525 n. 1

Maenads, 2ro n. 3, 340—341 f. 247, 346, 364, 386 n. 4,

393 > 397 • 4 2 6, 427 f. 318; Neo-attic, 170, 179, 392
Maeonians, 567
Maeotae (Maitae), IX. 115, I2t, 127, 128, 567, 573,

577 ' 58o > 598
Maeotis (sea of Azov), IX. r, r20, 128; silting up, 3,

4 ;
fish in. 6 ;

size and shape of, g ;
rivers falling

into, 11, 17, 30 ; coasts of, 21 ; confused with

Caspian, 30 ; not to be reckoned a sea, 33
Maes Titianus, 108, 114 n. 3
Magistrates, Bosporus, 612—614; Cercinitis, 491 ;

Cher-

sonese, 540—543 and Add.
;
goddesses as, 542 ;

Olbia, 471—475; Tanais, 614, 615; Tyras, 446
Magnesia, 516
Magyars, and Byzance, 539 ; cut in two by Pechenegs,

41 ; descended from Iyrcae, 107 ;
Menrot, 86

;

oaths, 87 ;
sword-worship, 71

Maiden, of Chersonese, 496, 516, 517, 520, 522, 530,

541—550, cf. Artemis
Maitae, 128, v. Maeotae
Majdans, 147, 148 f. 38
Majkop, barrows near, 143, 222—232 ;

bowl, 381;
bunchuki, 78 ;

early silver, 382 ;
skeleton with

red lead, gold, silver and stone vessels, bulls, 143,

244 ff. 35, 36 and Add.
Majnak L.

, 490
Makhov, I. I., 495 n. 5, 541, 553
Makter, 525 n. 2

Malmberg, W.
,
on Karagodeuashkh, 2r6, 286—290;

on bronzes, 374 n. 4 sqq. ; on terra-cottas, 363
n. 1 sqq.

Mammia, 405
Mammoths, 130, 131

Man, kingdom vassal to Assyria, 42
Manchus, 48 n. 1, 92, 93 ; bows and bowcases, 66

Mangu Khan, burial of, 89
Mantinea, 499 n. 3, 627
Manumissio, 596—599, 607, 616, 621, 622
Mao-tun, 92
Marble, imported, 305 ;

originals of terra-cottas, 297,

366, 367 ;
Pentelic, 296, 300 ;

Proconnesian, 508

—

510; sham, 306—311, 314, 315 f. 225, 328
Marcianopolis, 470; destroyed by Goths, 126

Marco Polo, 9;, 114, v. Polo

Marcus (poet), 547
Marduk, 410
Mares, milk and its products, 49 ;

preferred, 49 n. 4
Marinus Tyrius, 114; for our purpose equivalent to

Ptolemy, 12 n. 2

Marionettes, 369, 370 f. 268

Maris R. (Maros), I. 28, 102

Mariupol, IX., cup from, 81 n. 6
Markov, A. K., identifies coin, 333 n. 1

Marks, Masons’, 499; of possession, 316—318 ff. 227,

228, v. tamga
Marquart, J., 41 n. 6; Eransahr, 114 n. 3; Ta-hia=

Tochari, 09 n. 4
Marquetry, v. inlay

Mars, v. Ares
Marseilles, latitude of, 14
Marshall, F. H., 155 n. 1, 291 n. 4, 386 n. 6, 422
Martin, Pope, at Cherson, 440, 532
Martin, F. R., Minusinsk Museum, 66 n. 9, 241 n. 1,

244 f. 152
Martonosha Barrow, IX. 250, 253, 173, 375 f. 278,

4L1
Martyrs of Cherson, 530—531 ;

relics of, 522, 513,

533
Mary, B. V., icons of 524, 538; church of, 535
Mask, decorative, 367, 372 ff. 272, 274, 379, 381, 384,

385:
funeral, 390, 422 ;

theatrical, 367, 372, 396:
Queen with gold mask, 433, 606, v. Glinishche :

Medusa, v. Gorgon
Masked, A., 172 n. 1, 235 n. 2, 288 n. 2

Massagetae, I. 30, 44, m, 112, 113 n. 3, 1
1 5 ;

gold

trappings, 76, 253, 282, 441 ; honesty of; 109

;

polyandrous, 84, 93 ; sacrificed horses, 86
Mastjugino, IX. 242 n. 8

Mastus, stele of, 301 f. 214, 621 n. 5, 625
Materials {Mat.) for the Archaeology of Russia, Con-

tents of, xxvi

Matronenskoe Gorodfshche, IX. 147
Ma Tuan-lin, 92 n. 2

Mauretania, 594, 599 n. 7, 603
Mauricius Imp., 532, 610 n. 10

Maximian, 609 ;
indication, 390 n. 6

Mazaraki, S. A., r8o— 187
Mazurka, cauldron, 80 n. 5
Measures, Russian, xxiii

Meczislaw, 537
Medea, 436, 437, 482
Medes, Media, reputed ancestors of Sarmatae, 37 ; of

Sigynnae, 102 ;
attacked and temporarily conquered

by Scyths, 42, 44 Add.; dress of, 60, 61, 102

Mediatizing, 599
Medusa, v. Gorgon
ge-ya\ri Oea, 619
Megalithic Monuments, 145, 146
Megara, colonies of, 438, 439, 515, 540, 542, 546
Megaret-Abu-Skheyl, 308
Megarian bowls, 352—353 ff. 257, 258
fj.tyas debs, 5 66, 618
Meghder (Mao-tun), 92 n. 1

Melanchlaeni, I. 27, 103— 106, 467 :

Caucasian, 104, 129
Meleager, 386 n. 4
Melek Chesme Barrow, 295 ;

stelae in, 305
Melgunov’s Barrow, IX. 171—173 ff. 65—69, 239, 399 :

dagger and sheath, Assyrian style, 42, 71, 1 7 r , 172,

ff. 65—68, 222, 260, 263, 270
Melos, 400 n. 6

Memnon Rhodius, 556, 576, 626
Memphis, figures from, Add. to 44 f. o

Men Atys, 368, 617, 618
Menander Protector, 94, 282, 539 n. 1, 618 n. 7

Menant, J., 410
Mende wine, 44

1

Mended pottery, 180, 349
Menelaus and Helen, 340
Menemachus, potter, 352
Meng, 92
Meniscus, 579
Menrot= Heracles, 86
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Mercury, 470, 478
Merezhkovskij, K. S., 131
Merja, I. 104
Mertvyavody, R. (Exampaeus ?), IX. 28
Mesembria, I. 459, 518; W. point of Euxine, 8
Messenger buried with king, 88
Messerschmidt, D. G., 253 n. 1

Metaphors, concrete among nomads, 95
Me-t‘e (Maotun), 92 n. 1

Methodius, S., 533
Metrical epitaphs, 546, 561, 577, 626, 627
Metrodorus Satyri, S72, S84
Miaus, type <47
Mica, 413
Mice, i.e. Steppe-rodents, 6
Michael III., 532
Michen, bow from, 66
Micon, 286
Migrations, of Scyths and Sarmatae, 115— 122 ; in

Scythia from W., 122— 127“ Migration-style,” 259, 387
Mikhaflovo-Apostolovo, Raskopana Mogila

,
cauldron,

p. 79, f. 2i, 80, 290; Baby barrow, hydria, 380
Milesian (v. Miletus)

furniture, 331; gold- work, 287 Add.; vases, 15, 338,

339 and Add., 415, 439, 441, 453
Miletopolis, 451 n. 1

Miletus, alphabet, 361 ; colonies and factories, 24, 438

—

440, 447,451, 458, 555, 569, 570; cults, 477; months,

447, 472; navigation, 438, 439; population mixed, 294
Milk, Mares’, 49
Millefiori glass, 362, 420
Miller, A. A., 567
Miller, Vs. Th., xxxi

;
on the Ossetes and Alans, 37,

100; on Iranian names in Greek Inscr., 37, 100
Miltiades, 117
Minerals, 7

Mines, Miners, Altai, 7, 241, 244, 251 f. 172; Urals, 7

Minotaur, 208 f. 106
Mint, 506
Minusa, Little, 244 f. 152
Minusinsk, I. 241—252, 261

:

cauldrons, 80 n. 6, 244, 246, 250 ;
model bowcase

from, 66, 67, 244 f. 152 :

style, 65, 182, 244, 246, 248, 259, 280
Mirror, early Greek, 266 Add. ; Hellenistic, 378, 420,

426, 430:
in Sc. tombs, 63, 66, 157, 161, 169, 174 f. 70, 175,

176, 177, 178 f. 13, 179, 191 f. 83, 201 f. 95, 202,

210, 222, 232, 376—378 ff. 279—281:
looped, 187, 190 f. 82, 193 f. 85, 259:
Siberian, 244 f. 152, 246, 250, 261:
woman with, 158 f. 45; boxes, 378, 430

Mirza Kekuvatskij, Kerch, coffin from, 323 ;
helmet,

379 ; sword, 70, 266 n. 5
Mishchenko, Th. G., 34, too; on legends of Scythian

origins, 44 ; on Athenian trade, 444, 574 n. 4
Mithras, 218 Add., 368, 546, 603, 618
Mithridates I—V of Pontus, 590 n. 1

Mithridates VI, (I) Eupator the Great, 13, 4 r
, 336,

447> 586—595:
Bosporus, 582, 586—591, 597, 61 1, 612, 614, 615,

618 ;
tradition of on, 592, 597, 603, 605 :

Chersonese, 518—521 :

corn-tribute, 443, 520, 586 ;
historians of, 128, 519,

626; war with Scilurus, 119, 463, 519, 582; Scythian

allies, 586, 588; revolt against, 558, 561, 588;
death, 51)9:

Olbia, 464, 587; Theodosia, 558; Tyras, 447,
586:

coins, 590, 591, 628, 632 ;
types of, 448, 478, 486,

544 n. 6, 547—549, 585, 602, 603, 616—619,
628—630, 632

Mithridates VII (II), Pergamenus, 589—593, 61

1

Mithridates VIII (III), 523, 590, 595—599, 601—603,
61 1, 632 :

identified with 336, 602, 603 :

coins of, 312, 595 sqq., 617
Mithridates Iberus, 597
Mithridates, Mt, 20, 195, 378, 390 n. 1, 562—566 ff. 343,

344, 588, 610 :

bowcase from, 67 f. 17; sherd, 340 f. 245
Mixhellenes, 461
fXV <X\Ab3V

, 542
Moagerius, 610
Moduk (Mao-tun), 92 n. 1

Moeris, 548
Moesia, Lower, 446, 447, 469, 470, 523—525, 534 n. 6 ;

invaded by Rhoxolani, 12 r

Mogila
(
Mohila), 152 n. 2

Moldavia, 446 ;
neolithic culture, 134

Mole, 455, 556, 564, 566, 567
Moloch, 368
Molochnaja (Gerrhus?), IX. 30; liman, 17
Moncastro (Akkerman IX.), 14, 446
Mongolia, graves in, 241
Mongolian pony, 49, 75 n. 4
Mongols (v. Tartars), Argippaei, 108 ;

customs, 48

;

burn hones, 80 n. 7 ;
burials, 88—90; Kamennya

baby, 239, 240 ;
much mixed, 48 ; rhabdomancy,

86 ;
rise of, 44, 93, 94 ; supposed connexion with

Scythians, 98 ; type of, 44 Add., 45—47, 108

;

use of term, 48 n. 1

Monograms, 384, 473, 477, 486, 522, 542, 547—549,
584. 585. 594—6o6, 61 1, 629, 630, 633

Monsters, representations of, 155 f. 42, 157 f. 44, 1 7
1

,

172 ff. 65—67, 178 f. 73, 181 f. 75, 191 f. 83, 203
f. 98, 208 f. 106, 211 f. in, 214 f. 1 1 5, 222, 265,

266, 41 1 f. 298, 412: taste for, 250, 262, 280
Montefiascone, 352
Montelius, O., on dolmens, 146
Months, names of, 447, 472, 546, 591
Mopsus, 336
Moravia, 133
Mordva, I. 104
Morgan, J. de, finds at Susa, 63, 215 n. 2, 254, 271

f. 187 ;
in Caucasus, 259 n. 4

Morgan, J. Pierpont, 382 n. 1 ;
objects from Olbia, 355,

356 f. 262, 383 f. 284, 421
Morris, Sir L., 530
Mortar, 515
Mosaic, Byzantine, 508—512 ;

glass, 430, 431 f. 321 ;

pebble, 306, 456—458
Moschi, 24, 128

Moscow Archaeological Soc., Publ. of, xxvii

Mo-t‘e (Mao-tun), 92 n. 1

Mother of Pearl, 271

Mother-goddess, 368, 619, cf. Cybele
Motraye, A. De La, 566, 618

Moulded pots, 35 1—353» 356
Moulds, for axes, 132, 245 f. 157; for terracottas, 364

—

367 ff. 265—267, 454 n - 6

Mourier, J. de, Caucasus, 259 n. 4
Mourning, 87, 90, 91, 94, 464, 467, 472
Mouth, leaves upon, 420—422, 507 f. 339
Mozara, 409 n. 1 r

Mtskhet, glass from, 362
Mu, Emperor, 91
Much, M., 141

Mud volcanoes, 20, 22

Mugel, 610
Mules, 5

Mullenhoff, K., 97, 98 n. 9 ; on Getae, 101 n. 3 ; on
Iranians in S. Russia, 37 ;

denies that Cimmerii were
in S. Russia, 41

Muller, F. K. W., 100

Muller, Sophus, 262 n. 1
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Munkacsy, B., on Ugrians, 107 n. 3
Mural crown, 479, 544, 550, 606
Murena, L., 587
Murom, I., palaeolithic finds, 130
Murza Bek, 239
Muscle-markings, 255—257 ff. 175— 177, 265 n. 2, ^67,

268, 270—279 ff. 186, 188— 192, 195—200, 203

—

205
Muscovy, 27, 104
Muses, 367, 397, 627
Museums containing coins from S. Russia, 661 ; con-

taining other objects, xxxvi
;

issuing publications,

xxviii

Music, 626
Musin-Pushkin, Ct, 450, 456
Mutilation in mourning, 87, 90, 91, 94
Mutton-bones, 49, 80, 196,17

Mycenaean, jewelry, 387 ;
masks, 390, 422 ;

survivals,

194, 260, 262, 263, 270, 294 n. 3
/mjktis, 70
Myres, J. L., on geography of Herodotus, to, 28, 34;

on Kurgan people, 145; on “twists,” 395 nn. 2, 3
Myrina, necropolis, 415; terra-cottas, 363
Myrmecium, III. 20, 194, 626, 628
Myrtle, does not grow at Panticapaeum, 5, 615
Mysteries, 619
Mytilene, 570, 576, 627

Nabiani, 129
Nadezhdin, N. I., 33
Nagajka, borrowed from Tartars, 77
Nagy, G., on Scyths, gg ;

sword worship among Ugrians,

71 ; funeral ceremonies, 9r
;

explains Scythic god-

names, 85,86; oaths and divinations, 87 ; symbolism,

95; Massagetae, in n. 3
Nagy Szent Miklos, treasure, 257 n. 5 Add., 282 n. 2,

387
Naiads, 332
vanopos, 624
Names, Attic, 560; Caucasian (?), 127; Dorian, 570;

Gods’, 85; Iranian in Gk insc.
,

320, 471, recall

Ossetian, 37, 100; Old Persian, 38, 127; little

criterion of race, 40; Thracian, 38, 571 n. 1, 604
Namuchus, 504
Nan Shan, I. 114 n. 3
Naparis, R., 28

Naracu stoma, IX. 12, 13

Nature-goddess, 218 Add., 368, 619
vavapxos, 614, v. Admiral
Naucratis vases, 338 and Add., 339, 452 n. 1

vavKkt)pos, 464, 524, 624
Nautch-girl, 335
veavLiTKapxys, 623
Neapolis (Kermenchfk ?), 119 n. 5, 463, 476, 479, 518

—

520
Necklaces, Greek, 384, 385, 393, 399—402 f. 294, 405—

408 f. 295, 420, 426—431 ff. 318, 320, 321 ;
centre-

pieces, 397, 398
in Scythic tombs, 63, 170, 179 f. 74, 202, 206, 208

f. 106, 216, 217 f. 1 19
Neck-rings, 62, v. torques

Necropolis, 414 sqq.
, 455, 506, 507 f. 339, 508, 626,

627
Nedvigovka, IX. 21, 381, 566—569 b 346, 620, v. Tanais

Negro, 346, 381, 398, 399, 401 f. 294, 427 f. 318
Nekrasovskaja, IX. 232 n. 4, 381
Nekyia, 437
Nelidov Coll., terra-cottas, 363 n. 1 ;

jewelry,
;
386

n. 9 sqq.

Nemirov, IX. 44 1 n. 1

Neo- Attic types, 170, 179, 283, 298, 392
Neolithic finds, 132 sqq.

Neoptolemi turris, IX. 13, 14, 447, 596
Neoptolemus, 13, 447, 586, 587, 614

Neoptolemus f. Achillis, 285
vewrepoi, 621
Nereids, on coffin, 325—328 ff. 235, 237, 238; cylix,

383; on temple-ornaments, 291, 394, 426 f. 316;
earrings, 195 f. 88, 397 ;

terra-cotta, 367
Nergal, 617

^Nc > 595. 599. 611

Nero, 523, 595, 596, 599—600, 61

1

vfj(TOD, 6 C7Ti 7-7/S, 318, 613
Nestor, Ps.-, xxxi, 84 n. 2, 103 n. 1, 534—538
Nestorian diviners among Mongols, 86
Net-weights, 374, 415
Neumann, K., champion of Mongolian theory of Scyths,

33, 40, 80 n. 7, 86, 97, 98 n. 6
Neuri, I., 27, 36, 102—106, 124, 192
Nicaea, council, 610
Nicephorus C—politanus, 533
Niceratus, 473, 487
Niceratus Papiae, 464
Nicodromus Dionysi, 462 n. 2, 465, 477, 480
Nicolaev, IX. 339, 444, 455 ; harbour, 4, 29
Nicolaevka, IX. 454
Nicolaevskaja, 244 f. 152, 282
Nicolaus Mysticus, 534
Nicomedes II. and III., 591
Nicomedia, 470
Niconia, IX. 14, 447 n. 3, cf. App. 2

Nicopol (v. Chertomlyk), IX. 29, 152, 286 n. 1, 288 ;

cuirass and brassarts, 74
Nicosthenes, cantharos by, 340
Niebuhr, B. G., 33 ;

makes Scyths Mongols, 98 n. 3
Niederle, L., xxxi, xxxii, 34; on Budini, etc., 105;

on geography of Scythia, 34 ;
sums up ethnology,

97 n. 2, 98 ;
on stone age, 130 n. 1 ;

Tripolje, 142
Nike, 17 1, 173, 195 f. 88, 210, 212 f. 113, 216, 218 f. 120,

304, 336, 340, 34r n. 3, 364, 368 n. 12, 374, 382,

39 2
. 397. 4or f- 294. 473—475- 544. 547. 5<58, 584

Nilometer, 386 n. 4
Nimrud Ivories, 263
Nine (magistrates), 461, 471, 474
Nineveh, 42, 115, 260, 263 n. 9
Niobe (?), 365 f. 265, 366
Niobids, on coffins, 322, 332—334 ff. 241—243, 363

n. r, 370—374 ff. 269, 270
Nogai, 95
Nogai Tartars, impotence among, 45 ;

split into tribes,

103 n. 7

Nomades Scythae, IX. 27—31 ;
perhaps the same as

Royal Scyths, 31, 35
Nomads, 44 Add. ; necessary conditions of, 47 sqq. ;

Asiatic, Persian representations of, 58, 59 f. 12

—

61 ff. 13, 14; Chinese accounts of, go—gj

;

employ
subject craftsmen, 252, 281 ; justice, 94; Siberian, 250

Nomenclature, double, 17; of N. Asiatics confusing,

48 n. 1

vopoipij\aKes, 540, 541 and Add.
Norsemen, 536, 537
Novgorod, 538
Novgorod Seversk, I. 414 f. 301

Novikov, A. B., 560
Noviodunum (Isakcha), IX. 12, 125

Novocherkassk (IX.) treasure, 233^—236 ff. 138— 144,

268, 273 ; style of, 280—282, 384, 409, 433
Novo-Mikhailovka, IX. 598 n. 4, 621 n. 17

Novopetrovka, 409 n. 1

1

Novorossijsk, IX. 24, 216, v. Bata

Nugget, 64, 223
Nymphaeum (Eltegen), III. 20, 458, 360, 361, 572,

574, 588, 591, 626—628:
bow, 66, 68 ;

Panathenaic vase, 447, 626 :

Tomb at, 208 f. 106, 210—215 ff. 114— 116, 265 ; bits,

76, 214 f. 1
1 5 , 2 66, 268; coffin, 214 f. 1 15, 329;

gem, 208 f. n6, 412; helmet, 379

M. 89
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Nymphaeum, Ai Todor, 523 n. 7, 546
Nymphidius, 598
Nymph’s cave, 544, 546 ;

head on coin, 561

Oak-pattern, 385, 388
Oarus (Volga), I. 30, 104, 107:
= Ararus= Buzeo, 28 n. 3, 117

Oath, ceremonies, Scythian, &c., 87 ;
among Hiung-

nu, 93 ; citizens’ at Chersonese, 516, 517 ; Pharnaces,

516 n. 6, 518, 590, 621 n. 16

Obidiaceni, 128

Obj, R. I., 145, 239, 241, 244, 248, 253
Ochakov, IX. 433, 455, 481; bar at,' 4 ;

Alector, 15
Ochre, bones coloured with, 142
Octavian, 592, 593, v. Augustus
Octavius, Fronto, S., 523 n. 6
Octomasades, 1 16 ;

funeral of, 88
Odessa, IX. harbour of, 4 ;

stone at, 7 ; Isiacorum
Portus, 13, 14; Museum, xxxvi, 661; sculptures,

&c., at, 296 n. 10, 481 ; Society, xxviii ; trade of,

444
Odessus, I. 14, 464, 470, 482, 487, 627
Odobesco, A., 282 n. 2

Odyssey, 18, 436, 437 ; Odysseus, v. Ulysses
Oechardes, R., I. 114 n. 3
Oenochoe, 355, 380, 381, 421
Oetosyrus (Goetosyrus), 83, 86
Offerings, to the dead, 87—91, 106, 425, cf. dedications

Officials, Bosporus, 612—615 ; Byzantine, 541—543 ;

Roman, 446, 447, 469, 522—523, 601, 602
Ogtiz Barrow, IX. 152, ibg, ijo ff. 63, 64, 283, 284,

290, 291 n. 4, 403 n. 2

Ohnefalsch- Richter, M., 395 nn. 2, 3
Oil, 441
oUeiaK&v, cttI tQv, 343
oirovopoi, evnvK.\iwv, 613, 625 ;

iepuv, 613, 625
oibpiraTa, 39, 100

Oka R., I. palaeolithic finds on, 130, 131
Olach Zsakoda, mirror from, 65 n. 5
Olbia, IX. 450—489-, view and plan, 430 ff. 330, 331:
amphorae, 360, 516; art products, 292—414; bottle,

409; buildings, 468; Chersonesan at, 421, 439;
coffin, 322 f. 232; coins, 482—487, PL II., III.

490, 631, shew bowcases, 66, axes, 72 ; cults,

475—482 and Add.
;
diadems, 392 ff. 288, 289 ; Dio

at, 466 ; earrings, 395 Add., 396 f 290, 398 ff. 292,

293 ; emblemata
, 366, 385 ; excavations, 454—438 ;

foreigners at, 470 ; founding, 439, 445, 458, 369

;

Getae destroy, 101, 123, 464 ; Goths take, 126, 470;
graffiti, 361 n. 1 ; houses at, 455— 458 ; institutions,

471—475; Kelts threaten, 125; lions with tarngi,

298, 316, 317 f. 227 ;
magistrates, 471—475; mask,

390 ; mirror and mount, 266 and Add. ; Mithridates,

463, 464, 586, 587; name, 451 n. 1 ; necklace, 400,

406 ;
pots, 339 sqq. and Add. ; restored, 466; Scilurus,

1 19, 463, 320; Scyles, 264, 458; site, 4, 13, 16, 28,

433 ; tombs, 415 and Add.—421 ff. 302—309, 455;
1891 tomb, 354—356 f. 262, 383 f. 284, 406, 420,

421 ; trade, 31, 440—444, 463; tribes press, 118,

H9,. 447, 46°; walls, 454, 461, 467
Olbiopolis, 451 n. 1

Olbiopolites, 447, 451 n. 1 ;
dress of, 56, 467

Olbos, 476
Olgenfeld, double-looped axe, 72
Olgerd, 539
Olive, crown, 388, 389 f. 286
Oltus, read for Kleophrades, 340 n, 6

Olympia, griffins, 264; standards, 187 n. r

Olympus, 516
Omphale, 364, 365 f. 265, I. 1
’

0p.]\pa\a.Kov, 1
19

n. 5
Onega L., neolithic finds, 132

Onions, 49

Onon R., I. 92
Onyx, 173, 408, 414
onr}, 425 n. 1

Ophiussa, 14, 443
Opissas L., III. 23
Opoea, wife to Ariapithes and then Scyles, 95, 116
Opuk, IX., v. Cimmericum, 20, 621
Oracle, 464, 481
Orchamus Gorgippi, 373 n. 7, 583
Ordessus R. (Ardzhish), I. 28
Ordessus (town), 14
Orenburg, I. 107, 173
Oreshnikov, A. V. (Or.), xxxii, 661 ; on coins of

Asander, 593; Cercinitis, 491, 492; Mithridates,

&c., 603; Scilurus, &c., 119, 487; Spartocids, 383—585 :

on Olbian grave, 420
Oriental taste, cf. Iranian, 387, 263 ;

gems, 56, 410

—

412, v. Perso-Greek
Oricus, 1 16

Orientation, churches, 309 ;
house, 457

Origen, on Scythian pantheon, 85
Oriloche, 543
Orkhon, R., I., inscriptions from, 90
Orontes Ababi, 469
op(j>avo<pv\a^, 613, 624, 625
Orsiloche, 543 nn. 8, 9
Orthia, 543
Orthography, 301 f. 214, 319, 625
Osiris, 381, 490
Ossetes, 37, 232
Ossetia, 36 ; Ossetian names, 38, 39, 104, 107, 320
Ossi, 37
Ossowski, G-, 177 sqq.

Ostjaks, I. 107, 108; stuff horses, 91; sacrifices, 86
Ostrich, 173
Ostragi, 103

O Szony, cauldron, 80 n. 5

Otacilia, 470
Otarik, IX. 14
Otter, 5, 105
Ottorocorrhas, VI. 114 n. 3
Otiiz, IX. 19
0vvvoi, 122 n. 2

Ouvaroff, Ouvarov, v. Uvarov
Ovid, 447, 464, 468; on Iazyges, 121 ; on Leucon,

581
Owl, 208 f. ro6, 212 f. 1 13, 632
Ox, used by Scyths, 49—51 ;

other nomads, 51 ;
in

Siberian art, 268; head, 217 f. 199, 372 f. 273,

398, 401 f. 294, 430; on coins, 486, 547, 348,

539, 629 ; cf. bull

Oxford, armour at, 74 n. 6 ; bows at, 66 n. 10; gem,
412; jewelry, 393 nn. 1, 7, 400

Oxiana, 92
Oxus (Kuei), I. 92, in, 121 ; ran into Caspian, 31;

= Araxes? 30, in, 113 n. 3; Ylie-chih upon, 92
Oxus Treasure, 254—2jy ff. 173— 177, 265 n. 2, 269

—

271

:

armlets, &c., 234, 256 f. 177, style of, 63 ; deer,

256 f. 177, 268; griffin, 222, 236 f. 176; plaque
with nomad, 58, 70, 86, 255 f. 174, 269; ring,

255 f- 175; sheath, Assyrian in style, 42, 70, 255
f. 173, 263, 271

o£3ya\a, 49

\fj\,
+ 73 > 477 > +86

58+' 585

5 84 > 58 s

waiSayujyinv, 6 iiri, 613
Paerisades, I, ,557, 571—573 . 575 . 577 . 578 , 583
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Paerisades Satyri, 579, 583
Paerisades II, 580, 381, 583
Paerisafdes] Prytan[...], 580 n. 7, 583
Paerisades III, 58 t

—

583
Paerisades Philometor, 581—583, 62 r

Paerisades the Last, 520, 582, 583
Paerisades II—Last, coins of, 215, 405, 410 n. 1, 414,

430 (for the dates deduced from most of these v. p.

585). 433. 584—S86, 632
IIaipicraSov, n €Trl tCiv, 612
Pagenstecher, R., 349 nn. 2, 3, 353 n. 6
Pagrae (Gelendzhfk), IX., harbour of, 4 ; site, 24
Pail, Greek, 180
Painting, inscriptions, 621 n. 5; on stelae, 306 f. 219;

on textile, 212 f. 113, 335, 336; on walls of houses,

306, 457, 564, of tombs, 307—321 ff. 220—231, 423
ff. 312, 313; on wood, 305

Palacium, IX. 18 f. 1, 518—520
Palacus, 1 19, 443, 463, 518—520, 582
Palaeography, 319, 320, 466, 507 f. 339
Palaeolithic remains, 130, 131
Palamida

,
6

Pa-li-feng, 96 f. 27, 97
Palisade, 454
Pallas, v. Athena
Pallas, P. S., on Chersonese, 494, 496, 521 n. r ; disease

of Nogais, 45 n. 6 ;
Kamennya Baby, 239 n. 1 ;

Kundure Tartars, 52 f. 7 ;
Siberian Antt., 253 n. 1

Palmette, 265 n. 2, 289, 290, 299, 337 f. 244, 383, 384,
400—402, 457

Palms crossed, 320
Palmyra, sepulchral cave, 308 ; t^Aos wopviKiv, 525 n. 5 ;

Zeis il^nrros, 622
Palstaff, 228
Pamir, I. in, 114 n. 3
Pan, 346, 360, 367, 618, 628—631
Panaenus, 286
Panagia C., III. 22

Panathenaea, 575; vases from, 347 and Add., 391, 465,

477, 516 Add., 567 n. 4, 575, 626

Panda R., 597
Panikadilo, 5 14
Panjab, 121, 122 n. 3
Panormus, 470
Pantacles Cleombroti, 462, 480
Panther, 73, 209 f. 108, 222, 281

Panticapaeum (Kerch III.), 20, 362—366

;

plan and
view, 562 ff. 343, 344, cf Bosporus ;

amphorae,

360; artisans of, 180, 235, 409; art products of,

293—414; baths, 564, 565 f. 344; coins, 387,

414, 470, 490, 549, 584, 627—632, restruck, 593,

set in rings, 179, 180, 291 ; cults, 615—620 ;
destruc-

tion, 609 ;
games, 626 ;

name, 569 ;
politarches, 612,

613; religious societies, 621, 624, 625; temple of

Asclepius, 5, 617; theatre, 626; tombs about, 415,

422 435, 610
Panticapes R., IX. n, 15, 17, 27, 2g, 569 n. 10

Ha.VTOKp6.TCOp, 621, 622

Panxani, 129
Papadhimitriu, S. D., 452
Papaeus (Zeus), 85 and Add.
Paphlagonia, 538, 627

5 22 > 542 > 5+ 7
—549 > 58 5

Paralatae, 43
Trapa<pi\ayados, 301 f. 214, 623, 624

Paris, 411 f. 298; judgement of, 204—204B ff. 100, 101,

330, 355, 420 ;
meeting with Helen, 330

Parium, 295
Parker, E. H., on Nomad neighbours of China, 91

—

95
Parmenon, 414 n. 2

Paros, amphorae, 359, 441

Parsley, 87 ;
crowns, 388 f. 285, 390

Partenit, 19 ;
church at, 513 n. 2, 604 n. 6

Parthenia, Parthenon, 544
Parthenium Cape, VIII. 496
Part’nenium, III. 20, 21

Parthenos, Athena, 195 f. 88, 296, 393, 394 :

Chersonesan, 541—544, v. Maiden :

at Bosporus, 621 n. 14
Parthia, I. i2f, 122
Parthian, coins, 232, 254, dress on, 61 f. 14, 316 f. 226 :

oaths, 87 ; trade, 569 ;
war, 569, 594

Parutino, IX. 15, 453—456, v. Olbia
Pasiadas Artemidori, 518, 545
Pasiani, 122

Paste (glass), 2151.117, 222, 230, 406—4081.295
Pasterskoje Gorodishche, IX. 441 n. 1

Trarrip -rr&Xeus, 472, 533, 542; avvdSov, 623, 625
Patraeus, III. 23, 561, 573
Patrocles, 10

Patzinacitae, v. Pechenegs
Paulina, 298
Pausanias, on oirr), 425 n. 1 ; on Sarmatian armour, 73,

187
Pavlovka, twin-barrow at, 152 f. 39 ; cup from, 80 f. 23,

81 ; single-looped axe, 72
Pavlovskij Fort and Cape, III., barrow at, 422 n. 4;

coffin, 329, 330 ; dancer vase, 346 ;
embroidery, 336,

337 f- 244 i shoe, 336 n. 1 ;
stlengis, 392 n. 5

Peacocks, 310, 314, 315 ff. 224, 225, 319, 512
Pechenegs, 534, 538, 539 ; cut Magyars in two, 41 ;

natural boundaries, 27 ; trade with Cherson, 495,
538

Pechonkin, N. M., 495, 497
Pectoral, 207 f. 105, 213 f. 114, 236, 237 f. 145, 290
Pedagogues, 334 f. 243, 369, 613
Pegasus, 332, 393, 397
Peisker, J-, on Scyths, 44 Add.
Peitho, 298
Pelamys, 6

Peleus and Thetis, 199 f. 92, 202, 291, 402
Pelice, 340, 350 f. 255, 351 n. 1, 352 n. 1, 430
Pella, 435 n. 1

Peloponnesian art, 377
Pelops and Oenomaus, 204, 204 d f. 103, 330
Pendant, 64, 157, 232, 233 f. 138, 236, 280, 392—401,

ff. 290, 292, 294 ; spear- and vase-drops, 399
Peninsula, v. Chersonesus
Pentelic marble, 296, 299, 300 f. 212

People (Demos), Agrippias Caesarea, 613 ; Chersonese,

516, 540; Gorgippia, 598 n. 7, 613; Olbia, 468,

471, 472; Tyras, 446
Peparethus wine, 442
Perekop, IX. 16 ; Isthmus of, 16, 27, 592 ;

Gulf of,

29 ;
salt at, 440

Perepjatikha, IX. 15

1

Pereshchepina (near Poltava), plate from, 386 Add.
Perga[mos], 412, 414
Pergamum, 518 ;

barrows near, 435 n. 1 ; Mithridates,

of, q.v. ;
school of, 289, 297, 358

Peribolos, round church, 512
Pericles, Pontic expedition, 447, 458, 561

Periplus Ponti Eux. Anon., accuracy of, 10; date, 25
Peristyle, 455—457
Perjury among Scyths, 87
Perm, I. 252, 237, 238, 260 ;

idols, 257 and Add.,

258 f. 182 ;
Scythic cauldron, 80 n. 5 ; silver-plate

from, 105, 257, 386, 441
Permiaks, I. 104, 105

Pernice, E., on bits, 75 n. 4
Perrot, G., corn trade, 444, 574, 575
Persephone, head of in fresco, 307, 310 f. 221 ; rape

of, 309 f. 220, 310, 393, 619; terra-cottas, 367;
Chthonia, 620

Persepolis, reliefs at, 59 f. 12, 60, 112, 248, 254, 257

89—

2
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Perseus, 602, 603, 618
Persian, Old, names in Bosporan inscr., 38
Persian, art, v. Iranian, at Aix, 289 ; bows, 66 :

combat with nomads, 61 f. 13, Greeks, 286, 287,

41 1 f. 298 :

dress on Gk vases, &c., 54 f. 8, 55, 164 f. 53, 286,

287, 343 f. 249, native reliefs, 58, 59 f. 12, 60, 61

f. 13, 254, 255 f. 174 :

gems and cylinders, 61 f. 13, 263, 410—412 f. 298,

427 f. 318 :

jewelry, 254, 256, 271 f. 187, 272 ff. 188, 189, 404:
Persians work for nomads, 252 :

weight -standard, 547, 548
Perso-Greek art, 210, 211 f. no, 222, 263, 265 n. 2,

410—412 f. 298, 427 f. 318, 428
Peter, S., Ch. at Cherson, 509
Peter the Great, 253
Petreny, 134 n. r, 140, 141
Petrie, W. M. Flinders, xxxvi f. o Add. to p. 44
Petronas Cameterus, 533, 543
Petrossa, 282 n. 2, 387
Petrus Patricius, 596, 597 , 598, 601

Peuce Ins., IX. 12, 13, 120, 123, 124
Peuces Ostium, IX. 12, 13
Peucini, IX. 13, 120, 124
Peyssonel, commerce, 440, 444
<f>AIAPH, 212 f. 1

1 3, 336
Phaisparta, 320
Phalerae, yb, 155, 165, 168 ff. 57— 59, 171, 173 n. 3,

210, 214 f. irj, 215, 223, 378, 403, 426; developed
into mirrors, 66

Phanagoras, 570, 620, 629
Phanagoria (Sennaja), III. 22—24, 127, 128, 215, 430,

532, 594, 596, 598, 612—614, 616—621, 626;
archons, 613 ; barrows near, 435 ;

buildings at,

566 ; coins, 584, 628—632, restruck, 593 ;
destruc-

tion, 610; earrings from, 396 f. 290; envoy of,

613 n. 12; independence of, 572, 589, 613; insti-

tutions of, 613
;
Jews at, 622, 624 ;

name and
founding, 570; religious societies, 621, 624; revolt,

588, 589 ;
statues from, 295; vases, 344—-346 ff. 250,

251
Phanagoria, Fort, III. 22 n. 5, 566 n. 3
Phanomachus, 577
Phannacovskij, B. V., on Kelermes, 172 n. r, 222;

Majkop, 144 Add.
; at Olbia, 454—458 ; on gold

reliefs, 287 n. 3 and Add. ; Olbian necropolis, 415

—

420 ; Olbian Parthenos, 296 ;
pots, 338 sqq.

Pharmacovskij, M. V., 385 n. 2

Pharnaces I of Pontus, 516 n. 6, 518, 590 n. 1

I'harnaces (II) of Bosporus, 448, 585, 588— 594, 604,
6ir, 613 :

coins, 448, 590—592, 630, 632
Pharnaces Pharnacis Amastrianus, 524
Pharnacus Pharnaci, 527
Pharsanzes, 527, 607—609, 61 1, 632
Pharzoeus, 119, 467, 469, 486, 487
Phaselis, 441, 470
Phasis, R. I., 587; eastern point of Euxine, 8, 9, 436;

Apollo at, 232 ; trade of, 443
Phauni, 122

Pherae, barrows near, 435 n. 1

Phiale Mesomplialos
, 81, 204 f. 99, 206, 209 f. 107, 221,

231 ff. 136, 137, 232, 383
Phidias, 296, 393
Phidonisi, IX. 14, v. Leuce
(pCKayados, 301 f. 214, 623—625
Philhellene, 607
4HAIAX, 350 f. 256, 351 n. 1, 361
Philip II of Macedon, 118, 123, 124; coinage of, 631,

632
Philip the Arabian, 126, 470, 478; indication, 390 n. 6

Philippopolis, 126
Philiscus, 296 n. 17

<pCKoKaLaap
, 596, 598 n. 7

<pi\op8>fj.aios, 592, 598 n. 7, 601
Philostratus Junior, 14, 626 n. 10
Phlegon Trallianus, 493 n. 1, 524 n. 1, 605
Phocas, S., 514
Phocylides, 467
Phoebus, 474 n. 3, 476 n. it, 577, 616
Phoenicians, 437, 444, 445, 490; weight-standard, 485,

547, 548, 631
Phoenix brought to China, 280
Phormio, 442
Photius, 533, 534 n. 1

<f>pOVTMTTr]S, 624
Phrygian cap, 379, 412, 429; dress, ”55, 411 f. 298,

412, 414, 618; Mother, 619
Phtheirophagi (Caucasian), 24, 129
tpdtipoTpaytovm, Budini, 105

<Pou5, 533 n. 7

Phulla, 533
Phuni (Huns !), 122 n. 2

Phylakopi, 14

1

Physce, IX. 1

4

Physical type, permanence of, 43 ;
Scythian according

to Hippocrates, 44 sqq. and Add. f. o
Physician, 523 n. 2, 546
Piccard, R., draughtsman, 330 n. r, 382
Pick, B

, 448, 449, 484
Picks, 242 f. 150, 244, 247 f. i6r, 257
Pien-i-tien

, 90 n. 2, 92 n. 2, 95
Pigs, v. boar
Pile-village, 578
Pilin, sword from, 70 n. 10

I’ilos, gold from Kerch, 58, 391 f. 287
Pin, 57, 179, I 9 I f- 83, 228, 242 f. 150, 244 f. 152, 398,

401 f. 294, 405, 430, 431 f. 321
TTlvaKldoS, 6 i-JTL t ijs, 612, 613
Pindar, 14

Piracy, 24, 101, 232, 438, 439, 463, 480, 504, 575,

579, 588, 592, 606, 614
Piraeus, inscr. from 571, 575, 577
Piraeus (Amisus), 578
Pirot, I. 622

Piscina, 512
Pisistratids, policy of, in Euxine, 339, 442
Pisistratus Dadaci, 473
Piskarev, 240 n. 1

Pit-grave, 415, 416 ff. 302—305, 421
Pithos, 360, 457
Pit-houses, 132, 137 f. 31, 452
Pitkia, 90
Pityus (Pitsunda), I. 24
Placia, 18 f. r

“Plain,” Chersonesan, VIII. 517, 518
Plain, of Northern Asia, 1

Plain, South Russian, IX. 1 ; height of, 2 ; drainage,

2 ;
vegetation, 3 ; agriculture on, 2

Plano Carpini, J. de, 30 n. 3, 48, 84, 85, 114; French
translation derived from Hakluyt, 89 n. 3 ;

funerals

of Tartars, 89, 90
Plans of, Chersonese, VII., p. 492, 505 f. 338, churches,

511 f. 340; Olbia, 450 f. 331; Panticapaeum, 561
f. 344, bath at, 565 f. 345; Tanais, 568 f. 346;
Theodosia, 557 f. 342 :

Plans(*) and Sections(§) of Scythic tombs, &c., 148
f. *38, 152 f. *39, 156 f. 43, 170 ff. *63, §64, 174
f. *§70, 176 f. §71, 177 f. *72, 183 f. *76, 194
f. §87, 196 f. *§89, 213 f. *'114, 225 f. *§128, 227
f. 130, 229 f. 13 1 :

of Greek tombs, 416—421 ff. 302—311, 433 ff. 323,

324
Plaque, v. Plates

Plastic vases, 344'—357
Plaster figures, on coffins, 332—334 f. 243, 370—374

ff. 271—277
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Plate, v. silver, found at Perm, 105, 257, 386
Plates (plaques), gold, in Greek graves, 420, 425—429

f- 318. 433. 434 f- 3 2 5 =

bronze, 158 f. 45, 184 f. 77, 209 f. 109, 214 f. 1
1

5

in Scythic dress, 57, 58, 62, 145, 151, 155 f. 42, 157,
158 f. 45, 1 6 1 , 169^ 62, 170, 176, 177, 178L 73, 179,

180, 182 f. 75 for, 184 f. 77, 187, 191, 792 ff. 83, 84,

196, 197 f. 90, 204, 206, 208 f. 106, 210, 216, 217
f. 1 19, 223, 228, 229, 232, 233, 248, 254, 255 f. 174,
260, 265—269 ff. 183, 184, 283, 291,403; imitation,

223
dies common to several tombs, 155, 158 f. 45, 169, 204,

206, 208 f. 106, 266, 425; style of, 291 ; cast not
stamped 428

harness, 166 ff. 54, 55, 168 ff. 58—60, 184 f. 77, 185
f. 78; Siberian, 251 f. 172, 253, 260, 271—282
ff. 193—204

Plato, 467
Plautius, Ti., Silvanus (App. 1), 447, 469, 523
Plinth, round barrows, 151, 156, 420
Pliny the younger, 604
Ploshchadka, 1 34
Plundering of Barrows, 133, 154 (not Chertomlyk,

155 Add.), 157, 163, 167—170, 173, 182, 194, 195,

205 , 206, 2TO, 222, 223—228, 24I, 248, 25O, 42O,

421 ;
precautions against, 90, 227

Pluto or Plutodotas Chthonius, 620
Podberezskij, A., on earthworks, 146
Podgornyj Post, 396 f. 290
Podolia, I. 1, 11, 27, 28:

earthworks, 146; La Tene, 259; red skeletons in,

142 ; Scythic tombs in, 150; Milesian pots, 441
n. 1 ;

Tripolje areas in, 133, pot from, 140 f. 34
Podshivalov, A. M.

,
xxxii, 609

Poet, stele of, 304; Bosporan, 626, 627; Chersonesan,

546, 547
Pokrovskij, Prof. N. V., 320 n. 3, 512
Po-ku-t‘u-lu

, 280 ;
cauldrons, 80 ; calf’s head vase, 81

Poland, La Tene in, 259; palaeolithic, 130
Poland, F., 475 n. 5, 541, 620—625
Tro\eiTapxvs> 612, 613
Polemo I, 522, 590, 592—595, 61 1 ; destroys Tanais,

21. 567
Polemo II, 590, 595—597, 604, 61

1

Polemo Smyrnaeus, 626
Policemen, Scythian, 56 n. 4
Poliak, L., 386 n. 9
Polo, Marco, 48, 114; on Mongol burials, 88, 89;

assimilation of Tartars, 95
Polovtses, v. Cumans
Poltava, I., govt of, Byzantine plate from, 386 Add.,

earthworks, 146 ;
Greek pots from, 349 ;

paleolithic

remains, 130; Scythic tombs in, 150, 175, 180—
igi

;
Tripolje areas, 133

Polyandry not among Scyths, 84 ; among Massagetae,

84, hi; among Tibetans, 84; Ylie-chih, &c., 93,

1 10

Polybius, on alliance, 518 ;
Euxine trade, 440, 441

Polychrome, glass, 362 and Add. :

pots, 342—349, 353—355 ff- 259—261

Polycrates, 295, 516, 545
Polygamy among Scyths, 84 ;

Turks, 95
Polygnotus, 285—287 and Add.
Polygonal wall, 455
Polyphagi, 129
Pomashki, 192, mistake for Romashki, IX.

Pompeii, mosaic of Issus, Persian costume, 58 n. 4;
psalia, 77

wall paintings, 307, 309, 457
Pompey, 587—589
“Pontic” vases, 53, 55 f. 9
Ponticum , 108, 109
Pontus (i e. N. Cappadocia), 518—521, 563, 582, 589,

593—595

irbiroi
, 85 Add.

Popovka, IX. 187 ; axe, 72; bone armour scales, 74,
187, 188 f. 80; beak-head, ib.

; bronze double-
eagle, (78 f. 73

Poppaea, 599, 622 n. 3
Poppy, 402, 429 f. 320
Porata, IX. 27, v. Prut
1I0PNAX0, 203 f. 98, 267
TropviKor reXos, 525
Porphyrogenita, 537
Porringer, earthen, 351, 357; glass, 362; silver, 383—

385. 43i f- 32 i

Portages, 1

1

Porthmium III. 20
Portitsa, IX. 12, 13
Portraits, coins, 448, 487, 585, 586, 592, 593, 595—604 :

sculpture, 296, 298, 577, 605
Portus, v. Isiaeorum, Istrianorum, Sindicus
Poseidon, cults, 361 (?), 443, 476 and Add., 566, 604,

616, 623; ’AacpaXeios, 6 16 n. 10; Sosineos, 614,
616 :

(Thagimasadas), 85 :

representations, 342, 364

:

on coins, 476, 602, 603, 629, 630 ;
trident, 597, 633

Poseidonius, compares Cimmerii and Cimbri, 40, 436
Poseidonius Olbiopolita, 447, 465
Posideus Dionysi, 462, 482
Posideus Posidei, 463, 476, 479
Post, swift, 600
Posta, B., on Scythic cauldrons, 80 n. 5 ; swords, 70

n. 11

Posterns, 500—505 ff. 334, 336, 338, 526 n. 5, 528
Potin, 632
Pots, Byzantine, 357, 515:

Greek, 338—361 ff. 245—263 ;
in Greek use :

early, 338 and Add., 339 and Add., 370 n. 3 Add.,
452 n. 1, 515 Add., 564 n. 3 :

W-’fig:-. 339. 556; survivals, 347; Pontic, 53, 55
f. 9 :

r-'fig-, 339—343. 347 ! severe, 339—34 1 I free, 341—
343. 4 2 5. 429 :

polychrome, 342—355 ;
distemper, xxxiii, 347, 348

f
- ?53 :

plastic, 349, 404, imitating metal, 350, 351, 430 :

statue, head or animal shaped, 344—346 ff. 250, 251

:

Hellenistic, 351—357! glazed, 354—357 =

miniature, 370 n. 3 and Add., 428 :

Greek in Scythian use, 81, 82, 147, 165 Add., 176, 177,

180, 182, 210, 228, 232, 339, 348, 441 ; Ionian,

147. 339. 44i
!

bl.-fig. 147, 228, 232, 339, 348 :

dealers’ names and graffiti, 361; triangles, 350:
neolithic, 132—141 ff. 28—32, 34 :

rare with red skeletons, 142, 228 :

Scythic, 82 ff. 24, 25, 147, 228, 232, 269 :

Siberian, 244, 246 f. 159
Potter’s wheel absent from Tripolje, 141 ;

represented,

381
Praetor (Strategus), 532, 533, 541—543
Praetorium, 468, 504
Trpa.yfj.aTas, 301 f. 214, 624
Praxidica Chtbonia, 620
Praxiteles, 295, 296, 465
TTpea/Seuffs, 613 n. 12, 615
TTpeafStirepos, 7r6Aews, 541 n. 3 :

(Thiasus) 623, 625 n 16

Pre-Scythic remains, 130— 148
Priapus, 396 f. 290, 398
Pridik, E. M., 330 n. 1 ; on Melgunov’s Barrow, 172

n. 1 ; on stamps and graffiti, 359, 361 ; cf. 620
n. 4

Priene, 307 n. 3, 455, 456
Priest, priestess, 5, 475—482, 541, 544, 613, 616, 617,

619, 625; of Augusti, 598 n. 7, 620; in religious

societies, 301 f. 214, 623—625
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Priesterhiigel, 134 n. 1

Princeps, 614
irpoaiavp-vdiv, 540
Procedure, legislative, Chersonese, 540, 541 ; Olbia,

471, 472; Tyras, 446
Proconnesus, marble, 508, 510, 514
Procopius, 436 n. 3, 506, 610
Procopius, Pretender, 531
wpoSiKoi, 541
TrpoeSpoi., 540
Promantia, 317
7rpoaevxv, 468, 481, 609, 625
TrpocrKapTepT](ns, 622 n. 1

jrpocrodiKos, 615 n. 9
Prostas, 456, 457
TvpWTevuiv, 526, 533, 541, 542
Prothesis, 513
Proto-Corinthian vases, 338
Protogenes Herosontis, coins, 459, 483, 485 ;

corn, 443 ;

crown, 388; inscr. (App. 7), 104, 1 18, 125—126, 259,
460—463', offices, 471, 472, 474; walls, 454

Protoka (N. mouth of Kuban), IX. 22, 437
7TpWT07roXiT7)S, 543
IIp&Tos "kpxw, 5°7 f- 339. 5^6, 540, 541, 544
Protospatharius, 543
Protothyes, 42, 116

Prow on coins, 549, 593, 628, 630
irpbi; (deer with palmate antlers), 286 f. 207, 290
Proxeny, 459, 462, 472, 516, 517, 522, 524, 578, 580
Prudery of Scythians, 284
Prtinus padus

, 109
Prusias I, 518, 585
Prusias II, 581 n. 8, 585
Prusias ad Hypium, 607
Prusisk, Waites, 98 n. 1

Prussy, IX., mirror from, 66 ; iqi f. 83, 266
;

quiver,

283 ; sword from, 70
Prut (Porata, Pyretus), IX. 27, 28

Prytaneis, 540
Prytaneum (?), Olbia, 294, 455—458
Prytanis Paerisadis, 572, 578—580, 583
Psalia (cheek-pieces, v. bits), 75—77, 147 ; bronze, 177,

178 f. 73, 182, 191 f. 83, 206, 210, 214 f. 115, 229,

231 f- *35 >
bone, 188, 189 ff. 80, 81 ; style of,

266
Psalm xc., 320
Psammetichus, buys off Scyths, 42
Psathis R., II. 579 n. 1

Psessi, II. 128, 576, 577
Pseudostoma, IX. 13, 14
Psiax, vase-painter, 340
Psilon stoma, IX. 13

Psoas R., 579
Psyche, 367
Ptolemy, Cl., Sarmatia Europaea et Asiatica, Map II.,

p. 1 1 and n. 1 :

Scythia et Serica, Map VI., 1 14 and n. 3 :

Issedones, 108, no; Environs of Chersonese, 498 n. 1

Ptolemy Philopator, 626
Ptolemy K. of Mauretania, 599 n. 7

Pul, 53.3 n. 7

Purple, 161

Putrid Sea, IX. 3, v. Sivash

Pydna, 435 n. 1

Pygmies, 309, 357
Pylades, 381
Pyre, 425
Pyretus, IX. 27, v. Prut

Trvppbs, 45
lhjppos ’E opvvbp.o, 560
Pyrrhus, 478
I'ythian games, 517
I'ythodoris, 590, 594, 595, 6or—604
Pythodorus, 590, 594

Quadriga, 218 f. 120 (?), 347, 397, 401 f. 294
Quarantine Bay, Chersonese, VII., 497—499, 508
Quarantine, Old (Kerch), III. 20; road to, tombs on,

346, 351, 379- 384, 396 -
4io, 433

Quay, 504
Querns, 132, 134
Quincey, T. de, 107 n. 6
Quiver, Scythic, 66—68, 157, 161, 165, 175, 176, 181

f. 75, 182, 226, 283 ; usually combined with bow-
case to make gorytus (q.v.), 66 ; separate among
Persians, 61 f. 15, Iiiung-nu, Manchu, 66, 67;
Mongols, 68 :

tips (?) from VII. Bros., 67, 209—211" ff. 108, in,
112, 114; Karagodeuashkh, 219 f. 123, 221

Rackham, B., 382 n. 1

Radde, G,, 259 n. 4
Radloff, Dr W., 241—252
Radlov, N., 338 n. 6, 626 n. 8

Ram, 197 f. 90, 203 f. 98, 208 f. 106, 222, 232 nn. 5, 6,

2 37> 2 3 8 ff- 145, 146, 346, 402, 408, 429 f. 320:
head, 399, 402, 427 f. 318; coin, 628

Rapson, E. J., on Kushanas, 47 n. 5, 92 n. 2

Rashid-ud-dfn, on burial of Chingiz, 89
Rasim lake, IX. n— 13
Ravenna, Byz. work at, 510; fleet, 523
Raskopana Moglla, 79 f. 21, 290
Rawlinson, on Scythia, 32, 33; Darius, 117
Rayed dishes, 204 f. 99, 213 f. 114, 215, 265
Red skeletons, 142—143, 151, 152, 177, 223, 228, 229

f. 131, 232
Reeds to fill ditch, 519
Reef-knot, 388, 393, 399, 404—406, 430, 432 f. 322
Refuge camps, 52 n. 3, 147
Reinach, S-, 150; Galop, 252, 262, 270
Reinach, Th., 518 n. 4, 586 sqq., 591 n. 1

Reindeer (Tarandus), 5, 105 n. 3, 206, 207 f. 105,
268—290, v. deer

Reinecke, P., 246, 252, 259 n. 1 ; on mirrors, 65 n. 1 ;

bunchuki, 78 ;
cauldrons, 79 ; rhyton, 81, 385 n. 3

Reineggs, J., on the Nogai, 45 n. 6
Religion, Scythian, 85, 86

; v. cults, societies

Relics, 530, 533, 534, 536
Reliquary, 512
Renaissance, plate, 385 ; frescoes, 307 ; woodwork, 335
Rennell’s Scythia, 32, 33
Rep, 336
Repnikov, N. I., Goths at Gurzuf, 127 n. 2, 282 n. 2

Restruck coins, 548, 549, 593, 630
Revenue, Bosporan, 579, 586 ; Chersonesan, 525, 538 ;

Olbian, 474
Rha (Volga), I. n n. 1, 30 n. 2

Rhabbanae, VI. 114 n. 3
Rhabdomancy, 86, 87
Rhadampsadius, 527, 609, 61

1

Rhescuporis, Thracian name, 590, 604
*Rhescuporis I, =Aspurgus, 600
Rhescuporis I (II), 590, 595, 59 6, 598—600, 604, 6n,

632
Rhescuporis II (III), 280, 384, 434 f. 325, 604, 606,

607, 611, 612; inscription of with tamga, 318 n. 1;

coins, 633 ; indication, 390 n. 7, 434 n. 1

Rhescuporis III, IV (?), 607—609, 611

Rhescuporis the Last, 527, 569, 609, 6 r 1 ;
coin of with

mark, 317 f. 227
Rhipaean Mountains, 1 1 n. 1, 113 n. 3, 114
Rhodes, 459, 516
Rhodian, amphorae, 359, 360, 441, 516; coins, 516,

types, 477 ; deities, 463, 476, 479 ; house, 456

;

school, 297 ; vases, 338 n. 8, 346 n. 10

Rhoemetalces, 524, 604, 605, 606, 61 1; coin in “cata-

comb,” 319
Rhoemetalces I, II, of Thrace, 590, 604
Rhombites, Rivers Gt and Less, IX. fishing, 6, 21
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Rhoxolani (Rheuxinali, 121 n. 2), IX. 113 n. 3, 120,

1 2 1, 518—520
Rhyton, 81, 196, 197 f. 90, 206, 210, 211 f. no, 213

f. ri4, 219 f. 121, 221, 222, 265, 290, 346, 383,

385, 434 f. 325, 567 n. 3; sacred, 218 Add.
Riazan, I. 104
Ribbon-armlets from Volkovtsy and Axjutintsy, 64,

184 f. 77
Ricardus Anglus, 539 n. 4
Richthofen, Fr. von, Serica, 114 n. 3
Rider-god, 2 t 8 Add., 478, 546
Ridgeway, W., Cimmerians, 436; Sc. horses, 49;

Getae, 101 n. 4
Riegl, A., 273, 281—282, 289 n. 2, 382, 404, 506 n. 9
Rings (finger), Greek, 368 n. 12, 384, 385, 401 f. 294,

403, 410—414 f. 298, 426—434 ff. 3 r8, 321, 325;
bronze, 382 ;

iron, 430 :

in Scythic tombs, 64, 157, i6r, 179, 208 f. 106, 216,

254, 255 f. 175, 291
Ritual scenes, 218 Add.,. 411 f. 298
Rivers, banks of, high and low, 2 ;

bend of, 2 ;
deified,

447, 476, 478, 479, 485 ;
diminution of, 2 ;

eight

main r. identified, 27 sqq. ;
limans of, 2 ;

flowing

into Maeotis, 30 ; names of, Ossetian, Turkish and
others, 38

Robert, C., 285, 286
Rock-carvings, 246, 250
Romanchenko, N. Ph., 491, 492
Romanus 1., coins of, 513
Romashki (miswritten Pomashki), IX. 192
Rome, and Bosporus, 588—609, 627 ; controls mint,

595, 6or, 602, 633 :

and Chersonese, 518, 521-—526, 540:
and Euxine, 444 ; and Mithridates, 587—589

:

and Olbia, 467—470 :

and Phanagoria, 589, 613 ;
and Pharnaces, 589 :

and Tyras, 446—448 :

art of, 281 ;
exports into Scythia, 149, 187, 232,

273? 38I) 444i coins, 187, style of, 550; gems,

414 f. 301 ; glass, 362; pots, 350, 353 ;
wall paint-

ings, 307, 314 :

Emperor, Empress, q.v., portraits of, 595—602 ;

titles conferred by, 608 n. 7, 609, 614 ;

fleet, 523, 525, 587—589, 598; knight, 608 n. 7; posts,

600 :

soldiers, 364, 370, 470, 523, 525, 526, 597, 598,

614 ;
approach Tanais, 598 ;

Bosporans armed as,

614 ;
tombstones, 305 ;

wrecked off Taurica, 598 :

Popes, S. Clement, 530, 533, 534 ; Martin, 440, 532 :

Romny (district of), IX. Scythic tombs in, 180— 193 :

earrings, 191 f. 83, 395 ; earthworks in, 146 n. 4 ;

iron axe from, 72 ; mirror, model axe and beak-
head, 178 f. 73, 266 and Add., 378 ;

sheath, 71, 186
f. 79 ;

standards, 186 f. 79 ;
tusk, engraved, 188 f. 80

Rosen, Baron V, R., 535 n. 1

Rosenberg, M., 257 n. 1, 386 n. 6
Rose pattern, 315—32r ff. 225, 227, 229—23T

Rostislav Vladimirovich, 539
Rostov, IX. 621 n. 13

Rostovtsev, M. I., on draughtsmen, 335 ;
frescoes, xxxii,

308 sqq., 606 n. 10 ; chthonian goddess, 606 n. 10,

619, 620; kingly power and Karagodeuashkh, 218
Add.; Mithridates, 464; Roman soldiers, Aj Todor,

523, Bosporus, 614, Chersonese, 523—526; Theonas,

504 n. 8, 531
Rouge, 232, 415, 430, 434
Roundel, 195 f. 88, 217 f. ng, 230, 405—407 f. 295,

420, 430—433 f. 321 :

beast, 214 f. 115, 215, 223 f. 126, 224, 230 f. 132,

232 n. 6

Royal Barrow (Kerch), 194 ff. 86, 87, 294; stelae in,

3°5
Royal Sarmatae, 120, 121

Royal Scyths (
= Nomades?), IX. 27—31, v. Scyths

Ruban’s Farm, III. 23
Rubruck, W. de (Rubruquis), 45, 48, 1 [4 ; sees

S. Clement’s church, 5 r3 ; Cumanian funerals, 89,

240; Tartar tents and waggons, 51; customs of
Tebet, no

Rumania, part of Scythia, 27, 31 ; neolithic culture,

134
Rumjantsev Mus., xxxii, 586
Runic inscr., 453
Russia, civilized through Cherson, 494, 514, 538
Russian Archaeological, Congresses, list of, xxvii;

Soc. Publications of, xxvii

Russian, Russians, alphabet, xxi ; baths, 84 ; called

Scythians, 119; at Chersonese, 494, 533—539;
measures, xxiii

;
peasants like Scythians, 46, 98

;

raid the Euxine coasts, 126; at Theodosia, 559;
swords, 116 n. 3; weights, xxiii

Rustication, 194 f. 86, 420, 499; sham, 309—313,
ff. 220, 222, 223

Rutlcha, 260
Ryzhanovka Barrow, IX. 170, 174 f. 70, 177—180

ff. 73, 74, 269 :

bracelets, 63, 382; cup, 8r, 180, 287, 383; earrings,

62, 178 f. 73, 266, 397 ;
frontlet and temple-orna-

ments, 62, 393 ;
Greek pottery, 82 n. 4 ; necklace,

63, 179 f. 74, 291, 400; rings, 64; set with coins,

64, 291; stone, ib.
;

tiara, 170, 179, 283; dancers
upon, 61, 283

Rzhishchev, IX. areas, 140; figurine, 1391.33; pottery,

138 f. 32

Sabatier, J., 204 n. 2, 289 n. 3, 635
Sabazius, 622, 623
Sabbion, 627
2a/3ta, 451 n. 1

Sabre, 248
Sacae (Saka, Sai, Sek), I. 30 n. 5, 44 Add. f. o, 57,

59 f. 12, 60, 61, 92, 100, 112, i2 1, 122, 240:
not the Scyths who invaded Media in VII. c. B.C.

42 ;
wore goryti, 67 ;

carried sagaris, 72 :

Saka Tigrakhauda, Humavarka, taradaraya, 112

Sacaea, 115
Sacarauli, 122

Sacrifices, in Altai, 92, 251 f. 172 ; among Massagetae,

86 ; among Scythians, 85 ; to Ares, 86 :

fees for, 463, 474, 475
Sacrum Ostium, IX. 12, 13

Saddle, Scythic, 75, 161 f. 48, 167, 204 D f. 103;
Siberian, 277—279 ff. 201—204

Sadowski, J. N., 440, 444, 484
Sadyattes, 42
Safarfk, P. J., xxxii, 103 n. 5

Sagaris, 72
Sai (Saka), 92, 12 r

Saii, 1 19, 461
St Germain Museum, 259 n. 4
St George mouth of Danube, IX. 11— 13
Saitapharnes, 460, 461, 473 ;

tiara of, 284
Sajansk, 244 f. 152, 282
Saka, 112, v. Sacae
Sakunka, 57, 59 f. T2, 60, 112

Salamatino (Saratov), I. 173 n. 4; neck-hoops, 63
Salgfr R., IX. 17; iron axe from, 72; torque, 63,

289 ;
whetstone, 73, 289

Salin, B., on fibula, 259
Sallet, A. von, 489, 553, 637; on APIXO, 483, 484;

Spartocus, 586 ;
Asander, 593 n. 1

Salonina, indication, 390 n. 6

Salt, on the Steppe, 3, 7 ; at mouth of Dnepr, 7, 534 ;

trade in, 440
Saltpetre from graves, 147
Samara (govt), I. 104, 113 n. 3, 173; swords from,

7°
Samara (river, Gerrhus?), IX. 30
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Samas-iddin, 410
Samian vases, 338, 339 ; terra sigillata, 353
Samokvasov, D. J., xxxii, 98 n. 2 ;

on red skeletons,

145
Samos, coins of, 630, 632
Samothrace, 478
Samoyeds, ro6

;
name, 104

San, 617
Sandakhsathra, 42
Sanerges, 617
Sannigae, 24
Sapphire, 407 f. 295
Saraj, I. 524 n. 7

Sarapis, 310, 446, 468 Add., 602, 603, 606 n. 10, 618
Saratov, I. 104, 113 n. 3, 173
Saraucae, 122 n. 1

Sarcophagus, stone, 298, 433; painted, 3x5, 322, 33

r

n. 5 ; wood, v. coffin

Sardis, barrows near, 435 n. 1

Sardonyx, 41 r f. 298, 431 f. 321
Sarepta, I. 524 n. 7

Sarias, coins of, 119, 123, 448, 487
Sarkel, 533
Sarmatae (Sauromatae, Sarmatians v. 118), I., IX. 27,

106, 113 n. 3, 777—121
, 232, 236, 518—520 :

race, &c., Iranian like the Alans, 37 ;
but under

Altaic leaders, 119; bowlegged, 47 ;
language, 37;

interpreter for, 613 n. 12, 614; mixed with Bastarnae,

125; in Caucasus, 127; hard to distinguish from
Maeotae, 127 ; classed by Hippocr. as Scythians,

45, 106; women’s freedom, 39, 84, 106:

history, first seat of, 106 ;
western movement, 1

1
7

—

121 ;
Queen of holds Alector, 455 ; threaten

Scyths, 1 1 5 ;
Mithridates, 586; on Theiss, r 2 1

,

124 :

gear, art, 281 ;
armour, 74, 187 ;

spears, 68 ;
swords,

7°
Sarmatia, according to Ptolemy Map II., p. 11 ; ac-

cording to Strabo, IX. 120

Sarmaticae Portae, n n. 1

Sarych C., IX. 19
Sarykam^sh L., I. 31
Sassanian, ivory, 335; kingship, 218 Add.; plate, 254,

386 and Add., from Perm, 105, .257, 441
aacrr/p, 5 1

6

Sasyk, L., IX. 13, 17

Satarchae, 127, 463
Satyr, 341 f. 247, 381, 385, 386; playing flute, 320;

pan-pipes, 424 f. 314 ;
heads, 209 f. 107, 360, 364,

cf. Pan
Satyrus I, 561, 571—575, 583; besieges Theodosia, 555,

556, 574 5
monument of, 23, 561; stamp, 360

Satyrus II, 572, 578—580, 583
Satyrus Heracis, 524
Sauagas, 320
Saucepan, 165, 378, 381

Saucer, 383, 385, 430, 433
Saudaratae, 119, 461; name, 104

Saulius, Sc. king, 116

Saumacus, 520, 582
Sauromatae, v. Sarmatae
Sauromates as proper name, 1 1

8

Sauromates I, 569, 590, 599, 604,
6ri; coins, 320,

604, 61 1, 632
Sauromates II, 120, 605, 606, 611, 612, 617, 624., 625;

coins, 368, 606, 608, 61 x, 616, 632, 633; indica-

tions, 385, 390; tamga, 318 n. 1, 614 n. 2

Sauromates III, 607, 61 1, 632
Sauromates IV, 608, 609, 6xx

Sauromatus, 526, 527, 604, 608
Scale-armour, v. armour
Scalps, 83, 223 f. 126

Scarab, 298 Add., 452 n. 1

Scarabeoirl, 412

Sceptre, 218 Add., 384, 434
aKTjTTTodxoi, 460
Schiefner, A., refutes Mongolian etymologies, 40, 98

n. 7
Schlangenweib, 166 f. 54
Schmidt, II., makes Cimmerians Thracian, 41 ;

on
neolithic pottery, 134 n. 1, 141 n. 1

Schmidt, W. A. S., on Kelts at Olbia, 125
Schnurkeramik

, 132
School, 613
uxomnua, 461
Schreiber, Th., 397 n. 7, 404, 406 n. 2^
Schubin, coins from, 440, 484
Schulz, D., excavates Kelermes, 71, 222
Schiirer, E., 620 n. 5, 622
Schwartz, A. N., on metal reliefs, 284 n. 4, 394; on

glazed jug, 354 n. 1

Scilurus, 7/9, 443, 463, 491, 5or, 5 r%?
advice to his sons, 95; rules Tauri, 101 :

coins of, 1x9, 448, 486, 484, 492; with waggon, 50

.
/' 4

Sciri, 124— 126, 461
Scoloti, 43, 1 12 n. 1 ; not the same as royal Scyths, 44
Scopas, 61, 179, 296, 328, 394, 428
Scopasis, Sc. king, 116

Scopuli, 14

Scordisci, 126 .

Scostoces, 123, 487
Scribonius, 590, 592—594, 61

1

Sculpture, 292 f. 208, 295—jog
Sciimbria

,
6

Scylax, Periplus ascribed to, date, 25, 118

Scyles, 1 16, 458, 478, 484:
attracted by Greece, 84, 90, 206 ; marriage, 84, 95 ;

death, 84 ;
palace, 264, 298

Scylla, 378, 379, 393
Scymnus, Pei'iplus ascribed to, date, 25
Scyphus, 221

Scyros, 285, 358
Scythae Amyrgii, 112

Scythae Metoeci, I. 707, 108
Scythae Satarchae, 127
Scythe, 242 f. 150, 244, 246, 247 f. 162

Scythes, eponymous hero, 43 :

figure labelled, 54 f. 8, 55
Scythia, Maps I. IV. V. IX.

:

Archaeology, 130—260:
Ethnology, 35— 114:
Geogi'aphy, bibliography, 33, 34 ; boundaides, 27 ;

coast-line, 9—25 ;
interior according to Herodotus,

26—34, Map V.
;
physical, 1—7; square, Map IV.,

according to Krechetov, 32 f
. 3

:

History, 115— 127; invasions, of Darius, 116, from
E., 1 1 7, from W., 122

Scythia Asiatica, VI. 114, 118

Scythia Parva, 118

Scythian used geogi'aphically= belonging to Scythia or

Scythians, passim
;

used loosely= Scythic when no
certain distinction can be drawn, passim :

market in view of Greek traders, 287 but see Add.,
supplied with ready-made goods, 291

Scythians, i.e. men of Scythia whatever their race or

culture, 35; even in late times, 98, r 1 8 ;
biblio-

graphy of, 98— 100:

early empire in Asia, 36 ;
allies of Assyria against

Medes and Egypt, 42 ; in Hebrew prophets, at

Ascalon and Beth-Shean, 42 :

legends of origins, 43, 44 :

figures of in Greek art, 53—58 ff. 8— 10; from
Memphis, 44 Add. f. o ;

often uncertain, 56, 286 ;

in Persian art, 59—61 ff. 12, 13; from Scythia

mostly Greek, 158 f. 45, 161, 162 ff. 48, 49, 169

f. 62, 182 f. 75 bis , 197 f. 90, 201 f. 94, 202— 204
ff. 97—99, 284, 288 ;

in lead, 374 :
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Scythians (contd)

Mithridates and, 586, 588
;

prudery of, 284 ; rela-

tions with Greeks, 439 ; slaves, 440 ;
vegetarians,

44 Add. ; wars with Bosporus, 577, 606
Scythic (Sc.), used ethnologically = belonging to Scyths

proper (q.v.), 35 sqq. :

used archaeologically = belonging to specific art or

culture of which the Scyths were representatives,

50 sqq. ; art, 252, 260—264, 266—271 and Add.,
280—283, 287; gem, 41 1 f. 298:

Sc. things found in camps and majdans, 147 ;
with

red skeletons, 145; in Greek tombs, 208—214
if. 106, 1 14— 116, 266 Add.

; 427 f. 318, 428 ; near
Tanais, 567 :

Sc. tombs, 87, 149—232 ;
geographical distribution,

150; classification, ijr
;
poor class, 151, 152; big

barrows, 152— 173; transition to Slavonic, 192:
Sc. analogues in Siberia, 241—253; Iran, 254—257 ;

Urals, 257—258 ;
Caucasus, 259—260

Scythopolis (Beth-Shean), 42, 99 n. 10

Scythotauri (Tauroscythae), ix, 19, 101, 119, 127, 469
Scyths, in Herodotus a definite tribe or those subject

to it, 35; or else generally = Scythians or any
north-eastern barbarian, 35 ;

later indiscriminate

use, 35, ri8, ii9, = Goths, 526, 608:
their arms, 66 ; art, 281 ; baths, 84; dress, 53 ;

gods,

85 and Add. ;
food, 48 ;

gear, 50 ; burials, 87 ;

vessels, 79; war, 83; women, 84:
customs, 47—88 ;

paralleled in N. Asia, 89—97 ;

land, 1— 7, 26—34 :

language, 39 ;
legends, 43 ;

physical characteristics,

'44 and Add. ; skulls, 47, 143 n. 5 :

history of, 1 1 5 ; driven *out of Asia, in; invaded
by Darius, 116, 117; royal house of, 1 16 ;

decline

of, 1 15, r 1 7 ;
Atheas K. of, 1 1 8 ; Scilurus, 119,

463, 496, 518—520; later kings, 117—120:
threaten Olbia, 459—461, 464, 467, 468; Chersonese,

496, 497, 518—523; Bosporus, 574, 577:
coins of kings, 448, 486, 487, 492

Sea-eagle, 484, 485
Sealing decrees, 446, 541
Seals, Byzantine, 541, 543
Seaweed in barrows, 194
(TePaaToyvuiaTos, 469, 608, 609
<re/36

/
uei'oi, 622

Secretary (7pa/r/rareifs), Bosporus, 612, 613; Chersonese,

540; society, 623, 624; Olbia, 472 ;
Tyras, 446, 472

Sections of Scythic tombs, v. plans

Seebohm, H., 261

Sek (Saka), I. 92, 121

Se-kin Khan, his complexion, 93
Seleucus(?) of Bosporus, 571, 572
Sella curulis, 599
Semandrus, 570
Senate (Boule), Agrippias Caesarea, 613 ; Chersonese,

516, 517, 520, 540; Olbia, 468, 471, 472; Roman,
468 Add., 522 ; Tyras, 446

Sennaja (Phanagoria) III. 22, 566
Senty, church at, 513 n. 2

Sera Metropolis, I. 114 n. 3
Serbia, neolithic pottery, 134
Serdica, I. 622
Serebrjanka, R.

,
IX. 174 f. 70, 173

Seres, Serica of Ptolemy, I. in, 114 n. 3, 122

Serogozy, IX. 169
Serpent Barrow, III. ; coffin, 328, 329 f. 240
Serpents, v. snakes

:

in Siberian art, 268, 275 f. 195, 277 f. 200

Servants, of Sc. King not bought slaves, 88 ;
buried

with him, 63, 88, i53sqq., 226; among Tartars, 89, 90
Sesklo, 134 n. 1

Sesostris conquered Scythians, 36
Sevastopol, IX. built out of Cherson, 494 ;

coin find,

548 ;
harbour of, 4 ; siege of, 495, 497

Seven (magistrates), 463, 471, 474 ; on coins, 474, 476
n. to, 486

Seven Brothers Barrows, IX. 206—214 ff. 105— 115,

265, 266; plans, 213 f. 114:
amber, 206; Apollo, 381; armour, 73, 74, 206, 210;

beast-style, 210; cylices, 206, 210, 330, 382, 383;
deer, 207 f. 105 ; earring, 208 f. ro6, 395 ;

gem, 208
f. 106, 265, 413; ewers, 381; gorget, 213 f. 114, 265;
Hermes, 378; horse tombs, 206, 210, 213 f. 114

;

necklaces, 206, 208 f. 106
;

pectoral, 73, 207 f. 105,

290; phiale mesomphalos, 81 n. 4, 206, 209 f. 107,

232, 382 ;
plates, gold, 206, 208 f. 106, 210, 265,

266; psalia, 76, 77, 206, 210, 214 f. 115, 223, 266;
quiver-tips, 67, 206, 209—211 ff. 108, in, 112, 213
f. 114, 265; rhyta,. 81, 206, 210, 211 f. no, 213
f. 114, 265, 290 ;

Scythic style of objects from, 265 ;

sword, 206, 208 f. 106; textiles, 210, 212 f. 113, 335—

-

337 f. 244, v. 2 ;
torques, 206 ;

“twists,” 208 f. 106,

210, 395 ; vases, 210
Seven Tongues, 109
Severus, Alexander, 448, 449, 468 and Add., 469, 486
Severus, Septimius, 446, 468, 469, 486, 633
Shah-poh-lioh Khan, 95
Shakhmatov, A. A., 535 n. 1, 536
Shaman idols, 257 and Add., 258 f. 182

Sha-mo, I. 1 13
Shan-si, I. 113
Shan-yu (Zenghi), 92
Shan Zhung, 91
Shcherbanevka, area, 133 f. 28; figurines, 136 f. 30;

pottery, 135 f. 29
Sheaths, Persian, 59 f. 12 ;

of Scythic daggers, 68—72,

164 f. 53, 165, 1 7 1 ff. 65—67, 202, 203 f. 98, 221,

222, 236, 239 f. 147, 254, 255 f. 173; from Romnv,
186 f. 79; Tanais, 270 f. 186, 567; Tomakovka and
Vettersfelde, 71, 158 f. 45, 236, 265

Sheep, 49, 182, 210; cf. mutton
Shell, 64, 399
Shen-si, I. funeral at, 89
Shen-tu, misreading for Yen-tu (India), 121 n. 8

Shestakov, S. P., xxxii, 530 sqq.

Shield, 73, 221; boss, 386; oval, 56 f. 10, 506 n. 9, 507
f. 339; shewn, 200 f. 93, 317 f. 227 ; ornaments, 203
f. 98, 222, 226 f. 129

Shih-ki, 121 n. 8, 129 n. 4
Shimardan Cove, III. 22

Ship-master, 464, 524, 624
Shoe, 336 n. 1 ; -sole as ring-bezel, 405, 430, 431 f. 321

Shpola, I. 175, 177, 348
Shuckburgh, E. S., 34
Si-’an-fu, 114 n. 3
Siberia, 173, 240—233, 254, 261—282:

axes, 243—245 ff. 151— 158; bottle, 409 n. n ; “cash”
knife, 242 f. 150, 245 ff. 153— 155, 247 ff. 164, 165;
cauldrons, 80, 244 ;

copper and bronze age, 241—
248; daggers, 249 ff. 169— 171 ;

gold work from,

233, 271—282 ff. 188—204 and Add.
;

iron age,

248—253; masks, 39011. 13:

style of, 182, 187, 224, 230, 232—236, 241—253 f. 172,

254, 257, 261, 262, 264, 266, 267:
tombs, 241—253; shewing burning, 94 n. 3, 252;

towns, 105 ;
travellers in, 253 11. 1

Sibirskij, Pr. A. A., xxxiii, 583—585, 591 n. 4
Sicily, tomb-paintings, 316; vases exported to, 341
Sidon, coffins from, 322; mask, 390 n. 13
Sidones, 120

Sieg, E., and Siegling, W., 100

Siege-tactics, 497, 499
Sien-pi, E. Mongols, 91 ;

assimilate Huns, 48 n. 1,

92, 1 14 n. 3, 122

Sigbjorn, 536
Sigma-shaped bows, 66
Sigtuna, 538
Sigynnae, I. 102

;
horses of, 49

M, 90
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Silenus, 346, 355, 358
Silk, 336, 538
Silphium, 343 f. 249
Silver, not used by Scyths (Her.), 88; but found in Sc.

tombs, 155, 161, 167, 168 Add., 172, 177, 179, 180,

196 sqq., 206, 210, 216— 232, 269, 288, 382, 383;
only in later Siberian, 250 :

cups shaped like Kul Oba vase, 180, 186 f. 79, 197
f. 90, 198 f. 91, 200 f. 93 and Add., 287, 288, 383 :

early and oriental, 382, 383 ;
Greek, 382—38b, 430

—

434 ff. 321, 325; Byzantine, 386 and Add.; Sas-

sanian, 105, 257
Simurg, 280
Sinae Metropolis, 114 n. 3
Sindhu not same as Yen-tu, I. 12 1 n. 8

Sindi, IX. 23, 127, 128
, 573— 577, s8o ;

coins, 632,

PI. IX. 25—27
Sindica, IX. 8, 17

Sindicus Portus, III. 22—24, 570
Sindzherli, deer from, 263 n. 7
Sinjavka (Don), 567
Sinjavka (Kiev), IX. headdress, 58, 192 f. 84
Sinjukha, R. (Exampaeus ?), IX. 28

Sinope, I. 519, 524, 593, 604, 626, 627; Agrippa at,

593 :

amphorae, 360 ;
fishing at, 6 ; under Cimmerians,

42, 1 15; tile from, 360 n. 2; founding of, 439;
Sarapis, 603 ; siege of, 464, 587 :

coins, 516; restruck, 593, 630; types of, 360, 477,

484, 630
Sinopeus, 573
Sipylene, Mater, 516 n. 6

Siraci, IX. 120, 128, 597, 598, 606

Siren, 331, 346, 348 n. 1, 373 f. 276, 380, 381, 396^290,
397, 424 f. 314

Sirotina MogUa, 152
Sistan, 1 12, 1 13 n. 3

Sitalces, 86
Sittaceni, 128

Sivash, IX. 3, 16, 17

Slverskaja, IX. 2:5, 362, 403; coins, 584, 585
Six-month Sleepers, 109

Sizyges, I. 114 n. 3
Skaclovskij, G. L., at Berezan, 338, 452 n. 1

;
palaeo-

lithic finds, 131 n. 4
Skeletons, dancing, 355, 356 f. 262

Skinned foes, 83, 93
Skorpil, V. V., xxxiii

;
Hygiaenon, 581, 583—586;

letters, 466; Nymphaeum, 560, 561; tamgi, 318
n. 1 ;

tiles, 573, 580
Skrine, F. H., 92 n. 2

Skubetov, M. I., 498 n. 2, 502 n. 10

Sk‘udra, 112 n. 1

Skulls, from Chertomlyk, 46 ;
from Smela, 47 :

deformed, 47 n. 4 ;
Finnish, 47 ; red skeleton and

Scythian, 145 n. 5 ;
of Slavs, 47, 145 n. 5;

wanting, 173 n. 6; extra, 175:
cups, 81, 83 f. 26; among Hiung-nu, 92, 93;

Tibetans and Issedones, no
2Kvdoravpuu \ip.r)v, IX. 19

Slaves, buried with master, 88, 89 ; ditch of, 31 ;

among Scythians, 84 ; trade in, 438, 440
Slavonic inscr. Cherson, 514
Slavs, 35, 36, 124; supposed to be kin to Scyths, 98;

alphabet, 533 ;
brachycephaly of modern, 47, 145

n. 5 ;
descendants of Neuri, 102 ;

first seat of, 103 ;

missions to, 533; transition to graves of, 192

Sling-stones, 73
Slip-ware, 357 f. 263, 568
Slonovskaja Blizm'tsa, 152; “standards,” 78
Smalt, 430
Smela, IX. Ct Bobrinskoj’s excavations near, 175 n. 1—

193 ff. 70—85; objects from near, 62—82; goro-

dishcha near, 52 n. 3, 175

Smice, 361
Smirnov, I. N., on Finns, 106

Smirnov, J. I., xxxiii, 345 ; on bottles, 409 ;
bunchuki

,

78 ; Permian plate, 257 n. 4
Smith, Sir C., on Ephesus ivories, 260 f. 182 bis, 263
Smyrna, 626; terra-cotta from, 368; treaty, 516 n. 6

Snail design, 267 f. 184
Snake, 6, 103 ;

water-, 105 n. 5 :

as bracelets, 402, 405 ;
handle, 381 ; rings, 401 f. 294,

410, 427 f. 318 ; snake and bow on ring, 66 n. 7, 323,

414, 427 f. 318^
Soanes, I. 24, 129
Societies, Religious, 301, 482, 558, 612, 616, 620—625

Sogdi, dress of, 61

Sogdiana, I. 92; name, 39
Sogus, 608, 609, 625
Soldaia = Sudak, 558
Sollerets, 74
Sopaeus, 573
Soracus, 613 ;

“catacomb,” 319—321 f. 231 ;
Totenmahl

,

304, 321 f. 231
Sosias, hero, 481

croJTrip, acbreipa, 361, 476, 545, 608, 612, 616, 621

Sow, 208 f. 106, 210, 265, 413
Soza, 597
Spade, 153
Spanish troops, 525 n. 1, 545
Spargapises, Massageta, 102 n. 3, 487
Spargapithes, Scythian King, 116:

the Agathyrse, 40, 102 :

name, 39, 487
Sparta, 619, 626 :

fibula from, 215 n. 1; ivbries, 263; reliefs, 304
Spartocid dynasty, 293, 296, 570—583, 591 ;

table of,

583:
titles of, 572, 580, 581, 627 :

coins, 583—586, 627, 628, 632
Spartocus I, 206, 570—572, 583
*Spartocus II, 571
Spartocus II, 571, 572, 577, 583
Spartocus III, 571 n. 5, 572, 575, 580, 583
Spartocus IV, Paerisadis, 581, 583
Spartocus V (?), 581—583 :

coin of, 584—586, 629, 632
Spatharius, 543
Spatharocandidatus, 533, 543
Spears, 68, 152, 170, 173, 174 f. 70, 175— 177, 182,

187, 190 f. 82, 196, 206, 221, 222, 223, 226,

228, 232, 244, 251 f. 172, 257, 313 f. 223, 506

n. 9, 507 f. 339, 547 ;
spearman, 548

Specht, E., Central Asia, 92 n. 2

Speirarcha, 614 n. 4
Sphaerus, 465, 626
Sphinx, 157, 158 f. 45, 170, 199 f. 92, 208 f. 106, 264,

266, 291, 344 f. 250, 378, 392 f. 288, 397—401
f. 294, 411 f. 298, 412, 427 f. 318

Spiegel, Fr., on Scyths, 99 n. 3

Spindle, 430, 433
Spink, C., 406, 421

Spinning whorls, neolithic, 132 ;
Scythic, 180

Spiral, bracelets, 217 f. 119, 401 f. 294, 402; Greek,

324—326 ff. 234—236 ; 391 f. 287 ; Hallstatt, 41;

Scythic, 174 f. 70, 176, 223; Siberia, 242 f. 150,

244 f. 152, 262; Tripolje, 135 f. 29, 138 f. 32,

r 39

—

r4 x

Spireon Stoma, IX. 13

Spitsyn, A. A., baby, 240 n. 3; Chud antt., 257 n. 3 ;

earthworks, 146 n. 4; Goths, 282 n. 2; Hallstatt,

441 n. 1 ;
La Tene, 125, 126, 259 n. 2 ;

majdans,

148 n. 1 ;
Melgunov, 172 n. 1 ;

Merja, 104 n. 2 ;

phalerae, 155 n. 1, 215 n. 3; Siberian gold work,

253; red skeletons, 143 n. 1

Spodusa, 17

Sponge, 210
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Spoon, 157, 177, 206, 216, 384—386, 420, 434
Square faced beasts, not as p. 5, the Tarandus, but

others, 105 n. 5
Square, Scythian, Map IV. and 27, 106 ;

Krechetov’s,

32 f- 3> 33
Srkulj, S., 535 n. 1, 537
Stabornament, 375, 385
Stand of clay, 135 f. 29, 351
Standard, monetary, 448, 483—487, 547, 559, 561,

631—632
Standards, 3:6 f. 226, 317 f. 227; among Turks, 94:

Scythic (?), 77, j8, 154 ff. 40, 41, 165, 186 f. 79,

187, 223
Stanislas-Julien on Tou-kiue, 90 n. 2

Stanislav, Cape, IX. 453
Stanitsa, meaning of, 222 n. 1

Star, coin type, 549, 559, 602, 629, 630, 633
Staraja Buda, 134 n. 1

Starobelsk, IX. 173 n. 3, 403
Starotitorovka, III. 409 n. 1 r

Stasov, V. V., on “catacombs,” 308 11.4, 315 sqq.

Statues, 295—298 :

Chersonese, 526—530, 536 ; Olbia, 468 ;
as rewards,

472 ; represented on coins, 477, 544, 550 ; Sc. have
no cult, 85, or sepulchral statues, 239, 240

Statuettes, bronze, 381, 386; cf. figurines, terra-cottas

Stavropol govt, IX. neckring from, 63 ; Parthian coin,

232 n. 7
Stein, H., 34, 99 n. 5

Stein, Sir M. A., 100, no, 114 n. 3
Stelae, sepulchral, 295, 298—305 ff. 212— 217, 625;

painted, 306 f. 219; with tamgi, 318 n. 1

Stempkovskij, 564, 620 n. 5
Stephane, 392, 393 ; heads wearing, 396 f. 290, 398,

428
arecfeai'Tjtpopun/, 526 n. 5
Stephani, L., on amphorae, 358 n. 8 ; Bliznitsa, 423 ;

Chertomlyk bowcase, 284 ;
coffins, 328, 333 ;

crowns,

388; cylices, 382; Mithridates VIII, 597 n. 2;
oriental gems, 410 n. 10; phalerae, 155 n. 1 ;

pots,

338 sqq. ;
textiles, 335 ;

twists, 394
Stephen, S., of Surozh, 533
Stephen of Hungary, 537
Stepmothers married Scyths, 84 ; Turks, 95 ; Mongols,

95 n. 2

Steppe, of Northern Asia, 1

Steppe, South Russian, / sqq. ; fauna, 5, 6 ;
flora, 6, 7

Stern, E. R. von, Akkerman, 446, 449 ;
Berezan, 452 ;

ceramic finds in S. Russia, 82, 338 n. 1 sqq., 444;
graffiti, 361 ;

Heuresibius inscr., 420; inlaid jewels,

282 n. 2 ; neolithic pots from Petreny, 134 n. 1, 135,

141 ;
Olbian tomb 1891, 420 n. 7 ;

Old Chersonese,

497> 498 ; Theodosia, 339 n. n, 555—559; toys,

370 Add.; watercolour vases, xxxiii

Stesichorus, 14
Stewart, Mrs H. F., drawing of “Pontic” Vase, 53

n. 4, 55; of lecane, p. 341 f. 247
Stirrups, 75, 250, 277
Stlengis, 392, 426, 428 f. 319, 430
Sto mogil (Olbia), IX. 15, 450
2roa woudXr), 286
Stone, lack of, 7, 146; age, 130— 145; box for vase,

380 f. 283 ;
cairn, 241 ;

dishes, 82 ;
precious, v. jewels;

rectangles on graves, 24 1 ;
vault, v. vault

;
wedge as

pendant, 398 n. 1

1

Stone Barrow, 151, 224
Stone Tower, I. 114 n. 3
Store jars, 360, 457
Storks, 289
Strabo, gives new accounts of Danube-mouths, 13; of

Sc. invasion of Darius, 116; of Sarmatia, 120,

1 2 1 ; on Asander, 592 ;
Chersonese and environs,

495—498, 321 ; Panticapaeum, 564; Polemo, 594 n. 7

Strahlenkamm, 288

Strainer, 383 f. 284
Strap-ends, pattern on, 318 n. 1

Strategus, Bosporan, &c., 614, 625; Byzantine at Cherson,

53 2 : 533> 541—543 ! Olbian, 298, 465, 469, 474, 476,
481, 482 ; Tanaite, 6r5 ; IvKavdeir&i', 614

Strategy, Scythic, 83
<JTpa.Tr)\6.T-r)S, 532, 542
Stratius, epigram, 5, 617
Stratocles, 570 n. 4
Stratoclia, 23, 570
Stratophilus Philomusi, 529
Strigils, 382, 384
Strips, gold, ruder ornament of, 62, 157 f. 44, 177,

178 f. 73, 179, 202 f. 96, 219 f. 122, 283; made
also for Greeks, 291

Stroganov Collection, 257
Stryjkowski, 539 n. 7
Sturgeons, 6 ; on coins, 629
Style, unsafe criterion of coins, 583
Siian, Emperor, 91
Subsidy, 605, 608
Sudak (Sugdaea), IX. 19, 533, 539, 558; name, 39
Sugdaea, IX. 19, 532
Sukhum Kale, I. 9, 24; v. Dioscurias
Sula, R., IX. 180, 187
Stilina mouth of Danube, IX. 11— 13
Sumer-Akkadian, 99
Sun-god, v. Idelios

Suruchan, I. K., collection, xxxvi, 356
Survival of plate, 383; jewelry, 408, 410, 413
Susa, dish from, 215 n. 2; jewelry from, 63, 254, 257,

271 f. 187
Susa (Portus), 528
Suslik, 6
Svanetia, 24, 129
Svardeni, n n. 1

Svjatoslav, 534
Swan, 397, 398 f. 291
Swastika, 628
Swedish inscr., 453
Swine, not used by Scythians, 49, but 182

Swords (v. daggers), Aldoboly, 69 f. 18 ; Greek, 206,

208 f. 106, 507 f. 339; Scythic, 68—J2 , 163 ft'. 5r,

52, 165, 172 f. 68, 173 n. 7, 177, 182, 186 f. 79, 187,

202, 206, 221, 222, 229, 231, 236, 266 ;
bronze,

189 f. 81 ;
iron with curls, ib. ; on vase paintings

of nomads, 53, 54 f. 8, 56
Sword-worship, 71, 86

Syagrus Tower, 506
Symbolon Portus, VIII. r8 f. t, 496—498, 519, 528
Symeon, 534
Symeon Bolgarus, 534
(Tvfj.fj.i'd/xoves, 520, 542
Sympheropol, IX. 119, 258 f. 181, 274, 304
avrayuybs, 301 f. 214, 621, 623, 624
Synagogue, 622 n. 1

*Synges, 609
awdeiaireirai, 625
<TwravTai

,

361
avvoSeiraL, 302, 623, 625
avvoSos, 301 f. 214, 302 f. 215, 620—625
<rvvwixoaLai, 516 n. 9
Syracuse, 627
Syrgis, R., 30, 107

Syria, N., 384, 387, 404 ; art of, 263 ;
glass, 362

Syriscus Heracleiclae, 517, 541, 544, 546, 581

Syrmatae = Sarmatae, 1 1

8

Sysoev, V. M., 223

Ta= great, use of, 129 n. 4
Tabella ansata, 319
Tabernacle over tomb, 142, 143, 151, 174ft 70, 175,

1 76 f. 71, 177, 182, 194, 223, 224, 225 ft [2 8> 22 8,

229, 232, 248; burnt, 226, 252

90 2
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Tahiti (Hestia), 85
Table, inscribed, 420, 61711. 4; leg, 298; three-legged,

3°3- 313 f- 223, 3*4 f- 224, 318, 321 f. 231, 333
Table, of Spartocids, 583:

Bosporan kings 100 B.c.— 100 A.D., 590:
Bosporan dated coins, 100 B.c.—330 A.D., 61

1

Tacchella on Getan coins, 123
Tacitus, on Sarmatian spears 68, swords 70, coats of

mail, 74, 12 1 ; Bosporus, 596—598
Tactics, Scythic, 83
Tadzhiks, 44 Add., 85, 129 n. 4, 281
Taganrog, IX., cliffs at, 1, Scythic find at, 173 n. 3,

403, shoals, 4, trade of, 444, 559
Tayp.aTa.pxvs, 61

4

Ta-ilia (Bactrian Greeks), I. 121, 122, 12Q n. 4
Tail ending in head, 203 f. 98, 208 f. 106, 211 f. in,

238 f. 146, 262, 2bb
Takil Burun, III. 20
Talko-IIrincewicz, J. in Siberia, 253 n. 2; on skulls

*45 «• 5
Tallgren, A. M. 41 n. 1 Add., 144 Add., 257 n. 2

Taman, gulf of, III. 22, 23
Taman peninsula, III. (p. 24) 17, 21—24, 128, 194,

3° 7 , 4^3. 366, 595, 613
Taman (town), III. 22, 23, 566, 613, 614, 624, 625;

coffin from near, 323, 324 f. 234
Tamatarcha, 566
Tambov, I. 104
Tamga

,
on Ephthalite coins, 47 n. 5; on vessel from

“area” 139; in Bosporan kingdom, 31b—318, ft.

227, 228, 382, 409, 433, 435 f. 328, 487, 605, 606,

608, 614 n. 2; on Olbia lions, 317 f. 227
Tapias, Chersonese, 542; tuv iepuv, 541; Taman 613

n. 1

1

Tamyrace, IX. 16— 18, 85, 492
Tana, 443, 558, 567, 569'

Tanagra, 515
Tanais (river), IX. 11 n. 1, 17, 27 ,30, 567, 589; Carians

near, 437; delta of, 566; see Don
Tanais (town), IX. 566—569, plan, 568 f. 346:

history, gods at, 616—619; inscr. from, 120, 604—608,

614—625; organization, 614, 615; religious societies,

620, 621, 623, 625; sack of, 594; site, 4, 21, 566;
trade, 440—444, 569

:

objects, bas relief, 304 f. 218; bronzes, 381; earring,

397; Tanathenaic vase, 567, 626; rhyton, 290, 567
n. 3; sheaths, 270 f. 186, 567 n. 3

Tanaites, 615
T‘ang Dynasty, 91
Tdngri, 85
Tangut, no
T l

ao-l‘ieh, 280
Taphrae, IX. 16, v. Perekop
Taraktash, 606 n. 11

Tarandus, 5, 105 n. 5; skin used for shields and breast-

plates, 73
Targitaus, ancestor of Scythians, 43 ; name, 39
Tdpixos, 6, 7, 21, 440, 484
Tarim, R., I. 114 n. 3; basin, 92, 108, no— 114, 121,

129 n. 4
Tarkhankut, C. IX. 490
Tarpetes, 128

Tarsus, 627 n. 7

Tartars, bearded, 44 Add., 46; boundaries of Golden
Horde, 27; bows, 66; chins, 108 n. 3; colouring,

45; dress, borrowed by Russians, 46; encroach on
Ossetes, 36, 37; files, 73; impotence among, 45
n. 6 ; mixed, 48 n. 1 cf. 44 Add.

;
scale-armour, 74

;

tents and waggons, 52 f. 7; religion, 85; threaten

Cherson, 494, 539
Tarulas, 235, 409
Ta-shih, 129 n. 4
Tasius, 320
Tassels, 393, 404—409, 430—432 ff. 321, 322

Ta-Ts‘in, 107, 129 n. 4
Tauri, IX. 101, 127, 495—497, 518—520, 523, 555, 577,

579, 586, 606:
Goddess of (?), 523 n. 7, 543 ; reliefs of (?), 304 ;

wreckers, 101, 598
Taurida Govt, IX., includes Crimea q. v. and mainland,

3 1
.

Taurisci, 101, 123
TavpoiroXos, 516 n. 6, 543
Tauroscythae, 101, ijg, 127, 469
Taxacis, Sc. underking, 116

Tax-farmer, 462
Ta-Ytian (Farghana), I. 121, 129 n. 4
reixVj v. Forts
Teima, 617 n. 16

TEIMAI, 599, 600
Teiranes, Ti Julius, 608, 609, 611, 612
Teklino, IX., spirals from, 41
Telephus, 364
Tell Racheff, 134 n. 1

Temarinda (Maeotis), 85
Temir Gora, IX. (near Bulganak, III.), 338
Tempera vases, 348, cf. xxxiii

Temples

:

Bosporan, 295, 566, 569:
Chersonese, 506, 544, 545:
Olbian, 467, 468 and Add. 476—481 :

unknown among Scythians, save those of Ares, 85
Temple-ornaments, 62, 179, 195 f. 88, 202, 291, 3Q3,

3Q4, 426 f. 316; cf. earrings

Temrjuk, III. 21, 206, 584; Temrjuk Settlement, 21

Tendra (Ap&pos ’AxiXXcws), IX. 4, 14— 16, 465 n. 8,

481
Tenedos, 463
Tenginskaja, 230
Tents, Bosporan, 51, 31 1—313 f. 223; Sarmatian, 51;

carried on carts, Scythic, 51, 52, Kirgiz, Tartar and
Mongol, 51, 52 f. 7, 109; Argippaei, 109

Teos, 24, 516, 570, 618, 632
Teres the Thracian, 86, 116

Teretsa, IX. 12

Terlecki, Dr I. A., 584
Ternava, Gt, IX. 259 n. 2

Terra-cottas, 363—334 ff. 265— 270, 415, 458, 556:
architectural, 295; man in hood, tunic and trousers

from Kerch, 56 f. 10; moulds for, 364—367, 454
Tesserae, 335
Teutonic (“Gothic” q.v.) jewelry, 281—282
Textile, 157, 179, 210, 212 f. 113, 269, 335—337 f. 244*

patterns in frescoes, 308, 316
Thagimasadas (Poseidon), 85
Thagura, Thaguri, Thagurus Mons, VI, m n. 1, 114

n- 3
Thamimasadas (Poseidon), 85
Thapsis, R., 579 n. 1

Thasos, amphorae from, 196 f, 359, 360, 441, 553:
coins, 470, 487, 516

Thateis, 128, 577—579
Thates, R., 578, 579
ded, peyaXv , 619; awreipa, 621

Theatre, 459, 465, 468, 626
Theiss, R., I. 28; Iazyges upon, .121, 124

Theme, 533
Themiscyra, 8

Themistus Themisti, 526 n. 5

Theocles Satyri, 469 n. 1, 470, 481 ;
crowned, 388

Theocritus, 386
Theodore of Studium, 533
Theodosia, IX. 4, 19, 442, 516, 523, 334—jbo, 576,

580, 589, 608, 609, 613, 627; view, 554 f. 34 r

;

plan, 557 f. 342:
harbour, 4, 556; site, 19, 555, 556; name, 39, 101,

555; Caffa, 443, 527, 558, 559:
archons, 557, 576; deities, 361, 558; prefect of, 558,
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Theodosia (contd)

609, 612, 613; religious society, 621, 623; revolts

against Mithridates, 520, 521, 558, 588; siege, 556,

572, 57+; trade, 556, 572—575
abecedaria, 361 ;

glazed pots, 357, 515; graffiti , 361,

556, 558; jewelry, 63, 169, 291, 397—401 f. 294,
410 n. 7; sculptures, 296, 298; terra-cottas, 363,

364- 556, 558; vases 339—34i :

coins, 555, 559, 628, PI. IX. 4—7:

ditch near, 557, 592 n. 4
Theodosius, 504, 532
Theonas, 504 n. 8, 531
Theophanes, 506, 533, 622 n. 1

Theophilus Imp., 533, 542
Theophrastus, on beasts, 5, 105 n. 5 ; on plants, 7,

615 n. 12

Theophylact, on Turkish religion, 85
Beds, 6, 528
debs Slieaios, 621
deos iirrjKoos, 468 Add., 621—624
debs i'Stos, 612
0eds jatyas, 566, 618
debs 2,ej3a<TTbs, 524 n. 5, cf. 598 n. 7

deos Tr)<j/ias?, 621 n. 15

debs vxj/LUTos, 621
Theran vases, 338
Thermae, v. baths

Thermodon, R., I. 8

Thessalonica, 521 n. 3
Thessaly, barrows in, 435 11. r; neolithic pottery, 134

and Add.
Thetis, 287 Add., 394, 397, 479, 481 n. 14
Thiagola, IX. 13, 14
Qidvvea, 579 n. r

Qiawtris, 579 n. r

Thiasarch, 541
Thiasitae, 621, 623
Thiasus, 620—625; Bacchic, 458
Thirlwall, C. on invasion of Darius, 1

1

7

Thisamatae, 1 19, 461
Thoas, 3&1
Thogar, Thogara, Thogari, in n. 1 ; 114 n. 3; 122 n. 1

doKoi, 452
Thomas, F. W. 98 n. 14, 112, 113 n. 3
Thomsen V. on Orkhon Inscr. 90 n. 2

Thothorses, 527, 608—61 1; coin of with tamga
, 317

f. 227
Thrace, influenced Scythians 86; reduced by Darius 117;

attacked by Kelts, 125; annexed by Claudius, 599;
royal house of, 590, 594, 604

neolithic pottery, 134; Scythic tomb in, 150
Thracian, 101, 102, 123— 125, 128, 206; auxiliaries, 470;

cohort, 614; cults of, 478, 546; mercenaries, 571,

575, 578, 586; names in Gk inscrr., 38, of Bosporan
rulers, 571, 594, 604; joined with Cimmerians but

not akin, 41 ; origin of sword worship, 86; relations

with Scythians, 86 ; coins, 487
Thracian Chersonese, 117
Thucydides on Scythians, 35, 83
Thuni, 122 n. 3, 4
Thyssagetae, I. 107 , 109
Tiara, 58 f. 11, 284, 290
Tiarantus, R.

,
IX. 27

Tiberius Imp., 468, 469, 595, 6or, 604
Tiberius III, 532
Tiberius Julius, name borne by Bosp. kings, 598, 600,

601, 604, 605—610
Tibet, I. 92, 1 14 n. 3
Tibetans, 92, 1 14 n. 3 ;

eat parents and gild their skulls

no; polyandrous, 84, no
T‘ien Shan, I. 108, 113, 114 n. 3
Tiesenhausen, B. G. von, 206, 307, 323, 324, 430
Tiflisskaja, IX. 232 n. 4; red skeletons,. 143
Tiger, 274, 275 f. 196, 280

Tigranes, 464, 587
Tigris, R. , 112

Tiles, to make cist-graves, 422 ; stamps on, 359, 360,

457 , 475; with names of Spartocids, 573, 580, 581,

585; ridge-tile, 457
Tiligul, R., IX. 481; bar of, 4; Axiaces, 14
Timber, v. woods; trade, 440
Timotheus Daseis, 627, 660 f. 349
Timotheus papyrus, 380
Timur, 252
Tirgatao, 84, 107 n. 2, 127 n. 4, 573, 574, 576, 578;

name, 39
Tiridates II of Parthia, coin of, 61 f. 14
Title of Bosporan rulers, 570, 576, 577, 580, 58 r, 592,

596, 598 ’
612

Titus Imp. 600, 602
Tium, 627
Tlesus, vases by, 339
Tmutarokan, 23, 539, 566
•Tobol, R., 1. 107, 241
Tobolsk, I. 252
Tochari (T‘u-huo-lo q.v.), I. 1140. 3, 121, 122; polyan-

drous, 93
“Tocharian,” 100
Toilet-box, 335; scene, 342 f. 248; set, 384
Tokharistan, I. no
Toktai, 95
Tolstoi, Ct I. I. on Delphinius, 176 n. 1, 477; cru/t-

IJ.vafj.oves, 542 n. 7; Apollo Hietros, 616; Apature,
618

Tilstya Moglly (big barrows) 152— 173
Tomakovka, IX.; Pointed tomb, 151, Greek dagger

and sheath, 71, 158 f. 45, 236, 265, 402; Twin, 152
Tomaschek, W. 34; on Scyths, 98 n. n; Getae, 101

n. 3; Thracian names, 571 n. 1, 581 n. 5; NE.
trade route, 102 n. 1— 114

Tombs, Christian, 513, 610; S. Clement’s 513, 530;
Gothic, 127 n. 2, 610

:

Greek, 294—414, 4.rj (416 Add.)—433, ft'. 302—311,
3 2 3> 3 2 4> PP- 454> 455’ 5°6. 564- 626, 627; in town-
wall, 454, 499:

Scythic, 87, 88, 149—239; desecrated by Darius, 92,
cf. Huns’ tombs, 92; Turkish, 90, 94:

Siberian, 241—253; red skeletons, 142— 145:
masonry, 170 ft. 63, 64, 194—196, if. 86, 87, 89, 294,

417
Torni, IX. 447, 448 n. 1, 464, 470, 477 n. 7, 487; Scyths

near, 118

Tomyris, 84, in
Toparcha Goticus, 534
Topaz, 407 f. 295
Toretae, IX. 128, 576, 577
Toreutic, 232, 289, 382—386; imitated in clay, 349
Torques (neck-rings), Greek, 399, 405, 431 f. 321 :

Persian, 271 f. 187:
in Scythic tombs, 62, 63, 157, 158 f. 45, 161, 165, 177,

182, 197 f. 90, 202 f. 97, 206, 215 if. 118, 216, 217
f. 119, 236, 289

Siberian, 271, 272 ft. 188, 189, 191
Torskaja Sloboda (Kupjansk IX.), 240
Tortoises, 132
Totenmahl, v. funeral feast

Toucy, Philip de, oath of, 87
T'ouman, 92
Tower, 454, 461, 462, 467, 468, 499—506 ff. 335, 337, 569
Town-crier, Olbia, 472
Towns, Scythian, 52; wooden, 105
Toxamis, 53, 54 f. 8
Toxaris, 53
Toys, 50, 51 ff. 5, 6, 369, 370 and Add.
Trade, 438—444, 445, 446, 458, 459, 465, 493, 538,

556, 558 > 57 2—576
Trade-Route, China, 114 n. 3, 443; North Easterly, 106—1

1

4i 264; up Volga, 105; Permian, 257, 260
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Trajan, 449, 469, 470, 523, 604; his vallum, 41
Tralles, 594
Transliterations, xxi—xxiii

Transoxiana, I. 92, 110, 121, 129 n. 4
Transylvania, I. 28, 102; gold, 7, 117, 438, 441; mirrors

from, 65 n. 5 ; neolithic pottery, [33, 134 n. 1

Trapezus, I. Empire of, 539; fishing at 6; foundation of,

439> 569
Trapezus, Mt, IX. 19 f. 2

Trappings, v. horse, ^4~—^^
Traspies, 43
Treasurer, Bosporan, royal, 612, 613; society, 624, 625;

Chersonesan, 542
Treasury, Olbia, 461, 474; sacred, 463, 474
Trees, lack of on steppe, 3 ;

grow in river valleys and
in Crimea, 3, 7 ; retreat of, 15 n. 2

Trench, city, 454, cf. ditch, vallum
Treres, 41, 53, 115
Triballi, 12, 118, 123
Tribes, split, 103 n. 7

Tribute, 520, 586, 605, 609; to Scythians, 592
Trident on coins, 448, 584, 585, 597, 600, 633
tpLovvklv ITa\iKbv, 526 n. 3
Tripod, 630
Tripoli, tomb near, 320 n. 1

Tripolje, IX., culture, 130, 133—142 ff. 28—34, 134
Add., 147, 437; copper axe, 136 f. 30

Triton, 238 f. 146, 264, 298, 346, 367, 385, 386
Troglodytes in Caucasus, 129
Trogus Pompeius, early history of Scythians, 36
Trousers, 53—56, 57— 61 ff. 8, 10, 12, 13, 316, 317

f. 227, 369, 467
Troy, blocked Euxine, 438; sacked by Goths, 126
Tryphaena, Antonia, 590, 597, 604
Tryphon, dedication of, 304 f. 218, 369
Tsaritsyn portage, I. 30, 104, 107

Tsarskaja, dolmen, IX. 146 f. 37
Tsarskij Kurgan (Royal Barrow), III. 194 ff. 86, 87;

/
563 f- 343

Tsata, 402
Ts‘in Dynasty, 91, 92, 121

Tsukur, L., III. 423, 573
Tsvetno, viajdan at, IX. 147, 148 f. 38
Tsymbalka Barrow, IX. 152, 767; armour-scales, 74;

horses’ frontlets, 75, 166 ff. 54, 55, 269, 283, 291
Tubicen, 525 n. 1

Tudun
, 532, 543

Tugdammi, 42
T‘u-huo-lo (Tukhara, Tochari, q.v.) I. no, 121, 129

n. 4: head-dress, 97, no n. 2, 277; polyandrous,

93, non. 2

Tu-kin Shan, 95
T‘u-kiie (Turks q.v.), 93—93, 122, 252; attracted by

China, 90; burials, 90; wolf standard, 78
Tulcha, IX. n, 12

T‘u-men, Turkish Khan, 93
Tunic, 53—57
Tung-hu, 92, 94
Tunguz, 92; sword-worship, 71

Tun-huang, I. 92
Tunny, 6, 440, 484
Turcae v. 1. in Mela and Pliny, 107 n. 5

Turfan, I. 100

Turks (v. T'u-ktie), 48 n. 1, 94, 95, 109— 1 14; alphabet,

280; bows, 66 n. 10; divination, 87; gods, 85;
gold gear, 281; oaths, 87; sacrifices, 86; threaten

Cherson, 532, 539
Turks, (Ottoman) 446, 494, 539, 558, 559
Turquoise, 7, 223 f. 126, 224, 230, 232, 268, 271, 396

f. 290, 408
1 usk, engraved, 131, 188 f. 80; amulet, 208 f. 106; 210

n. 4
Tuzla, III. 22, 323, 324 f. 234
Twisted haunches, 270 f. 186, 273 /. 192, 276 f. 198

“Twists” (earrings), 208 f. 106, 210, 394, 395, 490
Tyche, 216, 218 f. 120, 310, 544; of Olbia, 352 n. 5,

479, 485 ;
king’s, 218 Add.

TvKavSeiTaL, 614
Tylis, Keltic kingdom at, 125, 463
Tymnes, 458
Tynnichus, 556, 574
Tyragetae (Tyregetae), IX. 107, 120, 122— 124
Tyrambe, III. 21, 23, 570
Tyrant, 462 n. 2, 522, 542; name applied to Spartocids

576 > 57 8 > 080
' Tyras (river), IX. v. Dnestr

Tyras (town), IX. 4, 13, 14, 443—449 {. 329, 458, 465,

469, 470, 525 n. 6:

coins, 447, 448 f. 329 bis, 486, 487, 585, PI. I.:

destroyed by Goths, 126; Mithridates and, 586:
negress-head, 381; statue from, 298; stele, 303

Tyritace, III. 20
Tyritae, IX. 31, 445
TVp&S, 1 00
Tyszkiewicz ibex, 265 n. 2 ; jewelry, 386 n. 10 sqq.

Tzetzes quotes from Arimaspea, 112

Ufa, I. 107
Ugrians, 107, 108

Uigurs (Kao-che), I. 91, 100; alphabet, 280; conquer
Turks, 90, 92, 93

Ukert, F. A., 33
Ulpian, 555
Ulpii, 613; tomb of, 318
Ulskij Barrow, IX. 142 Add., 153, 227, 228 f. 130; early

vase from near, 339; figurines and waggons, 370 n. 3
Ulysses, 285, 436, 437
Umrikhino (Kursk IX.), palaeolithic finds, 130 n. 2

Undercut grave, 417 ff. 306, 307, 421
Unit, Scythic, 228
Uplostsikhe, 129 n. 1

Ural Mts, I. 107, 113 n. 3, 257; gold, 7, exaggerated

441, 631
Ural River (Lycus?), I. 30, 122

Uralo-Altaic peoples, classification of, 48 n. 1, 99, 252
Urartu (Ararat), 42, 144 Add.
Urgi, 120, 121

Uspe, 597
Ust-Labinskaja, IX. 232, 235 n. 1, 277 n. 2, 378, 409
Utljuk liman, IX. 17

U varov, Ct A. S. (Ouvaroff, Uwarow), xxv, xxxiii,

Basilica, 295, 506, 509—51 1 f. 340, 525; Collection

of, cup in, 235 and Add., 409 n. 10, coins in, 661 :

Koblevka, 14; Merja, 104 n. 2; Olbia, 14, 420 n. 4,

mask from, 390 n. 13, relief, 304 n. 2: Recherches,

390 11. 13; Stone Age, 130, 131; Znamenka, 16 n. 2

U varov, Countess P. S. 259 n. 4, 381 n. 16

Uzbegs, physical type, 46
Uzboi, I. 31
Uzi, 539
Uzunlar L. III. 20

Vacquier, P. 119, 492, 569
Vaison, 525
Valens Imp., 504, 532
Valentinian III, coin in “catacomb,” 320; indication,

385, 390 n. 6

Valerian, coin, 470; indication, 390 n. 6

Valerius Maximus, 525
Valerius Flaccus, on Hylaea, 15; on Neuri, 103

Vallum
,
Asander’s, 16 n. 6, 20, 592; Roman on Danube,

IX. 14; Panticapaean, 200, 562 f. 344, 572; Perekop,

16, 592; Scythic, 146— 148; Slaves” Ditch, 31;
Theodosia to Arabat, IX. 19, 557, 592; Trajan’s,

41; Uzunlar to Hadzhibey, IX. 20, 572
Value-marks on coins, 602, 633
Vambery, A. pn Scyths, 99 n. 8

Vannius allied with Iazyges, 121
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Vardanes, R., II. nn. i

Variags (Varangians), 29, 453, 534—537
Varna, I. inscr. from, 119 n. 3
Varvakion, 393
Vase-earrings, 395—397 f. 290; pendants, 195 f. 88, 217

f- 1 19. 393. 394. 399—401 f- 294. 426 f- 316, 427 f. 318
Vase-painter, Scythian, 55
Vases, Greek, v. pots: with barbarian figures, S3— 56

ff. 8, 9
Vasic, M., neolithic culture in Serbia, 134 n. 1 and Add.
Vasiliev (now Vasilkov), 536
Vasilkov, IX., dagger from, 177; lion-head from, 78,

1 77, 193 f. 85, 263, 266
Vasjurin hill, III. 268; frescoes, 307
Vasudeva, 47
Vault, Stone, “Egyptian,” (69, 170 f. 64, 194—2O0

ff. 86, 87, 89, 294, 323, 425, 429; true, 417—420
ff. 308, 309, 454

Vedius Threptus, 523 n. 2

Veil, 1 6

1

Venetians, 154 n. 1, 443, 446, 558
Verbovka, IX. (Kiev), engraved stones, 146
Verebrjusov, S. I. 560, 636
Veremje, IX., area, 133 f. 28; pottery, 135 f. 29, 136

f. 130
Vergilius Aephnidius, 627
Verkhne-dneprovsk, IX., bits from, 76, 191 f. 83
Verkhne-udinsk, I., plate from, 266, 275 f. 197
Vernyj, I, 240 n. 3
Verus, L., intaglio, 414
Veselovskij, N. I., 155 Add., 169; excavations, along

Kuban, 58, 143 and Add., 223—232 and Add., 370
n. 3 ;

on Kamennya Baby
, 239, 240; at Tanais, 568

Vespasian, 523, 598 n. 7, 6oo, 602 ;
indication, 333

Vessels, of clay, v. pots; Greek in Sc. use, 81, 82

metal of Greek make in Sc. tombs, 130, 1 6 1 , 173, 179,
180, 182, 187, 196, 198 f. 91, 200 f. 93 and Add.,

204, 206, 210, 216, 219, 224, 230— 232; Scythic, 79
—8a

Vettersfelde, 150, 236—23Q ff. [45— 148, 264, 265, 441:
amulet, 64; armring, 64; breastplate, 73, 237 f. 145;

dagger, 71, cf. 158 f. 45, 265 ;
earring, 62 n. 6,

239 f. 148, 265, 394; fish, 238 f. 146, 260, 264;
neck-ring, 63; sheath, 71, 239 f. 147, 265, 270, 402;
shield, 73; style of things, 264, 265; sword, 70;
whetstone, 73, 237 f.' 145

Vettulenus Cerialis, 523
Vexillatio, 523, 525
Vicennalia, 385
Vilkov, IX. 12

Vine, 5, 360, 495, 517
Vine-pattern, 314 f. 224, 315, 362, 385, 424 f. 314, 512
Virchow, R., on Koban, 259 n. 4
Virgin, B.V.M., v. Mary:

deity of Chersonese, 475, v. Maiden
Vitjazevo, III. 324, 422 n. 4
Vitruvius, 456, 457
Vjatka, R., I. 104
Vladimir, at Chersonese, 532—538; baptism, 509, 510,

537. 538 ;
church of, 493 f. 333, 498 n. 2, 510, 51

1

f. 340 ;
siege, 506 :

University of= Kiev, xxviii

Vlakh
, 103

Vodjanoe, IX. 259 n. 2

Voevodskij, L. F. 34
Vogell Collection, 339 n. 6 sqq., 356
Voguls, I. 107, 108; horse-burials, 91; sacrifices, 86;

sword- worship, 71 ; soul waits forty days, 91, 106

Voitinas Collection, 338, 452 n. 1

Volcanoes,. 20, 22, 619
Volga, I.

(
= Oarus, 30, Rha, 30 n. 2, Araxes, 30 n. 5,

1 13 n. 3), sturgeons, 6; mouth of unknown to

ancients, io; supposed to flow into Maeotis, 30 n. 3;

trade along, 104, 105

Volkov, Th. K., 130 n. 1, 131, 134 n. 1

Volkovtsy, IX. 182—187 ff. 76—79; plan, 183 f. 76:
armlet, 64; buckles, 184 f. 77; cup, 81, 186 f. 79,

287; fish, 184 f. 77; gorgoneia, 184 f. 77, 266;
gorytus, 67, 68; helmet, 74; neckring, 63, 184 f. 77;
ribbon, 184!. 77; standards, 186 f. 79; sword, 70;
trappings of bridle, 75 n. 4, 185 f. 78, 267, 269,

283, 291
Voronezh, IX., Govt of, 31; Sc. finds, 173; cup like

Ivul Oba vase, 200 Add.
Voronezhskaja, 223, 228 n.. 2

Vorskla, R., IX. 147
Vospro, 558, 569
Vostochnaja, I. 244 f. 152
Votive-rings, 410, 414
Votjaks, 1., sacrifices, 86
Vozdvizhenskaja, IX. 228—230 f. 13 1; cauldron, 80

n. 5, 230; red skeleton, 143, 228
Vulci, bowl from, 352; earring, 397 n. 15

Vyshe-stebleevka, 111. 423

Wace, A. J. B., on barrows in Greece, 435 n. 1;

Chertomlyk vase, 289 n. 2; Egyptian influence, 404;
grotesques, 428 n. 5; neolithic culture, 134 n. 1 and
Add.

Waggons, Scythian,- 30—32 ff. 4—7, 370; toy, 370 and
Add.; funeral, 50, 75, 87, 88, 153, 155; Greek, 51
n. 1, 578, 579; Tartar, 52 f. 7

Wake, 88, 94, 106
Waldhauer, O. on sculptures, 296 nn. 12, 15, 17

Waldstein, Sir C., 289 n. 2, 330 n. 7
Wallachia, 446
Walls, Asander’s, 16, 592

:

city, 294, 295; Olbia, 454, 461, 467; Chersonese, 498
—506 ff. 334—338, 517, 532, 539; Panticapaeum,

564; Tanais, 568; Theodosia, 559
Walters, H. B., 56, 339 n. 14
War, Scythic customs in, 83
Warka, 422
Water-courses, 500, 502, 508, 535—537; supply, 508, 566
Watersnakes, 105 n. 5
Watzinger, C., on coffins 322 n. 1 sqq.; grave stelae,

29511. 9, 299—305; Hellenistic pots, 350, 351, 384;
shoes, 336 n. 1

Wax, 440
Weaving, Greek, 336; neolithic, 132; Siberian, 244;

weights, 374
Wei- and Sui-shu on Huns, 122; T‘u-huo-lo, no n. 2,

129 n. 4
Weights, 374, 475, 483—485, 526 n. 3; Byz. 515;

Russian, xxiii

Well, 452, 566, 569
Werewolves, 102

Westberg, Fr., 30 n. 5, 34, 52 n. 2, 113 n. 3, 534
West-Scythians, v. Agricultural Scythians

Wheeler, J. T.
, 33

Whetstones, 73, 165, 1 7 1 , 173, 177, 197 f. 90, 215, 221,

226, 229, 231, 236, 237 f. 145
Whips, Scythic, 77, 157, 161, 202

Wife, 84 ;
sati (?), 153, 196, 216, 222, 253 n. 1

Wilser, L., 98 n. 15

Winckler, II., on Scyths and Assyrians, 42
Wind-god, 477
Wine, Greek imported into Scythia, 49, 359, 441 , 442 ;

drunk unmixed, 49 ;
made at Chersonese, 495 ;

jars,

35 8—36o. 553; vat, 495 n. 2

Winged, disk, etc., 61 f. 13, 193 f. 85, 208 f. 106, 411
f. 298; boar, 197 f. 90, 208 f. 106; bull, 41 r f. 298;
lion, v. griffin; woman (not Nike etc.), 427 f. 318

Witchcraft (Scythian), 86, 87
Witsen, N. C., 253 n. 1, 27*7

Wizards, Scythian, 86, 87
Wolf, 102, 346; “wolves’ teeth,” 62, 157, 177, 180,

197 f. 90
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Women, Sarmatian and Scythian, 39, 44 Add., 84

:

dress of 61, 62; their belongings Greek in make,
180, 182:

position of among Issedones, Massagetae, Tibetans,
T‘u-huo-lo and Ytie-chih, no—112:

warlike, legends of, 39
Wood, carved, from Siberia, 251 f. 172, 268; Greek,

322—335 :

mlay, 214 f. 1
1 5, 322—324, 329—33 1

, 334> 424 f- 3 J 4
Wooden vessels, 82

Woods, retreat of, 3, 15 n. 2

Woodwork, Greek, 3/2—333
Woolsack earring, 191 f. 83, 208 f. 106, 395
Wormwood, 3, 7
Worsleyamim, Museum

, 510, 554 f. 341
Wreaths, gold, 388—390, v. crown
Wrecking, 101, 598
Wrestlers, Scythian, 169 f. 62
Wroth, W. 532 n. 9, 593 n. 1

Wu-huan, 92
Wu-sun, I. 92, 100, 121, 122

Wygnanka, IX. 133

Xebanocus, 235
Xeno, stele of, 306
Xenophantus vase, 40, 49, 56, 343 f. 249
Xerxes, army of, 60, 61

ibo-vov, 544

Yahya of Antioch, 535 n. 1, 536
Yak, 268, 276 f. 199, 277
Yao and Shun, 91
Yavana= Hia, 129 n. 4
Yen-tai-idi-to (Ephthalites q.v.) 93
Yen-ts‘ai (Aorsi), I. 107, 120— 122

Yen-tu (India), I. 121

Yi-ta (Ephthalites q.v.), 93, 122 n. 2

Yortan, 134
Young men, 368
Yii Dynasty, 91
Yii, Great, 91
Yuan-chien-lei-han, 91 n. 3
Yuan-Ti, Emperor, 92
Yiie-chih, I. 92, 93, 100, //o, ///, 11411.3, 121, 122,

129 n. 4 :

first seat of, 92; name, in n. 2 ; Little Y., no n. 3
Yule, Sir Id., on Mongol burials, 88 n. 1 ;

on Serica,

114 n. 3

Zabelin, I. E., 21 n. 5, 165 ;
makes Scyths Slavs, 98

n. 2

Zacatae, n n. r

Zahn, R.
,
on Megarian bowls, 351 n. 6

Zaitsev’s “Catacomb,” 310
Zakiui, belt from, 172 n. 1

Zalesje, I. 259 n. 2

Zamaraevskoe (misprinted Zamazaevskoe), cauldron, 80
n. 5

Zarinaea, 84, 240
Zarubintsy, 192
Zavitnevich, V. Z., 180 n. 2

Zeilas Tarsensis, 627 n. 7

Zela, 589

Zelenchuk, R., 230
Zemarchus on Turks, 94, 114, 281

Zenghi, 92, 93
Zeno Imp. inscr., 504, 521, 532
Zeno Laodicenus 590, 594; house of, 594—599, 601,

603, 604
Zenobius on Issedones, no
Zenonis Chersonesus, IX. 21, 621

Zerelia, 134 n. 1

Zernov, S. A., on the Euxine fish, 6

Zethus Zethonis, 528
Zeus, 516, 615, 616, 621:

ancestor of Scyths, 43 = Papaeus, 85:
Ammon, 355, 617 n. 6; Atabyrius, 463, 476; Basileus,

462, 476; Genarches, 615; "Ti/'icrros, 622; Olbios,

456, 467 (?), 472, 476, 481, 482; Patroios, Philios,

616 n. 4; Poliarches, 476; Soter, 476, 545, 608,

616; Urius, 459, 575:
in art, 355, 381 :

coins, 476, 547, 548, 602, 616
Zeuss, K., on Scythic gods, 86; Iranian theory of

Scyths, 98 n. 8

Zhabotin, IX., bone carvings from, 188 f. 80, 260, 273
Zhebelev, S. A., 287; on Archaeanactids, 570; bronzes,

374, 376; Niobids, 363 n. 1, 370; sculpture at

Odessa, 296 n. 10

Zhebriany, IX. 13, 14
Zhidibern, 536
Zhigulov Hills, IX. 113 n. 3
Zhuan-zhuan, 93
Zhukovtsy, IX.; areas, 133 f. 28, 137 f. 31; pottery,

138 f. 32
Zhurovka, IX. 174 f. 70, 775; armour from, 74 n. 6;

bunchuki, 78; “cash” knife, 72; cylix, 176, 349,

36 L +77
Zhu-zhu, 93
Ziebarth, E., 475, 541 n. 9, 620 n. 5, 622—625
Zigzag, 244 f. 152, 245 ff. 153, 155, 248, 262, 282, 290
Zimnij Bereg, neolithic finds, 132

Zinchi, 11 n. 1

Zipoetes, 591
Zjuk, Cape, IX. 21, 621; coffin from, 332
Zlote Bilcze, IX. 133
Zmefnyj Kurgan, III. 328 = Serpent Barrow
Znamenka Gt and Lit. IX. 16

Znamenka, Siberia, I. 244 f. 152

Zolotarev’s Almshouse, Kerch, coffin from, 332
Zopyrion, 123, 459, 460
Zorsines, 597, 598
Zosimus, 608, 609
Zubov’s Barrows, IX. 230—232 ff. 132— 137, 239:
armour scales, 74 n. 6, 231 f. 134; bit, 76, 231 f. 135;

cauldron, 80 n. 5, 230 f. 133; cylix, 232, 361;
phiale mesomphalos, 81 n. 4, 231 ff. 136, 137, 232,

382; roundels, 224, 230 f. 132, 277 n. 2; whetstone,

73, 2 3 l

Zvenigorodka,

from, 339;
Zvenigorodskij,

Zydritae, 24
Zygi, IX. 24,

IX. 134 n. 1, 177; early Greek pots

earrings, 62

A V. Collection, 282 n. 2, 514 n. 15

128, 588

O, 463 n. 1
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